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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS


CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A1.001.AAPURPOSE OF CODE. (a) This code is enacted as a


part of the state’s continuing statutory revision program, begun by


the Texas Legislative Council in 1963 as directed by the


legislature in the law codified as Section 323.007, Government


Code. The program contemplates a topic-by-topic revision of the


state’s general and permanent statute law without substantive


change.


(b)AAConsistent with the objectives of the statutory


revision program, the purpose of this code is to make the law


encompassed by this code more accessible and understandable by:


(1)AArearranging the statutes into a more logical


order;


(2)AAemploying a format and numbering system designed


to facilitate citation of the law and to accommodate future


expansion of the law;


(3)AAeliminating repealed, duplicative,


unconstitutional, expired, executed, and other ineffective


provisions; and


(4)AArestating the law in modern American English to


the greatest extent possible.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A1.002.AACONSTRUCTION OF CODE. Chapter 311, Government


Code (Code Construction Act), applies to the construction of each


provision in this code except as otherwise expressly provided by


this code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A1.003.AAREFERENCE IN LAW TO STATUTE REVISED BY CODE. A


reference in a law to a statute or a part of a statute revised by


this code is considered to be a reference to the part of this code


that revises that statute or part of that statute.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec. 1.004.AAPREEMPTION. (a)AAUnless expressly authorized


by another statute and except as provided by Subsection (b), a


municipality or county may not adopt, enforce, or maintain an


ordinance, order, or rule regulating conduct in a field of


regulation that is occupied by a provision of this code.AAAn


ordinance, order, or rule that violates this section is void,


unenforceable, and inconsistent with this code.


(b)AAA municipality or county may enforce or maintain an


ordinance, order, or rule regulating any conduct under Chapter 393


and any conduct related to a credit services organization, as


defined by Section 393.001 or by any other provision of this code,


or a credit access business, as defined by Section 393.601 or by any


other provision of this code, if:


(1)AAthe municipality or county adopted the ordinance,


order, or rule before January 1, 2023; and


(2)AAthe ordinance, order, or rule would have been


valid under the law as it existed before the date this section was


enacted.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 899 (H.B. 2127), Sec. 8,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 11. FINANCE COMMISSION OF TEXAS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A11.001.AADEFINITIONS. (a) The definitions provided by


Section 31.002 apply to this chapter.


(b)AAIn this chapter, "finance agency" means:


(1)AAthe Texas Department of Banking;


(2)AAthe Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending; or


(3)AAthe Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.002,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A11.002.AAPURPOSE OF COMMISSION; STRATEGIC PLAN. (a)


The finance commission is responsible for overseeing and


coordinating the Texas Department of Banking, the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending, and the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner and serves as the primary point of accountability for


ensuring that state depository and lending institutions function as


a system, considering the broad scope of the financial services


industry.AAThe finance commission is the policy-making body for


those finance agencies and is not a separate state agency.AAThe


finance commission shall carry out its functions in a manner that


protects consumer interests, maintains a safe and sound banking


system, and increases the economic prosperity of the state.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall prepare and periodically


update a strategic plan for coordination of the state financial


system. Each finance agency shall cooperate in preparation of the


plan.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.003,
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eff. September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER B. COMPOSITION AND OPERATION


Sec.A11.101.AAAPPOINTMENT; TERMS; OATH. (a)AAThe Finance


Commission of Texas is composed of 11 members appointed by the


governor with the advice and consent of the senate.


(b)AAMembers of the finance commission serve staggered


six-year terms, with as near as possible to one-third of the


members’ terms expiring February 1 of each even-numbered year.


(c)AAAn appointment to the finance commission must be made


without regard to the race, color, age, sex, religion, disability,


or national origin of the appointee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 881 (S.B. 249), Sec. 1, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec.A11.102.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS. (a) A member of


the finance commission must be a registered voter of this state.


Not more than two members may be residents of the same state


senatorial district.


(b)AATwo members of the finance commission must be banking


executives, one member of the finance commission must be a savings


executive, one member of the finance commission must be a consumer


credit executive, and one member of the finance commission must be a


residential mortgage loan originator licensed under Chapter 156 or


157.


(c)AASix members of the finance commission must be


representatives of the general public.AAAt least one of those


members must be a certified public accountant.


(d)AAA person may not be a public member of the finance


commission if the person or the person’s spouse:


(1)AAis registered, certified, or licensed by a


regulatory agency in an industry regulated by a finance agency;


(2)AAis employed by or participates in the management


of a business entity or other organization regulated by or
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receiving money from a finance agency;


(3)AAowns or controls, directly or indirectly, more


than a 10 percent interest in a business entity or other


organization regulated by or receiving money from a finance agency;


or


(4)AAuses or receives a substantial amount of tangible


goods, services, or money from a finance agency other than


compensation or reimbursement authorized by law for finance


commission membership, attendance, or expenses.


(e)AAFor the purposes of this section:


(1)AA"Banking executive" means a person who:


(A)AAhas had five years’ or more executive


experience in a bank during the seven-year period preceding the


person’s appointment; and


(B)AAis an officer of a state bank.


(2)AA"Savings executive" means a person who:


(A)AAhas had five years’ or more executive


experience in a savings association or savings bank during the


seven-year period preceding the person’s appointment; and


(B)AAis an officer of a state savings association


or savings bank.


(3)AA"Consumer credit executive" means a person who:


(A)AAhas had five years’ or more executive


experience in an entity regulated by the consumer credit


commissioner during the seven-year period preceding the person’s


appointment; and


(B)AAis an officer of an entity regulated by the


consumer credit commissioner.


(4)AA"Residential mortgage loan originator" means a


person who:


(A)AAhas had five years’ or more experience as a


residential mortgage loan originator, as defined by Section


180.002, during the seven-year period preceding the person’s


appointment; and


(B)AAis a residential mortgage loan originator, as


defined by Section 180.002.


(f)AAExperience as banking commissioner, deputy banking
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commissioner, examiner, or supervisor of examiners for a state or


federal banking regulatory agency is considered executive


experience in a bank for the purposes of Subsection


(e)(1)(A).AAExperience as savings and mortgage lending


commissioner, deputy savings and mortgage lending commissioner,


examiner, or supervisor of examiners for a state or federal savings


and loan regulatory agency is considered executive experience in a


savings association or savings bank for the purposes of Subsection


(e)(2)(A).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.004,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 645 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 1, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 645 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 2, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 881 (S.B. 249), Sec. 2, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec.A11.1021.AACONFLICT OF INTEREST. (a) In this section,


"Texas trade association" means a cooperative and voluntarily


joined association of business or professional competitors in this


state designed to assist its members and its industry or profession


in dealing with mutual business or professional problems and in


promoting their common interest.


(b)AAA person may not be a member of the finance commission


if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


a finance agency; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


a finance agency.


(c)AAA person may not be a member of the finance commission if


the person is required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter 305,
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Government Code, because of the person’s activities for


compensation on behalf of a profession related to the operation of a


finance agency.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A11.103.AAREMOVAL OF MEMBERS. (a) It is a ground for


removal from the finance commission that a member:


(1)AAdoes not have at the time of taking office the


qualifications required by Section 11.102;


(2)AAdoes not maintain during service on the finance


commission the qualifications required by Section 11.102;


(3)AAis ineligible for membership under Section 11.102


or 11.1021;


(4)AAcannot, because of illness or disability,


discharge the member’s duties for a substantial part of the member’s


term; or


(5)AAis absent from more than half of the regularly


scheduled finance commission meetings that the member is eligible


to attend during a calendar year without an excuse approved by a


majority vote of the finance commission.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner, savings and mortgage


lending commissioner, or consumer credit commissioner has


knowledge that a potential ground for removal exists, the banking


commissioner, savings and mortgage lending commissioner, or


consumer credit commissioner shall notify the presiding officer of


the finance commission of the potential ground.AAThe presiding


officer shall then notify the governor and the attorney general


that a potential ground for removal exists.AAIf the potential


ground for removal involves the presiding officer, the banking


commissioner, savings and mortgage lending commissioner, or


consumer credit commissioner shall notify the next highest ranking


officer of the finance commission, who shall then notify the


governor and the attorney general that a potential ground for


removal exists.


(c)AAThe validity of an action of the finance commission is


not affected by the fact that it was taken when a ground for removal


of a member of the finance commission existed.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.005,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 11.104.AAEXPENSES AND COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS. A member


of the finance commission is entitled to:


(1)AAthe reimbursement for reasonable and necessary


expenses incidental to travel incurred in connection with the


performance of official duties; and


(2)AAa per diem for each day that the member engages in


the business of the finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(b),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 11.105.AAMATTER IN WHICH MEMBER HAS PERSONAL INTEREST.


A member of the finance commission may not act or participate in the


portion of a commission meeting during which the matter considered


specifically relates to an entity:


(1)AAof which the member or the member’s spouse is an


officer, director, stockholder, shareholder, or owner; or


(2)AAin which the member or the member’s spouse has


another financial interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A11.106.AAMEETINGS. (a) The finance commission shall


hold at least six regular public meetings during each calendar year


on dates set by the commission.


(b)AAThe presiding officer or three members of the finance


commission may call a special public meeting of the commission.


(c)AAThe finance commission may hold an open or closed
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special meeting by telephone conference call if:


(1)AAimmediate action is required;


(2)AAthe convening at one location of a quorum of the


finance commission is difficult or impossible;


(3)AAnotice is given for the meeting as for other


meetings;


(4)AAthe notice specifies a location for the meeting at


which the public may attend;


(5)AAeach part of the meeting that is required to be


open to the public is audible to the public at the location


specified in the notice of the meeting; and


(6)AAthe meeting is tape-recorded and the tape


recording of each portion of the meeting that is required to be open


to the public is made available to the public.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A11.107.AAPRESIDING OFFICER. (a) The governor shall


appoint a member of the finance commission as presiding officer of


the commission. The presiding officer serves at the will of the


governor.


(b)AAThe presiding officer shall preside at and provide for


the keeping of minutes of each public meeting of the finance


commission.


(c)AAThe presiding officer may:


(1)AAadopt rules and procedures as the presiding


officer considers necessary for the orderly operation of the


finance commission and for communication among the finance


commission, the Texas Department of Banking, the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending, and the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner;


(2)AAadopt internal procedures governing the time and


place of meetings, the type of notice for special public meetings,


the manner in which public meetings are to be conducted, and other


similar matters; and


(3)AAappoint committees composed of finance commission


members as the presiding officer considers necessary to carry out


the commission ’s business.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.006,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 1, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 11.108.AASUNSET PROVISION.AAThe finance commission is


subject to Chapter 325, Government Code (Texas Sunset Act).AAUnless


continued in existence as provided by that chapter, the commission


is abolished September 1, 2031.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1232 (S.B. 652), Sec. 2.02,


eff. June 17, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1279 (H.B. 1675), Sec. 3.02,


eff. June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A11.109.AASTANDARDS OF CONDUCT. The presiding officer


of the finance commission or the presiding officer’s designee shall


provide to members of the finance commission, as often as


necessary, information regarding the requirements for office under


this title, including information regarding a person’s


responsibilities under applicable laws relating to standards of


conduct for state officers.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A11.110.AATRAINING. (a) A person who is appointed to


and qualifies for office as a member of the finance commission may


not vote, deliberate, or be counted as a member in attendance at a


meeting of the finance commission until the person completes a


training program that complies with this section.


(b)AAThe training program must provide the person with


information regarding:
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(1)AAthe legislation that created the finance agencies


and the finance commission;


(2)AAthe programs operated by the finance agencies;


(3)AAthe role and functions of the finance agencies;


(4)AAthe rules of the finance commission with an


emphasis on the rules that relate to disciplinary and investigatory


authority;


(5)AAthe current budget for the finance agencies;


(6)AAthe results of the most recent formal audit of the


finance agencies;


(7)AAthe requirements of:


(A)AAthe open meetings law, Chapter 551,


Government Code;


(B)AAthe public information law, Chapter 552,


Government Code;


(C)AAthe administrative procedure law, Chapter


2001, Government Code; and


(D)AAother laws relating to public officials,


including conflict-of-interest laws; and


(8)AAany applicable ethics policies adopted by the


finance commission or the Texas Ethics Commission.


(c)AAA person appointed to the finance commission is entitled


to reimbursement under Section 11.104, as if the person were a


member of the finance commission, for the travel expenses incurred


in attending the training program regardless of whether the


attendance at the program occurs before or after the person


qualifies for office.


(d)AAThe commissioner of each finance agency shall create a


training manual that includes the information required by


Subsection (b) applicable to that commissioner’s agency.AAThe


commissioner of each finance agency shall distribute a copy of the


training manual created under this subsection annually to each


member of the finance commission.AAEach member of the finance


commission shall sign and submit to the appropriate commissioner a


statement acknowledging that the member received and has reviewed


the training manual.


(e)AANotwithstanding Subsection (d), the commissioner of
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each finance agency may collaborate and jointly create one training


manual that includes the information required by Subsection (b)


applicable to each finance agency.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(c),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 11.111.AASEPARATION OF FUNCTIONS. The finance


commission shall develop and implement policies that clearly


separate the policymaking responsibilities of the finance


commission and the management responsibilities of the banking


commissioner, savings and mortgage lending commissioner, and


consumer credit commissioner and staff of the finance agencies.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.007,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A11.112.AAPUBLIC TESTIMONY. The finance commission


shall develop and implement policies that provide the public with a


reasonable opportunity to appear before the finance commission and


to speak on any issue under the jurisdiction of the finance


agencies.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 11.113.AAADVISORY COMMITTEES. (a)AAThe finance


commission may appoint advisory committees to assist the finance


commission in performing its duties.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall specify each committee’s


purpose, powers, and duties and shall require each committee to


report to the finance commission in the manner specified by the


finance commission concerning the committee ’s activities and the


results of its work.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 3, eff.
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September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER C. STAFF AND EXPENSES


Sec.A11.202.AAHEARINGS OFFICER AND AUDITOR. (a) The finance


commission shall direct a finance agency to employ an internal


auditor to provide services to and facilitate commission oversight


and control over the finance agencies.


(b)AAThe Texas Department of Banking may employ a hearings


officer to serve the finance agencies as determined by interagency


agreement.AAFor the purposes of Section 2003.021, Government Code,


a hearings officer employed under this section may be retained


under contract to provide services on a part-time basis and is


considered to be an employee of each agency for which hearing


services are provided.AAThe hearings officer’s only duty under the


hearings officer’s contract is to preside over matters related to


contested cases before a finance agency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 97 (S.B. 1645), Sec. 1, eff.


May 19, 2023.


Sec.A11.203.AALIMITATION ON DIRECTION OF AUDITOR. The


internal auditor reports to the finance commission and is not


subject to direction by the employing finance agency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A11.204.AASHARING OF STAFF, EQUIPMENT, AND FACILITIES;


ALLOCATION OF COSTS. (a) The finance commission shall use the


staff, equipment, and facilities of the finance agencies to the


extent necessary to carry out the finance commission ’s duties. To


reduce administrative costs, the finance agencies shall share


staff, equipment, and facilities to the extent that the sharing
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contributes to cost efficiency without detracting from the staff


expertise needed for individual areas of agency responsibility.


(b)AAAn interagency agreement must provide that the cost of


staff used by the finance commission, including the internal


auditor, is to be charged to the finance agencies in proportion to


the amount of time devoted to each agency’s business. All other


costs of operation of the finance commission are to be shared by and


included in the budgets of the finance agencies in proportion to the


amount of cash receipts of each of those agencies.


(c)AAThe finance commission shall have charge and control of


the property known as the Finance Commission Building and use of


staff, equipment, and facilities of the finance agencies.AAThe


Finance Commission Building refers to the property located in the


city of Austin and titled in the name of the Banking Section of the


Finance Commission of Texas, as described by deed recorded in


Volume 5080, Page 1099, of the Deed Records of Travis County, Texas.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(d),


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER D. POWERS AND DUTIES


Sec.A11.301.AABANKING RULES. The finance commission may


adopt banking rules as provided by Section 31.003.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A11.302.AASAVINGS ASSOCIATION AND SAVINGS BANK RULES.


(a) The finance commission may adopt rules applicable to state


savings associations or to savings banks and may authorize state


savings associations and savings banks to invest money of state


savings associations or savings banks in any manner permitted for a


federal savings association or federal savings bank domiciled in


this state. This subsection does not authorize the finance


commission to diminish or limit a right or power specifically given


to state savings associations or savings banks by state law.
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(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to:


(1)AAprevent state savings associations or savings


banks from concentrating an excessive or unreasonable portion of


the resources of state savings associations or savings banks in a


type or character of loan or security authorized by Subtitle B or C,


Title 3; and


(2)AAestablish standards for investments by state


savings associations or savings banks, including limits on the


amount that a state savings association or savings bank may invest


in a type or character of investment to an amount or percentage of


the savings association’s or savings bank’s assets or net worth.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 11.303.AADISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION TO FINANCE


COMMISSION PROHIBITED. Information regarding the financial


condition of a state savings association or savings bank obtained


through examination or otherwise may not be disclosed to a member of


the finance commission, except that the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner may disclose to the finance commission a file


or record pertinent to a hearing or matter pending before the


commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.008,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A11.304.AACONSUMER CREDIT RULES. The finance commission


may adopt rules necessary to supervise the consumer credit


commissioner and ensure compliance with Chapter 14 and Title 4.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A11.305.AARESEARCH.


(a)AAThe consumer credit commissioner shall establish a


program to address alternatives to high-cost lending in this state.


The program shall:


(1)AAstudy and report on high-cost lending, including


the availability, quality, and prices of financial services offered
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in this state to individual consumers in this state; and


(2)AAevaluate alternatives to high-cost lending and the


practices of business entities in this state that provide financial


services to individual consumers in this state.


(b)AAThe program may:


(1)AAapply for and receive public and private grants


and gifts to conduct the research authorized by this section;


(2)AAcontract with public and private entities to carry


out studies and analyses under this section;


(3)AAprovide funding for pilot programs; and


(4)AAmake grants to nonprofit institutions working to


provide alternatives to high-cost loans.


(c)AANot later than December 1 of each year, the consumer


credit commissioner shall provide to the legislature a report


detailing its findings and making recommendations to improve the


availability, quality, and prices of financial services.


(d)AAThe Texas Department of Banking and the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending shall jointly conduct a continuing


review of the condition of the state banking system.AAThe review


must include a review of all available national and state economic


forecasts and an analysis of changing banking practices and new


banking legislation.AAPeriodically the departments shall submit a


report to the finance commission on the results of the review,


including information relating to the condition of the state


banking system at the time of the report and the predicted condition


of that system in the future.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 211, Sec. 2.03(c), eff. June 16, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.009,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 11.3055.AAFINANCIAL SERVICES STUDY. (a) The finance
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commission may assign the banking commissioner, savings and


mortgage lending commissioner, or consumer credit commissioner to


conduct research on:


(1)AAthe availability, quality, and prices of financial


services, including lending and depository services, offered in


this state to agricultural businesses, small businesses, and


individual consumers in this state; and


(2)AAthe practices of business entities in this state


that provide financial services to agricultural businesses, small


businesses, and individual consumers in this state.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner, savings and mortgage lending


commissioner, or consumer credit commissioner may:


(1)AAapply for and receive public and private grants


and gifts to conduct the research authorized by this section; and


(2)AAcontract with public and private entities to carry


out studies and analyses under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. September 1, 1997.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 11, eff. September 1,


2001.


Renumbered from Finance Code Sec. 11.305(a), (b) and amended by


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 211, Sec. 2.03(c), eff. June 16, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.010,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 11.306.AARESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATION


RULES.AAThe finance commission may adopt residential mortgage loan


origination rules as provided by Chapter 156.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A11.307.AARULES RELATING TO CONSUMER COMPLAINTS. (a)


The finance commission shall adopt rules applicable to each entity
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regulated by the Texas Department of Banking or the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending specifying the manner in which the


entity provides consumers with information on how to file


complaints with the appropriate agency.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules applicable to


each entity regulated by a finance agency requiring the entity to


include information on how to file complaints with the appropriate


agency in each privacy notice that the entity is required to provide


consumers under law, including Pub. L. No. 106-102.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.011,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A11.308.AAINTERPRETATION OF HOME EQUITY LENDING LAW.


The finance commission may, on request of an interested person or on


its own motion, issue interpretations of Sections 50(a)(5)-(7),


(e)-(p), (t), and (u), Article XVI, Texas Constitution. An


interpretation under this section is subject to Chapter 2001,


Government Code, and is applicable to all lenders authorized to


make extensions of credit under Section 50(a)(6), Article XVI,


Texas Constitution, except lenders regulated by the Credit Union


Commission. The finance commission and the Credit Union Commission


shall attempt to adopt interpretations that are as consistent as


feasible or shall state justification for any inconsistency.


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1207, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 13, 2003.


Sec. 11.309.AARULES RELATING TO CHECK VERIFICATION ENTITIES.


(a) In this section, "check verification entity" and "financial


institution" have the meanings assigned by Section 523.052,


Business & Commerce Code.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules:


(1)AArequiring a check verification entity to register


with the banking commissioner:


(A)AAat the intervals the finance commission


determines, but not less frequently than annually; and


(B)AAby providing to the banking commissioner the
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information that the finance commission determines is necessary to


enable a financial institution or a check verification entity to


comply with the requirements of Section 523.052, Business &


Commerce Code;


(2)AAauthorizing the banking commissioner to charge a


check verification entity a reasonable annual fee, not to exceed


$100, to register with the commissioner; and


(3)AArequiring the banking commissioner to establish an


electronic notification system, through secure e-mail or another


secure system, to be used by a financial institution to notify check


verification entities as required by Section 523.052, Business &


Commerce Code.


(c)AAThe finance commission may not impose a duty on the


banking commissioner under Subsection (b)(3) to verify the validity


or completeness of information transmitted through the electronic


notification system.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may solicit and accept gifts,


grants, and donations from public and private entities to establish


and maintain the secure notification system.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1044 (H.B. 2002), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 10.001,


eff. September 1, 2009.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 119. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SAVINGS BANKS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec.A119.001.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 4, BUSINESS &


COMMERCE CODE. Chapter 4, Business & Commerce Code, applies to a


savings bank with respect to an item paid, collected, settled,


negotiated, or otherwise handled by the savings bank for a


customer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.002.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SAVINGS AND LOAN LAWS TO


SAVINGS BANKS. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a statute


of this state or a rule adopted under the statute that applies to or


exempts a corporation or other organization incorporated or


organized under Subtitle B or an association as defined by Section


61.002 also applies to or exempts a savings bank.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not apply to Chapters 11-13, this


subtitle, Subtitle A, Subtitle B, or the Penal Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.003.AAACKNOWLEDGMENT OR PROOF TAKEN BY MEMBER,


STOCKHOLDER, OR EMPLOYEE OF SAVINGS BANK. A public officer who is


qualified to take an acknowledgment or proof of a written


instrument and who is a member or employee of, or a shareholder in,


a savings bank or federal savings bank is not disqualified because


of that relationship to the savings bank or federal savings bank


from taking an acknowledgment or proof of a written instrument in


which a savings bank or federal savings bank is interested.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.004.AARENDITION OF CERTAIN PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR AD


VALOREM TAXATION. (a) Each domestic savings bank and each federal


savings bank shall render for ad valorem taxation all of its
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personal property, other than furniture, fixtures, equipment, and


automobiles, as a whole at the value remaining after deducting the


following from the total value of its entire assets:


(1)AAall debts that it owes;


(2)AAall tax-free securities that it owns;


(3)AAits loss reserves and surplus;


(4)AAits deposit liability; and


(5)AAthe appraised value of its furniture, fixtures,


and real property.


(b)AAThe domestic savings bank or federal savings bank shall


render the personal property, other than furniture, fixtures,


equipment, and automobiles, to the chief appraiser of the appraisal


district in the county in which its principal office is located.


(c)AAFurniture, fixtures, equipment, and automobiles of a


domestic savings bank or federal savings bank shall be rendered and


valued for ad valorem taxation as provided by the Tax Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.005.AASTATE TAXATION OF SAVINGS BANKS. The state


shall tax a domestic or federal savings bank doing business in this


state in the same manner and to the same extent as a corresponding


savings and loan association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.006.AAINITIATION OF RULEMAKING BY SAVINGS BANKS.


The finance commission shall initiate rulemaking proceedings under


Chapter 2001, Government Code, if at least 20 percent of the savings


banks petition the finance commission in writing requesting the


adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 64, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 119.007.AAEXEMPTION FROM SECURITIES LAWS.AAA deposit


account, certificate, or other evidence of an interest in the


deposit liability of a savings bank or federal savings bank is not


considered a security under The Securities Act (Title 12,


Government Code).AAA security of these savings banks, other than an
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interest in the deposit liability of a savings bank, is not subject


to the registration requirements of that Act.AAA person whose


principal occupation is being an officer of a savings bank is exempt


from the registration and licensing provisions of that Act with


respect to that person’s participation in a sale or other


transaction involving securities of the savings bank of which the


person is an officer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.13,


eff. January 1, 2022.


Sec.A119.008.AALIABILITY OF COMMISSIONER AND OTHER


COMMISSION PERSONNEL; DEFENSE BY ATTORNEY GENERAL. (a) The


commissioner, a member of the finance commission, a deputy


commissioner, an examiner, or any other officer or employee of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending is not personally liable


for damages arising from the person’s official act or omission


unless the act or omission is corrupt or malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a person described by Subsection (a) because of the


person’s official act or omission without regard to whether the


person is an officer or employee of the department at the time the


action is initiated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.050,


eff. September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER B. ACCESS TO AND DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION


Sec.A119.101.AAACCESS TO BOOKS AND RECORDS OF SAVINGS BANK.


(a) The books and records of a savings bank may be examined only by:


(1)AAthe commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative in accordance with Sections 96.054-96.057;


(2)AAa person authorized to act for the savings bank;


(3)AAan agent of a governmental agency that has insured
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the deposit accounts of the savings bank;


(4)AAa borrower or deposit account holder of the


savings bank, in accordance with Subsection (b); or


(5)AAfor a capital stock savings bank, a stockholder of


the capital stock savings bank, in accordance with Subsection (c).


(b)AAA borrower or deposit account holder of a savings bank


is entitled to examine only the books and records of the savings


bank that relate to the person’s loan or deposit account.


(c)AAA stockholder of a capital stock savings bank has the


same right to examine the relevant books and records of a savings


bank as a shareholder of a business corporation under the Texas


Business Corporation Act.


(d)AAA person is entitled to a partial or complete list of the


stockholders of a stock savings bank or of the members of a mutual


savings bank only if expressly permitted by the board of directors


of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A119.102.AAPRODUCTION AND ADMISSIBILITY OF ITEMS OF


SAVINGS BANK IN JUDICIAL PROCEEDING. (a) In a judicial proceeding,


the court may order the production of books, records, and files of a


savings bank.


(b)AAThe books, records, and files of a savings bank are not


admissible as evidence in any proceeding concerning the validity of


a tax assessment or the collection of delinquent taxes, penalties,


and interest, unless:


(1)AAa stockholder or deposit account holder is a


proper party to the proceeding, in which event a book, file, or


record pertaining to the account of the party is admissible; or


(2)AAthe savings bank is a proper party to the


proceeding, in which event a book, file, or record material to the


proceeding is admissible.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. OFFENSES AND PENALTIES


Sec.A119.201.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY FOR FAILING TO COMPLY
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WITH SUBTITLE. (a) The commissioner may require a savings bank


that knowingly violates this subtitle or a rule adopted under this


subtitle to pay to the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending an


administrative penalty not to exceed $10,000 for each day that the


violation occurs after notice of the violation is given by the


commissioner.


(b)AAOn the commissioner’s certification that a savings bank


has not paid a penalty assessed under this section, the attorney


general may file suit to collect the penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 3.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.051,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 119.202.AACRIMINAL SLANDER OR LIBEL. (a)AAA person


commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAknowingly makes, utters, circulates, or transmits


to another person a statement that is untrue and derogatory to the


financial condition of a savings bank; or


(2)AAwith intent to injure a savings bank counsels,


aids, procures, or induces another person to originate, make,


utter, transmit, or circulate a statement or rumor that is untrue


and derogatory to the financial condition of the savings bank.


(b)AAAn offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 14,


eff. September 1, 2013.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 12. TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF BANKING


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A12.001.AADEFINITIONS. The definitions provided by


Section 31.002 apply to this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. OPERATION OF DEPARTMENT


Sec.A12.101.AABANKING COMMISSIONER. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner is the chief executive officer of the Texas Department


of Banking.AAThe finance commission shall appoint the banking


commissioner.AAThe banking commissioner serves at the will of the


finance commission and is subject to the finance commission’s


orders and directions.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner must have not less than seven


years’ experience in banking or bank supervision.


(c)AAThe finance commission shall set the compensation of the


banking commissioner. The compensation shall be paid from money of


the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 14, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 367 (H.B. 3536), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A12.102.AADEPUTY BANKING COMMISSIONERS. (a) The


banking commissioner shall appoint one or more deputy banking


commissioners as necessary to the efficient operation of the


department. The banking commissioner shall prescribe the


qualifications and duties of a deputy banking commissioner.


(b)AADuring the banking commissioner’s absence or inability


to serve, a deputy banking commissioner has the powers and shall


perform the duties of the banking commissioner.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 1.01, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A12.104.AAOATH OF OFFICE. Before assuming the duties of


office, each deputy banking commissioner, examiner, assistant


examiner, conservator, supervisor, and special agent, and each


other officer or employee specified by the banking commissioner,


must take an oath of office to:


(1)AAdischarge faithfully the duties assigned; and


(2)AAuphold the constitution and laws of this state and


of the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 1.02, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A12.105.AAFEES, REVENUE, AND EXPENSES; AUDIT. (a) The


finance commission shall establish reasonable and necessary fees


for the administration of this chapter, Chapter 11, Chapter 13, and


Subtitle A, Title 3.


(b)AAThe costs of an audit of the department under Chapter


321, Government Code, shall be paid to the state auditor from the


money of the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A12.106.AALIABILITY. (a) The banking commissioner, a


member of the finance commission, a deputy banking commissioner, an


examiner, assistant examiner, supervisor, conservator, agent, or


other officer or employee of the department, or an agent of the


banking commissioner is not personally liable for damages arising


from the person’s official act or omission unless the act or


omission is corrupt or malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a person because of an official act or omission under


Subsection (a) regardless of whether the defendant has terminated


service with the department before the action commences.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 1.03, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Sec.A12.107.AACONFLICT OF INTEREST. (a) In this section,


"Texas trade association" means a cooperative and voluntarily


joined association of business or professional competitors in this


state that:


(1)AAis primarily designed to assist its members and


its industry or profession in dealing with mutual business or


professional problems and in promoting their common interest; and


(2)AAincludes business and professional competitors


located in this state among its members.


(b)AAA person may not be a department employee if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


the department; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


the department.


(c)AAA person may not act as the general counsel to the


department if the person is required to register as a lobbyist under


Chapter 305, Government Code, because of the person ’s activities


for compensation on behalf of a profession related to the operation


of the department.


(d)AAA department employee may not:


(1)AApurchase an asset owned by a person regulated by


the department in the possession of the banking commissioner or


other receiver for purposes of liquidation, unless the asset is


purchased at public auction or with the approval of the


receivership court;


(2)AAexcept as provided by Subsection (e), become


directly or indirectly indebted to a person regulated by the


department;


(3)AAexcept as provided by Subsection (f), become


directly or indirectly financially interested in a person regulated


by the department; or


(4)AAobtain a product or service from a person


regulated by the department, or an affiliate of a person regulated


by the department, on terms or rates that are more favorable to the


employee than those prevailing at the time for comparable
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transactions with or involving other similarly situated consumers.


(e)AASubject to Subsection (d)(4) and except as otherwise


provided by employment policies adopted by the banking


commissioner, Subsection (d)(2) does not prohibit indebtedness of:


(1)AAa clerical or administrative employee to a person


regulated by the department, if the employee does not exercise


discretionary decision-making authority with respect to the


person; or


(2)AAan employee of the department, other than a


clerical or administrative employee, if the indebtedness was


permissible when incurred and became prohibited indebtedness under


Subsection (d)(2) as a result of employment by the department or a


circumstance over which the employee has no control, including a


merger, acquisition, purchase or sale of assets, or assumption of


liabilities involving a regulated person, if the employee:


(A)AArepays the indebtedness; or


(B)AAdoes not knowingly participate in or consider


any matter concerning the person to whom the employee is indebted.


(f)AAExcept as otherwise provided by employment policies


adopted by the banking commissioner, Subsection (d)(3) does not


prohibit a financial interest of an employee of the department


solely because:


(1)AAthe employee owns publicly traded shares of a


registered investment company (mutual fund) that owns publicly


traded equity securities issued by a person regulated by the


department; or


(2)AAthe spouse of or other person related to the


employee is employed by a person regulated by the department and


receives equity securities of the person through participation in


an employee benefit plan, including an employee stock option,


bonus, or ownership plan, if:


(A)AAthe sole purpose of the plan is to compensate


employees with an ownership interest in the person for services


rendered; and


(B)AAthe employee does not knowingly participate


in or consider any matter concerning the person until the spouse or


other related person no longer owns equity securities issued by the
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person.


(g)AAThe banking commissioner may adopt employment policies


relating to this section, including policies to:


(1)AArequire employees to notify the department of


possible conflicts of interest;


(2)AAspecify the manner or extent of required recusal;


(3)AAdefine the circumstances under which adverse


employment action may be taken; and


(4)AAimpose more restrictive requirements on senior


officers of the department for whom recusal is not viable or


consistent with the prudent exercise of the department’s


responsibilities.


(h)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer


this section, including rules to:


(1)AAcodify employment policies of the banking


commissioner adopted under Subsection (g);


(2)AAdefine or further define terms used by this


section; and


(3)AAestablish limits, requirements, or exemptions


other than those specified by this section, except that an exempted


employee must be recused from participation in or consideration of


all regulatory matters specifically concerning the person to whom


the exempted indebtedness is owed or the financial interest


relates.


(i)AABefore the 11th day after the date on which an employee


begins employment with the department, the employee shall read the


conflict-of-interest statutes, rules, and policies applicable to


employees of the department and sign a notarized affidavit stating


that the employee has read those statutes, rules, and policies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 1.04, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 8.001, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec. 12.108.AACONSUMER INFORMATION AND COMPLAINTS. (a)AAThe


department shall maintain a system to promptly and efficiently act


on complaints filed with the department.AAThe department shall
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maintain information about parties to the complaint, the subject


matter of the complaint, a summary of the results of the review or


investigation of the complaint, and its disposition.


(b)AAThe department shall make information available


describing its procedures for complaint investigation and


resolution.


(c)AAThe department shall periodically notify the complaint


parties of the status of the complaint until final disposition.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 12.1085.AAFINANCIAL LITERACY PROGRAM. (a) The


department shall seek to improve the financial literacy and


education of persons in this state and to encourage access to


mainstream financial products and services by persons who have not


previously participated in the conventional finance system, by:


(1)AAcoordinating, encouraging, and aiding banks in the


development and promotion of financial literacy and education


programs and community outreach;


(2)AAserving as a clearinghouse of information about


financial literacy and education programs;


(3)AAcreating and maintaining a resource bank of


materials pertaining to financial literacy; and


(4)AApromoting replication of best practices and


exemplary programs that foster financial literacy and education.


(b)AAThe department may solicit and accept a gift, grant, or


donation from any source, including a foundation, private entity,


governmental entity, or institution of higher education, to assist


in the implementation of this section.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 12.109.AASUNSET PROVISION.AAThe office of banking


commissioner is subject to Chapter 325, Government Code (Texas
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Sunset Act).AAUnless continued in existence as provided by that


chapter, the office is abolished September 1, 2031.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1232 (S.B. 652), Sec. 2.03,


eff. June 17, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1279 (H.B. 1675), Sec. 3.03,


eff. June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A12.111.AASTANDARDS OF CONDUCT. The banking


commissioner or the banking commissioner ’s designee shall provide


to agency employees, as often as necessary, information regarding


the requirements for office or employment under this chapter,


including information regarding a person’s responsibilities under


applicable laws relating to standards of conduct for state officers


or employees.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A12.112.AAEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY. (a) The


banking commissioner or the banking commissioner ’s designee shall


prepare and maintain a written policy statement that implements a


program of equal employment opportunity to ensure that all


personnel decisions are made without regard to race, color,


disability, sex, religion, age, or national origin.


(b)AAThe policy statement must include:


(1)AApersonnel policies, including policies relating


to recruitment, evaluation, selection, training, and promotion of


personnel, that show the intent of the department to avoid the


unlawful employment practices described by Chapter 21, Labor Code;


and


(2)AAan analysis of the extent to which the composition


of the department ’s personnel is in accordance with state and


federal law and a description of reasonable methods to achieve


compliance with state and federal law.
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(c)AAThe policy statement must:


(1)AAbe updated annually;


(2)AAbe reviewed by the state Commission on Human


Rights for compliance with Subsection (b)(1); and


(3)AAbe filed with the governor’s office.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 12.113.AAALTERNATIVE RULEMAKING AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION.


(a)AAThe finance commission by rule shall develop a policy to


encourage the use of:


(1)AAnegotiated rulemaking procedures under Chapter


2008, Government Code, for the adoption of rules by the finance


commission applicable to the department; and


(2)AAappropriate alternative dispute resolution


procedures under Chapter 2009, Government Code, to assist in the


resolution of internal and external disputes under the department’s


jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe procedures applicable to the department relating to


alternative dispute resolution must conform, to the extent


possible, to any model guidelines issued by the State Office of


Administrative Hearings for the use of alternative dispute


resolution by state agencies.


(c)AAThe department shall:


(1)AAcoordinate the implementation of the policy


adopted under Subsection (a);


(2)AAprovide training as needed to implement the


procedures for negotiated rulemaking or alternative dispute


resolution; and


(3)AAcollect data concerning the effectiveness of those


procedures.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 12.114.AAADVISORY COMMITTEES. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner may appoint advisory committees to assist the


department and banking commissioner in performing their duties.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall specify each committee’s
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purpose, powers, and duties and shall require each committee to


report to the banking commissioner or department in the manner


specified by the banking commissioner concerning the committee’s


activities and the results of its work.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 121. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A121.001.AASHORT TITLE. This subtitle may be cited as


the Texas Credit Union Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A121.0011.AAPOLICY. The purposes of this subtitle are to


safeguard the public interest, to promote public confidence in


credit unions doing business in this state, to provide for the


protection of the interests, shares, and deposits of credit unions,


to delegate to the department rulemaking and discretionary


authority that may be necessary to assure that credit unions


operating under this subtitle may be sufficiently flexible and


readily responsive to changes in economic conditions and practices,


to maintain sound credit union growth and financial integrity,


fiscal responsibility, and independent judgment in the management


of the business affairs of credit unions, to permit credit unions to


effectively provide a full array of financial and financially


related services, to provide effective supervision and regulation


of credit unions and their fields of membership, and to clarify and


modernize the law governing the credit unions doing business in


this state. This subtitle is the public policy of this state and


necessary to the public welfare.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.15, eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 87, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A121.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Board" means the board of directors of a credit


union.


(2)AA"Credit union," unless the context relates to a


federal credit union, means a voluntary, cooperative, nonprofit


financial institution authorized to do business in this state under


this subtitle for purposes of:


(A)AAencouraging thrift among its members;
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(B)AAcreating a source of credit at fair and


reasonable interest rates;


(C)AAdeveloping and providing to its members


alternative methods of financing their purchases at reasonable


costs;


(D)AAproviding an opportunity for its members to


use and control their money to improve their economic and social


condition; and


(E)AAconducting any other business, engaging in


any other activity, or providing any other service that may benefit


its members.


(3)AA"Commission" means the Credit Union Commission.


(4)AA"Commissioner" means the credit union


commissioner.


(5)AA"Department" means the credit union department.


(6)AA"Deputy commissioner" means the deputy credit


union commissioner.


(7)AA"Foreign credit union" means a credit union that


is not organized under the laws of this state or the United States.


(8)AA"Law enforcement agency" means the Department of


Public Safety of the State of Texas, the Federal Bureau of


Investigation, or any local police or sheriff department.


(9)AA"Membership share" means a designated share


account of a credit union consisting of the balance held by the


credit union and established by a credit union member in accordance


with the standards specified by the credit union.


(10)AA"Organization" means a corporation, partnership,


association, limited liability company, or other legal entity.


(11)AA"Unsafe or unsound condition," with respect to a


credit union, includes:


(A)AAbeing insolvent;


(B)AAhaving incurred or being likely to incur a


loss that will deplete all or substantially all of the credit


union’s net worth; or


(C)AAbeing in imminent danger of losing the credit


union’s share and deposit insurance or guarantee.


(12)AA"Unsafe or unsound practice" means an action or
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inaction in the operation of a credit union that is contrary to


generally accepted standards of prudent operation, the likely


consequences of which, if continued, would be abnormal and material


risk of loss or danger to a credit union, the credit union ’s


members, or an organization insuring or guaranteeing the credit


union’s shares and deposits.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A121.003.AACREDIT UNIONS SUBJECT TO SUBTITLE. A credit


union organized and existing under the laws of this state is


governed by and authorized to do business under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A121.004.AALIBERAL CONSTRUCTION. This subtitle shall be


liberally construed to effect its purposes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A121.005.AAHEARINGS. (a) A hearing held under this


subtitle is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(b)AAThe commission may adopt rules of procedure for a


hearing held under this subtitle.


(c)AAThis section does not apply to a meeting under Section


122.005.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.14(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A121.006.AAPROCEDURE AND RULES APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN


PROCEEDINGS. (a) If the commissioner proposes to revoke a credit


union’s certificate of incorporation, the credit union is entitled


to a hearing conducted by the State Office of Administrative


Hearings.


(b)AAA proceeding for a disciplinary action is governed by


Chapter 2001, Government Code. Rules of practice adopted by the


commission under Section 2001.004, Government Code, applicable to a


proceeding for a disciplinary action may not conflict with rules
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adopted by the State Office of Administrative Hearings.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.14(b), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 7, eff. Sept.


1, 2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 122. ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. INCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS


Sec.A122.001.AAAPPLICATION TO INCORPORATE. (a) Seven or


more individuals may apply to incorporate a credit union under this


chapter if:


(1)AAeach is at least 18 years old;


(2)AAa majority are residents of this state;


(3)AAeach has subscribed for at least 10 shares; and


(4)AAall share the definable community of interest


stated in the articles of incorporation.


(b)AAThe incorporators shall file with the commissioner:


(1)AAan application in a form prescribed by the


commission; and


(2)AAfiling fees required and set by the commission.


(c)AAThe application must contain:


(1)AAtwo copies of the articles of incorporation, which


must state:


(A)AAthe name of the credit union;


(B)AAthe municipality and county where the credit


union’s principal place of business is to be located;


(C)AAthat the credit union’s term of existence is


perpetual;


(D)AAthat the credit union’s fiscal year is the


calendar year;


(E)AAthe initial share accounts;


(F)AAthe name and address of, and the number of


shares subscribed by, each incorporator;


(G)AAthe number of directors constituting the


initial board and the name and address of each person who will serve


as director until the first annual meeting or until a successor is


elected and qualified; and


(H)AAthe definable community of interest shared by
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the members of the credit union at the time of incorporation;


(2)AAtwo copies of the standard bylaws for the general


operation of the credit union; and


(3)AAa business plan covering three years and providing


a detailed explanation of actions intended to accomplish the


primary functions of the credit union.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B.


707), Sec. 7, eff. September 1, 2021.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec.A122.002.AASTANDARD ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION AND


BYLAWS. (a) To simplify the process of organizing new credit


unions, the commission shall prepare standard articles of


incorporation and bylaws.


(b)AAThe standard forms shall be made available without


charge to a person desiring to organize a credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.003.AACORPORATE NAME; CRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) The


name of a credit union must include the words "credit union" or the


abbreviation "CU" and an appropriate descriptive word or words, or


an acronym made up of initials of the appropriate descriptive word


or words and ending in "CU," approved by the commissioner.


(b)AAUnless a credit union is formed by merger or


consolidation, the commissioner may not issue a certificate of


incorporation to the credit union or approve the change of the name


of the credit union if it would have the same name as another credit


union or a name so nearly resembling the name of another credit


union as to be calculated to deceive.


(c)AAA person who is not a credit union authorized to do


business in this state under this subtitle or the Federal Credit


Union Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.), or an organization,


corporation, or association the membership or ownership of which is
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primarily confined to credit unions or credit union organizations,


may not do business under or use a name or title containing the


words "credit union" or any derivation of that term that:


(1)AAindicates or reasonably implies that the person


carries on or transacts the kind of business carried on or


transacted by a credit union; or


(2)AAis calculated to lead a person to believe that the


business being conducted is the type of business carried on or


transacted by a credit union.


(d)AAA person who violates Subsection (c) commits a Class A


misdemeanor.


(e)AAThe commissioner may petition a court to enjoin a


violation of this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.004.AAINVESTIGATION BY COMMISSIONER. The


commissioner may conduct an investigation and obtain any


information or report from any person, including a law enforcement


agency, that the commissioner considers necessary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.005.AAPROCEDURE FOR CERTAIN APPROVALS. (a) This


section applies to a request for approval by the commissioner of:


(1)AAan application for incorporation under this


subchapter;


(2)AAa request for approval of an amendment to a credit


union’s articles of incorporation under Section 122.011, including


an amendment to expand the credit union’s field of membership; and


(3)AAa merger or consolidation under Subchapter D.


(b)AABefore approving a request to which this section


applies, the commissioner shall submit notice of the request to the


secretary of state for publication in the Texas Register. The


commission by rule shall provide for other appropriate public


notice of the request. The commissioner may waive the requirements


of this subsection or permit delayed public notice on a
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determination that waiver or delay is in the public interest. If


the requirements of this subsection are waived, the information


that would be contained in a public notice becomes public


information under Chapter 552, Government Code, on the 35th day


after the date the request is made.


(c)AABefore making a determination on a request to which this


section applies, the commissioner must accept comment from any


interested party that wishes to comment. This comment may be in the


form of written testimony or may be provided at a meeting with the


commissioner held for the purpose of receiving the comment. This


meeting shall be held if requested by any interested party. The


commissioner may hold the meeting regardless of whether an


interested party requests the meeting. The commission may


establish reasonable rules governing the circumstances and conduct


of the meeting. Chapter 2001, Government Code, does not apply to


the meeting. Not later than the 60th day after the date the notice


is published in the Texas Register, or if the notice is not


published, after the date the request is received, the commissioner


shall approve or disapprove the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.01(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A122.006.AADECISION ON APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE;


ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE. (a) The commissioner shall approve an


application to incorporate a credit union if the commissioner


determines:


(1)AAthat the incorporators have complied with this


chapter and rules adopted under this chapter; and


(2)AAfrom information furnished with the application,


the results of any investigation, the evidence submitted at any


hearing, and information in the department ’s official records,


that:


(A)AAthe character and general fitness of the


incorporators and the members of the initial board warrant belief


that the credit union’s business and affairs will be properly


administered in accordance with this subtitle and rules adopted


under this subtitle;
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(B)AAthe character and size of the field of


membership to be served by the credit union conform with this


subtitle and rules adopted under this subtitle and favor the credit


union’s economic viability; and


(C)AAthe incorporators and the members of the


initial board are acting in good faith and are making the


application in accordance with the purposes of this subtitle.


(b)AAIn addition to the determinations made under Subsection


(a) and in accordance with commission rules, the commissioner shall


consider the effect of overlapping fields of membership on the


applicant credit union and existing state or federal credit unions


doing business in this state. The commissioner may consider the


availability and adequacy of financial services in the local


community and the effect that the incorporation of the credit union


would have on the local community. As a condition of approval of


the application, the commissioner may require the applicant credit


union to limit or eliminate overlaps, in accordance with the rules,


to achieve the purposes of this subtitle and promote the welfare and


stability of those credit unions.


(c)AAThe commissioner by written order shall state the


determinations required by Subsection (a) and approve or deny the


application. The commissioner may make approval of an application


conditional and shall include any conditions in the order approving


the application.


(d)AAAn order of the commissioner or commission shall be


promptly mailed to the incorporators by registered or certified


mail.


(e)AAAfter the commissioner in the absence of an appeal or


the commission after the conclusion of an appeal approves the


application, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAissue a certificate of incorporation;


(2)AAdeliver copies of the approved articles of


incorporation and bylaws to the incorporators; and


(3)AAretain copies of those documents in the


department ’s permanent files.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.01(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;
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Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.007.AAAPPEAL TO COMMISSION. (a) The commission by


rule shall provide for appeal of the commissioner’s order by an


incorporator or other aggrieved person.


(b)AAThe commissioner’s order may be appealed to the


commission not later than the 60th day after the date of the order.


(c)AAAfter reviewing information or evidence the commission


considers necessary or relevant, the commission by written order


shall affirm or reverse the commissioner’s decision.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.008.AAEFFECT OF ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF


INCORPORATION. (a) A credit union’s existence begins when the


commissioner issues the certificate of incorporation.


(b)AAThe certificate of incorporation is conclusive evidence


that the incorporators have complied with this subtitle and that


the credit union is incorporated under this chapter.


(c)AAAcceptance of a certificate of incorporation by the


credit union is conclusive evidence that the credit union is


authorized to do business under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.009.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR COMMENCING BUSINESS. (a) A


credit union may not transact business or incur debt that is not


incidental to its organization or to obtaining a subscription to or


payment for its shares or deposits before it:


(1)AAhas received paid-in shares or deposits of at


least $1,000;


(2)AAhas at least 100 members;


(3)AAhas fulfilled all agreements and conditions


related to approval of an application for incorporation and


issuance of a certificate of incorporation; and


(4)AAhas notified the department of its compliance with
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Subdivisions (1)-(3).


(b)AAThe commission may adopt reasonable rules to:


(1)AArequire greater minimum membership and paid-in


shares or deposits; or


(2)AAprescribe additional requirements a credit union


must meet before transacting business or incurring indebtedness.


(c)AAThe commissioner may waive a requirement of this section


or of a rule adopted under this section if the commissioner finds


that the credit union:


(1)AAdoes not have supervisory problems that adversely


affect its ability to operate properly; and


(2)AAis adequately capitalized.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.010.AADEADLINE FOR COMMENCING BUSINESS. (a) A


credit union shall begin business before six months after the date


of the order approving the credit union’s application.


(b)AAOn request and for good cause shown, the commissioner


may grant a credit union that has not begun business within the time


prescribed by Subsection (a) a reasonable extension to provide an


opportunity to overcome the cause of the delay.


(c)AAThe incorporators may appeal to the commission, in


accordance with commission rules, a commissioner’s decision


refusing a request for an extension.


(d)AAThe commissioner may cancel the certificate of


incorporation in accordance with commission rules if a credit union


does not begin business within the prescribed time.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.011.AAAMENDMENT OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OR


BYLAWS. (a) The board may amend the articles of incorporation or


bylaws by a two-thirds vote of the directors present at a meeting at


which a quorum is present. The board shall submit amendments to the


commissioner.


(b)AAUnless the amendment is a standard bylaw adopted by the


commission, the commissioner in writing shall approve or disapprove


an amendment.
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(c)AAIn approving an amendment, the commissioner shall make


the findings and may take the actions provided by Sections


122.006(a) and (b). The commissioner may not approve an amendment


if the commissioner finds that it violates this subtitle or rules


adopted under this subtitle. The commissioner shall state with


reasonable specificity the reasons for disapproval. An amendment


takes effect on the commissioner’s approval.


(d)AAThe board shall report an amendment to the credit


union’s membership not later than the next membership meeting after


the commissioner approves the amendment.


(e)AAThe commission shall adopt rules for an appeal of the


commissioner’s decision on an amendment. The commissioner’s order


approving or disapproving an amendment may be appealed to the


commission not later than the 60th day after the date of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.02(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.012.AAPLACE OF BUSINESS. (a) A credit union shall


maintain on file with the department a statement specifying the


street and post office address of the credit union’s principal


place of business.


(b)AAA credit union shall provide the commissioner with


written notice not later than the 30th day before the date that the


credit union establishes additional offices or service


facilities.AAA new office or service facility must be reasonably


necessary to provide services to the credit union’s members.AAThe


credit union shall additionally notify the commissioner in writing


not later than the 10th business day after the date that the new


office or service facility begins operating.AAFor purposes of this


subsection, an unmanned teller machine is not considered a service


facility.


(c)AAThe commission by rule may prescribe what constitutes an


office or service facility.


(d)AAIn accordance with rules adopted by the commission and


after notifying the commissioner in writing, a credit union may


close any office or service facility, provided that the credit
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union designates and maintains an office as its principal place of


business in this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.013.AAFOREIGN CREDIT UNIONS. (a)AAA foreign credit


union may do business in this state if it is organized in a state or


country that allows any credit union organized under this subtitle


to do business in that state or country.


(b)AAA foreign credit union doing business in this state is


subject to rules adopted under this subtitle and any additional


commission requirement.


(c)AAThe commissioner may suspend or revoke a foreign credit


union’s authority to do business in this state if the commissioner


finds that the foreign credit union:


(1)AAhas failed to conduct its business in this state in


a manner consistent with the laws of this state;


(2)AAis in an unsafe or unsound condition;


(3)AArefuses to comply with an order of the


commissioner;


(4)AArefuses to comply with a request by the


commissioner to review the books and records of the credit union; or


(5)AAhas not met or does not meet a requirement imposed


by commission rules.


(d)AAThe commission may require a foreign credit union


operating in this state to submit periodic reports. The required


reports shall be provided by the foreign credit union or by the


credit union supervisory agency having primary responsibility for


that credit union. Any reporting requirements prescribed by the


commission under this subsection must be consistent with the


reporting requirements applicable to credit unions and appropriate


for the purpose of enabling the commissioner to regulate credit


unions.


(e)AAA foreign credit union from a jurisdiction that allows a
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credit union to exercise additional powers and authorities not


granted in this state may not exercise any of those powers or


authorities in this state until the foreign credit union requests


and obtains permission from the commissioner to exercise those


powers or authorities. If the commissioner determines that there


are no safety and soundness concerns, the commissioner shall


approve the request and shall publish the powers or authorities


granted in the manner authorized by Section 15.4041 or 15.4042 for


the issuance of an interpretive statement or an opinion. When


approved, those powers or authorities shall be available to all


credit unions authorized to engage in business under this subtitle.


(f)AAA foreign credit union may not use this section to alter


or negate the application to the credit union of any law of this


state regarding:


(1)AApermissible interest rates;


(2)AAloan fees; or


(3)AAlicensing or regulatory requirements that relate


to insurance, securities, marketing or sales activities, or real


estate development and that are administered by an agency of this


state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 122.0131.AATEMPORARY FOREIGN CREDIT UNION OFFICE.AAIf a


state contiguous to this state experiences an emergency, on a


request by that state’s credit union regulatory agency, the


commissioner may authorize one or more credit unions located in


that state to open temporary offices in this state to more promptly


restore credit union services to their members.AAThe commissioner


shall issue an order permitting the temporary office and specifying


the period the office may remain open.AAOn a finding that the


conditions requiring the temporary office continue to exist, the


commissioner may extend the period the office may remain open.AAA
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credit union may convert a temporary office authorized under this


section to a permanent location and operate as a foreign credit


union if it qualifies to do business in this state as a foreign


credit union under Section 122.013 and commission rules.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.014.AAUNDERSERVED-AREA CREDIT UNION. (a) In this


section, "secondary capital account" means a nontransactional


account in an amount greater than $100,000 as established by the


commission that is:


(1)AAowned by a person other than an individual; and


(2)AAsubordinated to other creditors.


(b)AAA credit union may apply to the commissioner for the


designation of the credit union as an underserved-area credit


union.


(c)AAThe commissioner may designate a credit union as an


underserved-area credit union only if:


(1)AAat least 50 percent of a substantial and


well-defined segment of the credit union’s members or potential


members who are at least 15 years of age earn not more than 80


percent of the state or national household median income, whichever


is higher;


(2)AAthe credit union submits an acceptable written


strategic plan for marketing to and serving the segment described


by Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAthe credit union submits other information and


satisfies other criteria as may reasonably be required by the


commissioner.


(d)AAIn addition to the powers and authorities granted to


credit unions under this subtitle or otherwise, an underserved-area


credit union may:


(1)AAissue secondary capital accounts to members or


nonmembers of the credit union on the filing of an application with


and the advance approval of the commissioner; and


(2)AAaccept shares and deposits from nonmembers.


(e)AAThe commission may adopt rules for the organization and
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operation of underserved-area credit unions, including rules


requiring disclosures to purchasers of secondary capital accounts


and other rules concerning those accounts.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER B. ADMINISTRATION


Sec.A122.051.AAMEMBERSHIP. (a) A person may be a member of a


credit union only if the person is an incorporator or other person


who:


(1)AAshares a definable community of interest, in


accordance with the credit union’s articles of incorporation or


bylaws, including a community of interest based on occupation,


association, or residence;


(2)AAhas paid an entrance fee or membership fee, or


both, as required by the bylaws;


(3)AAhas complied with the minimum share, including


membership share, requirements or other qualifying account


requirements established by the board; and


(4)AAhas complied with any other requirement of the


articles of incorporation and bylaws.


(b)AAThe state acting through the comptroller as


administrator of the state’s deferred compensation program or a


political subdivision acting through an appropriate officer as


administrator of the political subdivision’s deferred compensation


program may be a member of a credit union for purposes of funding a


deferred compensation program. The state or a political


subdivision funding a deferred compensation program is not required


to pay an entrance fee.


(c)AAA member who leaves the field of membership may retain


membership in the credit union under reasonable board standards.


(d)AAIn this subsection, "good cause" includes the act of


physically or verbally abusing a credit union member or employee. A


person’s membership in a credit union may be terminated or


suspended for good cause or for not maintaining membership


requirements, under the conditions and in accordance with the


procedures provided in the bylaws. A credit union may also
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discontinue providing any or all services to a member for good cause


without terminating or suspending the person’s membership.


Termination or suspension of a person’s membership in the credit


union or discontinuing services does not relieve the person from


any outstanding obligations owed to the credit union.


(e)AATwo or more persons within the credit union’s field of


membership who have jointly subscribed for one or more share or


deposit accounts under a joint account and who have complied with


all membership requirements may each be admitted to membership.


(f)AAA credit union authorized to engage in business under


this subtitle may accept as a member any other credit union


organized or chartered under the laws of this or another state or of


the United States. Those credit union members are not entitled to


any voting privileges.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 14, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.052.AAMEETINGS OF MEMBERS; VOTING. (a) Members of


a credit union shall hold an annual or special meeting at the time


and place and in the manner provided by the bylaws.


(b)AAIn determining a question requiring action by the


members, each member may cast only one vote, regardless of the


number of shares the member holds.


(c)AAThe board may authorize voting by mail or by electronic


means. Mail and electronic balloting shall be conducted in


accordance with commission rules.


(d)AAA member that is not an organization may not vote by


proxy. A member that is an organization may be represented by and


vote through a designated representative who is authorized, in


writing, by the organization’s governing body to represent the


organization.


(e)AAThe credit union’s bylaws may establish a minimum age


requirement to vote.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 15, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.053.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS; TERMS AND DUTIES. (a) A
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board of at least five members shall direct the business and affairs


of a credit union.


(b)AAThe membership of the credit union shall elect the board


at an annual membership meeting, from the membership, and in the


manner provided by the bylaws. A board member shall hold office


until a successor is qualified and elected or appointed.


(c)AAA director shall take and subscribe to an oath or


affirmation that the director:


(1)AAwill diligently and honestly perform the


director’s duties in administering the credit union’s affairs;


(2)AAalthough the director may delegate the performance


of those duties, remains responsible for the performance of the


duties;


(3)AAwill not knowingly violate or willingly permit the


violation of an applicable law; and


(4)AAwill exercise the care and diligence reasonable


and necessary to administer the affairs of the credit union in a


safe and sound manner.


(d)AAThe bylaws shall prescribe the directors’ terms and the


board’s duties. A term may not exceed three years. A director may


serve more than one term.


(e)AAThe board shall meet at least once each month.


(f)AAA director may not vote by proxy.AAA director may


participate in and act at any meeting of the board by means of


electronic communications equipment through which all persons


participating in the meeting can communicate with each


other.AAParticipation in a meeting in the manner authorized by this


subsection constitutes attendance at a meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 16, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.054.AAQUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS. (a) The


commission by rule shall establish qualifications for a director.


The rules must provide that a person may not serve as director if
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the person:


(1)AAhas been convicted of a criminal offense involving


dishonesty or breach of trust;


(2)AAis not eligible for coverage under the blanket


bond required by Section 122.063 and rules adopted under this


subtitle; or


(3)AAhas defaulted on payment of a voluntary obligation


to the credit union or has otherwise caused the credit union to


incur a financial loss.


(b)AAThe president or an employee of a credit union may not


serve as director of the credit union unless permitted by the credit


union’s bylaws. If the bylaws permit the president or an employee


to serve on the board, the bylaws must require that persons serve on


the board so that the president and employees of the credit union


never constitute a majority of the board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 17, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.055.AAVACANCIES; REMOVAL. (a) The office of a


director becomes vacant if the director dies, resigns, is removed,


has been absent from more meetings than the total number of absences


permitted by commission rule, or does not possess or maintain the


qualifications required to serve on the board.


(b)AAUnless the bylaws provide otherwise, the remaining


directors by majority vote shall fill a vacancy, regardless of


whether the remaining directors constitute a quorum. A director


elected by the board to fill a vacancy holds office until the next


annual membership meeting, at which the position shall be filled


for the remainder of the unexpired term by vote of the members.


(c)AAA director may be removed from office according to the


removal procedure provided by the bylaws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.056.AAHONORARY OR ADVISORY DIRECTORS. (a)AAThe


board may appoint not more than six individuals to serve at the


board’s pleasure as honorary or advisory directors to advise and
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consult with the board and otherwise aid the board in carrying out


the board’s duties and responsibilities.


(b)AAAn honorary or advisory director:


(1)AAneed not be eligible for membership in the credit


union;


(2)AAis not a member of the board; and


(3)AAis not entitled to vote on a matter before the


board.


(c)AAAn honorary or advisory director may participate in any


board deliberation.AAExcept as otherwise provided by Section


125.402(d), an honorary or advisory director shall hold in


confidence all information the director receives about a credit


union during the director ’s service.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.057.AAOFFICERS; EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. (a) At the


annual organizational meeting, the board shall elect from its


membership a chairman, vice chairman, treasurer, and secretary.


The offices of treasurer and secretary may be held by the same


individual.


(b)AAAn officer elected under Subsection (a):


(1)AAserves a one-year term or until the officer’s


successor is elected and qualified; and


(2)AAhas the duties the bylaws prescribe.


(c)AAThe board may appoint from its membership an executive


committee of at least three persons to exercise, between board


meetings, authority specifically delegated by the board under


conditions specified by the board. At each board meeting, the


executive committee shall report to the board regarding any meeting


held or action taken by the committee between board meetings.


(d)AAThe bylaws may establish a minimum age requirement to


hold office in the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 19, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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Sec.A122.058.AACHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. (a) The board may


employ, elect, or appoint a president, who is the chief executive


officer in charge of operations.


(b)AAThe president may be a board member but may not be


chairman, vice chairman, or secretary of the credit union. The


president serves at the board’s pleasure.


(c)AASubject to board guidelines, the president shall


appoint or employ, and may discharge, any other officer or employee


the president considers necessary to operate the credit union. The


president shall prescribe the title of an officer or employee


appointed or employed under this subsection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.059.AADELEGATION OF MANAGEMENT AND LOAN APPROVAL


AUTHORITY. (a) Without written approval of the commissioner, a


credit union may not:


(1)AAcontract with an individual who is not an officer,


director, or employee of the credit union or with an organization


for the provision of the management of the credit union; or


(2)AAdelegate to an individual who is not an officer,


director, or employee of the credit union or to an organization the


authority to manage the credit union.


(b)AAThe board may delegate all or part of its power to


approve or disapprove a loan to a credit committee, one or more


other committees, or one or more individuals.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 20, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.060.AACERTIFICATE OF ELECTION.


(a)AAA credit union shall submit to the commissioner, in a


form approved by the department, a certificate of election that


provides the name and address of each officer, director, and


committee member elected or appointed.AAThe certificate must be


filed within the time prescribed by the commissioner.


(b)AAThe commission by rule may authorize the commissioner to


obtain other confidential reports relating to a newly elected or
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appointed officer, director, or committee member.


(c)AAThe commissioner may accept a form prescribed by an


insuring organization that contains substantially similar


information as the certificate of election in lieu of the


certificate. The acceptance of such a form does not limit the


commissioner’s power to require additional information concerning


a newly elected or appointed officer, director, or committee


member.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 21, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.061.AACONFLICTS OF INTEREST. (a)AAWhile serving as


a director, honorary director, advisory director, committee


member, officer, or employee of a credit union, a person may not:


(1)AAparticipate, directly or indirectly, in the


deliberation on or determination of a question affecting the


person’s pecuniary interest or the pecuniary interest of a member


of the person’s immediate family or of a partnership, association,


or corporation, other than the credit union, in which the person is


directly or indirectly interested; or


(2)AAbecome employed by, engage in, or own an interest


in a business or professional activity that the person could


reasonably expect to:


(A)AArequire or induce the person to disclose


confidential information acquired because of the person’s office or


employment in the credit union; or


(B)AAimpair the person’s independence or judgment


in the performance of the person’s duties or responsibilities to


the credit union.


(b)AAAn interest only as a member of the credit union that is


shared in common with all other members is not a pecuniary interest


within the meaning of Subsection (a)(1).


(c)AAIn this section, "member of a person’s immediate family"


means a person’s spouse or another person living in the person’s
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household.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.062.AACOMPENSATION. A person may not receive


compensation for serving as a director, honorary director, advisory


director, or committee member of a credit union, except that the


person may be:


(1)AAprovided with reasonable health, life, accident,


liability, or similar insurance protection;


(2)AAreimbursed for necessary expenses incurred in the


performance of the person’s duties; and


(3)AApaid the fees and reimbursed for other


expenditures authorized by commission rules.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.063.AABOND. The board shall purchase from a surety


company authorized to do business in this state a blanket surety or


security bond covering each director, honorary director, advisory


director, officer, employee, member of an official committee,


attorney, or other agent of the credit union as required by


commission rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 122.064.AAINDEMNIFICATION.AAA credit union may elect to


indemnify a director, officer, employee, or agent of the credit


union and to purchase insurance as if the credit union were an


"enterprise" as defined by Section 8.001, Business Organizations


Code, under and subject to the credit union’s bylaws and written


policy.AAA credit union may not provide any indemnification or


insurance that would not be permissible under Chapter 8, Business


Organizations Code, but may elect to impose the credit union’s own


limitations on indemnification.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER C. OPERATIONS AND FINANCES


Sec.A122.101.AACALL REPORTS. (a)AAA credit union shall


prepare a quarterly call report, in a manner approved by the


department, that states the credit union’s financial


condition.AAThe commissioner may require a credit union to file


additional financial reports.


(b)AAThe credit union must submit the call report on or


before the due date prescribed by the department.AAIf a credit


union does not submit a report by the due date, the commissioner


shall charge a late fee in an amount set by the commission for each


day the report remains unfiled.AAThe commissioner for good cause


shown may waive all or part of the late fee.


(c)AAA credit union that does not file a report on or before


the date it is due is subject to sanctions provided by this chapter


and Chapter 126.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 22, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.102.AAFINANCIAL REPORTING; AUDITS. (a) A credit


union shall use the financial reporting forms and observe the


accounting principles prescribed by the commission.


(b)AAThe board shall:


(1)AAmake a comprehensive annual audit of the credit


union’s books and affairs, in accordance with established


principles and commission rules;


(2)AAsubmit a summary of the audit report to the credit


union’s members at the next annual meeting; and


(3)AAmake a supplementary audit or examination as the


board considers necessary or the commissioner requires.
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(c)AAThe commission by rule may require a verification of


members’ accounts with the credit union’s records.


(d)AAIf the commissioner, by examination or other credible


evidence, finds that the board is not complying with this section or


a rule adopted under this section, the commissioner may appoint an


independent person from outside the credit union and its members to


perform an audit. The credit union shall pay the cost of the audit.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.103.AAEQUITY CAPITAL. A credit union’s equity


capital consists of:


(1)AAretained earnings;


(2)AAappropriated retained earnings, including net


worth and other reserves;


(3)AAundivided earnings; and


(4)AAother forms of capital in accordance with


generally accepted accounting principles and approved by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 23, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.104.AANET WORTH RESERVE ALLOCATIONS. (a) The


commission by rule shall require a credit union to contribute to and


maintain net worth reserves necessary to protect the interests of


its members. The rule may:


(1)AAprescribe the purposes for which the net worth


reserves may be used; and


(2)AAauthorize the commissioner to approve other uses.


(b)AAThe credit union’s board may establish reserves in


addition to the required net worth reserves.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 24, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.105.AAMEMBERSHIP SHARE REDUCTION. A credit union


may order a reduction in the membership shares of each of its


shareholders if:


(1)AAthe credit union’s losses resulting from a
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depreciation in value of its loans or investments or otherwise


exceed its undivided earnings and its reserves, and the estimated


value of its assets is less than the total amount due the


shareholders;


(2)AAa majority vote of the credit union’s members


present at a meeting of members called for that purpose approve the


reduction; and


(3)AAthe reduction divides the loss proportionately


among the shareholders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 25, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.106.AAEXEMPTION FROM CERTAIN TAXES. (a) Except as


provided by Subsection (b), a credit union is exempt from a


franchise or other license tax.


(b)AAA credit union is not exempt from the franchise tax


imposed by Chapter 171, Tax Code, unless the credit union is


exempted by that chapter.


(c)AAThe intangible property of a credit union organized


under this chapter is not taxable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 122.107.AANOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS.


(a) A credit union regulated under this subtitle and Chapter 15


shall give notice to the credit union’s members of the availability


on request of a member of documents related to the credit union’s


finances and management, including:


(1)AAa summary of the most recent annual audit;


(2)AAthe most recent statement of financial condition,


such as nonconfidential pages of the quarterly call report provided


under Section 122.101;


(3)AAa copy of IRS Form 990 or its successor; and


(4)AAany other documents that members are entitled to


possess, as determined by the commission.


(b)AAThe notice required by Subsection (a) must be given:


(1)AAon the credit union’s Internet website if the


credit union maintains a website; and
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(2)AAin a newsletter twice a year if the credit union


distributes a newsletter.


(c)AAThe commission shall adopt reasonable rules to


implement this section, including rules prescribing an alternative


method for credit unions that do not maintain an Internet website or


distribute a newsletter to provide their members with notice of the


documents required by Subsection (a).


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER D. MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION


Sec.A122.151.AAAUTHORITY TO MERGE OR CONSOLIDATE. (a) A


credit union may merge or consolidate with another credit union,


under the other credit union’s existing articles of incorporation


or otherwise, if:


(1)AAthe merger or consolidation is in accordance with


commission rules and approved by the commissioner; and


(2)AAthe merger or consolidation takes place under a


plan that has been:


(A)AAagreed to by a majority of the board of each


credit union joining in the merger or consolidation; and


(B)AAapproved by a majority of the members of each


credit union voting at a meeting of its members called for that


purpose.


(b)AAThe commissioner may waive the requirement that the


members of each credit union approve the plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.152.AAAPPLICATION TO MERGE OR CONSOLIDATE. (a)


After agreement by the directors and approval by the members, if


applicable, of each credit union or federal credit union, the


chairman and secretary of each credit union or federal credit union


shall execute a certificate of merger or consolidation that:


(1)AAincludes a copy of the resolution or other action


by which the board agreed to the merger or consolidation plan; and


(2)AAstates:
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(A)AAthe time and place of the board meeting at


which the board agreed to the merger or consolidation plan;


(B)AAthe board’s vote for and against adoption of


the plan;


(C)AAthe time and place of the meeting at which the


members approved the plan, if applicable;


(D)AAthe membership ’s vote for and against


approval of the plan, if applicable; and


(E)AAthe name of the surviving credit union.


(b)AAThe merging credit union or a consolidating credit union


shall submit the certificates and a copy of the merger or


consolidation plan to the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 26, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.153.AADECISION BY COMMISSIONER; APPEAL. (a)


Subject to Subsection (b), on approving the merger or


consolidation, the commissioner shall return the certificates and


plan to the merging or consolidating credit unions.


(b)AAThe commissioner may conditionally approve a merger or


consolidation. If approval is conditional, the commissioner:


(1)AAshall state the condition in the order approving


the merger or consolidation; and


(2)AAmay not deliver the approved certificate until the


condition has been met.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other law, the commissioner may


authorize a credit union that is insolvent or is in danger of


insolvency to merge or consolidate with another credit union or may


authorize a credit union to purchase any of the assets of, or assume


any of the liabilities of, another credit union that is insolvent or


in danger of insolvency if the commissioner is satisfied that:


(1)AAan emergency requiring expeditious action exists


with respect to the credit union that is insolvent or in danger of


insolvency;


(2)AAanother option is not reasonably available; and


(3)AAthe public interest would best be served by


approval of the merger, consolidation, purchase, or assumption.
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(d)AAIf the commissioner disapproves the merger or


consolidation or imposes a condition, the merging or consolidating


credit unions may appeal the commissioner’s decision to the


commission in the manner provided by Section 122.007 for an appeal


on an application to incorporate a credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.1531.AACONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINATION. In


determining whether to approve or disapprove the merger or


consolidation, the commissioner shall consider the availability


and adequacy of financial services in the local community and the


effect that the merger or consolidation would have on the local


community. The commission by rule shall establish other


appropriate criteria that the commissioner must consider in making


the determination.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.03(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A122.154.AAPROPERTY, OBLIGATIONS, AND LIABILITIES OF


MERGED OR CONSOLIDATED CREDIT UNION. After a merger or


consolidation is effected:


(1)AAthe property of the merged or consolidated credit


union vests in the surviving credit union without an instrument of


transfer or endorsement; and


(2)AAthe obligations and liabilities of the merged or


consolidated credit union are assumed by the surviving credit


union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.155.AACONSTRUCTION OF SUBCHAPTER. This subchapter


shall be construed, when possible, to permit a credit union


authorized to do business in this state under other law to merge or


consolidate with a credit union authorized to do business under


this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.156.AARULES TO ADDRESS CERTAIN PROCEDURES. The
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rules adopted under this subchapter must specify in detail the


procedures that:


(1)AAa credit union must follow to obtain commissioner


approval of a merger or consolidation; and


(2)AAthe commissioner must follow in approving or


disapproving the merger or consolidation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.03(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. CONVERSION


Sec. 122.201.AACONVERSION OF STATE CREDIT UNION TO FEDERAL


CREDIT UNION. (a)AAA credit union organized under the laws of this


state may convert to a credit union under the laws of the United


States:


(1)AAon an affirmative vote by a majority of the members


voting at a meeting called for that purpose; and


(2)AAby complying with any rule adopted by the


commission to facilitate the conversion.


(b)AAOn the issuance of a charter by the National Credit


Union Administration, the credit union:


(1)AAceases to be a credit union incorporated under


this subtitle; and


(2)AAis no longer subject to the supervision and


regulation of the commissioner and department.


(c)AAThe converted credit union shall file with the


commissioner a copy of the charter issued to the credit union by the


National Credit Union Administration.AAFailure to file the


required copy of the charter does not affect the validity of the


conversion.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A122.202.AACONVERSION OF STATE CREDIT UNION TO


OUT-OF-STATE CREDIT UNION. A credit union organized under the laws
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of this state may convert to a credit union under the laws of


another state:


(1)AAon an affirmative vote by a majority of the members


voting at a meeting called for that purpose; and


(2)AAby complying with any applicable commission rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.203.AACONVERSION OF FEDERAL OR OUT-OF-STATE CREDIT


UNION TO STATE CREDIT UNION. A credit union organized under the


laws of the United States or of another state may convert to a


credit union organized under the laws of this state by complying


with:


(1)AAthe requirements of the jurisdiction under which


the converting credit union is organized; and


(2)AAcommission rules.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. MISCONDUCT AND ENFORCEMENT


Sec.A122.251.AADEFAMATION. (a) A person commits an offense


if the person knowingly:


(1)AAmakes, circulates, or transmits to another person


a false statement that is derogatory to the financial condition of a


credit union with the intent to injure that credit union; or


(2)AAcounsels, aids, procures, or induces another


person to make, circulate, or transmit a false statement that is


derogatory to the financial condition of a credit union with the


intent to injure that credit union.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a third degree felony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.252.AACONSIDERATION FOR LOAN, INVESTMENT, OR


PURCHASE. (a) A person commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAis a director, honorary director, advisory


director, committee member, officer, or employee of a credit union;


and


(2)AAknowingly demands or receives, directly or
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indirectly, consideration for the credit union’s making a specific


loan or investment or purchasing an asset.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.253.AALOAN TO NONMEMBER. (a) A person commits an


offense if the person:


(1)AAis a director, honorary director, advisory


director, committee member, officer, or employee of a credit union;


and


(2)AAknowingly permits a loan to be made to a nonmember


or participates in a loan to a nonmember.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class B misdemeanor.


(c)AAA person who commits an offense described by Subsection


(a) is primarily liable to the credit union for the amount illegally


loaned. The illegality of the loan is not a defense in an action by


the credit union to recover on the loan.


(d)AAExtending credit to a nonmember as a comaker with a


member or extending credit to a nonmember for the sale of property


owned by the credit union or for the sale of assets acquired in


liquidation or repossession is authorized and is not a loan to a


nonmember. Acquiring a promissory note or other asset by a share


and deposit guaranty corporation or credit union authorized under


Section 15.410, on which a nonmember is liable, is not a loan to a


nonmember.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.254.AAFALSE STATEMENTS OR DOCUMENTS; DESTRUCTION


OF RECORDS. (a) A person commits an offense if the person,


knowingly and with the intent to deceive:


(1)AAmakes a false entry on a record, report, or


statement of a credit union; or


(2)AAin connection with an examination or investigation


of a credit union by the commissioner, a deputy commissioner, or the


department ’s authorized examiner, exhibits a false paper,


instrument, or security or gives under oath a false answer to a


question directly related to the examination or investigation asked
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the person by the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, or the


department ’s authorized examiner.


(b)AAA person commits an offense if the person knowingly


removes, destroys, or conceals a record of the credit union for the


purpose of concealing a fact or information from the commissioner,


a deputy commissioner, or the department ’s authorized examiner.


(c)AAAn offense under this section is a third degree felony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.255.AADETERMINATION OF MISCONDUCT. The


commissioner may determine that an officer, director, honorary


director, advisory director, or employee of a credit union, or the


credit union itself, acting by and through an officer, director,


honorary director, advisory director, or employee, has:


(1)AAviolated this subtitle, a rule adopted under this


subtitle, or another law applicable to a credit union;


(2)AAviolated or refused to comply with a final order of


the commissioner or commission;


(3)AAwilfully neglected to perform an official or legal


duty or wilfully committed a breach of trust or fiduciary duty;


(4)AAcommitted a fraudulent or questionable practice in


the conduct of the credit union’s business that endangers the


credit union’s reputation or threatens its solvency;


(5)AArefused to submit to examination under oath or to


permit examination of the credit union’s records and affairs by the


commissioner or the commissioner’s representative;


(6)AAfailed or refused to authorize and direct another


person to permit the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative to examine the credit union’s records in the other


person’s custody after the commissioner has requested the


authorization of and direction to the other person;


(7)AAconducted the credit union’s business in an


unsafe, unauthorized, or unlawful manner;


(8)AAconcealed, destroyed, removed, or falsified a


record related to the credit union’s business and affairs;


(9)AAtransacted business while the credit union was in


an unsafe or unsound condition;
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(10)AAviolated a condition of the credit union’s


articles of incorporation or of a written agreement with the


commissioner or the commission; or


(11)AAcommitted a criminal act that is a substantial


detriment to the reputation and conduct of the credit union’s


business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 27, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.256.AADETERMINATION LETTER; BOARD MEETING. (a) If


the commissioner determines from examination or other credible


evidence that a credit union is in a condition that may warrant the


issuance of an order under this chapter or Chapter 126, the


commissioner may notify the credit union in writing of the


commissioner’s determination, the requirements the credit union


must satisfy to abate the determination, and the time by which the


requirements must be satisfied to avert further administrative


action. The determination letter must be delivered in person or


sent by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested.


(b)AAIf considered necessary, the commissioner may call a


meeting of the credit union’s board. The directors shall attend the


meeting. The commissioner shall present to the board the findings


stated in the determination letter and shall demand the


discontinuance of any violation or unsafe or unsound practice


found.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 28, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec. 122.257.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER FOR CREDIT UNIONS. (a)


If the commissioner makes a finding listed in Section 122.255 and


determines that an order to cease and desist is necessary and in the


best interest of the credit union involved and its depositors,


creditors, and members, the commissioner may serve on the credit


union, its board, and each offending person an order to cease and


desist from a violation or practice specified in the order and to


take affirmative action that the commissioner considers necessary


to correct a condition resulting from a violation or unsafe or
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unsound practice found.


(b)AAThe order must:


(1)AAbe in writing;


(2)AAbe served:


(A)AAat the meeting called under Section 122.256


or not later than the 30th day after the date of that meeting; and


(B)AAby certified or registered mail, addressed to


the credit union at the last address of its principal office as


shown by department records, or by delivery to an officer or


director of the credit union; and


(3)AAunless the order is effective immediately on


service as provided by Subsection (d), state the effective date of


the order, which may not be before the 10th day after the date the


order is served.


(c)AAService by mail is complete on deposit of the paper,


enclosed in a postpaid, properly addressed wrapper, in a post


office or official depository under the care and custody of the


United States Postal Service.


(d)AAA cease and desist order is effective immediately on


service if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe solvency of the credit union is endangered;


(2)AAthere is a continuing violation of this subtitle


or a rule adopted under this subtitle; or


(3)AAthere is a threat of immediate and irreparable


harm to the public or the credit union or its depositors, creditors,


or members.


(e)AAThe order is final unless, not later than the 10th day


after the date the order is served, the credit union files with the


commissioner written notice of appeal that includes a certified


copy of the board resolution.


(f)AAA copy of the order shall be entered in the minutes of


the board meeting. The directors shall certify to the commissioner


in writing that each director has read the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 29, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 18, eff.
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September 1, 2009.


Sec. 122.2575.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER FOR OTHER PERSONS.


(a) If it appears to the commissioner that a person who is not


authorized to engage in business under this subtitle or the Federal


Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.) is violating this


subtitle, a rule adopted under this subtitle, or another state


statute or rule relating to the regulation of credit unions, the


commissioner may issue without notice and hearing an order to cease


and desist from continuing a particular action to enforce


compliance with the applicable state statute or rule relating to


the regulation of credit unions.AAThe order must contain a


reasonably detailed statement of the fact on which the order is


made.


(b)AAIf a person against whom an order under this section is


made requests a hearing, the commissioner shall set and give notice


of a hearing before the commissioner or a hearings officer.AAThe


hearing shall be governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(c)AAAn order under this section becomes final unless the


person to whom the order is issued requests a hearing not later than


the 30th day after the date the order is issued.AAIf a hearing has


not been requested not later than the 30th day after the date the


order is made, the order is considered final and nonappealable.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 19,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A122.258.AAREMOVAL ORDER. (a) The commissioner by order


may remove or prohibit a person who is a current or former officer,


director, manager, or employee of a credit union from office,


employment, or further participation in the affairs of a credit


union if the commissioner by examination or other credible


evidence:


(1)AAfinds that:


(A)AAthe person has continued a violation or


practice previously charged and found by the commissioner after


issuance of a determination letter under Section 122.256 or a cease


and desist order under Section 122.257; and
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(B)AAremoval or prohibition is necessary and in


the best interest of the credit union and its depositors,


creditors, and members; or


(2)AAmakes a finding listed in Section 122.255 and


determines that removal or prohibition of the person is immediately


necessary because the person has committed or is about to commit:


(A)AAa fraudulent or criminal act involving the


conduct of the business of the credit union;


(B)AAan act that may cause the credit union to


become insolvent or to be placed in imminent danger of insolvency;


or


(C)AAan act that otherwise threatens immediate and


irreparable harm to the public or the credit union or its members,


depositors, or creditors.


(b)AAThe removal order must:


(1)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


removal; and


(2)AAbe promptly served on the person removed and on the


credit union in the manner provided by Section 122.257 for service


of a cease and desist order.


(c)AAOn issuance of the order, the person has no right, duty,


or authority of office or employment in the credit union. After the


order becomes final, the person removed or prohibited may not hold


office in, be employed by, or participate in the affairs of any


credit union without the prior written approval of the


commissioner. The order is final as of the date of issuance unless


the person removed or prohibited or the credit union, as evidenced


by a certified copy of the board resolution, files written notice of


appeal with the commissioner not later than the 10th day after the


day the removal order is served.


(d)AAA copy of the removal order shall be entered in the board


minutes. An officer shall acknowledge receipt of the order and


certify to the commissioner that each person named in the removal


order has been removed from office or employment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 30, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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Sec.A122.259.AAHEARING ON APPEAL OF PROPOSED ORDER. (a) If


the credit union or a person removed from office or employment files


a notice of appeal of a cease and desist order or a removal order,


the commissioner shall set a time and place for the commission to


hear the appeal in accordance with commission rules.


(b)AAThe filing of an appeal does not suspend a removal order


or cease and desist order.


(c)AAAt the conclusion of the hearing, the commission may


vacate, affirm, or modify the commissioner’s order and may order


that appropriate action be taken.


(d)AAA cease and desist order or a removal order is final on


completion of an appeal or otherwise as provided by this


subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A122.260.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY; INJUNCTION. (a) If


a credit union or other person designated in a final order under


this subchapter does not comply with the order, the commissioner,


after giving notice, may assess an administrative penalty against


the credit union, the designated person, or both, in an amount of


not less than $100 or more than $10,000 each for each day of the


violation of the order.


(b)AAThe credit union may not reimburse or indemnify a person


for any part of the administrative penalty.


(c)AAThe commissioner may bring suit for injunction or to


collect the administrative penalty in a district court of Travis


County. In the suit, a certificate by the commissioner showing a


failure to pay an administrative penalty is prima facie evidence


of:


(1)AAthe imposition of the penalty or the delinquency


of the stated penalty amount; and


(2)AAcompliance by the department with the law relating


to the computation and imposition of the penalty.


(d)AAThe attorney general is entitled to recover reasonable


attorney’s fees from the credit union or the designated person, or


both, if the attorney general prevails in a judicial action


necessary for collection of the administrative penalty.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 31, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A122.261.AACONFIDENTIALITY. (a) A determination


letter, a cease and desist order, a removal order, each copy of a


notice or correspondence, and all other documents or records


relating to an order or determination letter issued under this


subchapter are confidential and are not subject to public


disclosure except in an action authorized by this subtitle or other


authority.


(b)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information described


by Subsection (a) to a share and deposit guaranty corporation or


credit union or to a department, agency, or instrumentality of this


state, another state, or the United States if the commissioner


determines the disclosure is necessary or proper for the


enforcement of the laws of this state or the United States.


(c)AAThe commissioner may release information regarding the


existence of a final order to the public if the commissioner


concludes that the release would enhance effective enforcement of


the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 32, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 123. GENERAL POWERS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL POWERS


Sec.A123.001.AAGENERAL POWERS. A credit union may exercise


any power necessary or appropriate to accomplish the purposes for


which it is organized and any power granted a corporation


authorized to do business in this state, including any power


specified in this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.002.AAINCIDENTAL POWERS. A credit union may


exercise any right, privilege, or incidental power necessary or


appropriate to exercise its specific powers and to accomplish the


purposes for which it is organized.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.003.AAENLARGEMENT OF POWERS. (a) A credit union


may engage in any activity in which it could engage, exercise any


power it could exercise, or make any loan or investment it could


make, if it were operating as a federal credit union.


(b)AANotwithstanding any other law, and in addition to the


powers and authorities conferred under Subsection (a), a credit


union has the powers or authorities of a foreign credit union


operating a branch in this state if the commissioner finds that


exercise of those powers or authorities is convenient for and


affords an advantage to the credit union ’s members and maintains


the fairness of competition and parity between the credit union and


any foreign credit union. A credit union does not have the field of


membership powers or authorities of a foreign credit union


operating a branch in this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 87, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 33, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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SUBCHAPTER B. OPERATIONAL POWERS


Sec.A123.101.AACONTRACTS. A credit union may make


contracts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.102.AAPOWER TO SUE AND DEFEND. A credit union may


sue or be sued in the name of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.103.AAPURCHASE AND SALE OF PROPERTY. Subject to


commission rules, a credit union may purchase, hold, lease, or


dispose of property necessary or incidental to the operation or


purpose of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.104.AAMEMBERSHIP IN OTHER ORGANIZATION; OPERATION


AS CENTRAL CREDIT UNION. A credit union may:


(1)AAbe a member of:


(A)AAanother credit union organized under this


subtitle or other law; and


(B)AAanother organization approved by the board;


or


(2)AAoperate, with the commissioner’s approval, as a


central credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.105.AAFEES. (a) A credit union may collect a fee,


determined by the board, for services and administrative costs,


including a fee for a check or draft that is returned because it is


drawn against a closed account or an account containing


insufficient or uncollected money, because of a stop payment order,


or for another similar reason.


(b)AAA fee under this section is an administrative expense.


The fee is in addition to interest authorized by law and is not a


part of interest collected or agreed to be paid on a loan.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 123.106.AACHANGE OF LOCATION. (a)AAA credit union


changing the location of its principal place of business or any


additional office or service facility shall notify the commissioner


in writing of the new location and the scheduled or effective date


of the change.


(b)AAThe credit union must submit notice to the commissioner


not later than the 30th day before the scheduled or effective date


of the change.AAThe commissioner may waive or reduce the timing of


the notice requirement under this subsection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 34, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A123.107.AAINSURANCE FOR MEMBERS. A credit union may


purchase or otherwise provide insurance for the benefit or


convenience of its members in accordance with applicable law or


rules adopted by the commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A123.108.AADONATIONS. A credit union may donate to a


nonprofit, civic, charitable, or community organization as


authorized by the board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.109.AASEAL. A credit union may adopt and use a


common seal and may alter its seal at any time.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.110.AARECORDS. (a) A credit union may:


(1)AAcopy any record kept by the credit union; and


(2)AAdispose of the original record in accordance with


commission rules.
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(b)AAA copy of a record is considered an original record for


any purpose, including admissibility in evidence as an original


record before any court or administrative agency for the purpose of


the copy’s admissibility in evidence.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.111.AARIGHT TO ACT TO MITIGATE OR AVOID LOSS. This


subtitle does not prohibit a credit union from investing its money,


operating a business, managing or dealing in property, or taking


any other action at any time that is reasonably necessary to avoid


or mitigate a loss on a loan or on an investment made or obligation


created in good faith and in the usual course of the credit union ’s


business, as authorized by this subtitle or a rule adopted by the


commission.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 35, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER C. FINANCIAL POWERS


Sec.A123.201.AAPOWER TO BORROW OR LEND. (a) A credit union


may:


(1)AAlend its funds, or engage in any other type of


financing transaction authorized by applicable law or rules adopted


by the commission; and


(2)AAborrow money from any source, subject to


Subsection (b).


(b)AAA credit union may not incur a debt without the


commissioner’s prior approval if the debt will cause the debt of the


credit union, including a deposit of a nonmember financial


institution, to exceed an amount equal to 500 percent of the credit


union’s unencumbered reserves and undivided earnings.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall grant or deny a request for


approval under Subsection (b) not later than the 10th day after the


date on which the request is made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A123.202.AARECEIPT, TRANSFER, AND PAYMENT OF MONEY. A
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credit union may:


(1)AAreceive and disburse money;


(2)AAreceive a payment on a share or deposit; and


(3)AAprovide for the transfer or withdrawal of money


from an account by the means and through the payment systems that


the board determines best serve the convenience and needs of


members and depositors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.203.AAACCEPTANCE OF MONEY FOR DEPOSIT FROM ANOTHER


ENTITY. A credit union may accept money for deposit by a savings


and loan association, a savings association, the savings department


of a bank, a commercial bank, a savings bank, a trust company, an


insurance company, or any intermediary or other person managing or


holding money on behalf of the credit union or any of the credit


union’s members or depositors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.204.AAACTION AS AGENT OR DEPOSITORY OF UNITED


STATES OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY. A credit union may act as


agent or depository of and accept for deposit the money of:


(1)AAthe United States or an agent or instrumentality


of the United States;


(2)AAthis or another state; or


(3)AAa political subdivision of this or another state,


including:


(A)AAa municipality;


(B)AAa county;


(C)AAa school district; or


(D)AAanother taxing authority.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.205.AAINVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES. (a) In


accordance with commission rules, a credit union may:


(1)AAdevelop and offer investment programs to its


members and depositors; or


(2)AAact as agent for its members and depositors in the
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purchase, sale, or other disposition of a security, an interest in a


mutual fund, or an interest or participation in any other type of


investment.


(b)AAA credit union may issue and sell securities in


connection with an investment program developed and offered under


Subsection (a)(1).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.206.AAACTION AS FISCAL OR TRANSFER AGENT; TRANSFER


OF CERTAIN INSTRUMENTS; SIGNATURES. A credit union may:


(1)AAact as fiscal agent or transfer agent;


(2)AAtransfer a registered and countersigned


certificate of stock, bond, or other evidence of indebtedness; or


(3)AAguarantee a signature.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 123.207.AAFIDUCIARY POWERS.AAA credit union may:


(1)AAact, under court order or appointment, as


guardian, receiver, trustee, executor, or administrator without


giving bond;


(2)AAreceive an investment from a person acting as a


guardian, receiver, trustee, executor, or administrator under the


Estates Code or Subtitle B, Title 9, Property Code;


(3)AAact as depository for money paid to a court or


constituting the estate of a deceased person, a minor, or an


incompetent;


(4)AAaccept, execute, and administer a trust as


trustee;


(5)AAaccept funds or money for deposit by a fiduciary,


trustee, receiver, guardian, executor, or administrator; or


(6)AAact as custodian or trustee of a pension or


profit-sharing plan, including an individual retirement account or


a pension fund of a self-employed individual or of the sponsor of a


credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.
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20.012, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A123.208.AADIVIDENDS AND INTEREST. (a) A credit union


may:


(1)AAdeclare and pay a dividend on a share;


(2)AAcontract for and pay interest on a deposit; or


(3)AArefund interest to a borrower.


(b)AAA dividend or interest may be paid at a rate and on the


conditions that the board authorizes.


(c)AAThe commissioner may restrict the payment of a dividend:


(1)AAif the commissioner issues a cease and desist


order under Section 122.257; or


(2)AAas necessary to protect the member’s interests and


preserve the solvency of the credit union as authorized by


commission rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.209.AATRANSFER SYSTEM. A credit union may


establish, operate, or participate in a system that allows the


transfer of credit union money or the shares or deposits of its


members by electronic or other means, including a clearinghouse


association, a data processing or other electronic network, the


Federal Reserve System, or any other government payment or


liquidity program.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A123.210.AASALE OF CERTAIN INSTRUMENTS OR SECURITIES;


FEE. A credit union may:


(1)AAcollect, receive, and disburse money:


(A)AAin connection with the sale of a traveler ’s


check, money order, cashier’s check or draft, treasurer ’s draft,


similar instrument, or security of any type; or


(B)AAfor another purpose that may provide a


benefit or convenience for its members; and


(2)AAcollect a fee for those services.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A123.211.AACERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS. The commission


by rule may authorize a credit union to issue certificates of


indebtedness that are subordinated to all other claims of credit


union creditors.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 36, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A123.212.AACHECK AND MONEY TRANSFER SERVICES. A credit


union may sell to a person within its field of membership negotiable


checks, money orders, and other similar money transfer instruments


or services and may also cash checks and money orders for a person


within its field of membership for a fee.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 37, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 124. LOANS AND INVESTMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING LOANS TO MEMBERS


Sec.A124.001.AAAUTHORIZATION. A credit union may make a loan


to a member:


(1)AAin accordance with rules adopted by the


commission;


(2)AAfor a purpose the credit union approves; and


(3)AAon security and terms the credit union requires.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 124.002.AALIMITATIONS ON INTEREST RATES.AAThe interest


rate on a loan to a member may not exceed:


(1)AA1-1/2 percent per month on the unpaid balance;


(2)AA28 percent a year to the extent that federal credit


unions are permitted to charge that rate; or


(3)AAa higher rate authorized by law, including a rate


authorized by Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A124.003.AALIMITATIONS ON LOANS. A credit union may not


make a loan to a member or a business interest of the member if the


loan would cause the aggregate amount of loans to the member and the


member’s business interests to exceed:


(1)AAan amount equal to 10 percent of the credit union ’s


total assets; or


(2)AAa lesser amount established by commission rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.004.AAWRITTEN INSTRUMENT REQUIRED. A credit union
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loan must be evidenced by a written instrument.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.005.AAAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAW. Subtitle B,


Title 4, does not apply to a credit union loan or extension of


credit unless the agreement that evidences the transaction


specifically provides otherwise.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. OPEN-END CREDIT PLAN OR LINE OF CREDIT


Sec.A124.051.AAOPEN-END CREDIT PLAN. A credit union may


enter into a written agreement with a member under which:


(1)AAthe member is allowed to borrow money from time to


time; and


(2)AAinterest may from time to time be computed on the


unpaid balance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.052.AALINE OF CREDIT. A credit union may approve in


advance a line of credit and grant advances to a member within the


limit of the extension of credit.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.053.AAADDITIONAL LOAN APPLICATION NOT REQUIRED. An


additional loan application is not required under an open-end


credit plan under Section 124.051 or line of credit under Section


124.052 if the aggregate obligation does not exceed a limit of the


extension of credit the credit union establishes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. LOAN EXPENSES


Sec.A124.101.AABORROWER PAYMENT OF LOAN EXPENSES. A credit


union may require a member to pay all reasonable expenses and fees


incurred in connection with making, closing, disbursing,


extending, readjusting, or renewing a loan, whether or not those
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expenses or fees are paid to third parties.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.102.AACOLLECTION OF LOAN EXPENSES. A payment


authorized by Section 124.101 may be:


(1)AAcollected by the credit union and:


(A)AAretained by the credit union; or


(B)AApaid to a person rendering a service in


connection with the payment; or


(2)AApaid directly by the member to the third party to


whom it is payable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.103.AACHARACTER OF EXPENSE OR FEE. An expense or


fee authorized by Section 124.101 is not interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. LOAN PAYMENTS


Sec.A124.151.AAPREPAYMENT PRIVILEGE. A loan may be prepaid


in whole or in part, without penalty, during regular working hours


on any day on which the credit union is open for business, except as


provided by Section 124.152.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.152.AACONDITIONS FOR PREPAYMENT OF LOAN SECURED BY


REAL PROPERTY. A credit union may require a partial prepayment that


is made on a loan secured by a lien or mortgage on or other type of


security interest in real property to be made:


(1)AAon the date monthly installments are due; and


(2)AAin the amount of that part of one or more monthly


installments that would be applicable to principal.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.153.AAPENALTY FOR LATE PAYMENT. (a) A credit


union, in accordance with its bylaws, may charge a member a penalty


when a loan payment is past due.
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(b)AAA credit union may charge only one penalty on each past


due payment.


(c)AAA penalty under this section is not interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. LOANS TO DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AND CREDIT COMMITTEE


MEMBERS


Sec.A124.201.AAAUTHORIZATION. Only if done in accordance


with limitations imposed by Section 124.202, a credit union may


make a loan or extend a line of credit to:


(1)AAa director, senior management employee, or member


of the credit committee; or


(2)AAthe immediate family of the director, senior


management employee, or member of the credit committee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 38, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A124.202.AACONDITIONS OF LOANS. A loan or extension of a


line of credit under Section 124.201:


(1)AAmust comply with this subtitle and rules adopted


under this subtitle with respect to loans to other borrowers;


(2)AAmay not be on terms more favorable than those


extended to other borrowers; and


(3)AAmust be approved by the board before the credit


union makes or agrees to make the loan if the aggregate amount of


the loan and other outstanding loans to the person, the person ’s


business interests, and the person’s immediate family is greater


than the sum of:


(A)AA$10,000 or a higher amount established by


commission rule; and


(B)AAthe amount of the shares and deposits pledged


for the loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.203.AAAUTHORIZATION TO ACT AS COMAKER, GUARANTOR,


OR ENDORSER. A credit union may permit a director, senior
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management employee, or member of the credit committee to act as


comaker, guarantor, or endorser of a loan to a member only in


accordance with limitations imposed by Section 124.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 39, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A124.204.AAPRIOR APPROVAL REQUIRED. The board must give


its approval before the credit union permits a director, senior


management employee, or member of the credit committee to act as


comaker, guarantor, or endorser of a loan to a member if the amount


of the loan or aggregate of outstanding loans to the comaker,


guarantor, or endorser is greater than the sum of:


(1)AA$10,000 or a higher amount established by


commission rule; and


(2)AAthe amount of the shares and deposits pledged for


the loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 40, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER F. ILLEGAL LOANS


Sec.A124.251.AAILLEGALITY OF LOAN NOT A DEFENSE. The


illegality of a loan is not a defense in a credit union ’s action to


recover on the loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.252.AAILLEGALITY OF LOAN NOT A BAR TO ENFORCEMENT OR


COLLECTION. The illegality of a loan does not prevent enforcement


of the loan agreement against or collection of the loan from a


person who is otherwise liable on the loan, including:


(1)AAthe borrower; or


(2)AAa guarantor or surety.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. LOAN PROGRAMS


Sec.A124.301.AAPARTICIPATION LOANS. A credit union may
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market and sell participations in loans to members originated by


the credit union to another credit union, corporation, or financial


organization.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.302.AAGOVERNMENT LOAN PROGRAMS. A credit union may


participate in:


(1)AAa guaranteed loan program of the United States


government or a state government; and


(2)AAanother government loan program approved by the


commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. INVESTMENT OF MONEY


Sec.A124.351.AAPERMITTED INVESTMENTS. (a) A credit union


may invest money not used in loans to members in:


(1)AAcapital shares, obligations, participation


certificates, or common or preferred stock of an agency,


association, or company, subject to Section 124.352(a);


(2)AAloans to a national or state credit union


association or corporation of which the credit union is a member;


(3)AAobligations, bonds, notes, or other evidences of


indebtedness of a state or political subdivision of a state;


(4)AAcertificates of deposit or other accounts issued


by a state or national bank, savings and loan association, savings


association, or mutual savings bank;


(5)AAsecurities, obligations, participations, or other


instruments of or issued by the United States, or in a trust


established for investing directly or collectively in those


investments;


(6)AAloans to, shares of, or deposits in another credit


union, a central credit union, a corporate credit union, a central


liquidity facility established under state or federal law, a trust,


or an organization established for lending directly or collectively


to credit unions;


(7)AAsecurities, obligations, participations, or other
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instruments fully or partially guaranteed as to principal,


interest, or both by the United States, or in a trust established


for investing directly or collectively in those investments;


(8)AAparticipation loans with another credit union,


corporation, credit organization, or financial organization;


(9)AAnotes receivable, loans to members, or other


assets of a credit union operating under this subtitle or the


Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.); and


(10)AAother investments authorized by rules adopted by


the commission that satisfy Subsection (b).


(b)AAA rule adopted under Subsection (a)(10) must be


responsive to:


(1)AAchanges in economic conditions or competitive


practices; and


(2)AAthe need for safety and soundness of credit union


investments.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A124.352.AALIMITATIONS ON INVESTMENTS. (a) An


investment under Section 124.351(a)(1) may be made only if:


(1)AAthe membership or ownership of the agency,


association, or company is restricted to credit unions and their


members or organizations of credit unions; and


(2)AAthe agency, association, or company is designed


primarily to serve or otherwise assist credit union operations.


(b)AAAn investment under Section 124.351(a)(1) or (2) in any


one agency, association, or company may not exceed the lesser of the


amount equal to:


(1)AAfive percent of the credit union ’s total assets;


or


(2)AAits reserves and undivided earnings.


(c)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), the commission by rule


may authorize an investment under Section 124.351(a)(1) in an


agency, association, or company:


(1)AAwhose membership or ownership is not restricted to


credit unions and their members or organizations of credit unions;


or
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(2)AAthat is not designed primarily to serve or


otherwise assist credit union operations.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 125. CREDIT UNION ACCOUNTS AND SERVICES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 125.001.AADEFINITION.AAIn this chapter,


"multiple-party account" has the meaning assigned by Section


113.004, Estates Code, except that the term includes an account in


which one or more of the parties is an organization, association,


corporation, or partnership.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.013, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A125.002.AASHARE ACCOUNT. (a) Shares and membership


shares shall be subscribed to and paid for in the manner prescribed


by the bylaws. A credit union may limit the number of shares that


may be owned by a member, but any such limitation must be applied


equally to all members.


(b)AAA credit union may require credit union members to


subscribe to and make payments on membership shares. Membership


shares may not be pledged as security on any loan.


(c)AAThe board of directors may establish different classes


of share accounts classified in relation to different rights,


restrictions, par value, and dividend rates.


(d)AAA joint account may hold more than one membership share,


supporting membership for more than one member of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 41, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A125.003.AADEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. A deposit account consists


of payments made under an agreement between the credit union and a


depositor, including a draft account, checking account, savings


account, certificate of deposit, individual development account,
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or other similar account or arrangement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 42, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A125.004.AACONSTRUCTION WITH OTHER LAWS. This chapter


may not be construed to conflict with the laws of the United States


or the laws of this state governing the taxation of multiple-party


accounts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. MULTIPLE-PARTY ACCOUNTS


Sec.A125.101.AAFORM OF ACCOUNT. (a) A member of a credit


union or of a federal credit union doing business in this state may


designate one or more persons to own a share or deposit account with


the member in a multiple-party account.


(b)AAThe account may provide for a right of survivorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.102.AAPOWERS OF ACCOUNT HOLDERS. (a) A party to a


multiple-party account may make a payment on a share or deposit


account and a withdrawal subject to the account agreement.


(b)AAA party to the account may not vote in matters


pertaining to, obtain a loan through, or hold office in the credit


union unless the party is a member of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.103.AAPOWERS OF MEMBERS RELATING TO ACCOUNT.


Subject to a policy adopted by the board, a member of a credit union


by written notice to the credit union may:


(1)AAchange or cancel a multiple-party account


designation;


(2)AAchange the form of the account; or


(3)AAstop or vary payment under the terms of the


account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A125.104.AAOWNERSHIP INTEREST. (a) The parties to a


multiple-party account are presumed to own the account in equal


undivided interests unless:


(1)AAthe account agreement provides otherwise; or


(2)AAsatisfactory proof of the net contributions to the


account exists.


(b)AAThe net contribution of a party to a multiple-party


account is computed by adding:


(1)AAthe total amount of all of the payments on a share


or deposit made by or for the party, less the amount of all of the


withdrawals made by or for the party that have not been paid to or


applied for the use of another party;


(2)AAthe pro rata share of interest or dividends


included in the current balance of the account; and


(3)AAany life insurance proceeds added to the account


because of the death of the party.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.105.AADISCHARGE OF LIABILITY ON PAYMENT. Payment


of all or part of a multiple-party account to a party to the account


discharges the credit union’s liability to each party to the extent


of the payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.106.AADIVISION OF ACCOUNT ON DEATH. (a) Unless


otherwise provided by the account agreement or a trust agreement,


the only effect the death of a party to a multiple-party account has


on the beneficial ownership of the account is to transfer the


decedent’s right in the account to the decedent’s estate.


(b)AAAn account that does not expressly provide for right of


survivorship is presumed to be a nonsurvivorship account.


(c)AAIf the credit union complies with an account agreement,


the credit union may pay money representing shares or deposits on


the order of a party either before or after the death of another


party.


(d)AAA credit union acting under Subsection (c) does not have


further liability for the amount paid.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.107.AASETOFF OF ACCOUNT. Without qualifying


another statutory right to a setoff or lien and subject to a


contractual provision accepted by the credit union, a credit union


has the right of setoff against the entire amount of a


multiple-party account in which a party to the account is indebted


to the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. MINOR ACCOUNTS


Sec.A125.201.AAPOWERS OF CREDIT UNION RELATING TO ACCOUNT. A


credit union may:


(1)AAopen a share or deposit account in the name of a


minor;


(2)AAreceive a payment on the account by or for the


minor;


(3)AApay withdrawals;


(4)AAaccept pledges to the credit union by or for the


minor; and


(5)AAact in any other matter with respect to an account


on the order of a minor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.202.AAVOTING; OFFICE-HOLDING. (a) If permitted by


the credit union’s bylaws, a minor:


(1)AAmay vote in a meeting of the credit union ’s


members; and


(2)AAis eligible to hold an office or committee


membership in the credit union.


(b)AAA minor may not vote through a parent or guardian at a


meeting of the credit union’s members.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.203.AADISCHARGE OF LIABILITY ON PAYMENT; EFFECT ON


MINOR OF REQUIRED ACTION. (a) A payment or delivery of rights made
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by a credit union or a federal credit union to any of the following


persons in connection with an account in the name of a minor


discharges the credit union or federal credit union to the extent of


the payment or delivery:


(1)AAthe minor;


(2)AAa party to the account; or


(3)AAthe parent or guardian of a deceased minor.


(b)AAThe payment and a receipt, pledge, or other action


required by the credit union is binding on the minor as if the minor


had the capacity of an adult.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. TRUST ACCOUNT


Sec.A125.301.AAFORM OF ACCOUNT. (a) A credit union may


issue shares or receive a deposit:


(1)AAin a revocable trust, if:


(A)AAa settlor is a member of the credit union; or


(B)AAa trustee or a beneficiary is a member of the


credit union and the settlor is a member of the trustee ’s or


beneficiary’s family as that term is defined by the board in a


written policy; or


(2)AAin an irrevocable trust, if a settlor, trustee, or


beneficiary is a member of the credit union.


(b)AAA credit union may rely on any information provided by


the trustee to determine whether a trust is revocable or


irrevocable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 87, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A125.302.AALOANS TO NONMEMBER TRUSTEE. Subject to


limitations imposed by this subtitle or a rule adopted under this


subtitle, a credit union may make a fully secured loan to a


nonmember trustee to enable the trustee to perform or assist the


trustee in performing the trustee’s fiduciary responsibilities.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A125.303.AABENEFICIARY FEES. A beneficiary who is not a


member of a credit union is not required to pay a membership


entrance fee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.304.AALIMITATIONS PLACED ON BENEFICIARY. A


beneficiary who is not a member of a credit union may not vote in


matters pertaining to, obtain a loan through, or hold office in the


credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.305.AAACCOUNT TRANSACTION INQUIRIES. The credit


union is not required to inquire of a trustee the reason for a


transaction or the intended use for money withdrawn or borrowed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.306.AADISCHARGE OF LIABILITY ON PAYMENT. Payment


of all or part of the shares and deposits to a trustee or other


person authorized to request present payment on a trust account


discharges the liability of the credit union to each settlor,


trustee, and beneficiary to the extent of the payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.307.AATERMINATION OF ACCOUNT. When a trust is


terminated, the credit union shall pay money remaining in a trust


account as:


(1)AAdirected by the trustee;


(2)AAprescribed by the trust agreement; or


(3)AAprovided by applicable law, in the absence of


direction from the trustee or by the trust agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.308.AAEFFECT OF DEATH OF TRUSTEE ON ACCOUNT.


(a)AAThe death of a trustee does not affect the ownership or


disposition of a trust account unless:


(1)AAthe trust agreement provides otherwise; or


(2)AAthere is not a surviving trustee, and:
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(A)AAthe account is a trust account subject to


Subchapter B, Chapter 111, and Chapters 112 and 113, Estates Code;


or


(B)AAwritten evidence of the terms of the trust


does not exist.


(b)AAOn the death of a trustee for a trust account for which


the death of a trustee affects the ownership disposition of the


account, the credit union shall pay out money in the trust account:


(1)AAin accordance with the trust agreement; or


(2)AAin the absence of written evidence of the terms of


the trust, to a beneficiary or any other person authorized by law to


request or receive payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.014, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A125.309.AATRUST ACCOUNT WITH LIMITED DOCUMENTATION.


(a) For a trust account that is purported to be opened under a


written trust agreement, the trustee may provide the credit union


with a certificate of trust to evidence the trust relationship. The


certificate must be an affidavit of the trustee and must include:


(1)AAthe effective date of the trust;


(2)AAthe name of the trustee;


(3)AAthe name of or method for choosing a successor


trustee;


(4)AAthe name and address of each beneficiary;


(5)AAthe authority granted to the trustee;


(6)AAthe information needed for disposition of the


trust account on the death of the trustee or the last survivor of


two or more trustees;


(7)AAan indemnification of the credit union; and


(8)AAany other information required by the credit


union.


(b)AAThe credit union may accept and administer the trust


account, in accordance with the certificate of trust, without


requiring a copy of the trust agreement. The credit union is not
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liable for administering the account as provided by the certificate


of trust, unless the credit union has actual knowledge that the


certificate of trust is contrary to the terms of the trust


agreement.


(c)AAOn the death of the trustee or the last survivor of two


or more trustees and notwithstanding Section 125.308, the credit


union may pay all or part of the proceeds of the trust account as


provided by the certificate of trust. If the trustee did not


provide a certificate of trust, the credit union ’s right to treat


the account as owned by a trustee ceases on the death of the


trustee. On the death of the trustee or the last survivor of two or


more trustees, the credit union, unless the certificate of trust


provides otherwise, shall pay the proceeds of the account in equal


shares to each person who survives the trustee, is named as a


beneficiary in the certificate of trust, and can be located by the


credit union from the credit union’s records. If there is no


certificate of trust, payment of the proceeds of an account shall be


made as provided by Section 125.308. Payment made under this


section for all or part of the proceeds of an account discharges any


liability of the credit union to the extent of the payment. The


credit union may pay all or part of the proceeds of an account in the


manner provided by this section, regardless of whether it has


knowledge of a competing claim, unless the credit union receives


actual knowledge that payment has been restrained by court order.


(d)AAThis section does not require a credit union to accept


an account from a trustee or to search for the location of a named


beneficiary that is not named in its records.


(e)AAThis section does not affect a contractual provision to


the contrary that otherwise complies with the laws of this state.


(f)AAFor purposes of this section, "actual knowledge" is


presumed if a credit union possesses a copy of a trust agreement


that is certified as to authenticity by a settlor, trustee,


beneficiary, or an attorney for the settlor, trustee, or


beneficiary.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 43, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER E. THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS AND OTHER RIGHTS RELATING TO
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ACCOUNTS


Sec.A125.401.AATHIRD-PARTY CLAIM. (a) In this section:


(1)AA"Credit union" includes:


(A)AAa credit union organized under the laws of


this state;


(B)AAa foreign credit union; and


(C)AAa federal credit union.


(2)AA"Out-of-state credit union" means a credit union


that:


(A)AAis not organized under the laws of this


state; and


(B)AAhas its main or principal office in another


state or country.


(3)AA"Texas credit union" means a credit union that:


(A)AAis organized under the laws of this state or


federal law; and


(B)AAhas its main or principal office in this


state.


(b)AAA credit union doing business in this state must be


served with citation or other appropriate process issued from a


court in connection with a suit instituted by a third party to


recover or establish an interest in a deposit or share account


before the credit union is required to:


(1)AArecognize the third party’s claim;


(2)AAwithhold payment of the account to any party to the


account; or


(3)AAwithhold payment to the order of any party to the


account.


(c)AAA claim against a depositor, joint account owner, or


member of a credit union shall be delivered or otherwise served as


required or permitted by law at the address of the registered agent


of the credit union as designated in a registration filed under


Section 201.102 or 201.103, as applicable.


(d)AAA claim against a depositor, joint account owner, or


member of an out-of-state credit union that files a registration


statement under Section 201.102 or a Texas credit union that files a
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registration statement under Section 201.103 is not effective with


respect to the credit union if the claim is served or delivered to


an address other than the address of the credit union ’s registered


agent as provided in the registration.


(e)AATo prevent or limit a credit union ’s compliance with or


response to a claim subject to this section, the depositor, joint


account owner, or member must seek an appropriate remedy, including


a restraining order, injunction, or protective order, to prevent or


suspend the credit union’s response to a claim against the


depositor, joint account owner, or member.


(f)AAA credit union that does not register with the secretary


of state under Section 201.102 or 201.103 is subject to service or


delivery of all claims against depositors, joint account owners, or


members of the credit union or against the credit union itself by


serving the president or vice president of the credit union or as


otherwise provided by law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 44, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A125.402.AADISCLOSURE OF RECORDS OF MEMBER;


CONFIDENTIALITY. (a) A credit union is not required to disclose or


produce to a third party or permit a third party to examine a record


pertaining to the affairs of a credit union member unless:


(1)AAthe request is made in connection with an


examination or audit by a government agency authorized by law to


examine credit unions;


(2)AAthe member consents to the disclosure or


production of the record; or


(3)AAthe request is made by the department or is made in


response to:


(A)AAa subpoena or other court order; or


(B)AAan administrative subpoena or summons issued


by a state or federal agency as authorized by law.


(b)AAThe commission may authorize the disclosure of


information relating to a credit union member under circumstances


and conditions that the commission determines are appropriate or


required in the daily operation of the credit union ’s business.
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(c)AAThe commission may adopt reasonable rules relating to


the:


(1)AApermissible disclosure of nonpublic personal


information about the accounts of credit union members; and


(2)AAduties of the credit union to maintain


confidentiality of member accounts.


(d)AAThe directors, officers, committee members, and


employees and any honorary or advisory directors of a credit union


shall hold in confidence all information regarding transactions of


the credit union, including information concerning transactions


with the credit union’s members and the members’ personal affairs,


except to the extent necessary in connection with making,


extending, or collecting a loan or extension of credit, or as


otherwise authorized by this section, commission rules adopted


under Subsection (c), or other applicable law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A125.403.AARECOVERY OF DOCUMENT PRODUCTION EXPENSES FROM


THIRD PARTY. (a) A credit union or federal credit union doing


business in this state is entitled to recover from a third party the


reasonable cost actually incurred in disclosing or producing a


record under this subtitle or other applicable law unless the cost


was incurred in connection with an examination or audit by a


government agency authorized by law to examine credit unions.


(b)AAThe cost incurred in disclosing or producing a record


includes the cost of reproduction, postage, or delivery.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.404.AALIENS AND SETOFFS. (a) To the extent of a


member’s direct or indirect indebtedness to a credit union, the


credit union has:


(1)AAa lien, enforceable with or without judicial


process, on the member’s shares and deposits, accumulated


dividends, and interest; and
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(2)AAa right to set off against the member ’s shares,


deposits, accumulated dividends, and interest.


(b)AAA credit union may allow a withdrawal to be made without


affecting the credit union’s right to a setoff or lien.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.405.AAACCOUNT WITHDRAWALS. (a) A credit union may


require not longer than 60 days ’ notice for a withdrawal from a


share or deposit account.


(b)AAThe commissioner may impose an advance withdrawal


notice requirement following issuance of a cease and desist order


under Chapter 122. The commissioner by rule may require that a


requirement imposed under this subsection apply to all members of


the credit union.


(c)AAA membership share may not be withdrawn unless


membership in the credit union is terminated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES


Sec.A125.501.AARENTAL OF SAFE DEPOSIT BOX. A credit union or


federal credit union may maintain and rent safe deposit boxes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.502.AARELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CREDIT UNION AND BOX


HOLDER. (a) In the absence of a contract to the contrary, the


relationship between a credit union and the renter of a safe deposit


box maintained at the credit union is that of lessor and lessee and


landlord and tenant. The rights and liabilities of the credit union


are governed by the law governing those relationships.


(b)AAThe lessee is for all purposes in possession of the box


and its contents.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.503.AAACCESS BY MORE THAN ONE PERSON. (a) In the


absence of a contract to the contrary, a credit union shall allow


each holder of a safe deposit box jointly held in the name of two or
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more persons or a person other than the lessee designated in the


lease agreement:


(1)AAaccess to the box; and


(2)AAremoval of its contents.


(b)AAA credit union is not responsible for damage arising


because a holder or other designated person had access to the box or


removed its contents.


(c)AAThe death of a holder of a jointly held safe deposit box


does not affect the right of another holder or other designated


person to have access to and remove contents from the box.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 87, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A125.504.AARELOCATION OF SAFE DEPOSIT BOX; INVENTORY OF


CONTENTS. (a)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this section,


Sections 125.505 through 125.507, Chapter 151, Estates Code, or


other law, a credit union may not relocate a safe deposit box rented


for a term of six months or longer if the box rental is not


delinquent or may not open the box to relocate its contents to


another location, unless:


(1)AAthe lessee is present when the box is opened or


relocated; or


(2)AAthe lessee has given the credit union written


authorization to relocate the box or to open the box for purposes of


relocation.


(b)AAStorage conditions at the new box location must be at


least as secure as the conditions at the original location.


(c)AAIf the box is opened during relocation, two employees


shall prepare a detailed inventory of the contents of the box. At


least one of the employees must be an officer or manager of the


credit union and a notary public.


(d)AAOne lessee of a jointly held safe deposit box is


sufficient to personally supervise or give written authorization


for the box ’s relocation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.
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20.015, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A125.505.AANOTICE OF BOX RELOCATION. (a) A credit union


shall give a lessee of a safe deposit box at least 30 days ’ notice of


the box’s relocation. The notice must state:


(1)AAthe scheduled date and time of the relocation; and


(2)AAwhether the box will be opened during the


relocation.


(b)AAIf the lessee does not personally supervise the


relocation or give written authorization for the relocation, the


credit union shall notify the lessee of the new box number or


location not later than the 30th day after the date of the


relocation. The credit union must include a copy of the signed and


notarized inventory report required by Section 125.504(c) with the


notice.


(c)AAA notice required by this section must be sent by


certified mail, return receipt requested, to each lessee named in


the records of the credit union at the address shown in those


records.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.506.AACOST OF NOTICE AS BOX RENTAL. The credit


union may treat the cost of certified mailings incurred in


connection with each safe deposit box relocation other than the


cost of the first notice as box rental due and payable at the


expiration of the rental term.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.507.AAEMERGENCY RELOCATION OF SAFE DEPOSIT BOX.


(a) A credit union may relocate a safe deposit box or open the box


to relocate its contents to another location if the security of the


box is threatened or destroyed by an unforeseeable circumstance


beyond the credit union’s control, including a natural disaster


such as a tornado, flood, or fire.


(b)AANot later than the 90th day after the date on which the


box is relocated, the credit union shall notify each lessee in whose


name the box is held of the new box number or location. The notice
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must be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, to each


lessee named in the records of the credit union at the address shown


in those records.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.508.AAKEY IMPRINTING. (a) A credit union that


rents or permits access to a safe deposit box shall:


(1)AAimprint all keys issued to the box after September


1, 1992, with its routing number; or


(2)AAissue keys imprinted with the routing number.


(b)AAIf available space on a key is insufficient for


imprinting the routing number, the credit union shall attach to the


key a tag imprinted with the routing number.


(c)AAIf a credit union believes that the routing number


imprinted on a key, or a tag attached to a key, used to access a safe


deposit box has been altered or defaced in a manner that the correct


routing number is illegible, the credit union shall notify the


Department of Public Safety, on a form designated by the


commissioner, not later than the 10th day after the date the key is


used to access the box.


(d)AAThis section does not require a credit union to inspect


the routing number imprinted on a key or an attached tag to


determine whether the number has been altered or defaced.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.509.AALIABILITY FOR ACCESS TO OR REMOVAL OF


CONTENTS. A credit union that has identified the keys to a safe


deposit box in accordance with Section 125.508 and that follows


applicable law and the credit union ’s established security


procedures in permitting access to the box is not liable for damages


arising because of access to or removal of the box ’s contents.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.510.AADELINQUENT RENTS. (a) If the rental of a


safe deposit box is delinquent for six months or longer, the credit


union may open the box only if:


(1)AAthe credit union sends notice of the delinquency
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to the lessee; and


(2)AAthe rent is not paid before the date specified in


the notice.


(b)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe sent by certified mail, return receipt


requested, to the lessee named in the books of the credit union at


the address shown in those books; and


(2)AAspecify a date by which payment must be made that


may not be before the 61st day after the date on which the notice is


mailed.


(c)AAThe box must be opened in the presence of two employees,


and the credit union shall prepare a detailed inventory of the


contents of the box as provided by reporting instructions of the


comptroller. At least one of the employees must be an officer or


manager of the credit union and a notary public.


(d)AAThe credit union shall place the contents of the box in a


sealed envelope or container that states the lessee ’s name. The


credit union shall hold the contents of the box subject to a lien


for:


(1)AAthe box’s rental;


(2)AAthe cost of opening the box; and


(3)AAany damage in connection with the box.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A125.511.AAAUCTION OF CONTENTS. (a) If the rental,


cost, and damages determined under Section 125.510(d) are not paid


before the second anniversary of the date on which the box is


opened, the credit union may:


(1)AAsell all or part of the contents at a public


auction in the manner and on the notice prescribed for the sale of


real property under deed of trust under Section 51.002, Property


Code; and


(2)AAapply the sale proceeds to the rental, cost, and


damages.


(b)AAThe credit union shall send to the comptroller as


provided by Chapter 74, Property Code:


(1)AAthe unauctioned contents of a box; and
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(2)AAany excess proceeds from the auction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 126. CREDIT UNION SUPERVISION AND REGULATION


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A126.001.AAAPPOINTMENT OF CONSERVATOR OR LIQUIDATING


AGENT. The commissioner may appoint any person, including the


share and deposit guaranty corporation or credit union provided for


by Section 15.410, as a conservator or a liquidating agent under


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.002.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION. (a) Except


as provided by Subsections (b) and (c), information obtained


directly or indirectly by the department in any manner, including


by application or examination, concerning the financial condition


or business affairs of a credit union and the files and records of


the department relating to that information, except a statement


intended for publication, are confidential.


(b)AAConfidential information may not be disclosed to a


member of the commission, and a member of the commission may not be


given access to the files or records of the department, except that


the commissioner may disclose to the commission information, files,


and records pertinent to a hearing or matter pending before the


commission or the commissioner.


(c)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information described


by Subsection (a) to a law enforcement agency, a share insuring


organization, or another department, agency, or instrumentality of


this state, another state, or the United States if the commissioner


determines that disclosure is necessary or proper to enforce the


laws of this state applicable to credit unions.


(d)AAInformation obtained by the department from a federal or


state supervisory agency that is confidential under federal law or


the laws of that state may not be disclosed except as provided by


the applicable federal or state law.
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(e)AAConfidential information that is provided by the


department to a credit union, organization, or service provider of


a credit union, whether in the form of a report of examination or


otherwise, is the confidential property of the department.AAThe


recipient or an officer, director, employee, or agent of the


recipient may not make the information public and may not disclose


the information to a person not officially connected to the


recipient as an officer, director, employee, attorney, auditor, or


independent auditor, except as authorized by rules adopted under


this subtitle.AAA credit union may disclose a report of examination


or relevant portions of the report to another credit union


proposing to merge or consolidate with the credit union or to a


fidelity bond carrier if the recipient executes a written agreement


not to disclose information in the report.


(f)AADiscovery of confidential information from a person


subject to this subtitle or Chapter 15 under subpoena or other legal


process must comply with rules adopted under this subtitle, Chapter


15, and any other applicable law. The rules may:


(1)AArestrict release of confidential information to


the portion directly relevant to the legal dispute at issue; and


(2)AArequire that a protective order, in a form and


under circumstances specified by the rules, be issued by a court


before release of the confidential information.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 45, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.003.AAENFORCEABILITY OF AGREEMENT MADE BY CREDIT


UNION BEFORE CONSERVATORSHIP OR LIQUIDATION. An agreement that


tends to diminish or defeat the interest of the conservator or


liquidating agent in an asset acquired under this chapter, either


as security for a loan or by purchase, is not valid against the


conservator or liquidating agent unless the agreement is:


(1)AAin writing;
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(2)AAexecuted by the credit union and each person


claiming an adverse interest under the agreement, including the


obligor, contemporaneously with the acquisition of the asset by the


credit union;


(3)AAapproved by the board with the approval recorded


in the minutes of the board; and


(4)AAan official record of the credit union


continuously from the time of its execution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. EXAMINATIONS


Sec.A126.051.AAEXAMINATIONS. (a) The department, through


examiners it appoints and in accordance with commission rules,


shall periodically examine the books and records of each credit


union.


(b)AAIn lieu of an examination under this section, the


commissioner may accept:


(1)AAthe examination report of a regulator authorized


to examine a credit union, foreign credit union, federal credit


union, or other financial institution; or


(2)AAthe audit report of an accountant, satisfactory to


the commissioner, who has made and submitted a report of the


condition of the affairs of a credit union, foreign credit union,


federal credit union, or other financial institution.


(c)AAThe commissioner may accept all or part of a report in


lieu of all or part of an examination. An accepted part of the


report has the same validity as an examination under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 46, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A126.052.AAACCESS TO INFORMATION. An officer, director,


agent, or employee of a credit union shall give an examiner free


access to any information relating to the credit union ’s business,


including access to books, papers, securities, and other records.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A126.053.AAWITNESSES; PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS. (a) In


an examination conducted under this subchapter, the commissioner or


the commissioner’s designee may:


(1)AAsubpoena witnesses;


(2)AAadminister an oath or affirmation to a person,


including any officer, director, agent, or employee of a credit


union, and examine the person under oath or affirmation on any


subject the commissioner considers pertinent to the financial


condition or the safety and soundness of the activities of a credit


union; or


(3)AArequire and compel by subpoena the production of


documents that are not voluntarily produced, including books,


papers, securities, and records.


(b)AAThe commissioner may apply to a district court in Travis


County for an order requiring a person to obey a subpoena, to


appear, or to answer questions in connection with the examination


or investigation.


(c)AAThe court shall issue an order under Subsection (b) if


the court finds good cause to issue the subpoena or to take


testimony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 47, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A126.054.AAREPORT OF EXAMINATION. (a) An examiner shall


report the results of an examination, including a general statement


of the credit union ’s affairs, on a form prescribed by the


commissioner and approved by the commission.


(b)AAThe department shall send a copy of the report to the


board not later than the 30th day after the examination date.


(c)AAThe report of examination is confidential. The


commissioner may provide a copy of the report to other parties as


described in Section 126.002(c).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 14, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A126.055.AAFEE. The commission may establish and a


credit union shall pay a fee based on the cost of performing an
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examination of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 15, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. CONSERVATORSHIP ORDER


Sec.A126.101.AACONSERVATORSHIP ORDER; APPOINTMENT OF


CONSERVATOR. (a) The commissioner may immediately issue a


conservatorship order and appoint a conservator to manage a credit


union’s affairs if:


(1)AAthe commissioner, in performing the duties under


this subtitle, finds that:


(A)AAthe credit union is insolvent or in imminent


danger of insolvency; or


(B)AAthe credit union or an employee, officer, or


director of a credit union, including an honorary or advisory


director has:


(i)AAviolated this subtitle, a rule adopted


under this subtitle, or another law that applies to credit unions;


(ii)AAviolated or neglected a final order of


the commissioner or commission;


(iii)AArefused to submit to examination


under oath;


(iv)AArefused to permit the commissioner or


the commissioner’s representative to examine the credit union ’s


records and affairs, including books, papers, and accounts;


(v)AAconducted the credit union’s business


in an unsafe, unauthorized, or unlawful manner; or


(vi)AAfailed or refused to authorize and


direct another person to permit the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative to examine the credit union ’s records


in the other person’s custody or control, including books, papers,


and accounts, following the commissioner ’s request for the granting


of that authority and direction; and


(2)AAthe commissioner determines that the finding under


Subdivision (1) is sufficiently severe to require immediate


affirmative action to prevent further dissipation of the credit
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union’s assets.


(b)AAThe order must clearly state the grounds for


conservatorship.


(c)AAThe board may:


(1)AAagree in writing to a conservatorship order; and


(2)AAwaive its right to appeal the order under Section


126.105.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.102.AASERVICE OF ORDER. (a) A conservatorship


order must be served personally to an officer or director of the


credit union by the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, or


another person authorized by the commissioner.


(b)AAService may be by mail if an officer or director is not


available for service on the date personal service of the order is


attempted.


(c)AAService by mailAAmust be by certified or registered


mail, must be addressed to the credit union at the address shown for


its principal office by department records and to the home address


of the chairman of the board, and is complete on deposit of the


order in a postpaid, properly addressed wrapper, in a post office or


official depository under the care and custody of the United States


Postal Service.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 20, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.103.AAEFFECT OF ORDER. Following service of a


conservatorship order:


(1)AAthe commissioner shall take possession and control


of the credit union’s books, records, property, assets, and


business; and


(2)AAthe credit union shall cease all operations except
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those authorized by the commissioner and conducted under the


commissioner’s supervision.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.105.AAAPPEAL OF ORDER; HEARING. (a)AAUnless the


board waives its right to appeal under Section 126.101(c), the


board may file a written appeal of the conservatorship order with


the commissioner not later than the 10th business day after the date


the order is served as provided by Section 126.102.AAThe appeal


must include a certified copy of the board resolution and must state


whether the board requests a hearing.


(b)AAIf the board requests a hearing, the commissioner shall


promptly request from the State Office of Administrative Hearings a


hearing date that is not earlier than the 11th day nor later than


the 30th day after the date on which the commissioner receives the


appeal.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall give the credit union notice of


the date, time, and place of the hearing.


(d)AAThe filing of an appeal does not suspend the order, and


the order remains in effect until the commission’s final


disposition of the appeal.


(e)AANot later than the 45th day after a proposal for


decision is received from the State Office of Administrative


Hearings, the commission shall meet to consider the proposal.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 126.106.AAFAILURE TO APPEAL OR APPEAR.AA If the board


does not appeal the conservatorship order or fails to appear at the


hearing provided for by Section 126.105, the credit union is


presumed to have consented to the commissioner ’s disposition


action, and the commissioner may dispose of the conservatorship


matter as the commissioner considers appropriate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.107.AAEXTENSION OF DATE AND TIME FOR HEARING. The


parties may agree to extend the date and time of the hearing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.108.AACONFIDENTIALITY; DISCLOSURE. A


conservatorship order and a copy of a notice, correspondence,


transcript, pleading, or other document relating to the order are


confidential and may be disclosed only in a related legal


proceeding or as otherwise authorized by law. The commissioner may


release to the public information regarding the existence of an


order if the commissioner concludes that release of the information


would enhance effective enforcement of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 48, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER D. ADMINISTRATION OF CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec.A126.151.AACONSERVATOR SUBJECT TO COMMISSION CONTROL. A


conservator shall exercise the powers authorized under Sections


126.152-126.154 subject to commission rules and under the


commissioner’s supervision.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.152.AAGENERAL POWERS OF CONSERVATOR. The


conservator may:


(1)AAtake possession and control of the books, records,


property, assets, and business of the credit union;


(2)AAconduct the business and affairs of the credit


union;


(3)AAsell or assign assets to the conservator; and


(4)AAperform any other action as necessary in


connection with the conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A126.153.AAPOWERS RELATING TO CLAIMS. The conservator


may:


(1)AAdetermine the existence and amount of claims;


(2)AAallow proved claims of security, preference, or


priority;


(3)AAdisallow unproved claims of security, preference,


or priority; and


(4)AAsettle or release a claim in favor of or against


the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.154.AAPOWER TO REPUDIATE BURDENSOME TRANSACTION.


The conservator may repudiate a contract or unexpired lease the


conservator considers burdensome to the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.155.AAPOWER TO PROTECT, PRESERVE, AND RECOVER


PROPERTY. (a) The conservator may take measures necessary to


preserve, protect, and recover the assets or property of the credit


union, including filing a lawsuit against any person.


(b)AAAn asset or property of the credit union includes a


claim or cause of action that belongs to or that may be asserted by


the credit union.


(c)AAThe conservator may deal with that property in the


capacity of conservator.


(d)AAThe conservator may file, prosecute, or defend a suit


brought by or against the credit union if the conservator considers


it necessary to protect the interested party or property affected


by the suit.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.156.AADUTIES OF CONSERVATOR. The conservator


shall:


(1)AAtake actions as directed by the commissioner to


remove the causes and conditions that made the conservatorship


necessary; and


(2)AAreport to the commissioner from time to time
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during the conservatorship as required by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.157.AATERM OF CONSERVATOR. The conservator shall


serve until the purposes of the conservatorship are accomplished.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.158.AATRANSFER OF MANAGEMENT OF REHABILITATED


CREDIT UNION. If the credit union is rehabilitated, the


conservator shall return the management of the credit union to the


board under terms that are reasonable and necessary to prevent a


recurrence of the conditions that created the need for


conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.159.AACOST OF CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) The


commissioner shall determine and approve any reasonable expenses


attributable to the service of a conservator, including costs


incurred by the department and the compensation and expenses of the


conservator and any professional employees appointed to represent


or assist the conservator. The commissioner or an employee of the


department may not receive compensation in addition to salary for


serving as conservator, but the department may receive


reimbursement for the fully allocated personnel cost associated


with the service of the commissioner or the employee as


conservator.


(b)AAAll approved expenses shall be paid by the credit union.


The department has a lien against the assets and money of the credit


union to secure payment of approved expenses. The lien has a higher


priority than any other lien against the credit union.


(c)AANotwithstanding this subchapter, the credit union may


retain attorneys and hire other persons to assist the credit union


in contesting or satisfying the requirements of an order of


conservatorship. The commissioner shall authorize the payment of


reasonable fees and expenses for the attorneys and other persons as


expenses of the conservatorship.


(d)AAThe commissioner may waive or defer collection of
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assessment or examination fees by the department from the credit


union during a period of conservatorship if the waiver or deferral


would appear to benefit the prospects for rehabilitation. As a


condition of release from conservatorship, the commissioner may


require the rehabilitated credit union to pay or develop a


reasonable plan for payment of any deferred fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 49, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A126.160.AAJURISDICTION AND VENUE. (a) A suit filed


against a credit union while the credit union is under


conservatorship, or against a person in connection with an action


taken or decision made by that person as a conservator of a credit


union, must be brought in Travis County regardless of whether the


credit union remains under conservatorship.


(b)AAA suit filed by the conservator under Section 126.155


may be brought in Travis County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 50, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A126.161.AAEXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES.


Administrative remedies must be exhausted before a court may:


(1)AAassert jurisdiction over a claim against the


conservator or the credit union; or


(2)AArestrain or otherwise affect the exercise of the


powers or functions of the conservator.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. LIQUIDATION ORDER; INJUNCTION


Sec. 126.201.AALIQUIDATION ORDER; APPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATING


AGENT. (a)AAAfter the commissioner has issued a conservatorship


order and provided an opportunity for hearing, the commissioner by


liquidation order may appoint a liquidating agent and direct that


the credit union be liquidated if:


(1)AAthe board requests issuance of a liquidation order


and liquidation of the credit union;
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(2)AAthe credit union otherwise consents to the


liquidation; or


(3)AAthe commissioner:


(A)AAfinds that the closing of the credit union


and the liquidation of the credit union ’s assets are in the public


interest and the best interest of the credit union ’s members,


depositors, and creditors; and


(B)AAdetermines that the credit union is not in a


condition to continue business and cannot be rehabilitated as


provided by this chapter.


(b)AAIf the board consents to the liquidation order and


waives the necessity of a conservatorship order, the commissioner


may issue a liquidation order without first issuing a


conservatorship order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.202.AASERVICE OF ORDER. The commissioner shall


serve a liquidation order in the same manner provided for service of


a conservatorship order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.203.AASUIT FOR INJUNCTION. (a) Not later than the


fifth day after the date on which the liquidation order is served, a


credit union that has not requested or consented to a liquidation


order may, if authorized by certified board resolution, sue to


enjoin the commissioner from liquidating the credit union.


(b)AAThe suit must be brought in the district court of the


county in which the credit union’s principal office is located.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.204.AAACTION PENDING INJUNCTION HEARING. (a) The


court, without notice or hearing, may restrain the commissioner


from liquidating the credit union ’s assets until after a hearing on


the suit is held.
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(b)AAIf the court restrains the commissioner, the court shall


instruct the commissioner to hold the credit union’s assets in the


commissioner’s possession and control until disposition of the


suit.


(c)AAWith court approval, the commissioner may take any


necessary or proper action to prevent loss or depreciation in the


value of the assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.205.AAHEARING ON INJUNCTION; APPEAL. (a) The


court, as soon as possible, shall hear the suit and shall enter a


judgment enjoining or refusing to enjoin the commissioner from


liquidating the credit union’s assets.


(b)AAThe commissioner, regardless of the judgment entered by


the trial court or any supersedeas bond filed, shall retain


possession and control of the credit union ’s assets until final


disposition of any appeal of the judgment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.206.AANATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION AS


LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) The commissioner may tender a credit union


that has been closed for liquidation to the National Credit Union


Administration or its successor as liquidating agent if the shares


and deposits of the credit union were insured by the National Credit


Union Share Insurance Fund or its successor on the date of closing.


(b)AAAfter acceptance of tender of the credit union, the


National Credit Union Administration or its successor, as


liquidating agent of the credit union, shall perform the acts and


duties that it considers necessary or desirable and that are


permitted or required by federal law or this chapter. The National


Credit Union Administration, as liquidating agent, is not subject


to commission control.


(c)AAIf the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund pays


the insured share and deposit liabilities of a credit union that is


being liquidated under this subchapter, the National Credit Union


Administration is subrogated, to the extent of the payment, to all


rights that the owners of the share or deposit accounts have against
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the credit union.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 51, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER F. ADMINISTRATION OF LIQUIDATION


Sec.A126.251.AAPERMISSIBLE ACTIVITIES IN LIQUIDATION. (a)


A credit union in liquidation continues in existence to discharge


debts, collect and distribute assets, and wind up the credit


union’s business.


(b)AAThe credit union may sue and be sued to enforce debts and


obligations until its affairs are fully adjusted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.252.AACOMPENSATION OF CREDIT UNION EMPLOYEES AND


OFFICERS. (a) This chapter does not prevent compensation of a


salaried employee or officer of a credit union during the credit


union’s liquidation.


(b)AAThe compensation is considered an incidental expense of


the liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.253.AALIQUIDATING AGENT SUBJECT TO COMMISSION


CONTROL. The liquidating agent shall perform the duties required


by the following sections subject to commission rules and under the


commissioner’s supervision:


(1)AASections 126.254-126.258; and


(2)AASections 126.301, 126.302, 126.304, 126.305, and


126.306.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.254.AAPOSSESSION, CONSOLIDATION, AND DISPOSITION


OF ASSETS. The liquidating agent shall:


(1)AAreceive and take possession of the books, records,


assets, and property of the credit union;


(2)AAsell, enforce collection of, and liquidate assets


and property; and


(3)AAsell or assign assets to the liquidating agent
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subject to Section 126.353.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.36, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A126.255.AACOMPOUND DEBTS. The liquidating agent shall


compound all bad or doubtful debts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.256.AACOURT ACTION BY LIQUIDATING AGENT. The


liquidating agent shall:


(1)AAsue in the name of the liquidating agent or may sue


in the name of the credit union; and


(2)AAdefend an action brought against the liquidating


agent or the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.257.AAREPUDIATION OF BURDENSOME TRANSACTIONS. The


liquidating agent shall repudiate a contract or unexpired lease the


liquidating agent considers burdensome to the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.258.AAEXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS; OTHER NECESSARY


ACTS. The liquidating agent may execute any document and perform


any other action that:


(1)AAthe liquidating agent considers necessary or


desirable to discharge the liquidating agent ’s duties; and


(2)AAmay be necessary under this subchapter and


Subchapter G.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.259.AAJURISDICTION AND VENUE. (a) A suit against a


credit union or its liquidating agent while a liquidation order is


in effect must be brought in Travis County.


(b)AAThe liquidating agent may file suit in Travis County to


preserve, protect, or recover the credit union ’s assets or


property.


(c)AAAn asset or property of the credit union includes a
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claim or cause of action that belongs to or that may be asserted by


the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.260.AAEXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES.


Except as provided by Subchapter E, administrative remedies must be


exhausted before a court may:


(1)AAassert jurisdiction over a claim against the


liquidating agent or the credit union; or


(2)AArestrain or otherwise affect the exercise of the


powers or functions of the liquidating agent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. CLAIMS RELATING TO CREDIT UNION IN LIQUIDATION


Sec.A126.301.AACLAIMS AGAINST CREDIT UNION. The liquidating


agent shall:


(1)AAdetermine the existence and amount of claims;


(2)AAallow proved claims of security, preference, or


priority;


(3)AAsettle or release a claim in favor of or against


the credit union;


(4)AAdisallow unproved claims of security, preference,


or priority; and


(5)AAmake distributions to and pay creditors and


members of the credit union as their interests appear.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.302.AANOTICE TO CREDITORS AND MEMBERS. (a) The


liquidating agent shall give notice to creditors and members to


present and prove their claims.


(b)AAThe notice must be published once a week for three


successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each


county in which the credit union maintained an office or branch to


transact business on the date the credit union ceased unrestricted


operations.


(c)AAWhen the aggregate book value of the assets and property
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of the credit union being liquidated is less than $10,000, the


commissioner shall declare the credit union to be a "no


publication" liquidation, and publication of notice to creditors


and members under this section is not required.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.303.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS. The liquidating agent


shall use the credit union’s assets to pay, in the following order:


(1)AAsecured creditors to the extent of the value of


their collateral;


(2)AAliquidation expenses, including a surety bond if


required;


(3)AAdepositors;


(4)AAgeneral creditors, including secured creditors to


the extent that their claims exceed the value of their collateral;


and


(5)AAdistributions to members in proportion to the


shares held by each member.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.304.AALIQUIDATION DIVIDENDS. (a) The liquidating


agent from time to time shall make a ratable liquidation dividend on


claims that have been:


(1)AAproved to the satisfaction of the board or the


liquidating agent; or


(2)AAadjusted by a court.


(b)AAAfter the credit union’s assets have been liquidated,


the liquidating agent shall make further liquidation dividends on


claims previously proved or adjusted.


(c)AAFor purposes of making a further liquidation dividend


under Subsection (b), the liquidating agent may accept the


statement of an amount due a claimant as shown on the credit union ’s


books and records instead of a formal proof of claim filed on the


claimant’s behalf.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.305.AAPAYMENT OF CLAIMS IN "NO PUBLICATION"
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LIQUIDATION. (a) In a "no publication" liquidation, the


liquidating agent shall determine from all sources available, and


within the limits of the credit union ’s available money, the


amounts due to creditors and members.


(b)AANot earlier than the 61st day after the date on which the


liquidating agent is appointed, the liquidating agent shall


distribute the credit union’s money to creditors and members


ratably and as their interests appear.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.306.AABARRED CLAIMS. (a) A claim not filed before


the liquidating agent pays the final liquidation dividend is


barred.


(b)AAA claim rejected by the liquidating agent is barred


unless suit to appeal the liquidating agent ’s rejection is filed


within three months after the date of notice of rejection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. LIQUIDATING AGENT


Sec.A126.351.AAREMOVAL OF LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) On finding


that the liquidating agent has failed to properly perform the


liquidating agent’s duties in a timely and efficient manner or has


violated this subtitle or a rule adopted under this subtitle, the


commissioner by removal order may take possession and control of


the books, records, property, assets, and business of the credit


union.


(b)AAThe removal order must:


(1)AAremove the liquidating agent and appoint a


successor liquidating agent to complete the liquidation and the


winding up of the credit union ’s affairs subject to the


commissioner’s supervision and control; and


(2)AAbe served on the liquidating agent being removed.


(c)AAThe removal order takes effect immediately on service.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.352.AAREPLACEMENT OF LIQUIDATING AGENT. The
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commissioner shall appoint another liquidating agent on a


liquidating agent’s resignation, death, illness, removal,


desertion, or incapacity to function.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.353.AACONFLICT OF INTEREST. (a) The liquidating


agent may not acquire an asset of the credit union in liquidation or


purchase a loan of the credit union without the commissioner ’s


prior written approval.


(b)AAA liquidating agent may not obtain from the liquidation


compensation or profit for:


(1)AAdirect or indirect personal benefit;


(2)AAthe benefit of a family member of or a person


associated with the liquidating agent; or


(3)AAthe benefit of a business enterprise with which


the liquidating agent is associated, other than the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.354.AACOMPENSATION. (a) A liquidating agent is


entitled to receive reasonable compensation during the


liquidation.


(b)AAThe compensation is considered an incidental expense of


the liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER I. COMPLETION OF LIQUIDATION


Sec.A126.401.AACERTIFICATE OF LIQUIDATION AND DISTRIBUTION.


The commissioner shall prescribe the form of a certificate to be


completed by the liquidating agent attesting that distribution has


been made and liquidation is complete.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.402.AACANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATE OF


INCORPORATION. The commissioner, on receipt and approval of the


certificate executed under Section 126.401, shall cancel the credit


union’s certificate of incorporation.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.403.AAWINDING UP OF CREDIT UNION BUSINESS. During


the three-year period following cancellation of the credit union ’s


certificate of incorporation, the credit union continues to exist


and the liquidating agent, or a successor or other person


designated by the commissioner, may act on the credit union ’s


behalf to:


(1)AApay, satisfy, or discharge an existing liability


or obligation;


(2)AAcollect and distribute assets; and


(3)AAact as required to adjust and wind up the credit


union’s business and affairs, including suing or being sued in the


credit union’s corporate name.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER J. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION


Sec.A126.451.AABOARD RESOLUTION. Unless the commissioner


has issued a liquidation order, the board may adopt a resolution


recommending voluntary dissolution of the credit union and


directing submission of the question of liquidation to the members


of the credit union.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.452.AANOTIFICATION TO COMMISSIONER OF PROPOSED


LIQUIDATION. Not later than the fifth day after the date on which


the board’s resolution recommending voluntary dissolution is


adopted, the board’s presiding officer shall notify the


commissioner in writing of the reasons for the proposed


liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.453.AANOTICE OF MEETING TO LIQUIDATE. Notice of the


special meeting to consider voluntary liquidation shall be mailed


by first-class mail to each member of the credit union and the


commissioner not later than the 10th day before the date of the
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meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.454.AACREDIT UNION OPERATIONS BEFORE AND AFTER


VOTE. Immediately after notice under Section 126.453 is mailed,


the commissioner may restrict control or give direction with


respect to the continued business of the credit union pending


consideration of voluntary liquidation by the members. During that


period, no member shall withdraw an aggregate amount in excess of


the share insurance covered by the credit union. No new extensions


of credit shall be funded during the period between the board of


directors’ adoption of the resolution recommending voluntary


liquidation and the membership meeting called to consider voluntary


liquidation, except for the issuance of loans fully secured by a


pledge of shares and the funding of outstanding loan commitments


approved before adoption of the resolution. If the vote to dissolve


and liquidate the credit union is affirmative, the credit union may


conduct only business incidental to liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 52, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec. 126.455.AAVOTE ON VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION.AAAt a special


meeting called to consider the proposed liquidation, a majority of


the credit union members voting, but not less than a quorum, may


vote to dissolve and liquidate the credit union.AAThose members


casting votes by mail or at the meeting constitute a quorum for the


transaction of business at the special meeting, notwithstanding a


bylaw provision to the contrary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 53, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A126.456.AANOTICE TO COMMISSIONER OF AFFIRMATIVE VOTE TO


LIQUIDATE. (a) The board’s presiding officer or president and the


secretary shall notify the commissioner of the intention to
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liquidate not later than the fifth day after the affirmative vote to


dissolve and liquidate.


(b)AAThe person notifying the commissioner must include a


list of the names and addresses of the credit union ’s officers and


directors with the notice.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A126.457.AAAPPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) If the


members approve the liquidation, the board shall appoint a


liquidating agent to:


(1)AAconserve and collect the credit union ’s assets;


(2)AAwind up the credit union’s affairs;


(3)AAdischarge the credit union’s debts;


(4)AAdistribute the credit union’s assets; and


(5)AAtake any other action necessary and incidental to


liquidating the credit union.


(b)AAThe National Credit Union Administration or other


insuring organization has the right of first refusal to be


appointed as liquidating agent of any credit union that it insures.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 54, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A126.458.AAAPPLICATION OF LAW TO CREDIT UNION IN


VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION. A credit union in the process of voluntary


dissolution and liquidation remains subject to this subtitle and


Chapter 15, including provisions for examination by the


commissioner, and the credit union shall furnish reports as


required by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 55, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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fi.13.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 13. DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND MORTGAGE LENDING


Sec.A13.001.AADEFINITIONS. The definitions provided by


Section 31.002 apply to this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 13.0015.AANAME CHANGES. (a) The Savings and Loan


Department is renamed the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending and the savings and loan commissioner is renamed the


savings and mortgage lending commissioner.


(b)AAA reference in a statute or rule to the Savings and Loan


Department means the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(c)AAA reference in a statute or rule to the savings and loan


commissioner means the savings and mortgage lending commissioner.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 3.02, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 13.002.AASAVINGS AND MORTGAGE LENDING COMMISSIONER.


(a)AAThe savings and mortgage lending commissioner is the chief


executive officer of the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending.AAThe finance commission shall appoint the savings and


mortgage lending commissioner.AAThe savings and mortgage lending


commissioner serves at the will of the finance commission and is


subject to the finance commission’s orders and direction.


(b)AAThe savings and mortgage lending commissioner must have


not less than five years’ experience in the executive management of


a savings association or savings bank or in savings association or


savings bank supervision during the 10 years preceding the


commissioner’s appointment.


(c)AAThe finance commission shall set the compensation of the


savings and mortgage lending commissioner.AAThe compensation shall


be paid from money of the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 15, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.013,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 367 (H.B. 3536), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 13.003.AADEPUTY COMMISSIONERS. (a) The savings and


mortgage lending commissioner shall appoint one or more deputy


savings and mortgage lending commissioners.


(b)AAOne deputy savings and mortgage lending commissioner


must have the qualifications required of the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.AADuring the savings and mortgage lending


commissioner’s absence or inability to serve, that deputy savings


and mortgage lending commissioner has the powers and shall perform


the duties of the savings and mortgage lending commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.014,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 13.004.AAEXAMINERS. The savings and mortgage lending


commissioner shall appoint savings association and savings bank


examiners.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.015,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 13.006.AAOATH OF OFFICE. Before assuming the duties of


office, each deputy savings and mortgage lending commissioner,


examiner, assistant examiner, conservator, supervisor, and special


agent and each other officer or employee specified by the savings


and mortgage lending commissioner must take an oath of office to


discharge faithfully the duties assigned and uphold the


constitution and laws of this state and the United States.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.017,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 13.007.AAGENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER. The


savings and mortgage lending commissioner shall:


(1)AAsupervise and regulate the organization,


operation, and liquidation of state savings associations, as


provided by Subtitle B, Title 3, and state savings banks, as


provided by Subtitle C, Title 3; and


(2)AAenforce those subtitles personally or through a


deputy savings and mortgage lending commissioner, examiner,


supervisor, conservator, or other agent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.018,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A13.009.AACONFLICTS OF LAW. If this chapter conflicts


with Subtitle B or C, Title 3, this chapter controls.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A13.010.AACONFLICTS OF INTEREST. (a) In this section,


"Texas trade association" means a cooperative and voluntarily


joined association of business or professional competitors in this


state designed to assist its members and its industry or profession


in dealing with mutual business or professional problems and in


promoting their common interest.


(b)AAA person may not be a Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending employee employed in a "bona fide executive,


administrative, or professional capacity," as that phrase is used


for purposes of establishing an exemption to the overtime


provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29


U.S.C. Section 201 et seq.), and its subsequent amendments, if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in a field regulated by the
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Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in a field regulated by the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(c)AAA person may not act as the general counsel to the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending if the person is


required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter 305, Government


Code, because of the person’s activities for compensation on behalf


of a profession related to the operation of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(d)AABefore the 11th day after the date on which an employee


begins employment with the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending, the employee shall read the conflict-of-interest statutes


applicable to employees of the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending and sign a notarized affidavit stating that the employee


has read those statutes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.020,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A13.011.AACONSUMER INFORMATION AND COMPLAINTS.


(a)AAThe Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending shall


maintain a system to promptly and efficiently act on complaints


filed with that department.AAThe Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending shall maintain information about parties to the complaint,


the subject matter of the complaint, a summary of the results of the


review or investigation of the complaint, and its disposition.


(b)AAThe Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending shall


make information available describing its procedures for complaint


investigation and resolution.


(c)AAThe Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending shall


periodically notify the complaint parties of the status of the


complaint until final disposition.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B.


614), Sec. 47(1), eff. September 1, 2019.
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(e)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B.


614), Sec. 47(1), eff. September 1, 2019.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.021,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 47(1),


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 13.012.AASUNSET PROVISION.AAThe office of savings and


mortgage lending commissioner and the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending are subject to Chapter 325, Government Code (Texas


Sunset Act).AAUnless continued in existence as provided by that


chapter, the office and department are abolished September 1, 2031.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.022,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1232 (S.B. 652), Sec. 2.04,


eff. June 17, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1279 (H.B. 1675), Sec. 3.04,


eff. June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 13.013.AASTANDARDS OF CONDUCT. The savings and mortgage


lending commissioner or the savings and mortgage lending


commissioner’s designee shall provide to agency employees, as often


as necessary, information regarding the requirements for office or


employment under this chapter, including information regarding a


person’s responsibilities under applicable laws relating to


standards of conduct for state officers or employees.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.023,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A13.014.AAEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY. (a) The


savings and mortgage lending commissioner or the savings and


mortgage lending commissioner’s designee shall prepare and


maintain a written policy statement that implements a program of


equal employment opportunity to ensure that all personnel decisions


are made without regard to race, color, disability, sex, religion,


age, or national origin.


(b)AAThe policy statement must include:


(1)AApersonnel policies, including policies relating


to recruitment, evaluation, selection, training, and promotion of


personnel, that show the intent of the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending to avoid the unlawful employment practices


described by Chapter 21, Labor Code; and


(2)AAan analysis of the extent to which the composition


of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending personnel is in


accordance with state and federal law and a description of


reasonable methods to achieve compliance with state and federal


law.


(c)AAThe policy statement must:


(1)AAbe updated annually;


(2)AAbe reviewed by the state Commission on Human


Rights for compliance with Subsection (b)(1); and


(3)AAbe filed with the governor’s office.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.024,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 13.016.AARECOVERY FUND. (a)AAExcept as provided by


Subchapter G, Chapter 156, the savings and mortgage lending


commissioner shall establish, administer, and maintain one


recovery fund for the purposes of Chapters 156 and 157.AAThe


recovery fund shall be administered and maintained under Subchapter
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F, Chapter 156.


(b)AAThe savings and mortgage lending commissioner’s


authority under this section includes the authority toAAenforce


disciplinary action as provided by Chapters 156 and 157 for a


person’s failure to comply with the applicable provisions of those


chapters relating to the recovery fund and with applicable rules


adopted under those chapters.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec. 13.017.AAALTERNATIVE RULEMAKING AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION.


(a)AAThe finance commission by rule shall develop a policy to


encourage the use of:


(1)AAnegotiated rulemaking procedures under Chapter


2008, Government Code, for the adoption of rules by the finance


commission applicable to the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending; and


(2)AAappropriate alternative dispute resolution


procedures under Chapter 2009, Government Code, to assist in the


resolution of internal and external disputes under the Department


of Savings and Mortgage Lending’s jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe procedures applicable to the Department of Savings


and Mortgage Lending relating to alternative dispute resolution


must conform, to the extent possible, to any model guidelines


issued by the State Office of Administrative Hearings for the use of


alternative dispute resolution by state agencies.


(c)AAThe Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending shall:


(1)AAcoordinate the implementation of the policy


adopted under Subsection (a);


(2)AAprovide training as needed to implement the


procedures for negotiated rulemaking or alternative dispute


resolution; and


(3)AAcollect data concerning the effectiveness of those


procedures.
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Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 10,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 13.018.AAADVISORY COMMITTEES. (a)AAThe savings and


mortgage lending commissioner may appoint advisory committees to


assist the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending and savings


and mortgage lending commissioner in performing their duties.


(b)AAThe savings and mortgage lending commissioner shall


specify each committee ’s purpose, powers, and duties and shall


require each committee to report to the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner or Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending


in the manner specified by the savings and mortgage lending


commissioner concerning the committee’s activities and the results


of its work.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 10,


eff. September 1, 2019.
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fi.14.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 14. CONSUMER CREDIT COMMISSIONER


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A14.001.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this chapter:


(1)AA"Document" includes books, accounts,


correspondence, records, and papers.


(2)AA"Office" means the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner.


(b)AAThe definitions provided by Section 341.001 apply to


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. OPERATION OF OFFICE


Sec.A14.051.AACONSUMER CREDIT COMMISSIONER. (a) The


finance commission shall appoint the commissioner.


(b)AAThe commissioner:


(1)AAserves at the will of the commission; and


(2)AAis subject to orders and directions of the


commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 17, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A14.052.AADIVISION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION. The division


of consumer protection is a division in the office and is under the


direction of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.054.AAOATH OF OFFICE. Before assuming the duties of


office, the commissioner and each assistant commissioner,


examiner, and other employee of the office must take an oath of


office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 285, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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Sec.A14.055.AALIABILITY. (a) The commissioner or an


assistant commissioner, examiner, or other employee of the office


is not personally liable for damages arising from the person’s


official act or omission unless the act or omission is corrupt or


malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a person because of an official act or omission under


Subsection (a) regardless of whether the person has terminated


service with the office when the action is instituted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.056.AACONFLICT OF INTEREST. (a) In this section,


"Texas trade association" means a cooperative and voluntarily


joined association of business or professional competitors in this


state designed to assist its members and its industry or profession


in dealing with mutual business or professional problems and in


promoting their common interest.


(b)AAA person may not be an employee of the office employed in


a "bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity,"


as that phrase is used for purposes of establishing an exemption to


the overtime provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of


1938 (29 U.S.C. Section 201 et seq.), and its subsequent


amendments, if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


the office; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in an industry regulated by


the office.


(c)AAA person may not act as the general counsel to the office


if the person is required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter


305, Government Code, because of the person’s activities for


compensation on behalf of a profession related to the operation of


the office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Sec.A14.057.AAPERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS; MERIT PAY. (a) The


commissioner or a person designated by the commissioner shall


develop a system of annual employee performance evaluations based


on measurable job tasks.


(b)AAMerit pay for employees of the office must be based on


the system established under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.058.AAEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. (a) The


commissioner or the commissioner’s designee shall prepare and


maintain a written policy statement that implements a program of


equal employment opportunity to ensure that all personnel decisions


are made without regard to race, color, disability, sex, religion,


age, or national origin.


(b)AAThe policy statement must include:


(1)AApersonnel policies, including policies relating


to recruitment, evaluation, selection, training, and promotion of


personnel, that show the intent of the office to avoid the unlawful


employment practices described by Chapter 21, Labor Code; and


(2)AAan analysis of the extent to which the composition


of the office’s personnel is in accordance with state and federal


law and a description of reasonable methods to achieve compliance


with state and federal law.


(c)AAThe policy statement must:


(1)AAbe updated annually;


(2)AAbe reviewed by the state Commission on Human


Rights for compliance with Subsection (b)(1); and


(3)AAbe filed with the governor’s office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A14.059.AAINTRA-AGENCY CAREER LADDER. (a) The


commissioner or a person designated by the commissioner shall


develop an intra-agency career ladder program.


(b)AAThe program must require intra-agency posting of all


nonentry level positions concurrently with any public posting.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.061.AACOST OF AUDIT. The cost of an audit of the


office under Chapter 321, Government Code, shall be paid to the


state auditor from the funds of the office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.062.AACONSUMER INFORMATION AND COMPLAINTS. (a)AAThe


office shall maintain a system to promptly and efficiently act on


complaints filed with the office. The office shall maintain


information about parties to the complaint, the subject matter of


the complaint, a summary of the results of the review or


investigation of the complaint, and its disposition.


(b)AAThe office shall make information available describing


its procedures for complaint investigation and resolution.


(c)AAThe office shall periodically notify the complaint


parties of the status of the complaint until final disposition.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.063.AAAPPLICATION OF OPEN MEETINGS LAW. The office


is a governmental body subject to Chapter 551, Government Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.064.AACONSUMER INFORMATION. The commissioner shall:


(1)AAprepare information of consumer interest


describing:


(A)AAthe regulatory functions of the office; and


(B)AAthe office’s procedures by which consumer


complaints are filed with and resolved by the office; and


(2)AAmake the information available to the public and
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appropriate state agencies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.065.AAOFFICE EMPLOYEES. The commissioner may


appoint, remove, and prescribe the duties of assistant


commissioners, examiners, and other employees as necessary to


maintain and operate the office, including the division of consumer


protection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.066.AASUNSET PROVISION.AAThe office is subject to


Chapter 325, Government Code (Texas Sunset Act). Unless continued


in existence as provided by that chapter, the office is abolished


September 1, 2031.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1232 (S.B. 652), Sec. 2.05,


eff. June 17, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1279 (H.B. 1675), Sec. 3.05,


eff. June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER C. POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER


Sec. 14.101.AAGENERAL DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.AAThe


commissioner shall enforce this chapter, Subtitles B and C of Title


4, Chapter 393 with respect to a credit access business, and Chapter


394 in person or through an assistant commissioner, examiner, or


other employee of the office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.
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Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A14.102.AAEDUCATIONAL AND DEBT COUNSELING PROGRAMS. The


commissioner shall coordinate, encourage, and assist public and


private agencies, organizations, groups, and consumer credit


institutions in developing and operating voluntary educational and


debt counseling programs designed to promote prudent and beneficial


use of consumer credit by residents of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.1025.AAFINANCIAL LITERACY PROGRAM INFORMATION.


(a)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Financial literacy" means proficiency at


managing personal finances.


Text of subdivision effective until April 01, 2025


(2)AA"Health and human services agencies" has the


meaning assigned by Section 531.001, Government Code.


Text of subdivision effective on April 01, 2025


(2)AA"Health and human services agencies" has the


meaning assigned by Section 521.0001, Government Code.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall collect information on programs,


including classes, and other resources available to the public that


focus on teaching financial literacy, compile the information into


a one-page document, and post the document on the office’s Internet


website.


(c)AAA health and human services agency shall ensure that the


document under Subsection (b) is offered to persons who receive


services from the agency at locations at which those persons


frequently access services provided by the agency.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall periodically update the


information contained in the document described by Subsection (b).


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 538 (H.B. 2615), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 769 (H.B. 4611), Sec. 2.12,
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eff. April 1, 2025.


Sec.A14.103.AACONSUMER PROTECTION PROGRAMS. The


commissioner, through the division of consumer protection, shall


coordinate, encourage, and assist public and private agencies,


organizations, groups, and consumer protection institutions in


developing and operating voluntary educational consumer protection


programs designed to promote prudent and informed consumer action


by residents of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.104.AALENDER CONTRACTS. A written contract of an


authorized lender subject to regulation by the office must contain


the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.105.AAGIFTS AND GRANTS. (a) The commissioner may


accept money, gifts, or grants on behalf of the state for a purpose


related to a consumer credit educational opportunity or to assist a


local government in the exercise of its police power unless the


acceptance is prohibited by Subsection (b) or other law.


Acceptance and use of money under this subsection must be approved


by the finance commission.


(b)AAThe commissioner may not accept or use money offered by:


(1)AAa person for investigating or prosecuting a


matter; or


(2)AAa person who is affiliated with an industry that is


regulated by the finance commission.


(c)AAMoney received under Subsection (a) may be appropriated


only for the purpose for which the money was given.


(d)AAThe commissioner is not prohibited by Subsection (b)


from receiving and using money from a person under the jurisdiction


of the commissioner if the receipt and use is expressly authorized


by other law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.106.AAINFORMATION REGARDING EMPLOYMENT
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REQUIREMENTS. The commissioner or the commissioner’s designee


shall provide to agency employees, as often as necessary,


information regarding the requirements for employment under this


chapter, including information regarding a person’s


responsibilities under applicable laws relating to standards of


conduct for state employees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 14.107.AAFEES. (a)AAThe finance commission shall


establish reasonable and necessary fees for carrying out the


commissioner’s powers and duties under this chapter, Title 4,


Chapter 393 with respect to a credit access business, and Chapters


371, 392, and 394 and under Chapters 51, 302, 601, and 621, Business


& Commerce Code.


(b)AAThe finance commission by rule shall set the fees for


licensing and examination, as applicable, under Chapter 393 with


respect to a credit access business or Chapter 342, 347, 348, 351,


353, or 371 at amounts or rates necessary to recover the costs of


administering those chapters. The rules may provide that the amount


of a fee charged to a license holder is based on the volume of the


license holder’s regulated business and other key factors. The


commissioner may provide for collection of a single fee for the term


of the license from a person licensed under Subchapter G of Chapter


393 or Chapter 342, 347, 348, 351, or 371.AAThe fee must include


amounts due for both licensing and examination.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 885 (H.B. 2278), Sec. 2.15,


eff. April 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 2, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 4, eff.
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January 1, 2012.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.108.AAINTERPRETATIONS OF LAW. (a) The commissioner


may issue an interpretation of this chapter or Subtitle A or B,


Title 4, after approval of the interpretation by the finance


commission.


(b)AAThe provisions of Chapter 2001, Government Code, that


relate to the adoption of an administrative rule do not apply to the


issuance of an interpretation under this section.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall publish in the Texas Register, in


a form prescribed by the finance commission, a request for an


interpretation not later than the 10th day after the date on which


the commissioner receives the request.


(d)AAAn interpretation approved by the finance commission


shall be published in the Texas Register, in a form prescribed by


the finance commission, not later than the 10th day after the date


on which the finance commission has approved the interpretation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.109.AAUSE OF THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING


SYSTEM AND REGISTRY. (a)AAIn this section, "Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry" or "nationwide registry" means a


licensing system developed and maintained by the Conference of


State Bank Supervisors and an affiliated organization to manage


mortgage licenses and other financial services licenses or a


successor registry.


(b)AAThis section applies only to:


(1)AAthis chapter; and


(2)AAChapter 342, 348, 351, 393, or 394.


(c)AAThe commissioner may require that a person submit


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry in


the form and manner prescribed by the commissioner and acceptable


to the registry any information or document or payment of a fee


required to be submitted to the commissioner under:


(1)AAa chapter to which this section applies; or
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(2)AArules adopted under the chapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner may use the nationwide registry as a


channeling agent for obtaining information required for licensing


or registration purposes under a chapter listed in Subsection


(b)(2) or rules adopted under the chapter, including:


(1)AAcriminal history record information from the


Federal Bureau of Investigation, the United States Department of


Justice, or any other agency or entity at the commissioner’s


discretion;


(2)AAinformation related to any administrative, civil,


or criminal findings by a governmental jurisdiction; and


(3)AAinformation requested by the commissioner under


Section 342.101(a)(4), 348.502(a)(3), 351.101(a)(4),


393.604(a)(5), or 394.204(c)(8).


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 737 (S.B. 232), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 943 (H.B. 1721), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 14.110.AAALTERNATIVE RULEMAKING AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION.


(a) The finance commission by rule shall develop a policy to


encourage the use of:


(1)AAnegotiated rulemaking procedures under Chapter


2008, Government Code, for the adoption of rules by the finance


commission applicable to the office; and


(2)AAappropriate alternative dispute resolution


procedures under Chapter 2009, Government Code, to assist in the


resolution of internal and external disputes under the office’s


jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe procedures applicable to the office relating to


alternative dispute resolution must conform, to the extent


possible, to any model guidelines issued by the State Office of


Administrative Hearings for the use of alternative dispute


resolution by state agencies.


(c)AAThe office shall:


(1)AAcoordinate the implementation of the policy


adopted under Subsection (a);
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(2)AAprovide training as needed to implement the


procedures for negotiated rulemaking or alternative dispute


resolution; and


(3)AAcollect data concerning the effectiveness of those


procedures.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 6,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 14.111.AAADVISORY COMMITTEES. (a) The commissioner may


appoint advisory committees to assist the office and commissioner


in performing their duties.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall specify each committee’s


purpose, powers, and duties and shall require each committee to


report to the commissioner or office in the manner specified by the


commissioner concerning the committee’s activities and the results


of its work.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 6,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 14.112.AALICENSING AND REGISTRATION TERMS. (a)AAThe


finance commission by rule shall prescribe the licensing or


registration period for licenses and registrations issued under


Chapters 342, 345, 347, 348, 351, 352, 353, 371, 393, and 394 of


this code and Chapter 1956, Occupations Code, not to exceed two


years.


(b)AAIn adopting rules under Subsection (a), the finance


commission shall set terms for licenses that comply with Chapter


180 and the federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage


Licensing Act of 2008 (Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(c)AAIf the finance commission prescribes the term of a


license or registration under Subsection (a) for a period other


than one year, the commissioner shall prorate the applicable fee


required under a chapter specified in Subsection (a) as necessary


to reflect the term of the license or registration.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 6,


eff. September 1, 2019.
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Sec. 14.113.AATEXAS FINANCIAL EDUCATION ENDOWMENT. (a)AAAs


part of the licensing fee and procedures described under Subchapter


G, Chapter 393, each credit access business or holder of a credit


access business license shall pay to the commissioner an annual


assessment to improve consumer credit, financial education, and


asset-building opportunities in this state.AAThe annual assessment


may not exceed $200 for each license as specified by the finance


commission.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall remit to the comptroller amounts


received under Subsection (a) for deposit in an interest-bearing


deposit account in the Texas Treasury Safekeeping Trust


Company.AAMoney in the account may be spent by the finance


commission only for the purposes provided by this section.AAAmounts


in the account may be invested and reinvested under the prudent


person standard described by Section 11b, Article VII, Texas


Constitution, and the interest from those investments shall be


deposited to the credit of the account.


(b-1)AAThe expenses of managing the investments may be paid


from the deposit account described by Subsection (b).


(c)AAThe Texas Financial Education Endowment shall be


administered by the finance commission to support statewide


financial education and consumer credit building activities and


programs, including:


(1)AAproduction and dissemination of approved


financial education materials at licensed locations;


(2)AAadvertising, marketing, and public awareness


campaigns to improve the credit profiles and credit scores of


consumers in this state;


(3)AAschool and youth-based financial literacy and


capability;


(4)AAcredit building and credit repair;


(5)AAfinancial coaching and consumer counseling;


(6)AAbank account enrollment and incentives for


personal savings; and


(7)AAother consumer financial education and


asset-building initiatives as considered appropriate by the


finance commission.
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(d)AAIn implementing this section, the finance commission


may make grants and may solicit gifts, grants, and donations for


this purpose.


(e)AAThe finance commission may partner with other state


agencies and entities to implement this section.


(f)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules to administer


this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Transferred, redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Section


393.628 by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER D. CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION


Sec. 14.151.AAOBTAINING INFORMATION. (a)AAThe commissioner


or an assistant commissioner, examiner, or other employee of the


office shall obtain criminal history record information maintained


by the Department of Public Safety, the Federal Bureau of


Investigation Identification Division, or another law enforcement


agency relating to a person described by Section 411.095(a),


Government Code.


(b)AAFor an applicant for a license or registration, license


holder, or registrant that is a business entity, the criminal


history record information requirement of this section applies to


an officer, director, owner, or employee of the entity or another


person having a substantial relationship with the entity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 871 (H.B. 4123), Sec. 7, eff.


June 13, 2023.


Sec. 14.152.AAFINGERPRINT REQUIREMENT; PENALTY.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to grant a license or registration to, or


may suspend or revoke the license or registration of, an applicant,
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license holder, or registrant described by Section 411.095(a)(1),


Government Code, who fails to provide, on request, a complete set of


legible fingerprints on a fingerprint card format approved by the


Department of Public Safety and the Federal Bureau of


Investigation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A14.153.AAACTION BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES. (a) The


commissioner shall send fingerprints and other identification


information to the Department of Public Safety to be retained by


that department.


(b)AAThe Department of Public Safety shall use the


information to perform a search of the state criminal history files


and shall report the findings to the office.


(c)AAThe Department of Public Safety shall send fingerprints


and other identification information to the Federal Bureau of


Investigation so that the bureau can perform a search of its


criminal history files.


(d)AAThe Department of Public Safety shall notify the office


of activity reported to the crime records division that identifies


a person with a record maintained under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.154.AACONFIDENTIALITY. (a) Criminal history record


information received by the office is confidential and is for the


exclusive use of the office.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 , Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 14.155.AADISCLOSURE.
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(a)AAThe office may not release or disclose criminal history


record information obtained from the Department of Public Safety,


Federal Bureau of Investigation Identification Division, or other


law enforcement agency, except as provided by Section 411.095(b),


Government Code.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 , Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 14.156.AARECOVERY OF COSTS.AAIn addition to an


investigation fee paid to the commissioner by an applicant for a


license or registration, the commissioner is entitled to recover


from an applicant, license holder, or registrant the cost of


processing an inquiry to determine whether the person has a


criminal history record.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 256 (S.B. 1075), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A14.157.AARULES. The finance commission shall adopt


rules governing the custody and use of information obtained under


this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 19, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER E. INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT


Sec. 14.201.AAINVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT


AUTHORITY.AAInvestigative and enforcement authority under this
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subchapter applies only to:


(1)AAthis chapter;


(2)AASubtitles B and C, Title 4;


(3)AAChapter 393 with respect to a credit access


business;


(4)AAChapter 394; and


(5)AASubchapter B, Chapter 1956, Occupations Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 5, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 14.2015.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF CERTAIN INFORMATION.


(a)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (b), information or material


obtained or compiled by the commissioner in relation to an


examination or investigation by the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative of a license holder, registrant,


applicant, or other person under Subtitle B or C, Title 4,


Subchapter G of Chapter 393, or Chapter 394 of this code or


Subchapter B, Chapter 1956, Occupations Code, is confidential and


may not be disclosed by the commissioner or an officer or employee


of the office, including:


(1)AAinformation obtained from a license holder,


registrant, applicant, or other person examined or investigated


under Subtitle B or C, Title 4, Subchapter G of Chapter 393, or


Chapter 394 of this code or Subchapter B, Chapter 1956, Occupations


Code;


(2)AAwork performed by the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative on information obtained from a


license holder, registrant, applicant, or other person for the


purposes of an examination or investigation conducted under
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Subtitle B or C, Title 4, Chapter 393 with respect to a credit


access business, or Chapter 394 of this code or Subchapter B,


Chapter 1956, Occupations Code;


(3)AAa report on an examination or investigation of a


license holder, registrant, applicant, or other person conducted


under Subtitle B or C, Title 4, Chapter 393 with respect to a credit


access business, or Chapter 394 of this code or Subchapter B,


Chapter 1956, Occupations Code; and


(4)AAany written communications between the license


holder, registrant, applicant, or other person, as applicable, and


the commissioner or the commissioner’s representative relating to


or referencing an examination or investigation conducted under


Subtitle B or C, Title 4, Chapter 393 with respect to a credit


access business, or Chapter 394 of this code or Subchapter B,


Chapter 1956, Occupations Code.


(b)AAThe commissioner or the commissioner’s representative


may disclose the confidential information or material described by


Subsection (a):


(1)AAto a department, agency, or instrumentality of


this state or the United States if the commissioner considers


disclosure to be necessary or proper to the enforcement of the laws


of this state or the United States and in the best interest of the


public;


(2)AAif the information was previously provided to or


provided by the license holder, registrant, applicant, or other


person, and the person consents to the release of the information or


has published the information contained in the release;


(3)AAif the commissioner determines that release of the


information is required for an administrative hearing; or


(4)AAto provide a summary of investigation information


to the person who filed the complaint with the office.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 6, eff.
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January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 161 (S.B. 1093), Sec. 8.001,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 14.2016.AAINFORMATION SHARING WITH DEPARTMENTS AND


AGENCIES.AATo ensure consistent enforcement of law and


minimization of regulatory burdens, the commissioner may share


information, including criminal history or confidential


information, relating to a license holder, registrant, applicant,


or other person investigated or examined under the commissioner’s


authority with a department, agency, or instrumentality of this


state, another state, or the United States if the commissioner


considers the disclosure of the information to be necessary or


proper to the enforcement of the laws of this state or the United


States and in the best interest of the public. Information


otherwise confidential remains confidential after the information


is shared under this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 14.202.AAREQUEST FOR INFORMATION; INVESTIGATION


AUTHORITY.AAOn receipt of a written complaint or other reasonable


cause to believe that a person is violating a statute listed by


Section 14.201, the commissioner may:


(1)AArequire the person to furnish information


regarding a specific loan, retail transaction, or business practice


to which the violation relates; and


(2)AAconduct an investigation to determine whether a


violation exists.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:
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Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.203.AAISSUANCE OF SUBPOENA OR SUMMONS. (a) During


an investigation, the commissioner may issue a subpoena or summons


that is addressed to a peace officer of this state and requires the


attendance and testimony of a witness or the production of a


document.


(b)AAA document that is necessary to continue the business of


a person under investigation may not be removed from the office or


place of business of that person, but the commissioner may:


(1)AAexamine, or cause to be examined, the document at


the office or place of business; and


(2)AArequire a copy to be made of a part of the document


related to a matter under investigation.


(c)AAA copy of a document made under Subsection (b)(2) must


be verified by the affidavit of the person under investigation or by


an officer of that person.


(d)AAOn the commissioner’s certification, a copy of a


document made under Subsection (b)(2) is admissible in evidence in


an:


(1)AAinvestigation or hearing under this subchapter or


under a statute to which this subchapter applies; or


(2)AAappeal to the district court.


(e)AATo implement this section, the commissioner may sign a


subpoena, administer an oath or affirmation, examine a witness, or


receive evidence.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.204.AAENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA; CONTEMPT. (a) If a


person disobeys a subpoena or if a witness appearing before the


commissioner refuses to testify, the commissioner may petition the


district court of a jurisdiction in which the person or witness may


be found, and the court on this petition may issue an order


requiring the person or witness to obey the subpoena, testify, or


produce a document relating to the matter in issue, as applicable.


The court shall treat the application in the same manner as a motion
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in a civil suit.


(b)AAThe court shall promptly set an application to enforce a


subpoena under Subsection (a) for hearing and shall cause notice of


the application and the hearing to be served on the person to whom


the subpoena is directed. Notice may be served by a peace officer


of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.205.AAINVESTIGATION BY HEARING OFFICER. (a) During


an investigation described by this subchapter, the commissioner may


appoint a hearing officer to conduct the investigation.


(b)AAOn appointment, a hearing officer has the same authority


as the commissioner to conduct the investigation, except that the


hearing officer may not issue an order on the subject of the


investigation.


(c)AAThe commissioner may consider the record of an


investigation conducted before a hearing officer in the same manner


and to the same extent as in a hearing before the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.206.AAFEES AND EXPENSES. (a) The fee for serving a


subpoena under this subchapter is the same as that paid a sheriff or


constable for performing a similar service.


(b)AAA witness required to attend a hearing before the


commissioner shall receive for each day’s attendance a fee and a


travel and transportation allowance as authorized by law or a rule


adopted by the finance commission.


(c)AAA fee under Subsection (b) is not payable until the


witness appears at the hearing.


(d)AAA disbursement made in payment of a fee under this


section shall be included in, and paid in the same manner that is


provided for, other expenses incurred in the administration and


enforcement of the statutes to which this subchapter applies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 20, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A14.207.AAIMPOSITION OF COSTS ON PARTIES. The
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commissioner may impose on a party in interest of record fees,


expenses, or costs incurred in connection with a hearing or may


divide the fee or expense among any or all interested parties as


determined by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.208.AAINJUNCTION; APPEAL. (a) If the commissioner


has reasonable cause to believe that a person is violating a statute


to which this chapter applies, the commissioner, in addition to any


other authorized action, may issue an order to cease and desist from


the violation or an order to take affirmative action, or both, to


enforce compliance.


(b)AAIf a person against whom an order under this section is


made requests a hearing not later than the 30th day after the date


the order is served, the commissioner shall set and give notice of a


hearing before a hearings officer. Chapter 2001, Government Code,


governs the hearing and the right to judicial review in district


court. Based on the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and


recommendations of the hearings officer, the commissioner by order


may find whether a violation has occurred.


(c)AAIf a hearing is not timely requested under Subsection


(b), the order is considered final and becomes enforceable. The


commissioner, after giving notice, may impose against a person who


violates a cease and desist order an administrative penalty in an


amount not to exceed $1,000 for each day of violation. In addition


to any other remedy provided by law, the commissioner on relation of


the attorney general may institute in district court a suit for


injunctive relief and to collect an administrative penalty. A bond


is not required of the commissioner with respect to injunctive


relief granted under this section. In the action, the court may


enter as proper an order awarding a preliminary or final


injunction.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B.


1442), Sec. 95(1), eff. September 1, 2019.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.01, eff.
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September 1, 2005.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 95(1),


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.209.AAAPPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER. (a)AAIn addition to


other remedies for the enforcement of a restraining order or


injunction, the court in which an action is brought under Section


14.208(c) may impound and appoint a receiver for the defendant’s


property and business, including a document relating to the


property or business, as the court considers reasonably necessary


to prevent a violation through use of the property and business.


(b)AAOn appointment and qualification, a receiver has the


powers and duties of a receiver under Chapter 64, Civil Practice and


Remedies Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER F. ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY; RESTITUTION ORDER;


ASSURANCE OF VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE


Sec.A14.251.AAASSESSMENT OF PENALTY; RESTITUTION ORDER.


(a) The commissioner may assess an administrative penalty against


a person who knowingly and wilfully violates or causes a violation


of this chapter, Chapter 394, or Subtitle B, Title 4, or a rule


adopted under this chapter, Chapter 394, or Subtitle B, Title 4.


(a-1)AAThe commissioner shall assess an administrative


penalty against a credit access business who knowingly and wilfully


violates or causes a violation of Chapter 393, or a rule adopted


under Chapter 393.


(b)AAThe commissioner may order the following businesses or


other persons to pay restitution to an identifiable person:


(1)AAa person who violates or causes a violation of this


chapter, Chapter 394, or Subtitle B, Title 4, or a rule adopted
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under this chapter, Chapter 394, or Subtitle B, Title 4;


(2)AAa credit access business who violates or causes a


violation of Chapter 393 or a rule adopted under Chapter 393; or


(3)AAa person who violates or causes a violation of


Subchapter B, Chapter 1956, Occupations Code, or a rule adopted


under that subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.29, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 7, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.252.AAAMOUNT OF PENALTY. (a) The commissioner may


assess an administrative penalty for a violation in an amount not to


exceed $1,000 for each day of the violation.


(b)AAThe aggregate amount of penalties under this subchapter


that the commissioner may assess against a person during one


calendar year may not exceed the lesser of:


(1)AA$100,000; or


(2)AAan amount that is equal to the greater of five


percent of the net worth of the creditor or $5,000.


(c)AAIn determining the amount of an administrative penalty,


the commissioner shall consider:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the prohibited act;


(2)AAthe extent of actual or potential harm to a third


party;


(3)AAthe history of violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter future violations;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.03, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A14.253.AAREPORT ON VIOLATION. If the commissioner


determines that a violation occurred, the commissioner may issue a


report that states:


(1)AAthe facts on which the determination is based; and


(2)AAthe commissioner’s recommendation on imposition of


a penalty, including a recommendation on the amount of the penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.254.AANOTICE OF REPORT ON VIOLATION AND PENALTY


RECOMMENDATION. (a) Not later than the 14th day after the date on


which a report is issued, the commissioner shall give written


notice of the report by certified mail to the person charged with


committing or causing the violation.


(b)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAinclude a brief summary of the alleged violation;


(2)AAinclude a statement of the amount of the


recommended penalty; and


(3)AAinform the person that the person has a right to a


hearing on the occurrence of the violation, the amount of the


penalty, or both.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.255.AARESPONSE OF PERSON RECEIVING NOTICE. Not


later than the 20th day after the date on which a person receives


notice under Section 14.254, the person may:


(1)AAaccept in writing the determination and


recommended penalty of the commissioner; or


(2)AAmake a written request for a hearing on the


occurrence of the violation, the amount of the penalty, or both.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.256.AAACCEPTANCE OF PENALTY; DEFAULT. If a person
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accepts the determination and recommended penalty of the


commissioner or fails to make a timely written request for a


hearing, the commissioner by order shall approve the determination


and impose the recommended penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A14.257.AAHEARING ON PENALTY; ORDER. (a)AAIf a person


makes a timely written request for a hearing, the commissioner


shall set a hearing and give notice of the hearing to the person by


certified mail.


(b)AAThe hearing shall be held by a hearings officer who


shall make findings of fact and conclusions of law and promptly


issue a proposal for a decision about the occurrence of the


violation and the amount of a proposed penalty.


(c)AAAccording to the findings of fact, conclusions of law,


and proposal for a decision, the commissioner by order may find:


(1)AAthat a violation has occurred and impose a


penalty; or


(2)AAa violation has not occurred.


(d)AANotice of the commissioner’s order, given to the person


under Chapter 2001, Government Code, must include a statement of


the person’s right to judicial review of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 14.258.AASTAY OF PENALTY; SUIT BY ATTORNEY GENERAL. (a)


The enforcement of the penalty may be stayed during the time the


order is under judicial review if the person pays the penalty to the


clerk of the court or files a supersedeas bond with the court in the


amount of the penalty.AAA person who cannot afford to pay the


penalty or file the bond may stay the enforcement by filing an


affidavit in the manner required by the Texas Rules of Civil
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Procedure for a party who cannot afford to file security for costs,


subject to the right of the commissioner to contest the affidavit as


provided by those rules.


(b)AAThe attorney general may sue to collect the penalty.


(c)AAA court that sustains the occurrence of a violation may


uphold or reduce the amount of the administrative penalty and order


the person to pay that amount.


(d)AAA court that does not sustain the occurrence of a


violation shall order that no penalty is owed.


(e)AAIf a person has paid a penalty and a court in a final


judgment reduces or does not uphold the amount, the court shall


order that the appropriate amount plus accrued interest be remitted


to the person.AAThe interest rate is the rate authorized by Chapter


304, and interest shall be paid for the period beginning on the date


the penalty was paid and ending on the date the penalty is remitted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A14.259.AARECOVERY OF COSTS. In addition to the


administrative penalty or restitution amount, the court may


authorize the commissioner to recover from a person who pays an


administrative penalty or restitution amount, or both, reasonable


expenses incurred in obtaining the ordered amount, including the


cost of investigation, witness fees, and deposition expenses.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.260.AAADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT. A proceeding


under this subchapter is subject to Chapter 2001, Government Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 14.261.AAACCEPTANCE OF ASSURANCE.


(a)AAIn administering this chapter, the commissioner may


accept assurance of voluntary compliance from a person who is


engaging in or has engaged in an act or practice in violation of:


(1)AAthis chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter;
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(2)AAChapter 393, if the person is a credit access


business, or Chapter 394; or


(3)AASubtitle B, Title 4, or a rule adopted under


Subtitle B, Title 4.


(b)AAThe assurance must be in writing and be filed with the


commissioner.


(c)AAThe commissioner may condition acceptance of an


assurance of voluntary compliance on the stipulation that the


person offering the assurance restore to a person in interest money


that may have been acquired by the act or practice described by


Subsection (a).


(d)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to establish the


form of the assurance or require certain information be contained


in an assurance.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 8, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 14.262.AAEFFECT OF ASSURANCE. (a)AAAn assurance of


voluntary compliance is not an admission of a violation of:


(1)AAthis chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter;


(2)AAChapter 393 with respect to a credit access


business or Chapter 394; or


(3)AASubtitle B, Title 4, or a rule adopted under


Subtitle B, Title 4.


(b)AAUnless an assurance of voluntary compliance is


rescinded by agreement or voided by a court for good cause, a


subsequent failure to comply with the assurance is prima facie


evidence of a violation of:


(1)AAthis chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter;


(2)AAChapter 393 with respect to a credit access
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business or Chapter 394; or


(3)AASubtitle B, Title 4, or a rule adopted under


Subtitle B, Title 4.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 9, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 63 (H.B. 2548), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 196 (S.B. 560), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 14.263.AAREOPENING. A matter closed by the filing of an


assurance of voluntary compliance may be reopened at any time.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 14.264.AARIGHT TO BRING ACTION NOT AFFECTED. (a) An


assurance of voluntary compliance does not affect the right of an


individual to bring an action, except as provided in Chapter 349 and


except that the right of an individual in relation to money received


according to a stipulation under Section 14.261(c) is governed by


the terms of the assurance.


(b)AAA person entering into an assurance of voluntary


compliance may, not later than the 60th day after the date of filing


of the assurance, correct the violation under Section


349.201.AAAmounts paid as restitution and other acts taken in


accordance with an assurance of voluntary compliance shall be


considered for purposes of determining whether the obligor has made


a correction under Subchapter C, Chapter 349.AAWith respect to


corrections of violations or possible violations relating to


matters addressed in the assurance of voluntary compliance, the


date of filing of the assurance is considered to be the date of:


(1)AAactual discovery of the violation or possible


violation;


(2)AAwritten notice; and
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(3)AAfiling of the action alleging the violation.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER G. JUDICIAL REVIEW


Sec.A14.301.AAAPPEAL OF FINAL DECISION OF COMMISSIONER. A


party in interest aggrieved by a final decision of the commissioner


is entitled to judicial review.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A14.302.AAAPPEAL OF LICENSE WITHHOLDING OR REVOCATION.


An appeal of a decision of the commissioner refusing to grant a


license to an applicant or revoking the license of a license holder


shall be under the substantial evidence rule as provided by Chapter


2001, Government Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A14.303.AASTAY OF ORDER PENDING APPEAL. On a showing of


good cause, the commissioner or the reviewing court may enter an


order staying the effect of a final decision of the commissioner


pending appeal by a party in interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE D. CREDIT UNIONS


CHAPTER 149. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO CREDIT UNIONS


Sec.A149.001.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTERS 3 AND 4, BUSINESS &


COMMERCE CODE. (a) Chapters 3 and 4, Business & Commerce Code,


determine the rights, responsibilities, and liabilities of a person


regarding an item drawn on, transferred to, or presented, remitted,


collected, settled, negotiated, or otherwise handled by a credit


union as if the credit union were a bank, unless otherwise provided


by written agreement of the parties.


(b)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Credit union" means a credit union authorized to


do business in this state under this subtitle or the Federal Credit


Union Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.).


(2)AA"Item":


(A)AAmeans an instrument, whether or not


negotiable, for the payment of money; and


(B)AAdoes not include money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A149.002.AAEXEMPTION FROM SECURITIES LAWS. (a) Except


as required by this subtitle, a credit union authorized to do


business under this subtitle or the Federal Credit Union Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.) and an officer, employee, or agent of


the credit union engaged in selling, issuing, or offering a


security issued by a state or federal credit union are exempt from a


law of this state to the extent the law provides for supervision,


registration, or regulation in connection with selling, issuing, or


offering a security.


(b)AAThe sale, issuance, or offering of a security issued by


a state or federal credit union is legal without any action or


approval by any official, other than the credit union commissioner,


who is authorized to license, regulate, or supervise the sale,


issuance, or offering of securities.


(c)AAIn this section, "security" has the meaning assigned by
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Section 4001.068, Government Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.14,


eff. January 1, 2022.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 15. CREDIT UNION COMMISSION AND DEPARTMENT


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A15.001.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this chapter, "Texas


trade association" means a cooperative and voluntarily joined


statewide association of business or professional competitors in


this state designed to assist its members and its industry or


profession in dealing with mutual business or professional problems


and in promoting their common interest.


(b)AAThe definitions provided by Section 121.002 apply to


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER B. DEPARTMENT


Sec.A15.101.AACOMPOSITION OF DEPARTMENT. The department is


composed of:


(1)AAthe commission;


(2)AAthe commissioner; and


(3)AAother department officers and employees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.102.AAREGULATION OF CREDIT UNIONS. The department


shall supervise and regulate credit unions as provided by this


chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.103.AASTUDY OF STATUTES. The department


periodically shall comprehensively study the statutes of this state


as they pertain to credit union operations.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 15.104.AANOTIFICATION AND GUIDANCE ON ADOPTION OF


CERTAIN FEDERAL LAWS OR REGULATIONS.AAThe department shall


promptly notify and issue guidance to all credit unions chartered


in this state on the adoption of a federal law or regulation that:


(1)AAaffects a power or authority conferred to credit


unions under Section 123.003(a);


(2)AAtakes effect immediately; and


(3)AAconflicts with state law.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2021.


SUBCHAPTER C. COMPOSITION OF COMMISSION


Sec.A15.201.AAAPPOINTMENT; TERMS. (a) The commission is


composed of nine members appointed by the governor with the advice


and consent of the senate.


(b)AACommission members serve staggered terms of six years,


with the terms of one-third of the members expiring February 15 of


each odd-numbered year.


(c)AAAppointments to the commission shall be made without


regard to the race, color, disability, sex, religion, age, or


national origin of the appointees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.06(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.202.AAGENERAL QUALIFICATIONS OF COMMISSION MEMBERS.


(a) No two commission members may be residents of the same state


senatorial district.


(b)AAA person may not be a member of the commission if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field; or
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(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field.


(c)AAA person may not be a member of the commission if the


person is required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter 305,


Government Code, because of the person’s activities for


compensation on behalf of a profession related to the operation of


the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.203.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF INDUSTRY COMMISSION


MEMBERS. (a) Four commission members must be individuals who:


(1)AAhave five years or more of active experience as a


director, officer, or committee member of a credit union that:


(A)AAis organized and doing business in this state


under Subtitle D, Title 3, or the Federal Credit Union Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.); and


(B)AAhas its principal office in this state; and


(2)AAare engaged in exercising the powers and duties of


a director, officer, or committee member of such a credit union.


(b)AAExperience as a commissioner, deputy commissioner, or


examiner is equivalent to the experience required by Subsection


(a).


(c)AANot more than one individual from a federal credit union


may serve on the commission at any time.


(d)AAAn individual who ceases to be engaged in exercising the


powers and duties prescribed by this section for a period exceeding


90 days becomes ineligible to serve as a commission member, and the


individual ’s position on the commission becomes vacant.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(c), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A15.204.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF PUBLIC COMMISSION MEMBERS.
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(a) Five commission members must be representatives of the public.


A person is not eligible for appointment as a public member of the


commission if the person or the person’s spouse:


(1)AAis employed by or participates in managing or


directing:


(A)AAa financial institution; or


(B)AAan organization, other than a financial


institution, regulated by or receiving money from a financial


institution regulatory agency;


(2)AAhas, other than as a member or customer, a


financial interest in:


(A)AAa financial institution; or


(B)AAan organization, other than a financial


institution, regulated by or receiving money from a financial


institution regulatory agency; or


(3)AAuses or receives a substantial amount of tangible


goods, services, or money from the department, other than


compensation or reimbursement authorized by law for commission


membership, attendance, or expenses.


(b)AAThe governor shall appoint public commission members on


the basis of recognized business ability.


(c)AAIn this section, "financial institution" includes an


institution such as a credit union, bank, savings bank, or savings


and loan association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(d), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 87, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 15.2041.AATRAINING PROGRAM. (a) A person who is


appointed to and qualifies for office as a member of the commission


may not vote, deliberate, or be counted as a member in attendance at


a meeting of the commission until the person completes a training


program that complies with this section.


(b)AAThe training program must provide the person with


information regarding:


(1)AAthe law governing department operations;


(2)AAthe programs, functions, rules, and budget of the
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department;


(3)AAthe scope of and limitations on the rulemaking


authority of the commission;


(4)AAthe results of the most recent formal audit of the


department;


(5)AAthe requirements of:


(A)AAlaws relating to open meetings, public


information, administrative procedure, and disclosing conflicts of


interest; and


(B)AAother laws applicable to members of a state


policy-making body in performing their duties; and


(6)AAany applicable ethics policies adopted by the


department or the Texas Ethics Commission.


(c)AAA person appointed to the commission is entitled to


reimbursement under Section 15.207, as if the person were a member


of the commission, for travel expenses incurred in attending the


training program, regardless of whether the attendance at the


program occurs before or after the person qualifies for office.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall create a training manual that


includes the information required by Subsection (b). The


commissioner shall distribute a copy of the training manual


annually to each commission member.AAEach commission member shall


sign and submit to the commissioner a statement acknowledging that


the commission member received and has reviewed the training


manual.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.07(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(e),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec.A15.205.AAVACANCIES. The office of a commission member


becomes vacant:
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(1)AAon the death, resignation, or removal of the


member; or


(2)AAif the member ceases to have the qualifications


required for service as a member.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.08(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A15.206.AAREMOVAL. (a) A ground for removal of a


commission member by the governor exists if a member:


(1)AAneglects the member’s duty;


(2)AAis incompetent; or


(3)AAcommits fraudulent or criminal conduct.


(b)AAIt is a ground for removal from the commission that a


member:


(1)AAdoes not have at the time of taking office the


qualifications required by Sections 15.202, 15.203, and 15.204;


(2)AAdoes not maintain during service on the commission


the applicable qualifications required by Sections 15.202, 15.203,


and 15.204;


(3)AAis ineligible for membership under Section 15.202,


15.203, or 15.204;


(4)AAcannot, because of illness or disability,


discharge the member’s duties for a substantial part of the member’s


term; or


(5)AAis absent from more than half of the regularly


scheduled commission meetings that the member is eligible to attend


during a calendar year without an excuse approved by a majority vote


of the commission.


(c)AAThe validity of an action of the commission is not


affected by the fact that it is taken when a ground for removal of a


commission member exists.


(d)AAIf the commissioner has knowledge that a potential


ground for removal exists, the commissioner shall notify the


presiding officer of the commission of the potential ground.AAThe


presiding officer shall then notify the governor and the attorney


general that a potential ground for removal exists.AAIf the


potential ground for removal involves the presiding officer, the
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commissioner shall notify the next highest ranking officer of the


commission, who shall then notify the governor and the attorney


general that a potential ground for removal exists.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.08(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.207.AAEXPENSES AND COMPENSATION OF COMMISSION


MEMBERS. (a) A commission member may not receive compensation or a


benefit because of the member’s service on the commission except as


provided by Subsection (b).


(b)AAFor each day that a commission member engages in the


business of the commission, the member is entitled to:


(1)AAper diem, including compensatory per diem;


(2)AAactual expenses for meals and lodging; and


(3)AAtransportation expenses.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317, Sec.


28(i), eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(i),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.208.AAMATTER IN WHICH COMMISSION MEMBER HAS PERSONAL


INTEREST. (a) A commission member may not act on a matter under the


commission ’s consideration that directly affects a credit union of


which the member is an officer, director, or member.


(b)AAThe commission shall adopt rules relating to recusal of


members, requiring that a member who has a personal or private


interest in a measure, proposal, or decision pending before the


commission shall publicly disclose the fact to the commission at a


meeting held in compliance with Chapter 551, Government Code. The


member may not vote or otherwise participate in the decision. The


disclosure shall be entered into the minutes of the meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.09(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A15.209.AAMEETINGS. (a) The commission shall hold at


least two regular meetings each year.


(b)AAThe chairman, the commissioner, or five commission


members may call a special meeting of the commission.


(c)AAThe commission shall adopt reasonable rules governing a


meeting, including rules relating to the:


(1)AAtime and place of a meeting;


(2)AAconduct of a meeting; and


(3)AAform of the minutes.


(d)AAThe commission is subject to the:


(1)AAopen meetings law, Chapter 551, Government Code;


and


(2)AAadministrative procedure law, Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.09(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 15.210.AAPRESIDING OFFICER. The governor shall


designate a member of the commission as the presiding officer of the


commission to serve in that capacity at the pleasure of the


governor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.09(c), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.211.AASUIT FOR OFFICIAL ACT OR OMISSION. (a) The


attorney general shall defend an action brought against a


commission member or an officer or employee of the commission


because of the person’s official act or omission regardless of


whether the individual is a member, officer, or employee of the


commission at the time the action is initiated.


(b)AAA suit against the commission or its officers or


employees may be brought only in Travis County.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 15.212.AASUNSET PROVISION.AAThe Credit Union Department


and the Credit Union Commission are subject to Chapter 325,


Government Code (Texas Sunset Act).AAUnless continued in existence


as provided by that chapter, the department and commission are


abolished September 1, 2035.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.04(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 941 (S.B. 1659), Sec. 3.05,


eff. June 18, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER D. COMMISSIONER AND OTHER EMPLOYEES OF COMMISSION


Sec.A15.301.AACOMMISSIONER. (a) The commission shall


appoint a commissioner by affirmative vote of two-thirds of the


membership of the commission.


(b)AAThe commissioner serves at the will of the commission.


(c)AAThe commissioner is an employee of the commission and is


subject to the commission ’s orders and directions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.302.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF COMMISSIONER. (a) The


commissioner must have at least five years’ practical experience in


the operation of credit unions during the 10 years preceding the


commissioner’s appointment.


(b)AAThe experience required by this section may consist of


experience:


(1)AAin exercising the powers and duties of a director,


officer, or committee member of a credit union; or


(2)AAin the employment of a credit union regulatory


agency.
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(c)AAA person may not be appointed commissioner if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.303.AADEPUTY COMMISSIONER. (a) Subject to the


commission ’s approval, the commissioner may appoint a deputy


commissioner, who must have the qualifications required of the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe deputy commissioner serves at the will of the


commissioner and, at the commissioner’s direction, may exercise the


powers and prerogatives of the commissioner.


(c)AAThe deputy commissioner is an employee of the commission


and is subject to the commission ’s orders and directions.


(d)AADuring the commissioner’s absence or inability to act,


the deputy commissioner shall perform the commissioner’s duties.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.304.AAEXAMINERS. (a) The commissioner shall


appoint a sufficient number of credit union examiners to perform


fully the duties imposed by the laws of this state.


(b)AAAppointment of an examiner is subject to recruitment


specifications and qualifications approved by the commission.


(c)AAAn examiner is an employee of the commission and is


subject to the commission ’s orders and directions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 15.305.AAGENERAL COUNSEL. A person may not act as the


general counsel to the commission or the department if the person is


required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter 305, Government
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Code, because of the person’s activities for compensation on behalf


of a profession related to the operation of the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(e), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.306.AAOATH. Before assuming the duties of office,


the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, each examiner, and each


other officer or employee of the commission must take an oath of


office approved by the commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 285, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.307.AAOFFICERS OF COMMISSION AND DEPARTMENT. Each


officer of the commission and department, except a commission


member, is an employee of the commission and is subject to the


commission ’s orders and directions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.309.AAINTRA-AGENCY CAREER LADDER. (a) The


commissioner or a person designated by the commissioner shall


develop an intra-agency career ladder program that addresses


opportunities for mobility and advancement for employees within the


department.


(b)AAThe program must require intra-agency posting of all


non-entry-level positions concurrently with public posting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.12(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A15.310.AAPERFORMANCE EVALUATION. (a) The commissioner


or a person designated by the commissioner shall develop a system of


annual performance evaluations that are based on documented


employee performance.


(b)AAMerit pay for department employees must be based on the


system established under this section.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.12(b), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 15.311.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF EMPLOYEES. A person may not


be a department employee employed in a "bona fide executive,


administrative, or professional capacity," as that phrase is used


for purposes of establishing an exemption to the overtime


provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29


U.S.C. Section 201 et seq.), if:


(1)AAthe person is an officer, employee, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field; or


(2)AAthe person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid


consultant of a Texas trade association in the financial


institutions field.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.05(f), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.312.AAINFORMATION PROVIDED TO MEMBERS AND EMPLOYEES.


The commissioner or the commissioner’s designee shall provide to


members of the commission and to department employees, as often as


necessary, information regarding their qualification for office or


employment under this chapter and their responsibilities under


applicable laws relating to standards of conduct for state officers


or employees.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.11(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A15.313.AAEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY. (a) The


commissioner or a person designated by the commissioner shall


prepare and maintain a written policy statement to assure


implementation of a program of equal employment opportunity under


which all personnel transactions are made without regard to race,


color, disability, sex, religion, age, or national origin. The
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policy statement must include:


(1)AApersonnel policies, including policies relating


to recruitment, evaluation, selection, appointment, training, and


promotion of personnel that comply with requirements of Chapter 21,


Labor Code;


(2)AAa comprehensive analysis of the department


workforce that meets federal and state law, including rules and


regulations, and instructions adopted directly from that law;


(3)AAprocedures by which a determination can be made


about the extent of underuse in the department workforce of all


persons for whom federal or state laws, including rules and


regulations, and instructions adopted directly from that law,


encourage a more equitable balance; and


(4)AAreasonable methods to appropriately address those


areas of underuse.


(b)AAA policy statement prepared under Subsection (a) must:


(1)AAcover an annual period;


(2)AAbe updated annually and reviewed by the Commission


on Human Rights for compliance with Subsection (a)(1); and


(3)AAbe filed with the governor’s office.


(c)AAThe governor ’s office shall deliver a biennial report to


the legislature based on the information received under Subsection


(b). The report may be made separately or as a part of other


biennial reports made to the legislature.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.13(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSION AND COMMISSIONER


Sec.A15.401.AASUPERVISION OF COMMISSIONER. The commission


shall supervise, consult with, and advise the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 15.4011.AACREDIT UNION DEPARTMENT BUILDING. The


commission shall have charge and control of the property known as


the Credit Union Department Building and use of staff, equipment,


and facilities of the department.AAThe Credit Union Department
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Building refers to the property located in the city of Austin and


titled in the name of the State of Texas for the use and benefit of


the Credit Union Department, as described by deed recorded in


Volume 6126, Page 27, of the Deed Records of Travis County, Texas.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(f), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.402.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a) The commission may


adopt reasonable rules necessary to administer this chapter and to


accomplish the purposes of Subtitle D, Title 3.


(b)AAIn adopting rules under this section, the commission may


regulate and classify credit unions according to criteria that the


commission determines are appropriate and necessary to accomplish


the purposes of this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3, including the:


(1)AAcharacter of field of membership;


(2)AAamount of assets;


(3)AAnumber of members; and


(4)AAfinancial condition.


(b-1)AAIn adopting rules under this section, the commission


shall consider the need to:


(1)AApromote a stable credit union environment;


(2)AAprovide credit union members with convenient,


safe, and competitive services;


(3)AApreserve and promote the competitive parity of


credit unions with regard to other depository institutions


consistent with the safety and soundness of credit unions; and


(4)AApromote or encourage economic development in this


state.


(c)AAThe commission by rule shall establish reasonable and


necessary fees for the administration of this chapter and Subtitle


D, Title 3.


(d)AAThe presence or absence in this chapter or Subtitle D,


Title 3, of a specific reference to rules regarding a particular


subject does not enlarge or diminish the rulemaking authority


provided by this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts
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2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.4021.AARECEIPT OF PUBLIC COMMENTS; NOTICE OF


COMMISSION ACTIVITIES. (a) The commission shall develop and


implement policies that provide the public with a reasonable


opportunity to appear before the commission and to speak on any


issue under the jurisdiction of the department.


(b)AAThe commission shall adopt rules providing for public


notice of department activities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.10(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A15.4022.AARULES RELATING TO COMPETITIVE BIDDING AND


ADVERTISING. (a) The commission may not adopt rules restricting


competitive bidding or advertising by a credit union except to


prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive practices.


(b)AAIn its rules to prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive


practices, the commission may not include a rule that:


(1)AArestricts the use of any medium for advertising;


(2)AArelates to the size or duration of an


advertisement by the credit union; or


(3)AArestricts the credit union’s advertisement under a


trade name.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.10(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A15.4023.AASEPARATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES. The


commission shall develop and implement policies that clearly


separate the policy-making responsibilities of the commission and


the management responsibilities of the commissioner and the staff


of the department.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.10(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 15.4025.AANEGOTIATED RULEMAKING AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE


RESOLUTION POLICY. (a) The commission shall develop and implement


a policy to encourage the use of:
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(1)AAnegotiated rulemaking procedures under Chapter


2008, Government Code, for the adoption of department rules; and


(2)AAappropriate alternative dispute resolution


procedures under Chapter 2009, Government Code, to assist in the


resolution of internal and external disputes under the department’s


jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe department ’s procedures relating to alternative


dispute resolution must conform, to the extent possible, to any


model guidelines issued by the State Office of Administrative


Hearings for the use of alternative dispute resolution by state


agencies.


(c)AAThe commission shall designate a trained person to:


(1)AAcoordinate the implementation of the policy


adopted under Subsection (a);


(2)AAserve as a resource for any training needed to


implement the procedures for negotiated rulemaking or alternative


dispute resolution; and


(3)AAcollect data concerning the effectiveness of those


procedures, as implemented by the department.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 11,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Section 15.4024 by Acts 2011, 82nd


Leg., R.S., Ch. 91 (S.B. 1303), Sec. 27.001(11), eff. September 1,


2011.


Sec. 15.403.AASUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF CREDIT UNIONS.


(a)AAThe commissioner shall supervise and regulate a credit union


doing business in this state, other than a federal credit union, in


accordance with this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3, including


rules adopted under this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3.


(b)AATo the extent necessary to the department ’s authority to


supervise and regulate credit unions under this chapter and


Subtitle D, Title 3, the commissioner may require each credit union


to conduct business in compliance with federal laws that apply to


credit unions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A15.4031.AACREDIT UNION COMMISSIONER HEARING. (a) The


commissioner may convene a hearing to receive evidence and argument


regarding any matter under this chapter or Subtitle D, Title 3,


before the commissioner for decision or review. The hearing must be


conducted under Chapter 2001, Government Code. A matter made


confidential by law must be considered by the commissioner in a


closed hearing.


(b)AAA hearing officer may conduct any hearing on behalf of


the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.4032.AAEXAMINATION OF RELATED ENTITIES. (a) In


accordance with rules adopted by the commission, the commissioner


may examine, to the same extent as if the services or activities


were performed by a credit union on its own premises:


(1)AAa credit union service organization in which a


credit union has a material interest;


(2)AAan organization engaged primarily in the business


of managing one or more credit unions; and


(3)AAa third-party contractor providing electronic


data processing, electronic fund transfers, or other member


services on behalf of a credit union.


(b)AAThe commissioner may collect a fee from an examined


contractor or organization in connection with each examination to


cover the cost of the examination or may collect that fee from the


credit unions that use the examined contractor.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.404.AAADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF STATUTES AND


RULES. The commissioner shall administer and enforce this chapter


and Subtitle D, Title 3, and rules adopted under this chapter and


Subtitle D, Title 3.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.4041.AAISSUANCE OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS. (a)


The commissioner may issue interpretive statements containing


matters of general policy to guide the public and credit unions, and


may amend or repeal a published interpretive statement by issuing


an amended statement or notice of repeal of a statement.


(b)AAAn interpretive statement may be disseminated by


newsletter, through an electronic medium such as the Internet, in a


volume of statutes or related materials published by the


commissioner or others, or by any other means reasonably calculated


to notify persons affected by the interpretive statement. Notice


of an amended or withdrawn statement must be disseminated in a


substantially similar manner as the affected statement was


originally disseminated.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.4042.AAISSUANCE OF OPINION. (a) In response to a


specific request from a member of the public or the credit union


industry, the commissioner may issue an opinion directly or through


the deputy commissioner or a department attorney.


(b)AAIf the commissioner determines that the opinion is


useful for the general guidance of the public or credit unions, the


commissioner may disseminate the opinion by newsletter, through an


electronic medium such as the Internet, in a volume of statutes or


related materials published by the commissioner or others, or by


any other means reasonably calculated to notify persons affected by


the opinion. A published opinion must be redacted to preserve the


confidentiality of the requesting party unless the requesting party


consents to be identified in the published opinion.


(c)AAThe commissioner may amend or repeal a published opinion


by issuing an amended opinion or notice of repeal of an opinion and


disseminating the opinion or notice in a substantially similar


manner as the affected opinion was originally disseminated. The


requesting party may rely on the original opinion if:


(1)AAall material facts were originally disclosed to


the commissioner;
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(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the affected credit


union will not be endangered by further reliance on the original


opinion; and


(3)AAthe text and interpretation of relevant governing


provisions of this chapter or Subtitle D, Title 3, have not been


changed by legislative or judicial action.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.4043.AAEFFECT OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT OR OPINION.


An interpretive statement or opinion issued under this subchapter


does not have the force of law and is not a rule for the purposes of


Chapter 2001, Government Code, unless adopted by the commission as


provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code. An interpretive


statement or opinion is an administrative construction of this


chapter or Subtitle D, Title 3, may be relied on by credit unions


authorized to engage in business in this state, and is entitled to


great weight if the construction is reasonable and does not


conflict with this chapter or Subtitle D, Title 3.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec. 15.4044.AAFEES. The department may charge a late fee


against a credit union for late payment of its operating fees.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 12,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.405.AALEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS. The


commissioner shall report the department’s legislative


recommendations to the legislature for consideration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.406.AAATTENDANCE AT COMMISSION MEETINGS; VOTING.


The commissioner shall attend meetings of the commission but may


not vote at a meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A15.407.AAOFFICIAL COMMITTEES. The chairman may appoint


individuals who are not commission members to serve on official
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committees that are charged with evaluating industry methods or


problems and presenting formal recommendations to the commission


for possible action. The individuals appointed are entitled to


reimbursement for reasonable and necessary expenses incidental to


travel incurred in connection with the performance of official


duties.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1158, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 15.408.AACONSUMER COMPLAINTS. (a) The department shall


maintain a system to promptly and efficiently act on complaints


filed with the department. The department shall maintain


information about parties to the complaint, the subject matter of


the complaint, a summary of the results of the review or


investigation of the complaint, and its disposition.


(b)AAThe department shall make information available


describing its procedures for complaint investigation and


resolution.


(c)AAThe department shall periodically notify the complaint


parties of the status of the complaint until final disposition


unless the notice would jeopardize an investigation.


Redesignated from Finance Code Sec. 15.409(b), (c), and (d) and


amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 4,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 15.4081.AACOMPLAINT TRACKING; ANNUAL STATISTICAL


ANALYSIS. (a)AATo help identify and address regulatory issues and


constraints, the department shall track all phases of the complaint


and enforcement processes, including the receipt, investigation,


and disposition of complaints.AAThe department shall maintain the


following information for each complaint:


(1)AAthe basis for the complaint;


(2)AAthe origin of the complaint, including whether the


complaint was issued from:


(A)AAanother regulatory agency;


(B)AAa credit union member;


(C)AAa credit union employee;
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(D)AAa member of the public; or


(E)AAa public or private entity;


(3)AAthe number of days taken to resolve the complaint


from the date the complaint was received; and


(4)AAthe disposition of the complaint, including:


(A)AAif no disciplinary action was taken, the


reasons no disciplinary action was taken;


(B)AAif disciplinary action was taken, the type of


disciplinary action taken, including the amount of any


administrative penalty or late fee;


(C)AAif dismissed or referred to another agency,


the details regarding dismissal or referral; and


(D)AAif ongoing, the current status of the


complaint.


(b)AAThe department shall annually compile a statistical


analysis of the department ’s complaint and enforcement processes


for the preceding fiscal year.AAThe analysis must include:


(1)AAthe total number of complaints filed with the


department against credit unions;


(2)AAthe number of open investigations at the end of the


fiscal year;


(3)AAthe number of complaints that were resolved,


disaggregated by:


(A)AAthe source of the complaint;


(B)AAthe type of alleged violation;


(C)AAjurisdictional and non-jurisdictional


complaints;


(D)AAregulatory and nonregulatory complaints; and


(E)AAthe disposition and type of action taken,


including any administrative penalty or late fee assessed; and


(4)AAthe average number of days taken to resolve a


complaint, including complaints that were resolved through an


examination of a credit union.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 5,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 15.409.AACONSUMER INFORMATION. (a) The commissioner
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shall:


(1)AAsupervise the preparation of public interest


information describing:


(A)AAfunctions of the department;


(B)AAprocedures for filing and resolving


complaints; and


(C)AAother matters of general interest relating to


credit unions; and


(2)AAmake the information prepared under Subdivision


(1) available to the public and appropriate state agencies.


(b)AARedesignated by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300


(S.B. 707), Sec. 4, eff. September 1, 2021.


(c)AARedesignated by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300


(S.B. 707), Sec. 4, eff. September 1, 2021.


(d)AARedesignated by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300


(S.B. 707), Sec. 4, eff. September 1, 2021.


(e)AAThe commission by rule shall establish methods by which


consumers and service recipients are notified of the name, mailing


address, telephone number, and Internet website of the department


for the purpose of directing complaints to the department.AAThe


commission shall provide for that notification:


(1)AAon the Internet website of a credit union


regulated under this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3, if the credit


union maintains a website;


(2)AAon a sign prominently displayed in the place of


business of each credit union regulated under this chapter and


Subtitle D, Title 3; and


(3)AAin any newsletter distributed by a credit union


regulated under this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3, if the credit


union distributes a newsletter.


(f)AAThe commission by rule may establish other methods by


which credit unions that do not have an Internet website or do not


distribute a newsletter may make the information described by


Subsection (e) more readily available to credit unions’ customers


and service recipients.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.11(c), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 300 (S.B. 707), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec.A15.4091.AAACCESS TO DEPARTMENT FACILITIES, PROGRAMS,


AND SERVICES. (a) The department shall comply with federal and


state laws related to program and facility accessibility.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall prepare and maintain a written


plan that describes how a person who does not speak English can be


provided reasonable access to the department ’s programs and


services.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.11(d), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A15.410.AASHARE AND DEPOSITOR INSURANCE PROTECTION. (a)


The commission shall adopt, and the commissioner shall enforce,


reasonable rules requiring a credit union to provide share and


deposit insurance protection for credit union members and


depositors.


(b)AARules adopted under this section must include


authorization for and establishment of a share and deposit guaranty


corporation or credit union under the department’s exclusive


regulation to enable the department to carry out the purposes of


this chapter and Subtitle D, Title 3.


(c)AAA credit union may provide share and deposit insurance


protection through another source approved by the department,


including a program of the National Credit Union Administration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 15.4105.AAANNUAL REPORT TO MEMBERS. (a) The commission


shall adopt, and the commissioner shall enforce, reasonable rules
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requiring a credit union regulated under this chapter and Subtitle


D, Title 3, to provide an annual report to the credit union’s


members regarding the credit union’s financial condition and


management.AAThe report must:


(1)AAinclude a current balance sheet;


(2)AAinclude an income and expense statement;


(3)AAcontain the name and date of expiration of the term


of office of each member serving on the board of directors;


(4)AAcontain a brief description of any changes, since


the preceding report was provided under this section, to the credit


union’s:


(A)AAmanagement;


(B)AAbylaws;


(C)AAarticles of incorporation;


(D)AAfinancial condition;


(E)AAmembership size; and


(F)AAservices offered; and


(5)AAcontain any other information the commission


considers necessary to ensure that credit union members are


provided with basic knowledge of the credit union’s financial


condition and management.


(b)AAIn adopting rules under this section, the commission


must ensure that a credit union:


(1)AAupdates the report before the credit union’s


annual organizational meeting;


(2)AAmakes the report available to members throughout


the year on the credit union’s Internet website, if the credit union


maintains a website; and


(3)AAprovides the report to credit union members by an


alternative method, including delivery at the credit union’s annual


organizational meeting, if the credit union does not have an


Internet website.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 14,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A15.411.AAAGREEMENTS WITH OTHER REGULATORS. (a) The


commissioner may enter into an agreement with any credit union
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supervisory agency regarding the examination or supervision of


branch offices of credit unions chartered in this state doing


business in other states and foreign credit unions doing business


in this state. In lieu of conducting an examination or


investigation required by this subtitle, the commissioner may


accept examinations or reports from other credit union supervisory


agencies. The acceptance of the examination or report does not


waive any fee, charge, or revenue required to be paid by a credit


union, including a foreign credit union doing business in this


state.


(b)AAThe commissioner may enter into any cooperative


arrangement with other credit union supervisory agencies to promote


the effective regulation of state credit unions doing business


across state lines, including contracting to use another agency’s


examiners, allowing for the use of examiners of this state by


another agency, or collecting fees on behalf of or receiving


payments through another agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 15.4111.AAREGULATORY COORDINATION.AATo ensure


effective coordination among and between the department and other


state and federal agencies, the commissioner and those agencies may


enter into cooperative, coordinating, or information-sharing


agreements that are necessary or proper to enforce the state or


federal laws applicable to credit unions.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 19 (S.B. 244), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A15.412.AAFILING GROUP RETURN WITH THE INTERNAL REVENUE


SERVICE. (a) The commissioner may file a consolidated group return


form with the Internal Revenue Service on behalf of all credit


unions under the department ’s jurisdiction. To be included, each


credit union must annually authorize the department in writing to


include the credit union in the group return and must declare that


the authorization and the financial information submitted for the


purpose of compiling the group return are true and complete.


(b)AAThe state is not liable for information contained in any
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form submitted. Each credit union is individually responsible for


the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of the information and


for any potential tax liability or penalties that may accrue.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 157, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A15.413.AAINTERPRETATION OF HOME EQUITY LENDING LAW.


The commission may, on request of an interested person or on its own


motion, issue interpretations of Sections 50(a)(5)-(7), (e)-(p),


(t), and (u), Article XVI, Texas Constitution. An interpretation


under this section is subject to Chapter 2001, Government Code, and


is applicable to lenders regulated by the commission. The Finance


Commission of Texas and the commission shall attempt to adopt


interpretations that are as consistent as feasible or shall state


justification for any inconsistency.


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1207, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 13, 2003.


Sec.A15.414.AAAUTHORITY TO CONTRACT FOR PROFESSIONAL OR


PERSONAL SERVICES. For the purpose of carrying out the powers,


duties, and responsibilities of the department, the commissioner


may negotiate, contract, or enter into an agreement for


professional or personal services. The commission by rule shall


adopt policies and procedures consistent with applicable state


procurement practices for soliciting and awarding contracts under


this section.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A15.415.AAGIFTS OF MONEY OR PROPERTY. The department may


accept money or property by gift, bequest, devise, or otherwise for


any department purpose authorized by this chapter and Subtitle D,


Title 3. A gift, bequest, or devise shall be used for the purposes


specified by the grantor. The commission must approve acceptance


and use of any gift, bequest, or devise under this section.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 533, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 15.413 by Acts 2005, 79th


Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 23.001(26), eff. September 1, 2005.


Sec. 15.416.AAUSE OF TECHNOLOGY. The commission shall
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implement a policy requiring the department to use appropriate


technological solutions to improve the department ’s ability to


perform its functions.AAThe policy must ensure that the public is


able to interact with the department on the Internet.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 15,


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER F. RULES REGARDING USE OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES


Sec. 15.501.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY. (a) The commission


shall adopt rules, in compliance with Section 15.407 and Chapter


2110, Government Code, regarding the purpose, structure, and use of


advisory committees by the commission, including rules governing an


advisory committee’s:


(1)AApurpose, role, responsibility, and goals;


(2)AAsize and quorum requirements;


(3)AAqualifications for membership, including


experience requirements and geographic representation;


(4)AAappointment procedures;


(5)AAterms of service;


(6)AAtraining requirements; and


(7)AAduration.


(b)AAAn advisory committee must be structured and used to


advise the commission.AAAn advisory committee may not be


responsible for rulemaking or policymaking.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 15.502.AAPERIODIC EVALUATION. The commission shall by


rule establish a process by which the commission shall periodically


evaluate an advisory committee to ensure its continued


necessity.AAThe commission may retain or develop committees as


appropriate to meet changing needs.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 15.503.AACOMPLIANCE WITH OPEN MEETINGS ACT.A commission
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advisory committee must comply with Chapter 551, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (H.B. 2735), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2009.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 152. REGULATION OF MONEY SERVICES BUSINESSES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 152.001.AASHORT TITLE.AAThis chapter may be cited as the


Money Services Modernization Act.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.002.AAPURPOSE; CONSTRUCTION OF CHAPTER. (a)AAThe


purposes of this chapter are to:


(1)AAprotect the interests of purchasers of money


services and the public;


(2)AApreserve and protect the safety and soundness of


money services businesses; and


(3)AAprotect against drug trafficking, terrorist


funding, money laundering, structuring, or related financial


crimes.


(b)AAIn applying and construing this chapter, consideration


shall be given to the need to promote uniformity of the law with


respect to its subject matter among states that enact laws


substantially similar to this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.003.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Acting in concert" means knowingly acting


together with a common goal of jointly acquiring control of a money


services licensee whether or not under an express agreement.


(2)AA"Authorized delegate" means a person designated by


a money transmission licensee to engage in money transmission


services on behalf of the licensee.


(3)AA"Average daily money transmission liability"


means the amount of a money services licensee ’s outstanding money
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transmission obligations in this state at the end of each day in a


given period of time, added together, and divided by the total


number of days in the given period of time.AAFor purposes of


calculating average daily money transmission liability under this


chapter as required by a money services licensee, the given period


of time shall be:


(A)AAthe calendar quarters;


(B)AAa period described by this chapter; or


(C)AAany other period of time designated by the


commissioner during an examination.


(4)AA"Bank Secrecy Act" means the Bank Secrecy Act (31


U.S.C. Section 5311), and its implementing regulations.


(5)AA"Closed-loop stored value" means stored value that


is redeemable by the issuer only for goods or services provided by


the issuer, the issuer’s affiliate, or a franchisee of the issuer or


the issuer’s affiliate, except to the extent required by applicable


law to be redeemable in cash for its cash value.


(6)AA"Commission" means the Finance Commission of


Texas.


(7)AA"Commissioner" means the banking commissioner of


Texas or a person designated by the banking commissioner and acting


under the banking commissioner’s direction and authority.


(8)AA"Control" means the power to:


(A)AAdirectly or indirectly vote at least 25


percent or more of the outstanding voting shares or voting


interests of a money services licensee or person in control of a


money services licensee;


(B)AAelect or appoint a majority of key


individuals or executive officers, managers, directors, trustees,


or other persons exercising managerial authority of a person in


control of a money services licensee; or


(C)AAdirectly or indirectly exercise a


controlling influence over the management or policies of a money


services licensee or person in control of a money services


licensee.


(9)AA"Currency" means the coin and paper money issued


by the United States or another country that is designated as legal
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tender, circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a


medium of exchange in the country of issuance.


(10)AA"Currency exchange" means receiving:


(A)AAthe currency of one government and exchanging


it for the currency of another government; or


(B)AAa negotiable instrument, as defined by


Section 3.104, Business & Commerce Code, and exchanging it for the


currency of another government.


(11)AA"Currency exchange licensee" means a holder of a


currency exchange license under this chapter.


(12)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(13)AA"Eligible rating" means a sufficiently high


credit rating given by an eligible rating service.AAIf a security


has differing credit ratings given by multiple eligible rating


services, the highest rating shall apply when determining whether


the security has an eligible rating.AAFor purposes of this


definition, a sufficiently high credit rating is a credit rating of


any of the three highest rating categories provided by an eligible


rating service, including:


(A)AAa long-term credit rating of A- or higher by


S&P Global;


(B)AAa short-term credit rating of A-2, SP-2, or


higher by S&P Global; or


(C)AAthe relative equivalent rating from an


eligible rating service that does not have a rating described by


Paragraphs (A) and (B).


(14)AA"Eligible rating service" means:


(A)AAa Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating


Organization as defined by the United States Securities and


Exchange Commission; and


(B)AAany other organization designated by the


commissioner by rule or order.


(15)AA"Federally insured depository financial


institution" means a bank, credit union, savings and loan


association, trust company, savings association, savings bank,


industrial bank, or industrial loan company organized under the
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laws of the United States or any state of the United States that has


federally insured deposits.


(16)AA"In this state" means:


(A)AAfor a transaction requested in person, a


physical location within this state; or


(B)AAfor a transaction requested electronically


or by phone, a determination that the person requesting the


transaction is in this state based on:


(i)AAinformation provided by the person


regarding:


(a)AAif the person is an individual,


the location of the individual ’s residential address; or


(b)AAif the person is a business


entity, the entity’s principal place of business or other physical


address location; and


(ii)AAany records associated with the person


that the provider of money transmission has that indicate the


person’s location, including an address associated with a person’s


account.


(17)AA"Key individual" means an individual who is


ultimately responsible for establishing or directing policies and


procedures of a money services licensee, including an executive


officer, manager, director, or trustee.


(18)AA"Material litigation" means litigation that,


according to United States generally accepted accounting


principles, is significant to a person’s financial health and would


be required to be disclosed in the person’s annual audited


financial statements, report to shareholders, or similar records.


(19)AA"Money" or "monetary value" means currency or a


claim that can be converted into currency through a financial


institution, electronic payments network, or other formal or


informal payment system.AAThe term includes stablecoin that:


(A)AAis pegged to a sovereign currency;


(B)AAis fully backed by assets held in reserve;


and


(C)AAgrants a holder of the stablecoin the right


to redeem the stablecoin for sovereign currency from the issuer.
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(20)AA"Money services" means money transmission


services or currency exchange services.


(21)AA"Money services licensee" means a holder of a


money transmission license or currency exchange license under this


chapter.


(22)AA"Money transmission":


(A)AAmeans:


(i)AAselling or issuing payment instruments


to a person located in this state;


(ii)AAselling or issuing stored value to a


person located in this state; or


(iii)AAreceiving money for money


transmission services from a person located in this state;


(B)AAincludes payroll processing services; and


(C)AAdoes not include the provision solely of


online or telecommunications services or network access.


(23)AA"Money transmission licensee" means a holder of a


money transmission license under this chapter.


(24)AA"MSB-accredited state" means a state agency that


is accredited by the Conference of State Bank Supervisors and Money


Transmitter Regulators Association for money transmission


licensing and supervision.


(25)AA"Multistate licensing process" means an


agreement entered into by and among state regulators relating to


coordinated processing of applications for money transmission


licenses, applications for the acquisition of control of a money


transmission licensee, control determinations, or notice and


information requirements for a change of key individuals.


(26)AA"NMLS" means the Nationwide Multistate Licensing


System and Registry developed by the Conference of State Bank


Supervisors and the American Association of Residential Mortgage


Regulators and owned and operated by the State Regulatory Registry,


LLC, for the licensing and registration of persons in financial


services industries, or a successor or affiliated entity.


(27)AA"Outstanding money transmission obligation," as


established and extinguished in accordance with applicable state


law, means:
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(A)AAa payment instrument or stored value:


(i)AAthat has been:


(a)AAissued or sold by a money


transmission licensee to a person located in any state, territory,


or possession of the United States, the District of Columbia, the


Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a United States military


installation that is located in a foreign country; or


(b)AAreported as sold by an authorized


delegate to a person who is located in any state, territory, or


possession of the United States, the District of Columbia, the


Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a United States military


installation that is located in a foreign country; and


(ii)AAthat has not been:


(a)AApaid or refunded by or for the


licensee; or


(b)AAescheated in accordance with


applicable abandoned property laws; or


(B)AAmoney received for money transmission


services by a money transmission licensee or an authorized delegate


from a person located in any state, territory, or possession of the


United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto


Rico, or a United States military installation that is located in a


foreign country that has not been:


(i)AAreceived by the payee or refunded to the


person; or


(ii)AAescheated in accordance with


applicable abandoned property laws.


(28)AA"Passive investor" means a person who:


(A)AAdoes not have the power to elect a majority of


key individuals or executive officers, managers, directors,


trustees, or other persons exercising managerial authority of a


person in control of a money services licensee;


(B)AAis not employed by and does not have any


managerial duties of a money services licensee or person in control


of a money services licensee;


(C)AAdoes not have the power to directly or


indirectly exercise a controlling influence over the management or
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policies of a money services licensee or person in control of a


money services licensee; and


(D)AAeither:


(i)AAattests to Paragraphs (A), (B), and (C)


in a form and medium prescribed by the commissioner; or


(ii)AAcommits to the passivity


characteristics of Paragraphs (A), (B), and (C) in a written


document.


(29)AA"Patriot Act" means the Uniting and Strengthening


America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and


Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT ACT) Act of 2001 (Pub. L. No.


107-56).


(30)AA"Payment instrument" means a written or


electronic check, draft, money order, traveler’s check, or other


written or electronic instrument for the transmission or payment of


money or monetary value, whether or not the instrument is


negotiable.AAThe term does not include stored value or an


instrument that is:


(A)AAredeemable by the issuer only for goods or


services provided by the issuer, the issuer’s affiliate, or a


franchisee of the issuer or the issuer’s affiliate, except to the


extent required by applicable law to be redeemable in cash for its


cash value; or


(B)AAnot sold to the public but issued and


distributed as part of a loyalty, rewards, or promotional program.


(31)AA"Payroll processing services" means receiving


money for money transmission services under a contract with a


person to deliver wages or salaries, make payment of payroll taxes


to state and federal agencies, make payments relating to an


employee benefit plan, or make distributions of other authorized


deductions from wages or salaries.AAThe term does not include:


(A)AAan employer performing payroll processing


services on its own behalf or on behalf of its affiliate; or


(B)AAa professional employer organization subject


to regulation under other applicable state law.


(32)AA"Person" means an individual, general


partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company,
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corporation, trust, association, joint stock corporation, or other


corporate entity identified by the commissioner.


(33)AA"Receiving money for money transmission" means


receiving money or monetary value in the United States for money


transmission services by electronic or other means that occurs


within or outside the United States.


(34)AA"Stored value" means monetary value representing


a claim against the issuer evidenced by an electronic or digital


record that is intended and accepted for use as a means of


redemption for money or monetary value or payment for goods or


services.AAThe term includes prepaid access as defined by 31 C.F.R.


Section 1010.100(ww).AAThe term does not include a payment


instrument, closed-loop stored value, or stored value not sold to


the public but issued and distributed as part of a loyalty, rewards,


or promotional program.


(35)AA"Tangible net worth" means the aggregate assets


of a money services licensee excluding all intangible assets, less


liabilities, as determined in accordance with United States


generally accepted accounting principles.


(36)AA"Unsafe or unsound act or practice" means a


practice of or conduct by a money services licensee or an authorized


delegate that:


(A)AAcreates the likelihood of material loss,


insolvency, or dissipation of the licensee’s assets; or


(B)AAotherwise materially prejudices the


interests of the licensee or the licensee ’s customers.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.004.AAEXEMPTIONS.AAThis chapter does not apply to:


(1)AAan operator of a payment system to the extent that


the operator provides processing, clearing, or settlement


services, between or among persons exempted by this section or


money services licensees, in connection with wire transfers, credit


card transactions, debit card transactions, stored-value


transactions, automated clearing house transfers, or similar funds


transfers;
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(2)AAa person appointed as an agent of a payee to


collect and process a payment from a payor to the payee for goods or


services, other than money transmission services, provided to the


payor by the payee, provided that:


(A)AAthere exists a written agreement between the


payee and the agent directing the agent to collect and process


payments from payors on the payee’s behalf;


(B)AAthe payee holds the agent out to the public as


accepting payments for goods or services on the payee’s behalf; and


(C)AApayment for the goods and services is treated


as received by the payee on receipt by the agent, the payor’s


obligation is extinguished, and there is no risk of loss to the


payor if the agent fails to remit the funds to the payee;


(3)AAa person who acts as an intermediary by processing


payments between an entity that has directly incurred an


outstanding money transmission obligation to a sender, and the


sender’s designated recipient, provided that the entity that has


incurred the outstanding money transmission obligation:


(A)AAis licensed or exempt from the licensing


requirements of this chapter;


(B)AAprovides a receipt, electronic record, or


other written confirmation to the sender identifying the entity as


the provider of money transmission in the transaction; and


(C)AAbears sole responsibility to satisfy the


outstanding money transmission obligation to the sender, including


the obligation to make the sender whole in connection with a failure


to transmit the funds to the sender’s designated recipient;


(4)AAthe United States or a department, agency, or


instrumentality of the United States, or an agent of a department,


agency, or instrumentality of the United States;


(5)AAmoney transmission services by the United States


Postal Service or by an agent of the United States Postal Service;


(6)AAa state, county, city, or any other governmental


agency or governmental subdivision or instrumentality of a state,


or its agent;


(7)AAa federally insured depository financial


institution, bank holding company, office of an international
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banking corporation, foreign bank that establishes a federal branch


under the International Banking Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. Section


3102), corporation organized under the Bank Service Company Act (12


U.S.C. Sections 1861-1867), or corporation organized under the Edge


Act (12 U.S.C. Sections 611-633);


(8)AAa trust company, as defined by Section 187.001,


that is organized under the laws of this state;


(9)AAan attorney or title company that in connection


with a real property transaction receives and disburses domestic


currency or issues an escrow or trust fund check only on behalf of a


party to the transaction;


(10)AAan electronic funds transfer of governmental


benefits for a federal, state, county, or governmental agency by a


contractor on behalf of the United States or a department, agency,


or instrumentality of the United States, or on behalf of a state or


governmental subdivision, agency, or instrumentality of a state;


(11)AAa board of trade designated as a contract market


under the federal Commodity Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. Sections 1-25),


or a person who, in the ordinary course of business, provides


clearance and settlement services for a board of trade to the extent


of its operation as or for a board of trade;


(12)AAa registered futures commission merchant under


the federal commodities laws to the extent of its operation as such


a merchant;


(13)AAa person registered as a securities broker-dealer


under federal or state securities laws to the extent of the person’s


operation as a broker-dealer;


(14)AAan individual employed by a money services


licensee, authorized delegate, or person exempted from the


licensing requirements of this chapter when acting within the scope


of employment and under the supervision of the licensee, authorized


delegate, or exempted person as an employee and not as an


independent contractor;


(15)AAa person expressly appointed as a third-party


service provider to or agent of an entity exempt under Subdivision


(7), solely to the extent that:


(A)AAthe service provider or agent engages in
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money transmission services on behalf of and under a written


agreement with the exempt entity that provides the specific


functions that the service provider or agent is to perform; and


(B)AAthe exempt entity assumes all risk of loss


and all legal responsibility for satisfying the outstanding money


transmission obligations owed to purchasers and holders of the


outstanding money transmission obligations on receipt of the


purchaser’s or holder’s money or monetary value by the service


provider or agent; and


(16)AAa person exempt by a regulation or order of the


commissioner finding that:


(A)AAthe exemption is in the public interest; and


(B)AAthe regulation of the person is not necessary


for the purposes of this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.005.AAAUTHORITY TO REQUIRE DEMONSTRATION OF


EXEMPTION.AAThe commissioner may require a person claiming to be


exempt from licensing under Section 152.004 to provide information


and documentation to the commissioner demonstrating that the person


qualifies for the exemption claimed.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.006.AACENTRALIZED DIGITAL CURRENCY


PROHIBITED.AAThis chapter does not authorize the creation of any


centralized bank digital currency or any other action that


prohibits or limits the use of paper currency.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER B. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS


Sec. 152.051.AAADMINISTRATION.AAThe department shall


administer this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,
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eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.052.AARULES; FEES. (a)AAThe commission may adopt


rules to administer and enforce this chapter, including rules


necessary or appropriate to implement and clarify this chapter.


(b)AAThe commission may by rule impose and collect


proportionate and equitable fees and costs for notices,


applications, examinations, investigations, and other actions


required to:


(1)AArecover the cost of:


(A)AAmaintaining and operating the department;


and


(B)AAadministering and enforcing this chapter and


other applicable law; and


(2)AAachieve the purposes of this chapter.


(c)AAThe presence or absence of a specific reference in this


chapter to a rule regarding a particular subject is not intended to


and does not limit the general rulemaking authority granted to the


commission by this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.053.AAIMPLEMENTATION.AAThe commissioner may,


subject to Sections 152.055(a) and (b):


(1)AAenter into agreements or relationships with other


government officials or federal and state regulatory agencies and


regulatory associations in order to improve efficiencies and reduce


regulatory burden by standardizing methods or procedures and


sharing resources, records, or related information obtained under


this chapter;


(2)AAuse, hire, contract for, or employ analytical


systems, methods, or software to examine or investigate a person


subject to this chapter;


(3)AAaccept from other state or federal government


agencies or officials licensing, examination, or investigation


reports made by the other state or federal government agencies or


officials; and
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(4)AAaccept audit reports made by an independent


certified public accountant or other qualified third-party auditor


for an applicant or money services licensee and incorporate the


audit report in a report of examination or investigation.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.054.AACOMMISSIONER’S GENERAL AUTHORITY. (a)AAA


power granted to the commissioner under this chapter is in addition


to and does not limit another power granted under this chapter or


other law.AAThe commissioner’s exercise of authority under another


law does not preclude the commissioner from exercising a power


under this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may impose on an authority, approval,


exemption, license, or order issued or granted under this chapter


any condition the commissioner considers reasonably necessary or


appropriate to carry out and achieve the purposes of this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.055.AACONFIDENTIALITY. (a)AAExcept as provided by


Subsection (b), the following are confidential and not subject to


disclosure under Chapter 552, Government Code:


(1)AAall information or reports obtained by the


commissioner from an applicant, money services licensee, or


authorized delegate;


(2)AAall information contained in or related to an


examination, investigation, operating report, or condition report


prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of the commissioner; and


(3)AAfinancial statements, balance sheets, or


authorized delegate information.


(b)AAThe commissioner may disclose information not otherwise


subject to disclosure under Subsection (a):


(1)AAto representatives of state or federal agencies


who affirm in a record that the representatives will maintain the


confidentiality of the information; or


(2)AAwhen the commissioner finds that the disclosure is
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reasonably necessary for the protection and interest of the public


in accordance with Chapter 552, Government Code.


(c)AAThis section does not prohibit the commissioner from


disclosing to the public a list of all money services licensees or


the aggregated financial or transactional data concerning those


licensees.


(d)AAThe following information for each money services


licensee contained in the records of the department is not


confidential and may be made available to the public in its entirety


on the department’s Internet website or in the NMLS, or as


responsive on receipt by the department of a written request:


(1)AAthe name, business address, telephone number, and


unique identifier of the licensee;


(2)AAthe business address of the licensee’s registered


agent for service;


(3)AAthe name, business address, and telephone number


of each authorized delegate for the licensee, if applicable;


(4)AAthe terms of or a copy of any bond filed by the


licensee, provided that confidential information under Subsection


(a), including prices and fees for the bond, is redacted;


(5)AAcopies of any nonconfidential final orders of the


department relating to a violation of this chapter or a regulation


implementing this chapter; and


(6)AAnotice of the imposition of an administrative fine


or penalty under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.056.AAINVESTIGATIONS. (a)AAThe commissioner may


conduct investigations in or outside this state and the United


States as the commissioner considers necessary or appropriate to


administer and enforce this chapter.


(b)AAFor purposes of an investigation, examination, or other


proceeding under this chapter, the commissioner may:


(1)AAadminister oaths or cause oaths to be


administered;


(2)AAsubpoena witnesses;
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(3)AAcompel the attendance of witnesses;


(4)AAtake evidence; and


(5)AArequire the production of any document that the


commissioner determines to be relevant to the inquiry.


(c)AAIf a person refuses to obey a subpoena, a district court


of Travis County, on application by the commissioner, may issue an


order requiring the person to appear before the commissioner and


produce documents or give evidence regarding the matter under


investigation.


(d)AAThe commissioner may employ a person or request the


attorney general, the Department of Public Safety, or any other


state, federal, or local law enforcement agency to assist in


enforcing this chapter.


(e)AAThe commissioner may recover the reasonable costs


incurred in connection with an investigation conducted under this


chapter from the person that is the subject of the investigation.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.057.AASUPERVISION. (a)AAThe commissioner may


conduct an examination or investigation of a money services


licensee or authorized delegate or otherwise take independent


action authorized by this chapter or by a rule adopted or order


issued under this chapter as reasonably necessary or appropriate to


administer and enforce this chapter, regulations implementing this


chapter, and other applicable law, including the Bank Secrecy Act


and the Patriot Act.


(b)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAconduct an examination on-site or off-site as the


commissioner may reasonably require;


(2)AAconduct an examination in conjunction with an


examination conducted by representatives of other state agencies or


agencies of another state or of the federal government;


(3)AAaccept the examination report of another state


agency or an agency of another state or of the federal government,


or a report prepared by an independent accounting firm; and


(4)AAsummon and examine under oath a key individual or
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employee of a money services licensee or authorized delegate and


require the person to produce records regarding a matter related to


the condition and business of the licensee or authorized delegate.


(c)AAIf the commissioner accepts a report under Subsection


(b)(3), the report is considered for all purposes an official


report of the commissioner.


(d)AAA money services licensee or authorized delegate shall


provide, and the commissioner shall have full and complete access


to, all records the commissioner may reasonably require to conduct


a complete examination.AARecords must be provided at the location


and in the format specified by the commissioner, provided the


commissioner may use multistate record production standards and


examination procedures when those standards will reasonably


achieve the requirements of this section.


(e)AAUnless otherwise directed by the commissioner, a money


services licensee shall pay all costs reasonably incurred in


connection with an examination of the licensee or an authorized


delegate of the licensee.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.058.AANETWORKED SUPERVISION. (a)AATo efficiently


and effectively administer and enforce this chapter and to minimize


regulatory burden, the commissioner may participate in multistate


supervisory processes established between states and coordinated


through the Conference of State Bank Supervisors, Money Transmitter


Regulators Association, and affiliates and successors of those


entities for all money services licensees that hold licenses in


this state and other states.


(b)AAIf the commissioner participates in multistate


supervision, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAcooperate, coordinate, and share information with


other state and federal regulators in accordance with Section


152.055(b);


(2)AAenter into written cooperation, coordination, or


information-sharing contracts or agreements with organizations


made up of state or federal governmental agencies; and
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(3)AAcooperate, coordinate, and share information with


organizations made up of state or federal governmental agencies, if


the organizations agree in writing to maintain the confidentiality


and security of the shared information in accordance with Section


152.055.


(c)AAThe commissioner may not waive, and nothing in this


section constitutes a waiver of, the commissioner’s authority to


conduct an examination or investigation or otherwise take


independent action authorized by this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter to enforce compliance with


applicable state or federal law.


(d)AAA joint examination or investigation, or acceptance of


an examination or investigation report, does not waive an


examination assessment provided for in this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.059.AARELATIONSHIP TO FEDERAL LAW. (a)AAIf state


money transmission jurisdiction is conditioned in federal law, any


inconsistency between a provision of this chapter and the federal


law governing money transmission shall be governed by the


applicable federal law to the extent of the inconsistency.


(b)AAIn the event of any inconsistency between this chapter


and federal law that governs under Subsection (a), the commissioner


may provide interpretive guidance that:


(1)AAidentifies the inconsistency; and


(2)AAprescribes the appropriate means of compliance


with federal law.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.060.AACONSENT TO SERVICE OF PROCESS.AAA money


services licensee, an authorized delegate, or a person who


knowingly engages in activities that are regulated and require a


license under this chapter, with or without filing an application


for a license or holding a license under this chapter, is considered


to have consented to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state
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for all actions arising under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.061.AAPRESUMPTION OF CONTROL. (a)AAA person is


presumed to exercise a controlling influence over a money services


licensee if the person holds the power to directly or indirectly


vote not less than 10 percent of the outstanding voting shares or


voting interests of a money services licensee or person in control


of a money services licensee.


(b)AAThe presumption under Subsection (a) may be rebutted by


evidence that the person who is presumed to exercise a controlling


influence under Subsection (a) is a passive investor.


(c)AAFor purposes of determining the percentage of a money


services licensee controlled by a person, the person ’s interest


shall be aggregated with the interest of any person:


(1)AArelated within the second degree of consanguinity


or affinity, other than a person’s grandparent or grandchild; or


(2)AAwho shares the person’s home.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER C. MONEY SERVICES LICENSES


Sec. 152.101.AAMONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSE REQUIRED. (a)AAA


person may not engage in the business of money transmission or


advertise, solicit, or hold itself out as engaging in the business


of money transmission unless the person is licensed under this


chapter.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this chapter, a person engages in


the business of money transmission if the person receives


compensation or expects to receive compensation, directly or


indirectly, for conducting money transmission.


(c)AASubsection (a) does not apply to a person who:


(1)AAis an authorized delegate of a money transmission


licensee acting within the scope of authority conferred by a


written contract with the licensee;
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(2)AAis exempt under Section 152.004 and does not


engage in money transmission outside the scope of the applicable


exemption; or


(3)AAhas been granted an exemption under Subsection


(e).


(d)AAA license issued under Section 152.106 is not


transferable or assignable.


(e)AAOn receiving an application and finding that the


exemption is in the public interest, the commissioner may exempt a


person who:


(1)AAincidentally engages in the business of money


transmission only to the extent reasonable and necessary to


accomplish a primary business objective unrelated to the business


of money transmission;


(2)AAdoes not advertise or offer money transmission to


the public except to the extent reasonable and necessary to fairly


advertise or offer the person’s primary business services; and


(3)AAtransmits money without a fee as an inducement for


customer participation in the person’s primary business.


(f)AAIn accordance with the investigation provisions of this


chapter, the commissioner may examine a person to verify the


person’s exempt status under Subsection (e).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.102.AACURRENCY EXCHANGE LICENSE REQUIRED. (a)AAA


person may not engage in the business of currency exchange or


advertise, solicit, or hold itself out as providing currency


exchange unless the person is licensed under this chapter.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this chapter, a person engages in


the business of currency exchange services if the person receives


compensation or expects to receive compensation, directly or


indirectly, for conducting currency exchange services.


(c)AASubsection (a) does not apply to a person who:


(1)AAis a money transmission licensee;


(2)AAis an authorized delegate of a money transmission


licensee acting within the scope of authority conferred by a
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written contract with the licensee;


(3)AAis exempt under Section 152.004 and does not


engage in currency exchange services outside the scope of the


applicable exemption; or


(4)AAhas been granted an exemption under Subsection


(e).


(d)AAA license issued under Section 152.106 is not


transferable or assignable.


(e)AAOn receiving an application and finding that the


exemption is in the public interest, the commissioner may exempt a


retailer, wholesaler, or service provider that in the ordinary


course of business accepts currency of a foreign country or


government as payment for goods or services, unless:


(1)AAthe value of the goods or services purchased in a


single transaction with the retailer, wholesaler, or service


provider exceeds $10,000;


(2)AAthe change given or made as a result of the


transaction with the retailer, wholesaler, or service provider


exceeds $100;


(3)AAthe person attempts to structure the transaction


in a manner that evades the licensing requirements of this chapter


or avoids using a money services licensee under this chapter;


(4)AAthe person is engaged in the business of cashing


checks, drafts, or other payment instruments for consideration and


is not otherwise exempt from licensing under this chapter; or


(5)AAthe person would not be eligible for a license


under this chapter.


(f)AAIn accordance with the investigation provisions of this


chapter, the commissioner may examine a person to verify the


person’s exempt status under Subsection (e).


(g)AAA currency exchange licensee may engage in the business


of currency exchange services at one or more locations in this state


directly or indirectly owned by the licensee under a single


license.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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Sec. 152.103.AACONSISTENT STATE LICENSING. (a)AAThe


commissioner may require that a person submit through the NMLS in


the form and manner prescribed by the commissioner and acceptable


to the registry any information or document or payment of a fee


required to be submitted under this chapter or rules adopted under


this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may use the NMLS as a channeling agent


for obtaining information required for licensing purposes under


this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter, including:


(1)AAcriminal history record information from the


Federal Bureau of Investigation, the United States Department of


Justice, or any other agency or entity at the commissioner’s


discretion;


(2)AAinformation related to any administrative, civil,


or criminal findings by a governmental jurisdiction; and


(3)AAinformation requested by the commissioner under


Section 152.104(a)(10) or (c)(13).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.104.AAAPPLICATION FOR MONEY SERVICES LICENSE.


(a)AAAn applicant for a money services license shall apply in a form


and medium prescribed by the commissioner.AAThe application must


contain:


(1)AAthe legal name and residential and business


addresses of the applicant and any fictitious or trade name used by


the applicant in conducting the applicant’s business;


(2)AAa list of any criminal convictions of the


applicant and any material litigation in which the applicant has


been involved in the 10-year period preceding the submission of the


application;


(3)AAa description of any money services previously


provided by the applicant and the money services that the applicant


seeks to provide in this state;


(4)AAa list of the applicant ’s proposed authorized


delegates and the locations in this state where the applicant and


the applicant ’s authorized delegates propose to engage in money
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transmission, if applicable;


(5)AAa list of other states in which the applicant is


licensed to engage in money services, and any license revocations,


suspensions, or other disciplinary action taken against the


applicant in another state;


(6)AAinformation concerning any bankruptcy or


receivership proceedings affecting the applicant or a person in


control of the applicant;


(7)AAa sample form of contract for authorized


delegates, if applicable;


(8)AAa sample form of payment instrument or stored


value, if applicable;


(9)AAthe name and address of any federally insured


depository financial institution through which the applicant plans


to conduct licensable activity; and


(10)AAany other information the commissioner


reasonably requires with respect to the applicant.


(b)AAA form adopted by the commissioner under Subsection (a)


must contain content as provided by commission rule or instruction


or procedure of the commissioner and may be changed or updated by


the commissioner in accordance with applicable law in order to


carry out the purposes of this chapter and maintain consistency


with NMLS licensing standards and practices.


(c)AAIf an applicant is a corporation, limited liability


company, partnership, or other legal entity, the applicant shall


also provide:


(1)AAthe date of the applicant ’s incorporation or


formation and state or country of incorporation or formation;


(2)AAa certificate of good standing from the state or


country in which the applicant is incorporated or formed, if


applicable;


(3)AAa brief description of the structure or


organization of the applicant, including any parent entity or


subsidiary of the applicant, and whether any parent entity or


subsidiary is publicly traded;


(4)AAthe legal name, any fictitious or trade name, all


business and residential addresses, and the employment, as
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applicable, of each key individual and person in control of the


applicant in the 10-year period preceding the submission of the


application;


(5)AAa list of any criminal convictions and material


litigation in which a person in control of the applicant that is not


an individual has been involved in the 10-year period preceding the


submission of the application;


(6)AAif the application is for a money transmission


license, a copy of audited financial statements of the applicant


for the most recent fiscal year and for the two-year period


preceding the submission of the application;


(7)AAif the application is for a currency exchange


license, or if the application is for a money transmission license


and the commissioner otherwise determines it to be acceptable,


certified unaudited financial statements for the most recent fiscal


year or other period acceptable to the commissioner;


(8)AAa certified copy of unaudited financial statements


of the applicant for the most recent fiscal quarter;


(9)AAif the applicant is a publicly traded corporation,


a copy of the most recent report filed with the United States


Securities and Exchange Commission under Section 13, Securities


Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. Section 78m);


(10)AAif the applicant is a wholly owned subsidiary of a


corporation publicly traded in the United States, a copy of audited


financial statements for the parent corporation for the most recent


fiscal year or a copy of the parent corporation’s most recent report


filed under Section 13, Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.


Section 78m);


(11)AAif the applicant is a corporation publicly traded


outside the United States, a copy of documentation similar to the


documentation required under Subdivision (10) filed with the


regulator of the parent corporation’s domicile outside the United


States;


(12)AAthe name and address of the applicant’s


registered agent in this state; and


(13)AAany other information the commissioner


reasonably requires with respect to the applicant.
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(d)AAAt the time an application for a license under this


section is submitted, an applicant must file with the department a


nonrefundable application fee in the amount established by


commission rule.


(e)AAThe commissioner may waive one or more requirements of


Subsections (a) and (c) or permit an applicant to submit other


information in lieu of the information required by this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.105.AAINFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN


INDIVIDUALS. (a)AAIn addition to the requirements of Section


152.104, an applicant shall provide additional information to the


commissioner if the applicant is an individual who:


(1)AAis in control of a money services licensee or


applicant;


(2)AAseeks to acquire control of a money services


licensee; or


(3)AAis a key individual.


(b)AAAdditional information provided to the commissioner by


an individual under this section must include the individual ’s:


(1)AAfingerprints for submission to the Federal Bureau


of Investigation and the commissioner for purposes of a national


criminal history background check unless the person currently


resides outside of the United States and has resided outside of the


United States for the 10-year period preceding the submission of


the application; and


(2)AApersonal history and experience, in a form and


medium prescribed by the commissioner, that contains the following


information:


(A)AAif the individual has a social security


number, an independent credit report for the individual from a


consumer reporting agency;


(B)AAinformation related to any criminal


convictions or pending charges against the individual; and


(C)AAinformation related to any regulatory or


administrative action and any civil litigation against the
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individual involving claims of fraud, misrepresentation,


conversion, mismanagement of funds, breach of fiduciary duty, or


breach of contract.


(c)AAIf an individual to whom this section applies has


resided outside of the United States at any time in the preceding 10


years, the individual shall also provide an investigative


background report prepared by an independent search firm that at a


minimum:


(1)AAdemonstrates that the search firm:


(A)AAhas sufficient knowledge and resources and


employs accepted and reasonable methodologies to conduct the


research of the background report; and


(B)AAis not affiliated with and does not have an


interest with the individual being researched; and


(2)AAis written in the English language and contains


the following information:


(A)AAif available in the individual ’s current


jurisdiction of residency, a comprehensive credit report, or any


equivalent information obtained or generated by the independent


search firm to accomplish a report, including a search of the court


data in the countries, provinces, states, cities, towns, and


contiguous areas where the individual resided and worked;


(B)AAcriminal records information for the past 10


years, including felonies, misdemeanors, or similar convictions


for violations of law in the countries, provinces, states, cities,


towns, and contiguous areas where the individual resided and


worked;


(C)AAemployment history;


(D)AAmedia history, including an electronic


search of national and local publications, wire services, and


business applications; and


(E)AAfinancial services-related regulatory


history, including money transmission services, securities,


banking, insurance, and mortgage-related industries.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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Sec. 152.106.AAISSUANCE OF LICENSE. (a)AAAn application for


a license under this chapter that appears to include all the items


and address all of the matters that are required under Sections


152.104 and 152.105 is considered complete and the commissioner


shall promptly notify the applicant in writing of the date on which


the application is determined to be complete.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 120th day after the date the application is


determined to be complete under Subsection (a).AAIf the application


is not approved or denied within 120 days after the completion date,


the application is approved and the license takes effect on the


first business day after expiration of the 120-day period.AAThe


commissioner may extend the application approval period for good


cause.


(c)AAA determination by the commissioner under Subsection


(a) that an application is complete and is accepted for processing


is not an assessment of the substance of the application or of the


sufficiency of the information provided, and means only that the


application, on its face, appears to include all of the items,


including the national criminal history background check response


from the Federal Bureau of Investigation under Section 152.105(b),


and address all of the matters that are required under Sections


152.104 and 152.105.


(d)AAWhen an application is filed and considered complete


under this section, the commissioner shall investigate the


applicant’s financial condition and responsibility, financial and


business experience, character, and general fitness.AAThe


commissioner may conduct an on-site investigation of the applicant,


the reasonable cost of which the applicant must pay.


(e)AAThe commissioner shall issue a license to an applicant


under this section if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe applicant has complied with Sections 152.104


and 152.105; and


(2)AAit is in the interest of the public to permit the


applicant to engage in money transmission services, currency


exchange services, or both, considering:


(A)AAthe financial condition and responsibility,
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financial and business experience, competence, character, and


general fitness of the applicant; and


(B)AAthe experience, competence, character, and


general fitness of the key individuals and persons in control of the


applicant.


(f)AAIf an applicant participates in or is subject to a


multistate licensing process:


(1)AAthe commissioner may accept the investigation


results of a lead investigative state for the purpose of Subsection


(d) if the lead investigative state has sufficient staffing,


expertise, and minimum standards; or


(2)AAif this state is a lead investigative state, the


commissioner may investigate the applicant under Subsection (d) and


the time frames established by agreement through the multistate


licensing process, provided that the time frame complies with the


period in Subsection (b).


(g)AAIf the commissioner finds that the applicant fails to


meet the qualifications or satisfy the requirements for the license


for which application is made, the commissioner shall inform the


applicant in writing that the application is denied and state the


reasons for the denial.AAThe applicant may appeal the denial by


filing a written request for a hearing with the commissioner not


later than the 30th day after the date the notice is mailed.AAA


hearing on the denial must be held not later than the 45th day after


the date the commissioner receives the written request unless the


administrative law judge extends the period for good cause or the


parties agree to a later hearing date.AAThe hearing is considered a


contested case hearing and is subject to Section 152.451.


(h)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (b), the license takes


effect on the day the application is approved.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.107.AAMAINTENANCE OF LICENSE. (a)AAIf a money


services licensee does not continue to meet the qualifications or


satisfy the requirements that apply to an applicant for a money


services license, the commissioner may suspend or revoke the
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licensee’s license in accordance with the procedures established by


this chapter or other applicable state law governing suspension or


revocation.


(b)AAAn applicant for a money transmission license must


demonstrate that it meets or will meet the requirements in Sections


152.351, 152.352, 152.354, and 152.355.AAA money transmission


licensee must at all times continue to meet the requirements of


those sections.


(c)AAAn applicant for a currency exchange license must


demonstrate that it meets or will meet the requirements in Sections


152.353, 152.354, and 152.355.AAA currency exchange licensee must


at all times continue to meet the requirements of those sections.


(d)AAIn addition to complying with the requirements of


Subsection (a) and, as applicable, Subsection (b) or (c), a money


services licensee must annually:


(1)AApay a license fee in an amount established by


commission rule; and


(2)AAsubmit a report under oath in the form and medium


prescribed by the commissioner that contains the following


information:


(A)AAif the licensee is a money transmission


licensee, an audited, unconsolidated financial statement dated as


of the last day of the money transmission licensee ’s fiscal year


that ended in the immediately preceding calendar year;


(B)AAif the licensee is a currency exchange


licensee, a financial statement, audited or unaudited, dated as of


the last day of the currency exchange licensee’s fiscal year that


ended in the immediately preceding calendar year; and


(C)AAdocumentation and certification, or any


other information the commissioner reasonably requires to


determine:


(i)AAthe security, net worth, permissible


investments, and other requirements the money services licensee


must satisfy; and


(ii)AAwhether the money services licensee


continues to meet the qualifications and requirements for


licensure.
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(e)AAIf the department does not receive a money services


licensee’s annual license fee and complete annual report under


Subsection (d) on or before the due date prescribed by the


commissioner under this section, the commissioner shall notify the


money services licensee in writing that the money services licensee


must:


(1)AAsubmit the report and pay the license fee not later


than the 45th day after the due date prescribed by the commissioner;


and


(2)AApay a late fee, in an amount established by


commission rule and not subject to appeal, for each business day


after the due date specified by the commissioner that the


commissioner does not receive the completed report and license fee.


(f)AAIf the money services licensee fails to submit the


completed annual report and pay the annual license fee and any late


fee due within the time prescribed by Subsection (e), the license


expires, and the money services licensee must cease and desist from


engaging in the business of money services as of that date.AAThe


expiration of a license under this section is not subject to appeal.


(g)AAOn timely receipt of a money services licensee’s


complete annual report, annual license fee, and any late fee due,


the department shall review the report and, if necessary,


investigate the business and records of the money services


licensee.AAOn completion of the review and investigation, if any,


the commissioner may:


(1)AAimpose conditions on the license the commissioner


considers reasonably necessary or appropriate; or


(2)AAsuspend or revoke the license on the basis of a


ground specified in Section 152.403.


(h)AAOn written application and for good cause shown, the


commissioner may extend the due date for filing the annual license


fee and annual report required under this section.


(i)AAThe holder, principal, or person in control of the


holder of a license issued under this chapter that has expired or


that the holder has surrendered under Section 152.108 that wishes


to conduct activities for which a license is required under this


chapter must file a new license application under Section 152.104
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and satisfy all requirements for licensure that apply at the time


the new application is filed.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.108.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE. (a)AAA money services


licensee may surrender the licensee’s license by delivering the


original license to the commissioner along with a written notice of


surrender that includes the location at which the licensee’s


records will be stored and the name, address, telephone number, and


other contact information for an individual who is authorized to


provide access to the records.


(b)AAA money services licensee shall surrender the


licensee’s license under this section if the licensee becomes


ineligible for a license issued under this chapter.


(c)AAThe surrender of a license does not reduce or eliminate


a money services licensee’s civil or criminal liability arising


from any acts or omissions before the surrender of the license,


including any administrative action undertaken by the commissioner


to revoke or suspend a license, assess an administrative penalty,


order the payment of restitution, or exercise any other authority


under this chapter.AAFurther, the surrender of a license does not


release the security required of a licensee under Section 152.352


or 152.353.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.109.AAREFUND OF FEE OR COST PAID BY MONEY SERVICES


LICENSEE.AAA fee or cost paid by a money services licensee under


this chapter is not refundable.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER D. ACQUISITION OF CONTROL AND CHANGE OF KEY INDIVIDUAL


Sec. 152.151.AAACQUISITION OF CONTROL. (a)AAA person or


group of persons acting in concert seeking to acquire control of a
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money services licensee must obtain written approval from the


commissioner before acquiring control.AAAn individual is not


considered to acquire control of a money services licensee and is


not subject to the acquisition of control provisions of this


subchapter if that individual becomes a key individual in the


ordinary course of business.


(b)AAA person or group of persons acting in concert seeking


to acquire control of a money services licensee shall, in


cooperation with the licensee, submit:


(1)AAan application in a form and medium prescribed by


the commissioner; and


(2)AAa nonrefundable fee in the amount established by


commission rule.


(c)AAOn request, the commissioner may permit a money services


licensee or the person or group of persons acting in concert to


submit some or all information required by the commissioner under


Subsection (b)(1) without using the NMLS.


(d)AAThe application required by Subsection (b)(1) must


include information required by Section 152.105 for any new key


individual that has not previously completed the requirements of


Section 152.105 for the money services licensee.


(e)AAWhen an application for acquisition of control under


this section appears to include all the items and address all of the


matters that are required, the application is considered complete


and the commissioner shall promptly notify the applicant in writing


of the date on which the application was determined to be complete.


(f)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 60th day after the completion date.AAIf the


application is not approved or denied before the 61st day after the


completion date, the application is approved and the person or


group of persons acting in concert are not prohibited from


acquiring control.AAThe commissioner may extend the application


period for good cause.


(g)AAA determination by the commissioner under Subsection


(e) that an application is complete and is accepted for processing


is not an assessment of the substance of the application or of the


sufficiency of the information provided.AAThat determination means
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only that the application, on its face, appears to include all of


the items and address all of the matters that are required under


Subsection (b).


(h)AAWhen an application is filed and considered complete


under Subsection (e), the commissioner shall investigate the


financial condition and responsibility, financial and business


experience, character, and general fitness of the person or group


of persons acting in concert seeking to acquire control.


(i)AAThe commissioner shall approve an acquisition of


control under this section if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe requirements of Subsections (b) and (d) have


been met, as applicable; and


(2)AAit is in the interest of the public to permit the


person or group of persons acting in concert to control the money


services licensee, considering:


(A)AAthe financial condition and responsibility,


financial and business experience, competence, character, and


general fitness of the person or group of persons acting in concert


seeking to acquire control; and


(B)AAthe experience, competence, character, and


general fitness of the key individuals and persons that would be in


control of the money services licensee after the acquisition of


control.


(j)AAIf an applicant participates in or is subject to a


multistate licensing process:


(1)AAthe commissioner may accept the investigation


results of a lead investigative state for the purpose of Subsection


(h) if the lead investigative state has sufficient staffing,


expertise, and minimum standards; or


(2)AAif this state is a lead investigative state, the


commissioner may investigate the applicant under Subsection (h) and


the time frames established by agreement through the multistate


licensing process, provided that the time frame complies with the


period in Subsection (f).


(k)AAIf the commissioner determines that a proposed person in


control fails to meet the qualifications or satisfy the


requirements of this chapter, the commissioner shall inform the
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money services licensee and the proposed person in control in


writing that the application is denied and state the reasons for the


denial.AAThe money services licensee or the proposed person in


control may appeal the denial by filing a written request for a


hearing with the commissioner not later than the 30th day after the


date the notice is mailed.AAA hearing on the denial must be held not


later than the 45th day after the date the commissioner receives the


written request unless the administrative law judge extends the


period for good cause or the parties agree to a later hearing


date.AAThe hearing is considered a contested case hearing and is


subject to Section 152.451.


(l)AAThe requirements of Subsections (a) and (b) do not apply


to:


(1)AAa person who acts as a proxy for the sole purpose


of voting at a designated meeting of the shareholders or holders of


voting shares or voting interests of a money services licensee or a


person in control of a money services licensee;


(2)AAa person who acquires control of a money services


licensee by devise or descent;


(3)AAa person who acquires control of a money services


licensee as a personal representative, custodian, guardian,


conservator, or trustee, or as an officer appointed by a court of


competent jurisdiction or by operation of law;


(4)AAa person who is exempt under Section 152.004(7);


(5)AAa person who the commissioner determines is not


subject to Subsection (a) based on the public interest;


(6)AAa public offering of securities of a money


services licensee or a person in control of a money services


licensee; or


(7)AAan internal reorganization of a person in control


of the money services licensee resulting in the same person


remaining in control of the licensee.


(m)AAA person to whom Subsections (a) and (b) do not apply


under Subsection (l)(2), (3), (4), (6), or (7) shall, in


cooperation with the money services licensee, notify the


commissioner not later than the 15th day after the date of the


acquisition of control of the person’s grounds for not complying
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with Subsection (a) or (b).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.152.AASTREAMLINED ACQUISITION OF CONTROL. (a)AAThe


requirements of Section 152.151 do not apply to a person who has


complied with and received approval to engage in money services


under this chapter or was identified as a person in control in a


previous application filed with and approved by the commissioner or


by an MSB-accredited state under a multistate licensing process,


provided that:


(1)AAthe person has not:


(A)AAhad a money services license revoked or


suspended; or


(B)AAcontrolled a money services licensee that has


had a money services license revoked or suspended while the person


was in control of the licensee in the previous five years;


(2)AAif the person is a money services licensee, the


person:


(A)AAis well managed; and


(B)AAif a rating for compliance has been given to


the person by an MSB-accredited state, received a satisfactory


rating in its most recent examination;


(3)AAin the case of a money transmission licensee, the


person to be acquired and the person acquiring control are both


money transmission licensees projected to meet the requirements of


Sections 152.351, 152.352, 152.354, and 152.355 after the


acquisition of control is completed;


(4)AAin the case of a currency exchange licensee, the


person to be acquired and the person acquiring control are both


currency exchange licensees projected to meet the requirements of


Sections 152.353 and 152.354 after the acquisition of control is


completed;


(5)AAthe money services licensee to be acquired will


not implement any material changes to the licensee’s business plan


as a result of the acquisition of control, and if the person


acquiring control is a money services licensee, the acquiring
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licensee also will not implement any material changes to its


business plan as a result of the acquisition of control; and


(6)AAthe person provides notice of the acquisition in


cooperation with the money services licensee and attests to


Subdivisions (1) through (5), as applicable, in a form and medium


prescribed by the commissioner.


(b)AAIf the notice under Subsection (a)(6) is not disapproved


before the 31st day after the date on which the notice was


determined to be complete, the notice is considered approved.


(c)AABefore filing an application for approval to acquire


control of a money services licensee, a person may request in


writing a determination from the commissioner as to whether the


person would be considered a person in control of a money services


licensee on consummation of a proposed transaction.AAIf the


commissioner determines that the person would not be a person in


control of a money services licensee, the proposed transaction is


not subject to the requirements of Section 152.151.


(d)AAIf a multistate licensing process includes a


determination under Subsection (c) and an applicant participates in


or is subject to the multistate licensing process:


(1)AAthe commissioner may accept the control


determination of a lead investigative state with sufficient


staffing, expertise, and minimum standards for the purpose of


Subsection (c); or


(2)AAif this state is a lead investigative state, the


commissioner may investigate the applicant under Subsection (c) and


the time frames established by agreement through the multistate


licensing process.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.153.AANOTICE AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR


CHANGE OF KEY INDIVIDUALS. (a)AAA money services licensee adding


or replacing a key individual shall provide:


(1)AAnotice in a manner prescribed by the commissioner


not later than the 15th day after the effective date of the key


individual ’s appointment; and
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(2)AAinformation as required by Section 152.105 not


later than the 45th day after that effective date.


(b)AANot later than the 90th day after the date on which


notice provided under Subsection (a) is determined to be complete,


the commissioner may issue a notice of disapproval of a key


individual if it would not be in the best interests of the public or


the customers of the money services licensee to permit the


individual to be a key individual of the licensee, considering the


competence, experience, character, or integrity of the individual.


(c)AAA notice of disapproval shall be sent to the money


services licensee and the disapproved individual and must contain a


statement of the basis for disapproval.AAA money services licensee


may appeal a notice of disapproval by filing a written request for a


hearing with the commissioner not later than the 30th day after the


date the notice is mailed.AAA hearing on the denial must be held not


later than the 45th day after the date the commissioner receives the


written request unless the administrative law judge extends the


period for good cause or the parties agree to a later hearing


date.AAThe hearing is considered a contested case hearing and is


subject to Section 152.451.


(d)AAIf the notice provided under Subsection (a) is not


disapproved before the 91st day after the date on which the notice


is determined to be complete, the key individual is considered


approved.


(e)AAIf a multistate licensing process includes a key


individual notice review and disapproval process under this section


and the money services licensee participates in or is subject to the


multistate licensing process:


(1)AAthe commissioner may accept the determination of


another state if the investigating state has sufficient staffing,


expertise, and minimum standards for the purposes of this section;


or


(2)AAif this state is a lead investigative state, the


commissioner may investigate the applicant in the same manner as


for a determination under Subsection (b) and in accordance with the


time frames established by agreement through the multistate


licensing process.
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Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER E. REPORTING AND RECORDS


Sec. 152.201.AAMONEY TRANSMISSION REPORT. (a)AAEach money


transmission licensee shall submit a report of condition not later


than the 45th day after the end of the calendar quarter, or within


an extended time as the commissioner may prescribe.


(b)AAThe report of condition must include:


(1)AAthe licensee ’s financial information;


(2)AAnationwide and state-specific money transmission


services transaction information in every jurisdiction in the


United States where the licensee is licensed to engage in money


transmission;


(3)AAa report on the licensee ’s permissible


investments;


(4)AAtransaction destination country reporting for


money received for transmission, if applicable; and


(5)AAany other information the commissioner reasonably


requires with respect to the licensee.


(c)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAuse the NMLS for the submission of the report


required by this section; and


(2)AAchange or update the requirements of this section


as necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter and maintain


consistency with NMLS reporting.


(d)AAThe information required by Subsection (b)(4) may only


be included in a report of condition submitted not later than the


45th day after the end of the fourth calendar quarter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.202.AACURRENCY EXCHANGE REPORT. (a)AAA currency


exchange licensee shall submit:


(1)AAthe annual report required by Section


152.107(d)(2), including a financial statement that may be audited
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or unaudited and that is dated as of the last day of the currency


exchange licensee’s fiscal year that ended in the immediately


preceding calendar year;


(2)AAa quarterly interim financial statement and


transaction report that reflects the licensee’s financial


condition and currency exchange services business as of the last


day of the calendar quarter to which the statement and report relate


and that are prepared not later than the 45th day after the end of


the calendar quarter; and


(3)AAany other report required by rule of the


commission or reasonably requested by the commissioner to determine


compliance with this chapter.


(b)AAA currency exchange licensee shall file the statements


and reports required under this section with the commissioner as


required by this chapter, by commission rule, or as requested by the


commissioner.


(c)AAOn written application and for good cause shown, the


commissioner may extend the time for preparing or filing a


statement or report required under this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.203.AAFINANCIAL STATEMENTS. (a)AAA money services


licensee shall, not later than the 90th day after the end of each


fiscal year, or within an extended time prescribed by the


commissioner, file with the commissioner:


(1)AAfor a money transmission licensee, an audited


unconsolidated financial statement of the licensee for the fiscal


year prepared in accordance with United States generally accepted


accounting principles;


(2)AAfor a currency exchange licensee, a financial


statement, audited or unaudited, dated as of the last day of the


licensee’s fiscal year that ended in the immediately preceding


calendar year; and


(3)AAany other information as the commissioner may


reasonably require.


(b)AAA financial statement required by Subsection (a)(1)
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must be prepared by an independent certified public accountant or


independent public accountant who is satisfactory to the


commissioner.


(c)AAAn audited financial statement required by Subsection


(a) must include or be accompanied by a certificate of opinion of


the independent certified public accountant or independent public


accountant that is satisfactory in form and content to the


commissioner.AAIf the certificate of opinion is qualified, the


commissioner may order the money services licensee to take any


action the commissioner finds necessary to enable the independent


certified public accountant or independent public accountant to


remove the qualification.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.204.AAAUTHORIZED DELEGATE REPORTING. (a)AAA money


transmission licensee shall submit a report of authorized delegates


not later than the 45th day after the end of each calendar


quarter.AAThe commissioner may use the NMLS for the submission of


the report required by this section if NMLS functionality is


consistent with the requirements of this section.


(b)AAThe authorized delegate report must include for each


authorized delegate:


(1)AAthe authorized delegate ’s legal name;


(2)AAthe authorized delegate ’s taxpayer employer


identification number;


(3)AAthe authorized delegate’s principal provider


identifier;


(4)AAthe authorized delegate ’s physical address;


(5)AAthe authorized delegate ’s mailing address;


(6)AAany business the authorized delegate conducts in


other states;


(7)AAany fictitious or trade name the authorized


delegate uses;


(8)AAa contact person name, phone number, and e-mail;


(9)AAa start date as the money transmission licensee’s


authorized delegate;
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(10)AAan end date as the money transmission licensee’s


authorized delegate, if applicable; and


(11)AAany other information the commissioner


reasonably requires with respect to the authorized delegate.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.205.AAREPORTS OF CERTAIN EVENTS. (a)AAA money


services licensee shall file a report with the commissioner not


later than the first business day after the licensee has reason to


know of:


(1)AAthe filing of a petition by or against the licensee


under the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C. Sections


101-1532) for bankruptcy or reorganization;


(2)AAthe filing of a petition by or against the licensee


for receivership, the commencement of any other judicial or


administrative proceeding for the licensee ’s dissolution or


reorganization, or the making of a general assignment for the


benefit of the licensee’s creditors; or


(3)AAthe commencement of a proceeding to revoke or


suspend the licensee’s license in a state or country in which the


licensee engages in or is licensed to engage in money services


business.


(b)AAA money services licensee shall file a report with the


commissioner not later than the third business day after the


licensee has reason to know of the occurrence of a felony charge or


conviction of:


(1)AAthe licensee or a key individual;


(2)AAa person in control of the licensee; or


(3)AAan authorized delegate.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.206.AABANK SECRECY ACT REPORTS.AAA money services


licensee and an authorized delegate shall file all reports required


by federal currency reporting, record keeping, and suspicious


activity reporting requirements as provided by the Bank Secrecy Act
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and other federal and state laws relating to money laundering.AAThe


timely filing of a complete and accurate report required under this


section with the appropriate federal agency is considered compliant


with the requirements of this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.207.AARECORDS. (a)AAA money services licensee


shall maintain the following records for determining its compliance


with this chapter for at least five years:


(1)AAa general ledger posted at least monthly


containing all asset, liability, capital, income, and expense


accounts;


(2)AAbank statements and bank reconciliation records;


(3)AAfor a money transmission licensee:


(A)AArecords of outstanding money transmission


obligations;


(B)AArecords of each outstanding money


transmission obligation paid within the five-year period;


(C)AArecords of each outstanding money


transmission obligation sold; and


(D)AAa list of the last known names and addresses


of all of the licensee ’s authorized delegates;


(4)AAfor a currency exchange licensee, a record of each


currency exchange transaction; and


(5)AAany other records the commissioner reasonably


requires by rule.


(b)AAThe records required to be maintained by Subsection


(a)(3)(C) may be maintained in any form of record.


(c)AARecords required to be maintained by Subsection (a) may


be maintained outside this state if they are made accessible to the


commissioner not later than the seventh business day after the


commissioner sends notice in writing.


(d)AAAll records maintained by a money services licensee as


required by this section are open to examination by the


commissioner under Section 152.057(a).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,
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eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER F. AUTHORIZED DELEGATES


Sec. 152.251.AALIABILITY OF MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSEE.AAA


money transmission licensee is liable for the payment of all money


or monetary value received for transmission directly or by an


authorized delegate appointed under this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.252.AARELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MONEY TRANSMISSION


LICENSEE AND AUTHORIZED DELEGATE. (a)AAIn this section, "remit"


means to make a direct payment of money to a money transmission


licensee or the licensee ’s representative authorized to receive


money or to deposit money in a bank in an account specified by the


licensee.


(b)AABefore a money transmission licensee may conduct


business through an authorized delegate or may allow a person to act


as the licensee ’s authorized delegate, the licensee must:


(1)AAadopt, and update as necessary, written policies


and procedures reasonably designed to ensure that the licensee’s


authorized delegate complies with applicable state and federal law;


(2)AAenter into a written contract appointing an


authorized delegate that complies with Subsection (d); and


(3)AAconduct a reasonable risk-based background


investigation sufficient for the licensee to determine whether the


authorized delegate has complied with and will likely comply with


applicable state and federal law.


(c)AAAn authorized delegate shall operate in full compliance


with this chapter.


(d)AAThe written contract required by Subsection (b)(2) must


be signed by the money transmission licensee and the authorized


delegate and must, at a minimum:


(1)AAappoint the person signing the contract as the


licensee’s authorized delegate with the authority to conduct money


transmission services on behalf of the licensee;
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(2)AAprovide the nature and scope of the relationship


between the licensee and the authorized delegate and the respective


rights and responsibilities of the parties;


(3)AArequire the authorized delegate to agree to fully


comply with all applicable state and federal laws, rules, and


regulations pertaining to money transmission services, including


this chapter and regulations implementing this chapter, relevant


provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act, and the Patriot Act;


(4)AArequire the authorized delegate to remit and


handle money and monetary value in accordance with the terms of the


contract between the licensee and the authorized delegate;


(5)AAimpose a trust on money and monetary value net of


fees received for money transmission for the benefit of the


licensee;


(6)AArequire the authorized delegate to prepare and


maintain records as required by this chapter or regulations


implementing this chapter, or as reasonably requested by the


commissioner;


(7)AAacknowledge that the authorized delegate consents


to examination or investigation by the commissioner;


(8)AAstate that the licensee is subject to regulation


by the commissioner and that, as part of that regulation, the


commissioner may suspend or revoke an authorized delegate


designation or require the licensee to terminate an authorized


delegate designation; and


(9)AAacknowledge receipt of the written policies and


procedures required under Subsection (b)(1).


(e)AAIf a money transmission licensee’s license is


suspended, revoked, surrendered, or expired, the licensee must, not


later than the fifth business day after the date the licensee’s


license is suspended, revoked, surrendered, or expired, provide


documentation to the commissioner that the licensee has notified


all applicable authorized delegates of the licensee whose names are


in a record filed with the commissioner of the suspension,


revocation, surrender, or expiration of a license.AAOn suspension,


revocation, surrender, or expiration of a license, applicable


authorized delegates shall immediately cease to provide money
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transmission services as an authorized delegate of the money


transmission licensee.


(f)AAAn authorized delegate of a money transmission licensee


holds in trust for the benefit of the licensee all money net of fees


received from money transmission.AAIf an authorized delegate


commingles any funds received from money transmission with any


other funds or property owned or controlled by the authorized


delegate, all commingled funds and other property shall be


considered held in trust in favor of the money transmission


licensee in an amount equal to the amount of money net of fees


received from money transmission.


(g)AAAn authorized delegate may not use a subdelegate to


conduct money transmission on behalf of a money transmission


licensee.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.253.AADISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS. (a)AAA money


transmission licensee ’s name and mailing address or telephone


number must be provided to the purchaser in connection with each


money transmission transaction conducted by the licensee directly


or through an authorized delegate.


(b)AAA money transmission licensee receiving currency or an


instrument payable in currency for transmission shall comply with


Chapter 278.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.254.AAUNAUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES.AAA person may not


engage in the business of money transmission on behalf of a person


not licensed under this chapter or not exempt under Section


152.004.AAA person who engages in unauthorized activity provides


money transmission to the same extent as if the person were a money


transmission licensee, and shall be jointly and severally liable


with the unlicensed or nonexempt person.AAAny business for which a


license is required under this chapter that is conducted by an


authorized delegate outside the scope of authority conferred in the
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contract between the authorized delegate and the licensee is


unlicensed activity.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER G. TIMELY TRANSMISSION, REFUNDS, AND DISCLOSURES BY


MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSEE


Sec. 152.301.AATIMELY TRANSMISSION. (a)AAA money


transmission licensee shall forward all money received for money


transmission in accordance with the terms of the agreement between


the licensee and the sender unless the licensee has a reasonable


belief or a reasonable basis to believe that the sender may be a


victim of fraud or that a crime or violation of law, rule, or


regulation has occurred, is occurring, or may occur.


(b)AAIf a money transmission licensee fails to forward money


received for money transmission in accordance with this section,


the licensee must respond to inquiries by the sender with the reason


for the failure unless providing a response would violate a state or


federal law, rule, or regulation.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.302.AAREFUNDS. (a)AAThis section does not apply to


money received for money transmission that is:


(1)AAsubject to the federal requirements for remittance


transfers under 12 C.F.R. Part 1005, Subpart B; or


(2)AAunder a written agreement between a money


transmission licensee and a payee to process payments for goods or


services provided by the payee.


(b)AAA money transmission licensee shall refund any and all


money received for money transmission services to the sender not


later than the 10th day after the date of receipt of the sender’s


written request for a refund unless:


(1)AAthe money has been forwarded not later than the


10th day after the date on which the money was received for


transmission;
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(2)AAinstructions have been given committing an


equivalent amount of money to the person designated by the sender


not later than the 10th day after the date on which the money was


received for transmission;


(3)AAan agreement between the licensee and the sender


instructs the licensee to forward the money at a time that is later


than the 10th day after the date on which the money was received for


transmission;


(4)AAthe refund is requested for a transaction that the


licensee has not completed based on a reasonable belief or a


reasonable basis to believe that a crime or violation of law, rule,


or regulation has occurred, is occurring, or may occur; or


(5)AAthe refund request does not enable a money


transmission licensee to identify:


(A)AAthe sender’s name and address or telephone


number; or


(B)AAthe particular transaction to be refunded in


the event the sender has multiple transactions outstanding.


(c)AAIf funds have not yet been forwarded in accordance with


the terms of an agreement between a money transmission licensee and


a sender under Subsection (b)(3), the licensee shall issue a refund


in accordance with the other provisions of this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.303.AARECEIPTS. (a)AAThis section does not apply


to:


(1)AAmoney received for money transmission subject to


the federal requirements for remittance transfers under 12 C.F.R.


Part 1005, Subpart B;


(2)AAmoney received for money transmission that is not


primarily for personal, family, or household purposes;


(3)AAmoney received for money transmission under a


written agreement between a money transmission licensee and a payee


to process payments for goods or services provided by the payee; or


(4)AApayroll processing services.


(b)AAIn this section, "receipt" means a paper receipt,
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electronic record, or other written confirmation.


(c)AAFor a transaction conducted in person, a receipt may be


provided electronically if the sender requests or agrees to receive


an electronic receipt.AAFor a transaction conducted electronically


or by phone, a receipt may be provided electronically.AAAll


electronic receipts shall be provided in a retainable form.


(d)AAA money transmission licensee or the licensee’s


authorized delegate shall provide the sender a receipt for money


received for money transmission services.


(e)AAA receipt must contain, as applicable:


(1)AAthe name of the sender;


(2)AAthe name of the designated recipient;


(3)AAthe date of the transaction;


(4)AAthe unique transaction or identification number;


(5)AAthe name of the money transmission licensee, the


licensee’s NMLS Unique ID, the licensee’s business address, and the


licensee’s customer service telephone number;


(6)AAthe amount of the transaction in United States


dollars;


(7)AAany fee charged by the money transmission licensee


to the sender for the transaction; and


(8)AAany taxes collected by the money transmission


licensee from the sender for the transaction.


(f)AAThe receipt required by this section must be in English


and in a language other than English if the money transmission


licensee or authorized delegate principally uses that language to


advertise, solicit, or negotiate, either orally or in writing, for


a transaction conducted in person, electronically, or by phone.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.304.AADISCLOSURES FOR PAYROLL PROCESSING SERVICES.


(a)AAA money transmission licensee that provides payroll


processing services shall:


(1)AAissue reports to clients detailing client payroll


obligations in advance of the payroll funds being deducted from an


account; and
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(2)AAmake available worker pay stubs or an equivalent


statement to workers.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not apply to a money transmission


licensee providing payroll processing services where the


licensee’s client designates the intended recipients to the


licensee and is responsible for providing the disclosures required


by Subsection (a)(2).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER H. PRUDENTIAL STANDARDS


Sec. 152.351.AANET WORTH OF MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSEE.


(a)AAA money transmission licensee under this chapter shall


maintain at all times a tangible net worth in an amount not less


than:


(1)AAfor a licensee with total assets in an amount not


greater than $100 million, the greater of:


(A)AA$100,000; or


(B)AA3 percent of the value of the licensee’s


total assets;


(2)AAfor a licensee with total assets in an amount


greater than $100 million and not greater than $1 billion, the sum


of $3 million and 2 percent of the additional assets in excess of


$100 million; and


(3)AAfor a licensee with total assets in an amount


greater than $1 billion, the sum of $21 million and 0.5 percent of


the additional assets in excess of $1 billion.


(b)AATangible net worth under this section must be


demonstrated at the initial application by the applicant’s most


recent audited or unaudited financial statements under Section


152.104(c)(6).


(c)AANotwithstanding other provisions of this section, the


commissioner may, for good cause shown, exempt a money transmission


licensee wholly or partly from the requirements of this section.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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Sec. 152.352.AASECURITY FOR MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSEE.


(a)AAA money transmission licensee shall at all times maintain


security consisting of a surety bond in a form satisfactory to the


commissioner.AAWith the commissioner’s approval, a money


transmission licensee may maintain a deposit in lieu of a bond under


this section.


(b)AAThe amount of the required security for a money


transmission licensee under this section is:


(1)AAfor a licensee with a tangible net worth in an


amount not greater than 10 percent of the licensee ’s total assets,


the greater of:


(A)AA$100,000; or


(B)AA100 percent of the licensee’s average daily


money transmission liability in this state for the most recently


completed three-month period, up to a maximum amount of $500,000;


or


(2)AAfor a licensee with a tangible net worth in an


amount greater than 10 percent of the licensee ’s total assets,


$100,000.


(c)AAA money transmission licensee that maintains a bond in


the maximum amount provided for under Subsection (b) may not be


required to calculate the licensee’s average daily money


transmission liability in this state for purposes of this section.


(d)AAA money transmission licensee may exceed the maximum


required bond amount under Section 152.356(a)(5).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.353.AASECURITY FOR CURRENCY EXCHANGE LICENSEE.


(a)AA A currency exchange licensee shall at all times maintain


security in the amount applicable to the licensee under this


section.AAThe security must satisfy the requirements of and is


subject to Section 152.354.


(b)AAA currency exchange licensee shall maintain security in


the amount of $2,500 if the licensee conducts business with persons


located in this state exclusively at one or more physical locations
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through in-person, contemporaneous transactions.


(c)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (e), if Subsection (b)


does not apply to a currency exchange licensee, the licensee shall


maintain security in an amount not less than the greater of:


(1)AA$2,500; or


(2)AAan amount equal to one percent of the licensee’s


total dollar volume of currency exchange business in this state for


the preceding year.


(d)AAFor purposes of demonstrating prospective compliance


with this section under Section 152.107(c), an applicant for a


currency exchange license may use the applicant’s projected total


dollar volume of currency exchange business in this state for the


first year of licensure to determine the amount under Subsection


(c)(2).


(e)AAThe maximum amount of security that may be required


under this section is $1 million.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.354.AAADDITIONAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS. (a)AAIn


addition to the requirements of Section 152.352 or 152.353, a


security under this subchapter must:


(1)AAbe in a form satisfactory to the commissioner;


(2)AAbe payable to any claimant or to the commissioner,


on behalf of a claimant or this state, for any liability arising out


of a money transmission licensee ’s money transmission business in


this state, incurred under, subject to, or by virtue of this


chapter; and


(3)AAif the security is a bond, be issued by a qualified


surety company authorized to engage in business in this state and


acceptable to the commissioner or, if the security is an


irrevocable letter of credit, be issued by a financial institution


acceptable to the commissioner.


(b)AAA claimant may bring suit directly on the security, or


the commissioner may bring suit on behalf of the claimant or the


state, either in one action or in successive actions.


(c)AAThe commissioner may collect from the security or
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proceeds of the security any delinquent fee, assessment, cost,


penalty, or other amount imposed on and owed by a money services


licensee.AAIf the security is a surety bond, the commissioner shall


give the surety reasonable prior notice of a hearing to impose an


administrative penalty against the money services licensee,


provided that a surety may not be considered an interested,


aggrieved, or affected person for purposes of an administrative


proceeding under Section 152.451 of this code or Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


(d)AAA security remains in effect until canceled, which may


occur only after providing 30 days’ written notice to the


commissioner.AACancellation does not affect any liability incurred


or accrued during the period covered by the security.


(e)AAA security must cover claims for at least five years


after the money services licensee surrenders the licensee’s license


or otherwise ceases to engage in activities for which a license is


required under this subchapter.AAHowever, the commissioner may


permit the amount of the security to be reduced or eliminated before


that time to the extent that the amount of the money services


licensee’s obligations to the department and to purchasers in this


state is reduced.AAThe commissioner may permit a money services


licensee to substitute another form of security when the licensee


ceases to provide money transmission in this state.


(f)AAIf the commissioner at any time reasonably determines


that the required security is insecure, deficient in amount, or


exhausted in whole or in part, the commissioner by written order


shall require the money services licensee to file or make new or


additional security to comply with this section.


(g)AAInstead of providing all or part of the amount of the


security required by this section, an applicant for a money


services license or a money services licensee may deposit, with a


financial institution possessing trust powers that is authorized to


conduct a trust business in this state and is acceptable to the


commissioner, an aggregate amount of United States currency,


certificates of deposit, or other cash equivalents that equals the


total amount of the required security or the remaining part of the


security.
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(h)AAA deposit under Subsection (g):


(1)AAmust be held in trust in the name of and be pledged


to the commissioner;


(2)AAmust secure the same obligations as the security;


and


(3)AAis subject to other conditions and terms the


commissioner may reasonably require.


(i)AAThe security is considered by operation of law to be


held in trust for the benefit of this state and any individual to


whom an obligation arising under this chapter is owed, and may not


be considered an asset or property of the money services licensee in


the event of bankruptcy, receivership, or a claim against the


licensee unrelated to the licensee ’s obligations under this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.355.AAMAINTENANCE OF PERMISSIBLE INVESTMENTS BY


MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSEE. (a)AAA money transmission licensee


shall maintain at all times permissible investments that have a


market value computed in accordance with United States generally


accepted accounting principles of not less than the aggregate


amount of all of its outstanding money transmission obligations.


(b)AAExcept for permissible investments allowed under


Section 152.356(a), the commissioner, with respect to a money


transmission licensee, may limit the extent to which a specific


investment maintained by a licensee within a class of permissible


investments may be considered a permissible investment, if the


specific investment represents undue risk to customers not


reflected in the market value of investments.


(c)AAPermissible investments are held in trust for the


benefit of the purchasers and holders of the money transmission


licensee’s outstanding money transmission obligations in the event


of:


(1)AAinsolvency;


(2)AAthe filing of a petition by or against the licensee


under the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C. Sections
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101-1532) for bankruptcy or reorganization;


(3)AAthe filing of a petition by or against the licensee


for receivership;


(4)AAthe commencement of any other judicial or


administrative proceeding for the licensee ’s dissolution or


reorganization; or


(5)AAan action by a creditor who is not a beneficiary of


the trust under this section against the licensee.


(d)AAA permissible investment impressed with a trust under


Subsection (c) is not subject to attachment, levy of execution, or


sequestration by order of any court, except for a beneficiary of the


trust.


(e)AAOn the establishment of a trust under Subsection (c) or


when any funds are drawn on a letter of credit under Section


152.356(a)(4), the commissioner shall notify the applicable


regulator of each state in which the money transmission licensee is


licensed to engage in money transmission services of the


establishment of the trust or the funds drawn on the letter of


credit, as applicable.AANotice under this subsection is considered


to be given if performed under a multistate agreement or through the


NMLS.


(f)AAFunds drawn on a letter of credit, and any other


permissible investments held in trust for the benefit of the


purchasers and holders of the money transmission licensee’s


outstanding money transmission obligations, are considered held in


trust for the benefit of those purchasers and holders on a pro rata


and equitable basis in accordance with statutes under which


permissible investments are required to be held in this state, and


other states, as applicable.


(g)AAA trust established under Subsection (c) shall be


terminated on extinguishment of all of the money transmission


licensee’s outstanding money transmission obligations.


(h)AAThe commissioner may allow other types of investments


that the commissioner determines are of sufficient liquidity and


quality to be a permissible investment.AAThe commissioner may


participate in efforts with other state regulators to determine


that other types of investments are of sufficient liquidity and
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quality to be a permissible investment.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.356.AATYPES OF PERMISSIBLE INVESTMENTS. (a)AAThe


following investments are permissible under Section 152.355:


(1)AAcash, including:


(A)AAdemand deposits;


(B)AAsavings deposits;


(C)AAfunds in accounts under Paragraphs (A) and


(B) held for the benefit of a money transmission licensee’s


customers in a federally insured depository financial institution;


(D)AAcash equivalents, including automated


clearing house items:


(i)AAin transit to the money transmission


licensee; and


(ii)AAin transit to a payee;


(E)AAinternational wires in transit to a payee;


(F)AAcash in transit via armored car;


(G)AAcash in smart safes;


(H)AAcash in money transmission licensee-owned


locations;


(I)AAdebit card or credit card-funded


transmission receivables owed by a bank; or


(J)AAmoney market mutual funds rated "AAA" by S&P


Global or an equivalent rating from an eligible rating service;


(2)AAcertificates of deposit or senior debt obligations


of an insured depository institution, as defined by Section 3,


Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813) or the


Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1781);


(3)AAan obligation:


(A)AAof the United States or a commission, agency,


or instrumentality of the United States;


(B)AAthat is guaranteed fully as to principal and


interest by the United States; or


(C)AAof a state or a governmental subdivision,


agency, or instrumentality of the United States;
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(4)AAthe full drawable amount of an irrevocable standby


letter of credit for which the stated beneficiary is the


commissioner that stipulates that the commissioner need only draw a


sight draft under the letter of credit and present it to obtain


funds up to the letter of credit amount on presentation of the items


required by Subsection (f);


(5)AA100 percent of the surety bond or deposit provided


for under Section 152.352 that exceeds the average daily money


transmission liability in this state; or


(6)AAstablecoin, to the extent of outstanding


transmission obligations received by the licensee in the same kind


of stablecoin.


(b)AAUnless permitted by the commissioner to exceed the limit


provided, the following investments are permissible under Section


152.355 to the extent specified:


(1)AAreceivables that are payable to a money


transmission licensee from its authorized delegates in the ordinary


course of business that are less than seven days old are permissible


up to the amount of 50 percent of the aggregate value of the


licensee’s total permissible investments;


(2)AAreceivables under Subdivision (1) that are payable


to a money transmission licensee from a single authorized delegate


in the ordinary course of business are permissible up to the amount


of 10 percent of the aggregate value of the licensee’s total


permissible investments;


(3)AAthe following investments are permissible up to


the amount of 20 percent of the aggregate value of a money


transmission licensee’s total permissible investments for the


amount under each paragraph and the amount of 50 percent of the


aggregate value of the licensee ’s total permissible investments for


the total amount under this subdivision:


(A)AAa short-term investment of not more than six


months bearing an eligible rating;


(B)AAcommercial paper bearing an eligible rating;


(C)AAa bill, note, bond, or debenture bearing an


eligible rating;


(D)AAa United States tri-party repurchase
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agreement collateralized at 100 percent or more with United States


or agency security, municipal bonds, or other security bearing an


eligible rating;


(E)AAa money market mutual fund rated less than


"AAA" and not less than "A-" by S&P Global, or the equivalent from


an eligible rating service; and


(F)AAa mutual fund or other investment fund


composed solely and exclusively of one or more permissible


investments listed in Subsections (a)(1)-(3); and


(4)AAcash, including demand deposits, savings


deposits, and funds in an account held for the benefit of a money


transmission licensee ’s customers at a foreign depository


institution is permissible up to the amount of 10 percent of the


aggregate value of the licensee’s total permissible investments if:


(A)AAthe licensee has received a satisfactory


rating in its most recent examination; and


(B)AAthe foreign depository institution:


(i)AAhas an eligible rating;


(ii)AAis registered under the Foreign


Account Tax Compliance Act (Pub. L. No. 111-147);


(iii)AAis not located in a country subject to


sanctions from the Office of Foreign Assets Control; and


(iv)AAis not located in a jurisdiction


designated high-risk or uncooperative by the Financial Action Task


Force.


(c)AAA letter of credit under Subsection (a)(4) must:


(1)AAbe issued by:


(A)AAa federally insured depository financial


institution;


(B)AAa foreign bank authorized under federal law


to maintain a federal agency or federal branch office in a state or


states; or


(C)AAa foreign bank that is authorized under state


law to maintain a branch in a state that:


(i)AAbears an eligible rating or whose


parent company bears an eligible rating;


(ii)AAis regulated, supervised, and examined
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by United States federal or state authorities having regulatory


authority over banks, credit unions, and trust companies; and


(iii)AAis approved by the commissioner;


(2)AAbe irrevocable and unconditional and indicate that


it is not subject to any condition or qualifications outside of the


letter of credit;


(3)AAnot contain reference to any other agreement,


document or entity, or otherwise provide for a security interest in


the money transmission licensee;


(4)AAcontain an issue date and expiration date; and


(5)AAexpressly provide for automatic extension without


a written amendment for an additional period of one year from a


current or future expiration date, unless the issuer of the letter


of credit notifies the commissioner in writing by certified or


registered mail, courier mail, or other receipted means, not more


than the 60th day before any expiration date, that the irrevocable


letter of credit will not be extended.


(d)AAOn receipt of a notice of expiration or non-extension of


a letter of credit issued under Subsection (c)(5), the commissioner


shall require a money transmission licensee to demonstrate to the


satisfaction of the commissioner, not later than the 15th day


before expiration, that the licensee maintains and will maintain


permissible investments in accordance with Section 152.355 after


the letter of credit expires.


(e)AAIf the money transmission licensee is not able to


satisfactorily demonstrate to the commissioner that the licensee


will maintain permissible investments under Subsection (d), the


commissioner may draw on the letter of credit in an amount up to the


amount necessary to meet the licensee’s requirements to maintain


permissible investments in accordance with Section 152.355.AAThe


commissioner shall offset the draw against the money transmission


licensee’s outstanding money transmission obligations.AAThe


commissioner or the commissioner’s designated agent shall hold


drawn funds in trust to the extent authorized by law as agent for


the benefit of the purchasers and holders of the money transmission


licensee’s outstanding money transmission obligations.


(f)AAA letter of credit under Subsection (a)(4) must provide
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that the issuer of the letter of credit will honor, at sight, a


presentation made by the commissioner to the issuer on or before the


expiration date of the letter of credit of:


(1)AAthe original letter of credit, including any


amendments; and


(2)AAa written statement from the commissioner stating


that:


(A)AAa petition has been filed by or against the


money transmission licensee under the United States Bankruptcy Code


(11 U.S.C. Sections 101-1532) for bankruptcy or reorganization;


(B)AAa petition has been filed by or against the


money transmission licensee for receivership, or the commencement


of any other judicial or administrative proceeding for the


licensee’s dissolution or reorganization;


(C)AAa money transmission licensee’s assets have


been seized by the commissioner under an emergency order issued in


accordance with applicable law on the basis of an action,


violation, or condition that has caused or is likely to cause the


insolvency of the licensee; or


(D)AAthe commissioner has received notice of


expiration or non-extension of a letter of credit under Subsection


(c)(5), and the money transmission licensee failed to demonstrate


to the satisfaction of the commissioner under Subsection (d) that


the licensee will maintain permissible investments in accordance


with Section 152.355 on the expiration or non-extension of the


letter of credit.


(g)AAThe commissioner may designate an agent to serve on the


commissioner’s behalf as beneficiary to a letter of credit if the


agent and letter of credit meet requirements established by the


commissioner.AAThe commissioner’s agent may serve as agent for


multiple licensing authorities for a single irrevocable letter of


credit if the proceeds of the drawable amount for the purposes of


Subsection (a)(4) are assigned to the commissioner.


(h)AAThe commissioner may participate in multistate


processes designed to facilitate the issuance and administration of


letters of credit, including but not limited to services provided


by the NMLS and State Regulatory Registry, LLC.
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Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER I. ENFORCEMENT


Sec. 152.401.AAINJUNCTIVE RELIEF. (a)AAIf a person appears


to have violated, or if reasonable cause exists to believe that a


person is likely to violate, this chapter or a rule adopted under


this chapter, the following persons may bring an action for


injunctive relief to enjoin the violation or enforce compliance


with the provision:


(1)AAthe commissioner, through the attorney general;


(2)AAthe attorney general;


(3)AAthe district attorney of Travis County; or


(4)AAthe prosecuting attorney of the county in which


the violation is alleged to have occurred.


(b)AAIn addition to the authority granted to the commissioner


under Subsection (a), the commissioner, through the attorney


general, may bring an action for injunctive relief if the


commissioner has reason to believe that a person has violated or is


likely to violate an order of the commissioner issued under this


chapter.


(c)AAAn action for injunctive relief brought by the


commissioner, the attorney general, or the district attorney of


Travis County under Subsection (a), or brought by the commissioner


under Subsection (b), must be brought in a district court in Travis


County.AAAn action brought by a prosecuting attorney under


Subsection (a)(4) must be brought in a district court in the county


in which all or part of the violation is alleged to have occurred.


(d)AAOn a proper showing, the court may issue a restraining


order, an order freezing assets, a preliminary or permanent


injunction, or a writ of mandate, or may appoint a receiver for the


defendant or the defendant ’s assets.


(e)AAA receiver appointed by the court under Subsection (d)


may, with approval of the court, exercise all of the powers of the


defendant’s directors, officers, partners, trustees, or persons


who exercise similar powers and perform similar duties.
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(f)AAAn action brought under this section may include a claim


for ancillary relief, including a claim by the commissioner for


costs or civil penalties authorized under this chapter, or for


restitution or damages on behalf of the persons injured by the act


constituting the subject matter of the action, and the court has


jurisdiction to award that relief.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.402.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDERS FOR UNLICENSED


PERSONS. (a)AAIf the commissioner has reason to believe that an


unlicensed person has engaged or is likely to engage in an activity


for which a license is required under this chapter, the


commissioner may order the person to cease and desist from the


violation until the person is issued a license under this


chapter.AAThe commissioner’s order is subject to Section 152.409,


unless the order is issued as an emergency order.AAThe commissioner


may issue an emergency cease and desist order under Section 152.410


if the commissioner finds that the person’s violation or likely


violation threatens immediate and irreparable harm to the public.


(b)AAA cease and desist order under this section may require


the unlicensed person to take affirmative action to correct any


condition resulting from or contributing to the activity or


violation, including the payment of restitution to each resident of


this state damaged by the violation.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.403.AASUSPENSION AND REVOCATION OF MONEY SERVICES


LICENSE. (a)AAThe commissioner shall revoke a money services


license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe money services licensee does not provide the


security required under this chapter; or


(2)AAfor a money transmission licensee, the net worth


of the licensee is less than the amount required under this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may suspend or revoke a money services


license or order a money transmission licensee to revoke the
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designation of an authorized delegate if the commissioner has


reason to believe that:


(1)AAthe money services licensee has violated this


chapter, a rule adopted or order issued under this chapter, a


written agreement entered into with the department or commissioner,


or any other state or federal law applicable to the licensee’s money


services business;


(2)AAthe money services licensee has refused to permit


or has not cooperated with an examination or investigation


authorized by this chapter;


(3)AAthe money services licensee has engaged in fraud,


knowing misrepresentation, deceit, or gross negligence in


connection with the operation of the licensee ’s money services


business or any transaction subject to this chapter;


(4)AAan authorized delegate of the money transmission


licensee has knowingly violated this chapter, a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter, or a state or federal


anti-money-laundering or terrorist funding law, and the licensee


knows or should have known of the violation and has failed to make a


reasonable effort to prevent or correct the violation;


(5)AAthe competence, experience, character, or general


fitness of the money services licensee or the authorized delegate


of a money transmission licensee, or a principal of, person in


control of, or responsible person of a money services licensee or


authorized delegate of a money transmission licensee, indicates


that it is not in the public interest to permit the licensee or


authorized delegate to provide money services;


(6)AAthe money services licensee has engaged in an


unsafe or unsound act or practice or has conducted business in an


unsafe or unsound manner;


(7)AAthe money services licensee has suspended payment


of the licensee’s obligations, made a general assignment for the


benefit of the licensee’s creditors, or admitted in writing the


licensee’s inability to pay debts of the licensee as they become


due;


(8)AAthe money transmission licensee has failed to


terminate the authority of an authorized delegate after the
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commissioner has issued and served on the licensee a final order


finding that the authorized delegate has violated this chapter;


(9)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had been


known at the time the money services licensee applied for the


license, would have been grounds for denying the application;


(10)AAthe money services licensee has engaged in false,


misleading, or deceptive advertising;


(11)AAthe money services licensee has failed to pay a


judgment entered in favor of a claimant or creditor in an action


arising out of the licensee’s activities under this chapter not


later than the 30th day after the date the judgment becomes final or


not later than the 30th day after the date the stay of execution


expires or is terminated, as applicable;


(12)AAthe money services licensee has knowingly made a


material misstatement or has suppressed or withheld material


information on an application, request for approval, report, or


other document required to be filed with the department under this


chapter; or


(13)AAthe money services licensee has committed a


breach of trust or of a fiduciary duty.


(c)AAIn determining whether a money services licensee has


engaged in an unsafe or unsound act or practice or has conducted


business in an unsafe or unsound manner, the commissioner may


consider factors that include:


(1)AAthe size and condition of the licensee’s provision


of money services;


(2)AAthe magnitude of the loss or potential loss;


(3)AAthe gravity of the violation of this chapter or


rule adopted or order issued under this chapter;


(4)AAany action taken against the licensee by this


state, another state, or the federal government; and


(5)AAthe previous conduct of the licensee.


(d)AAThe commissioner’s order suspending or revoking a money


services license or directing a money transmission licensee to


revoke the designation of an authorized delegate is subject to


Section 152.409, unless the order is issued as an emergency


order.AAThe commissioner may issue an emergency order suspending a
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money services license or directing a money transmission licensee


to revoke the designation of an authorized delegate in accordance


with Section 152.410 if the commissioner finds that the factors


identified in Section 152.410(b) exist.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.404.AASUSPENSION AND REVOCATION OF AUTHORIZED


DELEGATE DESIGNATION. (a)AAThe commissioner may suspend or revoke


the designation of an authorized delegate by a money transmission


licensee if the commissioner has reason to believe that:


(1)AAthe authorized delegate has violated this chapter,


a rule adopted or order issued under this chapter, a written


agreement entered into with the commissioner or the department, or


any other state or federal law applicable to a money transmission


business;


(2)AAthe authorized delegate has refused to permit or


has not cooperated with an examination or investigation under this


chapter;


(3)AAthe authorized delegate has engaged in fraud,


knowing misrepresentation, deceit, gross negligence, or an unfair


or deceptive act or practice in connection with the operation of the


delegate’s business on behalf of the money transmission licensee or


any transaction subject to this chapter;


(4)AAthe competence, experience, character, or general


fitness of the authorized delegate, or a principal of, person in


control of, or responsible person of the authorized delegate,


indicates that it is not in the public interest to permit the


authorized delegate to provide money transmission;


(5)AAthe authorized delegate has engaged in an unsafe


or unsound act or practice or conducted business in an unsafe and


unsound manner;


(6)AAthe authorized delegate, or a principal or


responsible person of the authorized delegate, is listed on the


Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List prepared by


the United States Department of the Treasury as a potential threat


to commit terrorist acts or to fund terrorist acts; or
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(7)AAthe authorized delegate, or a principal or


responsible person of the authorized delegate, has been convicted


of a state or federal anti-money-laundering or terrorist funding


law.


(b)AAIn determining whether an authorized delegate has


engaged in an unsafe or unsound act or practice or conducted


business in an unsafe or unsound manner, the commissioner may


consider factors that include:


(1)AAthe size and condition of the authorized


delegate’s provision of money transmission;


(2)AAthe magnitude of the loss or potential loss;


(3)AAthe gravity of the violation of this chapter or


rule adopted or order issued under this chapter;


(4)AAany action taken against the authorized delegate


by this state, another state, or the federal government; and


(5)AAthe previous conduct of the authorized delegate.


(c)AAThe commissioner’s order suspending or revoking the


designation of an authorized delegate is subject to Section


152.409, unless the order is issued as an emergency order.AAThe


commissioner may issue an emergency order suspending the


designation of an authorized delegate in accordance with Section


152.410 if the commissioner finds that the factors identified in


Section 152.410(b) exist.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.405.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDERS FOR MONEY SERVICES


LICENSEE OR AUTHORIZED DELEGATE. (a)AAThe commissioner may issue


an order to cease and desist if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAan action, violation, or condition listed in


Section 152.403 or 152.404 exists with respect to a money services


licensee or authorized delegate; and


(2)AAa cease and desist order is necessary to protect


the interests of the money services licensee, the purchasers of the


licensee’s money services, or the public.


(b)AAA cease and desist order may require a money services


licensee or authorized delegate to cease and desist from the action
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or violation or to take affirmative action to correct any condition


resulting from or contributing to the action or violation, and the


requirements of the order may apply to a principal or responsible


person of the licensee or authorized delegate.


(c)AAThe cease and desist order is subject to Section


152.409, unless the order is issued as an emergency order.AAThe


commissioner may issue an emergency cease and desist order in


accordance with Section 152.410 if the commissioner finds that the


factors identified in Section 152.410(b) exist.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.406.AACONSENT ORDERS. (a)AAThe commissioner may


enter into a consent order at any time with a person to resolve a


matter arising under this chapter or a rule adopted or order issued


under this chapter.


(b)AAA consent order must be signed by the person to whom the


order is issued or by the person’s authorized representative and


must indicate agreement with the terms contained in the


order.AAHowever, a consent order may provide that the order does


not constitute an admission by a person that the person has violated


this chapter or a rule adopted or order issued under this chapter.


(c)AAA consent order is a final order and may not be appealed.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.407.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a)AAAfter notice


and hearing, the commissioner may assess an administrative penalty


against a person who:


(1)AAhas violated this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter and has failed to correct the


violation not later than the 30th day after the date the department


sends written notice of the violation to the person;


(2)AAif the person is a money services licensee, has


engaged in conduct described by Section 152.403;


(3)AAhas engaged in a pattern of violations; or


(4)AAhas demonstrated wilful disregard for the
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requirements of this chapter, the rules adopted under this chapter,


or an order issued under this chapter.


(b)AAA violation corrected after a person receives written


notice from the department of the violation may be considered for


purposes of determining whether a person has engaged in a pattern of


violations under Subsection (a)(3) or demonstrated wilful


disregard under Subsection (a)(4).


(c)AAThe amount of the penalty may not exceed $5,000 for each


violation or, in the case of a continuing violation, $5,000 for each


day that the violation continues.AAEach transaction in violation of


this chapter and each day that a violation continues is a separate


violation.


(d)AAIn determining the amount of the penalty, the


commissioner shall consider factors that include the seriousness of


the violation, the person’s compliance history, and the person’s


good faith in attempting to comply with this chapter, provided that


if the person is found to have demonstrated wilful disregard under


Subsection (a)(4), the trier of fact may recommend that the


commissioner impose the maximum administrative penalty permitted


under Subsection (c).


(e)AAA hearing to assess an administrative penalty is


considered a contested case hearing and is subject to Section


152.451.


(f)AAAn order imposing an administrative penalty after


notice and hearing becomes effective and is final for purposes of


collection and appeal immediately on issuance.


(g)AAThe commissioner may collect an administrative penalty


assessed under this section:


(1)AAin the same manner that a money judgment is


enforced in court; or


(2)AAif the penalty is imposed against a money services


licensee or an authorized delegate, from the proceeds of the


licensee’s security in accordance with Section 152.354(c).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.408.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a)AAA person commits an
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offense if the person:


(1)AAintentionally makes a false statement,


misrepresentation, or certification in a record or application


filed with the department or required to be maintained under this


chapter or a rule adopted or order issued under this chapter, or


intentionally makes a false entry or omits a material entry in the


record or application; or


(2)AAknowingly engages in an activity for which a money


services license is required under this chapter without being


licensed under this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a felony of the third


degree.


(c)AAAn offense under this section may be prosecuted in


Travis County or in the county in which the offense is alleged to


have been committed.


(d)AANothing in this section limits the power of the state to


punish a person for an act that constitutes an offense under this or


any other law.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.409.AANOTICE, HEARING, AND OTHER PROCEDURES FOR


NONEMERGENCY ORDERS. (a)AAThis section applies to an order issued


by the commissioner under this subchapter that is not an emergency


order.


(b)AAAn order to which this section applies becomes effective


only after notice and an opportunity for hearing.AAThe order must:


(1)AAstate the grounds on which the order is based;


(2)AAto the extent applicable, state the action or


violation from which the person subject to the order must cease and


desist or the affirmative action the person must take to correct a


condition resulting from the violation or that is otherwise


appropriate;


(3)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or sent by


certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person against


whom the order is directed at the person’s last known address;


(4)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may
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not be before the 21st day after the date the order is delivered or


mailed; and


(5)AAinclude a notice that a person may file a written


request for a hearing on the order with the commissioner not later


than the 20th day after the date the order is delivered or mailed.


(c)AAUnless the commissioner receives a written request for a


hearing from the person against whom the order is directed not later


than the 20th day after the date the order is delivered or mailed,


the order takes effect as stated in the order and is final against


and non-appealable by that person from that date.


(d)AAA hearing on the order must be held not later than the


45th day after the date the commissioner receives the written


request for the hearing unless the administrative law judge extends


the period for good cause or the parties agree to a later hearing


date.


(e)AAAn order that has been affirmed or modified after a


hearing becomes effective and is final for purposes of enforcement


and appeal immediately on issuance.AAThe order may be appealed to


the district court of Travis County as provided by Section


152.451(b).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 152.410.AAREQUIREMENTS AND NOTICE AND HEARING


PROCEDURES FOR EMERGENCY ORDERS. (a)AAThis section applies to an


emergency order issued by the commissioner under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may issue an emergency order, without


prior notice and an opportunity for hearing, if the commissioner


finds that:


(1)AAthe action, violation, or condition that is the


basis for the order:


(A)AAhas caused or is likely to cause the


insolvency of the money services licensee;


(B)AAhas caused or is likely to cause the


substantial dissipation of the money services licensee ’s assets or


earnings;


(C)AAhas seriously weakened or is likely to
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seriously weaken the condition of the money services licensee; or


(D)AAhas seriously prejudiced or is likely to


seriously prejudice the interests of the money services licensee, a


purchaser of the licensee ’s money services, or the public; and


(2)AAimmediate action is necessary to protect the


interests of the money services licensee, a purchaser of the


licensee’s money services, or the public.


(c)AAIn connection with and as directed by an emergency


order, the commissioner may seize the records and assets of a money


services licensee or authorized delegate that relate to the


licensee’s money services business.


(d)AAAn emergency order must:


(1)AAstate the grounds on which the order is based;


(2)AAadvise the person against whom the order is


directed that the order takes effect immediately, and, to the


extent applicable, require the person to immediately cease and


desist from the conduct or violation that is the subject of the


order or to take the affirmative action stated in the order as


necessary to correct a condition resulting from the conduct or


violation or as otherwise appropriate;


(3)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or sent by


certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person against


whom the order is directed at the person’s last known address; and


(4)AAinclude a notice that a person may request a


hearing on the order by filing a written request for hearing with


the commissioner not later than the 15th day after the date the


order is delivered or mailed.


(e)AAAn emergency order takes effect as soon as the person


against whom the order is directed has actual or constructive


knowledge of the issuance of the order.


(f)AAA money services licensee or authorized delegate


against whom an emergency order is directed must submit a written


certification to the commissioner, signed by the licensee or


authorized delegate, and their principals and responsible


individuals, as applicable, and each person named in the order,


stating that each person has received a copy of and has read and


understands the order.
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(g)AAUnless the commissioner receives a written request for a


hearing from a person against whom an emergency order is directed


not later than the 15th day after the date the order is delivered or


mailed, the order is final and non-appealable as to that person on


the 16th day after the date the order is delivered or mailed.


(h)AAA request for a hearing does not stay an emergency


order.


(i)AAA hearing on an emergency order takes precedence over


any other matter pending before the commissioner, and must be held


not later than the 10th day after the date the commissioner receives


the written request for hearing unless the administrative law judge


extends the period for good cause or the parties agree to a later


hearing date.


(j)AAAn emergency order that has been affirmed or modified


after a hearing is final for purposes of enforcement and


appeal.AAThe order may be appealed to the district court of Travis


County as provided in Section 152.451(b).


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER J. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec. 152.451.AAADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES. (a)AAAll


administrative proceedings under this chapter must be conducted in


accordance with Chapter 2001, Government Code, and Title 7, Chapter


9, Texas Administrative Code.


(b)AAA person affected by a final order of the commissioner


issued under this chapter after a hearing may appeal the order by


filing a petition for judicial review in a district court of Travis


County.AAA petition for judicial review filed in the district court


under this subsection does not stay or vacate the appealed order


unless the court, after notice and hearing, specifically stays or


vacates the order.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 1.01,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 154. PREPAID FUNERAL SERVICES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A154.001.AAPURPOSE. The purposes of this chapter are to:


(1)AAlimit the manner in which a person may accept funds


in prepayment of funeral services to be performed in the future;


(2)AAprovide a regulatory framework to give the public


an opportunity to arrange and pay for funerals in advance of need;


and


(3)AAprovide all safeguards to protect the prepaid


funds and to assure that the funds will be available to pay for


prearranged funeral services.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Cash advance item" has the meaning assigned


byAA16 C.F.R. Section 453.1.


(1-a)AA"Commission" means the Finance Commission of


Texas.


(2)AA"Commissioner" means the banking commissioner of


Texas.


(3)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(4)AA"Earnings" means the amount in an account in


excess of the amount paid by the purchaser of a prepaid funeral


benefits contract that is deposited in the account as provided by


Section 154.253, including accrued interest, accrued income, and


enhanced or increased value.


(5)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 201.101.


(6)AA"Funeral provider" means the person designated in


a prepaid funeral benefits contract that has agreed to provide the


specified prepaid funeral benefits.
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(6-a)AA"Insurance-funded contract" means an


insurance-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract.


(7)AA"Insurance policy" means a life insurance policy


or annuity contract.


(8)AA"Person" means an individual, firm, partnership,


corporation, or association.


(9)AA"Prepaid funeral benefits" means prearranged or


prepaid funeral or cemetery services or funeral merchandise,


including an alternative container, casket, or outer burial


container. The term does not include a grave, marker, monument,


tombstone, crypt, niche, plot, or lawn crypt unless it is sold in


contemplation of trade for a funeral service or funeral merchandise


to which this chapter applies.


(10)AA"Seller" means a person selling, accepting money


or premiums for, or soliciting contracts for prepaid funeral


benefits or contracts or insurance policies to fund prepaid funeral


benefits in this state.


(11)AA"Crypt," "grave," "lawn crypt," "niche," and


"plot" have the meanings assigned by Section 711.001, Health and


Safety Code.


(12)AA"Funeral merchandise" or "merchandise" means


goods sold or offered for sale on a preneed basis directly to the


public for use in connection with funeral services.


(13)AA"Funeral service" or "service" means a service


sold or offered for sale on a preneed basis that may be used to:


(A)AAcare for and prepare a deceased human body


for burial, cremation, or other final disposition; and


(B)AAarrange, supervise, or conduct a funeral


ceremony or the final disposition of a deceased human body.


(14)AA"Trust-funded contract" means a trust-funded


prepaid funeral benefits contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.40(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.023, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 72, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 1, eff.
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September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.003.AAEFFECT ON INSURANCE LAWS. Except as provided


by Section 154.004, this chapter does not affect the Insurance


Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.004.AAGROUP INSURANCE CONTRACTS. (a) A life


insurance company authorized to engage in the business of life


insurance in this state may issue a group contract of decreasing


term life insurance to persons who purchase prepaid funeral


benefits from the same seller. The amount of life insurance for a


purchaser must at all times approximate the future unpaid balance


of the purchaser ’s contract for prepaid funeral benefits.


(b)AAA seller has an insurable interest in the life of the


purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits contract to the extent of


any unpaid balance of the contract. The proceeds of a life


insurance policy received by the seller on the life of the purchaser


shall be applied to the unpaid balance.


(c)AAThis section does not affect the funding of prepaid


funeral benefits by other insurance contracts as provided by


Subchapter E.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. POWERS AND DUTIES OF DEPARTMENT


Sec.A154.051.AAADMINISTRATION OF CHAPTER; FEES. (a) The


department shall administer this chapter.


(b)AAThe commission may adopt reasonable rules concerning:


(1)AAfees to defray the cost of administering this


chapter;


(2)AAthe keeping and inspection of records relating to


the sale of prepaid funeral benefits;


(3)AAthe filing of contracts and reports;


(4)AAchanges in the management or control of an


organization; and


(5)AAany other matter relating to the enforcement and
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administration of this chapter.


(c)AAThe department may not maintain unnecessary fund


balances. Fee amounts must be set in accordance with this


requirement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A154.052.AAANNUAL REPORT. (a) The department may


require a permit holder that has outstanding contracts for prepaid


funeral benefits to submit an annual report in the form required by


rule of the commission.


(b)AAThe department shall require a seller that discontinues


the sale of prepaid funeral benefits but has outstanding contracts


to submit an annual report until the contracts are fully


discharged.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 2, eff.


June 1, 2010.


Sec. 154.053.AARECORDS;AAEXAMINATION. (a) A permit holder


that has outstanding contracts for prepaid funeral benefits shall


maintain records as required by rule of the commission.


(b)AAThe department shall examine the records of each permit


holder at least once every 18-month period, except that the


department may examine a permit holder more frequently if:


(1)AAthe permit holder:


(A)AAhas received a uniform risk rating, under


standards adopted by rule of the commission, that is less than


satisfactory as a result of the permit holder’s most recent


examination; or


(B)AAis subject to a formal enforcement proceeding


or order by the commissioner; or


(2)AAthe commissioner determines in the exercise of


discretion that additional examination is necessary to safeguard


the interests of purchasers and beneficiaries and to efficiently


enforce applicable law.
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(c)AAThe department may defer an examination under this


section for not more than six months if the commissioner determines


that deferment of the examination is necessary for the efficient


enforcement of applicable law.


(d)AAAny record may be maintained and provided for


examination in electronic format if the record is reliable and can


be retrieved in a timely manner.


(e)AAThe department, in consultation with the advisory


committee established under Section 154.208, shall develop an


examination manual that includes procedures intended to reduce the


expense of examinations under this section to the department and


the permit holders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 3, eff.


June 1, 2010.


Sec.A154.054.AAEXAMINATION FEE. (a) For each examination


conducted under Section 154.053, the commissioner or the


commissioner’s agent shall impose on the seller a fee in an amount


set by the commission under Section 154.051 and based on the


seller’s total outstanding contracts.


(b)AAThe amount of the fee must be sufficient to cover:


(1)AAthe cost of the examination, including:


(A)AAsalary and travel expenses for department


employees, including travel to and from the place where the records


are kept; and


(B)AAany other expense necessarily incurred in


conducting the examination;


(2)AAthe equitable or proportionate cost of maintaining


and operating the department; and


(3)AAthe cost of enforcing this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 74, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A154.055.AADISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION;


CONFIDENTIALITY. (a) Information relating to the financial
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condition of a seller obtained by the department directly or


indirectly, through examination or otherwise, other than published


statements, is confidential.


(b)AAThe files and records of the department relating to the


financial condition of a seller are confidential.


(c)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information described


by Subsection (a) or (b) to an agency, department, or


instrumentality of this or another state or the United States if the


commissioner considers disclosure to be in the best interest of the


public and necessary or proper to enforce the laws of this or


another state or the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.056.AAPAYMENT OF RESTITUTION MONEY. The department


shall pay money received under a restitution order to the injured


party as ordered.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. PERMITS


Sec.A154.101.AAPERMIT REQUIREMENT. A person must hold a


permit issued under this subchapter to:


(1)AAsell prepaid funeral benefits, or accept money for


prepaid funeral benefits, in this state under any contract; or


(2)AAsolicit an individual ’s designation of prepaid


funeral benefits to be provided out of a fund, investment,


security, or contract, including a contract or policy of insurance


authorized, and sold under a license issued, by the Texas


Department of Insurance, to be created or purchased by that


individual at the suggestion or solicitation of the seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.102.AAPERMIT APPLICATION; FEE. To obtain a permit


to sell or continue to sell prepaid funeral benefits, a person must:


(1)AAbe one of the following, if the person proposes to


offer and sell prepaid funeral benefits contracts subject to


Subchapter E:
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(A)AAa funeral provider;


(B)AAan insurance company; or


(C)AAthe insurance holding company for an


insurance company if the insurance company does not have the


authority under its domiciliary law to directly hold a permit


issued under this chapter;


(2)AAbe a funeral provider, if the person proposes to


offer and sell prepaid funeral benefits contracts subject to


Subchapter F;


(3)AAfile an application for a permit with the


department on a form prescribed by the department;


(4)AApay a filing fee in an amount set by the commission


under Section 154.051; and


(5)AAif applicable, pay extraordinary expenses


required for out-of-state investigation of the person.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 75, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.103.AAISSUANCE OF PERMIT. (a) The commissioner may


investigate an applicant before issuing an initial permit.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve the application and


issue a permit to the applicant if the commissioner finds that the


business ability, experience, character, financial condition, and


general fitness of the applicant warrant the public’s confidence.


The commissioner shall notify the applicant if the commissioner


finds otherwise.


(c)AAThe applicant on request is entitled to a hearing on the


denial of the application, to be held not later than the 60th day


after the date of the request.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.104.AATERM OF PERMIT. (a)AAThe commission by rule


shall prescribe the term of a permit issued under this subchapter.


(b)AAIf the commission prescribes the term of a permit issued
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under this subchapter for a period other than one year, the


commission shall prorate the fee required under this subchapter as


necessary to reflect the term of the permit.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 76, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A154.105.AAPROHIBITION ON TRANSFER OF PERMIT. A permit


is not transferable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.106.AATRANSFER OF BUSINESS OWNERSHIP. (a)AAA


permit holder shall notify the department and either the depository


of the money held under Subchapter F or the issuer of insurance


policy funding contracts under Subchapter E of a transfer of


ownership of the permit holder’s business or a transfer of 25


percent or more of the stock or other ownership or membership


interest of the business in a single transaction.AAThe notice must


be given:


(1)AAin the case of a voluntary transfer, not later than


the seventh day after the date the contract for transfer is


executed; or


(2)AAin the case of an involuntary transfer, not later


than the first business day after the date the permit holder


receives notice of the impending foreclosure or other involuntary


transfer.


(b)AAIf the proposed transferee will own 51 percent or more


of the business and is not a permit holder, the proposed transferee


shall file an application for a permit with the department in


accordance with this subchapter.AAIf the application is complete,


the commissioner shall approve or deny the application before the


16th day after the date the application was received.AAThe transfer


of prepaid funeral benefits contracts of the permit holder that is


the transferor may not occur until after the date a permit is issued


to the applicant that is the transferee.
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(c)AAIf the commissioner denies the application, the


applicant may request a hearing not later than the 15th day after


the date on which notice of the determination is hand-delivered or


the notice is mailed, whichever date is earlier.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 39,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 154.107.AAREQUIRED RENEWAL FOR SELLERS. (a)AAA seller


that has outstanding contracts shall renew the seller’s permit


until the contracts are fully discharged.


(b)AAA seller may renew the seller’s permit as an


unrestricted permit if the seller:


(1)AAwishes to continue to sell prepaid funeral


benefits; and


(2)AAdemonstrates to the commissioner that the seller


continues to meet the qualifications and satisfy the requirements


that apply to an applicant for a permit.


(c)AAA seller must renew the seller’s permit as a restricted


permit if the seller:


(1)AAcannot demonstrate to the commissioner that the


seller continues to meet the qualifications and satisfy the


requirements that apply to an applicant for a permit; or


(2)AAno longer wishes to sell prepaid funeral benefits.


(d)AAA seller that holds a restricted permit may not sell


prepaid funeral benefits during the period a restricted permit is


in effect.AAA contract entered into by a seller that at the time the


contract is entered into holds a restricted permit is void and


unenforceable and is not eligible for payment from a guaranty fund


established under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A154.108.AARENEWAL FEE. The commission shall set the


renewal fee under Section 154.051.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 77, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A154.109.AAGROUNDS FOR CANCELLATION OR SUSPENSION OF OR


REFUSAL TO RENEW PERMIT. (a) The commissioner by order may cancel


or suspend a permit if the commissioner finds, by examination or


other credible evidence, that the permit holder:


(1)AAviolated this chapter or another law of this state


relating to the sale of prepaid funeral benefits, including a final


order of the commissioner or rule of the commission;


(2)AAmisrepresented or concealed a material fact in the


permit application; or


(3)AAobtained, or attempted to obtain, the permit by


misrepresentation, concealment, or fraud.


(b)AAThe commissioner by order may refuse to renew a permit


if the commissioner finds, by examination or other credible


evidence, that the permit holder does not possess a qualification


required by Section 154.103(b) for issuance of an initial permit,


or that the permit holder:


(1)AAcommitted one or more of the acts described by


Subsection (a); and


(2)AAdid not correct the violation before the 31st day


after the date of written notice from the commissioner.


(c)AAThe commissioner may cancel the permit of a seller that


fails to provide to the department evidence of payment of insurance


premiums required by the department under Section 154.203 after the


department by written notice requests the evidence.


(d)AAThe commissioner may place on probation a permit holder


whose permit is suspended. If a permit suspension is probated, the


commissioner may require the permit holder:


(1)AAto report regularly to the department on matters


that are the basis of the probation; or
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(2)AAto limit its activities as prescribed by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 78, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.110.AAORDER TO CANCEL, SUSPEND, OR REFUSE TO RENEW


PERMIT. (a) An order issued under Section 154.109 must state:


(1)AAwith reasonable certainty the grounds for the


order; and


(2)AAthe effective date, which may not be before the


16th day after the date the order is mailed.


(b)AAThe order shall be served on the person named in the


order by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last


known address of the person.


(c)AAThe order takes effect as proposed unless the person


named in the order requests a hearing not later than the 15th day


after the date the order is mailed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.111.AASUCCESSOR PERMIT HOLDER. (a) The commission


shall adopt rules governing the selection of a successor permit


holder.


(b)AAA successor permit holder to whom the commissioner


transfers a contract under Section 154.413 shall perform the


contract and is entitled to retain the money that would have been


due the person whose permit was canceled, including any money


seized by the commissioner.


(c)AAAny premium received through the selection process that


exceeds the claims against the prior permit holder shall be


deposited in the fund maintained under Section 154.351.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 79, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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SUBCHAPTER C-1. PRESALE DISCLOSURES


Sec. 154.131.AABROCHURE. (a) A seller, directly or through


the seller’s designated agent, shall provide an informational


brochure to each potential purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits


contract.


(b)AAThe brochure must:


(1)AAdescribe the regulation of prepaid funeral


benefits contracts and the trust and insurance funding options


available under the law of this state; and


(2)AAinclude a reference to the Internet website


required under Section 154.132.


(c)AAThe department:


(1)AAmust approve an informational brochure before the


brochure may be used by the seller; and


(2)AAshall develop a model informational brochure that


complies with this section with input from consumers, permit


holders, insurers, and funeral providers.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 7,


eff. June 1, 2010.


Sec. 154.132.AAWEBSITE. (a) The department shall establish


and maintain an Internet website that provides information to


enable consumers to make informed decisions relating to the


purchase of prepaid funeral benefits.


(b)AAThe website:


(1)AAmust include a description of the trust and


insurance funding options available under the law of this state to


be developed with input from consumers, permit holders, insurers,


and funeral providers;


(2)AAmay include links to and be linked from the


department ’s website, the Texas Department of Insurance website,


and the Texas Funeral Service Commission website;AAand


(3)AAmay include additional information or links to


additional information that the department determines may be


helpful to consumers of prepaid funeral benefits in this state.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 7,
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eff. June 1, 2010.


Sec. 154.133.AAREFERENCE OR LINK TO WEBSITE. Any sales


literature or a website that offers or promotes the sale of prepaid


funeral benefits contracts to the public must include a reference


or link to the Internet website required under Section 154.132.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 7,


eff. June 1, 2010.


SUBCHAPTER D. GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR SALES CONTRACTS


Sec.A154.151.AAFORM OF CONTRACT. (a) The department must


approve a sales contract form for prepaid funeral benefits before


the form is used.


(b)AAA sales contract for prepaid funeral benefits must:


(1)AAbe in writing;


(2)AAstate the name of the funeral provider or other


person primarily responsible for providing the prepaid funeral


benefits specified in the contract; and


(3)AAstate the details of the prepaid funeral benefits


to be provided, including a description and specifications of the


material used in the caskets or grave vaults to be furnished.


(c)AAIf a funeral provider designated in the contract to


provide prepaid funeral benefits is not the seller licensed under


this chapter, the funeral provider must:


(1)AAbe a party to the contract;


(2)AAagree in the contract to provide those benefits;


and


(3)AAby signing the contract, agree to discharge the


responsibilities imposed on a funeral provider by Section 154.161.


(d)AAA sales contract for prepaid funeral benefits, whether


in English or Spanish, must be written in plain language designed to


be easily understood by the average consumer. The contract must be


printed in an easily readable font and type size. The department


shall provide model contracts complying with this subsection and


shall enforce this subsection.


(e)AAThe commission by rule shall establish a standard
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disclosure that must be included in each contract to inform


purchasers of the goods and services that will be provided or


excluded under the contract and the circumstances under which the


contract may be modified after death of the beneficiary.AAThe


commission by rule may prescribe a form for the standard disclosure


that is designed to more closely conform to variations in sales


contract forms that serve different purposes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.1511.AACASH ADVANCE ITEMS:AANON-GUARANTEED


MERCHANDISE AND SERVICES. (a) A purchaser of a prepaid funeral


benefits contract may agree to advance funds for all or any portion


of the estimated cost of cash advance items included in a prepaid


funeral benefits contract, the actual cost of which are to be


determined by existing prices at the time the items are delivered or


provided in connection with at-need performance of the contracted


funeral.


(b)AACash advance items included in a prepaid funeral


benefits contract must be clearly grouped together and segregated


from prepaid funeral benefits in a manner that will permit the


average consumer to easily understand that:


(1)AAcash advance items are not fixed or guaranteed in


price; and


(2)AAadditional money may be required to fully pay for


those items at the time of the funeral.


(c)AAA seller shall administer purchaser funds received in


advance for cash advance items under a prepaid funeral benefits


contract in the manner required by Section 154.159 or 154.203.


(d)AAAfter the death of the contract beneficiary, the funeral


provider shall apply the proportionate part of the trust or


insurance policy proceeds received under the contract that is


derived from advance payment of cash advance items to the current


purchase price for the items.AATo the extent the proportionate part
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of contract proceeds:


(1)AAis less than the current purchase price for the


cash advance items, the funeral provider may collect additional


money for the difference in exchange for delivering or providing


the items as part of the contracted funeral;AAor


(2)AAis greater than the current purchase price for the


cash advance items, the funeral provider shall promptly refund the


excess amount unless that amount is offset against other amounts


due to the funeral provider in connection with the contracted


funeral.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 9,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.152.AAREPRESENTATIONS REGARDING APPROVAL OF PERMIT


HOLDER. A permit holder may represent that the department has


approved or otherwise chosen a prepaid funeral vendor only with the


following language: "The Texas Banking Department regulates the


sale of prearranged funeral contracts" and "The form of this


contract has been approved by the Department."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.153.AAALLOCATION OF SALES PRICE. A seller may not


increase the sales price of an item not covered by this chapter to


allocate a lesser sales price to an item covered by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.154.AAAGREEMENT TO PAY FINANCE CHARGE. A purchaser


of a prepaid funeral benefits contract may agree in writing to pay


the seller a finance charge in accordance with Chapter 345 on an


amount due the seller on the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.155.AACANCELLATION OF CONTRACT. (a) A purchaser of


a prepaid funeral benefits contract may cancel the contract before


maturity by giving written notice of cancellation to the seller on


forms prescribed by the department. The seller shall maintain


copies of the cancellation forms for examination by the department.
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(b)AANot later than the 30th day after the date of the


cancellation notice, the seller of a trust-funded contract shall


withdraw and pay to the purchaser money in the depository being held


for the purchaser ’s use and benefit.


(c)AAThe purchaser or seller may not make a partial


cancellation or withdrawal.


(d)AAThe purchaser of a trust-funded contract is entitled to


receive the actual amount paid by the purchaser and half of all


earnings attributable to that money, less the amount permitted to


be retained as provided by Section 154.252, except as provided by


Subsection (e) and by Sections 154.1511, 154.1551, and 154.254.


(e)AAA purchaser who cancels a contract on the solicitation


of the seller is entitled to withdraw all money paid to the seller


and all earnings attributable to that money. If the money is used


to purchase a new prepaid funeral benefits contract under a


solicitation by the seller, the new contract must protect the


purchaser to an extent equal to or greater than that provided by the


original contract, as determined by the department. Under the new


contract, the cost to the purchaser of the same or substantially the


same services or merchandise may not be greater than that provided


by the canceled contract.


(f)AAThe cancellation of an insurance-funded contract by the


purchaser is subject to Section 154.205.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 10,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.1551.AAMODIFICATION AT TIME OF FUNERAL. (a) The


funeral merchandise, funeral services, and cash advance items


selected in a fully paid prepaid funeral benefits contract may be


modified after the death of the beneficiary if the modification


complies with this section or is otherwise agreed to in a writing


signed by the seller or funeral provider and the person charged with


the disposition of the beneficiary’s remains by Section 711.002(a),


Health and Safety Code, except thatAAif the purchaser of the
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contract is also the beneficiary:


(1)AAthe contracted funeral merchandise and services


may not be modified if the contract contains a clause that prohibits


modification; and


(2)AAa modification may not change the type of


disposition specified by the purchaser in the contract, whether by


burial, cremation, or another alternative by which the purchaser’s


remains attain their final resting place, as provided by Section


711.002(g), Health and Safety Code.


(b)AAThe person charged with the disposition of the


beneficiary’s remains by Section 711.002(a), Health and Safety


Code, may make reasonable modifications to the funeral merchandise


and services provided under a prepaid funeral contract at the time


the funeral is performed, not to exceed 10 percent of the original


purchase price of the contract. This subsection does not require


the seller to:


(1)AArefund a portion of the funds attributable to the


contract if the seller grants credit for surrender or exchange as


provided by Subsection (a)(2);


(2)AAprovide substituted or additional funeral


merchandise or services in excess of credits granted under


Subsection (a)(2) unless the seller receives additional


compensation at current prices; or


(3)AAapply a portion of the funds attributable to the


contract or credits granted under Subsection (a)(2) to another


contract or funeral.


(c)AAThe person charged with the disposition of the


beneficiary’s remains by Section 711.002(a), Health and Safety


Code, may not modify a prepaid funeral benefits contract that has


not been fully paid at the time of death of the beneficiary except


as agreed to in a writing signed by the seller and the person.


(d)AAA modification of contracted funeral merchandise or


services must comply with Subsection (b), and the value attributed


to any contracted funeral merchandise or service that is


surrendered or exchanged in the modification must be computed on a


comparable time-price basis with the price charged for substituted


funeral merchandise or service provided as part of the
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modification.


(e)AAA modification of cash advance items included in the


contract under Section 154.1511 must comply with Subsection (f).


(f)AAA person charged with disposition of the beneficiary’s


remains may add, surrender, cancel, or modify any cash advance item


included under the contract at the time the funeral is performed,


provided that:


(1)AAthe value attributed to any contracted funeral


merchandise or service that is surrendered in a modification,


determined as provided under Subsection (d), may be applied to the


unpaid cost of contracted or additional cash advance items;AAand


(2)AAthe funeral provider promptly refunds the


proportionate part of the trust or insurance policy proceeds


received under the contract that is derived from advance payment of


a surrendered or canceled cash advance item to the extent the


proceeds are not applied to the unpaid cost of additional cash


advance items or additional funeral merchandise or services


requested by the person charged with disposition of the


beneficiary’s remains.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 11,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.156.AAWAIVER OF RIGHT OF CANCELLATION. (a) The


purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits contract may irrevocably


waive the purchaser’s right to cancel the contract under Section


154.155.AAThe waiver must be in a separate writing signed by the


purchaser and the seller and must comply with the plain language


requirements for the form of a sales contract under Section


154.151.


(b)AAA waiver made under this section does not affect:


(1)AAa right the purchaser has under the contract to


change the beneficiary of the contract;


(2)AAthe purchaser ’s right to cancel the contract under


Section 154.413;


(3)AAan abandonment of the money paid by the purchaser
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under the contract as provided by Subchapter G; or


(4)AAa modification to the contract as provided by


Section 154.1551.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 12,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.157.AAPERFORMANCE OF CONTRACT. Delivery of funeral


merchandise before death is not performance, in whole or in part, of


a prepaid funeral benefits contract entered into after July 15,


1963.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.158.AAENFORCEMENT OF CONTRACT. A seller that


violates Section 154.101 may not enforce a prepaid funeral benefits


contract, but the purchaser or an heir or legal representative of


the purchaser is entitled to recover:


(1)AAthe amount paid to the seller under the contract;


and


(2)AAthe amount paid to a fund or for an investment,


security, or contract, including a contract or policy of insurance


authorized by the Texas Department of Insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.159.AAADMINISTRATION OF MONEY RECEIVED. Money


received for prepaid funeral benefits shall be administered as


prescribed by Section 154.155 and Subchapters E and F, as


applicable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.160.AAAGENT; DEPOSIT OF MONEY. (a) A seller shall


designate one or more agents by name or title.


(b)AAThe seller shall notify the department of:


(1)AAthe designation not later than the 10th day after


the date the seller becomes subject to this chapter;AAand
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(2)AAany change in the designation not later than the


10th day after the date of the change.


(c)AAAn agent designated under this section is:


(1)AAconsidered a fiduciary for purposes of Section


32.45, Penal Code; and


(2)AAresponsible for the deposit of money collected


under prepaid funeral benefits contracts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 13,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.161.AARESPONSIBILITIES OF FUNERAL PROVIDER.


(a)AAThe funeral provider under a prepaid funeral benefits contract


subject to this chapter shall:


(1)AAin compliance with applicable law, protect any


nonpublic personal financial and health information of the


purchaser and contract beneficiary in the possession of the funeral


provider;


(2)AAafter the death of the contract beneficiary:


(A)AAdeliver the contracted funeral merchandise


and services and cash advance items required under the contract,


subject to Section 154.1551;


(B)AAprepare a written pre-need to at-need


reconciliation to verify that the specified goods and services are


delivered or performed for the agreed price and promptly refund any


contract overcharges that may be revealed by the reconciliation;


(C)AAif advance payment of cash advance items was


included in the contract, prepare a reconciliation of proceeds


applied to cash advance items; and


(D)AAretain a copy of each reconciliation until


the third anniversary of the date of service; and


(3)AAwith respect to each prepaid funeral benefits


contract for which the funeral provider is not also the seller:


(A)AAsign the reconciliations required by


Subdivision (2);


(B)AApromptly deliver the records that verify
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contract performance to the seller, including the final at-need


contract, the certificate of performance, and the reconciliations


required under Subdivision (2);


(C)AAif requested by the seller, correct or


explain any discrepancy in a reconciliation required under


Subdivision (2);


(D)AAsubject to Subsection (d), provide copies of


any other records or documentation related to the offer, sale, and


performance of the contract that are reasonably requested by the


seller or the department, including records related to any refund


required by Section 154.1511 or 154.1551; and


(E)AAinform each seller with which the funeral


provider has an outstanding contract of any closure of the


provider’s funeral establishments not later than the 15th day after


the date of closure.


(b)AAThe seller shall report to the department any


discrepancy in a reconciliation required under Subsection (a)(2)


that remains unresolved after a request for correction is made


under Subsection (a)(3)(C).


(c)AAThe trustee or insurance company may withhold payment to


the funeral provider until each document the funeral provider is


required to prepare and deliver to the seller, trustee, or


insurance company is received, properly completed, and fully


executed.


(d)AAThe department may not request records or documentation


from a funeral provider under Subsection (a)(3)(D) unless:


(1)AAthe seller has notified the funeral provider of a


discrepancy in a reconciliation and the discrepancy remains


unresolved after a request for correction;


(2)AAthe date of contract performance by the funeral


provider is earlier than the third anniversary of the date of the


initial request; and


(3)AAthe department finds that:


(A)AAthe amount of the discrepancy exceeds five


percent of the total contract price; or


(B)AAsufficient discrepancies exist to indicate


the presence of an inappropriate or unlawful pattern or practice of
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contract performance and documentation by the funeral provider.


(e)AAThe department may not request a seller to obtain


records or documentation described by Subsection (a)(3)(D) from a


funeral provider if the department would be prohibited from


requesting the documentation directly from the funeral provider


because of the prohibition under Subsection (d)(2).


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 14,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER E. INSURANCE-FUNDED PREPAID FUNERAL BENEFITS


Sec. 154.201.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR SOLICITATION OF


INSURANCE-FUNDED BENEFITS. A seller may not solicit an


individual ’s designation of prepaid funeral benefits to be paid


from an insurance policy, unless the insurance policy meets the


requirements of Section 154.2021.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 15,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.202.AAEXECUTION OF CONTRACT IN CONJUNCTION WITH


APPLICATION FOR POLICY. An insurance-funded prepaid funeral


benefits contract must be executed in conjunction with the


application for the issuance of the insurance policy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.2021.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE POLICIES. (a) An


insurance policy used to fund prepaid funeral benefits under this


chapter must:


(1)AAbe written on a form approved by the Texas


Department of Insurance;


(2)AAbe issued by an insurance company authorized by


the Texas Department of Insurance to engage in the business of
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insurance in this state; and


(3)AAcontain the following statement on the cover page


or otherwise within the policy or a rider to the policy:AA"This


policy is issued to fund a prepaid funeral benefits contract


subject to Chapter 154 of the Texas Finance Code.AACancellation of


the prepaid funeral benefits contract does not automatically cancel


this policy."


(b)AAThe aggregate initial face value of one or more


insurance policies issued to fund a prepaid funeral benefits


contract may not exceed the total contract price by more than five


percent unless the purchaser:


(1)AAreceives a conspicuous written disclosure of the


purpose and amount of the excess coverage and how the insurance


benefit will be applied at contract maturity;AAand


(2)AAconsents in writing to the purchase of the excess


coverage.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.203.AAPAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. (a) The premiums for an


insurance policy that funds prepaid funeral benefits may only be


collected by a licensed insurance agent appointed by the insurance


company issuing the policy and shall be paid to the insurance


company in accordance with the agency agreement between the


insurance company and the agent.


(b)AAReceipt of premiums by the agent of the insurance


company is considered receipt of premiums by the insurance company


for purposes of continuing the policy in force.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.204.AACONVERSION FROM TRUST-FUNDED PREPAID FUNERAL


BENEFITS. (a) The department must approve a conversion from


trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits to insurance-funded prepaid


funeral benefits as safeguarding the rights and interests of the
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individual who purchases the prepaid funeral benefits contract.


(b)AAEach contract holder shall be notified in writing of:


(1)AAthe terms of the proposed conversion; and


(2)AAthe holder’s right to decline the conversion.


(c)AAAn application for approval of a conversion from


trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits to insurance-funded prepaid


funeral benefits must be:


(1)AAfiled with the department on forms prescribed by


the department; and


(2)AAaccompanied by a conversion application fee set by


the department under Section 154.051.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.205.AACANCELLATION OF INSURANCE-FUNDED CONTRACT.


(a) A purchaser of an insurance-funded prepaid funeral benefits


contract may cancel the contract before maturity by giving written


notice of cancellation to the permit holder.AAThe permit holder


shall maintain copies of the written notice of cancellation until


the third anniversary of the date of receipt of notice.


(b)AACancellation of the contract under Subsection (a) does


not automatically cancel the insurance policy funding the prepaid


funeral benefits contract.AAThe insurance policy may be canceled in


accordance with the terms and conditions of the policy in exchange


for the policy’s cash surrender value.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 18,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.206.AAASSIGNMENT OF RIGHT TO BENEFITS. (a) The


purchaser of an insurance-funded contract may assign the


purchaser’s ownership of and rights to benefits under the insurance


policy to the seller, the funeral provider, the trustee, or other


person.


(b)AAAn assignment to the seller, the funeral provider, or an


affiliated trustee may not be made irrevocable unless:


(1)AAthe assignment is made solely to facilitate the
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eligibility of the purchaser under Title XIX, Social Security Act


(42 U.S.C. Section 1396 et seq.), or other law providing for a


public assistance program; or


(2)AAthe assignee is specifically prohibited from


exercising any right under the policy except administration of the


benefits.


(c)AAAn assignee under this section is subject to a fiduciary


duty to apply the insurance policy benefits as provided by the


contract and this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 19,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.207.AARECEIPT OF BENEFITS PAYABLE UNDER POLICY. (a)


A seller or funeral provider that has been assigned the benefits


payable under an insurance policy funding prepaid funeral benefits


may not receive payment of the benefits until:


(1)AAthe beneficiary named in the contract dies;


(2)AAthe funeral service is completed;


(3)AAthe funeral provider has completed the provider’s


obligations under Section 154.161(a) with respect to the contract;


and


(4)AAthe insurance company is presented with:


(A)AAcertification from the funeral provider


attesting to matters required by Subdivisions (2) and (3); and


(B)AAother documents as required by the insurance


company to process and pay the claim.


(b)AAThe seller shall maintain copies of the documentation


submitted to the insurance company and a copy of the death


certificate for examination by the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 20,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.208.AAADVISORY COMMITTEE. (a) The commissioner
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shall appoint an advisory committee to review and make


recommendations regarding the technical procedures and processes


employed by the department to regulate insurance-funded prepaid


funeral benefits and monitor compliance of sellers of


insurance-funded contracts under this chapter, including


recommendations relating to:


(1)AAthe relevance and usefulness of records that the


department requires a seller to maintain for examination purposes;


(2)AAthe existence and identification of any specific


record that an insurance company is required to maintain and


produce under the Insurance Code that could be substituted as a


record that meets the objectives and requirements of the department


under this chapter;


(3)AAthe scope, efficiency, and effectiveness of


examination procedures employed by the department to verify


compliance with this chapter; and


(4)AAany other matter submitted to the committee by the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe advisory committee is composed of eight members


appointed by the commissioner as follows:


(1)AAtwo representatives of the department;


(2)AAtwo representatives of funeral providers that


actively sell and service insurance-funded contracts in this state;


and


(3)AAfour representatives of permit holders that


actively sell insurance-funded contracts in this state, provided


that representation should be reasonably balanced to include permit


holders that sell for domestic insurance companies, foreign


insurance companies, small insurance companies, and large


insurance companies.


(c)AAAt the request of the commissioner, the commissioner of


insurance may appoint a representative of the Texas Department of


Insurance to serve on the advisory committee.


(d)AANot later than the 30th day after the date all of the


initial appointments to the advisory committee have been made, the


advisory committee shall meet and select a presiding


officer.AAAfter the initial meeting, the advisory committee shall
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meet as necessary at the call of the commissioner.


(e)AAA member of the advisory committee serves without


compensation.AAIf authorized by the commissioner, a member of the


advisory committee is entitled to reimbursement for reasonable


expenses incurred in attending committee meetings.


(f)AAA recommendation of the advisory committee does not


supersede the regulatory authority of the commissioner or the


rulemaking authority of the commission under this chapter.AAThe


commissioner shall notify the commission of each recommendation of


the advisory committee and the reasons for the recommendation.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 21,


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER F. TRUST-FUNDED PREPAID FUNERAL BENEFITS


Sec.A154.251.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a) This subchapter applies


only to money paid or collected on a trust-funded prepaid funeral


benefits contract entered into after July 15, 1963.


(b)AAMoney paid or collected on a prepaid funeral benefits


contract entered into before July 15, 1963, shall be handled in


accordance with the law in effect on the date the contract was


entered into.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.252.AARETENTION OF MONEY FOR EXPENSES. The seller


of a trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract may retain for


the seller’s use and benefit an amount not to exceed one-half of all


money collected or paid until the seller has received an amount


equal to 10 percent of the total amount the purchaser agreed to pay


under the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 154.253.AADEPOSIT OF MONEY PAID OR COLLECTED. (a)AANot


later than the 30th day after the date of collection, the money,


other than money retained as provided by Section 154.252, shall be


deposited:
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(1)AAin a financial institution that has its main


office or a branch in this state in an interest-bearing restricted


account insured by the federal government; or


(2)AAin trust with a financial institution that has its


main office or a branch located in this state and is authorized to


act as a fiduciary in this state, to be invested by the financial


institution as trustee in accordance with this subchapter.


(b)AAAn account described by Subsection (a), including a


trust account, shall be carried in the name of the funeral provider


or other entity to whom the purchaser makes payment and must include


the words "prepaid funeral benefits" or "pre-need funeral


benefits."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.024, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A154.254.AAAMOUNT PAYABLE ON CANCELLATION OF CONTRACT.


A purchaser of a trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract who


cancels the contract during the first year of the contract when


payments required under the contract are current is entitled to


receive, regardless of the amount held in trust, the greater of:


(1)AA90 percent of the actual amount paid by the


purchaser; or


(2)AAthe amount deposited in trust with respect to the


purchaser’s contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.255.AASTANDARD OF DUTY OF DEPOSITORY. A depository


described by Section 154.253(a)(1) shall be held to the standard of


duty of a fiduciary in holding, investing, or disbursing the money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720 (H.B. 2393), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Sec. 154.256.AASTANDARD OF DUTY OF TRUSTEE. A trustee


described by Section 154.253(a)(2) shall be held to the standard of


duty of a trustee under the Texas Trust Code (Subtitle B, Title 9,


Property Code), provided that the provisions of the Texas Trust


Code may not be expanded, restricted, eliminated, or otherwise


altered by the provisions of the trust instrument in a manner that


is inconsistent with the purposes, terms, distribution


requirements, and other circumstances of a trust established under


this chapter.AAIn administering assets held in a prepaid funeral


benefits trust, a trustee shall consider the trust beneficiaries to


include the following two classes of persons to the extent of any


beneficial interest:


(1)AAfuneral providers or other persons entitled to


payment after delivering a contracted funeral for which funds have


been deposited in trust; and


(2)AApurchasers of or beneficiaries designated in


prepaid funeral benefits contracts for which funds have been


deposited in trust who:


(A)AAare entitled to receive a contracted funeral;


or


(B)AAhave the right to cancel a contract under


Section 154.155 if not waived under Section 154.156.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720 (H.B. 2393), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A154.257.AAINVESTMENT PLAN. (a) A permit holder or


trustee, if the permit holder deposits the money with a financial


institution as trustee, shall:


(1)AAadopt a written investment plan consistent with


this section and Sections 154.256 and 154.258 that specifies the


quality, maturity, and diversification of investments;


(2)AAat least annually, review the adequacy and


implementation of the investment plan;


(3)AAmaintain investment records covering each


transaction; and
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(4)AAmaintain the investment plan in the principal


offices of the permit holder and trustee.


(b)AAThe permit holder shall provide the investment plan to


the department with the filing of the permit holder’s annual


report.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.025, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 154.258.AAINVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF TRUST ASSETS.


(a) The trustee of a prepaid funeral benefits trust shall


invest and manage trust assets in accordance with the Uniform


Prudent Investor Act (Chapter 117, Property Code), in a manner


consistent with the requirements of this chapter and the purposes,


terms, distribution requirements, and other circumstances of the


trust.


(b)AAThe commission may adopt reasonable rules to administer


and clarify law regarding the investment and management of prepaid


funeral benefits trust funds, provided that the rules are


consistent with the Uniform Prudent Investor Act (Chapter 117,


Property Code), the requirements of this chapter, and the purposes,


terms, distribution requirements, and other circumstances of a


prepaid funeral benefits trust, including rules to:


(1)AAdefine trust and investment terms;


(2)AAspecify standards applicable to the written


investment plan required by Section 154.257; and


(3)AAestablish guidelines, rebuttable presumptions, or


safe harbor provisions with respect to suitable investments and


investment strategies for a prepaid funeral benefits trust.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720, Sec.


4(1), eff. September 1, 2007.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720, Sec.


4(1), eff. September 1, 2007.


(e)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720, Sec.


4(1), eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.41(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.026, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts
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2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.028, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720 (H.B. 2393), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720 (H.B. 2393), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 720 (H.B. 2393), Sec. 4(1),


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A154.260.AAUSE OF MONEY TO PURCHASE, LEASE, OR INVEST IN


ASSET OWNED BY SELLER OR FUNERAL PROVIDER. (a) The depository of


money under Section 154.253 must obtain the commissioner’s prior


written approval to use that money to purchase, lease, or invest in


an asset owned by the seller or funeral provider or an affiliate of


the seller or funeral provider.


(b)AAThe commissioner by order may disapprove a transaction


described by Subsection (a) on the ground that it would materially


adversely affect the interests of the purchasers of prepaid funeral


benefits contracts.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall enter an order approving or


disapproving the transaction not later than the 30th day after the


date the commissioner receives written notification by the permit


holder. The transaction is considered approved if the commissioner


does not act within that period.


(d)AAThe order takes effect as proposed unless the permit


holder requests a hearing not later than the 10th day after the date


of the order.


(e)AAIn this section, "affiliate" means a person or entity


directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common


control with a permit holder or funeral provider.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.261.AAWITHDRAWAL OF EARNINGS TO PAY CERTAIN


EXPENSES. (a) The seller of a trust-funded prepaid funeral


benefits contract may withdraw money from earnings on an account


described by Section 154.253 to pay:


(1)AAreasonable and necessary trustee ’s fees or
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depository fees;


(2)AAthe examination fee for one examination by the


department each calendar year; or


(3)AAthe expense of preparation of financial statements


required by the department, including those financial statements


required by the department instead of an examination.


(b)AAWith the department ’s prior approval, the seller may


withdraw money from earnings on an account to pay:


(1)AAany tax incurred because of the existence of the


account; or


(2)AAan assessment under Subchapter H.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.262.AAWITHDRAWAL OF MONEY ON DEATH OF BENEFICIARY.


(a) The seller of a trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract


may withdraw an amount equal to the original contract amount paid by


the purchaser and the earnings attributable to the contract, less


the amount retained under Section 154.252, after:


(1)AAthe beneficiary named in the contract dies;


(2)AAthe funeral service is completed;


(3)AAthe funeral provider has completed the provider’s


obligations under Section 154.161(a) with respect to the contract;


and


(4)AAthe depository is presented with:


(A)AAappropriate affidavits by an officer or agent


of the seller on forms prescribed by the department, attesting to


matters required by Subdivisions (2) and (3); and


(B)AAa certified copy of the death certificate.


(b)AAThe seller shall maintain copies of the affidavits and


death certificate for examination by the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 22,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A154.263.AAWITHDRAWAL OF EARNINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO


CONTRACT. On the maturity date of a trust-funded prepaid funeral
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benefits contract as provided by Section 154.262 and after the


funeral provider has performed its obligations under the contract,


or at the time of cancellation of the contract as provided by


Section 154.155 or 154.254, the seller may withdraw from an account


described by Section 154.253:


(1)AAthe proportionate part of the earnings that the


amount deposited under the contract bears to the total amount


deposited from all unmatured contracts, less the amount of excess


earnings that was withdrawn in accordance with prior law; or


(2)AAif the commissioner has determined that the


records of the permit holder are adequate to allow this method to be


exercised accurately, an amount equal to the actual earnings on


individual matured contracts, less any properly allocated expenses


permitted by this subchapter and less the amount of excess earnings


that was withdrawn in accordance with prior law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.264.AAACCOUNTING RECORDS. A seller shall maintain


accounting records showing the amount deposited or invested under


this subchapter with respect to each contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.265.AADEFAULT UNDER CERTAIN CONTRACTS. (a)


Notwithstanding any other law, the purchaser of a trust-funded


prepaid funeral benefits contract may not be considered in default


under the contract if:


(1)AAthe purchaser has paid at least 85 percent of the


contract price; and


(2)AAthe purchaser was unable to pay due to extenuating


financial circumstances.


(b)AAA funeral provider is not required to provide funeral


merchandise or services under a trust-funded prepaid funeral


benefits contract unless any remaining balance, including any


applicable finance charge, owed under the contract is paid before


the funeral service or the funeral provider agrees in writing to


another payment arrangement.


(c)AAThis section does not affect a purchaser’s right to
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cancel a trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 263 (H.B. 1468), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER G. ABANDONED CONTRACTS


Sec.A154.301.AAPRESUMPTION OF ABANDONMENT. (a) Money paid


by a purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits contract is personal


property subject to presumption of abandonment and delivery to the


comptroller under Title 6, Property Code. This subchapter controls


in case of conflict with that title.


(b)AAMoney paid by a purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits


contract and held in the name of the seller at a depository under


Subchapter F is presumed abandoned if:


(1)AAthe amount due the seller from the purchaser under


the contract has been collected and:


(A)AAthe seller has not known the existence and


location of the purchaser or the beneficiary of the contract for the


three preceding years;


(B)AAaccording to the knowledge and records of the


seller, a claim to the money or contract has not been asserted or an


act of ownership of the money or contract has not been exercised


during the three preceding years;


(C)AAat least 60 years have elapsed since the date


the purchaser executed the contract; and


(D)AAat least 90 years have elapsed since the date


of birth of the beneficiary of the contract; or


(2)AAthe amount due the seller from the purchaser under


the contract has not been paid and during the three preceding years:


(A)AAthe purchaser has not made a payment to the


seller under the contract;


(B)AAthe seller has not known the existence and


location of the purchaser or the beneficiary of the contract; and


(C)AAaccording to the knowledge and records of the


seller, a claim to the money or contract has not been asserted and


an act of ownership of the money or contract has not been exercised.


(c)AAFor purposes of Title 6, Property Code, the seller of
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the contract for which money is presumed abandoned under Subsection


(b) is the holder of the money, and the purchaser or the beneficiary


of the contract is the owner of the money.


(d)AAThe presumption of abandonment provided by Subsection


(b) does not apply to:


(1)AAmoney retained by the seller to cover selling


expenses, service costs, and general overhead, as provided by


Section 154.252; and


(2)AAearnings attributable to money paid by the


purchaser under the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.302.AANOTICE OF ABANDONED MONEY.AAOn March 1 of each


year, a seller that holds money presumed abandoned under Section


154.301(b) shall furnish the commissioner with an acknowledged


written notice of the abandoned money not later than the following


June 1.AAThe notice must include:


(1)AAthe name and address, if known, of each person who


appears to be the purchaser or the beneficiary of the contract;


(2)AAthe identification number, if any, of the


contract;


(3)AAthe total amount paid on the contract;


(4)AAthe amount paid on the contract and held at the


depository;


(5)AAthe earnings of the contract; and


(6)AAa statement by the seller recognizing the seller’s


obligation and intent to deliver the abandoned money to the


comptroller in accordance with this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 446 (S.B. 1822), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A154.303.AAAUTHORIZATION TO WITHDRAW MONEY. (a) Not


later than the 15th day after the date the notice required by


Section 154.302 is received, the commissioner shall give the seller


written authorization to:
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(1)AAwithdraw the money presumed abandoned as specified


in the notice; and


(2)AAsubject to Subsection (b), withdraw and retain the


money specified in the notice that represents the earnings


attributable to the abandoned money.


(b)AAThe commissioner may refuse to authorize the seller to


withdraw the earnings described by Subsection (a)(2) only if:


(1)AAthe department has canceled or refused to renew


the seller’s permit to sell prepaid funeral benefits;


(2)AAthe seller is the subject of a pending proceeding


to cancel the seller’s permit to sell prepaid funeral benefits; or


(3)AAthe department has:


(A)AAdetermined from an examination of the


seller’s records that the seller has made withdrawals from accounts


maintained by the seller that were not authorized under this


chapter; and


(B)AApreviously given written notice to the seller


of that determination.


(c)AANot later than the 15th day after the date the notice


under Section 154.302 is received, the commissioner shall give


written notice to the seller stating the reason the commissioner


will not authorize the seller to withdraw the earnings described by


Subsection (a)(2).


(d)AAA seller that did not receive the commissioner’s


authorization to withdraw earnings because of Subsection (b)(2) is


entitled to withdraw and retain the earnings if the department or a


court subsequently determines that the seller’s permit should not


be canceled.


(e)AAA seller that did not receive the commissioner’s


authorization to withdraw earnings because of Subsection (b)(3) is


entitled to withdraw and retain the earnings on redepositing in the


accounts the amount of the unauthorized withdrawals.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.304.AADELIVERY TO COMPTROLLER OF ABANDONED MONEY


AND REPORT.AANot later than the first July 1 after the date a seller


is required to furnish notice to the commissioner under Section
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154.302, the seller shall deliver to the comptroller:


(1)AAthe abandoned money; and


(2)AAthe report required to be filed under Chapter 74,


Property Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 446 (S.B. 1822), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A154.305.AADISCHARGE OF CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS;


INDEMNITY OF SELLER. (a) The delivery of abandoned money and


reporting to the comptroller under Section 154.304:


(1)AArelieves the seller of the obligations and


liabilities under the prepaid funeral benefits contract;


(2)AAcancels the prepaid funeral benefits contract;


and


(3)AAdischarges the obligations and liabilities of and


claims against the seller and funeral provider.


(b)AAA seller that delivers money to the comptroller under


Section 154.304 shall be indemnified under Section 74.304, Property


Code, for any claim that may be made with respect to the property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.306.AALIABILITY AND OBLIGATIONS OF COMPTROLLER.


(a) The comptroller is liable to the purchaser or beneficiary of a


prepaid funeral benefits contract presumed abandoned under this


subchapter only to the extent of money that is attributable to the


contract and delivered to the comptroller.


(b)AAThe comptroller is not obligated to perform the seller’s


duties under an abandoned prepaid funeral benefits contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.307.AARECOURSE OF PURCHASER OR BENEFICIARY. A


purchaser’s or beneficiary’s sole recourse after a seller has


delivered abandoned money and reported to the comptroller under


Section 154.304 is to file a claim with the comptroller as provided


by Chapter 74, Property Code.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. GUARANTY FUND


Sec. 154.351.AAMAINTENANCE OF GUARANTY FUND. (a)AAThe


commission by rule shall establish and the department shall


maintain a fund to guarantee performance by sellers of prepaid


funeral benefits contracts and funeral providers under those


contracts of their obligations to the purchasers.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c), for purposes of


claims and assessments, the department shall maintain separate


accounts within the fund for trust-funded contracts and


insurance-funded contracts.


(c)AAThe advisory council under Section 154.355 may


authorize borrowing between accounts to facilitate prompt and


efficient resolution of claims against an account with an


insufficient balance if:


(1)AAthe indebted account is obligated to pay interest


at a rate that will reasonably compensate the lending account for


lost earnings;


(2)AArequired or planned assessments for the benefit of


the indebted account are pending and sufficient to repay the


lending account;AAand


(3)AAassessments collected for the benefit of the


indebted account are transferred to the lending account until the


borrowed amount plus interest has been repaid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 80, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 23,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 1, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec.A154.352.AAASSESSMENT ON SALES CONTRACTS. (a) The


department shall assess and collect from a seller not more than $1


for each unmatured prepaid funeral benefits contract sold during
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each calendar year and shall deposit the assessments in the fund.


(b)AAThe department shall stop assessing the amounts


required by Subsection (a) when the amount in the fund first reaches


$1 million.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.3525.AAASSESSMENT ON INSURANCE-FUNDED CONTRACTS.


(a) The department shall assess and collect from a seller not more


than $1 for each insurance-funded contract sold during each


calendar year and shall deposit the assessments in the


insurance-funded contract account within the fund.


(b)AAThe department shall stop assessing the amounts


required by Subsection (a) when the amount in the insurance-funded


contract account reaches $1 million.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 24,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.353.AADEPOSIT OF FUND OR PORTION OF FUND. (a)AAThe


fund or a portion of the fund may be deposited:


(1)AAwith the comptroller;


(2)AAwith a federally insured financial institution


that has its main office or a branch in this state; or


(3)AAin trust with a financial institution that has its


main office or a branch in this state and is authorized to act as a


fiduciary in this state.


(b)AAIf the fund or a portion of the fund is deposited with


the comptroller, the comptroller shall manage the deposit as


trustee of money outside the state treasury.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.027, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 2, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec.A154.354.AAUSE OF FUND EARNINGS. The department may use


the earnings from the fund to operate and maintain the fund.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec. 154.355.AAADVISORY COUNCIL.


(a)AAAn advisory council composed of the following


individuals shall supervise the operation and maintenance of the


fund:


(1)AAthe commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative;


(2)AA two representatives of the prepaid funeral


industry appointed by the commission, one of whom represents


trust-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract sellers and one of


whom represents insurance-funded prepaid funeral benefits contract


sellers; and


(3)AAone consumer representative appointed by the


commission.


(b)AAThe prepaid funeral industry and consumer


representatives serve two-year terms and may not serve more than


four terms.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall render a final decision if there


is a tie vote by members of the advisory council.


(d)AANotwithstanding Chapter 551, Government Code, or any


other law, the advisory council may hold an open or closed meeting


by telephone conference call, videoconference, or other similar


telecommunication method if:


(1)AAnotice is given for the meeting as for other


meetings;


(2)AAthe notice specifies a location for the meeting at


which the public may attend;


(3)AAeach part of the meeting that is required to be


open to the public is audible to the public at the location


specified in the notice of the meeting; and


(4)AAthe meeting is recorded by electronic or other


means and the recording of each portion of the meeting that is


required to be open to the public is made available to the public.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 25,


eff. September 1, 2009.
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Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 3, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec. 154.3551.AALIMIT ON LIABILITY. (a) A member of the


advisory council is not personally liable for damages arising from


the member’s official act or omission under this subchapter unless


the act or omission is corrupt or malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a member of the advisory council arising from an official


act or omission under this subchapter, including an action


instituted after the defendant’s service with the advisory council


has terminated.


(c)AAThe attorney general is not required to defend a member


of the advisory council against an action relating to:


(1)AAthe disposition of a claim filed under this


subchapter; or


(2)AAany issue other than the applicability or effect


of the limitation on liability under this section.


(d)AAThe commissioner on behalf of the fund, with the advice


and consent of the advisory council, may contract with the attorney


general under Chapter 771, Government Code, for legal services not


covered by this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 26,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.356.AAASSESSMENT ON OUTSTANDING TRUST-FUNDED


CONTRACTS TO PAY CLAIMS. (a) To pay a claim against the fund when


the balance of the trust-funded contract account is insufficient to


pay that claim, the advisory council may assess each permit holder


that has outstanding trust-funded contracts an amount based on the


permit holder’s proportionate share of the purchasers’ deposits on


all outstanding trust-funded contracts determined as of the end of


the preceding calendar year.


(b)AAThe assessments shall be deposited in the trust-funded


contract account within the fund and administered by the department


and the advisory council in accordance with commission rules.


(c)AAAn assessment made under this section is in addition to
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any assessment required by Section 154.352.


(d)AAA seller whose permit is revoked or surrendered remains


liable for any unpaid assessment made before the date of the


revocation or surrender.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 81, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 27,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.3565.AAASSESSMENT ON OUTSTANDING INSURANCE-FUNDED


CONTRACTS TO PAY CLAIMS. (a) To pay a claim against the fund when


the balance of the insurance-funded contract account is


insufficient to pay that claim, the advisory council may assess


each permit holder that has outstanding insurance-funded contracts


an amount based on the permit holder’s proportionate share of all


outstanding insurance-funded contracts determined as of the end of


the preceding calendar year.


(b)AAThe assessments shall be deposited in the


insurance-funded contract account within the fund and administered


by the department and the advisory council in accordance with


commission rules.


(c)AAAn assessment made under this section is in addition to


any assessment required by Section 154.3525.


(d)AAA seller whose permit is revoked or surrendered remains


liable for any unpaid assessment made before the date of the


revocation or surrender.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 28,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.357.AACLAIM AGAINST SELLER, FUNERAL PROVIDER, OR


DEPOSITORY.AAThe department may assert a claim against a seller,


funeral provider, or depository that commits a violation of this


chapter that could result in a claim against the fund.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 4, eff.
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June 17, 2011.


Sec. 154.358.AACLAIMS AGAINST FUND. (a) The payment of a


claim or expense from the fund is a matter of privilege and not of


right, and a person does not have a vested right in the fund as a


beneficiary or otherwise.


(b)AAA claim against the fund may be made by:


(1)AAa purchaser of a prepaid funeral benefits


contract;


(2)AAa purchaser’s estate;


(3)AAa permit holder or funeral provider who assumes or


performs a contract; or


(4)AAa claimant for the benefit of a group of purchasers


of prepaid funeral benefits contracts as part of a plan to arrange


for another permit holder or funeral provider to assume the


contract obligations.


(c)AAAn approved claim or expense relating to a trust-funded


contract may be paid only from the fund’s trust-funded contract


account.AAAn approved claim or expense relating to an


insurance-funded contract may be paid only from the fund’s


insurance-funded contract account.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 29,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 5, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec. 154.359.AAPERMISSIBLE USES OF FUND. (a)AAIn addition to


uses authorized by Section 154.354, the fund may be used to pay:


(1)AAa loss attributable to the failure or inability of


a permit holder or funeral provider to perform its obligations


under a prepaid funeral benefits contract;


(2)AAexpenses of a plan to arrange for another permit


holder or funeral provider to assume the obligations of the permit


holder or funeral provider under a prepaid funeral benefits


contract or a group of prepaid funeral benefits contracts if the


commissioner finds, with the advice and consent of the advisory
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council, that the plan is reasonable and in the best interests of


the contract beneficiaries;


(3)AAadministrative expenses related to servicing and


handling outstanding prepaid funeral benefits contracts:


(A)AAthat have not been assumed by another permit


holder; or


(B)AAthe obligations under which have not been


assumed by another funeral provider;


(4)AAexpenses for administering the receivership of an


insolvent permit holder or funeral provider if the permit holder’s


or funeral provider’s assets are insufficient to pay those


expenses; and


(5)AAexpenses to employ and compensate a consultant, an


agent, legal counsel, an accountant, and any other person


appropriate and consistent with the purpose of the fund, as


determined by the advisory council.


(b)AAThe fund may not be required to pay any claimant an


amount that exceeds the contractual obligations specified by the


express written terms of the prepaid funeral benefits contract,


including:


(1)AAa claim based on marketing materials;


(2)AAa claim based on side letters or other documents


that do not comply with the requirements of this chapter;


(3)AAa claim based on misrepresentation of the benefits


conferred by the contract or a funding insurance policy; or


(4)AAa claim for court costs, attorney’s fees,


penalties, or consequential or incidental damages.


(c)AAA claim may not be approved for a loss to the extent the


claim is insured, bonded, or otherwise covered, protected, or


reimbursed from other sources, including coverage provided by the


Texas Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association under Chapter


463, Insurance Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 29,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 14 (S.B. 567), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 6, eff.


June 17, 2011.


Sec. 154.3595.AADEFAULT BY FUNERAL PROVIDER. (a)AAThis


section applies to a permit holder that administers a prepaid


funeral benefits contract for which:


(1)AAthe permit holder is not the funeral provider; and


(2)AAthere is an actual or anticipated failure or


inability of the funeral provider to perform its obligations under


the contract.


(a-1)AAA permit holder to which this section applies shall


notify each purchaser of an outstanding prepaid funeral benefits


contract of any closure of the funeral provider named in the


contract not later than the 90th day after the date of its receipt


of notice of the closure.


(b)AAA permit holder to which this section applies shall make


a reasonable effort to find a substitute funeral provider willing


to assume the contractual obligations of the defaulting funeral


provider.AAA reasonable effort includes:


(1)AAidentifying and contacting at least three funeral


providers within the same community or geographic service area as


the defaulting funeral provider;


(2)AAif at least three funeral providers do not exist


within the same community or geographic service area, identifying


and contacting at least three funeral providers within a 50-mile


radius of the defaulting funeral provider; and


(3)AAfor both Subdivisions (1) and (2), first


contacting those funeral providers that the permit holder considers


have services and facilities that are comparable to the defaulting


funeral provider.


(c)AAA permit holder that is unable to locate a substitute


funeral provider as required by Subsection (b) shall submit


information to the advisory council describing or identifying:


(1)AAall prepaid funeral benefits contracts to which


the defaulting funeral provider is a party;


(2)AAto the extent known, the circumstances underlying


the default by the original funeral provider and any attempt by the
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permit holder to address the default with the defaulting funeral


provider;


(3)AAany effort by the permit holder to find a


substitute funeral provider, including:


(A)AAthe location and identity of each contacted


funeral provider;


(B)AAthe terms offered to the funeral provider;


and


(C)AAthe terms of any counteroffer or other


response made by the funeral provider; and


(4)AAother information known to the permit holder that


the permit holder believes may be relevant or useful to the advisory


council.


(d)AAThe permit holder shall cooperate with the department


and the advisory council in facilitating selection of a substitute


funeral provider by complying with any reasonable request for:


(1)AAadditional information;


(2)AAassistance in negotiating with a potential


substitute funeral provider; or


(3)AAassistance in communicating with a purchaser of an


affected prepaid funeral benefits contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 559 (H.B. 3004), Sec. 7,


eff. June 17, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 154.360.AASUBROGATION. (a) A person receiving a


benefit under this subchapter, including a payment of or on account


of a contractual obligation or provision of substitute or


alternative prepaid funeral benefits, is considered to have


assigned to the fund the rights under, and any cause of action


relating to, the prepaid funeral benefits contract to the extent of


the benefit received.AANotwithstanding this assignment by law, the


commissioner may require a payee to execute a formal assignment of


the person’s rights and cause of action to the fund as a condition


of receiving a right or benefit under this subchapter.
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(b)AAThe fund retains all common law rights of subrogation


and any other equitable or legal remedy that would have been


available to a recipient of benefits from the fund with respect to a


prepaid funeral benefits contract.


(c)AAThe commissioner, on behalf of the fund, may bring an


action against any person and may employ and compensate a


consultant, an agent, legal counsel, an accountant, or any other


person the commissioner considers appropriate to collect a


subrogated amount.AAPayment shall be made from the appropriate


account within the fund for these services.AAAny recovery of a


subrogated amount shall be deposited in the appropriate account


within the fund.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 29,


eff. September 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER I. CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL REMEDIES


Sec. 154.400.AAINVESTIGATION AND SUBPOENA AUTHORITY.


(a)AAIf the commissioner has a reasonable suspicion of a


misallocation or defalcation of prepaid funeral funds or an


unauthorized sale of prepaid funeral benefits, the commissioner may


conduct investigations as the commissioner considers necessary or


appropriate to determine whether:


(1)AAa misallocation or defalcation of prepaid funeral


funds has occurred; or


(2)AAan unauthorized sale of prepaid funeral benefits


has occurred.


(b)AAThe commissioner may issue a subpoena to compel the


attendance and testimony of a person under oath or the production of


documents related to an investigation conducted under Subsection


(a).AAThe subpoena may require attendance and production at the


department ’s offices in Austin, Texas, or at another place the


commissioner designates.


(c)AAA subpoena issued under this section to a financial


institution is not subject to Section 59.006.


(d)AAIf a person refuses to obey a subpoena, a district court


in Travis County or the county in which the subpoena was served, on
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application by the commissioner, may issue an order requiring the


person to appear before the commissioner and produce documents or


give evidence regarding the matter under investigation.


(e)AAThe commissioner may recover the reasonable costs


incurred in connection with an investigation conducted under this


section from the person who is the subject of the investigation if,


after a hearing conducted as provided by Chapter 2001, Government


Code, the trier of fact determines that the person violated this


chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 446 (S.B. 1822), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A154.401.AACRIMINAL PENALTY FOR CERTAIN VIOLATIONS OF


CHAPTER. (a) Except as provided by Section 154.402, an officer,


director, agent, or employee of a seller commits an offense if the


person:


(1)AAmakes or attempts to make a contract in violation


of this chapter;


(2)AArefuses to allow an inspection of the seller’s


records relating to the sale of prepaid funeral benefits;


(3)AAengages in fraud, deception, misrepresentation,


or another dishonest practice in the sale of a contract subject to


this chapter; or


(4)AAotherwise violates this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section for which a penalty is not


expressly provided by this subchapter is punishable by:


(1)AAa fine of not less than $100 or more than $500;


(2)AAconfinement in the county jail for a term of not


less than one month or more than six months; or


(3)AAboth the fine and confinement.


(c)AAEach violation of this chapter is a separate offense and


shall be prosecuted individually.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A154.402.AACRIMINAL PENALTY RELATING TO DEPOSIT OR


WITHDRAWAL OF MONEY. (a) A person commits an offense if the


person:


(1)AAfails to deposit money in compliance with this


chapter; or


(2)AAwithdraws money in a manner inconsistent with this


chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is punishable as if it


were an offense under Section 32.45, Penal Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.403.AACRIMINAL PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO FILE REPORT.


(a) An officer of a seller commits an offense if the officer fails


or refuses to file an annual report required by Section 154.052


before the 31st day after the date the officer is notified by the


department of the requirement.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor and is


punishable as provided by Section 154.401.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.404.AACRIMINAL PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO DELIVER MONEY


TO DESIGNATED AGENT. (a) A seller or a person acting on behalf of a


seller commits an offense if the seller or person:


(1)AAcollects money under a prepaid funeral benefits


contract; and


(2)AAfails to deliver the money to a designated agent of


the seller before the 31st day after the date it is collected.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is punishable as if it


were an offense under Section 32.45, Penal Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.405.AACRIMINAL PENALTY FOR AGENT’S FAILURE TO


DEPOSIT CERTAIN MONEY. (a) A designated agent of a seller commits


an offense if the agent fails to deposit money collected under a


prepaid funeral benefits contract before the 31st day after the


date it is received by the agent.


(b)AAIt is an exception to the application of this section
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that the failure to make a deposit is inadvertent and is corrected


before the 11th day after the date the seller discovers the failure.


(c)AAAn offense under this section is punishable as if it


were an offense under Section 32.45, Penal Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.406.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) After notice


and opportunity for hearing, the commissioner may impose an


administrative penalty on a person who:


(1)AAviolates this chapter or a final order of the


commissioner or rule of the commission and does not correct the


violation before the 31st day after the date the person receives


written notice of the violation from the department; or


(2)AAengages in a pattern of violations, as determined


by the commissioner.


(b)AAThe amount of the penalty for each violation may not


exceed $1,000 for each day the violation occurs.


(c)AAIn determining the amount of the penalty, the


commissioner shall consider the seriousness of the violation, the


person’s history of violations, and the person’s good faith in


attempting to comply with this chapter.


(d)AAThe imposition of a penalty under this section is


subject to judicial review as a contested case under Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


(e)AAThe commissioner may collect the penalty in the same


manner that a money judgment is enforced in district court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 82, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 8.003, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A154.4061.AAPATTERN OF WILFUL DISREGARD. (a)AAIf, after


a hearing conducted as provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code,


the trier of fact finds that a violation of this chapter or a rule of


the Finance Commission of Texas establishes a pattern of wilful


disregard for the requirements of this chapter or rules of the


finance commission, the trier of fact may recommend to the
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commissioner that the maximum administrative penalty permitted


under Section 154.406 be imposed on the person committing the


violation or that the commissioner cancel or not renew the person’s


permit under this chapter.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this section, violations corrected


as provided by Section 154.406 may be included in determining


whether a pattern of wilful disregard for the requirements of this


chapter or rules of the finance commission exists.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 699, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 154.407.AAINJUNCTIVE RELIEF.AAThe commissioner may sue


in a district court in Travis County or the county in which the


violation occurred to enjoin a violation or threatened violation


of:


(1)AAthis chapter; or


(2)AAa final order of the commissioner or rule of the


commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 83, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A154.408.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) The commissioner


may issue a cease and desist order to a person if the commissioner


finds by examination or other credible evidence that the person has


violated a law of this state relating to the sale of prepaid funeral


benefits, including a violation of this chapter or a final order of


the commissioner or rule of the commission.


(b)AAThe order must state:


(1)AAwith reasonable certainty the grounds for the


order; and


(2)AAthe effective date of the order.


(c)AAThe order shall be served on the person named in the
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order by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last


known address of the person.


(d)AAExcept as provided by Section 154.4081, the order takes


effect as proposed, except that the order may not take effect before


the 16th day after the date the order is mailed unless the person


named in the order requests a hearing not later than the 15th day


after the date the order is mailed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 84, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 30,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 154.4081.AAEMERGENCY ORDER. (a) The commissioner may


issue an emergency order that takes effect immediately if the


commissioner finds that immediate and irreparable harm is


threatened to the public or a beneficiary under a prepaid funeral


benefits contract.


(b)AAAn emergency order remains in effect unless stayed by


the commissioner.


(c)AAThe person named in the order may request in writing an


opportunity for a hearing to show that the emergency order should be


stayed.AAThe written request for a hearing must be filed with the


commissioner not later than the 30th day after the date on which the


order is hand-delivered or the order is mailed, whichever date is


earlier.AAOn receipt of the request, the commissioner shall set a


time for the hearing before the 22nd day after the date the


commissioner received the request, unless extended at the request


of the person named in the order.


(d)AAThe hearing is an administrative hearing relating to the


validity of findings that support immediate effect of the order.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 31,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2013.
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Sec.A154.409.AASUIT BY ATTORNEY GENERAL. (a) The department


may notify the attorney general of a violation of this chapter.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall institute suit in the name of


this state against a person who violates this chapter in a district


court in Travis County or the county in which the violation


occurred.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A154.410.AAQUO WARRANTO PROCEEDINGS. (a) The attorney


general may institute a quo warranto proceeding in a district court


of Travis County to forfeit the charter or the right to do business


of a corporation an officer, director, agent, or employee of which


refuses or fails to correct a violation of this chapter after the


department or attorney general notifies the officer, director,


agent, or employee of the violation.


(b)AAThirty days is considered a sufficient period to correct


the violation after notice from the department or attorney general.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A154.411.AARESTITUTION. The commissioner may issue an


order to a person requiring restitution if, after notice and


opportunity for hearing, the commissioner finds that the person:


(1)AAfailed to deposit money in accordance with


Subchapter F; or


(2)AAmisappropriated, converted, or illegally withheld


or failed or refused to pay on demand money entrusted to the person


that belongs to the beneficiary under a prepaid funeral benefits


contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.412.AASEIZURE OF PREPAID FUNERAL ACCOUNTS AND


RECORDS. (a) TheAAcommissioner may issue an order to seize


accounts in which prepaid funeral funds, including earnings, may be


held and may issue an order to seize the records that relate to the
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sale of prepaid funeral benefits if the commissioner finds, by


examination or other credible evidence, that the person:


(1)AAfailed to deposit or remit money in accordance


with Subchapter E or F;


(2)AAmisappropriated, converted, or illegally withheld


or failed or refused to pay on demand money entrusted to the person


that belongs to the beneficiary under a prepaid funeral benefits


contract;


(3)AArefused to submit to examination by the


department;


(4)AAwas the subject of an order to cancel, suspend, or


refuse to renew a permit; or


(5)AAdoes not hold a permit or transferred the


ownership of its business to another person who does not hold a


permit.


(b)AAAn order shall be served on the person named in the order


by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last known


address of the person.


(c)AAAn order takes effect immediately, and remains in effect


unless stayed by the commissioner, if the commissioner finds that


immediate and irreparable harm is threatened to the public or a


beneficiary under a prepaid funeral benefits contract.AAIf such a


threat does not exist, the order must state the effective date,


which may not be before the 16th day after the date the order is


mailed.


(c-1)AAAn emergency order remains in effect unless stayed by


the commissioner.AAThe person named in the order may request in


writing an opportunity for a hearing to show that the emergency


order should be stayed.AAThe written request for a hearing must be


filed with the commissioner not later than the 30th day after the


date on which the order is hand-delivered or the order is mailed,


whichever date is earlier.AAOn receipt of the request, the


commissioner shall set a time before the 22nd day after the date the


commissioner received the request, unless extended at the request


of the person named in the order.AAThe hearing is an administrative


hearing relating to the findings that support immediate effect of


the order.
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(d)AAA nonemergency order takes effect as proposed unless the


person named in the order requests a hearing not later than the 15th


day after the date the order is mailed.


(e)AAPremiums received on the disposition of a contract


related to the seizure of prepaid funeral money shall be handled as


provided by Sections 154.111 and 154.413.


(f)AAAfter the issuance of an order under this section, the


commissioner may initiate an administrative claim for ancillary


relief, including a claim for:


(1)AAcosts incurred in the administration, transfer, or


other disposition of the seized assets and records; or


(2)AAcosts reasonably expected to be incurred in


connection with the administration and performance of any


outstanding prepaid funeral benefits contracts sold by a person


subject to the order.


(g)AAThe remedy provided by Subsection (f) is not exclusive


and does not limit the commissioner’s discretion to seek an


additional remedy authorized under this subchapter.


(h)AAOn certification by the commissioner, a record seized as


provided by Subsection (a) or a record created by or filed with the


department in connection with a seizure is admissible as evidence


in any proceeding before the commissioner without prior proof of


its correctness and without other proof.AAThe certified record or a


certified copy of the record is prima facie evidence of the facts


contained in the record.AAThis subsection does not limit another


provision of this subtitle or a provision of another law that


provides for the admission of evidence or its evidentiary value.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 32,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1190 (H.B. 3762), Sec. 33,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A154.413.AANOTIFICATION OF PURCHASER. Not later than
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the 30th day after the date prepaid funeral money is seized under


Section 154.412, the commissioner may notify each known person who


purchased prepaid funeral benefits under a contract from the permit


holder whose permit is canceled. The notice must:


(1)AAinclude an explanation of the procedures under


this chapter for canceling the contract and claiming money that may


be due the person if the person elects to cancel;


(2)AAinform the person on continuing to make payments


under the contract if the person elects to keep the contract in


force; and


(3)AAinform the person that if the person elects to keep


the contract in force the commissioner will transfer:


(A)AAresponsibility to perform the contract to a


responsible successor permit holder selected by the commissioner;


or


(B)AAthe seized money to the fund maintained under


Section 154.351,subject to the claims process prescribed by rule


under Subchapter H.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 154.414.AALIQUIDATION OF BUSINESS AND AFFAIRS OF PERSON


FOLLOWING SEIZURE OF MONEY AND RECORDS.AAAfter an order issued


under Section 154.412(a) becomes final and unappealable, the


commissioner may petition a district court in Travis County or in


the county in which a person required to hold a permit under this


chapter resides to request the issuance of an order to show cause


why the business and affairs of that person should not be liquidated


and a receiver appointed by the court for that purpose if:


(1)AAthe person:


(A)AAfailed to deposit money in accordance with


Subchapter F;


(B)AAmisappropriated, converted, or illegally


withheld or failed or refused to pay on demand money entrusted to


that person that belongs to the beneficiary under a prepaid funeral


benefits contract; or


(C)AAallowed the person’s permit to lapse or had


the permit revoked under this chapter and did not make adequate
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provision for the administration of the money deposited with the


person for prepaid funeral benefits contracts in accordance with


the contract and applicable law, including rules; and


(2)AAthe person failed or refused to correct the


violation before the 31st day after the date the person received


written notice from the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 154.415.AAPROHIBITION ORDER. (a)AAThe commissioner may


prohibit a person from participating in the business of prepaid


funeral benefits sales if the commissioner determines from


examination or other credible evidence that:


(1)AAthe person:


(A)AAintentionally committed or participated in


the commission of an act described by Section 154.401;


(B)AAviolated a final cease and desist order


issued by the department or another state agency related to the sale


of prepaid funeral benefits; or


(C)AAmade, or caused to be made, false entries in


the records of a prepaid funeral benefits seller;


(2)AAbecause of the action by the person described by


Subdivision (1):


(A)AAthe purchaser or seller of prepaid funeral


benefits has suffered or will probably suffer financial loss or


expense, or other damage;


(B)AAthe interests of the purchaser have been or


could be prejudiced; or


(C)AAthe person has received financial gain or


other benefit by reason of the action, or likely would have if the


action had not been discovered; and


(3)AAthe action involves personal dishonesty on the


part of the person.


(b)AAIf the commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (a) and finds that a prohibition order appears to be
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necessary and in the best interest of the public, the commissioner


may serve a proposed prohibition order on a person alleged to have


committed or participated in the action.AAThe proposed order must:


(1)AAbe personally delivered or mailed by registered or


certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


prohibition;


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed order is


personally delivered or mailed; and


(4)AAstate the duration of the order, including whether


the duration is perpetual.


(c)AAThe commissioner may make a prohibition order perpetual


or effective for a specific period of time, may probate the order,


or may impose other conditions on the order.


(d)AAThe order takes effect if the person against whom the


proposed order is directed does not request a hearing in writing


before the effective date.AAIf the person does not request a


hearing before the effective date, the order is final and not


appealable as to that person.


(e)AAIf the person requests a hearing as provided by


Subsection (d), the hearing must be conducted as provided by


Chapter 2001, Government Code, and commission rules.AAAfter the


hearing, the commissioner shall issue or decline to issue the


proposed order.AAThe proposed order may be modified as necessary to


conform to the findings at the hearing.


(f)AAAn order issued under Subsection (e) is immediately


final for purposes of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be


appealed as provided by Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 13,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 20, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 154.416.AAAPPLICATION FOR RELEASE FROM PROHIBITION


ORDER. (a)AAAfter the expiration of 10 years from the date of
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issuance, a person who is subject to a prohibition order issued


under Section 154.415, regardless of the order’s stated duration or


date of issuance, may apply to the commissioner to be released from


the order.


(b)AAThe application must be made under oath and in the form


required by the commissioner.AAThe application must be accompanied


by any required fees.


(c)AAThe commissioner, in the exercise of discretion, may


approve or deny an application filed under this section.


(d)AAThe commissioner’s decision under Subsection (c) is


final and not appealable.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 39 (S.B. 297), Sec. 13,


eff. September 1, 2013.
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fi.155.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 155. BOND INVESTMENT COMPANIES


Sec.A155.001.AADEFINITION. In this chapter, "bond


investment company" includes a person that places or sells bonds,


certificates, or debentures on the partial payment or installment


plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.002.AADEPOSIT REQUIRED. (a) Each person doing


business in this state as a bond investment company shall deposit


with the comptroller, in cash or securities approved by the


comptroller, an amount equal to $5,000.


(b)AAIn addition to the deposit required by Subsection (a), a


person doing business in this state as a bond investment company


shall deposit semiannually with the comptroller, in cash or


securities approved by the comptroller, an amount equal to 10


percent of all net premiums received by the company until the amount


deposited equals $100,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.003.AAFAILURE TO MAKE DEPOSIT. (a) A domestic


corporation that fails to make the deposit required by this chapter


before the 61st day after the date of its organization is considered


to have forfeited its charter or certificate of incorporation.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall bring suit in the name of the


state to have the charter or certificate of incorporation of a


domestic corporation that fails to make a deposit as required by


Subsection (a) declared forfeited.


(c)AAOn a finding that a domestic corporation failed to make


a deposit as required by Subsection (a), a court in which a


proceeding is brought under Subsection (b) shall:


(1)AAdeclare the charter or certificate of


incorporation of the corporation forfeited;


(2)AAappoint a receiver for the corporation; and
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(3)AAmake equitable compensation for the receiver out


of the assets of the corporation.


(d)AAA receiver appointed under Subsection (c)(2) shall,


under the order of the court, distribute to the shareholders the


assets of the corporation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.004.AARECEIVER ON FAILURE OF CORPORATION. (a) If a


corporation that does business in this state as a bond investment


company fails, a district court of the county in which the principal


office of the corporation is located shall appoint, on application


of a shareholder of the corporation, a receiver.


(b)AAA receiver appointed under Subsection (a) shall:


(1)AAwind up the affairs of the corporation;


(2)AAliquidate the debts of the corporation; and


(3)AAdistribute any remaining assets of the


corporation, including, if ordered by the court, the deposit made


under this chapter to secure the shareholders.


(c)AAThe comptroller may refund a deposit made under this


chapter on application of the receiver approved by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.005.AAEXCHANGE OF DEPOSIT. (a) On request, the


comptroller may allow a bond investment company that has made a


deposit under this chapter to alter the composition of the deposit


by exchanging cash for securities or securities for cash.


(b)AASecurities deposited under this section must be


approved by the comptroller on the written advice of the attorney


general.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.006.AARETURN OF DEPOSIT. The comptroller shall


return a deposit of cash or securities made under this chapter to a


bond investment company if:


(1)AAthe company ceases to do business in this state;


and


(2)AAthe comptroller and the attorney general find that
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the company does not have any liabilities in this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A155.007.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) An officer or agent of


a domestic or foreign corporation or company doing business in this


state as a bond investment company commits an offense if:


(1)AAthe officer or agent attempts to:


(A)AAplace or sell shares; or


(B)AAtransact any business on behalf of the


company; and


(2)AAthe bond investment company has not complied with


the deposit requirements of this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is punishable by:


(1)AAconfinement in jail for a term of not more than six


months or less than 30 days;


(2)AAa fine of not more than $1,000 or less than $100;


or


(3)AAboth the fine and confinement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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fi.156.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 156. RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN COMPANIES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 156.001.AASHORT TITLE.AAThis chapter may be cited as the


Residential Mortgage Loan Company Licensing and Registration Act.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Auxiliary mortgage loan activity company" means a


political subdivision of this state or the federal government doing


business for consumers in this state, or an organization that


qualifies for an exemption from state franchise and sales and use


tax as a 501(c)(3) organization, that is involved in affordable


home ownership lending programs.


(1-a)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(1-b)AA"Credit union subsidiary organization" has the


meaning assigned by Section 180.002.


(1-c)AA"Department" means the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending.


(2)AA"Disciplinary action" means an order by the


commissioner that requires one or more of the following:


(A)AAsuspension or revocation of a license or


registration under this chapter;


(B)AAprobation of a suspension or revocation of a


license or registration under this chapter on terms and conditions


that the commissioner determines appropriate;


(C)AAa reprimand of a person licensed or
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registered under this chapter; or


(D)AAan administrative penalty imposed on a person


licensed or registered under this chapter under Section 156.302.


(3)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(4)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655,


Sec. 65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(4-a)AA"Independent contractor loan processor or


underwriter company" means a corporation, company, partnership, or


sole proprietorship that receives compensation for an individual


performing clerical or support duties as an independent contractor


loan processor or underwriter at the direction of a licensed


residential mortgage loan originator.


(4-b)AA"Inspection" includes examination.


(5)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655,


Sec. 65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(6)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655,


Sec. 65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(6-a)AA"Loan processor or underwriter" has the meaning


assigned by Section 180.002.


(7)AA"Mortgage applicant" means:


(A)AAan applicant for a residential mortgage loan;


or


(B)AAa person who is solicited to obtain a


residential mortgage loan.


(8)AA"Mortgage banker" has the meaning assigned by


Section 157.002.


(8-a)AA"Mortgage company" means a corporation,


company, partnership, or sole proprietorship that engages in the


business of residential mortgage loan origination on residential


real estate located in this state.


(9)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655,


Sec. 65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(10)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655,


Sec. 65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(10-a)AA"Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry" has the meaning assigned by Section 180.002.
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(10-b)AA"Qualifying individual" means an individual


who is:


(A)AAlicensed under Chapter 157 as a residential


mortgage loan originator; and


(B)AAdesignated by a residential mortgage loan


company as the company’s representative.


(10-c)AA"Recovery fund" means the fund established and


maintained by the commissioner under Subchapter F and Section


13.016.


(11)AA"Registered financial services company" means a


person registered under Section 156.2012.


(12)AA"Residential mortgage loan" has the meaning


assigned by Section 180.002.


(13)AA"Residential mortgage loan company" means a


person, other than an individual, that engages in the business of


residential mortgage loan origination on residential real estate


located in this state.AAThe term includes a credit union subsidiary


organization, auxiliary mortgage loan activity company, mortgage


company, independent contractor loan processor or underwriter


company, and financial services company.


(14)AA"Residential mortgage loan originator" has the


meaning assigned by Section 180.002.


(15)AA"Residential real estate" has the meaning


assigned by Section 180.002.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 228 (H.B. 1716), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.052,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 3, eff.
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September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.003.AASECONDARY MARKET TRANSACTIONS.AAThis chapter


does not prohibit a residential mortgage loan originator sponsored


by and conducting business for a licensed or registered residential


mortgage loan company under this chapter from receiving


compensation from a party other than the mortgage applicant for the


sale, transfer, assignment, or release of rights on the closing of a


mortgage transaction.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.004.AADISCLOSURE TO APPLICANT. (a)AAAt the time an


applicant submits an application to a residential mortgage loan


originator sponsored by and conducting business for a licensed or


registered residential mortgage loan company under this chapter,


the residential mortgage loan originator shall provide to the


applicant a disclosure that specifies:


(1)AAthe nature of the relationship between the


applicant and the residential mortgage loan originator;


(2)AAthe duties the residential mortgage loan


originator has to the applicant; and


(3)AAhow the residential mortgage loan originator will


be compensated.


(b)AAThe finance commission, by rule, shall adopt a standard


disclosure form to be used by the residential mortgage loan


originator.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 85, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.005.AAAFFILIATED BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS.AAUnless


prohibited by federal or state law, this chapter may not be


construed to prevent affiliated or controlled business


arrangements or loan origination services by or between residential


mortgage loan originators, sponsored by and conducting business for


a licensed or registered residential mortgage loan company under


this chapter, and other professionals if the residential mortgage


loan originator complies with all applicable federal and state laws


permitting those arrangements or services.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER B. ADMINISTRATION PROVISIONS


Sec. 156.101.AAADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF CHAPTER;


PARTICIPATION IN NATIONWIDE REGISTRY. (a)AAThe commissioner shall


administer and enforce this chapter.


(a-1)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(3), eff. September 1, 2013.


(a-2)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(3), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317, Sec.


28(i), eff. September 1, 2009.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317, Sec.


28(i), eff. September 1, 2009.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall participate in the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry as provided by Chapter 180.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 4, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(g),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 28(i),


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(3),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.102.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY. (a)AAThe finance


commission may adopt and enforce rules necessary for the intent of


or to ensure compliance with this chapter.


(a-1)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b-1)AAThe finance commission on the commissioner’s


recommendation may adopt rules to promote a fair and orderly


administration of the recovery fund consistent with the purposes of


Subchapter F.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules regarding books


and records that a person licensed under this chapter is required to


keep, including the location at which the books and records must be


kept.


(d)AAThe finance commission shall consult with the


commissioner when proposing and adopting rules under this chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 86, eff. Sept. 1,
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2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.02, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 5, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.103.AAPOWERS OF COMMISSIONER. (a) In addition to


any other action, proceeding, or remedy authorized by law, the


commissioner may institute an action in the commissioner’s name to


enjoin a violation of this chapter or a rule adopted under this


chapter. To sustain an action filed under this subsection, it is


not necessary to allege or prove that an adequate remedy at law does


not exist or that substantial or irreparable damage would result


from a continued violation of this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner is not required to provide an appeal


bond in any action or proceeding to enforce this chapter.


(c)AAThe commissioner may authorize specific employees to


conduct hearings and make recommendations for final decisions in


contested cases.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 156.104.AAMORTGAGE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE. (a)


The mortgage industry advisory committee is created to advise and


assist the commissioner.


(b)AAThe advisory committee is composed of six members


appointed byAAthe commissioner.AAEach of the members must be:


(1)AAunder the regulatory authority of the department;


(2)AAactively engaged in the business of originating,
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brokering, or funding residentialAAmortgage loans at the time of


appointment; and


(3)AAprimarily engaged in the business of originating,


brokering, or funding residential mortgage loans for at least two


years before the member’s appointment.


(b-1)AAThe members of the committee must include six


individuals licensed by the department as residential mortgage loan


originators, two of whom must hold an active real estate broker or


salesperson license issued under Chapter 1101, Occupations Code.


(c)AAAppointments to the advisory committee shall be made


without regard to the sex, race, color, age, disability, religion,


or national origin of the appointees.


(d)AAThe members of the advisory committee serve for a


staggered three-year term, with the terms of two members expiring


February 1 of each year.


(e)AAThe advisory committee shall meet at least twice a year


at the call of the commissioner.


(f)AAThe commissioner may remove a member of the advisory


committee if:


(1)AAthe member does not maintain the qualifications


required by Subsection (b); or


(2)AAthe commissioner determines that the member cannot


discharge the member’s duties for a substantial part of the term for


which the member is appointed.


(g)AAIn the event of a vacancy during a term, the appointing


entity or official shall fill the vacancy for the unexpired part of


the term with a person who meets the qualifications of the vacated


position.


(h)AAIn addition to other powers and duties delegated to the


advisory committee by the commissioner, the advisory committee


shall advise the commissioner with respect to:


(1)AAthe proposal and adoption of rules relating to the


mortgage industry;


(2)AAthe form of or format for any applications or other


documents under this chapter or Chapter 157; and


(3)AAthe interpretation, implementation, and


enforcement of this chapter and Chapter 157.
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(i)AAEach member of the advisory committee is entitled to a


per diem allowance and to reimbursement of travel expenses


necessarily incurred in performing functions as a member of the


committee, subject to any applicable limitation in the General


Appropriations Act.


(j)AAThe advisory committee shall take a record vote on any


matter described by Subsection (h)(1).AAThe commissioner shall


inform the finance commission of:


(1)AAthe result of the vote; and


(2)AAany additional information the commissioner


considers necessary to ensure the finance commission is


sufficiently notified of the advisory committee ’s recommendations.


(k)AAA record vote taken by the advisory committee under


Subsection (j) is only a recommendation and does not supersede the


rulemaking authority of the finance commission under this


subchapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 87, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.03, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 5, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.105.AASTANDARD FORMS. (a)AAThe finance commission


by rule shall adopt one or more standard forms for use by a


residential mortgage loan originator sponsored by and conducting


business for a licensed or registered residential mortgage loan
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company under this chapter in representing that an applicant for a


residential mortgage loan is preapproved or has prequalified for


the loan.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules requiring a


residential mortgage loan originator licensed under Chapter 157 to


use the forms adopted by the finance commission under Subsection


(a).


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 407, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER C. RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN COMPANY LICENSES AND


REGISTRATION


Sec. 156.201.AALICENSES REQUIRED. (a)AAA person may not act


in the capacity of, engage in the business of, or advertise or hold


that person out as engaging in or conducting the business of a


residential mortgage loan company in this state unless the person


holds an active residential mortgage loan company license, is


registered under Section 156.2012, or is exempt under Section


156.202.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(4), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b-1)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(4), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b-2)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(4), eff. September 1, 2013.


(c)AAEach residential mortgage loan company and the


company’s qualifying individual licensed under Chapter 157 is


responsible to the commissioner and members of the public for any


act or conduct performed by the residential mortgage loan


originator sponsored by or acting for the residential mortgage loan


company in connection with:


(1)AAthe origination of a residential mortgage loan; or
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(2)AAa transaction that is related to the origination


of a residential mortgage loan in which the qualifying individual


knew or should have known of the transaction.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(4),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.2012.AAREGISTERED FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPANY.


(a)AAA financial services company may perform the services of a


residential mortgage loan company if the company is registered


under this chapter.


(b)AATo be eligible to register as a registered financial


services company, a person must:


(1)AAbe a depository institution exempt from this


chapter under Section 156.202(a-1)(4)(A) and chartered and


regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, or be a


subsidiary of the institution;


(2)AA provide a business plan satisfactory to the


commissioner that sets forth the person’s plan to:


(A)AAprovide education to its sponsored


residential mortgage loan originators;


(B)AAhandle consumer complaints relating to its


sponsored residential mortgage loan originators; and


(C)AAsupervise the residential mortgage loan


origination activities of its sponsored residential mortgage loan


originators;


(3)AApay a registration fee in an amount not to exceed


$500;
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(4)AA designate an officer of the person to be


responsible for the activities of its sponsored residential


mortgage loan originators;


(5)AAsubmit a completed application through the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry together with the


applicable fee required by Subdivision (3) or Subsection (c);


(6)AAobtain preapproval from the commissioner that the


person meets the eligibility requirements for registration as a


financial services company; and


(7)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant.


(c)AAIf the commissioner determines that a person has met the


requirements of Subsection (b), the commissioner shall issue a


registration to the person.AAThe registration is valid for one


year, expires on December 31 of each year, and must be renewed


annually by meeting the requirements under Subsection (b) and


paying a renewal fee in an amount not to exceed $500.AAA person must


renew an expired registration in the manner determined by the


commissioner.


(d)AAA registered financial services company is subject to


Subchapters D and E as if the company were licensed as a residential


mortgage loan company.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 228 (H.B. 1716), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 7, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 14,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 29, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(9), eff. September 1, 2011.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Section 156.214 by Acts


2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 32, eff. September


1, 2013.
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Sec. 156.202.AAEXEMPTIONS.


(a)AAIn this section, "depository institution," "dwelling,"


and "federal banking agency" have the meanings assigned by Section


180.002.


(a-1)AAThe following entities are exempt from this chapter:


(1)AAa nonprofit organization:


(A)AAproviding self-help housing that originates


zero interest residential mortgage loans for borrowers who have


provided part of the labor to construct the dwelling securing the


loan; or


(B)AAthat has designation as a Section 501(c)(3)


organization by the Internal Revenue Service and originates


residential mortgage loans for borrowers who, through a self-help


program, have provided at least 200 labor hours or 65 percent of the


labor to construct the dwelling securing the loan;


(2)AAa mortgage banker registered under Chapter 157;


(3)AAsubject to Subsection (b), any owner of


residential real estate who in any 12-consecutive-month period


makes no more than three residential mortgage loans to purchasers


of the property for all or part of the purchase price of the


residential real estate against which the mortgage is secured; and


(4)AAan entity that is:


(A)AAa depository institution;


(B)AAa subsidiary of a depository institution that


is:


(i)AAowned and controlled by the depository


institution; and


(ii)AAregulated by a federal banking agency;


or


(C)AAan institution regulated by the Farm Credit


Administration.


(a-2)AAA person is not required to obtain a license or


registration under this chapter to originate a loan subject to


Chapter 342 or a loan governed by Section 50(a)(6), Article XVI,


Texas Constitution, if the person:


(1)AAis enrolled in the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing
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System and Registry;


(2)AAis licensed under Chapter 342; and


(3)AAmakes consumer loans subject to:


(A)AASubchapter G, Chapter 342; and


(B)AASubchapter E or F, Chapter 342.


(b)AAIn determining eligibility for an exemption under


Subsection (a-1)(3), two or more owners of residential real estate


are considered a single owner for the purpose of computing the


number of mortgage loans made within the period specified by that


subdivision if any of the owners are an entity or an affiliate of an


entity, including a general partnership, limited partnership,


limited liability company, or corporation, as defined by Section


1.002, Business Organizations Code.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 5, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001;


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 135, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 228 (H.B. 1716), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(4), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 258 (S.B. 1203), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2015.
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Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 1, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 156.203.AAAPPLICATION; FEES. (a)AAFor purposes of this


section, an application for a residential mortgage loan company


license means an application for:


(1)AAa mortgage company license;


(2)AAa credit union subsidiary organization license;


(3)AAan auxiliary mortgage loan activity company


license; or


(4)AAan independent contractor loan processor or


underwriter company license.


(a-1)AAAn application for a residential mortgage loan


company license must be:


(1)AAin writing;


(2)AAunder oath; and


(3)AAon the form prescribed by the commissioner.


(a-2)AAAn application for a financial services company


registration under Section 156.2012 must be:


(1)AAin writing;


(2)AAunder oath; and


(3)AAon the form prescribed by the commissioner.


(b)AAAn application for a residential mortgage loan company


license must be accompanied by an application fee in an amount


determined by the commissioner not to exceed $375.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(d)AAAn application fee under this section is not refundable


and may not be credited or applied to any other fee or indebtedness


owed by the person paying the fee.


(e)AAIn addition to the disciplinary action by the


commissioner authorized under Section 156.303(a)(7), the


commissioner may collect a fee in an amount not to exceed $50 for


any returned check or credit card charge back.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.06, eff.
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September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963


(S.B. 1900), Sec. 4


For text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch.


929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 3, see other Sec. 156.2041.


Sec. 156.2041.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR


LICENSE:AAMORTGAGE COMPANY.


(a) To be issued a mortgage company license, an applicant


must:


(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the mortgage company


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual;


(4)AAsubmit a completed branch application through the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry for each branch


office that engages in residential mortgage loan activity on


residential real estate located in this state;


(5)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant;


(6)AAhave the company name or assumed name properly


filed with either the secretary of state or with the appropriate
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county clerk’s office; and


(7)AA provide financial statements and any other


information required by the commissioner.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929


(H.B. 3617), Sec. 2


For text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch.


963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 4, see other Sec. 156.2041


Sec. 156.2041.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSE:


MORTGAGE COMPANY.AA To be issued a mortgage company license, an


applicant must:


(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the mortgage company


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual;


(4)AAif applicable, submit a completed branch


application through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry for each branch office that engages in residential


mortgage loan activity on residential real estate located in this


state;
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(5)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant;


(6)AAhave the company name or assumed name properly


filed with either the secretary of state or with the appropriate


county clerk’s office; and


(7)AA provide financial statements and any other


information required by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929


(H.B. 3617), Sec. 3


Sec. 156.2042.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR


LICENSE:AACREDIT UNION SUBSIDIARY ORGANIZATION.


To be issued a credit union subsidiary organization license,


an applicant must:


(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the organization


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual;


(4)AAsubmit a completed branch application through the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry for each branch


office that engages in residential mortgage loan activity on


residential real estate located in this state; and


(5)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted
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under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 20, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963


(S.B. 1900), Sec. 5


Sec. 156.2042.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSE:


CREDIT UNION SUBSIDIARY ORGANIZATION. (a) To be issued a credit


union subsidiary organization license, an applicant must:


(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the organization


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual;


(4)AAsubmit a completed branch application through the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry for each branch


office that engages in residential mortgage loan activity on


residential real estate located in this state; and


(5)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2013.
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.2043.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR


LICENSE:AAAUXILIARY MORTGAGE LOAN ACTIVITY COMPANY. (a)AATo be


issued an auxiliary mortgage loan activity company license, an


applicant must:


(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the company through


the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual; and


(4)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.2044.AAQUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR


LICENSE:AAINDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR LOAN PROCESSOR OR UNDERWRITER


COMPANY. (a)AATo be issued an independent contractor loan


processor or underwriter company license under this chapter, an


applicant must:
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(1)AAsubmit a completed application together with the


payment of applicable fees through the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AAdesignate control persons for the company through


the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAdesignate an individual licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 as the company’s


qualifying individual; and


(4)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant.


(b)AAAn independent contractor loan processor or underwriter


company or a sponsored residential mortgage loan originator is not


authorized to originate residential mortgage loans with a license


issued under Subsection (a).


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.2046.AACONVICTION OF OFFENSE.AAA person is


considered to have been convicted of a criminal offense if:


(1)AAa sentence is imposed on the person;


(2)AAthe person received probation or community


supervision, including deferred adjudication or community service;


or


(3)AAthe court deferred final disposition of the


person’s case.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.206.AACRIMINAL AND OTHER BACKGROUND CHECKS.


(a)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall conduct criminal background and


credit history checks on a person required to be licensed under this


chapter.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall keep confidential any background


information obtained under this section and may not release or


disclose the information unless:


(1)AAthe information is a public record at the time the


commissioner obtains the information; or


(2)AAthe commissioner releases the information:


(A)AAunder order from a court; or


(B)AA to a governmental agency.


(d)AANotwithstanding Subsection (c), criminal history record


information obtained from the Federal Bureau of Investigation may


be released or disclosed only to a governmental entity or as


authorized by federal statute, federal rule, or federal executive


order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1,


2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 407, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 88, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 173, Sec. 1, 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 296, Sec. 11, 12, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),
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eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.207.AAISSUANCE OF LICENSE. (a)AAThe commissioner


shall issue a license to an applicant for a residential mortgage


loan company license if the commissioner finds that the applicant


meets all requirements and conditions for the license.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1,


2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 89, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 27, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.208.AARENEWALS.


(a-1)AAA residential mortgage loan company license issued


under this chapter is valid through December 31 of the year of


issuance and may be renewed on or before its expiration date if the


residential mortgage loan company:


(1)AApays to the commissioner a renewal fee in an amount


determined by the commissioner not to exceed $375;


(2)AAhas not shown a pattern or practice of abusive


mortgage activity and has no civil judgments or liens that, in the


commissioner’s opinion, directly impact the ability of the


residential mortgage loan company to conduct business while


safeguarding and protecting the public interest; and


(3)AAcontinues to meet the minimum requirements for


license issuance.
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(b-1)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(6), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b-2)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(6), eff. September 1, 2013.


(c)AAAn application for renewal shall be in the form


prescribed by the commissioner.


(d)AAOn receipt of a request for a renewal of a license issued


under this subchapter, the commissioner may conduct a criminal


background check under Section 156.206.


(e)AAA renewal fee is not refundable and may not be credited


or applied to any other fee or indebtedness owed by the person


paying the fee.


(f)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(7), eff. September 1, 2011.


(g)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(7), eff. September 1, 2011.


(h)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(7), eff. September 1, 2011.


(i)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(7), eff. September 1, 2011.


(j)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(6), eff. September 1, 2013.


(k)AAIn addition to the disciplinary action by the


commissioner authorized under Section 156.303(a)(7), the


commissioner may collect a fee in an amount not to exceed $50 for


any returned check or credit card charge back.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 90, eff. Sept. 1,


2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 14.747, eff. Sept. 1,


2001; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 170, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 859 (S.B. 988), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.09, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 11,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 12,


eff. January 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(7), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(6),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.2081.AAREINSTATEMENT AFTER EXPIRATION. (a) A


person whose license has expired may not engage in activities that


require a license until the license has been renewed.


(b)AAA person who is otherwise eligible to renew a license,


but has not done so before January 1, may renew the license before


March 1 by paying the commissioner a reinstatement fee in an amount


equal to 150 percent of the required renewal fee.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(8), eff. September 1, 2011.


(e)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(8), eff. September 1, 2011.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.10, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(8), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(5),
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eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.209.AADENIAL OF APPLICATIONS AND RENEWALS. (a) If


the commissioner declines or fails to issue or renew a license, the


commissioner shall promptly give written notice to the applicant or


the person requesting the renewal that the application or renewal,


as appropriate, was denied.


(b)AABefore the applicant or person requesting the renewal


may appeal to a district court as provided by Section 156.401, the


applicant or person must file with the commissioner, not later than


the 10th day after the date on which notice under Subsection (a) is


received, an appeal of the ruling requesting a time and place for a


hearing before a hearings officer designated by the commissioner.


(c)AAThe designated hearings officer shall set the time and


place for a hearing requested under Subsection (b) not later than


the 90th day after the date on which the appeal is received.AAThe


hearings officer shall provide at least 10 days’ notice of the


hearing to the applicant or person requesting the renewal.AAThe


time of the hearing may be continued periodically with the consent


of the applicant or person requesting the renewal.AAAfter the


hearing, the commissioner shall enter an order from the findings of


fact, conclusions of law, and recommendations of the hearings


officer.


(d)AAIf an applicant or person requesting the renewal fails


to request a hearing under this section, the commissioner’s refusal


to issue or renew a license is final and may not be subject to review


by the courts.


(e)AAA hearing held under this section is governed by Chapter


2001, Government Code. An appeal of a final order issued under this


section may be made in accordance with Section 156.401.


(f)AAA person who requests a hearing under this section shall


be required to pay a deposit to secure the payment of the costs of


the hearing in an amount to be determined by the commissioner not to


exceed $500.AAThe entire deposit shall be refunded to the person if


the person prevails in the contested case hearing.AAIf the person


does not prevail, any portion of the deposit in excess of the costs


of the hearing assessed against that person shall be refundable.
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(g)AAA person whose application for or request to renew a


license has been denied is not eligible to be licensed for a period


of two years after the date the denial becomes final, or a shorter


period as determined by the commissioner after evaluating the


specific circumstances of the denial.AAThe finance commission may


adopt rules to provide conditions for which the commissioner may


shorten the period of ineligibility.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.11, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 29, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.210.AACONDITIONAL LICENSE.AAThe commissioner may


issue a conditional license.AAThe finance commission by rule shall


adopt reasonable terms and conditions for a conditional license.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 91, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A156.211.AACHANGE OF ADDRESS OR SPONSORSHIP;


MODIFICATION OF LICENSE. (a)AABefore the 10th day preceding the


effective date of an address change, a residential mortgage loan


company shall notify the commissioner in writing of the new address


accompanied by a change of address fee of $25.


(b)AAWhen the sponsorship of a residential mortgage loan


originator is terminated, the residential mortgage loan originator


or the residential mortgage loan company shall immediately notify


the commissioner.


(b-1)AANot later than the 10th day before a residential


mortgage loan company begins doing business under an assumed name,


the residential mortgage loan company shall file with the


commissioner a copy of an assumed name certificate for each assumed
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name under which the residential mortgage loan company intends to


conduct business and pay a $25 registration fee for each assumed


name.


(b-2)AAA person licensed under this chapter must notify the


commissioner not later than the 10th day after the date of any


change of the person’s name for the issuance of an amended license.


(b-3)AAA residential mortgage loan company licensed under


this chapter that changes the company’s qualifying individual shall


notify the commissioner not later than the 10th business day after


the date of the change.AAThe commissioner may charge a fee of $25


for each change of a designated representative.


(c)AAA fee under this section is not refundable and may not be


credited or applied to any other fee or indebtedness owed by the


person paying the fee.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.12, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 30, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.212.AAMAINTENANCE AND LOCATION OF OFFICES.AA If a


residential mortgage loan company maintains an office separate and


distinct from the company’s main office, whether located in this


state or not, that conducts mortgage business with consumers of


this state or regarding residential real estate in this state, the


company shall apply for, pay a fee of $50 for, and obtain an


additional license to be known as a branch office license for each


additional office to be maintained by the company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 29,


eff. September 1, 2009.
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Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 27, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 7(1),


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.213.AAMORTGAGE CALL REPORT. (a)AAEach licensed


residential mortgage loan company shall file a mortgage call report


with the commissioner or the commissioner’s authorized designee on


a form prescribed by the commissioner or authorized designee.AAThe


report:


(1)AAis a statement of condition of the residential


mortgage loan company and the company’s operations, including


financial statements and production activity volumes;


(2)AAmust include any other information required by the


commissioner; and


(3)AAmust be filed as frequently as required by the


commissioner.


(b)AAInformation contained in the mortgage call report


related to residential mortgage loan origination volume or other


trade information, including information used to determine


statistical entries in the report related to loan origination


volume, is confidential and may not be disclosed by the


commissioner, the commissioner’s authorized designee, or any other


employee of the department.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER D. LICENSE REVOCATION AND SUSPENSION AND OTHER ACTIONS


AGAINST LICENSE HOLDER


Sec.A156.301.AAINSPECTIONS; INVESTIGATIONS. (a)AAThe
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commissioner may conduct inspections of a person licensed under


this chapter or a residential mortgage loan originator who is


licensed under Chapter 157 and sponsored by and conducting business


for a licensed or registered residential mortgage loan company


under this chapter as the commissioner determines necessary to


determine whether the person or the residential mortgage loan


originator is complying with this chapter and applicable


rules.AAThe inspections may include inspection of the books,


records, documents, operations, and facilities of the person or the


residential mortgage loan originator and access to any documents


required under rules adopted under this chapter.AAThe commissioner


may share evidence of criminal activity gathered during an


inspection or investigation with any state or federal law


enforcement agency.


(b)AAOn the signed written complaint of a person, the


commissioner shall investigate the actions and records of a person


licensed under this chapter or a residential mortgage loan


originator who is licensed under Chapter 157 and sponsored by and


conducting business for a licensed or registered residential


mortgage loan company under this chapter if the complaint, or the


complaint and documentary or other evidence presented in connection


with the complaint, provides reasonable cause.AAThe commissioner,


before commencing an investigation, shall notify the residential


mortgage loan company or the residential mortgage loan originator


in writing of the complaint and that the commissioner intends to


investigate the matter.


(c)AAFor reasonable cause, the commissioner at any time may


investigate a person licensed under this chapter or a residential


mortgage loan originator who is licensed under Chapter 157 and


sponsored by and conducting business for a licensed or registered


residential mortgage loan company under this chapter to determine


whether the person or the residential mortgage loan originator is


complying with this chapter and applicable rules.


(d)AAThe commissioner may conduct an undercover or covert


investigation only if the commissioner, after due consideration of


the circumstances, determines that the investigation is necessary


to prevent immediate harm and to carry out the purposes of this
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chapter.


(e)AAThe finance commission by rule shall provide guidelines


to govern an inspection or an investigation, including rules to:


(1)AAdetermine the information and records to which the


commissioner may demand access during an inspection or an


investigation; and


(2)AAestablish what constitutes reasonable cause for an


investigation.


(f)AAInformation obtained by the commissioner during an


inspection or an investigation is confidential unless disclosure of


the information is permitted or required by other law.


(g)AAThe commissioner may share information gathered during


an investigation or inspection with any state or federal agency.


(h)AAThe commissioner may require reimbursement of expenses


for each examiner for on-site examination or investigation of a


license holder if records are located out of state or if the review


is considered necessary beyond the routine examination


process.AAThe finance commission by rule shall set the maximum


amount for the reimbursement of expenses authorized under this


subsection.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.13, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 15,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 30, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 33, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.3011.AAISSUANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA. (a)


During an investigation, the commissioner may issue a subpoena that


is addressed to a peace officer of this state or other person


authorized by law to serve citation or perfect service.AAThe
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subpoena may require a person to give a deposition, produce


documents, or both.


(b)AAIf a person disobeys a subpoena or if a person appearing


in a deposition in connection with the investigation refuses to


testify, the commissioner may petition a district court in Travis


County to issue an order requiring the person to obey the subpoena,


testify, or produce documents relating to the matter.AAThe court


shall promptly set an application to enforce a subpoena issued


under Subsection (a) for hearing and shall cause notice of the


application and the hearing to be served upon the person to whom the


subpoena is directed.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.14, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A156.302.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) The


commissioner, after notice and opportunity for hearing, may impose


an administrative penalty on a person licensed under this chapter


who violates this chapter or a rule or order adopted under this


chapter.


(b)AAThe amount of the penalty may not exceed $25,000 for


each violation.AAThe amount shall be based on:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation;


(2)AAthe economic harm to property caused by the


violation;


(3)AAthe history of previous violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter a future violation;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.


(c)AAThe enforcement of the penalty may be stayed during the


time the order is under judicial review if the person pays the


penalty to the clerk of the court or files a supersedeas bond with


the court in the amount of the penalty. A person who cannot afford


to pay the penalty or file the bond may stay the enforcement by


filing an affidavit in the manner required by the Texas Rules of


Civil Procedure for a party who cannot afford to file security for


costs, subject to the right of the commissioner to contest the
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affidavit as provided by those rules.


(d)AAThe attorney general may sue to collect the penalty.


(e)AAAn appeal of an administrative penalty under this


section is considered to be a contested case under Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 337, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1,


2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 407, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 16,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A156.303.AADISCIPLINARY ACTION; CEASE AND DESIST ORDER.


(a)AAThe commissioner may order disciplinary action against a


licensed or registered residential mortgage loan company when the


commissioner, after notice and opportunity for hearing, has


determined that the company:


(1)AAobtained a license or registration, including a


renewal of a license or registration, under this chapter through a


false or fraudulent representation or made a material


misrepresentation in an application for a license or registration


or for the renewal of a license or registration under this chapter;


(2)AApublished or caused to be published an


advertisement related to the business of a residential mortgage


loan company that:


(A)AAis misleading;


(B)AAis likely to deceive the public;


(C)AAin any manner tends to create a misleading


impression;


(D)AAfails to identify as a residential mortgage


loan company the person causing the advertisement to be published;


or


(E)AAviolates federal or state law;


(3)AAwhile performing an act for which a license or


registration under this chapter is required, engaged in conduct
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that constitutes improper, fraudulent, or dishonest dealings;


(4)AAentered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to, or


is convicted of, a criminal offense that is a felony or that


involves fraud or moral turpitude in a court of this or another


state or in a federal court;


(5)AAfailed to use a fee collected in advance of closing


of a residential mortgage loan for a purpose for which the fee was


paid;


(6)AAcharged or received, directly or indirectly, a fee


for assisting a mortgage applicant in obtaining a residential


mortgage loan before all of the services that the person agreed to


perform for the mortgage applicant are completed, and the proceeds


of the residential mortgage loan have been disbursed to or on behalf


of the mortgage applicant;


(7)AAfailed within a reasonable time to honor a credit


card charge back or a check issued to the commissioner after the


commissioner has mailed a request for payment, including payment of


any applicable fees, to the person’s last known business address as


reflected by the commissioner’s records;


(8)AApaid compensation to a person who is not licensed,


registered, or exempt under this chapter or Chapter 157 for acts for


which a license or registration under this chapter or Chapter 157 is


required;


(9)AAinduced or attempted to induce a party to a


contract to breach the contract so the person may make a residential


mortgage loan;


(10)AApublished or circulated an unjustified or


unwarranted threat of legal proceedings in matters related to the


person’s actions or services as a residential mortgage loan


company;


(11)AAestablished an association, by employment or


otherwise, with a person not licensed, registered, or exempt under


this chapter or Chapter 157 who was expected or required to act as a


residential mortgage loan company or residential mortgage loan


originator;


(12)AAaided, abetted, or conspired with a person to


circumvent the requirements of this chapter or Subchapter D,
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Chapter 157;


(13)AAacted in the dual capacity of a residential


mortgage loan company and real estate broker, salesperson, or


attorney in a transaction without the knowledge and written consent


of the mortgage applicant or in violation of applicable


requirements under federal law;


(14)AAdiscriminated against a prospective borrower on


the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry,


familial status, or a disability;


(15)AAfailed or refused on demand to:


(A)AAproduce a document, book, or record


concerning a residential mortgage loan transaction conducted by a


residential mortgage loan originator for inspection by the


commissioner or the commissioner’s authorized personnel or


representative;


(B)AAgive the commissioner or the commissioner’s


authorized personnel or representative free access to the books or


records relating to the person’s business kept by an officer,


agent, or employee of the person or any business entity through


which the person conducts residential mortgage loan origination


activities, including a subsidiary or holding company affiliate; or


(C)AAprovide information requested by the


commissioner as a result of a formal or informal complaint made to


the commissioner;


(16)AAfailed without just cause to surrender, on


demand, a copy of a document or other instrument coming into the


person’s possession that was provided to the person by another


person making the demand or that the person making the demand is


under law entitled to receive;


(17)AAdisregarded or violated this chapter, a rule


adopted by the finance commission under this chapter, or an order


issued by the commissioner under this chapter; or


(18)AAprovided false information to the commissioner


during the course of an investigation or inspection.


(a-1)AAThe commissioner may also order disciplinary action


after notice and opportunity for hearing against a licensed or


registered residential mortgage loan company if the commissioner
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becomes aware during the term of the license of any fact that would


have been grounds for denial of an original license if the fact had


been known by the commissioner on the date the license was issued.


(b)AAIn addition to disciplinary action by the commissioner


authorized under Subsection (a), the commissioner, if the


commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that a person licensed


under this chapter has or is about to violate this section, may


issue without notice and hearing an order to cease and desist from


continuing a particular action or an order to take affirmative


action, or both, to enforce compliance with this chapter.


(c)AAAn order issued under Subsection (b) must contain a


reasonably detailed statement of the facts on which the order is


made. If a person against whom the order is made requests a


hearing, the commissioner shall set and give notice of a hearing


before the commissioner or a hearings officer. The hearing shall be


governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code. Based on the findings of


fact, conclusions of law, and recommendations of the hearings


officer, the commissioner by order may find a violation has


occurred or not occurred.


(d)AAIf a hearing is not requested under Subsection (c) not


later than the 30th day after the date on which an order is made, the


order is considered final and not appealable.


(e)AAThe commissioner, after giving notice and an


opportunity for hearing, may impose against a person who violates a


cease and desist order an administrative penalty in an amount not to


exceed $1,000 for each day of the violation.AAIn addition to any


other remedy provided by law, the commissioner may institute in


district court a suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.AAA bond is not required of the commissioner


with respect to injunctive relief granted under this subsection.


(f)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), a person is considered


convicted if a sentence is imposed on the person, the person


receives community supervision, including deferred adjudication


community supervision, or the court defers final disposition of the


person’s case.


(g)AAIf a person fails to pay an administrative penalty that


has become final or fails to comply with an order of the
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commissioner that has become final, in addition to any other remedy


provided under law the commissioner, on not less than 10 days’


notice to the person, may without a prior hearing suspend the


person’s residential mortgage loan company license or


registration.AAThe suspension shall continue until the person has


complied with the order or paid the administrative penalty.AADuring


the period of suspension, the person may not originate a


residential mortgage loan and all compensation received by the


person during the period of suspension is subject to forfeiture as


provided by Section 156.406(b).


(h)AAAn order of suspension under Subsection (g) may be


appealed.AAAn appeal is a contested case governed by Chapter 2001,


Government Code.AAA hearing of an appeal of an order of suspension


issued under Subsection (g) shall be held not later than the 30th


day after the date of receipt of the notice of appeal.AAThe


appellant shall be provided at least three days’ notice of the time


and place of the hearing.


(i)AAAn order revoking the license or registration of a


residential mortgage loan company may provide that the person is


prohibited, without obtaining prior written consent of the


commissioner, from:


(1)AAengaging in the business of originating or making


residential mortgage loans; or


(2)AA otherwise affiliating with a person for the


purpose of engaging in the business of originating or making


residential mortgage loans.


(j)AAThe commissioner may, on not less than 10 days’ notice


to the person, suspend a person’s license without a prior hearing


under this chapter if an indictment or information is filed or


returned alleging that the person committed a criminal offense


involving fraud, theft, or dishonesty.AAThe suspension continues


until the criminal case is dismissed or the person is acquitted.AAA


person may appeal the suspension in accordance with Subsection (h).


(k)AAThe commissioner may, at the commissioner’s discretion,


rescind or vacate any previously issued order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 92, eff. Sept. 1,
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2001; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 170, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 32, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 34, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.304.AAFEE ASSESSMENT AND DISCLOSURE. (a)AABefore


the completion of all services to be performed, a residential


mortgage loan originator sponsored by and conducting business for a


licensed or registered residential mortgage loan company under this


chapter may charge and receive, unless prohibited by law, the


following fees for services in assisting a mortgage applicant to


obtain a residential mortgage loan:


(1)AAa fee to obtain a credit report;


(2)AAa fee for the appraisal of the real estate;


(3)AAa fee for processing a residential mortgage loan


application;


(4)AAa fee for taking a residential mortgage loan


application;


(5)AAa fee for automated underwriting;


(6)AAa fee for a courier service;


(7)AAa fee to issue a loan commitment; or


(8)AAsubject to Subsection (b), a fee for locking in an


interest rate.


(b)AAA residential mortgage loan originator may not charge or


receive a fee for locking in an interest rate unless there is a


written agreement signed by the mortgage applicant and residential


mortgage loan originator that contains a statement of whether the


fee to lock in the interest rate is refundable and, if so, the terms


and conditions necessary to obtain the refund.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 33, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 35, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.305.AARESTITUTION.AAThe commissioner may order a


person to make restitution for any amount received by that person in


violation of this chapter.AAA residential mortgage loan company may


be required to make restitution for any amount received by a


sponsored residential mortgage loan originator in violation of


Chapter 157.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.16, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 34, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 36, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER E. HEARINGS; JUDICIAL REVIEW; CIVIL ACTIONS;


UNLICENSED ACTIVITY


Sec.A156.401.AAHEARINGS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW. (a) The


commissioner may employ an enforcement staff to investigate and


prosecute complaints made against persons licensed under this


chapter.AAThe commissioner may employ a hearings officer to conduct


hearings under this section.AAThe commissioner may collect and


deposit any court costs collected pursuant to a final order.


(b)AAIf the commissioner proposes to suspend or revoke a


license issued under this chapter or if the commissioner refuses to


issue or renew a license to an applicant for a license or person


requesting a renewal of a license under this chapter, the applicant


or license holder is entitled to a hearing before the commissioner


or a hearings officer who shall make a proposal for decision to the


commissioner. The commissioner or hearings officer shall prescribe
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the time and place of the hearing. The hearing is governed by


Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(c)AAThe commissioner or hearings officer may issue


subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of


records or documents. Process issued by the commissioner or


hearings officer may extend to all parts of the state and may be


served by any person designated by the commissioner or hearings


officer.


(d)AAA person aggrieved by a ruling, order, or decision of


the commissioner has the right to appeal to a district court in the


county in which the hearing was held.AAAn appeal under this


subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(e)AAThe commissioner may, in the commissioner’s discretion,


rescind or vacate any previously issued revocation order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 18,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 35, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 37, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A156.402.AACIVIL ACTIONS AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. (a) A


mortgage applicant injured by a violation of this chapter may bring


an action for recovery of actual monetary damages and reasonable


attorney’s fees and court costs.


(b)AAThe commissioner, the attorney general, or a mortgage


applicant may bring an action to enjoin a violation of this chapter.


(c)AAA remedy provided by this section is in addition to any


other remedy provided by law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A156.403.AABURDEN OF PROOF TO ESTABLISH AN EXEMPTION.


The burden of proving an exemption in a proceeding or action brought


under this chapter is on the person claiming the benefit of the


exemption.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A156.404.AARELIANCE ON WRITTEN NOTICES FROM


COMMISSIONER. A person does not violate this chapter with respect


to an action taken or omission made in reliance on a written notice,


written interpretation, or written report from the commissioner,


unless a subsequent amendment to this chapter or a rule adopted


under this chapter affects the commissioner’s notice,


interpretation, or report.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A156.406.AAUNLICENSED ACTIVITY. (a)AAA person, unless


otherwise exempt, commits an offense if the person conducts


regulated activities under this chapter without first obtaining a


license or registration as required by Section 156.201, 156.2012,


or 157.012, as applicable.AA An offense under this subsection is a


Class B misdemeanor.AAA second or subsequent conviction for an


offense under this subsection shall be punished as a Class A


misdemeanor.


(b)AAA person who received money, or the equivalent of money,


as a fee or profit because of or in consequence of the person acting


as a residential mortgage loan originator without an active license


or being exempt under this chapter is liable for damages in an


amount that is not less than the amount of the fee or profit


received and not to exceed three times the amount of the fee or


profit received, as may be determined by the court.AAAn aggrieved


person may recover damages under this subsection in a court.


(c)AAIf the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that


a person who is not licensed or exempt under this chapter has


engaged, or is about to engage, in an act or practice for which a


license is required under this chapter, the commissioner may issue


without notice and hearing an order to cease and desist from


continuing a particular action or an order to take affirmative


action, or both, to enforce compliance with this chapter.AAThe


order shall contain a reasonably detailed statement of the facts on


which the order is made.AAThe order may assess an administrative


penalty in an amount not to exceed $1,000 per day for each violation
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and may require a person to pay to a mortgage applicant any


compensation received by the person from the applicant in violation


of this chapter.AAIf a person against whom the order is made


requests a hearing, the commissioner shall set and give notice of a


hearing before the commissioner or a hearings officer.AAThe hearing


shall be governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.AAAn order under


this subsection becomes final unless the person to whom the order is


issued requests a hearing not later than the 30th day after the date


the order is issued.


(d)AAIf a hearing has not been requested under Subsection (c)


not later than the 30th day after the date the order is made, the


order is considered final and not appealable.AAThe commissioner,


after giving notice, may impose against a person who violates a


cease and desist order, an administrative penalty in an amount not


to exceed $1,000 for each day of a violation.AAIn addition to any


other remedy provided by law, the commissioner may institute in


district court a suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.AAA bond is not required of the commissioner


with respect to injunctive relief granted under this section.AAA


penalty collected under this subsection shall be deposited in the


recovery fund.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.17, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 37, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 38, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER F. RECOVERY FUND


Sec. 156.501.AARECOVERY FUND. (a)AAThe commissioner shall


establish, administer, and maintain a recovery fund as provided by


Section 13.016 and this subchapter.AAThe amounts received by the


commissioner for deposit in the fund shall be held by the


commissioner in trust for carrying out the purposes of the fund.AA
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(b)AASubject to this subsection and Section 156.502(b), the


recovery fund shall be used to reimburse residential mortgage loan


applicants for actual damages incurred because of acts committed by


a residential mortgage loan originator who was licensed under


Chapter 157 when the act was committed.AAThe use of the fund is


limited to reimbursement for out-of-pocket losses caused by an act


by a residential mortgage loan originator licensed under Chapter


157 that constitutes a violation of Section 157.024(a)(2), (3),


(5), (7), (8), (9), (10), (13), (16), (17), or (18) or 156.304(b).


(b-1)AAPayments from the recovery fund may not be made to a


lender who makes a residential mortgage loan originated by the


residential mortgage loan originator or who acquires a residential


mortgage loan originated by the residential mortgage loan


originator.


A


Text of subsection as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929


(H.B. 3617), Sec. 5


A


(c)AAAmounts in the recovery fund may be invested and


reinvested in accordance with Chapter 2256, Government Code, and


under the prudent person standard described in Section 11b, Article


VII, Texas Constitution, and the interest from these investments


shall be deposited to the credit of the fund. An investment may not


be made under this subsection if the investment will impair the


necessary liquidity required to satisfy claims awarded under this


subchapter.


A


Text of subsection as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963


(S.B. 1900), Sec. 6


A


(c)AAAmounts in the recovery fund may be invested and


reinvested in accordance with Chapter 2256, Government Code, and


under the prudent person standard described by Section 11b, Article


VII, Texas Constitution, and the interest from these investments


shall be deposited to the credit of the fund.AAAn investment may not


be made under this subsection if the investment will impair the


necessary liquidity required to satisfy judgment payments awarded
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under this subchapter.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B.


3617), Sec. 9, and Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900),


Sec. 7(2), eff. September 1, 2021.


(e)AAPayments from the recovery fund shall be reduced by the


amount of any recovery from the residential mortgage loan


originator or from any surety, insurer, or other person or entity


making restitution to the applicant on behalf of the residential


mortgage loan originator.


(f)AARepealed by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B.


3617), Sec. 9, and Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900),


Sec. 7(2), eff. September 1, 2021.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 6.18, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 19,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 38, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 40, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 7(2),


eff. September 1, 2021.


Text of section as amended by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929


(H.B. 3617), Sec. 6


Sec. 156.502.AAFUNDING. (a)AAOn an application for an


original license issued under Chapter 157, the applicant, in


addition to paying the original application fee, shall pay a fee in


the amount of $20.AAThe fee shall be deposited in the recovery fund.
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(a-1)AAAll or any portion of the amount of a penalty that is


collected by the commissioner under Sections 156.302, 156.303,


157.023, 157.024, 157.031, 158.105, and 180.202, as determined by


the commissioner, may be deposited to the credit of the recovery


fund at the end of each fiscal year.


A


Without reference to the amendment of this subsection, this


subsection was repealed by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B.


1900), Sec. 7(3), eff. September 1, 2021.


A


(b)AAIf the balance remaining in the recovery fund at the end


of a calendar year is more than $3.5 million, the amount of money in


excess of that amount shall be remitted by the commissioner to the


comptroller for deposit in the mortgage grant fund established


under Subchapter G.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 20,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 21,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 29,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 39, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 41, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 7(3),


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.503.AASTATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. (a)AAAn application


for the recovery of actual damages from the recovery fund under


Section 156.504 may not be filed after the fourth anniversary of the


date of the alleged act or omission causing the actual damages or


the date the act or omission should reasonably have been
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discovered.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to a subrogation claim


brought by the commissioner for recovery of money paid out of the


recovery fund.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 22,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 40, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 42, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.504.AAPROCEDURE FOR RECOVERY. (a)AATo recover from


the recovery fund, a residential mortgage loan applicant must file


a written sworn application with the commissioner in the form


prescribed by the commissioner, subject to Section 156.503.AAA


person who knowingly makes a false statement in connection with


applying for money out of the fund may be subject to criminal


prosecution under Section 37.10, Penal Code.


(b)AAThe residential mortgage loan applicant is required to


show:


(1)AAthat the applicant ’s claim is based on facts


allowing recovery under Section 156.501; and


(2)AAthat the applicant:


(A)AAis not a spouse of the licensed residential


mortgage loan originator;


(B)AAis not a child, parent, grandchild,


grandparent, or sibling, including relationships by adoption, of


the licensed residential mortgage loan originator;


(C)AAis not a person sharing living quarters with


the licensed residential mortgage loan originator or a current or


former employer, employee, or associate of the licensed residential


mortgage loan originator;


(D)AAis not a person who has aided, abetted, or


participated other than as a victim with the licensed residential


mortgage loan originator in any activity that is illegal under
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Section 157.024(a)(2), (3), (5), (7), (8), (9), (10), (13), (16),


(17), or (18) or 156.304(b), or is not the personal representative


of a licensed residential mortgage loan originator; and


(E)AAis not licensed as a residential mortgage


loan originator under Chapter 157 who is seeking to recover any


compensation in the transaction or transactions for which the


application for payment is made.


(c)AAOn receipt of the verified application, the


commissioner’s staff shall:


(1)AAnotify each appropriate license holder and the


issuer of any surety bond issued in connection with their licenses;


and


(2)AAinvestigate the application and issue a


preliminary determination, giving the applicant, the license


holder, and any surety an opportunity to resolve the matter by


agreement or to dispute the preliminary determination.


(d)AAIf the preliminary determination under Subsection


(c)(2) is not otherwise resolved by agreement and is not disputed by


written notice to the commissioner before the 31st day after the


notification date, the preliminary determination automatically


becomes final and the commissioner shall make payment from the


recovery fund, subject to the limits of Section 156.505.


(e)AAIf the preliminary determination under Subsection


(c)(2) is disputed by the applicant, the license holder, or any


surety by written notice to the commissioner before the 31st day


after the notification date, the matter shall be set for a hearing


governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code, and the hearing rules of


the finance commission.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 23,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 41, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 43, eff.


September 1, 2013.
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Sec. 156.505.AARECOVERY LIMITS. (a)AAA person entitled to


receive payment out of the recovery fund is entitled to receive


reimbursement of actual, out-of-pocket damages as provided by this


section.


(b)AAA payment from the recovery fund may be made as provided


by Section 156.504 and this section.AAA payment for claims:


(1)AAarising out of the same transaction, including


interest, is limited in the aggregate to $25,000, regardless of the


number of claimants; and


(2)AAagainst a single person licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 157 arising out of separate


transactions, including interest, is limited in the aggregate to


$50,000 until the fund has been reimbursed for all amounts paid.


(c)AAIn the event there are concurrent claims under


Subsections (b)(1) and (2) that exceed the amounts available under


the recovery fund, the commissioner shall prorate recovery based on


the amount of damage suffered by each claimant.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 24,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 42, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 44, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.506.AAREVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF LICENSE FOR


PAYMENT FROM RECOVERY FUND. (a)AAThe commissioner may revoke or


suspend a license issued under Chapter 157 on proof that the


commissioner has made a payment from the recovery fund of any amount


toward satisfaction of a claim against a residential mortgage loan


originator under Chapter 157.


(a-1)AAThe commissioner may seek to collect from a


residential mortgage loan originator the amount paid from the


recovery fund on behalf of the residential mortgage loan originator


and any costs associated with investigating and processing the


claim against the fund or with collection of reimbursement for
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payments from the recovery fund, plus interest at the current legal


rate until the amount has been repaid in full.AAAny amount,


including interest, recovered by the commissioner shall be


deposited to the credit of the fund.


(b)AAThe commissioner may probate an order revoking or


suspending a license under this section.


(c)AAA person on whose behalf payment was made from the


recovery fund is not eligible to receive a new license or have a


suspension lifted under this chapter or Chapter 157 until the


person has repaid in full, plus interest at the current legal rate,


the amount paid from the fund on the person’s behalf and any costs


associated with investigating and processing the claim against the


fund or with collection of reimbursement for payments from the


fund.


(d)AAThis section does not limit the authority of the


commissioner to take disciplinary action against a residential


mortgage loan originator for a violation of Chapter 157 or the rules


adopted by the finance commission under that chapter.AAThe


repayment in full to the recovery fund of all obligations of a


residential mortgage loan originator does not nullify or modify the


effect of any other disciplinary proceeding brought under Chapter


157.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 93, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 25,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 43, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 45, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 156.507.AASUBROGATION.AAWhen the commissioner has paid


an applicant an amount from the recovery fund under Section


156.504, the commissioner is subrogated to all of the rights of the


applicant to the extent of the amount paid.AAThe applicant shall
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assign all of the applicant ’s right, title, and interest in any


subsequent judgment against the license holder, up to the amount


paid by the commissioner.AAAny amount, including interest,


recovered by the commissioner on the assignment shall be deposited


to the credit of the fund.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 26,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 44, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 156.508.AAFAILURE TO COMPLY WITH SUBCHAPTER OR RULE


ADOPTED BY THE FINANCE COMMISSION.AAThe failure of an applicant


under Section 156.504 to comply with a provision of this subchapter


relating to the recovery fund or with a rule adopted by the finance


commission relating to the fund constitutes a waiver of any rights


under this subchapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec. 27,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 44, eff.


September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER G. MORTGAGE GRANT FUND


Sec. 156.551.AAMORTGAGE GRANT FUND. (a)AAThe commissioner


shall establish, administer, and maintain a mortgage grant fund as


provided by this subchapter. The amounts received by the


commissioner for deposit in the fund shall be held by the


commissioner in trust for carrying out the purposes of the fund.


(b)AASubject to Subsection (c), all or any portion of the


amount of a penalty that is collected by the commissioner under


Sections 156.302, 156.303, 157.023, 157.024, 157.031, 158.105, and


180.202, as determined by the commissioner, may be deposited to the


credit of the mortgage grant fund at the end of each fiscal year.
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(c)AAThe balance of the mortgage grant fund may not at any


time exceed $300,000.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.552.AAFUNDING.AAThe mortgage grant fund consists


of:


(1)AApenalties collected by the commissioner and


deposited to the credit of the fund in accordance with Section


156.551(b); and


(2)AAexcess amounts transferred from the recovery fund


under Section 156.502(b).


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.553.AAMANAGEMENT OF FUND. (a)AAThe commissioner,


as manager of the mortgage grant fund, shall:


(1)AAsubject to Subsection (b), invest and reinvest the


assets of the fund;


(2)AAmake disbursements from the fund in accordance


with Section 156.554;


(3)AAadvise the finance commission regarding the fund;


(4)AAmaintain books and records for the fund as


required by the finance commission; and


(5)AAappear at hearings or judicial proceedings related


to the fund.


(b)AAAmounts in the mortgage grant fund may be invested and


reinvested in accordance with Chapter 2256, Government Code, and


under the prudent person standard described in Section 11b, Article


VII, Texas Constitution.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.554.AADISBURSEMENT FROM FUND. (a)AAThe


commissioner shall approve each disbursement from the mortgage


grant fund, which must be for a purpose authorized by Subsection


(b).
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(b)AAThe commissioner:


(1)AAmay provide grants in an aggregate amount of not


more than $100,000 each year to an auxiliary mortgage loan activity


company or another nonprofit organization for the purposes of:


(A)AAproviding to consumers financial education


relating to mortgage loans; and


(B)AAproviding to other nonprofit organizations


training in order for those organizations to provide to consumers


financial education relating to mortgage loans;


(2)AAshall make disbursements from the fund to pay


claims made under Section 156.555 that meet the requirements for


payment under that section; and


(3)AAmay make disbursements from the fund to provide


support for statewide financial education, activities, and


programs specifically related to mortgage loans for consumers,


including activities and programs described by Section 14.113(c).


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 156.555.AAPAYMENT OF CLAIMS FOR FRAUDULENT UNLICENSED


ACTIVITY. (a)AAA residential mortgage loan applicant may make a


claim on and receive payment from the mortgage grant fund for the


recovery of the applicant’s actual, out-of-pocket damages incurred


because of fraud committed by an individual who acted as a


residential mortgage loan originator but who did not hold the


required license issued under Chapter 157 at the time the


individual committed the fraudulent act.


(b)AAThe eligibility and procedural requirements for a claim


made under Section 156.504 and the statute of limitations under


Section 156.503 apply to a residential mortgage loan applicant who


makes a claim under this section.


(c)AAPayments made from the mortgage grant fund to a


residential mortgage loan applicant under this section are subject


to the limits provided by Section 156.505.
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Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec. 156.556.AARULES.AAThe finance commission shall adopt


rules to administer this subchapter, including rules governing


implementation of Section 156.554 that:


(1)AAensure a grant awarded under that section is used


for a public purpose described by that section; and


(2)AAprovide a means of recovering money awarded that


is not used in compliance with that section.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2021.
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fi.157.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 157. MORTGAGE BANKERS AND RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN


ORIGINATORS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 157.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Mortgage Banker Registration and Residential Mortgage Loan


Originator License Act.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 1, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Sec. 157.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(2)AA"Disciplinary action" means any order by the


commissioner that requires one or more of the following:


(A)AAsuspension or revocation of a residential


mortgage loan originator license under this chapter;


(B)AAprobation of a suspension or revocation of a


residential mortgage loan originator license under this chapter on


terms and conditions that the commissioner determines appropriate;


(C)AAa reprimand of a person with a residential


mortgage loan originator license under this chapter; or


(D)AAan administrative penalty imposed on a person


holding a residential mortgage loan originator license under this


chapter.


(3)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(3-a)AA"Inspection" includes examination.


(4)AA"Mortgage banker" means a person who:


(A)AAaccepts an application for a residential


mortgage loan, makes a residential mortgage loan, or services
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residential mortgage loans; and


(B)AAis an approved or authorized:


(i)AAmortgagee with direct endorsement


underwriting authority granted by the United States Department of


Housing and Urban Development;


(ii)AAseller or servicer of the Federal


National Mortgage Association or the Federal Home Loan Mortgage


Corporation; or


(iii)AAissuer for the Government National


Mortgage Association.


(4-a)AA"Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry" has the meaning assigned by Section 180.002.


(4-b)AA"Recovery fund" means the fund established and


maintained by the commissioner under Subchapter F, Chapter 156, and


Section 13.016.


(5)AA"Residential mortgage loan" has the meaning


assigned by Section 180.002.


(5-a)AA"Residential mortgage loan company" has the


meaning assigned by Section 156.002.


(6)AA"Residential mortgage loan originator" has the


meaning assigned by Section 180.002.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.053,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 2, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 45, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 48, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER B. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS


Sec. 157.0021.AADISCLOSURE STATEMENT. (a)AAA mortgage
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banker that is a residential mortgage loan originator shall include


a notice to a residential mortgage loan applicant with an


application for a residential mortgage loan.AAThe finance


commission by rule shall adopt a standard disclosure form to be used


by the mortgage banker.AAThe form must:


(1)AAinclude the name, address, and toll-free telephone


number for the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending;


(2)AAcontain information on how to file a complaint or


recovery fund claim; and


(3)AAprescribe a method for proof of delivery to the


consumer.


(b)AAA mortgage banker that indicates in its registration


that it acts as a residential mortgage loan servicer shall provide


to the borrower of each residential mortgage loan it services the


following notice not later than the 30th day after the date the


mortgage banker commences servicing the loan:


"COMPLAINTS REGARDING THE SERVICING OF YOUR MORTGAGE SHOULD


BE SENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND MORTGAGE LENDING,


______________________________ (street address of the Department


of Savings and Mortgage Lending).AAA TOLL-FREE CONSUMER HOTLINE IS


AVAILABLE AT _______________ (telephone number of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending’s toll-free consumer hotline)."


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.054,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 5, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 50, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Transferred and redesignated from Finance Code, Section 157.007 by


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 54, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0022.AACOMPLAINTS. (a)AAIf the Department of
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Savings and Mortgage Lending receives a signed written complaint


from a person concerning a mortgage banker, the commissioner shall


notify the representative designated by the mortgage banker under


Section 157.003(b) in writing of the complaint and provide a copy of


the complaint to the representative.


(b)AAThe commissioner may request documentary and other


evidence considered by the commissioner as necessary to effectively


evaluate the complaint, including correspondence, loan documents,


and disclosures.AAA mortgage banker shall promptly provide any


evidence requested by the commissioner.


(c)AAThe commissioner may require the mortgage banker to


resolve the complaint or to provide the commissioner with a


response to the complaint.AAThe commissioner may direct the


mortgage banker in writing to take specific action to resolve the


complaint.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.055,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Transferred and redesignated from Finance Code, Section 157.008 by


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 54, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0023.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY. (a)AAThe Finance


Commission of Texas may adopt rules necessary to implement or


fulfill the purpose of this chapter.


(b)AAThe Finance Commission of Texas may by rule adopt


standard forms for, and require the use of the forms by, a mortgage


banker who represents that an applicant for a loan is preapproved or


has prequalified for the loan.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 7, eff.
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April 1, 2010.


Transferred and redesignated from Finance Code, Section 157.011 by


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 56, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0024.AAMORTGAGE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE.AAThe


mortgage industry advisory committee shall advise and assist the


commissioner with respect to this chapter as provided by Section


156.104.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 49,


eff. September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER C. REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGE BANKERS


Sec.A157.003.AAREGISTRATION REQUIRED. (a) A person must


register under this chapter before the person may conduct the


business of a mortgage banker in this state, unless the person is


exempt under this section or Section 157.004.


(b)AATo register under this chapter, a mortgage banker shall:


(1)AAenroll with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry;


(2)AAbe in good standing with the secretary of state;


(3)AAhave a valid federal employer identification


number;


(4)AAmeet the qualification requirements for a mortgage


banker;


(5)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or any order previously issued by the


commissioner to the applicant; and


(6)AAprovide to the commissioner a list of any offices


that are separate and distinct from the primary office identified


on the mortgage banker registration and that conduct residential


mortgage loan business relating to this state, regardless of


whether the offices are located in this state.


(b-1)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(11), eff. September 1, 2011.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.
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65(a)(11), eff. September 1, 2011.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(11), eff. September 1, 2011.


(e)AAThe registration of a mortgage banker is valid on


approval of the commissioner and may be denied if the commissioner


determines the mortgage banker does not meet the requirements of


Subsection (b).AAIf registration is denied, the mortgage banker may


appeal the determination in the same manner as an applicant for a


residential mortgage loan originator license may appeal a denial of


issuance of a license under Section 157.017.


(f)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(7), eff. September 1, 2013.


(g)AAThe registration may be withdrawn or revoked.


(h)AAA mortgage banker that services residential mortgage


loans must indicate in its registration that it acts as a


residential mortgage loan servicer.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 3, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 46, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(11), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 51, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(7),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 161 (S.B. 1093), Sec.


22.001(18), eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.004.AAEXEMPTIONS.AAThis chapter does not apply to:


(1)AAa federally insured bank, savings bank, savings


and loan association, Farm Credit System Institution, or credit


union;
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(2)AAa subsidiary of a federally insured bank, savings


bank, savings and loan association, Farm Credit System Institution,


or credit union;


(3)AAa residential mortgage loan company licensed under


Chapter 156;


(4)AAan authorized lender licensed under Chapter 342;


or


(5)AAthe state or a governmental agency, political


subdivision, or other instrumentality of the state, or an employee


of the state or a governmental agency, political subdivision, or


instrumentality of the state who is acting within the scope of the


person’s employment.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 4, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 52, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.005.AAUPDATE OF REGISTRATION.AAA mortgage banker


shall update information contained in the registration not later


than the 10th day after the date the information changes.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 47, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 53, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.006.AAREGISTRATION AND ADMINISTRATION FEE.AAThe


commissioner may charge a mortgage banker a reasonable fee to cover


the costs of the registration and of administering this


chapter.AAThe fee may not exceed $500 a year.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 48, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 157.0061.AARENEWAL OF REGISTRATION. (a)AAThe


registration of a mortgage banker expires on December 31 of the year


in which the registration is approved and must be renewed annually.


(b)AATo renew a registration, a mortgage banker must comply


with the requirements of Section 157.003 and pay a renewal fee in an


amount not to exceed $500.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 49,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 157.0062.AAREINSTATEMENT AFTER EXPIRATION OF


REGISTRATION. (a)AAA mortgage banker whose registration has


expired may not engage in an activity for which registration is


required under this chapter until the registration is renewed.


(b)AAA mortgage banker who is otherwise eligible to renew a


registration, but has not done so before January 1, may renew the


registration before March 1 by paying the commissioner a


reinstatement fee in an amount not to exceed $500.


(c)AAA mortgage banker whose registration has not been


renewed before March 1 may not renew the registration.AAThe


mortgage banker may obtain a new registration by complying with the


requirements and procedures for obtaining an original


registration.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 49,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec.A157.009.AATERMINATION OF REGISTRATION. (a) A mortgage


banker may withdraw the mortgage banker’s registration at any time.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(12), eff. September 1, 2011.


(c)AAThe commissioner may revoke the registration of a


mortgage banker if the mortgage banker fails or refuses to comply


with the commissioner’s written request for a response to a


complaint.


(d)AAThe commissioner may revoke the registration of a


mortgage banker after considering a complaint filed under this


chapter if the commissioner concludes that the mortgage banker has
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engaged in an intentional course of conduct to violate federal or


state law or has engaged in an intentional course of conduct that


constitutes improper, fraudulent, or dishonest dealings or has


engaged in a negligent course of conduct exhibited through pattern


or practice.AAThe commissioner shall recite the basis of the


decision in an order revoking the registration.


(d-1)AAThe commissioner, after review of the circumstances,


may revoke the registration of a mortgage banker if the mortgage


banker has had a license, registration, or other certification


revoked by a state or federal regulatory authority.


(e)AAIf the commissioner proposes to revoke a registration


under Subsection (c), (d), or (d-1), the mortgage banker is


entitled to a hearing before the commissioner or a hearings


officer, who shall propose a decision to the commissioner.AAThe


commissioner or hearings officer shall prescribe the time and place


of the hearing.AAThe hearing is governed by Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


(f)AAA mortgage banker aggrieved by a ruling, order, or


decision of the commissioner is entitled to appeal to a district


court in the county in which the hearing was held. An appeal under


this subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 6, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(12), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 55, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A157.010.AAREREGISTRATION.AA(a)AAA mortgage banker


whose registration is revoked by the commissioner may register


again only after receiving the authorization of the commissioner.


The commissioner shall authorize the registration if the


commissioner concludes that the mortgage banker will comply with


state and federal law and will not engage in improper, fraudulent,


or dishonest dealings.
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(b)AAA mortgage banker who seeks registration under this


section may request and is entitled to a hearing before the


commissioner or a hearings officer, who shall propose a decision to


the commissioner. The hearing is governed by Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


(c)AAIf the commissioner denies authorization for the


registration of a mortgage banker under this section, the


commissioner shall recite the basis of the decision in an order


denying the authorization.


(d)AAIf the commissioner denies authorization for the


registration of a mortgage banker under this section, the mortgage


banker is entitled to appeal to a district court in Travis County.


An appeal brought under this subsection is governed by Chapter


2001, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1301, Sec. 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2004.


SUBCHAPTER D. LICENSING OF RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATORS;


DISCLOSURES AND REQUIREMENTS


Sec. 157.012.AALICENSE REQUIRED FOR RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE


LOAN ORIGINATORS. (a)AAAn individual may not act or attempt to act


in the capacity of a residential mortgage loan originator unless


the individual is exempt under Section 157.0121 or 180.003(b), is


acting under the temporary authority described under Section


180.0511, or:


(1)AAis licensed under this chapter, sponsored by an


appropriate entity, and enrolled with the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry as required by Section 180.052; and


(2)AAcomplies with other applicable requirements of


Chapter 180 and rules adopted by the finance commission under that


chapter.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(c)AATo be eligible to be licensed as a residential mortgage


loan originator, the individual, in addition to meeting the
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requirements of Subsection (a), must:


(1)AAsatisfy the commissioner as to the individual’s


honesty, trustworthiness, and integrity;


(2)AAnot be in violation of this chapter, Chapter 180,


or any rules adopted under this chapter or Chapter 180;


(3)AAprovide the commissioner with satisfactory


evidence that the individual meets the qualifications provided by


Chapter 180; and


(4)AAbe a citizen of the United States or a lawfully


admitted alien.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(8), eff. September 1, 2013.


(e)AAIn this section, "appropriate entity" means an entity:


(1)AAthat is licensed or registered under this chapter


or Chapter 156; and


(2)AAfor which the individual is acting as a


residential mortgage loan originator.


Reenacted and amended by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B.


1124), Sec. 51, eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 58, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 59, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(8),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 1, eff.


November 24, 2019.


Sec. 157.0121.AAEXEMPTIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN


ORIGINATOR REQUIREMENTS. (a)AAIn this section, "depository


institution," "dwelling," "federal banking agency," and "immediate


family member" have the meanings assigned by Section 180.002.


(b)AAThe following individuals are exempt from this chapter:


(1)AAa registered mortgage loan originator when acting
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for:


(A)AAa depository institution;


(B)AAa subsidiary of a depository institution that


is:


(i)AAowned and controlled by the depository


institution; and


(ii)AAregulated by a federal banking agency;


or


(C)AAan institution regulated by the Farm Credit


Administration;


(2)AAan individual who offers or negotiates the terms


of a residential mortgage loan with or on behalf of an immediate


family member of the individual;


(3)AAa licensed attorney who negotiates the terms of a


residential mortgage loan on behalf of a client as an ancillary


matter to the attorney’s representation of the client, unless the


attorney:


(A)AAtakes a residential mortgage loan


application; and


(B)AAoffers or negotiates the terms of a


residential mortgage loan;


(4)AAan individual who offers or negotiates terms of a


residential mortgage loan secured by a dwelling that serves as the


individual ’s residence;


(5)AAany owner of residential real estate who in any


12-consecutive-month period makes no more than five residential


mortgage loans to purchasers of the property for all or part of the


purchase price of the residential real estate against which the


mortgage is secured; and


(6)AAan individual who is exempt as provided by Section


180.003(b).


(c)AAEmployees of the following entities, when acting for the


benefit of those entities, are exempt from the licensing and other


requirements of this chapter applicable to residential mortgage


loan originators:


(1)AAa nonprofit organization:


(A)AAproviding self-help housing that originates
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zero interest residential mortgage loans for borrowers who have


provided part of the labor to construct the dwelling securing the


loan; or


(B)AAthat has designation as a Section 501(c)(3)


organization by the Internal Revenue Service and originates


residential mortgage loans for borrowers who, through a self-help


program, have provided at least 200 labor hours or 65 percent of the


labor to construct the dwelling securing the loan;


(2)AAsubject to Subsection (f), any owner of


residential real estate who in any 12-consecutive-month period


makes no more than three residential mortgage loans to purchasers


of the property for all or part of the purchase price of the


residential real estate against which the mortgage is secured; and


(3)AAan entity that is:


(A)AAa depository institution;


(B)AAa subsidiary of a depository institution that


is:


(i)AAowned and controlled by the depository


institution; and


(ii)AAregulated by a federal banking agency;


or


(C)AAan institution regulated by the Farm Credit


Administration.


(d)AAA person is not required to obtain a license under this


chapter to originate a loan subject to Chapter 342 or a loan


governed by Section 50(a)(6), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, if


the person:


(1)AAis enrolled in the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry;


(2)AAis licensed under Chapter 342; and


(3)AAmakes consumer loans subject to:


(A)AASubchapter G, Chapter 342; and


(B)AASubchapter E or F, Chapter 342.


(e)AAThe finance commission may grant an exemption from the


residential mortgage loan originator licensing requirements of


this chapter to a municipality, county, community development


corporation, or public or private grant administrator to the extent
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the entity is administering the Texas HOME Investment Partnerships


program if the commission determines that granting the exemption is


not inconsistent with the intentions of the federal Secure and Fair


Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008 (Pub. L. No.


110-289).


(f)AAIn determining eligibility for an exemption under


Subsection (c)(2), two or more owners of residential real estate


are considered a single owner for the purpose of computing the


number of mortgage loans made within the period specified by that


subdivision if any of the owners are an entity or an affiliate of an


entity, including a general partnership, limited partnership,


limited liability company, or corporation, as defined by Section


1.002, Business Organizations Code.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 60,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 258 (S.B. 1203), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 2, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 157.013.AAAPPLICATION FOR LICENSE; FEES. (a) An


application for a residential mortgage loan originator license must


be:


(1)AAin writing;


(2)AAunder oath; and


(3)AAon the form prescribed by the commissioner.


(b)AAAn application for a residential mortgage loan


originator license must be accompanied by:


(1)AAan application fee in an amount determined by the


commissioner, not to exceed $500; and


(2)AAfor an original license, a recovery fund fee in the


amount of $20.


(c)AAAn application fee under this section is not refundable


and may not be credited or applied to any other fee or indebtedness


owed by the person paying the fee.


(d)AAIn addition to the disciplinary action by the
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commissioner authorized under Section 157.024(a)(6), the


commissioner may collect a fee in an amount not to exceed $50 for


any returned check or credit card charge back.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 52, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 61, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 929 (H.B. 3617), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec. 157.0131.AACONVICTION OF OFFENSE.AAA person is


considered to have been convicted of a criminal offense if:


(1)AAa sentence is imposed on the person;


(2)AAthe person received probation or community


supervision, including deferred adjudication or community service;


or


(3)AAthe court deferred final disposition of the


person’s case.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 62,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0132.AACRIMINAL AND OTHER BACKGROUND CHECKS.


(a)AAOn receipt of an application for a residential mortgage loan


originator license, the commissioner shall, at a minimum, conduct a


criminal background and credit history check of the applicant.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall conduct criminal background and


credit history checks in accordance with Section 180.054, and, in


connection with each application for a residential mortgage loan


originator license or other individual license, the commissioner


may conduct a criminal background check through the Department of


Public Safety.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall keep confidential any background


information obtained under this section and may not release or


disclose the information unless:
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(1)AAthe information is a public record at the time the


commissioner obtains the information; or


(2)AAthe commissioner releases the information:


(A)AAunder order from a court; or


(B)AAto a governmental agency.


(d)AANotwithstanding Subsection (c), criminal history record


information obtained from the Federal Bureau of Investigation may


be released or disclosed only to a governmental entity or as


authorized by federal statute, federal rule, or federal executive


order.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 62,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.014.AAISSUANCE OF RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN


ORIGINATOR LICENSE. (a) The commissioner shall issue a


residential mortgage loan originator license to an applicant if the


commissioner determines that the applicant meets all requirements


and conditions for the license.


(b)AAEach residential mortgage loan originator license must


have a unique identifier as provided by Chapter 180.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Sec. 157.0141.AACONDITIONAL LICENSE.AAThe commissioner may


issue a conditional license.AAThe finance commission by rule shall


adopt reasonable terms and conditions for a conditional license.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 63,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.015.AARENEWAL OF LICENSE. (a)AAA residential


mortgage loan originator license issued under this chapter is valid


through December 31 of the year of issuance and may be renewed on or


before its expiration date if the residential mortgage loan


originator:


(1)AApays to the commissioner a renewal fee in an amount


determined by the commissioner not to exceed $500 and a recovery


fund fee as provided by Section 156.502;
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(2)AAcontinues to meet the minimum requirements for


license issuance; and


(3)AAprovides the commissioner with satisfactory


evidence that the residential mortgage loan originator has


attended, during the term of the current license, continuing


education courses in accordance with the applicable requirements of


Chapter 180.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(8), eff. September 1, 2013.


(c)AAAn application for renewal shall be in the form


prescribed by the commissioner.


(d)AAOn receipt of a request for a renewal of a license issued


under this subchapter, the commissioner may conduct a criminal


background check under Section 157.0132.


(d-1)AAA renewal fee is not refundable and may not be


credited or applied to any other fee or indebtedness owed by the


person paying the fee.


(e)AAThe commissioner shall issue a renewal residential


mortgage loan originator license if the commissioner finds that the


applicant meets all of the requirements and conditions for the


license.


(f)AAThe commissioner may deny the renewal application for a


residential mortgage loan originator license for the same reasons


and grounds on which the commissioner could have denied an original


application for a license, other than on the basis of the person’s


default on a student loan.


(g)AAThe commissioner may deny the renewal application for a


residential mortgage loan originator license if:


(1)AAthe person seeking the renewal of the residential


mortgage loan originator license is in violation of this chapter,


Chapter 156, or Chapter 180, an applicable rule adopted under this


chapter, Chapter 156, or Chapter 180, or any order previously


issued to the person by the commissioner;


(2)AAthe person seeking renewal of the residential


mortgage loan originator license is in default in the payment of any


administrative penalty, fee, charge, or other indebtedness owed


under this title; or
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(3)AAduring the current term of the license, the


commissioner becomes aware of any fact that would have been grounds


for denial of an original license if the fact had been known by the


commissioner on the date the license was granted.


(h)AAIn addition to the disciplinary action by the


commissioner authorized under Section 157.024(a)(6), the


commissioner may collect a fee in an amount not to exceed $50 for


any returned check or credit card charge back.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 64, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(8),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 506 (S.B. 37), Sec. 4, eff.


June 7, 2019.


Sec. 157.016.AAREINSTATEMENT AFTER EXPIRATION OF LICENSE;


NOTICE. (a)AAA person whose residential mortgage loan originator


license has expired may not engage in activities that require a


license until the license has been reinstated or a new license has


been issued.


(b)AAA person whose residential mortgage loan originator


license has not been renewed before January 1 but who is otherwise


eligible to renew a license, and does so before March 1, may renew


the license by paying the commissioner a reinstatement fee in an


amount that is equal to 150 percent of the required renewal fee.


(c)AAA person whose residential mortgage loan originator


license has not been renewed before March 1 may not renew the


license.AAThe person may obtain a new license by complying with the


requirements and procedures for obtaining an original license.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(13), eff. September 1, 2011.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:
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Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 53, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(13), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 65, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.017.AADENIAL OF APPLICATIONS AND RENEWALS. (a) If


the commissioner declines or fails to issue or renew a residential


mortgage loan originator license, the commissioner shall promptly


give written notice to the applicant that the application or


renewal, as appropriate, was denied.


(b)AABefore the applicant or a person requesting the renewal


of a residential mortgage loan originator license may appeal a


determination to a district court as provided by Section


157.026(d), the applicant or person must file with the


commissioner, not later than the 10th day after the date on which


notice under Subsection (a) is received, an appeal of the ruling


requesting a time and place for a hearing before an administrative


law judge designated by the commissioner.


(c)AAThe designated administrative law judge shall set the


time and place for a hearing requested under Subsection (b) not


later than the 90th day after the date on which the appeal is


received.AAThe administrative law judge shall provide at least 10


days’ notice of the hearing to the applicant or person requesting


the renewal.AAThe time of the hearing may be continued periodically


with the consent of the applicant or person requesting the


renewal.AAAfter the hearing, the commissioner shall enter an order


relative to the applicant based on the findings of fact,


conclusions of law, and recommendations of the administrative law


judge.


(d)AAIf an applicant or person requesting the renewal fails


to request a hearing under this section, the commissioner’s refusal


to issue or renew a license is final and not subject to review by the


courts.


(e)AAA hearing held under this section is governed by Chapter


2001, Government Code.AAAn appeal of a final order issued under
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this section may be made in accordance with Section 157.026(d).


(f)AAA person who requests a hearing under this section shall


be required to pay a deposit to secure the payment of the costs of


the hearing in an amount to be determined by the commissioner not to


exceed $500.AAThe entire deposit shall be refunded to the person if


the person prevails in the contested case hearing.AAIf the person


does not prevail, any portion of the deposit in excess of the costs


of the hearing assessed against that person shall be refunded.


(g)AAA person whose application for or request to renew a


license has been denied is not eligible to be licensed for a period


of two years after the date the denial becomes final, or a shorter


period as determined by the commissioner after evaluating the


specific circumstances of the denial.AAThe finance commission may


adopt rules to provide conditions for which the commissioner may


shorten the period of ineligibility.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 66, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.019.AAMODIFICATION OF LICENSE; CHANGE OF


SPONSORSHIP. (a)AABefore the 10th day preceding the effective date


of an address change, a residential mortgage loan originator shall


notify the commissioner or authorized designee in writing of the


new address.


(b)AAA person licensed under this chapter must notify the


commissioner or the commissioner’s authorized designee not later


than the 10th day after the date of any change in the person’s name


for the issuance of an amended license.


(c)AAWhen the sponsorship of a residential mortgage loan


originator is terminated, the residential mortgage loan originator


or the former sponsoring entity licensed or registered under this


chapter or Chapter 156 shall immediately notify the


commissioner.AAThe residential mortgage loan originator ’s license


then becomes inactive.AAThe residential mortgage loan originator


license may be activated if, before the license expires, an entity
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licensed or registered under this chapter or Chapter 156 files a


request, accompanied by a $25 fee, notifying the commissioner that


the entity will sponsor the residential mortgage loan originator


and will assume responsibility for the actions of the residential


mortgage loan originator.


(d)AAA residential mortgage loan originator may not conduct


business under any assumed name that is not the registered assumed


name of the entity licensed or registered under this chapter or


Chapter 156 that is sponsoring the originator.


(e)AAA fee under this section is not refundable and may not be


credited or applied to any other fee or indebtedness owed by the


person paying the fee.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 54, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 67, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 68, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.020.AAMORTGAGE CALL REPORT. (a)AAEach mortgage


banker shall file a mortgage call report with the commissioner or


the commissioner’s authorized designee on a form prescribed by the


commissioner or authorized designee.AAThe report must be filed as


frequently as required by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System


and Registry.AAThe report is a statement of condition of the


mortgage banker and the mortgage banker’s operations, including


financial statements and production activity volumes, and any other


similar information required by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry.


(a-1)AAA licensed residential mortgage loan originator, as


required by the commissioner, shall file a mortgage call report


with the commissioner or the commissioner’s authorized designee on


a form prescribed by the commissioner or authorized designee.AAThe


report:
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(1)AAis a statement of condition of the residential


mortgage loan originator;


(2)AAmust include any information required by the


commissioner; and


(3)AAmust be filed as frequently as required by the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe information contained in the mortgage call report


related to residential mortgage loan origination volume or other


trade information is confidential and may not be disclosed by the


commissioner, the commissioner’s authorized designee, or any other


employee of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 55, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 69, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0201.AARECOVERY FUND.AAThe recovery fund


established, administered, and maintained under Section 13.016 and


Subchapter F, Chapter 156, shall be used as provided by Subchapter


F, Chapter 156, to reimburse residential mortgage loan applicants


for actual damages incurred because of acts committed by


residential mortgage loan originators licensed under this chapter


when the act was committed.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 56,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 157.02012.AASTANDARD FORMS. (a)AAThe finance


commission by rule shall adopt one or more standard forms for use by


a residential mortgage loan originator, sponsored by and conducting


business for a registered mortgage banker under this chapter, in


representing that an applicant for a residential mortgage loan is


preapproved or has prequalified for the loan.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules requiring a


residential mortgage loan originator licensed under this chapter to
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use the forms adopted by the finance commission under Subsection


(a).


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.02013.AASECONDARY MARKET TRANSACTIONS.AAThis


chapter does not prohibit a residential mortgage loan originator


sponsored by and conducting business for a registered mortgage


banker under this chapter from receiving compensation from a party


other than the mortgage applicant for the sale, transfer,


assignment, or release of rights on the closing of a mortgage


transaction.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.02014.AAAFFILIATED BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS.AAUnless


prohibited by federal or state law, this chapter may not be


construed to prevent affiliated or controlled business


arrangements or loan origination services by or between residential


mortgage loan originators sponsored by and conducting business for


a registered mortgage banker under this chapter and other


professionals if the residential mortgage loan originator complies


with all applicable federal and state laws permitting those


arrangements or services.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.02015.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT TO


RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATORS. (a)AAThe finance


commission may adopt rules to prohibit false, misleading, or


deceptive practices by residential mortgage loan originators but


may not adopt any other rules restricting competitive bidding or


advertising by residential mortgage loan originators.AAWhen


adopting rules under this subsection, the finance commission may


not restrict:


(1)AAthe use of any medium for an advertisement;


(2)AAthe personal appearance of or voice of a person in
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an advertisement;


(3)AAthe size or duration of an advertisement; or


(4)AAa residential mortgage loan originator’s


advertisement under a trade name.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules regarding books


and records that a residential mortgage loan originator licensed


under this chapter is required to keep, including the location at


which the books and records must be kept.


(c)AAThe finance commission shall consult with the


commissioner when proposing and adopting rules under this section.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.02016.AAADMINISTRATION OF SUBCHAPTER.AAThe


commissioner shall administer and enforce this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER E. ENFORCEMENT


Sec. 157.021.AAINSPECTION; INVESTIGATIONS. (a)AAThe


commissioner may conduct an inspection of a person licensed as a


residential mortgage loan originator as the commissioner


determines necessary to determine whether the person is complying


with this chapter, Chapter 180, and applicable rules.AAAn


inspection under this subsection may include inspection of the


books, records, documents, operations, and facilities of the


person.AAThe commissioner may request the assistance and


cooperation of the sponsoring mortgage banker in providing needed


documents and records.AAThe commissioner may not make a request of


the sponsoring mortgage banker for documents and records unrelated


to the person being investigated or inspected.AAThe commissioner


may share evidence of criminal activity gathered during an


inspection or investigation with any state or federal law


enforcement agency.


(b)AAOn the signed written complaint of a person, the


commissioner shall investigate the actions and records of a person
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licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator if the


complaint, or the complaint and documentary or other evidence


presented in connection with the complaint, provides a reasonable


cause.AABefore commencing an investigation, the commissioner must


notify the licensed residential mortgage loan originator in writing


of the complaint and that the commissioner intends to investigate


the matter.


(c)AAFor reasonable cause, the commissioner at any time may


investigate a person licensed as a residential mortgage loan


originator to determine whether the person is complying with this


chapter, Chapter 180, and applicable rules.


(d)AAThe commissioner may conduct an undercover or covert


investigation only if the commissioner, after due consideration of


the circumstances, determines that the investigation is necessary


to prevent immediate harm and to carry out the purposes of this


chapter.


(e)AAThe finance commission by rule shall provide guidelines


to govern an inspection or investigation, including rules to:


(1)AAdetermine the information and records of the


licensed residential mortgage loan originator to which the


commissioner may demand access during an inspection or an


investigation; and


(2)AAestablish what constitutes reasonable cause for an


investigation.


(f)AAInformation obtained by the commissioner during an


inspection or an investigation is confidential unless disclosure of


the information is permitted or required by other law.


(g)AAThe commissioner may share information gathered during


an investigation or inspection with any state or federal agency


only if the commissioner determines there is a valid reason for the


sharing.


(h)AAThe commissioner may require reimbursement of expenses


for each examiner for an on-site examination or inspection of a


licensed residential mortgage loan originator if records are


located out of state and are not made available for examination or


inspection by the examiner in this state.AAThe finance commission


by rule shall set the maximum amount for the reimbursement of
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expenses authorized under this subsection.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 72, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0211.AAMULTI-STATE EXAMINATION AUTHORITY OF


RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICER.AATo ensure that mortgage


bankers that act as residential mortgage loan servicers operate in


this state in compliance with this chapter and with other law in


accordance with this chapter, the commissioner or the


commissioner’s designee may participate in multi-state mortgage


examinations as scheduled by the Conference of State Bank


Supervisors Multi-State Mortgage Committee or by the Consumer


Financial Protection Bureau in accordance with the protocol for


such examinations.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 73, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.022.AAISSUANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA. (a)


During an investigation, the commissioner may issue a subpoena that


is addressed to a peace officer of this state or other person


authorized by law to serve citation or perfect service.AAThe


subpoena may require a person to give a deposition, produce


documents, or both.


(b)AAIf a person disobeys a subpoena or if a person appearing


in a deposition in connection with the investigation refuses to


testify, the commissioner may petition a district court in Travis


County to issue an order requiring the person to obey the subpoena,


testify, or produce documents relating to the matter.AAThe court


shall promptly set an application to enforce a subpoena issued


under Subsection (a) for hearing and shall cause notice of the


application and the hearing to be served on the person to whom the
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subpoena is directed.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Sec. 157.023.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a)AAThe


commissioner, after notice and opportunity for a hearing, may


impose an administrative penalty on an individual who is licensed


or required to be licensed under this chapter as a residential


mortgage loan originator and who violates this chapter, Chapter


156, or a rule or order adopted under this chapter or Chapter 156.


(b)AAThe amount of the penalty may not exceed $25,000 for


each violation.AAThe amount shall be based on:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation;


(2)AAthe economic harm to property caused by the


violation;


(3)AAthe history of previous violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter a future violation;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.


(c)AAThe enforcement of the penalty may be stayed during the


time the order is under judicial review if the person pays the


penalty to the clerk of the court or files a supersedeas bond with


the court in the amount of the penalty.AAA person who cannot afford


to pay the penalty or file the bond may stay the enforcement by


filing an affidavit in the manner required by the Texas Rules of


Civil Procedure for a party who cannot afford to file security for


costs, subject to the right of the commissioner to contest the


affidavit as provided by those rules.


(d)AAThe attorney general may sue to collect the penalty.


(e)AAAn appeal of an administrative penalty under this


section is considered to be a contested case under Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 57, eff.
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September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 74, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.024.AADISCIPLINARY ACTION; CEASE AND DESIST ORDER.


(a)AAThe commissioner may order disciplinary action against a


licensed residential mortgage loan originator when the


commissioner, after notice and opportunity for a hearing, has


determined that the person:


(1)AAobtained a license, including a renewal of a


license, under this chapter through a false or fraudulent


representation or made a material misrepresentation in an


application for a license or for the renewal of a license under this


chapter;


(2)AApublished or caused to be published an


advertisement related to the business of a residential mortgage


loan originator that:


(A)AAwas misleading;


(B)AAwas likely to deceive the public;


(C)AAin any manner tended to create a misleading


impression;


(D)AAfailed to identify as a licensed residential


mortgage loan originator the person causing the advertisement to be


published; or


(E)AAviolated federal or state law;


(3)AAwhile performing an act for which a license under


this chapter or Chapter 156 is required, engaged in conduct that


constitutes improper, fraudulent, or dishonest dealings;


(4)AAentered a plea of nolo contendere to or was


convicted of a criminal offense that is a felony or that involves


fraud or moral turpitude in a court of this or another state or in a


federal court;


(5)AAfailed to use a fee collected in advance of closing


a residential mortgage loan for a purpose for which the fee was


paid;


(6)AAfailed within a reasonable time to honor a credit


card charge back or a check issued to the commissioner after the
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commissioner mailed a request for payment, including any applicable


fees, by mail to the person’s last known home address as reflected


in the commissioner’s records;


(7)AAinduced or attempted to induce a party to a


contract to breach the contract so the person could make a


residential mortgage loan;


(8)AApublished or circulated an unjustified or


unwarranted threat of legal proceedings in matters related to the


person’s actions or services as a licensed residential mortgage


loan originator;


(9)AAaided, abetted, or conspired with a person to


circumvent the requirements of this chapter or Chapter 156;


(10)AAacted in the dual capacity of a licensed


residential mortgage loan originator and real estate broker,


salesperson, or attorney in a transaction without the knowledge and


written consent of the mortgage applicant or in violation of


applicable requirements under federal law;


(11)AAdiscriminated against a prospective borrower on


the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry,


familial status, or disability;


(12)AAfailed or refused on demand to:


(A)AAproduce a document, book, or record


concerning a residential mortgage loan transaction conducted by the


licensed residential mortgage loan originator for inspection by the


commissioner or the commissioner’s authorized personnel or


representative;


(B)AAgive the commissioner or the commissioner’s


authorized personnel or representative free access to the books or


records relating to the residential mortgage loan originator ’s


business kept by any other person or any business entity through


which the residential mortgage loan originator conducts


residential mortgage loan origination activities; or


(C)AAprovide information requested by the


commissioner as a result of a formal or informal complaint made to


the commissioner;


(13)AAfailed without just cause to surrender, on


demand, a copy of a document or other instrument coming into the
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residential mortgage loan originator’s possession that was


provided to the residential mortgage loan originator by another


person making the demand or that the person making the demand is


under law entitled to receive;


(14)AAdisregarded or violated this chapter, Chapter


156, a rule adopted under this chapter or Chapter 156, or an order


issued by the commissioner under this chapter or Chapter 156;


(15)AAprovided false information to the commissioner


during the course of an investigation or inspection;


(16)AApaid compensation to a person who is not licensed


or exempt under this chapter for acts for which a license under this


chapter or Chapter 156 is required;


(17)AAestablished an association, by employment or


otherwise, with a person not licensed, registered, or exempt under


this chapter or Chapter 156 who was expected or required to act as a


residential mortgage loan originator or residential mortgage loan


company; or


(18)AAcharged or received, directly or indirectly, a


fee for assisting a mortgage applicant in obtaining a residential


mortgage loan under Chapter 156 before all of the services that the


person agreed to perform for the mortgage applicant are completed,


and the proceeds of the residential mortgage loan have been


disbursed to or on behalf of the mortgage applicant, except as


provided by Section 156.304.


(b)AAThe commissioner may also order disciplinary action


against a licensed residential mortgage loan originator, after


notice and opportunity for a hearing, if the commissioner, during


the current term of the license, becomes aware of any fact that


would have been grounds for denial of an original license if the


fact had been known by the commissioner on the date the license was


granted.


(c)AAIn addition to disciplinary action by the commissioner


authorized under Subsections (a) and (b), the commissioner, if the


commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that a licensed


residential mortgage loan originator has violated or is about to


violate this section, may issue without notice and hearing an order


to cease and desist continuing a particular action or an order to
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take affirmative action, or both, to enforce compliance with this


chapter.


(d)AAAn order issued under Subsection (c) must contain a


reasonably detailed statement of the facts on which the order is


made.AAIf a residential mortgage loan originator against whom the


order is made requests a hearing, the commissioner shall set and


give notice of a hearing before the commissioner or an


administrative law judge.AAThe hearing shall be governed by Chapter


2001, Government Code.AABased on the findings of fact, conclusions


of law, and recommendations of the administrative law judge, the


commissioner by order may find that a violation has occurred or not


occurred.


(e)AAIf a hearing is not requested under Subsection (d) not


later than the 30th day after the date on which an order is made, the


order is considered final and not appealable.


(f)AAThe commissioner, after giving notice, may impose


against a residential mortgage loan originator who violates a cease


and desist order an administrative penalty in an amount not to


exceed $1,000 for each day of the violation.AAIn addition to any


other remedy provided by law, the commissioner may institute in


district court a suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.AAA bond is not required of the commissioner


with respect to injunctive relief granted under this subsection.


(g)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), a residential mortgage


loan originator is considered convicted if a sentence is imposed on


that person, that person receives community supervision, including


deferred adjudication community supervision, or the court defers


final disposition of that person’s case.


(h)AAIf a residential mortgage loan originator fails to pay


an administrative penalty that has become final or fails to comply


with an order of the commissioner that has become final, in addition


to any other remedy provided under law, the commissioner, on not


less than 10 days’ notice to the residential mortgage loan


originator, may without a prior hearing suspend the residential


mortgage loan originator’s license.AAThe suspension continues


until the residential mortgage loan originator has complied with


the administrative order or paid the administrative
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penalty.AADuring the period of suspension, the residential


mortgage loan originator may not originate a residential mortgage


loan and all compensation received by the residential mortgage loan


originator during the period of suspension is subject to forfeiture


as provided by Section 157.031(a-1).


(i)AAAn order of suspension under Subsection (h) may be


appealed.AAAn appeal is a contested case governed by Chapter 2001,


Government Code.AAA hearing of an appeal of an order of suspension


issued under Subsection (h) shall be held not later than the 15th


day after the date of receipt of the notice of appeal.AAThe


appellant shall be provided at least three days’ notice of the time


and place of the hearing.


(j)AAAn order revoking the license of a residential mortgage


loan originator may provide that the person is prohibited, without


previously obtaining written consent of the commissioner, from:


(1)AAengaging in the business of originating or making


residential mortgage loans;


(2)AAotherwise affiliating with a person for the


purpose of engaging in the business of originating or making


residential mortgage loans; and


(3)AAbeing an employee, officer, director, manager,


shareholder, member, agent, contractor, or processor of a mortgage


banker, residential mortgage loan company, or residential mortgage


loan originator for a residential mortgage loan company.


(k)AAOn notice and opportunity for a hearing, the


commissioner may suspend the license of a residential mortgage loan


originator under this chapter if an indictment or information is


filed or returned alleging that the person committed a criminal


offense involving fraud, theft, or dishonesty.AAThe suspension


continues until the criminal case is dismissed or the person is


acquitted.


(l)AAThe commissioner may, in the commissioner’s discretion,


rescind or vacate any previously issued order.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 58, eff.
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September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 75, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.0241.AAREVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF LICENSE FOR


PAYMENT FROM RECOVERY FUND. (a)AAThe commissioner may revoke or


suspend a license issued under this chapter on proof that the


commissioner has made a payment from the recovery fund of any amount


toward satisfaction of a claim against a residential mortgage loan


originator licensed under this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may seek to collect from a residential


mortgage loan originator the amount paid from the recovery fund on


behalf of the residential mortgage loan originator and any costs


associated with investigating and processing the claim against the


recovery fund or with collection of reimbursement for payments from


the recovery fund, plus interest at the current legal rate until the


amount has been repaid in full.AAAny amount, including interest,


recovered by the commissioner shall be deposited to the credit of


the recovery fund.


(c)AAThe commissioner may probate an order revoking or


suspending a license under this section.


(d)AAA person on whose behalf payment was made from the


recovery fund is not eligible to receive a new license or have a


suspension lifted under this chapter until the person has repaid in


full, plus interest at the current legal rate, the amount paid from


the recovery fund on the person’s behalf and any costs associated


with investigating and processing the claim against the recovery


fund or with collection of reimbursement for payments from the


recovery fund.


(e)AAThis section does not limit the authority of the


commissioner to take disciplinary action against a residential


mortgage loan originator for a violation of this chapter, Chapter


156, or the rules adopted by the finance commission under this


chapter or Chapter 156.AAThe repayment in full to the recovery fund


of all obligations of a residential mortgage loan originator does


not nullify or modify the effect of any other disciplinary


proceeding brought under this chapter or Chapter 156.
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Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 59,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 76, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.025.AARESTITUTION.AAThe commissioner may order a


residential mortgage loan originator to make restitution for any


amount received by that person in violation of this chapter or


Chapter 156.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 77, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.026.AAHEARINGS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW. (a) The


commissioner may employ an enforcement staff to investigate and


prosecute complaints made against residential mortgage loan


originators licensed under this chapter.AAThe commissioner may


employ an administrative law judge to conduct hearings under this


section.AAThe commissioner may collect and deposit any court costs


assessed under a final order.


(b)AAIf the commissioner proposes to suspend or revoke a


license of a residential mortgage loan originator or if the


commissioner refuses to issue or renew a residential mortgage loan


originator license under this chapter, the applicant or license


holder is entitled to a hearing before the commissioner or an


administrative law judge who shall make a proposal for decision to


the commissioner.AAThe commissioner or administrative law judge


shall prescribe the time and place of the hearing.AAThe hearing is


governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(c)AAThe commissioner or administrative law judge may issue


subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of


records or documents.AAProcess issued by the commissioner or the


administrative law judge may extend to all parts of the state and


may be served by any person designated by the commissioner or
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administrative law judge.


(d)AAAn individual aggrieved by a ruling, order, or decision


of the commissioner has the right to appeal to a district court in


the county in which the hearing was held.AAAn appeal under this


subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(e)AAThe commissioner may, in the commissioner’s discretion,


rescind or vacate any previously issued revocation order.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 78, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.027.AACIVIL ACTIONS AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. (a)AAA


residential mortgage loan applicant injured by a violation of this


chapter or Chapter 156 by a residential mortgage loan originator


may bring an action for recovery of actual monetary damages and


reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs.


(b)AAThe commissioner, the attorney general, or a


residential mortgage loan applicant may bring an action to enjoin a


violation of this chapter by a residential mortgage loan


originator.


(c)AAA remedy provided by this section is in addition to any


other remedy provided by law.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 79, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.028.AABURDEN OF PROOF TO ESTABLISH AN EXEMPTION.


The burden of proving an exemption in a proceeding or action brought


under this chapter is on the person claiming the benefit of the


exemption.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.
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Sec. 157.029.AARELIANCE ON WRITTEN NOTICES FROM THE


COMMISSIONER. A person does not violate this chapter with respect


to an action taken or omission made in reliance on a written notice,


written interpretation, or written report from the commissioner


unless a subsequent amendment to this chapter or a rule adopted


under this chapter affects the commissioner’s notice,


interpretation, or report.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Sec. 157.030.AACOMPLETION OF RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE


ORIGINATION SERVICES. (a) On disbursement of mortgage proceeds to


or on behalf of the residential mortgage loan applicant, the


residential mortgage loan originator who assisted the applicant in


obtaining the residential mortgage loan is considered to have


completed the performance of the loan originator’s services for the


applicant and owes no additional duties or obligations to the


applicant with respect to the loan.


(b)AAThis section does not limit or preclude the liability of


a residential mortgage loan originator for:


(1)AAfailing to comply with this chapter, Chapter


156,AAor a rule adopted under this chapter or Chapter 156;


(2)AAfailing to comply with a provision of or duty


arising under an agreement with a residential mortgage loan


applicant under this chapter or Chapter 156; or


(3)AAviolating any other state or federal law.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.031.AAUNLICENSED ACTIVITY; OFFENSE. (a)AAAn


individual who is not exempt under this chapter or other applicable


law and who acts as a residential mortgage loan originator without


first obtaining a license required under this chapter commits an


offense.AAAn offense under this subsection is a Class B
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misdemeanor.AAA second or subsequent conviction for an offense


under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor.


(a-1)AAAn individual who received money, or the equivalent of


money, as a fee or profit because of or in consequence of the


individual acting as a residential mortgage loan originator without


an active license or being exempt under this chapter is liable for


damages in an amount that is not less than the amount of the fee or


profit received and not to exceed three times the amount of the fee


or profit received, as may be determined by the court.AAAn


aggrieved person may recover damages under this subsection in a


court.


(b)AAIf the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that


a person who is not licensed or exempt under this chapter has


engaged, or is about to engage, in an act or practice for which a


license is required under this chapter, the commissioner may issue,


without notice and hearing, an order to cease and desist from


continuing a particular action or an order to take affirmative


action, or both, to enforce compliance with this chapter.AAThe


order must contain a reasonably detailed statement of the facts on


which the order is made.AAThe order may assess an administrative


penalty in an amount not to exceed $1,000 per day for each violation


and may require a person to pay to a residential mortgage loan


applicant any compensation received by the person from the


applicant in violation of this chapter.AAIf a person against whom


the order is made requests a hearing, the commissioner shall set and


give notice of a hearing before the commissioner or an


administrative law judge.AAThe hearing shall be governed by Chapter


2001, Government Code.AAAn order under this subsection becomes


final unless the person to whom the order is issued requests a


hearing not later than the 30th day after the date the order is


issued.


(c)AAIf a hearing has not been requested under Subsection (b)


not later than the 30th day after the date the order is made, the


order is considered final and not appealable.AAThe commissioner,


after giving notice, may impose against a person who violates a


cease and desist order, an administrative penalty in an amount not


to exceed $1,000 for each day of a violation.AAIn addition to any
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other remedy provided by law, the commissioner may institute in


district court a suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.AAA bond is not required of the commissioner


with respect to injunctive relief granted under this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 8,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 81, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 157.032.AAPOWERS OF COMMISSIONER. (a)AAIn addition to


any other action, proceeding, or remedy authorized by law, the


commissioner may institute an action in the commissioner’s name to


enjoin a violation of Subchapter D or a rule adopted under


Subchapter D.AATo sustain an action filed under this subsection, it


is not necessary to allege or prove that an adequate remedy at law


does not exist or that substantial or irreparable damage would


result from a continued violation of Subchapter D.


(b)AAThe commissioner is not required to provide an appeal


bond in any action or proceeding to enforce Subchapter D.


(c)AAThe commissioner may authorize specific employees to


conduct hearings and make recommendations for final decisions in


contested cases.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 82,


eff. September 1, 2013.
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fi.158.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 158. RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICERS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 158.001.AASHORT TITLE.AAThis chapter may be cited as the


Residential Mortgage Loan Servicer Registration Act.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.002.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(2)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(3)AA"Person" means an individual, corporation,


company, limited liability company, partnership, or association.


(4)AA"Registrant" means a person registered under this


chapter.


(5)AA"Residential mortgage loan" means a loan primarily


for personal, family, or household use that is secured by a


mortgage, deed of trust, or other equivalent consensual security


interest on a dwelling or on residential real estate.


(6)AA"Residential mortgage loan servicer" means a


person who:


(A)AAreceives scheduled payments from a borrower


under the terms of a residential mortgage loan, including amounts


for escrow accounts; and


(B)AAmakes the payments of principal and interest


to the owner of the loan or other third party and makes any other


payments with respect to the amounts received from the borrower as


may be required under the terms of the servicing loan document or


servicing contract.


(7)AA"Residential real estate" means real property


located in this state on which a dwelling designed for occupancy for
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one to four families is constructed or intended to be constructed.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.003.AAPURPOSE; RULES. (a)AAThe purpose of this


chapter is to provide regulatory authority to ensure that


residential mortgage loan servicers registered under this chapter


comply with federal and state laws, rules, and regulations.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt and enforce rules


necessary for the purposes of or to ensure compliance with this


chapter.


(c)AAThe finance commission shall consult with the


commissioner when proposing and adopting rules under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER B. REGISTRATION OF RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICERS


Sec. 158.051.AAREGISTRATION REQUIRED.AAA person may not act


as a residential mortgage loan servicer, directly or indirectly,


for a residential mortgage loan secured by a lien on residential


real estate in this state unless the person is registered under this


chapter or is exempt under Section 158.052.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.052.AAEXEMPTIONS; APPLICABILITY. (a)AAThis chapter


does not require registration by:


(1)AAa federal or state depository institution, or a


subsidiary or affiliate of a federal or state depository


institution;


(2)AAa person registered under Chapter 157;


(3)AAa person licensed under Chapter 342 or regulated


under Chapter 343, if the person does not act as a residential


mortgage loan servicer servicing first-lien secured loans; or


(4)AAa person making a residential mortgage loan with


the person’s own funds, or to secure all or a portion of the
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purchase price of real property sold by that person.


(b)AAThis chapter applies only to a residential mortgage loan


servicer that services at least one residential mortgage loan.


(c)AANothing in this chapter permits a person who is not


otherwise exempt from this chapter to act as a residential mortgage


loan originator, as defined by Section 180.002, without obtaining a


license under the applicable provisions of law.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.053.AAAPPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION; FEE. (a)AATo


register under this chapter, a residential mortgage loan servicer


shall file with the commissioner an application for registration


that must:


(1)AAbe in writing;


(2)AAbe under oath;


(3)AAbe in the form prescribed by the commissioner; and


(4)AAcontain:


(A)AAthe name and the address of the principal


place of business of the applicant; and


(B)AAthe name, title, and address of the person


authorized by the applicant to respond to complaints.


(b)AAAt the time of making application, the applicant shall


pay to the commissioner a registration fee in an amount not to


exceed $500 as determined by the finance commission.


(c)AAAn applicant is not required to pay a registration fee


under Subsection (b) if the applicant:


(1)AAcollects delinquent consumer debts owed on


residential mortgage loans;


(2)AAdoes not own the residential mortgage loans for


which the applicant acts as a residential mortgage loan servicer;


and


(3)AAis a third-party debt collector that has filed a


bond in compliance with Chapter 392.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 158.054.AAUPDATE OF REGISTRATION.AAA registrant shall


notify the commissioner of a change in any of the information


provided in the registration application not later than the 30th


day after the date the information changes.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.055.AABOND. (a)AABefore approval of the


registration, an applicant for registration under this chapter


shall file with the commissioner, and shall keep in force while the


registration remains in effect, a surety bond meeting the


requirements of this section or, if a surety bond is not available


to the applicant from a surety company authorized to do business in


this state, other collateral of like kind as determined by the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe bond must be:


(1)AAin an amount not to exceed $200,000, except as


provided by Subsection (c); and


(2)AApayable to the commissioner.


(c)AAThis subsection applies only to an applicant who


services only residential mortgage loans secured by unimproved


residential real estate or services only residential mortgage loans


secured by foreclosed property with a dwelling, or both.AAIf sales


of the property described by this subsection do not exceed $1


million annually, the bond for an applicant described by this


section must be in an amount not to exceed $25,000.


(d)AAIf a registrant fails to comply with a final order of the


commissioner, the commissioner may make a claim on the bond to


recover and pay a consumer the amount to which the consumer was


entitled under the commissioner’s order.


(e)AAWhen an action is commenced on a registrant ’s bond, the


commissioner may require the filing of a new acceptable


bond.AAImmediately on recovery on any action on the bond, the


registrant shall file a new bond.


(f)AAThe bond procedures established by this section are


created to specifically exclude the participation of registrants in


the recovery fund established under Chapter 156.
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(g)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules establishing the


terms and conditions of the surety bond and the qualifications of


the surety.


(h)AAA registrant is not required to file a bond under this


chapter if the registrant:


(1)AAcollects delinquent consumer debts owed on


residential mortgage loans;


(2)AAdoes not own the residential mortgage loans for


which the registrant acts as a residential mortgage loan servicer;


and


(3)AAis a third-party debt collector that has filed a


bond in compliance with Chapter 392.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.056.AAAPPROVAL OF REGISTRATION.AAThe commissioner


shall approve an application for registration under this chapter on


the applicant ’s payment of the required fees and the commissioner’s


approval of the surety bond.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.057.AANOTICE OF CHANGE OF REGISTRANT ’S CONDITION.


(a)AAA registrant shall notify the commissioner in writing not


later than the 10th day after:


(1)AAthe filing for bankruptcy or reorganization of the


registrant;


(2)AAthe filing of a criminal indictment related in any


manner to the registrant’s activities; or


(3)AAthe receipt of notification of the issuance of a


final order to cease and desist, a final order of the suspension or


revocation of a license or registration, or another final formal or


informal regulatory action taken against the registrant in this or


another state.


(b)AAThe notification required by Subsection (a)(3) must


include the reasons for a final regulatory action described by that


subdivision.
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Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.058.AARENEWAL OF REGISTRATION. (a)AAOn or before


December 31 of each year, a registrant shall renew its registration


for the next calendar year and shall pay to the commissioner a


renewal fee in an amount not to exceed $500 as determined by the


finance commission.AATo renew a registration, a registrant must


continue to meet all standards for registration provided by this


chapter.


(b)AAIf a registrant fails to file a renewal and pay the


renewal fee on or before December 31 of a calendar year, the


registrant ’s registration is considered expired at that time and


the registrant:


(1)AAmust reapply for registration as provided by


Section 158.053; and


(2)AAmay not conduct business as a residential mortgage


loan servicer until the registration is approved.


(c)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew a registration if


the registrant:


(1)AAhas failed to pay any fees or penalties imposed


under this chapter;


(2)AAhas failed to provide the surety bond required


under this chapter; or


(3)AAis not in compliance with any final order of the


commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.059.AAREVOCATION OF REGISTRATION.AAThe


commissioner may, after notice and hearing, revoke a registration


under this chapter if:


(1)AAthe registrant fails or refuses to comply with the


commissioner’s written request for a response to a complaint;


(2)AAthe commissioner determines that the registrant


has engaged in an intentional course of conduct to violate federal


or state law or has engaged in an intentional course of conduct that
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constitutes fraudulent, deceptive, or dishonest dealings; or


(3)AAthe registrant is not in compliance with any final


order of the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.060.AAAPPEAL OF CERTAIN COMMISSIONER ACTIONS.AAThe


denial, nonrenewal, or revocation by the commissioner of a


registration under this chapter and the appeal of that action are


governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER C. INVESTIGATIONS, COMPLAINTS, AND ACTIONS AGAINST


REGISTRANT


Sec. 158.101.AADISCLOSURE STATEMENT.AAA registrant shall


provide to the borrower of each residential mortgage loan the


following notice not later than the 30th day after the registrant


commences servicing the loan:


"COMPLAINTS REGARDING THE SERVICING OF YOUR MORTGAGE SHOULD


BE SENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND MORTGAGE LENDING,


______________________________ (street address of the Department


of Savings and Mortgage Lending).AAA TOLL-FREE CONSUMER HOTLINE IS


AVAILABLE AT _______________ (telephone number of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending’s toll-free consumer hotline)."


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.102.AAINVESTIGATION OF COMPLAINTS AGAINST


REGISTRANT; SURCHARGE. (a)AAOn receipt of a signed written


complaint concerning a registrant by the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending, the commissioner or the commissioner’s designee:


(1)AAshall notify the representative designated by the


registrant in the registration application in writing of the


complaint and provide a copy of the complaint to the


representative;
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(2)AAmay conduct an investigation with authority to


access, receive, and use in the investigation any books, accounts,


records, files, documents, information, or other evidence; and


(3)AAmay request that the registrant provide


documentary and other evidence considered by the commissioner


necessary to effectively evaluate the complaint, including


correspondence, loan documents, and disclosures.


(b)AAA registrant shall promptly provide any evidence


requested by the commissioner.


(c)AAInformation obtained by the commissioner during an


investigation is confidential unless disclosure of the information


is permitted or required by other law or court order.AAThe


commissioner may share information gathered during an


investigation with any state or federal agency.


(d)AAIn addition to the registration fee, the finance


commission by rule may impose a complaint investigation fee on a


registrant based on the costs incurred by the Department of Savings


and Mortgage Lending resulting from the investigation of complaints


against the registrant.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.103.AAACTION ON COMPLAINT. (a)AAIf, after


conducting an investigation, the commissioner determines that the


registrant has violated this chapter or another applicable law, the


commissioner may do one or more of the following:


(1)AAissue an order to the registrant to resolve the


complaint by paying to the consumer the damages to which the


consumer would be entitled under law; or


(2)AAorder the registrant to cease and desist from the


actions found to be in violation of law.


(b)AAA registrant may appeal an order issued under this


section.AAThe appeal is a contested case governed by Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 158.104.AAMULTI-STATE EXAMINATION AUTHORITY.AATo


ensure that residential mortgage loan servicers to whom this


chapter applies operate in this state in compliance with this


chapter and with other law in accordance with this chapter, the


commissioner or the commissioner’s designee may participate in


multi-state mortgage examinations as scheduled by the Conference of


State Bank Supervisors Multi-State Mortgage Committee or by the


Consumer Financial Protection Bureau in accordance with the


protocol for such examinations.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 83, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 158.1045.AAISSUANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA.


(a)AADuring an investigation, the commissioner may issue a subpoena


that is addressed to a peace officer of this state or other person


authorized by law to serve citation or perfect service.AAThe


subpoena may require a person to give a deposition, produce


documents, or both.


(b)AAIf a person disobeys a subpoena or if a person appearing


in a deposition in connection with the investigation refuses to


testify, the commissioner may petition a district court in Travis


County to issue an order requiring the person to obey the subpoena,


testify, or produce documents relating to the matter.AAThe court


shall promptly set an application to enforce a subpoena issued


under Subsection (a) for hearing and shall cause notice of the


application and the hearing to be served on the person to whom the


subpoena is directed.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 168 (H.B. 2823), Sec. 1,


eff. May 26, 2017.


Sec. 158.105.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a)AAIf the


commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that a person who is


not registered or exempt under this chapter has engaged, or is about


to engage, in an act or practice for which registration is required
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under this chapter, the commissioner may issue without notice and


hearing an order to cease and desist from continuing a particular


action or an order to take affirmative action, or both, to enforce


compliance with this chapter.


(b)AAAn order issued under Subsection (a) must contain a


reasonably detailed statement of the facts on which the order is


issued.


(c)AAIf, not later than the 30th day after the date an order


is issued under this section, the person against whom the order is


made requests a hearing, the commissioner shall set and give notice


of a hearing before the commissioner or a hearings officer.AAThe


hearing shall be governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(d)AAIf a hearing is not requested under Subsection (c) not


later than the 30th day after the date the order is issued, the


order is considered final and not appealable.


(e)AAThe commissioner, after giving notice, may impose


against a person who violates a cease and desist order an


administrative penalty in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for each


day of the violation.AAIn addition to any other remedy provided by


law, the commissioner may institute in district court a suit for


injunctive relief and to collect the administrative penalty.AAA


bond is not required of the commissioner with respect to injunctive


relief granted under this subsection.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 158.106.AARESTITUTION.AAThe commissioner may order a


residential mortgage loan servicer to pay to a complainant any


compensation received by the servicer in a violation cited by the


commissioner in a final order.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 588 (S.B. 17), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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fi.159.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 159. WRAP MORTGAGE LOAN FINANCING


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 159.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(2)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(3)AA"Residential mortgage loan" has the meaning


assigned by Section 180.002.


(4)AA"Residential real estate" has the meaning assigned


by Section 180.002.


(5)AA"Wrap borrower" means a person obligated to pay a


wrap mortgage loan.


(6)AA"Wrap lender" means:


(A)AAa person who makes a wrap mortgage loan; or


(B)AAan owner of residential real estate who


contracts with another person to make a wrap mortgage loan to a wrap


borrower on the owner’s behalf to finance the purchase of the


owner’s residential real estate.


(7)AA"Wrap mortgage loan" means a residential mortgage


loan:


(A)AAmade to finance the purchase of residential


real estate that will continue to be subject to an unreleased lien


that:


(i)AAattached to the residential real estate


before the loan was made; and


(ii)AAsecures a debt incurred by a person


other than the wrap borrower that was not paid off at the time the


loan was made; and


(B)AAobligating the wrap borrower to the wrap


lender for payment of a debt the principal amount of which includes:


(i)AAthe outstanding balance of the debt
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described by Paragraph (A)(ii); and


(ii)AAany remaining amount of the purchase


price financed by the wrap lender.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.002.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER. (a)AAIn this


section, "unimproved residential real estate" means residential


real estate on which a dwelling has not been constructed.


(b)AANotwithstanding any other provision of this chapter,


this chapter does not apply to a wrap mortgage loan:


(1)AAmade by or on behalf of an owner of unimproved


residential real estate to a purchaser of that residential real


estate if:


(A)AAthe residential real estate purchased will


not continue to be subject to any unreleased lien described by


Section 159.001(7)(A) that secures a debt that is subject to a


due-on-sale clause in connection with which the lienholder may


foreclose the lien; or


(B)AAthe residential real estate purchased will


continue to be subject to an unreleased lien described by Paragraph


(A) and the holder of that unreleased lien has consented to the sale


of the residential real estate; or


(2)AAfor a sale of residential real estate that is the


wrap lender’s homestead.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.003.AAEXEMPTIONS. (a)AAThe following persons are


exempt from this chapter:


(1)AAa federally insured bank, savings bank, savings


and loan association, Farm Credit System Institution, or credit


union;


(2)AAa subsidiary of a federally insured bank, savings


bank, savings and loan association, Farm Credit System Institution,


or credit union;


(3)AAthe state or a governmental agency, political
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subdivision, or other instrumentality of the state, or an employee


of the state or a governmental agency, political subdivision, or


instrumentality of the state who is acting within the scope of the


person’s employment; or


(4)AAsubject to Subsection (b), an owner of residential


real estate if the owner does not in any 12-consecutive-month


period make, or contract with another person to make, more than


three wrap mortgage loans to purchasers of the property for all or


part of the purchase price of the residential real estate against


which the mortgage is secured.


(b)AAIn determining eligibility for an exemption under


Subsection (a)(4), two or more owners of residential real estate


are considered a single owner for the purpose of computing the


number of mortgage loans made within the period specified by that


subdivision if any of the owners are an entity or an affiliate of an


entity, including a general partnership, limited partnership,


limited liability company, or corporation, as defined by Section


1.002, Business Organizations Code.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER B. LICENSING OR REGISTRATION


Sec. 159.051.AALICENSE OR REGISTRATION REQUIRED.AAA person


may not originate or make a wrap mortgage loan unless the person is


licensed or registered to originate or make residential mortgage


loans under Chapter 156, 157, or 342 or is exempt from licensing or


registration as provided under an applicable provision of those


chapters.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER C. TRANSACTION REQUIREMENTS; REMEDIES


Sec. 159.101.AADISCLOSURE STATEMENT; OPTION TO RESCIND.


(a)AAA wrap lender must, on or before the seventh day before the


wrap mortgage loan agreement is entered into, provide to the wrap
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borrower a separate written disclosure statement in at least


12-point type that:


(1)AAcontains the information required for a written


disclosure statement under Section 5.016, Property Code; and


(2)AAincludes a statement in a form substantially


similar to the following:


NOTICE REGARDING PROPERTY INSURANCE:AAANY INSURANCE MAINTAINED BY


A SELLER, LENDER, OR OTHER PERSON WHO IS NOT THE BUYER OF THIS


PROPERTY MAY NOT PROVIDE COVERAGE TO THE BUYER IF THE BUYER SUFFERS


A LOSS OR INCURS LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROPERTY.AATO


ENSURE THE BUYER’S INTERESTS ARE PROTECTED, THE BUYER SHOULD


PURCHASE THE BUYER’S OWN PROPERTY INSURANCE.AABEFORE PURCHASING


THIS PROPERTY, YOU MAY WISH TO CONSULT AN INSURANCE AGENT REGARDING


THE INSURANCE COVERAGE AVAILABLE TO YOU AS A BUYER OF THE PROPERTY.


(b)AAThe disclosure statement required under Subsection (a)


must be dated and signed by the wrap borrower when the wrap borrower


receives the statement.


(c)AAThe finance commission by rule shall adopt a model


disclosure statement that satisfies the requirements of Subsection


(a).


(d)AAIf the disclosure statement required under Subsection


(a) and any disclosure required by Section 159.102 are received by


the wrap borrower on or before the closing date of the wrap mortgage


loan, the wrap borrower may rescind the wrap mortgage loan


agreement and any related purchase agreement or other agreement


relating to the loan transaction not later than the seventh day


after the date of receipt of the disclosure statement, regardless


of whether the disclosure is timely made.AAOn rescission under this


subsection, the wrap borrower is entitled to a return of any earnest


money, escrow amounts, down payment, or other fees or charges paid


in connection with the wrap mortgage loan, the related purchase


transaction, and any other related transaction.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.102.AAFOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT.AAIf the


negotiations that precede the execution of the wrap mortgage loan
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agreement are conducted primarily in a language other than English,


the wrap lender shall provide a copy of a written disclosure


statement required under Section 159.101 of this code or


SectionAA5.016, Property Code, in that language to the wrap


borrower.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.103.AAFAILURE TO PROVIDE DISCLOSURE: TOLLING OF


LIMITATIONS.AAIf a wrap lender fails to provide the disclosure


statement as required by Section 159.101 or fails to provide the


disclosure statement in the language required by Section 159.102,


the limitations period applicable to any cause of action of the wrap


borrower against the wrap lender arising out of the wrap lender’s


violation of a law of this state in connection with the wrap


mortgage loan transaction is tolled until the 120th day after the


date the required disclosure statement is provided.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.104.AAFAILURE TO PROVIDE DISCLOSURE BEFORE CLOSING;


RIGHT OF RESCISSION. (a)AASubject to Subsection (b), if a wrap


mortgage loan is closed without the wrap lender providing the


disclosure statement required by Section 159.101 or any disclosure


required by Section 159.102, the wrap borrower may rescind the wrap


mortgage loan agreement and the related purchase agreement at any


time by providing the wrap lender notice of rescission in writing.


(b)AAIf the wrap borrower receives a required disclosure


statement under Section 159.101 or 159.102 after the date the wrap


mortgage loan is closed but before the wrap borrower provides


notice of rescission, the wrap borrower may rescind the wrap


mortgage loan agreement and the related purchase agreement in


writing on or before the 21st day after the date of receipt of the


disclosure statement.


(c)AANot later than the 30th day after the date the wrap


borrower provides notice of rescission under this section, the wrap


lender shall return to the wrap borrower:
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(1)AAall principal and interest payments made by the


wrap borrower on the wrap mortgage loan;


(2)AAany money or property given as earnest money, a


down payment, or otherwise in connection with the wrap mortgage


loan or related purchase transaction; and


(3)AAany escrow amounts for the wrap mortgage loan or


related purchase transaction.


(d)AAOn the date on which all of the returned money or


property described by Subsection (c) is received by the wrap


borrower, the wrap borrower shall convey to the wrap lender or the


wrap lender’s designee the residential real estate described by


Section 159.001(7)(A).AAThe wrap borrower shall surrender


possession of the residential real estate not later than the 30th


day after the date of the wrap borrower’s receipt of the money or


property returned as described by this subsection.


(e)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a) or (b), the wrap lender


may avoid rescission if not later than the 30th day after the date


of receipt of notice of rescission under Subsection (a), the wrap


lender:


(1)AApays the outstanding balance due on any debt


described by Section 159.001(7)(A)(ii);


(2)AApays any due and unpaid taxes or other government


assessment on the residential real estate described by Section


159.001(7)(A);


(3)AApays to the wrap borrower as damages for


noncompliance the sum of $1,000 and any reasonable attorney’s fees


incurred by the wrap borrower; and


(4)AAprovides to the wrap borrower evidence of


compliance with Subdivisions (1) and (2).


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.105.AAENFORCEABILITY OF WRAP LIEN.AAA lien securing


a wrap mortgage loan is void unless the wrap mortgage loan and the


conveyance of the residential real estate securing the loan are


closed by an attorney or a title company.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.
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January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.106.AABORROWER’S RIGHT OF ACTION. (a)AAA wrap


borrower may bring an action to:


(1)AAobtain declaratory or injunctive relief to enforce


this subchapter;


(2)AArecover any actual damages suffered by the wrap


borrower as a result of a violation of this subchapter; or


(3)AAobtain other remedies available under this


subchapter or in an action under Section 17.50, Business & Commerce


Code, as otherwise authorized under this subchapter.


(b)AAA wrap borrower who prevails in an action under this


section may recover court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.107.AAWAIVER OR AVOIDANCE PROHIBITED. (a)AAAny


purported waiver of a right of a wrap borrower under this subchapter


or purported exemption of a person from liability for a violation of


this subchapter is void.


(b)AAA person who is a party to a residential real estate


transaction may not evade the application of this subchapter by any


device, subterfuge, or pretense, and any attempt to do so is void


and a deceptive trade practice under Subchapter E, Chapter 17,


Business & Commerce Code, and is actionable under that subchapter.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.108.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY.AAThe finance


commission may adopt and enforce rules necessary for the intent of


or to ensure compliance with this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER D. DUTIES OWED TO WRAP BORROWER


Sec. 159.151.AAMONEY HELD IN TRUST.AAA person who collects or
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receives a payment from a wrap borrower under the terms of a wrap


mortgage loan holds the money in trust for the benefit of the


borrower.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.152.AAFIDUCIARY DUTY.AAA person who collects or


receives a payment from a wrap borrower under the terms of or in


connection with a wrap mortgage loan owes a fiduciary duty to the


wrap borrower to use the payment to satisfy the obligations of the


obligee under each debt described by Section 159.001(7)(A)(ii) and


the payment of taxes and insurance for which the wrap lender has


received any payments from the wrap borrower.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER E. WRAP BORROWER ’S RIGHTS


Sec. 159.201.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER.AAThis


subchapter applies only to a wrap mortgage loan for a purchase of


residential real estate to be used as the wrap borrower’s


residence.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.202.AAWRAP BORROWER ’S RIGHT TO DEDUCT.AAThe wrap


borrower, without taking judicial action, may deduct from any


amount owed to the wrap lender under the terms of the wrap mortgage


loan:


(1)AAthe amount of any payment made by the wrap borrower


to an obligee of a debt described by Section 159.001(7)(A)(ii) to


cure a default by the wrap lender caused by the lender’s failure to


make payments for which the lender is responsible under the terms of


the wrap mortgage loan; or


(2)AAany other amount for which the wrap lender is


liable to the wrap borrower under the terms of the wrap mortgage


loan.
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Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER F. ENFORCEMENT OF CERTAIN REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS


Sec. 159.251.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER.AAThis


subchapter applies only to a wrap lender who is required to register


as a residential mortgage loan servicer under Chapter 158.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.252.AAINSPECTION; INVESTIGATION. (a)AAThe


commissioner may conduct an inspection of a wrap lender registered


under Chapter 158 as the commissioner determines necessary to


determine whether the wrap lender is complying with that chapter


and applicable rules.AAThe inspection may include an inspection of


the books, records, documents, operations, and facilities of the


wrap lender.AAThe commissioner may share evidence of criminal


activity gathered during an inspection or investigation with any


state or federal law enforcement agency.


(b)AAFor reasonable cause, the commissioner at any time may


investigate a wrap lender registered under Chapter 158 to determine


whether the lender is complying with that chapter and applicable


rules.


(c)AAThe commissioner may conduct an undercover or covert


investigation only if the commissioner, after due consideration of


the circumstances, determines that the investigation is necessary


to prevent immediate harm and to carry out the purposes of Chapter


158.


(d)AAThe finance commission by rule shall provide guidelines


to govern an inspection or investigation under this section,


including rules to:


(1)AAdetermine the information and records of the wrap


lender to which the commissioner may demand access during an


inspection or investigation; and


(2)AAestablish what constitutes reasonable cause for an


investigation.
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(e)AAInformation obtained by the commissioner during an


inspection or investigation under this section is confidential


unless disclosure of the information is permitted or required by


other law.


(f)AAThe commissioner may share information gathered during


an investigation under this section with a state or federal


agency.AAThe commissioner may share information gathered during an


inspection with a state or federal agency only if the commissioner


determines there is a valid reason for the sharing.


(g)AAThe commissioner may require reimbursement of expenses


for each examiner for an on-site examination or inspection of a


registered wrap lender under this section if records are located


out of state and are not made available for examination or


inspection by the examiner in this state.AAThe finance commission


by rule shall set the maximum amount for the reimbursement of


expenses authorized under this subsection.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 159.253.AAISSUANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA.


(a)AADuring an investigation conducted under this subchapter, the


commissioner may issue a subpoena that is addressed to a peace


officer of this state or other person authorized by law to serve


citation or perfect service.AAThe subpoena may require a person to


give a deposition, produce documents, or both.


(b)AAIf a person disobeys a subpoena or if a person appearing


in a deposition in connection with the investigation refuses to


testify, the commissioner may petition a district court in Travis


County to issue an order requiring the person to obey the subpoena,


testify, or produce documents relating to the matter.AAThe court


shall promptly set an application to enforce a subpoena issued


under Subsection (a) for hearing and shall cause notice of the


application and the hearing to be served on the person to whom the


subpoena is directed.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.
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SUBCHAPTER G. ENFORCEMENT OF CHAPTER


Sec. 159.301.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a)AAThe


commissioner, if the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe


that a wrap lender or wrap mortgage loan originator to whom this


chapter applies has violated or is about to violate this chapter,


may issue without notice and hearing an order to cease and desist


from continuing a particular action or an order to take affirmative


action, or both, to enforce compliance with this chapter.


(b)AAAn order issued under Subsection (a) must contain a


reasonably detailed statement of the facts on which the order is


made.AAIf a person against whom the order is made requests a


hearing, the commissioner shall set and give notice of a hearing


before the commissioner or a hearings officer.AAThe hearing shall


be governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.AABased on the


findings of fact, conclusions of law, and recommendations of the


hearings officer, the commissioner by order may find a violation


has occurred or not occurred.


(c)AAIf a hearing is not requested under Subsection (b) on or


before the 30th day after the date on which an order is made, the


order is considered final and not appealable.


(d)AAThe commissioner, after giving notice and an


opportunity for hearing, may impose against a person who violates a


cease and desist order an administrative penalty in an amount not to


exceed $1,000 for each day of the violation.AAIn addition to any


other remedy provided by law, the commissioner may institute in


district court a suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.AAA bond is not required of the commissioner


with respect to injunctive relief granted under this subsection.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 3, eff.


January 1, 2022.
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fi.16.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 2. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES


CHAPTER 16. FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES: SELF-DIRECTED AND


SEMI-INDEPENDENT


Sec. 16.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Financial regulatory agency" means:


(A)AAthe Texas Department of Banking;


(B)AAthe Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending;


(C)AAthe Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner;


and


(D)AAthe Credit Union Department.


(2)AA"Policy-making body" means:


(A)AAthe Finance Commission of Texas for:


(i)AAthe Texas Department of Banking;


(ii)AAthe Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending; and


(iii)AAthe Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner; and


(B)AAthe Credit Union Commission for the Credit


Union Department.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.002.AASELF-DIRECTED AND SEMI-INDEPENDENT STATUS OF


FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES. Notwithstanding any other


provision of law, a financial regulatory agency is self-directed


and semi-independent as specified by this chapter.AAAny Act of the


81st Legislature that relates to a financial regulatory agency and


that is inconsistent with the agency being self-directed and


semi-independent may be implemented by the financial regulatory


agency only on authorization by the policy-making body of the


financial regulatory agency.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.
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Sec. 16.003.AABUDGET, REVENUES, AND EXPENSES. (a) A


financial regulatory agency shall submit to the policy-making body


of the financial regulatory agency a budget annually using


generally accepted accounting principles.AANotwithstanding any


other provision of law, including the General Appropriations Act,


the budget shall be adopted and approved only by the policy-making


body of the financial regulatory agency.


(b)AAA financial regulatory agency shall be responsible for


all direct and indirect costs of the agency ’s existence and


operation.AAThe financial regulatory agency may not directly or


indirectly cause the general revenue fund to incur any cost.


(c)AASubject to any limitations in a financial regulatory


agency’s enabling legislation, a financial regulatory agency may


set the amounts of fees, penalties, charges, and revenues required


or permitted by statute or rule as necessary for the purpose of


carrying out the functions of the financial regulatory agency and


funding the budget adopted and approved under Subsection (a).


(d)AAAll fees and funds collected by a financial regulatory


agency and any funds appropriated to the financial regulatory


agency shall be deposited in interest-bearing deposit accounts in


the Texas Treasury Safekeeping Trust Company.AAThe comptroller


shall contract with the financial regulatory agency for the


maintenance of the deposit accounts under terms comparable to a


contract between a commercial banking institution and the


institution’s customers.


(e)AAPeriodically, each financial regulatory agency shall


submit to the agency’s policy-making body, as directed by the


policy-making body, a report of the receipts and expenditures of


the financial regulatory agency.


(f)AAThe fiscal year for a financial regulatory agency begins


on September 1 and ends on August 31.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.004.AAAUDITS. This chapter does not affect the duty


of the state auditor to audit a financial regulatory agency.AAThe


state auditor shall enter into a contract and schedule with each
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financial regulatory agency to conduct audits, including financial


reports and performance audits.AAThe financial regulatory agency


shall reimburse the state auditor for all costs incurred in


performing the audits and shall provide to the governor a copy of


any audit performed.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.005.AARECORDS; REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. (a) A


financial regulatory agency shall keep financial and statistical


information as necessary to disclose completely and accurately the


financial condition and results of operations of the agency.


(b)AABefore the beginning of each regular session of the


legislature, each financial regulatory agency shall submit to the


legislature and the governor a report describing all of the


agency’s activities in the previous biennium.AAThe report must


include:


(1)AAan audit as required by Section 16.004;


(2)AAa financial report of the previous fiscal year,


including reports on financial condition and results of operations;


(3)AAa description of all changes in fees imposed on


regulated industries;


(4)AAa report on changes in the regulatory jurisdiction


of the agency, including the number of chartered financial


institutions, license holders, and registrants subject to the


agency’s jurisdiction and any changes in those figures; and


(5)AAa list of all new rules adopted or repealed.


(c)AAIn addition to the reporting requirements of Subsection


(b), not later than November 1 of each year, each financial


regulatory agency shall submit to the governor, the committee of


each house of the legislature that has jurisdiction over


appropriations, and the Legislative Budget Board a report that


contains:


(1)AAthe salary for all financial regulatory agency


personnel and the total amount of per diem expenses and travel


expenses paid for all agency employees;


(2)AAthe total amount of per diem expenses and travel
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expenses paid for each member of the agency ’s policy-making body,


provided that only one report must be submitted regarding the


Finance Commission of Texas;


(3)AAthe agency’s operating plan and annual budget; and


(4)AAa detailed report of all revenue received and all


expenses incurred by the financial regulatory agency in the


previous 12 months.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.006.AAABILITY TO CONTRACT. (a) To carry out and


promote the objectives of this chapter, a financial regulatory


agency may enter into contracts and do all other acts incidental to


those contracts that are necessary for the administration of the


agency’s affairs and for the attainment of the agency ’s purposes,


except as limited by Subsection (b).


(b)AAAny indebtedness, liability, or obligation of the


financial regulatory agency incurred under this section may not:


(1)AAcreate a debt or other liability of this state or


another entity other than the financial regulatory agency; or


(2)AAcreate any personal liability on the part of the


members of the policy-making body or the body ’s or agency’s


employees.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.007.AAPROPERTY. A financial regulatory agency may:


(1)AAacquire by purchase, lease, gift, or any other


manner provided by law and maintain, use, and operate any real,


personal, or mixed property, or any interest in property, necessary


or convenient to the exercise of the powers, rights, privileges, or


functions of the financial regulatory agency;


(2)AAsell or otherwise dispose of any real, personal,


or mixed property, or any interest in property, that the financial


regulatory agency determines is not necessary or convenient to the


exercise of the agency’s powers, rights, privileges, or functions;


(3)AAconstruct, extend, improve, maintain, and
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reconstruct, or cause to construct, extend, improve, maintain, and


reconstruct, and use and operate all facilities necessary or


convenient to the exercise of the powers, rights, privileges, or


functions of the financial regulatory agency; and


(4)AAborrow money, as may be authorized from time to


time by an affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of the


policy-making body of the financial regulatory agency, for a period


not to exceed five years if necessary or convenient to the exercise


of the financial regulatory agency ’s powers, rights, privileges, or


functions.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.008.AASUITS. The office of the attorney general


shall represent a financial regulatory agency in any


litigation.AAThe attorney general may assess and collect from the


financial regulatory agency reasonable attorney’s fees associated


with any litigation under this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.009.AAPOST-PARTICIPATION LIABILITY. (a) If a


financial regulatory agency no longer has status under this chapter


as a self-directed semi-independent financial regulatory agency


for any reason, the agency shall be liable for any expenses or debts


incurred by the agency during the time the agency was a


self-directed semi-independent financial regulatory agency.AAThe


agency’s liability under this section includes liability for any


lease entered into by the agency.AAThis state is not liable for any


expense or debt covered by this subsection, and money from the


general revenue fund may not be used to repay the expense or debt.


(b)AAIf a financial regulatory agency no longer has status


under this chapter as a self-directed semi-independent financial


regulatory agency for any reason, ownership of any property or


other asset acquired by the agency during the time the agency was a


self-directed semi-independent financial regulatory agency,


including unexpended fees in a deposit account in the Texas
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Treasury Safekeeping Trust Company, shall be transferred to this


state.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.010.AADUE PROCESS; OPEN GOVERNMENT. A financial


regulatory agency is:


(1)AAa governmental body for purposes of Chapters 551


and 552, Government Code; and


(2)AAa state agency for purposes of Chapters 2001 and


2005, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.011.AAMEMBERSHIP IN EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM.


Employees of the financial regulatory agencies are members of the


Employees Retirement System of Texas under Chapter 812, Government


Code, and the agencies ’ transition to independent status as


provided by this chapter has no effect on their membership or any


benefits under that system.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.


28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 16.012.AAGIFTS. (a) Notwithstanding any other law, a


financial regulatory agency may not accept a gift, grant, or


donation:


(1)AAfrom a party to an enforcement action; or


(2)AAto pursue a specific investigation or enforcement


action.


(b)AAA financial regulatory agency must:


(1)AAreport each gift, grant, or donation that the


agency receives as a separate item in the agency ’s report required


under Section 16.005(b); and


(2)AAinclude with the report a statement indicating the


purpose for which each gift, grant, or donation was donated and


used.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1317 (H.B. 2774), Sec.
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28(a), eff. September 1, 2009.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 160. DIGITAL ASSET SERVICE PROVIDERS


Sec. 160.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Commission" means the Finance Commission of


Texas.


(2)AA"Customer funds" means the digital assets, fiat


currency, or other property deposited by a digital asset customer.


(3)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(4)AA"Digital asset" means a natively electronic asset


that confers economic, proprietary, or access rights and is


recorded or stored in a blockchain, cryptographically secured


distributed ledger, or similar technology, and includes:


(A)AAa digital asset that the laws of any country


consider to be legal tender; or


(B)AAvirtual currency as defined by Section


12.001, Business & Commerce Code.


(5)AA"Digital asset customer" means a person who


deposits fiat currency or a digital asset with a digital asset


service provider.


(6)AA"Digital asset service provider" means an


electronic platform that facilitates the trading of digital assets


on behalf of a digital asset customer and maintains custody of the


customer’s digital assets.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 160.002.AAADMINISTRATION.AAThe department shall


administer this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 160.003.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a)AAThis chapter applies to


a digital asset service provider doing business in this state that:
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(1)AAholds a money transmission license under


Subchapter D, Chapter 151; and


(2)AAeither:


(A)AAserves more than 500 digital asset customers


in this state; or


(B)AAhas at least $10 million in customer funds.


(b)AAThis chapter does not apply to:


(1)AAa bank, as defined by Section 31.002; or


(2)AAan entity excluded by commission rule or by order


of the banking commissioner based on a finding that the entity is:


(A)AAnot required to hold a money transmission


license under Subchapter D, Chapter 151; or


(B)AAnot subject to the requirements of this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 160.004.AADUTIES OF DIGITAL ASSET SERVICE PROVIDERS.


(a)AAExcept as provided by this chapter, a digital asset service


provider may not:


(1)AAcommingle customer funds with funds belonging to


the digital asset service provider, including the digital asset


service provider’s:


(A)AAoperating capital;


(B)AAproprietary accounts;


(C)AAdigital assets;


(D)AAfiat currency; or


(E)AAother property that is not customer funds;


(2)AAuse customer funds to secure or guarantee a


transaction other than a transaction for the customer contributing


the funds; or


(3)AAmaintain customer funds in such a manner that a


digital asset customer may be unable to fully withdraw the


customer’s funds.


(b)AAIn addition to any other requirements under state law, a


digital asset service provider shall maintain customer funds not


subject to the requirements of Chapter 151:
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(1)AAin separate accounts for obligations to each


digital asset customer; or


(2)AAin an omnibus account that only contains digital


assets of digital asset customers and in which digital assets of


digital asset customers are not strictly segregated from each


other.


(c)AAA digital asset service provider shall create a plan to


allow:


(1)AAeach digital asset customer to view at least


quarterly an accounting of:


(A)AAany outstanding liabilities owed to the


digital asset customer; and


(B)AAthe digital asset customer ’s digital assets


held in custody by the digital asset service provider; and


(2)AAan auditor to access and view at any time a


pseudonymized version of the information made available to each


digital asset customer under Subdivision (1).


(d)AANot later than the 90th day after the end of each fiscal


year, a digital asset service provider shall file a report with the


department. The report must include the following information, as


of the end of the digital asset service provider’s fiscal year:


(1)AAan attestation by the digital asset service


provider of outstanding liability to digital asset customers;


(2)AAevidence of customer assets held by the provider;


(3)AAa copy of the provider’s plan under Subsection (c);


and


(4)AAan attestation by an auditor that the information


in the report is true and accurate.


(e)AAAn auditor fulfilling the requirements of this section


must:


(1)AAbe an independent certified public accountant


licensed in the United States; and


(2)AAapply attestation standards adopted by the


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.


(f)AAA digital asset service provider may meet the


requirements of Subsections (c)(2), (d)(1), (d)(2), and (d)(4) by


filing with the department a copy of:


3







(1)AAan audit of the digital asset service provider


performed in accordance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (15


U.S.C. Section 7201 et seq.) or regulations adopted under that Act;


or


(2)AAan audit of the digital asset service provider’s


parent company that includes an audit of the digital service


provider performed in accordance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of


2002 (15 U.S.C. Section 7201 et seq.) or regulations adopted under


that Act.


(g)AAA digital asset service provider may include an amount


of funds, assets, or property belonging to the digital asset


service provider with customer funds for the purpose of


facilitating trade and operational needs to provide digital asset


services.AAThat amount of funds, assets, or other property


belonging to the digital asset service provider is considered and


shall be treated as customer funds.AAA digital asset service


provider may only withdraw or assert a claim on that amount to the


extent that amount exceeds the amount deposited with the digital


asset service provider by or for digital asset customers.


(h)AAThe commissioner may waive a requirement of this section


or allow a digital asset service provider to submit alternative


information to satisfy a requirement of this section if the


commissioner determines that the waiver or alternative information


is consistent with the purposes of this chapter and in the best


interest of the public.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 160.005.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR MONEY TRANSMISSION LICENSE.


(a)AAIn addition to any other requirements under Subchapter D,


Chapter 151, a digital asset service provider must comply with the


requirements of this chapter to obtain and maintain any money


transmission license under Subchapter D, Chapter 151.AAA digital


asset service provider applying for a new money transmission


license under Subchapter D, Chapter 151, must submit to the


department the report required by Section 160.004(d).


(b)AAThe department may suspend and revoke a money
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transmission license issued under Subchapter D, Chapter 151, to a


digital asset service provider if the provider violates the


requirements of this chapter.


(c)AAThe department may impose any penalty under Subchapter


H, Chapter 151, that the department may impose on a person who


violates that chapter on a digital asset service provider who


violates this chapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner may examine a digital asset service


provider in the same manner as allowed under Subchapter G, Chapter


151.AAInformation disclosed to the commissioner in connection with


an examination under this section is confidential information and


subject to the provisions regarding confidentiality under


Subchapter G, Chapter 151.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 160.006.AARULES.AAThe commission may adopt rules to


administer and enforce this chapter, including rules necessary and


appropriate to implement and clarify this chapter.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 419 (H.B. 1666), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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fi.180.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE E. OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 180. RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATORS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 180.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Texas Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of


2009.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Clerical or support duties," following the


receipt of an application from a consumer, includes:


(A)AAthe receipt, collection, distribution, and


analysis of information related to the processing or underwriting


of a residential mortgage loan; and


(B)AAcommunication with a consumer to obtain


information necessary to process or underwrite a loan, to the


extent that the communication does not include offering or


negotiating loan rates or terms or counseling the consumer about


residential mortgage loan rates or terms.


(2)AA"Credit union" means a state or federal credit


union operating in this state.


(3)AA"Credit union subsidiary organization" means an


agency, association, or company wholly or partly owned by a credit


union that is designed primarily to serve or otherwise assist


credit union operations.AAThe term includes a credit union service


organization authorized by:


(A)AASection 124.351(a)(1);


(B)AACredit Union Commission rule; or


(C)AAPart 712 of the National Credit Union


Administration’s Rules and Regulations.


(4)AA"Depository institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 3, Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section
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1813).AAThe term includes a credit union but does not include a


credit union subsidiary organization.


(5)AA"Dwelling" has the meaning assigned by Section


103(w) of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1602(w)).


(6)AA"Federal banking agency" means:


(A)AAthe Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve


System;


(B)AAthe Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency;


(C)AAthe Office of Thrift Supervision;


(D)AAthe National Credit Union Administration;


(E)AAthe Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation;


or


(F)AAthe successor of any of those agencies.


(7)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(8)AA"Immediate family member" means the spouse, child,


sibling, parent, grandparent, or grandchild of an individual.AAThe


term includes a stepparent, stepchild, and stepsibling and a


relationship established by adoption.


(9)AA"Individual" means a natural person.


(10)AA"License" means a license issued under the laws


of this state to an individual acting as or engaged in the business


of a residential mortgage loan originator.


(11)AA"Loan processor or underwriter" means an


individual who performs clerical or support duties as an employee


at the direction of and subject to the supervision and instruction


of an individual licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator


or exempt from licensure under Section 180.003.


(12)AA"Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry" means a mortgage licensing system developed and


maintained by the Conference of State Bank Supervisors and the


American Association of Residential Mortgage Regulators for the


licensing and registration of state residential mortgage loan


originators.


(13)AA"Nontraditional mortgage product" means a


mortgage product other than a 30-year fixed rate mortgage.
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(14)AA"Person" means an individual, corporation,


company, limited liability company, partnership, or association.


(15)AA"Real estate brokerage activity" means an


activity that involves offering or providing real estate brokerage


services to the public, including:


(A)AAacting as a real estate broker or salesperson


for a buyer, seller, lessor, or lessee of real property;


(B)AAbringing together parties interested in the


sale, purchase, lease, rental, or exchange of real property;


(C)AAnegotiating, on a party’s behalf, any


provision of a contract relating to the sale, purchase, lease,


rental, or exchange of real property, other than a negotiation


conducted in connection with providing financing with respect to


such a transaction;


(D)AAengaging in an activity for which a person is


required to be registered or licensed by the state as a real estate


broker or salesperson; and


(E)AAoffering to engage in an activity described


by Paragraphs (A) through (D) or to act in the same capacity as a


person described by Paragraphs (A) through (D).


(16)AA"Registered mortgage loan originator" means an


individual who:


(A)AAis a residential mortgage loan originator and


is an employee of:


(i)AAa depository institution;


(ii)AAa subsidiary that is:


(a)AAowned and controlled by a


depository institution; and


(b)AAregulated by a federal banking


agency; or


(iii)AAan institution regulated by the Farm


Credit Administration; and


(B)AAis registered with, and maintains a unique


identifier through, the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry.


(17)AA"Regulatory official" means:


(A)AAwith respect to Subtitles A, F, and G of this


3







title, the banking commissioner of Texas;


(B)AAwith respect to Chapters 156 and 157, the


savings and mortgage lending commissioner; and


(C)AAwith respect to Chapters 342, 347, 348, and


351, the consumer credit commissioner.


(18)AA"Residential mortgage loan" means a loan


primarily for personal, family, or household use that is secured by


a mortgage, deed of trust, or other equivalent consensual security


interest on a dwelling or on residential real estate.


(19)AA"Residential mortgage loan originator":


(A)AAmeans an individual who for compensation or


gain or in the expectation of compensation or gain:


(i)AAtakes a residential mortgage loan


application; or


(ii)AAoffers or negotiates the terms of a


residential mortgage loan; and


(B)AAdoes not include:


(i)AAan individual who performs solely


administrative or clerical tasks on behalf of an individual


licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator or exempt from


licensure under Section 180.003, except as otherwise provided by


Section 180.051;


(ii)AAan individual who performs only real


estate brokerage activities and is licensed or registered by the


state as a real estate broker or salesperson, unless the individual


is compensated by:


(a)AAa lender or other residential


mortgage loan originator; or


(b)AAan agent of a lender or other


residential mortgage loan originator;


(iii)AAan individual licensed under Chapter


1201, Occupations Code, unless the individual is directly


compensated for arranging financing for activities regulated under


that chapter by:


(a)AAa lender or other residential


mortgage loan originator; or


(b)AAan agent of a lender or other
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residential mortgage loan originator;


(iv)AAan individual who receives the same


benefits from a financed transaction as the individual would


receive if the transaction were a cash transaction; or


(v)AAan individual who is involved solely in


providing extensions of credit relating to timeshare plans, as


defined by 11 U.S.C. Section 101(53D).


(20)AA"Residential real estate" means real property


located in this state on which a dwelling is constructed or intended


to be constructed.


(21)AA"Rulemaking authority" meansAAthe finance


commission.


(22)AA"S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act" means the


federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of


2008 (Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(23)AA"Unique identifier" means a number or other


identifier assigned by protocols established by the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 60, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 84, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 180.003.AAEXEMPTION.


(a)AAThe following persons are exempt from this chapter:


(1)AAa registered mortgage loan originator when acting


for an entity described by Section 180.002(16)(A)(i), (ii), or


(iii);


(2)AAan individual who offers or negotiates terms of a


residential mortgage loan with or on behalf of an immediate family


member of the individual;


(3)AAa licensed attorney who negotiates the terms of a
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residential mortgage loan on behalf of a client as an ancillary


matter to the attorney’s representation of the client, unless the


attorney:


(A)AAtakes a residential mortgage loan


application; and


(B)AAoffers or negotiates the terms of a


residential mortgage loan;


(4)AAan individual who offers or negotiates terms of a


residential mortgage loan secured by a dwelling that serves as the


individual ’s residence;


(5)AAsubject to Subsection (d), an owner of residential


real estate who in any 12-consecutive-month period makes no more


than three residential mortgage loans to purchasers of the property


for all or part of the purchase price of the residential real estate


against which the mortgage is secured; and


(6)AAsubject to Subsection (d), an owner of a dwelling


who in any 12-consecutive-month period makes no more than three


residential mortgage loans to purchasers of the property for all or


part of the purchase price of the dwelling against which the


mortgage or security interest is secured.


(b)AAAn individual is exempt from this chapter, other than


Section 180.171, if the individual:


(1)AAin any 12-consecutive-month period originates


five or fewer closed residential mortgage loans exclusively for a


single federally chartered depository institution and the loans are


closed within that period;


(2)AAis contractually prohibited from soliciting,


processing, negotiating, or placing a residential mortgage loan


with a person other than the depository institution described by


Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAis sponsored by a life insurance company, or an


affiliate of the company, authorized to engage in business in this


state.


(c)AAThe finance commission may grant an exemption from the


licensing requirements of this chapter to a municipality, county,


community development corporation, or public or private grant


administrator to the extent the entity is administering the Texas
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HOME Investment Partnerships program if the commission determines


that granting the exemption is not inconsistent with the intentions


of the federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing


Act of 2008 (Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(d)AAIn determining eligibility for an exemption under


Subsection (a)(5) or (6), two or more owners of residential real


estate are considered a single owner for the purpose of computing


the number of mortgage loans made within the period specified by


that subdivision if any of the owners are an entity or an affiliate


of an entity, including a general partnership, limited partnership,


limited liability company, or corporation, as defined by Section


1.002, Business Organizations Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 61, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 258 (S.B. 1203), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 76 (S.B. 43), Sec. 4, eff.


January 1, 2022.


Sec. 180.004.AAADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY; RULEMAKING. (a) A


regulatory official has broad authority to administer, interpret,


and enforce this chapter.


(b)AAThe finance commission may implement rules necessary to


comply with this chapter and as required to carry out the intentions


of the federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing


Act of 2008 (Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(c)AAThis chapter does not limit the authority of a


regulatory official to take disciplinary action against a license


holder for a violation of this chapter or the rules adopted by the


regulatory official under this chapter.AAA regulatory official has


broad authority to investigate, revoke a license, and inform the


proper authority when fraudulent conduct or a violation of this


chapter occurs.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,
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eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.005.AASEVERABILITY. The provisions of this chapter


or applications of those provisions are severable as provided by


Section 311.032(c), Government Code.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER B. LICENSING AND REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS


Sec. 180.051.AASTATE LICENSE REQUIRED; RENEWAL. (a)AAUnless


exempted by Section 180.003 or acting under the temporary authority


described under Section 180.0511, an individual may not engage in


business as a residential mortgage loan originator with respect to


a dwelling located in this state unless the individual:


(1)AAis licensed to engage in that business under


Chapter 156, 157, 342, 347, 348, or 351; and


(2)AAcomplies with the requirements of this chapter.


(b)AAUnless exempted by Section 180.003, a loan processor or


underwriter who is an independent contractor may not engage in the


activities of a loan processor or underwriter unless the


independent contractor loan processor or underwriter obtains and


maintains the appropriate residential mortgage loan originator


license and complies with the requirements of this chapter.


(c)AAThe individual must renew the license annually to be


considered licensed for purposes of this section.


(d)AANotwithstanding any provision of law listed in


Subsection (a)(1), the regulatory official shall provide for annual


renewal of licenses for individuals seeking to engage in


residential mortgage loan origination activities.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 2, eff.


November 24, 2019.


Sec. 180.0511.AATEMPORARY AUTHORITY TO ORIGINATE LOANS.
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(a)AAA registered mortgage loan originator who does not hold a


license issued under a chapter listed in Section 180.051(a)(1) is


considered to have temporary authority to act as a residential


mortgage loan originator for a period not to exceed 120 days as


provided by Subsection (d) if the individual:


(1)AAbecomes employed by an entity that is licensed or


registered by this state to engage in the business of residential


mortgage loan origination in this state;


(2)AAhas not had:


(A)AAan application for a residential mortgage


loan originator license or other loan originator license required


by another jurisdiction to engage in business as a residential


mortgage loan originator denied; or


(B)AAa residential mortgage loan originator


license or other loan originator license required by another


jurisdiction to engage in business as a residential mortgage loan


originator revoked or suspended in any governmental jurisdiction;


(3)AAhas not been subject to or served with a cease and


desist order:


(A)AAin any governmental jurisdiction; or


(B)AAunder 12 U.S.C. Section 5113(c);


(4)AAhas not been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony


that would preclude licensure to engage in business as a


residential mortgage loan originator in this state under the


chapters listed in Section 180.051(a)(1);


(5)AAhas submitted to the appropriate regulatory


official the application form prescribed by the regulatory official


under Section 180.053 and the information required under Section


180.054; and


(6)AAwas registered in the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry as a loan originator during the


one-year period preceding the date on which the individual


submitted to the appropriate regulatory official the application


form and information required by Subdivision (5).


(b)AAAn individual licensed by another state or governmental


jurisdiction to engage in mortgage loan origination in that other


state or governmental jurisdiction is considered to have temporary
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authority to act as a residential mortgage loan originator in this


state for a period not to exceed 120 days as provided by Subsection


(d) if the individual:


(1)AAis employed by an entity that is licensed or


registered by this state to engage in the business of residential


mortgage loan origination in this state;


(2)AAmeets the eligibility requirements provided by


Subsections (a)(2), (3), (4), and (5); and


(3)AAheld the license issued by another state or


governmental jurisdiction to engage in mortgage loan origination


during the 30-day period preceding the date on which the individual


submitted to the appropriate regulatory official the application


form required under Section 180.053 and the information required


under Section 180.054.


(c)AAA residential mortgage loan originator licensed by a


regulatory official to engage in business as a mortgage loan


originator in this state under a chapter listed in Section


180.051(a)(1) is considered to have temporary authority to act as a


residential mortgage loan originator under a different chapter


listed in Section 180.051(a)(1) for a period not to exceed 120 days


as provided by Subsection (d) if the individual:


(1)AAis employed by an entity that is licensed or


registered by this state to engage in the business of residential


mortgage loan origination in this state;


(2)AAmeets the eligibility requirements provided by


Subsections (a)(2), (3), (4), and (5); and


(3)AAheld the license issued by the regulatory official


to engage in business as a residential mortgage loan originator


during the 30-day period preceding the date on which the individual


submitted to the appropriate regulatory official the application


form required under Section 180.053 and the information required


under Section 180.054.


(d)AAThe 120-day period of temporary authority described


under this section begins on the date on which the individual


submits to the appropriate regulatory official the application form


required under Section 180.053 and the information required under


Section 180.054 and ends on the earliest of:
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(1)AAthe date on which the individual withdraws the


application;


(2)AAthe date on which the regulatory official denies


or issues a notice of intent to deny the application;


(3)AAthe date on which the regulatory official issues


the individual a license; or


(4)AAthe 120th day after the date on which the


individual submitted the application, if the application is listed


on the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry as


incomplete.


(e)AAA person employing an individual who is considered to


have temporary authority to act as a residential mortgage loan


originator in this state under this section is subject to the


requirements of applicable federal and state laws and to applicable


rules and regulations to the same extent as if that individual was a


residential mortgage loan originator licensed by this state.


(f)AAAn individual who is considered to have temporary


authority to act as a residential mortgage loan originator in this


state under this section and who engages in residential mortgage


loan origination activities is subject to the requirements of


applicable federal and state laws and to applicable rules and


regulations to the same extent as if that individual was a


residential mortgage loan originator licensed by this state.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 3,


eff. November 24, 2019.


Sec. 180.052.AAENROLLMENT OR REGISTRATION WITH NATIONWIDE


MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGISTRY. (a) A licensed


residential mortgage loan originator must enroll with and maintain


a valid unique identifier issued by the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry.


(b)AAA non-federally insured credit union that employs loan


originators, as defined by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act,


shall register those employees with the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry by furnishing the information


relating to the employees’ identity set forth in Section 1507(a)(2)


of the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act.
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(c)AAEach independent contractor loan processor or


underwriter licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator must


have and maintain a valid unique identifier issued by the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


(d)AAThe regulatory official who administers the law under


which a residential mortgage loan originator is licensed shall


require the residential mortgage loan originator to be enrolled


with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


(e)AAFor purposes of implementing Subsection (d), the


regulatory official may participate in the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.053.AAAPPLICATION FORM. (a) A regulatory official


shall prescribe application forms for a license as a residential


mortgage loan originator.


(b)AAA regulatory official may change or update an


application form as necessary to carry out the purposes of this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.054.AACRIMINAL AND OTHER BACKGROUND CHECKS. (a) In


connection with an application for a license as a residential


mortgage loan originator, the applicant shall, at a minimum,


furnish in the form and manner prescribed by the regulatory


official and acceptable to the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System


and Registry information concerning the applicant’s identity,


including:


(1)AAfingerprints for submission to the Federal Bureau


of Investigation and any governmental agency or entity authorized


to receive the information to conduct a state, national, and


international criminal background check; and


(2)AApersonal history and experience information in a


form prescribed by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry, including the submission of authorization for the
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Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry and the


appropriate regulatory official to obtain:


(A)AAan independent credit report obtained from a


consumer reporting agency described by Section 603(p), Fair Credit


Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1681a(p)); and


(B)AAinformation related to any administrative,


civil, or criminal findings by a governmental jurisdiction.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section and to reduce the points of


contact that the Federal Bureau of Investigation may have to


maintain for purposes of Subsection (a)(1), a regulatory official


may use the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry as a


channeling agent for requesting information from and distributing


information to the United States Department of Justice, any


governmental agency, or any source at the regulatory official’s


direction.


(c)AAFor purposes of this section and to reduce the points of


contact that a regulatory official may have to maintain for


purposes of Subsection (a) or (b), the regulatory official may use


the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry as a


channeling agent for requesting information from and distributing


information to and from any source as directed by the regulatory


official.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.055.AAISSUANCE OF LICENSE. (a) The regulatory


official may not issue a residential mortgage loan originator


license to an individual unless the regulatory official determines,


at a minimum, that the applicant:


(1)AAhas not had a residential mortgage loan originator


license revoked in any governmental jurisdiction;


(2)AAhas not been convicted of, or pled guilty or nolo


contendere to, a felony in a domestic, foreign, or military court:


(A)AAduring the seven-year period preceding the


date of application; or


(B)AAat any time preceding the date of


application, if the felony involved an act of fraud, dishonesty,
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breach of trust, or money laundering;


(3)AAdemonstrates financial responsibility, character,


and general fitness so as to command the confidence of the community


and to warrant a determination that the individual will operate


honestly, fairly, and efficiently as a residential mortgage loan


originator within the purposes of this chapter and any other


appropriate regulatory law of this state;


(4)AAprovides satisfactory evidence that the applicant


has completed prelicensing education courses described by Section


180.056;


(5)AAprovides satisfactory evidence of having passed a


written test that meets the requirements of Section 180.057; and


(6)AAhas paid a recovery fund fee or obtained a surety


bond as required under the appropriate state regulatory law.


(b)AAA revocation that has been formally vacated may not be


considered a license revocation for purposes of Subsection (a)(1).


(c)AAA conviction for which a full pardon has been granted


may not be considered a conviction for purposes of Subsection


(a)(2).


(d)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a)(3), an individual is


considered not to be financially responsible if the individual has


shown a lack of regard in managing the individual ’s own financial


affairs or condition.AAA determination that an individual has not


shown financial responsibility may not be based on the individual’s


default on a student loan but may include:


(1)AAan outstanding judgment against the individual,


other than a judgment imposed solely as a result of medical


expenses;


(2)AAan outstanding tax lien or other governmental


liens and filings;


(3)AAa foreclosure during the three-year period


preceding the date of the license application; and


(4)AAa pattern of seriously delinquent accounts, other


than student loan accounts, during the three-year period preceding


the date of the application.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.
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Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 506 (S.B. 37), Sec. 5, eff.


June 7, 2019.


Sec. 180.056.AAPRELICENSING EDUCATIONAL COURSES. (a)AAAn


applicant for a residential mortgage loan originator license must


complete education courses that include at least the minimum number


of hours and type of courses required by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act and the minimum number of hours of training related to


lending standards for the nontraditional mortgage product


marketplace required by that Act and any additional requirements


established by the regulatory official and adopted by rule of the


rulemaking authority.


(b)AAEducation courses required under this section must be


reviewed and approved by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System


and Registry in accordance with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing


Act.


(c)AANothing in this section precludes any education course


approved in accordance with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act


from being provided by:


(1)AAan applicant ’s employer;


(2)AAan entity affiliated with the applicant by an


agency contract; or


(3)AAa subsidiary or affiliate of the employer or


entity.


(d)AAEducation courses required under this section may be


offered in a classroom, online, or by any other means approved by


the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


(e)AAAn individual who has successfully completed


prelicensing education requirements approved by the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry for another state shall be


given credit toward completion of the prelicensing education


requirements of this section.


(f)AAAn applicant who has previously held a residential


mortgage loan originator license that meets the requirements of


this chapter and other appropriate regulatory law, before being


issued a new original license, must demonstrate to the appropriate
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regulatory official that the applicant has completed all continuing


education requirements for the calendar year in which the license


was last held by the applicant.


(g)AAIf the appropriate federal regulators and the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry establish


additional educational requirements for licensed residential


mortgage loan originators, the rulemaking authority shall adopt


necessary rules to implement the changes to the educational


requirements of this section.


(h)AAAn individual who fails to maintain a residential


mortgage loan originator license for the period of time established


by rule of the rulemaking authority must retake the prelicensing


education requirements prescribed by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 62, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 85, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 704 (H.B. 3342), Sec. 1, eff.


January 1, 2018.


Sec. 180.057.AATESTING REQUIREMENTS. (a) An applicant for a


residential mortgage loan originator license must pass a qualified,


written test that:


(1)AAmeets the standards and requirements established


by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act;


(2) is developed by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry; and


(3)AAis administered by a test provider in accordance


with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act.


(b)AAAn individual may retake the test the number of times


and within the period prescribed by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing


Act.


(c)AAAn individual who fails to maintain a residential
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mortgage loan originator license for at least five consecutive


years must retake the test.


(d)AAThis section does not prohibit a test provider approved


in accordance with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act from


providing a test at the location of:


(1)AAthe license applicant’s employer;


(2)AAa subsidiary or affiliate of the applicant’s


employer; or


(3)AAan entity with which the applicant holds an


exclusive arrangement to conduct the business of a residential


mortgage loan originator.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.058.AARECOVERY FUND FEE OR SURETY BOND REQUIREMENT.


(a) A regulatory official may not issue a residential mortgage loan


originator license unless the official determines that the


applicant meets the surety bond requirement or has paid a recovery


fund fee, as applicable, in accordance with the requirements of the


S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act.


(b)AAEach regulatory official shall adopt rules requiring an


individual licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator to


obtain a surety bond or pay a recovery fund fee as the official


determines appropriate to comply with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.059.AASTANDARDS FOR LICENSE RENEWAL. A license to


act as a residential mortgage loan originator may be renewed on or


before its expiration date if the license holder:


(1)AAcontinues to meet the minimum requirements for


license issuance;


(2)AApays all required fees for the renewal of the


license; and


(3)AAprovides satisfactory evidence that the license


holder has completed the continuing education requirements of
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Section 180.060.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.060.AACONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES. (a) To renew a


residential mortgage loan originator license, a license holder must


annually complete the minimum number of hours and type of


continuing education courses required by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act, the minimum requirements established by the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry, and any


additional requirements established by the regulatory official.


(b)AAContinuing education courses, including the course


provider, must be reviewed and approved by the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry as required by the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act.AACourse credit must be granted in accordance with


that Act.


(c)AANothing in this section precludes any continuing


education course approved in accordance with the S.A.F.E. Mortgage


Licensing Act from being provided by:


(1)AAthe employer of the license holder;


(2)AAan entity affiliated with the license holder by an


agency contract; or


(3)AAa subsidiary or affiliate of the employer or


entity.


(d)AAA person who successfully completes continuing


education requirements approved by the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry for another state shall be given


credit toward completion of the continuing education requirements


of this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.061.AARULEMAKING AUTHORITY. A rulemaking authority


may adopt rules establishing requirements as necessary for:


(1)AAconducting background checks by obtaining:


(A)AAcriminal history information through


fingerprint or other databases;
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(B)AAcivil administrative records;


(C)AAcredit history information; or


(D)AAany other information considered necessary


by the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(2)AApayment of fees to apply for or renew licenses


through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry;


(3)AAsetting or resetting, as necessary, license


renewal dates or reporting periods;


(4)AAamending or surrendering a license or any other


activity a regulatory official considers necessary for


participation in the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry; and


(5)AAinvestigation and examination authority for


purposes of investigating a violation or complaint arising under


this chapter or for purposes of examining, reviewing, or


investigating any license holder or individual subject to this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.062.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION. (a) Except


as otherwise provided by this section, a requirement under federal


or state law regarding the privacy or confidentiality of


information or material provided to the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry, and a privilege arising under


federal or state law, or under the rules of a federal or state


court, continue to apply to the information or material after the


disclosure of the information or material to the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.AAThe information and


material may be shared with federal and state regulatory officials


with mortgage industry oversight authority without the loss of any


privilege or confidentiality protections afforded by federal or


state laws.


(b)AAInformation or material subject to a privilege or


confidential under Subsection (a) may not be subject to:


(1)AAdisclosure under any federal or state law


governing the disclosure to the public of information held by an
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officer or an agency of the federal government or this state; or


(2)AAsubpoena, discovery, or admission into evidence in


a private civil action or administrative proceeding.


(c)AAA person who is the subject of information or material


in the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry may waive,


wholly or partly, any privilege held by the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry with respect to the information or


material.


(d)AAA regulatory official may enter into an agreement or


sharing arrangement with another governmental agency, the


Conference of State Bank Supervisors, the American Association of


Residential Mortgage Regulators, or other associations


representing appropriate governmental agencies as established by


rule of the rulemaking authority or order issued by the regulatory


official.AAA protection provided by Subsection (a) also applies to


information and material shared under an agreement or sharing


arrangement entered into under this subsection.


(e)AATo the extent of a conflict between Subsection (a) and


Chapter 552, Government Code, or another state law relating to the


disclosure of confidential information or information or material


described by Subsection (a), Subsection (a) controls to the extent


Chapter 552, Government Code, or the other law provides less


confidentiality or a weaker privilege than is provided by


Subsection (a).


(f)AAThis section does not apply to information or material


relating to the employment history of, and publicly adjudicated


disciplinary and enforcement actions against, a residential


mortgage loan originator that is included in the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry for access by the public.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER C. REPORTING AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS REGARDING


NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGISTRY


Sec. 180.101.AAMORTGAGE CALL REPORTS. Each licensed


residential mortgage loan originator shall submit to the Nationwide
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Mortgage Licensing System and Registry a report of condition that


is in the form and contains the information required by the


Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.102.AAREPORT OF VIOLATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS.


Subject to the confidentiality provisions of this chapter, a


regulatory official shall report to the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry on a regular basis regarding


violations of, enforcement actions under, or information relevant


to this chapter or the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act under the


regulatory official’s licensure, regulation, or examination of a


licensed residential mortgage loan originator or person registered


under the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.103.AAINFORMATION CHALLENGE PROCESS. The


applicable rulemaking authority by rule shall establish a process


by which licensed residential mortgage loan originators may dispute


information submitted by the regulatory official to the Nationwide


Mortgage Licensing System and Registry.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER D. BUSINESS PRACTICES; PROHIBITED ACTS


Sec. 180.151.AADISPLAY OF UNIQUE IDENTIFIER. The unique


identifier of a person originating a residential mortgage loan must


be clearly shown on each residential mortgage loan application


form, solicitation, or advertisement, including business cards and


websites, and any other document required by rule of the rulemaking


authority.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.
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Sec. 180.152.AAREPRESENTATIONS. An individual who is


engaged exclusively in loan processor or underwriter activities may


not represent to the public, through the use of advertising,


business cards, stationery, brochures, signs, rate lists, or other


means, that the individual can or will perform any of the activities


of a residential mortgage loan originator unless the individual is


licensed as a residential mortgage loan originator.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.153.AAPROHIBITED ACTS AND PRACTICES. An individual


or other person subject to regulation under this chapter may not:


(1)AAemploy, directly or indirectly, a scheme, device,


or artifice to defraud or mislead borrowers or lenders or to defraud


a person;


(2)AAengage in an unfair or deceptive practice toward a


person;


(3)AAobtain property by fraud or misrepresentation;


(4)AAsolicit or enter into a contract with a borrower


that provides in substance that the individual or other person


subject to this chapter may earn a fee or commission through "best


efforts" to obtain a loan even though no loan was actually obtained


for the borrower;


(5)AAsolicit, advertise, or enter into a contract for


specific interest rates, points, or other financing terms unless


the terms are actually available at the time of soliciting,


advertising, or contracting;


(6)AAconduct any business regulated by this chapter


without holding a license as required by this chapter;


(7)AAassist, aid, or abet an individual in the conduct


of business without a license required by this chapter;


(8)AAfail to make disclosures as required by this


chapter and any other applicable state or federal law, including


rules or regulations under applicable state or federal law;


(9)AAfail to comply with this chapter or rules adopted


under this chapter;


(10)AAfail to comply with any other state or federal
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law, including rules or regulations adopted under that law,


applicable to a business or activity regulated by this chapter;


(11)AAmake, in any manner, a false or deceptive


statement or representation;


(12)AAnegligently make a false statement or knowingly


or wilfully make an omission of material fact in connection with:


(A)AAinformation or a report filed with a


governmental agency or the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry; or


(B)AAan investigation conducted by the regulatory


official or another governmental agency;


(13)AAmake a payment, threat, or promise, directly or


indirectly, to a person for purposes of influencing the person’s


independent judgment in connection with a residential mortgage


loan, or make a payment, threat, or promise, directly or


indirectly, to an appraiser of property, for purposes of


influencing the appraiser’s independent judgment with respect to


the property’s value;


(14)AAcollect, charge, attempt to collect or charge, or


use or propose an agreement purporting to collect or charge a fee


prohibited by this chapter;


(15)AAcause or require a borrower to obtain property


insurance coverage in an amount that exceeds the replacement cost


of the improvements as established by the property insurer; or


(16)AAfail to truthfully account for money belonging to


a party to a residential mortgage loan transaction.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER D-1. REQUIREMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS ORIGINATING


RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOANS EXCLUSIVELY FOR CERTAIN DEPOSITORY


INSTITUTION


Sec. 180.171.AAENROLLMENT WITH DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND


MORTGAGE LENDING. (a)AAThis section applies only to an individual


who:


(1)AAin any 12-consecutive-month period originates
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five or fewer residential mortgage loans exclusively for a single


federally chartered depository institution and the loans are closed


within that period;


(2)AAis contractually prohibited from soliciting,


processing, negotiating, or placing a residential mortgage loan


with a person other than the depository institution described by


Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAis sponsored by a life insurance company, or an


affiliate of the company, authorized to engage in business in this


state.


(b)AABefore conducting business in this state with respect to


a residential mortgage loan, an individual to whom this section


applies must enroll as a financial exclusive agent with the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending until the time any


registration with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry is required for the individual by federal law or


regulation and a suitable category is created for that registration


with that nationwide registry.


(c)AAAn enrollment under this section must be renewed


annually.


(d)AAAn individual required under this section to enroll as a


financial exclusive agent shall pay to the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner an annual fee in an amount not to exceed $40 as


prescribed by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 63,


eff. November 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER E. ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS


Sec. 180.201.AAENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY. To ensure the


effective supervision and enforcement of this chapter, a regulatory


official may:


(1)AAdeny, suspend, revoke, condition, or decline to


renew a license for a violation of this chapter, a rule adopted


under this chapter, or an order or directive issued under this


chapter;


(2)AAdeny, suspend, revoke, condition, or decline to
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renew a license if an applicant or license holder:


(A)AAfails to meet the requirements of Subchapter


B; or


(B)AAwithholds information or makes a material


misstatement in an application for a license or renewal of a


license;


(3)AAorder restitution against a person subject to


regulation under this chapter for a violation of this chapter;


(4)AAimpose an administrative penalty on a person


subject to regulation under this chapter, subject to Section


180.202; or


(5)AAissue orders or directives as provided by Section


180.203.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.202.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) A regulatory


official may impose an administrative penalty on a residential


mortgage loan originator or other person subject to regulation


under this chapter, if the official, after notice and opportunity


for hearing, determines that the residential mortgage loan


originator or other person subject to regulation under this chapter


has violated or failed to comply with:


(1)AAthis chapter;


(2)AAa rule adopted under this chapter; or


(3)AAan order issued under this chapter.


(b)AAThe penalty may not exceed $25,000 for each violation.


(c)AAThe amount of the penalty shall be based on:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation;


(2)AAthe economic harm to property caused by the


violation;


(3)AAthe history of previous violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter a future violation;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,
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eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 180.203.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDERS. A regulatory


official may:


(1)AAorder or direct a person subject to regulation


under this chapter to cease and desist from conducting business,


including issuing an immediate temporary order to cease and desist


from conducting business;


(2)AAorder or direct a person subject to regulation


under this chapter to cease a violation of this chapter or a harmful


activity in violation of this chapter, including issuing an


immediate temporary order to cease and desist;


(3)AAenter immediate temporary orders against a person


subject to regulation under this chapter to cease engaging


inAAbusiness under a license if the regulatory official determines


that the license was erroneously granted or the license holder is in


violation of this chapter; and


(4)AAorder or direct other affirmative action as the


regulatory official considers necessary.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER F. DUTIES OF REGULATORY OFFICIALS


Sec. 180.251.AAGENERAL DUTIES OF REGULATORY OFFICIALS.


(a)AAThe savings and mortgage lending commissioner shall


administer and enforce this chapter with respect to individuals


licensed under Chapter 157.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160, Sec.


87(9), eff. September 1, 2013.


(c)AAThe consumer credit commissioner shall administer and


enforce this chapter with respect to individuals licensed under


Chapter 342, 347, 348, or 351.


(d)AATo the extent permitted or required by this chapter and


as reasonably necessary for the implementation and enforcement of


the S.A.F.E. Mortgage Licensing Act, the banking commissioner of


Texas may administer and enforce this chapter with respect to a
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person otherwise under the commissioner’s jurisdiction under


Subtitle A, F, or G of this title.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 86, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 160 (S.B. 1004), Sec. 87(9),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec. 180.252.AAAUTHORITY OF REGULATORY OFFICIALS TO


ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIP WITH NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM


AND REGISTRY; CONTRACTING AUTHORITY. To fulfill the purposes of


this chapter, a regulatory official may establish a relationship


with or contract with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and


Registry or an entity designated by the Nationwide Mortgage


Licensing System and Registry to collect and maintain records and


process transaction fees or other fees related to licensed


residential mortgage loan originators or other persons subject to


regulation under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 1,


eff. June 19, 2009.
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fi.181.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 181. GENERAL PROVISIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A181.001.AASHORT TITLE. This subtitle may be cited as


the Texas Trust Company Act.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.002.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Account" means the client relationship


established with a trust institution involving the transfer of


funds or property to the trust institution, including a


relationship in which the trust institution acts as trustee,


executor, administrator, guardian, custodian, conservator,


receiver, registrar, or agent.


(2)AA"Affiliate" means a company that directly or


indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control


with a state trust company or other company.


(3)AARepealed by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec.


6.027, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


(4)AA"Banking commissioner" means the banking


commissioner of Texas or a person designated by the banking


commissioner and acting under the banking commissioner’s direction


and authority.


(5)AA"Board" means the board of directors, managers, or


managing participants of, or a person or group of persons acting in


a comparable capacity for, a state trust company or other entity.


(6)AARepealed by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec.


6.027, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


(7)AA"Capital" means:


(A)AAthe sum of:


(i)AAthe par value of all shares or


participation shares of a state trust company having a par value
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that have been issued;


(ii)AAthe consideration set by the board for


all shares or participation shares of the state trust company


without par value that have been issued, except the part of that


consideration that:


(a)AAhas been actually received;


(b)AAis less than all of that


consideration; and


(c)AAthe board, by resolution adopted


not later than the 60th day after the date of issuance of those


shares, has allocated to surplus with the prior approval of the


banking commissioner; and


(iii)AAan amount not included in


Subparagraphs (i) and (ii) that has been transferred to capital of


the state trust company, on the payment of a share dividend or on


adoption by the board of a resolution directing that all or part of


surplus be transferred to capital, minus each reduction made as


permitted by law; less


(B)AAall amounts otherwise included in Paragraphs


(A)(i) and (ii) that are attributable to the issuance of securities


by the state trust company and that the banking commissioner


determines, after notice and an opportunity for hearing, should be


classified as debt rather than equity securities.


(8)AA"Certified surplus" means the part of surplus


designated by a vote of the board of a state trust company under


Section 182.105 and recorded in the board minutes as certified.


(9)AA"Charter" means a charter issued under this


subtitle to engage in a trust business.


(10)AA"Client" means a person to whom a trust


institution owes a duty or obligation under a trust or other account


administered by the trust institution, regardless of whether the


trust institution owes a fiduciary duty to the person. The term


includes a beneficiary of a trust for whom the trust institution


acts as trustee and a person for whom the trust institution acts as


agent, custodian, or bailee.


(11)AA"Company" means a corporation, a partnership, an


association, a business trust, another trust, or a similar
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organization, including a trust institution.


(12)AA"Conservator" means the banking commissioner or


an agent of the banking commissioner exercising the powers and


duties provided by Subchapter B, Chapter 185.


(13)AA"Control" means:


(A)AAthe ownership of or ability or power to vote,


directly, acting through one or more other persons, or otherwise


indirectly, 25 percent or more of the outstanding shares of a class


of voting securities of a state trust company or other company;


(B)AAthe ability to control the election of a


majority of the board of the state trust company or other company;


(C)AAthe power to exercise, directly or


indirectly, a controlling influence over the management or policies


of the state trust company or other company as determined by the


banking commissioner after notice and an opportunity for hearing;


or


(D)AAthe conditioning of the transfer of 25


percent or more of the outstanding shares or participation shares


of a class of voting securities of the state trust company or other


company on the transfer of 25 percent or more of the outstanding


shares of a class of voting securities of another state trust


company or other company.


(14)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(15)AA"Depository institution" means an entity with the


power to accept deposits under applicable law.


(15-a)AA"Equity capital" means the amount by which the


total assets of a state trust company exceed the total liabilities


of the trust company.


(16)AARepealed by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec.


6.027, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


(17)AA"Equity security" means:


(A)AAstock or a similar security, any security


convertible, with or without consideration, into such a security, a


warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase such a security, or a


security carrying such a warrant or right;


(B)AAa certificate of interest or participation in
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a profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate,


preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share or


participation share, investment contract, voting-trust


certificate, or partnership interest; and


(C)AAa certificate of interest or participation


in, temporary or interim certificate for, or receipt for a security


described by this subdivision that evidences an existing or


contingent equity ownership interest.


(18)AA"Fiduciary record" means a matter written,


transcribed, recorded, received, or otherwise in the possession of


a trust institution that is necessary to preserve information


concerning an act or event relevant to an account of a trust


institution.


(19)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance


Commission of Texas.


(20)AARepealed by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec.


6.027, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


(21)AA"Full liability participant" means a participant


that agrees under the terms of a participation agreement to be


liable under a judgment, decree, or order of court for the entire


amount of all debts, obligations, or liabilities of a limited trust


association.


(22)AA"Hazardous condition" means:


(A)AAa refusal by a trust company or an affiliate


of a trust company to permit an examination of its books, papers,


accounts, records, or affairs by the banking commissioner as


provided by Section 181.104;


(B)AAa violation by a trust company of a condition


of its chartering or an agreement entered into between the trust


company and the banking commissioner or the department; or


(C)AAa circumstance or condition in which an


unreasonable risk of loss is threatened to clients or creditors of a


trust company, excluding risk of loss to a client that arises as a


result of the client’s decisions or actions, but including a


circumstance or condition in which a trust company:


(i)AAis unable or lacks the means to meet its


current obligations as they come due in the regular and ordinary
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course of business, even if the book or fair market value of its


assets exceeds its liabilities;


(ii)AAhas equity capital less than the


amount of restricted capital the trust company is required to


maintain under Section 182.008, or has equity capital the adequacy


of which is threatened, as determined under regulatory accounting


principles;


(iii)AAhas concentrated an excessive or


unreasonable portion of its assets in a particular type or


character of investment;


(iv)AAviolates or refuses to comply with


this subtitle, another statute or regulation applicable to trust


companies, or a final and enforceable order of the banking


commissioner;


(v)AAis in a condition that renders the


continuation of a particular business practice hazardous to its


clients and creditors; or


(vi)AAconducts business in an unsafe or


unsound manner, including conducting business with:


(a)AAinexperienced or inattentive


management;


(b)AAweak or potentially dangerous


operating practices;


(c)AAinfrequent or inadequate audits;


(d)AAadministration of assets that is


notably deficient in relation to the volume and character of or


responsibility for asset holdings;


(e)AAunsound administrative practices;


(f)AAfrequent and uncorrected material


occurrences of violations of law, including rules, or terms of the


governing instruments; or


(g)AAa notable degree of conflicts of


interest and engaging in self-dealing.


(23)AA"Home office" means a location registered with


the banking commissioner as a state trust company’s home office at


which:


(A)AAthe trust company does business;
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(B)AAthe trust company keeps its corporate books


and records; and


(C)AAat least one executive officer of the trust


company maintains an office.


(24)AA"Insider" means:


(A)AAeach director, manager, managing


participant, officer, and principal shareholder or participant of a


state trust company;


(B)AAeach affiliate of the state trust company and


each director, officer, and employee of the affiliate;


(C)AAany person who participates or has authority


to participate, other than in the capacity of a director, in major


policy-making functions of the state trust company, whether or not


the person has an official title or the officer is serving without


salary or compensation; or


(D)AAeach company controlled by a person described


by Paragraph (A), (B), or (C).


(25)AA"Insolvent" means a circumstance or condition in


which a state trust company:


(A)AAis unable or lacks the means to meet its


current obligations as they come due in the regular and ordinary


course of business, even if the value of its assets exceeds its


liabilities;


(B)AAhas equity capital that is 50 percent or less


of the amount of restricted capital the trust company is required to


maintain;


(C)AAfails to maintain deposit insurance for its


deposits with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor, or fails to maintain adequate security for its deposits


as provided by Section 184.301(c);


(D)AAsells or attempts to sell substantially all


of its assets or merges or attempts to merge substantially all of


its assets or business with another entity other than as provided by


Chapter 182; or


(E)AAattempts to dissolve or liquidate other than


as provided by Chapter 186.


(26)AA"Investment security" means a marketable
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obligation evidencing indebtedness of a person in the form of a


bond, note, debenture, or investment security.


(27)AA"Limited trust association" means a state trust


company organized under this subtitle as a limited liability


company, authorized to issue participation shares, and controlled


by its participants.


(28)AA"Loans and extensions of credit" means direct or


indirect advances of money by a state trust company to a person that


are conditioned on the obligation of the person to repay the funds


or that are repayable from specific property pledged by or on behalf


of the person.


(29)AA"Manager" means a person elected to the board of a


limited trust association.


(30)AA"Managing participant" means a participant in a


limited trust association in which management has been retained by


the participants.


(31)AA"Mutual funds" means equity securities of an


investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of


1940 (15 U.S.C. Section 80a-1 et seq.) and the Securities Act of


1933 (15 U.S.C. Section 77a et seq.). The term does not include


money market funds.


(32)AA"Officer" means the presiding officer of the


board, the principal executive officer, or another officer


appointed by the board of a state trust company or other company, or


a person or group of persons acting in a comparable capacity for the


state trust company or other company.


(33)AA"Operating subsidiary" means a company for which


a state trust company has the ownership, ability, or power to vote,


directly, acting through one or more other persons, or otherwise


indirectly, more than 50 percent of the outstanding shares of each


class of voting securities or its equivalent of the company.


(34)AA"Participant" means an owner of a participation


share in a limited trust association.


(35)AA"Participant-transferee" means a transferee of a


participation share who has not received the unanimous consent of


all participants to be a participant, or who becomes a


participant-transferee under Subchapter C, Chapter 183.
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(36)AA"Participation agreement" means the instrument


stating the agreement among the participants of a limited trust


association relating to the rights and duties of the participants


and participant-transferees, including allocations of income,


loss, deduction, credit, distributions, liquidation rights,


redemption rights, liabilities of participants, priority rights of


participant-transferees to transfer participation shares, rights


of participants to purchase participation shares of


participant-transferees, the procedures for elections and voting


by participants, and any other matter not prohibited by or


inconsistent with this subtitle.


(37)AA"Participation shares" means the units into which


the proprietary interests of a limited trust association are


divided or subdivided by means of classes, series, relative rights,


or preferences.


(38)AA"Principal shareholder" means a person who owns


or has the ability or power to vote, directly, acting through one or


more other persons, or otherwise indirectly, 10 percent or more of


the outstanding shares or participation shares of any class of


voting securities of a state trust company or other company.


(39)AA"Restricted capital" means the sum of capital and


certified surplus.


(40)AA"Regulatory accounting principles" means


generally accepted accounting principles as modified by rules


adopted under:


(A)AAthis subtitle; or


(B)AAan applicable federal statute or regulation.


(41)AA"Secondary capital" means the amount by which the


assets of a state trust company exceed restricted capital, required


by Section 182.008, and liabilities.


(42)AA"Shareholder" means an owner of a share in a state


trust company.


(43)AA"Shares" means the units into which the


proprietary interests of a state trust company are divided or


subdivided by means of classes, series, relative rights, or


preferences.


(44)AA"State bank" means a banking association or
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limited banking association organized or reorganized under


Subtitle A, including an association organized under the laws of


this state before September 1, 1997, with the express power to


receive and accept deposits and possessing other rights and powers


granted by that subtitle expressly or by implication. The term does


not include a savings association, savings bank, or credit union.


(45)AA"State trust company" or "trust company" means a


trust association or limited trust association organized or


reorganized under this subtitle, including an association


organized under the laws of this state before September 1, 1997. If


the context or circumstances require, the term includes a trust


company organized under the laws of another state that lawfully


maintains a trust office in this state in accordance with Chapter


187.


(46)AA"Subsidiary" means a state trust company or other


company that is controlled by another person. The term includes a


subsidiary of a subsidiary.


(47)AA"Supervisor" means the banking commissioner or an


agent of the banking commissioner exercising the powers and duties


specified in Subchapter B, Chapter 185.


(47-a)AA"Surplus" means the amount by which the assets


of a state trust company exceed the company’s liabilities, capital,


and undivided profits.


(47-b) "Third-party service provider" means a person


who performs activities relating to the trust business on behalf of


a trust institution for the trust institution’s customers or on


behalf of another person directly engaged in providing financial


services for the person’s customers.AAThe term:


(A)AAincludes a person who:


(i)AAprovides data processing services;


(ii)AAperforms activities in support of the


provision of financial services, including lending, transferring


funds, fiduciary activities, trading activities, and deposit


taking activities;


(iii)AAfor the purpose of furnishing to


third parties reports indicating a person’s creditworthiness,


credit standing, or credit capacity, regularly engages in the
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practice of assembling or evaluating, and maintaining, public


record information and credit account information from persons who


furnish that information regularly and in the ordinary course of


business; or


(iv)AAprovides Internet-related services,


including web services, processing electronic bill payments,


developing and maintaining mobile applications, system and


software development and maintenance, and security monitoring; and


(B)AAdoes not include a provider of an interactive


computer service or a general audience Internet or communications


platform, except to the extent that the service or platform is


specially designed or adapted for the trust business and activities


relating to the trust business.


(48)AA"Trust association" means a trust company


organized under this subtitle as a corporation, authorized to issue


shares of stock, and controlled by its shareholders.


(49)AA"Trust business" means the business of a company


holding itself out to the public as a fiduciary for hire or


compensation to hold or administer accounts.AAThe term includes:


(A)AAthe business of a trustee or custodian of an


individual retirement account described by Section 408(a),


Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and


(B)AAthe business of an administrator or servicer


of individual retirement accounts described by Section 408(a),


Internal Revenue Code of 1986, who makes the administrator’s or


servicer’s services available to the public for hire or


compensation.


(50)AA"Trust deposits" means client funds held by a


trust institution and authorized to be deposited with itself as a


permanent investment or pending investment, distribution, or


payment of debts on behalf of the client.


(51)AA"Trust institution" means a bank, credit union,


foreign bank, savings association, savings bank, or trust company


that is authorized by its charter to conduct a trust business.


(52)AA"Unauthorized trust activity" means an act or


practice within this state by a company without a charter, license,


permit, registration, or other authority issued or granted by the
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banking commissioner or other appropriate regulatory authority for


which such a charter, license, permit, registration, or other


authority is required to conduct trust business.


(53)AA"Undivided profits" means the part of equity


capital of a state trust company equal to the balance of its net


profits, income, gains, and losses since the date of its formation


minus subsequent distributions to shareholders or participants and


transfers to surplus or capital under share dividends or


appropriate board resolutions. The term includes amounts allocated


to undivided profits as a result of a merger.


(54)AA"Voting security" means a share, participation


share, or other evidence of proprietary interest in a state trust


company or other company that has as an attribute the right to vote


or participate in the election of the board of the trust company or


other company, regardless of whether the right is limited to the


election of fewer than all of the board members. The term includes


a security that is convertible or exchangeable into a voting


security and a nonvoting participation share of a managing


participant.


(b)AAThe definitions provided by this section shall be


liberally construed to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


(c)AAThe finance commission by rule may adopt other


definitions to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 17, eff. Sept.


1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.002(a), 6.027, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 65, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 11, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 7, eff.
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September 1, 2019.


Sec.A181.003.AATRUST COMPANY RULES. (a) The finance


commission may adopt rules to accomplish the purposes of this


subtitle, including rules necessary or reasonable to:


(1)AAimplement and clarify this subtitle;


(2)AApreserve or protect the safety and soundness of


state trust companies;


(3)AAgrant the same rights and privileges to state


trust companies with respect to the exercise of fiduciary powers


and the conducting of financial activities or activities incidental


or complementary to financial activities that are or may be granted


to a trust institution that maintains its principal office or a


branch or trust office in this state;


(4)AAprovide for recovery of the cost of maintenance


and operation of the department and the cost of enforcing this


subtitle through the imposition and collection of ratable and


equitable fees for notices, applications, and examinations; and


(5)AAfacilitate the fair hearing and adjudication of


matters before the banking commissioner and the finance commission.


(b)AAThe presence or absence in this subtitle of a specific


reference to rules regarding a particular subject does not enlarge


or diminish the rulemaking authority conferred by this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 18, eff. Sept.


1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.003(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A181.004.AAIMPLYING THAT PERSON IS TRUST COMPANY. (a) A


person or company may not use in a business name or advertising the


words "trust," "trust company," or any similar term or phrase, any


word pronounced "trust" or "trust company," any foreign word that


means "trust" or "trust company," or any term that tends to imply


that the business is holding out to the public that it engages in


the business of a fiduciary for hire unless the banking


commissioner has approved the use in writing after finding that the


use will not be misleading. This subsection does not prohibit an
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individual from engaging in the business of a fiduciary for


compensation or from using the words "trust" or "trustee" for the


purpose of identifying assets held or actions taken in an existing


capacity.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not apply to:


(1)AAa trust institution authorized under this subtitle


to conduct a trust business in this state; or


(2)AAanother entity organized under the laws of this


state, another state, the United States, or a foreign sovereign


state to the extent that:


(A)AAthe entity is authorized under its charter or


the laws of this state or the United States to use a term, word,


character, ideogram, phonogram, or phrase prohibited by Subsection


(a); and


(B)AAthe entity is authorized by the laws of this


state or the United States to conduct the activities in which the


entity is engaged in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.004(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A181.005.AALIABILITY OF TRUST COMPANY DIRECTORS AND


PERSONNEL. (a) The provisions of the Business Organizations Code


regarding liability, defenses, and indemnification of a director,


officer, agent, or employee apply to a director, officer, agent, or


employee of a state trust company in this state.AAExcept as limited


by those provisions, a disinterested director, manager, managing


participant, officer, or employee of a state trust company may not


be held personally liable in an action seeking monetary damages


arising from the conduct of the state trust company’s affairs


unless the damages resulted from the gross negligence or wilful or


intentional misconduct of the person during the person’s term of


office or service with the state trust company.


(b)AAA director, manager, managing participant, officer, or


employee of a state trust company is disinterested with respect to a


decision or transaction if:


(1)AAthe person fully discloses any interest in the
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decision or transaction and does not participate in the decision or


transaction; or


(2)AAthe decision or transaction does not involve any


of the following:


(A)AApersonal profit for the person through


dealing with the state trust company or usurping an opportunity of


the trust company;


(B)AAbuying or selling assets of the state trust


company in a transaction in which the person has a direct or


indirect pecuniary interest;


(C)AAdealing with another state trust company or


other person in which the person is a director, manager, managing


participant, officer, or employee or otherwise has a significant


direct or indirect financial interest; or


(D)AAdealing with a family member of the person.


(c)AAA director, manager, managing participant, or officer


who, in performing the person’s duties and functions, acts in good


faith and reasonably believes that reliance is warranted is


entitled to rely on information, including an opinion, report,


financial statement or other type of statement or financial data,


decision, judgment, or performance, that is prepared, presented,


made, or rendered by:


(1)AAone or more directors, managers, managing


participants, officers, or employees of the state trust company, or


of an entity under joint or common control with the state trust


company, whom the director, manager, managing participant, or


officer reasonably believes merits confidence;


(2)AAlegal counsel, a public accountant, or another


person whom the director, manager, managing participant, or officer


reasonably believes merits confidence; or


(3)AAa committee of the board of the state trust company


of which the director, manager, or managing participant is not a


member.


(d)AAIn this section, "family member" means a person’s:


(1)AAspouse;


(2)AAminor child; or


(3)AAadult child who resides in the person’s home.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 66, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 181.006.AAEXEMPTION OF TRUST INSTITUTION DIRECTORS AND


PERSONNEL FROM SECURITIES LAW.AAAn officer, director, manager,


managing participant, or employee of a trust institution with fewer


than 500 shareholders or participants, including a state trust


company or a trust institution organized under the laws of another


state that lawfully maintains an office in this state, or a holding


company with fewer than 500 shareholders or participants that


controls a trust institution is exempt from the registration and


licensing provisions of The Securities Act (Title 12, Government


Code) with respect to that person’s participation in a transaction,


including a sale, involving securities issued by the trust


institution or the holding company of which that person is an


officer, director, manager, managing participant, or employee if


the person is not compensated for the person’s participation in the


transaction.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.005(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.15,


eff. January 1, 2022.


Sec.A181.007.AAATTACHMENT, INJUNCTION, OR EXECUTION. An


attachment, injunction, or execution to collect a money judgment or


secure a prospective money judgment against a trust institution,


including a state trust company or a trust institution organized


under the laws of another state that lawfully maintains an office in


this state, or against a client of or client account in the trust


institution, is governed by Sections 59.007 and 59.008.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.006(a),
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eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. REGULATION OF TRUST COMPANIES BY BANKING DEPARTMENT


Sec.A181.101.AAISSUANCE OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS. (a)


The banking commissioner:


(1)AAmay issue interpretive statements containing


matters of general policy for the guidance of the public and state


trust companies; and


(2)AAmay amend or repeal a published interpretive


statement by issuing an amended statement or notice of repeal of a


statement.


(b)AAAn interpretive statement may be disseminated by


newsletter, via an electronic medium such as the Internet, in a


volume of statutes or related materials published by the banking


commissioner or others, or by other means reasonably calculated to


notify persons affected by the interpretive statement. Notice of


an amended or withdrawn statement must be published in a


substantially similar manner as the affected statement was


originally published.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.007(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A181.102.AAISSUANCE OF OPINION. (a) In response to a


specific request from a member of the public or industry, the


banking commissioner may issue an opinion directly or through a


deputy banking commissioner or department attorney.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner determines that the opinion


is useful for the general guidance of trust companies and the


public, the banking commissioner may disseminate the opinion by


newsletter, via an electronic medium such as the Internet, in a


volume of statutes or related materials published by the banking


commissioner or others, or by other means reasonably calculated to


notify persons affected by the opinion. A published opinion must be


redacted to preserve the confidentiality of the requesting party


unless the requesting party consents to be identified in the
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published opinion.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may amend or repeal a published


opinion by issuing an amended opinion or notice of repeal of an


opinion and disseminating the opinion or notice in a substantially


similar manner as the affected statement or opinion was originally


published. The requesting party, however, may rely on the original


opinion if:


(1)AAall material facts were originally disclosed to


the banking commissioner;


(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the affected trust


companies will not be affected by further reliance on the original


opinion; and


(3)AAthe text and interpretation of relevant governing


provisions of this subtitle have not been changed by legislative or


judicial action.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.01, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.007(a), eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A181.103.AAEFFECT OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT OR OPINION.


An interpretive statement or opinion issued under this subchapter


does not have the force of law and is not a rule for the purposes of


Chapter 2001, Government Code, unless adopted as a rule by the


finance commission as provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


An interpretive statement or opinion is an administrative


construction of this subtitle entitled to great weight if the


construction is reasonable and does not conflict with this


subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.104.AAEXAMINATION REQUIREMENT. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner shall examine each state trust company annually, or on


another periodic basis as may be required by rule or policy, or as


the commissioner considers necessary to:


(1)AAsafeguard the interests of clients, creditors,
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shareholders, participants, or participant-transferees; and


(2)AAefficiently enforce applicable law.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 , Sec.


11(1), eff. September 1, 2015.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 , Sec.


11(1), eff. September 1, 2015.


(d)AADisclosure of information to the banking commissioner


pursuant to an examination request or a subpoena issued under this


section does not constitute a waiver of or otherwise affect or


diminish an evidentiary privilege to which the information is


otherwise subject. A report of an examination under this section is


confidential and may be disclosed only under the circumstances


provided by this subtitle.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAaccept an examination of a state trust company, a


third-party contractor, or an affiliate of the state trust company


by a federal or other governmental agency in lieu of an examination


under this section; or


(2)AAconduct an examination of a state trust company, a


third-party contractor, or an affiliate of the state trust company


jointly with a federal or other governmental agency.


(f)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAadminister oaths and examine persons under oath on


any subject that the banking commissioner considers pertinent to


the financial condition or the safety and soundness of the


activities of a state trust company; and


(2)AAsubpoena witnesses and require and compel by


subpoena the production of documents not voluntarily produced.


(f-1)AAIf a person refuses to obey a subpoena, a district


court of Travis County, on application by the commissioner, may


issue an order requiring the person to appear before the


commissioner and produce documents or give evidence regarding the


matter under examination or investigation.


(g)AAA subpoena issued to a financial institution under this


section is not subject to Section 59.006.


(h)AAExcept to the extent disclosure is necessary to locate


and produce responsive records or obtain legal representation and
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subject to Subsection (i), a subpoena issued under this section may


provide that the person to whom the subpoena is directed or any


person who comes into receipt of the subpoena may not:


(1)AAdisclose that the subpoena has been issued;


(2)AAdisclose or describe any records requested in the


subpoena;


(3)AAdisclose whether records have been furnished in


response to the subpoena; or


(4)AAif the subpoena requires a person to be examined


under oath, disclose or describe the examination, including the


questions asked, the testimony given, or the transcript produced.


(i)AAA subpoena issued under this section may prohibit the


disclosure of information described by Subsection (h) only if the


banking commissioner finds, and the subpoena states, that:


(1)AAthe subpoena, the examination, or the records


relate to an ongoing investigation; and


(2)AAthe disclosure could significantly impede or


jeopardize the investigation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.02, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 12, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 11(1),


eff. September 1, 2015.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A181.105.AACOST OF REGULATION. Each state trust company


shall pay, through the imposition and collection of fees


established by the finance commission under Section 181.003(a)(4):


(1)AAthe cost of examination;


(2)AAthe equitable or proportionate cost of maintenance


and operation of the department; and
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(3)AAthe cost of enforcement of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 181.106.AAREGULATION AND EXAMINATION OF RELATED


ENTITIES. (a)AAThe banking commissioner may regulate and examine,


to the same extent as if the services or activities were performed


by a state trust company on its own premises:


(1)AAthe activities of a state trust company affiliate;


and


(2)AAthe services or activities of a third-party


service provider that a state trust company or state trust company


affiliate has contracted for or otherwise arranged to be performed


on behalf of the state trust company or state trust company


affiliate.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may collect a fee from an


examined third-party service provider or affiliate in connection


with each examination to cover the cost of the examination or may


collect that fee from the state trust companies that use the


examined third-party service provider.


(c)AATo promote regulatory efficiency, if, in the preceding


24 months, a third-party service provider or affiliate has been


examined by a federal or state financial services regulatory agency


or by a member agency of the Federal Financial Institutions


Examination Council, or its successor agency, the banking


commissioner may accept the results of that examination instead of


conducting the banking commissioner’s own examination of the


third-party service provider or affiliate.AANothing in this


subsection shall be construed as limiting or restricting the


banking commissioner from participating in an examination of a


third-party service provider or affiliate conducted by a federal or


state financial services regulatory agency or by a member agency of


the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, or its


successor agency.


(d)AAA third-party service provider that refuses to submit to


examination or to pay an assessed fee for examination under this


section is subject to an enforcement action under Chapter
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185.AAWith respect to a third-party service provider’s refusal to


submit to examination, the banking commissioner may notify all


state trust companies of the refusal and warn that continued use of


the third-party service provider may constitute an unsafe and


unsound fiduciary practice.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A181.107.AASTATEMENTS OF CONDITION AND INCOME; PENALTY.


(a) Each state trust company periodically shall file with the


banking commissioner a copy of its statement of condition and


income.


(b)AAThe finance commission by rule may:


(1)AArequire the statement to be filed with the banking


commission at the intervals the finance commission determines;


(2)AAspecify the form of the statement of condition and


income, including specified confidential and public information to


be in the statement; and


(3)AArequire public information in the statement to be


published at the times and in the publications and locations the


finance commission determines.


(c)AAA statement of condition and income is a public record


except for:


(1)AAportions of the statement designated confidential


by the banking commissioner; and


(2)AAthe statement of condition and income for a state


trust company exempt under Section 182.011 or 182.019 with regard


to the period during which the exemption is in effect.


(d)AAA state trust company that fails to file a statement of


condition and income on or before the date it is due is, after


notice and hearing, subject to a penalty of not more than $500 a day


for each day of noncompliance.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A181.108.AALIABILITY OF COMMISSION AND DEPARTMENT


OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL LIMITED. (a) The banking commissioner, a


member of the finance commission, a deputy banking commissioner, an


examiner, assistant examiner, supervisor, conservator, agent, or


other officer or employee of the department, or an agent of the


banking commissioner is not personally liable for damages arising


from the person’s official act or omission unless the act or


omission is corrupt or malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a person because of an official act or omission under


Subsection (a), regardless of whether the defendant has terminated


service with the department before the action commences.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.03, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER C. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE


Sec. 181.201.AABANKING COMMISSIONER HEARING; INFORMAL


DISPOSITION. (a) The banking commissioner may convene a hearing to


receive evidence and argument regarding any matter within the


jurisdiction of and before the banking commissioner for decision or


review. The hearing must be conducted under Chapter 2001,


Government Code. A matter made confidential by law must be


considered by the banking commissioner in a closed hearing.


(b)AAA hearing before the banking commissioner that is


required or authorized by law may be conducted by a hearings officer


on behalf of the banking commissioner.


(c)AAThis section does not grant a right to hearing to a


person that is not otherwise granted by governing law.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may informally dispose of a
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matter within the jurisdiction of and before the banking


commissioner by consent order, agreed settlement, or default.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.04, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 181.202.AAAPPEAL OF BANKING COMMISSIONER DECISION OR


ORDER.AAExcept as expressly provided otherwise by this subtitle, a


person affected by a decision or order of the banking commissioner


made under this subtitle after a hearing may appeal the decision or


order to a district court in Travis County as provided by Section


181.204.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 181.204.AAAPPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT.AAA person affected


by a final order of the banking commissioner may appeal the final


order by filing a petition for judicial review as provided by


Chapter 2001, Government Code.AAA petition for judicial review


filed in the district court does not stay or vacate the appealed


order unless the court, after notice and hearing, expressly stays


or vacates the order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER D. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION
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Sec.A181.301.AADISCLOSURE BY DEPARTMENT PROHIBITED.


(a)AAExcept as expressly provided otherwise by this subtitle or a


rule adopted under this subtitle, the following are confidential


and may not be disclosed by the banking commissioner or an employee


of the department:


(1)AAinformation directly or indirectly obtained by the


department in any manner, including through an application or


examination, concerning the financial condition or business


affairs of a state trust company, a present, former, or prospective


shareholder, participant, officer, director, manager, or affiliate


of the state trust company, or a third-party service provider of the


state trust company or its affiliate, other than the public


portions of a report of condition or income statement; and


(2)AAeach related file or record of the department.


(b)AAInformation obtained by the department from a federal or


state regulatory agency that is confidential under federal or state


law may not be disclosed except as provided by federal or state law.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner or an officer or employee of


the department commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAdiscloses information or permits access to a file


or record of the department; and


(2)AAknows at the time of disclosure or permission that


the disclosure or permission violates this subchapter.


(d)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.05, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 181.3015.AADISCLOSURE TO STATE TRUST COMPANIES.AAThe


banking commissioner may disclose to a state trust company


information about an affiliate or third-party service provider of


the state trust company.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 12,
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eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec.A181.302.AADISCLOSURE TO FINANCE COMMISSION.


Confidential information may not be disclosed to a member of the


finance commission. A member of the finance commission may not be


given access to the files and records of the department except that


the banking commissioner may disclose to the finance commission


information, files, and records pertinent to a hearing or matter


pending before the finance commission.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.303.AADISCLOSURE TO OTHER AGENCIES. (a) For


purposes of this section, "affiliated group," "agency,"


"functional regulatory agency," and "privilege" have the meanings


assigned by Section 31.303.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may, as the banking


commissioner considers necessary or proper to the enforcement of


the laws of this state, another state, the United States, or a


foreign sovereign state with whom the United States currently


maintains diplomatic relations, or in the best interest of the


public, disclose information in the possession of the department to


another agency. The banking commissioner may not disclose


information under this section that is confidential under


applicable state or federal law unless:


(1)AAthe recipient agency agrees to maintain the


confidentiality and take all reasonable steps to oppose an effort


to secure disclosure of the information from the agency; or


(2)AAthe banking commissioner determines in the


exercise of discretion that the interest of law enforcement


outweighs and justifies the potential for disclosure of the


information by the recipient agency.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner by agreement may establish an


information sharing and exchange program with a functional


regulatory agency that has overlapping regulatory jurisdiction


with the department, with respect to all or part of an affiliated


group, including a financial institution, to reduce the potential
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for duplicative and burdensome filings, examinations, and other


regulatory activities. Each agency party to the agreement must


agree to maintain confidentiality of information that is


confidential under applicable state or federal law and take all


reasonable steps to oppose any effort to secure disclosure of the


information from the agency. An agreement may also specify


procedures regarding use and handling of confidential information


and identify types of information to be shared and procedures for


sharing on a recurring basis.


(d)AADisclosure of information by or to the banking


commissioner under this section does not constitute a waiver of or


otherwise affect or diminish an evidentiary privilege to which the


information is otherwise subject, whether or not the disclosure is


governed by a confidentiality agreement.


(e)AANotwithstanding other law, an agency of this state:


(1)AAmay execute, honor, and comply with an agreement


to maintain confidentiality and oppose disclosure of information


obtained from the banking commissioner as provided in this section;


and


(2)AAshall treat as confidential any information


obtained from the banking commissioner that is entitled to


confidential treatment under applicable state or federal law and


take all reasonable steps to oppose an effort to secure disclosure


of the information from the agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 19, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A181.304.AAOTHER DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED; PENALTY. (a)


Confidential information that is provided to a state trust company,


affiliate, or service provider of the state trust company, whether


in the form of a report of examination or otherwise, is the


confidential property of the department. The information may not


be made public or disclosed by the recipient or by an officer,


director, manager, employee, or agent of the recipient to a person


not officially connected to the recipient as officer, director,


employee, attorney, auditor, independent auditor, or bonding
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company, except as authorized by rules adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAA person commits an offense if the person discloses or


uses the confidential information in violation of this section. An


offense under this subsection is punishable as if it were an offense


under Section 37.10, Penal Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.305.AACIVIL DISCOVERY. Civil discovery of


confidential information from a person subject to Section 181.304


under subpoena or other legal process in a civil proceeding must


comply with rules adopted under this subtitle and other applicable


law. The rules may:


(1)AArestrict release of confidential information to


the portion directly relevant to the legal dispute at issue; and


(2)AArequire that a protective order, in the form and


under circumstances specified by the rules, be issued by a court


before release of the confidential information.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.06, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A181.306.AAINVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION. Notwithstanding


any other law, the banking commissioner may refuse to release


information or records concerning a state trust company in the


custody of the department if, in the opinion of the banking


commissioner, release of the information or records might


jeopardize an ongoing investigation of potentially unlawful


activity.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.307.AAEMPLOYMENT INFORMATION. (a) A person may


provide employment information concerning the known or suspected


involvement of a present or former employee, officer, or director


of a state trust company in a violation of any state or federal law,


rule, or regulation that has been reported to appropriate state or
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federal authorities to:


(1)AAa state trust company; or


(2)AAa person providing employment information to a


state trust company.


(b)AAA person may not be held liable for providing


information under Subsection (a) unless the information provided is


false and the person provided the information with disregard for


the truth.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A181.308.AASHAREHOLDER INSPECTION RIGHTS. (a)


Notwithstanding Section 21.218 or 101.502, Business Organizations


Code, a shareholder or participant of a state trust company may not


examine:


(1)AAa report of examination or other confidential


property of the department that is in the possession of the state


trust company; or


(2)AAa book or record of the state trust company that


directly or indirectly pertains to financial or other information


maintained by the state trust company on behalf of its clients,


including a specific item in the minutes of the board or a committee


of the board regarding client account review and approval or any


report that would tend to identify the state trust company’s


client.


(b)AAThis section does not affect the rights of a shareholder


or participant of a state trust company acting in another capacity.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 67, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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fi.182.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 182. POWERS, ORGANIZATION, AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. ORGANIZATION AND POWERS IN GENERAL


Sec.A182.001.AAORGANIZATION AND GENERAL POWERS OF STATE


TRUST COMPANY. (a) Subject to Subsection (g) and the other


provisions of this chapter, one or more persons may organize and


charter a state trust company as a state trust association or a


limited trust association.


(b)AAA state trust company may engage in the trust business


by:


(1)AAacting as trustee under a written agreement;


(2)AAreceiving money and other property in its capacity


as trustee for investment in real or personal property;


(3)AAacting as trustee and performing the fiduciary


duties committed or transferred to it by order of a court;


(4)AAacting as executor, administrator, or trustee of


the estate of a deceased person;


(5)AAacting as a custodian, guardian, conservator, or


trustee for a minor or incapacitated person;


(6)AAacting as a successor fiduciary to a trust


institution or other fiduciary;


(7)AAreceiving for safekeeping personal property;


(8)AAacting as custodian, assignee, transfer agent,


escrow agent, registrar, or receiver;


(9)AAacting as investment advisor, agent, or attorney


in fact according to an applicable agreement;


(10)AAwith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner and to the extent consistent with applicable fiduciary


principles, engaging in a financial activity or an activity


incidental or complementary to a financial activity, directly or


through a subsidiary;


(11)AAexercising additional powers expressly conferred


by rule of the finance commission; and
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(12)AAexercising any incidental power that is


reasonably necessary to enable it to fully exercise the powers


expressly conferred according to commonly accepted fiduciary


customs and usages.


(c)AAFor purposes of other state law, a trust association is


considered a corporation and a limited trust association is


considered a limited liability company. To the extent consistent


with this subtitle, a trust association may exercise the powers of a


Texas business corporation and a limited trust association may


exercise the powers of a Texas limited liability company as


reasonably necessary to enable exercise of specific powers under


this subtitle.


(d)AAA state trust company may contribute to a community fund


or to a charitable, philanthropic, or benevolent instrumentality


conducive to public welfare an amount that the state trust


company’s board considers appropriate and in the interests of the


state trust company.


(e)AASubject to Section 184.301, a state trust company may


deposit trust funds with itself.


(f)AAA state trust company insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation may receive and pay deposits, with or without


interest, made by the United States, the state, a county, or a


municipality.


(g)AAIn the exercise of discretion consistent with the


purposes of this subtitle, the banking commissioner may require a


state trust company to conduct an otherwise authorized activity


through a subsidiary.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 20, eff. Sept.


1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.008(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec. 182.002.AACERTIFICATE OF FORMATION OF STATE TRUST


COMPANY. (a)AAThe certificate of formation of a state trust


company must be signed and acknowledged by each organizer and must


contain:


(1)AAthe name of the state trust company, subject to
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Subsection (b);


(2)AAthe period of the state trust company’s duration,


which may be perpetual;


(3)AAthe powers of the state trust company, which may be


stated as:


(A)AAall powers granted to a state trust company


in this state; or


(B)AAa list of the specific powers that the state


trust company chooses and is authorized to exercise;


(4)AAthe aggregate number of shares, or participation


shares in the case of a limited trust association, that the state


trust company will be authorized to issue, and the number of classes


of shares or participation shares, which may be one or more;


(5)AAif the shares or participation shares are to be


divided into classes:


(A)AAthe designation of each class and statement


of the preferences, limitations, and relative rights of the shares


or participation shares of each class, which in the case of a


limited trust association may be more fully set forth in the


participation agreement;


(B)AAthe number of shares or participation shares


of each class; and


(C)AAa statement of the par value of the shares or


participation shares of each class or that the shares or


participation shares are to be without par value;


(6)AAany provision limiting or denying to shareholders


or participants the preemptive right to acquire additional or


treasury shares or participation shares of the state trust company;


(7)AAany provision granting the right of shareholders


or participants to cumulative voting in the election of directors


or managers;


(8)AAthe aggregate amount of consideration to be


received for all shares or participation shares initially issued by


the state trust company and a statement that:


(A)AAall authorized shares or participation


shares have been subscribed; and


(B)AAall subscriptions received have been
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irrevocably paid in cash;


(9)AAany provision consistent with law that the


organizers elect to set forth in the certificate of formation for


the regulation of the internal affairs of the state trust company or


that is otherwise required by this subtitle to be set forth in the


certificate of formation;


(10)AAthe street address of the state trust company’s


home office; and


(11)AAeither:


(A)AAthe number of directors or managers


constituting the initial board and the names and street addresses


of the persons who are to serve as directors or managers until the


first annual meeting of shareholders or participants or until


successor directors or managers have been elected and qualified; or


(B)AAthe statement described by Subsection (c).


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may determine that a proposed


state trust company name is potentially misleading to the public


and require the organizers to select a different name.


(c)AAThe organizers of a limited trust association that will


have not fewer than five or more than 25 participants may include in


the certificate of formation a statement that management is vested


in a board composed of all participants, with management authority


vested in each participant in proportion to the participant ’s


contribution to capital as adjusted from time to time to properly


reflect any additional contribution, and the names and street


addresses of the persons who are to be the initial managing


participants.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 16, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 17, eff.


June 14, 2013.
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Sec.A182.003.AAAPPLICATION FOR STATE TRUST COMPANY CHARTER;


STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL. (a) An application for a state trust


company charter must be made under oath and in the form required by


the banking commissioner. The application must be supported by


information, records, and opinions of counsel that the banking


commissioner requires. The application must be accompanied by all


charter fees and deposits required by statute or rule.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall grant a state trust


company charter only on proof satisfactory to the banking


commissioner that public convenience and advantage will be promoted


by the establishment of the state trust company. In determining


whether public convenience and advantage will be promoted, the


banking commissioner shall consider the convenience of the public


to be served and whether:


(1)AAthe organizational and capital structure and


amount of initial capitalization is adequate for the business and


location;


(2)AAthe anticipated volume and nature of business


indicates a reasonable probability of success and profitability


based on the market sought to be served;


(3)AAthe proposed officers, directors, and managers, or


managing participants, as a group have sufficient fiduciary


experience, ability, standing, competence, trustworthiness, and


integrity to justify a belief that the state trust company will


operate in compliance with law and that success of the state trust


company is probable;


(4)AAeach principal shareholder or participant has


sufficient experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity to justify a belief that the state


trust company will be free from improper or unlawful influence or


interference with respect to the state trust company’s operation in


compliance with law; and


(5)AAthe organizers are acting in good faith.


(c)AAThe organizers bear the burden of proof to establish


that public convenience and advantage will be promoted by the


establishment of the state trust company. The failure of an


applicant to furnish required information, opinions of counsel, and
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other material, or the required fee, is considered an abandonment


of the application.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.004.AANOTICE AND INVESTIGATION OF CHARTER


APPLICATION. (a) The organizers shall solicit comments and


protests by publishing notice of the application, its date of


filing, and the identity of the organizers, in the form and


frequency specified by the banking commissioner, in a newspaper of


general circulation in the county where the initial home office of


the proposed state trust company is to be located, or in another


publication or location as directed by the banking commissioner.


The banking commissioner may require the organizers to publish the


notice at other locations reasonably necessary to solicit the views


of potentially affected persons.


(b)AAAt the expense of the organizers, the banking


commissioner shall thoroughly investigate the application and


inquire fully into the identity and character of each proposed


director, manager, officer, managing participant, and principal


shareholder or participant.AAThe banking commissioner shall


prepare a written report of the investigation.


(c)AARules adopted under this subtitle may specify the


confidential or nonconfidential character of information obtained


or prepared by the department under this section.AAExcept as


provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 181, or in rules regarding


confidential information, the business plan of the applicant and


the financial statement of a proposed officer, director, manager,


or managing participant are confidential and not subject to public


disclosure.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.07, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Sec.A182.005.AAPROTEST; HEARING; DECISION ON CHARTER


APPLICATION. (a) A protest of a charter application must be


received by the department before the 15th day after the date the


organizers publish notice under Section 182.004(a) and must be


accompanied by the fees and deposits required by law.AAIf the


protest is untimely, the department shall return all submitted fees


and deposits to the protesting party. If the protest is timely, the


department shall notify the applicant of the protest and mail or


deliver a complete copy of the nonconfidential sections of the


charter application to the protesting party before the 15th day


after the later of the date of receipt of the protest or receipt of


the charter application.


(b)AAA protesting party must file a detailed protest


responding to each contested statement contained in the


nonconfidential portion of the application not later than the 20th


day after the date the protesting party receives the application


from the department, and relate each statement and response to the


standards for approval set forth in Section 182.003(b).AAThe


applicant must file a written reply to the protesting party’s


detailed response on or before the 10th day after the date the


response is filed.AAThe protesting party’s response and the


applicant’s reply must be verified by affidavit and must certify


that a copy was served on the opposing party. If applicable,


statements in the response and in the reply may be supported by


references to data available in sources of which official notice


may properly be taken. Any comment received by the department and


any reply of the applicant to the comment shall be made available to


the protesting party.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may not be compelled to hold a


hearing before granting or denying the charter application.AAIn the


exercise of discretion, the banking commissioner may consider


granting a hearing on a charter application at the request of the


applicant or a protesting party. The banking commissioner may order


a hearing regardless of whether a hearing has been requested by a


party. A party requesting a hearing must indicate with specificity


the issues involved that cannot be determined on the basis of the


record compiled under Subsection (b) and why the issues cannot be
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determined. A request for hearing and the banking commissioner’s


decision with regard to granting a hearing shall be made a part of


the record. If the banking commissioner sets a hearing, the banking


commissioner shall conduct a public hearing and as many prehearing


conferences and opportunities for discovery as the banking


commissioner considers advisable and consistent with governing


statutes and rules, except that the banking commissioner may not


permit discovery of confidential information in the charter


application or the investigation report.


(d)AABased on the record, the banking commissioner shall


determine whether all of the necessary conditions set forth in


Section 182.003(b) have been established and shall enter an order


granting or denying the charter.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may make approval of any


application conditional. The banking commissioner shall include


any conditions in the order granting the charter.


(f)AAChapter 2001, Government Code, does not apply to a


charter application filed for the purpose of assuming all or any


portion of the assets, liabilities, and accounts of a trust


institution considered by the banking commissioner to be in


hazardous condition.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.009(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A182.006.AAISSUANCE OF CHARTER. A state trust company


may not engage in the trust business until it receives its charter


from the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner may not


deliver the charter until the state trust company has:


(1)AAreceived cash in at least the full amount of


restricted capital from subscriptions for the issuance of shares or


participation shares;


(2)AAelected or qualified the initial officers and


directors or managers, as appropriate, named in the application for
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charter or other officers and directors or managers approved by the


banking commissioner; and


(3)AAcomplied with all other requirements of this


subtitle relating to the organization of the state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.007.AADEADLINE TO BEGIN BUSINESS. If a state trust


company does not open and engage in the trust business within six


months after the date it receives its charter or conditional


approval of application for charter, the banking commissioner may


revoke the charter or cancel the conditional approval of


application for charter without judicial action.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.008.AARESTRICTED CAPITAL. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner may not issue a charter to a state trust company having


restricted capital of less than $2 million.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may, on a case-by-case basis,


require additional restricted capital for a proposed or existing


state trust company if the banking commissioner finds the condition


and operations of the existing state trust company or the proposed


scope or type of operations of the proposed state trust company


requires additional restricted capital to protect the safety and


soundness of the state trust company. The safety and soundness


factors to be considered by the banking commissioner in the


exercise of discretion include:


(1)AAthe nature and type of business the state trust


company conducts;


(2)AAthe nature and degree of liquidity in assets held


in a corporate capacity;


(3)AAthe amount, type, and depository of fiduciary


assets that the state trust company manages;


(4)AAthe complexity of the state trust company’s


fiduciary duties and degree of discretion undertaken;


(5)AAthe competence and experience of the state trust
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company’s management;


(6)AAthe extent and adequacy of internal controls


maintained by the state trust company;


(7)AAthe presence or absence of annual unqualified


audits by an independent certified public accountant;


(8)AAthe reasonableness of the state trust company’s


business plans for retaining or acquiring additional restricted


capital; and


(9)AAthe existence and adequacy of insurance obtained


or held by the state trust company to protect its clients,


beneficiaries, and grantors.


(c)AAThe effective date of an order under Subsection (b) must


be stated in the order and must be on or after the 21st day after the


date the order is mailed or delivered. Unless the state trust


company requests a hearing before the banking commissioner in


writing before the effective date of the order, the order takes


effect and is final and nonappealable. This subsection does not


prohibit an application to reduce capital requirements of an


existing state trust company under Subsection (e) or under Section


182.011.


(d)AASubject to Subsection (e) and Section 182.011, a state


trust company to which the banking commissioner issues a charter


shall at all times maintain restricted capital in at least the


amount required under Subsection (a) and in any additional amount


the banking commissioner requires under Subsection (b).


(e)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), on application, the


banking commissioner may, on a case-by-case basis in the exercise


of discretion, reduce the amount of minimum restricted capital


required for a state trust company in a manner consistent with


protecting the state trust company ’s safety and soundness. In


making a determination under this subsection, the banking


commissioner shall consider the factors listed by Subsection (b).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2015.
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Sec. 182.009.AAAPPLICATION OF GENERAL CORPORATE LAW.


(a)AAThe Business Organizations Code applies to a trust association


as if it were a for-profit corporation, and to a limited trust


association as if it were a limited liability company, to the extent


not inconsistent with this subtitle or the proper business of a


state trust company, except that:


(1)AAa reference to the secretary of state means the


banking commissioner unless the context requires otherwise; and


(2)AAthe right of shareholders or participants to


cumulative voting in the election of directors or managers exists


only if granted by the state trust company’s certificate of


formation.


(b)AAUnless expressly authorized by this subtitle or a rule


of the finance commission, a state trust company may not take an


action authorized by a law listed under Subsection (a) regarding


its corporate status, capital structure, or a matter of corporate


governance, of the type for which a law listed under Subsection (a)


would require a filing with the secretary of state if the state


trust company were a filing entity, without submitting the filing


to the banking commissioner for prior written approval of the


action.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to alter or


supplement the procedures and requirements of the laws listed by


Subsection (a) applicable to an action taken under this chapter by a


state trust company.


(d)AAIn this subtitle, a reference to a term or phrase listed


in a subdivision of Section 1.006, Business Organizations Code,


includes a synonymous term or phrase referenced by the same


subdivision in Section 1.006 of that code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 21, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 68, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 18, eff.
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June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.010.AAPARITY. (a) A state trust company has the


same rights and privileges with respect to the exercise of


fiduciary powers that are or may be granted to a trust institution


that maintains its principal office or a branch or trust office in


this state, except that this section may not be used by a state


trust company to:


(1)AAdiminish its otherwise applicable fiduciary


duties to a client under the laws of this state; or


(2)AAavoid otherwise applicable consumer protection


laws of this state.


(b)AAA state trust company that intends to exercise a right


or privilege with respect to the exercise of fiduciary powers


granted to a trust institution described in Subsection (a) that is


not authorized for state trust companies under the statutes and


rules of this state other than under this section shall submit a


letter to the banking commissioner, describing in detail the


activity in which the state trust company intends to engage and the


specific authority for the trust institution described in


Subsection (a) to undertake the proposed activity. The state trust


company shall attach copies, if available, of relevant state and


federal law, including regulations and interpretive letters. The


state trust company may begin to perform the proposed activity


after the 30th day after the date the banking commissioner receives


the state trust company’s letter unless the banking commissioner


specifies an earlier or later date or prohibits the activity. The


banking commissioner may prohibit the state trust company from


performing the activity only if the banking commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAa trust institution described in Subsection (a)


does not possess the specific right or privilege to perform the


activity the state trust company seeks to perform; or


(2)AAthe performance of the activity by the state trust


company would adversely affect the safety and soundness of the


requesting state trust company.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period
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under Subsection (b) if the banking commissioner determines that


the state trust company’s letter raises issues requiring additional


information or additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period


is extended, the state trust company may perform the proposed


activity only on prior written approval by the banking


commissioner, except that the banking commissioner must approve or


prohibit the proposed activity or convene a hearing under Section


181.201 not later than the 60th day after the date the commissioner


receives the state trust company’s letter. If a hearing is


convened, the banking commissioner must approve or prohibit the


proposed activity not later than the 30th day after the date the


hearing is completed.


(d)AAA state trust company that is denied the requested right


or privilege to engage in an activity by the banking commissioner


under this section may appeal as provided by Sections 181.202 and


181.204 or may resubmit a letter under this section with additional


information or authority relevant to the banking commissioner’s


determination.AAA denial is immediately final for purposes of


appeal.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules implementing the


method or manner in which a state trust company exercises specific


rights and privileges, including rules regarding the exercise of


rights and privileges that would be prohibited to state trust


companies under state law except as provided by this section. The


finance commission may not adopt rules under this subsection unless


it finds that:


(1)AAtrust institutions described in Subsection (a)


possess the rights or privileges to perform activities the rules


would permit state trust companies to perform; and


(2)AAif the rights and privileges would be prohibited


to state trust companies under other state law, the rules contain


adequate safeguards and controls, consistent with safety and


soundness, to address the concern of the legislature evidenced by


the state law the rules would impact.


(f)AAThe exercise of rights and privileges by a state trust


company in compliance with and in the manner authorized by this


section is not a violation of any statute of this state.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.010(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A182.0105.AAFINANCIAL ACTIVITIES. (a) The finance


commission by rule may determine that an activity not otherwise


approved or authorized for state trust companies is:


(1)AAa financial activity;


(2)AAincidental to a financial activity; or


(3)AAcomplementary to a financial activity.


(b)AAIn adopting a rule under Subsection (a), the finance


commission shall consider:


(1)AAthe purposes of this subtitle and the


Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (Pub. L. No. 106-102);


(2)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


marketplace in which state trust companies compete;


(3)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


technology for delivering fiduciary and financial services;


(4)AAwhether the activity is necessary or appropriate


to allow a state trust company to:


(A)AAcompete effectively with another company


seeking to provide fiduciary and financial services;


(B)AAefficiently deliver information and services


that are financial in nature through the use of technological


means, including an application necessary to protect the security


or efficacy of systems for the transmission of data or financial


transactions; or


(C)AAoffer customers available or emerging


technological means for using fiduciary and financial services or


for the document imaging of data;


(5)AAwhether the activity would violate applicable


fiduciary duties or otherwise pose a substantial risk to the safety


and soundness of a state trust company or the fiduciary and


financial system generally; and
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(6)AAif otherwise determined to be permissible, whether


the conduct of the activity by a state trust company should be


qualified through the imposition of reasonable and necessary


conditions to protect the public and require appropriate regard for


safety and soundness of the trust company and the fiduciary and


financial system generally.


(c)AAA rule adopted by the finance commission under this


section does not alter or negate applicable licensing and


regulatory requirements administered by a functional regulatory


agency of this state, as defined by Section 31.303, including


licensing and regulatory requirements pertaining to:


(1)AAinsurance activities;


(2)AAsecurities activities; and


(3)AAreal estate development, marketing, and sales


activities.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 22, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A182.011.AAEXEMPTION FROM STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR


CERTAIN STATE TRUST COMPANIES. (a)AAA state trust company may


request in writing that it be exempted from specified provisions of


this subtitle.AAThe banking commissioner may grant the exemption in


whole or in part, subject to Subsection (c), if the banking


commissioner finds that the state trust company:


(1)AAhas only family clients and transacts business


solely on behalf of family clients and their related interests;


(2)AAis wholly owned, directly or indirectly, legally


or beneficially, by one or more family members; and


(3)AAdoes not hold itself out to the general public as a


corporate fiduciary for hire.


(a-1)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Family client" includes:


(A)AAa family member;


(B)AAa former family member;


(C)AAa key employee of the trust company as


defined by and to the extent permitted by rules adopted under


Subsection (e), including a former key employee for a reasonable


transition period specified by rule;
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(D)AAa nonprofit organization, charitable


foundation, charitable trust, including a charitable lead trust or


charitable remainder trust whose only current beneficiaries are


other family clients and charitable or nonprofit organizations, or


another charitable organization for which all the funding came


exclusively from one or more other family clients;


(E)AAthe estate of a family member or former


family member;


(F)AAan irrevocable trust under which one or more


other family clients are the only current beneficiaries;


(G)AAan irrevocable trust funded exclusively by


one or more family clients in which other family clients and


nonprofit organizations, charitable foundations, charitable


trusts, or other charitable organizations are the only current


beneficiaries;


(H)AAa company wholly owned by, and operated for


the sole benefit of, one or more other family clients;


(I)AAa revocable trust of which one or more other


family clients are the sole grantors, including any such trust that


becomes irrevocable, wholly or partly, for a reasonable transition


period as specified by rule; and


(J)AAany other persons as may be permitted by


rules adopted under Subsection (e).


(2)AA"Family member," with respect to an individual,


means an individual related to the individual within the seventh


degree of consanguinity or affinity, as determined under Subchapter


B, Chapter 573, Government Code, except that a foster child is


considered the child of the foster parent and a person for whom a


guardian was appointed before the person’s 18th birthday is


considered the child of the guardian.


(3)AA"Former family member" includes a former spouse or


stepchild who was a family member but is no longer a family member


due to a divorce or other similar event.


(b)AAAt the expense of a state trust company, the banking


commissioner may examine or investigate the state trust company in


connection with an application for an exemption. Unless the


application presents novel or unusual questions, the banking
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commissioner shall approve the application for exemption or set the


application for hearing not later than the 61st day after the date


the banking commissioner considers the application complete and


accepted for filing. The banking commissioner may require the


submission of additional information as considered necessary to an


informed decision.


(c)AAAn exemption granted under this section may be made


subject to conditions or limitations imposed by the banking


commissioner consistent with this subtitle.


(d)AAA state trust company that is or has been exempt from a


provision of this subtitle under this section or a predecessor


statute may not transact business with the general public unless


the banking commissioner determines, as provided by Section


182.003, that public convenience and advantage will be promoted by


permitting the state trust company to engage in the trust business


with the general public.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules:


(1)AAdefining other circumstances under which a state


trust company may be exempted from a provision of this subtitle


because it does not transact business with the general public;


(2)AAspecifying the provisions of this subtitle that


are subject to an exemption request;


(3)AAestablishing procedures and requirements for


obtaining, maintaining, or revoking an exemption; and


(4)AAdefining or further defining terms used by this


section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A182.012.AAAPPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION. (a)AAA state


trust company requesting an exemption under Section 182.011 shall


file an application with the banking commissioner that includes:


(1)AAa nonrefundable application fee set by the finance


commission;
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(2)AAa detailed sworn statement showing the state trust


company’s assets and liabilities as of the end of the calendar month


preceding the filing of the application;


(3)AAa sworn statement of the reason for requesting the


exemption;


(4)AAa sworn statement that the state trust company:


(A)AAhas or will have only family clients and


transacts or will transact business solely on behalf of family


clients and their related interests;


(B)AAis or will be wholly owned, directly or


indirectly, legally or beneficially, by one or more family members;


(C)AAdoes not or will not hold itself out to the


general public as a corporate fiduciary for hire; and


(D)AAwill not transact business with the general


public without the prior written permission of the banking


commissioner;


(5)AAthe current street mailing address and telephone


number of the physical location in this state at which the state


trust company will maintain its books and records, with a sworn


statement that the address given is true and correct and is not a


United States Postal Service post office box or a private mail box,


postal box, or mail drop; and


(6)AAa list of the specific provisions of this subtitle


for which the request for an exemption is made.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may not approve an exemption


unless the application is completed as required by Subsection (a).


(c)AAIn this section, "family client" and "family member"


have the meanings assigned by Section 182.011.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A182.013.AAANNUAL CERTIFICATION FOR EXEMPT STATE TRUST


COMPANY. (a)AAAn exempt state trust company shall file a


certification annually with its statement of condition and income,
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on a form provided by the banking commissioner, that it is


maintaining the conditions and limitations of its exemption.AAThe


certification must be accompanied by a fee set by the finance


commission.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 , Sec.


11(2), eff. September 1, 2015.


(c)AAThe state trust company shall maintain records


necessary to verify the certification.AAThe records are subject to


examination under Section 181.104.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 11(2),


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A182.014.AALIMITATION ON EFFECT OF EXEMPTION. (a) An


exempt state trust company shall comply with the home office


provisions of Section 182.202.


(b)AAThe grant of an exemption to a state trust company does


not affect the state trust company’s obligation to pay any


corporate franchise tax required by state law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 182.015.AACHANGE OF CONTROL OF EXEMPT STATE TRUST


COMPANY.AA If control of an exempt state trust company is sold or


otherwise transferred, the acquiring person must comply with


Sections 182.003, 182.004, 182.005, 183.001, and 183.002.AAFor the


exempt status of the state trust company to continue, the acquiring


person must file a certification with the banking commissioner that


the state trust company will comply, or continue to comply, with the


requirements of Section 182.011 after control is transferred.AAThe


banking commissioner may examine or investigate the acquiring


person and the state trust company as necessary to verify the


certification.AAIf the commissioner determines that the state
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trust company will not comply, or continue to comply, with the


requirements of Section 182.011 after control is transferred, the


commissioner shall terminate the exemption on the effective date of


the transfer.AAAfter the termination, the acquiring person must


file a separate application to obtain a new exemption for the state


trust company under Section 182.011.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A182.016.AAGROUNDS FOR REVOCATION OF EXEMPTION. The


banking commissioner may revoke an exemption of a state trust


company if the trust company:


(1)AAmakes a false statement under oath on any document


required to be filed by this subtitle or finance commission rule;


(2)AAfails to submit to an examination as required by


Section 181.104;


(3)AAwithholds requested information from the banking


commissioner; or


(4)AAviolates any provision of this subtitle applicable


to an exempt state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.017.AANOTICE AND EFFECT OF REVOCATION OF EXEMPTION.


(a) If the banking commissioner determines from examination or


other credible evidence that an exempt state trust company has


violated any of the requirements of this subchapter relating to an


exempt state trust company, the banking commissioner may by


personal delivery or registered or certified mail, return receipt


requested, notify the state trust company in writing that the state


trust company’s exemption has been revoked. The notice must state


grounds for the revocation with reasonable certainty. The notice


must state its effective date, which may not be earlier than the


fifth day after the date the notification is mailed or delivered.
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(b)AAThe revocation takes effect for the state trust company


if the state trust company does not request a hearing in writing


before the effective date. After taking effect the revocation is


final and nonappealable as to that state trust company, and the


state trust company is subject to all of the requirements and


provisions of this subtitle applicable to nonexempt state trust


companies.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.018.AAACTION AFTER REVOCATION OF EXEMPTION. (a) A


state trust company must comply with all of the provisions of


Sections 182.003(b) and (c) not later than the fifth day after the


date the revocation of the exemption takes effect. If, however, the


banking commissioner determines at the time of revocation that the


state trust company has been engaging in or attempting to engage in


acts intended or designed to deceive or defraud the public, the


banking commissioner, in the banking commissioner’s sole


discretion, may waive the compliance period provided by this


subsection.


(b)AAIf within the period prescribed by Subsection (a) the


state trust company does not comply with all of the provisions of


this subtitle, including capitalization requirements determined by


the banking commissioner as necessary to assure the safety and


soundness of the state trust company, the banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinstitute any action or remedy prescribed by this


subtitle or any applicable rule; or


(2)AArefer the state trust company to the attorney


general for institution of a quo warranto proceeding to revoke the


state trust company’s charter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 182.019.AAPRIOR EXEMPTION. (a)AASubject to Subsection


(b), a state trust company that was exempt before September 1, 1997,


may no longer operate with that prior exempt status after the


earlier of:
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(1)AASeptember 1, 2020; or


(2)AAthe date control is sold or otherwise transferred.


(b)AAA state trust company may apply for a new exemption


under Section 182.011 before loss of its exempt status under


Subsection (a).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A182.020.AAFOREIGN CORPORATION EXERCISING TRUST POWERS.


(a) A foreign corporation may not conduct a trust business in this


state. A foreign corporation may control a state trust company in


this state if the state trust company is formed or acquired and


operated as provided by this subtitle and applicable rules.


(b)AAA foreign corporation or other entity chartered or


domiciled in another jurisdiction as a trust company or depository


institution with trust powers may act as a trustee in this state


only as provided by Subchapter A, Chapter 505, Estates Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.016, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 182.021.AAACTIVITIES NOT REQUIRING CHARTER.AASubject to


Subchapter C, Chapter 187, a company does not engage in the trust


business in a manner requiring a state charter by:


(1)AAacting in a manner authorized by law and in the


scope of authority as an agent of a trust institution;


(2)AArendering a service customarily performed as an


attorney in a manner approved and authorized by the Supreme Court of


Texas or State Bar of Texas;


(3)AAacting as trustee under a deed of trust made only


as security for the payment of money or for the performance of


another act;
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(4)AAconducting business as a trust institution if the


exercise of fiduciary powers in this state by the trust institution


is not otherwise prohibited by law;


(5)AAengaging in a business regulated by the Office of


Consumer Credit Commissioner, except as limited by rules adopted by


the finance commission;


(6)AAreceiving and distributing rents and proceeds of


sale as a licensed real estate broker on behalf of a principal in a


manner authorized by the Texas Real Estate Commission;


(7)AAengaging in a securities transaction or providing


an investment advisory service as a licensed and registered dealer,


salesman, or advisor to the extent that the activity is regulated by


the State Securities Board or the Securities and Exchange


Commission;


(8)AAengaging in the sale and administration of an


insurance product by an insurance company or agent authorized or


licensed by the Texas Department of Insurance to the extent that the


activity is regulated by the Texas Department of Insurance;


(9)AAengaging in the lawful sale of prepaid funeral


benefits under a permit issued by the banking commissioner under


Chapter 154;


(10)AAengaging in the lawful business of a perpetual


care cemetery corporation under Chapter 712, Health and Safety


Code;


(11)AAengaging as a principal in the money services


business under a license issued by the banking commissioner under


Chapter 152;


(12)AAacting as trustee under a voting trust as


provided by Section 6.251, Business Organizations Code;


(13)AAacting as trustee by a public, private, or


independent institution of higher education or a university system,


as defined by Section 61.003, Education Code, including an


affiliated foundation or corporation of such an institution or


system acting as trustee as provided by the Education Code;


(14)AAengaging in another activity expressly excluded


from the application of this subtitle by rule of the finance


commission;
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(15)AArendering services customarily performed by a


certified accountant in a manner authorized by the Texas State


Board of Public Accountancy;


(16)AAserving as trustee of a charitable trust as


provided by Section 2.106, Business Organizations Code;


(17)AAperforming escrow or settlement services if


licensed or authorized under Title 11, Insurance Code;


(18)AAacting as a qualified intermediary in a tax


deferred exchange under Section 1031, Internal Revenue Code of


1986, and applicable regulations;


(19)AAproviding permitted services at a trust


representative office established in this state pursuant to


Subchapter C, Chapter 187; or


(20)AAacting as a trustee or custodian approved by the


Internal Revenue Service under 26 C.F.R. Section 1.408-2(e) of an


individual retirement account described by Section 408(a),


Internal Revenue Code of 1986.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.011(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.111, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 69, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 2.03,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec.A182.0211.AACONFORMANCE WITH SECURITIES ACT. For the


purposes of Section 182.021(7), "salesman" includes "agent" and


"advisor" includes "investment adviser" or "investment adviser


representative."


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1091, Sec. 4.03, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.
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SUBCHAPTER B. AMENDMENT OF CERTIFICATE; CHANGES IN CAPITAL AND


SURPLUS


Sec. 182.101.AAAMENDMENT OR RESTATEMENT OF STATE TRUST


COMPANY CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION. (a)AAA state trust company that


has been granted a charter under Section 182.006 or a predecessor


statute may amend or restate its certificate of formation for any


lawful purpose, including the creation of authorized but unissued


shares or participation shares in one or more classes or series.


(b)AAAn amendment authorizing the issuance of shares or


participation shares in series must contain:


(1)AAthe designation of each series and a statement of


any variations in the preferences, limitations, and relative rights


among series to the extent that the preferences, limitations, and


relative rights are to be established in the certificate of


formation; and


(2)AAa statement of any authority to be vested in the


board to establish series and determine the preferences,


limitations, and relative rights of each series.


(c)AAA limited trust association may not amend its


certificate of formation to extend its period of existence for a


perpetual period or for any period of years, unless the period of


existence is expressly contingent on those events resulting in


dissolution of the trust association under Section 183.208.


(d)AAAmendment or restatement of the certificate of


formation of a state trust company and approval of the board and


shareholders or participants must be made or obtained in accordance


with the Business Organizations Code, except as otherwise provided


by this subtitle or rules adopted under this subtitle.AAThe


original and one copy of the certificate of amendment or restated


certificate of formation must be filed with the banking


commissioner for approval.AAUnless the submission presents novel


or unusual questions, the banking commissioner shall approve or


reject the amendment or restatement not later than the 31st day


after the date the banking commissioner considers the submission


informationally complete and accepted for filing.AAThe banking


commissioner may require the submission of additional information
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as considered necessary to an informed decision to approve or


reject any amendment or restatement of a certificate of formation


under this section.


(e)AAIf the banking commissioner finds that the amendment or


restatement conforms to law and any conditions imposed by the


banking commissioner, and any required filing fee has been paid,


the banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and copy with the


date of approval and the word "Approved";


(2)AAfile the original in the department’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the amendment or


restatement to the state trust company.


(f)AAAn amendment or restatement, if approved, takes effect


on the date of approval, unless the amendment or restatement


provides for a different effective date.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 70, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 20, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 21, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.102.AAESTABLISHING SERIES OF SHARES OR


PARTICIPATION SHARES. (a)AAIf the certificate of formation


expressly gives the board authority to establish series and


determine the preferences, limitations, and relative rights of each


series, the board may do so only on compliance with this section and


any rules adopted under this chapter.


(b)AAA series of shares or participation shares may be


established in the manner provided by the Business Organizations


Code, but the shares or participation shares of the series may not


be issued and sold except on compliance with Section 182.103.AAThe


state trust company shall file the original and one copy of the


statement of action required by the Business Organizations Code
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with the banking commissioner.


(c)AAUnless the submission presents novel or unusual


questions, the banking commissioner shall approve or reject the


series not later than the 31st day after the date the banking


commissioner considers the submission informationally complete and


accepted for filing. The banking commissioner may require the


submission of additional information as considered necessary to an


informed decision.


(d)AAIf the banking commissioner finds that the interests of


the clients and creditors of the state trust company will not be


adversely affected by the series, that the series otherwise


conforms to law and any conditions imposed by the banking


commissioner, and that any required filing fee has been paid, the


banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and copy of the


statement with the date of approval and the word "Approved";


(2)AAfile the original in the department’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the statement to the


state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 71, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 22, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.103.AACHANGE IN RESTRICTED CAPITAL. (a) A state


trust company may not reduce or increase its restricted capital


through dividend, redemption, issuance of shares or participation


shares, or otherwise without the prior approval of the banking


commissioner, except as permitted by this section or rules adopted


under this chapter.


(b)AAUnless otherwise restricted by rules, prior approval is


not required for an increase in restricted capital accomplished


through:


(1)AAissuance of shares of common stock or their
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equivalent in participation shares for cash, or a cash contribution


to surplus by shareholders or participants that does not result in


issuance of additional common stock or other securities;


(2)AAdeclaration and payment of pro rata share


dividends as defined by the Business Organizations Code; or


(3)AAadoption by the board of a resolution directing


that all or part of undivided profits be transferred to restricted


capital.


(c)AAPrior approval is not required for:


(1)AAa decrease in restricted capital caused by losses


in excess of undivided profits; or


(2)AAa change in restricted capital resulting from


accounting adjustments required by a transaction approved by the


banking commissioner if the accounting adjustments are reasonably


disclosed in the submitted application.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A182.104.AACAPITAL NOTES OR DEBENTURES. (a) With the


prior written approval of the banking commissioner, a state trust


company may at any time through action of its board, and without


requiring action of its shareholders or participants, issue and


sell its capital notes or debentures. The notes or debentures must


be subordinate to the claims of depositors and may be subordinate to


other claims, including the claims of other creditors or classes of


creditors or the shareholders or participants.


(b)AACapital notes or debentures may be convertible into


shares or participation shares of any class or series. The issuance


and sale of convertible capital notes or debentures are subject to


satisfaction of preemptive rights, if any, to the extent provided


by law.


(c)AAWithout the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state trust company may not pay interest due or


principal repayable on outstanding capital notes or debentures when
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the state trust company is in hazardous condition or insolvent, as


determined by the banking commissioner, or to the extent that


payment will cause the state trust company to be in hazardous


condition or insolvent.


(d)AAThe amount of any outstanding capital notes or


debentures that meet the requirements of this section and that are


subordinated to unsecured creditors of the state trust company may


be included in equity capital of the state trust company for


purposes of determining hazardous condition or insolvency, and for


such other purposes provided by rules adopted under this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.105.AABOARD DESIGNATION OF CERTIFIED SURPLUS.


Periodically the board may vote to designate and record in its


minutes the amount of certified surplus. Except to absorb losses in


excess of undivided profits and uncertified surplus, certified


surplus may not be reduced without the prior written approval of the


banking commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. STATE TRUST COMPANY OFFICES


Sec.A182.201.AACONDUCT OF TRUST BUSINESS. A state trust


company may engage in the trust business at its home office and at


other locations as permitted by this subchapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.202.AAHOME OFFICE. (a) Each state trust company


must have and continuously maintain in this state a home office.


The home office must be a location at which the state trust company


does business and keeps its corporate books and records. At least


one executive officer must maintain an office at the home office.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 244, Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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(c)AAA state trust company may change its home office to any


location in this state, if the location that is the home office


before the change remains an office of the state trust company at


which the state trust company does business. To change the location


of its home office, the state trust company must file a written


notice with the banking commissioner setting forth the name of the


state trust company, the street address of its home office before


the change, the street address to which the home office is to be


changed, and a copy of the resolution adopted by the board


authorizing the change. The change of home office takes effect on


the 31st day after the date the banking commissioner receives the


notice.


(d)AAA relocation of a state trust company’s home office may


not be made, and another action that would effect an abandonment of


the state trust company’s initial home office may not be taken,


without the prior written approval of the banking commissioner.


The state trust company must establish to the satisfaction of the


banking commissioner that the abandonment is consistent with the


original determination of public convenience and advantage for the


establishment of a state trust company at that location.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 244 (H.B. 2219), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A182.203.AAADDITIONAL OFFICES. (a) A state trust


company may establish and maintain additional offices. To establish


an additional office, the state trust company must file a written


notice with the banking commissioner setting forth the name of the


state trust company, the street address of the proposed additional


office, a description of the activities proposed to be conducted at


the additional office, and a copy of the resolution adopted by the


board authorizing the additional office.


(b)AAA state trust company may not commence business at the


additional office before the 31st day after the date the banking


commissioner receives the notice, unless the banking commissioner
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specifies an earlier or later date. The banking commissioner may


specify a later date on a determination that the written notice


raises issues that require additional information or additional


time for analysis. If a later date is specified, the state trust


company may establish the additional office only on prior written


approval by the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner may


deny permission to establish an additional office of the state


trust company if the banking commissioner has a significant


supervisory or regulatory concern regarding the proposed


additional office, the applicant, or an affiliate.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.012(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER D. MERGER


Sec. 182.301.AAMERGER AUTHORITY. (a)AATwo or more trust


institutions, corporations, or other entities with the authority to


participate in a merger, at least one of which is a state trust


company, may adopt and implement a plan of merger in accordance with


this section.AAThe merger may not be made without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner if any surviving, new, or


acquiring entity that is a party to the merger or created by the


terms of the merger is a state trust company or is not a trust


institution.


(b)AAImplementation of the plan of merger by the parties and


approval of the board, shareholders, participants, or owners of the


parties must be made or obtained as provided by the Business


Organizations Code as if the state trust company were a filing


entity and all other parties to the merger were foreign entities,


except as otherwise provided by rules adopted under this chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 72, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 23, eff.
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June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.302.AAMERGER APPLICATION; GROUNDS FOR APPROVAL.


(a)AATo apply for approval of a merger, the parties must submit the


original certificate of merger, a number of copies of the


certificate of merger equal to the number of surviving, new, and


acquiring entities, and an application in the form required by the


banking commissioner.AAThe banking commissioner may require the


submission of additional information as considered necessary to an


informed decision.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall investigate the


condition of the merging parties.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may approve the merger if:


(1)AAeach resulting state trust company:


(A)AAhas complied with the statutes and rules


relating to the organization of a state trust company; and


(B)AAwill be solvent and have adequate


capitalization for its business and location;


(2)AAall obligations and liabilities of each trust


company that is a party to the merger have been properly discharged


or otherwise lawfully assumed or retained by a trust institution or


other fiduciary;


(3)AAeach surviving, new, or acquiring person that is


not authorized to engage in the trust business will not engage in


the trust business and has complied with the laws of this state;


and


(4)AAall conditions imposed by the banking commissioner


have been satisfied or otherwise resolved.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.013(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 24, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.303.AAAPPROVAL OF BANKING COMMISSIONER. (a)AAIf


the banking commissioner approves the merger and finds that all
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required filing fees and investigative costs have been paid, the


banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and each copy of


the certificate of merger with the date of approval and the word


"Approved";


(2)AAfile the original in the department’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the certificate of


merger to each surviving, new, or acquiring entity.


(b)AAA merger is effective on the date of approval, unless


the merger agreement provides and the banking commissioner consents


to a different effective date.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 25, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 182.304.AARIGHTS OF DISSENTERS TO MERGER. A


shareholder, participant, or participant-transferee may dissent


from the merger to the extent and by following the procedure


provided by the Business Organizations Code or rules adopted under


this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 73, eff.


September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER E. PURCHASE OR SALE OF ASSETS


Sec. 182.401.AAAUTHORITY TO PURCHASE ASSETS. (a) A state


trust company may purchase assets from another trust institution,


including the right to control accounts established with the trust


institution, or assets from another seller, except that the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner is required if the


purchase price exceeds an amount equal to three times the sum of the


trust company’s equity capital less intangible assets.AAThe
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finance commission by rule may require a state trust company to


obtain the prior written approval of the banking commissioner for a


transaction not otherwise subject to approval that involves


potentially substantial risks to the safety and soundness of the


purchasing trust company.


(b)AAExcept as otherwise expressly provided by this section


or another statute, the purchase of all or part of the assets of the


selling entity does not make the purchasing state trust company


responsible for any liability or obligation of the selling entity


that the purchasing state trust company does not expressly assume.


(c)AAIf prior approval of the banking commissioner is


required under this section, an application in the form required by


the banking commissioner must be filed with the banking


commissioner.AAThe banking commissioner shall investigate the


condition of the purchaser and seller and may require the


submission of additional information as considered necessary to


make an informed decision.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner shall approve the application


to purchase if:


(1)AAthe purchasing state trust company:


(A)AAhas complied with all applicable statutes and


rules; and


(B)AAwill be solvent and have sufficient


capitalization for its business and location;


(2)AAall fiduciary obligations and liabilities of each


trust institution that is a party to the purchase or sale of assets


have been properly discharged or otherwise lawfully assumed or


retained by a trust institution or other fiduciary;


(3)AAall conditions imposed by the banking commissioner


have been satisfied or otherwise resolved; and


(4)AAall fees and costs have been paid.


(e)AAA purchase subject to prior approval is effective on the


date of approval unless the purchase agreement provides for and the


banking commissioner consents to a different effective date.


(f)AAIf the purchase transaction includes all or


substantially all of the assets of another trust institution or


other fiduciary, the acquiring state trust company shall succeed by
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operation of law to all of the rights, privileges, and fiduciary


obligations of the selling trust institution or other fiduciary


under each account included in the assets acquired.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.014(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A182.402.AAAUTHORITY TO ACT AS DISBURSING AGENT. (a)


The purchasing state trust company may hold the purchase price and


any additional funds delivered to it by the selling institution in


trust for the selling institution and may act as agent of the


selling institution in disbursing those funds in trust by paying


the creditors of the selling institution.


(b)AAIf the purchasing state trust company acts under written


contract of agency approved by the banking commissioner that


specifically names each creditor and the amount to be paid each, and


if the agency is limited to the purely ministerial act of paying


creditors the amounts due them as determined by the selling


institution and reflected in the contract of agency and does not


involve discretionary duties or authority other than the


identification of the creditors named, the purchasing trust


company:


(1)AAmay rely on the contract of agency and the


instructions included in it; and


(2)AAis not responsible for:


(A)AAany error made by the selling institution in


determining its liabilities and creditors to whom the liabilities


are due or the amounts due the creditors; or


(B)AAany preference that results from the payments


made under the contract of agency and the instructions included in


it.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A182.403.AALIQUIDATION OF SELLING INSTITUTION. If the


selling institution is at any time after the sale of assets


voluntarily or involuntarily closed for liquidation by a state or


federal regulatory agency, the purchasing state trust company shall


pay to the receiver of the selling institution the balance of the


money held by it in trust for the selling institution and not yet


paid to the creditors of the selling institution. Without further


action the purchasing state trust company is discharged of all


responsibilities to the selling institution, its receiver, or its


creditors, shareholders, participants, or


participant-transferees.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A182.404.AAPAYMENT TO CREDITORS. The purchasing state


trust company may pay a creditor of the selling institution the


amount to be paid the creditor under the terms of the contract of


agency by opening an agency account in the name of the creditor,


crediting the account with the amount to be paid the creditor under


the terms of the agency contract, and mailing or personally


delivering a duplicate ticket evidencing the credit to the creditor


at the creditor’s address shown in the records of the selling


institution. The relationship between the purchasing state trust


company and the creditor is that of agent to creditor only to the


extent of the credit reflected by the ticket.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 182.405.AASALE OF ASSETS. (a) A state trust company may


sell all or any portion of its assets to another trust institution


or other buyer, except that the prior written approval of the


banking commissioner is required if the sales price exceeds an


amount equal to three times the sum of the trust company’s equity


capital less intangible assets.AAThe finance commission by rule may


require a state trust company to obtain the prior written approval


of the banking commissioner for a transaction not otherwise subject


to approval that involves potentially substantial risks to the
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safety and soundness of the selling trust company.


(b)AAIf the prior approval of the banking commissioner for a


sale of assets is not required under Subsection (a) and the sale


involves the disposition of an established location of the state


trust company, the state trust company must provide written notice


of the transaction to the banking commissioner at least 30 days


before the expected closing date of the transaction.


(c)AAThe board of a state trust company, with the banking


commissioner’s approval, may cause the state trust company to sell


all or substantially all of its assets, including the right to


control accounts established with the state trust company, without


shareholder or participant approval if:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner finds that the interests


of the state trust company’s clients, depositors, and creditors are


jeopardized because of the hazardous condition of the state trust


company and that the sale is in their best interest; and


(2)AAthe Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor approves the transaction, if the deposits of the state


trust company are insured.


(d)AAA sale under Subsection (c) must include an assumption


and promise by the buyer to pay or otherwise discharge:


(1)AAall of a state trust company’s liabilities to


clients and depositors;


(2)AAall of the state trust company’s liabilities for


salaries of the state trust company’s employees incurred before the


date of the sale;


(3)AAobligations incurred by the banking commissioner


arising out of the supervision or sale of the state trust company;


and


(4)AAfees and assessments due the department.


(e)AAThis section does not affect the banking commissioner’s


right to take action under another law.AAThe sale by a state trust


company of all or substantially all of its assets with shareholder


or participant approval is considered a voluntary dissolution and


liquidation and is governed by Subchapter B, Chapter 186.


(f)AAEach buyer in a transaction described by Subsection (c)


that is a trust institution or other fiduciary shall succeed by
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operation of law to all of the rights, privileges, and fiduciary


obligations of the selling state trust company under each account


included in the assets acquired.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.015(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER F. EXIT OF STATE TRUST COMPANY OR ENTRY OF ANOTHER TRUST


INSTITUTION


Sec.A182.501.AAMERGER OR CONVERSION OF STATE TRUST COMPANY


INTO ANOTHER TRUST INSTITUTION EXERCISING FIDUCIARY POWERS. (a)


Subject to Chapter 187, a state trust company may act as necessary


and to the extent permitted by the laws of the United States, this


state, another state, or another country to merge or convert into


another form of trust institution.


(b)AAThe merger or conversion must be made and approval of


the state trust company’s board, shareholders, or participants must


be obtained in accordance with the Business Organizations Code as


if the state trust company were a filing entity and all other


parties to the transaction, if any, were foreign entities, except


as may be otherwise provided by rule.AAFor purposes of this


subsection, a conversion is considered a merger into the successor


trust institution.


(c)AAThe state trust company does not cease to be a state


trust company subject to the supervision of the banking


commissioner unless:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner has been given written


notice of the intention to merge or convert before the 31st day


before the date of the proposed transaction;


(2)AA the state trust company has filed with the banking


commissioner:


(A)AAa copy of the application filed with the


successor regulatory authority, including a copy of each contract
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evidencing or implementing the merger or conversion, or other


documents sufficient to show compliance with applicable law; and


(B)AAa certified copy of all minutes of board


meetings and shareholder or participant meetings at which action


was taken regarding the merger or conversion;


(3)AAthe banking commissioner determines that:


(A)AAall accounts and liabilities of the state


trust company are fully discharged, assumed, or otherwise retained


by the successor trust institution;


(B)AAany conditions imposed by the banking


commissioner for the protection of clients and creditors have been


met or otherwise resolved; and


(C)AAany required filing fees have been paid; and


(4)AAthe state trust company has received a certificate


of authority to do business as the successor trust institution.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.016(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 74, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 26, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A182.502.AACONVERSION OF TRUST INSTITUTION INTO STATE


TRUST COMPANY. (a) A trust institution may apply to the banking


commissioner for conversion into a state trust company on a form


prescribed by the banking commissioner and accompanied by any


required fee if the trust institution follows the procedures


prescribed by the laws of the United States, this state, another


state, or another country governing the exit of the trust


institution for the purpose of conversion into a state trust


company from the regulatory system applicable before the


conversion. A trust association or limited trust association may


convert its organizational form under this section.
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(b)AAA trust institution applying to convert into a state


trust company may receive a certificate of authority to do business


as a state trust company if the banking commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe trust institution is not engaging in a pattern


or practice of unsafe and unsound fiduciary or banking practices;


(2)AAthe trust institution has adequate capitalization


for a state trust company to act as a fiduciary at the same


locations as the trust institution is acting as a fiduciary before


the conversion;


(3)AAthe trust institution can be expected to operate


profitably after the conversion;


(4)AAthe officers and directors of the trust


institution as a group have sufficient fiduciary experience,


ability, standing, competence, trustworthiness, and integrity to


justify a belief that the trust institution will operate as a state


trust company in compliance with law; and


(5)AAeach principal shareholder has sufficient


experience, ability, standing, competence, trustworthiness, and


integrity to justify a belief that the trust institution will be


free from improper or unlawful influence or interference with


respect to the trust institution’s operation as a state trust


company in compliance with law.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AArequest additional information considered


necessary to make an informed decision under this section;


(2)AAperform an examination of the converting trust


institution at the expense of the converting trust institution;


and


(3)AArequire that examination fees be paid before a


certificate of authority is issued.


(d)AAIn connection with the application, the converting


trust institution must:


(1)AAsubmit a statement of the law governing the exit of


the trust institution from the regulatory system applicable before


the conversion and the terms of the transition into a state trust


company; and


(2)AAdemonstrate that all applicable law has been fully
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satisfied.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.016(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 98 (S.B. 1646), Sec. 1, eff.


May 19, 2023.
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fi.183.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 183. OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF STATE TRUST COMPANY


SUBCHAPTER A. TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST


Sec.A183.001.AAACQUISITION OF CONTROL. (a) Except as


expressly permitted by this subtitle, without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner a person may not directly or


indirectly acquire a legal or beneficial interest in voting


securities of a state trust company or a corporation or other entity


owning voting securities of a state trust company if, after the


acquisition, the person would control the state trust company.


(b)AAFor purposes of this subchapter and except as otherwise


provided by rules adopted under this subtitle, the principal


shareholder or principal participant of a state trust company that


directly or indirectly owns or has the power to vote a greater


percentage of voting securities of the state trust company than any


other shareholder or participant is considered to control the state


trust company.


(c)AAThis subchapter does not prohibit a person from


negotiating to acquire, but not acquiring, control of a state trust


company or a person that controls a state trust company.


(d)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAthe acquisition of securities in connection with


the exercise of a security interest or otherwise in full or partial


satisfaction of a debt previously contracted for in good faith if


the acquiring person files written notice of acquisition with the


banking commissioner before the person votes the securities


acquired;


(2)AAthe acquisition of voting securities in any class


or series by a controlling person who has previously complied with


and received approval under this subchapter or who was identified


as a controlling person in a prior application filed with and


approved by the banking commissioner;


(3)AAan acquisition or transfer by operation of law,
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will, or intestate succession if the acquiring person files written


notice of acquisition with the banking commissioner before the


person votes the securities acquired; or


(4)AAa transaction exempted by the banking commissioner


or by rules adopted under this subtitle because the transaction is


not within the purposes of this subchapter or the regulation of


which is not necessary or appropriate to achieve the objectives of


this subchapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.002.AAAPPLICATION REGARDING ACQUISITION OF


CONTROL. (a) The transferee in an acquisition of control of a


state trust company or of a person that controls a state trust


company must file an application for approval of the acquisition.


The application must:


(1)AAbe under oath and on a form prescribed by the


banking commissioner;


(2)AAcontain all information that:


(A)AAis required by rules adopted under this


subtitle; or


(B)AAthe banking commissioner requires in a


particular application as necessary to an informed decision to


approve or reject the acquisition; and


(3)AAbe accompanied by any filing fee required by


statute or rule.


(b)AAIf a person proposing to acquire voting securities in a


transaction subject to this section includes a group of persons


acting in concert, the information required by the banking


commissioner may be required of each member of the group.


(c)AARules adopted under this subtitle may specify the


confidential or nonconfidential character of information obtained


by the banking commissioner under this section.AAIn the absence of


rules, informationAAobtained by the banking commissioner under


this section is confidential and may not be disclosed by the banking


commissioner or any employee of the department except as provided


by Subchapter D, Chapter 181.
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(d)AAThe applicant shall publish notice of the application,


its date of filing, the identity of each applicant, and, if the


applicant includes a group, the identity of each group member. The


notice must be published in the form and frequency specified by the


banking commissioner and in a newspaper of general circulation in


the county where the state trust company ’s home office is located,


or in another publication or location as directed by the banking


commissioner.


(e)AAThe applicant may defer publication of the notice until


not later than the 34th day after the date the application is filed


if:


(1)AAthe application is filed in contemplation of a


public tender offer subject to 15 U.S.C. Section 78n(d)(1);


(2)AAthe applicant requests confidential treatment and


represents that a public announcement of the tender offer and the


filing of appropriate forms with the Securities and Exchange


Commission or the appropriate federal banking agency, as


applicable, will occur within the period of deferral; and


(3)AAthe banking commissioner determines that the


public interest will not be harmed by the requested confidential


treatment.


(f)AAThe banking commissioner may waive the requirement that


a notice be published or permit delayed publication on a


determination that waiver or delay is in the public interest. If


publication of notice is waived under this subsection, the


information that would be contained in a published notice becomes


public information under Chapter 552, Government Code, on the 35th


day after the date the application is filed.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.08, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A183.003.AAHEARING AND DECISION ON ACQUISITION OF


CONTROL. (a) Not later than the 60th day after the date the notice
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is published, the banking commissioner shall approve the


application or set the application for hearing. If the banking


commissioner sets a hearing, the department shall participate as


the opposing party and the banking commissioner shall conduct a


hearing and one or more prehearing conferences and opportunities


for discovery as the banking commissioner considers advisable and


consistent with governing statutes and rules. A hearing held under


this section is confidential and closed to the public.


(b)AABased on the record, the banking commissioner may issue


an order denying an application if:


(1)AAthe acquisition would substantially lessen


competition, be in restraint of trade, result in a monopoly, or be


in furtherance of a combination or conspiracy to monopolize or


attempt to monopolize the trust industry in any part of this state,


unless:


(A)AAthe anticompetitive effects of the


acquisition are clearly outweighed in the public interest by the


probable effect of acquisition in meeting the convenience and needs


of the community to be served; and


(B)AAthe acquisition is not in violation of the


law of this state or the United States;


(2)AAthe financial condition of the transferee, or any


member of a group comprising the transferee, might jeopardize the


financial stability of the state trust company being acquired;


(3)AAplans or proposals to operate, liquidate, or sell


the state trust company or its assets are not in the best interest


of the state trust company;


(4)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity of the transferee, or any member of


a group comprising the transferee, are insufficient to justify a


belief that the state trust company will be free from improper or


unlawful influence or interference with respect to the state trust


company’s operation in compliance with law;


(5)AAthe state trust company will not be solvent, have


adequate capitalization, or be in compliance with the laws of this


state after the acquisition;


(6)AAthe transferee has failed to furnish all
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information pertinent to the application reasonably required by the


banking commissioner; or


(7)AAthe transferee is not acting in good faith.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner approves the application,


the transaction may be consummated. If the approval is conditioned


on a written commitment from the transferee offered to and accepted


by the banking commissioner, the commitment is:


(1)AAenforceable against the state trust company and


the transferee; and


(2)AAconsidered for all purposes an agreement under


this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.004.AAAPPEAL FROM ADVERSE DECISION. (a) If a


hearing has been held, the banking commissioner has entered an


order denying the application, and the order has become final, the


transferee may appeal the final order by filing a petition for


judicial review.


(b)AAThe filing of an appeal under this section does not stay


the order of the banking commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.005.AAOBJECTION TO OTHER TRANSFER. This subchapter


does not prevent the banking commissioner from investigating,


commenting on, or seeking to enjoin or set aside a transfer of


voting securities that evidence a direct or indirect interest in a


state trust company, regardless of whether the transfer is governed


by this subchapter, if the banking commissioner considers the


transfer to be against the public interest.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.006.AACIVIL ENFORCEMENT; CRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) If


the banking commissioner believes that a person has violated or is


about to violate this subchapter or a rule or order of the banking
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commissioner relating to this subchapter, the attorney general on


behalf of the banking commissioner may apply to a district court in


Travis County for an order enjoining the violation and for other


equitable relief the nature of the case requires.


(b)AAA person who knowingly fails or refuses to file the


application required by Section 183.002 commits an offense. An


offense under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. BOARD AND OFFICERS


Sec.A183.101.AAVOTING SECURITIES HELD BY TRUST COMPANY. (a)


Voting securities of a state trust company held by the state trust


company in a fiduciary capacity under a will or trust, whether


registered in its own name or in the name of its nominee, may not be


voted in the election of directors or managers or on a matter


affecting the compensation of directors, managers, officers, or


employees of the state trust company in that capacity, unless:


(1)AAunder the terms of the will or trust, the manner in


which the voting securities are to be voted may be determined by a


donor or beneficiary of the will or trust and the donor or


beneficiary actually makes the determination in the matter at


issue;


(2)AAthe terms of the will or trust expressly direct the


manner in which the securities must be voted to the extent that


discretion is not vested in the state trust company as fiduciary;


or


(3)AAthe securities are voted solely by a cofiduciary


that is not an affiliate of the state trust company, as if the


cofiduciary were the sole fiduciary.


(b)AAVoting securities of a state trust company that cannot


be voted under this section are considered to be authorized but


unissued for purposes of determining the procedures for and results


of the affected vote.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec. 183.102.AABYLAWS. Except as provided by Section


183.207, each state trust company shall adopt bylaws and may amend


its bylaws from time to time for the purposes and in accordance with


the procedures set forth in the Business Organizations Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 75, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A183.103.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS, MANAGERS, OR MANAGING


PARTICIPANTS. (a) The board of a state trust company must consist


of not fewer than five or more than 25 directors, managers, or


managing participants, the majority of whom must be residents of


this state. Except for a limited trust association in which


management has been retained by its participants, the principal


executive officer of the state trust company is a member of the


board. The principal executive officer acting in the capacity of


board member is the board ’s presiding officer unless the board


elects a different presiding officer to perform the duties as


designated by the board.


(b)AAUnless the banking commissioner consents otherwise in


writing, a person may not serve as director, manager, or managing


participant of a state trust company if:


(1)AAthe state trust company incurs an unreimbursed


loss attributable to a charged-off obligation of or holds a


judgment against:


(A)AAthe person; or


(B)AAan entity that was controlled by the person


at the time of funding and at the time of default on the loan that


gave rise to the judgment or charged-off obligation;


(2)AAthe person is the subject of an order described by


Section 185.007(a);


(3)AAthe person has been convicted of a felony; or


(4)AAthe person has violated, with respect to a trust


under which the state trust company has fiduciary responsibility,
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Section 113.052 or 113.053(a), Property Code, relating to loan of


trust funds and purchase or sale of trust property by the trustee,


and the violation has not been corrected.


(c)AAIf a state trust company other than a limited trust


association operated by managing participants does not elect


directors or managers before the 61st day after the date of its


regular annual meeting, the banking commissioner may appoint a


conservator under Chapter 185 to operate the state trust company


and elect directors or managers, as appropriate. If the


conservator is unable to locate or elect persons willing and able to


serve as directors or managers, the banking commissioner may close


the state trust company for liquidation.


(d)AAA vacancy on the board that reduces the number of


directors, managers, or managing participants to fewer than five


must be filled not later than the 30th day after the date the


vacancy occurs. A limited trust association with fewer than five


managing participants must add one or more new participants or


elect a board of managers of not fewer than five persons to resolve


the vacancy. After the 30th day after the date the vacancy occurs,


the banking commissioner may appoint a conservator under Chapter


185 to operate the state trust company and elect a board of not


fewer than five persons to resolve the vacancy. If the conservator


is unable to locate or elect five persons willing and able to serve


as directors or managers, the banking commissioner may close the


state trust company for liquidation.


(e)AABefore each term to which a person is elected to serve as


a director or manager of a state trust company, or annually for a


person who is a managing participant, the person shall submit an


affidavit for filing in the minutes of the state trust company


stating that the person, to the extent applicable:


(1)AAaccepts the position and is not disqualified from


serving in the position;


(2)AAwill not violate or knowingly permit an officer,


director, manager, managing participant, or employee of the state


trust company to violate any law applicable to the conduct of


business of the trust company; and


(3)AAwill diligently perform the duties of the
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position.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.09, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 183.104.AAADVISORY DIRECTOR OR ADVISORY MANAGER. (a) An


advisory director or advisory manager is not considered to be a


director if the advisory director or advisory manager:


(1)AAis not elected by the shareholders or participants


of the state trust company;


(2)AAdoes not vote on matters before the board or a


committee of the board;


(3)AAis not counted for purposes of determining a


quorum of the board or committee; and


(4)AAprovides solely general policy advice to the


board.


(b)AAA state trust company may not disclose to an advisory


director or advisory manager confidential information pertaining


to the state trust company or the company’s clients unless:


(1)AAthe board adopts a resolution that designates the


advisory director or advisory manager as a person who


isAAofficially connected to the trust company and that describes


the purpose for disclosure of the information, which must be a


reasonable business purpose;AAand


(2)AAthe disclosure is made under a written


confidentiality agreement between the state trust company and the


advisory director or advisory manager.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 13, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A183.105.AAREQUIRED QUARTERLY BOARD MEETING. (a) The


board of a state trust company shall hold at least one regular


meeting each quarter.


(b)AAAt each regular meeting the board shall review and
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approve the minutes of the preceding meeting and review the


operations, activities, and financial condition of the state trust


company. The board may designate committees from among its members


to perform those duties and approve or disapprove the committees’


reports at each regular meeting.


(c)AAAll actions of the board must be recorded in its


minutes.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.106.AAOFFICERS. (a)AAThe board shall annually


appoint the officers of the state trust company, who serve at the


will of the board.AAUnless the banking commissioner consents


otherwise in writing, a person may not serve as an officer of a


state trust company if:


(1)AAthe person is the subject of an order described by


Section 185.007(a);


(2)AAthe person has been convicted of a felony; or


(3)AAthe person has violated, with respect to a trust


under which the state trust company has fiduciary responsibility,


Section 113.052 or 113.053(a), Property Code, relating to loan of


trust funds and purchase or sale of trust property by the trustee,


and the violation has not been corrected.


(b)AAThe state trust company must have a principal executive


officer primarily responsible for the execution of board policies


and operation of the state trust company and an officer responsible


for the maintenance and storage of all corporate books and records


of the state trust company and for required attestation of


signatures. Those positions may not be held by the same person.


(c)AAThe board may appoint other officers of the state trust


company as the board considers necessary.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2017.
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Sec.A183.107.AALIMITATION ON ACTION OF OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE


IN RELATION TO ASSET OR LIABILITY. Unless expressly authorized by a


resolution of the board recorded in its minutes, an officer or


employee may not create or dispose of a state trust company asset or


create or incur a liability on behalf of the state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.108.AACERTAIN CRIMINAL OFFENSES. (a) An officer,


director, manager, managing participant, employee, shareholder, or


participant of a state trust company commits an offense if the


person knowingly:


(1)AAconceals information or removes, destroys, or


conceals a book or record of the state trust company for the purpose


of concealing information from the banking commissioner or an agent


of the banking commissioner; or


(2)AAfor the purpose of concealing, removes or destroys


any book or record of the state trust company that is material to a


pending or anticipated legal or administrative proceeding.


(b)AAAn officer, director, manager, managing participant, or


employee of a state trust company commits an offense if the person


knowingly makes a false entry in a book, record, report, or


statement of the state trust company.


(c)AAAn offense under this section is a felony of the third


degree.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.109.AATRANSACTIONS WITH MANAGEMENT AND AFFILIATES.


(a) Without the prior approval of a disinterested majority of the


board recorded in the minutes, or if a disinterested majority


cannot be obtained, the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state trust company may not directly or indirectly:


(1)AAsell or lease an asset of the state trust company


to an officer, director, manager, managing participant, or


principal shareholder or participant of the state trust company or


an affiliate of the state trust company;
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(2)AApurchase or lease an asset in which an officer,


director, manager, managing participant, or principal shareholder


or participant of the state trust company or an affiliate of the


state trust company has an interest; or


(3)AAsubject to Section 184.201, extend credit to an


officer, director, manager, managing participant, or principal


shareholder or participant of the state trust company or an


affiliate of the state trust company.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), a lease transaction


described in Subsection (a)(2) involving real property may not be


consummated, renewed, or extended without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner. For purposes of this


subsection only, an affiliate of a state trust company does not


include a subsidiary of the state trust company.


(c)AASubject to Section 184.201, a state trust company may


not directly or indirectly extend credit to an employee, officer,


director, manager, managing participant, or principal shareholder


or participant of the state trust company or to an affiliate of the


state trust company, unless:


(1)AAthe extension of credit is made on substantially


the same terms, including interest rates and collateral, as those


prevailing at the time for comparable transactions by the state


trust company with persons who are not employees, officers,


directors, managers, managing participants, principal


shareholders, participants, or affiliates of the state trust


company;


(2)AAthe extension of credit does not involve more than


the normal risk of repayment or present other unfavorable features;


and


(3)AAthe state trust company follows credit


underwriting procedures that are not less stringent than those


applicable to comparable transactions by the state trust company


with persons who are not employees, officers, directors, managers,


managing participants, principal shareholders, participants, or


affiliates of the state trust company.


(d)AAAn officer, director, manager, or managing participant


of a state trust company who knowingly participates in or permits a
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violation of this section commits an offense. An offense under this


subsection is a felony of the third degree.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer and


carry out this section, including rules to establish limits,


requirements, or exemptions other than those specified by this


section for particular categories of transactions.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.110.AAFIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY. The board of a


state trust company is responsible for the proper exercise of


fiduciary powers by the state trust company and each matter


pertinent to the exercise of fiduciary powers, including:


(1)AAthe determination of policies;


(2)AAthe investment and disposition of property held in


a fiduciary capacity; and


(3)AAthe direction and review of the actions of each


officer, employee, and committee used by the state trust company in


the exercise of its fiduciary powers.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.111.AARECORDKEEPING. A state trust company shall


keep its fiduciary records separate and distinct from other records


of the state trust company in compliance with applicable rules


adopted under this subtitle. The fiduciary records must contain


all appropriate material information relative to each account.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.112.AABONDING REQUIREMENTS. (a) The board of a


state trust company shall require a bond for the protection and


indemnity of clients, in reasonable amounts established by rules


adopted under this subtitle, against dishonesty, fraud,


defalcation, forgery, theft, and other similar insurable losses.


The bond must be with a corporate insurance or surety company:


(1)AAauthorized to do business in this state; or
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(2)AAacceptable to the banking commissioner and


otherwise lawfully permitted to issue the coverage against those


losses in this state.


(b)AAExcept as otherwise provided by rule, a bond is required


to cover each director, manager, managing participant, officer, and


employee of a state trust company without regard to whether the


person receives salary or other compensation.


(c)AAA state trust company may apply to the banking


commissioner for permission to eliminate the bonding requirement of


this section for a particular individual. The banking commissioner


shall approve the application if the banking commissioner finds


that the bonding requirement is unnecessary or burdensome. Unless


the application presents novel or unusual questions, the banking


commissioner shall approve the application or set the application


for hearing not later than the 61st day after the date the banking


commissioner considers the application complete and accepted for


filing.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.113.AAREPORTS OF APPARENT CRIME. (a) A state trust


company that is the victim of a robbery, has a shortage of corporate


or fiduciary funds in excess of $5,000, or is the victim of an


apparent or suspected misapplication of its corporate or fiduciary


funds or property in any amount by a director, manager, managing


participant, officer, or employee shall report the robbery,


shortage, or apparent or suspected misapplication of funds or


property to the banking commissioner within 48 hours after the time


it is discovered. The initial report may be oral if the report is


promptly confirmed in writing. The state trust company or a


director, manager, managing participant, officer, employee, or


agent is not subject to liability for defamation or another charge


resulting from information supplied in the report.


(b)AAA report filed with the banking commissioner under this


section may be a copy of a written report filed with an appropriate


federal agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. LIMITED TRUST ASSOCIATION


Sec.A183.201.AALIABILITY OF PARTICIPANTS AND MANAGERS. (a)


Except as provided by Subsection (b), a participant,


participant-transferee, or manager of a limited trust association


is not liable for a debt, obligation, or liability of the limited


trust association, including a debt, obligation, or liability under


a judgment, decree, or order of court. A participant, other than a


full liability participant, or a manager of a limited trust


association is not a proper party to a proceeding by or against a


limited trust association unless the object of the proceeding is to


enforce the participant ’s or manager’s right against or liability


to a limited trust association.


(b)AAA full liability participant of a limited trust


association is liable under a judgment, decree, or order of court


for a debt, obligation, or liability of the limited trust


association that accrued during the participation of the full


liability participant in the limited trust association and before


the full liability participant or a successor in interest filed


with the banking commissioner a notice of withdrawal as a full


liability participant from the limited trust association. The


filed notice of withdrawal is a public record.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.202.AAFILING OF NOTICE OF FULL LIABILITY. (a) A


limited trust association shall file with the banking commissioner


a copy of any participation agreement by which a participant of the


limited trust association agrees to become a full liability


participant and the name and address of each full liability


participant. Only the portion of the filed copy containing the


designation of each full liability participant is a public record.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may require a complete copy of


the participation agreement to be filed with the department,


regardless of whether a state trust company has a full liability
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participant, except that the provisions of the participation


agreement other than those by which a participant of the limited


trust association agrees to become a full liability participant are


confidential and subject to release only as provided by Subchapter


D, Chapter 181.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 183.203.AACONTRACTING FOR DEBT OR OBLIGATION.AAExcept


as provided by this section or the certificate of formation of the


limited trust association, a debt, liability, or other obligation


may be contracted for or incurred on behalf of a limited trust


association only by:


(1)AAa majority of the managers, if management of the


limited trust association has been vested in a board of managers;


(2)AAa majority of the managing participants; or


(3)AAan officer or other agent vested with actual or


apparent authority to contract for or incur the debt, liability, or


other obligation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 27, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A183.204.AAMANAGEMENT OF LIMITED TRUST ASSOCIATION.


(a)AAManagement of a limited trust association is vested in the


participants in proportion to each participant’s contribution to


capital, as adjusted periodically to properly reflect any


additional contribution.AAThe certificate of formation may provide


that management of a limited trust association is vested in a board


of managers to be elected annually by the participants as


prescribed by the bylaws or the participation agreement.


(b)AAParticipants of a limited trust association may not


retain management and must elect a board of managers if:


(1)AAany participant is disqualified from serving as a


managing participant under Section 183.103;
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(2)AAthe limited trust association has fewer than five


or more than 25 participants; or


(3)AAany participant has been removed by the banking


commissioner under Subchapter A, Chapter 185.


(c)AAThe certificate of formation, bylaws, and participation


agreement of a limited trust association may use the term


"director" instead of "manager" and the term "board" instead of


"board of managers."


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 28, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A183.205.AAWITHDRAWAL OR REDUCTION OF PARTICIPANT’S


CONTRIBUTION TO CAPITAL. (a)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this


chapter, a participant may not receive from a limited trust


association any part of the participant ’s contribution to capital


unless:


(1)AAall liabilities of the limited trust association,


except liabilities to participants on account of contribution to


capital, have been paid;


(2)AAafter the withdrawal or reduction, sufficient


property of the limited trust association will remain to pay all


liabilities of the limited trust association, except liabilities to


participants on account of contribution to capital;


(3)AAall participants consent; or


(4)AAthe certificate of formation is canceled or


amended to set out the withdrawal or reduction.


(b)AAA participant may demand the return of the participant ’s


contribution to capital on the dissolution of the association and


the failure of the full liability participants to exercise the


right to carry on the business of the limited trust association as


provided by Section 183.208.


(c)AAA participant may demand the return of the participant ’s


contribution to capital only in cash unless a different form of


return of the contribution is allowed by the certificate of
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formation or by the unanimous consent of all participants.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 29, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A183.206.AAINTEREST IN LIMITED TRUST ASSOCIATION;


TRANSFERABILITY OF INTEREST. (a) The interest of a participant or


participant-transferee in a limited trust association is the


personal property of the participant or the participant-transferee


and may be transferred as provided by the bylaws or the


participation agreement.


(b)AAA transferee of a participant ’s interest has the status


of a participant-transferee and does not by the transfer become a


participant or obtain a right to participate in the management of


the limited trust association.


(c)AAA participant-transferee is entitled to receive only a


share of profits, return of contribution, or other distributive


benefit in respect to the interest transferred to which the


participant who transferred the interest would have been entitled.


(d)AAA participant-transferee may become a participant only


as provided by the bylaws or the participation agreement.


(e)AAA limited trust association may add additional


participants in the same manner as participant-transferees after


payment in full of the capital contribution to the limited trust


association payable for the issuance of additional participation


interests.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A183.207.AABYLAWS OF LIMITED TRUST ASSOCIATION. (a)AAA


limited trust association in which management is retained by the


participants is not required to adopt bylaws if the provisions


required by law to be contained in the bylaws are contained in the


certificate of formation or the participation agreement.


(b)AAIf a limited trust association has adopted bylaws that
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designate each full liability participant, the limited trust


association shall file a copy of the bylaws with the banking


commissioner. Only the portion of the bylaws designating each full


liability participant is a public record.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 30, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A183.208.AADISSOLUTION. (a)AAA limited trust


association organized under this chapter is dissolved on:


(1)AAthe expiration of the period fixed for the


duration of the limited trust association;


(2)AAa vote to dissolve or the execution of a written


consent to dissolve by all full liability participants, if any, and


a sufficient number of other participants that, combined with all


full liability participants, hold at least two-thirds of the


participation shares in each class in the association, or a greater


fraction as provided by the certificate of formation;


(3)AAexcept as provided by the certificate of


formation, the death, insanity, expulsion, bankruptcy, retirement,


or resignation of a participant unless a majority in interest of all


remaining participants elect in writing not later than the 90th day


after the date of the event to continue the business of the


association; or


(4)AAthe occurrence of an event of dissolution


specified in the certificate of formation.


(b)AAA dissolution under this section is considered to be the


initiation of a voluntary dissolution under Subchapter B, Chapter


186.


(c)AAAn event of dissolution described by Subsection (a)(3)


does not cancel or revoke a contract to which the limited trust


association is a party, including a trust indenture or agreement or


voluntary dissolution under Subchapter B, Chapter 186, until the


period for the remaining participants to continue the business of


the limited trust association has expired without the remaining
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participants having completed the necessary action to continue the


business of the limited trust association.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 31, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 183.209.AAALLOCATION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES.AAThe


profits and losses of a limited trust association may be allocated


among the participants and among classes of participants as


provided by the participation agreement.AAWithout the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner to use a different


allocation method, the profits and losses must be allocated


according to the relative interests of the participants as


reflected in the certificate of formation and related documents


filed with and approved by the banking commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 32, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 183.210.AADISTRIBUTIONS.AASubject to Section 182.103,


distributions of cash or other assets of a limited trust


association may be made to the participants as provided by the


participation agreement.AAWithout the prior written approval of


the banking commissioner to use a different distribution method,


distributions must be made to the participants according to the


relative interests of the participants as reflected in the


certificate of formation and related documents filed with and


approved by the banking commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 33, eff.


June 14, 2013.
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Sec.A183.211.AAAPPLICATION OF OTHER PROVISIONS TO LIMITED


TRUST ASSOCIATIONS. For purposes of applying the provisions of


this subtitle other than this subchapter to a limited trust


association, as the context requires:


(1)AAa manager and the board of managers are considered


to be a director and the board of directors;


(2)AAif there is not a board of managers, a participant


is considered to be a director and all of the participants are


considered to be the board of directors;


(3)AAa participant or participant-transferee is


considered to be a shareholder;


(4)AAa participation share is considered to be a share


of stock; and


(5)AAa distribution is considered to be a dividend.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 184. INVESTMENTS, LOANS, AND DEPOSITS


SUBCHAPTER A. ACQUISITION AND OWNERSHIP OF TRUST COMPANY FACILITIES


AND OTHER REAL PROPERTY


Sec.A184.001.AADEFINITION. In this subchapter, "state trust


company facility" means real property, including an improvement,


that a state trust company owns or leases, to the extent the lease


or the leasehold improvement is capitalized, for the purpose of:


(1)AAproviding space for state trust company employees


to perform their duties and for state trust company employees and


customers to park;


(2)AAconducting trust business, including meeting the


reasonable needs and convenience of the public and the state trust


company’s clients, computer operations, document and other item


processing, maintenance, and record retention and storage;


(3)AAholding, improving, and occupying as an incident


to future expansion of the state trust company’s facilities; or


(4)AAconducting another activity authorized by rules


adopted under this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.002.AAINVESTMENT IN STATE TRUST COMPANY FACILITIES.


(a)AAWithout the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state trust company may not directly or indirectly


invest an amount in excess of the company’s restricted capital in


state trust company facilities, furniture, fixtures, and


equipment.AAExcept as otherwise provided by rules adopted under


this subtitle, in computing the limitation provided by this


subsection a state trust company:


(1)AAshall include:


(A)AAits direct investment in state trust company


facilities;
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(B)AAan investment in equity or investment


securities of a company holding title to a facility used by the


state trust company for the purposes specified by Section 184.001;


(C)AAa loan made by the state trust company to or


on the security of equity or investment securities issued by a


company holding title to a facility used by the state trust company;


and


(D)AAany indebtedness incurred on state trust


company facilities by a company:


(i)AAthat holds title to the facility;


(ii)AAthat is an affiliate of the state trust


company; and


(iii)AAin which the state trust company is


invested in the manner described by Paragraph (B) or (C); and


(2)AAmay exclude an amount included under Subdivisions


(1)(B)-(D) to the extent any lease of a facility from the company


holding title to the facility is capitalized on the books of the


state trust company.


(b)AAReal property described by Subsection 184.001(3) and


not improved and occupied by the state trust company ceases to be a


state trust company facility on the third anniversary of the date of


its acquisition unless the banking commissioner on application


grants written approval to further delay in the improvement and


occupation of the property by the state trust company.


(c)AAA state trust company shall comply with regulatory


accounting principles in accounting for its investment in and


depreciation of trust company facilities, furniture, fixtures, and


equipment.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 14, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 98 (S.B. 1646), Sec. 2, eff.


May 19, 2023.


Sec.A184.003.AAOTHER REAL PROPERTY. (a)AAA state trust
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company may not invest its restricted capital in real property


except:


(1)AAas permitted by this subtitle or rules adopted


under this subtitle;


(2)AAwith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner; or


(3)AAas necessary to avoid or minimize a loss on a loan


or investment previously made in good faith.


(b)AAWith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state trust company may:


(1)AAexchange real property for other real property or


personal property;


(2)AAinvest additional money in or improve real


property acquired under this subsection or Subsection (a); or


(3)AAacquire additional real property to avoid or


minimize loss on real property acquired as permitted by Subsection


(a).


(c)AAA state trust company shall dispose of any real property


subject to Subsection (a) not later than the fifth anniversary of


the date the real property:


(1)AAwas acquired, except as otherwise provided by


rules adopted under this subtitle;


(2)AAceases to be used as a state trust company


facility; or


(3)AAceases to be a state trust company facility as


provided by Section 184.002(b).


(d)AAThe banking commissioner on application may grant one or


more extensions of time for disposing of real property under


Subsection (c) if the banking commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe state trust company has made a good faith


effort to dispose of the real property; or


(2)AAdisposal of the real property would be detrimental


to the state trust company.


(e)AASubject to the exercise of prudent judgment, a state


trust company may invest its secondary capital in real property.


The factors to be considered by a state trust company in exercise of


prudent judgment include the factors contained in Section
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184.101(e).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (H.B. 3607), Sec. 8.001,


eff. September 1, 2021.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 98 (S.B. 1646), Sec. 3, eff.


May 19, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER B. INVESTMENTS


Sec.A184.101.AASECURITIES. (a) A state trust company may


invest its restricted capital in any type or character of equity or


investment securities under the limitations provided by this


section.


(b)AAUnless the banking commissioner in writing approves


maintenance of a lesser amount, a state trust company must invest


and maintain an amount equal to at least 50 percent of the state


trust company’s restricted capital under Section 182.008 in


investment securities that are readily marketable and can be


converted to cash within four business days.


(c)AASubject to Subsection (d), the total investment of its


restricted capital in equity and investment securities of any one


issuer, obligor, or maker, and the total investment of its


restricted capital in mutual funds, held by the state trust company


for its own account, may not exceed an amount equal to 15 percent of


the state trust company’s restricted capital. The banking


commissioner may authorize investments in excess of this limitation


on written application if the banking commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe excess investment is not prohibited by other


applicable law; and


(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the requesting state


trust company is not adversely affected.


(d)AANotwithstanding Subsection (c), a state trust company


may invest its restricted capital, without limit subject to the


exercise of prudent judgment, in:


(1)AAbonds and other legally created general
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obligations of a state, an agency or political subdivision of a


state, the United States, or an agency or instrumentality of the


United States;


(2)AAobligations that this state, an agency or


political subdivision of this state, the United States, or an


agency or instrumentality of the United States has unconditionally


agreed to purchase, insure, or guarantee;


(3)AAsecurities that are offered and sold under 15


U.S.C. Section 77d(5);


(4)AAmortgage related securities or small business


related securities, as those terms are defined by 15 U.S.C. Section


78c(a);


(5)AAmortgages, obligations, or other securities that


are or ever have been sold by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage


Corporation under Section 305 or 306, Federal Home Loan Mortgage


Corporation Act (12 U.S.C. Sections 1434 and 1455);


(6)AAobligations, participations, or other instruments


of or issued by the Federal National Mortgage Association or the


Government National Mortgage Association;


(7)AAobligations issued by the Federal Agricultural


Mortgage Corporation, the Federal Farm Credit Banks Funding


Corporation, or a Federal Home Loan Bank;


(8)AAobligations of the Federal Financing Bank or the


Environmental Financing Authority;


(9)AAobligations or other instruments or securities of


the Student Loan Marketing Association; or


(10)AAqualified Canadian government obligations, as


defined by 12 U.S.C. Section 24.


(e)AAIn the exercise of prudent judgment, a state trust


company shall, at a minimum:


(1)AAexercise care and caution to make and implement


investment and management decisions for the entire investment


portfolio, taking into consideration the safety and soundness of


the state trust company;


(2)AApursue an overall investment strategy to enable


management to make appropriate present and future decisions; and


(3)AAconsider, to the extent relevant to the decision
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or action:


(A)AAthe size, diversification, and liquidity of


its corporate assets;


(B)AAthe general economic conditions;


(C)AAthe possible effect of inflation or


deflation;


(D)AAthe expected tax consequences of the


investment decisions or strategies;


(E)AAthe role that each investment or course of


action plays within the investment portfolio; and


(F)AAthe expected total return of the portfolio.


(f)AAA state trust company may invest its secondary capital


in any type or character of equity or investment securities subject


to the exercise of prudent judgment according to the standards


provided by Subsection (e).


(g)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer and


carry out this section, including rules to:


(1)AAestablish limits, requirements, or exemptions


other than those specified by this section for particular classes


or categories of investment; or


(2)AAlimit or expand investment authority for state


trust companies for particular classes or categories of securities


or other property.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 23, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 250 (S.B. 875), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A184.102.AATRANSACTIONS IN STATE TRUST COMPANY SHARES OR


PARTICIPATION SHARES. Except with the prior written approval of


the banking commissioner:


(1)AAa state trust company may not acquire its own


shares or participation shares unless the amount of its undivided


profits is sufficient to fully absorb the acquisition of the shares


or participation shares under regulatory accounting principles;
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and


(2)AAa state trust company may not acquire a lien on its


own shares or participation shares unless the amount of


indebtedness secured is less than the amount of the state trust


company’s undivided profits.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.103.AASTATE TRUST COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES. (a)


Except as otherwise provided by this subtitle or rules adopted


under this subtitle, and subject to the exercise of prudent


judgment, a state trust company may invest its secondary capital to


acquire or establish one or more subsidiaries to conduct any


activity that may lawfully be conducted through the form of


organization chosen for the subsidiary. The factors to be


considered by a state trust company in exercise of prudent judgment


include the factors contained in Section 184.101(e).


(b)AAA state trust company that intends to acquire,


establish, or perform new activities through a subsidiary shall


submit a letter to the banking commissioner describing in detail


the proposed activities of the subsidiary.


(c)AAThe state trust company may acquire or establish a


subsidiary or begin performing new activities in an existing


subsidiary on the 31st day after the date the banking commissioner


receives the state trust company’s letter, unless the banking


commissioner specifies an earlier or later date. The banking


commissioner may extend the 30-day period on a determination that


the state trust company’s letter raises issues that require


additional information or additional time for analysis. If the


period is extended, the state trust company may acquire or


establish the subsidiary, or perform new activities in an existing


subsidiary, only on prior written approval of the banking


commissioner.


(d)AAA subsidiary of a state trust company is subject to


regulation by the banking commissioner to the extent provided by


this subtitle or rules adopted under this section. In the absence


of limiting rules, the banking commissioner may regulate a
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subsidiary as if it were a state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 24, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A184.104.AAOTHER INVESTMENT PROVISIONS. (a) Without


the prior written approval of the banking commissioner, a state


trust company may not make any investment of its secondary capital


in any investment that incurs or may incur, under regulatory


accounting principles, a liability or contingent liability for the


state trust company.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may, on a case-by-case basis,


require a state trust company to dispose of any investment of its


secondary capital, if the banking commissioner finds that the


divestiture of the asset is necessary to protect the safety and


soundness of the state trust company. The banking commissioner in


the exercise of discretion under this subsection shall consider


safety and soundness factors, including those contained in Section


182.008(b). The proposed effective date of an order requiring a


state trust company to dispose of an asset must be stated in the


order and must be on or after the 21st day after the date the


proposed order is mailed or delivered. Unless the state trust


company requests a hearing before the banking commissioner in


writing before the effective date of the proposed order, the order


becomes effective and is final and nonappealable.


(c)AASubject to Subsections (a) and (b), to Section 184.105,


and to the exercise of prudent judgment, a state trust company may


invest its secondary capital in any type or character of investment


for the purpose of generating income or profit. The factors to be


considered by a state trust company in exercise of prudent judgment


include the factors contained in Section 184.101(e).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 25, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A184.105.AAENGAGING IN COMMERCE PROHIBITED. (a) Except


as otherwise provided by this subtitle or rules adopted under this
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subtitle, a state trust company may not invest its funds in trade or


commerce by buying, selling, or otherwise dealing goods or by


owning or operating a business not part of the state trust business,


except as necessary to fulfill a fiduciary obligation to a client.


(b)AAUnder this section, engaging in an approved financial


activity or an activity incidental or complementary to a financial


activity, whether as principal or agent, is not considered to be


engaging in commerce.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 26, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER C. LOANS


Sec.A184.201.AALENDING LIMITS. (a) A state trust company’s


total outstanding loans and extensions of credit to a person other


than an insider may not exceed an amount equal to 15 percent of the


state trust company’s restricted capital.


(b)AAThe aggregate loans and extensions of credit


outstanding at any time to insiders of the state trust company may


not exceed an amount equal to 15 percent of the state trust


company’s restricted capital. All covered transactions between an


insider and a state trust company must be engaged in only on terms


and under circumstances, including credit standards, that are


substantially the same as those for comparable transactions with a


person other than an insider.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer


this section, including rules to:


(1)AAestablish limits, requirements, or exemptions


other than those specified by this section for particular classes


or categories of loans or extensions of credit; and


(2)AAestablish collective lending and investment


limits.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may determine whether a loan or


extension of credit putatively made to a person will be attributed


to another person for purposes of this section.


(e)AAA state trust company may not lend trust deposits,
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except that a trustee may make a loan to a beneficiary of the trust


if the loan is expressly authorized or directed by the instrument or


transaction establishing the trust.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.202.AAVIOLATION OF LENDING LIMIT. (a) An officer,


director, manager, managing participant, or employee of a state


trust company who approves or participates in the approval of a loan


with actual knowledge that the loan violates Section 184.201 is


jointly and severally liable to the state trust company for the


lesser of the amount by which the loan exceeded applicable lending


limits or the state trust company’s actual loss. The person remains


liable for that amount until the loan and all prior indebtedness of


the borrower to the state trust company have been fully repaid.


(b)AAThe state trust company may initiate a proceeding to


collect an amount due under this section at any time before the date


the borrower defaults on the subject loan or any prior indebtedness


or before the fourth anniversary of that date.


(c)AAA person who is liable for and pays amounts to the state


trust company under this section is entitled to an assignment of the


state trust company’s claim against the borrower to the extent of


the payments.


(d)AAFor purposes of this section, an officer, director,


manager, managing participant, or employee of a state trust company


is presumed to know the amount of the state trust company’s lending


limit under Section 184.201 and the amount of the borrower’s


aggregate outstanding indebtedness to the state trust company


immediately before a new loan or extension of credit to that


borrower.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.203.AALEASE FINANCING TRANSACTION. (a) Subject to


rules adopted under this subtitle, a state trust company may become


the owner and lessor of tangible personal property for lease


financing transactions on a net lease basis on the specific request
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and for the use of a client. Without the written approval of the


banking commissioner to continue holding property acquired for


leasing purposes under this subsection, the state trust company may


not hold the property more than six months after the date of


expiration of the original or any extended or renewed lease period


agreed to by the client for whom the property was acquired or by a


subsequent lessee.


(b)AAA rental payment received by the state trust company in


a lease financing transaction under this section is considered to


be rent and not interest or compensation for the use, forbearance,


or detention of money. However, a lease financing transaction is


considered to be a loan or extension of credit for purposes of


Sections 184.201 and 184.202.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.204.AAGENERAL BANKING PRIVILEGES NOT CONFERRED.


This subchapter does not confer general banking privileges on a


state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER D. TRUST DEPOSITS


Sec.A184.301.AATRUST DEPOSITS. (a) A state trust company


may deposit trust funds with itself as an investment if:


(1)AAthe deposit is authorized by the settlor or


beneficiary;


(2)AAthe state trust company maintains as security for


the deposit a separate fund of securities, legal for trust


investments, under control of a federal reserve bank or a clearing


corporation, as defined by Section 8.102, Business & Commerce Code,


within or outside this state;


(3)AAthe total market value of the security is at all


times at least equal to the amount of the deposit; and


(4)AAthe separate fund is designated as a separate


fund.
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(b)AAA state trust company may make periodic withdrawals from


or additions to a securities fund required by Subsection (a) as long


as the required value is maintained. Income from the securities in


the fund belongs to the state trust company.


(c)AASecurity for a deposit under this section is not


required for a deposit under Subsection (a) to the extent the


deposit is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or


its successor.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.302.AAGENERAL BANKING PRIVILEGES NOT CONFERRED.


This subchapter does not confer general banking privileges on a


state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. LIABILITIES AND PLEDGE OF ASSETS


Sec.A184.401.AABORROWING LIMIT. Except with the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner, a state trust company


may not have outstanding liabilities, excluding trust deposit


liabilities arising under Section 184.301, that exceed an amount


equal to five times its restricted capital.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A184.402.AAPLEDGE OF ASSETS. (a) A state trust company


may not pledge or create a lien on any of its assets except to


secure:


(1)AAthe repayment of money borrowed;


(2)AAtrust deposits as specifically authorized or


required by:


(A)AASection 184.301;


(B)AATitle 9, Property Code; or


(C)AArules adopted under this chapter; or


(3)AAdeposits made by:
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(A)AAthe United States;


(B)AAa state, county, or municipality; or


(C)AAan agency of the United States or a state,


county, or municipality.


(b)AAAn act, deed, conveyance, pledge, or contract in


violation of this section is void.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 185. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. ENFORCEMENT ORDERS


Sec. 185.0001.AAAPPLICABILITY TO STATE TRUST COMPANY


SUBSIDIARIES.AAThis subchapter applies to a subsidiary of a state


trust company, a present or former officer, director, manager,


managing participant, or employee of a subsidiary, or a controlling


shareholder or other person participating in the affairs of a


subsidiary in the same manner as the subchapter applies to a state


trust company, a present or former officer, director, manager,


managing participant, or employee of a state trust company, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a state trust company.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 9,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A185.001.AADETERMINATION LETTER. (a) If the banking


commissioner determines from examination or other credible


evidence that a state trust company is in a condition that may


warrant the issuance of an enforcement order under this chapter,


the banking commissioner may notify the state trust company in


writing of the determination, the requirements the state trust


company must satisfy to abate the determination, and the time in


which the requirements must be satisfied to avert further


administrative action. The determination letter must be delivered


by personal delivery or by registered or certified mail, return


receipt requested.


(b)AAThe determination letter may be issued in connection


with the issuance of a cease and desist, removal, or prohibition


order under this subchapter or an order of supervision or


conservatorship under Subchapter B.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A185.002.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) The banking


commissioner has grounds to issue a cease and desist order to an


officer, employee, director, manager, or managing participant of a


state trust company, or the state trust company itself acting


through an authorized person, if the banking commissioner


determines from examination or other credible evidence that the


state trust company or person directly or indirectly has:


(1)AAviolated this subtitle or another applicable law


or rule;


(2)AAengaged in a breach of trust or other fiduciary


duty;


(3)AArefused to submit to examination or examination


under oath;


(4)AAconducted business in an unsafe or unsound manner;


or


(5)AAviolated a condition of the state trust company ’s


charter or an agreement between the state trust company or the


person and the banking commissioner or the department.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (a) and finds that an order to cease and desist from a


violation or other conduct described by Subsection (a) appears to


be necessary and in the best interest of a state trust company


involved and its clients, creditors, and shareholders or


participants, the banking commissioner may serve a proposed cease


and desist order on the state trust company and each person who


committed or participated in the violation. The order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or by registered


or certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


the order; and


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be earlier than the 21st day after the date the order is mailed


or delivered.


(b-1)AAA proposed cease and desist order may require an


officer, employee, director, manager, or managing participant of a


state trust company, or the state trust company itself acting
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through an authorized person, to cease or desist from a violation or


other practice or to take affirmative action to correct the


conditions resulting from a violation or other practice, including


the payment of restitution or other action that the banking


commissioner determines is appropriate.


(c)AAThe order takes effect if the state trust company or


person against whom the order is directed does not request a hearing


in writing before the effective date. After taking effect, the


order is final and nonappealable as to that state trust company or


person.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A185.003.AAREMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDER. (a)AAThe


banking commissioner has grounds to remove or prohibit a present or


former officer, director, manager, managing participant, or


employee of a state trust company from office or employment in, or


prohibit a controlling shareholder or participant or other person


participating in the affairs of a state trust company from further


participation in the affairs of, the state trust company or any


other entity chartered, registered, permitted, or licensed by the


banking commissioner if the banking commissioner determines from


examination or other credible evidence that:


(1)AAthe person:


(A)AAintentionally committed or participated in


the commission of an act described by Section 185.002(a) with


regard to the affairs of a financial institution, as defined by


Section 201.101;


(B)AAviolated a final cease and desist order


issued by a state or federal regulatory agency against the person or


an entity in which the person is or was an officer, director, or


employee; or


(C)AAmade, or caused to be made, false entries in


the records of a financial institution;
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(2)AAbecause of this action by the person:


(A)AAthe financial institution has suffered or


will probably suffer financial loss or expense, or other damage;


(B)AAthe interests of the clients, depositors,


creditors, or shareholders of the financial institution have been


or could be prejudiced; or


(C)AAthe person has received financial gain or


other benefit by reason of the action, or likely would have if the


action had not been discovered; and


(3)AAthat action by the person:


(A)AAinvolves personal dishonesty on the part of


the person; or


(B)AAdemonstrates wilful or continuing disregard


for the safety or soundness of the financial institution.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (a) and finds that a removal or prohibition order


appears to be necessary and in the best interest of the public, the


banking commissioner may serve a proposed removal or prohibition


order, as appropriate, on an officer, employee, director, manager


or managing participant, controlling shareholder or participant,


or other person alleged to have committed or participated in the


violation or other conduct described by Section 185.002(a).AAThe


order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or by registered


or certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


removal or prohibition;


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed order is


delivered or mailed; and


(4)AAstate the duration of the order, including whether


the duration of the order is perpetual.


(b-1)AAThe banking commissioner may make a removal or


prohibition order perpetual or effective for a specific period of


time, may probate the order, or may impose other conditions on the


order.


(c)AAThe order takes effect if the person against whom the
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order is directed does not request a hearing in writing before the


effective date. After taking effect the order is final and


nonappealable as to that person.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.017(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 9, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 15, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 185.0035.AAREMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDERS IN RESPONSE TO


CERTAIN CRIMINAL OFFENSES. (a)AAFor purposes of this section, a


person is considered to have been finally convicted of an offense if


the person’s case is not subject to further appellate review and:


(1)AAa sentence was imposed on the person;


(2)AAthe person received probation or community


supervision, including deferred adjudication community


supervision; or


(3)AAthe court deferred final disposition of the


person’s case.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner has grounds to remove or


prohibit a present or former officer, director, manager, managing


participant, or employee of a state trust company from office or


employment in, or prohibit a controlling shareholder or participant


or other person participating in the affairs of a state trust


company from further participation in the affairs of, the state


trust company or any other entity chartered, registered, permitted,


or licensed by the banking commissioner if the person has been


finally convicted of a felony offense involving:


(1)AAa financial institution, as defined by Section


201.101;


(2)AAdishonesty; or


(3)AAbreach of trust.
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(c)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (b), the banking commissioner may serve a removal or


prohibition order, as appropriate, on the person who has been


finally convicted of a felony offense.AAThe banking commissioner


shall also serve a copy of the order on any state trust company that


the person is affiliated with at the time of service of the order.


(d)AAAn order issued under this section becomes effective


immediately on service and continues in effect unless the order is:


(1)AAstayed or terminated by the banking commissioner;


(2)AAset aside by the banking commissioner after a


hearing; or


(3)AAstayed or vacated on appeal.


(e)AANot later than the 30th day after the date an order is


served under this section, the person against whom the order is


issued may request in writing a hearing before the banking


commissioner to show that the person’s continued service to a state


trust company or participation in the affairs of a state trust


company does not, or is unlikely to, threaten the interests of the


clients, depositors, creditors, or shareholders of the state trust


company or the public confidence in the state trust company.


(f)AANot later than the 30th day after the date a request for


a hearing is received under this section, the banking commissioner


shall hold the hearing, unless the party requesting the hearing


requests a later date.AAAt the hearing, the party requesting the


hearing has the burden of proof.


(g)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside, in whole or in part, the order.AAAn order


affirming or modifying the order is immediately final for purposes


of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as provided


by Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 12,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.004.AAHEARING ON PROPOSED ORDER. (a) A requested
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hearing on a proposed order shall be held not later than the 30th


day after the date the first request for a hearing on the order was


received by the banking commissioner unless the parties agree to a


later hearing date. Not later than the 11th day before the date of


the hearing, each party shall be given written notice by personal


delivery or by registered or certified mail, return receipt


requested, of the date set by the banking commissioner for the


hearing. At the hearing, the banking commissioner has the burden of


proof, and each person against whom the order is directed may


cross-examine witnesses and present evidence to show why the order


should not be issued.


(b)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall issue


or decline to issue the order. The order may be modified as


necessary to conform to the findings at the hearing and to require


the board to take necessary affirmative action to correct the


conditions cited in the order.


(c)AAAn order issued under this section is immediately final


for purposes of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed


as provided by Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.005.AAEMERGENCY ORDER. (a) If the banking


commissioner believes that immediate action is needed to prevent


immediate and irreparable harm to the state trust company and its


clients, creditors, and shareholders or participants, the banking


commissioner may issue one or more cease and desist, removal, or


prohibition orders as emergency orders to become effective


immediately on service without prior notice or hearing. Service


must be by personal delivery or by registered or certified mail,


return receipt requested.


(b)AAIn each emergency order the banking commissioner shall


notify the state trust company and any person against whom the


emergency order is directed of:
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(1)AAthe specific conduct requiring the order;


(2)AAthe citation of each statute or rule alleged to


have been violated;


(3)AAthe immediate and irreparable harm alleged to be


threatened;


(4)AAthe duration of the order, including whether the


duration of the order is perpetual; and


(5)AAthe right to a hearing.


(c)AAUnless a person against whom the order is directed


requests a hearing in writing before the 11th day after the date the


order is served on the person, the order is final and nonappealable


as to that person.


(d)AAA hearing requested under Subsection (c) must be:


(1)AAgiven priority over all other matters pending


before the banking commissioner; and


(2)AAheld not later than the 20th day after the date the


hearing is requested unless the parties agree to a later hearing


date.


(e)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside in whole or part the emergency order.AAAn order


affirming or modifying the order is immediately final for purposes


of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as provided


by Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


(f)AAAn emergency order continues in effect unless the order


is stayed by the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner


may impose any condition before granting a stay of the emergency


order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 10, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.006.AACOPY OF LETTER OR ORDER IN STATE TRUST COMPANY


RECORDS. A copy of any determination letter, proposed order,
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emergency order, or final order issued by the banking commissioner


under this subchapter shall be immediately brought to the attention


of the board of the affected state trust company, regardless of


whether the state trust company is a party, and filed in the minutes


of the board. Each director, manager, or managing participant


shall immediately certify to the banking commissioner in writing


that the certifying person has read and understood the


determination letter, proposed order, emergency order, or final


order. The required certification may not be considered an


admission of a person in a subsequent legal or administrative


proceeding.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.007.AAEFFECT OF FINAL REMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDER.


(a)AAExcept as provided by other law, without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner, a person subject to a final


and enforceable removal or prohibition order issued by the banking


commissioner, or by another state, federal, or foreign financial


institution regulatory agency, may not:


(1)AAserve as a director, officer, or employee of a


state trust company, state bank, or holding company of a state bank,


or as a director, officer, or employee with financial


responsibility of any other entity chartered, registered,


permitted, or licensed by the banking commissioner under the laws


of this state while the order is in effect;


(2)AAdirectly or indirectly participate in any manner


in the management of such an entity;


(3)AAdirectly or indirectly vote for a director of such


an entity; or


(4)AAsolicit, procure, transfer, attempt to transfer,


vote, or attempt to vote a proxy, consent, or authorization with


respect to voting rights in such an entity.


(b)AAThe person subject to the order remains entitled to


receive dividends or a share of profits, return of contribution, or


other distributive benefit from an entity identified in Subsection


(a)(1) with respect to voting securities in the entity owned by the
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person.


(c)AAIf voting securities of an entity identified in


Subsection (a)(1) cannot be voted under this section, the voting


securities are considered to be authorized but unissued for


purposes of determining the procedures for and results of the


affected vote.


(d)AAParticipants of a limited trust association in which a


participant has been finally removed or prohibited from


participation in the state trust company’s affairs under this


subchapter shall elect a board of managers.


(e)AAThis section and Section 185.008 do not prohibit a


removal or prohibition order that has indefinite duration or that


by its terms is perpetual.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.10, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.018(a), eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 11, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 185.0071.AAAPPLICATION FOR RELEASE FROM FINAL REMOVAL


OR PROHIBITION ORDER. (a)AAAfter the expiration of 10 years from


the date of issuance, a person who is subject to a prohibition or


removal order issued under this subchapter, regardless of the


order’s stated duration or date of issuance, may apply to the


banking commissioner to be released from the order.


(b)AAThe application must be made under oath and in the form


required by the banking commissioner.AAThe application must be


accompanied by any required fees.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner, in the exercise of


discretion, may approve or deny an application filed under this


section.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner ’s decision under Subsection


(c) is final and not appealable.
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Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 12,


eff. May 28, 2011.


Sec.A185.008.AALIMITATION ON ACTION. The banking


commissioner may not initiate an enforcement action under this


subchapter later than the fifth anniversary of the date the banking


commissioner discovered or reasonably should have discovered the


conduct involved.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 185.009.AAENFORCEMENT BY COMMISSIONER. (a)AAIf the


banking commissioner reasonably believes that a state trust company


or other person has violated any of the following, the banking


commissioner may take any action authorized under Subsection (a-1):


(1)AAthis subtitle or rules enacted under this subtitle


and, as a result of that violation, exposed or could have exposed


the state trust company or its clients, creditors, shareholders, or


participants to harm;


(2)AAother applicable law of this state and, as a result


of that violation, exposed or could have exposed the state trust


company or its clients, creditors, shareholders, or participants to


harm; or


(3)AAa final order issued by the banking commissioner.


(a-1)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinitiate administrative penalty proceedings


against the state trust company or other person, as applicable, in


accordance with Sections 185.010 and 185.011;


(2)AArefer the matter to the attorney general for


enforcement by injunction or other available remedy; or


(3)AApursue any other action the banking commissioner


considers appropriate under applicable law.


(b)AAIf the attorney general prevails in an action brought


under Subsection (a-1)(2), the attorney general is entitled to


recover reasonable attorney ’s fees from a state trust company or


person committing the violation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 13, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Sec. 185.010.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner may initiate a proceeding for an administrative


penalty against a state trust company or other person by serving on


the state trust company or other person, as applicable, notice of


the time and place of a hearing on the penalty.AAThe hearing may not


be held earlier than the 20th day after the date the notice is


served.AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe served by personal delivery or by registered or


certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAcontain a statement of the conduct alleged to


constitute a violation; and


(3)AAif the alleged violation is described by Section


185.009(a)(1) or (2), identify corrective action that the state


trust company or other person must take to avoid or reduce the


amount of a penalty that would otherwise be imposed under this


section.


(b)AAIn determining the amount of any penalty to be imposed,


the banking commissioner shall consider the following factors:


(1)AAthe financial resources of the state trust company


or other person;


(2)AAthe good faith of the state trust company or other


person, including any corrective action taken;


(3)AAthe gravity of the violation;


(4)AAthe history of previous violations;


(5)AAan offset of the amount of the penalty by the


amount of any penalty imposed by another state or federal agency for


the same conduct; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner determines after the


hearing that the alleged conduct occurred and that the conduct


constitutes a violation, the banking commissioner may impose an


administrative penalty against a state trust company or other
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person, as applicable, in an amount:


(1)AAif imposed against a state trust company, not more


than $10,000 for each violation for each day the violation


continues, except that the maximum administrative penalty that may


be imposed is the lesser of $500,000 or one percent of the state


trust company ’s assets; or


(2)AAif imposed against a person other than a state


trust company, not more than $5,000 for each violation for each day


the violation continues, except that the maximum administrative


penalty that may be imposed is $250,000.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 14, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 185.011.AAPAYMENT OR APPEAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a)AAWhen a penalty order under Section 185.010 becomes final, a


state trust company or other person, as applicable, shall pay the


penalty or appeal by filing a petition for judicial review.


(b)AAThe petition for judicial review stays the penalty order


during the period preceding the decision of the court.AAIf the


court sustains the order, the court shall order the state trust


company or other person, as applicable, to pay the full amount of


the penalty or a lower amount determined by the court.AAIf the court


does not sustain the order, a penalty is not owed.AAIf the final


judgment of the court requires payment of a penalty, interest


accrues on the penalty, at the rate charged on loans to depository


institutions by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, beginning on


the date the judgment is final and ending on the date the penalty


and interest are paid.


(c)AAIf the state trust company or other person, as


applicable, does not pay the penalty imposed under a final and


nonappealable penalty order, the banking commissioner shall refer


the matter to the attorney general for enforcement.AAThe attorney
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general is entitled to recover reasonable attorney ’s fees from the


state trust company or other person, as applicable, if the attorney


general prevails in judicial action necessary for collection of the


penalty.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 15, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Sec. 185.012.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS.AAA copy of a


notice, correspondence, transcript, pleading, or other document in


the records of the department relating to an order issued under this


subchapter is confidential and may be released only as provided by


Subchapter D, Chapter 181, except that the banking commissioner


periodically shall publish all final removal and prohibition


orders.AAThe banking commissioner may release a final cease and


desist order, a final order imposing an administrative penalty, or


information regarding the existence of any of those orders to the


public if the banking commissioner concludes that the release would


enhance effective enforcement of the order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 16, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Sec.A185.013.AACOLLECTION OF FEES. The banking commissioner


may sue to enforce the collection of a fee owed to the department


under a law administered by the banking commissioner. In the suit a


certificate by the banking commissioner showing the delinquency is


prima facie evidence of:


(1)AAthe levy of the fee or the delinquency of the


stated fee amount; and


(2)AAcompliance by the banking commissioner with the


law relating to the computation and levy of the fee.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. SUPERVISION AND CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec. 185.1001.AAAPPLICABILITY TO STATE TRUST COMPANY


SUBSIDIARIES.AAThis subchapter applies to a subsidiary of a state


trust company, a present or former officer, director, manager,


managing participant, or employee of a subsidiary, or a controlling


shareholder or other person participating in the affairs of a


subsidiary in the same manner as the subchapter applies to a state


trust company, a present or former officer, director, manager,


managing participant, or employee of a state trust company, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a state trust company.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 13,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A185.101.AAORDER OF SUPERVISION. (a) The banking


commissioner by order may appoint a supervisor over a state trust


company if the banking commissioner determines from examination or


other credible evidence that the state trust company is in


hazardous condition and that an order of supervision appears to be


necessary and in the best interest of the state trust company and


its clients, creditors, and shareholders or participants, or the


public.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue the order without


prior notice.


(c)AASubject to Subsection (d), the supervisor serves until


the earlier of:


(1)AAthe expiration of the period stated in the order of


supervision; or


(2)AAthe date the banking commissioner determines that


the requirements for abatement of the order have been satisfied.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may terminate an order of


supervision at any time.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A185.102.AAORDER OF CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) The banking


commissioner by order may appoint a conservator for a state trust


company if the banking commissioner determines from examination or


other credible evidence that the state trust company is in


hazardous condition and immediate and irreparable harm is


threatened to the state trust company, its clients, creditors, or


shareholders or participants, or the public.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue the order without


prior notice at any time before, during, or after the period of


supervision.


(c)AAAn order of conservatorship issued under this section


must specifically state the basis for the order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.103.AAHEARING. (a) An order issued under Section


185.101 or 185.102 must contain or be accompanied by a notice that,


at the request of the state trust company, a hearing will be held


before the banking commissioner at which the state trust company


may cross-examine witnesses and present evidence to contest the


order or show that it has satisfied all requirements for abatement


of the order. The banking commissioner has the burden of proof for


any continuation of the order or the issuance of a new order.


(b)AATo contest or modify the order or demonstrate that it


has satisfied all requirements for abatement of the order, the


state trust company shall submit to the banking commissioner a


written request for a hearing. The request must state the grounds


for the request to set aside or modify the order. On receiving a


request for hearing, the banking commissioner shall serve notice of


the time and place of the hearing, which must be not later than the


10th day after the date the banking commissioner receives the


request for a hearing unless the parties agree to a later hearing


date. The notice must be delivered by personal delivery or by
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registered or certified mail, return receipt requested.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAdelay a decision for a prompt examination of the


state trust company; and


(2)AAreopen the record as necessary to allow


presentation of the results of the examination and appropriate


opportunity for cross-examination and presentation of other


relevant evidence.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.104.AAPOST-HEARING ORDER. (a) If after the hearing


the banking commissioner finds that the state trust company has


been rehabilitated, that its hazardous condition has been remedied,


that irreparable harm is no longer threatened, or that the state


trust company should otherwise be released from the order, the


banking commissioner shall release the state trust company from the


order, subject to conditions the banking commissioner from the


evidence believes are warranted to preserve the safety and


soundness of the state trust company.


(b)AAIf after the hearing the banking commissioner finds that


the state trust company has failed to comply with the lawful


requirements of the banking commissioner, has not been


rehabilitated, is insolvent, or otherwise continues in hazardous


condition, the banking commissioner by order shall:


(1)AAappoint or reappoint a supervisor pursuant to


Section 185.101;


(2)AAappoint or reappoint a conservator pursuant to


Section 185.102; or


(3)AAtake other appropriate action authorized by law.


(c)AAAn order issued under Subsection (b) is immediately


final for purposes of appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as


provided by Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 27, eff.
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September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.105.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS. An order issued


under this subchapter and a copy of a notice, correspondence,


transcript, pleading, or other document in the records of the


department relating to the order are confidential and may be


released only as provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 181, except that


the banking commissioner may release to the public an order or


information relating to the existence of an order if the banking


commissioner concludes that the release would enhance effective


enforcement of the order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 185.106.AADUTIES OF STATE TRUST COMPANY UNDER


SUPERVISION.AADuring a period of supervision, a state trust


company, without the prior approval of the banking commissioner or


the supervisor or as otherwise permitted or restricted by the order


of supervision, may not:


(1)AAdispose of, sell, transfer, convey, or encumber


the state trust company’s assets;


(2)AAlend or invest the state trust company’s funds;


(3)AAincur a debt, obligation, or liability;


(4)AApay a cash dividend to the state trust company ’s


shareholders or participants;


(5)AAsolicit or accept any new client accounts; or


(6)AAremove an executive officer or director, change


the number of executive officers or directors, or have any other


change in the position of executive officer or director.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 16, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A185.107.AAPOWERS AND DUTIES OF CONSERVATOR. (a) A


conservator appointed under this subchapter shall immediately take
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charge of the state trust company and all of its property, books,


records, and affairs on behalf and at the direction and control of


the banking commissioner.


(b)AASubject to any limitation contained in the order of


appointment or other direction of the banking commissioner, the


conservator has all the powers of the directors, managers, managing


participants, officers, and shareholders or participants of a state


trust company and shall conduct the business of the state trust


company and take all steps the conservator considers appropriate to


remove the causes and conditions requiring the conservatorship.


During the conservatorship, the board may not direct or participate


in the affairs of the state trust company.


(c)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this subchapter, by


rules adopted under this subtitle, or by Section 12.106, the


conservator has the rights and privileges and is subject to the


duties, restrictions, penalties, conditions, and limitations of


the directors, officers, and employees of state trust companies.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.108.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF APPOINTEE. The banking


commissioner may appoint as a supervisor or conservator any person


who in the judgment of the banking commissioner is qualified to


serve. The banking commissioner may serve as, or may appoint an


employee of the department to serve as, a supervisor or


conservator.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.109.AAEXPENSES. (a) The banking commissioner


shall determine and approve the reasonable expenses attributable to


the service of a supervisor or conservator, including costs


incurred by the department and the compensation and expenses of the


supervisor or conservator and any professional employees appointed


to represent or assist the supervisor or conservator. The banking


commissioner or an employee of the department may not receive


compensation in addition to salary for serving as supervisor or
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conservator, but the department may receive reimbursement for the


fully allocated personnel cost associated with service of the


banking commissioner or an employee as supervisor or conservator.


(b)AAAll approved expenses shall be paid by the state trust


company as the banking commissioner determines. The banking


commissioner has a lien against the assets and funds of the state


trust company to secure payment of approved expenses. The lien has


a higher priority than any other lien against the state trust


company.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter,


the state trust company may employ an attorney and other persons the


state trust company selects to assist the state trust company in


contesting or satisfying the requirements of an order of


supervision or conservatorship. The banking commissioner shall


authorize the payment of reasonable fees and expenses from the


state trust company for the attorney or other persons as expenses of


the supervision or conservatorship.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may defer collection of


assessment and examination fees by the department from the state


trust company during a period of supervision or conservatorship if


deferral appears to aid prospects for rehabilitation. As a


condition of release from supervision or conservatorship, the


banking commissioner may require the rehabilitated state trust


company to pay or develop a reasonable plan for payment of deferred


fees.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.110.AAREVIEW OF SUPERVISOR OR CONSERVATOR


DECISIONS. (a) Notwithstanding Section 185.107(b), a majority of


the state trust company’s board, acting directly or through counsel


who affirmatively represents that the requisite majority has been


obtained, may request in writing that the banking commissioner


review an action taken or proposed by the supervisor or


conservator. The request must specify why the action would not be


in the best interest of the state trust company. The banking


commissioner shall investigate to the extent necessary and make a
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prompt written ruling on the request. If the action has not yet


been taken or if the effect of the action can be postponed, the


banking commissioner may stay the action on request pending review.


(b)AAIf a majority of the state trust company ’s board objects


to the banking commissioner’s ruling, the majority may request a


hearing before the banking commissioner. The request must be made


not later than the 10th day after the date the state trust company


is notified of the ruling.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner shall give the board notice of


the time and place of the hearing by personal delivery or by


registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. The


hearing may not be held later than the 10th day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the request for a hearing unless the


parties agree to a later hearing date. At the hearing the board has


the burden of proof to demonstrate that the action is not in the


best interest of the state trust company.


(d)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside in whole or part the prior ruling.AAAn order


supporting the action contested by the board is immediately final


for purposes of appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as provided by


Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.111.AASUIT FILED AGAINST OR ON BEHALF OF STATE TRUST


COMPANY UNDER SUPERVISION OR CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) A suit filed


against a state trust company while the state trust company is under


conservatorship, or against a person in connection with an action


taken or decision made by that person as a supervisor or conservator


of a state trust company, must be brought in Travis County


regardless of whether the state trust company remains under an


order of supervision or conservatorship.


(b)AAA conservator may sue a person on the trust company ’s


behalf to preserve, protect, or recover state trust company assets,
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including claims or causes of action. The suit may be in:


(1)AATravis County; or


(2)AAanother location where jurisdiction and venue


against that person may be obtained under law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.112.AADURATION. A supervisor or conservator serves


for the period necessary to accomplish the purposes of the


supervision or conservatorship as intended by this subchapter. A


rehabilitated state trust company shall be returned to its former


or new management under conditions reasonable and necessary to


prevent recurrence of the conditions causing the supervision or


conservatorship.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.113.AAADMINISTRATIVE ELECTION OF REMEDIES. The


banking commissioner may take any action authorized under Chapter


186 regardless of the existence of supervision or conservatorship.


A period of supervision or conservatorship is not required before a


trust company is closed for liquidation or other remedial action is


taken.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.114.AARELEASE BEFORE HEARING. This subchapter does


not prevent release of a state trust company from supervision or


conservatorship before a hearing if the banking commissioner is


satisfied that requirements for abatement have been adequately


satisfied.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. UNAUTHORIZED TRUST ACTIVITY: INVESTIGATION AND


ENFORCEMENT
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Sec.A185.201.AAINVESTIGATION OF UNAUTHORIZED TRUST


ACTIVITY. (a) If the banking commissioner has reason to believe


that a person has engaged, is engaging, or is likely to engage in an


unauthorized trust activity, the banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinvestigate as necessary within or outside this


state to:


(A)AAdetermine whether the unauthorized trust


activity has occurred or is likely to occur; or


(B)AAaid in the enforcement of the laws


administered by the banking commissioner;


(2)AAinitiate appropriate disciplinary action as


provided by this subchapter; and


(3)AAreport any unauthorized trust activity to a law


enforcement agency or another regulatory agency with appropriate


jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAon written request furnish to a law enforcement


agency evidence the banking commissioner has compiled in connection


with the unauthorized activity, including materials, documents,


reports, and complaints; and


(2)AAassist the law enforcement agency or other


regulatory agency as requested.


(c)AAA person acting without malice, fraudulent intent, or


bad faith is not subject to liability, including liability for


libel, slander, or other relevant tort, because the person files a


report or furnishes, orally or in writing, information concerning a


suspected, anticipated, or completed unauthorized activity to a law


enforcement agency, the banking commissioner or another regulatory


agency with appropriate jurisdiction, or an agent or employee of a


law enforcement agency, the banking commissioner, or other


regulatory agency. The person is entitled to attorney ’s fees and


court costs if the person prevails in an action for libel, slander,


or any other relevant tort based on the report or other information


the person furnished as provided by this subchapter.


(d)AAThis section does not:


(1)AAaffect or modify a common law or statutory


privilege or immunity;
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(2)AApreempt the authority or relieve the duty of a law


enforcement agency or other regulatory agency with appropriate


jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute suspected criminal acts;


(3)AAprohibit a person from voluntarily disclosing


information to a law enforcement agency or other regulatory agency;


or


(4)AAlimit a power or duty granted to the banking


commissioner under this subtitle or other law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.202.AASUBPOENA AUTHORITY. (a) This section


applies only to an investigation of an unauthorized trust activity


as provided by Section 185.201, and does not affect the conduct of a


contested case under Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue a subpoena to compel


the attendance and testimony of a witness or the production of a


book, account, record, paper, or correspondence relating to a


matter that the banking commissioner has authority to consider or


investigate at the department’s offices in Austin or at another


place the banking commissioner designates.


(c)AAThe subpoena must be signed and issued by the banking


commissioner or a deputy banking commissioner.


(d)AAA person who is required by subpoena to attend a


proceeding before the banking commissioner is entitled to receive:


(1)AAreimbursement for mileage, in the amount provided


for travel by a state employee, for traveling to or returning from a


proceeding that is more than 25 miles from the witness ’s residence;


and


(2)AAa fee for each day or part of a day the witness is


necessarily present as a witness in an amount equal to the per diem


travel allowance of a state employee.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may serve the subpoena or have


it served by an authorized agent of the banking commissioner, a


sheriff, or a constable. The sheriff or constable’s fee for serving


the subpoena is the same as the fee paid the sheriff or constable


for similar services.
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(f)AAA person possessing materials located outside this


state that are requested by the banking commissioner may make the


materials available to the banking commissioner or a representative


of the banking commissioner for examination at the place where the


materials are located. The banking commissioner may:


(1)AAdesignate a representative, including an official


of the state in which the materials are located, to examine the


materials; and


(2)AArespond to a similar request from an official of


another state, the United States, or a foreign country.


(g)AAA subpoena issued under this section to a financial


institution is not subject to Section 59.006.


(h)AAExcept to the extent disclosure is necessary to locate


and produce responsive records or obtain legal representation and


subject to Subsection (i), a subpoena issued under this section may


provide that the person to whom the subpoena is directed or any


person who comes into receipt of the subpoena may not:


(1)AAdisclose that the subpoena has been issued;


(2)AAdisclose or describe any records requested in the


subpoena;


(3)AAdisclose whether records have been furnished in


response to the subpoena; or


(4)AAif the subpoena requires a person to be examined


under oath, disclose or describe the examination, including the


questions asked, the testimony given, or the transcript produced.


(i)AAA subpoena issued under this section may prohibit the


disclosure of information described by Subsection (h) only if the


banking commissioner finds, and the subpoena states, that:


(1)AAthe subpoena, the examination, or the records


relate to an ongoing investigation; and


(2)AAthe disclosure could significantly impede or


jeopardize the investigation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.11, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(e), eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:
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Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A185.203.AAENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA. (a) If necessary,


the banking commissioner may apply to a district court in Travis


County or in the county in which the subpoena was served for


enforcement of the subpoena, and the court may issue an order


compelling compliance.


(b)AAIf the court orders compliance with the subpoena or


finds the person in contempt for failure to obey the order, the


banking commissioner, or the attorney general if representing the


banking commissioner, may recover reasonable court costs,


attorney’s fees, and investigative costs incurred in the


proceeding.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.204.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF SUBPOENAED RECORDS. (a)


A book, account, record, paper, correspondence, or other document


subpoenaed and produced under Section 185.202 that is otherwise


made privileged or confidential by law remains privileged or


confidential unless admitted into evidence at an administrative


hearing or in a court. The banking commissioner may issue an order


protecting the confidentiality or privilege of the document and


restricting its use or distribution by any person or in any


proceeding, other than a proceeding before the banking


commissioner.


(b)AASubject to Subchapter D, Chapter 181, and


confidentiality provisions of other law administered by the banking


commissioner, information or material acquired under Section


185.202 under a subpoena is not a public record for the period the


banking commissioner considers reasonably necessary to complete


the investigation, protect the person being investigated from


unwarranted injury, or serve the public interest. The information


or material is not subject to a subpoena, except a grand jury


subpoena, until released for public inspection by the banking


commissioner or, after notice and a hearing, a district court
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determines that the public interest and any investigation by the


banking commissioner would not be jeopardized by obeying the


subpoena. The district court order may not apply to:


(1)AAa record or communication received from another


law enforcement or regulatory agency except on compliance with the


confidentiality laws governing the records of the other agency; or


(2)AAan internal note, memorandum, report, or


communication made in connection with a matter that the banking


commissioner has the authority to consider or investigate, except


on good cause and compliance with applicable confidentiality laws.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.205.AAEVIDENCE. (a) On certification by the


banking commissioner, a book, record, paper, or document produced


or testimony taken as provided by Section 185.202 and held by the


department is admissible as evidence in any case without prior


proof of its correctness and without other proof. The certified


book, record, document, or paper, or a certified copy, is prima


facie evidence of the facts it contains.


(b)AAThis section does not limit another provision of this


subtitle or a law that provides for the admission of evidence or its


evidentiary value.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.206.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER REGARDING UNAUTHORIZED


TRUST ACTIVITY. (a) The banking commissioner may serve a proposed


cease and desist order on a person the banking commissioner


believes is engaging or is likely to engage in an unauthorized trust


activity. The order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or registered or


certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person ’s last


known address;


(2)AAstate the acts or practices alleged to be an


unauthorized activity; and


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may
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not be earlier than the 21st day after the date the proposed order


is mailed or delivered.


(b)AAUnless the person against whom the proposed order is


directed requests a hearing in writing before the effective date of


the proposed order, the order takes effect and is final and


nonappealable as to that person.


(c)AAA requested hearing on a proposed order shall be held


not later than the 30th day after the date the first written request


for a hearing on the order is received by the banking commissioner


unless the parties agree to a later hearing date. At the hearing,


the banking commissioner has the burden of proof and must present


evidence in support of the order. Each person against whom the


order is directed may cross-examine witnesses and show cause why


the order should not be issued.


(d)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall issue


or decline to issue a cease and desist order. The proposed order


may be modified as necessary to conform to the findings at the


hearing. An order issued under this subsection:


(1)AAis immediately final for purposes of enforcement


and appeal; and


(2)AAmust require the person to immediately cease and


desist from the unauthorized trust activity.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may release a final cease and


desist order issued under this section or information relating to


the existence of the order to the public if the banking commissioner


finds that the release would enhance the effective enforcement of


the order or will serve the public interest.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.207.AAEMERGENCY CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) The


banking commissioner may issue an emergency cease and desist order


to a person who the banking commissioner reasonably believes is


engaging in a continuing unauthorized trust activity that is


fraudulent or threatens immediate and irreparable public harm.


(b)AAThe order must:


(1)AAbe delivered on issuance to each person affected
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by the order by personal delivery or registered or certified mail,


return receipt requested, to the person’s last known address;


(2)AAstate the specific charges and require the person


immediately to cease and desist from the unauthorized activity;


and


(3)AAcontain a notice that a request for hearing may be


filed under this section.


(c)AAUnless a person against whom the emergency order is


directed requests a hearing in writing before the 11th day after the


date it is served on the person, the emergency order is final and


nonappealable as to that person. A request for a hearing must:


(1)AAbe in writing and directed to the banking


commissioner; and


(2)AAstate the grounds for the request to set aside or


modify the order.


(d)AAOn receiving a request for a hearing, the banking


commissioner shall serve notice of the time and place of the hearing


by personal delivery or registered or certified mail, return


receipt requested. The hearing must be held not later than the 10th


day after the date the banking commissioner receives the request


for a hearing unless the parties agree to a later hearing date. At


the hearing, the banking commissioner has the burden of proof and


must present evidence in support of the order. The person


requesting the hearing may cross-examine witnesses and show cause


why the order should not be affirmed.


(e)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall


affirm, modify, or set aside in whole or part the emergency cease


and desist order. An order affirming or modifying the emergency


cease and desist order is immediately final for purposes of


enforcement and appeal.


(f)AAAn order continues in effect unless the order is stayed


by the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner may impose


any condition before granting a stay of the order.


(g)AAThe banking commissioner may release a final cease and


desist order issued under this section or information regarding the


existence of the order to the public if the banking commissioner


finds that the release would enhance the effective enforcement of
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the order or will serve the public interest.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.208.AAAPPEAL OF CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) A


person affected by a cease and desist order issued, affirmed, or


modified after a hearing may file a petition for judicial review.


(b)AAA filed petition for judicial review does not stay or


vacate the order unless the court, after hearing, specifically


stays or vacates the order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.209.AAVIOLATION OF FINAL CEASE AND DESIST ORDER.


(a) If the banking commissioner reasonably believes that a person


has violated a final and enforceable cease and desist order, the


banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinitiate administrative penalty proceedings under


Section 185.210;


(2)AArefer the matter to the attorney general for


enforcement by injunction and any other available remedy; or


(3)AApursue any other action the banking commissioner


considers appropriate under applicable law.


(b)AAIf the attorney general prevails in an action brought


under Subsection (a)(2), the attorney general is entitled to


reasonable attorney’s fees.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.210.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) The banking


commissioner may initiate an action for an administrative penalty


against a person for a violation of a cease and desist order by


serving on the person notice of the time and place of a hearing on


the penalty. The notice must be delivered by personal delivery or


registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to the


person’s last known address. The hearing may not be held earlier


than the 20th day after the date the notice is served. The notice
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must contain a statement of the facts or conduct alleged to be in


violation of the cease and desist order.


(b)AAIn determining whether a cease and desist order has been


violated, the banking commissioner shall consider the maintenance


of procedures reasonably adopted to ensure compliance with the


order.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner after the hearing


determines that a cease and desist order has been violated, the


banking commissioner may:


(1)AAimpose an administrative penalty in an amount not


to exceed $25,000 for each separate act of unauthorized activity;


(2)AAdirect the person against whom the order was


issued to make complete restitution, in the form and amount and


within the period determined by the banking commissioner, to each


resident of this state and entity operating in this state damaged by


the violation; or


(3)AAboth impose the penalty and direct restitution.


(d)AAIn determining the amount of the penalty and whether to


impose restitution, the banking commissioner shall consider:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of any prohibited act;


(2)AAthe economic harm caused by the violation;


(3)AAthe history of previous violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter future violations;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation;


(6)AAwhether the violation was intentional or


unintentional;


(7)AAthe financial ability of the person against whom


the penalty is to be assessed; and


(8)AAany other matter that justice may require.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A185.211.AAPAYMENT AND APPEAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a) When an administrative penalty order under Section 185.210


becomes final, a person affected by the order, within the time


permitted by law for appeal, shall:
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(1)AApay the amount of the penalty;


(2)AApay the amount of the penalty and file a petition


for judicial review contesting the occurrence of the violation, the


amount of the penalty, or both; or


(3)AAwithout paying the amount of the penalty, file a


petition for judicial review contesting the occurrence of the


violation, the amount of the penalty, or both.


(b)AAWithin the time permitted by law for appeal, a person


who acts under Subsection (a)(3) may:


(1)AAstay enforcement of the penalty by:


(A)AApaying the amount of the penalty to the court


for placement in an escrow account; or


(B)AAgiving the court a supersedeas bond that is


approved by the court for the amount of the penalty and that is


effective until all judicial review of the order is final; or


(2)AArequest the court to stay enforcement of the


penalty by:


(A)AAfiling with the court a sworn affidavit of


the person stating that the person is financially unable to pay the


amount of the penalty and is financially unable to give the


supersedeas bond; and


(B)AAgiving a copy of the affidavit to the banking


commissioner by certified mail.


(c)AANot later than the fifth day after the date the banking


commissioner receives a copy of an affidavit under Subsection


(b)(2), the banking commissioner may file with the court a contest


to the affidavit. The court shall hold a hearing on the facts


alleged in the affidavit as soon as practicable and shall stay the


enforcement of the penalty on finding that the alleged facts are


true. The person who files an affidavit has the burden of proving


that the person is financially unable to pay the amount of the


penalty and to give a supersedeas bond.


(d)AAIf the person does not pay the amount of the penalty and


the enforcement of the penalty is not stayed, the banking


commissioner may refer the matter to the attorney general for


collection of the amount of the penalty.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


Sec.A185.212.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a) If on judicial review the court sustains the penalty order, the


court shall order the person to pay the full amount of the penalty


or a lower amount determined by the court. If the court does not


sustain the order, a penalty is not owed.


(b)AAWhen the judgment of the court becomes final, if the


person paid the amount of the penalty and if that amount is reduced


or is not upheld by the court, the court shall order that the


appropriate amount plus accrued interest computed at the annual


rate of 10 percent be remitted to the person. The interest shall be


paid for the period beginning on the date the penalty was paid and


ending on the date the penalty is remitted. If the person gave a


supersedeas bond and the amount of the penalty is not upheld by the


court, the court shall order the release of the bond. If the person


gave a supersedeas bond and the amount of the penalty is reduced,


the court shall order the release of the bond after the person pays


the amount of the penalty.


(c)AAIf the judgment of the court requires payment of a


penalty that has not previously been paid, the court shall order as


part of its judgment that interest accrues on the penalty at the


annual rate of 10 percent, beginning on the date the judgment is


final and ending on the date the penalty and interest are paid.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 186. DISSOLUTION AND RECEIVERSHIP


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A186.001.AADEFINITION. In this chapter, "administrative


expense" means:


(1)AAan expense designated as an administrative expense


by Subchapter C or D;


(2)AAcourt costs and expenses of operation and


liquidation of a state trust company estate;


(3)AAwages owed to an employee of a state trust company


for services rendered within three months before the date the state


trust company was closed for liquidation and not exceeding:


(A)AA$2,000 to each employee; or


(B)AAanother amount set by rules adopted under


this subtitle;


(4)AAcurrent wages owed to a state trust company


employee whose services are retained by the receiver for services


rendered after the date the state trust company is closed for


liquidation;


(5)AAan unpaid expense of supervision or


conservatorship of the state trust company before its closing for


liquidation; and


(6)AAany unpaid fees or assessments owed to the


department.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.002.AAREMEDIES EXCLUSIVE. (a) Unless the banking


commissioner so requests, a court may not:


(1)AAorder the closing or suspension of operation of a


state trust company; or


(2)AAappoint for a state trust company a receiver,


supervisor, conservator, or liquidator, or other person with
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similar responsibility.


(b)AAA person may not be designated receiver, supervisor,


conservator, or liquidator without the voluntary approval and


concurrence of the banking commissioner.


(c)AAThis chapter prevails over any other conflicting law of


this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.003.AAFEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION AS


LIQUIDATOR. (a) The banking commissioner without court action may


tender a state trust company that has been closed for liquidation to


the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor as


receiver and liquidating agent if the trust deposits of the state


trust company were insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation or its successor on the date of closing.


(b)AAAfter acceptance of tender of the state trust company,


the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor shall


perform the acts and duties as receiver of the state trust company


that it considers necessary or desirable and that are permitted or


required by federal law or this chapter.


(c)AAIf the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor refuses to accept tender of the state trust company, the


banking commissioner shall act as receiver.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.004.AAAPPOINTMENT OF INDEPENDENT RECEIVER. (a) On


request of the banking commissioner, the court in which a


liquidation proceeding is pending may:


(1)AAappoint an independent receiver; and


(2)AArequire a suitable bond of the independent


receiver.


(b)AAOn appointment of an independent receiver, the banking


commissioner is discharged as receiver and remains a party to the


liquidation proceeding with standing to initiate or contest any


motion. The views of the banking commissioner are entitled to
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deference unless they are inconsistent with the plain meaning of


this chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.005.AASUCCESSION OF TRUST POWERS. (a) If a state


trust company in the process of voluntary or involuntary


dissolution and liquidation is acting as trustee, guardian,


executor, administrator, or escrow agent, or in another fiduciary


or custodial capacity, the banking commissioner may authorize the


sale of the state trust company’s administration of fiduciary


accounts to a successor entity with fiduciary powers.


(b)AAThe successor entity, without the necessity of action by


a court or the creator or a beneficiary of the fiduciary


relationship, shall:


(1)AAcontinue the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship; and


(2)AAperform all the duties and exercise all the powers


connected with or incidental to the fiduciary relationship as if


the successor entity had been originally designated as the


fiduciary.


(c)AAThis section applies to all fiduciary relationships,


including a trust established for the benefit of a minor by court


order under Section 142.005, Property Code. This section does not


affect any right of a court or a party to the instrument governing


the fiduciary relationship to subsequently designate another


trustee as the successor fiduciary.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION


Sec.A186.101.AAINITIATING VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION. (a) A


state trust company may initiate voluntary dissolution and


surrender its charter as provided by this subchapter:


(1)AAwith the approval of the banking commissioner;


(2)AAafter complying with the provisions of the
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Business Organizations Code regarding board and shareholder


approval for voluntary dissolution; and


(3)AAby filing the notice of dissolution as provided by


Section 186.102.


(b)AAThe shareholders or participants of a state trust


company initiating voluntary dissolution by resolution shall


appoint one or more persons to act as liquidating agent or


committee. The liquidating agent or committee shall conduct the


liquidation as provided by law and under the supervision of the


board. The board, in consultation with the banking commissioner,


shall require the liquidating agent or committee to give a suitable


bond.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 76, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 186.102.AAFILING RESOLUTIONS WITH BANKING COMMISSIONER.


After resolutions to dissolve and liquidate a state trust company


have been adopted by the board and shareholders or participants, a


majority of the directors, managers, or managing participants shall


verify and file with the banking commissioner certified copies of:


(1)AAthe resolutions of the shareholders or


participants that:


(A)AAare adopted at a meeting for which proper


notice was given or by unanimous written consent; and


(B)AAapprove the dissolution and liquidation of


the state trust company;


(2)AAthe resolutions of the board approving the


dissolution and liquidation of the state trust company if the trust


company is operated by a board of directors or managers;


(3)AAthe notice to the shareholders or participants


informing them of the meeting described by Subdivision (1)(A); and


(4)AAa plan of liquidation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A186.103.AABANKING COMMISSIONER INVESTIGATION AND


CONSENT. The banking commissioner shall review the documentation


submitted under Section 186.102 and conduct any necessary


investigation or examination. If the proceedings appear to have


been properly conducted and the bond to be given by the liquidating


agent or committee is adequate for its purposes, the banking


commissioner shall consent to dissolution and direct the state


trust company to publish notice of its pending dissolution.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.104.AANOTICE OF PENDING DISSOLUTION. (a) A state


trust company shall publish notice of its pending dissolution in a


newspaper of general circulation in each community where its home


office or an additional trust office is located:


(1)AAat least once each week for eight consecutive


weeks; or


(2)AAat other times specified by the banking


commissioner or rules adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe in the form and include the information


required by the banking commissioner; and


(2)AAstate that:


(A)AAthe state trust company is liquidating;


(B)AAclients, depositors, and creditors must


present their claims for payment on or before a specific date; and


(C)AAall safe deposit box holders and bailors of


property left with the state trust company should remove their


property on or before a specified date.


(c)AAThe dates selected by the state trust company under


Subsection (b) must:


(1)AAbe approved by the banking commissioner;


(2)AAallow the affairs of the state trust company to be
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wound up as quickly as feasible; and


(3)AAallow creditors, clients, and owners of property


adequate time for presentation of claims, withdrawal of accounts,


and redemption of property.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may adjust the dates under


Subsection (b) with or without republication of notice if


additional time appears needed for the activities to which the


dates pertain.


(e)AAAt the time of or promptly after publication of the


notice, the state trust company shall mail to each of the state


trust company’s known clients, depositors, creditors, safe deposit


box holders, and bailors of property left with the state trust


company, at the mailing address shown on the state trust company ’s


records, an individual notice containing:


(1)AAthe information required in a notice under


Subsection (b); and


(2)AAspecific information pertinent to the account or


property of the addressee.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.019(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.105.AASAFE DEPOSITS AND OTHER BAILMENTS. (a) A


contract between the state trust company and a person for bailment,


of deposit for hire, or for the lease of a safe, vault, or box,


ceases on the date specified in the notice as the date for removal


of property or a later date approved by the banking commissioner. A


person who has paid rental or storage charges for a period extending


beyond the date designated for removal of property has an unsecured


claim against the state trust company for a refund of the unearned


amount paid.


(b)AAIf the property is not removed by the date the contract


ceases, an officer of the state trust company shall inventory the


property. In making the inventory, the officer may open a safe,


vault, box, package, parcel, or receptacle in the custody or


possession of the state trust company. The inventory must be made


in the presence of a notary public who is not an officer or employee
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of the state trust company and who is bonded in an amount and by


sureties approved by the banking commissioner. The property shall


be marked to identify, to the extent possible, its owner or the


person who left it with the state trust company.


(c)AAAfter all property belonging to others that is in the


state trust company’s custody and control has been inventoried, a


master list certified by the state trust company officer and the


notary public shall be furnished to the banking commissioner. The


master list shall be kept in a place and dealt with in a manner the


banking commissioner specifies pending delivery of the property to


its owner or to the comptroller as unclaimed property.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.106.AAOFFICES TO REMAIN OPEN. Unless the banking


commissioner directs or consents otherwise, the home office and all


additional trust offices of a state trust company initiating


voluntary dissolution shall remain open for business during normal


business hours until the last date specified in published notices


for presentation of claims, withdrawal of accounts, and redemption


of property.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.020(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.107.AAFIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES. (a) As soon as


practicable after publication of the notice of dissolution, the


state trust company shall:


(1)AAterminate all fiduciary positions it holds;


(2)AAsurrender all property held by it as a fiduciary;


and


(3)AAsettle its fiduciary accounts.


(b)AAUnless all fiduciary accounts are settled and


transferred by the last date specified in published notices or by


the banking commissioner and unless the banking commissioner


directs otherwise, the state trust company shall mail a notice to


each trustor and beneficiary of any remaining trust, escrow
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arrangement, or other fiduciary relationship. The notice must


state:


(1)AAthe location of an office open during normal


business hours where administration of the remaining fiduciary


accounts will continue until settled or transferred; and


(2)AAa telephone number at that office.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.108.AAFINAL LIQUIDATION. (a) After the state trust


company has taken all of the actions specified by Sections 186.102,


186.104, 186.105, and 186.107, paid all its debts and obligations,


and transferred all property for which a legal claimant has been


found after the time for presentation of claims has expired, the


state trust company shall make a list from its books of the names of


each depositor, creditor, owner of personal property in the state


trust company’s possession or custody, or lessee of any safe,


vault, or box, who has not claimed or has not received a deposit,


debt, dividend, interest, balance, or other amount or property due


to the person. The list must be sworn to or affirmed by a majority


of the board or managing participants of the state trust company.


(b)AAThe state trust company shall:


(1)AAfile the list and any necessary identifying


information with the banking commissioner;


(2)AApay any unclaimed money and deliver any unclaimed


property to the comptroller as provided by Chapter 74, Property


Code; and


(3)AAcertify to the banking commissioner that the


unclaimed money has been paid and unclaimed property has been


delivered to the comptroller.


(c)AAAfter the banking commissioner has reviewed the list and


has reconciled the unclaimed cash and property with the amounts of


money and property reported and transferred to the comptroller, the


banking commissioner shall allow the state trust company to


distribute the state trust company’s remaining assets, if any,


among its shareholders, participants, or participant-transferees


as their ownership interests appear.
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(d)AAAfter distribution of all remaining assets under


Subsection (c), the state trust company shall file with the


department:


(1)AAan affidavit and schedules sworn to or affirmed by


a majority of the board or managing participants, showing the


distribution to each shareholder, participant, or


participant-transferee;


(2)AAall copies of reports of examination of the state


trust company in its possession;


(3)AAits original charter or an affidavit stating that


the original charter is lost; and


(4)AAany certificates of authority for additional trust


offices.


(e)AAAfter verifying the submitted information and


documents, the banking commissioner shall issue a certificate


canceling the charter of the state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.021(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.109.AAAPPLICATION OF LAW TO STATE TRUST COMPANY IN


DISSOLUTION. A state trust company in the process of voluntary


dissolution and liquidation remains subject to this subtitle,


including provisions for examination by the banking commissioner,


and the state trust company shall furnish reports required by the


banking commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.110.AAAUTHORIZATION OF DEVIATION FROM PROCEDURES.


The banking commissioner may authorize a deviation from the


procedures for voluntary dissolution provided by this subchapter if


the banking commissioner determines that the interests of claimants


are not jeopardized by the deviation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A186.111.AACLOSURE BY BANKING COMMISSIONER FOR


INVOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION. The banking commissioner


may close the state trust company for involuntary dissolution and


liquidation under this chapter if the banking commissioner


determines that:


(1)AAthe voluntary liquidation is:


(A)AAbeing conducted in an improper or illegal


manner; or


(B)AAnot in the best interests of the state trust


company’s clients and creditors; or


(2)AAthe state trust company is insolvent or imminently


insolvent.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.112.AAAPPLICATION FOR NEW CHARTER. After a state


trust company’s charter has been voluntarily surrendered and


canceled, the state trust company may not resume business or reopen


except on application for and approval of a new charter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. INVOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION


Sec.A186.201.AAACTION TO CLOSE STATE TRUST COMPANY. (a) The


banking commissioner may by written order close and liquidate a


state trust company on finding that:


(1)AAthe interests of its clients and creditors are


jeopardized by the state trust company’s insolvency or imminent


insolvency; and


(2)AAthe best interests of clients and creditors would


be served by requiring that the state trust company be closed and


its assets liquidated.


(b)AAA majority of the state trust company ’s directors,


managers, or managing participants may voluntarily close the state


trust company and place it with the banking commissioner for


liquidation.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.12, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.202.AANOTICE AND EFFECT OF CLOSURE; APPOINTMENT OF


RECEIVER. (a) After closing a state trust company under Section


186.201, the banking commissioner shall attach to or otherwise


display at its main entrance a copy of the written closing order


issued under Section 186.201(a) and containing the findings on


which the closing of the state trust company is based. A


correspondent bank of the closed state trust company may not pay an


item drawn on the account of the closed state trust company that is


presented for payment after the correspondent has received actual


notice of closing unless it previously certified the item for


payment.


(b)AAAs soon as practicable after posting the closing order


at the state trust company ’s main entrance, the banking


commissioner shall tender the state trust company to the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation as provided by Section 186.003 or


initiate a receivership proceeding by filing a certified copy of


the closing order in district court in Travis County, subject to


Subsection (c). The court in which the closing order is filed shall


docket it as a case styled, "In re liquidation of ____" (inserting


the name of the state trust company). When the closing order is


filed, the court has constructive custody of all the state trust


company’s assets and any action that seeks to directly or


indirectly affect state trust company assets is considered an


intervention in the receivership proceeding and subject to this


subchapter and Subchapter D.


(c)AAVenue for an action instituted to effect, contest, or


intervene in the liquidation of a state trust company is in Travis


County, except that on motion filed and served concurrently with or


before the filing of the answer, the court may, on a finding of good


cause, transfer the action to the county of the state trust


company’s home office.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.13, eff.
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Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.203.AANATURE AND DURATION OF RECEIVERSHIP. (a) The


court may not require a bond from the banking commissioner as


receiver.


(b)AAA reference in this chapter to the receiver is a


reference to the banking commissioner as receiver and to any


successors in office, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation if


acting as receiver as provided by Section 186.003 and federal law,


or an independent receiver appointed at the request of the banking


commissioner as provided by Section 186.004.


(c)AAThe receiver has all the powers of the directors,


managers, managing participants, officers, and shareholders or


participants of the state trust company as necessary to support an


action taken on behalf of the state trust company.


(d)AAThe receiver and all employees and agents acting on


behalf of the receiver are acting in an official capacity and are


protected by Section 12.106. An act of the receiver is an act of the


state trust company in liquidation. This state or a political


subdivision of this state is not liable and may not be held


accountable for any debt or obligation of a state trust company in


receivership.


(e)AASection 64.072, Civil Practice and Remedies Code,


applies to the receivership of a state trust company except as


provided by this subsection. A state trust company receivership


shall be administered continuously for the length of time necessary


to complete its purposes, and a period prescribed by other law


limiting the time for the administration of a receivership or of


corporate affairs generally, including Section 64.072(d), Civil


Practice and Remedies Code, does not apply.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.204.AACONTEST OF LIQUIDATION. (a) A state trust


company, acting through a majority of its directors, managers, or


managing participants, may intervene in an action filed by the


banking commissioner closing a state trust company to challenge the
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banking commissioner’s closing of the state trust company and to


enjoin the banking commissioner or other receiver from liquidating


its assets. The state trust company must file the intervention not


later than the second business day after the closing of the state


trust company, excluding legal holidays. The court may issue an ex


parte order restraining the receiver from liquidating state trust


company assets pending a hearing on the injunction. The receiver


shall comply with the restraining order but may petition the court


for permission to liquidate an asset as necessary to prevent its


loss or diminution pending the outcome of the injunction action.


(b)AAThe court shall hear an action under Subsection (a) as


quickly as possible and shall give it priority over other business.


(c)AAThe state trust company or receiver may appeal the


court’s judgment as in other civil cases, except that the receiver


shall retain all state trust company assets pending a final


appellate court order even if the banking commissioner does not


prevail in the trial court. If the banking commissioner prevails in


the trial court, liquidation of the state trust company may proceed


unless the trial court or appellate court orders otherwise. If


liquidation is enjoined or stayed pending appeal, the trial court


retains jurisdiction to permit liquidation of an asset as necessary


to prevent its loss or diminution pending the outcome of the appeal.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.205.AANOTICE OF STATE TRUST COMPANY CLOSING. (a)


As soon as reasonably practicable after initiation of the


receivership proceeding, the receiver shall publish notice, in a


newspaper of general circulation in each community where the state


trust company’s home office or any additional trust office is


located. The notice must state that:


(1)AAthe state trust company has been closed for


liquidation;


(2)AAclients and creditors must present their claims


for payment on or before a specific date; and


(3)AAall safe deposit box holders and bailors of


property left with the state trust company should remove their
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property not later than a specified date.


(b)AAA date that the receiver selects under Subsection (a):


(1)AAmay not be earlier than the 121st day after the


date of the notice; and


(2)AAmust allow:


(A)AAthe affairs of the state trust company to be


wound up as quickly as feasible; and


(B)AAcreditors, clients, and owners of property


adequate time for presentation of claims, withdrawal of accounts,


and redemption of property.


(c)AAThe receiver may adjust the dates under Subsection (a)


with the approval of the court and with or without republication of


notice if additional time appears needed for those activities.


(d)AAAs soon as reasonably practicable given the state of


state trust company records and the adequacy of staffing, the


receiver shall mail to each of the state trust company ’s known


clients, creditors, safe deposit box holders, and bailors of


property left with the state trust company, at the mailing address


shown on the state trust company’s records, an individual notice


containing the information required in a notice under Subsection


(a) and specific information pertinent to the account or property


of the addressee.


(e)AAThe receiver may determine the form and content of


notices under this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.022(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.206.AAINVENTORY. As soon as reasonably practicable


given the state of state trust company records and the adequacy of


staffing, the receiver shall prepare a comprehensive inventory of


the state trust company’s assets for filing with the court. The


inventory is open to inspection.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.207.AARECEIVER’S TITLE AND PRIORITY. (a) The
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receiver has the title to all the state trust company ’s property,


contracts, and rights of action, wherever located, beginning on the


date the state trust company is closed for liquidation.


(b)AAThe rights of the receiver have priority over a


contractual lien or statutory landlord’s lien under Chapter 54,


Property Code, judgment lien, attachment lien, or voluntary lien


that arises after the date of the closing of the state trust company


for liquidation.


(c)AAThe filing or recording of a receivership order in a


record office of this state gives the same notice that would be


given by a deed, bill of sale, or other evidence of title filed or


recorded by the state trust company in liquidation. The recording


clerk shall index a recorded receivership order in the records to


which the order relates.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.208.AARIGHTS FIXED. The rights and liabilities of


the state trust company in liquidation and of a client, creditor,


officer, director, manager, managing participant, employee,


shareholder, participant, participant-transferee, agent, or other


person interested in the state trust company’s estate are fixed on


the date of closing of the state trust company for liquidation


except as otherwise directed by the court or as expressly provided


otherwise by this subchapter or Subchapter D.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.209.AADEPOSITORIES. (a) The receiver may deposit


money collected on behalf of the state trust company estate in:


(1)AAthe Texas Treasury Safekeeping Trust Company in


accordance with procedures established by the comptroller; or


(2)AAone or more depository institutions in this state,


the deposits of which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation or its successor, if the receiver, using sound


financial judgment, determines that it would be advantageous to do


so.
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(b)AAIf receivership money deposited in an account at a state


bank exceeds the maximum insured amount, the receiver shall require


the excess deposit to be adequately secured through pledge of


securities or otherwise, without approval of the court. The


depository bank may secure the deposits of the state trust company


in liquidation on behalf of the receiver, notwithstanding any other


provision of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.210.AAPENDING LAWSUIT. (a) A judgment or order of


a court of this state or of another jurisdiction in an action


pending by or against the state trust company, rendered after the


date the state trust company was closed for liquidation, is not


binding on the receiver unless the receiver was made a party to the


suit.


(b)AABefore the first anniversary of the date the state trust


company was closed for liquidation, the receiver may not be


required to plead to any suit pending against the state trust


company in a court in this state on the date the state trust company


was closed for liquidation and in which the receiver is a proper


plaintiff or defendant.


(c)AASections 64.052, 64.053, and 64.056, Civil Practice and


Remedies Code, do not apply to a state trust company estate being


administered under this subchapter and Subchapter D.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.211.AANEW LAWSUIT. (a) Except as otherwise


provided by this section, the court in which a receivership


proceeding is pending under this subchapter has exclusive


jurisdiction to hear and determine all actions or proceedings


instituted by or against the state trust company or receiver after


the receivership proceeding begins.


(b)AAThe receiver may file in any jurisdiction an ancillary


suit that may be helpful to obtain jurisdiction or venue over a


person or property.
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(c)AAExclusive venue lies in Travis County for an action or


proceeding instituted against the receiver or the receiver’s


employee, including an employee of the department, that asserts


personal liability on the part of the receiver or employee.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.212.AAOBTAINING RECORD OR OTHER PROPERTY IN


POSSESSION OF OTHER PERSON. (a) Each state trust company


affiliate, officer, director, manager, managing participant,


employee, shareholder, participant, participant-transferee,


trustee, agent, servant, employee, attorney, attorney-in-fact, or


correspondent shall immediately deliver to the receiver, without


cost to the receiver, any record or other property of the state


trust company or that relates to the business of the state trust


company.


(b)AAIf by contract or otherwise a record or other property


that can be copied is the property of a person listed in Subsection


(a), it shall be copied and the copy shall be delivered to the


receiver. The owner shall retain the original until notification


by the receiver that it is no longer required in the administration


of the state trust company’s estate or until another time the court,


after notice and hearing, directs. The copy is considered to be a


record of the state trust company in liquidation under Section


186.225.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.213.AAINJUNCTION IN AID OF LIQUIDATION. (a) On


application by the receiver, the court with or without notice may


issue an injunction:


(1)AArestraining each state trust company officer,


director, manager, managing participant, employee, shareholder,


participant, participant-transferee, trustee, agent, servant,


employee, attorney, attorney-in-fact, accountant or accounting


firm, correspondent, or other person from transacting the state


trust company’s business or wasting or disposing of its property;
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or


(2)AArequiring the delivery of the state trust


company’s property or assets to the receiver subject to the further


order of the court.


(b)AAAt any time during a proceeding under this subchapter,


the court may issue another injunction or order considered


necessary or desirable to prevent:


(1)AAinterference with the receiver or the proceeding;


(2)AAwaste of the assets of the state trust company;


(3)AAthe beginning or prosecution of an action;


(4)AAthe obtaining of a preference, judgment,


attachment, garnishment, or other lien; or


(5)AAthe making of a levy against the state trust


company or against its assets.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.214.AASUBPOENA. (a) The receiver may request the


court ex parte to issue a subpoena to compel the attendance and


testimony of a witness before the receiver and the production of a


record relating to the receivership estate. For that purpose the


receiver or the receiver ’s designated representative may


administer an oath or affirmation, examine a witness, or receive


evidence. The court has statewide subpoena power and may compel


attendance and production of a record before the receiver at the


state trust company, the office of the receiver, or another


location.


(b)AAA person served with a subpoena under this section may


file a motion with the court for a protective order as provided by


Rule 166b, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. In a case of


disobedience of a subpoena or the contumacy of a witness appearing


before the receiver or the receiver ’s designated representative,


the receiver may request and the court may issue an order requiring


the person subpoenaed to obey the subpoena, give evidence, or


produce a record relating to the matter in question.


(c)AAA witness who is required to appear before the receiver


is entitled to receive:
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(1)AAreimbursement for mileage, in the amount for


travel by a state employee, for traveling to or returning from a


proceeding that is more than 25 miles from the witness ’s residence;


and


(2)AAa fee for each day or part of a day the witness is


necessarily present as a witness in an amount set by the receiver


with the approval of the court of not less than $10 a day and not


more than an amount equal to the per diem travel allowance of a


state employee.


(d)AAA payment of fees under Subsection (c) is an


administrative expense.


(e)AAThe receiver may serve the subpoena or have it served by


the receiver ’s authorized agent, a sheriff, or a constable. The


sheriff’s or constable’s fee for serving a subpoena must be the same


as the fee paid the sheriff or constable for similar services.


(f)AAA subpoena issued under this section to a financial


institution is not subject to Section 59.006.


(g)AAOn certification by the receiver under official seal, a


record produced or testimony taken as provided by this section and


held by the receiver is admissible in evidence in any case without


proof of its correctness or other proof, except the certificate of


the receiver that the record or testimony was received from the


person producing the record or testifying. The certified record or


a certified copy of the record is prima facie evidence of the facts


it contains. This section does not limit another provision of this


subchapter, Subchapter D, or another law that provides for the


admission of evidence or its evidentiary value.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(f),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.215.AAEXECUTORY CONTRACT; ORAL AGREEMENT. (a) Not


later than six months after the date the receivership proceeding


begins, the receiver may terminate any executory contract to which


the state trust company is a party or any obligation of the state


trust company as a lessee. A lessor who receives notice of the


receiver’s election to terminate the lease before the 60th day
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before the termination date is not entitled to rent or damages for


termination, other than rent accrued to the date of termination.


(b)AAAn agreement that tends to diminish or defeat the


interest of the estate in a state trust company asset is not valid


against the receiver unless the agreement:


(1)AAis in writing;


(2)AAwas executed by the state trust company and any


person claiming an adverse interest under the agreement, including


the obligor, when the state trust company acquired the asset;


(3)AAwas approved by the board of the state trust


company or its designated committee, and the approval is reflected


in the minutes of the board or committee; and


(4)AAhas been continuously since its execution an


official record of the state trust company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.216.AAPREFERENCES. (a) A transfer of or lien on


the property or assets of a state trust company is voidable by the


receiver if the transfer or lien:


(1)AAwas made or created after:


(A)AAfour months before the date the state trust


company is closed for liquidation; or


(B)AAone year before the date the state trust


company is closed for liquidation if the receiving creditor was at


the time an affiliate, officer, director, manager, managing


participant, principal shareholder, or participant of the state


trust company or an affiliate of the trust company;


(2)AAwas made or created with the intent of giving to a


creditor or depositor, or enabling a creditor or depositor to


obtain, a greater percentage of the claimant’s debt than is given or


obtained by another claimant of the same class; and


(3)AAis accepted by a creditor or depositor having


reasonable cause to believe that a preference will occur.


(b)AAEach state trust company officer, director, manager,


managing participant, employee, shareholder, participant,


participant-transferee, trustee, agent, servant, employee,
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attorney-in-fact, or correspondent, or other person acting on


behalf of the state trust company, who has participated in


implementing a voidable transfer or lien, and each person receiving


property or the benefit of property of the state trust company as a


result of the voidable transfer or lien, is personally liable for


the property or benefit received and shall account to the receiver


for the benefit of the clients and creditors of the state trust


company.


(c)AAThe receiver may avoid a transfer of or lien on the


property or assets of a state trust company that a client, creditor,


shareholder, participant, or participant-transferee of the state


trust company could have avoided and may recover the property


transferred or its value from the person to whom it was transferred


or from a person who has received it unless the transferee or


recipient was a bona fide holder for value before the date the state


trust company was closed for liquidation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.217.AAEMPLOYEES OF RECEIVER. The receiver may


employ agents, legal counsel, accountants, appraisers,


consultants, and other personnel the receiver considers necessary


to assist in the performance of the receiver’s duties. The receiver


may use personnel of the department if the receiver considers the


use to be advantageous or desirable. The expense of employing those


persons is an administrative expense.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.218.AADISPOSAL OF PROPERTY; SETTLING OF CLAIM. (a)


In liquidating a state trust company, the receiver on order of the


court entered with or without hearing may:


(1)AAsell all or part of the property of the state trust


company;


(2)AAborrow money and pledge all or part of the assets


of the state trust company to secure the debt created, except that


the receiver may not be held personally liable to repay borrowed
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funds;


(3)AAcompromise or compound a doubtful or uncollectible


debt or claim owed by or owing to the state trust company; and


(4)AAenter another agreement on behalf of the state


trust company that the receiver considers necessary or proper to


the management, conservation, or liquidation of its assets.


(b)AAIf the amount of a debt or claim owed by or owing to the


state trust company or the value of an item of property of the trust


company does not exceed $20,000, excluding interest, the receiver


may compromise or compound the debt or claim or sell the property on


terms the receiver considers to be in the best interest of the state


trust company estate without obtaining the approval of the court.


(c)AAWith the approval of the court, the receiver may sell or


offer or agree to sell an asset of the state trust company, other


than a fiduciary asset, to a depositor or creditor of the state


trust company. Payment may be in whole or in part out of


distributions payable to the purchasing creditor or depositor on


account of an approved claim against the state trust company ’s


estate. On application by the receiver, the court may designate one


or more representatives to act for certain clients or creditors as a


class in the purchase, holding, and management of assets purchased


by the class under this section, and the receiver may with the


approval of the court advance the expenses of the appointed


representative against the security of the claims of the class.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.219.AACOURT ORDER; NOTICE AND HEARING. If the


court requires notice and hearing before entering an order, the


court shall set the time and place of the hearing and prescribe


whether the notice is to be given by service on specific parties, by


publication, or by a combination of those methods. The court may


not enter an order requested by a person other than the receiver


without notice to the receiver and an opportunity for the receiver


to be heard.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A186.220.AARECEIVER’S REPORTS; EXPENSES. (a) The


receiver shall file with the court:


(1)AAa quarterly report showing the operation,


receipts, expenditures, and general condition of the state trust


company in liquidation; and


(2)AAa final report regarding the liquidated state


trust company showing all receipts and expenditures and giving a


full explanation and a statement of the disposition of all assets of


the state trust company.


(b)AAThe receiver shall pay all administrative expenses out


of money or other assets of the state trust company. Each quarter


the receiver shall swear to and submit to the court an itemized


report of those expenses. The court shall approve the report unless


an objection is filed before the 11th day after the date it is


submitted. An objection may be made only by a party in interest and


must specify each item objected to and the ground for the objection.


The court shall set the objection for hearing and notify the parties


of this action. The objecting party has the burden of proof to show


that the item objected to is improper, unnecessary, or excessive.


(c)AAThe court may prescribe whether the notice of the


receiver’s report is to be given by service on specific parties, by


publication, or by a combination of those methods.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.221.AACOURT-ORDERED AUDIT. (a) The court may order


an audit of the books and records of the receiver that relate to the


receivership. A report of an audit ordered under this section shall


be filed with the court. The receiver shall make the books and


records relating to the receivership available to the auditor as


required by the court order.


(b)AAThe receiver shall pay the expenses of an audit ordered


under this section as an administrative expense.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A186.222.AASAFE DEPOSITS AND OTHER BAILMENTS. (a) A


contract between the state trust company and another person for


bailment, of deposit for hire, or for the lease of a safe, vault, or


box ceases on the date specified for removal of property in the


notices that were published and mailed or a later date approved by


the receiver or the court. A person who has paid rental or storage


charges for a period extending beyond the date designated for


removal of property has a claim against the state trust company


estate for a refund of the unearned amount paid.


(b)AAIf the property is not removed by the date the contract


ceases, the receiver shall inventory the property. In making the


inventory, the receiver may open a safe, vault, or box, or any


package, parcel, or receptacle, in the custody or possession of the


receiver. The property shall be marked to identify, to the extent


possible, its owner or the person who left it with the state trust


company. After all property belonging to others that is in the


receiver’s custody and control has been inventoried, the receiver


shall compile a master list that is divided for each office of the


state trust company that received property that remains unclaimed.


The receiver shall publish, in a newspaper of general circulation


in each community in which the state trust company had an office


that received property that remains unclaimed, the list and the


names of the owners of the property as shown in the state trust


company’s records. The published notice shall specify a procedure


for claiming the property unless the court, on application of the


receiver, approves an alternate procedure.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.223.AAFIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES. (a) As soon after


beginning the receivership proceeding as is practicable, the


receiver shall:


(1)AAterminate all fiduciary positions the state trust


company holds;


(2)AAsurrender all property held by the state trust


company as a fiduciary; and


(3)AAsettle the state trust company ’s fiduciary
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accounts.


(b)AAThe receiver shall release all segregated and


identifiable fiduciary property held by the state trust company to


successor fiduciaries.


(c)AAWith the approval of the court, the receiver may sell


the administration of all or substantially all remaining fiduciary


accounts to one or more successor fiduciaries on terms that appear


to be in the best interest of the state trust company ’s estate and


the persons interested in the fiduciary accounts.


(d)AAIf commingled fiduciary money held by the state trust


company as trustee is insufficient to satisfy all fiduciary claims


to the commingled money, the receiver shall distribute commingled


money pro rata to all fiduciary claimants of commingled money based


on their proportionate interests after payment of administrative


expenses related solely to the fiduciary claims. The fictional


tracing rule does not apply.


(e)AAThe receiver may require a fiduciary claimant to file a


proof of claim if the records of the state trust company are


insufficient to identify the claimant’s interest.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.224.AADISPOSITION AND MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS. (a)


On approval by the court, the receiver may dispose of records of the


state trust company in liquidation that are obsolete and


unnecessary to the continued administration of the receivership


proceeding.


(b)AAThe receiver may devise a method for the effective,


efficient, and economical maintenance of the records of the state


trust company and of the receiver ’s office. The methods may include


maintaining those records on any medium approved by the records


management division of the Texas State Library.


(c)AATo maintain the records of the liquidated state trust


company after the closing of the receivership proceeding, the


receiver may reserve assets of an estate, deposit them in an


account, and use them for maintenance, storage, and disposal of


records in closed receivership estates.
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(d)AARecords of a liquidated state trust company are not


government records for any purpose, including Chapter 552,


Government Code, but shall be preserved and disposed of as if they


were records of the department under Chapter 441, Government Code.


Those records are confidential as provided by:


(1)AASection 59.006;


(2)AASubchapter D, Chapter 181; and


(3)AArules adopted under this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(g),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A186.225.AARECORDS ADMITTED. (a) A record of a state


trust company in liquidation obtained by the receiver and held in


the course of the receivership proceeding or a certified copy of the


record under the official seal of the receiver is admissible in


evidence in all cases without proof of correctness or other proof,


except the certificate of the receiver that the record was received


from the custody of the state trust company or found among its


effects.


(b)AAThe receiver may certify the correctness of a record of


the receiver’s office, including a record described by Subsection


(a), and may certify any fact contained in the record. The record


is admissible in evidence in all cases in which the original would


be evidence.


(c)AAThe original record or a certified copy of the record is


prima facie evidence of the facts it contains.


(d)AAA copy of an original record or another record that is


maintained on a medium approved by the records management division


of the Texas State Library, within the scope of this section, and


produced by the receiver or the receiver’s authorized


representative under this section:


(1)AAhas the same effect as the original record; and


(2)AAmay be used the same as the original record in a


judicial or administrative proceeding in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A186.226.AARESUMPTION OF BUSINESS. (a) A state trust


company closed under Section 186.201 may not be reopened without


the approval of the banking commissioner unless a contest of


liquidation under Section 186.204 is finally resolved adversely to


the banking commissioner and the court authorizes its reopening.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may place temporary limits on


the right of withdrawals by, or payments to, individual clients and


creditors of a state trust company reopened under this section, in


accordance with applicable law.


(c)AAAs a depositor or creditor of a reopened state trust


company, this state or a political subdivision of this state may


agree to temporary limits that the banking commissioner places on


payments or withdrawals.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.227.AAASSETS DISCOVERED AFTER CLOSE OF


RECEIVERSHIP. (a) The banking commissioner shall report to the


court discovery of an asset having value that:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner discovers after the


receivership was closed by final order of the court; and


(2)AAwas abandoned as worthless or unknown during


receivership.


(b)AAThe court may reopen the receivership proceeding for


continued liquidation if the value of the after-discovered assets


justifies the reopening.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner suspects that the


information concerning after-disclosed assets may have been


intentionally or fraudulently concealed, the banking commissioner


shall notify appropriate civil and criminal authorities to


determine any applicable penalties.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER D. CLAIMS AGAINST RECEIVERSHIP ESTATE
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Sec.A186.301.AAFILING CLAIM. (a) This section applies only


to a claim by a person, other than a shareholder, participant, or


participant-transferee acting in that capacity, who has a claim


against a state trust company in liquidation, including a claimant


with a secured claim or a claimant under a fiduciary relationship


that has been ordered by the receiver to file a claim pursuant to


Section 186.223.


(b)AATo receive payment of a claim, the person must present


proof of the claim to the receiver:


(1)AAat a place specified by the receiver; and


(2)AAwithin the period specified by the receiver under


Section 186.205.


(c)AAReceipt of the required proof of claim by the receiver


is a condition precedent to the payment of the claim.


(d)AAA claim that is not filed within the period specified by


the receiver may not participate in a distribution of the assets by


the receiver, except that, subject to court approval, the receiver


may accept a claim filed not later than the 180th day after the date


notice of the claimant ’s right to file a proof of claim is mailed to


the claimant.


(e)AAA claim accepted under this section and approved is


subordinate to an approved claim of a general creditor.


(f)AAInterest does not accrue on a claim after the date the


state trust company is closed for liquidation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.302.AAPROOF OF CLAIM. (a) A proof of claim must be


in writing, be signed by the claimant, and include:


(1)AAa statement of the claim;


(2)AAa description of the consideration for the claim;


(3)AAa statement of whether collateral is held or a


security interest is asserted against the claim and, if so, a


description of the collateral or security interest;


(4)AAa statement of any right of priority of payment for


the claim or other specific right asserted by the claimant;


(5)AAa statement of whether a payment has been made on
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the claim and, if so, the amount and source of the payment, to the


extent known by the claimant;


(6)AAa statement that the amount claimed is justly owed


by the state trust company in liquidation to the claimant; and


(7)AAany other matter that is required by the court.


(b)AAThe receiver may designate the form of the proof of


claim. A proof of claim must be filed under oath unless the oath is


waived by the receiver. A proof of claim filed with the receiver is


considered filed in an official proceeding for purposes of Chapter


37, Penal Code.


(c)AAIf a claim is founded on a written instrument, the


original instrument, unless lost or destroyed, must be filed with


the proof of claim. After the instrument is filed, the receiver may


permit the claimant to substitute a copy of the instrument until the


final disposition of the claim. If the instrument is lost or


destroyed, a statement of that fact and of the circumstances of the


loss or destruction must be filed under oath with the claim.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.303.AAJUDGMENT AS PROOF OF CLAIM. (a) A judgment


entered against a state trust company in liquidation before the


date the state trust company was closed for liquidation may not be


given higher priority than a claim of an unsecured creditor unless


the judgment creditor in a proof of claim proves the allegations


supporting the judgment to the receiver ’s satisfaction.


(b)AAA judgment against the state trust company taken by


default or by collusion before the date the state trust company was


closed for liquidation may not be considered as conclusive evidence


of the liability of the state trust company to the judgment creditor


or of the amount of damages to which the judgment creditor is


entitled.


(c)AAA judgment against the state trust company entered after


the date the state trust company was closed for liquidation may not


be considered as evidence of liability or of the amount of damages.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A186.304.AASECURED CLAIM. (a) The owner of a secured


deposit may file a claim as a creditor against a state trust company


in liquidation. The value of security shall be determined under


supervision of the court by converting the security into money.


(b)AAThe owner of a secured claim against a state trust


company in liquidation may:


(1)AAsurrender the security and file a claim as a


general creditor; or


(2)AAapply the security to the claim and discharge the


claim.


(c)AAIf the owner applies the security and discharges the


claim under Subsection (b), any deficiency shall be treated as a


claim against the general assets of the state trust company on the


same basis as a claim of an unsecured creditor. The amount of the


deficiency shall be determined as provided by Section 186.305,


except that if the amount of the deficiency has been adjudicated by


a court in a proceeding in which the receiver has had notice and an


opportunity to be heard, the court ’s decision is conclusive as to


the amount.


(d)AAThe value of security held by a secured creditor shall


be determined under supervision of the court by:


(1)AAconverting the security into money according to


the terms of the agreement under which the security was delivered to


the creditor; or


(2)AAagreement, arbitration, compromise, or litigation


between the creditor and the receiver.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.305.AAUNLIQUIDATED OR UNDETERMINED CLAIM. (a) A


claim based on an unliquidated or undetermined demand shall be


filed within the period provided by Subchapter C for the filing of a


claim. The claim may not share in any distribution to claimants


until the claim is definitely liquidated, determined, and allowed.


After the claim is liquidated, determined, and allowed, the claim


shares ratably with the claims of the same class in all subsequent
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distributions.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this section, a demand is considered


unliquidated or undetermined if the right of action on the demand


accrued while a state trust company was closed for liquidation and


the liability on the demand has not been determined or the amount of


the demand has not been liquidated.


(c)AAIf the receiver in all other respects is in a position to


close the receivership proceeding, the proposed closing is


sufficient grounds for the rejection of any remaining claim based


on an unliquidated or undetermined demand. The receiver shall


notify the claimant of the intention to close the proceeding. If


the demand is not liquidated or determined before the 61st day after


the date of the notice, the receiver may reject the claim.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.306.AASET-OFF. (a) Mutual credits and mutual debts


shall be set off and only the balance allowed or paid, except that a


set-off may not be allowed in favor of a person if:


(1)AAthe obligation of a state trust company to the


person on the date the state trust company was closed for


liquidation did not entitle the person to share as a claimant in the


assets of the state trust company;


(2)AAthe obligation of the state trust company to the


person was purchased by or transferred to the person after the date


the state trust company was closed for liquidation or for the


purpose of increasing set-off rights; or


(3)AAthe obligation of the person or the state trust


company is as a trustee or fiduciary.


(b)AAOn request, the receiver shall provide a person with an


accounting statement identifying each debt that is due and payable.


A person who owes a state trust company an amount that is due and


payable against which the person asserts set-off of mutual credits


that may become due and payable from the state trust company in the


future shall promptly pay to the receiver the amount due and


payable. The receiver shall promptly refund, to the extent of the


person’s prior payment, mutual credits that become due and payable
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to the person by the state trust company in liquidation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.307.AAACTION ON CLAIM. (a) Not later than six


months after the last day permitted for the filing of claims or a


later date allowed by the court, the receiver shall accept or reject


in whole or in part each claim filed against the state trust company


in liquidation, except for an unliquidated or undetermined claim


governed by Section 186.305. The receiver shall reject a claim if


the receiver doubts its validity.


(b)AAThe receiver shall mail written notice to each claimant,


specifying the disposition of the person’s claim. If a claim is


rejected in whole or in part, the receiver in the notice shall


specify the basis for rejection and advise the claimant of the


procedures and deadline for appeal.


(c)AAThe receiver shall send each claimant a summary schedule


of approved and rejected claims by priority class and notify the


claimant:


(1)AAthat a copy of a schedule of claims disposition


including only the name of the claimant, the amount of the claim


allowed, and the amount of the claim rejected is available on


request; and


(2)AAof the procedure and deadline for filing an


objection to an approved claim.


(d)AAThe receiver or an agent or employee of the receiver,


including an employee of the department, is not liable, and a cause


of action may not be brought against the person, for an act or


omission of the person relating to the adjustment, negotiation, or


settlement of a claim.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.308.AAOBJECTION TO APPROVED CLAIM. The receiver


with court approval shall set a deadline for an objection to an


approved claim. On or before that date a depositor, creditor, other


claimant, shareholder, participant, or participant-transferee of
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the state trust company may file an objection to an approved claim.


The objection shall be heard and determined by the court. If the


objection is sustained, the court shall direct an appropriate


modification of the schedule of claims.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.309.AAAPPEAL OF REJECTED CLAIM. (a) The receiver’s


rejection of a claim may be appealed in the court in which the


receivership proceeding is pending. The appeal must be brought


within three months after the date of service of notice of the


rejection.


(b)AAIf the appeal is timely brought, review is de novo as if


it were an action originally filed in the court, and is subject to


the rules of procedure and appeal applicable to civil cases. An


action to appeal rejection of a claim by the receiver is separate


from the receivership proceeding, and may not be initiated by a


claimant intervening in the receivership proceeding.


(c)AAIf the action is not timely brought, the action of the


receiver is final and not subject to review.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.310.AAPAYMENT OF CLAIM. (a) Except as expressly


provided otherwise by this subchapter or Subchapter C, without the


approval of the court the receiver may not make a payment on a


claim, other than a claim for an obligation incurred by the receiver


for administrative expenses.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall deposit in one or more


banks located in this state all money available for the benefit of


nonclaiming depositors and creditors. The banking commissioner


shall pay the depositors or creditors on demand any amount held for


their benefit.


(c)AAThe receiver may periodically make partial distribution


to the holders of approved claims if:


(1)AAall objections have been heard and decided as


provided by Section 186.308;
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(2)AAthe time for filing appeals has expired as


provided by Section 186.309;


(3)AAmoney has been made available to provide for the


payment of all nonclaiming depositors and creditors in accordance


with Subsection (b); and


(4)AAa proper reserve is established for the pro rata


payment of:


(A)AArejected claims that have been appealed; and


(B)AAany claims based on unliquidated or


undetermined demands governed by Section 186.305.


(d)AAAs soon as practicable after the determination of all


objections, appeals, and claims based on previously unliquidated or


undetermined demands governed by Section 186.305 and money has been


made available to provide for the payment of all nonclaiming


depositors and creditors in accordance with Subsection (b), the


receiver shall distribute the assets of the state trust company in


satisfaction of approved claims other than claims asserted in a


person’s capacity as a shareholder, participant, or


participant-transferee.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.311.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS AGAINST INSURED STATE


TRUST COMPANY. The distribution of assets from the estate of a


state trust company the trust deposits of which are insured by the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor shall be


made in the same order of priority as assets would be distributed on


liquidation or purchase of assets and assumption of liabilities of


a national bank under federal law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A186.312.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS AGAINST UNINSURED STATE


TRUST COMPANY. (a)AAThe priority of distribution of assets from


the estate of a state trust company the trust deposits of which are


not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor shall be in accordance with the order of each class as
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provided by this section.AAEvery claim in each class shall be paid


in full, or adequate money shall be retained for that payment,


before a member of the next class may receive any payment.AAA


subclass may not be established within a class, except for a


preference or subordination within a class expressly created by


contract or other instrument or in the certificate of formation.


(b)AAAssets shall be distributed in the following order of


priority:


(1)AAadministrative expenses;


(2)AAapproved claims of secured trust deposits to the


extent of the value of the security as provided by Section


186.304(a);


(3)AAapproved claims of secured creditors to the extent


of the value of the security as provided by Section 186.304(b);


(4)AAapproved claims by beneficiaries of insufficient


commingled fiduciary money or missing fiduciary property and


approved claims of clients of the state trust company;


(5)AAother approved claims of general creditors not


falling within a higher priority under this section, including


unsecured claims for taxes and debts due the federal government or a


state or local government;


(6)AAapproved claims of a type described by


Subdivisions (1)-(5) that were not filed within the period


prescribed by this subchapter; and


(7)AAclaims of capital note or debenture holders or


holders of similar obligations and proprietary claims of


shareholders, participants, participant-transferees, or other


owners according to the terms established by issue, class, or


series.


(c)AASubject to Sections 186.310 and 186.313, the banking


commissioner may make a ratable distribution to approved claimants


within a particular class or priority if:


(1)AAall timely filed and approved claims of a higher


priority have been satisfied; and


(2)AAthere is insufficient money to fully satisfy all


of those claims, after reserving money for administrative expenses


as necessary.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 34, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A186.313.AAEXCESS ASSETS. (a) If state trust company


assets remain after the receiver has provided for unclaimed


distributions and all of the liabilities of the state trust company


in liquidation, the receiver shall distribute the remaining assets


to the shareholders or participants of the state trust company.


(b)AAIf the remaining assets are not liquid or if they


otherwise require continuing administration, the receiver may call


a meeting of the shareholders or participants and


participant-transferees of the state trust company. The receiver


shall give notice of the meeting:


(1)AAin a newspaper of general circulation in the


county where the home office of the state trust company was located;


and


(2)AAby written notice to the shareholders or


participants and participant-transferees of record at their last


known addresses.


(c)AAAt the meeting, the shareholders or participants shall


appoint one or more agents to take over the affairs to continue the


liquidation for the benefit of the shareholders or participants and


participant-transferees.AAVoting privileges are governed by the


state trust company ’s bylaws and certificate of formation.AAIf a


quorum cannot be obtained at the meeting, the banking commissioner


shall appoint an agent.AAAn agent appointed under this subsection


shall execute and file with the court a bond approved by the court,


conditioned on the faithful performance of all the duties of the


trust.


(d)AAUnder order of the court the receiver shall transfer and


deliver to one or more agents for continued liquidation under the


court’s supervision all assets of the state trust company remaining


in the receiver’s hands. The court shall discharge the receiver


from further liability to the state trust company and its clients,
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creditors, shareholders, participants, and


participant-transferees.


(e)AAThe state trust company may not resume business and the


charter of the state trust company is void on the date the court


issues the order directing the receiver to transfer and deliver the


remaining assets of the state trust company to one or more agents.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 35, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A186.314.AAUNCLAIMED PROPERTY. After completion of the


liquidation, any unclaimed property remaining with the receiver


shall be delivered to the comptroller as provided by Chapter 74,


Property Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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fi.187.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 187. MULTISTATE TRUST BUSINESS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A187.001.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this chapter:


(1)AA"Acquire" means an act that results in direct or


indirect control by an out-of-state trust company of a state trust


institution, including an act that causes the company to:


(A)AAmerge with the state trust institution;


(B)AAassume direct or indirect ownership of a


controlling interest in any class of voting shares of the state


trust institution; or


(C)AAassume direct ownership or control of all or


substantially all of the accounts of a state trust institution.


(2)AA"Bank" means:


(A)AAa state bank chartered under Chapter 32 or


the laws of another state;


(B)AAa national bank chartered under federal law;


or


(C)AAa foreign bank that is organized under the


laws of a territory of the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam,


American Samoa, or the Virgin Islands and that has its deposits


insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.


(3)AA"Branch" has the meaning assigned by Section


31.002(a).


(4)AA"Credit union" means a credit union chartered


under Chapter 122, the laws of another state, or federal law.


(5)AA"De novo trust office" means a trust office


located in a host state that:


(A)AAis originally established by a trust company


as a trust office; and


(B)AAdoes not become a trust office of the trust


company as a result of an acquisition or conversion of another trust


institution.
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(6)AA"Foreign bank" has the meaning assigned by Section


1(b)(7), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3101(7)), as


amended.


(7)AA"Home state" means:


(A)AAwith respect to a federally chartered trust


institution or a foreign bank, the state in which the institution


maintains its principal office; and


(B)AAwith respect to another trust institution,


the state that chartered the institution.


(8)AA"Home state regulator" means the supervisory


agency with primary responsibility for chartering and supervising a


trust company.


(9)AA"Host state" means a state, other than the home


state of a trust company, or a foreign country in which the trust


company maintains or seeks to acquire or establish an office.


(10)AA"Office" means, with respect to a trust company,


the principal office, a trust office, or a representative trust


office.


(11)AA"Out-of-state trust company" means a trust


company:


(A)AAwhose home state is another state; or


(B)AAthat is chartered under the laws of a foreign


country.


(12)AA"Principal office" means:


(A)AAwith respect to a state trust company, its


home office as defined by Section 181.002(a); and


(B)AAwith respect to a bank, savings bank, savings


association, foreign bank, or out-of-state trust company, its main


office or principal place of business in the United States.


(13)AA"Representative trust office" means an office at


which a trust company has been authorized by the banking


commissioner to engage in activities other than acting as a


fiduciary as provided by Subchapter C.


(14)AA"Savings association" means a savings and loan


association chartered under Chapter 62, the laws of another state,


or federal law.


(15)AA"Savings bank" means a savings bank chartered
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under Chapter 92, the laws of another state, or federal law.


(16)AA"State" means any state of the United States, the


District of Columbia, any territory of the United States, Puerto


Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific


Islands, the Virgin Islands, and the Northern Mariana Islands.


(17)AA"State trust institution" means a trust


institution whose home state is this state.


(18)AA"Supervisory agency" means:


(A)AAan agency of another state or a foreign


country with primary responsibility for chartering and supervising


a trust institution; and


(B)AAwith respect to a federally chartered trust


institution or foreign bank, the Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Office of Thrift


Supervision, or the National Credit Union Administration, as


applicable.


(19)AA"Trust company" means a state trust company or a


company chartered under the laws of another state or a foreign


country to conduct a trust business that is not a bank, credit


union, savings association, savings bank, or foreign bank.


(20)AA"Trust institution" means a bank, credit union,


foreign bank, savings association, savings bank, or trust company


that is authorized by its charter to conduct a trust business.


(21)AA"Trust office" means an office, other than the


principal office, at which a trust company is licensed by the


banking commissioner to conduct a trust business.


(b)AAThe definitions provided by Section 181.002(a) apply to


this chapter to the extent not inconsistent with this chapter.


(c)AAThe definitions shall be liberally construed to


accomplish the purposes of this chapter.


(d)AAThe finance commission by rule may adopt other


definitions to accomplish the purposes of this chapter.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.002.AACOMPANIES AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT A TRUST
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BUSINESS. (a) A company may not conduct a trust business in this


state unless the company is a trust institution and is:


(1)AAa state trust company chartered pursuant to this


subtitle;


(2)AAa bank, savings association, savings bank, or


credit union that maintains its principal office or a branch in this


state in accordance with governing law, or another office in this


state with the power to conduct a trust business to the extent


permitted by rule;


(3)AAa trust company chartered under the laws of


another state or a foreign country that has a trust office in this


state licensed by the banking commissioner pursuant to this


chapter; or


(4)AAa foreign bank with an office in this state that is


authorized to act as a fiduciary pursuant to Section 204.106.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), a trust institution


that does not maintain a principal office, branch, or trust office


in this state may act as a fiduciary in this state to the extent


permitted by Subchapter A, Chapter 505, Estates Code.


(c)AAA company does not engage in the trust business in this


state in a manner requiring a charter or license under this subtitle


by engaging in an activity identified in Section 182.021, except


that the registration requirements of Section 187.202 may apply to


a trust representative office engaging in the activity.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.017, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A187.003.AAINTERSTATE TRUST BUSINESS OF STATE TRUST


COMPANY. Subject to the approval of the banking commissioner


pursuant to Section 182.203, a state trust company may engage in the


trust business in another state or a foreign country at a trust


office or a trust representative office to the extent permitted by


and subject to applicable laws of the state or foreign country.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.
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1, 2001.


Sec.A187.004.AATRUST BUSINESS OF OUT-OF-STATE TRUST COMPANY.


(a) An out-of-state trust company that establishes or maintains an


office in this state under this chapter may conduct any activity at


the office that would be authorized under the laws of this state for


a state trust company to conduct at the office.


(b)AABefore establishing an office in this state, an


out-of-state trust company must comply with Section 201.102.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.005.AADESIGNATION OF TRUSTEE AND GOVERNING LAW.


(a) Unless another law restricts the designation of trustee, a


person residing in this state may designate a trust institution to


act as a fiduciary on behalf of the person.


(b)AAUnless another law specifies governing law, if a trust


or its subject matter bears a reasonable relation to this state and


also to another state or a foreign country, a trust institution and


its affected client may agree that the law of this state or of the


other state or country governs their rights and duties, including


the law of a state or a foreign country where the affected client


resides or where the trust institution has its principal office.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 451, Sec.


21, eff. September 1, 2007.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 451 (H.B. 564), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 451 (H.B. 564), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A187.006.AATAXATION. An out-of-state trust institution


doing business in this state is subject to the franchise tax to the


extent provided by Chapter 171, Tax Code.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.
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1, 2001.


Sec.A187.007.AASEVERABILITY. The provisions of this chapter


or applications of those provisions are severable as provided by


Section 312.013, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. OUT-OF-STATE TRUST COMPANY TRUST OFFICE


Sec.A187.101.AATRUST OFFICES IN THIS STATE. An out-of-state


trust company may engage in a trust business at an office in this


state only if it establishes and maintains a trust office in this


state as permitted by this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.102.AAESTABLISHING AN INTERSTATE TRUST OFFICE. (a)


An out-of-state trust company that does not operate a trust office


in this state may not establish and maintain a de novo trust office


in this state unless:


(1)AAa state trust company would be permitted to


establish a de novo trust office in the home state or foreign


country of the out-of-state trust company; and


(2)AAa bank whose home state is this state would be


permitted to establish a de novo branch in the home state or foreign


country of the out-of-state trust company.


(b)AASubject to Subsection (a), a de novo trust office may be


established in this state under this section through the


acquisition of a trust office in this state of an existing trust


institution.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.103.AAACQUIRING AN INTERSTATE TRUST OFFICE.


(a)AAAn out-of-state trust company that does not operate a trust


office in this state and that meets the requirements of this
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subchapter may acquire an existing trust institution in this state


and after the acquisition operate and maintain the acquired


institution as a trust office in this state, subject to Subchapter


A, Chapter 183, or Subchapter A, Chapter 33, if applicable.


(b)AAAn out-of-state trust institution that does not operate


a trust office in this state may not establish and maintain a trust


office in this state through the acquisition of a trust office of an


existing trust institution except as provided by Section 187.102.


This section does not affect or prohibit a trust institution or


other person from chartering a state trust company pursuant to


Section 182.001.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 17, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A187.104.AAREQUIREMENT OF NOTICE. An out-of-state trust


company desiring to establish and maintain a de novo trust office or


acquire an existing trust institution in this state and to operate


and maintain the acquired institution as a trust office pursuant to


this subchapter shall provide written notice of the proposed


transaction to the banking commissioner on or after the date on


which the out-of-state trust company applies to the home state


regulator for approval to establish and maintain or acquire the


trust office. The filing of the notice shall be preceded or


accompanied by a copy of the resolution adopted by the board


authorizing the additional office and the filing fee, if any,


prescribed by law. The written notice must contain sufficient


information to enable an informed decision under Section 187.105.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.105.AACONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL. (a)AAA trust office


of an out-of-state trust company may be acquired or established in


this state under this subchapter if:


(1)AAthe out-of-state trust company confirms in writing
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to the banking commissioner that while it maintains a trust office


in this state, it will comply with all applicable laws of this


state;


(2)AAthe out-of-state trust company provides


satisfactory evidence to the banking commissioner of compliance


with Section 201.102 and the applicable requirements of its home


state regulator for acquiring or establishing and maintaining the


office;


(3)AAall filing fees have been paid as required by law;


and


(4)AAthe banking commissioner finds that:


(A)AAapplicable conditions of Section 187.102 or


187.103 have been met;


(B)AAif a state bank is being acquired, the


applicable requirements of Subchapter A, Chapter 33 have been met,


or if a state trust company is being acquired, the applicable


requirements of Subchapter A, Chapter 183 have been met; and


(C)AAany conditions imposed by the banking


commissioner pursuant to Subsection (b) have been satisfied.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may condition approval of a


trust office on compliance by the out-of-state trust company with


any requirement applicable to formation of a state trust company


pursuant to Sections 182.003(b) and 182.007.


(c)AAIf all requirements of Subsection (a) have been met, the


out-of-state trust company may commence business at the trust


office on the 61st day after the date the banking commissioner


notifies the company that the notice required by Section 187.104


has been accepted for filing, unless the banking commissioner


specifies an earlier or later date.


(d)AAThe 60-day period of review may be extended by the


banking commissioner on a determination that the written notice


raises issues that require additional information or additional


time for analysis. If the period of review is extended, the


out-of-state trust company may establish the office only on prior


written approval by the banking commissioner.


(e)AAIf all requirements of Subsection (a) have been met, the


banking commissioner may otherwise deny approval of the office if
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the banking commissioner finds that the out-of-state trust company


lacks sufficient financial resources to undertake the proposed


expansion without adversely affecting its safety or soundness or


that the proposed office is contrary to the public interest. In


acting on the notice, the banking commissioner shall consider the


views of the appropriate supervisory agencies.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 18, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A187.106.AAADDITIONAL TRUST OFFICES. An out-of-state


trust company that maintains a trust office in this state under this


subchapter may establish or acquire additional trust offices or


representative trust offices in this state to the same extent that a


state trust company may establish or acquire additional offices in


this state pursuant to the procedures for establishing or acquiring


the offices set forth in Section 182.203.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER C. OUT-OF-STATE TRUST INSTITUTION REPRESENTATIVE TRUST


OFFICE


Sec.A187.201.AAREPRESENTATIVE TRUST OFFICE BUSINESS.


(a)AAAn out-of-state trust institution may establish a


representative trust office as permitted by this subchapter to:


(1)AAsolicit, but not accept, fiduciary appointments;


(2)AAact as a fiduciary in this state to the extent


permitted for a foreign corporate fiduciary by Subchapter A,


Chapter 505, Estates Code;


(3)AAperform ministerial duties with respect to


existing clients and accounts of the trust institution;


(4)AAengage in an activity permitted by Section


182.021; and


(5)AAto the extent the office is not acting as a
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fiduciary:


(A)AAreceive for safekeeping personal property of


every description;


(B)AAact as assignee, bailee, conservator,


custodian, escrow agent, registrar, receiver, or transfer agent;


and


(C)AAact as financial advisor, investment advisor


or manager, agent, or attorney-in-fact in any agreed capacity.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (a), a trust


representative office may not act as a fiduciary or otherwise


engage in the trust business in this state.


(c)AASubject to the requirements of this subchapter, an


out-of-state trust institution may establish and maintain


representative trust offices anywhere in this state.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.018, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A187.202.AAREGISTRATION OF REPRESENTATIVE TRUST OFFICE.


(a) Except as provided by Subsection (e) with respect to a credit


union, a savings association, or a savings bank, an out-of-state


trust institution that does not maintain a branch or trust office in


this state and that desires to establish or acquire and maintain a


representative trust office shall:


(1)AAfile a notice on a form prescribed by the banking


commissioner, setting forth:


(A)AAthe name of the out-of-state trust


institution;


(B)AAthe location of the proposed office; and


(C)AAsatisfactory evidence that the notificant is


a trust institution;


(2)AApay the filing fee, if any, prescribed by law; and


(3)AAsubmit a copy of the resolution adopted by the


board authorizing the representative trust office and a copy of the


trust institution ’s registration filed with the secretary of state
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pursuant to Section 201.102.


(b)AAThe notificant may commence business at the


representative trust office on the 31st day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the notice unless the banking


commissioner specifies an earlier or later date.


(c)AAThe 30-day period of review may be extended by the


banking commissioner on a determination that the written notice


raises issues that require additional information or additional


time for analysis. If the period of review is extended, the


out-of-state trust institution may establish the representative


trust office only on prior written approval by the banking


commissioner.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may deny approval of the


representative trust office if the banking commissioner finds that


the notificant lacks sufficient financial resources to undertake


the proposed expansion without adversely affecting its safety or


soundness or that the proposed office would be contrary to the


public interests. In acting on the notice, the banking


commissioner shall consider the views of the appropriate


supervisory agencies.


(e)AAA credit union, savings association, or savings bank


that does not maintain a branch in this state and desires to


establish or acquire and maintain a representative trust office


shall comply with this section, except that the notice required by


Subsection (a) must be filed with, and the duties and


responsibilities of the banking commissioner under Subsections


(b)-(d) shall be performed by:


(1)AAthe Texas credit union commissioner, with respect


to a credit union; or


(2)AAthe Texas savings and mortgage lending


commissioner, with respect to a savings association or savings


bank.


(f)AAAn out-of-state trust institution that fails to


register as required by this section is subject to Subchapter C,


Chapter 185.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.056,


eff. September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER D. SUPERVISION OF OUT-OF-STATE TRUST COMPANY


Sec.A187.301.AACOOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS; FEES. (a) To carry


out the purposes of this subtitle, the banking commissioner may:


(1)AAenter into cooperative, coordinating, or


information sharing agreements with another supervisory agency or


an organization affiliated with or representing one or more


supervisory agencies;


(2)AAwith respect to periodic examination or other


supervision or investigation, accept reports of examination or


investigation by, and reports submitted to, another supervisory


agency in lieu of conducting examinations or investigations or


receiving reports as might otherwise be required or permissible


under this subtitle;


(3)AAenter into contracts with another supervisory


agency having concurrent regulatory or supervisory jurisdiction to


engage the services of the agency for reasonable compensation to


assist with the banking commissioner ’s performance of official


duties under this subtitle or other law, or to provide services to


the agency for reasonable compensation in connection with the


agency’s performance of official duties under law, except that


Chapter 2254, Government Code, does not apply to those contracts;


(4)AAenter into joint examinations or joint enforcement


actions with another supervisory agency having concurrent


regulatory or supervisory jurisdiction, except that the banking


commissioner may independently take action under Section 187.305 if


the banking commissioner determines that the action is necessary to


carry out the banking commissioner ’s responsibilities under this


subtitle or to enforce compliance with the laws of this state; and


(5)AAassess supervisory and examination fees to be paid


by an out-of-state trust company that maintains one or more offices


in this state in connection with the banking commissioner ’s


performance of duties under this subtitle.
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(b)AASupervisory or examination fees assessed by the banking


commissioner in accordance with this subtitle may be shared with


another supervisory agency or an organization affiliated with or


representing one or more supervisory agencies in accordance with an


agreement between the banking commissioner and the agency or


organization. The banking commissioner may also receive a portion


of supervisory or examination fees assessed by another supervisory


agency in accordance with an agreement between the banking


commissioner and the agency.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.302.AAEXAMINATIONS; PERIODIC REPORTS. (a) To the


extent consistent with Section 187.301, the banking commissioner


may make examinations of a trust office or trust representative


office established and maintained in this state by an out-of-state


trust company pursuant to this chapter as the banking commissioner


considers necessary to determine whether the office is being


operated in compliance with the laws of this state and in accordance


with safe and sound fiduciary practices. Sections 181.104-181.106


apply to the examinations.


(b)AAThe finance commission may by rule prescribe


requirements for periodic reports regarding a trust office or trust


representative office in this state. The required reports must be


provided by the trust institution maintaining the office.


Reporting requirements under this subsection must be appropriate


for the purpose of enabling the banking commissioner to discharge


the responsibilities of the banking commissioner under this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.303.AAINTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS AND OPINIONS. (a)


Subject to Subsection (b), to encourage the effective coordination


and implementation of home state laws and host state laws with


respect to interstate trust business, the banking commissioner,


directly or through a deputy banking commissioner or department
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attorney in the manner provided by Sections 181.101 and 181.102,


and with the effect provided by Section 181.103, may issue:


(1)AAan interpretive statement for the general guidance


of trust institutions in this state and the public; or


(2)AAan opinion interpreting or determining the


applicability of the laws of this state to the trust business and


the operation of a branch, trust office, or another office in this


state of an out-of-state trust institution, or in other states by


state trust companies.


(b)AAWith respect to the trust business of a credit union,


savings association, or savings bank, the duties and


responsibilities of the banking commissioner under Subsection (a)


shall be performed by:


(1)AAthe Texas credit union commissioner, with respect


to a credit union; or


(2)AAthe Texas savings and mortgage lending


commissioner, with respect to a savings association or savings


bank.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 3.14, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.057,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A187.304.AACONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. Information


obtained directly or indirectly by the banking commissioner


relative to the financial condition or business affairs of a trust


institution, other than the public portions of a report of


condition or income statement, or a present, former, or prospective


shareholder, participant, officer, director, manager, affiliate,


or service provider of the trust institution, whether obtained


through application, examination, or otherwise, and each related


file or record of the department is confidential and may not be


disclosed by the banking commissioner or an employee of the


department except as expressly provided by Subchapter D, Chapter


181.
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Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A187.305.AAENFORCEMENT; APPEALS. (a)AAIf the banking


commissioner determines that an out-of-state trust company has


violated this subtitle or other applicable law of this state, the


banking commissioner may take all enforcement actions the banking


commissioner would be empowered to take if the out-of-state trust


company were a state trust company, except that the banking


commissioner shall promptly give notice to the home state regulator


of each enforcement action to be taken against an out-of-state


trust company and, to the extent practicable, shall consult and


cooperate with the home state regulator in pursuing and resolving


the enforcement action.AAAn out-of-state trust company may appeal a


final order or other decision of the banking commissioner under


this subtitle as provided by Sections 181.202 and 181.204.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), the banking


commissioner may enforce this subtitle against a trust institution


by appropriate action in the courts, including an action for


injunctive relief, if the banking commissioner concludes the action


is necessary or desirable.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 29, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A187.306.AANOTICE OF SUBSEQUENT EVENT. Each


out-of-state trust company that has established and maintains an


office in this state pursuant to this subtitle shall give written


notice, at least 30 days before the effective date of the event, or,


in the case of an emergency transaction, a shorter period before the


effective date consistent with applicable state or federal law, to


the banking commissioner of:


(1)AAa merger or other transaction that would cause a


change of control with respect to the trust company, with the result


that an application would be required to be filed with the home
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state regulator or a federal supervisory agency;


(2)AAa transfer of all or substantially all of the trust


accounts or trust assets of the out-of-state trust company to


another person; or


(3)AAthe closing or disposition of an office in this


state.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.001(a), eff. Sept.


1, 2001.
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fi.199.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE F. TRUST COMPANIES


CHAPTER 199. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec.A199.001.AASLANDER OR LIBEL OF STATE TRUST COMPANY. (a)


A person commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAknowingly makes, circulates, or transmits to


another person an untrue statement that is derogatory to the


financial condition of a state trust company located in this state;


or


(2)AAintentionally, to injure the state trust company,


counsels, aids, procures, or induces another person to knowingly


make, circulate, or transmit to another person an untrue statement


that is derogatory to the financial condition of a state trust


company located in this state.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a state jail felony.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A199.002.AAAUTHORITY TO ACT AS NOTARY PUBLIC. A notary


public is not disqualified from taking an acknowledgment or proof


of a written instrument as provided by Section 406.016, Government


Code, solely because of the person’s ownership of stock or


participation interest in or employment by a trust institution that


is an interested party in the underlying transaction, including a


state trust company or a trust institution organized under the laws


of another state that lawfully maintains an office in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.023(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A199.003.AASUCCESSION OF TRUST POWERS. (a) If, at the


time of a merger, reorganization, conversion, sale of substantially


all of its assets under Chapter 182 or 187 or other applicable law,


or sale of substantially all of its trust accounts and related


activities at a separate branch or trust office, a reorganizing or
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selling state trust company is acting as trustee, guardian,


executor, or administrator, or in another fiduciary capacity, a


successor or purchasing trust institution with sufficient


fiduciary authority may continue the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship:


(1)AAwithout the necessity of judicial action or action


by the creator of the office, trust, or fiduciary relationship; and


(2)AAwithout regard to whether the successor or


purchasing trust institution meets qualification requirements


specified in an instrument creating the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship other than a requirement related to geographic locale


of account administration, including requirements as to


jurisdiction of incorporation, location of principal office, or


type of financial institution.


(b)AAThe successor or purchasing trust institution may


perform all the duties and exercise all the powers connected with or


incidental to the fiduciary relationship in the same manner as if


the successor or purchasing trust institution had been originally


designated as the fiduciary.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.024(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A199.004.AADISCOVERY OF CLIENT RECORDS. Civil discovery


of a client record maintained by a trust institution, including a


state trust company or a trust institution organized under the laws


of another state that lawfully maintains an office in this state, is


governed by Section 59.006.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.025(a),


eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A199.005.AACOMPLIANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE. A trust company


may establish a compliance review committee as provided by Section


59.009.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.16(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.026(a),
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eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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fi.201.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE G. BANK HOLDING COMPANIES; INTERSTATE BANK OPERATIONS


CHAPTER 201. GENERAL PROVISIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A201.001.AASCOPE OF SUBTITLE. (a) This subtitle:


(1)AAsets forth the conditions under which a company


may acquire a Texas bank or a Texas bank holding company, pursuant


to the provisions of Chapter 202;


(2)AApermits interstate branching under the Interstate


Banking and Branching Efficiency Act pursuant to the provisions of


Chapter 203; and


(3)AAprovides for state regulation of the participation


by foreign banks in the financial markets of this state, pursuant to


the provisions of Chapter 204.


(b)AAThis subtitle is not intended to discriminate against


out-of-state banks and bank holding companies in a manner that


would violate the Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A201.002.AADEFINITIONS. (a) Unless the context


requires otherwise, in this subtitle:


(1)AA"Acquire" means an act that results in direct or


indirect control by a company of a bank holding company or a bank,


including an act that causes:


(A)AAthe company to merge with a bank holding


company or a bank;


(B)AAthe company to assume direct or indirect


ownership or control of:


(i)AAmore than 25 percent of any class of


voting shares of a bank holding company or a bank, if the acquiring


company was not a bank holding company before the acquisition;


(ii)AAmore than five percent of any class of


voting shares of a bank holding company or a bank, if the acquiring
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company was a bank holding company before the acquisition; or


(iii)AAall or substantially all of the


assets of a bank holding company or a bank; or


(C)AAan application relating to control of a bank


holding company or bank to be filed with a federal bank supervisory


agency.


(2)AA"Affiliate" has the meaning assigned by Section


2(k), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1841(k)).


(3)AA"Agency" when used in reference to an office of a


foreign bank, has the meaning assigned by Section 1(b)(1),


International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3101(1)).


(4)AA"Bank":


(A)AAfor purposes of Chapter 202 and the laws of


this state as they relate to Chapter 202, has the meaning assigned


by Section 2(c), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1841(c));


(B)AAfor purposes of Chapter 203 and the laws of


this state as they relate to Chapter 203, has the meaning assigned


to the term "insured bank" by Section 3(h), Federal Deposit


Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813(h)), except that the term


does not include a foreign bank unless it is organized under the


laws of a territory of the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam,


American Samoa, or the Virgin Islands and its deposits are insured


by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; and


(C)AAfor purposes of Chapter 204 and the laws of


this state as they relate to Chapter 204, has the meaning assigned


by Section 2(c), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1841(c)), or Section 3(a)(1), Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1813(a)(1)), except that the term does not include a


foreign bank or a branch or agency of a foreign bank.


(5)AA"Bank holding company" has the meaning assigned by


Section 2(a), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1841(a)),


and includes a financial holding company.


(6)AA"Bank Holding Company Act" means the federal Bank


Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. Section 1841 et seq.), as


amended.


(7)AA"Bank supervisory agency" means any of the
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following:


(A)AAan agency of another state with primary


responsibility for chartering and supervising banks;


(B)AAthe Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System, or the Bureau of Consumer


Financial Protection, and any successor to these agencies; or


(C)AAan agency of a country, including a colony,


dependency, possession, or political subdivision of a country,


other than the United States with primary responsibility for


chartering and supervising banks.


(8)AA"Branch" has the meaning assigned by Section


31.002(a), except that for purposes of Chapter 204 and the laws of


this state as they relate to Chapter 204 the term:


(A)AAwith respect to an office of a foreign bank,


has the meaning assigned by Section 1(b)(3), International Banking


Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3101(3)); and


(B)AAwith respect to an office of a bank as defined


by this section for the purposes of Chapter 204, has the meaning


assigned to the term "domestic branch" by Section 3(o), Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813(o)).


(9)AA"Commissioner" has the meaning assigned to the


term "banking commissioner" by Section 31.002(a), except that for


purposes of Chapter 203 and the laws of this state as they relate to


Chapter 203, with respect to a state savings bank, the term means


the savings and mortgage lending commissioner of Texas.


(10)AA"Company" has the meaning assigned by Section


2(b), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1841(b)), and


includes a bank holding company.


(11)AA"Control" shall be construed consistently with


Section 2(a)(2), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1841(a)(2)), and regulations and interpretive rulings of the Board


of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.


(12)AA"De novo branch" means a branch of a bank located


in a host state that:


(A)AAis originally established by the bank as a


branch; and
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(B)AAdoes not become a branch of the bank as a


result of:


(i)AAthe acquisition of another bank or a


branch of another bank; or


(ii)AAthe merger or conversion involving the


bank or branch.


(13)AA"Deposit" has the meaning assigned by Section


3(l), Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813(l)).


(14)AA"Depository institution" means an institution


included for any purpose within the definitions of "insured


depository institution" as assigned by Sections 3(c)(2) and


3(c)(3), Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Sections


1813(c)(2) and 1813(c)(3)).


(15)AA"Federal agency" means an agency of a foreign


bank that is licensed by the Comptroller of the Currency pursuant to


Section 4, International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3102).


(16)AA"Federal branch" means a branch of a foreign bank


that is licensed by the Comptroller of the Currency pursuant to


Section 4, International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3102).


(17)AA"Federal Deposit Insurance Act" means the Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1811 et seq.), as amended.


(18)AA"Foreign bank" has the meaning assigned by


Section 1(b)(7), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section


3101(7)).


(19)AA"Foreign bank holding company" means a bank


holding company that is organized under the laws of a country other


than the United States or a territory or possession of the United


States, and includes a foreign financial holding company.


(20)AA"Foreign person" means a natural or juridical


person who is a citizen or national of one or more countries,


including any colonies, dependencies, or possessions of the


countries, other than the United States.


(21)AA"Home state" means:


(A)AAwith respect to a national bank, the state in


which the main office of the bank is located;


(B)AAwith respect to a state bank, the state by


which the bank is chartered;
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(C)AAwith respect to a foreign bank, the state


determined to be the home state of the foreign bank under Section


5(c), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3103(c)); and


(D)AAwith respect to a bank holding company, the


state in which the total deposits of all bank subsidiaries of the


company are the largest on the later of July 1, 1966, or the date on


which the company became a bank holding company.


(22)AA"Home state regulator" means:


(A)AAwith respect to an out-of-state bank holding


company, the bank supervisory agency of the home state of the bank


holding company; and


(B)AAwith respect to an out-of-state state bank,


the bank supervisory agency of the state in which the bank is


chartered.


(23)AA"Host state" means:


(A)AAwith respect to a bank, a state other than the


home state of the bank in which the bank maintains or seeks to


establish and maintain a branch; and


(B)AAwith respect to a bank holding company, a


state other than the home state of the company in which the company


controls or seeks to control a bank subsidiary.


(24)AA"International Banking Act" means the federal


International Banking Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. Section 3101 et seq.),


as amended.


(25)AA"Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency


Act" means the federal Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching


Efficiency Act of 1994, Public Law No. 103-328, codified at various


sections of Title 12, United States Code.


(26)AA"Interstate branch" means a branch of a bank or a


branch of a foreign bank, as the context requires, established,


acquired, or retained pursuant to the Interstate Banking and


Branching Efficiency Act, outside the home state of the bank or


foreign bank. The term does not include, with respect to a foreign


bank, a limited branch as that term is defined by this section.


(27)AA"Interstate merger transaction" means:


(A)AAthe merger of banks with different home


states and the conversion of branches of a bank involved in the
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merger into branches of the resulting bank; or


(B)AAthe purchase of all or substantially all of


the assets, including all or substantially all of the branches, of a


bank whose home state is different from the home state of the


acquiring bank.


(28)AA"Limited branch" means a branch of a foreign bank


that accepts only the deposits that would be permissible for a


corporation organized under Section 25A, Federal Reserve Act (12


U.S.C. Section 611 et seq.), in accordance with Section 5(a)(7),


International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3103(a)(7)).


(29)AA"Out-of-state bank" means a bank whose home state


is another state.


(30)AA"Out-of-state bank holding company" means a bank


holding company whose home state is another state, and includes an


out-of-state financial holding company.


(31)AA"Out-of-state foreign bank" means a foreign bank


whose home state is another state.


(32)AA"Out-of-state state bank" means a bank chartered


under the laws of another state.


(33)AA"Representative office" has the meaning assigned


by Section 1(b)(15), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section


3101(15)).


(34)AA"Resulting bank" means a bank that results from


an interstate merger transaction.


(35)AA"State" means a state of the United States, the


District of Columbia, a territory of the United States, Puerto


Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific


Islands, the Virgin Islands, or the Northern Mariana Islands,


except that for purposes of Chapter 202 and the laws of this state


as they relate to Chapter 202 the term means a state, territory, or


other possession of the United States, including the District of


Columbia.


(36)AA"State bank" means a Texas state bank or an


out-of-state state bank, including an out-of-state state savings


bank.


(37)AA"State savings bank" has the meaning assigned to


the term "savings bank" by Section 3(g), Federal Deposit Insurance
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Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813(g)), and includes a savings bank


organized under Subtitle C or under similar laws of another state.


(38)AA"Subsidiary" has the meaning assigned by Section


2(d), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1841(d)).


(39)AA"Texas bank" means a bank whose home state is this


state, except that for purposes of Chapter 202 and the laws of this


state as they relate to Chapter 202 the term means a Texas state


bank or a national bank organized under federal law with its main


office in this state.


(40)AA"Texas bank holding company" means a bank holding


company whose home state is this state and that is not controlled by


a bank holding company other than a Texas bank holding company, and


includes a Texas financial holding company.


(41)AA"Texas representative office" means a


representative office that is located in this state and registered


pursuant to Subchapter C, Chapter 204.


(42)AA"Texas state agency," means, when used in


reference to an office of a foreign bank, an agency of a foreign


bank that is located in this state and licensed pursuant to


Subchapter B, Chapter 204.


(43)AA"Texas state bank" means a bank that is organized


under Subtitle A.


(44)AA"Texas state branch," means, when used in


reference to an office of a foreign bank, a branch of a foreign bank


that is located in this state and licensed pursuant to Subchapter B,


Chapter 204.


(45)AA"United States" means:


(A)AAwhen used in a geographical sense, the


several states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam,


American Samoa, the American Virgin Islands, the Trust Territory of


the Pacific Islands, and other territories of the United States;


and


(B)AAwhen used in a political sense, the federal


government of the United States.


(46)AA"Financial holding company" means a bank holding


company that has elected to be treated as a financial holding


company under 12 U.S.C. Section 1843(l).
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(47)AA"Functional regulatory agency" means a


department or agency of this state, another state, the United


States, or a foreign government with whom the United States


currently maintains diplomatic relations that regulates and


charters, licenses, or registers persons engaged in financial


activities or activities incidental or complementary to financial


activities, including activities related to banking, insurance, or


securities.


(b)AAThe definitions provided by Section 31.002 apply to this


subtitle to the extent not inconsistent with this section and as the


context requires.


(c)AAThe definitions shall be liberally construed to


accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


(d)AAThe finance commission by rule may adopt other


definitions to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 27, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.058,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 19, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A201.003.AARULES. (a) The finance commission may adopt


rules to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle, including rules


necessary or reasonable to:


(1)AAimplement and clarify this subtitle in a manner


consistent with and to the extent permitted by applicable federal


law;


(2)AApreserve or protect the safety and soundness of


banking in this state;


(3)AAgrant at least the same rights and privileges to


Texas state banks that are or may be granted to other depository


institutions;


(4)AArecover the cost of maintaining and operating the


department and the cost of enforcing this subtitle by imposing and
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collecting ratable and equitable fees for supervision and


regulation, including fees for notices, applications, and


examinations; and


(5)AAfacilitate the fair hearing and adjudication of


matters before the commissioner and the finance commission.


(b)AAIn adopting rules, the finance commission shall


consider the need to:


(1)AAcoordinate with applicable federal law;


(2)AApromote a stable banking environment;


(3)AAprovide the public with convenient, safe, and


competitive banking services;


(4)AApreserve and promote the competitive position of


Texas state banks with regard to other depository institutions


consistent with the safety and soundness of Texas state banks and


the Texas state bank system; and


(5)AAallow for economic development in this state.


(c)AAThe presence or absence in this subtitle of a specific


reference to rules regarding a particular subject does not enlarge


or diminish the rulemaking authority provided by this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 28, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A201.004.AALAW APPLICABLE TO INTERSTATE BRANCHES.


(a)AAThe laws of this state, including laws regarding community


reinvestment, consumer protection, fair lending, and establishment


of intrastate branches, apply to an interstate branch located in


this state to the same extent the laws of this state would apply if


the branch in this state were a branch of an out-of-state national


bank in this state, except to the extent otherwise provided under


federal law.AAAn out-of-state state bank that establishes an


interstate branch in this state under this subtitle may conduct any


activity at the branch in this state that is permissible under the


laws of the bank’s home state, to the extent the activity is


permissible for a Texas state bank or for a branch of an


out-of-state national bank in this state.


(b)AATo the extent provided by Section 4.102(c), Business &
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Commerce Code, the laws of this state govern a deposit contract


between a bank and a consumer account holder if the branch or


separate office of the bank that accepts the deposit contract is


located in this state.


(c)AAWithout limiting Subsection (a), for purposes of the


laws of this state relating to authority to act as a fiduciary,


depository of public funds, or custodian of securities pledged to


secure public funds, or authority to engage in repurchase


transactions with public entities, a legally operating interstate


branch in this state is considered to be in, within, located in,


authorized to do business in, domiciled in, and chartered in this


state.


(d)AAThis subtitle does not limit or affect the authority of:


(1)AAthe home state regulator of a bank ’s home state to


enforce any law applicable to a branch of an out-of-state state


bank;


(2)AAa law enforcement officer, a regulatory


supervisor, other than the commissioner, or another official of


this state to enforce the laws of this state applicable to a branch


of an out-of-state state bank; or


(3)AAthis state to adopt, apply, or administer any tax


or method of taxation to a bank, bank holding company, or foreign


bank, or any affiliate of a bank, bank holding company, or foreign


bank, to the extent that the tax or tax method is otherwise


permissible by or under the United States Constitution or other


federal law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 20, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A201.005.AACOOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS; FEES. (a) To carry


out the purposes of this subtitle, to the extent permitted by


federal law, the commissioner may:


(1)AAenter into cooperative, coordinating, or


information sharing agreements with another bank supervisory
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agency, a functional regulatory agency, or an organization


affiliated with or representing one or more bank supervisory


agencies;


(2)AAwith respect to periodic examination or other


supervision or investigation, accept reports of examination or


investigation by, and reports submitted to, another bank


supervisory agency or functional regulatory agency in lieu of


conducting examinations or investigations or receiving reports as


might otherwise be required or permissible under this subtitle;


(3)AAenter into contracts with another bank supervisory


agency or functional regulatory agency having concurrent


regulatory or supervisory jurisdiction to engage the services of


the agency for reasonable compensation to assist in connection with


the commissioner’s performance of official duties under this


subtitle or other law, or to provide services to the agency for


reasonable compensation in connection with the agency ’s


performance of official duties under law, except that Chapter 2254,


Government Code, does not apply to the contracts;


(4)AAenter into joint examinations or joint enforcement


actions with another bank supervisory agency or functional


regulatory agency having concurrent regulatory or supervisory


jurisdiction, except that the commissioner may independently take


action under Section 201.009 if the commissioner determines that


the action is necessary to carry out the commissioner ’s


responsibilities under this subtitle or to enforce compliance with


the laws of this state; and


(5)AAassess supervisory and examination fees to be paid


by a state bank, state savings bank, bank holding company, or


foreign bank in connection with the commissioner ’s performance of


duties under this subtitle.


(b)AASupervisory or examination fees assessed by the


commissioner in accordance with this subtitle may be shared with


another bank supervisory agency, a functional regulatory agency, or


an organization affiliated with or representing one or more bank


supervisory agencies in accordance with an agreement between the


commissioner and the agency or organization. The commissioner may


also receive a portion of supervisory or examination fees assessed
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by another bank supervisory agency or functional regulatory agency


in accordance with an agreement between the commissioner and the


agency.


(c)AAA cooperative agreement entered into by the


commissioner under this section does not limit the authority of a


law enforcement officer, regulatory supervisor, or other official


of this state who is not a party to the agreement to enforce the laws


of this state applicable to a branch of an out-of-state state bank


located in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 29, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 21, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A201.006.AAISSUANCE OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS AND


OPINIONS. (a) To encourage the effective coordination and


implementation of home state laws and host state laws with respect


to interstate branching, the commissioner, directly or through a


deputy commissioner or department attorney, may:


(1)AAissue interpretive statements containing matters


of general policy to guide the public and banks and bank holding


companies subject to this subtitle;


(2)AAamend or repeal a published interpretive statement


by issuing an amended statement or notice of repeal of a statement


and publishing the statement or notice;


(3)AAissue, in response to specific requests from the


public or the banking industry, opinions interpreting this subtitle


or determining the applicability of laws of this state to the


operation of interstate branches or other offices in this state by


out-of-state banks or in other states by Texas banks; and


(4)AAamend or repeal an opinion by issuing an amended


opinion or notice of repeal of an opinion, except that the


requesting party may rely on the original opinion if:


(A)AAall material facts were originally disclosed


to the commissioner;
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(B)AAthe safety and soundness of the affected bank


or bank holding company will not be affected by further reliance on


the original opinion; and


(C)AAthe text and interpretation of relevant,


governing provisions of applicable home state, host state, and


federal law have not been changed by legislative or judicial


action.


(b)AAAn interpretive statement or opinion may be


disseminated by newsletter, via electronic medium such as the


internet, in a volume of statutes or related materials published by


the commissioner or others, or by other means reasonably calculated


to notify persons affected by the interpretive statement or


opinion. An opinion may be disseminated to the public if the


commissioner determines that the opinion is useful for the general


guidance and convenience of the public or banks or bank holding


companies. A published opinion must be redacted to preserve the


confidentiality of the requesting party unless the requesting party


consents to be identified in the published opinion. Notice of an


amended or withdrawn statement or opinion must be disseminated in a


substantially similar manner as the affected statement or opinion


was originally disseminated.


(c)AAAn interpretive statement or opinion issued under this


subtitle does not have the force of law and is not a rule for the


purposes of Chapter 2001, Government Code, unless adopted by the


finance commission as provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


An interpretive statement or opinion is an administrative


construction of this subtitle entitled to great weight if the


construction is reasonable and does not conflict with this


subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 5.01, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A201.007.AACONFIDENTIALITY. Except as expressly


provided otherwise in this subtitle, confidentiality of


information obtained by the commissioner under this subtitle is


governed by Subchapter D, Chapter 31, or, with respect to a state
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savings bank, Subtitle C, and may not be disclosed by the


commissioner or an employee of the commissioner ’s department except


as provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 31, or, with respect to a state


savings bank, Subtitle C.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A201.008.AANOTICE OF SUBSEQUENT EVENT. Each


out-of-state state bank that has established and maintains an


interstate branch in this state pursuant to this subtitle shall


give written notice to the commissioner, at least 30 days before the


effective date of the event, or in the case of an emergency


transaction, within a shorter period consistent with applicable


state or federal law, of a merger or other transaction that would


cause a change of control with respect to the bank or a bank holding


company that controls the bank, with the result that an application


would be required to be filed with the bank ’s home state regulator


or a federal bank supervisory agency, including an application


filed pursuant to the Change in Bank Control Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C.


Section 1817(j)), as amended, or the Bank Holding Company Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1841 et seq.).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 201.009.AAENFORCEMENT; APPEALS. (a)AAIf the


commissioner determines that a bank holding company or a foreign


bank has violated this subtitle or other applicable law of this


state, the commissioner may take any enforcement action the


commissioner would be empowered to take if the bank holding company


or foreign bank were a Texas state bank, except that the


commissioner shall promptly give notice to the home state regulator


of each enforcement action taken against an out-of-state bank


holding company or foreign bank and, to the extent practicable,


shall consult and cooperate with the home state regulator in


pursuing and resolving the enforcement action.AAA bank holding


company or foreign bank may appeal a final order or other decision


of the commissioner under this subtitle as provided by Sections
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31.202 and 31.204.


(b)AAIf the commissioner determines that an interstate


branch maintained by an out-of-state state bank in this state is


being operated in violation of a law of this state that is


applicable to the branch under Section 24(j), Federal Deposit


Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831a(j)), including a law that


governs community reinvestment, fair lending, or consumer


protection, the commissioner, with written notice to the home state


regulator and subject to the terms of any applicable cooperative


agreement with the home state regulator, may take any enforcement


action the commissioner would be empowered to take if the branch


were a Texas state bank or state savings bank, as the case may


be.AAAn out-of-state state bank may appeal a final order or other


decision of the commissioner under this subtitle as provided by


Sections 31.202 and 31.204, or as provided under Subtitle C with


respect to a state savings bank.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 22, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 26, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 30, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A201.010.AATAXATION. A bank subject to this subtitle is


subject to the franchise tax to the extent provided by Chapter 171,


Tax Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A201.011.AASEVERABILITY. The provisions of this


subtitle or the applications of those provisions are severable as


provided by Section 311.032(c), Government Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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SUBCHAPTER B. REGISTRATION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS


Sec.A201.101.AADEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Financial institution" means:


(A)AAa bank as defined for any purpose by Section


201.002(a)(4), whether chartered under the laws of this state,


another state, the United States, or another country, including a


state savings bank;


(B)AAa savings and loan association chartered


under Chapter 62 or similar laws of another state;


(C)AAa federal savings and loan association,


federal savings bank, or federal credit union;


(D)AAa credit union chartered under Chapter 122 or


similar laws of another state; or


(E)AAa trust company chartered under the laws of


this state or another state.


(2)AA"Out-of-state financial institution" means a


financial institution that:


(A)AAis not chartered under the laws of this


state; and


(B)AAhas its main or principal office in another


state or country.


(3)AA"Texas financial institution" means a financial


institution that:


(A)AAis chartered under the laws of this state or


under federal law; and


(B)AAhas its main or principal office in this


state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A201.102.AAREGISTRATION TO DO BUSINESS. An out-of-state


financial institution must file an application for registration


with the secretary of state, before operating a branch or other


office in this state, by complying with the law of this state


relating to foreign corporations doing business in this state,
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notwithstanding a provision in that law that purports to limit or


prohibit its applicability to financial institutions.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A201.103.AAAPPOINTMENT OF AGENT TO RECEIVE SERVICE OF


PROCESS. (a) A Texas financial institution may file in the office


of the secretary of state a statement appointing an agent


authorized to receive service of process.


(b)AAA statement appointing an agent must set forth:


(1)AAthe name of the Texas financial institution;


(2)AAthe federal tax identification number of the Texas


financial institution;


(3)AAthe address, including the street address, of the


principal office of the Texas financial institution; and


(4)AAthe name of the agent in this state authorized to


receive service of process and the agent ’s address, including the


street address, in this state.


(c)AAThe agent named under Subsection (b) must be:


(1)AAan individual resident of this state;


(2)AAa domestic corporation, limited partnership,


partnership, limited liability company, professional association,


cooperative, or real estate investment trust; or


(3)AAa foreign entity registered with the secretary of


state to transact business in this state.


(d)AAA statement appointing an agent must be signed by an


officer of the Texas financial institution. The statement must


also be signed by the person appointed agent, who by signing accepts


the appointment. The appointed agent may resign by filing a


resignation in the office of the secretary of state and giving


notice to the Texas financial institution.


(e)AAThe secretary of state shall collect for the use of the


state:


(1)AAa fee of $25 for indexing and filing the original


statement appointing an agent; and


(2)AAa fee of $15 for filing an amendment to or


cancellation of a statement appointing an agent.
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(f)AAAn amendment to a statement appointing an agent to


receive service of process must meet the requirements for execution


of an original statement.


(g)AAA statement appointing an agent may be canceled by


filing with the secretary of state a written notice of cancellation


executed by an officer of the Texas financial institution. A notice


of cancellation must contain:


(1)AAthe name of the Texas financial institution;


(2)AAthe federal tax identification number of the Texas


financial institution;


(3)AAthe date of filing of the statement appointing the


agent; and


(4)AAthe current street address of the principal office


of the Texas financial institution.


(h)AAService of process on a registered agent appointed under


this section is an alternate method of service in addition to other


methods provided by law unless other law specifically requires


service to be made on the registered agent. A resignation or notice


of cancellation is effective immediately on acknowledgement of


filing by the secretary of state, and after the acknowledgement the


financial institution is subject to service of process as otherwise


provided by law.


(i)AAThe secretary of state may adopt forms and procedural


rules for filing of documents under this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE G. BANK HOLDING COMPANIES; INTERSTATE BANK OPERATIONS


CHAPTER 202. BANK HOLDING COMPANIES


Sec.A202.001.AAACQUISITION OF BANK OR BANK HOLDING COMPANY.


(a)AAThis section applies to a company intending to acquire a


Texas bank holding company or a Texas bank.AAFor purposes of this


section, a Texas bank holding company does not include a bank


holding company of which the only subsidiaries are state savings


banks.


(a-1)AAA company described by Subsection (a) shall submit to


the commissioner a copy of the application for approval or notice


submitted to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System


under Section 3, Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1842).AAThe copy must be:


(1)AAsubmitted to the commissioner when the application


is submitted to the board of governors;


(2)AAaccompanied by any additional information


required under Subsection (b); and


(3)AAaccompanied by any filing fee required by law.


(b)AAAn applicant or notificant that is an out-of-state bank


holding company shall provide satisfactory evidence to the


commissioner of compliance with or inapplicability of:


(1)AAthe requirements of Section 202.003; and


(2)AAif the applicant or notificant is not incorporated


under the laws of this state, the laws of this state relating to


registration of foreign corporations to do business in this state.


(c)AAOn receipt of the notice prescribed by Section 3(b),


Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1842(b)), the


commissioner shall state in writing within the period prescribed by


that subsection the commissioner ’s:


(1)AAviews and recommendations concerning the proposed


transaction;


(2)AAopinion regarding whether the proposed


transaction complies with this chapter and the Interstate Banking


and Branching Efficiency Act; and
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(3)AAopinion regarding whether the proposed


transaction complies with the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977


(12 U.S.C. Section 2901 et seq.), as amended.


(d)AAThe commissioner is not required to disapprove the


application or notice solely because of the opinion stated under


Subsection (c)(3).


(e)AAIf the commissioner ’s response disapproves an


application for or notice of an acquisition of a Texas state bank or


a Texas bank holding company controlling a Texas state bank, the


commissioner may:


(1)AAappear at the hearing held as provided by Section


3(b), Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1842(b)); and


(2)AApresent evidence at the hearing regarding the


reasons the application or notice should be denied.


(f)AAIf the commissioner ’s response disapproves an


application for or notice of an acquisition other than as described


by Subsection (e), the commissioner may request that a hearing be


held as provided by Section 3(b), Bank Holding Company Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1842(b)). If the board of governors grants the


request, the commissioner shall appear and present evidence at the


hearing regarding the reasons the application or notice should be


denied.


(g)AAIf the board of governors approves an application or


notice that the commissioner disapproved, the commissioner may


accept the decision or attempt to overturn the decision on appeal as


provided by Section 9, Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1848).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A202.002.AALIMITATION ON CONTROL OF DEPOSITS. (a) The


commissioner may not approve an acquisition if, on consummation of


the transaction, the applicant, including all depository


institution affiliates of the applicant, would control 20 percent
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or more of the total amount of deposits in this state held by


depository institutions in this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner may request and the applicant shall


provide supplemental information to the commissioner to aid in a


determination under this section, including information that is


more current than or in addition to information in the most recently


available summary of deposits, reports of condition, or similar


reports filed with or produced by state or federal authorities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A202.003.AAREQUIRED AGE OF ACQUIRED BANK. (a) An


out-of-state bank holding company may not make an acquisition under


this chapter if the Texas bank to be acquired, or any Texas bank


subsidiary of the bank holding company to be acquired, has not been


in existence and in continuous operation for at least five years as


of the effective date of acquisition.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section:


(1)AAa bank that is the successor as a result of merger


or acquisition of all or substantially all of the assets of a prior


bank is considered to have been in existence and continuously


operated during the period of its existence and continuous


operation as a bank and during the period of existence and


continuous operation of the prior bank; and


(2)AAa bank effecting a purchase and assumption,


merger, or similar transaction with or supervised by the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor is considered to


have been in existence and continuously operated during the


existence and continuous operation of the bank with respect to


which the transaction was consummated.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A202.004.AANONBANKING ACQUISITION, ELECTION, OR


ACTIVITY. (a) A bank holding company doing business in this state


that submits an application, election, or notice to the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System under Section 4, Bank
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Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1843), that involves or will


involve an office location in this state shall submit to the


commissioner a copy of the application, election, or notice when


the application, election, or notice is submitted to the board of


governors, including a notice or application to acquire a


nonbanking institution, an election to be treated as a financial


holding company, or a request, proposal, or application to engage


in an activity that is or may be a financial activity or an activity


incidental or complementary to a financial activity. The bank


holding company shall submit other information reasonably


requested by the commissioner to determine the manner in which the


acquisition, election, or activity will directly or indirectly


affect residents of this state.


(b)AATo assist in determining whether to disapprove the


proposed acquisition, election, or activity, the commissioner may


hold a public hearing as provided by Section 31.201, regardless of


whether requested to do so by a person, regarding the proposed


acquisition, election, or activity and its effect on this state.


The commissioner shall convene a hearing if the bank holding


company requests a hearing in writing when it submits the


application, election, or notice to the commissioner.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall disapprove the proposed


acquisition, election, or activity if the commissioner determines


that the acquisition, election, or activity would be detrimental to


the public interest as a result of probable adverse effects,


including undue concentration of resources, decreased or unfair


competition, conflicts of interest, or unsound banking practices.


(d)AAIf the commissioner determines to disapprove the


proposed acquisition, election, or activity, the commissioner may


prepare and file a response to the application, election, or notice


with the board of governors and may request that a hearing be held.


If the board of governors grants the request, the commissioner


shall appear and present evidence at the hearing regarding the


reasons the proposed acquisition, election, or activity should be


denied.


(e)AAIf the board of governors approves a proposed


acquisition, election, or activity that the commissioner
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disapproved, the commissioner may accept the decision or seek to


overturn the decision on appeal as provided by Section 9, Bank


Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1848).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 30, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A202.005.AAAPPLICABLE LAWS. (a)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAexamine a bank holding company that controls a


Texas bank to the same extent as if the bank holding company were a


Texas state bank; and


(2)AAbring an enforcement proceeding under Chapter 35


against a bank holding company or other person that violates or


participates in a violation of Subtitle A, an agreement filed with


the commissioner under this chapter, or a rule adopted by the


finance commission or order issued by the commissioner under


Subtitle A, as if the bank holding company were a Texas state bank.


(a-1)AAThe grounds, procedures, and effects of an


enforcement proceeding brought under this section apply to a bank


holding company, an officer, director, or employee of a bank


holding company, or a controlling shareholder or other person


participating in the affairs of a bank holding company in the same


manner as the grounds, procedures, and effects apply to a state


bank, an officer, director, or employee of a state bank, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a state bank.


(b)AAA Texas bank that is controlled by a bank holding


company that is not a Texas bank holding company shall be subject to


all laws of this state that are applicable to Texas banks that are


controlled by Texas bank holding companies.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 94, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 77, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 17, eff.
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May 28, 2011.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec.A202.006.AAFINANCIAL ACTIVITIES. (a) A financial


holding company may engage in a financial activity or an activity


incidental or complementary to a financial activity if the activity


has been authorized by:


(1)AAthe Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve


System under 12 U.S.C. Section 1843(k); or


(2)AAa rule adopted by the finance commission under


Subsection (b).


(b)AAThe finance commission by rule may determine that an


activity not otherwise approved or authorized under this chapter,


federal law, or other law is:


(1)AAa financial activity;


(2)AAincidental to a financial activity; or


(3)AAcomplementary to a financial activity.


(c)AAIn adopting a rule under Subsection (b), the finance


commission shall consider:


(1)AAthe purposes of this subtitle and the


Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (Pub. L. No. 106-102);


(2)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


marketplace in which financial holding companies compete;


(3)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


technology for delivering financial services;


(4)AAwhether the activity is necessary or appropriate


to allow a financial holding company to:


(A)AAcompete effectively with another company


seeking to provide financial services;


(B)AAefficiently deliver information and services


that are financial in nature through the use of technological


means, including an application necessary to protect the security


or efficacy of systems for the transmission of data or financial


transactions; or


(C)AAoffer customers available or emerging


technological means for using financial services or for the
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document imaging of data; and


(5)AAif otherwise determined to be permissible, whether


the conduct of the activity by a financial holding company should be


qualified through the imposition of reasonable and necessary


conditions to protect the public and require appropriate regard for


safety and soundness of the holding company ’s subsidiary banks and


the financial system generally.


(d)AAA determination by the board of governors under federal


law or by a rule of the finance commission under this section does


not alter or negate applicable licensing and regulatory


requirements administered by a functional regulatory agency of this


state.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 31, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE G. BANK HOLDING COMPANIES; INTERSTATE BANK OPERATIONS


CHAPTER 203. INTERSTATE BANK MERGERS AND BRANCHING


Sec.A203.001.AAINTERSTATE BRANCHING BY TEXAS STATE BANKS.


(a) With the prior approval of the commissioner, a Texas state bank


may establish and maintain a de novo branch or acquire a branch in a


state other than Texas pursuant to Section 32.203.


(b)AAWith the prior approval of the commissioner, a Texas


state bank may establish, maintain, and operate one or more


branches in another state pursuant to an interstate merger


transaction in which the Texas state bank is the resulting bank.


Not later than the date on which the required application for the


interstate merger transaction is filed with the responsible federal


bank supervisory agency, the applicant Texas state bank shall file


an application on a form prescribed by the commissioner and pay the


fee prescribed by law. The applicant shall also comply with the


applicable provisions of Sections 32.301-32.303. The commissioner


shall approve the interstate merger transaction and the operation


of branches outside of this state by the Texas state bank if the


commissioner makes the findings required by Section 32.302(b). An


interstate merger transaction may be consummated only after the


applicant has received the commissioner ’s written approval.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A203.002.AACONDITIONS FOR ENTRY BY DE NOVO BRANCHING.


(a)AAAn out-of-state bank may establish a de novo branch in this


state if:


(1)AA the out-of-state bank confirms in writing to the


commissioner that as long as it maintains a branch in this state, it


will comply with all applicable laws of this state;


(2)AAthe applicant provides satisfactory evidence to


the commissioner of compliance with the applicable requirements of


Section 201.102; and


(3)AAthe commissioner, acting on or before the 30th day
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after the date the commissioner receives notice of an application


under Subsection (b), certifies to the responsible federal bank


supervisory agency that the requirements of this subchapter have


been met.


(b)AAAn out-of-state bank desiring to establish and maintain


a de novo branch shall provide written notice of the proposed


transaction to the commissioner not later than the date on which the


bank applies to the responsible federal bank supervisory agency for


approval to establish the branch. The filing of the notice must be


accompanied by the filing fee, if any, prescribed by the


commissioner.


(c)AAA de novo branch may be established in this state


through the acquisition of a branch of an existing Texas bank if the


acquiring out-of-state bank complies with this section.


(d)AAA depository institution may not establish or maintain a


branch in this state on the premises or property of an affiliate if


the affiliate engages in commercial activities, except as provided


by Section 92.063(d).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 217 (H.B. 944), Sec. 4, eff.


May 25, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 23, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A203.003.AAENTRY BY INTERSTATE MERGER TRANSACTION.


(a)AASubject to Section 203.004, one or more Texas banks may enter


into an interstate merger transaction with one or more out-of-state


banks under this chapter, and an out-of-state bank resulting from


the transaction may maintain and operate the branches in this state


of a Texas bank that participated in the transaction.AAAn


out-of-state bank that will be the resulting bank in the interstate


merger transaction shall comply with Section 201.102.


(b)AAAn out-of-state bank that will be the resulting bank


pursuant to an interstate merger transaction involving a Texas


state bank shall notify the commissioner of the proposed merger not
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later than the date on which it files an application for an


interstate merger transaction with the responsible federal bank


supervisory agency, and shall submit a copy of that application to


the commissioner and pay the filing fee, if any, required by the


commissioner. A Texas state bank that is a party to the interstate


merger transaction shall comply with Chapter 32 and with other


applicable state and federal laws. An out-of-state bank that will


be the resulting bank in the interstate merger transaction shall


provide satisfactory evidence to the commissioner of compliance


with Section 201.102.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940, Sec.


26, eff. June 14, 2013.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 24, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 26, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A203.004.AALIMITATION ON CONTROL OF DEPOSITS. (a) An


interstate merger transaction is not permitted if, on consummation


of the transaction, the resulting bank, including all depository


institution affiliates of the resulting bank, would control 20


percent or more of the total amount of deposits in this state held


by all depository institutions in this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner may request and the applicant shall


provide supplemental information to the commissioner to aid in a


determination under this section, including information that is


more current than or in addition to information in the most recently


available summary of deposits, reports of condition, or similar


reports filed with or produced by state or federal authorities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A203.006.AAADDITIONAL BRANCHES. An out-of-state bank


that has established or acquired a branch in this state under this
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chapter may establish or acquire additional branches in this state


to the same extent that a Texas state bank may establish or acquire


a branch in this state under applicable state and federal law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 203.007.AAEXAMINATIONS.A(a)AAWith respect to an


interstate branch maintained by an out-of-state state bank in this


state, the banking commissioner:


(1)AAwith written notice to the home state regulator


and subject to the terms of any applicable cooperative agreement


with the home state regulator, may examine the branch for the


purpose of determining whether the branch is in compliance with the


laws of this state that are applicable under Section 24(j), Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831a(j)), including laws


governing community reinvestment, fair lending, and consumer


protection; and


(2)AAif expressly permitted under and subject to the


terms of any cooperative agreement with the home state regulator,


or if the bank has been determined to be in a troubled condition by


the home state regulator or the bank ’s appropriate federal banking


agency, may participate in the examination of the bank by the home


state regulator to ascertain whether the activities of the branch


in this state are being conducted in an unsafe or unsound manner.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, a bank is considered to be


in a troubled condition if the bank:


(1)AAhas a composite rating, as determined in the


bank’sAAmost recent report of examination, of four or five under


the Uniform Financial Institutions Ratings System;


(2)AAis subject to a proceeding initiated by the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for termination or


suspension of deposit insurance;AAor


(3)AAis subject to a proceeding initiated by the home


state regulator to:


(A)AAvacate, revoke, or terminate the bank ’s


charter;


(B)AAliquidate the bank; or
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(C)AAappoint a receiver for the bank.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 25, eff.


June 14, 2013.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE G. BANK HOLDING COMPANIES; INTERSTATE BANK OPERATIONS


CHAPTER 204. FOREIGN BANKS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A204.001.AATRANSACTING BUSINESS. (a) A foreign bank may


not transact business in this state except to the extent permitted


by this chapter.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prohibit a foreign bank:


(1)AAfrom transacting business at a licensed federal


branch or agency in this state in accordance with federal law;


(2)AAthat does not maintain a branch or agency in this


state or conduct business from an office or location in this state


from making unsecured loans in this state or loans secured by liens


on real or personal property located in this state, enforcing those


loans in this state, or transacting trust business in this state, to


the extent permitted by other law; or


(3)AAorganized under the laws of a territory of the


United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, or the Virgin


Islands, the deposits of which are insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation, from establishing and operating an


interstate branch in this state in its capacity as a state bank


pursuant to Chapter 203.


(c)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), a foreign bank is not


considered to be transacting business in this state merely because


a subsidiary or affiliate transacts business in this state,


including business that a depository institution subsidiary or


affiliate may lawfully conduct in this state as an agent for the


foreign bank to the extent authorized by the laws of this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.002.AABOOKS, ACCOUNTS, AND RECORDS. Each Texas


state branch, agency, or representative office shall maintain and


make available appropriate books, accounts, and records
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reflecting:


(1)AAall transactions effected by or on behalf of the


office; and


(2)AAall other actions taken in this state by employees


of the foreign bank located in this state to effect transactions on


behalf of an office of the foreign bank located outside this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.003.AAEXAMINATION; FEES. (a) The commissioner may


make examinations of a Texas state branch, agency, or


representative office as the commissioner considers necessary to


determine whether the office is being operated in compliance with


the laws of this state and in accordance with safe and sound banking


practices. Sections 31.105-31.107 apply to the examinations.


(b)AAA foreign bank that maintains a Texas state branch,


agency, or representative office shall pay fees to the commissioner


in accordance with Section 201.005 or rules adopted under this


subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.004.AAREPORTS. (a) A foreign bank doing business


in this state through a Texas state branch, agency, or


representative office shall make written reports to the


commissioner that:


(1)AAare in English;


(2)AAare submitted at the times and in the form


specified by the commissioner or by rules adopted under this


subtitle;


(3)AAare under oath of one of the foreign bank ’s


officers, managers, or agents transacting business in this state;


(4)AAshow the amount of the foreign bank ’s assets and


liabilities, expressed in United States currency;


(5)AAwith respect to a Texas state branch or agency,


show the amount of the branch or agency ’s assets and liabilities,


expressed in United States currency; and
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(6)AAcontain other information that the commissioner


requires.


(b)AAA license or registration of a foreign bank under this


chapter may be revoked or the foreign bank may be subject to an


enforcement action under Chapter 35 if the foreign bank fails to


make a report required under Subsection (a) or makes a material


false or misleading statement in the report.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.005.AACHANGE OF CONTROL OF FOREIGN BANK. A foreign


bank licensed to establish and maintain a Texas state branch or


agency pursuant to Subchapter B, or which has registered a Texas


representative office pursuant to Subchapter C, shall file with the


commissioner a notice of change of control, in the form and


containing the information the commissioner requires, not later


than the 14th day after the date of a merger or other transaction


that results or will result in a change of control.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.006.AAOPERATIONS IN THIS STATE OF BANKS OWNED OR


CONTROLLED BY FOREIGN BANKS AND OTHER FOREIGN PERSONS. (a) Except


as provided in Subsection (b):


(1)AAthe laws of this state governing the acquisition


or ownership of interests in Texas banks or out-of-state banks


seeking to establish and maintain interstate branches in this state


do not prohibit ownership of those institutions by, or otherwise


discriminate against, foreign banks or other foreign persons; and


(2)AAthe laws of this state governing the powers and


activities of Texas banks and out-of-state banks maintaining


interstate branches in this state do not discriminate among those


banks on the basis of their ownership or control by foreign banks or


other foreign persons.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), the commissioner may


apply the laws of this state governing the ownership, control, or


operations of Texas banks, even if applicable specifically or
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exclusively to foreign banks or other foreign persons, to the


extent those laws are determined by the commissioner to be:


(1)AAsubstantially equivalent to or consistent with the


standards or requirements governing the ownership, control, or


operations of Texas banks by foreign banks or other foreign persons


under applicable federal law; or


(2)AAotherwise consistent with the laws and policies of


the United States, including its international agreements


governing financial services.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.007.AAESTABLISHMENT OF INTERSTATE BRANCH IN THIS


STATE BY AN OUT-OF-STATE FOREIGN BANK. (a) An out-of-state foreign


bank may establish an interstate Texas state branch in the same


manner as, and subject to the same criteria, standards, conditions,


requirements, and procedures applicable to, the establishment of an


interstate branch in this state by an out-of-state bank having the


same home state in the United States, including by acquisition of or


merger with a Texas bank, or establishment of a de novo branch in


the manner provided by Section 203.002, notwithstanding another law


of this state to the contrary other than Subsection (b).


(b)AAWith respect to establishment of an initial interstate


Texas state branch and subsequent intrastate branches of an


out-of-state foreign bank, the commissioner:


(1)AAshall apply the same criteria, standards,


conditions, requirements, and procedures applicable under


Subchapter B to the establishment of an initial Texas state branch


and subsequent intrastate branches in this state;


(2)AAmay apply other criteria, standards, conditions,


requirements, or provisions of the laws of this state that are


determined by the commissioner to be substantially equivalent to or


consistent with federal law generally applicable to the


establishment of a branch in the United States by a foreign bank or


specifically applicable to the establishment of a branch in the


United States by the applicant foreign bank; and


(3)AAmay allow an out-of-state foreign bank to:
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(A)AAacquire or merge with another foreign bank


maintaining a Texas branch or agency and after the acquisition or


merger continue the operations as its own;


(B)AAacquire or establish an interstate Texas


branch through another means not inconsistent with Section 5,


International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3103); or


(C)AAconvert a state agency to a state branch as


provided by Section 204.008.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.008.AACONVERSION OF EXISTING OFFICE. (a) For


purposes of this section, foreign bank offices in this state are


divided into classes and ranked in ascending order as:


(1)AArepresentative office;


(2)AATexas state agency; and


(3)AATexas state branch.


(b)AAA foreign bank may change a lower class office into a


higher class office by applying for the higher class office


pursuant to Section 204.101. On approval of the application to


establish the higher class office and after all conditions to the


approval have been fulfilled, the foreign bank may change the lower


class office into the higher class office and the commissioner


shall issue a license authorizing the bank to maintain the higher


class office. The foreign bank shall promptly surrender any


license or registration previously issued by the commissioner in


connection with the lower class office.


(c)AAA foreign bank may change a higher class office into a


lower class office by applying for approval to close the higher


class office pursuant to Section 204.115. On approval of the


application to close the higher class office and after conditions


precedent to the closing have been fulfilled, the foreign bank may


change the higher class office into the lower class office, and the


commissioner shall issue a license or registration authorizing the


bank to maintain the lower class office.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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SUBCHAPTER B. DIRECT BRANCH AND AGENCY OFFICES OF FOREIGN BANKS


Sec.A204.101.AAAPPLICATION TO ESTABLISH BRANCH OR AGENCY.


(a)AAA foreign bank that desires to establish and maintain a Texas


state branch or agency shall submit an application to the


commissioner.AAThe application must:


(1)AAbe accompanied by all application fees and


deposits required by applicable rules;


(2)AAbe in the form specified by the commissioner;


(3)AAbe subscribed and acknowledged by an officer of


the foreign bank;


(4)AAhave attached:


(A)AAa complete copy of the foreign bank’s


application to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System


under Section 7(d), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section


3105(d));


(B)AAan authenticated copy of the foreign bank ’s


certificate of formation and bylaws or other constitutive documents


and, if the copy is in a language other than English, an English


translation of the document, under the oath of the translator; and


(C)AAevidence of compliance with Section 201.102;


(5)AAbe submitted when the federal application is


submitted to the board of governors; and


(6)AAinclude on its face or in accompanying documents:


(A)AAthe name of the foreign bank;


(B)AAthe street address where the principal office


of the Texas state branch or agency is to be located and, if


different, the Texas state branch or agency ’s mailing address;


(C)AAthe name and qualifications of each officer


and director of the foreign bank who will have control of all or


part of the business and affairs of the Texas state branch or


agency;


(D)AAa detailed statement of the foreign bank ’s


financial condition as of a date not more than 360 days before the


date of the application; and


(E)AAother information that:
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(i)AAis necessary to enable the commissioner


to make the findings listed in Section 204.103;


(ii)AAis required by rules adopted under


this subtitle; or


(iii)AAthe commissioner reasonably


requests.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules prescribing


abbreviated application procedures and standards applicable to


applications by foreign banks that have already established an


initial Texas state branch or agency to establish additional


intrastate branches or agencies.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 36, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A204.102.AAHEARING AND DECISION ON APPLICATION. (a)


After the application is complete and accepted for filing and all


required fees and deposits have been paid, the commissioner shall


determine from the application and the initial investigation


whether the conditions set forth by Section 204.103 have been


established. The commissioner shall approve the application or set


the application for hearing.


(b)AAIf the commissioner sets the application for hearing:


(1)AAthe commissioner shall notify the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System that the application has


been set for hearing as provided by federal regulations;


(2)AAthe department shall participate as the opposing


party; and


(3)AAthe commissioner shall conduct the hearing and one


or more prehearing conferences and opportunities for discovery as


the commissioner considers advisable and consistent with


applicable law.


(c)AAInformation relating to the financial condition and


business affairs of the foreign bank and financial information


relating to its management and shareholders, except for previously
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published statements and information, is confidential and may not


be considered in the public portion of the hearing or disclosed by


the commissioner or an employee of the department except as


provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 31.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall make a finding from the record of


the hearing on each condition listed in Section 204.103 and enter an


order granting or denying the license. If the license is denied,


the commissioner shall inform the Board of Governors of the Federal


Reserve System of the order and the reasons the federal application


should be denied.


(e)AAThe commissioner may make approval of an application


conditional. The commissioner shall include any conditions in the


order granting the license but may not issue the license until the


Texas state branch or agency has received the approval of the Board


of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. If the approval is


conditioned on a written commitment from the applicant offered to


and accepted by the commissioner, the commitment is enforceable


against the applicant.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.103.AAISSUANCE OF LICENSE. (a) The commissioner


shall issue a license to a foreign bank to establish and maintain a


Texas state branch or agency if the commissioner finds after


reasonable inquiry that:


(1)AAall members of the management of the Texas state


branch or agency have sufficient banking experience, ability,


standing, competence, trustworthiness, and integrity to justify a


belief that the agency will operate in compliance with state law;


(2)AAthe foreign bank has sufficient standing to


justify a belief that the Texas state branch or agency will be free


from improper or unlawful influence or interference with respect to


the office’s operation in compliance with state law; and


(3)AAthe foreign bank is acting in good faith and the


application does not contain a material misrepresentation.


(b)AAEach Texas state branch or agency shall post its license


in a conspicuous place at its office. A license issued under this
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subchapter is not transferable or assignable.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.104.AANO CONCURRENT FEDERAL BRANCH OR AGENCY. (a)


A foreign bank licensed under this subchapter to establish and


maintain a Texas state branch or agency may not concurrently


maintain a federal branch or federal agency in this state.


(b)AAA foreign bank which maintains a federal branch or


federal agency in this state may not concurrently be licensed under


this subchapter to maintain a Texas state branch or agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.105.AAPOWERS OF BRANCH AND AGENCY. (a) A Texas


state branch or agency is subject to this subtitle and other laws of


this state applicable to banks as if the Texas state branch or


agency were a Texas state bank unless:


(1)AAthis chapter or a rule adopted under this subtitle


provides otherwise; or


(2)AAthe context of a provision or other information


indicates that a provision applies only to a bank organized under


the laws of a state or the United States.


(b)AAAmong other exceptions to Subsection (a) that may be


required or authorized by the commissioner provided by this


subchapter or by rules adopted under this subtitle:


(1)AAa Texas state branch may not accept deposits of


less than an amount equal to the standard maximum deposit insurance


amount from citizens or residents of the United States, other than


credit balances that are incidental to or arise out of its exercise


of other lawful banking powers, unless the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation determines that specific deposit taking


activities in lesser amounts do not constitute domestic retail


deposit activities requiring deposit insurance protection within


the meaning of Section 6, International Banking Act (12 U.S.C.


Section 3104);


(2)AAa Texas state agency may not accept deposits from
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citizens or residents of the United States, other than credit


balances that are incidental to or arise out of its exercise of


other lawful banking powers, but may accept deposits from persons


who are neither citizens nor residents of the United States; and


(3)AAa limitation or restriction based on the capital


and surplus of a Texas state bank is considered to refer, as applied


to a Texas state branch or agency, to the dollar equivalent of the


capital and surplus of the foreign bank, and if the foreign bank has


more than one Texas state branch or agency in this state, the


business transacted by all the branches and agencies must be


aggregated in determining compliance with the limitation.


(c)AASubject to Subsections (a) and (b), a foreign bank


licensed to transact business in this state through a Texas state


branch or agency may:


(1)AAborrow and lend money with or without property as


security;


(2)AApurchase, sell, and make loans regardless of


whether the loans are secured by bonds or mortgages on real


property;


(3)AAengage in a foreign exchange transaction;


(4)AAissue, advise, confirm, and otherwise deal with a


letter of credit and pay, accept, or negotiate a draft drawn under a


letter of credit;


(5)AAaccept a bill of exchange or draft;


(6)AAbuy or acquire and sell or dispose of a bill of


exchange, draft, note, acceptance, or other obligation for the


payment of money;


(7)AAmaintain a credit balance of money received at the


Texas state branch or agency incidental to or arising out of the


exercise of its authorized activities in this state if the money is


not intended to be a deposit and does not remain in the Texas state


branch or agency after the completion of all transactions to which


it relates;


(8)AAaccept deposits to the extent permitted by


Subsection (b);


(9)AAreceive money for transmission and transmit the


money from its authorized place of business in this state to any
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other place;


(10)AAact as an indenture trustee or as a registrar,


paying agent, or transfer agent, on behalf of the issuer, for equity


or investment securities; and


(11)AAperform other activities that:


(A)AAare authorized by rules adopted to accomplish


the purposes of this subtitle; or


(B)AAthe commissioner determines are analogous or


incidental to specific activities authorized by this section for a


Texas state branch or agency.


(d)AAA foreign bank licensed to transact business in this


state through a Texas state branch or agency may share the premises


of the Texas state branch or agency with another authorized office


of the foreign bank or a direct or indirect subsidiary of the


foreign bank if the books and records of the Texas state branch or


agency are kept separately from the books and records of the other


office.


(e)AAFor purposes of this section:


(1)AA"Resident of the United States" means:


(A)AAan individual residing in the United States;


(B)AAa corporation, partnership, association, or


other entity organized in the United States; or


(C)AAa branch or office located in the United


States of an entity that is not organized in the United States.


(2)AA"Standard maximum deposit insurance amount" means


the amount of the maximum amount of deposit insurance as determined


under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1821).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A204.106.AAAPPLICATION TO ACT AS FIDUCIARY. (a) Except


as provided by Section 204.105(c)(10), a foreign bank may not act as
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a fiduciary at a Texas state branch or agency except by obtaining a


fiduciary license as provided by this section. A foreign bank that


intends to act as a fiduciary at a Texas state branch or agency


shall submit an application to the commissioner. The application


must:


(1)AAbe accompanied by all application fees and


deposits required by applicable rules;


(2)AAbe in the form specified by the commissioner;


(3)AAbe subscribed and acknowledged by an officer of


the foreign bank;


(4)AAdescribe in detail:


(A)AAthe proposed fiduciary activities;


(B)AAthe names and relevant expertise of its


officers and employees that will conduct the fiduciary activities;


and


(C)AAthe manner in which the fiduciary activities


will be captured in the books and records of the Texas state branch


or agency with due regard for separation of beneficial and legal


interests; and


(5)AAcontain other information that:


(A)AAis necessary to enable the commissioner to


make the findings required by Subsection (c);


(B)AAis required by rules adopted under this


subtitle; or


(C)AAthe commissioner reasonably requests.


(b)AAOn or before the 60th day after the date the application


is complete and accepted for filing and all required fees and


deposits have been paid, the commissioner shall approve the


application or set the application for hearing. If the


commissioner sets the application for hearing, the department shall


participate as the opposing party and the commissioner shall


conduct the hearing and one or more prehearing conferences and


opportunities for discovery as the commissioner considers


advisable and consistent with applicable law.


(c)AAThe commissioner may issue a license permitting the


foreign bank to engage in fiduciary activities if the commissioner


finds that the foreign bank will exercise its fiduciary powers in
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accordance with the laws of this state and has sufficient fiduciary


and accounting expertise and controls to protect beneficial


interests under its control. The commissioner may make approval of


an application conditional by including conditions and limitations


in the order granting the license. If the approval is conditioned


on a written commitment from the applicant offered to and accepted


by the commissioner, the commitment is enforceable against the


applicant.


(d)AAA foreign bank that obtains the approval of the


commissioner under this section may engage in fiduciary activities


at its Texas state branch or agency to the same extent and in the


same manner as a Texas state bank could do so at the same location,


subject to any conditions or limitations applicable to the license.


(e)AAThe commissioner may initiate an enforcement action


under Chapter 35 or may suspend or revoke the authority of a foreign


bank to engage in fiduciary activities in this state in the same


manner as a revocation of license under Section 204.118 if the


commissioner finds in writing that:


(1)AAconditions exist related to the fiduciary


activities of the foreign bank in this state which would authorize


the commissioner to revoke or suspend its license pursuant to


Section 204.117; or


(2)AAa fact or condition exists which, if it had existed


at the time of the foreign bank ’s original notice to engage in


fiduciary activities, would have resulted in the commissioner


denying authority to engage in fiduciary activities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 204.107.AAFILING OF AMENDMENTS TO CERTIFICATE OF


FORMATION.AAIf the certificate of formation of a foreign bank


licensed to maintain a Texas state branch or agency is amended, the


foreign bank shall promptly file with the commissioner a copy of the


amendment, duly authenticated by the proper officer of the country


of the foreign bank’s organization.AAThe filing does not enlarge or


alter the business the foreign bank is authorized to pursue in this


state, authorize the foreign bank to transact business in this
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state under a name other than the name set forth in its license, or


extend the duration of its corporate existence.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 37, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A204.108.AAAMENDED LICENSE FOR BRANCH OR AGENCY. (a) A


foreign bank licensed to establish and maintain a Texas state


branch or agency shall apply to the commissioner for an amended


license if it changes its corporate name, changes the duration of


its corporate existence, or desires to pursue in this state other or


additional purposes than those set forth in its prior application


for the foreign bank ’s license or amended license then in effect.


(b)AAThe requirements with respect to the form and contents


of an application under Subsection (a), the manner of its


execution, the issuance of an amended license, and the effect of the


amended license are the same as in the case of an initial


application for a license to establish and maintain a Texas state


branch or agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.109.AARELOCATION OF OFFICE. (a) With the prior


written approval of the commissioner, a foreign bank licensed to


establish and maintain a Texas state branch or agency may relocate


the branch or agency office. A foreign bank that intends to


relocate a Texas state branch or agency office shall submit a letter


to the commissioner describing the address of the proposed


location, the reasons for relocation, and the manner of notifying


its customers of the relocation.


(b)AAOn or before the 30th day after the date the foreign


bank’s letter has been accepted for filing and any required fee has


been paid, the commissioner shall approve or deny the relocation.


The commissioner may not permit the foreign bank to relocate its


Texas state branch or agency office if the commissioner finds that
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the proposed location and the manner of relocation and notification


will be deceptive or that the relocation will impede or tend to


impede the foreign bank’s depositors and creditors in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.110.AASEPARATE ASSETS. (a) Each foreign bank


licensed to establish and maintain a Texas state branch or agency in


this state shall keep the assets of its business in this state


separate and apart from the assets of its business outside this


state.


(b)AAThe depositors and creditors of a foreign bank arising


out of transactions with, and recorded on the books of, its Texas


state branch or agency are entitled to absolute preference and


priority over the depositors and creditors of the foreign bank’s


offices located outside this state with respect to the assets of the


foreign bank in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.111.AADISCLOSURE OF LACK OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE.


Each foreign bank licensed to establish and maintain a Texas state


branch or agency shall give notice that deposits and credit


balances in the office are not insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.112.AALIMITATIONS ON PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON


DEPOSITS. A foreign bank licensed to establish and maintain a Texas


state branch or agency is subject to the same limitations with


respect to the payment of interest on deposits as a state bank that


is a member of the Federal Reserve System.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.113.AAPLEDGE OF ASSETS. (a) In accordance with
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rules adopted under this subtitle, a foreign bank licensed to


establish and maintain a Texas state branch or agency may be


required to keep on deposit, with unaffiliated banks in this state


that the foreign bank designates and the commissioner approves,


money and securities pledged to the commissioner in an aggregate


amount to be determined by the commissioner, valued at the lower of


principal amount or market value, consisting of:


(1)AAdollar deposits;


(2)AAbonds, notes, debentures, or other legally


created, general obligations of a state, an agency or political


subdivision of a state, the United States, or an instrumentality of


the United States;


(3)AAsecurities that this state, an agency or political


subdivision of this state, the United States, or an instrumentality


of the United States has unconditionally agreed to purchase,


insure, or guarantee;


(4)AAsecurities issued or guaranteed by the Federal


Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, the Federal National Mortgage


Association, the Government National Mortgage Association, the


Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corporation, or the Federal Farm


Credit Banks Funding Corporation;


(5)AAobligations of or issued or guaranteed by the


International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the African


Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the InterAmerican


Development Bank, or the North American Development Bank; or


(6)AAother assets as may be permitted by rule.


(b)AAThe assets deposited and the amount of the assets to be


maintained under Subsection (a) are subject to the conditions and


limitations the commissioner considers necessary or desirable for


the maintenance of a sound financial condition, the protection of


depositors, creditors, and the public interest in this state, and


the support of public confidence in the business of the Texas state


branch or agency. The commissioner may give credit to reserves


required to be maintained with a federal reserve bank in or outside


this state pursuant to federal law, in accordance with rules


adopted under this subtitle.


(c)AAWhile a foreign bank continues business in the ordinary
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course, the foreign bank may collect interest on the money and


securities deposited under this section and from time to time


exchange, examine, and verify the securities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.114.AAASSET MAINTENANCE. (a) In accordance with


rules adopted under this subtitle, a foreign bank licensed to


establish and maintain a Texas state branch or agency shall at all


times satisfy the ratio of branch or agency assets to liabilities


determined by the commissioner, in the commissioner ’s sole


discretion, to be necessary or desirable with respect to the


foreign bank. The type of assets to be held in this state are


specified by Subsection (b) and the type of liabilities to be


included in the ratio are specified by Subsection (c).


(b)AAAssets to be held in this state for the purpose of


satisfying the ratio of assets to liabilities:


(1)AAinclude:


(A)AAcurrency, bonds, notes, debentures, drafts,


bills of exchange, or other evidences of indebtedness, including


loan participation agreements or certificates;


(B)AAother obligations payable in the United


States or in United States funds or, with the prior approval of the


commissioner, in funds freely convertible into United States funds;


and


(C)AAother assets the commissioner permits or as


may be specified by rule; and


(2)AAexclude obligations of a person for money borrowed


to the extent that the total of the obligations of the person


exceeds 10 percent of total assets considered for purposes of this


section.


(c)AALiabilities included for purposes of calculating the


ratio of assets to liabilities:


(1)AAinclude all liabilities of the foreign bank


appearing in the books, accounts, or records of its Texas state


branch or agency, including acceptances; and


(2)AAexclude amounts due and other liabilities to other
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offices, agencies, branches, and wholly owned subsidiaries of the


foreign bank, and other liabilities the commissioner determines.


The existence of a nominal number of directors’ shares outstanding


does not cause a subsidiary to be considered less than wholly owned.


(d)AASubject to rules adopted under this subtitle, the


commissioner, in the commissioner ’s sole discretion, may vary the


ratio of assets to liabilities required by this section for a


foreign bank as may be necessary or desirable to reflect


differences among Texas branches or Texas agencies because of:


(1)AAthe financial condition of Texas branch or agency


offices of the foreign bank;


(2)AAthe financial condition of branch or agency


offices of the foreign bank located in other states;


(3)AAthe general economic conditions prevalent in the


home country of the foreign bank; or


(4)AAthe financial condition of the foreign bank


itself, including:


(A)AAthe financial condition of its branches and


agencies located in other countries;


(B)AAthe financial condition of its affiliated


bank and nonbank subsidiaries in the United States; and


(C)AAthe financial condition of the foreign bank


on a worldwide consolidated basis or in its home country.


(e)AAFor purposes of this section, assets must be valued at


the lower of principal amount or market value. The commissioner may


determine the value of a non-marketable security, loan, or other


asset or obligation held or owed to the foreign bank or its Texas


state branch or agency in this state. If the commissioner cannot


determine the value of an non-marketable asset, the asset must be


excluded from the ratio computation.


(f)AAThe commissioner may require a foreign bank to deposit


the assets required to be held in this state pursuant to this


section with specific banks in this state designated by the


commissioner if, because of the existence or the potential


occurrence of unusual and extraordinary circumstances, the


commissioner considers it necessary or desirable for the


maintenance of a sound financial condition, the protection of
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depositors, creditors, and the public interest in this state, and


the maintenance of public confidence in the business of a Texas


state branch or agency.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.115.AAVOLUNTARY CLOSURE OF BRANCH OR AGENCY. (a) A


foreign bank licensed to establish and maintain a Texas state


branch or agency may not close the office without filing an


application with, and obtaining the prior approval of, the


commissioner. An application by a foreign bank under this section


must be in the form and include the information the commissioner


requires.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve the application if the


commissioner finds that the closing of the office will not be


substantially detrimental to the foreign bank’s depositors and


creditors in this state. An application may be approved subject to


conditions imposed by the commissioner for the continued protection


of the foreign bank’s depositors and creditors in this state,


including a condition that the foreign bank pledge assets in the


manner specified by Section 204.113 for a specified period of time.


(c)AAWhen an application by a foreign bank under this section


has been approved and all conditions precedent to the closing have


been fulfilled, the foreign bank may close the office and an


officer, manager, or agent of the foreign bank shall deliver to the


commissioner:


(1)AAall copies of examination reports or other


property of the department;


(2)AAa statement under oath by an authorized officer,


manager, or agent of the foreign bank that all deposit and other


liabilities of the Texas state branch or agency to depositors and


creditors in this state have been properly discharged by payment or


pledge or otherwise assumed or retained by a financial institution;


(3)AAthe license issued by the commissioner;


(4)AAan appropriate board resolution closing the Texas


state branch or agency; and


(5)AAa statement of the location where the records of
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the Texas state branch or agency will be kept after the closing.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.116.AAENFORCEMENT. The commissioner may initiate


an enforcement action under Chapter 35 or a proceeding to revoke the


license of a Texas state branch or agency if the commissioner by


examination or other credible evidence finds that the foreign bank:


(1)AAdoes not currently meet the criteria established


by this chapter for the original issuance of a license;


(2)AAhas refused to permit the commissioner to examine


its books, papers, accounts, records, or affairs in accordance with


Sections 204.002 and 204.003;


(3)AAhas failed to make a report required under this


chapter or made a material false or misleading statement in the


report;


(4)AAhas violated this subtitle, another law or rule


applicable to a foreign bank or a Texas state branch or agency, or a


final and enforceable order of the commissioner or the finance


commission;


(5)AAhas misrepresented or concealed a material fact in


the original application for license;


(6)AAhas violated a condition of its license or an


agreement between the foreign bank and the commissioner or the


department; or


(7)AAconducts business in an unsafe and unsound manner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.117.AAPROCEDURE FOR REVOCATION. (a) Notice of a


revocation proceeding must:


(1)AAbe in the form of a proposed order;


(2)AAbe served on the foreign bank by personal delivery


or registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to a


director, officer, manager, or employee of the foreign bank at a


Texas state branch or agency location, or to the registered agent of


the foreign bank;
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(3)AAstate the effective date of the proposed order,


which may not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed


order is mailed or delivered except as otherwise provided in


Section 204.118; and


(4)AAstate the grounds for the proposed revocation with


reasonable certainty.


(b)AAUnless the foreign bank requests a hearing in writing on


or before the effective date of the proposed order, the order takes


effect as proposed and is final and nonappealable.


(c)AAA hearing requested on a proposed order shall be held


not later than the 30th day after the date the written request for


hearing is received by the department unless the parties agree to a


later hearing date. The department shall participate as the


opposing party, and the commissioner shall conduct the hearing and


one or more prehearing conferences and opportunities for discovery


as the commissioner considers advisable and consistent with


applicable statutes and rules. The foreign bank may not accept new


business during the pendency of the hearing unless the commissioner


gives prior written approval, except that it shall comply with any


stricter requirements imposed by Section 7(e), International


Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3105(e)).


(d)AAInformation relating to the financial condition and


business affairs of the foreign bank, except previously published


statements and information, is confidential and may not be


considered in the public portion of the hearing or disclosed by the


commissioner or an employee of the department except as provided by


Subchapter D, Chapter 31.


(e)AABased on the record, the commissioner shall issue or


refuse to issue the proposed order. An issued order may contain


modifications indicated by the record to be necessary or desirable,


including modifications to impose penalties available under


Chapter 35 in lieu of license revocation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.118.AAIMMEDIATE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION. (a) If


the commissioner finds that any of the factors set forth in Section
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204.116 are true with respect to a foreign bank licensed to maintain


a Texas state branch or agency and that it is necessary for the


protection of the interests of creditors of the foreign bank’s


business in this state or for the protection of the public interest


that the commissioner immediately suspend or revoke the license of


the foreign bank, the commissioner may issue, without notice and


hearing, an order suspending or revoking the license of the foreign


bank for a period of up to 90 days, pending investigation or hearing


under Section 204.117.


(b)AAAn order issued under this section shall be served on


the foreign bank in the manner required by Section 204.117(a)(2).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 204.119.AASTATUS OF REVOKED LICENSE.AAUnless stayed by


the district court that has jurisdiction over an appeal, a final


order of the commissioner revoking a license is effective


immediately and the foreign bank shall immediately cease all


activity in this state requiring a license.AASubject to Section


204.120, all functions requiring a license must be immediately


transferred to a branch, affiliate, or agency of the foreign bank


that is located outside of this state and that has the power to


perform those functions under governing law.AAContinued activity


in this state of an unlicensed foreign bank is subject to Subchapter


C, Chapter 35.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A204.120.AASEIZURE AND LIQUIDATION. (a) If the


commissioner finds that any of the factors set forth in Section


204.116 are true with respect to a foreign bank licensed to


establish and maintain a Texas state branch or agency, the


commissioner may by order immediately take possession of the


property and business of the foreign bank in this state if that
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action is necessary or desirable for the protection of the


interests of the depositors and creditors of the foreign bank’s


business in this state or for the protection of the public. The


commissioner shall retain possession until the foreign bank resumes


business in this state or is finally liquidated, except that the


commissioner may permit the foreign bank to resume business in this


state on conditions the commissioner requires. An order issued


under this section shall be served on the foreign bank in the manner


required by Section 204.117(a)(2).


(b)AAAs soon as practicable after taking possession of the


property and business of a foreign bank pursuant to Subsection (a),


the commissioner shall initiate a receivership proceeding by filing


a copy of the order issued under this section in a district court in


Travis County to be governed by Chapter 36 as if the foreign bank


were a Texas state bank, except as otherwise provided by this


section. Notwithstanding the priorities established by Chapter 36,


the depositors and creditors of the Texas state branch or agency,


arising out of transactions with and recorded on the books of the


Texas state branch or agency, have an absolute preference and


priority over the creditors of the foreign bank ’s offices located


outside this state.


(c)AAAn action initiated that seeks to directly or indirectly


affect the assets of the Texas state branch or agency is considered


to be an intervention in the receivership proceeding. Venue for an


action instituted to effect, contest, or otherwise intervene in the


liquidation of a Texas state branch or agency is in Travis County,


except that on motion filed and served concurrently with or before


the filing of the answer, the court may, on a finding of good cause,


transfer the action to the county of the Texas state branch or


agency location.


(d)AAThe foreign bank may contest the commissioner ’s actions


as provided by this subsection. On or before the 10th day after the


date the commissioner has taken possession of the property and


business of a foreign bank pursuant to Subsection (a), the foreign


bank, acting through a majority of its directors, may intervene in


the action filed by the banking commissioner to challenge the


commissioner’s closing of the foreign bank ’s Texas state branch or
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agency and to enjoin the commissioner or other receiver from


liquidating its assets. The court may issue an ex parte order


restraining the commissioner or other receiver from liquidating the


foreign bank’s assets pending a hearing on the injunction. The


commissioner or other receiver shall comply with the restraining


order but may petition the court for permission to liquidate an


asset as necessary to prevent its loss or diminution pending the


outcome of the injunction. The commissioner or other receiver may


not be required to post bond. The court shall hear this action as


quickly as possible and shall give it priority over other business.


The foreign bank or the commissioner or other receiver may appeal


the court’s judgment as in other civil cases, except that the


commissioner or other receiver shall retain all seized foreign bank


assets pending a final appellate court order even if the


commissioner does not prevail in the trial court. If the


commissioner prevails in the trial court, liquidation of the state


trust company may proceed unless the trial court or appellate court


orders otherwise. If liquidation is enjoined or stayed pending


appeal, the trial court retains jurisdiction to permit liquidation


of an asset as necessary to prevent its loss or diminution pending


the outcome of the appeal.


(e)AAAfter the commissioner or other receiver has completed


the liquidation of the property and business of a foreign bank, the


commissioner or other receiver shall transfer any remaining assets


to the foreign bank in accordance with the court ’s orders, except


that:


(1)AAif the foreign bank has an office in another state


of the United States that is in liquidation and the assets of the


office appear to be insufficient to pay in full the creditors of


that office, the court shall order the commissioner or other


receiver to transfer to the liquidator of that office the amount of


the remaining assets that appears to be necessary to cover the


insufficiency; or


(2)AAif the foreign bank has two or more such offices in


liquidation and the amount of remaining assets is less than the


aggregate amount of insufficiencies with respect to the offices,


the court shall order the commissioner or other receiver to
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distribute the remaining assets among the liquidators of the


offices in the manner the court finds equitable.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.121.AADISSOLUTION. (a) If a foreign bank licensed


to maintain a Texas state branch or agency in this state is


dissolved, has its authority or existence terminated or canceled in


the jurisdiction of its incorporation, or has its authority to


maintain a branch or agency in this state terminated by the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System under Section 7(e),


International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3105(e)), an officer,


manager, or agent of the foreign bank shall deliver to the


commissioner:


(1)AAa certified copy of:


(A)AAa certificate of the official responsible for


records of banking corporations of the foreign bank ’s jurisdiction


of incorporation attesting to the occurrence of dissolution or of


termination or cancellation of authority or existence;


(B)AAan order or decree of a court directing the


dissolution of the foreign bank or the termination or cancellation


of its authority or existence; or


(C)AAan order of the Board of Governors of the


Federal Reserve System terminating its authority under Section


7(e), International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3105(e)); and


(2)AAthe documents and information required by Section


204.115(c).


(b)AAThe filing of the certificate, order, or decree has the


same effect provided by Section 204.119 as if the license issued


under this subchapter were revoked by the commissioner as of the


effective date of termination or cancellation specified in the


certificate, order, or decree unless the commissioner orders an


earlier effective date, subject to the procedural protections of


Section 204.117 or 204.118.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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SUBCHAPTER C. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES OF FOREIGN BANK


Sec.A204.201.AAREGISTRATION OF REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE.


(a)AAA foreign bank may establish a Texas representative office if


the foreign bank files with the commissioner a verified statement


of registration.AAA statement of registration must:


(1)AAbe accompanied by all registration fees and


deposits required by rule;


(2)AAbe in the form specified by the commissioner;


(3)AAbe subscribed and acknowledged by an officer of


the foreign bank;


(4)AAcontain as an exhibit or attachment:


(A)AAa copy of the foreign bank ’s notice or


application submitted to the Board of Governors of the Federal


Reserve System under Section 10, International Banking Act (12


U.S.C. Section 3107), and, when issued, the order or notification


from the board of governors indicating that the representative


office has been approved;


(B)AAan authenticated copy of the foreign bank ’s


certificate of formation and bylaws or other constitutive documents


and, if the copy is in a language other than English, an English


translation of the document, under the oath of the translator; and


(C)AAevidence of compliance with Section 201.102;


(5)AAbe submitted when the federal notice or


application is submitted to the board of governors; and


(6)AAdirectly or in exhibits or attachments contain:


(A)AAthe name of the foreign bank;


(B)AAthe street address and post office address


where each Texas representative office is to be located in this


state;


(C)AAthe name and qualifications of each officer


and director of the foreign bank who will have charge of any aspect


of the business and affairs of the Texas representative office;


(D)AAa complete and detailed statement of the


financial condition of the foreign bank as of a date not more than


360 days before the date of the filing; and


(E)AAother information the commissioner requires.
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(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules prescribing


abbreviated registration procedures and standards for foreign


banks that have already established an initial Texas representative


office to establish additional Texas representative offices.


(c)AAA foreign bank that maintains a Texas state or federal


branch or agency in this state is not prohibited from establishing


or maintaining one or more Texas representative offices.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 38, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A204.202.AAPLACE OF BUSINESS. A Texas representative


office may engage in the business authorized by this subchapter at


each place of business registered with the commissioner. A Texas


representative office may change its location in this state by


filing a notice with the commissioner containing the street address


and post office address of the new location.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.203.AAPERMISSIBLE ACTIVITIES OF REPRESENTATIVE


OFFICE.


(a)AAA registered Texas representative office of a foreign


bank may engage in:


(1)AArepresentational and administrative functions in


connection with the banking activities of the foreign bank that:


(A)AAmay include soliciting new business for the


foreign bank, conducting research, acting as liaison between the


foreign bank’s head office and customers in the United States,


performing preliminary and servicing steps in connection with


lending, or performing back-office functions; and


(B)AAdo not include contracting for any deposit or


deposit-like liability, lending money, or engaging in any other


banking activity for the foreign bank;


(2)AAmaking credit decisions if:
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(A)AAthe foreign bank also operates one or more


branches or agencies in the United States;


(B)AAthe loans approved at the representative


office are made by a United States office of the bank; and


(C)AAthe loan proceeds are not disbursed in the


representative office; and


(3)AAother functions for or on behalf of the foreign


bank or its affiliates, including operating as a regional


administrative office of the foreign bank, but only to the extent


that the functions are not banking activities and are not


prohibited by applicable federal or state law.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B.


1400), Sec. 6, eff. September 1, 2017.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B.


1400), Sec. 6, eff. September 1, 2017.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B.


1400), Sec. 6, eff. September 1, 2017.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A204.204.AAENFORCEMENT. The commissioner may initiate


an enforcement action under Chapter 35 or a proceeding to revoke the


registration of a representative office if the commissioner by


examination or other credible evidence finds that the foreign bank:


(1)AAhas refused to permit the commissioner to examine


the books, papers, accounts, records, or affairs of a Texas


representative office in accordance with Sections 204.002 and


204.003;


(2)AAhas violated this subtitle, another law or rule


applicable to a foreign bank or a Texas representative office, or a


final and enforceable order of the commissioner or the finance


commission;
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(3)AAhas misrepresented or concealed a material fact in


the original registration;


(4)AAhas violated a condition of an agreement between


the foreign bank and the commissioner, a bank supervisory agency,


or another state regulatory agency; or


(5)AAconducts business in an unsafe and unsound manner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.205.AAPROCEDURE FOR REVOCATION. (a) Notice of a


revocation proceeding must:


(1)AAbe in the form of a proposed order;


(2)AAbe served on the foreign bank by personal delivery


or registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to a


director, officer, or employee of the foreign bank at a Texas


representative office location, or to the registered agent of the


foreign bank;


(3)AAstate the effective date of the proposed order,


which may not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed


order is mailed or delivered; and


(4)AAstate the grounds for the proposed revocation with


reasonable certainty.


(b)AAUnless the foreign bank requests a hearing in writing on


or before the effective date of the proposed order, the order takes


effect as proposed and is final and nonappealable.


(c)AAA hearing requested on a proposed order shall be held


not later than the 30th day after the date the written request for


hearing is received by the commissioner unless the parties agree to


a later hearing date. The department shall participate as the


opposing party, and the commissioner shall conduct the hearing and


one or more prehearing conferences and opportunities for discovery


as the commissioner considers advisable and consistent with


applicable statutes and rules. During the pendency of the hearing


and unless the commissioner gives prior written approval, the


foreign bank may not accept new business from this state.


(d)AAInformation relating to the financial condition and


business affairs of the foreign bank, except previously published
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statements and information, is confidential and may not be


considered in the public portion of the hearing or disclosed by the


commissioner or an employee of the department except as provided by


Subchapter D, Chapter 31.


(e)AABased on the record, the commissioner shall issue or


refuse to issue the proposed order. An issued order may contain


modifications indicated by the record to be necessary or desirable,


including modifications to impose penalties available under


Chapter 35 in lieu of revocation of registration.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.206.AAEFFECT OF REVOKED REGISTRATION. A foreign


bank that has had its registration under this subchapter revoked


shall cease all activities in this state. Continued activity in


this state of an unregistered foreign bank is subject to Subchapter


C, Chapter 35.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A204.207.AADISSOLUTION. (a) If a foreign bank with a


registered Texas representative office is dissolved, has its


authority or existence terminated or canceled in the jurisdiction


of its incorporation, or has its authority to maintain its Texas


representative office terminated by the Board of Governors of the


Federal Reserve System under Section 10(b), International Banking


Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3107(b)), an officer, manager, or agent of


the foreign bank shall deliver to the commissioner a certified copy


of:


(1)AAa certificate of the official responsible for


records of banking corporations of the foreign bank ’s jurisdiction


of incorporation attesting to the occurrence of dissolution or of


termination or cancellation of authority or existence;


(2)AAan order or decree of a court directing the


dissolution of the foreign bank or the termination or cancellation


of its authority or existence; or


(3)AAan order of the Board of Governors of the Federal
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Reserve System terminating its authority under Section 10(b),


International Banking Act (12 U.S.C. Section 3107(b)).


(b)AAThe filing of the certificate, order, or decree has the


same effect under Section 204.206 as if the registration made under


this subchapter were revoked by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 1.001, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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fi.271.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 271. FINANCIAL TRANSACTION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS


Sec.A271.001.AAREPORTING REQUIREMENT FOR CRIMES AND


SUSPECTED CRIMES AND CURRENCY AND FOREIGN TRANSACTIONS. (a) A


financial institution that is required to file a report with


respect to a transaction in this state under the Currency and


Foreign Transactions Reporting Act (31 U.S.C. Section 5311 et


seq.), 31 C.F.R. Part 103, or 12 C.F.R. Section 21.11, and their


subsequent amendments, shall file a copy of the report with the


attorney general.


(b)AAA financial institution that timely files the report


described by Subsection (a) with the appropriate federal agency as


required by federal law complies with that subsection unless the


attorney general:


(1)AAnotifies the financial institution that the report


is not of a type that is regularly and comprehensively transmitted


by the federal agency to the attorney general following the


attorney general’s request to that agency;


(2)AArequests that the financial institution provide


the attorney general with a copy of the report; and


(3)AAreimburses the financial institution for the


actual cost of duplicating and delivering the report or 25 cents for


each page, whichever is less.


(c)AAIn this section, "financial institution" has the


meaning assigned by 31 U.S.C. Section 5312 and its subsequent


amendments.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.028, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A271.002.AAREPORTING REQUIREMENT FOR CASH RECEIPTS OF


MORE THAN $10,000. (a) A person engaged in a trade or business who,


in the course of the trade or business, receives more than $10,000


in one transaction or in two or more related transactions in this
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state and who is required to file a return under Section 6050I,


Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. Section 6050I), or 26


C.F.R. Section 1.6050I-1, and their subsequent amendments, shall


file a copy of the return with the attorney general.


(b)AAA person who timely files the return described by


Subsection (a) with the appropriate federal agency as required by


federal law complies with that subsection unless the attorney


general:


(1)AAnotifies the person that the return is not of a


type that is regularly and comprehensively transmitted by the


federal agency to the attorney general; and


(2)AArequests that the person provide the attorney


general with a copy of the return.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.029, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A271.003.AAUSE OF REPORTED INFORMATION. The attorney


general may report a possible violation indicated by analysis of a


report or return described by this chapter or information obtained


under this chapter to an appropriate law enforcement agency for use


in the proper discharge of the agency’s official duties.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A271.004.AAFAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REPORTING


REQUIREMENTS; CRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an offense


if the person:


(1)AAis requested by the attorney general to submit


information required by Section 271.001 or 271.002 to the attorney


general; and


(2)AAknowingly fails to provide the requested


information to the attorney general before the 30th day after the


date of the request.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A271.005.AASUPPRESSION OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE; CRIMINAL


PENALTY. (a) A person commits an offense if the person knowingly
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suppresses physical evidence connected with information contained


in a report or return required by this chapter through concealment,


alteration, or destruction.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A271.006.AANOTIFICATION TO TARGET OF CRIMINAL


INVESTIGATION; CRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an offense


if the person:


(1)AAis required to submit a report or return under this


chapter; and


(2)AAknowingly notifies an individual who is the target


of a criminal investigation involving an offense under Chapter 34,


Penal Code, that:


(A)AAthe attorney general has requested the person


to provide information required by this chapter related to the


targeted individual; or


(B)AAthe individual may be subject to impending


criminal prosecution.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 273. SAVINGS AND LOAN SUPPLEMENTAL FUND ACT


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A273.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Texas Savings and Loan Supplemental Fund Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.002.AAPURPOSES; LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION. (a) The


purposes of this chapter are to:


(1)AAestablish a fund in this state to aid the


commissioner in maintaining the solvency of associations that


contribute to the fund; and


(2)AAsafeguard the public interest and promote public


confidence in domestic associations doing business in this state by


making the fund available to the commissioner to be used to:


(A)AAprotect and rehabilitate the assets of member


associations; and


(B)AAmaintain the solvency of member


associations.


(b)AAThis chapter shall be liberally construed to effect its


purposes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.003.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Board" means the board of directors of the


corporation.


(2)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(3)AA"Corporation" means the Texas Savings and Loan


Supplemental Fund Corporation.


(4)AA"Domestic association" means a savings and loan


association that is organized under the laws of this state.
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(5)AA"Member association" means a domestic association


that is a member in good standing of the corporation.


(6)AA"Member association under conservatorship" means


a member association that is subject to a conservatorship order of


the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.059,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 273.004.AAEXEMPTION FROM SECURITIES ACT. (a)AAA


security issued by the corporation under this chapter is not


considered a "security" under The Securities Act (Title 12,


Government Code).


(b)AAA person authorized by and acting on behalf of the


corporation is exempt from the registration and licensing


provisions of The Securities Act (Title 12, Government Code) with


respect to that person’s participation in a sale or other


transaction involving a security of the corporation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.16,


eff. January 1, 2022.


Sec.A273.005.AASECURITY OF CORPORATION CONSIDERED


AUTHORIZED INVESTMENT OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION. A security


of the corporation held by a member association is considered an


authorized investment of a savings and loan association under state


law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. ORGANIZATION OF CORPORATION


Sec.A273.101.AACREATION OF AND MEMBERSHIP IN CORPORATION.


(a) The Texas Savings and Loan Supplemental Fund Corporation is a


nonprofit legal entity that is supervised by the commissioner.


(b)AAA domestic association is eligible to be a member of the
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corporation if the association:


(1)AAis insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation; and


(2)AAmeets the membership standards adopted by the


board and approved by the commissioner as part of the Texas Savings


and Loan Supplemental Fund Corporation’s plan of operation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.102.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS. (a) The board shall


exercise the powers and manage the business and affairs of the


corporation.


(b)AAThe board consists of:


(1)AAthe members of the Finance Commission of Texas;


and


(2)AAsix members elected by the member associations at


an annual meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.103.AAEXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. (a) The plan of


operation of the corporation may authorize the board to create an


executive committee consisting of three or more directors.


(b)AAAn act of the executive committee is as effective as an


act of the board if the act is authorized by the plan of operation


and is within the authority delegated to the committee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.104.AATERM. (a) An elected director serves a


two-year term and continues to serve until a successor has been


elected and qualified.


(b)AAOf the original board who represent the member


associations, three directors shall be elected for two-year terms,


and the other three directors shall be elected for one-year terms.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.105.AABOARD OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL. (a) At the


first board meeting after each directors ’ election, the board shall


elect from its membership a presiding officer.
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(b)AAThe board may appoint other officers and employees as


the board considers appropriate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.106.AAVACANCY. (a) The office of a director


becomes vacant on the death, resignation, or removal of the


director.


(b)AAA resignation must be presented to the commissioner or


the board’s presiding officer.


(c)AAA vacancy in the office of a director shall be filled for


the unexpired term by majority vote of the remaining directors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.107.AAREMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBER. The board may remove


an elected director from office by a two-thirds majority vote at a


meeting called for that express purpose because the director has


failed to:


(1)AAmaintain the standards for directors specified in


the plan of operation; or


(2)AAperform any required duty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.108.AACONFLICT OF INTEREST. A director may not vote


or act on a decision intended to directly and specifically affect an


association in which the director has a direct interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.109.AACOMPENSATION; REIMBURSEMENT FOR EXPENSES. A


director may not receive compensation for serving on the board but


is entitled to reimbursement for actual expenses incurred in


performing duties as a director.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.110.AAMEETINGS. (a) A regular meeting of the board


shall be held as determined by the board.


(b)AAA special meeting of the board may be called by:


(1)AAthe presiding officer;
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(2)AAany three directors; or


(3)AAthe commissioner.


(c)AANotice of the time and place of each board meeting shall


be given to each director and the commissioner at the time and in


the manner specified in the plan of operation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.111.AAQUORUM; VOTING. (a) A quorum of the board


consists of not less than a majority of all directors, except that:


(1)AAless than a majority of all directors may adjourn


from time to time; and


(2)AAa majority of directors holding office constitutes


a quorum for filling a vacancy on the board.


(b)AAEach member association is entitled to one vote on a


matter at a meeting of the member associations, including the


election of directors. The vote must be cast by a delegate


authorized to act by that association.


(c)AAA majority of the votes cast is required to elect a


director or approve a question to be voted on by the directors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. OPERATION OF CORPORATION


Sec.A273.201.AAPLAN OF OPERATION; AMENDMENT. (a) After the


directors have been selected and taken office, the board shall


submit to the commissioner a plan of operation the board finds


necessary and suitable to assure the fair, reasonable, and


equitable administration of the corporation. The plan must:


(1)AAcontain explicit standards for admission to and


retention of membership in the corporation;


(2)AAestablish procedures for handling the assets of


the corporation;


(3)AAestablish the amount and method of reimbursing


directors;


(4)AAestablish a regular place and time for board


meetings;


(5)AAestablish procedures for keeping records of
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financial transactions of the board, the corporation, and the


corporation’s agents;


(6)AAestablish additional procedures for issuing


securities of the corporation under Subchapter D;


(7)AAsubject to the limits prescribed by Section


273.305(c), establish a maximum amount that may be spent on behalf


of a member association for the purposes of this chapter; and


(8)AAcontain any other provision necessary or proper to


execute the powers and duties of the corporation.


(b)AAA member association shall comply with the plan.


(c)AAThe corporation may amend the plan and submit the


amendment to the commissioner.


(d)AAThe plan or an amendment to the plan takes effect on the


commissioner’s written approval of the plan or amendment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.202.AATEMPORARY PLAN OF OPERATION. (a) The


commissioner shall prepare and adopt a temporary plan of operation


for organization of the corporation until the initial board is


selected. The plan must include standards for membership in the


corporation.


(b)AAThe temporary plan remains in effect until the plan is:


(1)AAmodified by the commissioner; or


(2)AAsuperseded by a plan of operation that is approved


by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.203.AAPOWERS OF CORPORATION. The corporation may,


consistent with the purposes of this chapter, exercise the powers


of a nonprofit corporation created under the laws of this state,


including the power to:


(1)AAenter into a contract;


(2)AAsue and be sued;


(3)AApurchase, hold, lease, receive, use, encumber,


transfer, lend, advance, or otherwise dispose of money or other


property of any kind, or of any interest in money or other property;


(4)AAtake the capital stock and assets of a borrowing
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member association as collateral securing any loan it makes to that


association;


(5)AAhold or dispose of in any manner any collateral


described by Subdivision (4) acquired as a result of default in the


payment of a loan;


(6)AAdeclare and pay a dividend or interest on a


security issued under this chapter;


(7)AAborrow money; and


(8)AAperform any other necessary act to enable the


corporation to effectively promote and carry out its purposes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.204.AACONDITIONS UNDER WHICH CORPORATION MAY


EXERCISE POWERS AND DUTIES. The corporation may not exercise a


power or perform a duty under Section 273.203 or 273.205 or


Subchapter E until the Office of Thrift Supervision and the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation have:


(1)AAofficially recognized that the corporation in


exercising that power or performing that duty will reduce and


minimize the liability of the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation; and


(2)AAtaken any necessary action to permit member


associations to use without restraint all of the operational power


the member associations have under the laws of this state,


including rules of the Finance Commission of Texas.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 95, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A273.205.AACONSIDERATION FOR ASSISTANCE. In


consideration for assistance provided to a member association under


this chapter, the corporation shall receive:


(1)AAan equity interest in the association; or


(2)AAother compensation acceptable to the board from


the association or another corporate entity that is a party to the


transaction in which the assistance is rendered.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A273.206.AACANCELLATION OF MEMBERSHIP. The board may


cancel the membership of a member association that fails to


purchase securities as required by Section 273.301 by the 10th


banking day after the purchase date set by the board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.207.AAREDEMPTION OF SECURITIES. (a) A member


association that surrenders its membership, becomes ineligible for


membership, or has its membership canceled may present any security


of the corporation it holds for redemption. The corporation may


defer redemption for not longer than three years and shall continue


to pay interest or a dividend required under the terms of a security


until the security is redeemed.


(b)AAWhen the balance of the administrative account exceeds


20 percent of the balance of the primary account, the corporation


may begin a redemption plan of securities issued by the


corporation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.208.AAIMMUNITY FROM LIABILITY. The following


persons are not liable for an act or failure to act in the exercise


of the person’s powers or performance of the person’s duties under


this chapter:


(1)AAa member association;


(2)AAthe corporation;


(3)AAa director;


(4)AAthe commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative; and


(5)AAan agent or employee of the corporation or a member


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.209.AALIMITATION ON ADVERTISEMENT AND PROMOTION. A


member association may advertise or use for promotional purposes


the fact that its assets are protected under this chapter only to


the extent and in the manner permitted by the plan of operation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A273.210.AADISSOLUTION. (a) The corporation may be


dissolved on:


(1)AAapproval of the commissioner;


(2)AAunanimous approval of the board; and


(3)AAapproval of two-thirds of the member associations.


(b)AAThe corporation may be dissolved if member associations


are required to contribute to any fund similar to the corporation’s


primary account, other than a fund in which member associations pay


premiums to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for insurance


of accounts.


(c)AAThe commissioner and the board shall establish


procedures for dissolution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.211.AAEFFECT OF DISSOLUTION. (a) On dissolution,


money in the primary account shall be used to redeem all securities


issued by the corporation and held by a member association. If


money in the primary account is insufficient to redeem the


securities, the administrative account may be used.


(b)AAOn dissolution, the earnings of the corporation accrue


to this state and may not be distributed to any other person.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. PRIMARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNTS; ISSUANCE OF


SECURITIES


Sec.A273.301.AAREQUIRED PURCHASE OF SECURITIES. (a) The


corporation, acting on the direction of the board under the plan of


operation, may require a member association to purchase by a


certain date preferred stock, a certificate of participation, or


another type of security issued by the corporation that accrues


interest or pays a dividend at a specified rate or a variable rate


determined by a specific method of computation.


(b)AAThe commissioner may defer in whole or in part a


purchase required by Subsection (a) if the commissioner believes


the purchase would endanger the ability of the member association
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to maintain its solvency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.302.AAAMOUNT OF SECURITY PURCHASE. The aggregate


amount of securities of any type a member association may be


required to purchase under Section 273.301 may not exceed an amount


equal to two percent of the total assets of the association as shown


on the association’s annual statement filed with the commissioner


as required by law for the calendar year preceding the date of the


required purchase.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.303.AAPRIMARY ACCOUNT. (a) Money from the sale of


the corporation’s securities constitutes the primary account of the


corporation.


(b)AAMoney in the primary account may be invested in:


(1)AAa certificate of deposit or other interest-bearing


account in a savings and loan association or commercial bank


domiciled in this state; or


(2)AAsecurities that:


(A)AAwill mature in not longer than five years;


(B)AAare issued by the United States government,


this state, or a municipality or other governmental entity of this


state; and


(C)AAare direct obligations of or secured by the


full faith and credit of the issuer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.304.AAADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNT. The corporation


shall establish an administrative account in which the corporation


shall deposit earnings, including interest, on the investment of


money in the primary account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.305.AAAUTHORIZED EXPENDITURES. (a) The


corporation may spend money from the administrative account for the


usual business operations of the corporation.
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(b)AAOn the commissioner’s request, the corporation shall


use money in the administrative account or primary account to:


(1)AAaid a member association under conservatorship;


and


(2)AArehabilitate a member association placed under


conservatorship as authorized by law and minimize the chance the


association will be liquidated.


(c)AAThe total amount used to aid a member association under


Subsection (b)(1) may not exceed the lesser of:


(1)AA10 percent of the balance of the primary account;


or


(2)AA20 percent of the association’s assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.306.AAFORM AND TERMS OF SECURITY ISSUE. The board


shall determine the form and terms of, and any other matter not


covered by this chapter relating to, each security issue under this


subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.307.AAALLOCATION OF SECURITY ISSUE. The


corporation shall allocate each security issue under Section


273.301 ratably among the member associations based on the ratio of


each association’s total assets on December 31 of the year


preceding the date on which the securities are purchased to the


total assets of all member associations on that date.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.308.AALIMITATION ON ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES. When


the balance of the administrative account reaches the greater of


$50 million or five percent of the balance of the primary account,


the corporation shall stop issuing securities until the balance of


the administrative account is less than $50 million or five percent


of the balance of the primary account, as appropriate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS UNDER
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CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec.A273.401.AAGENERAL ASSISTANCE. On the commissioner’s


request and under the commissioner’s instruction, the corporation


shall assist in the merger, consolidation, conservation,


rehabilitation, or supervision of a member association under


conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.402.AAASSISTANCE IN TRANSFERRING OR DISPOSING OF


PROPERTY. The corporation shall make or issue to the appropriate


person, with the commissioner’s approval, a guaranty or other form


of written assurance that is reasonably necessary to facilitate the


transfer or other disposition of all or part of the property of a


member association under conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.403.AAADVANCE OF MONEY. (a) The corporation shall


advance money on terms the board may establish to directly aid or to


provide special services for a member association under


conservatorship so the association may continue to operate and


maintain solvency.


(b)AAThe corporation may charge interest on the money it


advances under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.404.AAPURCHASE OF INTEREST IN ASSETS. (a) The


corporation shall purchase from a member association under


conservatorship an interest in the association’s assets at a price


agreed to by the conservator and the board, regardless of whether


the price exceeds the market value of the purchased assets.


(b)AAA purchase must be made on the terms the board


determines. The commissioner must approve the terms of the


purchase in writing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.405.AAPROCEDURE FOR MERGER, SALE OF CONTROL OF, OR
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SALE OF ASSETS. A merger, sale of control, or sale of any of the


assets of a member association under conservatorship in aid of


which money from an account under this chapter has been advanced may


be accomplished in the form and by the procedure the board and the


commissioner consider appropriate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS


Sec.A273.501.AAANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT. (a) Not later


than April 1 of each year, the board shall submit to the


commissioner an audited financial statement for the preceding


calendar year, prepared in accordance with consistently applied


generally accepted accounting principles.


(b)AAAn independent certified public accountant must certify


the financial statement.


(c)AAThe commissioner may require additional necessary


information.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.502.AAEFFECT OF MEMBERSHIP. In regulating a


savings and loan association, the commissioner may not give


preferential treatment to or discriminate against that association


solely because that association is or is not a member of the


corporation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.503.AAAMOUNT TO BE SPENT BEFORE CERTIFICATION OF


INSOLVENCY OF MEMBER ASSOCIATION. The commissioner must spend the


amount prescribed by Section 273.201(a)(7) before certifying a


member association to be insolvent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A273.504.AAFEE AND TAX EXEMPTION. The corporation is


exempt from fees and taxes imposed by this state or a political


subdivision of this state, except a tax imposed on real property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 274. SUBSTITUTE OR SUCCESSOR FIDUCIARY


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A274.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Bank" has the meaning assigned by Section


31.002(a)(2), excluding a bank that does not have its main office or


a branch located in this state.


(2)AA"Bank holding company" has the meaning assigned by


Section 2(a), Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. Section


1841(a)), as amended.


(3)AA"Commissioner" means the banking commissioner of


Texas.


(4)AA"Fiduciary" means an entity responsible for


managing a fiduciary account.


(5)AA"Fiduciary account" means an account with a situs


of administration in this state involving the exercise of a


corporate purpose specified by Section 182.001(b).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.51, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.030, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 78, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A274.002.AAAFFILIATED BANK. A bank is affiliated with a


subsidiary trust company if more than 50 percent of the bank ’s


voting stock is directly or indirectly owned by a bank holding


company that owns more than 50 percent of the voting stock of the


subsidiary trust company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.030, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Sec. 274.003.AASUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANY. An entity is a


subsidiary trust company of a bank holding company if:


(1)AAthe entity is a:


(A)AAtrust company organized under Subchapter A,


Chapter 182; or


(B)AAbank that is organized to conduct a trust


business and any incidental business or to exercise trust powers;


and


(2)AAmore than 50 percent of the voting stock of the


entity is directly or indirectly owned by the bank holding company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.52, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.030, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 79, eff.


September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER B. SUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANIES AS SUBSTITUTE OR SUCCESSOR


FIDUCIARIES


Sec.A274.101.AAAGREEMENT TO SUBSTITUTE FIDUCIARIES. (a) A


subsidiary trust company may enter into an agreement with an


affiliated bank of the company to substitute the company as


fiduciary for the bank in each fiduciary account listed in the


agreement, provided the situs of account administration is not


moved outside of this state without the express written consent of


all persons entitled to notice under Sections 274.103(a) and (c).


(b)AAThe agreement must include:


(1)AAa list of each fiduciary account for which


substitution is requested;


(2)AAa statement of whether the substitution will cause


a change in the situs of administration of each fiduciary account;


and


(3)AAthe effective date of the substitution, which may


not be before the 91st day after the date of the agreement.


(c)AAThe agreement must be filed with the commissioner before


the date the substitution takes effect.
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(d)AAA fiduciary account may be removed from the operation of


the agreement by the filing of an amendment to the agreement with


the commissioner before the effective date stated in the agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.031, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A274.102.AASITUS OF ACCOUNT ADMINISTRATION. The situs


of administration of a fiduciary account is the county in this state


in which the fiduciary maintains the office that is primarily


responsible for dealing with the parties involved in the account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.032, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A274.103.AANOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION. (a) Not later than


the 91st day before the effective date of a substitution under


Section 274.101, the parties to the substitution agreement shall


send notice of the substitution to:


(1)AAany other fiduciary;


(2)AAeach surviving settlor of a trust relating to the


fiduciary account;


(3)AAeach issuer of a security for which the affiliated


bank administers the fiduciary account;


(4)AAthe plan sponsor of each employee benefit plan


relating to the fiduciary account;


(5)AAthe principal of each agency account; and


(6)AAthe guardian of the person of each ward that has


the fiduciary account resulting from a guardianship.


(b)AAIf the substitution does not cause a change in the situs


of administration of a fiduciary account, the parties to the


substitution agreement shall also send notice of the substitution


to each person who is readily ascertainable as a beneficiary of the


account because the person has received account statements or


because a parent, conservator, or guardian of a minor beneficiary


has received account statements on the minor ’s behalf.


(c)AAIf the substitution causes a change in the situs of


administration of a fiduciary account, the parties to the


substitution agreement shall also send notice of the substitution
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to:


(1)AAeach adult beneficiary of a trust relating to the


account;


(2)AAeach parent, conservator, or guardian of a minor


beneficiary receiving or entitled to receive current distributions


of income or principal from the account; and


(3)AAeach person who individually or jointly has the


power to remove the fiduciary being substituted.


(d)AAThe notice must be sent by United States mail to the


person’s current address as shown on the fiduciary ’s records. The


fiduciary shall make a reasonable attempt to ascertain the address


of a person who does not have an address shown on the fiduciary ’s


records.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.104.AAFORM OF NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION. The notice


required under Section 274.103 must be in writing and disclose:


(1)AAthe effect the substitution of fiduciary will have


on the situs of administration of the fiduciary account;


(2)AAthe person’s rights with respect to objecting to


the substitution; and


(3)AAthe liability of the existing fiduciary and the


substitute fiduciary for their actions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.105.AAFAILURE TO SEND NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION;


DEFECTIVE NOTICE. (a) If the parties to a substitution agreement


under Section 274.101 intentionally fail to send the required


notice under Section 274.103, the substitution of the fiduciary is


ineffective.


(b)AAIf the parties unintentionally fail to send the required


notice, the substitution of the fiduciary is not impaired.


(c)AAIf a substitution of a fiduciary is ineffective because


of a defect in the required notice, any action taken by a subsidiary


trust company before the substitution is determined to be


ineffective is valid if the action would have been valid if


performed by the affiliated bank.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.106.AAEFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBSTITUTION OF


FIDUCIARIES. (a) The substitution takes effect on the effective


date stated in the substitution agreement unless, not later than


the 16th day before the effective date:


(1)AAeach party entitled to receive notice of the


substitution under Sections 274.103(a) and (c) provides the


affiliated bank with a written objection to the substitution; or


(2)AAa party entitled to receive notice of the


substitution under Section 274.103 files a written petition in a


court seeking to have the substitution denied under Section 274.107


and provides the affiliated bank with a copy of the petition.


(b)AAA substitution that is objected to under Subsection


(a)(1) takes effect when:


(1)AAone of the parties objecting to the substitution


removes the party’s objection in writing; or


(2)AAthe bank obtains a final court order approving the


substitution.


(c)AAA substitution that is objected to under Subsection


(a)(2) takes effect when:


(1)AAthe petition is withdrawn or dismissed; or


(2)AAthe court enters a final order denying the relief


sought.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.107.AAHEARING ON AGREEMENT TO SUBSTITUTE


FIDUCIARIES. (a) A court may deny the substitution if the court,


after notice and hearing, determines:


(1)AAif the substitution will not cause a change in the


situs of administration of a fiduciary account, that the


substitution is materially detrimental to the account or to its


beneficiaries; or


(2)AAif the substitution will cause a change in the


situs of administration of a fiduciary account, that the


substitution is not in the best interests of the account or its


beneficiaries.
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(b)AAThe court shall allow a substitution that will cause the


situs of administration of a fiduciary account to change if the


court, after notice and hearing, determines that the substitution


is in the best interests of the account and its beneficiaries.


(c)AAIn a proceeding under this section, the court may award


costs and reasonable and necessary attorney’s fees as the court


considers equitable and just.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.108.AASUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANY AS SUBSTITUTE


FIDUCIARY. On the effective date of the substitution as prescribed


by Section 274.106, the subsidiary trust company:


(1)AAwithout the necessity of an instrument of transfer


or conveyance, succeeds to all interest in property the affiliated


bank holds for the fiduciary account being substituted; and


(2)AAwithout the necessity of judicial action or action


by the creator of the fiduciary account, becomes fiduciary of the


account and shall perform the duties and exercise the powers of a


fiduciary in the same manner as if the company had originally been


designated fiduciary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.109.AANOTICE OF CHANGE IN SITUS OF ADMINISTRATION


OF FIDUCIARY ACCOUNT FOLLOWING SUBSTITUTION. (a) If the fiduciary


of a fiduciary account has changed as a result of a substitution


agreement under Section 274.101, the substitute fiduciary shall


send notice of a change in the situs of administration of the


account after the substitution to each person entitled to notice


under Sections 274.103(a) and (c) not later than the 91st day before


the effective date of the change.


(b)AAThe notice must be sent by United States mail to the


person’s current address as shown on the fiduciary ’s records. The


fiduciary shall make a reasonable attempt to ascertain the address


of a person who does not have an address shown on the fiduciary ’s


records.


(c)AAThe notice must disclose:


(1)AAthe effect that the change will have on the situs
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of administration of the account;


(2)AAthe effective date of the change; and


(3)AAthe person’s rights with respect to objecting to


the change.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.110.AAFAILURE TO SEND NOTICE OF CHANGE IN SITUS OF


ADMINISTRATION. (a) If the substitute fiduciary of a fiduciary


account intentionally fails to send the required notice under


Section 274.109, the change in the situs of administration is


ineffective.


(b)AAIf the substitute fiduciary unintentionally fails to


send the required notice, the change in the situs of administration


is not impaired.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.111.AAEFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE IN SITUS OF


ADMINISTRATION OF FIDUCIARY ACCOUNT. (a) A change in the situs of


administration takes effect on the effective date stated in the


notice under Section 274.109 unless, not later than the 16th day


before the effective date:


(1)AAeach party entitled to receive notice for the


fiduciary account provides the subsidiary trust company with a


written objection to the change; or


(2)AAa party entitled to receive notice files a written


petition in a court seeking to have the change denied under Section


274.112 and provides the subsidiary trust company with a copy of the


petition.


(b)AAA change that is objected to under Subsection (a)(1)


takes effect when:


(1)AAone of the parties objecting to the change removes


the party’s objection in writing; or


(2)AAthe subsidiary trust company obtains a final court


order approving the change.


(c)AAA change that is objected to under Subsection (a)(2)


takes effect when:


(1)AAthe petition is withdrawn or dismissed; or
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(2)AAthe court enters a final order denying the relief


sought.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.112.AAHEARING ON CHANGE IN SITUS OF ADMINISTRATION


OF FIDUCIARY ACCOUNT. (a) A court may allow the change in the situs


of administration if the court, after notice and hearing,


determines that the change is in the best interests of the fiduciary


account and its beneficiaries. The court may deny the change if the


court, after notice and hearing, determines that the change is not


in the best interests of the account or its beneficiaries.


(b)AAIn a proceeding under this section, the court may award


costs and reasonable and necessary attorney’s fees as the court


considers equitable and just.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.113.AAVENUE. (a)AAAn action under this subchapter


for a fiduciary account resulting from a decedent’s estate or


guardianship must be brought in the county provided for by the


Estates Code with respect to the probate of a will, issuance of


letters testamentary or of administration, administration of a


decedent’s estate, appointment of a guardian, and administration of


a guardianship.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c), an action under


this subchapter regarding any other fiduciary account must be


brought in the county of the situs of administration of the account,


notwithstanding a statute that would set venue in the location of


the fiduciary ’s principal office.


(c)AAA beneficiary of a fiduciary account described by


Subsection (b) may elect to bring the action in the county in which


the principal office of the first affiliated bank that transferred


the account under this subchapter is located.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.019, eff. September 1, 2015.
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Sec.A274.114.AASUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANY AS SUCCESSOR


FIDUCIARY. For purposes of qualifying as successor fiduciary under


a document creating a fiduciary account or a statute of this state


relating to fiduciary accounts, a subsidiary trust company:


(1)AAis considered to have capital and surplus in an


amount equal to the total of its capital and surplus and the capital


and surplus of the bank holding company that owns the company; and


(2)AAis treated as a national bank unless it:


(A)AAis not a national bank under federal law; and


(B)AAhas not entered into a substitution agreement


with an affiliated bank of the company that is a national bank under


federal law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.115.AABOND OF SUCCESSOR FIDUCIARY. If an


affiliated bank of a subsidiary trust company has given bond to


secure performance of its duties and the company qualifies as


successor fiduciary, the company shall give bond to secure


performance of its duties in the same manner as the bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.116.AARESPONSIBILITY FOR SUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANY.


The bank holding company that owns a subsidiary trust company shall


file with the commissioner an irrevocable undertaking to be fully


responsible for the fiduciary acts and omissions of the subsidiary


trust company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. BANKS AFFILIATED WITH SUBSIDIARY TRUST COMPANIES


Sec.A274.201.AADESIGNATION OF AFFILIATED BANK AS FIDUCIARY


IN WILL. The prospective designation in a will or other instrument


of an affiliated bank of a subsidiary trust company as fiduciary is


also considered a designation of the company as fiduciary and


confers on the company any discretionary power granted in the


instrument unless:


(1)AAthe bank and company agree in writing to have the
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designation of the bank as fiduciary be binding; or


(2)AAthe creator of the fiduciary account, by


appropriate language in the document creating the account, provides


that the account is not eligible for substitution under this


chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.202.AALIABILITY OF AFFILIATED BANK ACTING AS


FIDUCIARY. After a substitution of a subsidiary trust company as


fiduciary for an affiliated bank of the company, the bank remains


liable for any action taken by the bank as a fiduciary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A274.203.AADEPOSIT OF MONEY WITH AFFILIATED BANK. (a) A


subsidiary trust company may deposit with an affiliated bank of the


company fiduciary money that is being held pending an investment,


distribution, or payment of a debt if:


(1)AAthe company maintains under its control as


security for the deposit a separate fund of securities legal for


trust investments pledged by the bank;


(2)AAthe total market value of the securities is at all


times at least equal to the amount of the deposit; and


(3)AAthe fund of securities is designated as a separate


fund.


(b)AAThe bank may make periodic withdrawals from or additions


to the fund of securities required by this section only if the


required value is maintained.


(c)AAIncome from securities in the fund belongs to the bank.


(d)AASecurity for a deposit under this section is not


required to the extent the deposit is insured or otherwise secured


under law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 275. TEXAS MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A275.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Texas Mutual Trust Investment Company Act.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Fiduciary institution" means a:


(A)AAstate bank with trust powers;


(B)AAnational bank with trust powers; or


(C)AAtrust company.


(2)AA"Stock" means a unit of participation in the net


asset value of one or more of the investment funds of a mutual trust


investment company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.003.AAAPPLICATION OF GENERAL CORPORATION LAW.


Except as provided by this chapter, a mutual trust investment


company must be incorporated under and is subject to the general


corporation laws of this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.004.AAINVESTMENT OF CORPORATION ASSETS. A mutual


trust investment company may invest its assets only in investments


in which a trustee may invest under the laws of this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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SUBCHAPTER B. CREATION OF MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY


Sec.A275.051.AACREATION OF MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY.


(a) One or more fiduciary institutions may incorporate a mutual


trust investment company as provided by this chapter to be a medium


for the common investment of trust funds held in a fiduciary


capacity for fiduciary purposes, by those entities alone or with


one or more cofiduciaries.


(b)AAA mutual trust investment company must be an open-end


investment company as defined by, and must be subject to, the


Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. Section 80a-1 et seq.).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.052.AAINCORPORATORS. (a) To incorporate, a mutual


trust investment company must have five or more persons subscribe


and acknowledge the company’s articles of incorporation.


(b)AAA person subscribing and acknowledging the articles of


incorporation of a mutual trust investment company must be an


officer or director of a fiduciary institution causing the mutual


trust investment company to be incorporated.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.053.AACONTENTS OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. In


addition to the information required by the general corporation


laws, the articles of incorporation shall state:


(1)AAthe name of each fiduciary institution causing the


corporation to be incorporated; and


(2)AAthe amount of stock originally subscribed for by


each fiduciary institution.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS


Sec.A275.101.AADIRECTORS. (a) Except as provided by
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Subsection (b), a mutual trust investment company must have at


least five directors, each of whom is not required to be a


stockholder but must be an officer or director of a bank or trust


company that is located in this state.


(b)AAAn officer or director of a bank or trust company not


located in this state may serve as a director of a mutual trust


investment company only if that officer’s or director ’s bank or


trust company owns stock in a fiduciary capacity in the mutual trust


investment company.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.102.AAAUDITS AND REPORTS. (a) At least once each


year, a mutual trust investment company shall cause an adequate


audit to be made of the company by auditors responsible only to the


board of directors of the company.


(b)AAA mutual trust investment company shall furnish


annually a copy of the company’s audited financial statement to


each corporate fiduciary owning stock in the company.


(c)AAThe mutual trust investment company shall pay the:


(1)AAreasonable expenses of an audit required by this


section made by an independent public accountant or certified


public accountant; and


(2)AAcosts of preparing and distributing a report


required by this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER D. MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY STOCK


Sec.A275.151.AAOWNERSHIP. The stock of a mutual trust


investment company may be owned only by fiduciary institutions


acting as fiduciaries and any of their cofiduciaries.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.152.AAREGISTRATION. The stock of a mutual trust
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investment company may be registered in the name of one or more


nominees of the owner of the stock.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.153.AATRANSFER AND ASSIGNMENT. The stock of a


mutual trust investment company may not be transferred except to:


(1)AAthe mutual trust investment company; or


(2)AAa fiduciary or cofiduciary that becomes successor


to a stockholder and that is a bank or trust company qualified to


hold the stock under this chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.154.AAOWNERSHIP BY MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY.


A mutual trust investment company may acquire its own stock and


shall bind itself, by contract or its bylaws, to acquire its own


stock, but may not vote on shares of its own stock.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. INVESTMENT IN MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT COMPANY


Sec.A275.201.AAPURCHASE BY FIDUCIARY; AUTHORITY AND


RESTRICTIONS. A fiduciary institution, alone or with one or more


cofiduciaries, acting as a fiduciary for fiduciary purposes with


the consent of any cofiduciaries, may invest and reinvest funds


held in a fiduciary capacity, exercising the care of a prudent


investor, in the shares of stock of a mutual trust investment


company unless a will, trust indenture, or other instrument under


which the fiduciary is acting prohibits that investment.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A275.202.AARESPONSIBILITY OF MUTUAL TRUST INVESTMENT


COMPANY. (a) A mutual trust investment company is not:


(1)AArequired to determine the investment powers of a
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fiduciary that purchases its stock; or


(2)AAliable for accepting funds from a fiduciary in


violation of the restrictions of a will, trust indenture, or other


instrument under which the fiduciary is acting in the absence of


actual knowledge of the violation.


(b)AAA mutual trust investment company is:


(1)AAaccountable only to a fiduciary who is an owner of


its stock; and


(2)AApermitted to rely on the written statement of any


bank or trust company purchasing its stock that the purchase


complies with Section 275.201.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.26(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 276. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION ACCOUNTS


Sec.A276.001.AAACCOUNTS FOR CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC OFFICE.


(a) A financial institution may not open an account in the name of a


candidate without obtaining that candidate’s consent and


signature. This subsection does not require that the candidate be a


signatory to the account.


(b)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Candidate" has the meaning assigned by Section


251.001, Election Code.


(2)AA"Financial institution" means a bank, savings and


loan association, savings bank, or credit union.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.27(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 276.002.AAGARNISHMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION ACCOUNT.


(a) Notwithstanding the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, if a


financial institution fails to timely file an answer to a writ of


garnishment issued before or after a judgment is rendered in the


case, a court may enter a default judgment against the financial


institution solely as to the existence of liability and not as to


the amount of damages.


(b)AAA financial institution against which a default


judgment is entered under Subsection (a) is not deemed to have in


the financial institution ’s possession or to have knowledge of


sufficient debts, assets, or personal effects of the debtor to


satisfy the debtor’s obligations to the garnishor.


(c)AAAfter a default judgment is entered against a financial


institution as to the existence of liability as provided by


Subsection (a), the garnishor has the burden to establish the


amount of actual damages proximately caused to the garnishor by the


financial institution ’s default.


(d)AAThe court may award to the garnishor:
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(1)AAdamages in the amount determined under Subsection


(c); and


(2)AAfor good cause shown, reasonable attorney ’s fees


incurred by the garnishor in establishing damages under Subsection


(c).


(e)AANotwithstanding Section 22.004, Government Code, the


supreme court may not amend or adopt rules in conflict with this


section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1319 (H.B. 3428), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 276.003.AAUSE OF PROCEEDS OF EXTENSION OF CREDIT FOR


FINANCIAL INSTITUTION ACCOUNT. (a) An obligor may use proceeds of


an extension of credit made by a financial institution for


business, commercial, investment, or similar purposes to establish


collateral for the extension of credit by:


(1)AAmaking deposits;


(2)AApurchasing certificates of deposit; or


(3)AAestablishing other accounts at the financial


institution.


(b)AAThe amount of the proceeds used as provided by


Subsection (a) is not considered a reduction in the amount of the


proceeds of the extension of credit for purposes of Title 4 or for


any other purpose.


(c)AAA determination by the obligor that it is beneficial to


use proceeds of an extension of credit in the manner described by


Subsection (a) is conclusive.


(d)AAThis section may not be construed to imply a contrary


rule for transactions not covered by this section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1319 (H.B. 3428), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 277. BUSINESS CHECKING ACCOUNTS


Sec.A277.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Business" means a legal entity, including a


corporation, partnership, or sole proprietorship, that is formed


for the purpose of making a profit.


(2)AA"Business checking account" means an account at a


financial institution from which withdrawals may be made by a


business by check or draft. The term includes a money market


account, a negotiable order of withdrawal account, or other account


at a financial institution in which the account holder has check


writing privileges.


(3)AA"Financial institution" means a state or national


bank, state or federal savings and loan association, state or


federal savings bank, or state or federal credit union doing


business in this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 998, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A277.002.AAACCOUNT INFORMATION REQUIRED. (a) A


financial institution shall require, as a condition of opening or


maintaining a business checking account, that the applicant or


account holder provide:


(1)AAif the business is a sole proprietorship:


(A)AAthe name of the business owner;


(B)AAthe physical address of the business;


(C)AAthe home address of the business owner; and


(D)AAthe driver’s license number of the business


owner or the personal identification card number issued to the


business owner by the Department of Public Safety; or


(2)AAif the business is a corporation or other legal


entity, a copy of the business’s certificate of incorporation or a


comparable document and an assumed name certificate, if any.


(b)AAThe financial institution shall request that the
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account holder inform the institution at least annually of any


changes in the information the institution is required to obtain


under Subsection (a).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 998, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A277.003.AADISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION. (a) A financial


institution may not unreasonably withhold the information


described by Section 277.002 in response to a written request for


the information that:


(1)AAis made by a person to whom the financial


institution has returned a dishonored check or draft that was


issued to the person by a business that maintains a business


checking account; and


(2)AAincludes a photocopy of the dishonored check or


draft.


(b)AAA financial institution that assesses a reasonable


research fee in the regular course of business may assess the fee on


a person who requests information under this section.


(c)AAA financial institution is not liable to an account


holder or other person for the disclosure of information under this


section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 998, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 278. REGULATION OF CURRENCY TRANSMISSIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A278.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Currency" has the meaning assigned by Section


152.003.


(2)AA"Currency transmission business" means engaging


in or offering currency transmission as a service or for


profit.AAThe term does not include:


(A)AAa federally insured financial institution,


as defined by Section 201.101, that is organized under the laws of


this state, another state, or the United States; or


(B)AAa title insurance company or title insurance


agent, as defined by Section 2501.003, Insurance Code.


(3)AA"Currency transmission" means receiving currency


or an instrument payable in currency in order to transmit the


currency or its equivalent by wire, computer modem, facsimile,


physical transport, or any other means or through the use of a


financial intermediary, the Federal Reserve System, or another


funds transfer network.


(4)AA"Fee" does not include revenue that a currency


transmission business generates in connection with a currency


transmission in the conversion of a currency of one government into


the currency of another government.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1001, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.112, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 988 (H.B. 2134), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 277 (S.B. 895), Sec. 2.04,


eff. September 1, 2023.
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SUBCHAPTER B. CURRENCY TRANSMISSION DISCLOSURES


Sec.A278.051.AADISCLOSURES WITH TRANSACTION. (a) Other


than in a telephonic transaction conducted on a telephone that is


not designated for use in currency transmission transactions by a


currency transmission business, at the time of a currency


transmission transaction to another country the currency


transmission business shall provide a receipt to the customer. The


receipt must:


(1)AAclearly state the amount of currency presented for


transmission and any fees charged by the currency transmission


business; and


(2)AAprovide a toll-free telephone number or a local


number that a customer can access at no charge to receive


information about a currency transmission.


(b)AAIf the rate of exchange for a currency transmission to


be paid in the currency of another country is fixed by the currency


transmission business for a transaction at the time the currency


transmission is initiated, the receipt must also disclose:


(1)AAthe rate of exchange for that transaction;


(2)AAthe amount to be paid in the foreign currency; and


(3)AAthe period, if any, in which the payment must be


made in order to qualify for the fixed rate of exchange.


(c)AAIf the rate of exchange for a currency transmission to


be paid in the currency of another country is not fixed at the time


the currency transmission is initiated, the receipt must also


disclose that the rate of exchange for the transaction will be set


at the time the recipient of the currency transmission receives the


funds in the foreign country.


(d)AAIf the customer requests, the currency transmission


business must provide the required disclosures before completing


the transaction.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1001, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A278.052.AACANCELLATION AND REFUND OF TRANSACTION. (a)


Except as provided by Subsection (c), on receiving the transaction
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receipt required under Section 278.051, a customer may cancel the


currency transaction:


(1)AAbefore leaving the premises of the currency


transmission business; and


(2)AAnot later than 30 minutes after the time at which


the currency transmission was initiated.


(b)AAIf the customer cancels the transaction, the currency


transmission business shall immediately refund to the customer the


fees paid and currency to be transmitted.


(c)AAA customer may not cancel a transaction after the


recipient of the currency transmission has received the currency or


its equivalent.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1001, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER C. ENFORCEMENT


Sec.A278.101.AACIVIL PENALTY. (a) A person who knowingly


violates this chapter is liable to the state for a civil penalty in


an amount not to exceed $1,000 for each violation. The attorney


general or the prosecuting attorney in the county in which the


violation occurs may bring:


(1)AAa suit to recover the civil penalty imposed under


this section; and


(2)AAan action in the name of the state to restrain or


enjoin a person from violating this chapter.


(b)AAThe attorney general or the prosecuting attorney in the


county in which the violation occurs, as appropriate, is entitled


to recover reasonable expenses incurred in obtaining injunctive


relief, civil penalties, or both, under this section, including


reasonable attorney’s fees, court costs, and investigatory costs.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1001, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 279. BANKING AND CREDIT UNION DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 279.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Credit union" means a state or federal credit


union.


(2)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(3)AA"Financial institution" means a state or national


bank, a state or federal savings bank, or a state or federal savings


and loan association.


(4)AA"Local government" means a municipality or county.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


SUBCHAPTER B. BANKING DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS


Sec. 279.051.AAADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM.AAThe finance


commission shall administer and monitor a banking development


district program under this chapter to encourage the establishment


of branches of a financial institution in geographic areas where


there is a demonstrated need for banking services.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.052.AARULES. (a)AASubject to Subsection (b), the


finance commission shall adopt rules to implement this subchapter


and Subchapter D with respect to financial institutions in banking


development districts.


(b)AAThe finance commission, in consultation with the Texas


Economic Development and Tourism Office, shall adopt rules


regarding the criteria for the designation of banking development
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districts under this subchapter.AAThe rules must require the


finance commission to consider:


(1)AAthe location, number, and proximity of sites where


banking services are available in the proposed banking development


district;


(2)AAconsumer needs for banking services in the


proposed district;


(3)AAthe economic viability and local credit needs of


the community in the proposed district;


(4)AAthe existing commercial development in the


proposed district;AAand


(5)AAthe impact additional banking services would have


on potential economic development in the proposed district.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.053.AAAPPLICATION FOR DESIGNATION OF BANKING


DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT.AAA local government, in conjunction with a


financial institution, may submit an application to the finance


commission for the designation of a banking development district.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.054.AAAPPLICATION BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTION TO OPEN


BRANCH IN DISTRICT.AAA financial institution may apply to open a


branch in the proposed banking development district at the time the


local government submits an application in conjunction with the


institution under Section 279.053.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.055.AADETERMINATION BY FINANCE COMMISSION.


(a)AANot later than the 120th day after the date an application for


the designation of a banking development district is submitted


under Section 279.053, the finance commission shall make a


determination regarding whether to approve the application.


(b)AAIf the finance commission approves the application, the
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finance commission shall notify the:


(1)AAlocal government;


(2)AAfinancial institution;


(3)AAcomptroller;


(4)AATexas Economic Development and Tourism Office;


(5)AAlieutenant governor; and


(6)AAspeaker of the house of representatives.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


SUBCHAPTER C. CREDIT UNION DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS


Sec. 279.101.AAADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM.AAThe Credit Union


Commission shall administer and monitor a credit union development


district program under this chapter to encourage the establishment


of branches of a credit union in geographic areas where there is a


demonstrated need for services provided by a credit union.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.102.AARULES. (a)AASubject to Subsection (b), the


Credit Union Commission shall adopt rules to implement this


subchapter and Subchapter D with respect to credit unions in credit


union development districts.


(b)AAThe Credit Union Commission, in consultation with the


Texas Economic Development and Tourism Office, shall adopt rules


regarding the criteria for the designation of credit union


development districts under this subchapter.AAThe rules must


require the Credit Union Commission to consider:


(1)AAthe location, number, and proximity of sites where


services provided by a credit union are available in the proposed


credit union development district;


(2)AAconsumer needs for services provided by a credit


union in the proposed district;


(3)AAthe economic viability and local credit needs of


the community in the proposed district;


(4)AAthe existing commercial development in the
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proposed district; and


(5)AAthe impact additional services provided by a


credit union would have on potential economic development in the


proposed district.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.103.AAAPPLICATION FOR DESIGNATION OF CREDIT UNION


DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT.AAA local government, in conjunction with a


credit union, may submit an application to the Credit Union


Commission for the designation of a credit union development


district.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.104.AAAPPLICATION BY CREDIT UNION TO OPEN BRANCH IN


DISTRICT.AAA credit union may apply to open a branch in the proposed


credit union development district at the time the local government


submits an application in conjunction with the credit union under


Section 279.103.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.105.AADETERMINATION BY CREDIT UNION COMMISSION.


(a)AANot later than the 120th day after the date an application for


the designation of a credit union development district is submitted


under Section 279.103, the Credit Union Commission shall make a


determination regarding whether to approve the application.


(b)AAIf the Credit Union Commission approves the


application, the Credit Union Commission shall notify the:


(1)AAlocal government;


(2)AAcredit union;


(3)AAcomptroller;


(4)AATexas Economic Development and Tourism Office;


(5)AAlieutenant governor; and


(6)AAspeaker of the house of representatives.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,
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eff. September 1, 2015.


SUBCHAPTER D. DEPOSIT OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN DISTRICT DEPOSITORY


Sec. 279.151.AADESIGNATION OF DISTRICT DEPOSITORY. (a)AAThe


governing body of a local government in which a banking development


district has been designated under Subchapter B may by resolution


designate a financial institution located in the district as a


banking district depository for purposes of this subchapter.


(b)AAThe governing body of a local government in which a


credit union development district has been designated under


Subchapter C may by resolution designate a credit union located in


the district as a credit union district depository for purposes of


this subchapter.


(c)AAA resolution adopted under Subsection (a) or (b) must


specify the maximum amount that may be kept on deposit with the


banking district or credit union district depository, as


appropriate.


(d)AAIn calculating the yield under Section 2256.006,


Government Code, of public funds deposited in a banking district or


credit union district depository, the governing body of a local


government may consider the benefit to this state of stimulating


economic development.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.152.AADEPOSIT OF PUBLIC FUNDS BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT.


(a)AAA local government may deposit public funds with a financial


institution designated as a banking district depository or a credit


union designated as a credit union district depository under


Section 279.151 regardless of whether the financial institution or


credit union is designated by the comptroller as a state depository


under Subchapter C, Chapter 404, Government Code.


(b)AASubject to an agreement between the governing body and


the banking district or credit union district depository, public


funds deposited in the district depository may earn a fixed


interest rate that is at or below the financial institution ’s or
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credit union’s posted two-year certificate of deposit rate, as


appropriate.AAThe terms of the agreement must be specified in the


applicable resolution adopted under Section 279.151.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec. 279.153.AADEPOSIT OF PUBLIC FUNDS BY STATE. (a)AAIf the


comptroller designates the financial institution as a state


depository under Subchapter C, Chapter 404, Government Code, the


comptroller may deposit public funds with a financial institution


designated as a banking district depository under Section


279.151(a).


(b)AAIf the comptroller designates the credit union as a


state depository under Subchapter C, Chapter 404, Government Code,


the comptroller may deposit public funds with a credit union


designated as a credit union district depository under Section


279.151(b).


(c)AAFor purposes of Subsections (a) and (b), a financial


institution or credit union is subject to the collateral


requirements of Section 404.031, Government Code.


(d)AASubject to an agreement between the comptroller and the


banking district or credit union district depository, public funds


deposited in the district depository may earn a fixed interest rate


that is at or below the financial institution’s or credit union’s


posted two-year certificate of deposit rate, as appropriate.


(e)AAIn calculating the yield under Section 2256.006,


Government Code, of public funds deposited in a banking district or


credit union district depository, the comptroller may consider the


benefit to this state of stimulating economic development.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (H.B. 1626), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 280. SAVINGS PROMOTION RAFFLE


Sec. 280.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Texas Savings Promotion Act.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 978 (H.B. 471), Sec. 3,


eff. November 7, 2017.


Sec. 280.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Credit union" means:


(A)AAa credit union as defined by Section 121.002;


or


(B)AAa federal credit union doing business in this


state.


(2)AA"Deposit," with respect to a financial


institution, has the meaning assigned by Section 31.002.


(3)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(4)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 31.002.


(5)AA"Savings promotion raffle" means a raffle


conducted by a credit union or financial institution in which the


sole action required for a chance of winning a designated prize is


the deposit of at least a specified amount of money in a savings


account or other savings program offered by the credit union or


financial institution.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 978 (H.B. 471), Sec. 3,


eff. November 7, 2017.


Sec. 280.003.AASAVINGS PROMOTION RAFFLE BY CREDIT UNION. (a)


A credit union may conduct a savings promotion raffle if:


(1)AAeach ticket or token representing an entry in the


raffle has an equal probability of being drawn; and


(2)AAthe raffle is conducted in a manner that:
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(A)AAdoes not jeopardize the ability of the credit


union to operate in a safe and sound manner; and


(B)AAdoes not mislead the credit union ’s members.


(b)AAA credit union may not require consideration for


participation in a savings promotion raffle.AAA deposit of an


amount of money in a savings account or other savings program that


results in an entry in a savings promotion raffle is not


consideration.


(c)AAA credit union may not require a person to pay a premium


or fee for opening or using a savings account or other savings


program that is subject to a savings promotion raffle, unless the


premium or fee is commensurate with the premium or fee that the


credit union charges for opening or using comparable savings


accounts or savings programs that are not subject to a savings


promotion raffle.


(d)AAA credit union may not limit the withdrawal of money


from a savings account or other savings program that is subject to a


savings promotion raffle, unless the withdrawal limits are


commensurate with the withdrawal limits that the credit union


imposes on comparable savings accounts or savings programs that are


not subject to a savings promotion raffle.AAThis subsection does


not prohibit a credit union from requiring a deposit of an amount of


money to remain in a savings account or other savings program for a


certain period of time in order for the deposit to represent an


entry in a savings promotion raffle.


(e)AAA credit union shall pay interest or dividends on a


savings account or other savings program that is subject to a


savings promotion raffle at a rate that is commensurate with the


interest or dividend rate that the credit union pays on comparable


savings accounts or savings programs that are not subject to a


savings promotion raffle.


(f)AAA credit union that conducts a savings promotion raffle


under this section shall maintain all records that the Credit Union


Commission determines are necessary for the Credit Union Department


to examine the raffle.


(g)AAThe provisions of this section applicable to a credit


union apply to an organization composed exclusively of credit
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unions.


(h)AAThe Credit Union Commission shall adopt rules and


procedures for the administration of this section.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 978 (H.B. 471), Sec. 3,


eff. November 7, 2017.


Sec. 280.004.AASAVINGS PROMOTION RAFFLE BY FINANCIAL


INSTITUTION. (a) A financial institution may conduct a savings


promotion raffle if:


(1)AAeach ticket or token representing an entry in the


raffle has an equal probability of being drawn; and


(2)AAthe raffle is conducted in a manner that:


(A)AAdoes not jeopardize the ability of the


financial institution to operate in a safe and sound manner; and


(B)AAdoes not mislead the institution’s


depositors.


(b)AAA financial institution may not require consideration


for participation in a savings promotion raffle.AAA deposit of an


amount of money in a savings account or other savings program that


results in an entry in a savings promotion raffle is not


consideration.


(c)AAA financial institution may not require a person to pay


a premium or fee for opening or using a savings account or other


savings program that is subject to a savings promotion raffle,


unless the premium or fee is commensurate with the premium or fee


that the financial institution charges for opening or using


comparable savings accounts or savings programs that are not


subject to a savings promotion raffle.


(d)AAA financial institution may not limit the withdrawal of


money from a savings account or other savings program that is


subject to a savings promotion raffle, unless the withdrawal limits


are commensurate with the withdrawal limits that the financial


institution imposes on comparable savings accounts or savings


programs that are not subject to a savings promotion raffle.AAThis


subsection does not prohibit a financial institution from requiring


a deposit of an amount of money to remain in a savings account or


other savings program for a certain period of time in order for the
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deposit to represent an entry in a savings promotion raffle.


(e)AAA financial institution shall pay interest or dividends


on a savings account or other savings program that is subject to a


savings promotion raffle at a rate that is commensurate with the


interest or dividend rate that the financial institution pays on


comparable savings accounts or savings programs that are not


subject to a savings promotion raffle.


(f)AAA financial institution that conducts a savings


promotion raffle under this section shall maintain all records that


the finance commission determines are necessary for the financial


regulatory agency of this state having regulatory jurisdiction over


that financial institution to examine the raffle.


(g)AAThe provisions of this section applicable to a financial


institution apply to an organization composed exclusively of


financial institutions.


(h)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules and procedures


for the administration of this section.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 978 (H.B. 471), Sec. 3,


eff. November 7, 2017.


Sec. 280.005.AAACCOUNT OR DEPOSIT NOT CONSIDERATION. For


purposes of Chapter 47, Penal Code, or other state law, opening or


making a deposit in an account is not considered a purchase,


payment, or provision of a thing of value for participation in a


savings promotion raffle and is not considered to require a


substantial expenditure of time, effort, or inconvenience.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 978 (H.B. 471), Sec. 3,


eff. November 7, 2017.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE Z. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


CHAPTER 281. PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE ADULTS FROM FINANCIAL


EXPLOITATION


Sec. 281.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Department" means the Department of Family and


Protective Services.


(2)AA"Exploitation" means the act of forcing,


compelling, or exerting undue influence over a person causing the


person to act in a way that is inconsistent with the person’s


relevant past behavior or causing the person to perform services


for the benefit of another person.


(3)AA"Financial exploitation" means:


(A)AAthe wrongful or unauthorized taking,


withholding, appropriation, or use of the money, assets, or other


property or the identifying information of a person; or


(B)AAan act or omission by a person, including


through the use of a power of attorney on behalf of, or as the


conservator or guardian of, another person, to:


(i)AAobtain control, through deception,


intimidation, fraud, or undue influence, over the other person’s


money, assets, or other property to deprive the other person of the


ownership, use, benefit, or possession of the property; or


(ii)AAconvert the money, assets, or other


property of the other person to deprive the other person of the


ownership, use, benefit, or possession of the property.


(4)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 277.001.


(5)AA"Vulnerable adult" means:


(A)AAan elderly person as that term is defined by


Section 48.002, Human Resources Code; or


(B)AAa person with a disability as that term is


defined by Section 48.002, Human Resources Code.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,
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eff. September 1, 2017.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,


2019.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 502 (H.B. 4477), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec. 281.002.AAREPORTING SUSPECTED FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION OF


VULNERABLE ADULTS. (a)AAIf an employee of a financial institution


has cause to believe that financial exploitation of a vulnerable


adult who is an account holder with the financial institution has


occurred, is occurring, or has been attempted, the employee shall


notify the financial institution of the suspected financial


exploitation.


(b)AAIf a financial institution is notified of suspected


financial exploitation under Subsection (a) or otherwise has cause


to believe that financial exploitation of a vulnerable adult who is


an account holder with the financial institution has occurred, is


occurring, or has been attempted, the financial institution shall


assess the suspected financial exploitation and submit a report to


the department in the same manner as and containing the same


information required to be included in a report under Section


48.051, Human Resources Code.AAThe financial institution shall


submit the report required by this subsection not later than the


earlier of:


(1)AAthe date the financial institution completes the


financial institution’s assessment of the suspected financial


exploitation; or


(2)AAthe fifth business day after the date the


financial institution is notified of the suspected financial


exploitation under Subsection (a) or otherwise has cause to believe


that the suspected financial exploitation has occurred, is


occurring, or has been attempted.


(c)AAA financial institution that submits a report to the


department of suspected financial exploitation of a vulnerable


adult under Subsection (b) is not required to make an additional
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report of suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation under Section


48.051, Human Resources Code, for the same conduct constituting the


reported suspected financial exploitation.


(d)AAEach financial institution shall adopt internal


policies, programs, plans, or procedures for:


(1)AAthe employees of the financial institution to make


the notification required under Subsection (a); and


(2)AAthe financial institution to conduct the


assessment and submit the report required under Subsection (b).


(e)AAThe policies, programs, plans, or procedures adopted


under Subsection (d) may authorize the financial institution to


report the suspected financial exploitation to other appropriate


agencies and entities in addition to the department, including the


attorney general, the Federal Trade Commission, and the appropriate


law enforcement agency.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,


2019.


Sec. 281.003.AANOTIFYING THIRD PARTIES OF SUSPECTED


FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION OF VULNERABLE ADULTS.AAIf a financial


institution submits a report of suspected financial exploitation of


a vulnerable adult to the department under Section 281.002(b), the


financial institution may at the time the financial institution


submits the report also notify a third party reasonably associated


with the vulnerable adult of the suspected financial exploitation,


unless the financial institution suspects the third party of


financial exploitation of the vulnerable adult.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec.


21.002(6), eff. September 1, 2019.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,
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2019.


Sec. 281.004.AATEMPORARY HOLD ON TRANSACTIONS IN CERTAIN


CASES OF SUSPECTED FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION OF VULNERABLE ADULTS.


(a)AANotwithstanding any other law, a financial institution:


(1)AAmay place a hold on any transaction that involves


an account of a vulnerable adult if the financial institution:


(A)AAsubmits a report of suspected financial


exploitation of the vulnerable adult to the department under


Section 281.002(b); and


(B)AAhas cause to believe the transaction is


related to the suspected financial exploitation alleged in the


report; and


(2)AAmust place a hold on any transaction involving an


account of a vulnerable adult if the hold is requested by the


department or a law enforcement agency.


(b)AASubject to Subsection (c), a hold placed on any


transaction under Subsection (a) expires on the 10th business day


after the date the hold is placed.


(c)AAThe financial institution may extend a hold placed on


any transaction under Subsection (a) for a period not to exceed 30


business days after the expiration of the period prescribed by


Subsection (b) if requested by a state or federal agency or a law


enforcement agency investigating the suspected financial


exploitation.AAThe financial institution may also petition a court


to extend a hold placed on any transaction under Subsection (a)


beyond the period prescribed by Subsection (b).AA A court may enter


an order extending or shortening a hold or providing other relief.


(d)AAEach financial institution shall adopt internal


policies, programs, plans, or procedures for placing a hold on a


transaction involving an account of a vulnerable adult under this


section.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,


2019.
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Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec.


21.002(7), eff. September 1, 2019.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 502 (H.B. 4477), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec. 281.005.AAIMMUNITY. (a)AAAn employee of a financial


institution who makes a notification under Section 281.002(a), a


financial institution that submits a report under Section


281.002(b) or makes a notification to a third party under Section


281.003, or an employee who or financial institution that testifies


or otherwise participates in a judicial proceeding arising from a


notification or report is immune from any civil or criminal


liability arising from the notification, report, testimony, or


participation in the judicial proceeding, unless the employee or


financial institution acted in bad faith or with a malicious


purpose.


(b)AAA financial institution that in good faith and with the


exercise of reasonable care places or does not place a hold on any


transaction under Section 281.004(a)(1) is immune from any civil or


criminal liability or disciplinary action resulting from that


action or failure to act.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,


2019.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec.


21.002(8), eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 281.006.AARECORDS.AATo the extent permitted by state or


federal law, a financial institution shall provide, on request,


access to or copies of records relevant to the suspected financial


exploitation of a vulnerable adult to the department, the


commissioner, a law enforcement agency, or a prosecuting attorney’s


office, either as part of a report to the department, commissioner,
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law enforcement agency, or prosecuting attorney’s office or at the


request of the department, commissioner, law enforcement agency, or


prosecuting attorney ’s office in accordance with an investigation.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 376 (H.B. 3921), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Redesignated from Finance Code, Chapter 280 by Acts 2019, 86th


Leg., R.S., Ch. 467 (H.B. 4170), Sec. 21.001(19), eff. September 1,


2019.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 8, eff.


June 18, 2023.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 301. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A301.001.AASHORT TITLE. This title may be cited as the


Texas Credit Title.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A301.002.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Contract interest" means interest that an obligor


has paid or agreed to pay to a creditor under a written contract of


the parties. The term does not include judgment interest.


(2)AA"Credit card transaction" means a transaction for


personal, family, or household use in which a credit card, plate,


coupon book, or credit card cash advance check may be used or is


used to debit an open-end account in connection with:


(A)AAa purchase or lease of goods or services; or


(B)AAa loan of money.


(3)AA"Creditor" means a person who loans money or


otherwise extends credit. The term does not include a judgment


creditor.


(4)AA"Interest" means compensation for the use,


forbearance, or detention of money.AAThe term does not include time


price differential, regardless of how it is denominated.AAThe term


does not include compensation or other amounts that are determined


or stated by this code or other applicable law not to constitute


interest or that are permitted to be contracted for, charged, or


received in addition to interest in connection with an extension of


credit.


(5)AA"Judgment creditor" means a person to whom a money


judgment is payable.


(6)AA"Judgment debtor" means a person obligated to pay


a money judgment.


(7)AA"Judgment interest" means interest on a money


judgment, whether the interest accrues before, on, or after the
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date the judgment is rendered.


(8)AA"Legal interest" means interest charged or


received in the absence of any agreement by an obligor to pay


contract interest. The term does not include judgment interest.


(9)AA"Lender credit card agreement":


(A)AAmeans an agreement between a creditor and an


obligor that provides that:


(i)AAthe obligor, by means of a credit card


transaction for personal, family, or household use, may:


(a)AAobtain loans from the creditor


directly or through other participating persons; and


(b)AAlease or purchase goods or


services from more than one participating lessor or seller who


honors the creditor’s credit card;


(ii)AAthe creditor or another person acting


in cooperation with the creditor is to reimburse the participating


persons, lessors, or sellers for the loans or the goods or services


purchased or leased;


(iii)AAthe obligor is to pay the creditor the


amount of the loan or cost of the lease or purchase;


(iv)AAthe unpaid balance of the loan, lease,


or purchase and interest on that unpaid balance are debited to the


obligor’s account under the agreement;


(v)AAinterest may be computed on the


balances of the obligor’s account but is not precomputed; and


(vi)AAthe obligor and the creditor may agree


that payment of part of the balance may be deferred;


(B)AAincludes an agreement under Section 342.455


or Section 346.003(b) or (c) for an open-end account under which


credit card transactions may be made or a merchant discount may be


taken; and


(C)AAdoes not include:


(i)AAan agreement, including an open-end


account credit agreement, between a seller and a buyer or between a


lessor and a lessee; or


(ii)AAan agreement under which:


(a)AAthe entire balance is due in full
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each month; and


(b)AAno interest is charged if the


obligor pays the entire balance each month.


(10)AA"Loan" means an advance of money that is made to


or on behalf of an obligor, the principal amount of which the


obligor has an obligation to pay the creditor. The term does not


include a judgment.


(11)AA"Merchant discount" means the consideration,


including a fee, charge, discount, or compensating balance, that a


creditor requires, or that a creditor, subsidiary, or parent


company of the creditor, or subsidiary of the creditor ’s parent


company, receives directly or indirectly from a person other than


the obligor in connection with a credit card transaction under a


lender credit card agreement between the obligor and the creditor.


The term does not include consideration received by a creditor from


the obligor in connection with the credit card transaction.


(12)AA"Money judgment" means a judgment for money. For


purposes of this subtitle, the term includes legal interest or


contract interest, if any, that is payable to a judgment creditor


under a judgment.


(13)AA"Obligor" means a person to whom money is loaned


or credit is otherwise extended. The term does not include:


(A)AAa judgment debtor; or


(B)AAa surety, guarantor, or similar person.


(14)AA"Open-end account":


(A)AAmeans an account under a written contract


between a creditor and an obligor in connection with which:


(i)AAthe creditor reasonably contemplates


repeated transactions and the obligor is authorized to make


purchases or borrow money;


(ii)AAinterest or time price differential


may be charged from time to time on an outstanding unpaid balance;


and


(iii)AAthe amount of credit that may be


extended during the term of the account is generally made available


to the extent that any outstanding balance is repaid; and


(B)AAincludes an account under an agreement
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described by Section 342.455 or Chapter 345 or 346.


(15)AA"Prepayment penalty" means consideration agreed


on and contracted for a discharge of a loan, other than a loan


governed by Chapter 306, before its maturity or a regularly


scheduled date of payment, as a result of an obligor ’s election to


pay all of the principal amount before its stated maturity or a


regularly scheduled date of payment.


(16)AA"Time price differential" means an amount,


however denominated or expressed, that is:


(A)AAadded to the price at which a seller offers to


sell services or property to a purchaser for cash payable at the


time of sale; and


(B)AApaid or payable to the seller by the


purchaser for the privilege of paying the offered sales price after


the time of sale.


(17)AA"Usurious interest" means interest that exceeds


the applicable maximum amount allowed by law.


(b)AAThe Finance Commission of Texas by rule may adopt other


definitions to accomplish the purposes of this title.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.01, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 302. INTEREST RATES


SUBCHAPTER A. USURIOUS INTEREST


Sec.A302.001.AACONTRACTING FOR, CHARGING, OR RECEIVING


INTEREST OR TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL; USURIOUS INTEREST. (a) A


creditor may contract for, charge, and receive from an obligor


interest or time price differential.


(b)AAThe maximum rate or amount of interest is 10 percent a


year except as otherwise provided by law. A greater rate of


interest than 10 percent a year is usurious unless otherwise


provided by law. All contracts for usurious interest are contrary


to public policy and subject to the appropriate penalty prescribed


by Chapter 305.


(c)AATo determine the interest rate of a loan under this


subtitle, all interest at any time contracted for shall be


aggregated and amortized using the actuarial method during the


stated term of the loan.


(d)AAIn addition to interest authorized by Subsection (b), a


loan providing for a rate of interest that is 10 percent a year or


less may provide for a delinquency charge on the amount of any


payment in default for a period of not less than 10 days in an amount


not to exceed the greater of five percent of the amount of the


payment or $7.50. The charging of the delinquency charge does not


make the loan subject to Chapter 342 or any other provision of


Subtitle B.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A302.002.AAACCRUAL OF INTEREST WHEN NO RATE SPECIFIED.


If a creditor has not agreed with an obligor to charge the obligor


any interest, the creditor may charge and receive from the obligor


legal interest at the rate of six percent a year on the principal


amount of the credit extended beginning on the 30th day after the
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date on which the amount is due. If an obligor has agreed to pay to


a creditor any compensation that constitutes interest, the obligor


is considered to have agreed on the rate produced by the amount of


that interest, regardless of whether that rate is stated in the


agreement.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. OTHER RATES AND PROVISIONS ON LOANS SECURED BY REAL


PROPERTY


Sec.A302.101.AADETERMINING RATES OF INTEREST BY SPREADING.


(a) To determine whether a loan secured in any part by an interest


in real property, including a lien, mortgage, or security interest,


is usurious, the interest rate is computed by amortizing or


spreading, using the actuarial method during the stated term of the


loan, all interest at any time contracted for, charged, or received


in connection with the loan.


(b)AAIf a loan described by Subsection (a) is paid in full


before the end of the stated term of the loan and the amount of


interest received for the period that the loan exists exceeds the


amount that produces the maximum rate authorized by law for that


period, the lender shall:


(1)AArefund the amount of the excess to the borrower;


or


(2)AAcredit the amount of the excess against amounts


owing under the loan.


(c)AAA lender who complies with Subsection (b) is not subject


to any of the penalties provided by law for contracting for,


charging, or receiving interest in excess of the maximum rate


authorized.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A302.102.AAPROHIBITION ON PREPAYMENT PENALTY. If the


interest rate on a loan for property that is or is to be the


residential homestead of the borrower is greater than 12 percent a
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year, a prepayment penalty may not be collected on the loan unless


the penalty is required by an agency created by federal law.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.02, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A302.103.AAEFFECT OF FEDERAL PREEMPTION ON LATE CHARGES.


On loans subject to 12 U.S.C. Sections 1735f-7 and 1735f-7a, as


amended, any late charges assessed are interest that is included in


computing the amount or rate of interest on the loan and, therefore,


covered by the federal preemption of state interest rate


limitations.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A302.104.AALOAN TO PURCHASE INTEREST IN ENTITY WITH


FOREIGN REAL PROPERTY AS PRINCIPAL ASSET. (a) A loan the proceeds


of which are used primarily to purchase an interest in a trust or


other entity that has as its principal asset real property located


outside the United States is:


(1)AAnot subject to Subtitle B; and


(2)AAsubject to the interest rate limitations of


Chapter 303.


(b)AAFor the purpose of determining the interest rate on a


loan to which this section applies, all interest contracted for,


charged, or received shall be amortized, prorated, allocated, and


spread over the full stated term of the loan.


(c)AAThis section does not affect application of a law of


this state governing collateral that may be used to secure a loan to


which this section applies.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 303. OPTIONAL RATE CEILINGS


SUBCHAPTER A. RATE CEILINGS: APPLICABILITY, COMPUTATION, AND


PUBLICATION


Sec.A303.001.AAUSE OF CEILINGS. (a) Except as provided by


Subchapter B, a person may contract for, charge, or receive a rate


or amount that does not exceed the applicable interest rate ceiling


provided by this chapter. The use of a ceiling provided by this


chapter for any contract is optional, and a contract may provide for


a rate or amount allowed by other applicable law.


(b)AAA contract that is subject to Chapter 342, 345, 347,


348, or 353, including a contract for an open-end account, may, as


an alternative to an interest rate or amount of time price


differential allowed under that chapter, provide for a simple or


precomputed rate or amount of time price differential that does not


exceed the applicable ceiling provided by this chapter or by the


equivalent yield authorized by Chapter 342, 345, 347, 348, or 353.


(c)AAExcept as inconsistent with this chapter, a party to a


contract that is subject to Chapter 342, 345, 347, 348, or 353, or


the party’s assignee, has all rights, duties, and obligations under


the applicable chapter, including those relating to refund credits


on prepayment or acceleration.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 303.002.AAWEEKLY CEILING.AAThe parties to a written


agreement may agree to an interest rate, or in an agreement


described by Chapter 345, 347, 348, or 353, an amount of time price


differential producing a rate, that does not exceed the applicable


weekly ceiling.
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Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A303.003.AACOMPUTATION OF WEEKLY CEILING. (a) The


weekly ceiling is computed by:


(1)AAmultiplying the auction rate by two; and


(2)AArounding the result obtained under Subdivision (1)


to the nearest one-quarter of one percent.


(b)AAThe weekly rate ceiling becomes effective on Monday of


each week and remains in effect through the following Sunday.


(c)AAIn this subchapter, "auction rate" means the auction


average rate quoted on a bank discount basis for 26-week treasury


bills issued by the United States government, as published by the


Federal Reserve Board, for the week preceding the week in which the


weekly rate ceiling is to take effect.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.03, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A303.004.AAMONTHLY CEILING. (a) The monthly ceiling may


be used as an alternative to the weekly ceiling only for a contract


that:


(1)AAprovides for a variable rate, including a contract


for an open-end account; and


(2)AAis not made for personal, family, or household


use.


(b)AAA contract that provides for the use of the monthly


ceiling may not provide for the use of another rate ceiling provided


under this subchapter.


(c)AAIf the parties agree that the rate may be adjusted


monthly, they may agree that the rate from time to time in effect


may not exceed the monthly ceiling from time to time in effect, and


the monthly ceiling is the ceiling on those contracts.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A303.005.AACOMPUTATION OF MONTHLY CEILING. (a) The


consumer credit commissioner shall compute the monthly ceiling on


the first business day of the calendar month in which the rate


applies. The monthly ceiling is effective for one month beginning


on the first calendar day of each month.


(b)AAThe monthly ceiling is computed by averaging all of the


weekly ceilings computed using rates from auctions held during the


calendar month preceding the computation date of the monthly


ceiling.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.006.AAQUARTERLY CEILING. (a) A written contract,


including a contract that involves an open-end account, may, as an


alternative to the weekly ceiling, provide for an interest rate or


an amount of time price differential producing a rate that does not


exceed the applicable quarterly ceiling.


(b)AAA variable rate contract authorized under Section


303.015 may not provide for use of both the weekly ceiling and the


quarterly ceiling.


(c)AANotwithstanding other provisions of this subchapter,


the rate of interest on an open-end account authorized under


Section 342.455 or 346.003, or an amount owed for a credit card


transaction under another type of credit card agreement, in


connection with which a merchant discount is imposed or received by


the creditor may not exceed the applicable quarterly ceiling.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.007.AAANNUALIZED CEILING. The annualized ceiling


may be used as an alternative to the weekly ceiling only for a


written contract that involves an open-end account.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.008.AACOMPUTATION OF QUARTERLY AND ANNUALIZED
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CEILING. (a) On December 1, March 1, June 1, and September 1 of


each year, the consumer credit commissioner shall compute the


quarterly ceiling and annualized ceiling for the calendar quarter


effective the following January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1,


respectively. The quarterly ceiling becomes effective for


three-month periods beginning on the effective dates set out in


this subsection and is subject to adjustment after each three-month


period. The annualized ceiling becomes effective on each of the


effective dates set out in this subsection and remains in effect for


a period of 12 months, after which it is subject to adjustment.


(b)AAThe quarterly ceiling and annualized ceiling are


computed by averaging all of the weekly ceilings computed using


average auction rates during the three calendar months preceding


the computation date of the ceiling.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.009.AAMAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WEEKLY, MONTHLY,


QUARTERLY, OR ANNUALIZED CEILING. (a) If the rate computed for the


weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annualized ceiling is less than 18


percent a year, the ceiling is 18 percent a year.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c), if the rate


computed for the weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annualized ceiling


is more than 24 percent a year, the ceiling is 24 percent a year.


(c)AAFor a contract made, extended, or renewed under which


credit is extended for a business, commercial, investment, or


similar purpose, the limitation on the ceilings determined by those


computations is 28 percent a year.


(d)AAFor an open-end account credit agreement that provides


for credit card transactions on which a merchant discount is not


imposed or received by the creditor or a retail charge agreement


under Chapter 345 without a merchant discount, the ceiling is 21


percent a year.


(e)AARepealed by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1348, Sec. 5, eff.


Sept. 1, 1999.


(f)AAIn this chapter, "weekly ceiling," "monthly ceiling,"


"quarterly ceiling," or "annualized ceiling" refers to that ceiling
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as determined after the application of this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1348, Sec. 5, eff. Sept.


1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.02, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A303.010.AACOMPUTATION OF CEILING IF INFORMATION


UNAVAILABLE. If any of the information required to compute a


ceiling is discontinued or is otherwise not available to the


consumer credit commissioner from the Federal Reserve Board in the


time required for the computation, the ceiling last computed


remains in effect until the information becomes available and a new


ceiling is computed from the obtained information.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.011.AAPUBLICATION OF RATE CEILINGS. (a) The


consumer credit commissioner shall send the rate ceilings computed


under this subchapter to the secretary of state for publication in


the Texas Register.


(b)AAThe monthly, quarterly, or annualized ceiling shall be


published before the 11th day after the date on which the ceiling is


computed.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.012.AAJUDICIAL NOTICE. A court may take judicial


notice of interpretations issued by the consumer credit


commissioner or information published in the Texas Register under


Section 303.011.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A303.013.AADETERMINATION OF CEILING FOR CONTRACT TO


RENEW OR EXTEND DEBT PAYMENT. The rate ceiling for a contract to


renew or extend the terms of payment of a debt is the ceiling in


effect under this chapter when the contract for renewal or


extension is made, regardless of when the debt is incurred.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.014.AARATE FOR LENDER CREDIT CARD AGREEMENT WITH


MERCHANT DISCOUNT. On an amount owed for a credit card transaction


under a lender credit card agreement that imposes or allows the


creditor to receive a merchant discount, the creditor may not


contract for, charge, or receive:


(1)AAa rate that exceeds the ceiling provided under


Section 303.006(c); or


(2)AAa fee or charge that:


(A)AAis not allowed under Chapter 346; or


(B)AAexceeds the amount allowed under Chapter 346.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.015.AAVARIABLE RATE. (a) The parties to a


contract, including a contract for an open-end account, may agree


to any index, formula, or provision of law by which the interest


rate or amount of time price differential will be determined, but


the agreed rate of interest or yield from an amount of time price


differential may not exceed the amount that would be produced by the


rate ceiling applicable to the contract.


(b)AAA variable contract rate described by this section may


not be used in a contract in which the interest or time price


differential is precomputed and added into the amount of the


contract at the time the contract is made.


(c)AAA variable rate agreement for credit extended primarily


for personal, family, or household use must include the disclosures


identified for variable rate contracts required by regulations


issued by the Federal Reserve Board and the Consumer Financial


Protection Bureau under the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section
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1601 et seq.), as amended, except that if that Act does not apply


because of the amount of the transaction, the following disclosure


must be included in a size equal to at least 10-point type that is


boldface, capitalized, underlined, or otherwise set out from


surrounding material so as to be conspicuous:


"NOTICE TO CONSUMER: UNDER TEXAS LAW, IF YOU CONSENT TO THIS


AGREEMENT, YOU MAY BE SUBJECT TO A FUTURE RATE AS HIGH AS 24 PERCENT


PER YEAR."


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A303.016.AACHARGING OF RATE LOWER THAN AGREED RATE. A


creditor may charge an interest rate or amount of time price


differential that is lower than the rate or amount agreed to in the


contract.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 303.017.AAVARIOUS CHARGES ON CONSUMER LOANS MADE BY


PARTICULAR LENDERS. Notwithstanding Section 342.005, a bank,


savings association, savings bank, or credit union making a loan


primarily for personal, family, or household use under authority of


this chapter may charge all reasonable expenses and fees incurred


in connection with making, closing, disbursing, extending,


readjusting, or renewing a loan not secured by real property,


whether or not those expenses or fees are paid to third


parties.AAThose reasonable expenses and fees paid to third parties


are not interest.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.03, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER B. OPEN-END ACCOUNTS


Sec.A303.101.AAOPEN-END ACCOUNT: CEILINGS. (a) To use the
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quarterly or annualized ceiling for setting the interest rate on


current and future open-end account balances, the agreement must


provide for use of the ceiling, and the creditor must give notice of


the interest rate after the date on which the quarterly or


annualized ceiling is computed but before the last day of the next


succeeding calendar quarter.


(b)AAIf the annualized ceiling is used, the rate is effective


for the 12-month period beginning on the date on which the rate


takes effect for the account.


(c)AAIf the quarterly ceiling is used, the rate is effective


for the three-month period beginning on the date on which the rate


takes effect for the account. For an open-end account authorized


under Section 342.455 or 346.003, in connection with which credit


card transactions are authorized or a merchant discount is imposed


or received by the creditor, the quarterly ceiling shall be


adjusted, at the option of the creditor, on:


(1)AAthe effective dates provided by Section 303.008;


or


(2)AAthe first day of the first billing cycle of the


account beginning after those dates.


(d)AAIf a quarterly or annualized ceiling is being used for


an account and if the rate for the applicable period is less than or


equal to the ceiling to be in effect for the succeeding period of


equal length, the creditor may leave that rate in effect for the


succeeding period.


(e)AAA creditor who has disclosed to an obligor that an


election may be renewed under Subsection (d) is not required to give


additional notice of a renewal under that subsection.


(f)AATo increase a previously agreed rate, a creditor shall


comply with Section 303.103 before the end of the last calendar


quarter of the period in which the rate previously agreed to is in


effect. The ceiling in effect for that period remains the ceiling


until the parties to the agreement agree to a new rate.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.102.AAVARIABLE RATE OPEN-END ACCOUNT: CEILINGS.
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The applicable rate ceiling for an open-end account agreement that


provides for a variable rate or amount according to an index,


formula, or provision of law disclosed to the obligor, other than a


variable rate commercial contract that is subject to Section


303.004, is the annualized, quarterly, or weekly ceiling as


disclosed to the obligor. The annualized ceiling shall be adjusted


after each 12-month period, the quarterly ceiling shall be adjusted


after each three-month period, and the weekly ceiling shall be


adjusted weekly.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.103.AAOPEN-END ACCOUNT: CHANGE OF AGREEMENT TERM.


(a) An agreement covering an open-end account may provide that the


creditor may change the terms of the agreement for current and


future balances of that account by giving notice of the change to


the obligor.


(b)AAA notice under this section to change a provision of an


account, including the rate, or the index or formula used to compute


the rate, must include:


(1)AAthe new provision, the new rate, or the index or


formula to be used to compute the rate;


(2)AAthe date on which the change is to take effect;


(3)AAthe period for which the change is to be effective


or after which the rate will be adjusted;


(4)AAa statement of whether the change is to affect


current and future balances; and


(5)AAthe obligor’s rights under this section and the


procedures for the obligor to exercise those rights.


(c)AAA creditor who increases a rate shall include with a


notice required by this section a form that may be returned at the


expense of the creditor and on which the obligor may indicate by


checking or marking an appropriate box or by a similar arrangement


the obligor’s decision not to continue the account. The form may be


included on a part of the account statement that is to be returned


to the creditor or on a separate sheet. In addition to the


requirements of Subsection (b), the notice must include:
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(1)AAthe address to which the obligor may send notice of


the obligor’s election not to continue the open-end account; and


(2)AAthe following statement printed in not less than


10-point type or computer equivalent:


"YOU MAY TERMINATE THIS AGREEMENT IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO PAY THE NEW


RATE."


(d)AAAn obligor is considered to have agreed to a change


under this section if the creditor mails a notice required by this


section to the obligor ’s most recent address shown in the creditor’s


records and:


(1)AAthe obligor chooses to retain the privilege of


using the open-end account;


(2)AAthe obligor or a person authorized by the obligor


accepts or uses an extension of credit after the fifth day after the


date on which the notice is mailed; or


(3)AAthe obligor does not notify the creditor in


writing before the 21st day after the date on which the notice is


mailed that the obligor does not wish to continue to use the


open-end account.


(e)AAAn obligor who rejects a rate change in accordance with


this section is entitled to pay the balance on the open-end account


at the rate and over the period in effect immediately before the


date of the proposed change and under the same minimum payment terms


provided by the agreement. Rejection of a new rate does not


accelerate payment of the balance due.


(f)AAThe procedure provided by this section for changing the


terms of an agreement is in addition to other means of amending the


agreement provided by law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.104.AADISCLOSURE OF DECREASE IN INTEREST RATE NOT


REQUIRED ON OPEN-END ACCOUNTS INVOLVING CREDIT CARD TRANSACTION OR


MERCHANT DISCOUNT. On an open-end account authorized under Section


342.455 or 346.003, in connection with which credit card


transactions are authorized or a merchant discount is imposed or


received by the creditor and on which interest is charged under this
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chapter, the creditor is not required to disclose a decrease in the


applicable interest rate.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.105.AAOPEN-END ACCOUNT: DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN RATE


VARIATIONS. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a variation


in an interest rate on an account resulting from operation of the


previously disclosed index, formula, or provision of law is not


required to be disclosed under Section 303.101 or 303.103.


(b)AAExcept as inconsistent with federal law, the creditor on


an open-end account agreement that provides for a variable interest


rate according to an index, formula, or provision of law, that is


primarily for personal, family, or household use, and that is


subject to this chapter shall give to the obligor notice of a change


in the rate resulting from operation of the index, formula, or


provision of law. The notice must be given:


(1)AAby a document mailed on or before the beginning of


the first cycle for which the change becomes effective; or


(2)AAon or with:


(A)AAthe billing statement for a billing cycle


that precedes the cycle for which the change becomes effective, if


the account is covered by Section 303.006(c); or


(B)AAany billing statement, if the account is not


covered by Section 303.006(c).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.106.AAOPEN-END ACCOUNT: CEILING FOR PLAN OR


ARRANGEMENT. If a creditor implements a quarterly or annualized


ceiling for a majority of the creditor’s open-end accounts that are


under a particular plan or arrangement and that are for obligors in


this state, that ceiling is also the ceiling for all open-end


accounts that are opened or activated under that plan for obligors


in this state during the period that the election is in effect.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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SUBCHAPTER C. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN CONSUMER LOANS AND


SECONDARY MORTGAGE LOANS


Sec. 303.201.AALICENSE REQUIRED. A person engaged in the


business of making loans for personal, family, or household use for


which the rate is authorized under this chapter must obtain a


license under Chapter 342 unless the person is not required to


obtain a license under Section 342.051.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A303.202.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBTITLE B. Except as


inconsistent with this chapter:


(1)AAa person engaged in the business of extending


open-end credit primarily for personal, family, or household use


and who charges on an open-end account a rate or amount under


authority of this chapter is subject to the applicable chapter in


Subtitle B; and


(2)AAa party to an account described by Subdivision (1)


or the party’s assignees have all the rights, duties, and


obligations under that applicable chapter.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 303.203.AAAUTOMOBILE CLUB MEMBERSHIP OFFERED IN


CONNECTION WITH A LOAN. (a)AAA lender may, at the time or after a


loan is made, offer to sell to the borrower and finance in a loan


contract subject to this subtitle a charge for an automobile club


membership.


(b)AAThe lender may not require the purchase of the


membership authorized under Subsection (a) as a condition for


approval of the loan.


(c)AAThe borrower shall provide the lender with written
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acknowledgment of the borrower’s intent to purchase the membership.


(d)AAThe amount charged for a membership as authorized by


Subsection (a) must be reasonable.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 252 (H.B. 1088), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER D. LIMITATIONS ON APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER


Sec. 303.301.AAAGREEMENT TO WHICH CHAPTER DOES NOT APPLY.


The rate ceilings provided by this chapter do not apply to an


agreement:


(1)AAunder which credit is extended by the seller, or an


owner, subsidiary, or corporate affiliate of the seller, for a


transaction governed by Chapter 601, Business & Commerce Code; and


(2)AAthat is secured by a lien on the obligor’s


homestead.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 885 (H.B. 2278), Sec. 2.16,


eff. April 1, 2009.


Sec.A303.302.AAREQUIREMENTS INCONSISTENT WITH FEDERAL LAW.


(a) A person is not required to comply with a disclosure or notice


requirement of this chapter that is inconsistent with federal


statute or regulation.


(b)AAA creditor may modify a disclosure or notice requirement


of this chapter to conform to federal law.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. ENFORCEMENT


Sec.A303.401.AAWHEN ACT OR OMISSION NOT VIOLATION. An act or
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omission does not violate this title if the act or omission conforms


to an interpretation of this title that is in effect at the time of


the act or omission and that was made by:


(1)AAthe consumer credit commissioner under Section


14.108; or


(2)AAan appellate court of this state or the United


States.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.402.AAPENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF CHAPTER FOR CERTAIN


CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO SUBTITLE B. (a)AAA person who contracts for,


charges, or receives under a contract subject to Chapter 342, 345,


346, 347, 348, or 353, including a contract for an open-end account,


a rate or amount of interest or time price differential that exceeds


the maximum applicable rate or amount authorized by the applicable


chapter or this chapter is subject to a penalty for that violation


determined under Chapter 349.


(b)AAFor a contract described by Subsection (a) that contains


a rate or amount authorized under this chapter, the failure to


perform a duty or comply with a prohibition provided by this chapter


is subject to Chapter 349 as if this chapter were in Subtitle B.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A303.403.AAPENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF CEILING IN CERTAIN


CONTRACTS. A written contract, other than a contract to which


Section 303.402 applies, that directly or indirectly provides for a


rate that exceeds the rate authorized by this chapter and that is


not otherwise authorized by law, is subject to the penalty


prescribed by Chapter 305.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


Sec.A303.404.AAENFORCEMENT BY CONSUMER CREDIT COMMISSIONER.


Subject to Subchapter B, Chapter 341, the consumer credit


commissioner shall enforce Subtitles B and C as they apply to


contracts subject to those chapters.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.405.AAEXAMINATION OF RECORDS; INSPECTIONS; RULES.


(a) Section 342.552 applies to a transaction:


(1)AAthat is made by a person who holds a license under


Chapter 342;


(2)AAthat is subject to Chapter 342 or 346; and


(3)AAthe rate of which is authorized by this chapter.


(b)AASubchapter L, Chapter 342, applies to a loan:


(1)AAthat is subject to Chapter 342; and


(2)AAthe rate of which is authorized by this chapter.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.406.AAENFORCEMENT BY CREDIT UNION COMMISSIONER.


The credit union commissioner shall enforce this chapter as it


applies to contracts subject to Subtitle D, Title 3.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 303.407.AAENFORCEMENT BY TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE.


The Texas Department of Insurance shall enforce this chapter as it


applies to contracts subject to Chapter 651, Insurance Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.113, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER F. EFFECT ON OTHER STATUTES OF USING OPTIONAL RATE
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Sec.A303.501.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CREDIT UNION ACT. Except as


inconsistent with this chapter:


(1)AAa person subject to Subtitle D, Title 3, who


contracts for, charges, or receives a rate or amount authorized by


this chapter remains subject to that subtitle; and


(2)AAa party to a transaction described by Subdivision


(1) has all the rights provided by that subtitle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A303.502.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 24, INSURANCE CODE.


(a) Except as inconsistent with this chapter:


(1)AAa person subject to Chapter 651, Insurance Code,


who contracts for, charges, or receives an interest rate authorized


by this chapter remains subject to that chapter; and


(2)AAa party to an insurance premium finance agreement,


including an agreement for an open-end account, has all the rights


provided by Chapter 651, Insurance Code.


(b)AAThe licensing requirements of Chapter 342 do not apply


to a transaction described by Subsection (a)(1). The penalty


provisions of this title do not apply to a transaction described by


Subsection (a)(1).


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.114, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 304. JUDGMENT INTEREST


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A304.001.AAINTEREST RATE REQUIRED IN JUDGMENT. A money


judgment of a court in this state must specify the postjudgment


interest rate applicable to that judgment.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.002.AAJUDGMENT INTEREST RATE: INTEREST RATE OR


TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL IN CONTRACT. A money judgment of a court of


this state on a contract that provides for interest or time price


differential earns postjudgment interest at a rate equal to the


lesser of:


(1)AAthe rate specified in the contract, which may be a


variable rate; or


(2)AA18 percent a year.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.003.AAJUDGMENT INTEREST RATE: INTEREST RATE OR


TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL NOT IN CONTRACT. (a) A money judgment of a


court of this state to which Section 304.002 does not apply,


including court costs awarded in the judgment and prejudgment


interest, if any, earns postjudgment interest at the rate


determined under this section.


(b)AAOn the 15th day of each month, the consumer credit


commissioner shall determine the postjudgment interest rate to be


applied to a money judgment rendered during the succeeding calendar


month.


(c)AAThe postjudgment interest rate is:


(1)AAthe prime rate as published by the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System on the date of computation;


1
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(2)AAfive percent a year if the prime rate as published


by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System described by


Subdivision (1) is less than five percent; or


(3)AA15 percent a year if the prime rate as published by


the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System described by


Subdivision (1) is more than 15 percent.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 204, Sec. 6.01, eff. Sept. 1, 2003;


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 676, Sec. 1, eff. June 20, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 387 (S.B. 1450), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 7.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A304.004.AAPUBLICATION OF JUDGMENT INTEREST RATE. The


consumer credit commissioner shall send to the secretary of state


the postjudgment interest rate for publication, and the secretary


shall publish the rate in the Texas Register.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.005.AAACCRUAL OF JUDGMENT INTEREST. (a) Except as


provided by Subsection (b), postjudgment interest on a money


judgment of a court in this state accrues during the period


beginning on the date the judgment is rendered and ending on the


date the judgment is satisfied.


(b)AAIf a case is appealed and a motion for extension of time


to file a brief is granted for a party who was a claimant at trial,


interest does not accrue for the period of extension.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.006.AACOMPOUNDING OF JUDGMENT INTEREST.


Postjudgment interest on a judgment of a court in this state


compounds annually.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


Sec.A304.007.AAJUDICIAL NOTICE OF JUDGMENT INTEREST RATE. A


court of this state shall take judicial notice of a published


postjudgment interest rate.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. PREJUDGMENT INTEREST IN WRONGFUL DEATH, PERSONAL


INJURY, OR PROPERTY DAMAGE CASE


Sec.A304.101.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER. This subchapter


applies only to a wrongful death, personal injury, or property


damage case of a court of this state.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.102.AAPREJUDGMENT INTEREST REQUIRED IN CERTAIN


CASES. A judgment in a wrongful death, personal injury, or property


damage case earns prejudgment interest.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.103.AAPREJUDGMENT INTEREST RATE FOR WRONGFUL DEATH,


PERSONAL INJURY, OR PROPERTY DAMAGE CASE. The prejudgment interest


rate is equal to the postjudgment interest rate applicable at the


time of judgment.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.104.AAACCRUAL OF PREJUDGMENT INTEREST. Except as


provided by Section 304.105 or 304.108, prejudgment interest


accrues on the amount of a judgment during the period beginning on


the earlier of the 180th day after the date the defendant receives


written notice of a claim or the date the suit is filed and ending on


the day preceding the date judgment is rendered. Prejudgment


interest is computed as simple interest and does not compound.
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Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.1045.AAFUTURE DAMAGES. Prejudgment interest may


not be assessed or recovered on an award of future damages.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 204, Sec. 6.02, eff. Sept. 1,


2003.


Sec.A304.105.AAEFFECT OF SETTLEMENT OFFER ON ACCRUAL OF


PREJUDGMENT INTEREST. (a) If judgment for a claimant is equal to


or less than the amount of a settlement offer of the defendant,


prejudgment interest does not accrue on the amount of the judgment


during the period that the offer may be accepted.


(b)AAIf judgment for a claimant is more than the amount of a


settlement offer of the defendant, prejudgment interest does not


accrue on the amount of the settlement offer during the period that


the offer may be accepted.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.106.AASETTLEMENT OFFER REQUIREMENTS TO PREVENT


PREJUDGMENT INTEREST ACCRUAL. To prevent the accrual of


prejudgment interest under this subchapter, a settlement offer must


be in writing and delivered to the claimant or the claimant ’s


attorney or representative.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.107.AAVALUE OF SETTLEMENT OFFER FOR COMPUTING


PREJUDGMENT INTEREST. If a settlement offer does not provide for


cash payment at the time of settlement, the amount of the settlement


offer for the purpose of computing prejudgment interest is the cost


or fair market value of the settlement offer at the time it is made.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER C. OTHER PREJUDGMENT INTEREST PROVISIONS
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Sec.A304.201.AAPREJUDGMENT INTEREST RATE FOR CONDEMNATION


CASE. The prejudgment interest rate in a condemnation case is equal


to the postjudgment interest rate at the time of judgment and is


computed as simple interest.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER D. EXCEPTIONS TO APPLICATION OF CHAPTER


Sec.A304.301.AAEXCEPTION FOR DELINQUENT TAXES. This chapter


does not apply to a judgment:


(1)AAin favor of a taxing unit in a delinquent tax suit


under Subchapter C, Chapter 33, Tax Code; or


(2)AAthat earns interest at a rate set by Title 2, Tax


Code.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A304.302.AAEXCEPTION FOR DELINQUENT CHILD SUPPORT. This


chapter does not apply to interest that accrues on an amount of


unpaid child support under Section 157.265, Family Code.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 305. PENALTIES AND REMEDIES


SUBCHAPTER A. CIVIL LIABILITY; CRIMINAL PENALTY


Sec.A305.001.AALIABILITY FOR USURIOUS INTEREST. (a) A


creditor who contracts for, charges, or receives interest that is


greater than the amount authorized by this subtitle in connection


with a transaction for personal, family, or household use is liable


to the obligor for an amount that is equal to the greater of:


(1)AAthree times the amount computed by subtracting the


amount of interest allowed by law from the total amount of interest


contracted for, charged, or received; or


(2)AA$2,000 or 20 percent of the amount of the


principal, whichever is less.


(a-1)AAA creditor who contracts for or receives interest that


is greater than the amount authorized by this subtitle in


connection with a commercial transaction is liable to the obligor


for an amount that is equal to three times the amount computed by


subtracting the amount of interest allowed by law from the total


amount of interest contracted for or received.


(b)AAThis section applies only to a contract or transaction


subject to this subtitle.


(c)AAA creditor who charges or receives interest in excess of


the amount contracted for, but not in excess of the maximum amount


authorized by law, is not subject to penalties for usurious


interest but may be liable for other remedies and relief as provided


by law.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A305.002.AAADDITIONAL LIABILITY FOR MORE THAN TWICE


1
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AUTHORIZED RATE OF INTEREST. (a) In addition to the amount


determined under Section 305.001, a creditor who charges and


receives interest that is greater than twice the amount authorized


by this subtitle is liable to the obligor for:


(1)AAthe principal amount on which the interest is


charged and received; and


(2)AAthe interest and all other amounts charged and


received.


(b)AAThis section applies only to a contract or transaction


for personal, family, or household use subject to this subtitle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.06, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A305.003.AALIABILITY FOR USURIOUS LEGAL INTEREST. (a) A


creditor who charges or receives legal interest that is greater


than the amount authorized by this subtitle is liable to the obligor


for an amount that is equal to the greater of:


(1)AAthree times the amount computed by subtracting the


amount of legal interest allowed by law from the total amount of


interest charged or received; or


(2)AA$2,000 or 20 percent of the amount of the


principal, whichever is less.


(b)AAThis section applies only to a transaction subject to


this subtitle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.004.AAADDITIONAL LIABILITY FOR MORE THAN TWICE


AUTHORIZED RATE OF LEGAL INTEREST. (a) In addition to the amount


determined under Section 305.003, a creditor who charges and


receives legal interest that is greater than twice the amount


authorized by this subtitle is liable to the obligor for:


(1)AAthe principal amount on which the interest is


charged and received; and
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(2)AAthe interest and all other amounts charged and


received.


(b)AAThis section applies only to a transaction subject to


this subtitle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.005.AAATTORNEY’S FEES. A creditor who is liable


under Section 305.001 or 305.003 is also liable to the obligor for


reasonable attorney’s fees set by the court.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.006.AALIMITATION ON FILING SUIT. (a) An action


under this chapter must be brought within four years after the date


on which the usurious interest was contracted for, charged, or


received. The action must be brought in the county in which:


(1)AAthe transaction was entered into;


(2)AAthe usurious interest was charged or received;


(3)AAthe creditor resides at the time of the cause of


action, if the creditor is an individual;


(4)AAthe creditor maintains its principal office, if


the creditor is not an individual; or


(5)AAthe obligor resides at the time of the accrual of


the cause of action.


(b)AANot later than the 61st day before the date an obligor


files a suit seeking penalties for a transaction in which a creditor


has contracted for, charged, or received usurious interest, the


obligor shall give the creditor written notice stating in


reasonable detail the nature and amount of the violation.


(c)AAA creditor who receives a notice under this section may


correct the violation as provided by Section 305.103 during the


period beginning on the date the notice is received and ending on


the 60th day after that date. A creditor who corrects a violation


as provided by this section is not liable to an obligor for the


violation.


(d)AAWith respect to a defendant filing a counterclaim action
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alleging usurious interest in an original action by the creditor,


the defendant shall provide notice complying with Subsection (b) at


the time of filing the counterclaim and, on application of the


creditor to the court, the action is subject to abatement for a


period of 60 days from the date of the court order.AADuring the


abatement period the creditor may correct a violation.AAAs part of


the correction of the violation, the creditor shall offer to pay the


obligor’s reasonable attorney’s fees as determined by the court


based on the hours reasonably expended by the obligor ’s counsel


with regard to the alleged violation before the abatement.AAA


creditor who corrects a violation as provided by this subsection is


not liable to an obligor for the violation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.07, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A305.007.AAPENALTIES EXCLUSIVE. The penalties provided


by this chapter are the only penalties for violation of this


subtitle for contracting for, charging, or receiving interest in an


amount that produces a rate in excess of the maximum rate allowed by


law. Common law penalties do not apply.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.008.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an


offense if the person contracts for, charges, or receives interest


on a transaction for personal, family, or household use that is


greater than twice the amount authorized by this subtitle.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000.


(c)AAEach contract or transaction that violates this section


is a separate offense.


(d)AAThis section applies only to a contract or transaction


subject to this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. EXCEPTION FROM LIABILITY


Sec.A305.101.AAACCIDENTAL AND BONA FIDE ERROR. A creditor is


not subject to penalty under this chapter for any usurious interest


that results from an accidental and bona fide error.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.102.AALEGAL INTEREST DURING INTEREST-FREE PERIOD.


A person is not liable to an obligor solely because the person


charges or receives legal interest before the 30th day after the


date on which the debt is due.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.103.AACORRECTION OF VIOLATION. (a) A creditor is


not liable to an obligor for a violation of this subtitle if:


(1)AAnot later than the 60th day after the date the


creditor actually discovered the violation, the creditor corrects


the violation as to that obligor by taking any necessary action and


making any necessary adjustment, including the payment of interest


on a refund, if any, at the applicable rate provided for in the


contract of the parties; and


(2)AAthe creditor gives written notice to the obligor


of the violation before the obligor gives written notice of the


violation or files an action alleging the violation.


(b)AAFor the purposes of Subsection (a), a violation is


actually discovered at the time of the discovery of the violation in


fact and not at the time when an ordinarily prudent person, through


reasonable diligence, could or should have discovered or known of


the violation. Actual discovery of a violation in one transaction


may constitute actual discovery of the same violation in other


transactions if the violation is of such a nature that it would


necessarily be repeated and would be clearly apparent in the other


transactions without the necessity of examining all the other
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transactions.


(c)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), written notice is given


when the notice is delivered to the person or to the person ’s


authorized agent or attorney of record personally, by telecopier,


or by United States mail to the address shown on the most recent


documents in the transaction. Deposit of the notice as registered


or certified mail in a postage paid, properly addressed wrapper in a


post office or official depository under the care and custody of the


United States Postal Service is prima facie evidence of the


delivery of the notice to the person to whom the notice is


addressed.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.104.AACORRECTION EXCEPTION AVAILABLE TO ALL


SIMILARLY SITUATED. If in a single transaction more than one


creditor may be liable for a violation of this subtitle, compliance


with Section 305.103 by any of those creditors entitles each to the


same protection provided by that section.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A305.105.AAAMOUNTS PAYABLE PURSUANT TO A FINAL JUDGMENT.


A creditor is not liable to an obligor for a violation of this


subtitle if the creditor receives interest that has been awarded


pursuant to a final judgment that is no longer subject to


modification or reversal.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 306. COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A306.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Account purchase transaction" means an agreement


under which a person engaged in a commercial enterprise sells


accounts, instruments, documents, or chattel paper subject to this


subtitle at a discount, regardless of whether the person has a


repurchase obligation related to the transaction.


(2)AA"Affiliate of an obligor" means a person who


directly or indirectly, or through one or more intermediaries or


other entities, owns an interest in, controls, is controlled by, or


is under common control with the obligor, or a person in which the


obligor directly or indirectly, or through one or more


intermediaries or other entities, owns an interest.AAIn this


subdivision "control" means the possession, directly or


indirectly, or with one or more other persons, of the power to


direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a


person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by


contract, or otherwise.


(3)AA"Asset-backed securities" means debt obligations


or certificates of beneficial ownership that:


(A)AAare a part of a single issue or single series


of securities in an aggregate of $1 million or more and issuable in


one or more classes;


(B)AAare secured by a pledge of, or represent an


undivided ownership interest in:


(i)AAone or more fixed or revolving


financial assets that by their terms convert into cash within a


definite period; and


(ii)AArights or other assets designed to


assure the servicing or timely distribution of proceeds to security


holders; and
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(C)AAare issued for a business, commercial,


agricultural, investment, or similar purpose by a pass-through


entity.


(4)AA"Business entity" means a partnership,


corporation, joint venture, limited liability company, or other


business organization or business association, however organized.


(5)AA"Commercial loan" means a loan that is made


primarily for business, commercial, investment, agricultural, or


similar purposes. The term does not include a loan made primarily


for personal, family, or household use.


(6)AA"Guaranty" means an agreement under which a


person:


(A)AAassumes, guarantees, or otherwise becomes


primarily or contingently liable for the payment or performance of


an obligation of another person;


(B)AAprovides security, by creation of a lien or


security interest or otherwise, for the payment or performance of


an obligation of another person; or


(C)AAagrees to purchase or to advance


consideration to purchase an obligation of another person or


property that is security for the payment or performance of the


obligation.


(7)AA"Pass-through entity" means a business entity,


association, grantor or common-law trust under state law, or


segregated pool of assets under federal tax law that, on the date of


original issuance of asset-backed securities, does not have


significant assets other than:


(A)AAassets pledged to or held for the benefit of


holders of the asset-backed securities; or


(B)AAassets pledged to or held for the benefit of


holders of other asset-backed securities previously issued.


(8)AA"Prepayment premium" means compensation paid by or


that is or will become due from an obligor to a creditor solely as a


result or condition of the payment or maturity of all or a portion


of the principal amount of a loan before its stated maturity or a


regularly scheduled date of payment, as a result of the obligor’s


election to pay all or a portion of the principal amount before its
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stated maturity or a regularly scheduled date of payment.


(9)AA"Qualified commercial loan":


(A)AAmeans:


(i)AAa commercial loan in which one or more


persons as part of the same transaction lends, advances, borrows,


or receives, or is obligated to lend or advance or entitled to


borrow or receive, money or credit with an aggregate value of:


(a)AA$3 million or more if the


commercial loan is secured by real property; or


(b)AA$250,000 or more if the commercial


loan is not secured by real property and, if the aggregate value of


the commercial loan is less than $500,000, the loan documents


contain a written certification from the borrower that:


(1)AAthe borrower has been


advised by the lender to seek the advice of an attorney and an


accountant in connection with the commercial loan; and


(2)AAthe borrower has had the


opportunity to seek the advice of an attorney and accountant of the


borrower’s choice in connection with the commercial loan; and


(ii)AAa renewal or extension of a commercial


loan described by Subparagraph (i), regardless of the principal


amount of the loan at the time of the renewal or extension; and


(B)AAdoes not include a commercial loan made for


the purpose of financing a business licensed by the Texas


Department of Motor Vehicles under Section 2301.251(a),


Occupations Code.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 531, Sec. 2, eff. Sept.


1, 1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 994, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 14A.772, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.08, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 933 (H.B. 3097), Sec. 3D.01,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 276 (H.B. 3514), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2021.
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Sec.A306.002.AAINTEREST; APPLICATION OF OTHER PROVISIONS OF


SUBTITLE. (a) A creditor may contract for, charge, and receive


from an obligor on a commercial loan a rate or amount of interest


that does not exceed the applicable ceilings computed in accordance


with Chapter 303.


(b)AAAll other applicable provisions, remedies, and


penalties of this subtitle apply to a commercial loan unless this


chapter expressly provides otherwise.


(c)AAThe provisions of this chapter providing authorizations


with respect to certain transactions do not affect or negatively


impact any rules of law applicable either to other transactions


subject to this chapter or to any transactions not subject to this


chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 973 (H.B. 1979), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 306.003.AACOMPUTATION OF LOAN TERMS. (a)AAIn addition


to any other method otherwise permitted under this title, a


creditor and an obligor may agree to compute an annual interest rate


on a commercial loan on a 365/360 basis or a 366/360 basis, as


applicable, determined by applying the ratio of the percentage


annual interest rate agreed to by the parties over a year of 360


days, multiplied by the outstanding principal balance, multiplied


by the actual number of days the principal balance is


outstanding.AAA creditor and an obligor may also agree to compute


the term and rate of a commercial loan based on a 360-day year


consisting of 12 30-day months.AAEach interest rate ceiling under


Chapters 302 and 303 expressed as a rate per year may mean a rate per


year computed in accordance with this section.


(b)AAA creditor and an obligor may agree that one or more


payments of interest due or that are scheduled to be due with


respect to a commercial loan may be paid on a periodic basis when


due wholly or partly by adding to the principal balance of the loan
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the amount of unpaid interest due or scheduled to be due, regardless


of whether the interest added to the principal balance is evidenced


by an existing or a separate promissory note or other


agreement.AAOn and after the date an amount of interest is added to


the principal balance under this subsection, that amount no longer


constitutes interest, but instead constitutes part of the principal


for purposes of calculating the maximum lawful rate or amount of


interest on the loan.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 973 (H.B. 1979), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A306.004.AADETERMINING RATES OF INTEREST BY SPREADING.


(a) To determine whether a commercial loan is usurious, the


interest rate is computed by amortizing or spreading, using the


actuarial method during the stated term of the loan, all interest at


any time contracted for, charged, or received in connection with


the loan.


(b)AAIf a commercial loan is paid in full before the end of


the stated term of the loan and the amount of interest received for


the period that the loan exists exceeds the amount that produces the


maximum rate authorized by law for that period, the lender shall:


(1)AArefund the amount of the excess to the borrower;


or


(2)AAcredit the amount of the excess against amounts


owing under the loan.


(c)AAA lender who complies with Subsection (b) is not subject


to any of the penalties provided by law for contracting for,


charging, or receiving interest in excess of the maximum rate


authorized.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 306.005.AAPREPAYMENT PREMIUMS AND SIMILAR AMOUNTS.


With respect to a loan subject to this chapter, a creditor and an
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obligor may agree to a prepayment premium, make-whole premium, or


similar fee or charge, whether payable in the event of voluntary


prepayment, involuntary prepayment, acceleration of maturity, or


other cause that involves premature termination of the loan, and


those amounts do not constitute interest.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.12, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 306.006.AACERTAIN AUTHORIZED CHARGES ON COMMERCIAL


LOANS. In addition to the interest authorized by this chapter, the


parties to a commercial loan may agree and stipulate for:


(1)AAa delinquency charge on the amount of any


installment or other amount in default for a period of not less than


10 days in an amount not to exceed five percent of the total amount


of the installment; and


(2)AAa returned check fee in an amount that does not


exceed the maximum fee authorized in Section 3.506, Business &


Commerce Code, on any check, draft, order, or other instrument or


form of remittance that is returned unpaid or dishonored for any


reason.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.13, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 306.007.AAGUARANTY, ASSUMPTION, PAYMENT, OR OTHER


AGREEMENT. With respect to a commercial loan, an obligor may be


required to assume, pay, or provide a guaranty of another person’s


existing or future obligation as a condition of the obligor’s own


use, forbearance, or detention of money.AAThe amount of the other


person’s obligation required to be assumed, paid, or guaranteed


does not constitute interest with respect to any obligation of the


obligor.
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Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.14, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER B. PROVISIONS RELATING TO SPECIFIC TYPES OF COMMERCIAL


LOANS OR TRANSACTIONS


Sec.A306.101.AAQUALIFIED COMMERCIAL LOAN. (a) The parties


to a qualified commercial loan agreement may contract for a rate or


amount of interest that does not exceed the applicable rate


ceiling.


(b)AAThe parties to a qualified commercial loan agreement may


contract for the following charges:


(1)AAa discount or commission that an obligor has paid


or agreed to pay to one or more underwriters of securities issued by


the obligor;


(2)AAan option or right to exchange, redeem, or convert


all or a portion of the principal amount of the loan, or interest on


the principal amount, for or into capital stock or other equity


securities of an obligor or of an affiliate of an obligor;


(3)AAan option or right to purchase capital stock or


other equity securities of an obligor or of an affiliate of an


obligor;


(4)AAan option or other right created by contract,


conveyance, or otherwise, to participate in or own a share of the


income, revenues, production, or profits:


(A)AAof an obligor or of an affiliate of an


obligor;


(B)AAof any segment of the business or operations


of an obligor or of an affiliate of an obligor; or


(C)AAderived or to be derived from ownership


rights of an obligor or of an affiliate of an obligor in property,


including any proceeds of the sale or other disposition of


ownership rights; or


(5)AAcompensation realized as a result of the receipt,


exercise, sale, or other disposition of an option or other right


described by this subsection.


(c)AAA charge under Subsection (b) is not interest.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A306.102.AAASSET-BACKED SECURITIES TRANSACTION. An


amount that is paid, passed through, or obligated to be paid or to


be passed through in connection with asset-backed securities or


that is not paid as a result of a discounted sale price to the


holders of asset-backed securities by a pass-through entity is not


interest. This section does not affect interest that is agreed on


and fixed by the parties to a written contract and paid, charged, or


received on the ultimate underlying assets pledged to or held for


the benefit of holders of asset-backed securities.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A306.103.AAACCOUNT PURCHASE TRANSACTION. (a) An amount


of a discount in, or charged under, an account purchase transaction


is not interest.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this chapter, the parties’


characterization of an account purchase transaction as a purchase


is conclusive that the account purchase transaction is not a


transaction for the use, forbearance, or detention of money.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 307. COLLATERAL PROTECTION INSURANCE


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A307.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Collateral" means property pledged or used to


secure payment, repayment, or performance under a credit or lease


agreement, including personal property, real property, fixtures,


inventory, receivables, rights, or privileges.


(2)AA"Collateral protection insurance" means insurance


coverage described by Section 307.051.


(3)AA"Credit agreement" means a written document that


sets forth the terms of a credit transaction.


(4)AA"Credit transaction" means a transaction with


terms that require the payment of money, goods, services, property,


rights, or privileges on a future date and in which the obligation


for payment is secured by collateral.


(5)AA"Creditor" means a person who is a lender of money


or a vendor or lessor of goods, services, property, rights, or


privileges for which a payment is arranged through a credit


transaction and includes any successor to the rights, title,


interest, or liens of the lender, vendor, or lessor.


(6)AA"Debtor" means a borrower of money or a purchaser


or lessee of goods, services, property, rights, or privileges for


which payment is arranged through a credit agreement. The term does


not include a person who is not a primary obligor under a credit


transaction or who is not jointly and severally liable with the


debtor for the obligation.


(7)AA"Title insurance" means insurance that may be


issued only by persons regulated under Title 11, Insurance Code,


and that insures:


(A)AAa lender or owner against loss caused by:


(i)AAdefective title held by the mortgagor


or owner or insured;
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(ii)AAunknown mortgages or defective


recording of mortgages or liens on real property;


(iii)AAfailure of any person to pay ad


valorem taxes resulting in a lien; or


(iv)AAfailure to research properly title,


taxes, liens, or other matters relative to the validity of loans or


liens secured by real property or insurance; or


(B)AAthe validity, enforceability, or priority of


any lien or title on real property.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.115, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER B. REQUIREMENTS FOR COLLATERAL PROTECTION INSURANCE


Sec.A307.051.AACOLLATERAL PROTECTION INSURANCE. (a)


Collateral protection insurance is insurance coverage that:


(1)AAis purchased by a creditor after the date of a


credit agreement;


(2)AAprovides monetary protection against loss of or


damage to the collateral or against liability arising out of the


ownership or use of the collateral; and


(3)AAis purchased according to the terms of a credit


agreement as a result of a debtor ’s failure to provide evidence of


insurance or failure to obtain or maintain insurance covering the


collateral, with the costs of the collateral protection insurance,


including interest and any other charges incurred by the creditor


in connection with the placement of collateral protection


insurance, payable by a debtor.


(b)AACollateral protection insurance includes insurance


coverage that is purchased to protect:


(1)AAonly the interest of the creditor; or


(2)AAboth the interest of the creditor and some or all


of the interest of a debtor.


(c)AAThe term of a collateral protection insurance policy may


be:
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(1)AAnot greater than 12 months; or


(2)AAthe remaining term of the credit transaction if


the remaining term is less than or equal to 24 months.


(d)AAThe effective date of coverage for collateral


protection insurance may be earlier than the date of issuance of the


policy. The effective date may not be earlier than the date the


collateral became uninsured.


(e)AAA premium for collateral protection insurance covering


collateral other than real property may not be based on an amount


that exceeds the actual amount of unpaid indebtedness of the debtor


as of the effective date of the policy. This condition applies


without regard to whether the coverage under the policy limits the


insurer’s liability to:


(1)AAthe amount of unpaid debt;


(2)AAthe cash value of the collateral; or


(3)AAthe cost of repair of the collateral.


(e-1)AAWith respect to collateral protection insurance


covering real property, a creditor, at the creditor ’s option, may


obtain insurance that will cover either the replacement cost of


improvements or the amount of unpaid indebtedness, subject to


policy limits. The debtor shall be obligated to reimburse the


creditor for the premium, finance charges, and any other charges


incurred by the creditor in connection with the placement of the


insurance. The creditor may use the previous evidence of insurance


coverage furnished by the debtor to determine the sufficient level


of replacement cost coverage to be provided.


(f)AACollateral protection insurance does not include


insurance coverage that:


(1)AAis purchased by the creditor for which the debtor


is not charged;


(2)AAis purchased at the inception of a credit


transaction in which the debtor is a party or to which the debtor


agrees, whether or not costs are included in a payment plan under


the credit transaction;


(3)AAis maintained by the creditor for the protection


of collateral that comes into the possession or control of the


creditor through foreclosure, repossession, or a similar event;
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(4)AAis credit insurance, mortgage protection


insurance, insurance issued to cover the life or health of the


debtor, or any other insurance maintained to cover the inability or


failure of the debtor to make payment under the credit agreement;


(5)AAis title insurance;


(6)AAis flood insurance required to be placed by


creditors under Section 102, National Flood Insurance Act of 1968


(42 U.S.C. Section 4012a); or


(7)AAis insurance on a commercial vehicle securing a


retail installment contract under Chapter 353.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1219, Sec. 1, eff. June 20,


2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A307.052.AACREDITOR DUTIES. (a) A creditor who requires


collateral protection insurance that is paid for directly or


indirectly by a debtor may place collateral protection insurance


if:


(1)AAthe debtor has entered into a credit transaction


with the creditor for which a credit agreement exists;


(2)AAthe credit agreement requires the debtor to


maintain insurance on the collateral; and


(3)AAa notice has been included in the credit agreement


or a separate document provided to the debtor at the time the credit


agreement is executed that states that:


(A)AAthe debtor is required to:


(i)AAkeep the collateral insured against


damage in the amount the creditor specifies;


(ii)AApurchase the insurance from an insurer


that is authorized to do business in this state or an eligible


surplus lines insurer; and


(iii)AAname the creditor as the person to be
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paid under the policy in the event of a loss;


(B)AAthe debtor must, if required by the creditor,


deliver to the creditor a copy of the policy and proof of the


payment of premiums; and


(C)AAif the debtor fails to meet any requirement


listed in Paragraph (A) or (B), the creditor may obtain collateral


protection insurance on behalf of the debtor at the debtor ’s


expense.


(b)AANot later than the 31st day after the date the


collateral protection insurance is charged to the debtor, the


creditor, by prepaid, first class mail, shall mail to each debtor at


the last known address on file with the creditor a notice that


states:


(1)AAthat the creditor has purchased or will purchase


collateral protection insurance on behalf of the debtor and at the


debtor’s expense as provided by the credit agreement;


(2)AAthe type of insurance that the creditor has


obtained or will obtain, the extent of the coverage, and whose


interest the policy protects;


(3)AAthe beginning and ending dates of the policy


period;


(4)AAthe total cost of the policy to the debtor;


(5)AAthe annual interest rate charged on the cost of


insurance if that rate is different from the rate charged in the


related credit transaction;


(6)AAthe manner in which the debtor may pay the cost of


insurance, interest, or finance charge relating to the purchase of


the collateral protection insurance;


(7)AAat the option of the creditor, other repayment


options to which the debtor has agreed in the original credit


transaction; and


(8)AAif collateral protection insurance covering real


property is obtained under Section 307.051(e-1):


(A)AAthat coverage may be available to the debtor


through the Texas FAIR plan at a lower cost; and


(B)AAcontact information about the Texas FAIR


plan.
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(c)AAThe creditor shall mail the notice required under


Subsection (b) to each person who is a cosigner or guarantor to the


debt, if the last known address of that person differs from the last


known address of the debtor.


(d)AAThe creditor may delegate the notice requirements under


Subsections (b) and (c) to the insurer or the insurer ’s agent.


(e)AAThe notice required by Subsection (b) must be printed in


type that is:


(1)AAunderlined;


(2)AAin all capital letters;


(3)AAin all bold letters; or


(4)AAotherwise conspicuous.


(f)AAIf the required notice to any debtor, cosigner, or


guarantor is returned to the creditor undelivered, the creditor


shall:


(1)AAlocate the person by using the procedures the


creditor regularly uses for locating debtors; and


(2)AAmail a second notice at the time the person is


located.


(g)AAThe terms for payment of the costs of the collateral


protection insurance, including interest and any other charges


actually incurred that the creditor may impose in connection with


the placement of the collateral protection insurance, must include


one or more of the following:


(1)AAa final balloon payment on or before the 30th day


after the date of the last scheduled payment required by the credit


agreement;


(2)AAfull amortization over the term of the credit


transaction, the term of the collateral protection insurance


coverage, or the term for which the amortization is used by the


creditor; or


(3)AAany other repayment terms agreed to by a debtor in


the original credit transaction.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1219, Sec. 2, eff. June 20,


2003.
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Sec.A307.053.AAAMORTIZATION OF DEBT. If any form of


amortization is used by the creditor, the creditor shall send to


each debtor notice of the terms of the amortization and any change


in the debtor’s periodic payment.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A307.054.AACANCELLATION OF COLLATERAL PROTECTION


INSURANCE. A debtor may at any time cause the cancellation of


collateral protection insurance by providing proper evidence to the


creditor that the debtor has obtained insurance as required by the


credit agreement. If a debtor provides the creditor with proper


evidence that the debtor had insurance on the collateral as


required by the credit agreement on or before the date the


collateral protection insurance is effective and that the debtor


continues to have insurance on the collateral as required by the


credit agreement, the creditor shall cancel the insurance that it


purchased and may not charge the debtor any costs, interest, or


other charges in connection with the insurance.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A307.055.AAREFUND OF UNEARNED PREMIUMS. (a) On the date


the collateral protection insurance is canceled or expires, the


amount of unearned premiums, as computed by the Texas Automobile


Rules and Rating Manual for collateral to which that manual applies


and pro rata for all other types of collateral, shall be refunded to


the creditor. Except as otherwise provided in Subsection (b), not


later than the 14th day after the date the creditor receives the


refund, the creditor shall distribute a refund of unearned premiums


by any method selected by the creditor, including:


(1)AApayment to the debtor by check; or


(2)AAan adjustment to a credit transaction of the


debtor.


(b)AAIf not later than the 28th day after the date the


creditor receives the refund the creditor distributes the refund of


the unearned premiums by an adjustment to a credit transaction of


the debtor that is made effective not later than the 14th day after


the date the creditor receives the refund, the creditor shall be in
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compliance with this section.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A307.056.AACHOICE OF CARRIER. Collateral protection


insurance may be placed with an insurer that is authorized to write


insurance in this state or an eligible surplus lines insurer


selected by the creditor. The insurance shall be evidenced by an


individual policy or a certificate of insurance.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A307.057.AACREDITOR LIABILITY. (a) A creditor, its


insurer, or the insurer’s agent that places collateral protection


insurance in substantial compliance with the terms of this chapter


is not directly or indirectly liable to a debtor, cosigner, or


guarantor or any other person in connection with the placement of


the collateral protection insurance.


(b)AAThis chapter does not impose a fiduciary relationship


between the creditor and debtor. Placement of collateral


protection insurance is for the principal purpose of protecting the


interest of the creditor if the debtor fails to insure collateral as


required by the credit agreement.


(c)AAA creditor is not required under this chapter to


purchase collateral protection insurance or to otherwise insure


collateral. A creditor is not liable to a debtor or any other


person for failing to purchase collateral protection insurance,


failing to purchase a certain amount or level of coverage of


collateral protection insurance, or purchasing collateral


protection insurance that protects only the interests of the


creditor or less than all the interest of a debtor. This chapter


does not create a cause of action for damages on behalf of a debtor


or any other person in connection with the placement of collateral


protection insurance.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A307.058.AARIGHTS OF CREDITOR AND DEBTOR. (a) The


obligations and rights of the creditor and debtor with respect to


the collateral under Chapters 1 through 9, Business & Commerce
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Code, are not affected by this chapter.


(b)AAThis chapter does not impair other remedies, rights, or


options available to a creditor under any law, rule, regulation,


ruling, court order, or agreement.


(c)AAThis chapter does not impair or alter other requirements


of this code or other law that may apply to a credit transaction.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 726, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 308. CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTIONS


Sec. 308.001.AAAPPLICABILITY. This chapter applies to a


person regularly engaged in the business of extending credit under


this subtitle primarily for personal, family, or household use and


not for a business, commercial, investment, or agricultural


purpose.AAThis chapter does not apply to a transaction primarily


for a business, commercial, investment, or agricultural purpose.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 308.002.AAFALSE, MISLEADING, OR DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING.


(a) A creditor may not, in any manner, advertise or cause to be


advertised a false, misleading, or deceptive statement or


representation relating to a rate, term, or condition of a credit


transaction or advertise credit terms that the person does not


intend to offer to consumers who qualify for those terms.


(b)AAThis section does not create a private right of action.


(c)AAIn interpreting this section, an administrative agency


or a court shall be guided by the applicable advertising provisions


of:


(1)AAPart C of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1661 et seq.);


(2)AARegulation Z (12 C.F.R. Parts 226 and 1026)


adopted by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and


the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau; and


(3)AAthe Official Staff Commentary and other


interpretations of that statute and regulation by the Board of


Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Consumer Financial


Protection Bureau, and the staff of those agencies.


(d)AAIf a requirement of this section and a requirement of a


federal law, including a regulation or an interpretation of federal


law, are inconsistent or in conflict, federal law controls and the


inconsistent or conflicting requirements of this chapter do not
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apply.


(e)AAA creditor who complies with the Truth in Lending Act


(15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) and Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Parts


226 and 1026) in advertising a credit transaction is considered to


have fully complied with this section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 308.003.AANO DOUBLE LIABILITY OR ENFORCEMENT FOR SAME


ACT OR PRACTICE. A judgment, consent decree, assurance of


compliance, or other resolution of a claimed violation asserted by


a federal agency under the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) bars a subsequent action or other


enforcement under this chapter with respect to the same act or


practice.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 31. GENERAL PROVISIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A31.001.AASHORT TITLE. This subtitle may be cited as the


Texas Banking Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.002.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Affiliate" means a company that directly or


indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control


with a bank or other company.


(2)AA"Bank" means a state or national bank. If the


context requires, the term includes a bank as defined by Section


201.002(a)(4) that is organized under the laws of another state or


country.


(3)AA"Bank holding company" has the meaning assigned by


the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. Section 1841 et


seq.) or a successor to that Act.


(4)AA"Banking" means the performance of the exclusive


depository institution functions of accepting deposits and


discounting loans and the performance of related activities that


are not exclusive to banks or other depository institutions,


including paying drafts or checks, lending money, and providing


related financial services authorized by this subtitle.


(5)AA"Banking association" means a state bank that is


organized under this subtitle as a corporation, authorized to issue


shares of stock, and controlled by its shareholders.


(6)AA"Banking commissioner" means the banking


commissioner of Texas or a person designated by the banking


commissioner and acting under the banking commissioner’s direction


and authority.


(7)AA"Board" means the board of directors of, or a


person or group of persons acting in a comparable capacity for, a
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state bank or other entity.AAAs the context requires, the term


includes the board of managers of a limited banking association.


(8)AA"Branch" means a location of a bank, other than the


bank’s home office, at which the bank engages the public in the


business of banking.AAThe term does not include:


(A)AAa drive-in facility located not more than


2,000 feet from the nearest wall of the home office or an approved


branch office of the bank;


(B)AAa night depository;


(C)AAan electronic terminal;


(D)AAa deposit or loan production office as


described by Section 32.204;


(E)AAa state or federally licensed armored car


service or other courier service transporting items for deposit or


payment, unless:


(i)AAthe risk of loss of items in the custody


of the service is borne by the employing bank; or


(ii)AAthe items in the custody of the service


are considered to be in customer accounts at the employing bank or


federally insured through the employing bank;


(F)AAa location at which the bank offers


exclusively nondepository financial products or services to the


public, including financial, investment, or economic advisory


services;


(G)AAa location that combines permissible


non-branch functions or facilities; or


(H)AAanother office or facility as provided by


this subtitle or a rule adopted under this subtitle.


(9)AA"Capital" means:


(A)AAthe sum of:


(i)AAthe par value of all shares of the state


bank having a par value that have been issued;


(ii)AAthe consideration set by the board for


all shares of the state bank without par value that have been


issued, except a part of that consideration that:


(a)AAhas been actually received;


(b)AAis less than all of that
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consideration; and


(c)AAthe board, by resolution adopted


not later than the 60th day after the date of issuance of those


shares, has allocated to surplus with the prior approval of the


banking commissioner; and


(iii)AAan amount not included in


Subparagraphs (i) and (ii) that has been transferred to capital of


the state bank, on the payment of a share dividend or on adoption by


the board of a resolution directing that all or part of surplus be


transferred to capital, minus each reduction made as permitted by


law; less


(B)AAall amounts otherwise included in Paragraphs


(A)(i) and (ii) that are attributable to the issuance of securities


by the state bank and that the banking commissioner determines,


after notice and an opportunity for hearing, should be classified


as debt rather than equity securities.


(10)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110,


Sec. 14, eff. September 1, 2007.


(10-a) "Commercial activity" means an activity in which


a bank holding company, financial holding company, national bank,


or national bank financial subsidiary may not engage under United


States law.


(11)AA"Company" includes a bank, trust company,


corporation, partnership, association, business trust, or another


trust.


(12)AA"Conservator" means the banking commissioner or


an agent of the banking commissioner exercising the powers and


duties provided by Subchapter B, Chapter 35.


(13)AA"Control" means:


(A)AAthe ownership of or ability or power to vote,


directly, acting through one or more other persons, or otherwise


indirectly, 25 percent or more of the outstanding shares of a class


of voting securities of a bank or other company;


(B)AAthe ability to control the election of a


majority of the board of a bank or other company;


(C)AAthe power to exercise, directly or


indirectly, a controlling influence over the management or policies
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of the bank or other company as determined by the banking


commissioner after notice and an opportunity for hearing; or


(D)AAthe conditioning of the transfer of 25


percent or more of the outstanding shares of a class of voting


securities of a bank or other company on the transfer of 25 percent


or more of the outstanding shares of a class of voting securities of


another bank or other company.


(14)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(15)AA"Deposit" means the establishment of a


debtor-creditor relationship represented by the agreement of the


deposit debtor to act as a holding, paying, or disbursing agent for


the deposit creditor.AAThe term:


(A)AAincludes:


(i)AAan unpaid balance of money that is


received by the deposit debtor in the usual course of business in


exchange for conditional or unconditional credit to a commercial,


checking, savings, or time account of the deposit creditor or the


creditor’s designee, or that is evidenced by a certificate of


deposit or similar instrument, a certified check or draft drawn


against a deposit account, or a letter of credit or traveler’s check


on which the deposit debtor is primarily liable, but excluding an


obligation arising under Chapter 151;


(ii)AAmoney or credit given for money


received by the deposit debtor in the usual course of business for a


special purpose, including money:


(a)AAheld as escrow money, as security


for an obligation due to the deposit debtor or another person, or as


security for a loan;


(b)AAleft with a deposit debtor by a


deposit creditor to meet maturing obligations that are not yet due;


and


(c)AAheld by the deposit debtor to meet


an acceptance or letter of credit;


(iii)AAan outstanding draft, cashier’s


check, money order, or other officer’s check issued by the deposit


debtor in the usual course of business for any purpose, including
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payment for services, dividends, or purchases; and


(iv)AAan obligation that the finance


commission by rule defines as a deposit liability, except that the


term may not include money received for immediate application to


reduction of an indebtedness; and


(B)AAdoes not include an obligation that this


subtitle or finance commission rule determines not to be a deposit


liability.


(16)AA"Depository institution" means an entity with the


power to accept deposits under applicable law.


(17)AA"Discount" means the retention by a lender of


advance interest from loan proceeds. The term does not include the


purchase of a promissory note or similar instrument at less than its


face value unless the party selling the note is liable on the note


as a maker, endorser, or guarantor.


(18)AA"Drive-in facility" means a facility offering one


or more banking services other than originating or establishing a


lending or deposit relationship solely to persons who remain


outside the facility.


(19)AA"Electronic terminal" means an electronic


device, other than a telephone or modem operated by a customer of a


depository institution, through which a person may initiate an


electronic fund transfer, as defined by 15 U.S.C. Section 1693a(6).


The term includes a point-of-sale terminal, automated teller


machine, or cash dispensing machine.


(20)AA"Equity capital" means the amount by which the


total assets of a state bank exceed the total liabilities of the


bank.


(21)AA"Equity security" means:


(A)AAstock, other than adjustable rate preferred


stock and money market (auction rate) preferred stock;


(B)AAa certificate of interest or participation in


a profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate,


preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share or


participation share, investment contract, voting-trust


certificate, or partnership interest;


(C)AAa security immediately convertible at the
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option of the holder without payment of substantial additional


consideration into a security described by this subdivision;


(D)AAa security carrying a warrant or right to


subscribe to or purchase a security described by this subdivision;


and


(E)AAa certificate of interest or participation


in, temporary or interim certificate for, or receipt for a security


described by this subdivision that evidences an existing or


contingent equity ownership interest.


(22)AA"Federal savings association" means a savings and


loan association organized under federal law.


(23)AA"Federal savings bank" means a savings bank


organized under federal law.


(24)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance


Commission of Texas.


(25)AA"Financial institution" means a bank, savings


association, or savings bank maintaining an office, branch, or


agency office in this state.


(26), (27) Repealed by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344,


Sec. 9.002(1), eff. May 29, 1999.


(28)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237,


Sec. 80, eff. September 1, 2007.


(29)AA"Hazardous condition" means:


(A)AAa refusal by a state bank to permit


examination of its books, papers, accounts, records, or affairs by


the banking commissioner;


(B)AAa circumstance or condition in which an


unreasonable risk of substantial loss is threatened to the


depositors, creditors, or shareholders of a state bank, including a


circumstance or condition in which a state bank:


(i)AAhas inadequate equity capital, or the


adequacy of its equity capital is threatened;


(ii)AAhas concentrated an excessive or


unreasonable portion of its assets in a type or character of loan or


investment;


(iii)AAviolates or refuses to comply with


this subtitle, another statute or rule applicable to state banks,
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or a final and enforceable order of the banking commissioner;


(iv)AAis in a condition that renders the


continuation of a particular business practice hazardous to the


public or to its depositors and creditors;


(v)AAconducts business in an unsafe and


unsound manner; or


(vi)AAis insolvent; or


(C)AAa violation by a state bank of a condition of


its chartering or an agreement entered into between the bank and the


banking commissioner or the department.


(30)AA"Home office" means a location registered with


the banking commissioner as the bank’s home office at which:


(A)AAthe bank does business with the public;


(B)AAthe bank keeps its corporate books and


records; and


(C)AAat least one officer of the bank maintains an


office.


(31)AA"Insolvent" means a circumstance or condition in


which a state bank:


(A)AAis unable or lacks the means to meet its


current obligations as they come due in the regular and ordinary


course of business, even if the value of its assets exceeds its


liabilities;


(B)AAhas equity capital equal to two percent or


less of its assets, as determined under regulatory accounting


principles;


(C)AAfails to maintain deposit insurance with the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor if the


banking commissioner determines that deposit insurance is


necessary for the safe and sound operation of the bank;


(D)AAsells or attempts to sell substantially all


of its assets or merges or attempts to merge substantially all of


its assets or business with another entity other than as provided by


Chapter 32; or


(E)AAattempts to dissolve or liquidate other than


as provided by Chapter 36.


(32)AA"Investment security" means a marketable
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obligation evidencing indebtedness of a person in the form of a


bond, note, debenture, or commonly known as an investment security,


subject to further definition by rule adopted under this subtitle.


(33)AA"Limited banking association" means a state bank


that is organized under this subtitle as a limited liability


company, authorized to issue participation shares, and controlled


by its participants.


(34)AA"Loans and extensions of credit" means direct or


indirect advances of money by a state bank to a person that are


conditioned on the obligation of the person to repay the money or


that are repayable from specific property pledged by or on behalf of


the person. The term includes a contractual liability of a state


bank to advance money to or on behalf of a person, indebtedness


evidenced by a lease financing transaction in which the bank is


lessor, an overdraft funded by the bank on behalf of a person except


for an intraday or daylight overdraft, or another indebtedness not


otherwise classified as an investment security. The term does not


include accrued and unpaid interest or discounted interest.


(35)AA"Manager" means a person elected to the board of a


limited banking association.


(36)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237,


Sec. 80, eff. September 1, 2007.


(37)AA"National bank" means a banking association


organized under 12 U.S.C. Section 21.


(38)AA"Officer" means the presiding officer of the


board, the principal executive officer, or another officer


appointed by the board of a state bank or other company, or a person


or group of persons acting in a comparable capacity for the state


bank or other company.


(39)AA"Operating subsidiary" means a company for which


a state bank has the ownership, ability, or power to vote, directly,


acting through one or more other persons, or otherwise indirectly,


more than 50 percent of the outstanding shares of each class of


voting securities or its equivalent of the company.


(40)AA"Participant" means an owner of a participation


share in a limited banking association.


(41)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237,
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Sec. 80, eff. September 1, 2007.


(42)AA"Participation agreement" means the instrument


stating the agreement among the participants of a limited banking


association relating to the rights and duties of the participants,


including:


(A)AAallocations of income, loss, deduction,


credit, distributions, liquidation rights, redemption rights, and


liabilities of participants;


(B)AAprocedures for elections and voting by


participants; and


(C)AAany other matter not prohibited by or


inconsistent with this subtitle.


(43)AA"Participation shares" means the units into which


the proprietary interests of a limited banking association are


divided or subdivided by means of classes, series, relative rights,


or preferences.


(44)AA"Principal shareholder" means a person who owns


or has the ability or power to vote, directly, acting through one or


more other persons, or otherwise indirectly, 10 percent or more of


the outstanding shares or participation shares of any class of


voting securities of a bank or other company.


(45)AA"Regulatory accounting principles" means


generally accepted accounting principles as modified by rules


adopted under:


(A)AAthis subtitle; or


(B)AAan applicable federal statute or regulation.


(46)AA"Savings association" means a state or federal


savings association.


(47)AA"Savings bank" means a state or federal savings


bank.


(48)AA"Shareholder" means an owner of a share in a


banking association.AAAs the context requires, the term includes a


participant.


(49)AA"Shares" means the units into which the


proprietary interests of a banking association are divided or


subdivided by means of classes, series, relative rights, or


preferences.AAAs the context requires, the term includes
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participation shares.


(50)AA"State bank" means a banking association or


limited banking association organized or reorganized under this


subtitle, including an association organized under the laws of this


state before September 1, 1995, with the express power to receive


and accept deposits and possessing other rights and powers granted


by this subtitle expressly or by implication. The term does not


include a savings association, savings bank, or credit union. If


the context requires, the term includes a bank as defined by Section


201.002(a)(4) that is organized under the laws of another state or


country.


(51)AA"State savings association" means a savings and


loan association organized under the laws of this state.


(52)AA"State savings bank" means a savings bank


organized under or subject to Subtitle C. If the context requires,


the term includes a savings bank organized under the laws of another


state.


(53)AA"Subsidiary" means a bank or company that is


controlled by another person. The term includes a subsidiary of a


subsidiary.


(54)AA"Supervisor" means the banking commissioner or an


agent of the banking commissioner exercising the powers and duties


specified in Subchapter B, Chapter 35.


(55)AA"Surplus" means the amount by which the assets of


a state bank exceed its liabilities, capital, and undivided


profits.


(55-a)AA"Third-party service provider" means a person


who performs activities relating to the business of banking on


behalf of a depository institution for the depository institution’s


customers or on behalf of another person directly engaged in


providing financial services for the person’s customers.AAThe


term:


(A)AAincludes a person who:


(i)AAprovides data processing services;


(ii)AAperforms activities in support of the


provision of financial services, including lending, transferring


funds, fiduciary activities, trading activities, and deposit
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taking activities;


(iii)AAfor the purpose of furnishing to


third parties reports indicating a person’s creditworthiness,


credit standing, or credit capacity, regularly engages in the


practice of assembling or evaluating, and maintaining, public


record information and credit account information from persons who


furnish that information regularly and in the ordinary course of


business; or


(iv)AAprovides Internet-related services,


including web services, processing electronic bill payments,


developing and maintaining mobile applications, system and


software development and maintenance, and security monitoring; and


(B)AAdoes not include a provider of an interactive


computer service or a general audience Internet or communications


platform, except to the extent that the service or platform is


specially designed or adapted for the business of banking and


activities relating to the business of banking.


(56)AA"Unauthorized activity" means an act or practice


in this state by a person without a charter, license, permit,


registration, or other authority issued or granted by the banking


commissioner or other appropriate regulatory authority for which


such a charter, license, permit, registration, or other authority


is required.


(57)AA"Undivided profits" means the part of equity


capital of a state bank equal to the balance of its net profits,


income, gains, and losses since the date of its formation, minus


subsequent distributions to shareholders and transfers to surplus


or capital under share dividends or appropriate board


resolutions.AAThe term includes amounts allocated to undivided


profits as a result of a merger.


(58)AA"Voting security" means a share or other evidence


of proprietary interest in a state bank or other company that has as


an attribute the right to vote or participate in the election of the


board of the state bank or other company, regardless of whether the


right is limited to the election of fewer than all of the board


members.AAThe term includes a security that is convertible or


exchangeable into a voting security.
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(b)AAThe definitions shall be liberally construed to


accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


(c)AAThe finance commission by rule may adopt other


definitions to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.002, 9.002, eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 217 (H.B. 944), Sec. 1, eff.


May 25, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 2, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 768 (H.B. 4595), Sec. 9.001,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 1, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A31.003.AABANKING RULES. (a) The finance commission may


adopt rules to accomplish the purposes of this subtitle and


Chapters 11, 12, and 13, including rules necessary or reasonable


to:


(1)AAimplement and clarify this subtitle and Chapters


11, 12, and 13;


(2)AApreserve or protect the safety and soundness of


state banks;


(3)AAgrant at least the same rights and privileges to


state banks that are or may be granted to national banks domiciled
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in this state;


(4)AArecover the cost of maintaining and operating the


department and the cost of enforcing this subtitle and other


applicable law by imposing and collecting ratable and equitable


fees for notices, applications, and examinations; and


(5)AAfacilitate the fair hearing and adjudication of


matters before the banking commissioner and the finance commission.


(b)AAIn adopting rules, the finance commission shall


consider the need to:


(1)AApromote a stable banking environment;


(2)AAprovide the public with convenient, safe, and


competitive banking services;


(3)AApreserve and promote the competitive position of


state banks with regard to national banks and other depository


institutions in this state consistent with the safety and soundness


of state banks and the state bank system; and


(4)AAallow for economic development in this state.


(c)AAThe presence or absence in this subtitle or Chapter 11,


12, or 13 of a specific reference to rules regarding a particular


subject does not enlarge or diminish the rulemaking authority


provided by this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A31.004.AAUNAUTHORIZED BANKING. (a) Except as


otherwise provided by law, a person other than a depository


institution authorized to conduct business in this state may not


conduct the business of banking or represent to the public that it


is conducting the business of banking in this state.


(b)AAThis section does not prohibit the continued operation


of a bank, trust company, bank and trust company, or savings bank


by:


(1)AAa person, partnership, trustee, or trustee


operating under a common law declaration of trust who:


(A)AAwas actively engaged in the operation of the


institution on June 13, 1923; or


(B)AAoperated the institution for any period of at
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least 20 years before June 13, 1923, and resumed operations of the


institution not later than June 13, 1924; or


(2)AAa legal representative or successor of a person or


entity described by Subdivision (1).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.005.AAIMPLYING THAT PERSON IS BANK. (a) A person


may not use the term "bank," "bank and trust," or a similar term or a


character, ideogram, phonogram, phrase, or foreign language word in


its name, stationery, or advertising in a manner that would imply to


the public that the person is engaged in the business of banking in


this state.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not apply to a federally insured


depository institution organized under the laws of this state,


another state, the United States, or a foreign sovereign state to


the extent that the depository institution or other entity is:


(1)AAauthorized under its charter or the laws of this


state or the United States to use a term, word, character, ideogram,


phonogram, or phrase prohibited by Subsection (a); and


(2)AAauthorized by the laws of this state or the United


States to conduct the activities in which it is engaged in this


state.


(c)AAA person violating this section is subject to an


enforcement action initiated by the banking commissioner under


Subchapter C, Chapter 35, except that the maximum administrative


penalty under Section 35.211 for violation involving only


Subsection (a) is $500 for each day the violation continues.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.003, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 2, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A31.006.AALIABILITY OF DEPOSITORY INSTITUTION DIRECTORS


AND PERSONNEL. (a) The provisions of the Business Organizations


Code regarding liability, defenses, and indemnification of a


director, officer, agent, or employee of a corporation apply to a
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director, officer, agent, or employee of a depository institution


in this state.AAExcept as limited by those provisions, a


disinterested director, officer, or employee of a depository


institution may not be held personally liable in an action seeking


monetary damages arising from the conduct of the depository


institution’s affairs unless the damages resulted from the gross


negligence or wilful or intentional misconduct of the person during


the person’s term of office or service with the depository


institution.


(b)AAA director, officer, or employee of a depository


institution is disinterested with respect to a decision or


transaction if:


(1)AAthe person fully discloses any interest in the


decision or transaction and does not participate in the decision or


transaction; or


(2)AAthe decision or transaction does not involve any


of the following:


(A)AApersonal profit for the person through


dealing with the depository institution or usurping an opportunity


of the depository institution;


(B)AAbuying or selling an asset of the depository


institution in a transaction in which the person has a direct or


indirect pecuniary interest;


(C)AAdealing with another depository institution


or other person in which the person is a director, officer, or


employee or otherwise has a significant direct or indirect


financial interest; or


(D)AAdealing with a family member of the person.


(c)AAA director or officer who, in performing the person’s


duties and functions, acts in good faith and reasonably believes


that reliance is warranted is entitled to rely on information,


including an opinion, report, financial statement or other type of


statement or financial data, decision, judgment, or performance,


prepared, presented, made, or rendered by:


(1)AAone or more directors, officers, or employees of


the depository institution, or of an entity under joint or common


control with the depository institution, who the director or
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officer reasonably believes merit confidence;


(2)AAlegal counsel, a public accountant, or another


person who the director or officer reasonably believes merits


confidence; or


(3)AAa committee of the board of which the director is


not a member.


(d)AAIn this section, "family member" means a person’s:


(1)AAspouse;


(2)AAminor child; or


(3)AAadult child who resides in the person’s home.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A31.007.AAEXEMPTION OF BANK DIRECTORS AND PERSONNEL FROM


SECURITIES LAW. (a)AAAn officer, director, or employee of a bank


that has its main office or a branch located in this state with


fewer than 500 shareholders or of a bank holding company with fewer


than 500 shareholders that controls a bank that has its main office


or a branch located in this state is exempt from the registration


and licensing provisions of The Securities Act (Title 12,


Government Code) with respect to that person’s participation in a


transaction, including a sale, involving securities issued by:


(1)AAthe bank or bank holding company of which that


person is an officer, director, or employee;


(2)AAa bank holding company that controls the bank of


which that person is an officer, director, or employee; or


(3)AAa bank controlled by the bank holding company of


which that person is an officer, director, or employee.


(b)AAA person may not be compensated for services performed


under the exemption provided by this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.004, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.11,


eff. January 1, 2022.


SUBCHAPTER B. REGULATION OF BANKING BY BANKING COMMISSIONER


Sec.A31.101.AAGENERAL DUTIES OF BANKING COMMISSIONER. The


banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAsupervise and regulate, as provided by this


subtitle, Subtitles F and G, and Chapter 12, state banks, trust


companies, and state-licensed foreign bank branches, agencies, and


representative offices;


(2)AAadminister and enforce this subtitle, Subtitles F


and G, and Chapter 12 in person, through a deputy banking


commissioner or another officer or employee of the department, or


through a supervisor, conservator, or other agent; and


(3)AAadminister and enforce laws other than this


subtitle, Subtitles F and G, and Chapter 12 as directed by those


other laws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.50, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.01, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A31.102.AAISSUANCE OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS. (a) The


banking commissioner may issue interpretive statements containing


matters of general policy to guide the public and state banks, and


may amend or repeal a published interpretive statement by issuing


an amended statement or notice of repeal of a statement.


(b)AAAn interpretive statement may be disseminated by


newsletter, via an electronic medium such as the internet, in a


volume of statutes or related materials published by the banking


commissioner or others, or by other means reasonably calculated to


notify persons affected by the interpretive statement. Notice of


an amended or withdrawn statement must be disseminated in a


substantially similar manner as the affected statement was


originally disseminated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.005, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Sec.A31.103.AAISSUANCE OF OPINION. (a) In response to a


specific request from a member of the public or the banking


industry, the banking commissioner may issue an opinion directly or


through a deputy banking commissioner or department attorney.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner determines that the opinion


is useful for the general guidance of the public, state banks, or


trust companies, the commissioner may disseminate the opinion by


newsletter, via an electronic medium such as the internet, in a


volume of statutes or related materials published by the banking


commissioner or others, or by other means reasonably calculated to


notify persons affected by the opinion. A published opinion must be


redacted to preserve the confidentiality of the requesting party


unless the requesting party consents to be identified in the


published opinion.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may amend or repeal a published


opinion by issuing an amended opinion or notice of repeal of an


opinion and disseminating the opinion or notice in a substantially


similar manner as the affected statement or opinion was originally


disseminated. The requesting party, however, may rely on the


original opinion if:


(1)AAall material facts were originally disclosed to


the banking commissioner;


(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the affected bank will


not be affected by further reliance on the original opinion; and


(3)AAthe text and interpretation of relevant, governing


provisions of this subtitle or Chapter 12 have not been changed by


legislative or judicial action.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.005, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.02, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A31.104.AAEFFECT OF INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT OR OPINION.


An interpretive statement or opinion issued under this subchapter


does not have the force of law and is not a rule for the purposes of


Chapter 2001, Government Code, unless adopted by the finance


commission as provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code. An
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interpretive statement or opinion is an administrative


construction of this subtitle or Chapter 12 entitled to great


weight if the construction is reasonable and does not conflict with


this subtitle or Chapter 12.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 31.105.AAEXAMINATION REQUIRED. (a) The banking


commissioner shall examine each state bank annually, or on another


periodic basis as may be required by rule or policy, or as the


commissioner considers necessary to:


(1)AAsafeguard the interests of depositors, creditors,


and shareholders; and


(2)AAefficiently enforce applicable law.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAaccept an examination of a state bank by a federal


or other governmental agency instead of an examination under this


section; or


(2)AAconduct an examination of a state bank jointly


with a federal or other governmental agency.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAadminister oaths and examine persons under oath on


any subject that the commissioner considers pertinent to the


financial condition or the safety and soundness of the activities


of a state bank; and


(2)AAsubpoena witnesses and require and compel by


subpoena the production of documents not voluntarily produced.


(c-1)AAIf a person refuses to obey a subpoena, a district


court of Travis County, on application by the commissioner, may


issue an order requiring the person to appear before the


commissioner and produce documents or give evidence regarding the


matter under examination or investigation.


(c-2)AAIf a person currently serving as an officer, director,


employee, controlling shareholder, or other position participating


in the affairs of a state bank refuses to comply with a subpoena,


the banking commissioner may issue an order on an emergency basis


removing the person from the person’s position and prohibiting the


person from participating in the affairs of the state bank or any
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other entity chartered, registered, permitted, or licensed by the


banking commissioner until the person complies with the subpoena.


(d)AADisclosure of information to the banking commissioner


pursuant to an examination request or a subpoena issued under this


section does not constitute a waiver of or otherwise affect or


diminish an evidentiary privilege to which the information is


otherwise subject.AAA report of an examination under this section


is confidential and may be disclosed only under the circumstances


provided by this subtitle.


(e)AAA subpoena issued to a financial institution under this


section is not subject to Section 59.006.


(f)AAExcept to the extent disclosure is necessary to locate


and produce responsive records or obtain legal representation and


subject to Subsection (g), a subpoena issued under this section may


provide that the person to whom the subpoena is directed or any


person who comes into receipt of the subpoena may not:


(1)AAdisclose that the subpoena has been issued;


(2)AAdisclose or describe any records requested in the


subpoena;


(3)AAdisclose whether records have been furnished in


response to the subpoena; or


(4)AAif the subpoena requires a person to be examined


under oath, disclose or describe the examination, including the


questions asked, the testimony given, or the transcript produced.


(g)AAA subpoena issued under this section may prohibit the


disclosure of information described by Subsection (f) only if the


banking commissioner finds, and the subpoena states, that:


(1)AAthe subpoena, the examination, or the records


relate to an ongoing investigation; and


(2)AAthe disclosure could significantly impede or


jeopardize the investigation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.03, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 5, eff.
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September 1, 2007.


Reenacted by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec.


10.002, eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 3, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 3, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A31.106.AACOST OF REGULATION. Each state bank shall pay,


through the imposition and collection of fees established by the


finance commission under Section 31.003(a)(4):


(1)AAthe cost of examination;


(2)AAthe equitable or proportionate cost of maintenance


and operation of the department; and


(3)AAthe cost of enforcement of this subtitle and


Chapter 12.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.107.AAREGULATION AND EXAMINATION OF RELATED


ENTITIES. (a)AAThe banking commissioner may regulate and examine,


to the same extent as if the services or activities were performed


by a state bank on its own premises:


(1)AAthe activities of a state bank affiliate; and


(2)AAthe services or activities of a third-party


service provider that a state bank or state bank affiliate has


contracted for or otherwise arranged to be performed on behalf of


the state bank or state bank affiliate.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may collect a fee from an


examined third-party service provider or affiliate in connection


with each examination to cover the cost of the examination or may


collect that fee from the state banks that use the examined


third-party service provider.


(c)AAFor purposes of this section, a state bank affiliate


does not include a company in which ownership or membership is
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limited to individuals and conditioned by law on the existence and


maintenance of professional licensing.


(d)AATo promote regulatory efficiency, if, in the preceding


24 months, a third-party service provider or affiliate has been


examined by a federal or state financial services regulatory agency


or by a member agency of the Federal Financial Institutions


Examination Council, or its successor agency, the banking


commissioner may accept the results of that examination instead of


conducting the banking commissioner’s own examination of the


third-party service provider or affiliate.AANothing in this


subsection shall be construed as limiting or restricting the


banking commissioner from participating in an examination of a


third-party service provider or affiliate conducted by a federal or


state financial services regulatory agency or by a member agency of


the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, or its


successor agency.


(e)AAA third-party service provider that refuses to submit to


examination or to pay an assessed fee for examination under this


section is subject to an enforcement action under Chapter 35.AAWith


respect to a third-party service provider’s refusal to submit to


examination, the banking commissioner may notify all state banks of


the refusal and warn that continued use of the third-party service


provider may constitute an unsafe and unsound banking practice.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A31.108.AACALL REPORT; PENALTY. (a) A state bank shall


file with the banking commissioner a copy of its call report stating


the bank’s financial condition and results of operation.


(b)AAThe finance commission by rule may:


(1)AArequire call reports to be filed with the banking


commissioner at the intervals the commission determines;


(2)AAspecify the form of a call report, including the
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confidential and public information to be in the call report; and


(3)AArequire public information in call reports of


state banks to be published at the times and in the publications and


locations the commission determines.


(c)AAA state bank that fails to timely file its call report as


required by this section is subject to a penalty not exceeding $500


a day to be collected by suit by the attorney general on behalf of


the banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE


Sec. 31.201.AABANKING COMMISSIONER HEARING; INFORMAL


DISPOSITION. (a) The banking commissioner may convene a hearing to


receive evidence and argument regarding any matter within the


jurisdiction of and before the banking commissioner for decision or


review. The hearing must be conducted under Chapter 2001,


Government Code. A matter made confidential by law must be


considered by the banking commissioner in a closed hearing.


(b)AAA hearing before the banking commissioner that is


required or authorized by law may be conducted by a hearing officer


on behalf of the banking commissioner.


(c)AAThis section does not grant a right to hearing to a


person that is not otherwise granted by governing law.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may informally dispose of a


matter within the jurisdiction of and before the banking


commissioner by consent order, agreed settlement, or default.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.04, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Sec. 31.202.AAAPPEAL OF BANKING COMMISSIONER DECISION OR


ORDER.AAExcept as expressly provided otherwise by this subtitle, an
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appellant may appeal a decision or order of the banking


commissioner made under this subtitle or Chapter 12 after a hearing


to a district court in Travis County as provided by Section 31.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 31.204.AAAPPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT.AAA person affected


by a final order of the banking commissioner may appeal the final


order by filing a petition for judicial review in a district court


in Travis County as provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code.AAA


petition for judicial review filed in the district court does not


stay or vacate the appealed order unless the court, after notice and


hearing, expressly stays or vacates the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER D. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION


Sec.A31.301.AADISCLOSURE BY DEPARTMENT PROHIBITED.


(a)AAExcept as expressly provided otherwise by this subtitle,


Chapter 11 or 12, or a rule adopted under this subtitle, the


following are confidential and may not be disclosed by the banking


commissioner or an employee of the department:


(1)AAinformation directly or indirectly obtained by the


department in any manner, including an application or examination,


concerning the financial condition or business affairs of a


financial institution, a present, former, or prospective


shareholder, officer, director, or affiliate of a financial


institution, or a third-party service provider of a financial


institution or its affiliate, other than information in a published


statement or in the public portion of a call report or profit and


loss statement; and


(2)AAall related files and records of the department.
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(b)AAInformation obtained by the department from a federal or


state regulatory agency that is confidential under federal or state


law may not be disclosed except as provided by federal or state law.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner or an officer or employee of


the department commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAdiscloses information or permits access to a file


or record of the department; and


(2)AAknows at the time of disclosure or permission that


the disclosure or permission violates this subchapter.


(d)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.05, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 31.3015.AADISCLOSURE TO STATE BANKS.AAThe banking


commissioner may disclose to a state bank information about an


affiliate or third-party service provider of the state bank.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 4,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec.A31.302.AADISCLOSURE TO FINANCE COMMISSION.


Confidential information may not be disclosed to a member of the


finance commission, and a member of the commission may not be given


access to the files and records of the department except that the


banking commissioner may disclose to the commission information,


files, and records pertinent to a hearing or matter pending before


the commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.303.AADISCLOSURE TO OTHER AGENCIES. (a) For


purposes of this section:


(1)AA"Affiliated group" means two or more persons


affiliated through common ownership or a contractual common
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undertaking involving the sharing of customer information among


those persons.


(2)AA"Agency" means a department or agency of this


state, another state, the United States, or a foreign government


with whom the United States currently maintains diplomatic


relations, or any related agency or instrumentality.


(3)AA"Functional regulatory agency" means an agency


that regulates and charters, licenses, or registers persons engaged


in financial activities or activities incidental or complimentary


to financial activities, including activities related to banking,


insurance, or securities, within the jurisdiction of the agency.


(4)AA"Privilege" includes any work-product,


attorney-client, or other privilege recognized under federal or


state law.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may, as the commissioner


considers necessary or proper to the enforcement of the laws of this


state, another state, the United States, or a foreign sovereign


state with whom the United States currently maintains diplomatic


relations, or in the best interest of the public, disclose


information in the possession of the department to another agency.


The banking commissioner may not disclose information under this


section that is confidential under applicable state or federal law


unless:


(1)AAthe recipient agency agrees to maintain the


confidentiality and take all reasonable steps to oppose an effort


to secure disclosure of the information from the agency; or


(2)AAthe banking commissioner determines in the


exercise of discretion that the interest of law enforcement


outweighs and justifies the potential for disclosure of the


information by the recipient agency.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner by agreement may establish an


information sharing and exchange program with a functional


regulatory agency that has overlapping regulatory jurisdiction


with the department, with respect to all or part of an affiliated


group that includes a financial institution, to reduce the


potential for duplicative and burdensome filings, examinations,


and other regulatory activities. Each agency party to the
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agreement must agree to maintain confidentiality of information


that is confidential under applicable state or federal law and take


all reasonable steps to oppose any effort to secure disclosure of


the information from the agency. An agreement may also specify


procedures regarding use and handling of confidential information


and identify types of information to be shared and procedures for


sharing on a recurring basis.


(d)AADisclosure of information by or to the banking


commissioner under this section does not constitute a waiver of or


otherwise affect or diminish an evidentiary privilege to which the


information is otherwise subject, whether or not the disclosure is


governed by a confidentiality agreement.


(e)AANotwithstanding other law, an agency of this state:


(1)AAmay execute, honor, and comply with an agreement


to maintain confidentiality and oppose disclosure of information


obtained from the banking commissioner as provided in this section;


and


(2)AAshall treat as confidential any information


obtained from the banking commissioner that is entitled to


confidential treatment under applicable state or federal law and


take all reasonable steps to oppose an effort to secure disclosure


of the information from the agency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A31.304.AAOTHER DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED; PENALTY. (a)


Confidential information that is provided to a financial


institution, affiliate, or service provider of a financial


institution, whether in the form of a report of examination or


otherwise, is the confidential property of the department. The


information may not be made public or disclosed by the recipient or


by an officer, director, manager, employee, or agent of the


recipient to a person not officially connected to the recipient as


officer, director, employee, attorney, auditor, or independent


auditor except as authorized by rules adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAA person commits an offense if the person discloses or


uses information in violation of this section. An offense under
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this section is punishable as if it were an offense under Section


37.10, Penal Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.305.AACIVIL DISCOVERY. Civil discovery of


confidential information from a person subject to Section 31.304


under subpoena or other legal process must comply with rules


adopted under this subtitle and other applicable law. The rules


may:


(1)AArestrict release of confidential information to


the portion directly relevant to the legal dispute at issue; and


(2)AArequire that a protective order, in form and under


circumstances specified by the rules, be issued by a court before


release of the confidential information.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.06, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A31.306.AAINVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION. Notwithstanding


any other law, the banking commissioner may refuse to release


information or records in the custody of the department if, in the


opinion of the commissioner, release of the information or records


might jeopardize an ongoing investigation of potentially unlawful


activities.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A31.307.AAEMPLOYMENT INFORMATION. (a) A person may


provide employment information concerning the known or suspected


involvement of a present or former employee, officer, or director


of a financial institution in a violation of a state or federal law,


rule, or regulation that has been reported to appropriate state or


federal authorities to:


(1)AAthe financial institution; or


(2)AAa person providing employment information to the


financial institution.


(b)AAA person may not be held liable for providing


information under Subsection (a) unless the information provided is


false and the person provided the information with disregard for
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the truth.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 31.308.AASHAREHOLDER INSPECTION RIGHTS. (a)


Notwithstanding Section 21.218 or 101.502, Business Organizations


Code, a shareholder of a state bank may not examine:


(1)AAa report of examination or other confidential


property of the department that is in the possession of the state


bank; or


(2)AAa book or record of the state bank that directly or


indirectly pertains to financial or other information maintained by


the bank on behalf of its customers, including a specific item in


the minutes of the board or a committee of the board regarding loan


review and approval or a loan delinquency report that would tend to


identify the bank’s customer.


(b)AAThis section does not affect a right of a shareholder of


a state bank acting in another capacity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 32. POWERS, ORGANIZATION, AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. ORGANIZATION AND POWERS IN GENERAL


Sec.A32.001.AAORGANIZATION AND GENERAL POWERS OF STATE BANK.


(a) One or more persons, a majority of whom are residents of this


state, may organize a state bank as a banking association or a


limited banking association.


(b)AAA state bank may:


(1)AAreceive and pay deposits with or without interest,


discount and negotiate promissory notes, borrow or lend money with


or without security or interest, invest and deal in securities, buy


and sell exchange, coin, and bullion, and exercise incidental


powers as necessary to carry on the business of banking as provided


by this subtitle;


(2)AAact as agent, or in a substantially similar


capacity, with respect to a financial activity or an activity


incidental or complementary to a financial activity;


(3)AAact in a fiduciary capacity, without giving bond,


as guardian, receiver, executor, administrator, or trustee,


including a mortgage or indenture trustee;


(4)AAprovide financial, investment, or economic


advisory services;


(5)AAissue or sell instruments representing pools of


assets in which a bank may invest directly;


(6)AAwith prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, engage in a financial activity or an activity that is


incidental or complementary to a financial activity; and


(7)AAengage in any other activity, directly or through


a subsidiary, authorized by this subtitle or rules adopted under


this subtitle.


(c)AAFor purposes of other state law, a banking association


is considered a corporation and a limited banking association is


considered a limited liability company. To the extent consistent
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with this subtitle, a banking association may exercise the powers


of a Texas business corporation and a limited banking association


may exercise the powers of a Texas limited liability company as


reasonably necessary to enable exercise of specific powers under


this subtitle.


(d)AAA state bank may contribute to a community fund or to


another charitable, philanthropic, or benevolent instrumentality


conducive to public welfare an amount that the bank’s board


considers expedient and in the interests of the bank.


(e)AAA state bank may be organized or reorganized as a


community development financial institution or may serve as a


community development partner, as those terms are defined by the


Riegle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994


(Pub. L. No. 103-325).


(f)AAIn the exercise of discretion consistent with the


purposes of this subtitle, the banking commissioner may require a


state bank to conduct an otherwise authorized activity through a


subsidiary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 32.002.AACERTIFICATE OF FORMATION OF STATE BANK.


(a)AAThe certificate of formation of a state bank must be signed and


acknowledged by each organizer and must contain:


(1)AAthe name of the bank, subject to Subsection (b);


(2)AAthe period of the bank ’s duration, which may be


perpetual, subject to Subsection (c);


(3)AAthe powers of the bank, which may be stated as:


(A)AAall powers granted by law to a state bank; or


(B)AAa list of the specific powers under Section


32.001 that the bank chooses to exercise;


(4)AAthe aggregate number of shares that the bank will


be authorized to issue and the number of classes of shares, which


may be one or more;


(5)AAif the shares are to be divided into classes:


(A)AAthe designation of each class and statement


of the preferences, limitations, and relative rights of the shares
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of each class, which in the case of a limited banking association


may be more fully set forth in the participation agreement;


(B)AAthe number of shares of each class; and


(C)AAa statement of the par value of the shares of


each class or that the shares are to be without par value;


(6)AAany provision limiting or denying to shareholders


the preemptive right to acquire additional or treasury shares of


the bank;


(7)AAany provision granting the right of shareholders


to cumulative voting in the election of directors;


(8)AAthe aggregate amount of consideration to be


received for all shares initially issued by the bank and a statement


that:


(A)AAall authorized shares have been subscribed;


and


(B)AAall subscriptions received have been


irrevocably paid in cash;


(9)AAany provision that is otherwise required by this


subtitle to be set forth in the certificate of formation;


(10)AAthe street address of the bank’s initial home


office;


(11)AAthe number of directors constituting the initial


board and the names and street addresses of the persons who are to


serve as directors until the first annual meeting of shareholders


or until successor directors have been elected and qualified; and


(12)AAsubject to Section 32.008, any provision


consistent with law that the organizers elect to set forth in the


certificate of formation for the regulation of the internal affairs


of the bank, including provisions permissible under the Business


Organizations Code for:


(A)AAa for-profit corporation, in the case of a


proposed banking association; or


(B)AAa limited liability company, in the case of a


proposed limited banking association.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may determine that a proposed


bank name is potentially misleading to the public and require the


organizers to select a different name.
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(c)AAA state bank, other than a private bank, organized


before August 31, 1993, is considered to have perpetual existence,


notwithstanding a contrary statement in its articles of


association, unless after September 1, 1995, the bank amends its


certificate of formation or articles of association to reaffirm its


limited duration.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237, Sec.


80, eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 1, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 2, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 32.003.AAAPPLICATION FOR STATE BANK CHARTER;AASTANDARDS


FOR APPROVAL. (a) An application for a state bank charter must be


made under oath and in the form required by the banking


commissioner, who shall inquire fully into the identity and


character of each proposed director, officer, and principal


shareholder.AAThe application must be accompanied by all charter


fees and deposits required by law.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall grant a state bank


charter only if the commissioner determines that the organizers


have established that public convenience and advantage will be


promoted by the establishment of the state bank.AAIn determining


whether public convenience and advantage will be promoted, the


banking commissioner shall consider the convenience of the public


to be served and whether:


(1)AAthe organizational and capital structure and


amount of initial capitalization is adequate for the business plan;
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(2)AAthe anticipated volume and nature of business


indicates a reasonable probability of success and profitability


based on the market sought to be served;


(3)AAthe officers and directors as a group have


sufficient banking experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity to justify a belief that the bank


will operate in compliance with law and that success of the bank is


probable;


(4)AAeach principal shareholder has sufficient


experience, ability, standing, competence, trustworthiness, and


integrity to justify a belief that the bank will be free from


improper or unlawful influence or interference with respect to the


bank’s operation in compliance with law; and


(5)AAthe organizers are acting in good faith.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.004.AANOTICE AND INVESTIGATION OF CHARTER


APPLICATION. (a) The organizers shall solicit comments and


protests by publishing notice of the application, its date of


filing, and the identity of the organizers, in the form and


frequency specified by the banking commissioner, in a newspaper of


general circulation in the county in which the bank is to be


located, or in another publication or location as directed by the


banking commissioner.


(b)AAAt the expense of the organizers, the banking


commissioner shall thoroughly investigate the application.AAThe


banking commissioner shall prepare a written report of the


investigation.


(c)AARules adopted under this subtitle may specify the


confidential or nonconfidential character of information obtained


or prepared by the department under this chapter.AAExcept as


provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 31, or in rules regarding


confidential information, the business plan of the applicant and
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the financial statement of a proposed officer or director are


confidential and not subject to public disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.07, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 10.003,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A32.005.AAPROTEST; HEARING; DECISION ON CHARTER


APPLICATION. (a) A protest of a charter application must be


received by the department before the 15th day after the date the


organizers publish notice under Section 32.004(a) and must be


accompanied by the fees and deposits required by law.AAIf the


protest is untimely, the department shall return all submitted fees


and deposits to the protesting party. If the protest is timely, the


department shall notify the applicant of the protest and mail or


deliver a complete copy of the nonconfidential sections of the


charter application to the protesting party before the 15th day


after the later of the date of receipt of the protest or receipt of


the charter application.


(b)AAA protesting party must file a detailed protest


responding to each contested statement contained in the


nonconfidential portion of the application not later than the 20th


day after the date the protesting party receives the application


from the department, and relate each statement and response to the


standards for approval set forth in Section 32.003(b).AAThe


applicant must file a written reply to the protesting party ’s


detailed response on or before the 10th day after the date the


response is filed.AAThe protesting party’s response and the


applicant’s reply must be verified by affidavit and must certify


that a copy was served on the opposing party.AAIf applicable,


statements in the response and in the reply may be supported by


references to data available in sources of which official notice
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may properly be taken.AAAny comment received by the department and


any reply of the applicant to the comment shall be made available to


the protesting party.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may not be compelled to hold a


hearing before granting or denying the charter application.AAIn the


exercise of discretion, the banking commissioner may consider


granting a hearing on a charter application at the request of the


applicant or a protesting party. The banking commissioner may order


a hearing regardless of whether a hearing has been requested by a


party. A party requesting a hearing must indicate with specificity


the issues involved that cannot be determined on the basis of the


record compiled under Subsection (b) and why the issues cannot be


determined. A request for hearing and the banking commissioner ’s


decision with regard to granting a hearing shall be made a part of


the record. If the banking commissioner sets a hearing, the banking


commissioner shall conduct a public hearing and one or more


prehearing conferences and opportunities for discovery as the


banking commissioner considers advisable and consistent with the


applicable law, except that the banking commissioner may not permit


discovery of confidential information in the charter application or


the investigation report.


(d)AABased on the record, the banking commissioner shall


determine whether the application meets the requirements of Section


32.003(b) and shall enter an order granting or denying the charter.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may make approval of an


application conditional. The banking commissioner shall include


any conditions in the order approving the application.


(f)AAChapter 2001, Government Code, does not apply to a


charter application filed for the purpose of assuming the assets


and liabilities of a financial institution considered by the


banking commissioner to be in hazardous condition.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 32.006.AAISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY. A state
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bank may not engage in the business of banking until it receives a


certificate of authority from the banking commissioner.AAThe


banking commissioner may not deliver the certificate of authority


until the bank has:


(1)AAreceived cash for the issuance of all authorized


shares in the full amount subscribed;


(2)AAelected or qualified the initial officers and


directors named in the application for charter or other officers


and directors approved by the banking commissioner; and


(3)AAcomplied with all the other requirements of this


subtitle relating to the organization of state banks.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.007.AADEADLINE TO BEGIN BUSINESS. If the state bank


does not open and engage in the business of banking within six


months after the date of the granting of its charter, the banking


commissioner may forfeit the charter or cancel the conditional


approval of application for charter without judicial action.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 32.008.AAAPPLICATION OF GENERAL CORPORATE LAW.


(a)AAThe Business Organizations Code applies to a banking


association as if it were a for-profit corporation, and to a limited


banking association as if it were a limited liability company, to


the extent not inconsistent with this subtitle or the proper


business of a state bank, except that:


(1)AAa reference in the Business Organizations Code to


the secretary of state means the banking commissioner unless the


context requires otherwise; and


(2)AAthe right of shareholders to cumulative voting in


the election of directors exists only if granted by the bank ’s


certificate of formation.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to limit or


refine the applicability of the laws listed by Subsection (a) to a
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state bank or to alter or supplement the procedures and


requirements of those laws applicable to an action taken under this


chapter.


(c)AAUnless expressly authorized by this subtitle or a rule


adopted under this subtitle, a state bank may not take an action


authorized by a law listed by Subsection (a) regarding its


corporate status, its capital structure, or a matter of corporate


governance, of the type for which those laws would require a filing


with the secretary of state if the bank were a filing entity,


without submitting the filing to the banking commissioner and


obtaining the banking commissioner ’s prior written approval of the


action.


(d)AAIn this subtitle, a reference to a term or phrase listed


in a subdivision of Section 1.006, Business Organizations Code,


includes a synonymous term or phrase referenced by the same


subdivision in Section 1.006 of that code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 3, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A32.009.AAPARITY BETWEEN STATE AND NATIONAL BANKS. (a)


Section 16(a), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, empowers the


legislature to authorize the incorporation of state banks and


provide for a system of state regulation and control of state banks


that will adequately protect and secure depositors and creditors.


Section 16(c), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, grants to state


banks created by virtue of the power vested in the legislature by


Section 16(a) of that article the same rights and privileges that


are or may be granted to national banks domiciled in this state.


The legislature finds that Section 16(c) of that article does not


restrict the legislature ’s power to provide a system of state


regulation under Section 16(a) of that article that differs from


the regulatory scheme imposed on national banks under federal law
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or prevent the finance commission, acting under authority granted


by the legislature for the purpose of implementing this subtitle,


from adopting rules that differ from federal statutes and


regulations or that reasonably regulate the method or manner by


which a state bank exercises its rights and privileges if the rules


are adopted after due consideration of the factors listed in


Section 31.003(b). The legislature further finds that Section


16(c), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, does not limit any rights


or powers specifically given to state banks by the laws of this


state.


(b)AAA state bank that intends to exercise a right or


privilege granted to national banks that is not authorized for


state banks under the statutes and rules of this state shall submit


a letter to the banking commissioner describing in detail the


activity in which the bank intends to engage and the specific


authority of a national bank to engage in that activity. The bank


shall attach copies, if available, of relevant federal law,


regulations, and interpretive letters. The bank may begin to


perform the proposed activity after the 30th day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the bank ’s letter unless the banking


commissioner specifies an earlier or later date or prohibits the


activity. The banking commissioner may prohibit the bank from


performing the activity only if the banking commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAa national bank domiciled in this state does not


possess the specific right or privilege to perform the activity the


bank seeks to perform; or


(2)AAthe performance of the activity by the bank would


adversely affect the safety and soundness of the bank.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period


under Subsection (b) if the banking commissioner determines that


the bank’s letter raises issues requiring additional information or


additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period is extended, the


bank may perform the proposed activity only on prior written


approval by the banking commissioner, except that the banking


commissioner must approve or prohibit the proposed activity or


convene a hearing under Section 31.201 not later than the 60th day
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after the date the banking commissioner receives the bank ’s letter.


If a hearing is convened, the banking commissioner must approve or


prohibit the proposed activity not later than the 30th day after the


date the hearing is completed.


(d)AAA state bank that is denied the requested right or


privilege to engage in an activity by the banking commissioner


under this section may appeal as provided by Sections 31.202 and


31.204 or may resubmit a letter under this subsection with


additional information or authority relevant to the banking


commissioner’s determination.AAA denial is immediately final for


purposes of appeal.


(e)AATo effectuate the Texas Constitution, the finance


commission may adopt rules implementing the method or manner in


which a state bank exercises specific rights and privileges granted


under Section 16(c), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, including


rules regarding the exercise of rights and privileges that would be


prohibited to state banks but for Section 16(c) of that article.


The finance commission may not adopt rules under this subsection


unless it considers the factors listed in Section 31.003(b) and


finds that:


(1)AAnational banks domiciled in this state possess the


rights or privileges to perform activities the rule would permit


state banks to perform; and


(2)AAthe rules contain adequate safeguards and


controls, consistent with safety and soundness, to address the


concern of the legislature evidenced by the state law the rules


would impact.


(f)AAThe exercise of rights and privileges by a state bank in


compliance with and in the manner authorized by this section is not


a violation of any statute of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A32.010.AAADDITIONAL POWERS. (a) Notwithstanding


another law, a Texas state bank may perform an act, own property, or
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offer a product or service that is at the time permissible within


the United States for a depository institution organized under


federal law or the law of this state or another state, if the


banking commissioner approves the exercise of the power as provided


by this section, subject to the same limitations and restrictions


applicable to the other depository institution by pertinent law,


except to the extent the limitations and restrictions are modified


by rules adopted under Subsection (e). This section may not be used


by a Texas state bank to alter or negate the application of the laws


of this state with respect to:


(1)AAestablishment and maintenance of a branch in this


state or another state or country;


(2)AApermissible interest rates and loan fees


chargeable in this state;


(3)AAfiduciary duties owed to a client or customer by


the bank in its capacity as fiduciary in this state;


(4)AAconsumer protection laws applicable to


transactions in this state; or


(5)AAlicensing and regulatory requirements


administered by a functional regulatory agency in this state, as


defined by Section 31.303, including licensing and regulatory


requirements pertaining to:


(A)AAinsurance activities;


(B)AAsecurities activities; and


(C)AAreal estate development, marketing, and


sales activities.


(b)AAA state bank that intends to exercise a power, directly


or through a subsidiary, granted by Subsection (a) that is not


otherwise authorized for state banks under the statutes of this


state shall submit a letter to the banking commissioner describing


in detail the power that the bank proposes to exercise and the


specific authority of another depository institution to exercise


the power. The bank shall attach copies, if available, of relevant


law, regulations, and interpretive letters. The bank may begin to


exercise the proposed power after the 30th day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the bank ’s letter unless the banking


commissioner specifies an earlier or later date or prohibits the
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activity. The banking commissioner may prohibit the bank from


exercising the power only if the banking commissioner finds that:


(1)AAspecific authority does not exist for another


depository institution to exercise the proposed power;


(2)AAif the state bank is insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation, the state bank is prohibited from exercising


the power pursuant to Section 24, Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1831a), and related regulations; or


(3)AAthe exercise of the power by the bank would


adversely affect the safety and soundness of the bank.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period


under Subsection (b) if the banking commissioner determines that


the bank’s letter raises issues requiring additional information or


additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period is extended, the


bank may exercise the proposed power only on prior written approval


by the banking commissioner, except that the banking commissioner


must approve or prohibit the proposed power or convene a hearing


under Section 31.201 not later than the 60th day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the bank ’s letter. If a hearing is


convened, the banking commissioner must approve or prohibit the


proposed power not later than the 30th day after the date the


hearing is completed.


(d)AAA state bank that is denied the requested power by the


banking commissioner under this section may appeal as provided by


Sections 31.202 and 31.204 or may resubmit a letter under this


section with additional information or authority relevant to the


banking commissioner ’s determination.AAA denial is immediately


final for purposes of appeal.


(e)AATo effectuate this section, the finance commission may


adopt rules implementing the method or manner in which a state bank


exercises specific powers granted under this section, including


rules regarding the exercise of a power that would be prohibited to


state banks under state law but for this section. The finance


commission may not adopt rules under this subsection unless it


considers the factors listed in Section 31.003(b) and finds that:


(1)AAthe conditions for prohibition by the banking


commissioner under Subsection (b) do not exist; and
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(2)AAif the rights and privileges would be prohibited


to state banks under other state law, the rules contain adequate


safeguards and controls, consistent with safety and soundness, to


address the concern of the legislature evidenced by the state law


the rules would affect.


(f)AAThe exercise of a power by a state bank in compliance


with and in the manner authorized by this section is not a violation


of any statute of this state.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.006, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 7, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A32.011.AAFINANCIAL ACTIVITIES. (a) The finance


commission by rule may determine that an activity not otherwise


approved or authorized for a state bank under this subtitle or other


law is:


(1)AAa financial activity;


(2)AAincidental to a financial activity; or


(3)AAcomplementary to a financial activity.


(b)AAIn adopting a rule under Subsection (a), the finance


commission shall consider:


(1)AAthe purposes of this subtitle and the


Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (Pub. L. No. 106-102);


(2)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


marketplace in which state banks compete;


(3)AAchanges or reasonably expected changes in the


technology for delivering financial services;


(4)AAwhether the activity is necessary or appropriate


to allow a state bank to:


(A)AAcompete effectively with another company


seeking to provide financial services;


(B)AAefficiently deliver information and services


that are financial in nature through the use of technological


means, including an application necessary to protect the security
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or efficacy of systems for the transmission of data or financial


transactions; or


(C)AAoffer customers available or emerging


technological means for using financial services or for the


document imaging of data;


(5)AAwhether the activity would pose a substantial risk


to the safety or soundness of a state bank or the financial system


generally;


(6)AAif otherwise determined to be permissible, whether


the conduct of the activity by a state bank should be qualified


through the imposition of reasonable and necessary conditions to


protect the public and require appropriate regard for safety and


soundness of the bank and the financial system generally; and


(7)AAwhether a state bank would be permitted to engage


in the activity under applicable federal law, including 12 U.S.C.


Section 1831a, and related regulations.


(c)AAA rule adopted by the finance commission under this


section does not alter or negate applicable licensing and


regulatory requirements administered by a functional regulatory


agency of this state, as defined by Section 31.303, including


licensing and regulatory requirements pertaining to:


(1)AAinsurance activities;


(2)AAsecurities activities; and


(3)AAreal estate development, marketing, and sales


activities.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. AMENDMENT OF CERTIFICATE; CHANGES IN CAPITAL AND


SURPLUS


Sec. 32.101.AAAMENDMENT OR RESTATEMENT OF STATE BANK


CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION. (a)AAA state bank that has been granted a


certificate of authority may amend or restate its certificate of


formation for any lawful purpose, including the creation of


authorized but unissued shares or participation shares in one or


more classes or series.


(b)AAAn amendment authorizing the issuance of shares or
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participation shares in series must contain:


(1)AAthe designation of each series and a statement of


any variations in the preferences, limitations, and relative rights


among series to the extent that the preferences, limitations, and


relative rights are to be established in the certificate of


formation; and


(2)AAa statement of any authority to be vested in the


bank’s board to establish series and determine the preferences,


limitations, and relative rights of each series.


(c)AAAmendment or restatement of the certificate of


formation of a state bank and approval of the bank ’s board and


shareholders must be made or obtained as provided by the Business


Organizations Code except as otherwise provided by this subtitle or


rules adopted under this subtitle.AAThe original and one copy of


the certificate of amendment or restated certificate of formation


must be filed with the banking commissioner for approval.AAUnless


the submission presents novel or unusual questions, the banking


commissioner shall approve or reject the amendment or restatement


not later than the 31st day after the date the banking commissioner


considers the submission informationally complete and accepted for


filing.AAThe banking commissioner may require the submission of


additional information as considered necessary to an informed


decision to approve or reject any amendment or restatement of a


certificate of formation under this section.AAIf the banking


commissioner finds that the amendment or restatement conforms to


law and any conditions imposed by the banking commissioner, and any


required filing fee has been paid, the banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and copy of the


amendment or restatement with the date of approval and the word


"Approved";


(2)AAfile the original of the amendment or restatement


in the department ’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the amendment or


restatement to the bank.


(e)AAAn amendment or restatement, if approved, takes effect


on the date of approval unless the amendment or restatement


provides for a different effective date.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 5, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 6, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 32.102.AAESTABLISHING SERIES OF SHARES. (a)AAIf the


certificate of formation expressly gives the board of a state bank


authority to establish shares in series and determine the


preferences, limitations, and relative rights of each series, the


board may do so only in compliance with this section and any rules


adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAA series of shares may be established in the manner


provided by the Business Organizations Code, but the shares of the


series may not be issued and sold without the prior written approval


of the banking commissioner under Section 32.103.AAThe bank shall


file the original and one copy of the statement of action required


by the Business Organizations Code with the banking commissioner.


(c)AAUnless the submission presents novel or unusual


questions, the banking commissioner shall approve or reject the


series not later than the 31st day after the date the banking


commissioner considers the submission informationally complete and


accepted for filing. The banking commissioner may require the


submission of additional information as considered necessary to an


informed decision to approve or reject a proposed series under this


section.


(d)AAIf the banking commissioner finds that the interests of


depositors and creditors will not be adversely affected by the


series, that the series conforms to law and any conditions imposed


by the banking commissioner, and that any required filing fee has


been paid, the banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and copy of the


statement with the date of approval and the word "Approved";


(2)AAfile the original of the statement in the
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department ’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the statement to the


state bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 7, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A32.103.AACHANGE IN OUTSTANDING CAPITAL AND SURPLUS.


(a) A state bank may not reduce or increase its outstanding capital


and surplus through dividend, redemption, issuance of shares, or


otherwise, without the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, except as permitted by this section or rules adopted


under this subtitle.


(b)AAUnless restricted by rule, prior written approval is not


required for an increase in capital and surplus accomplished


through:


(1)AAissuance of shares of common stock for cash, or a


cash contribution to surplus by shareholders that does not result


in issuance of additional common stock or other securities;


(2)AAdeclaration and payment of pro rata share


dividends as defined by the Business Organizations Code; or


(3)AAadoption by the board of a resolution directing


that all or part of undivided profits be transferred to capital or


surplus.


(c)AAPrior approval is not required for:


(1)AAa decrease in capital or surplus caused by losses


in excess of undivided profits; or


(2)AAa change in capital and surplus resulting from


accounting adjustments required by a transaction approved by the


banking commissioner if the accounting adjustments are reasonably


disclosed in the submitted application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.104.AACAPITAL NOTES OR DEBENTURES. (a) With the


prior written approval of the banking commissioner, a state bank


may at any time, through action of its board and without requiring


action of its shareholders, issue and sell its capital notes or


debentures.AAThe capital notes or debentures must be subordinate to


the claims of depositors and may be subordinate to other claims,


including the claims of other creditors or the shareholders.


(b)AACapital notes or debentures may be convertible into


shares of any class or series.AAThe issuance and sale of


convertible capital notes or debentures are subject to satisfaction


of preemptive rights, if any, to the extent provided by law.


(c)AAWithout the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state bank may not pay interest due or principal


repayable on outstanding capital notes or debentures when the bank


is in hazardous condition or is insolvent, or to the extent that


payment will cause the bank to be in hazardous condition or


insolvent, as determined by the banking commissioner.


(d)AAThe amount of any outstanding capital notes or


debentures that meet the requirements of this section and that are


subordinated to unsecured creditors of the bank may be included in


equity capital of the bank for purposes of determining hazardous


condition or insolvency and for other purposes provided by rules


adopted under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER C. BANK OFFICES


Sec.A32.201.AACONDUCT OF THE BUSINESS OF BANKING. (a) A
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state bank may engage in the banking business at its home office, at


an approved branch office location, and through electronic


terminals. A drive-in facility must be approved as a branch if it


is more than 2,000 feet from the nearest wall of the bank ’s home


office or another approved branch office.


(b)AAA function of a state bank that does not involve banking


contact with the public may be conducted at any location without


prior written approval of the banking commissioner. The finance


commission may adopt rules further defining functions of a state


bank that are not required to be conducted at an approved location.


(c)AAThe finance commission by rule under Section 32.009 may


authorize a new form of banking facility. The banking commissioner


may approve a new form of banking facility other than as provided by


this subchapter if the banking commissioner does not have a


significant supervisory or regulatory concern regarding the


proposed facility.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A32.202.AAHOME OFFICE. (a) Each state bank must have


and continuously maintain in this state a home office.AAThe home


office must be a location at which the bank does business with the


public and keeps its corporate books and records.AAAt least one


officer of the bank must maintain an office at the home office.


(b)AAA state bank may change its home office to one of its


previously established branch locations in this state, if the


location that is the home office before the change is to remain as a


branch of the bank, by filing a written notice with the banking


commissioner. The notice must set forth the name of the bank, the


street address of its home office before the change, the street


address of the location to which the home office is to be changed,


and a copy of the resolution adopted by the bank ’s board authorizing


the change. The change of home office takes effect on the 31st day


after the date the banking commissioner receives the notice unless


the banking commissioner consents to a different effective date.


(c)AAA state bank may change its home office to any location


in this state, other than as permitted by Subsection (b), on prior


written approval of the banking commissioner. The banking
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commissioner shall grant an application under this subsection if


the banking commissioner does not have a significant supervisory or


regulatory concern regarding the proposed banking facility, the


applicant, or an affiliate of the applicant. Any standard


established by the banking commissioner or the finance commission


regarding the establishment of a branch under Section 32.203


applies to an application for a change of home office that is


subject to this subsection, except as otherwise provided by rules


adopted under this subtitle.


(d)AAIf the proposed relocation of the bank ’s home office


would effect an abandonment of all or part of the community served


by the bank, the bank must establish to the satisfaction of the


banking commissioner that the abandonment is consistent with the


original determination of public necessity for the establishment of


a bank at that location.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.007, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 244 (H.B. 2219), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.203.AABRANCH OFFICES. (a) A state bank may


establish and maintain a branch office at any location on prior


written approval of the banking commissioner. If the banking


commissioner does not have a significant supervisory or regulatory


concern regarding the proposed branch, the applicant, or an


affiliate of the applicant, the banking commissioner shall approve


the application.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules establishing


additional standards for the approval of branch offices.


(c)AAA state bank may not establish or maintain a branch on


the premises or property of an affiliate if the affiliate engages in


a commercial activity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 217 (H.B. 944), Sec. 2, eff.


May 25, 2007.
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Sec. 32.204.AADEPOSIT OR LOAN PRODUCTION OFFICES. (a)AAA


state bank may establish one or more deposit or loan production


offices for the purpose of:


(1)AAsoliciting deposit accounts, applications for


loans, or equivalent transactions;


(2)AAperforming ministerial duties related to


solicitations described by Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAconducting other activities as permitted by rules


adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAThe bank shall notify the banking commissioner in


writing of the location of and activities to be conducted at a


proposed deposit or loan production office of the bank. The bank may


establish the proposed office beginning on the 31st day after the


date the banking commissioner receives the bank’s notice unless the


banking commissioner specifies that the proposed office be


established on an earlier or later date.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period


prescribed by Subsection (b) on a determination that the bank’s


notice raises issues that require additional information or time


for analysis.AAIf the period is extended, the bank may establish


the proposed deposit or loan production office only with the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.08, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 4, eff.


June 14, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER D. MERGER


Sec.A32.301.AAMERGER AUTHORITY. (a) Two or more financial


institutions, corporations, or other entities with the authority to


participate in a merger, at least one of which is a state bank, may


adopt and implement a plan of merger in accordance with this


section. The merger may not be made without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner if any surviving, new, or
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acquiring entity that is a party to the merger or created by the


terms of the merger is a state bank or is not a financial


institution.


(b)AAImplementation of the merger by the parties and approval


of the board, shareholders, or owners of the parties must be made or


obtained in accordance with the Business Organizations Code as if


the state bank were a filing entity and all other parties to the


merger were foreign entities, except as may be otherwise provided


by applicable rules.


(c)AAA consummated merger has the effect provided by the


Business Organizations Code.AAA separate application is not


required to relocate the home office of a surviving state bank or to


grant authority to a surviving bank to operate new branch offices


that previously existed as part of a merging financial institution


if the intent of the surviving bank is clearly stated as part of the


plan of merger.


(d)AAA merger under this subchapter does not confer


additional powers on a state bank beyond the powers conferred by


other provisions of this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 8, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A32.302.AAAPPROVAL OF BANKING COMMISSIONER. (a)AAIf the


merger is subject to the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, the original certificate of merger and a number of


copies of the certificate equal to the number of surviving, new, and


acquiring entities must be filed with the banking commissioner.AAOn


this filing, the banking commissioner shall investigate the


condition of the merging parties.AAThe banking commissioner may


require the submission of additional information the banking


commissioner determines necessary to an informed decision to


approve or reject a merger under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner shall approve the merger only
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if:


(1)AAeach resulting state bank:


(A)AAhas complied with the laws of this state


relating to the organization and operation of state banks; and


(B)AAwill be solvent and have adequate


capitalization for its business and location;


(2)AAall deposit and other liabilities of each state


bank that is a party to the merger have been properly discharged or


otherwise assumed or retained by a financial institution;


(3)AAeach surviving, new, or acquiring entity that is


not a depository institution will not be engaged in the


unauthorized business of banking, and each state bank will not be


engaged in a business other than banking or a business incidental to


banking;


(4)AAthe parties have complied with the laws of this


state; and


(5)AAall conditions imposed by the banking commissioner


have been satisfied or otherwise resolved.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner approves the merger and


finds that all required filing fees and investigative costs have


been paid, the banking commissioner shall:


(1)AAendorse the face of the original and each copy of


the certificate of merger with the date of approval and the word


"Approved";


(2)AAfile the original of the certificate of merger in


the department ’s records; and


(3)AAdeliver a certified copy of the certificate of


merger to each surviving, new, or acquiring entity.


(d)AAAn approved merger takes effect on the date of approval


unless the merger agreement provides for a different effective


date.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 9, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 32.303.AARIGHTS OF DISSENTERS FROM MERGER. A
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shareholder may dissent from the merger to the extent, and by


following the procedure provided, by the Business Organizations


Code or any rules adopted under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.304.AALIMITATION ON CONTROL OF DEPOSITS. (a) A


merger is not permitted under this subchapter if, on consummation


of the transaction, the resulting state bank, including all insured


depository institution affiliates of the resulting state bank,


would control 20 percent or more of the total amount of deposits in


this state held by all insured depository institutions in this


state.


(b)AAOn request of the banking commissioner the applicant


shall provide supplemental information to the banking commissioner


to aid in a determination under this section, including information


that is more current than or in addition to information in the most


recently available summary of deposits, reports of condition, or


similar reports filed with or produced by state or federal


authorities.


(c)AAIn this section, "deposit" and "insured depository


institution" have the meanings assigned by Section 3, Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813), as amended.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.008, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. PURCHASE OR SALE OF ASSETS


Sec. 32.401.AAAUTHORITY TO PURCHASE ASSETS. (a) A state


bank may purchase assets from another financial institution or


other seller, except that the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner is required if the purchase price exceeds an amount


equal to three times the bank ’s unimpaired capital and


surplus.AAThe finance commission by rule may require a state bank


to obtain the prior written approval of the banking commissioner
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for a transaction not otherwise subject to approval that involves


potentially substantial risks to the safety and soundness of the


purchasing bank.


(b)AAExcept as otherwise expressly provided by another


statute, the purchase of all or part of the assets of the selling


entity does not make the purchasing bank responsible for any


liability or obligation of the selling entity that the purchasing


bank does not expressly assume.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.402.AAAUTHORITY TO ACT AS DISBURSING AGENT. (a) The


purchasing bank may hold the purchase price and any additional


money delivered to it by the selling institution in trust for, or as


a deposit to the credit of, the selling institution and may act as


agent of the selling institution in disbursing the money in trust or


on deposit by paying the depositors and creditors of the selling


institution.


(b)AAIf the purchasing bank acts under written contract of


agency approved by the banking commissioner that specifically names


each depositor and creditor and the amount to be paid each, and if


the agency is limited to the purely ministerial act of paying those


depositors and creditors the amounts due them as determined by the


selling institution and reflected in the contract of agency and


does not involve discretionary duties or authority other than the


identification of the depositors and creditors named, the


purchasing bank:


(1)AAmay rely on the contract of agency and the


instructions included in it; and


(2)AAis not responsible for:


(A)AAany error made by the selling institution in


determining its liabilities, the depositors and creditors to whom


the liabilities are due, or the amounts due the depositors and


creditors; or


(B)AAany preference that results from the payments
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made under the contract of agency and the instructions included in


it.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 32.403.AALIQUIDATION OF SELLING INSTITUTION. If the


selling financial institution is at any time after the sale of


assets voluntarily or involuntarily closed for liquidation by a


state or federal regulatory agency, the purchasing bank shall pay


to the receiver of the selling institution the balance of the money


held by it in trust or on deposit for the selling institution and


not yet paid to the depositors and creditors of the selling


institution.AAWithout further action the purchasing bank is


discharged from all responsibilities to the selling institution and


to the selling institution ’s receiver, depositors, creditors, and


shareholders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 20, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.404.AAPAYMENT TO DEPOSITORS AND CREDITORS. The


purchasing bank may pay a depositor or creditor of the selling


institution the amount to be paid the person under the terms of the


contract of agency by opening an account in the name of the


depositor or creditor, crediting the account with the amount to be


paid the depositor or creditor under the terms of the agency


contract, and mailing or personally delivering a duplicate deposit


ticket evidencing the credit to the depositor or creditor at the


person’s address shown in the records of the selling institution.


The relationship between the purchasing bank and the depositor or


creditor is that of debtor to creditor only to the extent of the


credit reflected by the deposit ticket.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 32.405.AASALE OF ASSETS. (a) A state bank may sell a


portion of its assets to another financial institution or other


buyer, except that the prior written approval of the banking
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commissioner is required if the sales price exceeds an amount equal


to three times the bank ’s unimpaired capital and surplus.AAThe


finance commission by rule may require a state bank to obtain the


prior written approval of the banking commissioner for a


transaction not otherwise subject to approval that involves


potentially substantial risks to the safety and soundness of the


selling bank.


(b)AAIf the prior approval of the banking commissioner for a


sale of assets is not required under Subsection (a) and the sale


involves the disposition of a branch office or another established


location of the state bank, the state bank must provide written


notice of the transaction to the banking commissioner at least 30


days before the expected closing date of the transaction.


(c)AAThe board of a state bank, with the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner, may cause the bank to sell all


or substantially all of its assets without shareholder approval if:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner finds the interests of


depositors and creditors are jeopardized because of insolvency or


imminent insolvency and that the sale is in their best interest; and


(2)AAthe Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor approves the transaction and agrees to provide assistance


to the prospective buyer under 12 U.S.C. Section 1823(c) or a


comparable law unless the deposits of the bank are not insured.


(d)AAA sale under Subsection (c) must include an assumption


and promise by the buyer to pay or otherwise discharge:


(1)AAall of the bank’s liabilities to depositors;


(2)AAall of the bank ’s liabilities for salaries of the


bank’s employees incurred before the date of the sale;


(3)AAobligations incurred by the banking commissioner


arising out of the supervision or sale of the bank; and


(4)AAfees and assessments due the department.


(e)AAThis section does not affect the banking commissioner ’s


right to take action under another law.AAThe sale by a state bank of


all or substantially all of its assets with shareholder approval is


considered a voluntary dissolution and liquidation and is governed


by Subchapter B, Chapter 36.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A32.406.AALIMITATION ON CONTROL OF DEPOSITS. (a) A


purchase of assets is not permitted under Section 32.401 if, on


consummation of the transaction, the acquiring state bank,


including all insured depository institution affiliates of the


resulting state bank, would control 20 percent or more of the total


amount of deposits in this state held by all insured depository


institutions in this state.


(b)AAOn request of the banking commissioner the applicant


shall provide supplemental information to the banking commissioner


to aid in a determination under this section, including information


that is more current than or in addition to information in the most


recently available summary of deposits, reports of condition, or


similar reports filed with or produced by state or federal


authorities.


(c)AAIn this section, "deposit" and "insured depository


institution" have the meanings assigned by Section 3, Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1813), as amended.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.009, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER F. EXIT OF STATE BANK OR ENTRY OF ANOTHER FINANCIAL


INSTITUTION


Sec.A32.501.AAMERGER OR CONVERSION OF STATE BANK INTO


ANOTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTION. (a) Subject to Subtitle G, a state


bank may act as necessary under and to the extent permitted by the


laws of the United States, this state, another state, or another


country to merge or convert into another financial institution, as


that term is defined by Section 201.101.


(b)AAThe merger or conversion by the state bank must be made


and approval of its board and shareholders must be obtained in
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accordance with the Business Organizations Code as if the state


bank were a filing entity and all other parties to the transaction,


if any, were foreign entities, except as provided by rule.AAFor


purposes of this subsection, a conversion is considered a merger


into the successor form of financial institution.


(c)AAThe state bank does not cease to be a state bank subject


to the supervision of the banking commissioner unless:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner has been given written


notice of the intention to merge or convert before the 31st day


before the date of the proposed transaction;


(2)AA the bank has filed with the banking commissioner:


(A)AAa copy of the application filed with the


successor regulatory authority, including a copy of each contract


evidencing or implementing the merger or conversion, or other


documents sufficient to show compliance with applicable law; and


(B)AAa certified copy of all minutes of board


meetings and shareholder meetings at which action was taken


regarding the merger or conversion;


(3)AAthe banking commissioner determines that:


(A)AAall deposit and other liabilities of the


state bank are fully discharged, assumed, or otherwise retained by


the successor form of financial institution;


(B)AAany conditions imposed by the banking


commissioner for the protection of depositors and creditors have


been met or otherwise resolved; and


(C)AAany required filing fees have been paid; and


(4)AAthe bank has received a certificate of authority


to do business as the successor financial institution.


(d)AASection 32.304 applies to a proposed merger under this


section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.010, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 10, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A32.502.AACONVERSION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION INTO STATE


BANK. (a) A financial institution, as that term is defined by


Section 201.101, may apply to the banking commissioner for


conversion into a state bank on a form prescribed by the banking


commissioner and accompanied by any required fee if the institution


follows the procedures prescribed by the laws of the United States,


this state, another state, or another country governing the exit of


the financial institution for the purpose of conversion into a


state bank from the regulatory system applicable before the


conversion. A banking association or limited banking association


may convert its organizational form under this section.


(b)AAA financial institution applying to convert into a state


bank may receive a certificate of authority to do business as a


state bank if the banking commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe financial institution is not engaging in a


pattern or practice of unsafe and unsound banking practices;


(2)AAthe financial institution has adequate


capitalization for a state bank to engage in business at the same


locations as the financial institution is engaged in business


before the conversion;


(3)AAthe financial institution can be expected to


operate profitably after the conversion;


(4)AAthe officers and directors of the financial


institution as a group have sufficient banking experience, ability,


standing, competence, trustworthiness, and integrity to justify a


belief that the financial institution will operate as a state bank


in compliance with law;


(5)AAeach principal shareholder has sufficient


experience, ability, standing, competence, trustworthiness, and


integrity to justify a belief that the financial institution will


be free from improper or unlawful influence or interference with


respect to the financial institution’s operation as a state bank in


compliance with law; and


(6)AAif the converting financial institution did not
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have general depository powers and the state bank will have those


powers, the factors set forth in Section 32.003(b) are satisfied.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AArequest additional information considered


necessary to an informed decision under this section;


(2)AAperform an examination of the converting financial


institution at the expense of the converting financial institution;


and


(3)AArequire that examination fees be paid before a


certificate of authority is issued.


(d)AAIn connection with the application, the converting


financial institution must:


(1)AAsubmit a statement of the law governing the exit of


the financial institution from the regulatory system applicable


before the conversion and the terms of the transition into a state


bank; and


(2)AAdemonstrate that all applicable law has been fully


satisfied.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.010, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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fi.33.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 33. OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF STATE BANK


SUBCHAPTER A. TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST


Sec.A33.001.AAACQUISITION OF CONTROL. (a) Except as


otherwise expressly permitted by this subtitle, without the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner a person may not


directly or indirectly acquire a legal or beneficial interest in


voting securities of a state bank or a corporation or other entity


owning voting securities of a state bank if, after the acquisition,


the person would control the bank.


(b)AAFor purposes of this subchapter and except as otherwise


provided by rules adopted under this subtitle, the principal


shareholder of a state bank that directly or indirectly owns or has


the power to vote a greater percentage of voting securities of the


bank than any other shareholder is considered to control the bank.


(c)AAThis subchapter does not prohibit a person from


negotiating to acquire, but not acquiring, control of a state bank


or a person that controls a state bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A33.002.AAAPPLICATION REGARDING ACQUISITION OF CONTROL.


(a) The proposed transferee in an acquisition of control of a state


bank or of a person that controls a state bank must file an


application for approval of the acquisition. The application must:


(1)AAbe under oath and in a form prescribed by the


banking commissioner;


(2)AAcontain all information that:


(A)AAis required by rules adopted under this


subtitle; or


(B)AAthe banking commissioner requires in a
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particular application as necessary to an informed decision to


approve or reject the proposed acquisition; and


(3)AAbe accompanied by any filing fee required by law.


(a-1)AAThe banking commissioner shall promptly notify the


applicant of the date the banking commissioner determines the


application to be informationally complete and accepted for filing.


(b)AAIf a person proposing to acquire voting securities in a


transaction subject to this section includes any group of persons


acting in concert, the information required by the banking


commissioner may be required of each member of the group.


(c)AARules adopted under this subtitle may specify the


confidential or nonconfidential character of information obtained


by the banking commissioner under this section.AAIn the absence of


rules, information obtained by the banking commissioner under this


section is confidential and may not be disclosed by the banking


commissioner or any employee of the department except as provided


by Subchapter D, Chapter 31.


(d)AAThe applicant shall publish notice of the application,


the date the application is accepted for filing, and the identity of


the applicant and, if the applicant includes a group, the identity


of each group member.AAThe notice must be published in the form and


frequency specified by the banking commissioner and in a newspaper


of general circulation in the county in which the bank’s home office


is located, or in another publication or location as directed by the


banking commissioner.


(e)AAThe applicant may defer publication of the notice until


not later than the 34th day after the date the application is


accepted for filing if:


(1)AAthe application is filed in contemplation of a


public tender offer subject to 15 U.S.C. Section 78n(d)(1);


(2)AAthe applicant requests confidential treatment and


represents that a public announcement of the tender offer and the


filing of appropriate forms with the Securities and Exchange


Commission or the appropriate federal banking agency, as


applicable, will occur within the period of deferral; and


(3)AAthe banking commissioner determines that the


public interest will not be harmed by the requested confidential
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treatment.


(f)AAThe banking commissioner may waive the requirement that


a notice be published or permit delayed publication on a


determination that waiver or delay is in the public interest.AAIf


publication of notice is waived under this subsection, the


information that would be contained in a published notice becomes


public information under Chapter 552, Government Code, on the 35th


day after the date the application is accepted for filing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.09, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A33.003.AAHEARING AND DECISION ON ACQUISITION OF


CONTROL. (a) Not later than the 60th day after the date the notice


is published, the banking commissioner shall approve the


application or set the application for hearing. If the banking


commissioner sets a hearing, the department shall participate as


the opposing party and the banking commissioner shall conduct the


hearing and one or more prehearing conferences and opportunities


for discovery as the banking commissioner considers advisable and


consistent with governing law. A hearing held under this section is


confidential and closed to the public.


(b)AABased on the record, the banking commissioner may issue


an order denying an application if:


(1)AAthe acquisition would substantially lessen


competition, restrain trade, result in a monopoly, or further a


combination or conspiracy to monopolize or attempt to monopolize


the banking industry in any part of this state, unless:


(A)AAthe anticompetitive effects of the proposed


acquisition are clearly outweighed in the public interest by the


probable effect of the acquisition in meeting the convenience and


needs of the community to be served; and


(B)AAthe proposed acquisition does not violate the
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law of this state or the United States;


(2)AAthe financial condition of the proposed


transferee, or any member of a group comprising the proposed


transferee, might jeopardize the financial stability of the bank


being acquired;


(3)AAplans or proposals to operate, liquidate, or sell


the bank or its assets are not in the best interests of the bank;


(4)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity of the proposed transferee, or any


member of a group comprising the proposed transferee, are


insufficient to justify a belief that the bank will be free from


improper or unlawful influence or interference with respect to the


bank’s operation in compliance with law;


(5)AAthe bank will not be solvent, have adequate


capitalization, or comply with the law of this state after the


acquisition;


(6)AAthe proposed transferee has not furnished all


information pertinent to the application reasonably required by the


banking commissioner; or


(7)AAthe proposed transferee is not acting in good


faith.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner approves the application,


the transaction may be consummated. If the approval is conditioned


on a written commitment from the proposed transferee offered to and


accepted by the banking commissioner, the commitment is enforceable


against the bank and the transferee and is considered for all


purposes an agreement under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A33.004.AAAPPEAL FROM ADVERSE DECISION. (a) If a


hearing has been held, the banking commissioner has entered an


order denying the application, and the order has become final, the


proposed transferee may appeal the order by filing a petition for


judicial review.


(b)AAThe filing of an appeal under this section does not stay


the order of the banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec. 33.005.AAEXEMPTIONS.AAThe following acquisitions are


exempt from Section 33.001:


(1)AAan acquisition of securities in connection with


the exercise of a security interest or otherwise in full or partial


satisfaction of a debt previously contracted for in good faith and


the acquiring person files written notice of acquisition with the


banking commissioner before the person votes the securities


acquired;


(2)AAunless the banking commissioner provides


otherwise in writing, an acquisition of voting securities in any


class or series by a controlling person who:


(A)AAwas identified as a controlling person in a


state bank in a prior application filed with and approved by the


banking commissioner;


(B)AAhas from the date of receipt of approval


under this subchapter continuously held power to vote 25 percent or


more of any class of voting securities of the state bank; or


(C)AAis considered to have from the date of


receipt of approval under this subchapter continuously controlled


the state bank under Section 33.001(b);


(3)AAan acquisition or transfer by operation of law,


will, or intestate succession and the acquiring person files


written notice of acquisition with the banking commissioner before


the person votes the securities acquired;


(4)AAa transaction subject to Chapter 202 if:


(A)AAthe acquiring bank holding company currently


owns and controls a state bank; or


(B)AAthe post-transaction controlling person is


identified as the controlling person in a merger or other


acquisition-related application filed with the banking


commissioner concurrently with the submission required by Section


202.001; and


(5)AAa transaction exempted by the banking commissioner


or by rules adopted under this subtitle because the transaction is


not within the purposes of this subchapter or the regulation of the


transaction is not necessary or appropriate to achieve the
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objectives of this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.011, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 4, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A33.006.AAOBJECTION TO OTHER TRANSFER. This subchapter


does not prevent the banking commissioner from investigating,


commenting on, or seeking to enjoin or set aside a transfer of


voting securities that evidence a direct or indirect interest in a


state bank, regardless of whether the transfer is governed by this


subchapter, if the banking commissioner considers the transfer to


be against the public interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A33.007.AACIVIL ENFORCEMENT; CRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) If


the banking commissioner believes that a person has violated or is


about to violate this subchapter or a rule of the finance commission


or order of the banking commissioner pertaining to this subchapter,


the attorney general on behalf of the banking commissioner may


apply to a district court of Travis County for an order enjoining


the violation and for other equitable relief the nature of the case


requires.


(b)AAA person who knowingly fails or refuses to file the


application required by Section 33.002 commits an offense. An


offense under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 21, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. BOARD AND OFFICERS


Sec.A33.101.AAVOTING SECURITIES HELD BY BANK. (a) Voting


securities of a state bank held by the bank in a fiduciary capacity


under a will or trust, whether registered in the bank’s name or in
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the name of its nominee, may not be voted in the election of


directors or on a matter affecting the compensation of directors,


officers, or employees of the bank in that capacity unless:


(1)AAunder the terms of the will or trust, the manner in


which the voting securities are to be voted may be determined by a


donor or beneficiary of the will or trust and the donor or


beneficiary makes the determination in the matter at issue;


(2)AAthe terms of the will or trust expressly direct the


manner in which the securities must be voted so that discretion is


not vested in the bank as fiduciary; or


(3)AAthe securities are voted solely by a cofiduciary


that is not an affiliate of the bank, as if the cofiduciary were the


sole fiduciary.


(b)AAVoting securities of a state bank that cannot be voted


under this section are considered to be authorized but unissued for


purposes of determining the procedures for and results of the


affected vote.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.102.AABYLAWS. Each state bank shall adopt bylaws and


may amend its bylaws for the purposes and according to the


procedures provided by the Business Organizations Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.103.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS. (a) The board of a state


bank must consist of not fewer than five but not more than 25


directors, a majority of whom are residents of this state.AAThe


principal executive officer of the bank is a member of the


board.AAThe principal executive officer acting in the capacity of a


board member is the board’s presiding officer unless the board


elects a different presiding officer to perform the duties as
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designated by the board.


(b)AAUnless the banking commissioner consents otherwise in


writing, a person may not serve as director of a state bank if:


(1)AAthe bank incurs an unreimbursed loss attributable


to a charged-off obligation of or holds a judgment against:


(A)AAthe person; or


(B)AAan entity that was controlled by the person


at the time of funding and at the time of default on the loan that


gave rise to the judgment or charged-off obligation;


(2)AAthe person is the subject of an order described by


Section 35.007(a); or


(3)AAthe person has been convicted of a felony.


(c)AAIf a state bank does not elect directors before the 61st


day after the date of its regular annual meeting, the banking


commissioner may appoint a conservator under Chapter 35 to operate


the bank and elect directors, as appropriate.AAIf the conservator


is unable to locate or elect persons willing and able to serve as


directors, the banking commissioner may close the bank for


liquidation.


(d)AAA vacancy on the board that reduces the number of


directors to fewer than five must be filled not later than the 30th


day after the date the vacancy occurs.AA If the vacancy is not


timely filled, the banking commissioner may appoint a conservator


under Chapter 35 to operate the bank and elect a board of not fewer


than five persons to resolve the vacancy.AAIf the conservator is


unable to locate or elect five persons willing and able to serve as


directors, the banking commissioner may close the bank for


liquidation.


(e)AABefore each term to which a person is elected to serve as


a director of a state bank, the person shall submit an affidavit for


filing in the minutes of the bank stating that the person, to the


extent applicable:


(1)AAaccepts the position and is not disqualified from


serving in the position;


(2)AAwill not violate or knowingly permit an officer,


director, or employee of the bank to violate any law applicable to


the conduct of business of the bank; and
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(3)AAwill diligently perform the duties of the


position.


(f)AAThe banking commissioner in the exercise of discretion


may waive or reduce the residency requirements for directors set


forth in Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.0115, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 27, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.104.AAADVISORY DIRECTOR. (a)AAAn advisory director


is not considered a director if the advisory director:


(1)AAis not elected by the shareholders of the bank;


(2)AAdoes not vote on matters before the board or a


committee of the board;


(3)AAis not counted for purposes of determining a


quorum of the board or committee; and


(4)AAprovides solely general policy advice to the


board.


(b)AAA state bank may not disclose to an advisory director


confidential information pertaining to the bank or the bank’s


customers unless:


(1)AAthe board adopts a resolution that designates the


advisory director as a person who is officially connected to the


bank and that describes the purpose for disclosure of the


information, which must be a reasonable business purpose;AAand


(2)AAthe disclosure is made under a written


confidentiality agreement between the bank and the advisory


director.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 5, eff.


June 14, 2013.
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Sec. 33.105.AAREQUIRED MONTHLY BOARD MEETING. (a)AAExcept


as provided by Subsection (b), the board of a state bank shall hold


at least one regular meeting each month.


(b)AAOn application by the board, the banking commissioner


may grant the board approval to hold regular meetings on a less


frequent basis than the period prescribed by Subsection (a).AAThe


commissioner may revoke or modify a prior approval granted under


this subsection if the commissioner determines that more frequent


regular meetings of the board are necessary to promote the safety


and soundness of the bank.


(c)AAAt each regular meeting the board shall review and


approve the minutes of the prior meeting and review the operations,


activities, and financial condition of the bank.AAThe board may


designate a committee from among its members to perform those


duties and approve or disapprove the committee’s report at each


regular meeting.AAEach action of the board must be recorded in its


minutes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 6, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 33.106.AAOFFICERS. (a)AAThe board shall annually


appoint the officers of the bank, who serve at the will of the


board.AAUnless the banking commissioner consents otherwise in


writing, a person may not serve as an officer of the state bank if:


(1)AAthe person is the subject of an order described by


Section 35.007(a); or


(2)AAthe person has been convicted of a felony.


(b)AAThe bank must have a principal executive officer


primarily responsible for the execution of board policies and


operation of the bank and an officer responsible for the


maintenance and storage of all corporate books and records of the


bank and for required attestation of signatures.AAThose positions
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may not be held by the same person.AAThe board may appoint other


officers of the bank as the board considers necessary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A33.107.AALIMITATION ON ACTION OF OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE IN


RELATION TO ASSET OR LIABILITY. Unless expressly authorized by a


resolution of the board recorded in its minutes, an officer or


employee may not create or dispose of a bank asset or create or


incur a liability on behalf of the bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A33.108.AACRIMINAL OFFENSES. (a) An officer, director,


employee, or shareholder of a state bank commits an offense if the


person knowingly:


(1)AAconceals information or a fact, or removes,


destroys, or conceals a book or record of the bank for the purpose


of concealing information or a fact, from the banking commissioner


or an agent of the banking commissioner; or


(2)AAremoves, destroys, or conceals any book or record


of the bank that is material to a pending or anticipated legal or


administrative proceeding.


(b)AAAn officer, director, or employee of a state bank


commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAknowingly makes a false entry in a book, record,


report, or statement of the bank; or


(2)AAviolates or knowingly participates in a violation


of, or permits another of the bank’s officers, directors, or


employees to violate, the prohibition on lending trust funds under


Section 113.052, Property Code.


(c)AAAn offense under this section is a felony of the third


degree.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 29, eff.
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September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.109.AATRANSACTIONS WITH MANAGEMENT AND AFFILIATES.


(a) Without the prior approval of a disinterested majority of the


board recorded in the minutes or, if a disinterested majority


cannot be obtained, the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state bank may not directly or indirectly:


(1)AAsell or lease an asset of the bank to an officer,


director, or principal shareholder of the bank or of an affiliate of


the bank; or


(2)AApurchase or lease an asset in which an officer,


director, or principal shareholder of the bank or of an affiliate of


the bank has an interest.


(b)AAAn officer or director of the bank who knowingly


participates in or permits a violation of this section commits an


offense.AAAn offense under this subsection is a felony of the third


degree.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.11, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 30, eff.


September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER C. LIMITED BANKING ASSOCIATION


Sec.A33.201.AALIABILITY OF PARTICIPANTS AND MANAGERS. (a) A


participant or manager of a limited banking association is not


liable for a debt, obligation, or liability of the limited banking


association, including a debt, obligation, or liability under a


judgment, decree, or order of court.AAA participant or a manager of


a limited banking association is not a proper party to a proceeding


by or against a limited banking association unless the object of the


proceeding is to enforce a participant’s or manager’s right against


or liability to a limited banking association.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237, Sec.


80, eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A33.204.AAMANAGEMENT OF LIMITED BANKING ASSOCIATION.


(a) Management of a limited banking association is vested in a


board of managers elected by the participants as prescribed by the


bylaws.


(b)AAA board of managers operates in substantially the same


manner as, and has substantially the same rights, powers,


privileges, duties, and responsibilities, as a board of directors


of a banking association, and a manager must meet the


qualifications for a director under Section 33.103.


(c)AAThe certificate of formation, bylaws, and participation


agreement of a limited banking association may use "director"


instead of "manager" and "board" instead of "board of managers."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 32, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 11, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 33.206.AAINTEREST IN LIMITED BANKING


ASSOCIATION;AATRANSFERABILITY OF INTEREST. (a) The interest of a


participant in a limited banking association is the personal


property of the participant and may be transferred as provided by


the bylaws or the participation agreement.


(b)AAThe bylaws or the participation agreement may not


require the consent of any other participant in order for a


participant to transfer participation shares, including voting


rights.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 33, eff.
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September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.208.AADISSOLUTION. The bylaws or the participation


agreement may not require automatic termination, dissolution, or


suspension of the limited banking association on the death,


disability, bankruptcy, expulsion, or withdrawal of a participant,


or on the happening of any other event other than the passage of


time.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 34, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 33.209.AAALLOCATION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES.AAThe profits


and losses of a limited banking association may be allocated among


the participants and among classes of participants as provided by


the participation agreement.AAWithout the prior written approval


of the banking commissioner to use a different allocation method,


the profits and losses must be allocated according to the relative


interests of the participants as reflected in the certificate of


formation and related documents filed with and approved by the


banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 12, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 33.210.AADISTRIBUTIONS.AASubject to Section 32.103,


distributions of cash or other assets of a limited banking


association may be made to the participants as provided by the


participation agreement.AAWithout the prior written approval of


the banking commissioner to use a different distribution method,


distributions must be made to the participants according to the


relative interests of the participants as reflected in the


certificate of formation and related documents filed with and


approved by the banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 13, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 33.211.AAAPPLICATION OF OTHER PROVISIONS TO LIMITED


BANKING ASSOCIATIONS. For purposes of the provisions of Subtitle A


and this subtitle other than this subchapter, as the context


requires:


(1)AAa manager is considered to be a director and the


board of managers is considered to be the board of directors;


(2)AA a participant is considered to be a shareholder;


(3)AAa participation share is considered to be a share;


and


(4)AAa distribution is considered to be a dividend.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 35, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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fi.339.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE A. INTEREST


CHAPTER 339. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTEREST


Sec.A339.002.AABILLING CYCLE INTEREST LIMITATION ON OPEN-END


ACCOUNT WITHOUT MERCHANT DISCOUNT. (a) This section applies to an


open-end account agreement that provides for credit card


transactions:


(1)AAin which the creditor relies on one of the ceilings


authorized by Chapter 303 for the rate of interest; and


(2)AAin connection with which the creditor does not


impose or receive a merchant discount.


(b)AAInterest or time price differential may not be charged


for a billing cycle of an open-end account credit agreement if:


(1)AAthe total amount of the obligor’s payments during


the cycle equal or exceed the balance owed under the agreement at


the end of the preceding billing cycle; or


(2)AAan amount is not owed under the agreement at the


end of the preceding billing cycle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A339.003.AASALE OF OPEN-END ACCOUNT WITHOUT MERCHANT


DISCOUNT. A seller or lessor may sell an open-end account credit


agreement described by Section 339.002(a) or any balance under that


agreement to a purchaser who purchases a substantial part of the


seller’s or lessor’s open-end account credit agreements or balances


under those agreements in accordance with Subchapter G, Chapter


345. A charge, fee, or discount on that sale:


(1)AAis not a merchant discount;


(2)AAdoes not disqualify the open-end account credit


agreement or a balance under that agreement from being subject to


Chapter 303 or from coverage under this section; and


(3)AAdoes not subject the account to the limitations


provided by Section 303.006(c).


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,
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1999.


Sec.A339.004.AAAPPLICATION OF LICENSING REQUIREMENT AND


SUBTITLE B TO CREDIT UNION OR EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN. (a) A credit


union is not subject to Subtitle B and is not required to obtain a


license under this title.


(b)AAWith respect to a loan that an employee benefit plan


that is subject to Title I of the Employee Retirement Income


Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. Sections 1001-1114) makes to a


participant in the plan or a participant ’s beneficiary, the plan is


not subject to Subtitle B and is not required to obtain a license


under this title.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.18(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A339.005.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN FEDERAL LAW. This


title does not override or restrict the applicability of 12 U.S.C.


Section 1735f-7a.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 34. INVESTMENTS, LOANS, AND DEPOSITS


SUBCHAPTER A. ACQUISITION AND OWNERSHIP OF BANK FACILITIES AND


OTHER REAL PROPERTY


Sec.A34.001.AADEFINITION. In this subchapter, "bank


facility" means real property, including an improvement, that a


state bank owns or leases, to the extent the lease or the leasehold


improvement is capitalized, for the purpose of:


(1)AAproviding space for bank employees to perform


their duties and for bank employees and customers to park;


(2)AAconducting bank business, including meeting the


reasonable needs and convenience of the public and the bank’s


customers, computer operations, document and other item


processing, maintenance and storage of foreclosed collateral


pending disposal, and record retention and storage;


(3)AAholding, improving, and occupying as an incident


to future expansion of the bank’s facilities; or


(4)AAconducting another activity authorized by rules


adopted under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A34.002.AAINVESTMENT IN BANK FACILITIES. (a) Without


the prior written approval of the banking commissioner, a state


bank may not directly or indirectly invest an amount in excess of


its unimpaired capital and surplus in bank facilities, furniture,


fixtures, and equipment.AAExcept as otherwise provided by rules


adopted under this subtitle, in computing this limitation the bank:


(1)AAshall include:


(A)AAits direct investment in bank facilities;


(B)AAan investment in equity or investment


securities of a company holding title to a facility used by the bank


for a purpose specified by Section 34.001;


(C)AAa loan made by the bank to or on the security
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of equity or investment securities issued by a company holding


title to a facility used by the bank; and


(D)AAany indebtedness incurred on bank facilities


by a company:


(i)AAthat holds title to the facility;


(ii)AAthat is an affiliate of the bank; and


(iii)AAin which the bank is invested in the


manner described by Paragraph (B) or (C); and


(2)AAmay exclude an amount included under Subdivisions


(1)(B)-(D) to the extent a lease of a facility from the company


holding title to the facility is capitalized on the books of the


bank.


(b)AAReal property acquired for the purposes described by


Section 34.001(3) and not improved and occupied by the bank ceases


to be a bank facility on the third anniversary of the date of its


acquisition unless the banking commissioner on application grants


written approval to further delay in the improvement and occupation


of the property by the bank.


(c)AAA bank shall comply with regulatory accounting


principles in accounting for its investment in and depreciation of


bank facilities, furniture, fixtures, and equipment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.003.AAOTHER REAL PROPERTY. (a) A state bank may not


acquire real property except:


(1)AAas permitted by this subtitle or rules adopted


under this subtitle;


(2)AAwith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner; or


(3)AAas necessary to avoid or minimize a loss on a loan


or investment previously made in good faith.


(b)AAWith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner, a state bank may:


(1)AAexchange real property for other real property or
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personal property;


(2)AAinvest additional money in or improve real


property acquired under this subsection or Subsection (a); or


(3)AAacquire additional real property to avoid or


minimize loss on real property acquired as permitted by Subsection


(a).


(c)AAA state bank shall dispose of real property subject to


this section not later thanAAthe fifth anniversary of the date the


real property:


(1)AAwas acquired except as otherwise provided by rules


adopted under this subtitle;


(2)AAceases to be used as a bank facility; or


(3)AAceases to be a bank facility as provided by Section


34.002(b).


(d)AAThe banking commissioner on application may grant one or


more extensions of time for disposing of real property if the


banking commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe bank has made a good faith effort to dispose of


the real property; or


(2)AAdisposal of the real property would be detrimental


to the bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 7, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 34.004.AARETENTION OF NONPARTICIPATING ROYALTY


INTERESTS. (a)AANotwithstanding Section 34.003(a), a state bank


may hold nonparticipating royalty interests if:


(1)AAthe state bank acquires the interest pursuant to


Section 34.003(a)(3) or retains the interest in a sale of property


acquired under that section;


(2)AAthe interest is nonparticipating due to the fact


the interest:


(A)AAis nonpossessory;


(B)AAdoes not bear executive rights, the right of


ingress and egress, the right to receive bonus payments, or the
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right to receive delay rentals; and


(C)AAis accordingly not subject to expenses of


exploration, development, production, operation, maintenance, or


abandonment, or other expenses associated with extracting and


marketing the minerals subject to the interest;


(3)AAthe interest is reasonably valued on the books of


the state bank for not more than a nominal amount, and the aggregate


amount of earnings from such interests is separately disclosed in


the annual financial statements of the state bank;


(4)AAthe state bank does not make any new investments


relating to the interests without the approval of the banking


commissioner; and


(5)AAthe banking commissioner determines that the


possession of such interests is not inconsistent with the safety


and soundness of the state bank.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may order a state bank that


holds nonparticipating royalty interests to divest such interests


at any time if the banking commissioner determines that continued


ownership of such interests is detrimental to the state bank.


(c)AASubject to compliance with this section,


nonparticipating royalty interests are not considered to be real


property for purposes of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 4,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 8, eff.


June 14, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER B. INVESTMENTS


Sec.A34.101.AASECURITIES. (a) A state bank may purchase and


sell securities without recourse solely on the order and for the


account of a customer.


(b)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this subtitle or rules


adopted under this subtitle, a state bank may not:


(1)AAunderwrite an issue of securities; or


(2)AAinvest its money in equity securities except as
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necessary to avoid or minimize a loss on a loan or investment


previously made in good faith.


(c)AAA state bank may purchase investment securities for its


own account under limitations and restrictions prescribed by rules


adopted under this subtitle.AAExcept as otherwise provided by this


section, the amount of the investment securities of any one obligor


or maker held by the bank for its own account may not exceed an


amount equal to 15 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and


surplus.AAThe banking commissioner may authorize investments in


excess of this limitation on written application if the banking


commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe excess investment is not prohibited by other


applicable law; and


(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the requesting state


bank is not adversely affected.


(d)AANotwithstanding Subsections (a)-(c), a state bank may,


without limit and subject to the exercise of prudent banking


judgment, deal in, underwrite, or purchase for its own account:


(1)AAbonds and other legally created general


obligations of a state, an agency or political subdivision of a


state, the United States, or an instrumentality of the United


States;


(2)AAobligations that this state, an agency or


political subdivision of this state, the United States, or an


instrumentality of the United States has unconditionally agreed to


purchase, insure, or guarantee;


(3)AAsecurities that are offered and sold under 15


U.S.C. Section 77d(5);


(4)AAmortgage related securities or small business


related securities, as those terms are defined by 15 U.S.C. Section


78c(a);


(5)AAmortgages, obligations, or other securities that


are or ever have been sold by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage


Corporation under 12 U.S.C. Sections 1434 and 1455;


(6)AAobligations, participation, or other instruments


of or issued by the Federal National Mortgage Association or the


Government National Mortgage Association;
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(7)AAobligations issued by the Federal Agricultural


Mortgage Corporation, the Federal Farm Credit Banks Funding


Corporation, or a Federal Home Loan Bank;


(8)AAobligations of the Federal Financing Bank or the


Environmental Financing Authority;


(9)AAobligations or other instruments or securities of


the Student Loan Marketing Association;


(10)AAqualified Canadian government obligations, as


defined by 12 U.S.C. Section 24; or


(11)AAif the state bank is well capitalized, as defined


by Section 38, Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1831o), obligations, including limited obligation bonds, revenue


bonds, and obligations that satisfy the requirements of 26 U.S.C.


Section 142(b)(1), issued by or on behalf of a state or a political


subdivision of a state, including a municipal corporate


instrumentality of one or more states or a public agency or


authority of a state or political subdivision of a state.


(e)AANotwithstanding Subsections (a) and (b), subject to the


exercise of prudent banking judgment, a state bank may deal in,


underwrite, or purchase for its own account, including for purposes


of Subsection (c) obligations as to which the bank is under


commitment, the following:


(1)AAobligations issued by a development bank,


corporation, or other entity created by international agreement if


the United States is a member and a capital stock shareholder;


(2)AAobligations issued by a state or political


subdivision or an agency of a state or political subdivision for


housing, university, or dormitory purposes, that are at the time


eligible for purchase by a state bank for its own account; or


(3)AAbonds, notes, and other obligations issued by the


Tennessee Valley Authority or by the United States Postal Service.


(f)AAA state bank may not invest more than an amount equal to


25 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus in


investment grade adjustable rate preferred stock and money market


(auction rate) preferred stock.


(g)AAA state bank may deposit money in a federally insured


financial institution, a Federal Reserve Bank, or a Federal Home
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Loan Bank without limitation.


(h)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer and


carry out this section, including rules to:


(1)AAdefine or further define terms used by this


section;


(2)AAestablish limits, requirements, or exemptions


other than those specified by this section for particular classes


or categories of securities; and


(3)AAlimit or expand investment authority for state


banks for particular classes or categories of securities.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 34.102.AATRANSACTION IN BANK SHARES. (a) A state bank


may not acquire a lien by pledge or otherwise on its own shares, or


otherwise purchase or acquire title to its own shares, except:


(1)AAas necessary to avoid or minimize a loss on a loan


or investment previously made in good faith; or


(2)AAas provided by Subsection (b).


(b)AAWith the prior written approval of the banking


commissioner or as permitted by rules adopted under this subtitle,


a state bank may acquire title to its own shares and hold those


shares as treasury stock.AATreasury stock acquired under this


subsection is not considered an equity investment.


(c)AAIf a state bank acquires a lien on or title to its own


shares under this section, the lien may not by its original terms


extend for more than two years.AAExcept with the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner, the bank may not hold title to


its own shares for more than one year.


(d)AAA state bank may make loans on the collateral security


of securities issued by an affiliate, if the loan is subject to and


in compliance with the provisions of Sections 23A and 23B, Federal


Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. Sections 371c and 371c-1), as amended,


applicable to nonmember insured state banks by virtue of Section
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18(j)(1), Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1828(j)(1)), as amended.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.12, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 36, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.103.AABANK SUBSIDIARIES. (a) Subject to this


section and except as otherwise provided by this subtitle or rules


adopted under this subtitle, a state bank may conduct any activity


or make any investment through an operating subsidiary that a state


bank or a bank holding company, including a financial holding


company, is authorized to conduct or make under state or federal law


if the operating subsidiary is adequately empowered and


appropriately licensed to conduct its business.


(b)AAExcept for investment in a subsidiary engaging solely in


activities that may be engaged in directly by the bank and that are


conducted on the same terms and conditions that govern the conduct


of the activities by the bank, a state bank without the prior


written approval of the banking commissioner may not invest more


than an amount equal to 10 percent of its unimpaired capital and


surplus in a single subsidiary. For purposes of this subsection,


the amount of a state bank’s investment in a subsidiary is the sum


of the amount of the bank’s investment in securities issued by the


subsidiary and any loans and extensions of credit from the bank to


the subsidiary.


(c)AAA state bank may not establish or acquire a subsidiary


or a controlling interest in a subsidiary that engages in


activities as principal in which the bank is prohibited from


engaging directly unless:


(1)AAthe state bank’s investment in the subsidiary has


been allowed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation under


Section 24, Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1831a); or


(2)AAwith respect to a subsidiary engaged in activities


as principal that a national bank may conduct only through a
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financial subsidiary, including firm underwriting of equity


securities other than as permitted by Section 34.101, and not


otherwise engaged in activities as principal that are impermissible


for a state bank or a financial subsidiary of a national bank, the


subsidiary ’s activities and the bank’s investment are in compliance


with the restrictions and requirements of Section 46, Federal


Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831w).


(d)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this subtitle or a rule


adopted under this subtitle, a state bank may not make a


non-controlling minority investment in equity securities of a


company unless:


(1)AAthe investment or company is described by


Subsection (c)(2) or Section 34.104 or 34.105;


(2)AAthe company engages solely in activities that are


part of or incidental to the permissible business of a state bank


under this subtitle and:


(A)AAthe state bank is adequately empowered to


prevent the company from engaging in activities not part of or


incidental to the permissible business of a state bank or, as a


practical matter, is otherwise enabled to withdraw or liquidate its


investment in the company in such an event;


(B)AAas a legal and accounting matter, the loss


exposure of the state bank with respect to the activities of the


company is limited and does not include any open-ended liability


for an obligation of the company; and


(C)AAthe investment is convenient or useful to the


state bank in carrying out its business and is not a mere passive


investment unrelated to the bank’s banking business; or


(3)AAthe investment is made indirectly through an


operating subsidiary in equity securities issued by:


(A)AAanother bank;


(B)AAa company that engages solely in an activity


that is permissible for a bank service corporation or a bank holding


company subsidiary; or


(C)AAa company that engages solely in activities


as agent or trustee or in a brokerage, custodial, advisory, or


administrative capacity, or in a substantially similar capacity.
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(e)AAA state bank that intends to acquire, establish, or


perform new activities through a subsidiary shall submit a letter


to the banking commissioner describing in detail the proposed


activities of the subsidiary. The bank may acquire or establish a


subsidiary or perform new activities in an existing subsidiary


beginning on the 31st day after the date the banking commissioner


receives the bank’s letter unless the banking commissioner


specifies an earlier or later date. The banking commissioner may


extend the 30-day period on a determination that the bank’s letter


raises issues that require additional information or additional


time for analysis. If the period is extended, the bank may acquire


or establish a subsidiary, or may perform new activities in an


existing subsidiary, only on prior written approval of the banking


commissioner.


(f)AAA subsidiary of a state bank is subject to regulation by


the banking commissioner to the extent provided by Chapter 11 or 12,


this subtitle, or rules adopted under this subtitle. In the absence


of limiting rules, the banking commissioner may regulate a


subsidiary as if it were a state bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 5, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A34.104.AAMUTUAL FUNDS. (a) A state bank may invest for


its own account in equity securities of an investment company


registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C.


Section 80a-1 et seq.) and the Securities Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C.


Section 77a et seq.) if the portfolio of the investment company


consists wholly of investments in which the bank could invest


directly for its own account.


(b)AAIf the portfolio of an investment company described by


Subsection (a) consists wholly of investments in which the bank


could invest directly without limitation, the bank may invest in
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the investment company without limitation.


(c)AAThe bank may invest not more than an amount equal to 15


percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus in an


investment company described by Subsection (a) the portfolio of


which contains an investment or obligation in which the bank could


not invest directly without limitation under this chapter.


(d)AAA state bank that invests in an investment company as


provided by Subsection (c) shall periodically determine that its


pro rata share of any security in the portfolio of the investment


company combined with the bank’s pro rata share of that security


held by all other investment companies in which the bank has


invested and with the bank’s own direct investment and loan


holdings is not in excess of applicable investment and lending


limitations.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 37, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.105.AAOTHER DIRECT EQUITY INVESTMENTS. (a) A state


bank may purchase for its own account equity securities of any class


issued by:


(1)AAa bank service corporation, except that the bank


may not invest more than an amount equal to 15 percent of the bank’s


unimpaired capital and surplus in a single bank service corporation


or more than an amount equal to five percent of its assets in all


bank service corporations;


(2)AAan agricultural credit corporation, except that


the bank may not invest more than an amount equal to 30 percent of


the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus in the agricultural


credit corporation unless the bank owns at least 80 percent of the


equity securities of the agricultural credit corporation;


(3)AAa small business investment company if the


aggregate investment does not exceed an amount equal to 10 percent


of the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus;
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(4)AAa banker’s bank if the aggregate investment does


not exceed an amount equal to 15 percent of the bank’s unimpaired


capital and surplus or result in the bank acquiring or retaining


ownership, control, or power to vote more than five percent of any


class of voting securities of the banker’s bank; or


(5)AAa housing corporation if the sum of the amount of


investment and the amount of loans and commitments for loans to the


housing corporation does not exceed an amount equal to 10 percent of


the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus.


(b)AAOn written application, the banking commissioner may


authorize investments in excess of a limitation of Subsection (a)


if the banking commissioner concludes that:


(1)AAthe excess investment is not precluded by other


applicable law; and


(2)AAthe safety and soundness of the requesting bank


would not be adversely affected.


(c)AAFor purposes of this section:


(1)AA"Agricultural credit corporation" means a company


organized solely to make loans to farmers and ranchers for


agricultural purposes, including the breeding, raising, fattening,


or marketing of livestock.


(2)AA"Banker’s bank" means a bank insured by the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation or a bank holding company that owns


or controls such an insured bank if:


(A)AAall equity securities of the bank or bank


holding company, other than director ’s qualifying shares or shares


issued under an employee compensation plan, are owned by depository


institutions or depository institution holding companies; and


(B)AAthe bank or bank holding company and all its


subsidiaries are engaged exclusively in providing:


(i)AAservices to or for other depository


institutions, depository institution holding companies, and the


directors, officers, and employees of other depository


institutions and depository institution holding companies; and


(ii)AAcorrespondent banking services at the


request of other depository institutions, depository institution


holding companies, or their subsidiaries.
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(3)AA"Bank service corporation" has the meaning


assigned by the Bank Service Corporation Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1861 et seq.) or a successor to that Act.


(4)AA"Housing corporation" means a corporation


organized under Title IX of the Housing and Urban Development Act of


1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3931 et seq.), a partnership, limited


partnership, or joint venture organized under Section 907(a) or (c)


of that Act (42 U.S.C. Section 3937(a) or (c)), or a housing


corporation organized under the laws of this state to engage in or


finance low-income and moderate-income housing developments or


projects.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 38, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 34.106.AAINVESTMENTS TO PROMOTE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.


(a) A state bank may make investments of a predominantly civic,


community, or public nature, including investments providing


housing, services, or jobs or promoting the welfare of low-income


and moderate-income communities or families.


(b)AAThe bank may make the investments directly or by


purchasing equity securities in an entity primarily engaged in


making those investments. The bank may not make an investment that


would expose the bank to unlimited liability.


(c)AAA bank may serve as a community partner and make


investments in a community partnership, as those terms are defined


by the Riegle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act


of 1994 (Pub. L. 103-325).


(d)AAA bank’s aggregate investments under this section may


not exceed an amount equal to 15 percent of the bank’s unimpaired


capital and surplus.


(e)AANotwithstanding any other law, a bank’s exposure to a


single project or entity described by this section, including all


investments, loans, and commitments for loans, may not exceed 25
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percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus without the


prior authorization of the banking commissioner in response to a


written application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.13, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 4 (S.B. 726), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 4 (S.B. 726), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A34.107.AAENGAGING IN COMMERCE PROHIBITED. (a) A state


bank may not buy, sell, or otherwise deal in goods in trade or


commerce or own or operate a business not part of the business of


banking except:


(1)AAas necessary to avoid or minimize a loss on a loan


or investment previously made in good faith; or


(2)AAas otherwise provided by this subtitle or rules


adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAEngaging in an approved activity, directly or through a


subsidiary, that is a financial activity or incidental or


complementary to a financial activity, whether as principal or


agent, is not considered to be engaging in commerce.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER C. LOANS


Sec.A34.201.AALENDING LIMITS. (a) Without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner, the total loans and


extensions of credit by a state bank to a person outstanding at one


time may not exceed an amount equal to 25 percent of the bank’s


unimpaired capital and surplus.AAThis limitation does not apply to:


(1)AAliability as endorser or guarantor of commercial


or business paper discounted by or assigned to the bank by its owner


who has acquired it in the ordinary course of business;


(2)AAindebtedness evidenced by bankers ’ acceptances as
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described by 12 U.S.C. Section 372 and issued by other banks;


(3)AAindebtedness secured by a bill of lading,


warehouse receipt, or similar document transferring or securing


title to readily marketable goods, except that:


(A)AAthe goods must be insured if it is customary


to insure those goods; and


(B)AAthe aggregate indebtedness of a person under


this subdivision may not exceed an amount equal to 50 percent of the


bank’s unimpaired capital and surplus;


(4)AAindebtedness evidenced by notes or other paper


secured by liens on agricultural products in secure and properly


documented storage in bonded warehouses or elevators if the value


of the collateral is not less than 125 percent of the amount of the


indebtedness and the bank’s interest in the collateral is


adequately insured against loss, except that the aggregate


indebtedness of a person under this subdivision may not exceed an


amount equal to 50 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and


surplus;


(5)AAindebtedness of another depository institution


arising out of loans with settlement periods of less than one week;


(6)AAindebtedness arising out of the daily transaction


of the business of a clearinghouse association in this state;


(7)AAliability under an agreement by a third party to


repurchase from the bank an investment security listed in Section


34.101(d) to the extent that the agreed repurchase price does not


exceed the original purchase price to the bank or the market value


of the investment security;


(8)AAthe portion of an indebtedness that this state, an


agency or political subdivision of this state, the United States,


or an instrumentality of the United States has unconditionally


agreed to repay, purchase, insure, or guarantee;


(9)AAindebtedness secured by securities listed in


Section 34.101(d) to the extent that the market value of the


securities equals or exceeds the indebtedness;


(10)AAthe portion of an indebtedness that is fully


secured by a segregated deposit account in the lending bank;


(11)AAloans and extensions of credit arising from the
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purchase of negotiable or nonnegotiable installment consumer paper


that carries a full recourse endorsement or unconditional guarantee


by the person transferring the paper if:


(A)AAthe bank’s files or the knowledge of its


officers of the financial condition of each maker of the consumer


paper is reasonably adequate; and


(B)AAan officer of the bank designated for that


purpose by the board certifies in writing that the bank is relying


primarily on the responsibility of each maker for payment of the


loans or extensions of credit and not on a full or partial recourse


endorsement or guarantee by the transferor;


(12)AAthe portion of an indebtedness in excess of the


limitation of this subsection that is fully secured by marketable


securities or bullion with a market value at least equal to the


amount of the overage, as determined by reliable and continuously


available price quotations, except that the exempted indebtedness


or overage of a person under this subdivision may not exceed an


amount equal to 15 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and


surplus;


(13)AAindebtedness of an affiliate of the bank if the


transaction with the affiliate is subject to the restrictions and


limitations of 12 U.S.C. Section 371c;


(14)AAindebtedness of an operating subsidiary of the


bank other than a subsidiary described by Section 34.103(c)(2); and


(15)AAthe portion of the indebtedness of a person


secured in good faith by a purchase money lien taken by the bank in


exchange for the sale of real or personal property owned by the bank


if the sale is in the best interest of the bank.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to administer


this section, including rules to:


(1)AAdefine or further define terms used by this


section;


(2)AAestablish limits, requirements, or exemptions


other than those specified by this section for particular classes


or categories of loans or extensions of credit; and


(3)AAestablish collective lending and investment


limits.
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(c)AAThe banking commissioner may determine whether a loan or


extension of credit putatively made to a person will be attributed


to another person for purposes of this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.202.AAVIOLATION OF LENDING LIMIT. (a) An officer,


director, or employee of a state bank who approves or participates


in the approval of a loan with actual knowledge that the loan


violates Section 34.201 is jointly and severally liable to the bank


for the lesser of the amount by which the loan exceeded applicable


lending limits or the bank’s actual loss.AAThe person remains


liable for that amount until the loan and all prior indebtedness of


the borrower to the bank have been fully repaid.


(b)AAThe bank may initiate a proceeding to collect an amount


due under this section at any time before the fourth anniversary of


the date the borrower defaults on the subject loan or any prior


indebtedness.


(c)AAA person who is liable for and pays amounts to the bank


under this section is entitled to an assignment of the bank’s claim


against the borrower to the extent of the payments.


(d)AAFor purposes of this section, an officer, director, or


employee of a state bank is presumed to know the amount of the


bank’s lending limit under Section 34.201(a) and the amount of the


borrower’s aggregate outstanding indebtedness to the bank


immediately before a new loan or extension of credit to that


borrower.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 39, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.203.AALOAN EXPENSES AND FEES. (a) A bank may


require a borrower to pay all reasonable expenses and fees incurred
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in connection with the making, closing, disbursing, extending,


readjusting, or renewing of a loan, regardless of whether those


expenses or fees are paid to third parties. A fee charged by the


bank under this section may not exceed the cost the bank reasonably


expects to incur in connection with the transaction to which the fee


relates. Payment for those expenses may be:


(1)AAcollected by the bank from the borrower and:


(A)AAretained by the bank; or


(B)AApaid to a person rendering services for which


a charge has been made; or


(2)AApaid directly by the borrower to a third party to


whom they are payable.


(b)AAThis section does not authorize the bank to charge its


borrower for payment of fees and expenses to an officer or director


of the bank for services rendered in the person’s capacity as an


officer or director.


(c)AAA bank may charge a penalty for prepayment or late


payment. Only one penalty may be charged by the bank on each past


due payment. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, prepayment of


principal must be applied on the final installment of the note or


other obligation until that installment is fully paid, and further


prepayments must be applied on installments in the inverse order of


their maturity.


(d)AAFees and expenses charged and collected as provided by


this section are not considered a part of the interest or


compensation charged by the bank for the use, forbearance, or


detention of money.


(e)AATo the extent of any conflict between this section and a


provision of Subtitle B, Title 4, the provision of Subtitle B, Title


4, prevails.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 40, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.204.AALEASE FINANCING TRANSACTION. (a) Subject to


rules adopted under this subtitle, a state bank may, directly or
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indirectly through an operating subsidiary, provide the equivalent


of a financing transaction by acting as lessor under a lease for the


benefit of a customer.


(b)AAWithout the written approval of the banking


commissioner to continue holding property acquired for leasing


purposes under this subsection, the bank may not hold personal


property more than six months or real property more than two years


after the date of expiration of the original or any extended or


renewed lease period agreed to by the customer for whom the property


was acquired or by a subsequent lessee.


(c)AAA rental payment received by the bank in a lease


financing transaction under this section is considered to be rent


and not interest or compensation for the use, forbearance, or


detention of money. However, a lease financing transaction is


considered to be a loan or extension of credit for purposes of


Sections 34.201 and 34.202.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER D. DEPOSITS


Sec.A34.301.AANATURE OF DEPOSIT CONTRACT. (a) A deposit


contract between a bank and an account holder is considered a


contract in writing for all purposes and may be evidenced by one or


more agreements, deposit tickets, signature cards, or notices as


provided by Section 34.302, or by other documentation as provided


by law.


(b)AAA cause of action for denial of deposit liability on a


deposit contract without a maturity date does not accrue until the


bank has denied liability and given notice of the denial to the


account holder. A bank that provides an account statement or


passbook to the account holder is considered to have denied


liability and given the notice as to any amount not shown on the


statement or passbook.


(c)AATo the extent provided by Section 4.102(c), Business &


Commerce Code, the laws of this state govern a deposit contract


between a bank and a consumer account holder if the branch or
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separate office of the bank that accepts the deposit contract is


located in this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.012, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A34.302.AAAMENDMENT OF DEPOSIT CONTRACT. (a) A bank and


its account holder may amend the deposit contract by agreement or as


permitted by Subsection (b) or other law.


(b)AAA bank may amend a deposit contract by mailing a written


notice of the amendment to the account holder, separately or as an


enclosure with or part of the account holder’s statement of account


or passbook. The notice must include the text and effective date of


the amendment. The bank is required to deliver the notice to only


one of the account holders of a deposit account that has more than


one account holder. The effective date may not be earlier than the


30th day after the date of mailing the notice unless the amendment:


(1)AAis made to comply with a statute or rule that


authorizes an earlier effective date;


(2)AAdoes not reduce the interest rate on the account or


otherwise adversely affect the account holder; or


(3)AAis made for a reason relating to security of an


account.


(c)AAExcept for a disclosure required to be made under


Section 34.303 or the Truth in Savings Act (12 U.S.C. Section 4301


et seq.) or other federal law, before renewal of an account a notice


of amendment is not required under Subsection (b) for:


(1)AAa change in the interest rate on a variable-rate


account, including a money market or negotiable order of withdrawal


account;


(2)AAa change in a term for a time account with a


maturity of one month or less if the deposit contract authorizes the


change in the term; or


(3)AAa change contemplated and permitted by the


original contract.


(d)AAAn amendment under Subsection (b) may reduce the rate of


interest or eliminate interest on an account without a maturity


date.
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(e)AAAmendment of a deposit contract made in compliance with


this section is not a violation of the Deceptive Trade


Practices-Consumer Protection Act (Section 17.41 et seq., Business


& Commerce Code).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A34.303.AAFEES; DISCLOSURES. (a) Except as otherwise


provided by law, a bank may charge an account holder a fee, service


charge, or penalty relating to service or activity of a deposit


account, including a fee for an overdraft, insufficient fund check,


or stop payment order.


(b)AAExcept as otherwise provided by the Truth in Savings Act


(12 U.S.C. Section 4301 et seq.) or other federal law, a bank shall


disclose the amount of each fee, charge, or penalty related to an


account or, if the amount of a fee, charge, or penalty cannot be


stated, the method of computing the fee, charge, or penalty. The


disclosure must be made by written notice delivered or mailed to


each customer opening an account not later than the 10th business


day after the date the account is opened. A bank that increases or


adds a new fee, charge, or penalty shall give notice of the change


to each affected account holder in the manner provided by Section


34.302(b) for notice of an amendment of a deposit contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A34.304.AASECURING DEPOSITS. (a) A state bank may not


create a lien on its assets or secure the repayment of a deposit


except as authorized or required by this section, rules adopted


under this subtitle, or other law.


(b)AAA state bank may pledge its assets to secure a deposit


of:


(1)AAany state or an agency, political subdivision, or


instrumentality of any state;


(2)AAthe United States or an agency or instrumentality


of the United States;


(3)AAany federally recognized Indian tribe;AAor


(4)AAanother entity to the same extent and subject to


the same limitations as may be authorized by the law of this state
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or of the United States for any other depository institution doing


business in this state.


(c)AAThis section does not prohibit the pledge of assets to


secure the repayment of money borrowed or the purchase of excess


deposit insurance from a private insurance company.


(d)AAAn act, deed, conveyance, pledge, or contract in


violation of this section is void.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A34.305.AADEPOSIT ACCOUNT OF MINOR. (a) Except as


otherwise provided by this section, a bank lawfully doing business


in this state may enter into a deposit account with a minor as the


sole and absolute owner of the account and may pay checks and


withdrawals and otherwise act with respect to the account on the


order of the minor. A payment or delivery of rights to a minor who


holds a deposit account evidenced by an acquittance signed by the


minor discharges the bank to the extent of the payment made or


rights delivered.


(b)AAThe disabilities of minority of a minor who is the sole


and absolute owner of the deposit account are removed for the


limited purpose of enabling:


(1)AAthe minor to enter into a depository contract with


the bank; and


(2)AAthe bank to enforce the contract against the


minor, including collection of an overdraft or account fee and


submission of account history to an account reporting agency or


credit reporting bureau.


(c)AAA parent or legal guardian of a minor may deny the


minor’s authority to control, transfer, draft on, or make a


withdrawal from the minor’s deposit account by notifying the bank


in writing. On receipt of the notice by the bank, the minor may not


control, transfer, draft on, or make a withdrawal from the account


during minority except with the joinder of a parent or legal


guardian of the minor.
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(d)AAIf a minor with a deposit account dies, the acquittance


of the minor’s parent or legal guardian discharges the liability of


the bank to the extent of the acquittance, except that the aggregate


discharges under this subsection may not exceed $3,000.


(e)AASubsection (a) does not authorize a loan to the minor by


the bank, whether on pledge of the minor’s savings account or


otherwise, or bind the minor to repay a loan made except as provided


by Subsection (b) or other law or unless the depository institution


has obtained the express consent and joinder of a parent or legal


guardian of the minor. This subsection does not apply to an


inadvertent extension of credit because of an overdraft from


insufficient funds, a returned check or deposit, or another


shortage in a depository account resulting from normal banking


operations.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A34.306.AATRUST ACCOUNT WITH LIMITED DOCUMENTATION.


(a)AASubject to Subchapter B, Chapter 111, and Chapters 112 and


113, Estates Code, a bank may accept and administer a deposit


account:


(1)AAthat is opened with the bank by one or more persons


expressly as a trustee for one or more other named persons; and


(2)AAfor which further notice of the existence and


terms of a trust is not given in writing to the bank.


(b)AAFor a deposit account that is opened with a bank by one


or more persons expressly as a trustee for one or more other named


persons under or purporting to be under a written trust agreement,


the trustee may provide the bank with a certificate of trust to


evidence the trust relationship.AAThe certificate must be an


affidavit of the trustee and must include the effective date of the


trust, the name of the trustee, the name of or method for choosing


successor trustees, the name and address of each beneficiary, the


authority granted to the trustee, the disposition of the account on


the death of the trustee or the survivor of two or more trustees,


other information required by the bank, and an indemnification of


the bank.AAThe bank may accept and administer the account, subject


to Subchapter B, Chapter 111, and Chapters 112 and 113, Estates
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Code, in accordance with the certificate of trust without requiring


a copy of the trust agreement.AAThe bank is not liable for


administering the account as provided by the certificate of trust,


even if the certificate of trust is contrary to the terms of the


trust agreement, unless the bank has actual knowledge of the terms


of the trust agreement.


(c)AAOn the death of the trustee or of the survivor of two or


more trustees, the bank may pay all or part of the withdrawal value


of the account with interest as provided by the certificate of


trust.AAIf the trustee did not deliver a certificate of trust, the


bank’s right to treat the account as owned by a trustee ceases on


the death of the trustee.AAOn the death of the trustee or of the


survivor of two or more trustees, the bank, unless the certificate


of trust provides otherwise, shall pay the withdrawal value of the


account with interest in equal shares to the persons who survived


the trustee, are named as beneficiaries in the certificate of


trust, and can be located by the bank from its own records.AAIf


there is not a certificate of trust, payment of the withdrawal value


and interest shall be made as provided by Subchapter B, Chapter 111,


and Chapters 112 and 113, Estates Code.AAAny payment made under


this section for all or part of the withdrawal value and interest


discharges any liability of the bank to the extent of the


payment.AAThe bank may pay all or part of the withdrawal value and


interest in the manner provided by this section, regardless of


whether it has knowledge of a competing claim, unless the bank


receives actual knowledge that payment has been restrained by court


order.


(d)AAThis section does not obligate a bank to accept a


deposit account from a trustee who does not furnish a copy of the


trust agreement or to search beyond its own records for the location


of a named beneficiary.


(e)AAThis section does not affect a contractual provision to


the contrary that otherwise complies with the laws of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.008, eff. September 1, 2015.
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Sec.A34.307.AARIGHT OF SET-OFF. (a) Except as otherwise


provided by the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et


seq.) or other federal law, a bank has a right of set-off, without


further agreement or action, against all accounts owned by a


depositor to whom or on whose behalf the bank has made an advance of


money by loan, overdraft, or otherwise if the bank has previously


disclosed this right to the depositor. If the depositor defaults in


the repayment or satisfaction of the obligation, the bank, without


notice to or consent of the depositor, may set off or cancel on its


books all or part of the accounts owned by the depositor and apply


the value of the accounts in payment of and to the extent of the


obligation.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, a default occurs when an


obligor has failed to make a payment as provided by the terms of the


loan or other credit obligation and a grace period provided for by


the agreement or law has expired. An obligation is not required to


be accelerated or matured for a default to authorize set-off of the


depositor’s obligation against the defaulted payment.


(c)AAA bank may not exercise its right of set-off under this


section against an account unless the account is due the depositor


in the same capacity as the defaulted credit obligation.AAA trust


account for which a depositor is trustee, including a trustee under


a certificate of trust delivered under Section 34.306(b), is not


subject to the right of set-off under this section unless the trust


relationship is solely evidenced by the account card as provided by


Subchapter B, Chapter 111, and Chapters 112 and 113, Estates Code.


(d)AAThis section does not limit the exercise of another


right of set-off, including a right under contract or common law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.009, eff. September 1, 2015.
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fi.341.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 341. GENERAL PROVISIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. DEFINITIONS AND TIME COMPUTATION


Sec.A341.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Authorized lender" means a person who holds a


license issued under Chapter 342, a bank, or a savings association.


(2)AA"Bank" means a person:


(A)AAorganized as a state bank under Subtitle A,


Title 3, or under similar laws of another state if the deposits of a


bank from another state are insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation; or


(B)AAorganized as a national bank under 12 U.S.C.


Section 21 et seq., as subsequently amended.


(3)AA"Cash advance" means the total of the amount of


cash or its equivalent that the borrower receives and the amount


that is paid at the borrower ’s direction or request, on the


borrower’s behalf, or for the borrower ’s benefit.


(4)AA"Commissioner" means the consumer credit


commissioner.


(5)AA"Credit union" means a person:


(A)AAdoing business under Subtitle D, Title 3; or


(B)AAorganized under the Federal Credit Union Act


(12 U.S.C. Section 1751 et seq.), as subsequently amended.


(6)AA"Deferred presentment transaction" means a


transaction in which:


(A)AAa cash advance in whole or part is made in


exchange for a personal check or authorization to debit a deposit


account;


(B)AAthe amount of the check or authorized debit


equals the amount of the advance plus a fee; and


(C)AAthe person making the advance agrees that the


check will not be cashed or deposited or the authorized debit will


not be made until a designated future date.
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(7)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas or a subcommittee created by rule of the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(8)AA"Interest" has the meaning assigned by Section


301.002.


(9)AA"Loan" has the meaning assigned by Section 301.002


and includes a sale-leaseback transaction and a deferred


presentment transaction.


(10)AA"Sale-leaseback transaction" means a transaction


in which a person sells personal property used primarily for


personal, family, or household use and the buyer of the property


agrees to lease the property back to the seller. In a


sale-leaseback transaction:


(A)AAthe buyer is a creditor and the seller is an


obligor;


(B)AAan agreement to defer payment of a debt and an


obligation to pay the debt are established; and


(C)AAany amount received by the buyer in excess of


the price paid for the property by the buyer is interest subject to


this subtitle.


(11)AA"Savings association" means a person:


(A)AAorganized as a state savings and loan


association or savings bank under Subtitle B or C, Title 3, or under


similar laws of another state if the deposits of the savings


association from another state are insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation; or


(B)AAorganized as a federal savings and loan


association or savings bank under the Home Owners’ Loan Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1461 et seq.), as subsequently amended.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.033, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A341.002.AACOMPUTATION OF MONTH. (a) For the


computation of time in this subtitle, a month is the period from a


date in a month to the corresponding date in the succeeding month.


If the succeeding month does not have a corresponding date, the
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period ends on the last day of the succeeding month.


(b)AAFor the computation of a fraction of a month, a day is


equal to one-thirtieth of a month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. REGULATING OFFICIAL


Sec.A341.101.AACONSUMER CREDIT COMMISSIONER. The consumer


credit commissioner has the powers and shall perform all duties


relating to the issuance of a license under this subtitle and is


responsible for the other administration of this subtitle except as


provided by this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A341.102.AAREGULATION OF BANKS. (a) The banking


commissioner shall enforce this subtitle relating to the regulation


of a state bank operating under this subtitle.


(b)AAThe official exercising authority over the operations


of national banks equivalent to the authority exercised by the


banking commissioner over state banks may enforce this subtitle


relating to the regulation of a national bank operating under this


subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 341.103.AAREGULATION OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS, LICENSED


MORTGAGE BROKERS AND LOAN OFFICERS, AND REGISTERED MORTGAGE BANKERS


AND LICENSED LOAN OFFICERS. (a) The savings and mortgage lending


commissioner shall enforce this subtitle relating to the regulation


of:


(1)AAstate savings associations operating under this


subtitle;


(2)AAstate savings banks operating under this subtitle;


(3)AApersons licensed under Chapter 156; and


(4)AApersons registered or licensed under Chapter 157.


(b)AAThe official exercising authority over the operation of


federal savings associations equivalent to the authority exercised


by the savings and mortgage lending commissioner over state savings
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associations may enforce this subtitle relating to the regulation


of a federal savings association operating under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.034, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.060,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 9, eff.


April 1, 2010.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1147 (H.B. 2779), Sec. 10,


eff. April 1, 2010.


Sec.A341.104.AAREGULATION OF CREDIT UNIONS. (a) The credit


union commissioner shall enforce this subtitle relating to the


regulation of state credit unions operating under this subtitle.


(b)AAThe official exercising authority over federal credit


unions equivalent to the authority exercised by the credit union


commissioner may enforce this subtitle relating to the regulation


of a federal credit union operating under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. REVISED CEILINGS AND BRACKETS


Sec.A341.201.AADEFINITIONS OF INDEXES. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Consumer price index" means the Consumer Price


Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers: U.S. City


Average, All Items, 1967=100, compiled by the Bureau of Labor


Statistics, United States Department of Labor, or, if that index is


canceled or superseded, the index chosen by the Bureau of Labor


Statistics as most accurately reflecting the changes in the


purchasing power of the dollar for consumers.


(2)AA"Reference base index" means the consumer price


index for December 1967.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A341.202.AAREVISION OF CEILING OR BRACKET. (a) Each


year the commissioner shall compute, in accordance with Section


341.203, the amount of each:


(1)AAceiling on a cash advance regulated under this


subtitle that is required to be revised; and


(2)AAbracket that establishes a range of cash advances


or balances to which a maximum charge provided by this subtitle


applies and that is required to be revised.


(b)AAThe revised ceiling or bracket amount takes effect on


July 1 of the year of its computation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A341.203.AACOMPUTATION OF REVISED CEILING OR BRACKET.


(a) The amount of a revised ceiling or bracket is computed by:


(1)AAdividing the reference base index into the


consumer price index at the end of the preceding year;


(2)AAcomputing the percentage of change under


Subdivision (1) to the nearest whole percent;


(3)AArounding the result computed under Subdivision (2)


to the next lower multiple of 10 percent unless the result computed


under Subdivision (2) is a multiple of 10 percent in which event


that result is used; and


(4)AAmultiplying the reference amount of the ceiling or


bracket provided by this subtitle by the result under Subdivision


(3).


(b)AAIf the consumer price index is revised, the revised


index shall be used to compute amounts under this section after that


revision takes effect. If the revision changes the reference base


index, a revised reference base index shall be used. The revised


reference base index shall bear the same ratio to the reference base


index as the revised consumer price index for the first month in


which it is available bears to the consumer price index for the


first month in which the revised consumer price index is available.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A341.204.AAPUBLICATION OF REVISED CEILING, BRACKET, OR


INDEX INFORMATION. (a) The commissioner shall send the amount of a


revised ceiling or bracket computed under Section 341.203 to the


secretary of state for publication in the Texas Register before May


1 of the year in which the amount of the bracket or ceiling is to


change.


(b)AAIf the consumer price index is revised or superseded,


the commissioner promptly shall send the revised index, the


numerical equivalent of the reference base index under a revised


reference base index, or the designation of the index that


supersedes the consumer price index, as appropriate, to the


secretary of state for publication in the Texas Register.


(c)AAA court may take judicial notice of information


published under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. ADVERTISING REQUIREMENTS


Sec.A341.301.AAINFORMATION ABOUT ADVERTISERS. (a)AAIn each


advertisement that purports to offer credit regulated by this


subtitle, Subtitle C, or Chapter 394, the advertiser shall disclose


the legal or registered name of the advertiser and:


(1)AAshall disclose the street address of the


advertiser ’s place of business unless the advertisement:


(A)AAis located on the premises of the


advertiser ’s place of business; or


(B)AAis broadcast by radio or television; or


(2)AAif the advertisement is broadcast by radio or


television, shall:


(A)AAdisclose the telephone number of the


advertiser; and


(B)AAcomply with the applicable disclosure


requirements of Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Parts 226 and 1026).


(b)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAa federally insured depository institution; or


(2)AAa person engaged in interstate commerce who


advertises under a generally recognized trade name, abbreviated
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form of a trade name, or logo.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER E. PROHIBITIONS AND VIOLATIONS


Sec.A341.401.AADISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED. (a) An


authorized lender or other person involved in a transaction subject


to this title may not deny to an individual who has the capacity to


contract an extension of credit, including a loan, in the


individual ’s name or restrict or limit the credit extended:


(1)AAbecause of sex, race, color, religion, national


origin, marital status, or age;


(2)AAbecause all or part of the individual ’s income


derives from a public assistance program in the form of social


security or supplemental security income; or


(3)AAbecause the individual has in good faith exercised


a right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C. Section


1601 et seq.; 18 U.S.C. Section 891 et seq.).


(b)AAIn interpreting this section, a court or administrative


agency shall be guided by the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1691 et seq.) and regulations under and


interpretations of that Act by the Federal Reserve Board and the


Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to the extent that Act and


those regulations and interpretations can be made applicable to


conduct prohibited by this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A341.402.AAPENALTIES FOR PROHIBITED DISCRIMINATION. (a)


A person who violates Section 341.401 is liable to the aggrieved


individual for:


(1)AAthe actual damages caused by the violation;
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(2)AApunitive damages not to exceed $10,000 in an


action brought by the aggrieved individual; and


(3)AAcourt costs.


(b)AAThe liability of a person under this section is instead


of and not in addition to that person’s liability under the Equal


Credit Opportunity Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1691 et seq.). If the same


act or omission violates Section 341.401 and applicable federal


law, the person aggrieved by that conduct may bring a legal action


to recover monetary damages either under this section or under that


federal law, but not both.


(c)AAIn addition to the other liabilities prescribed by this


section, a person holding a license issued under this subtitle who


violates Section 341.401 is subject to revocation or suspension of


the license or the assessment of civil penalties by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.02, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A341.403.AAFALSE, MISLEADING, OR DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING.


(a) A person may not, in any manner, advertise or cause to be


advertised a false, misleading, or deceptive statement or


representation relating to a rate, term, or condition of a credit


transaction, including a loan, regulated under this subtitle,


Subtitle C, or Chapter 394, or advertise credit terms that the


person does not intend to offer to consumers who qualify for those


terms.


(b)AAIf a rate or charge is stated in advertising, the rate or


charge shall be stated fully and clearly.


(c)AAThe finance commission may not adopt rules restricting


advertising or competitive bidding by a license holder regulated by


the Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner except to prohibit


false, misleading, or deceptive practices.


(d)AAIn its rules to prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive
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practices, the finance commission may not include a rule that:


(1)AArestricts the use of any medium for advertising;


(2)AArestricts the use of a license holder’s personal


appearance or voice in an advertisement;


(3)AArelates to the size or duration of an


advertisement by the license holder; or


(4)AArestricts the license holder’s advertisement under


a trade name, unless the trade name is deceptive.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.03, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A341.404.AAPROHIBITED ACTS RELATING TO A LOAN. A person


may not perform an act, including advertising, or offer a service


that would cause another to believe that the person is offering to


make, arrange, or negotiate a loan that is subject to this subtitle,


Subtitle C, or Chapter 394 unless the person is authorized to


perform the act or offer the service as:


(1)AAa credit service organization under Chapter 393;


(2)AAa pawnbroker under Chapter 371; or


(3)AAan authorized lender.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A341.405.AAPENALTY FOR MAKING ILLEGAL OFFER. (a) A


person commits an offense if the person violates Section 341.404.


An offense under that section is a Class C misdemeanor.


(b)AAA person who violates Section 341.404:


(1)AAmay be prosecuted for the offense; or


(2)AAmay be held liable for:


(A)AAthe penalties under Chapter 349; and


(B)AAcivil penalties assessed by the consumer


credit commissioner.


(c)AAA person is not subject to both prosecution and the


penalties described by Subsection (b)(2).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A341.406.AAWHEN ACT OR OMISSION NOT VIOLATION. An act or


omission does not violate this title if the act or omission conforms


to:


(1)AASubchapter C;


(2)AAa provision determined by the commissioner; or


(3)AAan interpretation of this title that is in effect


at the time of the act or omission and that was made by:


(A)AAthe commissioner under Section 14.108; or


(B)AAan appellate court of this state or the


United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. LICENSING AND REGULATION IN GENERAL


Sec.A341.501.AASTAGGERED RENEWAL. The finance commission by


rule may adopt a system under which licenses under this subtitle


expire on various dates during the year. For the year in which the


license expiration date is changed, the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner shall prorate license fees on a monthly basis so that


each license holder pays only that portion of the license fee that


is allocable to the number of months during which the license is


valid. On renewal of the license on the new expiration date, the


total license renewal fee is payable.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec. 341.502.AAFORM OF LOAN CONTRACT AND RELATED DOCUMENTS.


(a)AAA contract for a loan under Chapter 342, a retail installment


transaction under Chapter 348, or a home equity loan regulated by


the Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner must be:


(1)AAwritten in plain language designed to be easily


understood by the average consumer; and


(2)AAprinted in an easily readable font and type size.


(a-1)AAIf the terms of the agreement for a loan under


Subsection (a) were negotiated in Spanish, a copy of a summary of


those terms and other pertinent information shall be provided to
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the debtor in Spanish in a form identical to disclosures required


for a closed-end transaction under 12 C.F.R. Section 1026.18.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules governing the


form of contracts to which this section applies. The rules must


include model contracts complying with the rules and this section.


(c)AAA person governed by this section is not required to use


a model contract. The person, however, may not use a contract other


than a model contract unless the person has submitted the contract


to the commissioner. The commissioner shall issue an order


disapproving the contract if the commissioner determines that the


contract does not comply with this section or rules adopted under


this section.


(d)AAThe person may begin using a contract submitted under


Subsection (c) on the date it is submitted for review. If the


commissioner issues an order disapproving the contract, the person


may not use the contract after the order takes effect.


(e)AAA person may not represent that the commissioner’s


failure to disapprove a contract constitutes an approval of the


contract by the commissioner, the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner, or the finance commission.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1071 (H.B. 1547), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1071 (H.B. 1547), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 341.503.AAWORK FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS.


(a)AANotwithstanding provisions of this subtitle that prohibit


conducting business at an unlicensed location and except as
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provided by Subsection (b), a person licensed under this subtitle


may allow an employee of the license holder to work from a remote


location if the license holder:


(1)AAensures that in-person consumer interactions will


be conducted at a licensed location;


(2)AAmaintains appropriate safeguards for license


holder and consumer data, information, and records, including the


use of secure virtual private networks where appropriate;


(3)AAemploys appropriate risk-based monitoring and


oversight processes for work performed from a remote location and


maintains records of those processes;


(4)AAensures that consumer information and records are


not maintained at a remote location;


(5)AAensures that license holder and consumer


information and records, including written procedures and training


for work from remote locations authorized under this section, are


accessible and available to the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative on request;


(6)AAprovides appropriate employee training to:


(A)AAkeep all conversations about and with


consumers conducted from a remote location confidential as if


conducted from a licensed location; and


(B)AAensure that remote employees work in an


environment conducive and appropriate to consumer privacy; and


(7)AAadopts, maintains, and follows written procedures


to ensure that:


(A)AAthe license holder and the license holder’s


employees comply with this section and applicable law; and


(B)AAthe employees do not perform an activity that


would be prohibited at a licensed location.


(b)AAThis section applies to an employee of a person licensed


under Chapter 348 or 353 only if the employee engages in making,


servicing, holding, or collecting a retail installment transaction


as defined by Section 348.001 or 353.001, as applicable.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to implement this


section.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 492 (H.B. 3510), Sec. 1,
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eff. September 1, 2021.


SUBCHAPTER G. STATE-LICENSED RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR


RECOVERY FUND


Sec. 341.601.AADEFINITION. In this subchapter, "fund" means


the state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator recovery


fund.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.602.AASTATE-LICENSED RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN


ORIGINATOR RECOVERY FUND. (a) The commissioner under Chapter 180


shall establish, administer, and maintain a state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator recovery fund as provided by


this subchapter.AAThe amounts received by the commissioner for


deposit in the fund shall be held by the commissioner in trust for


carrying out the purposes of the fund.


(b)AASubject to this subsection, the fund shall be used to


reimburse residential mortgage loan applicants for actual damages


incurred because of acts committed by a state-licensed residential


mortgage loan originator who was licensed under Chapter 342, 347,


348, or 351 when the act was committed.AAThe use of the fund is


limited to reimbursement for out-of-pocket losses caused by an act


that constitutes a violation of Chapter 180 or this


subtitle.AAPayments from the fund may not be made to a lender who


makes a residential mortgage loan originated by the state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator or who acquires a residential


mortgage loan originated by the state-licensed residential


mortgage loan originator.


(c)AAThe fund may be used at the discretion of the


commissioner to reimburse expenses incurred to secure and destroy


residential mortgage loan documents that have been abandoned by a


current or former state-licensed residential mortgage loan


originator under the regulatory authority of the agency.


(d)AAPayments from the fund shall be reduced by the amount of


any recovery from the state-licensed residential mortgage loan
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originator or from any surety, insurer, or other person or entity


making restitution to the applicant on behalf of the originator.


(e)AAThe commissioner, as manager of the fund, is entitled to


reimbursement for reasonable and necessary costs and expenses


incurred in the management of the fund, including costs and


expenses incurred with regard to applications filed under Section


341.605.


(f)AAThe commissioner shall remit to the comptroller amounts


received under Section 341.603(a) for deposit in an


interest-bearing deposit account in the Texas Treasury Safekeeping


Trust Company.AAAmounts in the fund may be invested and reinvested


under the prudent person standard described by Section 11b, Article


VII, Texas Constitution, and the interest from those investments


shall be deposited to the credit of the fund. An investment may not


be made under this subsection if the investment will impair the


necessary liquidity required to satisfy payment of claims under


this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 341.603.AAFUNDING. (a) An applicant for an original


residential mortgage loan originator license issued under Chapter


342, 347, 348, or 351 or for renewal of a residential mortgage loan


originator license issued under Chapter 342, 347, 348, or 351


shall, in addition to paying the original application fee or


renewal fee, pay a fee in an amount determined by the


commissioner.AAThe fee shall be deposited in the fund.


(b)AAIf the balance remaining in the fund at the end of a


calendar year is more than $2.5 million, the amount of money in


excess of that amount shall be available to the commissioner to


offset the expenses of participating in and sharing information


with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry in


accordance with Chapter 180.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,
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eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.604.AASTATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. (a) An application


for the recovery of actual damages from the fund under Section


341.605 may not be filed after the second anniversary of the date of


the alleged act or omission causing the actual damages or the date


the act or omission should reasonably have been discovered.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to a subrogation claim


brought by the commissioner for recovery of money paid out of the


fund.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.605.AAPROCEDURE FOR RECOVERY. (a) To recover from


the fund, a residential mortgage loan applicant must file a written


sworn application with the commissioner in the form prescribed by


the commissioner.AAA person who knowingly makes a false statement


in connection with applying for money out of the fund may be subject


to criminal prosecution under Section 37.10, Penal Code.


(b)AAThe residential mortgage loan applicant is required to


show:


(1)AAthat the applicant ’s claim is based on facts


allowing recovery under Section 341.602; and


(2)AAthat the applicant:


(A)AAis not a spouse of the state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator;


(B)AAis not a child, parent, grandchild,


grandparent, or sibling, including relationships by adoption, of


the state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator;


(C)AAis not a person sharing living quarters with


the state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator or a


current or former employer, employee, or associate of the


originator;


(D)AAis not a person who has aided, abetted, or


participated other than as a victim with the state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator in any activity that is


illegal under this subtitle or Chapter 180 or is not the personal
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representative of a state-licensed residential mortgage loan


originator; and


(E)AAis not licensed as a state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator who is seeking to recover any


compensation in the transaction or transactions for which the


application for payment is made.


(c)AAOn receipt of the verified application, the


commissioner’s staff shall:


(1)AAnotify each appropriate license holder and the


issuer of any surety bond issued in connection with their licenses;


and


(2)AAinvestigate the application and issue a


preliminary determination, giving the applicant, the license


holder, and any surety an opportunity to resolve the matter by


agreement or to dispute the preliminary determination.


(d)AAIf the preliminary determination under Subsection


(c)(2) is not otherwise resolved by agreement and is not disputed by


written notice to the commissioner before the 31st day after the


notification date, the preliminary determination automatically


becomes final and the commissioner shall make payment from the


fund, subject to the limits of Section 341.606.


(e)AAIf the preliminary determination under Subsection


(c)(2) is disputed by the applicant, license holder, or any surety


by written notice to the commissioner before the 31st day after the


notification date, the matter shall be set for a hearing governed by


Chapter 2001, Government Code, and the hearing rules of the finance


commission.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.606.AARECOVERY LIMITS. (a) A person entitled to


receive payment out of the fund is entitled to receive


reimbursement of actual, out-of-pocket damages as provided by this


section.


(b)AAA payment from the fund may be made as provided by


Section 341.605 and this section.AAA payment for claims:


(1)AAarising out of the same transaction, including
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interest, is limited in the aggregate to $25,000, regardless of the


number of claimants; and


(2)AAagainst a single person licensed as a residential


mortgage loan originator under Chapter 342, 347, 348, or 351 is


limited in the aggregate to $50,000 until the fund has been


reimbursed for all amounts paid.


(c)AAIn the event there are concurrent claims under


Subsections (b)(1) and (2) that exceed the amounts available under


the fund, the commissioner shall prorate recovery based on the


amount of damage suffered by each claimant.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.607.AAREVOCATION OF LICENSE FOR PAYMENT FROM FUND.


(a) The commissioner may revoke a residential mortgage loan


originator license issued under this subtitle on proof that the


commissioner has made a payment from the fund of any amount toward


satisfaction of a claim against a state-licensed residential


mortgage loan originator under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may seek to collect from a


state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator the amount


paid from the fund on behalf of the originator and any costs


associated with investigating and processing the claim against the


fund or with collection of reimbursement for payments from the


fund, plus interest at the current legal rate until the amount has


been repaid in full.AAAny amount, including interest, recovered by


the commissioner shall be deposited to the credit of the fund.


(c)AAThe commissioner may probate an order revoking a license


under this section.


(d)AAA state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator


on whose behalf payment was made from the fund is not eligible to


receive a new license until the originator has repaid in full, plus


interest at the current legal rate, the amount paid from the fund on


the originator’s behalf and any costs associated with investigating


and processing the claim against the fund or with collection of


reimbursement from the fund.


(e)AAThis section does not limit the authority of the
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commissioner to take disciplinary action against a state-licensed


residential mortgage loan originator for a violation of the chapter


under which the license was issued or the rules adopted by the


finance commission under that chapter.AAThe repayment in full to


the fund of all obligations of a state-licensed residential


mortgage loan originator does not nullify or modify the effect of


any other disciplinary proceeding.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.608.AASUBROGATION. When the commissioner has paid


an applicant an amount from the fund under Section 341.605, the


commissioner is subrogated to all of the rights of the applicant to


the extent of the amount paid.AAThe applicant shall assign the


applicant’s right, title, and interest in any subsequent judgment


against the state-licensed residential mortgage loan originator up


to the amount paid by the commissioner.AAAny amount, including


interest, recovered by the commissioner on the assignment shall be


deposited to the credit of the fund.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.609.AAFAILURE TO COMPLY WITH SUBCHAPTER OR RULE


ADOPTED BY FINANCE COMMISSION. The failure of an applicant under


Section 341.605 to comply with a provision of this subchapter or a


rule adopted by the finance commission relating to the fund


constitutes a waiver of any rights under this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Sec. 341.610.AARULEMAKING. The finance commission may adopt


rules on the commissioner’s recommendation to promote a fair and


orderly administration of the fund consistent with the purposes of


this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 9,


eff. June 19, 2009.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 342. CONSUMER LOANS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS; APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER


Sec.A342.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Irregular transaction" means a loan:


(A)AAthat is payable in installments that are not


consecutive, monthly, and substantially equal in amount; or


(B)AAthe first scheduled installment of which is


due later than one month and 15 days after the date of the loan.


(2)AA"Regular transaction" means a loan:


(A)AAthat is payable in installments that are


consecutive, monthly, and substantially equal in amount; and


(B)AAthe first scheduled installment of which is


due within one month and 15 days after the date of the loan.


(3)AA"Regulated loan license" means a consumer loan


license.


(4)AA"Secondary mortgage loan" means a loan that is:


(A)AAsecured in whole or in part by an interest,


including a lien or security interest, in real property that is:


(i)AAimproved by a dwelling designed for


occupancy by four or fewer families; and


(ii)AAsubject to one or more liens, security


interests, prior mortgages, or deeds of trust; and


(B)AAnot to be repaid before the 91st day after the


date of the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.04, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.002.AAINTEREST COMPUTATION METHODS. (a) The


scheduled installment earnings method is a method to compute an


interest charge by applying a daily rate to the unpaid balance of


the principal amount as if each payment will be made on its


scheduled installment date. A payment received before or after the
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due date does not affect the amount of the scheduled principal


reduction.


(b)AAThe true daily earnings method is a method to compute an


interest charge by applying a daily rate to the unpaid balance of


the principal amount. The earned finance charge is computed by


multiplying the daily rate by the number of days the principal


balance is outstanding.


(c)AAFor the purposes of Subsections (a) and (b), the daily


rate is 1/365th of the equivalent contract rate.


(d)AAInterest under the scheduled installment earnings


method or true daily earnings method may not be compounded.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.05, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A342.003.AAPURCHASE FROM MORTGAGEE. For the purposes of


this chapter, a purchase from a mortgagee of an interest in a


secondary mortgage loan that was made to secure that loan is treated


as if it were a secondary mortgage loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.004.AACONSTITUTIONAL INTEREST; EXEMPTION FOR LOAN


WITH INTEREST RATE OF 10 PERCENT OR LESS. (a) Except as otherwise


fixed by law, the maximum rate of interest is 10 percent a year.


(b)AAA loan providing for a rate of interest that is 10


percent a year or less is not subject to this chapter.


(c)AAA loan described by Section 302.001(d) may provide for a


delinquency charge as provided by that section without being


subject to this chapter or any other provision of this subtitle.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 10, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec. 342.005.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER.AAExcept as provided
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by Sections 302.001(d) and 342.004(c), a loan is subject to this


chapter if the loan:


(1)AAprovides for interest in excess of 10 percent a


year;


(2)AAis extended primarily for personal, family, or


household use to a person who is located in this state at the time


the loan is made;


(3)AAis made by a person engaged in the business of


making, arranging, or negotiating those types of loans; and


(4)AAeither:


(A)AAis not secured by a lien on real property; or


(B)AAis described by Section 342.001(4), 342.301,


or 342.456 and is predominantly payable in monthly installments.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 11, eff. Sept.


1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A342.006.AAEXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN SECONDARY MORTGAGE


LOANS. This chapter does not apply to a secondary mortgage loan


made by a seller of property to secure all or part of the unpaid


purchase price.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.007.AADEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION. The


finance commission shall adopt rules providing for the regulation


of deferred presentment transactions.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A342.008.AAATTEMPT TO EVADE LAW. A person who is a party


to a deferred presentment transaction may not evade the application


of this subtitle or a rule adopted under this subchapter by use of
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any device, subterfuge, or pretense. Characterization of a


required fee as a purchase of a good or service in connection with a


deferred presentment transaction is a device, subterfuge, or


pretense for the purposes of this section.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A342.009.AARETURN OF PROPERTY IN SALE-LEASEBACK


TRANSACTION. The seller in a sale-leaseback agreement may


terminate the agreement at any time by returning the property to the


buyer in substantially the same condition as when the agreement was


entered, less reasonable wear. On return of the property the seller


is liable only for rental and other allowed charges under the


agreement accruing before the date of the return.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES; LICENSE


Sec.A342.051.AALICENSE REQUIRED. (a) A person must hold a


license issued under this chapter to:


(1)AAengage in the business of making, transacting, or


negotiating loans subject to this chapter; or


(2)AAcontract for, charge, or receive, directly or


indirectly, in connection with a loan subject to this chapter, a


charge, including interest, compensation, consideration, or


another expense, authorized under this chapter that in the


aggregate exceeds the charges authorized under other law.


(b)AAA person may not use any device, subterfuge, or pretense


to evade the application of this section.


(c)AAA person is not required to obtain a license under


Subsection (a) if the person is:


(1)AAa bank, savings bank, or savings and loan


association organized under the laws of the United States or under


the laws of the institution’s state of domicile; or


(2)AAsubject to Chapter 651, Insurance Code.


(c-1)AAA person who is licensed or registered under Chapter
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156 or 157 is not required to obtain a license under this section to


make, negotiate, or transact a residential mortgage loan, as


defined by Section 180.002.


(d)AAAn insurance agent licensed under Subchapter B, C, D, or


E, Chapter 4051, Insurance Code, is not required to obtain a license


to negotiate or arrange a loan on behalf of a bank, savings bank, or


savings and loan association provided that the insurance agent or


the bank, savings bank, or savings and loan association does not


make the provision of insurance a condition to apply for or obtain a


loan or service from the bank, savings bank, or savings and loan


association.


(e)AAAn electronic return originator who is an authorized


Internal Revenue Service e-file provider is not required to obtain


a license to make, negotiate, or transact a loan that is based on a


person’s federal income tax refund on behalf of a bank, savings


bank, savings and loan association, or credit union.


(f)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655, Sec.


65(a)(15), eff. September 1, 2011.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.06, eff.


Sept. 1, 1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 604, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.116, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 905 (H.B. 2783), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec. 64, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 655 (S.B. 1124), Sec.


65(a)(15), eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 342.0515.AARESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR


ACTIVITIES. (a) In this section, "Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry" and "residential mortgage loan originator"


have the meanings assigned by Section 180.002.


(b)AAUnless exempt under Section 180.003, or acting under the
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temporary authority described under Section 180.0511, an


individual who acts as a residential mortgage loan originator in


the making, transacting, or negotiating of a loan subject to this


chapter must:


(1)AAbe individually licensed to engage in that


activity under this chapter;


(2)AAbe enrolled with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry as required by Section 180.052; and


(3)AAcomply with other applicable requirements of


Chapter 180 and rules adopted under that chapter.


(c)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission shall


adopt rules establishing procedures for issuing, renewing, and


enforcing an individual license under this section. In adopting


rules under this subsection, the finance commission shall ensure


that:


(1)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for issuance


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.055;


(2)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for renewal


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.059; and


(3)AAthe applicant pays:


(A)AAan investigation fee in a reasonable amount


determined by the commissioner; and


(B)AAa license fee in an amount determined as


provided by Section 14.107.


(d)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 10,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 4, eff.


November 24, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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Sec.A342.052.AAISSUANCE OF MORE THAN ONE LICENSE FOR A


PERSON. (a) The commissioner may issue more than one license to a


person on compliance with this chapter for each license.


(b)AAA person who is required to hold a license under this


chapter must hold a separate license for each office at which loans


are made, negotiated, serviced, held, or collected under this


chapter.


(c)AAA license is not required under this chapter for a place


of business:


(1)AAdevoted to accounting or other recordkeeping; and


(2)AAat which loans are not made, negotiated, serviced,


held, or collected under this chapter or Chapter 346.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.07, eff.


Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec. 342.053.AAAREA OF BUSINESS; LOANS BY MAIL OR ONLINE.


(a) A lender is not limited to making loans to residents of the


community in which the office for which the license or other


authority is granted.


(b)AAA lender may make, negotiate, arrange, and collect loans


by mail or online from a licensed office.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER C. APPLICATION FOR AND ISSUANCE OF LICENSE


Sec.A342.101.AAAPPLICATION REQUIREMENTS. (a) The


application for a license under this chapter must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAgive the approximate location from which business
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is to be conducted;


(3)AAidentify the business’s principal parties in


interest; and


(4)AAcontain other relevant information that the


commissioner requires for the findings required under Section


342.104.


(b)AAOn the filing of one or more license applications, the


applicant shall pay to the commissioner an investigation fee of


$200.


(c)AAOn the filing of each license application, the applicant


shall pay to the commissioner a license fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 14, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A342.102.AABOND. (a) If the commissioner requires, an


applicant for a license under this chapter shall file with the


application a bond that is:


(1)AAin an amount not to exceed the total of:


(A)AA$50,000 for the first license; and


(B)AA$10,000 for each additional license;


(2)AAsatisfactory to the commissioner; and


(3)AAissued by a surety company qualified to do


business as a surety in this state.


(b)AAThe bond must be in favor of this state for the use of


this state and the use of a person who has a cause of action under


this chapter against the license holder.


(c)AAThe bond must be conditioned on:


(1)AAthe license holder’s faithful performance under


this chapter and rules adopted under this chapter; and


(2)AAthe payment of all amounts that become due to the


state or another person under this chapter during the period for


which the bond is given.


(d)AAThe aggregate liability of a surety to all persons
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damaged by the license holder’s violation of this chapter may not


exceed the amount of the bond.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.08, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A342.103.AAINVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION. On the filing


of an application and, if required, a bond, and on payment of the


required fees, the commissioner shall conduct an investigation to


determine whether to issue the license.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.104.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) The


commissioner shall approve the application and issue to the


applicant a license to make loans under this chapter if the


commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe financial responsibility, experience,


character, and general fitness of the applicant are sufficient to:


(A)AAcommand the confidence of the public; and


(B)AAwarrant the belief that the business will be


operated lawfully and fairly, within the purposes of this chapter;


and


(2)AAthe applicant has net assets of at least $25,000


available for the operation of the business.


(b)AAIf the commissioner does not find the eligibility


requirements of Subsection (a), the commissioner shall notify the


applicant.


(c)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (b), the applicant is entitled to a hearing not later


than the 60th day after the date of the request.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 60th day after the date of the filing of a


completed application with payment of the required fees, or if a
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hearing is held, after the date of the completion of the hearing on


the application. The commissioner and the applicant may agree to a


later date in writing.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.105.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF APPLICATION.


If the commissioner denies the application, the commissioner shall


retain the investigation fee and shall return to the applicant the


license fee submitted with the application.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.106.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


chapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 20,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER D. LICENSE


Sec.A342.151.AANAME AND PLACE ON LICENSE. (a) A license


must state:


(1)AAthe name of the license holder; and


(2)AAthe address of the office from which the business


is to be conducted.


(b)AAA license holder may not conduct business under this


chapter under a name or at a place of business in this state other


than the name or office stated on the license.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.152.AALICENSE DISPLAY. A license holder shall


display a license at the place of business provided on the license.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A342.153.AAMINIMUM ASSETS FOR LICENSE. (a) Except as


provided by Subsection (b) or (c), a license holder shall maintain


for each office for which a license is held net assets of at least


$25,000 that are used or readily available for use in conducting the


business of that office.


(b)AAA license holder who held a license under the Texas


Regulatory Loan Act and was issued a license to make loans under


that chapter as provided by Section 4, Chapter 274, Acts of the 60th


Legislature, Regular Session, 1967, shall maintain for the office


for which that license is held net assets of at least $15,000 that


are used or readily available for use in conducting the business of


that office.


(c)AAA license holder who paid the pawnbroker ’s occupational


tax for 1967 and was issued a license to make loans under that


chapter as provided by Section 4, Chapter 274, Acts of the 60th


Legislature, Regular Session, 1967, is exempt from the minimum


assets requirement of Subsection (a) for the office for which that


license is held.


(d)AAIf a license holder holds a license to which Subsection


(b) or (c) applies and subsequently transfers the license to


another person, the minimum assets required under Subsection (a)


shall apply to the license and the subsequent license holder.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.154.AALICENSE FEE. Not later than 30 days before the


date the license expires, a license holder shall pay to the


commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount determined as


provided by Section 14.107.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 15, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 342.155.AAEXPIRATION OF LICENSE ON FAILURE TO PAY FEE.


If the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day after the
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date on which the written notice of delinquency of payment has been


given to the license holder, the license expires on that day.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 342.1555.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSING RENEWAL.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a person who fails


to comply with an order issued by the commissioner to enforce this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 23,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 342.156.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.AAAfter


notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner may suspend


or revoke a license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe license holder failed to pay the license fee,


an examination fee, an investigation fee, or another charge imposed


by the commissioner under this chapter;


(2)AAthe license holder, knowingly or without the


exercise of due care, violated this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter;


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original application


for the license, clearly would have justified the commissioner’s


denial of the application; or


(4)AAthe license holder has failed to ensure that an


individual acting as a residential mortgage loan originator, as


defined by Section 180.002, in the making, transacting, or


negotiating of a loan subject to this chapter is licensed under this


chapter in accordance with Section 342.0515.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 11, eff.
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June 19, 2009.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A342.157.AACORPORATE CHARTER FORFEITURE. (a) A license


holder who violates this chapter is subject to revocation of the


holder’s license and, if the license holder is a corporation,


forfeiture of its charter.


(b)AAWhen the attorney general is notified of a violation of


this chapter and revocation of a license, the attorney general


shall file suit in a district court in Travis County, if the license


holder is a corporation, for forfeiture of the license holder’s


charter.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.158.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION FILED WITH


PUBLIC RECORDS. The decision of the commissioner on the suspension


or revocation of a license and the evidence considered by the


commissioner in making the decision shall be filed in the public


records of the commissioner.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.159.AAREINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENDED LICENSE; ISSUANCE


OF NEW LICENSE AFTER REVOCATION. The commissioner may reinstate a


suspended license or issue a new license on application to a person


whose license has been revoked if at the time of the reinstatement


or issuance no fact or condition exists that clearly would have


justified the commissioner’s denial of an original application for


the license.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.160.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE.AAA license holder may


surrender a license issued under this chapter by complying with the


commissioner’s written instructions relating to license surrender.
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Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A342.161.AAEFFECT OF LICENSE SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, OR


SURRENDER. (a) The suspension, revocation, or surrender of a


license issued under this chapter does not affect the obligation of


a contract between the license holder and a debtor entered into


before the revocation, suspension, or surrender.


(b)AASurrender of a license does not affect the license


holder’s civil or criminal liability for an act committed before


surrender.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.162.AAMOVING AN OFFICE. (a) A license holder shall


give written notice to the commissioner before the 30th day


preceding the date the license holder moves an office from the


location provided on the license.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall amend a license holder’s license


accordingly.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.163.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE. A license


may be transferred or assigned only with the approval of the


commissioner.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER E. INTEREST CHARGES ON NON-REAL PROPERTY LOANS


Sec. 342.201.AAMAXIMUM INTEREST CHARGE AND ADMINISTRATIVE


FEE. (a) A loan contract under this chapter that is a regular


transaction and is not secured by real property may provide for an
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interest charge on the cash advance that does not exceed the amount


of add-on interest equal to the amount computed for the full term of


the contract at an add-on interest amount equal to:


(1)AA$18 for each $100 per year on the part of the cash


advance that is less than or equal to the amount computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference base amount of $300;


and


(2)AA$8 for each $100 per year on the part of the cash


advance that is more than the amount computed for Subdivision (1)


but less than or equal to an amount computed under Subchapter C,


Chapter 341, using the reference base amount of $2,500.


(b)AAFor the purpose of Subsection (a):


(1)AAwhen the loan is made an interest charge may be


computed for the full term of the loan contract;


(2)AAif the period before the first installment due


date includes a part of a month that is longer than 15 days, that


portion of a month may be considered a full month; and


(3)AAif a loan contract provides for precomputed


interest, the amount of the loan is the total of:


(A)AAthe cash advance; and


(B)AAthe amount of precomputed interest.


(c)AAA loan contract under this chapter that is an irregular


transaction and is not secured by real property may provide for an


interest charge, using any method or formula, that does not exceed


the amount that, having due regard for the schedule of installment


payments, would produce the same effective return as allowed under


this section if the loan were payable in equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month from the date of the contract.


(d)AAA loan contract under this chapter that is not secured


by real property may provide for a rate or amount of interest


computed using the true daily earnings method or the scheduled


installment earnings method that does not exceed the alternative


interest rate as computed under Subchapter A, Chapter 303.


Interest may accrue on the principal balance and amounts added to


principal after the date of the loan contract from time to time


unpaid at the rate provided for by the contract until the date of


payment in full or demand for payment in full.
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(e)AAA loan contract under this chapter that is not secured


by real property may provide for a rate or amount of interest


computed using the true daily earnings method or the scheduled


installment earnings method that does not exceed:


(1)AA30 percent a year on that part of the cash advance


that is less than or equal to the amount computed under Subchapter


C, Chapter 341, using the reference base amount of $500;


(2)AA24 percent a year on that part of the cash advance


that is more than the amount computed for Subdivision (1) but less


than or equal to an amount computed under Subchapter C, Chapter 341,


using the reference base amount of $1,050; and


(3)AA18 percent a year on that part of the cash advance


that is more than the amount computed for Subdivision (2) but less


than or equal to an amount computed under Subchapter C, Chapter 341,


using the reference base amount of $2,500.


(e-1)AAThe interest charge under Subsection (e) must be


contracted for, charged, or received using the scheduled


installment earnings method or the true daily earnings method under


one of the following methods:


(1)AAapplying the applicable daily rate to each part of


the unpaid principal balance corresponding to the brackets


described by Subsection (e) for the actual or scheduled number of


days during a payment period; or


(2)AAapplying a single equivalent daily rate to the


unpaid principal balance for the actual or scheduled number of days


during a payment period, where the single equivalent daily rate is


determined at the inception of the loan using the scheduled


installment earnings method and would earn an amount of interest


authorized under Subsection (e) if the debt were paid to maturity


according to the schedule of payments.


(f)AAA loan contract under this subchapter may provide for an


administrative fee in an amount not to exceed $25 for a loan of more


than $1,000 or $20 for a loan of $1,000 or less.AAThe administrative


fee is considered earned when the loan is made or refinanced and is


not subject to refund.AAAn administrative fee is not interest.AAA


lender refinancing the loan may not contract for or receive an


administrative fee for the loan more than once in any 180-day
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period, except that if the loan has an interest charge authorized by


Subsection (e) the lender may not contract for or receive the


administrative fee more than once in any 365-day period.AAOne


dollar of each administrative fee may be deposited with the


comptroller for use in carrying out the finance commission’s


responsibilities under Section 11.3055.


(g)AAThe finance commission by rule may prescribe a


reasonable maximum amount of an administrative fee for a loan


contract under this subchapter that is greater than the maximum


amount authorized by this section for the amount of the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 935, Sec. 2.01, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 211, Sec. 2.03(a), eff. June 16, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1003 (H.B. 3855), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A342.202.AAMAXIMUM CHARGE FOR LOAN WITH SINGLE


REPAYMENT. A loan contract that exceeds the maximum cash advance


under Section 342.251 and that is payable in a single installment


may provide for an interest charge on the cash advance that does not


exceed a rate or amount that would produce the same effective


return, determined as a true daily earnings rate, as allowed under


Section 342.201 considering the amount and term of the loan. If a


loan under this section is prepaid in full, the lender may earn a


minimum interest charge of $25.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.09, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.203.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR DEFAULT: REGULAR


TRANSACTION. (a) A loan contract that includes precomputed


interest or uses the scheduled installment earnings method and that
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is a regular transaction may provide for additional interest for


default if any part of an installment remains unpaid after the 10th


day after the date on which the installment is due, including


Sundays and holidays.


(b)AAA loan contract that uses the scheduled installment


earnings method and that is a regular transaction may provide for


additional interest for default if any part of an installment


remains unpaid after the 10th day after the date on which the


installment is due, including Sundays and holidays.


(c)AAA loan contract that includes simple interest and that


is a regular transaction may provide for additional interest for


default if any part of an installment remains unpaid after the 10th


day after the date on which the installment is due, including


Sundays and holidays.


(d)AAThe additional interest may not exceed five cents for


each $1 of a scheduled installment.


(e)AAInterest under this section may not be collected more


than once on the same installment.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.10, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 934, Sec. 2.01, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.204.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR INSTALLMENT


DEFERMENT: REGULAR TRANSACTION. (a) On a loan contract that


includes precomputed interest or uses the scheduled installment


earnings method and that is a regular transaction, an authorized


lender may charge additional interest for the deferment of an


installment if:


(1)AAthe entire amount of the installment is unpaid;


(2)AAno interest for default has been collected on the


installment; and


(3)AApayment of the installment is deferred for one or


more full months and the maturity of the contract is extended for a


corresponding period.


(b)AAThe interest for deferment under Subsection (a) may not


exceed the amount computed by:


(1)AAtaking the difference between the refund that
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would be required for prepayment in full as of the date of deferment


and the refund that would be required for prepayment in full one


month before the date of deferment; and


(2)AAmultiplying the results under Subdivision (1) by


the number of months in the deferment period.


(c)AAThe amount of interest applicable to each deferred


balance or installment period occurring after a deferment period


remains the amount applicable to that balance or period under the


original loan contract.


(d)AAIf a loan is prepaid in full during the deferment


period, the borrower shall receive, in addition to the refund


required under Subchapter H, a pro rata refund of that part of the


interest for deferment applicable to the number of full months


remaining in the deferment period on the payment date.


(e)AAFor the purposes of this section, a deferment period is


the period during which a payment is not required or made because of


the deferment and begins on the day after the due date of the


scheduled installment that precedes the first installment being


deferred.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.11, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.205.AACOLLECTION OF DEFAULT OR DEFERMENT INTEREST.


Interest for default under Section 342.203 or for installment


deferment under Section 342.204 may be collected when it accrues or


at any time after it accrues.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.206.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR DEFAULT: IRREGULAR


TRANSACTION. (a) A loan contract that includes precomputed


interest and that is an irregular transaction may provide for


additional interest for default using the true daily earnings


method for the period from the maturity date of an installment until


the date the installment is paid. The rate of the additional


interest may not exceed the maximum contract interest rate.


(b)AAA loan contract that includes simple interest and that
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is an irregular transaction may provide for additional interest for


default if any part of an installment remains unpaid after the 10th


day after the date on which the installment is due, including


Sundays and holidays. The additional interest may not exceed five


cents for each $1 of a scheduled installment. Interest under this


subsection may not be collected more than once on the same


installment.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 934, Sec. 2.02, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


SUBCHAPTER F. ALTERNATE CHARGES FOR CERTAIN LOANS


Sec. 342.251.AAMAXIMUM CASH ADVANCE. The maximum cash


advance of a loan made under this subchapter is an amount computed


under Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference base amount of


$100, except that for loans that are subject to Section 342.259 the


reference base amount is $200.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.22, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 342.252.AAALTERNATE CHARGES. (a)AAInstead of the


charges authorized by Section 342.201, a loan contract may provide


for:


(1)AAon a cash advance of less than $30, an acquisition


charge that is not more than $1 for each $5 of the cash advance;


(2)AAon a cash advance equal to or more than $30 but not


more than $100:


(A)AAan acquisition charge that is not more than


the amount equal to one-tenth of the amount of the cash advance; and


(B)AAan installment account handling charge that


is not more than:


(i)AA$3 a month if the cash advance is not


more than $35;


(ii)AA$3.50 a month if the cash advance is
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more than $35 but not more than $70; or


(iii)AA$4 a month if the cash advance is more


than $70; or


(3)AAon a cash advance of more than $100:


(A)AAan acquisition charge that is not more than


$10; and


(B)AAan installment account handling charge that


is not more than the ratio of $4 a month for each $100 of cash


advance.


(b)AAFor an acquisition charge authorized by this


subchapter, the finance commission by rule may prescribe a


reasonable maximum amount for an acquisition charge that is greater


than the maximum amount authorized by the applicable section of


this subchapter for the amount of the cash advance.


(c)AAAn acquisition charge under this subchapter is not


interest.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A342.253.AAMAXIMUM INTEREST CHARGE FOR LOAN WITH SINGLE


REPAYMENT. A loan contract to which Section 342.251 applies and


that is payable in a single installment may provide for an


acquisition charge and an interest charge on the cash advance that


does not exceed a rate or amount that would produce the same


effective return, determined as a true daily earnings rate, as


allowed under Section 342.252 considering the amount and term of


the loan. If a loan that has a term in excess of one month under


this section is prepaid in full, the lender may earn a minimum of


the acquisition charge and interest charge for one month. If a loan


under this section has an initial term of less than one month, the


lender may earn a minimum of the acquisition charge and an interest


charge that produces the same effective return as the installment


account handling charge computed at a daily rate for the term the


loan is outstanding.
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Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.12, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.254.AANO OTHER CHARGES AUTHORIZED. (a) On a loan


made under this subchapter a lender may not contract for, charge, or


receive an amount unless this subchapter authorizes the amount to


be charged.


(b)AAAn insurance charge is not authorized on a loan made


under this subchapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.255.AAMAXIMUM LOAN TERM.AAThe maximum scheduled


term of a loan made under this subchapter is:


(1)AAfor a loan of $100 or less, the lesser of:


(A)AAone month for each multiple of $10 of cash


advance; or


(B)AAsix months; and


(2)AAfor a loan of more than $100, one month for each


multiple of $20 of cash advance.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A342.256.AAREFUND. (a) An acquisition charge


authorized under Section 342.252(1), (2), or (3) is considered to


be earned at the time a loan is made and is not subject to refund.


(b)AAOn the prepayment of a loan with a cash advance of $30 or


more, the installment account handling charge authorized under


Section 342.252(2) or (3) is subject to refund in accordance with


Subchapter H.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 189, Sec. 1, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.
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Sec. 342.257.AADEFAULT CHARGE; DEFERMENT OF PAYMENT. The


provisions of Subchapter EAArelating to additional interest for


default and additional interest for the deferment of installments


apply to a loan made under this subchapter.AAProvided, that on a


loan contract in which the cash advance is $100 or more, instead of


additional interest for default under Subchapter E, the contract


may provide for a delinquency charge if any part of an installment


remains unpaid after the 10th day after the date on which the


installment is due, including Sundays and holidays.AAThe


delinquency charge on a loan with a cash advance of $100 or more may


not exceed the greater of $10 or five cents for each $1 of the


delinquent installment.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.23, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A342.258.AASCHEDULES FOR WEEKLY, BIWEEKLY, OR


SEMIMONTHLY INSTALLMENTS. The commissioner may prepare schedules


that may be used by an authorized lender for the repayment of a loan


made under this subchapter by weekly, biweekly, or semimonthly


installments.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.259.AALOANS WITH LARGER ADVANCES. (a) Instead of


the charges authorized by Sections 342.201 and 342.252, a loan made


under this subchapter with a maximum cash advance computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using a reference base amount that is


more than $100 but not more than $200, may provide for:


(1)AAan acquisition charge that is not more than $10;


and


(2)AAan installment account handling charge that is not


more than the ratio of $4 a month for each $100 of cash advance.


(b)AAAn acquisition charge under this section is considered


to be earned at the time a loan is made and is not subject to
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refund.AAOn the prepayment of a loan that is subject to this


section, the installment account handling charge is subject to


refund in accordance with Subchapter H.


(c)AAExcept as provided by this section, provisions of this


chapter applicable to a loan that is subject to Section 342.252 also


apply to a loan that is subject to this section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.24, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 342.260.AAALTERNATE INTEREST CHARGE COMPUTATION


METHODS. (a)AAA loan contract under this subchapter may provide


for an interest charge computed using the true daily earnings


method or the scheduled installment earnings method that does not


exceed the equivalent rate or effective return of the installment


account handling charge for the original scheduled term of the


loan.


(b)AAThe principal balance of a loan contract authorized by


this section may not include the acquisition charge, installment


account handling charge, default charges, or deferment charges or


the return check fees authorized by Section 3.506, Business &


Commerce Code.


(c)AAInterest may accrue on the principal balance from time


to time unpaid at the rate provided for by the contract until the


date of payment in full or demand for payment in full.


(d)AAA payment on a loan contract authorized by this section


shall be applied to the borrower ’s account in the following order


or, at the lender’s option, under another method of applying a


payment that is more favorable to the borrower:


(1)AAthe straight line allocation of the acquisition


charge using the original scheduled term of the loan based on the


proportional scheduled payment that was paid or scheduled to be


paid;


(2)AAdefault charges authorized by Section 342.257;


(3)AAreturn check fees authorized by Section 3.506,


Business & Commerce Code;


(4)AAany other charges authorized by this subchapter;


(5)AAaccrued interest authorized by this section; and
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(6)AAprincipal.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER G. INTEREST AND OTHER CHARGES ON SECONDARY MORTGAGE


LOANS


Sec.A342.301.AAMAXIMUM INTEREST CHARGE. (a) A secondary


mortgage loan that is a regular transaction may provide for an


interest charge on the cash advance that is precomputed and that


does not exceed a rate or amount that would produce the same


effective return as allowed under Subchapter A, Chapter 303.


(b)AAFor the purpose of Subsection (a):


(1)AAwhen the loan is made an interest charge may be


computed for the full term of the loan contract;


(2)AAif the period before the first installment due


date includes a part of a month that is longer than 15 days, that


portion of a month may be considered a full month; and


(3)AAif a loan contract provides for precomputed


interest, the amount of the loan is the total of:


(A)AAthe cash advance; and


(B)AAthe amount of precomputed interest.


(c)AAA secondary mortgage loan may provide for a rate or


amount of interest calculated using the true daily earnings method


or the scheduled installment earnings method that does not exceed


the alternative rate ceiling in Subchapter A, Chapter 303.


Interest may accrue on the principal balance and amounts added to


principal after the date of the loan contract from time to time


unpaid at the rate provided for by the contract until the date of


payment in full or demand for payment in full. An interest charge


under this subsection may not be precomputed.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.302.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR DEFAULT: REGULAR


TRANSACTION OR TRANSACTION INCLUDING SIMPLE INTEREST. (a) A


secondary mortgage loan that includes precomputed interest and that
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is a regular transaction may provide for additional interest for


default if any part of an installment remains unpaid after the 10th


day after the date on which the installment is due, including


Sundays and holidays.


(b)AAA secondary mortgage loan contract that uses the


scheduled installment earnings method and that is a regular


transaction may provide for additional interest for default if any


part of an installment remains unpaid after the 10th day after the


date on which the installment is due, including Sundays and


holidays.


(c)AAThe additional interest for default under this section


may not exceed five cents for each $1 of a scheduled installment.


(d)AAInterest under this section may not be collected more


than once on the same installment.


(e)AAA secondary mortgage loan that includes simple interest


may provide for additional interest for default if any part of an


installment remains unpaid after the 10th day after the date on


which the installment is due, including Sundays and holidays.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 27, Sec. 1, 2, eff. May 12, 2003.


Sec.A342.303.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR INSTALLMENT


DEFERMENT: REGULAR TRANSACTIONS. (a) On a secondary mortgage loan


that includes precomputed interest or uses the scheduled


installment earnings method and that is a regular transaction, an


authorized lender may charge additional interest for the deferment


of an installment if:


(1)AAthe entire amount of the installment is unpaid;


(2)AAno interest for default has been collected on the


installment; and


(3)AApayment of the installment is deferred for one or


more full months and the maturity of the contract is extended for a


corresponding period.


(b)AAThe interest for deferment under Subsection (a) may not


exceed the amount computed by:


(1)AAtaking the difference between the refund that


would be required for prepayment in full as of the date of deferment
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and the refund that would be required for prepayment in full one


month before the date of deferment; and


(2)AAmultiplying the results under Subdivision (1) by


the number of months in the deferment period.


(c)AAThe amount of interest applicable to each deferred


balance or installment period occurring after a deferment period


remains the amount applicable to that balance or period under the


original loan contract.


(d)AAIf a loan is prepaid in full during the deferment


period, the borrower shall receive, in addition to the refund


required under Subchapter H, a pro rata refund of that part of the


interest for deferment applicable to the number of full months


remaining in the deferment period on the payment date.


(e)AAFor the purposes of this section, a deferment period is


the period during which a payment is not required or made because of


the deferment and begins on the day after the due date of the


scheduled installment that precedes the first installment being


deferred.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.13, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.304.AACOLLECTION OF DEFAULT OR DEFERMENT INTEREST.


Interest for default under Section 342.302 or for installment


deferment under Section 342.303 may be collected when it accrues or


at any time after it accrues.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.305.AAADDITIONAL INTEREST FOR DEFAULT: IRREGULAR


TRANSACTION. A secondary mortgage loan that includes precomputed


interest and that is an irregular transaction may provide for


additional interest for default using the true daily earnings


method for the period from the maturity date of an installment until


the date the installment is paid. The rate of the additional


interest may not exceed the maximum contract interest rate.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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Sec.A342.306.AADATE OF FIRST SCHEDULED INSTALLMENT. On a


secondary mortgage loan made under this chapter the due date of the


first installment may not be scheduled later than three months


after the date of the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.307.AAAMOUNTS AUTHORIZED TO BE INCLUDED IN


CONTRACT. A secondary mortgage loan contract may provide for:


(1)AAreasonable fees or charges paid to the trustee in


connection with a deed of trust or similar instrument executed in


connection with the secondary mortgage loan, including fees for


enforcing the lien against or posting for sale, selling, or


releasing the property secured by the deed of trust;


(2)AAreasonable fees paid to an attorney who is not an


employee of the creditor in the collection of a delinquent


secondary mortgage loan; or


(3)AAcourt costs and fees incurred in the collection of


the loan or foreclosure of a lien created by the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.14, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.308.AAAMOUNTS AUTHORIZED TO BE COLLECTED OR ADDED


TO LOAN. (a) A lender or a person who is assigned a secondary


mortgage loan may collect on or before the closing of the loan, or


include in the principal of the loan:


(1)AAreasonable fees for:


(A)AAtitle examination and preparation of an


abstract of title by:


(i)AAan attorney who is not an employee of


the lender; or


(ii)AAa title company or property search


company authorized to do business in this state; or


(B)AApremiums or fees for title insurance or title


search for the benefit of the mortgagee and, at the mortgagor’s


option, for title insurance or title search for the benefit of the
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mortgagor;


(2)AAreasonable fees charged to the lender by an


attorney who is not a salaried employee of the lender for


preparation of the loan documents in connection with the mortgage


loan if the fees are evidenced by a statement for services rendered;


(3)AAcharges prescribed by law that are paid to public


officials for determining the existence of a security interest or


for perfecting, releasing, or satisfying a security interest;


(4)AAreasonable fees for an appraisal of real property


offered as security for the loan prepared by an appraiser who is not


a salaried employee of the lender;


(5)AAthe reasonable cost of a credit report;


(6)AAreasonable fees for a survey of real property


offered as security for the loan prepared by a registered surveyor


who is not a salaried employee of the lender;


(7)AAthe premiums received in connection with the sale


of credit life insurance, credit accident and health insurance, or


other insurance that protects the mortgagee against default by the


mortgagor, the benefits of which are applied in whole or in part to


reduce or extinguish the loan balance; or


(8)AAreasonable fees relating to real property offered


as security for the loan that are incurred to comply with a


federally mandated program if the collection of the fees or the


participation in the program is required by a federal agency; and


(9)AAan administrative fee, subject to Subsection (c),


in an amount not to exceed $25 for a loan of more than $1,000 or $20


for a loan of $1,000 or less.


(b)AAPremiums for property insurance that conform with


Section 342.401 may be added to the loan contract.


(c)AAAn administrative fee under Subsection (a)(9) is


considered earned when the loan is made or refinanced and is not


subject to refund. A lender refinancing the loan may not contract


for or receive an administrative fee for the loan more than once in


any 180-day period. Fifty cents of each administrative fee may be


deposited with the comptroller for use in carrying out the finance


commission ’s responsibilities under Section 11.3055.


(d)AACosts that conform to Section 342.4021(a) may be added
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to the loan contract.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.15, eff.


Sept. 1, 1999, Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 935, Sec. 2.02, eff. Sept.


1, 1999; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 211, Sec. 2.03(b), eff. June 16,


2003; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1265, Sec. 1, eff. June 20, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.21, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER H. REFUND OF PRECOMPUTED INTEREST


Sec.A342.351.AAREFUND OF PRECOMPUTED INTEREST: SUM OF THE


PERIODIC BALANCES. (a) This section applies to a loan contract


that includes precomputed interest authorized under Subchapter F or


G and that is a regular transaction.


(b)AAIf the contract is prepaid in full, including payment in


cash or by a new loan or renewal of the loan, or if the lender


demands payment in full of the unpaid balance, after the first


installment due date but before the final installment due date, the


lender shall refund or credit to the borrower the amount computed


by:


(1)AAdividing the sum of the periodic balances


scheduled to follow the installment date after the date of the


prepayment or demand, as appropriate, by the sum of all the periodic


balances under the schedule of payments set out in the loan


contract; and


(2)AAmultiplying the total interest contracted for


under Section 342.252 or 342.301, as appropriate, by the result


under Subdivision (1).


(c)AAIf the prepayment in full or demand for payment in full


occurs before the first installment due date, the lender shall:


(1)AAretain an amount computed by:


(A)AAdividing 30 into the amount that could be


retained if the first installment period were one month and the loan


were prepaid in full on the date the first installment is due; and


(B)AAmultiplying the result under Paragraph (A) by
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the number of days in the period beginning on the date the loan was


made and ending on the date of the prepayment or demand; and


(2)AArefund or credit to the borrower the amount


computed by subtracting the amount retained under Subdivision (1)


from the interest contracted for under Section 342.252 or 342.301,


as appropriate.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 2, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


Sec.A342.352.AAREFUND OF PRECOMPUTED INTEREST ON CONTRACT:


SCHEDULED INSTALLMENT EARNINGS. (a)AAThis section applies to a


loan contract:


(1)AAthat includes precomputed interest and to which


Section 342.351 does not apply;


(2)AAthat includes interest contracted for under


Section 342.201 or 342.260; or


(3)AAthat has a term of more than 60 months.


(b)AAIf the contract is prepaid in full, including payment in


cash or by a new loan or renewal of the loan, or if the lender


demands payment in full of the unpaid balance before final maturity


of the contract, the lender earns interest for the period beginning


on the date of the loan and ending on the date of the prepayment or


demand, as applicable, an amount that does not exceed the amount


allowed by Subsection (f) using the simple annual interest rate


under the contract.


(c)AAIf prepayment in full or demand for payment in full


occurs during an installment period, the lender may retain, in


addition to interest that accrued during any elapsed installment


periods, an amount computed by:


(1)AAmultiplying the simple annual interest rate under


the contract by the unpaid principal balance of the loan determined


according to the schedule of payments to be outstanding on the


preceding installment due date;


(2)AAdividing 365 into the product under Subdivision


(1); and


(3)AAmultiplying the number of days in the period
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beginning on the day after the installment due date and ending on


the date of the prepayment or demand, as appropriate, by the result


obtained under Subdivision (2).


(d)AAThe lender may also earn interest on an addition to


principal, or other permissible charges, added to the loan after


the date of the loan contract, accruing at the simple annual


interest rate under the contract from the date of the addition until


the date paid or the date the lender demands payment in full of the


total unpaid balance under the loan contract.


(e)AAThe lender shall refund or credit to the borrower the


amount computed by subtracting the total amount retained under


Subsections (b), (c), and (d) from the total amount of interest


contracted for and precomputed in the amount of the loan.


(f)AAFor the purposes of this section, the simple annual


interest rate under a contract is equal to the rate computed under


the scheduled installment earnings method.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 3, eff. Sept.


1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 784 (S.B. 1251), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A342.353.AANO REFUND ON PARTIAL PREPAYMENT OR OF AMOUNT


LESS THAN $1. A refund is not required under this subchapter for a


partial prepayment or if the amount to be refunded is less than $1.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER I. INSURANCE


Sec.A342.401.AAREQUIRED PROPERTY INSURANCE. (a) On a loan


that is subject to Subchapter E with a cash advance of $300 or more,


a lender may require a borrower to insure tangible personal


property offered as security for the loan.


(b)AAOn a secondary mortgage loan, a lender may require a


borrower to provide property insurance as security against
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reasonable risks of loss, damage, and destruction.


(c)AAThe insurance coverage and the premiums or charges for


the coverage must bear a reasonable relationship to:


(1)AAthe amount, term, and conditions of the loan;


(2)AAthe value of the collateral; and


(3)AAthe existing hazards or risk of loss, damage, or


destruction.


(d)AAThe insurance may not:


(1)AAcover unusual or exceptional risks; or


(2)AAprovide coverage not ordinarily included in


policies issued to the general public.


(e)AAA creditor may not require the purchase of duplicate


property insurance if the creditor has knowledge that the borrower:


(1)AAhas valid and collectible insurance covering the


property; and


(2)AAhas provided a loss payable endorsement sufficient


to protect the creditor.


(f)AAFor purposes of determining the knowledge required


under Subsection (e), a creditor may rely on a written consent to


purchase insurance in which the borrower is given the opportunity


to disclose the existence of other coverage.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.16, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.402.AACREDIT LIFE INSURANCE, CREDIT HEALTH AND


ACCIDENT INSURANCE, OR INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. (a) On


a loan made under this chapter that is subject to Subchapter E with


a cash advance of $100 or more, a lender may:


(1)AAoffer a borrower credit life insurance and credit


health and accident insurance as additional protection for the


loan; and


(2)AAoffer involuntary unemployment insurance to the


borrower at the time the loan is made.


(b)AAA lender may not require that the borrower accept or


provide the insurance described by Subsection (a).


(c)AAOn a secondary mortgage loan made under this chapter, a


lender may require that a borrower provide credit life insurance
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and credit accident and health insurance as additional protection


for the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.17, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.4021.AAAGREEMENTS REGARDING DEBT SUSPENSION, DEBT


CANCELLATION, AND GAP WAIVER. (a) In connection with a loan made


under this chapter that is subject to Section 342.201(d) or


342.301(c), a lender may offer to the borrower a debt suspension


agreement or debt cancellation agreement under similar terms and


conditions as such an agreement may be offered by a bank or savings


association.


(b)AAIn connection with a loan made under this chapter that


is subject to Section 342.201(d) and that is secured by a motor


vehicle, a lender may offer to the borrower at the time the loan is


made a gap waiver agreement.


(c)AAA lender may not require that a borrower accept or


provide an agreement or contract under Subsection (a) or (b).


(d)AAIn addition to other disclosures required by state or


federal law and before offering an agreement or contract authorized


by this section, the lender shall provide to the borrower a notice


separate from the loan documents stating that the borrower is not


required to accept or provide the agreement or contract to obtain


the loan.


(e)AAThe amount charged for a product authorized by


Subsection (a) or (b) must be reasonable.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1265, Sec. 2, eff. June 20, 2003.


Sec.A342.403.AAMAXIMUM AMOUNT OF INSURANCE COVERAGE. (a) At


any time the total amount of the policies of credit life insurance


in force on one borrower on one loan contract may not exceed the


greater of:


(1)AAthe total amount repayable under the loan contract


if the loan is an irregular transaction; or


(2)AAthe greater of the scheduled or actual amount of


unpaid indebtedness if the loan is a regular transaction.


(b)AAAt any time the total amount of the policies of credit
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accident and health insurance or involuntary unemployment


insurance in force on one borrower on one loan contract may not


exceed the total amount repayable under the loan contract, and the


amount of each periodic indemnity payment may not exceed the


scheduled periodic installment payment on the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.404.AAINSURANCE NOTICE. (a) If insurance is


required on a loan made under this chapter, the lender shall give to


the borrower written notice that clearly and conspicuously states


that:


(1)AAinsurance is required in connection with the loan;


and


(2)AAthe borrower as an option may furnish the required


insurance coverage through an insurance policy that is in existence


and that is owned or controlled by the borrower or an insurance


policy obtained from an insurance company authorized to do business


in this state.


(b)AAIf insurance requested or required on a loan made under


this chapter is sold or obtained by a lender at a premium or rate of


charge that is not fixed or approved by the commissioner of


insurance, the lender shall notify the borrower of that fact. If


notice is required under Subsection (a), the lender shall include


that fact in the notice required by Subsection (a).


(c)AAA notice required under this section may be:


(1)AAa separate writing delivered with the loan


contract; or


(2)AAa part of the loan contract.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.405.AAINSURANCE MAY BE FURNISHED BY BORROWER. (a)


If insurance is required on a loan made under this chapter, the


borrower may furnish the insurance coverage through an insurance


policy that is in existence and that is owned or controlled by the


borrower or an insurance policy obtained by the borrower from an
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insurance company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAIf insurance is required on a loan made under this


chapter and the insurance is sold or obtained by the lender at a


premium or rate of charge that is not fixed or approved by the


commissioner of insurance, the borrower has the option of


furnishing the required insurance under this section at any time


before the sixth day after the date of the loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.406.AABORROWER’S FAILURE TO PROVIDE REQUIRED


INSURANCE. (a) If a borrower fails to obtain or maintain insurance


coverage required under a loan contract or requests the lender to


obtain that coverage, the lender may obtain substitute insurance


coverage that is substantially equivalent to or more limited than


the coverage originally required.


(b)AAIf a loan is subject to Subchapter E, the lender may


obtain insurance to cover only the interest of the lender as a


secured party if the borrower does not request that the borrower’s


interest be covered.


(c)AAInsurance obtained under this section must comply with


Sections 342.407 and 342.408.


(d)AAThe lender may add the amount advanced by the lender for


insurance coverage obtained under this section to the unpaid


balance of the loan contract and may charge interest on that amount


from the time it is added to the unpaid balance until it is paid.


The rate of additional interest may not exceed the rate that the


loan contract would produce over its full term if each scheduled


payment were paid on the due date.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.407.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR INCLUDING INSURANCE CHARGE


IN CONTRACT. Insurance for which a charge is included in a loan


contract must be written:


(1)AAat lawful rates;


(2)AAin accordance with the Insurance Code; and
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(3)AAby a company authorized to do business in this


state.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.408.AAFURNISHING OF INSURANCE DOCUMENT TO BORROWER.


If a lender obtains insurance for which a charge is included in the


loan contract, the lender, not later than the 30th day after the


date on which the loan contract is executed, shall deliver, mail, or


cause to be mailed to the borrower at the borrower’s address


specified in the contract one or more policies or certificates of


insurance that clearly set forth:


(1)AAthe amount of the premium;


(2)AAthe kind of insurance provided;


(3)AAthe coverage of the insurance; and


(4)AAall terms, including options, limitations,


restrictions, and conditions, of each insurance policy.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.409.AALENDER’S DUTY IF INSURANCE IS ADJUSTED OR


TERMINATED. (a) If insurance for which a charge is included in or


added to the loan contract is canceled, adjusted, or terminated,


the lender shall:


(1)AAcredit to the amount unpaid on the loan the amount


of the refund received by the lender for unearned insurance


premiums, less the amount of the refund that is applied to the


purchase by the lender of similar insurance; and


(2)AAif the amount to be credited under Subdivision (1)


is more than the unpaid balance, refund promptly to the borrower the


difference between those amounts.


(b)AAA cash refund is not required under this section if the


amount of the refund is less than $1.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.410.AAPAYMENT FOR INSURANCE FROM LOAN PROCEEDS. A
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lender, including an officer, agent, or employee of the lender, who


accepts insurance under this subchapter as protection for a loan:


(1)AAmay deduct the premium or identifiable charge for


the insurance from the proceeds of the loan; and


(2)AAshall pay the deducted amounts to the insurance


company writing the insurance.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.411.AAINSURANCE OR OTHER GAIN NOT INTEREST. Any


gain or advantage to the lender or the lender’s employee, officer,


director, agent, general agent, affiliate, or associate from


insurance or from another agreement or contract permitted under


this subchapter or the provision or sale of insurance or another


agreement or contract permitted under this subchapter is not


additional interest or an additional charge in connection with a


loan made under this chapter except as specifically provided by


this chapter.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1265, Sec. 3, eff. June 20, 2003.


Sec.A342.412.AAACTION UNDER SUBCHAPTER NOT SALE OF


INSURANCE. Arranging for insurance or collecting an identifiable


charge as authorized by this subchapter is not a sale of insurance.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.413.AAREQUIRED AGENT OR BROKER PROHIBITED. A


lender may not by any direct or indirect method require the purchase


of insurance from an agent or broker designated by the lender.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.414.AADECLINATION OF EQUAL INSURANCE COVERAGE


PROHIBITED. A lender may not decline at any time existing insurance


coverage providing substantially equal benefits that comply with


this subchapter.
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Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.415.AAEFFECT OF UNAUTHORIZED INSURANCE CHARGE. (a)


If a lender charges for insurance an amount that is not authorized


under this subchapter, the lender:


(1)AAis not entitled to collect an amount for insurance


or interest on an amount for insurance; and


(2)AAshall refund to the borrower or credit to the


borrower’s account all amounts collected for insurance and interest


collected on those amounts.


(b)AAAn overcharge that results from an accidental or bona


fide error may be corrected as provided by Subchapter C, Chapter


349.


(c)AAThe remedy provided by this section is not exclusive of


any other remedy or penalty provided by this subtitle.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.416.AANONFILING INSURANCE. (a) Instead of


charging fees for the filing, recording, and releasing of a


document securing a loan to which Subchapter E applies, an


authorized lender may include in the loan contract a charge for a


nonfiling insurance premium.


(b)AAThe amount of a charge under Subsection (a) may not


exceed the amount of fees authorized for filing and recording an


original financing statement in the standard form prescribed by the


secretary of state.


(c)AAA lender may receive an amount authorized under this


section only if the lender purchases nonfiling insurance in


connection with the loan contract.


(d)AAA lender is not required to furnish to a borrower a


policy or certificate of insurance evidencing nonfiling insurance.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER J. AUTHORIZED LENDER’S DUTIES AND AUTHORITY
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Sec.A342.451.AADELIVERY OF INFORMATION TO BORROWER. (a)


When a loan is made under this chapter, the lender shall deliver to


the borrower, or to one borrower if there is more than one, a copy of


each document signed by the borrower, including the note or loan


contract, and a written statement in English that contains:


(1)AAthe names and addresses of the borrower and the


lender; and


(2)AAany type of insurance for which a charge is


included in the loan contract and the charge to the borrower for the


insurance.


(b)AAIf the note or loan contract shows the information


required by Subsection (a), the written statement is not required.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.452.AARECEIPT FOR CASH PAYMENT. A lender shall give


a receipt to a person making a cash payment on a loan.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.453.AAACCEPTANCE OF PREPAYMENT. At any time during


regular business hours, the lender shall accept prepayment of a


loan in full or, if the amount tendered is less than the amount


required to prepay the loan in full, prepayment of an amount equal


to one or more full installments.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.454.AARETURN OF INSTRUMENTS TO BORROWER ON


REPAYMENT. Within a reasonable time after a loan is repaid in full


or an open-end account is terminated according to the terms of the


contract, a lender shall cancel and return to a borrower any


instrument, including a note, assignment, security agreement, or


mortgage that:


(1)AAsecured the loan; and


(2)AAdoes not secure another indebtedness of the
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borrower to the lender.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19, eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.18, eff.


Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.455.AAAGREEMENT FOR MORE THAN ONE LOAN OR CASH


ADVANCE. (a) A lender and a borrower may enter an agreement under


which one or more loans or cash advances are from time to time made


to or for the account of the borrower.


(b)AAAn agreement under this section may provide for a


maximum loan charge on the unpaid principal amounts from time to


time outstanding at a rate that does not exceed the rate that


produces the maximum interest charge computed under Section 342.201


for an equivalent loan amount.


(c)AAAn agreement under this section must be written and


signed by the lender and borrower.


(d)AAAn agreement under this section must contain:


(1)AAthe date of the agreement;


(2)AAthe name and address of each borrower; and


(3)AAthe name and address of the lender.


(e)AAIf a charge for insurance coverage is to be included in a


loan contract, an agreement under this section must clearly set


forth a simple statement of the amount of the charge or the method


by which the charge is to be computed.


(f)AAThe lender shall deliver a copy of an agreement under


this section to the borrower.


(g)AAThe commissioner may prescribe monthly rates of charge


that produce the maximum interest charge computed under Section


342.201 for use under Subsection (b).


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.456.AAAGREEMENT TO MODIFY TERM OF SECONDARY


MORTGAGE LOAN CONTRACT. (a) A lender and a borrower may enter into


an agreement under which a term of a secondary mortgage loan


contract is amended, restated, or rescheduled.


(b)AAAn agreement under this section must be written and
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signed by the lender and borrower.


(c)AAAn agreement under this section must contain:


(1)AAthe date of the agreement;


(2)AAthe name and address of the lender; and


(3)AAthe name and address of each borrower.


(d)AAThe lender shall deliver a copy of an agreement under


this section to the borrower.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec. 342.457.AAAUTOMOBILE CLUB MEMBERSHIP OFFERED IN


CONNECTION WITH A LOAN. (a) An authorized lender may, at the time


or after a loan under Subchapter E is made, offer to sell to the


borrower and finance in the loan contract a charge for an automobile


club membership.


(b)AAThe lender may not require the purchase of the


membership authorized under Subsection (a) as a condition for


approval of the loan.


(c)AAThe borrower shall provide the lender with written


acknowledgment of the borrower’s intent to purchase the membership.


(d)AAThe lender shall give the borrower written notice at the


time the loan is made that the borrower:


(1)AAis not required to purchase the membership as a


condition for approval of the loan; and


(2)AAis entitled to cancel the transaction and receive


a full refund of the purchase price of the membership before the


31st day after the date the loan is made.


(e)AAThe commissioner shall:


(1)AAadopt a rule providing for disclosure in Spanish


of the information required by Subsection (d); and


(2)AAestablish a form for the disclosure of the


information required by Subsection (d) that conforms to the plain


language and readability requirements applicable to loan contracts


under Section 341.502.


(f)AAThe amount charged for a membership as authorized by


Subsection (a) must be reasonable.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 252 (H.B. 1088), Sec. 2, eff.
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September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER K. LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORIZED LENDER


Sec.A342.501.AAOBLIGATION UNDER MORE THAN ONE CONTRACT. (a)


An authorized lender may not induce or permit a person or a husband


and wife to be directly or indirectly obligated under more than one


loan contract at any time for the purpose or with the effect of


obtaining an amount of interest greater than the amount of interest


otherwise authorized under this chapter for a loan of that


aggregate amount with a maximum interest charge computed under


Section 342.201(a), Section 342.201(e), Section 342.252, or any


combination of those sections.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prohibit the purchase of a bona


fide retail installment contract or revolving charge agreement of a


borrower for the purchase of goods or services.


(c)AAA lender who purchases all or substantially all of the


loan contracts of another authorized lender and who at the time of


purchase has a loan contract with a borrower whose loan contract is


purchased may collect principal and authorized charges according to


the terms of each loan contract.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A342.502.AAAMOUNT AUTHORIZED. (a) A lender may not


directly or indirectly charge, contract for, or receive an amount


that is not authorized under this chapter in connection with a loan


to which this chapter applies, including any fee, compensation,


bonus, commission, brokerage, discount, expense, and any other


charge of any nature, whether or not listed by this subsection.


(b)AAOn a loan subject to Subchapter E or a secondary


mortgage loan subject to Subchapter G a lender may assess and


collect from the borrower an amount incurred by the lender for:


(1)AAcourt costs;


(2)AAattorney’s fees assessed by a court, in addition to


those provided by Section 342.307;


(3)AAa fee authorized by law for filing, recording, or
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releasing in a public office a security for a loan;


(4)AAa reasonable amount spent for repossessing,


storing, preparing for sale, or selling any security;


(5)AAa fee for recording a lien on or transferring a


certificate of title to a motor vehicle offered as security for a


loan made under this chapter; or


(6)AAa premium or an identifiable charge received in


connection with the sale of insurance authorized under this


chapter.


(c)AADeleted by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 935, Sec. 2.04,


eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


(d)AAOn a loan subject to this chapter a lender may assess and


collect a fee that does not exceed the amount prescribed by Section


3.506, Business & Commerce Code, for the return by a depository


institution of a dishonored check, negotiable order of withdrawal,


or share draft offered in full or partial payment of a loan.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.19, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 935, Sec. 2.03, 2.04, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A342.503.AASECURITY FOR LOAN. (a) A lender may not take


as security for a loan made under this chapter an assignment of


wages.


(b)AAA lender may not take as security for a loan made under


Subchapter E or F a lien on real property other than a lien created


by law on the recording of an abstract of judgment.


(c)AAA lender may take as security for a loan made under


Subchapter E or F an assignment of:


(1)AAa warrant drawn against a state fund; or


(2)AAa claim against a state fund or a state agency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A342.504.AACONFESSION OF JUDGMENT; POWER OF ATTORNEY. A
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lender may not take a confession of judgment or a power of attorney


authorizing the lender or a third person to confess judgment or to


appear for a borrower in a judicial proceeding.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.505.AADISCLOSURE OF AMOUNT FINANCED AND SCHEDULE OF


PAYMENTS. A lender may not take a promise to pay or loan obligation


that does not disclose the amount financed and the schedule of


payments, except for an open-end account.


Amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.506.AAINSTRUMENT WITH BLANK PROHIBITED. A lender


may not take an instrument in which a blank is left to be filled in


after the loan is made.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.507.AAWAIVER OF BORROWER’S RIGHT PROHIBITED. A


lender may not take an instrument in which a borrower waives any


right accruing to the borrower under this chapter.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.508.AAMAXIMUM LOAN TERM. A lender may not enter a


loan contract under Section 342.201(a) or Section 342.201(e) under


which the borrower agrees to make a scheduled payment of principal


more than:


(1)AA37 calendar months after the date on which the


contract is made, if the contract is for a cash advance of $1,500 or


less;


(2)AA49 calendar months after the date on which the


contract is made, if the contract is for a cash advance of more than


$1,500 but not more than $3,000; or


(3)AA60 months after the date on which the contract is


made, if the contract is for a cash advance of more than $3,000.
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Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999. Amended by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 916, Sec. 6, eff. Sept.


1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER L. ADMINISTRATION OF CHAPTER


Sec.A342.551.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a) The Finance


Commission of Texas may adopt rules to enforce this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall recommend proposed rules to the


Finance Commission of Texas.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(1), eff. September 1, 2023.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 34(1),


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec.A342.552.AAEXAMINATION OF LENDERS; ACCESS TO RECORDS.


(a) The commissioner or the commissioner’s representative shall,


at the times the commissioner considers necessary:


(1)AAexamine each place of business of each authorized


lender; and


(2)AAinvestigate the lender’s transactions, including


loans, and records, including books, accounts, papers, and


correspondence, to the extent the transactions and records pertain


to the business regulated under this chapter.


(b)AAThe lender shall:


(1)AAgive the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative free access to the lender’s office, place of


business, files, safes, and vaults; and


(2)AAallow the commissioner or the commissioner’s


authorized representative to make a copy of an item that may be


investigated under Subsection (a)(2).


(c)AADuring an examination the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative may administer oaths and examine any


person under oath on any subject pertinent to a matter that the
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commissioner is authorized or required to consider, investigate, or


secure information about under this chapter.


(d)AAInformation obtained under this section is


confidential.


(e)AAA lender’s violation of Subsection (b) is a ground for


the suspension or revocation of the lender’s license.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.553.AAGENERAL INVESTIGATION. (a) To discover a


violation of this chapter or to obtain information required under


this chapter, the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative may investigate the records, including books,


accounts, papers, and correspondence, of a person, including an


authorized lender, who the commissioner has reasonable cause to


believe is violating this chapter regardless of whether the person


claims to not be subject to this chapter.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this section, a person who


advertises, solicits, or otherwise represents that the person is


willing to make a loan with a cash advance less than or equal to the


amount computed under Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the


reference base amount of $2,500 is presumed to be engaged in the


business described by Section 342.051.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.554.AACERTIFICATE; CERTIFIED DOCUMENT. On


application by any person and on payment of any associated cost, the


commissioner shall furnish under the commissioner’s seal and signed


by the commissioner or an assistant of the commissioner:


(1)AAa certificate of good standing; or


(2)AAa certified copy of a license, rule, or order.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.555.AATRANSCRIPT OF HEARING: PUBLIC. The


transcript of a hearing held by the commissioner under this chapter
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is a public record.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.556.AAAPPOINTMENT OF AGENT. (a)AAAn authorized


lender shall maintain on file with the commissioner the name and


address of the lender’s registered agent for service.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(2), eff. September 1, 2023.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 34(2),


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec.A342.557.AAPAYMENT OF EXAMINATION COSTS AND


ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES. An authorized lender shall pay to the


commissioner an amount assessed by the commissioner to cover the


direct and indirect cost of an examination of the lender under


Section 342.552 and a proportionate share of general administrative


expense.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.558.AAAUTHORIZED LENDER’S RECORDS. (a) An


authorized lender shall maintain a record of each loan made under


this chapter as is necessary to enable the commissioner to


determine whether the lender is complying with this chapter.


(b)AAAn authorized lender shall keep the record, make it


available in this state, or, if the lender makes, transacts, or


negotiates loans principally by mail, keep the record or make it


available at the lender’s principal place of business, until the


later of:


(1)AAthe fourth anniversary of the date of the loan; or


(2)AAthe second anniversary of the date on which the
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final entry is made in the record.


(c)AAA record described by Subsection (a) must be prepared in


accordance with accepted accounting practices.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall accept a lender’s system of


records if the system discloses the information reasonably required


under Subsection (a).


(e)AAAn authorized lender shall keep each obligation signed


by a borrower at an office in this state designated by the lender


unless the obligation is transferred under an agreement that gives


the commissioner access to the obligation.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.559.AAANNUAL REPORT. (a) Each year, not later than


May 1 or a later date set by the commissioner, an authorized lender


shall file with the commissioner a report that contains relevant


information required by the commissioner concerning the lender’s


business and operations during the preceding calendar year for each


office of the lender in this state where business is conducted under


this chapter.


(b)AAA report under this section must be:


(1)AAunder oath; and


(2)AAin the form prescribed by the commissioner.


(c)AAA report under this section is confidential.


(d)AAAnnually the commissioner shall prepare and publish a


consolidated analysis and recapitulation of reports filed under


this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A342.560.AACONDUCTING ASSOCIATED BUSINESS. An


authorized lender may conduct business under this chapter in an


office, office suite, room, or place of business in which any other


business is conducted or in combination with any other business


unless the commissioner:


(1)AAfinds after a hearing that the lender’s conducting


of the other business in that office, office suite, room, or place
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of business has concealed an evasion of this chapter; and


(2)AAorders the lender in writing to desist from that


conduct in that office, office suite, room, or place of business.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.19(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER M. DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTIONS


Sec. 342.601.AADEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Lender" means a lender licensed under this


chapter.


(2)AA"Member of the United States military" means:


(A)AAa member of the armed forces of the United


States; or


(B)AAa member of the Texas National Guard who is


called to federal active duty.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 394 (S.B. 1479), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 342.602.AADISCLOSURES TO MILITARY BORROWERS. Before


engaging in a deferred presentment transaction, a lender shall


provide to a customer who is a member of the United States military


or the member ’s spouse a written statement that clearly and


conspicuously states that:


(1)AAthe lender is prohibited by law from:


(A)AAgarnishing the wages of any borrower,


including a borrower who is a member of the United States military;


(B)AAconducting any collection activity against a


borrower who is:


(i)AAa member of the armed forces of the


United States who is deployed to combat or a combat support posting,


for the duration of the posting;


(ii)AAa member of the Texas National Guard


who is called to federal active duty, for the duration of the duty;


(iii)AAthe spouse of a person described by


Paragraph (i), for the duration of the posting; or


(iv)AAthe spouse of a person described by
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Paragraph (ii), for the duration of the duty; or


(C)AAfrom contacting the employer of a member of


the United States military about a deferred presentment debt of the


member or the member’s spouse;


(2)AAthe lender shall honor the terms of a repayment


agreement entered into with a member of the United States military


or the member’s spouse, including a repayment agreement negotiated


through military counselors or third-party credit counselors; and


(3)AAthe lender shall honor any statement made by a


commanding officer of a member of the United States military


declaring any location where deferred presentment transaction


business is to be conducted by the lender to be a place at which a


member of the United States military or the member’s spouse is


prohibited from transacting business.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 394 (S.B. 1479), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 342.603.AAPROHIBITED PRACTICES. A lender may not


contact the employer of a member of the United States military about


a deferred presentment debt of the member or the member’s spouse.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 394 (S.B. 1479), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 342.604.AAMILITARY BORROWER. (a) A lender may not


engage in collection activity against a borrower who is:


(1)AAa member of the armed forces of the United States


who is deployed to combat or a combat support posting, for the


duration of the posting;


(2)AAa member of the Texas National Guard who is called


to federal active duty, for the duration of the duty;


(3)AAthe spouse of a person described by Subdivision


(1), for the duration of the posting; or


(4)AAthe spouse of a person described by Subdivision


(2), for the duration of the duty.


(b)AAA lender may not garnish the wages of a borrower who is a


member of the United States military or the member’s spouse.


(c)AAA lender who engages in a deferred presentment
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transaction with a member of the United States military or a


dependent of a member of the United States military must comply with


10 U.S.C. Section 987 and any regulations adopted under that law, to


the extent applicable.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 394 (S.B. 1479), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 835 (H.B. 2008), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 342.605.AAREPAYMENT AGREEMENT. With respect to a


deferred presentment transaction, a lender shall honor a repayment


agreement entered into with a borrower who is a member of the United


States military or the member’s spouse, including a repayment


agreement negotiated through a military counselor or a third-party


credit counselor.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 394 (S.B. 1479), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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fi.343.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 343. HOME LOANS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A343.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Bridge loan" means temporary or short-term


financing requiring payment of only interest until the entire


unpaid balance is due.


(2)AA"Home loan" means a loan that is:


(A)AAmade to one or more individuals for personal,


family, or household purposes; and


(B)AAsecured in whole or part by:


(i)AAa manufactured home, as defined by


Section 347.002, used or to be used as the borrower ’s principal


residence; or


(ii)AAreal property improved by a dwelling


designed for occupancy by four or fewer families and used or to be


used as the borrower’s principal residence.


(3)AA"Restructure" means a change in the payment


schedule or other terms of a home loan as a result of the borrower’s


default.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 343.002.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a)AAThis chapter applies to


a loan under this chapter that is extended to a person who is


located in this state at the time the loan is made.


(b)AAThis chapter does not apply to:


(1)AAa reverse mortgage; or


(2)AAan open-end account, as defined by Section


301.002.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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Sec.A343.003.AACONFLICT WITH OTHER PROVISIONS OF TITLE. If


this chapter conflicts with another provision of this title, this


chapter controls.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. PROVISIONS RELATING TO HOME LOANS IN GENERAL


Sec.A343.101.AAREFINANCING. (a) For purposes of this


section, a low-rate home loan is a home loan that at its inception


carries an interest rate two percentage points or more below the


yield on treasury securities having comparable periods of maturity


to the loan maturity, except that if the loan’s interest rate is a


discounted introductory rate or a rate that automatically steps up


over time, the fully indexed rate or the fully stepped-up rate, as


appropriate, shall be used instead of the rate at the loan’s


inception to determine whether the loan is a low-rate loan.


(b)AAA lender may not replace or consolidate a low-rate home


loan directly made by a government or nonprofit lender before the


seventh anniversary of the date of the loan unless the new or


consolidated loan has a lower interest rate and requires payment of


a lesser amount of points and fees than the original loan or is a


restructure to avoid foreclosure.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Notwithstanding the approval by the voters on Sept. 13, 2003, of the


constitutional amendment authorizing the continuation of this


section, this section expired as provided by Subsection (b) on


Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A343.102.AADISCLOSURE IN CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN HOME


LOANS. (a) For a home loan with an interest rate of 12 percent or


greater a year, when the lender makes the disclosure required under


the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 (12 U.S.C.


Section 2601 et seq.), as amended, for the good faith estimate, or


if that Act does not apply, three business days after the date the


application is made, the lender shall also provide to the borrower:


(1)AAa statement regarding the value of mortgage
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counseling before taking out a home loan;


(2)AAa list of the nearest available housing counseling


agencies approved by the United States Department of Housing and


Urban Development;


(3)AAa list of other resources where mortgage


information can be found, including toll-free telephone numbers and


online resources; and


(4)AAother disclosures required by the finance


commission, including an official notice regarding high-cost home


loans.


(b)AAThis section expires September 1, 2003.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., Ch. 622 (S.B. 1581), Sec. 1, eff.


Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., Ch. 1207 (S.B. 1067), Sec. 4, eff.


Sept. 13, 2003.


Sec. 343.103.AADISCLOSURE OF MORTGAGE INFORMATION TO


SURVIVING SPOUSE. (a)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Estate" has the meaning assigned by Section


22.012, Estates Code.


(2)AA"Heir" has the meaning assigned by Section 22.015,


Estates Code.


(3)AA"Mortgage servicer" and "mortgagor" have the


meanings assigned by Section 51.0001, Property Code.


(b)AANot later than the 30th day after a mortgage servicer of


a home loan receives a request for the information from the


surviving spouse of a mortgagor of the home loan, accompanied by the


proof required under Subsection (c), the mortgage servicer shall


provide the surviving spouse with information that the mortgagor


would have received in a standard monthly statement, including:


(1)AAthe current balance information, including the due


dates and the amount of any installments;


(2)AAwhether the loan is current and any amounts that


are delinquent;


(3)AAany loan number; and


(4)AAthe amount of any escrow deposit for taxes and


insurance purposes.
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(c)AAA surviving spouse must prove the person’s status by


providing:


(1)AAa death certificate of the mortgagor;


(2)AAan affidavit of disinterested witnesses that is in


the form referenced in Section 203.002, Estates Code, including


language stating that the surviving spouse was married to the


mortgagor at the time of the mortgagor’s death; and


(3)AAan affidavit signed by the surviving spouse


stating that the surviving spouse is currently residing in the


underlying mortgaged property as the primary residence.


(d)AAThe request from the surviving spouse must also include


a notice to the mortgage servicer that states in bold-faced,


capital, or underlined letters: "THIS REQUEST IS MADE PURSUANT TO


TEXAS FINANCE CODE SECTION 343.103. SUBSEQUENT DISCLOSURE OF


INFORMATION IS NOT IN CONFLICT WITH THE GRAMM-LEACH-BLILEY ACT


UNDER 15 U.S.C. SECTION 6802(e)(8)."


(e)AAA mortgage servicer that provides the information as


required under this section is not liable to the estate of the


mortgagor or any heir or beneficiary of the mortgagor as a result of


providing this information to the surviving spouse.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 511 (H.B. 831), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A343.104.AARESTRICTIONS ON SINGLE PREMIUM CREDIT


INSURANCE. A lender may not offer any individual or group credit


life, disability, or unemployment insurance on a prepaid single


premium basis in conjunction with a home loan unless the following


notice is provided to each applicant for the loan by hand delivery


or mail to the applicant not later than the third business day after


the date the applicant’s application for a home loan is received:


INSURANCE NOTICE TO APPLICANT


You may elect to purchase credit life, disability, or


involuntary unemployment insurance in conjunction


with this mortgage loan. If you elect to purchase this


insurance coverage, you may pay for it either on a


monthly premium basis or with a single premium payment


at the time the lender closes this loan. If you choose
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the single premium payment, the cost of the premium


will be financed at the interest rate provided for in


the mortgage loan.


This insurance is NOT required as a condition of


closing the mortgage loan and will be included with the


loan only at your request.


You have the right to cancel this credit insurance once


purchased. If you cancel it within 30 days of the date


of your loan, you will receive either a full refund or


a credit against your loan account. If you cancel this


insurance at any other time, you will receive either a


refund or credit against your loan account of any


unearned premium. YOU MUST CANCEL WITHIN 30 DAYS OF


THE DATE OF THE LOAN TO RECEIVE A FULL REFUND OR


CREDIT.


To assist you in making an informed choice, the


following estimates of premiums are being provided


along with an example of the cost of financing. The


examples assume that the term of the insurance product


is ____ years and that the interest rate is ______


percent (a rate that has recently been available for


the type of loan you are seeking). PLEASE NOTE THAT THE


ACTUAL LOAN TERMS YOU QUALIFY FOR MAY VARY FROM THIS


EXAMPLE. "Total amount paid" is the amount that would


be paid if you financed only the total insurance


premium for a ___ year period and is equal to the


amount you would have paid if you made all scheduled


payments. This is NOT the total of payments on your


loan.


CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE: Estimated premium of $_______


DISABILITY INSURANCE: Estimated premium of $_______


INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: Estimated


premium of $________


TOTAL INSURANCE PREMIUMS: $_______


TOTAL AMOUNT PAID: $_______


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Sec. 343.105.AANOTICE OF PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE OR


MISLEADING WRITTEN STATEMENT. (a) A lender, mortgage banker, or


licensed mortgage broker shall provide to each applicant for a home


loan a written notice at closing.


(b)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe provided on a separate document;


(2)AAbe in at least 14-point type; and


(3)AAhave the following or substantially similar


language:


"Warning: Intentionally or knowingly making a materially


false or misleading written statement to obtain property or


credit, including a mortgage loan, is a violation of Section


32.32, Texas Penal Code, and, depending on the amount of the


loan or value of the property, is punishable by imprisonment


for a term of 2 years to 99 years and a fine not to exceed


$10,000.


"I/we, the undersigned home loan applicant(s), represent


that I/we have received, read, and understand this notice of


penalties for making a materially false or misleading written


statement to obtain a home loan.


"I/we represent that all statements and representations


contained in my/our written home loan application, including


statements or representations regarding my/our identity,


employment, annual income, and intent to occupy the


residential real property secured by the home loan, are true


and correct as of the date of loan closing."


(c)AAOn receipt of the notice, the loan applicant shall


verify the information and execute the notice.


(d)AAThe failure of a lender, mortgage banker, or licensed


mortgage broker to provide a notice complying with this section to


each applicant for a home loan does not affect the validity or


enforceability of the home loan by any holder of the loan.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 285 (H.B. 716), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 343.106.AAPAYOFF STATEMENTS. (a)AAIn this section,


"mortgagee," "mortgage servicer," and "mortgagor" have the
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meanings assigned by Section 51.0001, Property Code.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules governing


requests by title insurance companies for payoff information from


mortgage servicers related to home loans and the provision of that


information, including rules prescribing a standard payoff


statement form that must be used by mortgage servicers to provide


those payoff statements.


(c)AAIn adopting rules under Subsection (b), the finance


commission shall require a mortgage servicer who receives a request


for a payoff statement with respect to a home loan from a title


insurance company to deliver the requested payoff statement on the


prescribed form within a time specified by finance commission rule,


which must allow the mortgage servicer at least seven business days


after the date the request is received to deliver the payoff


statement.


(d)AAThe standard payoff statement form prescribed by the


finance commission under Subsection (b) must require that a


completed form:


(1)AAstate the proposed closing date for the sale and


conveyance of the real property securing the home loan or for any


other transaction that would involve the payoff of the home loan, as


specified by the title insurance company’s request; and


(2)AAprovide a payoff amount that is valid through that


date.


(e)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (f) or (g), if the


mortgage servicer provides a completed payoff statement form that


meets the requirements of this section and rules adopted under this


section in response to a request for a payoff statement, the


mortgage servicer or mortgagee may not, on or before the proposed


closing date, demand that a mortgagor pay an amount in excess of the


payoff amount specified in the payoff statement.


(f)AAIf a mortgage servicer or mortgagee discovers that a


payoff statement is incorrect, the mortgage servicer or mortgagee


may correct and deliver the statement on or before the second


business day before the specified proposed closing date.AAThe


corrected payoff statement must be delivered to the requestor by:


(1)AAcertified mail with return receipt requested; and
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(2)AAelectronic means, if the requestor provides the


mortgage servicer with a means to deliver the corrected statement


electronically.


(g)AAIf a mortgage servicer submits an incorrect payoff


statement to a title insurance company that results in the mortgage


servicer requesting an amount that is less than the correct payoff


amount, the mortgage servicer or mortgagee does not deliver a


corrected payoff statement in accordance with Subsection (f), and


the mortgage servicer receives payment in the amount specified in


the payoff statement, the difference between the amount included in


the payoff statement and the correct payoff amount:


(1)AAremains a liability of the former mortgagor owed


to the mortgagee; and


(2)AAif the payoff statement is in connection with:


(A)AAthe sale of the real property:


(i)AAthe deed of trust or other contract lien


securing an interest in the property is released;


(ii)AAwithin a reasonable time after receipt


of payment by the mortgagee or mortgage servicer, the mortgagee or


mortgage servicer, as applicable, shall deliver to the title


company a release of the deed of trust or other contract lien


securing an interest in the property; and


(iii)AAany proceeds disbursed at closing to


or for the benefit of the mortgagor, excluding closing costs


related to the transaction, are subject to a constructive trust for


the benefit of the mortgagee to the extent of the underpayment; or


(B)AAa refinance by the mortgagor of the existing


home loan:


(i)AAthe lien securing the existing home


loan becomes subordinate to the lien securing the new home loan; and


(ii)AAany proceeds disbursed at closing to


or for the benefit of the mortgagor, excluding closing costs


related to the transaction, are subject to a constructive trust for


the benefit of the mortgagee to the extent of the underpayment.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 57 (H.B. 558), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 343.108.AARELEASE OF LIEN AFTER PAYOFF BY MORTGAGOR.


(a)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Mortgage servicer," "mortgagee," and "mortgagor"


have the meanings assigned by Section 51.0001, Property Code.


(2)AA"Release of lien" means a release of a deed of


trust or other lien securing a home loan.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c), not later than the


60th day after the date a mortgage servicer or mortgagee, as


applicable, receives the correct payoff amount for a home loan from


a mortgagor, the mortgage servicer or mortgagee shall:


(1)AAdeliver to the mortgagor a release of lien for the


home loan; or


(2)AAfile the release of lien with the appropriate


county clerk’s office for recording in the real property records of


the county.


(c)AAIf, on or before the 20th day after the date of the


payoff of the home loan, the mortgagor delivers a written request to


the mortgagee or mortgage servicer for the release of lien to be


delivered to the mortgagor or filed with the county clerk, the


mortgagee or mortgage servicer shall deliver or file the release of


lien not later than the 30th day after the date the mortgagee or


mortgage servicer receives the written request from the mortgagor.


(d)AAChapter 349 does not apply to this section.


(e)AAA mortgage servicer is required to comply with this


section only if the mortgage servicer has the authority to deliver


or file a release of lien for the home loan.


Added by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 303 (H.B. 219), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2023.


SUBCHAPTER C. HIGH-COST HOME LOANS


Sec. 343.201.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this subchapter:


(1)AA"High-cost home loan" means a loan that:


(A)AAis made to one or more individuals for


personal, family, or household purposes;


(B)AAis secured in whole or part by:


(i)AAa manufactured home, as defined by
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Section 347.002, used or to be used as the borrower ’s principal


residence; or


(ii)AAreal property improved by a dwelling


designed for occupancy by four or fewer families and used or to be


used as the borrower’s principal residence;


(C)AAhas a principal amount equal to or less than


one-half of the maximum conventional loan amount for first


mortgages as established and adjusted by the Federal National


Mortgage Association;


(D)AAis not:


(i)AAa reverse mortgage; or


(ii)AAan open-end account, as defined by


Section 301.002; and


(E)AAis a credit transaction described by 12


C.F.R. Section 1026.32, as amended, except that the term includes a


residential mortgage transaction, as defined by 12 C.F.R. Section


1026.2, as amended, if the total loan amount is $20,000 or more and:


(i)AAthe annual percentage rate exceeds the


rate indicated in 12 C.F.R. Section 1026.32(a)(1)(i), as amended;


or


(ii)AAthe total points and fees payable by


the consumer at or before loan closing will exceed the amount


indicated in 12 C.F.R. Section 1026.32(a)(1)(ii), as amended.


(2)AA"Points and fees" has the meaning assigned by 12


C.F.R. Section 1026.32(b), as amended.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A343.202.AABALLOON PAYMENT. A high-cost home loan may


not contain a provision for a scheduled payment that is more than


twice as large as the average of earlier scheduled monthly


payments, unless the balloon payment becomes due not less than 60


months after the date of the loan. This prohibition does not apply


if the payment schedule is adjusted to account for the seasonal or


otherwise irregular income of the borrower or if the loan is a
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bridge loan in connection with the acquisition or construction of a


dwelling intended to become the borrower’s principal dwelling.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A343.203.AANEGATIVE AMORTIZATION. A high-cost home loan


may not provide for a payment schedule with regular periodic


payments that cause the principal balance to increase, except that


this section does not prohibit negative amortization as a


consequence of a temporary forbearance, bridge loan, or restructure


sought by the borrower.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A343.204.AACONSIDERATION OF OBLIGOR’S PAYMENT ABILITY.


(a) In this section, "obligor" means a person obligated to pay a


loan, including a borrower, cosigner, or guarantor. If more than


one person is obligated to pay a loan, the term refers to those


persons collectively.


(b)AAA lender may not engage in a pattern or practice of


extending credit to consumers under high-cost home loans based on


the consumers ’ collateral without regard to the obligor’s repayment


ability, including the obligor ’s current and expected income,


current obligations, employment status, and other financial


resources, other than the obligor’s equity in the dwelling that


secures repayment of the loan.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A343.205.AAPREPAYMENT PENALTIES PROHIBITED. A lender


may not make a high-cost home loan containing a provision for a


prepayment penalty.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 622, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A343.206.AACHARGE PROHIBITED FOR PRODUCT OR SERVICE NOT


RECEIVED. A lender, in connection with a high-cost home loan, may


not charge a borrower an amount for a service or product if the


borrower does not receive the service or product.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1207, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 13,


2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 345. RETAIL INSTALLMENT SALES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A345.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Credit card issuer" means a person who issues an


identification device, including a card or plate, that is used to


obtain goods or services under a retail credit card arrangement,


other than a person who is:


(A)AAa bank, savings association, or credit union;


(B)AAlicensed to do business under Chapter 342;


or


(C)AAregularly and principally engaged in the


business of lending money for personal, family, or household


purposes.


(2)AA"Holder" means:


(A)AAfor a retail installment contract:


(i)AAthe retail seller of the goods or


services under the contract if the contract or the outstanding


balance under the contract has not been sold or otherwise


transferred; or


(ii)AAif the contract or the outstanding


balance under the contract has been sold or otherwise transferred,


the person to whom it was transferred;


(B)AAfor a retail charge agreement:


(i)AAthe retail seller of the goods or


services under the retail charge agreement if the agreement or the


outstanding balance under the agreement has not been sold or


otherwise transferred; or


(ii)AAif the agreement or the outstanding


balance under the agreement has been sold or otherwise transferred,


the person to whom it was sold or otherwise transferred; or


(C)AAfor a retail credit card arrangement, the


credit card issuer under the arrangement.
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(3)AA"Retail buyer" means a person who:


(A)AApurchases or agrees to purchase goods from a


retail seller; or


(B)AAobtains services from a retail seller or


agrees to have services furnished by a retail seller.


(4)AA"Retail charge agreement" means one or more


instruments that prescribe the terms of retail installment


transactions that may be made under the agreement from time to time


and under which a time price differential is computed on the unpaid


balance from time to time. The term includes an instrument that


prescribes the terms of a retail credit card arrangement.


(5)AA"Retail credit card arrangement" means an


arrangement that is not regulated under another chapter of this


code and under which:


(A)AAa retail seller or credit card issuer


authorizes a retail buyer or lessee to use a credit card to purchase


or lease goods or services from:


(i)AAthe seller or issuer, as appropriate;


(ii)AAa person related to the seller or


issuer;


(iii)AAa person licensed or franchised to do


business under the seller’s or issuer’s business or trade name or


designation; or


(iv)AAanother person authorized to honor the


card; and


(B)AAthe debt for the purchase or lease is payable


in one or more installments.


(6)AA"Retail installment contract" means one or more


instruments entered into in this state that evidence a secured or


unsecured retail installment transaction.AAThe term includes a


chattel mortgage, security agreement, and conditional sale


contract and a document that evidences a bailment or lease


described by Section 345.068, but does not include:


(A)AAan instrument that is a retail charge


agreement;


(B)AAan instrument reflecting a sale under a


retail charge agreement; or
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(C)AAa rental-purchase agreement that complies


with Chapter 92, Business & Commerce Code.


(7)AA"Retail installment transaction" means a


transaction in which a retail buyer purchases goods or services


from a retail seller under a retail installment contract or retail


charge agreement that provides for a time price differential and


under which the buyer agrees to pay the unpaid balance and the time


price differential in one or more installments. The term includes a


transaction:


(A)AAmade under a retail credit card arrangement;


or


(B)AAfor the sale of prepaid funeral benefits


regulated under Chapter 154.


(8)AA"Retail seller" means a person who regularly and


substantially engages in the business of selling goods or services


to retail buyers, other than the services of a member of a learned


profession not specifically included under Section 345.003(b).


(9)AA"Time price differential" means the amount paid or


payable for accepting payment in installments for goods or services


purchased, regardless of how the amount is denominated or


expressed. The term includes an amount payable to a holder as


consideration for accepting payment in installments for goods and


services charged under a retail credit card arrangement. The term


does not include an amount charged for insurance premiums,


delinquency charges, attorney’s fees, court costs, or official


fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.035, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 885 (H.B. 2278), Sec. 2.17,


eff. April 1, 2009.


Sec.A345.002.AAGOODS. (a) For the purposes of this chapter,


goods are tangible personal property, other than property described


by Subsection (d), that is:


(1)AApurchased primarily for personal, family, or


household use; and
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(2)AAnot purchased for commercial or business use.


(b)AA"Goods" includes property described by Subsection (a)


that is:


(1)AApersonal property furnished for or used in the


modernization, rehabilitation, repair, alteration, improvement, or


construction of real property that is to become or becomes a part of


the real property regardless of whether the personal property is


severable from the real property;


(2)AAa structure, other than a mobile home, that is to


be used as a residence;


(3)AAa boat;


(4)AAa boat-trailer;


(5)AAa motor scooter, moped, motorcycle, trailer


designed or intended to be drawn by or to transport a motor scooter,


moped, motorcycle or all-terrain vehicle;


(6)AAa recreational vehicle designed for temporary


living accommodations and commonly known as a travel trailer;


(7)AAa camper-type trailer;


(8)AAa horse trailer; and


(9)AAa vehicle propelled or drawn exclusively by


muscular power.


(c)AA"Goods" also includes a merchandise certificate or


coupon that is:


(1)AAissued by a retail seller;


(2)AAnot redeemable in cash; and


(3)AAto be used in its face amount instead of cash in


exchange for other goods or services sold by the seller.


(d)AAThis chapter does not apply to the sale of:


(1)AAmoney;


(2)AAa vehicle designed to run only on rails or tracks


or in the air; or


(3)AAa motor vehicle, other than a vehicle included


under Subsection (b), to which Chapter 348 applies or other goods


that are included in a contract under Chapter 348.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.003.AASERVICES. (a) For the purposes of this
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chapter, services include work, labor, and other services, other


than services described by Subsection (c), that are:


(1)AApurchased primarily for personal, family, or


household use; and


(2)AAnot purchased for commercial or business use.


(b)AA"Services" includes work or labor described by


Subsection (a) and that is:


(1)AAa medical or dental service;


(2)AAa prepaid funeral benefit regulated under Chapter


154; and


(3)AAa maintenance or service contract or warranty.


(c)AAThis chapter does not apply to the sale of:


(1)AAlegal services;


(2)AAservices of a professional person licensed by this


state, unless the services are:


(A)AAprovided in connection with the purchase of


goods; or


(B)AAdescribed by Subsection (b)(1) or (2);


(3)AAservices for which the cost is:


(A)AAset by law; or


(B)AAfiled with or subject to approval by the


United States, this state, or an agency, instrumentality, or


subdivision of this state;


(4)AAeducational services provided by:


(A)AAan accredited college or university; or


(B)AAa primary or secondary school providing


education required by this state;


(5)AAservices provided by a kindergarten or nursery


school; or


(6)AAservices that are included in a contract under


Chapter 348.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.004.AACASH PRICE. (a) The cash price in a retail


installment transaction is the price at which the retail seller


would have sold to the retail buyer, and the buyer would have bought


from the seller, the goods or services that are subject to the
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transaction if the sale had been a sale for cash.


(b)AAThe cash price may include:


(1)AAthe amount of taxes;


(2)AAthe amount of charges for delivery, installation,


servicing, repair, alteration, or improvement; and


(3)AAan amount described by Section 345.005(1), (3),


(4), or (6) that is not separately itemized in the retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 345.005.AAITEMIZED CHARGE.AAAn amount charged to a


retail buyer in a retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement is an itemized charge if the amount is not included in the


cash price and is the amount of:


(1)AAfees prescribed by law for filing, recording, or


otherwise perfecting, releasing, or satisfying a security interest


created in connection with a retail installment transaction or


nonfiling insurance premiums as authorized by Section 345.212;


(2)AAfees for registration or a certificate of title;


(3)AAany taxes;


(4)AAfees or charges prescribed by law and connected


with the sale or inspection of the goods or services subject to the


contract or agreement;


(5)AApremiums and other charges for insurance


authorized by Subchapter E;


(6)AAofficial fees for a construction permit or the


filing or recording of a construction permit;


(7)AAa documentary fee authorized under Section


345.251;


(8)AAin a retail installment transaction involving


modernization, rehabilitation, repair, alteration, improvement, or


construction of real property, reasonable and necessary costs,


including amounts, paid by the holder:


(A)AAfor title insurance or title examination and


opinion that does not exceed the amount set by the commissioner of


insurance for title insurance for the transaction;


(B)AAto a person who is not a salaried employee of
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the holder for an appraisal or inspection or for investigating the


credit standing or creditworthiness of the retail buyer; or


(C)AAto an attorney who is not a salaried employee


of the holder as a legal fee for the preparation of documents in


connection with the transaction; and


(9)AAcharges for a debt cancellation agreement under


Chapter 354.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A345.006.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL NOT INTEREST. An


amount of time price differential is not interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.007.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER. (a) This chapter


applies only to a retail installment transaction.


(b)AAThis chapter does not affect or apply to a loan made or


the business of making loans under other law of this state and does


not affect a rule of law applicable to a retail installment sale


that is not a retail installment transaction.


(c)AAThe provisions of this chapter defining specific rates


and amounts of charges and requiring certain credit disclosures to


be made control over any contrary law of this state respecting those


subjects.


(d)AAThis chapter applies to a retail installment


transaction extended to a person who is located in this state at the


time the transaction is entered into.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A345.008.AAAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER STATUTES TO RETAIL


INSTALLMENT TRANSACTION. (a) A loan or interest statute of this


state other than Chapter 303 does not apply to a retail installment
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transaction.


(b)AAExcept as provided by this chapter, an applicable


statute, including Title 1, Business & Commerce Code, or a


principle of common law continues to apply to a retail installment


transaction unless it is displaced by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.009.AADISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS IF CONFLICT WITH


FEDERAL LAW. If a disclosure requirement of this chapter and one of


a federal law, including a regulation or an interpretation of law,


are inconsistent or conflict, federal law controls and the


inconsistent or conflicting disclosures required by this chapter


need not be given.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT


Sec.A345.051.AARETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT GENERAL


REQUIREMENTS. (a) A retail installment contract must be:


(1)AAin writing;


(2)AAdated;


(3)AAsigned by the retail buyer; and


(4)AAcompleted as to all essential provisions, except


as provided by Section 345.064.


(b)AAThe contract must be designated "Retail Installment


Contract."


(c)AAThe printed or typed part of a retail installment


contract, other than instructions for completion, must be in at


least eight-point type unless a different size of type is required


under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.052.AACONTENTS OF CONTRACT. (a) A retail


installment contract must contain:


(1)AAthe name of the retail seller and the name of the


retail buyer;


(2)AAthe place of business of the retail seller;
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(3)AAthe residence or other address of the retail buyer


as specified by the retail buyer;


(4)AAthe cash price;


(5)AAthe amount of the retail buyer’s down payment,


specifying the amount paid in money and the amount allowed for goods


traded in; and


(6)AAeach itemized charge.


(b)AAA charge for insurance authorized under Subchapter E


may be disclosed as provided by that subchapter.


(c)AAA retail installment contract must reasonably identify


the goods sold or services furnished under the contract. Multiple


items of goods or services may be described in a separate writing in


detail sufficient to identify them.


(d)AAThe contract must contain substantially the following


notice printed or typed in at least 10-point type that is


bold-faced, capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously


set out from the surrounding written material:


"NOTICE TO THE BUYER. DO NOT SIGN THIS CONTRACT BEFORE


YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS BLANK SPACES. YOU ARE


ENTITLED TO A COPY OF THE CONTRACT YOU SIGN. UNDER THE


LAW YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO PAY OFF IN ADVANCE THE FULL


AMOUNT DUE AND UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS MAY OBTAIN A


PARTIAL REFUND OF THE FINANCE CHARGE. KEEP THIS


CONTRACT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.053.AADISCLOSURE OF PROMISE TO COMPENSATE FOR


REFERRAL. (a) A written or oral promise of a retail seller to


compensate a retail buyer for referring customers or prospective


customers to the seller or for referring the seller to customers or


prospective customers must be disclosed in a retail installment


contract if the promise is:


(1)AApart of the contract;


(2)AAmade to induce the buyer to become a party to the


contract; or


(3)AAmade incidental to negotiations between the seller


and the buyer with respect to the sale of the goods or services that
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are the subject of the contract.


(b)AAA contract that contains a provision required by


Subsection (a) must provide that the amount owed under the contract


at any time is reduced by the amount of compensation owed under the


promise.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.054.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CONTRACT. A


retail installment contract may provide for:


(1)AAany amount of time price differential permitted


under Section 345.055, 345.056, 345.057, or 345.058; or


(2)AAany rate of time price differential not exceeding


a yield permitted under Section 345.055, 345.056, 345.057, or


345.058.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.055.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CONTRACT PAYABLE


IN EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS. (a) A retail installment contract that


is payable in substantially equal monthly payments beginning one


month after the date of the contract may provide for a time price


differential that does not exceed an add-on charge equal to:


(1)AA$12 per $100 per year on the part of the principal


balance that is less than or equal to the amount computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $500;


(2)AA$10 per $100 per year on the part of the principal


balance that is more than the amount computed for Subdivision (1)


but less than or equal to the amount computed under Subchapter C,


Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $1,000; and


(3)AA$8 per $100 per year on the part of the principal


balance that is more than the amount computed for Subdivision (2).


(b)AAThe time price differential is computed on the original


principal balance from the date of the contract until the due date


of the final installment, notwithstanding that the balance is


payable in installments.


(c)AAIf the retail installment contract is payable for a


period that is shorter or longer than a year or is for an amount that


is less or greater than $100, the amount of the maximum time price
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differential computed under this section is decreased or increased


proportionately.


(d)AAFor the purpose of a computation under this section, 15


or more days of a month may be considered a full month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.056.AAUSE OF OPTIONAL CEILING. As an alternative to


the maximum rate or amount authorized for a time price differential


under Section 345.055 or 345.057, a retail installment contract may


provide for a rate or amount of time price differential that does


not exceed the rate or amount authorized by Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.057.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR OTHER CONTRACTS.


A retail installment contract that is payable other than in


substantially equal successive monthly payments or the first


installment of which is not payable one month from the date of the


contract may provide for a time price differential that does not


exceed an amount that provides the same effective return as if the


contract were payable in substantially equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month from the date of the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.058.AAMINIMUM TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CONTRACT.


Notwithstanding Section 345.055, 345.056, or 345.057:


(1)AAa retail installment contract with an initial


principal balance of $75 or more may provide for a minimum time


price differential that does not exceed $12;


(2)AAa retail installment contract with an initial


principal balance of more than $25 and less than $75 may provide for


a minimum time price differential that does not exceed $9; and


(3)AAa retail installment contract with an initial


principal balance of $25 or less may provide for a minimum time


price differential that does not exceed $6.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.059.AAPRINCIPAL BALANCE COMPUTATION. The principal
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balance of a retail installment contract is computed by:


(1)AAadding the cash price subject to the contract and


the total of the contract’s itemized charges, including a


documentary fee authorized under Section 345.251; and


(2)AAsubtracting the amount of the retail buyer’s down


payment in money and goods from the amount computed under


Subdivision (1).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.060.AACHARGES FOR DEFAULT IN PAYMENT OF


INSTALLMENT. (a) A retail installment contract may provide that if


an installment remains unpaid after the 10th day after the maturity


of the installment the retail seller may collect:


(1)AAa delinquency charge that is not more than five


percent of an installment or $5, whichever is less; or


(2)AAinterest on the amount of the installment accruing


after the maturity of the installment at a rate that does not exceed


the maximum rate authorized for the contract.


(b)AAOnly one delinquency charge may be collected under


Subsection (a) on an installment regardless of the duration of the


default.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.061.AACHARGES FOR COLLECTING DEBT. A retail


installment contract may provide for the payment of:


(1)AAan attorney’s reasonable fees if the contract is


referred for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried


employee of the holder; and


(2)AAcourt costs and disbursements.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.062.AAACCELERATION OF DEBT MATURITY. A retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement may not authorize


the holder to accelerate the maturity of all or a part of the amount


owed under the contract or agreement unless:


(1)AAthe retail buyer is in default in the performance


of any of the buyer’s obligations; or
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(2)AAthe holder believes in good faith that the


prospect of the buyer’s payment or performance is impaired.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.063.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACT THAT IS MORE THAN


ONE DOCUMENT. (a) A retail installment contract may be more than


one document.


(b)AAOne of the retail installment contract documents must:


(1)AAprovide that it applies to purchases of goods or


services to be made by the retail buyer from time to time; and


(2)AAbe signed by the retail buyer.


(c)AAFor each purchase, the document described by Subsection


(b) and a written statement relating to the purchase, including a


sales slip or account book, together must set forth all of the


information required by this subchapter. The document described by


Subsection (a) and the written statement under this subsection are


the retail installment contract.


(d)AAIf the retail seller elects, a written statement


described by Subsection (c) satisfies the statement requirements of


Section 345.082 for a purchase to which the statement applies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.064.AACOMPLETION OF CONTRACT. (a) A person may not


sign a retail installment contract that contains a blank space for


an item that is an essential provision of the transaction.


(b)AAIf delivery of the goods is not made at the time the


contract is executed, the identifying numbers or marks of the goods


or similar information and the due date of the first installment may


be inserted by the retail seller in the seller’s counterpart of the


contract after the contract has been signed by the retail buyer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.065.AADELIVERY OF COPY OF CONTRACT. The retail


seller shall:


(1)AAdeliver to the retail buyer a copy of the retail


installment contract as accepted by the retail seller; or


(2)AAmail to the retail buyer at the address shown on
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the contract a copy of the retail installment contract as accepted


by the retail seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.066.AABUYER’S RIGHT TO RESCIND CONTRACT. Until a


retail seller complies with Section 345.065, a retail buyer who has


not received delivery of the goods or services is entitled to:


(1)AArescind the contract;


(2)AAreceive a refund of all payments made under or in


contemplation of the contract; and


(3)AAreceive the return of all goods traded in to the


seller under or in contemplation of the contract or, if those goods


cannot be returned, receive the trade-in allowance of those goods.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.067.AABUYER’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DELIVERY OF


CONTRACT COPY. (a) Any retail buyer’s acknowledgment of delivery


of a copy of a retail installment contract must:


(1)AAbe in at least 10-point type that is bold-faced,


capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material; and


(2)AAappear directly above the buyer’s signature if the


acknowledgment is contained in the contract.


(b)AAAny retail buyer’s acknowledgment conforming to this


section of the delivery of a copy of the retail installment contract


is, in any action or proceeding:


(1)AApresumptive proof of the delivery of a copy of the


contract and compliance with any requirement relating to the


completion of the contract before execution of the contract by the


buyer; or


(2)AAconclusive proof of the delivery of a copy of the


contract and compliance with any requirement relating to the


completion of the contract before execution of the contract by the


buyer if the holder purchased the contract without knowledge to the


contrary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A345.068.AABAILMENT OR LEASE AS RETAIL INSTALLMENT


TRANSACTION. A bailment or lease is a retail installment


transaction if the bailee or lessee:


(1)AAcontracts to pay as compensation for the use of


goods an amount that substantially equals or exceeds the value of


those goods; and


(2)AAon full compliance with the bailment or lease is


bound to become the owner of the goods or has the option to become


the owner of the goods for no or nominal additional consideration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.069.AADEFERMENT OF INSTALLMENT. (a) A holder of a


retail installment contract, on request of the retail buyer, may


agree to defer the scheduled due date of all or part of one or more


installments.


(b)AAA holder may collect from the retail buyer for deferment


of an installment:


(1)AAa charge that is a part of the time price


differential and computed on the amount deferred for the period of


deferment at the monthly rate of 15 cents for each $10; and


(2)AAthe amount of the additional cost to the holder


for:


(A)AApremiums for continuing in force any


insurance provided for by the contract; and


(B)AAadditional necessary official fees.


(c)AAThe minimum charge under Subsection (b)(1) is $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.070.AAAMENDMENT OF CONTRACT. (a) On request of the


retail buyer, the holder of a retail installment contract may:


(1)AAamend the contract to renew, restate, or


reschedule the unpaid balance of the contract; and


(2)AAcollect an amount computed on the principal


balance of the amended contract for the term of the amended contract


at the applicable rate under Section 345.055, 345.056, 345.057, or


345.058.


(b)AAThe principal balance of the amended contract is
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computed by:


(1)AAadding:


(A)AAthe amount of the unpaid balance on the date


of the amendment;


(B)AAthe cost of insurance;


(C)AAthe amount of each additional necessary


official fee; and


(D)AAthe amount of each accrued delinquency


charge; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the total computed under


Subdivision (1) an amount equal to the minimum refund credit that


would be required under Section 345.075 or 345.076 for prepayment


in full on the date of the amendment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.071.AACONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENT. An amendment to a


retail installment contract must be confirmed in a writing signed


by the retail buyer. The holder shall deliver a copy of the


confirmation to the buyer at the time it is executed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.072.AACONTRACT AFTER AMENDMENT. After amendment a


retail installment contract is the original contract and each


amendment to the original contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.073.AAPREPAYMENT OF CONTRACT. A retail buyer may


prepay the unpaid time balance of a retail installment contract in


full at any time before the contract’s final due date.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.074.AAREFUND CREDIT ON PREPAYMENT. If a retail


buyer prepays a retail installment contract in full or if the holder


demands payment of the unpaid balance of the contract in full before


the contract’s final installment is due, the buyer is entitled to


receive a refund credit as provided by Section 345.075 or 345.076,


as applicable.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.075.AAAMOUNT OF REFUND CREDIT FOR MONTHLY


INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a) The minimum amount of a refund credit on


prepayment of a contract that is payable in substantially equal


successive monthly installments beginning one month after the date


of the contract is computed by:


(1)AAsubtracting an amount equal to the minimum charge


authorized by this chapter for that contract from the original time


price differential; and


(2)AAmultiplying the amount computed under Subdivision


(1) by the percentage computed by dividing the sum of all of the


monthly balances under the contract ’s schedule of payments into the


sum of the unpaid monthly balances under the contract ’s schedule of


payments beginning on:


(A)AAthe first day, after the date of the


prepayment or demand for payment in full, that is the date of a


month that corresponds to the date of the month that the first


installment is due under the contract; or


(B)AAif the prepayment or demand for payment in


full is made before the first installment date under the contract,


the next monthly anniversary date of the contract occurring after


prepayment or demand.


(b)AAA refund credit is not required if the amount of the


refund credit is less than $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.076.AAAMOUNT OF REFUND CREDIT FOR OTHER CONTRACTS.


The refund credit on a contract to which Section 345.075 does not


apply shall be computed in a manner proportionate to the method set


out by that section, having due regard for:


(1)AAthe amount of each installment; and


(2)AAthe irregularity of the installment periods.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.077.AAREINSTATEMENT OF CONTRACT. After a demand


for payment in full under a retail installment contract, the retail
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buyer and holder may agree to reinstate the contract and may amend


the contract under Section 345.070.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.078.AACONSOLIDATION OF CONTRACTS. (a) If a retail


buyer purchases goods or services in a retail installment


transaction from a retail seller from whom the buyer has previously


purchased goods or services under one or more retail installment


contracts and the amounts under those contracts have not been paid


in full, the seller may consolidate the subsequent purchase with


one or more of the contracts.


(b)AAIf a purchase is consolidated with a retail installment


contract under this section, the retail seller may prepare a


written memorandum of the subsequent purchase instead of executing


a retail installment contract for the purchase. Sections 345.051,


345.052, 345.053, 345.065, 345.066, and 345.067 do not apply to the


memorandum. The seller shall deliver a copy of the memorandum to


the retail buyer before the date on which the first installment


under the consolidated contract is due.


(c)AAEach subsequent purchase that is consolidated with a


retail installment contract is a separate retail installment


contract under this chapter. The provisions of this chapter


relating to a retail installment contract apply to the subsequent


purchase except as provided by Subsection (b).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.079.AAALLOCATION OF PAYMENTS ON CONSOLIDATION OF


CONTRACTS. (a) If a subsequent purchase is consolidated with a


contract and the retail seller retains title or takes a security


interest, including a lien, in any of the goods purchased under one


of the contracts:


(1)AAthe total of all payments made before the


subsequent purchase is considered to have been applied to the


previous purchases; and


(2)AAeach payment made on the consolidated contract


after the subsequent purchase is considered to be allocated to each


purchase in the same ratio as the original cash price of the
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purchase bears to the total of the original cash prices of all


purchases under the contract.


(b)AAAll of a down payment on a subsequent purchase shall be


allocated to that purchase.


(c)AAIf the amount of installment payments is increased after


a subsequent purchase, the retail seller may elect to allocate:


(1)AAan amount of the payment equal to the original


periodic payment to the previous purchase; and


(2)AAthe remainder of the payment to the subsequent


purchase.


(d)AAThis section does not apply if the previous and


subsequent purchases involve:


(1)AAgoods, including equipment or parts, attached or


affixed to goods previously purchased and for which full payment


has not been made; or


(2)AAservices rendered by the retail seller at the


retail buyer’s request in connection with goods described by


Subdivision (1).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.080.AAOBLIGATION UNDER MORE THAN ONE CONTRACT. (a)


A retail seller may not induce a person or a husband and wife to


become obligated at substantially the same time under more than one


retail installment contract with the same seller for the deliberate


purpose of obtaining a greater amount of time price differential


than is permitted under this chapter for one retail installment


contract.


(b)AAA contract made by a retail buyer and retail seller


after the 30th day after the date of a contract between that buyer


and seller is presumed not to violate this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.081.AACERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OR SATISFACTION OF


CONTRACT. (a) A retail seller who has entered into a retail


installment transaction under a retail installment contract to


perform services or install goods for the modernization,


rehabilitation, repair, alteration, improvement, or construction
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of improvements on real property shall obtain a certificate of


completion or certificate of satisfaction signed by the retail


buyer when all of the services have been performed or goods have


been installed as required under the contract. A certificate is


required regardless of whether a guaranty or warranty of the


services or goods remains in force.


(b)AAA certificate of completion or certificate of


satisfaction must be a separate writing and must have at the top in


at least 10-point type that is bold-faced, capitalized, or


underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from the surrounding


written material:


WARNING TO BUYER--DO NOT SIGN THIS CERTIFICATE UNTIL


ALL SERVICES HAVE BEEN SATISFACTORILY PERFORMED AND


MATERIALS SUPPLIED OR GOODS RECEIVED AND FOUND


SATISFACTORY.


(c)AAThe retail seller shall keep the signed certificate or a


copy of the signed certificate until the second anniversary of the


date of the certificate’s execution.


(d)AAIf performance of the services or installation of the


goods required by the retail installment contract is not complete,


a retail seller may not knowingly:


(1)AAinduce a retail buyer to sign a certificate; or


(2)AAtake or accept from the retail buyer an executed


certificate.


(e)AAExecution of a certificate by the retail buyer is not a


waiver of any guaranty or warranty made by the retail seller or a


manufacturer or supplier.


(f)AAA retail buyer’s failure or refusal to execute a


certificate, without good cause, does not affect the validity of


the retail installment contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.082.AASTATEMENT OF PAYMENTS AND AMOUNT DUE UNDER


CONTRACT. (a) On written request of a retail buyer, the holder of a


retail installment contract shall give or send to the buyer a


written statement of the dates and amounts of installment payments


and the total amount unpaid under the contract.
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(b)AAA retail buyer is entitled to one statement without


charge during a six-month period. The charge for each additional


requested statement during the period may not exceed $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.083.AARECEIPT FOR CASH PAYMENT. A holder of a


retail installment contract shall give to the retail buyer a


written receipt for each cash payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 345.084.AADEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENT.AAA debt


cancellation agreement under Chapter 354 may be offered in


connection with a retail installment contract for a covered vehicle


to which this chapter applies.AAFor purposes of this section,


"covered vehicle" has the meaning assigned by Section 354.001.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER C. RETAIL CHARGE AGREEMENT


Sec.A345.101.AAMAKING RETAIL CHARGE AGREEMENT. On the


request of a retail buyer or prospective buyer, a retail seller or


credit card issuer may establish a retail charge agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.102.AAAGREEMENT GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. (a) A


retail charge agreement must be in writing and signed by the retail


buyer.


(b)AAAn agreement must contain substantially the following


notice printed or typed in at least 10-point type that is


bold-faced, capitalized, underlined, or otherwise conspicuously


set out from the surrounding written material:


"NOTICE TO THE BUYER--DO NOT SIGN THIS AGREEMENT


BEFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS BLANK SPACES. YOU


ARE ENTITLED TO A COPY OF THE AGREEMENT YOU SIGN. KEEP


THIS AGREEMENT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A345.103.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR AGREEMENT. (a)


Notwithstanding any other law a retail charge agreement may provide


for a time price differential for the payment in installments under


the agreement.


(b)AAThe time price differential may not be more than the


amount computed on the unpaid amount under the retail charge


agreement at a rate equal to:


(1)AA15 cents per $10 per month on the part of the


unpaid balance that is equal to or less than the amount computed


under Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of


$500; and


(2)AA10 cents per $10 per month on the part of the


unpaid balance that is more than the amount computed for


Subdivision (1).


(c)AAIf the amount computed under Subsection (b) for any


month for which a balance is due is less than 75 cents, the time


price differential for that month may be 75 cents.


(d)AAIf the period between installment payments is not a


month, the time price differential shall be computed


proportionately.


(e)AAThe time price differential may be computed for all


unpaid balances within a $10 range by applying the amount of the


time price differential for the median amount within the range to


those unpaid balances.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.104.AAUSE OF OPTIONAL CEILING.


(a) As an alternative to the maximum rate or amount


authorized for a time price differential under Section 345.103, a


retail charge agreement may provide for a rate or amount of time


price differential that does not exceedAAthe rate or amount


authorized by Chapter 303.


(b)AAThe provisions of Chapter 303 applicable to open-end


accounts apply to a retail charge agreement to which this section


applies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.16, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A345.105.AACHARGES FOR COLLECTION OF PAYMENT OF


AGREEMENT. A retail charge agreement may provide for the payment


of:


(1)AAan attorney’s reasonable fee if the agreement is


referred for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried


employee of the holder; and


(2)AAcourt costs and disbursements.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 345.106.AAPROCESSING FEE FOR RETURNED CHECK.AAA retail


charge agreement may provide that the holder of the agreement may:


(1)AAcharge the retail buyer, on return of a dishonored


check given in payment under the agreement, a reasonable processing


fee that does not exceed the amount prescribed by Section 3.506,


Business & Commerce Code; and


(2)AAadd the fee to the unpaid balance under the


agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A345.107.AAPROHIBITED FEES. An annual, membership, or


participation fee may not be charged to or collected from a retail


buyer in connection with a retail charge agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.108.AAPROHIBITION ON SIGNING OF AGREEMENT WITH


BLANK SPACES. A retail buyer may not sign a retail charge agreement


that contains blank spaces.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.109.AADELIVERY OF COPY OF AGREEMENT. (a) A retail
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seller or credit card issuer shall deliver or mail a copy of the


executed retail charge agreement to the retail buyer before the


date on which the first payment under the agreement is due.


(b)AAIf a copy of the retail charge agreement is not retained


by the retail seller, a notation in the seller’s permanent record


showing that the agreement was mailed and the date of mailing is


presumptive proof of the mailing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.110.AABUYER’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DELIVERY OF


AGREEMENT COPY. (a) Any retail buyer’s acknowledgment of delivery


of a copy of a retail charge agreement that is contained in the body


of the agreement must:


(1)AAbe in at least 10-point type that is bold-faced,


capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material; and


(2)AAappear directly above the buyer’s signature.


(b)AAA retail buyer’s acknowledgment, conforming to this


section, of delivery of a copy of the agreement is, in an action or


proceeding, presumptive proof that:


(1)AAthe copy was delivered to the buyer; and


(2)AAthe agreement did not contain a blank space when it


was signed by the buyer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.111.AASTATEMENT OF CASH PRICE. The cash price in a


retail installment transaction under a retail charge agreement


shall be stated in a sales slip or other memorandum furnished by a


retail seller to a retail buyer under or in connection with the


agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.112.AAAGREEMENT BALANCE STATEMENT. (a) At the end


of each statement period of a retail charge agreement in which an


unpaid balance exists, the retail seller shall provide to the


retail buyer a statement of the unpaid balance.


(b)AAThe statement must set out that the retail buyer at any
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time may pay all or any part of the unpaid balance.


(c)AAIn this section, "statement period" means a monthly


period, which is not required to be a calendar month. The term may


include a regular period, other than a monthly period, to which the


retail charge agreement parties agree in writing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.113.AACOMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW CONSIDERED


COMPLIANCE WITH CHAPTER’S DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS. A retail charge


agreement that complies with the applicable disclosure provisions


of the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et


seq.) is considered to comply with the disclosure requirements of


Section 345.112.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. ALTERNATE FINANCE CHARGE CEILING


Sec. 345.155.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL COMPUTATION AND


AMOUNT. (a)AAA time price differential authorized under Subchapter


C shall be computed using the average daily balance method.


(b)AAIf the amount of a time price differential otherwise


authorized under Subchapter C for a billing cycle in which a balance


is due is less than 75 cents a month, the holder may charge an amount


that does not exceed 75 cents a month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A345.156.AAWHEN CHARGING OF TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL


PROHIBITED. A time price differential may not be charged for a


billing cycle of a retail charge agreement that provides for a time


price differential under this subchapter if:


(1)AAthe payments received for the agreement and


amounts credited during the billing cycle that are attributable to


amounts included in the balance owed at the end of the preceding


billing cycle equal or exceed the balance owed under the agreement
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at the end of the preceding billing cycle; or


(2)AAa balance is not owed at the end of the preceding


billing cycle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.157.AADELINQUENCY CHARGE. (a)AAA retail charge


agreement may provide for the payment of:


(1)AAa delinquency charge on each installment that is


in default for a period that is longer than 21 days;


(2)AAan attorney’s reasonable fee if the agreement is


referred for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried


employee of the holder; and


(3)AAcourt costs and disbursements.


(b)AAThe amount of a delinquency charge may not exceed $15.


(c)AAOnly one delinquency charge may be collected on an


installment regardless of the duration of the default.


(d)AAThe holder shall remit 50 cents of each delinquency


charge in excess of $10 collected under this section to the


comptroller, in the time and manner established by the comptroller,


for deposit to the credit of an account in the general revenue fund.


One-half of the money in the account may be appropriated only to


finance research conducted by the commissioner under Section 11.305


and the other one-half of the money in the account may be


appropriated only to finance educational activities and counseling


services under Section 394.001.


(e)AAA customer ’s monthly statement must contain the


following notice printed or typed in at least 10-point type that is


boldfaced, capitalized, underlined, or otherwise conspicuously set


out from the surrounding written material: "A DELINQUENCY CHARGE


OF $15 MAY BE ASSESSED FOR A PAYMENT THAT IS IN DEFAULT FOR A PERIOD


THAT IS LONGER THAN 21 DAYS."


(f)AAIf the commissioner determines that a retail seller or


creditor that was operating under this subchapter on September 1,


1999, and that charges a delinquency charge in excess of $10, moved


its credit operations out of this state after September 1, 1999, in


a manner that results in the retail seller’s or creditor ’s retail


charge agreements not being subject to this subchapter, the
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commissioner shall collect from the retail seller or creditor an


amount equal to 25 cents for each delinquency charge in excess of


$10 collected during the 12-month period preceding the date of the


move.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1348, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 27, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 345.158.AARETAIL CHARGE AGREEMENT TO WHICH SUBCHAPTER


DOES NOT APPLY. This subchapter does not apply to a retail charge


agreement that:


(1)AAis a home solicitation transaction that is subject


to Chapter 601, Business & Commerce Code;


(2)AAis secured by a lien on the obligor’s homestead;


and


(3)AAprovides for credit that is extended by the retail


seller or the seller’s owner, subsidiary, or corporate affiliate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 885 (H.B. 2278), Sec. 2.18,


eff. April 1, 2009.


SUBCHAPTER E. INSURANCE


Sec.A345.201.AAPROPERTY INSURANCE. (a) A holder may request


or require a retail buyer to insure the property purchased or


improved under a retail installment transaction, including the


purchase of title insurance on real property that is involved in the


retail installment contract or retail charge agreement and that is


subject to a security interest of the holder, including a lien.


(b)AAIf the property is a boat that may be enrolled or


licensed as a yacht with the United States Coast Guard and subject


to the maritime laws of the United States, a holder may also require
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a retail buyer to provide in connection with the boat:


(1)AAprotection and indemnity insurance;


(2)AAlongshoremen’s and harbor worker’s compensation


insurance; and


(3)AAmedical payments insurance.


(c)AAThe insurance and the premiums or charges for the


insurance must bear a reasonable relationship to:


(1)AAthe amount, term, and conditions of the retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement;


(2)AAthe existing hazards or risk of loss, damage, or


destruction; or


(3)AAthe potential liability.


(d)AAThe insurance may not:


(1)AAcover unusual or exceptional risks; or


(2)AAprovide coverage not ordinarily included in


policies issued to the public.


(e)AAThe holder may include the cost of insurance provided


under this section as a separate charge in the contract or


agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.202.AACREDIT LIFE, CREDIT HEALTH AND ACCIDENT, AND


CREDIT INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. (a) As additional


protection for the contract or agreement, a holder may:


(1)AArequest or require a retail buyer to provide


credit life insurance and credit health and accident insurance;


and


(2)AArequest or allow a retail buyer to provide credit


involuntary unemployment insurance.


(b)AAA holder may include the cost of insurance provided


under Subsection (a) as a separate charge in the contract or


agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.203.AAMAXIMUM AMOUNT OF INSURANCE COVERAGE. (a) At


any time the total amount of the policies of credit life insurance


in force on one retail buyer on one retail installment contract or
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retail charge agreement may not exceed:


(1)AAthe total amount repayable under the contract or


agreement; and


(2)AAthe greater of the scheduled or actual amount of


unpaid indebtedness if the indebtedness is repayable in


substantially equal installments.


(b)AAAt any time the total amount of the policies of credit


health and accident insurance or credit involuntary unemployment


insurance in force on one retail buyer on one retail installment


contract or retail charge agreement may not exceed the total amount


repayable under the contract or agreement, and the amount of each


periodic indemnity payment may not exceed the scheduled periodic


payment on the indebtedness.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.204.AAINSURANCE STATEMENT. (a) If insurance is


required in connection with a retail installment contract or retail


charge agreement, the holder shall give to the retail buyer a


statement that clearly and conspicuously states that:


(1)AAinsurance is required in connection with the


contract or agreement; and


(2)AAthe buyer as an option may furnish the insurance


through:


(A)AAan existing policy of insurance owned or


controlled by the buyer; or


(B)AAan insurance policy obtained from an


insurance company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAIf requested or required insurance is sold or obtained


by the holder and the retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement includes a premium or rate of charge that is not fixed or


approved by the commissioner of insurance, the holder shall deliver


or mail to the retail buyer a written statement that includes that


fact.


(c)AAA statement under Subsection (a) or (b) may be provided


with or as part of the retail installment contract or the retail


charge agreement, as appropriate, or separately.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A345.205.AAINSURANCE MAY BE FURNISHED BY BUYER. (a) If


insurance is requested or required in connection with a retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement and the retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement includes a premium


or rate of charge that is not fixed or approved by the commissioner


of insurance, the retail buyer is entitled to furnish the insurance


coverage not later than the 10th day after the date of the contract


or agreement or the delivery or mailing of the written statement


required under Section 345.204, as appropriate, through:


(1)AAan existing insurance policy owned or controlled


by the buyer; or


(2)AAan insurance policy obtained from an insurance


company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAWhen a retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement is executed, the retail buyer is entitled to purchase the


insurance described by Section 345.201, 345.202, or 345.207 and


select:


(1)AAthe agent or broker; and


(2)AAan insurance company acceptable to the holder.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.206.AABUYER’S FAILURE TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF


INSURANCE. (a) If the retail buyer fails to present to the holder


reasonable evidence that the buyer has obtained or maintained a


coverage required by the retail installment contract or retail


charge agreement, the holder may:


(1)AAobtain substitute insurance coverage that is


substantially equivalent to or more limited than the coverage


required; and


(2)AAadd the amount of the premium advanced for the


substitute coverage to the unpaid balance of the contract or


agreement.


(b)AASubstitute insurance coverage under Subsection (a)(1):


(1)AAmay be limited to coverage only of the interest of


the holder or the interest of the holder and the buyer; and


(2)AAmust be written at lawful rates and in accordance
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with the Insurance Code by a company authorized to do business in


this state.


(c)AAIf substitute insurance is obtained by the holder under


Subsection (a), the amendment adding the premium or rescheduling


the contract is not required to be signed by the retail buyer. The


holder shall deliver to the buyer or send to the buyer’s most recent


address shown in the records of the holder specific written notice


that the holder has obtained substitute insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.207.AACHARGES FOR OTHER INSURANCE INCLUDED IN


RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. A retail buyer and retail seller may


agree in a retail installment contract to include charges for


insurance coverage that is:


(1)AAfor risk of loss or liability reasonably related


to:


(A)AAthe goods or services sold;


(B)AAthe anticipated use of the goods or services


sold; or


(C)AAgoods or services that:


(i)AAare related to the goods or services


sold; and


(ii)AAmay be insured with the goods and


services sold;


(2)AAwritten on policies or endorsement forms


prescribed or approved by the commissioner of insurance; and


(3)AAordinarily offered in policies or endorsements


offered to the public.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.208.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR INCLUDING INSURANCE CHARGE


IN CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT. (a) For insurance to be included as an


itemized charge in a retail installment contract or a retail charge


agreement:


(1)AAthe insurance must be written:


(A)AAat lawful rates;


(B)AAin accordance with the Insurance Code; and
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(C)AAby a company authorized to do business in


this state; and


(2)AAthe disclosure requirements of this section must


be satisfied.


(b)AAIf the insurance is described by Section 345.201,


345.202, or 345.207, the retail installment contract or retail


charge agreement, or a separate written statement or specimen copy


of a certificate or policy of insurance that is given to the retail


buyer, must identify the:


(1)AAtype of the coverage;


(2)AAterm of the coverage; and


(3)AAamount of the premium for the coverage.


(c)AAIf the insurance is described by Section 345.207, the


retail installment contract must also clearly indicate that the


coverage is optional.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.209.AADELIVERY OF INSURANCE DOCUMENT TO BUYER. A


holder who obtains insurance shall, not later than the 45th day


after the date of the delivery of goods or the furnishing of


services under a retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement, deliver, mail, or cause to be mailed to the retail buyer


at the buyer’s address specified in the contract or agreement a


policy or certificate of insurance that clearly sets forth:


(1)AAthe amount of the premium;


(2)AAthe kind of insurance provided;


(3)AAthe coverage of the insurance; and


(4)AAall terms, including options, limitations,


restrictions, and conditions, of the policy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.210.AAHOLDER’S DUTY IF INSURANCE IS ADJUSTED OR


TERMINATED. (a) If insurance for which a charge is included in or


added to a retail installment contract or retail charge agreement


is canceled, adjusted, or terminated, the holder shall, at the


holder’s option:


(1)AAapply the amount of the refund for unearned
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insurance premiums received by the holder to replace required


insurance coverage; or


(2)AAcredit the refund to the final maturing


installments of the retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement.


(b)AAIf the amount to be applied or credited under Subsection


(a) is more than the amount unpaid on the retail installment


contract or retail charge agreement, the holder shall refund to the


retail buyer the difference between those amounts.


(c)AAA cash refund is not required under this section if the


amount of the refund is less than $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.211.AAGAIN OR ADVANTAGE FROM INSURANCE NOT


ADDITIONAL CHARGE. Any gain or advantage to the holder or the


holder’s employee, officer, director, agent, general agent,


affiliate, or associate from insurance or the provision or sale of


insurance under this subchapter is not an additional charge or


additional time price differential in connection with a retail


installment contract or retail sales agreement made under this


chapter except as specifically provided by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.212.AANONFILING INSURANCE. (a) Instead of


charging fees for the filing, recording, and releasing of documents


for the perfection of a security interest created in connection


with a retail installment transaction, the holder may include in


the retail installment contract or retail charge agreement a charge


for a nonfiling insurance premium.


(b)AAThe amount of a charge under Subsection (a) may not


exceed the amount of fees authorized for filing and recording an


original financing statement in the standard form prescribed by the


secretary of state.


(c)AAA holder may receive a charge authorized by this section


only if the holder purchases nonfiling insurance in connection with


the retail installment transaction.


(d)AAA holder is not required to furnish to a retail buyer a
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policy or certificate of insurance evidencing nonfiling insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.213.AAINCLUSION OF INSURANCE PREMIUMS. A retail


seller may include any type of insurance premium in the billing of


its accounts if:


(1)AAa charge, other than the premium, is not made to


the retail buyer in connection with that inclusion; and


(2)AAa charge is not made and a premium is not charged


under a retail credit agreement when there is no monthly balance or


the monthly balances are paid in full.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.214.AAADDING TO RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT


PREMIUMS FOR INSURANCE ACQUIRED AFTER TRANSACTION. (a) A retail


buyer and holder may agree to add to the unpaid balance of a retail


installment contract premiums for insurance policies covering


goods or services sold in a prior retail installment transaction


under the contract or goods or services related to those goods or


services, including premiums for the renewal of a policy included


in the contract.


(b)AAA policy of insurance described by Subsection (a) must


comply with the applicable requirements of Sections 345.201,


345.203, 345.207, and 345.208.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.215.AAEFFECT OF ADDING PREMIUM TO CONTRACT OR


AGREEMENT. (a) If a premium is added to the unpaid balance of a


retail installment contract under Section 345.206 or 345.214, the


rate of time price differential agreed to in the retail installment


contract remains in effect and shall be applied to the new unpaid


balance or the contract may be rescheduled in accordance with


Section 345.070.


(b)AAIf a premium is added under a retail charge agreement,


the premium shall be added to the unpaid balance under the


agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER F. SPECIAL FEES AND FINANCE RATES


Sec.A345.251.AADOCUMENTARY FEE FOR CERTAIN VEHICLES. (a)AAA


retail seller may charge a documentary fee for services rendered


to, for, or on behalf of a retail buyer in handling and processing


documents relating to the sale of a motorcycle, moped, all-terrain


vehicle, boat, boat motor, boat trailer, or towable recreational


vehicle.


(b)AAIf a documentary fee is charged under this section the


fee:


(1)AAmust be charged to cash buyers and credit buyers;


(2)AAmay not exceed a reasonable amount agreed to by the


retail seller and retail buyer for the documentary services,


subject to a reasonable maximum amount set by rule by the finance


commission; and


(3)AAmust be disclosed on the buyer’s order or retail


installment contract as a separate itemized charge.


(c)AAA preliminary work sheet on which a sale price is


computed and that is shown to the retail buyer, an order from the


buyer, or a retail installment contract must include in reasonable


proximity to the place on the document where the documentary fee is


disclosed:


(1)AAthe amount of the fee; and


(2)AAthe following notice in type that is bold-faced,


capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material:


"A DOCUMENTARY FEE IS NOT AN OFFICIAL FEE.AAA


DOCUMENTARY FEE IS NOT REQUIRED BY LAW, BUT MAY BE


CHARGED TO BUYERS FOR HANDLING DOCUMENTS RELATING TO


THE SALE.AAA DOCUMENTARY FEE MAY NOT EXCEED A


REASONABLE AMOUNT AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES THAT IS NOT


MORE THAN THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT ALLOWED BY THE


STATE.AATHIS NOTICE IS REQUIRED BY LAW."


(d)AAIf the language primarily used in an oral sales


presentation is not the same as the language in which the retail


installment contract is written, the retail seller shall furnish to
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the retail buyer a written statement containing the notice set out


in Subsection (c) in the language primarily used in the oral sales


presentation.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules necessary to


implement and enforce this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 43 (S.B. 1248), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 882 (H.B. 3171), Sec. 2.01,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec.A345.252.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CERTAIN PREPAID


FUNERAL BENEFITS. Prepaid funeral benefits regulated under Chapter


154 may be financed only at rates authorized by Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.253.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR MEDICAL AND


DENTAL SERVICES. Medical or dental services may be financed only at


rates authorized by Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. ACQUISITION OF CONTRACT, AGREEMENT, OR BALANCE


Sec.A345.301.AAAUTHORITY TO ACQUIRE. Notwithstanding any


other law, a person may acquire a retail installment contract or


retail charge agreement or an outstanding balance under a contract


or agreement from another person on the terms, including the price,


to which they agree.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.302.AALACK OF NOTICE DOES NOT AFFECT VALIDITY AS TO


CERTAIN CREDITORS. Notice to a retail buyer of an assignment or


negotiation of a retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement or an outstanding balance under a contract or agreement


or a requirement that the retail seller be deprived of dominion over


payments on a contract or agreement or over the goods if returned to
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or repossessed by the seller is not necessary for a written


assignment or negotiation of the contract or agreement or an


outstanding balance under the contract or agreement to be valid as


against a creditor, subsequent purchaser, pledgee, mortgagee, or


lien claimant of the seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.303.AAPAYMENT BY BUYER. Unless a retail buyer has


notice of the assignment or negotiation of the buyer’s retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement or an outstanding


balance under the contract or agreement, a payment by the buyer to


the holder last known to the buyer is binding on all subsequent


holders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.304.AAPRESERVATION OF BUYER’S RIGHT OF ACTION OR


DEFENSE. (a) A right of action or defense of a retail buyer arising


out of a retail installment transaction is not affected by the


negotiation of the retail installment contract or retail charge


agreement to a third party except as authorized by other law and the


third party:


(1)AAacquires the contract relying in good faith on a


certificate of completion or certificate of satisfaction, if


required by Section 345.081;


(2)AAgives notice of the negotiation to the buyer under


Subsection (b); and


(3)AAdoes not receive from the buyer, before the 31st


day after the day on which that notice is mailed, written notice of


a fact that gives rise to a claim or defense of the buyer.


(b)AAA notice of negotiation must:


(1)AAbe in writing addressed to the retail buyer at the


address shown on the contract;


(2)AAidentify the contract;


(3)AAstate the names and addresses of the retail seller


and retail buyer;


(4)AAdescribe the goods or services;


(5)AAstate the time balance and a description of the
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payment schedule; and


(6)AAcontain the following warning in at least 10-point


type that is bold-faced, capitalized, or underlined or otherwise


conspicuously set out from the surrounding written material:


ARE THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT DESCRIBED ABOVE CORRECT


AND ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE GOODS OR SERVICES


FURNISHED? IF NOT, YOU SHOULD NOTIFY US GIVING DETAILS


WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM THE DATE THE ABOVE NOTICE WAS


MAILED.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. OTHER PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO CONTRACTS AND


AGREEMENTS


Sec. 345.351.AAREGISTRATION OF HOLDER. (a)AAA holder who is


not an authorized lender under Chapter 342 or a credit union shall:


(1)AAregister with the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner; and


(2)AApay a fee in an amount determined under Section


14.107 for each location at which a retail installment transaction


is originated, serviced, or collected.


(b)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission by


rule may establish procedures to facilitate the registration and


collection of fees under this section.


(c)AAA registration issued under this section is valid for


the period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted under


Section 14.112.


(d)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew the registration of


a holder who fails to comply with an order issued by the


commissioner to enforce this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 96, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2023.
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Sec.A345.352.AASELLER’S PROMISE TO PAY OR TENDER OF CASH TO


BUYER AS PART OF TRANSACTION. A retail seller may not promise to


pay, pay, or otherwise tender cash to a retail buyer as a part of a


transaction under this chapter unless specifically authorized by


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.353.AAMAKING OF CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT BY MAIL OR


TELEPHONE. The designation requirement of Section 345.051(b) and


the notice requirement of Section 345.052(d) do not apply to a sale


under a retail installment contract or retail charge agreement


negotiated and entered into by mail or telephone without


solicitation in person by a salesperson or other representative of


the retail seller if the contract or agreement is based on a printed


solicitation, including a catalog of the seller, that clearly sets


forth the cash price of sales to be made through the printed


solicitation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.354.AAPROHIBITION ON POWER OF ATTORNEY TO CONFESS


JUDGMENT AND ASSIGNMENT OF WAGES. A retail installment contract or


retail charge agreement may not contain:


(1)AAa power of attorney to confess judgment; or


(2)AAan assignment of wages.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.355.AAPROHIBITION ON CERTAIN ACTS OF REPOSSESSION.


A retail installment contract or retail charge agreement may not:


(1)AAauthorize the holder or a person acting on the


holder’s behalf to:


(A)AAenter the retail buyer’s premises


unlawfully; or


(B)AAcommit a breach of the peace in the


repossession of goods; or


(2)AAprovide for the retail buyer to execute a power of


attorney appointing, as the buyer’s agent in the repossession of
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goods, the holder or a person acting on the holder’s behalf.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.356.AABUYER’S WAIVER. (a) A retail installment


contract or retail charge agreement may not:


(1)AAprovide for a waiver of the retail buyer’s rights


of action against the holder or a person acting on the holder’s


behalf for an illegal act committed in:


(A)AAthe collection of payments under the contract


or agreement; or


(B)AAthe repossession of goods; or


(2)AAprovide that the retail buyer agrees not to assert


against the retail seller a claim or defense arising out of the


sale.


(b)AAA retail buyer may not waive any provision of this


chapter before or at the time of the making of a retail installment


contract, retail charge agreement, or purchase under the contract


or agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A345.357.AAPROHIBITION ON CERTAIN LIENS. A retail


installment contract or retail charge agreement may not provide for


a first lien on real property to secure the obligation, other than a


lien:


(1)AAcreated by law on the recording of an abstract of


judgment; or


(2)AAprovided for or granted by a contract or series of


contracts for the sale or construction and sale of a structure to be


used as a residence if the time price differential provided in the


contract or agreement does not exceed an annual percentage rate


permitted under this chapter or Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 346. REVOLVING CREDIT ACCOUNTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A346.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Billing cycle" means the interval between


periodic billing statements.


(2)AA"Credit card" means a card, confirmation, or


identification or check or other written request by which a


customer obtains access to a revolving credit account.


(3)AA"Creditor" means an authorized lender who directly


or through another who honors a credit card issued by the person,


extends credit, including money loaned, to a customer under an


agreement that provides for the use of a credit card.


(4)AA"Customer" means a person who has accepted a


revolving credit account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A346.002.AAAVERAGE DAILY BALANCE. (a) The average daily


balance of a revolving credit account is computed by:


(1)AAadding all of the ending balances in the account


during each day of a billing cycle; and


(2)AAdividing the total under Subdivision (1) by the


number of days in the billing cycle.


(b)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), a day’s ending balance


is computed by:


(1)AAadding the previous day ’s ending balance and the


amount of each loan, lease of goods, or purchase of goods or


services posted to the account on the day for which the ending


balance is being computed; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the result under Subdivision (1)


each credit or payment posted to the account on the day for which


the ending balance is being computed.


(c)AAA day ’s ending balance may not include interest.


1







Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A346.003.AAREVOLVING CREDIT ACCOUNTS. (a) A revolving


credit account is an open-end account:


(1)AAthat is established by a creditor for a customer


under a written agreement between the creditor and the customer;


(2)AAthat the customer accepts by using the account;


and


(3)AAunder which:


(A)AAthe unpaid balance of and interest on the


extensions of credit are debited to the account;


(B)AAinterest is not precomputed but may be


computed on the balances of the account outstanding from time to


time;


(C)AAthe customer may defer payment of any part of


the balance of the account; and


(D)AAthe customer may obtain from the creditor one


or more extensions of credit as described by Subsection (b) or (c).


(b)AAA revolving loan account is a revolving credit account


under which a customer may obtain a loan from a creditor.


(c)AAA revolving triparty account is a revolving credit


account under which:


(1)AAa customer may use a credit card to:


(A)AAobtain a loan from a creditor, with the


advance made by the creditor or a person participating with the


creditor;


(B)AAlease goods from a person participating with


the creditor; or


(C)AApurchase goods or services from a person


participating with the creditor;


(2)AAthe creditor is obligated to pay the participating


person; and


(3)AAthe customer is obligated to pay the creditor the


amount of the loan or cost of the lease or purchase.


(d)AAInterest may be computed on the balance of the account


from time to time.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec. 346.004.AAAPPLICATION OF CHAPTER TO REVOLVING CREDIT


ACCOUNTS. (a)AAUnless the contract for the account provides


otherwise, this chapter applies to a revolving credit account


described by Section 346.003 if the loan or extension of credit is


extended primarily for personal, family, or household use to a


person who is located in this state at the time the loan is made or


the extension of credit is entered into.


(b)AAUnless the contract for the account provides that this


chapter applies, this chapter does not apply to a revolving credit


account described by Section 346.003 if the loan or extension of


credit is for business, commercial, investment, or similar


purposes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.17, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 29, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A346.005.AAAPPLICATION OF OTHER CODE PROVISIONS. (a) A


revolving credit account is subject to Chapters 303 and 349 but is


not subject to another chapter of this title unless specifically


provided by this chapter.


(b)AAA creditor in a revolving credit account under this


chapter for personal, family, or household use must hold a license


under Chapter 342, unless the person is not required to obtain a


license under Section 342.051.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER B. INTEREST CHARGE AND FEES


Sec.A346.101.AAMAXIMUM INTEREST RATE. (a) A revolving


credit account may provide for interest on an account at an annual


rate that does not exceed the greater of:


(1)AA18 percent a year; or
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(2)AAthe applicable alternative rate ceiling under


Chapter 303.


(b)AAA revolving credit account may provide for interest


computed under a method other than the average daily balance method


if the amount of interest computed under that method does not exceed


the amount of interest computed under the average daily balance


method.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1348, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A346.102.AAPERMISSIBLE INTEREST RATE FOR BILLING CYCLE.


(a) A revolving credit account that provides for equal billing


cycles may provide for interest for a billing cycle at the rate


equal to one-twelfth of the applicable annual interest rate on the


average daily balance of the account during that billing cycle.


(b)AAIn any 12-month period, billing cycles are considered to


be equal if:


(1)AAthe number of billing cycles in the period does not


exceed 12; and


(2)AAthe difference between the length of the longest


and the shortest billing cycles in the period does not exceed eight


days.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A346.103.AAFEES. (a)AAThe following fees may be charged


to or collected from a customer in connection with an account under


this chapter:


(1)AAan annual fee not to exceed:


(A)AA$50 a year on an account with a credit limit


of $5,000 or less;


(B)AA$75 a year on an account with a credit limit


exceeding $5,000 but not exceeding $25,000; and


(C)AA$125 a year on an account with a credit limit


exceeding $25,000;


(2)AAa late charge not to exceed the lesser of $15 or


five percent of the payment due after the payment continues unpaid
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for 10 days or more after the date the payment is due, including


Sundays and holidays;


(3)AAa cash advance charge not to exceed the greater of


$2 or two percent of the cash advance;


(4)AAa returned check fee as provided for a loan


agreement under Chapter 342 by Section 3.506, Business & Commerce


Code; and


(5)AAa fee for exceeding a credit limit not to exceed


the greater of $15 or five percent of the amount by which the credit


limit is exceeded.


(b)AAA creditor may not charge, contract for, or receive


interest on fees authorized under this section.


(c)AAA customer ’s monthly statement must contain the


following notice printed or typed in at least 10-point type that is


boldfaced, capitalized, underlined, or otherwise conspicuously set


out from the surrounding written material: "A LATE CHARGE OF FIVE


PERCENT OF THE PAYMENT DUE OR A MAXIMUM OF $15 WILL BE ASSESSED FOR A


PAYMENT MADE 10 DAYS OR MORE AFTER THE DATE PAYMENT OF THIS BILL IS


DUE."


(d)AAWith respect to a revolving credit account secured by an


interest in real property, a creditor may contract for, charge, and


receive additional fees or charges permitted under Section 342.308


as if the revolving credit account were a secondary mortgage loan


under Chapter 342.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1348, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER C. CREDITOR’S DUTIES AND AUTHORITY


Sec.A346.201.AAINSURANCE; COLLATERAL. In connection with a


revolving credit account, a creditor may require or take insurance


subject to the provisions of Chapter 342, relating to insurance, as


if the revolving credit account were a loan contract under that
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chapter. A creditor may require or take real or personal property


as collateral.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.55, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A346.202.AAAMOUNTS AUTHORIZED TO BE RECOVERED FROM


CUSTOMER. (a) A creditor may recover from a customer amounts


incurred by the creditor for:


(1)AAcourt costs;


(2)AAattorney’s fees assessed by a court;


(3)AAa fee authorized by law for filing or recording in


a public office a document securing a revolving credit account,


including a document releasing a security interest;


(4)AAa fee for recording a lien on or transferring a


certificate of title to a motor vehicle securing a revolving credit


account;


(5)AAa reasonable amount spent for repossessing,


storing, preparing for sale, or selling collateral; or


(6)AAa premium or an identifiable charge received in


connection with sale of insurance authorized for a revolving credit


account.


(b)AAWith respect to a revolving credit account secured by an


interest in real property, a creditor may contract for, charge, and


receive additional fees or charges permitted under Section 342.307


as if the revolving credit account were a secondary mortgage loan


under Chapter 342.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A346.203.AAMORE THAN ONE REVOLVING CREDIT ACCOUNT


AUTHORIZED. (a) On a customer’s request, a creditor may enter into


more than one revolving credit account with the customer and may


charge interest on each account.


(b)AAA creditor may not require that a customer enter into


more than one revolving credit account for the purpose of


collecting interest at a rate greater than the rate authorized by
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law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A346.204.AAAMENDMENT OF REVOLVING CREDIT ACCOUNT BY


CREDITOR. (a) A creditor unilaterally may amend a revolving credit


account.


(b)AAA change made under Subsection (a) that relates to an


existing or future balance of a revolving credit account and that is


adverse to the customer may not take effect before the first billing


cycle that begins after the 90th day after the date of written


notice of the change to the customer unless the amendment is made


under Section 303.103.


(c)AAWith respect to a revolving credit account secured by an


interest in real property, a creditor who makes a change under


Subsection (a) that relates to an existing or future balance of the


account and that is adverse to the customer must comply with the


procedures in Section 303.103.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 16, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A346.205.AACOMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT


PROTECTION ACT. This chapter does not change a creditor ’s


obligation to comply with the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.)


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A346.206.AAACCELERATION OR IMMEDIATE PAYMENT DEMAND


PROHIBITED. With respect to a revolving credit account secured by


an interest in real property, a creditor may not accelerate or


demand immediate payment of an amount owed under the account unless


the customer is in default under the terms of the account agreement.


Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 887, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 347. MANUFACTURED HOME CREDIT TRANSACTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A347.001.AALEGISLATIVE FINDING. The legislature finds


that credit transactions, both credit sales and consumer loans, for


the purchase of manufactured homes should be regulated equally in


the same chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.002.AADEFINITIONS. (a) In this chapter:


(1)AA"Consumer" means a person to whom credit is


extended in a credit transaction. The term includes a comaker,


endorser, guarantor, surety, or another person who is obligated to


repay the extension of credit.


(2)AA"Credit document" means a written instrument


evidencing a credit transaction and includes all written agreements


between each consumer and creditor that relate to that transaction.


(3)AA"Credit transaction" means:


(A)AAany sale, loan, or other transaction


involving a retail purchase of a manufactured home and under which a


person in a written agreement, including a credit sales contract or


loan instrument, grants to another person a purchase money lien on


the manufactured home to secure an extension of credit that is:


(i)AAsubject to a finance charge; or


(ii)AApayable in more than four


installments, not including a down payment; and


(B)AAa lease or bailment described by Section


347.003.


(4)AA"Creditor" means a:


(A)AAperson who extends credit or arranges for the


extension of credit in a credit transaction; or


(B)AAretailer or broker, as defined by Section


1201.003, Occupations Code, who participates in arranging for the
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extension of credit in a credit transaction.


(5)AA"Manufactured home" has the meaning assigned by


Section 1201.003, Occupations Code. The term includes furniture,


appliances, drapes, carpets, wall coverings, and other items that


are:


(A)AAattached to or contained in the structure;


and


(B)AAincluded in the cash price and sold with the


structure.


(b)AATo the extent possible, a word or phrase used in this


chapter, other than a term defined by this section, has the meaning


assigned by the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et


seq.) and its subsequent amendments, as implemented by Regulation Z


(12 C.F.R. Part 1026).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 14A.773, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 72, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A347.003.AABAILMENT OR LEASE AS CREDIT TRANSACTION. (a)


A bailment or lease of a manufactured home is a credit transaction


if the bailee or lessee:


(1)AAagrees to pay as compensation for use of the


manufactured home an amount that is substantially equal to or that


exceeds the aggregate value of the property and services involved;


and


(2)AAon compliance with the agreement becomes the owner


of the manufactured home or has the option to become the owner of


the manufactured home, for nominal or no additional consideration.


(b)AAA bailment or lease that the bailee or lessee may


terminate at any time without penalty is not a credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.004.AACOMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT


PROTECTION ACT. (a)AAA creditor shall comply with all applicable


requirements, including required disclosures, under the Truth in
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Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) and its subsequent


amendments, as implemented by Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Part 1026)


adopted under that Act.


(b)AAA regulation, disclosure, or interpretation of this


chapter that is inconsistent or in conflict with a federal


regulation, disclosure, or interpretation does not apply.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 73, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A347.005.AAFEDERAL RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOANS PROGRAMS.


(a) A creditor and consumer may agree to any provision in the


credit transaction that is expressly authorized in a program for


residential mortgage loans by the United States, including the


Office of Thrift Supervision, the Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency, or the Department of the Treasury.


(b)AAIf a creditor and consumer agree on an alternative


residential mortgage loan from a program described by Subsection


(a), the creditor shall comply with all limitations and


requirements, including required disclosures, of the regulating


entity that relate to the loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.006.AAWAIVER NOT VALID. No act or agreement of the


consumer before or at the time of the making of a credit transaction


or purchase under the transaction is a valid waiver of any provision


of this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 347.007.AAAPPLICATION OF CHAPTER TO COMMERCIAL LOANS.


This chapter does not apply to a credit transaction that is entered


into primarily for commercial or business purposes.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.18, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 347.008.AAAPPLICABILITY.AAEach credit transaction
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extended to a person who is located in this state at the time the


transaction is entered into is subject to this chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 30,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER B. CREDIT DOCUMENT


Sec.A347.051.AAAPPEARANCE OF CREDIT DOCUMENT; CONSUMER


NOTICE. (a) The printed part of a credit document, other than


instructions for completion, must be in at least eight-point type.


(b)AAA credit document must contain substantially:


"NOTICE TO THE CONSUMER--DO NOT SIGN THIS DOCUMENT


BEFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS ANY BLANK SPACES.


YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A COPY OF THE DOCUMENT YOU SIGN.


UNDER THE LAW YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO PAY OFF IN ADVANCE


THE FULL AMOUNT DUE AND OBTAIN A SUBSTANTIAL REFUND OF


THE CREDIT CHARGE. KEEP THIS DOCUMENT TO PROTECT YOUR


LEGAL RIGHTS."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.052.AADISCLOSURE OF AMOUNT OF DELINQUENCY CHARGE.


The creditor shall disclose in the credit document the amount or


method of computing the amount of a charge that is payable if a


payment on the credit transaction is late.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.053.AAPROVISIONS PROHIBITED IN CREDIT DOCUMENT. A


credit document may not:


(1)AAcontain a power of attorney to confess judgment in


this state;


(2)AAcontain an assignment of wages;


(3)AAprovide that the consumer agrees not to assert


against a creditor or an assignee of the credit transaction a claim


or defense arising out of the sale; or


(4)AAauthorize the creditor or a person acting on the


creditor’s behalf to:


(A)AAenter the consumer’s premises unlawfully; or
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(B)AAcommit a breach of the peace in the


repossession of a manufactured home.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.054.AACONSUMER’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DELIVERY OF


CREDIT DOCUMENT. (a) A consumer ’s acknowledgment of the delivery


of a copy of the credit document is conclusive proof that:


(1)AAthe document was delivered to the consumer; and


(2)AAthe document did not contain a blank space that was


required by this chapter to have been filled when the document was


signed by the consumer.


(b)AAIn an action or proceeding by or against a subsequent


creditor who does not have knowledge to the contrary, a consumer’s


acknowledgment of the delivery of a copy of the credit document is


conclusive proof that the creditor complied with this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.055.AACREDIT DOCUMENT AFTER AMENDMENT. After a


credit document is amended under Subchapter D, the document


consists of:


(1)AAthe original credit document;


(2)AAthe writing required under Section 347.153 for


that amendment; and


(3)AAeach amendment to the original credit document


adopted before that amendment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 347.056.AAAUTHORITY OF CONSUMER CREDIT COMMISSIONER


RELATING TO A CREDIT DOCUMENT.AAExcept as provided by Section


347.004(a), the commissioner may not require the inclusion of any


specific language or a disclosure on a credit document that is not


expressly required by:


(1)AAthis chapter; or


(2)AAa regulation of the Office of the Comptroller of


the Currency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:
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Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 74, eff.


September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER C. FINANCE CHARGE RATES AND ADJUSTMENTS


Sec.A347.101.AAADJUSTABLE RATE. A credit transaction may


provide for an adjustable interest rate or time price differential


in accordance with this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.102.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR RATE ADJUSTMENTS. (a) The


interest rate or time price differential in a credit transaction


may be adjusted at stated regular intervals if the credit document


expressly:


(1)AAprovides for the adjustment; and


(2)AAstates the index described by Subsection (b) that


is being used for the adjustment.


(b)AAThe index must be:


(1)AAthe monthly average gross yield to the Federal


National Mortgage Association on accepted bids in weekly or


biweekly auctions for four-month commitments to purchase


FHA-insured or VA-guaranteed home mortgages, as published in the


Federal Reserve Bulletin;


(2)AAthe monthly average yield on United States


Treasury securities adjusted to a constant maturity of five years


as published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin; or


(3)AAan index expressly approved by the Office of


Thrift Supervision or by the Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency, Department of the Treasury, for adjustable or variable


interest rates on residential mortgage loans.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.103.AARATE ADJUSTMENT INDEX BASE. The index base


for an adjustment of the interest rate or time price differential is


set by the index value on the first day of the month in which the


credit document is dated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A347.104.AAAMOUNT OF RATE ADJUSTMENT. (a) The amount of


a rate adjustment is computed by subtracting the index base or, for


a change after the initial change, the index value used for the


preceding rate adjustment from the index value on the first day of a


month that precedes the 50th day before the date on which the


adjustment is to take effect. The amount is applied to the rate


applicable to the credit transaction.


(b)AAThe rate in a credit transaction may be adjusted only if


the adjustment results in a change of at least one-eighth of one


percent a year.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.105.AAMAXIMUM RATE ADJUSTMENTS. (a) The total of


the rate adjustments for any six-month period may not exceed


one-half of one percent a year.


(b)AAIf the stated interval for rate adjustments is a


12-month period or longer, a rate adjustment may not exceed one


percent a year.


(c)AAThe total of all rate adjustments over the term of the


credit transaction may not exceed the least of:


(1)AAone-half of the initial rate;


(2)AAeight percent; or


(3)AAa rate, expressed as a percentage, computed by


dividing the term of the loan in years by two.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.106.AAMANDATORY DECREASE; OPTIONAL INCREASE. (a)


If a computation under Section 347.104 results in a decrease, the


creditor shall decrease the credit transaction’s rate. If the


creditor has agreed to impose periodic or aggregate limitations on


rate adjustments that are smaller or more restrictive than the


limitations prescribed by Section 347.105, those limitations apply


to the decrease.


(b)AAA creditor may waive an increase that results from a


computation under Section 347.104.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A347.107.AANOTICE OF RATE ADJUSTMENT. (a) After the


notice provided by this section has been given, the rate shall be


increased or decreased by the amount determined by this subchapter.


(b)AABefore the 40th day preceding the payment date on which


a rate adjustment is to take effect, the creditor shall mail to the


consumer, postage prepaid, a notice that states:


(1)AAthe initial credit transaction rate or the


adjusted rate in effect on the date of the notice, as appropriate;


(2)AAthe index base, or the index value used to compute


the preceding rate adjustment, as appropriate, and the date on


which the index base or value was determined;


(3)AAthe index value used to compute the rate


adjustment for which the notice is sent and the date on which the


index value was determined;


(4)AAthe amount of the rate adjustment;


(5)AAthe new adjusted rate;


(6)AAthe amount of the monthly payments on the


indebtedness on the date of the notice;


(7)AAthe adjusted amount of the monthly payments and


the date on which the adjustment takes effect; and


(8)AAa statement of the prepayment rights of the


consumer as set forth in the credit document.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.108.AAPROHIBITION ON USE OF RATE ADJUSTMENT AND


CERTAIN MORTGAGES. A credit transaction that provides for a rate


adjustment under this subchapter may not permit the rate adjustment


to be combined with a mortgage loan that has a term of five years or


less or contain a provision that otherwise additionally allows the


creditor to renegotiate, modify, or otherwise adjust the rate or


term of the transaction within the 60-month period after the date of


the transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.109.AACOMPUTATION OF FINANCE CHARGE FOR DISCLOSURE.


(a) This section applies only for purposes of disclosure.
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(b)AAThe finance charge on a credit transaction is computed


on the unpaid balance from the effective date of the transaction


provided by the credit document until the payment date of the final


installment, notwithstanding that the total of payments is required


to be repaid in installments.


(c)AAThe finance charge on a credit transaction that includes


an adjustable rate provision is computed on the amount financed


using the initial contract rate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.110.AAUSE OF OPTIONAL CEILING. (a) This section


applies to a credit transaction only if the federal usury


preemptions for residential mortgage loans contained in the


Veterans’ Disability Compensation and Survivors’ Benefits Act of


1979 (38 U.S.C. Section 101 et seq.), the Housing and Community


Development Act of 1979 (42 U.S.C. Section 5401 et seq.), and the


Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of


1980 (12 U.S.C. Section 1735f-7) are expressly made inapplicable to


transactions made in this state by an Act of the legislature of this


state. Application of this section begins on the effective date of


that Act.


(b)AAThe interest or time price differential in a credit


transaction may not exceed the amount obtained by applying a simple


interest rate equal to 13.32 percent a year to the unpaid balance


for the scheduled term of the transaction.


(c)AAIf the credit transaction is payable for a period that


is shorter or longer than a year or is for an amount that is less or


greater than $100, the amount of the maximum charge computed under


this section is decreased or increased proportionately.


(d)AAFor the purpose of a computation under this section, 15


or more days of a month may be considered a full month.


(e)AAA transaction payable other than in substantially equal


successive monthly installments beginning one month from the date


of the credit document may provide for a finance charge that does


not exceed an amount that, having due regard for the schedule of


payments, provides the same effective return as if the credit


transaction were payable in substantially equal successive monthly
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installments beginning one month from the date of the credit


document.


(f)AAAs an alternative to the rate authorized under


Subsection (b), a credit transaction may provide for a rate that


does not exceed the applicable optional interest rate ceiling under


Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. AMENDMENT OR PREPAYMENT OF CREDIT TRANSACTION


Sec.A347.151.AAAMENDMENT OF CREDIT TRANSACTION. (a) On a


consumer’s request, a creditor may:


(1)AAextend or defer the scheduled due date of all or


part of one or more installments of the credit transaction;


(2)AArenew, restate, or reschedule the unpaid balance


of the transaction; or


(3)AAincrease or reduce the number of installments of


the transaction.


(b)AAA creditor may collect a charge that does not exceed the


amount computed by applying the credit transaction ’s interest rate


or time price differential applicable on the date of adjustment to


the remaining amount of the unpaid balance, computed under Section


347.155, for the period that the amount is extended or deferred.


(c)AAThe creditor and consumer may agree to an unlimited


number of extensions. The period of each extension is the period


agreed to by the creditor and consumer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.152.AAALTERNATE METHOD OF AMENDMENT OF CREDIT


TRANSACTION. (a) As an alternative to Section 347.151 the


creditor, on the consumer ’s request, may agree to amend an original


credit transaction by renewing, restating, or rescheduling the


unpaid part of the total of payments.


(b)AAThe charge for the amended credit transaction is


computed on the unpaid balance of the transaction for the term of


the transaction at the rate applicable to the transaction.


(c)AAFor the purpose of Subsection (b), the unpaid balance of
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an amended credit transaction is computed by:


(1)AAadding:


(A)AAthe unpaid balance of the transaction


preceding the amendment;


(B)AAthe cost of insurance incidental to the


amendment;


(C)AAadditional necessary official fees; and


(D)AAeach accrued delinquency and collection


charge; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the total under Subdivision (1)


the prepayment refund credit required by Section 347.155.


(d)AAThe provisions of this chapter relating to minimum


charges and acquisition costs do not apply to the computation of the


unpaid balance for an amended credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.153.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR AMENDMENT. (a) Before an


amendment of a credit transaction may take effect it must be:


(1)AAconfirmed in writing;


(2)AAsigned by the consumer; and


(3)AAreturned to the creditor.


(b)AAThe writing must state:


(1)AAthe terms of the amendment; and


(2)AAthe new due dates and amounts of the installments.


(c)AAThe creditor shall:


(1)AAdeliver a copy of the writing to the consumer; or


(2)AAmail a copy of the writing to the consumer’s


address shown on the credit document.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.154.AAORAL AMENDMENT NOT BINDING. An oral


amendment to a credit transaction is not binding on the consumer or


the creditor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.155.AAPREPAYMENT. (a) A consumer may prepay in


full the unpaid balance of a credit transaction at any time before
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maturity.


(b)AAOn prepayment, after deduction of an acquisition charge


that does not exceed $50, the consumer is entitled to a refund


credit of the time price differential or interest.AAThe amount of


the credit is computed on an actuarial basis in accordance with


regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency


adopted under the Depository Institutions Deregulation and


Monetary Control Act of 1980 (12 U.S.C. Section 1735f-7a et seq.)


for the prepayment of a mortgage loan that is secured by a first


lien on a residential manufactured home.


(c)AAIn making the computation under Subsection (b), the


creditor may assume that payments on the credit transaction have


been made as originally scheduled, ignoring any difference created


by a late or early payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 75, eff.


September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER E. INSURANCE


Sec.A347.201.AAPROPERTY INSURANCE. (a) A creditor may


require a consumer to insure the property involved in a credit


transaction with coverage designated by the creditor.


(b)AAInsurance required under this section may include


federal flood coverage.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.202.AASTATEMENT OF REQUIRED INSURANCE. (a) If


insurance is required in connection with a credit transaction, the


creditor shall give to the consumer a statement that clearly and


conspicuously states that:


(1)AAinsurance is required in connection with the


transaction; and


(2)AAthe consumer as an option may obtain and furnish


equivalent insurance coverage through an insurance policy obtained


from an insurance company authorized to do business in this state
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subject to the limitations of Section 347.208.


(b)AAThe statement may be made with or be a part of the credit


document.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.203.AACONSUMER’S FAILURE TO OBTAIN REQUIRED


INSURANCE. (a) If at any time the consumer fails to obtain the


required insurance, the creditor may:


(1)AAtreat the failure as a default; or


(2)AApurchase the required insurance and add to the


unpaid balance of the credit transaction the premium of the


insurance and interest, at the interest rate or time price


differential applicable to the transaction on the date the


insurance is purchased.


(b)AAThe insurance purchased under Subsection (a) may be in


an amount up to but not in excess of the prepayment amount under


Section 347.155 if the balance were prepaid on the date that the


insurance is purchased.


(c)AAIf insurance is purchased under Subsection (a), the


creditor shall notify the consumer that:


(1)AAthe insurance has been purchased under this


section; and


(2)AAthe premium for the insurance and interest on the


premium have been added to the unpaid balance.


(d)AAThe creditor may determine the period and number of


installments in which the consumer is to pay the premium and


interest, including payment of the total amount on the date of the


last installment, payment in equal increments added to each of the


remaining installments, or payment in a lesser number of


installments or in unequal increments.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.204.AAPURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL INSURANCE AFTER DATE


OF CREDIT DOCUMENT. (a) A consumer may:


(1)AApurchase any insurance authorized by this chapter


after the date of the credit document; and


(2)AAinclude the amount of the insurance premium in the
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unpaid balance of the credit transaction.


(b)AAInterest accrues on the insurance premium at a rate that


does not exceed the interest rate or time price differential


applicable to the credit transaction on the date the insurance is


purchased.


(c)AAThe additional insurance premium and interest may be


paid in any period and any number of installments to which the


consumer and creditor agree.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.205.AASTATEMENT FOR PURCHASE OF OPTIONAL INSURANCE.


(a) A consumer who elects to purchase optional insurance must sign


a statement that:


(1)AAindicates the consumer ’s election; and


(2)AAdescribes the term, premium, and type of insurance


purchased.


(b)AAThe statement may be a part of the credit document or a


part of a separate document.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.206.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE CHARGE IN CREDIT


TRANSACTION. Insurance required by or included in a credit


transaction must be written:


(1)AAat lawful rates;


(2)AAin accordance with the Insurance Code; and


(3)AAby a company authorized to do business in this


state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.207.AAINSURANCE DISCLOSURES IN CREDIT DOCUMENT. A


credit document must disclose:


(1)AAthe term, premium, and type of insurance the cost


of which is included in the unpaid balance of the credit


transaction; or


(2)AAthe term and type of insurance required in


accordance with this chapter if the cost of the insurance is not


included in the unpaid balance.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.208.AACREDITOR MAY REFUSE TO ACCEPT POLICY. (a) If


the consumer obtains insurance required under this chapter from


someone other than the creditor, the creditor is entitled for good


cause to refuse to accept certain insurance policies from insurance


companies designated by the creditor.


(b)AAOn the consumer’s request the creditor shall deliver to


the consumer a writing that states the reason for a refusal under


Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.209.AACREDITOR’S DUTY IF INSURANCE IS CANCELED,


ADJUSTED, OR TERMINATED. (a) If insurance for which a charge is


included in a credit transaction is canceled, adjusted, or


terminated, the creditor shall:


(1)AAcredit to the final maturing installments of the


credit transaction the amount of the refund received by the


creditor for unearned insurance premiums; and


(2)AAif the amount to be credited under Subdivision (1)


is more than the unpaid balance of the credit transaction, refund to


the consumer the difference between those amounts.


(b)AAA cash refund is not required under this section if the


amount of the refund is less than $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.210.AASINGLE INTEREST POLICY PROHIBITED. Insurance


that protects only the interest of the creditor is prohibited and


may not be financed as part of a credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.211.AAGAIN OR ADVANTAGE FROM INSURANCE NOT CHARGE.


Any gain or advantage to a creditor or a creditor’s employee,


officer, director, agent, general agent, affiliate, or associate


from insurance under this chapter or the provision or sale of


insurance is not an additional finance charge or an additional


charge in connection with a credit transaction except as
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specifically provided by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. PAYMENT OF INSURANCE AND TAXES


Sec.A347.251.AAFINANCING INSURANCE. (a) A creditor may


finance as part of a credit transaction insurance:


(1)AArequired in accordance with Section 347.201; or


(2)AArequested by the consumer.


(b)AAThe cost of the insurance required under Section 347.201


may be included as a separate charge in the credit transaction.


(c)AAThe premium of any insurance included in the credit


transaction may be included in the unpaid balance of the credit


transaction and paid as part of the total of payments regardless of


whether the term of the insurance is less than the term of the


credit transaction.


(d)AAA consumer and creditor may agree that the purchase of


additional insurance under Section 347.204 will be:


(1)AAin accordance with an insurance premium financing


agreement made under the Insurance Code; and


(2)AAseparate from the credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.252.AAPAYMENT OF INSURANCE PREMIUMS WITH


INSTALLMENTS. For insurance coverage required under Section


347.201 in the second and subsequent years of the credit


transaction, a creditor may require the consumer to pay on each


installment due date an amount equal to one-twelfth of the


reasonably estimated yearly premium.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.253.AAADJUSTMENT OF AMOUNTS PAID TO CREDITOR FOR


INSURANCE. (a) If the amount held by a creditor to pay insurance


premiums and the amounts for insurance to be paid to the creditor


with installments before the due date of an insurance premium


exceed the amount required to pay the insurance premium when it is


due, the creditor, at the consumer’s option, shall:
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(1)AArepay the excess to the consumer; or


(2)AAcredit the excess to the payment of the consumer’s


future insurance premium installments.


(b)AAIf the amount held by the creditor to pay insurance


premiums is not sufficient to pay an insurance premium when it is


due, the consumer, not later than the 30th day after the date on


which the creditor mails to the consumer notice requesting the


consumer to pay the amount of the deficiency, shall pay to the


creditor an amount equal to the amount of the deficiency.


(c)AAIf the consumer fails to pay the amount under Subsection


(b) for insurance required by the creditor under Section 347.201,


the creditor may treat the deficiency in the same manner as provided


by Section 347.203 for the consumer’s failure to obtain the


required insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.254.AAPAYMENT OF TAXES THROUGH THE CREDITOR. (a)


Except as provided by Subsection (c), a creditor shall require a


consumer to pay ad valorem taxes on the manufactured home through


the creditor.


(b)AAThe creditor may:


(1)AAinclude in the credit transaction an amount equal


to a reasonable estimate of the tax for the first year; or


(2)AArequire that the consumer pay on each installment


due date an amount equal to one-twelfth of the reasonable estimate


of the tax for the first year.


(c)AAThe escrow requirement of Subsection (a) does not apply


to a transaction involving a manufactured home if the creditor is a


federally insured financial institution and does not otherwise


require the escrow of taxes, insurance premiums, fees, or other


charges in connection with loans secured by residential real


property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 338, Sec. 40, eff. June 18, 2003.


Sec.A347.255.AAADJUSTMENT OF AMOUNTS PAID TO CREDITOR FOR


TAXES. (a) If the amount held by a creditor to pay ad valorem taxes
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on the manufactured home and the amounts for taxes to be paid to the


creditor with installments before the due date of the tax exceed the


amount required to pay the tax when it is due, the creditor, at the


consumer’s option, shall:


(1)AArepay the excess to the consumer; or


(2)AAcredit the excess to the payment of the consumer’s


future tax installments.


(b)AAIf the amount held by the creditor to pay ad valorem


taxes on the manufactured home is not sufficient to pay the tax when


it is due, the consumer, before the 31st day after the date on which


the creditor mails to the consumer notice requesting the consumer


to pay the amount of the deficiency, shall pay to the creditor an


amount equal to the amount of the deficiency.


(c)AAIf the consumer fails to pay the amount under Subsection


(b), the creditor may treat the deficiency in the same manner as


provided by Section 347.203 for the consumer’s failure to obtain


the required insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.256.AACREDITOR’S ACTION ON CONSUMER’S FAILURE TO


PAY TAXES. (a) If a consumer does not pay a tax that has been


assessed against the manufactured home, the creditor may treat the


failure as a default or may:


(1)AApay to the appropriate taxing authority the unpaid


tax and any interest or other charge due; and


(2)AAadd to the unpaid balance of the credit


transaction the amounts paid to the taxing authority and interest,


at the interest rate or time price differential applicable to the


transaction on the date payment is made.


(b)AAIf the creditor pays a tax under this section, the


creditor shall notify the consumer that:


(1)AAthe tax and interest or other charges have been


paid, as appropriate; and


(2)AAthose amounts have been added to the unpaid


balance of the credit transaction.


(c)AAThe creditor may determine the period and number of


installments in which the consumer is required to pay the amounts
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added to the unpaid balance, including payment of the entire amount


on the date of the last installment, payment in equal increments


added to each of the remaining installments, or payment in a lesser


number of installments or unequal increments.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.257.AAAGREEMENT TO INCLUDE TAXES IN CREDIT


TRANSACTION. (a) A consumer and creditor may agree to:


(1)AAhave the creditor pay taxes, and interest or other


charges, assessed by a taxing authority against a manufactured home


after the date of the credit document; and


(2)AAinclude the amount paid by the creditor in the


unpaid balance of the credit transaction.


(b)AAInterest on the amounts added to the unpaid balance


under this section accrues at the interest rate or time price


differential applicable to the credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.258.AADEPOSIT AMOUNTS PAID FOR TAXES OR INSURANCE.


(a) This section applies to amounts received in installments by a


creditor for the payment of ad valorem taxes or insurance premiums.


(b)AAThe creditor shall deposit and hold the amount in an


institution the deposits or accounts of which are insured or


guaranteed by a federal or state agency.


(c)AAThe creditor shall use the amount to pay the ad valorem


taxes or insurance on the manufactured home, as appropriate.


(d)AAThe creditor may not charge an amount for:


(1)AAholding or paying an amount received;


(2)AAanalyzing the account in which the amount is


deposited; or


(3)AAverifying or compiling the bills to be paid.


(e)AAThe creditor is not required to pay to the consumer any


interest or earnings on an amount received.


(f)AAThe creditor shall give to the consumer, without charge,


an annual accounting of the amounts received showing credits and


debits and the purpose for which each debit was made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER G. MISCELLANEOUS FEES AND CHARGES


Sec.A347.301.AAFEES FOR TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT REAL PROPERTY.


(a) This section applies only to a credit transaction that does not


involve real property.


(b)AAOnly a fee or tax that is paid by the creditor as


required by law, including a rule, or a fee or tax paid on behalf of


the consumer to a governmental entity in relation to the credit


transaction may be charged to the consumer.


(c)AAA documentary fee for the preparation of a credit


document may not be charged to the consumer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.21(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A347.302.AACHARGE PROHIBITED. A creditor may not charge


a consumer any amount in connection with processing a credit


transaction rate adjustment under Subchapter C.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.307.AACHARGES ON REPOSSESSION. A credit document


may provide for payment of:


(1)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees;


(2)AAcourt costs and disbursements; and


(3)AAthe charge and collection of actual and reasonable


out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with repossession of


the manufactured home that secures the payment of the credit


transaction or foreclosure of a lien on the manufactured home,


including costs of storing, reconditioning, and reselling the


manufactured home, subject to the standards of good faith and


commercial reasonableness set by the Business & Commerce Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.308.AAFEE FOR TRANSFER OF OBLIGOR ON DEBT. A


creditor may:


(1)AAagree to accept a subsequent consumer as an


obligor under an existing obligation; and
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(2)AAcharge a transfer fee that does not exceed the


greater of:


(A)AA$50; or


(B)AAone-half of one percent of the unpaid balance


of the credit transaction computed under Section 347.155.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. ACTIONS ON DEFAULT


Sec.A347.351.AADELINQUENCY CHARGE ON DEFAULT. (a) On each


installment in default for more than 15 days, a creditor may collect


a delinquency charge that does not exceed the lesser of an amount


equal to five percent of the installment or $20.


(b)AAOnly one delinquency charge may be collected on an


installment, regardless of the period for which the installment


remains in default.


(c)AAThe charge or collection of a delinquency charge does


not affect the right of a creditor to accelerate the debt under this


subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.352.AAACCELERATION OF DEBT MATURITY. A creditor


may accelerate the maturity of all or a part of the amount owed


under a credit transaction only if the consumer is in default on the


performance of an obligation under the credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.353.AACOMPUTING AMOUNT OWED FOR PURPOSE OF


ACCELERATION. In computing the amount that is owed under a credit


transaction, the creditor shall grant to the consumer a refund of


the finance charge computed under Section 347.155.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.354.AAACCRUAL OF INTEREST ON ACCELERATION. If


payment of a debt is accelerated, interest accrues on the amount


owed under the credit transaction, including expenses authorized


under Section 347.307 that are incurred, at a rate equal to the rate
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applicable to the credit transaction at the time of the


acceleration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.355.AAREPOSSESSION ON DEFAULT. (a) If a consumer


is in default, the creditor who possesses the first recorded


perfected security interest may repossess the manufactured home.


(b)AAIf the manufactured home is affixed to real property,


the creditor, after notice, may remove the manufactured home from


the real property in accordance with the applicable provisions of


the Business & Commerce Code as if it were personal property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 347.356.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR ACTION TO REPOSSESS,


FORECLOSE, OR ACCELERATE PAYMENT OF ENTIRE DEBT.AAAn action to


repossess a manufactured home, foreclose a lien on a manufactured


home, or accelerate payment of the entire unpaid balance of a credit


transaction must comply with the regulations of the Office of the


Comptroller of the Currency relating to the disclosure required for


repossession, foreclosure, or acceleration except in extreme


circumstances, including abandonment or voluntary surrender of the


manufactured home.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 76, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A347.357.AADISPOSAL OF INSURANCE AND TAX ESCROW ACCOUNT


ON DEFAULT. If a consumer is in default, the amount in the


consumer’s insurance and tax escrow accounts established under


Section 347.258 shall be applied to the remaining balance of the


credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER I. SECURITY INTERESTS IN MANUFACTURED HOMES


Sec.A347.401.AAPRIORITY OF SECURITY INTEREST FOR UNPAID
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RENTAL OF REAL PROPERTY. Except as provided by this subchapter, a


lien or charge against a manufactured home for unpaid rental of the


real property on which the manufactured home is or has been located


is subordinate to the rights of a creditor with a security interest


or lien that is:


(1)AAperfected under this chapter; and


(2)AArecorded on the document of title issued on the


manufactured home.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.402.AAPOSSESSORY LIEN. (a) The owner of the real


property on which a manufactured home is or has been located and for


which rental charges have not been paid has a possessory lien that


is not subject to Section 347.401 to secure rental charges


described by Subsection (b) if:


(1)AAthe creditor described by Section 347.401


repossesses the manufactured home when the charges have not been


paid; and


(2)AAthe owner of the real property has mailed to the


creditor by certified mail, return receipt requested, written


notice of the unpaid charges.


(b)AAThe possessory lien secures rental charges that begin to


accrue:


(1)AAfor a manufactured home that is abandoned or


voluntarily surrendered by the consumer, from and after the 15th


day after the date on which the creditor receives the written notice


of the unpaid charges; or


(2)AAfor a manufactured home that is not abandoned or


voluntarily surrendered by the consumer, from and after the 15th


day after the first day on which both:


(A)AAall notice and grace periods that the


creditor is required to give the consumer before repossession under


any applicable contract or law have expired; and


(B)AAthe creditor has received the written notice


of the unpaid charges.


(c)AAThe maximum daily rental charge that is secured by the


possessory lien is equal to one-thirtieth of the monthly rental
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payment last paid by the consumer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.403.AAAMOUNTS THAT MAY BE RECOVERED BY REAL


PROPERTY OWNER. In addition to the recovery of the rental charges,


the owner of real property who is required to retain legal counsel


to recover the amounts subject to the possessory lien under Section


347.402 is entitled to recover:


(1)AAother actual damages;


(2)AAattorney’s fees; and


(3)AAcourt costs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.404.AALIABILITY OF REAL PROPERTY OWNER FOR REFUSAL


TO ALLOW CREDITOR TO REPOSSESS MANUFACTURED HOME. (a) Unless an


owner of real property has a possessory lien that has priority under


Section 347.402, the owner of the real property may not refuse to


allow a creditor to repossess and move the manufactured home.


(b)AAAn owner of the real property who unlawfully refuses to


allow the creditor to repossess and move the manufactured home is


liable to the creditor for:


(1)AAan amount computed for each day that the owner of


the real property maintains possession of the home equal to


one-thirtieth of the monthly payment last paid by the consumer on


the credit transaction;


(2)AAother actual or exemplary damages;


(3)AAattorney’s fees;


(4)AAcourt costs; and


(5)AAany injunctive relief ordered by a court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER J. RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF CREDITOR AND RESIDENTIAL


MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR


Sec.A347.451.AAREGISTRATION OF CERTAIN CREDITORS. (a)AAA


creditor who is not an authorized lender under Chapter 342 or a


credit union shall:
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(1)AAregister with the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner; and


(2)AApay a fee in an amount determined under Section


14.107 for each location at which a credit transaction is


originated, serviced, or collected.


(a-1)AAA registration issued under this section is valid for


the period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted under


Section 14.112.


(b)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission by


rule may establish procedures to facilitate the registration and


collection of fees under this section.


(b-1)AAA registered creditor that engages in the activity of


originating a residential mortgage loan must meet the surety bond


or recovery fund fee requirement, as applicable, of the creditor’s


residential mortgage loan originator underAASection 180.058.


(c)AAIf a creditor fails to renew the creditor’s


registration, the commissioner shall, not later than the 30th day


after the date of expiration of the registration, notify the


creditor of the expiration and of the procedures applicable to


renewal.


(d)AAA creditor shall file the registration renewal and pay


the registration fee to the commissioner not later than the 30th day


after the date on which the creditor receives the notice under


Subsection (c).


(e)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew the registration of


a creditor who fails to comply with an order issued by the


commissioner to enforce this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 97, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 13, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2023.
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Sec. 347.4515.AARESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR LICENSE


REQUIRED. (a) In this section, "Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry" and "residential mortgage loan originator"


have the meanings assigned by Section 180.002.


(a-1)AAA license issued under this section is valid for the


period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted under Section


14.112.


(b)AAUnless exempt under Section 180.003, or acting under the


temporary authority described under Section 180.0511, an


individual who acts as a residential mortgage loan originator in


the making, transacting, or negotiating of an extension of credit


subject to this chapter must:


(1)AAbe individually licensed to engage in that


activity under this chapter;


(2)AAbe enrolled with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry as required by Section 180.052; and


(3)AAcomply with other applicable requirements of


Chapter 180 and rules adopted under that chapter.


(c)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission shall


adopt rules establishing procedures for issuing, renewing, and


enforcing an individual license under this section. In adopting


rules under this subsection, the finance commission shall ensure


that:


(1)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for issuance


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.055;


(2)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for renewal


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.059; and


(3)AAthe applicant pays:


(A)AAan investigation fee in a reasonable amount


determined by the commissioner; and


(B)AAa license fee in an amount determined as


provided by Section 14.107.


(d)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008
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(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


(e)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew the license of an


individual described by Subsection (b) who fails to comply with an


order issued by the commissioner to enforce this chapter.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 14,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 5, eff.


November 24, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 32, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A347.452.AAACQUISITION AND TRANSFER OF CREDIT


TRANSACTION OR BALANCE. (a) A person may acquire or agree to


acquire from another person a credit transaction or an unpaid


balance under a credit transaction on the terms and for the price to


which the parties agree.


(b)AANotice to the consumer of the transfer of rights or a


requirement that the creditor be deprived of dominion over payments


on a credit transaction or over a manufactured home that is returned


to or repossessed by the creditor is not necessary for a written


transfer of the credit transaction or an unpaid balance under the


transaction to be valid as against a creditor, subsequent


purchaser, pledgee, mortgagee, or lien claimant of the creditor.


(c)AAUnless the consumer has notice of the transfer of the


consumer’s credit transaction or an unpaid balance under the


transaction, a payment made by the consumer to the creditor last


known to the consumer is binding on each subsequent creditor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.453.AAEFFECT OF DISCLOSURE BY ONE OF SEVERAL


CREDITORS. In a credit transaction involving more than one


creditor, the disclosure of an item by a creditor satisfies the


requirement to disclose that item regardless of which creditor


makes the disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A347.454.AADISCLOSURE IF MORE THAN ONE CONSUMER. In a


credit transaction involving more than one consumer, the creditor


is required to give the disclosures required by this chapter to only


one of the consumers.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.455.AAREAL PROPERTY IN CREDIT TRANSACTION. (a) A


creditor and consumer may agree to include real property in the cash


price of a credit transaction if:


(1)AAthe real property does not exceed 200 acres;


(2)AAthe real property is purchased by the consumer


simultaneously or in conjunction with the purchase of the


manufactured home, regardless of whether the real property and


manufactured home are sold by the same person; and


(3)AAthe creditor and consumer agree that the


manufactured home is to be attached to the real property within a


reasonable time.


(b)AAIf the real property is included in the cash price of a


credit transaction, the creditor may:


(1)AAcharge a fee that is ordinarily associated with a


real property transaction and is not prohibited by law, including a


fee that is associated with a real property transaction and


excluded from a finance charge under this chapter by the Consumer


Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) and


Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Part 1026) adopted under that Act; and


(2)AAelect to treat the manufactured home as if it were


residential real property for all purposes in connection with the


credit transaction by conspicuously disclosing that election to the


consumer.


(c)AAOn an election under Subsection (b)(2):


(1)AAthe credit transaction is considered to be a


residential real property loan for all purposes; and


(2)AAthis chapter, other than the definitions assigned


by this chapter, does not apply to the credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 408 (H.B. 2019), Sec. 77, eff.
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September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER K. CREDITOR’S LIABILITY; PENALTIES


Sec.A347.501.AACREDITOR’S LIABILITY RELATED TO DEPOSIT. A


creditor is liable for the penalty provided by Section 349.003 if


the creditor:


(1)AAfails to order the manufactured home or fails to


hold the manufactured home in inventory in accordance with the


deposit agreement under Section 347.303 or 347.304, respectively;


or


(2)AAretains as a deposit an amount that exceeds the


amount authorized by Subchapter H.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.502.AALIABILITY FOR CHARGE EXCEEDING AMOUNT


AUTHORIZED. (a) Notwithstanding Chapter 349, a creditor who


contracts for, charges, or receives a charge relating to a credit


transaction, other than interest or time price differential, that


is more than that authorized by this chapter is liable to the


consumer as provided by Section 349.003.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, a late fee, default


charge, or delinquency charge is included as a charge relating to a


credit transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.503.AACREDITOR’S LIABILITY FOR ERROR IN PAY-OFF


QUOTATION. Notwithstanding Chapter 349, a creditor that responds


to a consumer ’s request for a pay-off quotation under this chapter


by delivering to the consumer a written statement indicating that


the consumer owes a total amount on the credit transaction that


exceeds the amount authorized by this chapter is liable to the


consumer under Section 349.003.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.504.AACREDITOR’S LIABILITY FOR ORAL OR UNSOLICITED


WRITTEN STATEMENT OF AMOUNT OWED. On a credit transaction a
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creditor is not liable for an oral statement of an amount owed or


for a written statement of an amount owed that is not solicited by a


debtor unless the statement:


(1)AAis made with a demand by a creditor that the


consumer pay an amount that exceeds the amount authorized by this


subtitle; or


(2)AAis contained in a solicitation to renew or


refinance existing debt.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.505.AAPENALTY FOR FAILURE TO REGISTER. (a) The


commissioner may impose a penalty not to exceed $50 for failure to


register as required by Section 347.451(a).


(b)AAThe commissioner may impose a penalty not to exceed $250


for failure to renew an existing registration and submit the


appropriate fee before the expiration of the period described by


Section 347.451(d).


(c)AAThe penalties provided by this section are the exclusive


penalties for a violation of Section 347.451.


(d)AAThe fact that a creditor was not registered as required


by Section 347.451 when a contract was executed does not:


(1)AArender a contract invalid or unenforceable if the


contract is otherwise enforceable; or


(2)AAsubject the creditor to liability under any other


law, including common law, other than the liability established by


this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A347.506.AAWHEN ACT OR OMISSION NOT VIOLATION. (a) An


act or omission does not violate this chapter if the act or omission


conforms to an interpretation of any provision of this chapter that


is in effect at the time of the act or omission and that:


(1)AAwas made by the commissioner under Section 14.108;


or


(2)AAis a final decision of an appellate court of this


state or the United States.


(b)AAIf the interpretation or decision is modified,
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rescinded, or invalidated by a subsequent interpretation or final


decision, the subsequent interpretation or final decision does not


apply to a credit transaction made before the effective date of the


subsequent interpretation or final decision.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 348. MOTOR VEHICLE INSTALLMENT SALES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A348.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Buyer’s order" means a nonbinding, preliminary


written computation relating to the purchase in a retail


installment transaction of a motor vehicle that describes


specifically:


(A)AAthe motor vehicle being purchased; and


(B)AAeach motor vehicle being traded in.


(1-a) "Commercial vehicle" has the meaning assigned by


Section 353.001.


(1-b)AA"Debt cancellation agreement" means a retail


installment contract term or a contractual arrangement modifying a


retail installment contract term under which a retail seller or


holder agrees to cancel all or part of an obligation of the retail


buyer to repay an extension of credit from the retail seller or


holder on the occurrence of the total loss or theft of the motor


vehicle that is the subject of the retail installment contract but


does not include an offer to pay a specified amount on the total


loss or theft of the motor vehicle.


(2)AA"Heavy commercial vehicle" has the meaning


assigned by Section 353.001.


(3)AA"Holder" means a person who is:


(A)AAa retail seller; or


(B)AAthe assignee or transferee of a retail


installment contract.


(3-a)AA"Motor home" means a motor vehicle that is


designed to provide temporary living quarters and that:


(A)AAis built on a motor vehicle chassis as an


integral part of or a permanent attachment to the chassis; and


(B)AAcontains at least four of the following


independent life support systems that are permanently installed and
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designed to be removed only for repair or replacement and that meet


the standards of the American National Standards Institute,


Standards for Recreational Vehicles:


(i)AAa cooking facility with an on-board


fuel source;


(ii)AAa gas or electric refrigerator;


(iii)AAa toilet with exterior evacuation;


(iv)AAa heating or air-conditioning system


with an on-board power or fuel source separate from the vehicle


engine;


(v)AAa potable water supply system that


includes at least a sink, a faucet, and a water tank with an


exterior service supply connection; or


(vi)AAa 110-125 volt electric power supply.


(4)AA"Motor vehicle" means an automobile, motor home,


truck, truck tractor, trailer, semitrailer, or bus designed and


used primarily to transport persons or property on a highway.AAThe


term includes a commercial vehicle or heavy commercial


vehicle.AAThe term does not include:


(A)AAa boat trailer;


(B)AAa vehicle propelled or drawn exclusively by


muscular power;


(C)AAa vehicle that is designed to run only on


rails or tracks; or


(D)AAmachinery that is not designed primarily for


highway transportation but may incidentally transport persons or


property on a public highway.


(5)AA"Retail buyer" means a person who purchases or


agrees to purchase a motor vehicle from a retail seller in a retail


installment transaction.


(6)AA"Retail installment contract" means one or more


instruments entered into in this state that evidence a retail


installment transaction. The term includes a chattel mortgage, a


conditional sale contract, a security agreement, and a document


that evidences a bailment or lease described by Section 348.002.


The term does not include a buyer’s order.


(7)AA"Retail installment transaction" means a
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transaction in which a retail buyer purchases a motor vehicle from a


retail seller other than principally for the purpose of resale and


agrees with the retail seller to pay part or all of the cash price in


one or more deferred installments.


(8)AA"Retail seller" means a person in the business of


selling motor vehicles to retail buyers in retail installment


transactions.


(9)AA"Time price differential" means the total amount


added to the principal balance to determine the balance of the


retail buyer’s indebtedness under a retail installment contract.


(10-a)AA"Towable recreation vehicle" means a


nonmotorized vehicle that:


(A)AAwas originally designed and manufactured


primarily to provide temporary human habitation in conjunction with


recreational, camping, or seasonal use;


(B)AAis titled and registered with the Texas


Department of Motor Vehicles as a travel trailer through a county


tax assessor-collector;


(C)AAis permanently built on a single chassis;


(D)AAcontains at least one life support system;


and


(E)AAis designed to be towable by a motor vehicle.


(11)AA"Trade-in credit agreement" means a contractual


arrangement under which a retail seller agrees to provide a


specified amount as a motor vehicle trade-in credit for the


diminished value of the motor vehicle that is the subject of the


retail installment contract in connection with which the trade-in


credit agreement is offered if the motor vehicle is damaged but not


rendered a total loss as a result of a collision accident, with the


credit to be applied toward the purchase or lease of a different


motor vehicle from the retail seller or an affiliate of the retail


seller.AAA trade-in credit agreement is a separate agreement from a


retail installment contract and is not a term of the retail


installment contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.19, eff.
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September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 149 (S.B. 1966), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 933 (H.B. 3097), Sec. 3D.02,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 91 (S.B. 1303), Sec.


27.001(12), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 477 (H.B. 2339), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 348.0015.AAPRESUMPTION REGARDING NONCOMMERCIAL


VEHICLES; EXCEPTION. (a)AAA motor vehicle that is not described by


Section 353.001(1)(A), (B), or (C) or a motor vehicle that is of a


type typically used for personal, family, or household use, as


determined by finance commission rule, is presumed not to be a


commercial vehicle.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), if a retail buyer


represents in writing that a motor vehicle is not for personal,


family, or household use, or that the vehicle is for commercial use,


a retail seller or holder to whom the representation is made may


rely on that representation unless the retail seller or holder, as


applicable, has actual knowledge that the representation is not


true.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 4,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.002.AABAILMENT OR LEASE AS RETAIL INSTALLMENT


TRANSACTION. A bailment or lease of a motor vehicle is a retail
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installment transaction if the bailee or lessee:


(1)AAcontracts to pay as compensation for use of the


vehicle an amount that is substantially equal to or exceeds the


value of the vehicle; and


(2)AAon full compliance with the bailment or lease is


bound to become the owner or, for no or nominal additional


consideration, has the option to become the owner of the vehicle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.003.AACLASSIFICATION AS RETAIL INSTALLMENT


TRANSACTION UNAFFECTED. A transaction is not excluded as a retail


installment transaction because:


(1)AAthe retail seller arranges to transfer the retail


buyer’s obligation;


(2)AAthe amount of any charge in the transaction is


determined by reference to a chart or other information furnished


by a financing institution;


(3)AAa form for all or part of the retail installment


contract is furnished by a financing institution; or


(4)AAthe credit standing of the retail buyer is


evaluated by a financing institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.004.AACASH PRICE. (a) The cash price is the price


at which the retail seller offers in the ordinary course of business


to sell for cash the goods or services that are subject to the


transaction.AAAn advertised price does not necessarily establish a


cash price.


(b)AAThe cash price does not include any finance charge.


(c)AAAt the retail seller’s option, the cash price may


include:


(1)AAthe price of accessories;


(2)AAthe price of services related to the sale;


(3)AAthe price of service contracts;


(4)AAtaxes; and


(5)AAfees for license, title, and registration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec. 348.005.AAITEMIZED CHARGE.AAAn amount in a retail


installment contract is an itemized charge if the amount is not


included in the cash price and is the amount of:


(1)AAfees for registration, certificate of title, and


license and any additional registration fees charged by a deputy as


authorized by rules adopted under Section 520.0071, Transportation


Code;


(2)AAany taxes;


(3)AAfees or charges prescribed by law and connected


with the sale or inspection of the motor vehicle; and


(4)AAcharges authorized for insurance, service


contracts, warranties, automobile club memberships, trade-in


credit agreements, or a debt cancellation agreement by Subchapter


C.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 149 (S.B. 1966), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 355 (H.B. 2462), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1135 (H.B. 2741), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1287 (H.B. 2202), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Reenacted and amended by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B.


1296), Sec. 8.001, eff. September 1, 2015.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 477 (H.B. 2339), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 348.006.AAPRINCIPAL BALANCE;AAINCLUSION OF DOCUMENTARY


FEE. (a) The principal balance under a retail installment contract


is computed by:
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(1)AAadding:


(A)AAthe cash price of the motor vehicle;


(B)AAeach amount included in the retail


installment contract for an itemized charge; and


(C)AAsubject to Subsection (c), a documentary fee


for services rendered for or on behalf of the retail buyer in


handling and processing documents relating to the motor vehicle


sale; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the results under Subdivision (1)


the amount of the retail buyer’s down payment in money, goods, or


both.


(b)AAThe computation of the principal balance may include an


amount authorized under Section 348.404(b).


(c)AAFor a documentary fee to be included in the principal


balance of a retail installment contract:


(1)AAthe retail seller must charge the documentary fee


to cash buyers and credit buyers;


(2)AAthe documentary fee may not exceed a reasonable


amount agreed to by the retail seller and retail buyer for the


documentary services; and


(3)AAthe buyer’s order and the retail installment


contract must include:


(A)AAa statement of the amount of the documentary


fee; and


(B)AAin reasonable proximity to the place in each


where the amount of the documentary fee is disclosed, the following


notice in type that is bold-faced, capitalized, underlined, or


otherwise conspicuously set out from surrounding written material:


"A DOCUMENTARY FEE IS NOT AN OFFICIAL FEE.AAA DOCUMENTARY FEE


IS NOT REQUIRED BY LAW, BUT MAY BE CHARGED TO BUYERS FOR HANDLING


DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE SALE.AAA DOCUMENTARY FEE MAY NOT EXCEED A


REASONABLE AMOUNT AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES.AATHIS NOTICE IS


REQUIRED BY LAW."


(d)AAA retail seller shall post the documentary fee notice


prescribed in Subsection (c) so that it is clearly visible in each


place where a vehicle sale is finalized.AAIf the language primarily


used in an oral sales presentation is not the same as the language
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in which the retail installment contract is written, the retail


seller shall furnish to the retail buyer a written statement


containing the notice set out in Subsection (c)(3)(B) in the


language primarily used in the oral sales presentation.


(e)AAPrior to increasing the maximum amount of the


documentary fee the retail seller charges, a retail seller shall


provide written notice to the commissioner of the maximum amount of


the documentary fee the retail seller intends to charge unless the


maximum amount intended to be charged is considered reasonable as


provided by Subsection (f).AAThe commissioner may review the amount


of a documentary fee a retail seller intends to charge for


reasonableness if the retail seller is required to provide written


notice of the fee increase under this subsection.AAIn determining


whether a fee charged by a retail seller is reasonable, the


commissioner may consider the resources required by the retail


seller to perform the retail seller’s duties under state and


federal law with respect to the handling and processing of


documents relating to the sale and financing of a motor


vehicle.AAIf the commissioner determines that a documentary fee


charged is not reasonable, the commissioner may require that the


documentary fee charged be reduced or suspended.


(e-1)AAExcept as provided by Subsections (e-2) and (e-3), the


following information and documents are confidential and not


subject to disclosure:


(1)AAall information provided by a retail seller to the


commissioner under Subsection (e), including the maximum


documentary fee a retail seller intends to charge, the written


notice of an increased documentary fee, and any financial


information submitted with the notice; and


(2)AAall correspondence between a retail seller and the


commissioner or the commissioner’s representative relating to the


notice of an increased documentary fee under Subsection (e) and a


review for reasonableness of the amount of the documentary fee to be


charged.


(e-2)AAThe commissioner may disclose information or


documents that are confidential under Subsection (e-1) if:


(1)AAthe commissioner determines that release of the
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information or documents is required for an administrative hearing;


(2)AAthe retail seller consents to the release of the


information or documents; or


(3)AAthe disclosure is required by a court order.


(e-3)AAThe commissioner or the commissioner’s representative


may disclose whether a retail seller has filed written notice of an


increased documentary fee and the proposed amount of the increased


fee to:


(1)AAa holder that provides written proof, signed by


the retail seller, that the retail seller has agreed to assign or


transfer one or more retail installment contracts to the holder; or


(2)AAa prospective retail buyer that provides to the


commissioner:


(A)AAa buyer’s order executed by the prospective


buyer and the retail seller;


(B)AAa draft of a retail installment contract


provided by the retail seller to the prospective buyer; or


(C)AAa written statement by the retail seller


acknowledging that the person is a prospective buyer of a motor


vehicle from the retail seller.


(f)AAA documentary fee charged in accordance with this


section is considered reasonable for purposes of this section if


the amount is less than or equal to the amount of the documentary


fee presumed reasonable as established by rule of the finance


commission.


(g)AAThis section does not:


(1)AAcreate a private right of action; or


(2)AArequire that the commissioner approve a specific


documentary fee amount before a retail seller charges the fee.


(h)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules, including rules


relating to the standards for a reasonableness determination or


disclosures, necessary to enforce this section.AAA rule adopted


under this subsection may not require a retail seller to submit to


the commissioner for prior approval the amount of a documentary fee


that the retail seller intends to charge under this section.


(i)AAThe commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce


this section.
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(j)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(3), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 800, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1327 (H.B. 3621), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 26(3),


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 10,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 875 (H.B. 2949), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A348.007.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER. (a)AAExcept as


otherwise provided by this section, each retail installment


transaction extended to a person who is located in this state at the


time the transaction is entered into is subject to this chapter.


(a-1)AAA transaction in which a retail buyer purchases a


towable recreation vehicle from a retail seller other than


principally for the purpose of resale and agrees with the retail


seller to pay part or all of the cash price in one or more deferred


installments may be subject to this chapter instead of Chapter 345


at the option of the seller.


(a-2)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(1), eff. September 1, 2011.


(a-2)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(2), eff. September 1, 2011.


(b)AAThis chapter does not affect or apply to a loan made or


the business of making loans under other law of this state and does


not affect a rule of law applicable to a retail installment sale


that is not a retail installment transaction.


(c)AAThe provisions of this chapter defining specific rates


and amounts of charges and requiring certain credit disclosures to


be made control over any contrary law of this state respecting those
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subjects.


(d)AAA retail installment transaction in which a retail buyer


purchases a motor vehicle that is a commercial vehicle is not


subject to this chapter and is subject to Chapter 353 if the retail


installment contract states that Chapter 353 applies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 2.20, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 26(1),


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 26(2),


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 33, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A348.008.AAAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER STATUTES TO RETAIL


INSTALLMENT TRANSACTION. (a) A loan or interest statute of this


state, other than Chapter 303, does not apply to a retail


installment transaction.


(b)AAExcept as provided by this chapter, an applicable


statute, including Title 1, Business & Commerce Code, or a


principle of common law continues to apply to a retail installment


transaction unless it is displaced by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.009.AAFEDERAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE.


(a)AAThe disclosure requirements of Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Parts


226 and 1026) adopted under the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1601 et seq.) and specifically 12 C.F.R. Sections 226.18(f)


and 1026.18(f), regarding variable rate disclosures, apply
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according to their terms to retail installment transactions.


(b)AAIf a disclosure requirement of this chapter and one of a


federal law, including a regulation or an interpretation of law,


are inconsistent or conflict, federal law controls and the


inconsistent or conflicting disclosures required by this chapter


need not be given.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 19, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 348.0091.AADISCLOSURE OF EQUITY IN TRADE-IN MOTOR


VEHICLE. (a) A retail seller may not accept a trade-in motor


vehicle for a motor vehicle sold under a retail installment


contract unless the retail seller provides to the retail buyer,


before the buyer signs the contract, a completed disclosure of


trade-in equity form prescribed by this section.


(b)AAThe finance commission shall by rule adopt a standard


form for the disclosure of the equity in a retail buyer’s trade-in


motor vehicle.


(c)AAThe form adopted by the finance commission


underAASubsection (b), at a minimum, must:


(1)AAcontain:


(A)AAthe name of the retail buyer;


(B)AAthe name, address, and telephone number of


the retail seller;


(C)AAthe make, model, year, and vehicle


identification number of the trade-in motor vehicle;


(D)AAthe date of the retail installment


transaction;


(E)AAthe amount offered by the retail seller to


the retail buyer for the trade-in motor vehicle;


(F)AAthe amount the retail buyer owes on the


trade-in motor vehicle as of the date of the retail installment


transaction;


(G)AAa statement indicating whether the retail


buyer’s equity in the trade-in motor vehicle is positive or
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negative;


(H)AAa disclosure containing substantially


similar words to the following:AA"If the EQUITY amount is NEGATIVE,


the value the retail seller is offering you for your trade-in motor


vehicle is less than what you currently owe on your trade-in.AAThe


amount of negative equity may be further reduced by the amount of


any cash down payment and manufacturer’s rebate and may be included


in the amount financed under your retail installment contract as an


itemized charge.";


(I)AAthe cash price of the vehicle being purchased


under the retail installment transaction; and


(J)AAthe amount financed under the retail


installment contract;


(2)AAinclude a space for the signature of both the


retail seller and retail buyer and the printed name of the retail


seller; and


(3)AAbe signed and dated by the retail seller and retail


buyer.


(d)AAThe retail seller is solely responsible for the content


and delivery of the disclosure form required by Subsection (a).AAAn


assignee of a retail installment contract may not be held


responsible for a retail seller’s failure to comply with the


requirements of this section.


(e)AAThis section does not create a private right of


action.AAThe commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce


this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.010.AAADDITIONAL INFORMATION ALLOWED IN CONTRACT.


Information not required by this chapter may be included in a retail


installment contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.011.AAORDER OF ITEMS IN CONTRACT. Items required by


this chapter to be in a retail installment contract are not required


to be stated in the order set forth in this chapter.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 348.012.AAAPPLICABILITY OF INSURANCE PREMIUM FINANCING


PROVISIONS. Chapter 651, Insurance Code, does not apply to a retail


installment transaction.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 17, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.117, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 348.013.AACONDITIONAL DELIVERY AGREEMENT. (a) In this


section, "conditional delivery agreement" means a contract between


a retail seller and prospective retail buyer under the terms of


which the retail seller allows the prospective retail buyer the use


and benefit of a motor vehicle for a specified term.


(b)AASubject to this section, a retail seller and prospective


retail buyer may enter into a conditional delivery agreement.


(c)AAA conditional delivery agreement is:


(1)AAan enforceable contract; and


(2)AAvoid on the execution of a retail installment


contract between the parties of the conditional delivery agreement


for the sale of the motor vehicle that is the subject of the


conditional delivery agreement.


(d)AAA conditional delivery agreement may only confer rights


consistent with this section and may not confer any legal or


equitable rights of ownership, including ownership of the motor


vehicle that is the subject of the conditional delivery agreement.


(e)AAA conditional delivery agreement may not exceed a term


of 15 days.


(f)AAIf a prospective retail buyer tenders to a retail seller


a trade-in motor vehicle in connection with a conditional delivery


agreement:


(1)AAthe parties must agree on the value of the trade-in


motor vehicle;


(2)AAthe conditional delivery agreement must contain


the agreed value of the trade-in motor vehicle described by
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Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAthe retail seller must use reasonable care to


conserve the trade-in motor vehicle while the vehicle is in the


retail seller’s possession.


(g)AAIf the parties to a conditional delivery agreement do


not subsequently enter into a retail installment contract for the


sale of the motor vehicle that is the subject of the conditional


delivery agreement, the retail seller shall, not later than the


seventh day after termination of the conditional delivery


agreement:


(1)AAdeliver to the prospective retail buyer any


trade-in motor vehicle that the prospective retail buyer tendered


in connection with the conditional delivery agreement in the same


or substantially the same condition as it was at the time of


execution of the agreement and shall return any down payment or


other consideration received from the prospective retail buyer in


connection with the agreement; or


(2)AAif the trade-in motor vehicle cannot be returned


in the same or substantially the same condition as it was at the


time of execution of the conditional delivery agreement, deliver to


the prospective retail buyer a sum of money equal to the agreed


value of the trade-in motor vehicle as described by Subsection (f)


and shall return any down payment or other consideration described


by Subdivision (1).


(h)AAAny money that a retail seller is obligated to provide a


prospective retail buyer under Subsection (g) must be tendered at


the same time that the trade-in motor vehicle is delivered for


return to the prospective retail buyer or when the trade-in motor


vehicle would have been delivered if the vehicle was damaged or


could not be returned.


(i)AAIf a prospective retail buyer returns a motor vehicle


under a conditional delivery agreement at the request of the retail


seller, the retail seller, notwithstanding the period prescribed by


Subsection (g), must return the trade-in vehicle at the same time


that the motor vehicle under the conditional delivery agreement is


returned by the prospective retail buyer.


(j)AAThe prospective retail buyer shall return the motor
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vehicle received under the conditional delivery agreement in the


same or substantially the same condition as it was at the time of


the execution of the conditional delivery agreement.


(k)AAAn amount paid or required to be paid by the retail


seller under Subsection (g) is subject to review by the


commissioner.AAIf the commissioner determines that the retail


seller in fact owes the prospective retail buyer a certain amount


under Subsection (g), the commissioner may order the retail seller


to pay the amount to the prospective retail buyer.AAIf the trade-in


motor vehicle is not returned by the retail seller in accordance


with this section and the retail seller does not pay the prospective


retail buyer an amount equal to the agreed value of the trade-in


motor vehicle within the period prescribed by this section, the


commissioner may assess an administrative penalty against the


retail seller in an amount that is reasonable in relation to the


value of the trade-in motor vehicle.AAThe commissioner shall


provide notice to the retail seller and the prospective retail


buyer of the commissioner’s determination under this subsection.


(l)AANot later than the 30th day after the date the parties


receive notice of the commissioner’s determination under


Subsection (k), the retail seller or prospective retail buyer may


file with the commissioner an appeal of the commissioner’s


determination requesting a time and place for a hearing before a


hearings officer designated by the commissioner.AAA hearing under


this subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government


Code.AAAfter the hearing, based on the findings of fact,


conclusions of law, and recommendations of the hearings officer,


the commissioner shall enter a final order.


(m)AAA person who requests an appeal under Subsection (l) is


required to pay a deposit to secure the payment of the costs of the


hearing in a reasonable amount as determined by the commissioner,


unless the person cannot afford to pay the deposit and files an


affidavit to that effect with the hearings officer in the form and


content prescribed by finance commission rule.AAThe entire deposit


must be refunded to the person if the person prevails in the


hearing.AAIf the person does not prevail, any portion of the


deposit in excess of the costs of the hearing assessed against the
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person is refundable.


(n)AANotice of the commissioner’s final order under


Subsection (l), given to the person in accordance with Section


2001, Government Code, must include a statement of the person’s


right to judicial review of the order.


(o)AAThe hearings officer may order the retail seller or the


prospective retail buyer, or both, to pay reasonable expenses


incurred by the commissioner in connection with obtaining a final


order under Subsection (l), including attorney’s fees,


investigative costs, and witness fees.


(p)AAThis section does not:


(1)AAapply to a bailment agreement under Section


348.002; or


(2)AAcreate a private right of action.


(q)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this section, the


commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 683 (H.B. 2556), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 348.014.AATRANSACTION CONDITIONED ON PURCHASE OF


VEHICLE PROTECTION PRODUCT PROHIBITED. (a)AAIn this section,


"vehicle protection product" has the meaning assigned by Section


17.45, Business & Commerce Code.


(b)AAA retail seller may not require as a condition of a


retail installment transaction or the cash sale of a motor vehicle


that the buyer purchase a vehicle protection product that is not


installed on the vehicle at the time of the transaction.


(c)AAA violation of this section is a false, misleading, or


deceptive act or practice within the meaning of Section 17.46,


Business & Commerce Code, and is actionable in a public or private


suit brought under Subchapter E, Chapter 17, Business & Commerce


Code.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (S.B. 2065), Sec.


1.003, eff. September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER B. RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT
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Sec.A348.101.AARETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT GENERAL


REQUIREMENTS. (a) A retail installment contract is required for


each retail installment transaction. A retail installment contract


may be more than one document.


(b)AAA retail installment contract must be:


(1)AAin writing;


(2)AAdated;


(3)AAsigned by the retail buyer and retail seller; and


(4)AAcompleted as to all essential provisions before it


is signed by the retail buyer except as provided by Subsection (d).


(c)AAThe printed part of a retail installment contract, other


than instructions for completion, must be in at least eight-point


type unless a different size of type is required under this


subchapter.


(d)AAIf the motor vehicle is not delivered when the retail


installment contract is executed, the following information may be


inserted after the contract is executed:


(1)AAthe identifying numbers or marks of the vehicle or


similar information; and


(2)AAthe due date of the first installment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 348.1015.AACONTRACT CONDITIONED ON SUBSEQUENT


ASSIGNMENT PROHIBITED. (a) A retail installment contract may not


be conditioned on the subsequent assignment of the contract to a


holder.


(b)AAA provision in violation of this section is void.AAThis


subsection does not affect the validity of other provisions of the


contract that may be given effect without the voided provision, and


to that extent those provisions are severable.


(c)AAThis section does not create a private right of action.


(d)AAThe commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce


this section.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 683 (H.B. 2556), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.102.AACONTENTS OF CONTRACT. (a) A retail
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installment contract must contain:


(1)AAthe name of the retail seller and the name of the


retail buyer;


(2)AAthe place of business or address of the retail


seller;


(3)AAthe residence or other address of the retail buyer


as specified by the retail buyer;


(4)AAa description of the motor vehicle being sold;


(5)AAthe cash price of the retail installment


transaction;


(6)AAthe amount of any down payment by the retail buyer,


specifying the amounts paid in money and in goods traded in; and


(7)AAeach itemized charge.


(b)AAA charge for insurance, a service contract, or a


warranty authorized by Subchapter C may be disclosed as provided by


that subchapter.


(c)AAA retail installment contract that provides for a


variable contract rate must set out the method by which the rate is


computed.


(d)AAThe contract must contain substantially the following


notice in at least 10-point type that is bold-faced, capitalized,


or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from the


surrounding written material:


"NOTICE TO THE BUYER--DO NOT SIGN THIS CONTRACT BEFORE


YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS ANY BLANK SPACES. YOU ARE


ENTITLED TO A COPY OF THE CONTRACT YOU SIGN. UNDER THE


LAW YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO PAY OFF IN ADVANCE THE FULL


AMOUNT DUE AND UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS MAY OBTAIN A


PARTIAL REFUND OF THE FINANCE CHARGE. KEEP THIS


CONTRACT TO PROTECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.103.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR RETAIL


INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. A retail installment contract may provide
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for:


(1)AAany amount of time price differential permitted


under Section 348.104, 348.105, or 348.106; or


(2)AAany rate of time price differential not exceeding


a yield permitted under Section 348.104, 348.105, or 348.106.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.104.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CONTRACT WITH


EQUAL MONTHLY SUCCESSIVE PAYMENTS. (a) A retail installment


contract that is payable in substantially equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month after the date of the contract may


provide for a time price differential that does not exceed:


(1)AAthe add-on charge provided by this section; or


(2)AA$25 if the add-on charge under Subdivision (1) is


less than $25.


(b)AAThe add-on charge is $7.50 per $100 per year on the


principal balance forAAa new motor vehicle designated by the


manufacturer by a model year that is not earlier than the year in


which the sale is made.


(c)AAThe add-on charge is $10 per $100 per year on the


principal balance for:


(1)AAa new motor vehicle not covered by Subsection (b);


or


(2)AAa used motor vehicle designated by the


manufacturer by a model year that is not more than two years before


the year in which the sale is made.


(d)AAThe add-on charge is $12.50 per $100 per year on the


principal balance for a used motor vehicle not covered by


Subsection (c) that isAAa motor vehicle designated by the


manufacturer by a model year that is not more than four years before


the year in which the sale is made.


(e)AAFor a used motor vehicle not covered by Subsection (c)


or (d), the add-on charge is:


(1)AA$15 per $100 per year on the principal balance; or


(2)AA$18 per $100 per year on the principal balance if


the principal balance under the retail installment contract does


not exceed $300.
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(f)AAThe time price differential is computed on the original


principal balance under the retail installment contract from the


date of the contract until the maturity of the final installment,


notwithstanding that the balance is payable in installments.


(g)AAIf the retail installment contract is payable for a


period that is shorter or longer than a year or is for an amount that


is less or greater than $100, the amount of the maximum time price


differential computed under this section is decreased or increased


proportionately.


(h)AAFor the purpose of a computation under this section, 16


or more days of a month may be considered a full month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.105.AAUSE OF OPTIONAL CEILING. As an alternative to


the maximum rate or amount authorized for a time price differential


under Section 348.104 or 348.106, a retail installment contract may


provide for a rate or amount of time price differential that does


not exceed the rate or amount authorized by Chapter 303.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.106.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR OTHER CONTRACTS.


A retail installment contract that is payable other than in


substantially equal successive monthly installments or the first


installment of which is not payable one month from the date of the


contract may provide for a time price differential that does not


exceed an amount that, having due regard for the schedule of


payments, provides the same effective return as if the contract


were payable in substantially equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month from the date of the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.107.AACHARGE FOR DEFAULT IN PAYMENT OF INSTALLMENT.
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(a)AAA retail installment contract may provide that if an


installment remains unpaid after the 15th day after the maturity of


the installment the holder may collect:


(1)AAa delinquency charge that does not exceed five


percent of the amount of the installment; or


(2)AAinterest on the amount of the installment accruing


after the maturity of the installment and until the installment is


paid in full at a rate that does not exceed the maximum rate


authorized for the contract.


(b)AAA retail installment contract that provides for the


accrual earnings method may provide for the delinquency charge


authorized by Subsection (a)(1), the interest authorized by


Subsection (a)(2), or both.


(c)AAOnly one delinquency charge may be collected on an


installment under this section regardless of the duration of the


default.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1077, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.108.AACHARGES FOR COLLECTING DEBT. A retail


installment contract may provide for the payment of:


(1)AAreasonable attorney’s fees if the contract is


referred for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried


employee of the holder;


(2)AAcourt costs and disbursements; and


(3)AAreasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in


connection with the repossession or sequestration of the motor


vehicle securing the payment of the contract or foreclosure of a


security interest in the vehicle, including the costs of storing,


reconditioning, and reselling the vehicle, subject to the standards


of good faith and commercial reasonableness set by Title 1,


Business & Commerce Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec. 348.109.AAACCELERATION OF DEBT MATURITY.AAA retail


installment contract may not authorize the holder to accelerate the


maturity of all or a part of the amount owed under the contract


unless:


(1)AAthe retail buyer is in default in the performance


of any of the buyer’s obligations; or


(2)AAthe holder believes in good faith that the


prospect of buyer’s payment or performance is impaired.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.110.AADELIVERY OF COPY OF CONTRACT. A retail seller


shall:


(1)AAdeliver to the retail buyer a copy of the retail


installment contract as accepted by the retail seller; or


(2)AAmail to the retail buyer at the address shown on


the retail installment contract a copy of the retail installment


contract as accepted by the retail seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.111.AABUYER’S RIGHT TO RESCIND CONTRACT. Until the


retail seller complies with Section 348.110, a retail buyer who has


not received delivery of the motor vehicle is entitled to:


(1)AArescind the contract;


(2)AAreceive a refund of all payments made under or in


contemplation of the contract; and


(3)AAreceive the return of all goods traded in to the


retail seller under or in contemplation of the contract or, if those


goods cannot be returned, to receive the value of those goods.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.112.AABUYER’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DELIVERY OF


CONTRACT COPY. (a) Any retail buyer’s acknowledgment of delivery
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of a copy of the retail installment contract must:


(1)AAbe in at least 10-point type that is bold-faced,


capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material; and


(2)AAappear directly above the buyer’s signature.


(b)AAAny retail buyer’s acknowledgment conforming to this


section of delivery of a copy of the retail installment contract is,


in an action or proceeding by or against a holder of the contract


who was without knowledge to the contrary when the holder purchased


it, conclusive proof:


(1)AAthat the copy was delivered to the buyer;


(2)AAthat the contract did not contain a blank space


that was required to have been completed under this chapter when the


contract was signed by the buyer; and


(3)AAof compliance with Sections 348.009, 348.101,


348.102, 348.123, 348.205, 348.405, 348.406, and 348.408.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.113.AAAMENDMENT OF RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. On


request by a retail buyer, the holder may agree to one or more


amendments to the retail installment contract to:


(1)AAextend or defer the scheduled due date of all or a


part of one or more installments; or


(2)AArenew, restate, or reschedule the unpaid balance


under the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.114.AACHARGES FOR DEFERRING INSTALLMENT. (a)AAIf a


retail installment contract that provides for a time price


differential that is computed using the add-on method or the


scheduled installment earnings method is amended to defer all or a


part of one or more installments for not longer than three months,


the holder may collect from the retail buyer:


(1)AAa deferment charge in an amount computed on the


amount deferred for the period of deferment at a rate that does not


exceed the effective return for time price differential permitted


for a monthly payment retail installment contract; and
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(2)AAthe amount of the additional cost to the holder


for:


(A)AApremiums for continuing in force any


insurance coverages provided for by the contract; and


(B)AAany additional necessary official fees.


(b)AAThe minimum charge under Subsection (a)(1) is $1.


(c)AAIf a retail installment contract that provides for a


time price differential that is computed using the true daily


earnings method is amended to defer all or a part of one or more


installments, the holder may charge and receive from the retail


buyer time price differential on the unpaid balance of the contract


at the rate agreed to in the contract.AAAt the time of deferment,


the holder must provide the following written notice to the retail


buyer that is boldfaced, capitalized, or underlined or otherwise


conspicuously set out from any surrounding written


material:AA"FINANCE CHARGES WILL CONTINUE TO ACCRUE ON THE UNPAID


BALANCE AT THE CONTRACT RATE.AABY DEFERRING ONE OR MORE


INSTALLMENTS, YOU WILL PAY MORE FINANCE CHARGES THAN ORIGINALLY


DISCLOSED."AAA holder does not collect a deferment charge by the


accrual of time price differential on the unpaid balance of the


contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A348.115.AACHARGE FOR OTHER AMENDMENT. (a) If the


unpaid balance of a retail installment contract is extended,


renewed, restated, or rescheduled under this subchapter and Section


348.114 does not apply, the holder may collect an amount computed on


the principal balance of the amended contract for the term of the


amended contract at the time price differential for a retail


installment contract that is applicable after reclassifying the


motor vehicle by its model year at the time of the amendment.


(b)AAThe principal balance of the amended contract is


computed by:


(1)AAadding:
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(A)AAthe unpaid balance as of the date of


amendment;


(B)AAthe cost of any insurance incidental to the


amendment;


(C)AAthe amount of each additional necessary


official fee; and


(D)AAthe amount of each accrued delinquency or


collection charge; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the total computed under


Subdivision (1) an amount equal to the prepayment refund credit


required by Section 348.120 or 348.121, as applicable.


(c)AAThe provisions of this chapter relating to minimum


charges under Section 348.104 and acquisition costs under the


refund schedule under Section 348.120 do not apply in computing the


principal balance of the amended contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.116.AACONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENT. An amendment to a


retail installment contract must be confirmed in a writing signed


by the retail buyer. The holder shall:


(1)AAdeliver a copy of the confirmation to the buyer;


or


(2)AAmail a copy of the confirmation to the buyer at the


buyer’s most recent address shown on the records of the holder.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.117.AACONTRACT AFTER AMENDMENT. After amendment


the retail installment contract is the original contract and each


amendment to the original contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.118.AAPREPAYMENT OF CONTRACT. A retail buyer may


prepay a retail installment contract in full at any time before


maturity. This section prevails over a conflicting provision of


the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A348.119.AAREFUND CREDIT ON PREPAYMENT. If a retail


buyer prepays a retail installment contract in full or if the holder


of the contract demands payment of the unpaid balance of the


contract in full before the contract’s final installment is due,


the buyer is entitled to receive a refund credit as provided by


Section 348.120 or 348.121, as applicable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.120.AAAMOUNT OF REFUND CREDIT FOR MONTHLY


INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a) This section applies only to a refund


credit on the prepayment of a retail installment contract that is


payable in substantially equal successive monthly installments


beginning one month after the date of the contract.


(b)AAOn a contract for a motor vehicle the minimum amount of


the refund credit is computed by:


(1)AAsubtracting an acquisition cost of $25 from the


original time price differential; and


(2)AAmultiplying the amount computed under Subdivision


(1) by the percentage of refund computed under Subsection (d).


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(3), eff. September 1, 2011.


(d)AAThe percentage of refund is computed by:


(1)AAcomputing the sum of all of the monthly balances


under the contract’s schedule of payments; and


(2)AAdividing the amount computed under Subdivision (1)


into the sum of the unpaid monthly balances under the contract’s


schedule of payments beginning:


(A)AAon the first day, after the date of the


prepayment or demand for payment in full, that is the date of a


month that corresponds to the date of the month that the first


installment is due under the contract; or


(B)AAif the prepayment or demand for payment in


full is made before the first installment date under the contract,


one month after the next monthly anniversary date of the contract


occurring after the prepayment or demand.


(e)AAA refund credit is not required if the amount of the


refund credit is less than $1.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 26(3),


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.121.AAAMOUNT OF REFUND CREDIT FOR OTHER CONTRACTS.


The minimum amount of the refund credit on a retail installment


contract to which Section 348.120 does not apply shall be computed


in a manner proportionate to the method set out by that section for


the type of motor vehicle being sold, having due regard for:


(1)AAthe amount of each installment;


(2)AAthe irregularity of the installment periods; and


(3)AAthe requirements of Sections 348.104(f) and


348.106.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.122.AAREINSTATEMENT OF CONTRACT AFTER DEMAND FOR


PAYMENT. After a demand for payment in full under a retail


installment contract, the retail buyer and holder of the contract


may:


(1)AAagree to reinstate the contract; and


(2)AAamend the contract as provided by Section 348.113.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.123.AAREFINANCING OF LARGE INSTALLMENT. (a) If a


scheduled installment of a retail installment contract is more than


an amount equal to twice the average of all installments scheduled


before that installment, other than the down payment, the retail


buyer is entitled to refinance that installment:


(1)AAwhen the installment is due;


(2)AAwithout an acquisition cost;


(3)AAin installments that are not greater or more


frequent than the average amount and frequency of installments


preceding that installment; and


(4)AAat a rate of time price differential that does not
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exceed the rate applicable to the original contract.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAa lease;


(2)AAa retail installment transaction for a vehicle


that is to be used primarily for a purpose other than personal,


family, or household use;


(3)AAa transaction for which the payment schedule is


adjusted to the seasonal or irregular income or scheduled payments


or obligations of the buyer;


(4)AAa transaction of a type that the commissioner


determines does not require the protection for the buyer provided


by this section; or


(5)AAa retail installment transaction in which:


(A)AAthe seller is a franchised dealer licensed


under Chapter 2301, Occupations Code; and


(B)AAthe buyer is entitled, at the end of the term


of the retail installment contract, to choose one of the following:


(i)AAsell the vehicle back to the holder


according to a written agreement:


(a)AAentered into between the buyer and


holder concurrently with or as a part of the transaction; and


(b)AAunder which the buyer will be


released from liability or obligation for the final scheduled


payment under the contract on compliance with the agreement;


(ii)AApay the final scheduled payment under


the contract; or


(iii)AAif the buyer is not in default under


the contract, refinance the final scheduled payment with the holder


for repayment in not fewer than 24 equal monthly installments or on


other terms agreed to by the buyer and holder at the time of


refinancing and at a rate of time price differential not to exceed


the lesser of:


(a)AAa rate equal to the maximum rate


authorized under this subchapter; or


(b)AAan annual percentage rate of five


percent a year more than the annual percentage rate of the original


contract.
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(c)AAA retail installment contract under Subsection (b)(5)


must disclose that any refinancing may be for any period and payment


schedule to which the buyer and holder agree.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.22(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 14A.774, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec. 348.124.AADEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS. (a)AAIn


connection with a retail installment transaction under this


chapter, a retail seller may offer to the retail buyer a debt


cancellation agreement, including a guaranteed asset protection


waiver or similarly named agreement.AAIf the retail installment


transaction requires insurance coverage as part of the retail


buyer’s responsibility to the holder, the debt cancellation


agreement, guaranteed asset protection waiver, or similarly named


agreement must be offered under Chapter 354.AAThe retail seller may


not require that the purchase of a debt cancellation agreement by


the retail buyer be made in order to enter into a retail installment


transaction.


(b)AAA debt cancellation agreement is not considered an


insurance product.


(c)AAThe amount charged for a debt cancellation agreement


made in connection with a retail installment contract must be


reasonable.


(d)AAIn addition to other disclosures required by state or


federal law, the retail seller shall provide to the retail buyer a


separate notice in connection with the retail installment contract


stating that the retail buyer is not required to accept or provide a


debt cancellation agreement in order to purchase the motor vehicle


under a retail installment contract.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 149 (S.B. 1966), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1034 (H.B. 2931), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2017.
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Sec. 348.125.AATRADE-IN CREDIT AGREEMENTS OFFERED IN


CONNECTION WITH RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACTS. (a)AAA retail seller


may, at the time a retail installment contract is executed, offer to


sell to a retail buyer a trade-in credit agreement or similarly


named agreement.


(b)AAA trade-in credit agreement is not considered an


insurance product.


(c)AATo ensure the faithful performance of a retail seller’s


obligations to a retail buyer under a trade-in credit agreement,


the retail seller must be insured under a contractual liability


reimbursement policy approved by the commissioner of insurance and


issued for the benefit of Texas residents.


(d)AAIn addition to other disclosures required by state or


federal law, if a retail seller offers to a retail buyer a trade-in


credit agreement, the retail seller shall give the retail buyer at


the time the retail installment contract is executed a copy of the


written trade-in credit agreement and written notice that the


retail buyer:


(1)AAis not required to purchase the trade-in credit


agreement as a condition for approval of the retail installment


contract;


(2)AAis entitled to cancel the trade-in credit


agreement before the 31st day after the date the retail installment


contract is executed and receive a full refund;


(3)AAmay terminate the trade-in credit agreement at any


time on or after the 31st day after the date the retail installment


contract is executed and receive a pro rata refund minus any


applicable cancellation fee which may not exceed $50; and


(4)AAhas been provided a clear and concise disclosure


of the amount of the credit available during the term of the


trade-in credit agreement.


(e)AAThe amount charged for a trade-in credit agreement


offered in connection with a retail installment contract may not


exceed five percent of the cash price of the motor vehicle that is


the subject of the retail installment contract, including any


attached accessories and excluding the price of services related to
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the sale, the price of service contracts, taxes, and fees for


license, title, and registration.


(f)AAA trade-in credit agreement must require the retail


buyer to provide proof of insurance settlement documents in order


to obtain the credit.AAA trade-in credit agreement may not require


the retail buyer to provide any other documentation in order to


obtain the credit.


(g)AAIf a retail seller enters a trade-in credit agreement


with a retail buyer, the retail seller must comply with the terms of


the trade-in credit agreement in connection with the purchase or


lease of a subsequent motor vehicle.AAA retail seller must provide


any credit required under a trade-in credit agreement at the time of


the purchase or lease of a subsequent motor vehicle.


(h)AAThe benefit to be provided in connection with a trade-in


credit agreement must bear a reasonable relationship to the amount


charged for the trade-in credit agreement and the amount, term, and


conditions of the retail installment contract.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 477 (H.B. 2339), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER C. INSURANCE


Sec.A348.201.AAPROPERTY INSURANCE. (a) A holder may request


or require a retail buyer to insure the motor vehicle purchased


under a retail installment transaction and accessories and related


goods subject to the holder’s security interest.


(b)AAThe insurance and the premiums or charges for the


insurance must bear a reasonable relationship to:


(1)AAthe amount, term, and conditions of the retail


installment contract; and


(2)AAthe existing hazards or risk of loss, damage, or


destruction.


(c)AAThe insurance may not:


(1)AAcover unusual or exceptional risks; or


(2)AAprovide coverage not ordinarily included in


policies issued to the public.


(d)AAThe holder may include the cost of insurance provided
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under this section as a separate charge in the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.202.AACREDIT LIFE AND CREDIT HEALTH AND ACCIDENT


INSURANCE. (a) As additional protection for the contract, a holder


may request or require a retail buyer to provide credit life


insurance and credit health and accident insurance.


(b)AAAs additional protection for the contract, a seller may


offer involuntary unemployment insurance to the buyer at the time


the contract is executed.


(c)AAA holder may include the cost of insurance provided


under Subsection (a) or (b), and a policy or agent fee charged in


connection with insurance provided under Subsection (a) or (b), as


a separate charge in the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1107, Sec. 1, eff. June 18, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 409, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A348.203.AAMAXIMUM AMOUNT OF CREDIT LIFE AND CREDIT


HEALTH AND ACCIDENT COVERAGE. (a) At any time the total amount of


the policies of credit life insurance in force on one retail buyer


on one retail installment contract may not exceed:


(1)AAthe total amount repayable under the contract;


and


(2)AAthe greater of the scheduled or actual amount of


unpaid indebtedness if the indebtedness is repayable in


substantially equal installments.


(b)AAAt any time the total amount of the policies of credit


health and accident insurance in force on one retail buyer on one


retail installment contract may not exceed the total amount payable


under the contract, and the amount of each periodic indemnity


payment may not exceed the scheduled periodic payment on the


indebtedness.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.204.AAINSURANCE STATEMENT. (a) If insurance is


required in connection with a retail installment contract, the
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holder shall give to the retail buyer a written statement that


clearly and conspicuously states that:


(1)AAinsurance is required in connection with the


contract; and


(2)AAthe buyer as an option may furnish the required


insurance through:


(A)AAan existing policy of insurance owned or


controlled by the buyer; or


(B)AAan insurance policy obtained through an


insurance company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAIf requested or required insurance is sold or obtained


by the holder and the retail installment contract includes a


premium or rate of charge for the insurance that is not fixed or


approved by the commissioner of insurance, the holder shall deliver


or mail to the retail buyer a written statement that includes that


fact.


(c)AAA statement under Subsection (a) or (b) may be provided


with or as part of the retail installment contract or separately.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.205.AASTATEMENT IF LIABILITY INSURANCE NOT INCLUDED


IN CONTRACT. If liability insurance coverage for bodily injury and


property damage caused to others is not included in a retail


installment contract, the retail installment contract or a separate


writing must contain, in at least 10-point type that is bold-faced,


capitalized, underlined, or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material, a specific statement that


liability insurance coverage for bodily injury and property damage


caused to others is not included.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.206.AAINSURANCE MAY BE FURNISHED BY BUYER. (a) If


insurance is requested or required in connection with a retail


installment contract and the retail installment contract includes a


premium or rate of charge that is not fixed or approved by the


commissioner of insurance, the retail buyer is entitled to furnish


the insurance coverage not later than the 10th day after the date of
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the contract or the delivery or mailing of the written statement


required under Section 348.204, as appropriate, through:


(1)AAan existing insurance policy owned or controlled


by the buyer; or


(2)AAan insurance policy obtained from an insurance


company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAWhen a retail installment contract is executed, the


retail buyer is entitled to purchase the insurance described by


Section 348.210 and select:


(1)AAthe agent or broker; and


(2)AAan insurance company acceptable to the holder.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.207.AABUYER’S FAILURE TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF


INSURANCE. (a) If a retail buyer fails to present to the holder


reasonable evidence that the buyer has obtained or maintained a


coverage required by the retail installment contract, the holder


may:


(1)AAobtain substitute insurance coverage that is


substantially equal to or more limited than the coverage required;


and


(2)AAadd the amount of the premium advanced for the


substitute insurance to the unpaid balance of the contract.


(b)AASubstitute insurance coverage under Subsection (a)(1):


(1)AAmay at the holder’s option be limited to coverage


only of the interest of the holder or the interest of the holder and


the buyer; and


(2)AAmust be written at lawful rates in accordance with


the Insurance Code by a company authorized to do business in this


state.


(c)AAIf substitute insurance is obtained by the holder under


Subsection (a), the amendment adding the premium or rescheduling


the contract is not required to be signed by the retail buyer. The


holder shall deliver to the buyer or send to the buyer’s most recent


address shown on the records of the holder specific written notice


that the holder has obtained substitute insurance.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A348.208.AACHARGES FOR OTHER INSURANCE AND FORMS OF


PROTECTION INCLUDED IN RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a) A retail


buyer and retail seller may agree in a retail installment contract


to include a charge for insurance coverage that is:


(1)AAfor a risk of loss or liability reasonably related


to:


(A)AAthe motor vehicle;


(B)AAthe use of the motor vehicle; or


(C)AAgoods or services that:


(i)AAare related to the motor vehicle; and


(ii)AAmay ordinarily be insured with a motor


vehicle;


(2)AAwritten on policies or endorsement forms


prescribed or approved by the commissioner of insurance; and


(3)AAordinarily available in policies or endorsements


offered to the public.


(b)AAA retail installment contract may include as a separate


charge an amount for:


(1)AAmotor vehicle property damage or bodily injury


liability insurance;


(2)AAmechanical breakdown insurance;


(3)AAparticipation in a motor vehicle theft protection


plan;


(4)AAinsurance to reimburse the retail buyer for the


amount computed by subtracting the proceeds of the buyer’s basic


collision policy on the motor vehicle from the amount owed on the


vehicle if the vehicle has been rendered a total loss;


(5)AAa warranty or service contract relating to the


motor vehicle;


(6)AAan identity recovery service contract;


(7)AAa debt cancellation agreement, including a debt


cancellation agreement under Chapter 354, if the agreement is


included as a term of a retail installment contract under Section


348.124; or


(8)AAa trade-in credit agreement.


(b-1)AAIn this section, "identity recovery service contract"
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means an agreement:


(1)AAto provide identity recovery, as defined by


Section 1304.003, Occupations Code;


(2)AAthat is entered into for a separately stated


consideration and for a specified term; and


(3)AAthat is financed through a retail installment


contract.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other law, service contracts, debt


cancellation agreements, and trade-in credit agreements sold by a


retail seller of a motor vehicle to a retail buyer are not subject


to Chapter 101 or 226, Insurance Code.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(3), eff. September 1, 2011.


(e)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(3), eff. September 1, 2011.


(f)AARepealed by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117, Sec.


26(3), eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1107, Sec. 2, eff. June 18, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1559, Sec. 2, eff. Aug. 30, 1999; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 10A.512, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.118, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 36 (S.B. 778), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 149 (S.B. 1966), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 91 (S.B. 1303), Sec. 10.002,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 26(3),


eff. September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1207 (S.B. 1388), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 5, eff.
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September 1, 2017.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 477 (H.B. 2339), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A348.209.AAREQUIREMENTS FOR INCLUDING INSURANCE COST IN


CONTRACT. (a) If insurance is included as an itemized charge in a


retail installment contract:


(1)AAthe insurance must be written:


(A)AAat lawful rates;


(B)AAin accordance with the Insurance Code; and


(C)AAby a company authorized to do business in


this state; and


(2)AAthe disclosure requirements of this section must


be satisfied.


(b)AAIf the insurance is described by Section 348.201,


348.202, or 348.208(a), the retail installment contract must


identify the:


(1)AAtype of the coverage;


(2)AAterm of the coverage; and


(3)AAamount of the premium for the coverage.


(c)AAIf the insurance is described by Section 348.208(a), the


retail installment contract must also clearly indicate that the


coverage is optional.


(d)AAIf the retail installment contract includes a charge


described by Section 348.208(b), the retail installment contract


must clearly and conspicuously disclose that the charge is


included.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.210.AADELIVERY OF INSURANCE DOCUMENT TO BUYER. A


holder who purchases dual interest insurance on the motor vehicle


shall within a reasonable time after execution of the retail


installment contract send or cause to be sent to the retail buyer a


policy or certificate of insurance written by an insurance company


authorized to do business in this state that clearly sets forth:


(1)AAthe amount of the premium;


(2)AAthe kind of insurance provided;
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(3)AAthe coverage of the insurance; and


(4)AAall terms, including options, limitations,


restrictions, and conditions, of the policy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.211.AAHOLDER’S DUTY IF INSURANCE IS ADJUSTED OR


TERMINATED. (a) If insurance for which a charge is included in or


added to a retail installment contract is canceled, adjusted, or


terminated, the holder shall, at the holder’s option:


(1)AAapply the amount of the refund for unearned


insurance premiums received by the holder to replace required


insurance coverage; or


(2)AAcredit the refund to the final maturing


installments of the retail installment contract.


(b)AAIf the amount to be applied or credited under Subsection


(a) is more than the amount unpaid on the retail installment


contract, the holder shall refund to the retail buyer the


difference between those amounts.


(c)AAA cash refund is not required under this section if the


amount of the refund is less than $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.212.AAGAIN OR ADVANTAGE FROM INSURANCE NOT


ADDITIONAL CHARGE. Any gain or advantage to the holder or the


holder’s employee, officer, director, agent, general agent,


affiliate, or associate from insurance or the provision or sale of


insurance under this subchapter is not an additional charge or


additional time price differential in connection with a retail


installment contract except as specifically provided by this


chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.213.AAADDING TO RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT


PREMIUMS FOR INSURANCE ACQUIRED AFTER TRANSACTION. (a) A retail


buyer and holder may agree to add to the unpaid balance of a retail


installment contract premiums for insurance policies obtained


after the date of the retail installment transaction covering the
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motor vehicle, the use of the motor vehicle, or goods or services


related to the motor vehicle, including premiums for the renewal of


a policy included in the contract.


(b)AAA policy of insurance described by Subsection (a) must


comply with the applicable requirements of Sections 348.201,


348.203, 348.208, and 348.209.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 238 (S.B. 1965), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec.A348.214.AAEFFECT OF ADDING PREMIUM TO CONTRACT. If a


premium is added to the unpaid balance of a retail installment


contract under Section 348.207 or 348.213, the rate applicable to


the time price differential agreed to in the retail installment


contract remains in effect and shall be applied to the new unpaid


balance, or the contract may be rescheduled in accordance with


Sections 348.113-348.117 without reclassifying the motor vehicle


by its year model at the time of the amendment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.215.AAFINANCING ENTITY MAY NOT REQUIRE INSURANCE


FROM PARTICULAR SOURCE. If a retail installment contract presented


to a financing entity for acceptance includes any insurance


coverage, the financing entity may not directly or indirectly


require, as a condition of its agreement to finance the motor


vehicle, that the retail buyer purchase the insurance coverage from


a particular source.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. ACQUISITION OF CONTRACT OR BALANCE


Sec.A348.301.AAAUTHORITY TO ACQUIRE. A person may acquire a


retail installment contract or an outstanding balance under a


contract from another person on the terms, including the price, to
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which they agree. Notwithstanding any other applicable law of this


state, no person acquiring or assigning a retail installment


contract, or any balance under a contract, has any duty to disclose


to any other person the terms on which a contract or balance under a


contract is acquired, including any discount or difference between


the rates, charges, or balance under the contract and the rates,


charges, or balance acquired.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 909, Sec. 2.20, eff. June 18, 1999.


Sec.A348.302.AALACK OF NOTICE DOES NOT AFFECT VALIDITY AS TO


CERTAIN CREDITORS. Notice to a retail buyer of an assignment or


negotiation of a retail installment contract or an outstanding


balance under the contract or a requirement that the retail seller


be deprived of dominion over payments on a retail installment


contract or over the motor vehicle if returned to or repossessed by


the retail seller is not necessary for a written assignment or


negotiation of the contract or balance to be valid as against a


creditor, subsequent purchaser, pledgee, mortgagee, or lien


claimant of the retail seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.303.AAPAYMENT BY BUYER. Unless a retail buyer has


notice of the assignment or negotiation of the buyer’s retail


installment contract or an outstanding balance under the contract,


a payment by the buyer to the most recent holder known to the buyer


is binding on all subsequent holders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. HOLDER’S RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIMITATIONS


Sec.A348.403.AASELLER’S PROMISE TO PAY OR TENDER OF CASH TO


BUYER AS PART OF TRANSACTION. A retail seller may not promise to


pay, pay, or otherwise tender cash to a retail buyer as a part of a


transaction under this chapter unless specifically authorized by


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A348.404.AASELLER’S ACTION FOR INCENTIVE PROGRAM OR TO


PAY FOR BUYER’S MOTOR VEHICLE. (a) A retail seller may pay,


promise to pay, or tender cash or another thing of value to the


manufacturer, distributor, or retail buyer of the product if the


payment, promise, or tender is made in order to participate in a


financial incentive program offered by the manufacturer or


distributor of the vehicle to the buyer.


(b)AAA retail seller, in connection with a retail installment


transaction, may:


(1)AAadvance money to retire:


(A)AAan amount owed against a motor vehicle used


as a trade-in or a motor vehicle owned by the buyer that has been


declared a total loss by the buyer’s insurer; or


(B)AAthe retail buyer’s outstanding obligation


under a motor vehicle lease contract, a credit transaction for the


purchase of a motor vehicle, or another retail installment


transaction; and


(2)AAfinance repayment of that money in a retail


installment contract.


(c)AAA retail seller may pay in cash to the retail buyer any


portion of the net cash value of a motor vehicle owned by the buyer


and used as a trade-in in a transaction involving the sale of


another motor vehicle. In this subsection, "net cash value" means


the cash value of a motor vehicle after payment of all amounts


secured by the motor vehicle.


(d)AAA retail seller may include money advanced under


Subsection (b) in the retail installment contract only if it is


included as an itemized charge and may disclose money advanced


under Subsection (b) in any manner permitted by Regulation Z (12


C.F.R. Parts 226 and 1026) adopted under the Truth in Lending Act


(15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.).AASection 349.003 does not apply


to this subsection.AAThis subsection does not create a private


right of action.AAThe commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to


enforce this subsection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1042, Sec. 1, eff. Aug. 30, 1999.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 20, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A348.405.AASTATEMENT OF PAYMENTS AND AMOUNT DUE UNDER


CONTRACT. (a) On written request of a retail buyer, the holder of a


retail installment contract shall give or send to the buyer a


written statement of the dates and amounts of payments and the total


amount unpaid under the contract.


(b)AAA retail buyer is entitled to one statement during a


six-month period without charge. The charge for each additional


requested statement may not exceed $1.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.406.AARECEIPT FOR CASH PAYMENT. A holder of a


retail installment contract shall give the retail buyer a written


receipt for each cash payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.407.AARETENTION OR DISPOSITION OF NONATTACHED


PERSONAL PROPERTY. (a) If a retail installment contract


authorizes the holder or a person acting on the holder’s behalf to


retain or dispose of tangible personal property acquired in the


repossession of a motor vehicle that is not attached to the vehicle


and not subject to a security interest, the contract or another


writing must require the holder to send written notice of the


acquisition of the property to the retail buyer in accordance with


this section.


(b)AAThe notice must be mailed or delivered to the most


recent address of the retail buyer shown on the records of the


holder not later than the 15th day after the date on which the


holder discovers the property.


(c)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAstate that the retail buyer may identify and claim


the property at a reasonable time before the 31st day after the date
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on which the notice was mailed or delivered; and


(2)AAgive the location at which and reasonable times


during the period that the retail buyer may identify and claim the


property.


(d)AAIf the property is not claimed before the date described


by Subsection (c)(1), the holder may:


(1)AAretain the property subject to any legal rights of


the retail buyer; or


(2)AAdispose of the property in a reasonable manner and


distribute any proceeds of the disposition according to applicable


law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.408.AAOUTSTANDING BALANCE INFORMATION; PAYMENT IN


FULL. (a) The holder of a retail installment contract who gives


the retail buyer or the buyer’s designee outstanding balance


information relating to the contract is bound by that information


and shall honor that information for a reasonable time.


(b)AAIf the retail buyer or the buyer’s designee tenders to


the holder as payment in full an amount derived from that


outstanding balance information, the holder shall:


(1)AAaccept the amount as payment in full; and


(2)AArelease the holder’s lien against the motor


vehicle within a reasonable time not later than the 10th day after


the date on which the amount is tendered.


(c)AAA retail seller must pay in full the outstanding balance


of a vehicle traded in not later than the 25th day after the date


that:


(1)AAthe retail installment contract is signed by the


retail buyer and the retail buyer receives delivery of the motor


vehicle; and


(2)AAthe retail seller receives delivery of the motor


vehicle traded in and the necessary and appropriate documents to


transfer title from the buyer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 7, eff.
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September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.409.AALIABILITY RELATING TO OUTSTANDING BALANCE


INFORMATION. A holder who violates Section 348.408 is liable to the


retail buyer or the buyer’s designee in an amount computed by


adding:


(1)AAthree times the difference between the amount


tendered and the amount sought by the holder at the time of tender;


(2)AAinterest;


(3)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees; and


(4)AAcosts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.410.AAPROHIBITION ON POWER OF ATTORNEY TO CONFESS


JUDGMENT OR ASSIGNMENT OF WAGES. A retail installment contract may


not contain:


(1)AAa power of attorney to confess judgment in this


state; or


(2)AAan assignment of wages.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.411.AAPROHIBITION ON CERTAIN ACTS OF REPOSSESSION.


A retail installment contract may not:


(1)AAauthorize the holder or a person acting on the


holder’s behalf to:


(A)AAenter the retail buyer’s premises in


violation of Chapter 9, Business & Commerce Code; or


(B)AAcommit a breach of the peace in the


repossession of the motor vehicle; or


(2)AAcontain, or provide for the execution of, a power


of attorney by the retail buyer appointing, as the buyer’s agent in


the repossession of the vehicle, the holder or a person acting on


the holder’s behalf.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.412.AABUYER’S WAIVER. (a) A retail installment


contract may not:
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(1)AAprovide for a waiver of the retail buyer’s rights


of action against the holder or a person acting on the holder’s


behalf for an illegal act committed in:


(A)AAthe collection of payments under the


contract; or


(B)AAthe repossession of the motor vehicle; or


(2)AAprovide that the retail buyer agrees not to assert


against the holder a claim or defense arising out of the sale.


(b)AAAn act or agreement of the retail buyer before or at the


time of the making of a retail installment contract or a purchase


under the contract does not waive any provision of this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A348.413.AATRANSFER OF EQUITY. (a) With the written


consent of the holder, a retail buyer may transfer at any time the


buyer’s equity in the motor vehicle subject to the retail


installment contract to another person.


(b)AAThe holder may charge for the transfer of equity an


amount that does not exceedAA$25.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 348.414.AAAUTOMOBILE CLUB MEMBERSHIP OFFERED IN


CONNECTION WITH RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a)AAA retail seller


may, at the time a retail installment contract is executed, offer to


sell to the retail buyer an automobile club membership.


(b)AAThe retail seller shall give the retail buyer written


notice at the time the retail installment contract is executed that


the retail buyer:


(1)AAis not required to purchase the membership as a


condition for approval of the contract; and


(2)AAis entitled to cancel the membership and receive a


full refund of the purchase price of the membership before the 31st


day after the date the contract is executed.


(c)AAThe retail seller shall notify the retail buyer if the
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membership includes services that are provided by the manufacturer


as part of the motor vehicle purchase.


(d)AAThe amount charged for a membership as authorized by


Subsection (a) must be reasonable.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 355 (H.B. 2462), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER F. LICENSING; ADMINISTRATION OF CHAPTER


Sec.A348.501.AALICENSE REQUIRED. (a) A person may not act


as a holder under this chapter unless the person:


(1)AAis an authorized lender or a credit union; or


(2)AAholds a license issued under this chapter.


(b)AAA person who is required to hold a license under this


chapter must ensure that each office at which retail installment


transactions are made, serviced, held, or collected under this


chapter is licensed or otherwise authorized to make, service, hold,


or collect retail installment transactions in accordance with this


chapter and rules implementing this chapter.


(c)AAA license holder under this chapter who engages in the


sale of a motor vehicle to be used as a principal dwelling must meet


the surety bond or recovery fund fee requirements, as applicable,


of the holder’s residential mortgage loan originator under Section


180.058.


(d)AAA person may not use any device, subterfuge, or pretense


to evade the application of this section.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 15, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 91 (S.B. 1303), Sec.


27.001(13), eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 348.5015.AARESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR LICENSE
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REQUIRED. (a) In this section, "Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry" and "residential mortgage loan originator"


have the meanings assigned by Section 180.002.


(b)AAUnless exempt under Section 180.003, or acting under the


temporary authority described under Section 180.0511, an


individual who acts as a residential mortgage loan originator in


the sale of a motor vehicle to be used as a principal dwelling must:


(1)AAbe licensed to engage in that activity under this


chapter;


(2)AAbe enrolled with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry as required by Section 180.052; and


(3)AAcomply with other applicable requirements of


Chapter 180 and rules adopted under that chapter.


(c)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission shall


adopt rules establishing procedures for applying for issuing,


renewing, and enforcing a license under this section. In adopting


rules under this subsection, the finance commission shall ensure


that:


(1)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for issuance


of a license are the same as the requirements of Section 180.055;


(2)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for renewal


of a license are the same as the requirements of Section 180.059;


and


(3)AAthe applicant pays:


(A)AAan investigation fee in a reasonable amount


determined by the commissioner; and


(B)AAa license fee in an amount determined as


provided by Section 14.107.


(d)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 16,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 6, eff.


November 24, 2019.
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Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 34, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A348.502.AAAPPLICATION REQUIREMENTS. (a) The


application for a license under this chapter must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAidentify the applicant’s principal parties in


interest; and


(3)AAcontain other relevant information that the


commissioner requires.


(b)AAOn the filing of a license application, the applicant


shall pay to the commissioner:


(1)AAan investigation fee not to exceed $200; and


(2)AAa license fee in an amount determined as provided


by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 35, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A348.503.AAINVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION. On the filing


of an application and payment of the required fees, the


commissioner shall conduct an investigation to determine whether to


issue the license.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A348.504.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) The


commissioner shall approve the application and issue to the


applicant a license under this chapter if the commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAthe financial responsibility, experience,


character, and general fitness of the applicant are sufficient to:


(A)AAcommand the confidence of the public; and


(B)AAwarrant the belief that the business will be


operated lawfully and fairly, within the purposes of this chapter;
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and


(2)AAthe forms and contracts to be used by the applicant


are appropriate and adequate to protect the interests of retail


buyers.


(b)AAIf the commissioner does not find the eligibility


requirements of Subsection (a), the commissioner shall notify the


applicant.


(c)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (b), the applicant is entitled to a hearing not later


than the 60th day after the date of the request.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 60th day after the date of the filing of a


completed application with payment of the required fees, or if a


hearing is held, after the date of the completion of the hearing on


the application. The commissioner and the applicant may agree to a


later date in writing.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A348.505.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF APPLICATION.


If the commissioner denies the application, the commissioner shall


retain the investigation fee and shall return to the applicant the


license fee submitted with the application.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec. 348.5055.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


chapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 36,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 348.506.AALICENSE FEE.AANot later than the 30th day


before the date the license expires, a license holder shall pay to


the commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.
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Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 37, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 348.5065.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL TO RENEW.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a person who fails


to comply with an order issued by the commissioner to enforce this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 38,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 348.507.AAEXPIRATION OF LICENSE ON FAILURE TO PAY FEE.


If the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day after the


date on which the written notice of delinquency of payment has been


given to the license holder, the license expires on that day.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 39, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 348.508.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.AAAfter


notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner may suspend


or revoke a license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe license holder failed to pay the license fee,


an examination fee, an investigation fee, or another charge imposed


by the commissioner;


(2)AAthe license holder, knowingly or without the


exercise of due care, violated this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter; or


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original application


for the license, clearly would have justified the commissioner’s


denial of the application.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,
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2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 40, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A348.509.AAREINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENDED LICENSE; ISSUANCE


OF NEW LICENSE AFTER REVOCATION. The commissioner may reinstate a


suspended license or issue a new license on application to a person


whose license has been revoked if at the time of the reinstatement


or issuance no fact or condition exists that clearly would have


justified the commissioner’s denial of an original application for


the license.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec. 348.510.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE.AAA license holder may


surrender a license issued under this chapter by complying with the


commissioner’s written instructions relating to license surrender.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 21, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A348.511.AAEFFECT OF LICENSE SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, OR


SURRENDER. (a) The suspension, revocation, or surrender of a


license issued under this chapter does not affect the obligation of


a contract between the license holder and a retail buyer entered


into before the suspension, revocation, or surrender.


(b)AASurrender of a license does not affect the license


holder’s civil or criminal liability for an act committed before


surrender.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A348.512.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE. A license


may be transferred or assigned only with the approval of the
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commissioner.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A348.513.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a) The finance


commission may adopt rules to:


(1)AAenforce this chapter; or


(2)AAmodify the standard form as required by Section


348.0091 to:


(A)AAconform to the provisions of the Truth in


Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) or a regulation issued


under authority of that Act;


(B)AAaddress any official commentary or other


interpretation by a federal agency relating to the Truth in Lending


Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) or a regulation issued under


authority of that Act; or


(C)AAaddress a judicial interpretation by a state


or federal court relating to the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1601 et seq.) or a regulation issued under authority of that


Act.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall recommend proposed rules to the


finance commission.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.514.AAEXAMINATION; ACCESS TO RECORDS. (a) At the


times the commissioner considers necessary, the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative shall:


(1)AAexamine each place of business of each license


holder; and


(2)AAinvestigate the license holder’s transactions and


records, including books, accounts, papers, and correspondence, to


the extent the transactions and records pertain to the business


regulated under this chapter.
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(b)AAThe license holder shall:


(1)AAgive the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative free access to the license holder’s office, place of


business, files, safes, and vaults; and


(2)AAallow the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative to make a copy of an item that may be investigated


under Subsection (a)(2).


(c)AADuring an examination or investigation the commissioner


or the commissioner’s representative may administer oaths and


examine any person under oath on any subject pertinent to a matter


that the commissioner is authorized or required to consider,


investigate, or secure information about under this chapter.


(d)AAAll information relating to the examination or


investigation process is confidential, including:


(1)AAinformation obtained from the license holder;


(2)AAthe examination report;


(3)AAinstructions and attachments; and


(4)AAcorrespondence between the license holder and the


commissioner or the commissioner’s representative relating to an


examination or investigation of the license holder.


(e)AAA license holder’s violation of Subsection (b) is a


ground for the suspension or revocation of the license.


(f)AAAn examination of a license holder’s place of business


may be made only:


(1)AAafter advance notice; and


(2)AAduring normal business hours.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec.A348.515.AAGENERAL INVESTIGATION. To discover a


violation of this chapter or to obtain information required under


this chapter, the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative may investigate the records, including books,


accounts, papers, and correspondence, of a person, including a
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license holder, who the commissioner has reasonable cause to


believe is violating this chapter, regardless of whether the person


claims to not be subject to this chapter.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A348.516.AAPAYMENT OF EXAMINATION COSTS AND


ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES. A license holder shall pay to the


commissioner an amount determined as provided by Section 14.107 and


assessed by the commissioner to cover the direct and indirect costs


of an examination and a proportionate share of general


administrative expenses.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec. 348.517.AALICENSE HOLDER’S RECORDS; DOCUMENT RETENTION


REQUIREMENTS. (a) A license holder shall maintain a record of each


retail installment transaction made under this chapter as is


necessary to enable the commissioner to determine whether the


license holder is complying with this chapter.


(b)AAA license holder shall keep the record until the later


of:


(1)AAthe fourth anniversary of the date of the retail


installment transaction; or


(2)AAthe second anniversary of the date on which the


final entry is made in the record.


(c)AAA record described by Subsection (a) must be prepared in


accordance with accepted accounting practices.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall accept a license holder’s system


of records if the system discloses the information reasonably


required under Subsection (a).


(e)AAA license holder shall keep each obligation signed by a


retail buyer at an office in this state designated by the license


holder unless the obligation is transferred under an agreement that


gives the commissioner access to the obligation.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 676 (H.B. 2438), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec. 348.518.AASHARING OF INFORMATION. To ensure consistent


enforcement of law and minimization of regulatory burdens, the


commissioner and the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles may share


information, including criminal history information, relating to a


person licensed under this chapter.AAInformation otherwise


confidential remains confidential after it is shared under this


section.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 18, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 933 (H.B. 3097), Sec. 3D.03,


eff. September 1, 2009.
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fi.349.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 349. PENALTIES AND LIABILITIES


SUBCHAPTER A. CIVIL PENALTIES


Sec.A349.001.AALIABILITY FOR CONTRACTING FOR, CHARGING, OR


RECEIVING EXCESSIVE AMOUNT. (a) A person who violates this


subtitle by contracting for, charging, or receiving interest or


time price differential greater than the amount authorized by this


subtitle is liable to the obligor for an amount equal to:


(1)AAtwice the amount of the interest or time price


differential contracted for, charged, or received; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees set by the court.


(b)AAA person who violates this subtitle by contracting for,


charging, or receiving a charge, other than interest or time price


differential, greater than the amount authorized by this subtitle


is liable to the obligor for an amount equal to:


(1)AAthe greater of:


(A)AAthree times the amount computed by


subtracting the amount of the charge authorized by this subtitle


from the amount of the charge contracted for, charged, or received;


or


(B)AA$2,000 or 20 percent of the amount of the


principal balance, whichever is less; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees set by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.24(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A349.002.AALIABILITY FOR CHARGES EXCEEDING TWICE AMOUNT


AUTHORIZED. (a) A person who violates this subtitle by contracting


for, charging, or receiving interest or time price differential


that in an aggregate amount exceeds twice the total amount of


interest or time price differential authorized by this subtitle is


liable to the obligor as an additional penalty for all principal or


principal balance, as well as all interest or time price
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differential.


(b)AAA person who is liable under Subsection (a) is also


liable for reasonable attorney’s fees incurred by the obligor in


enforcing this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.25(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A349.003.AALIABILITY FOR FAILURE TO PERFORM OR FOR


PERFORMANCE OF PROHIBITED ACT. (a) Except as provided by this


subtitle, a person who fails to perform a requirement specifically


imposed on the person by this subtitle or who commits an act


prohibited by this subtitle is liable to the obligor for an amount


that does not exceed an amount computed under one, but not both, of


the following:


(1)AAthree times the actual economic loss to the


obligor that results from the violation; or


(2)AAif the violation was material and the violation


induced the obligor to enter into a transaction that the obligor


would not have entered if the violation had not occurred, twice the


interest or time price differential contracted for, charged, or


received, not to exceed:


(A)AA$2,000 in a transaction in which the amount


financed does not exceed $5,000; or


(B)AA$4,000 in a transaction in which the amount


financed exceeds $5,000.


(b)AAA person who is liable under Subsection (a) is also


liable for reasonable attorney’s fees set by the court.


(c)AAIn a judicial proceeding under Subsection (a)(2), the


court determines whether the violation is material and the finder


of fact determines whether the violation induced the obligor to


enter into the transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.004.AALIABILITY RELATED TO CRIMINAL OFFENSE. In


addition to other applicable penalties, a person who commits an


offense under Section 349.502 is liable to the obligor for an amount


equal to:
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(1)AAthe principal of and all charges contracted for or


collected on each loan made without the authority required by


Chapter 342 or 346; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney’s fees incurred by the


obligor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.56, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A349.005.AALIABILITY FOR VIOLATING INJUNCTION. (a) A


person who violates an injunction issued under this subtitle is


liable to this state for a civil penalty that does not exceed $1,000


for each violation.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, a district court that


issues an injunction under this subtitle shall retain jurisdiction,


and the cause shall be continued.


(c)AAThe attorney general may petition the court for recovery


of the civil penalty prescribed by this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. GENERAL LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY


Sec.A349.101.AANO LIABILITY IF VIOLATION UNINTENTIONAL AND


FROM BONA FIDE ERROR OR IF IN CONFORMITY WITH OTHER LAW. (a) A


person is not liable under Section 349.001, 349.002, or 349.003 if


the person shows by a preponderance of evidence that:


(1)AAthe violation:


(A)AAwas not intentional; and


(B)AAresulted from a bona fide error


notwithstanding the maintenance of procedures reasonably adopted


to avoid such a violation; or


(2)AAthe violation was an act done or omitted in good


faith in conformity with:


(A)AAa rule adopted under, or interpretation of,


this title by a state agency, board, or commission;


(B)AAthe Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1601 et seq.); or


(C)AAa rule or regulation adopted under, or
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interpretation of, the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1601 et seq.) by an agency, board, or commission of the


United States.


(b)AAThe exception from liability provided by Subsection


(a)(2) is not affected by the fact that after the act or omission


occurs, the rule, regulation, or interpretation in conformity with


which the act was done or omitted is amended, rescinded, or


determined by judicial or other authority to be invalid for any


reason.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.102.AALIABILITY FOR MULTIPLE VIOLATIONS IN ONE


TRANSACTION. (a) A person who would be liable under Sections


349.001 and 349.003 as a result of the same transaction is liable


only for the penalties provided by Section 349.001.


(b)AAAn obligor is entitled to only one recovery for multiple


violations of this subtitle that occur in the same transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 349.103.AALIMITATION ON MULTIPLE RECOVERY OF PENALTIES.


(a) An administrative penalty, fine, settlement, or assurance of


voluntary compliance under this title or federal law that is


assessed by or agreed to with an administrative agency or the


attorney general shall be considered and applied as a bar or credit


to recovery of further fines, penalties, or enhanced damages for


substantially the same act, practice, or violation in a suit or


other proceeding brought by a private litigant under this title,


the Business & Commerce Code, or other applicable law of this


state.AAThis section does not apply to a claim for restitution for


unreimbursed actual damages.


(b)AAA suit or other proceeding by a private litigant does


not affect or restrict any state or federal agency from pursuing a


person for any administrative remedy, including an administrative


penalty.AAAn administrative agency of this state, however, shall


consider as a mitigating factor any relief recovered in a private


suit or proceeding when the agency determines an administrative


remedy.
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Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.07, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER C. LIMITING LIABILITY BY CORRECTING VIOLATION


Sec.A349.201.AACORRECTION RESULTING IN NO LIABILITY. (a) A


person is not liable to an obligor for a violation of this subtitle


if:


(1)AAnot later than the 60th day after the date on which


the person actually discovered the violation, the person corrects


the violation as to that obligor by:


(A)AAperforming the required act; or


(B)AArefunding the amount in excess of the amount


authorized by law; and


(2)AAthe person gives to the obligor written notice of


the violation as provided by Section 349.204 before the obligor:


(A)AAgives written notice of that violation; or


(B)AAfiles an action alleging that violation.


(b)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), "actually discovered"


refers to the time of the discovery of the violation in fact and not


to the time when an ordinarily prudent person, through reasonable


diligence, could or should have discovered or known as a matter of


law or fact of the violation. Actual discovery of a violation in


one transaction may constitute actual discovery of the same


violation in other transactions if the violation actually


discovered is of such a nature that it would necessarily be repeated


and would be clearly apparent in the other transactions without the


necessity of examining all of the other transactions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.202.AACORRECTION OF VIOLATION OF FAILURE TO ACT OR


PERFORMING PROHIBITED ACT RESULTING IN LIMITED LIABILITY. (a)


Liability to an obligor for a violation of this subtitle to which


Section 349.003 applies is limited as provided by this section if,


after the 60-day period described by Section 349.201(a)(1) but


before the time the obligor gives written notice of that violation


or files an action alleging that violation, the violation is
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corrected as to that obligor by:


(1)AAthe performance of the required act; and


(2)AAgiving to the obligor written notice of the


violation as provided by Section 349.204.


(b)AAThe liability of any person for the violation to the


obligor as described by Subsection (a) is limited for each


transaction to an amount that does not exceed one, but not both, of


the following:


(1)AAthe actual economic loss suffered by the obligor


as a result of the violation; or


(2)AAthe time price differential or interest contracted


for, charged, or received, not to exceed $2,000, if:


(A)AAthe violation was material; and


(B)AAthe violation induced the obligor to enter


into a transaction that the obligor would not have entered if the


violation had not occurred.


(c)AAA person who is liable under Subsection (b) is also


liable for reasonable attorney’s fees set by the court.


(d)AAIn a judicial proceeding under Subsection (b)(2), the


court determines whether the violation is material and the finder


of fact determines whether the violation induced the obligor to


enter into the transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.203.AACORRECTION OF VIOLATION OF CHARGING EXCESSIVE


AMOUNTS RESULTING IN LIMITED LIABILITY. (a) This section applies


only to a violation of this subtitle to which Section 349.001


applies and that results from:


(1)AAcontracting for, charging, or receiving interest


or time price differential that exceeds the amount authorized by


law if the excess is directly and solely attributable to and


computed on the amount of a charge other than the interest or time


price differential; or


(2)AAcontracting for, charging, or receiving a charge,


other than interest or time price differential, that exceeds the


amount authorized by law.


(b)AAIf, after the 60-day period described by Section
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349.201(a)(1) but before the time an obligor gives written notice


of the violation or files an action alleging the violation, the


violation is corrected as to the obligor by refunding the amount of


the excess and giving to the obligor written notice of the violation


as provided by Section 349.204, the liability of any person to that


obligor is limited for each transaction to an amount that does not


exceed:


(1)AAthe time price differential or interest contracted


for, charged, or received, not to exceed $2,000; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees set by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.204.AAGIVING WRITTEN NOTICE. (a) For purposes of


this subchapter, written notice is given to a person by delivering


the notice to the person or the person ’s agent or attorney of


record:


(1)AAin person; or


(2)AAby United States mail to the address shown on the


most recent documents in the transaction.


(b)AADeposit of a notice as registered or certified mail in a


postage-paid, properly addressed wrapper in a post office or


official depository under the care and custody of the United States


Postal Service is prima facie evidence of the delivery of the notice


to the person to whom it is addressed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.205.AACORRECTION EXCEPTION AVAILABLE TO ALL


SIMILARLY SITUATED. If in a single transaction more than one person


may be liable for a violation of this subtitle, compliance with


Section 349.201, 349.202, or 349.203 by any of those persons


entitles each to the protection provided by that section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. LIMITING LIABILITY BY LATE REGISTRATION OR LICENSURE


Sec. 349.301.AAPAYMENT OF FEES.AAA person who registers or


obtains or renews a license under this title after the date on which
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the person was required to register or to obtain or renew the


license may limit the person’s liability as provided by this


subchapter by paying to the commissioner:


(1)AAall prior registration or license fees that the


person should have paid under this title; and


(2)AAexcept as provided by Section 349.302(a), a late


filing fee as provided by this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 41, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A349.302.AALATE FILING FEE FOR REGISTERING OR RENEWAL OF


REGISTRATION. (a) A person who renews a registration not later


than the 30th day after the date on which the registration expires


is not required to pay a late filing fee.


(b)AAThe late filing fee is $250 for:


(1)AAregistering after the time registration is


required under this title; or


(2)AArenewal of a registration after the day prescribed


by Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.303.AALATE FILING FEE FOR OBTAINING OR RENEWING


LICENSE. (a) The late filing fee for renewing an expired license


is $1,000 if the license:


(1)AAwas in good standing when it expired; and


(2)AAis renewed not later than the 180th day after its


expiration date.


(b)AAThe late filing fee is $10,000 for:


(1)AAobtaining a license after the time it is required


under this title; or


(2)AArenewing an expired license to which Subsection


(a) does not apply.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.304.AAEFFECT OF COMPLIANCE WITH SUBCHAPTER FOR
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REGISTRANT OR LICENSE HOLDER. (a) A person who pays the applicable


registration fees and late filing fee as provided by Section


349.301 is considered for all purposes to have had the required


registration for the periods for which the registration fees have


been paid.


(b)AAA person who renews an expired license and pays the


applicable license fees and, if required, a late filing fee as


provided by Section 349.301 is considered for all purposes to have


held the required license as if it had not expired.


(c)AAA person who obtains a license and pays the applicable


license fees and the late filing fee under Section 349.301 is


considered for all purposes to have held the license for the period


during which it was required but only as to a loan on which the


person has contracted for, charged, or received interest that does


not exceed the amount that would have been allowed for the loan


under Chapter 303.


(d)AAA person who under this section is considered to have


been registered or to have held a license is not subject to any


liability, forfeiture, or penalty, other than as provided by this


subchapter, relating to the person’s not having been registered or


not holding a license during the period for which the registration


or license fees and late filing fee are paid under Section 349.301.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.305.AAEFFECT OF COMPLIANCE WITH SUBCHAPTER ON


PERSON OTHER THAN REGISTRANT OR LICENSE HOLDER. A benefit provided


to a person under Section 349.304 also applies to that person’s


employees or other agents, employers, predecessors, successors,


and assigns but does not apply to any other person required to be


licensed under this title.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. PROCEDURES FOR CIVIL ACTIONS


Sec.A349.401.AAVENUE. An action under this chapter must be


brought in the county in which:


(1)AAthe transaction was entered; or
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(2)AAthe defendant resides when the action is filed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.402.AALIMITATION PERIOD. (a) Except as provided by


Subsection (b), an action under this chapter must be brought before


the later of:


(1)AAthe fourth anniversary of the date of the loan or


retail installment transaction with respect to which the violation


occurred; or


(2)AAthe second anniversary of the date on which the


violation occurred.


(b)AAAn action under this chapter with respect to an open-end


credit transaction must be brought before the second anniversary of


the date on which the violation occurred.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.403.AACLASS ACTION. (a) In a class action that


alleges one or more violations of this subtitle and is determined by


the court to be maintainable as a class action, the class may


recover the amount of actual damages proximately caused to the


members of the class as a result of the violations.


(b)AAThe court may assess as a penalty:


(1)AAfor each obligor who is named as a class


representative at the time that the action is determined to be


maintainable as a class action, the amount that could be recovered


by the person under this chapter; and


(2)AAfor other class members, an amount set by the court


under Subsection (c) and subject to Subsection (d).


(c)AAIn determining the award amount, the court shall


consider, in addition to other relevant factors:


(1)AAthe amount of any actual damages awarded;


(2)AAthe frequency and persistence of violations by the


creditor;


(3)AAthe resources of the creditor;


(4)AAthe number of persons adversely affected; and


(5)AAthe extent to which the creditor’s violation was


intentional or reckless.
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(d)AAA minimum recovery is not applicable to a class member


to whom Subsection (b)(2) applies. The total recovery under


Subsection (b)(2) in a class action or series of class actions


arising out of the same violation of this subtitle by the same


person may not exceed the lesser of $100,000 or five percent of the


net worth of the person.


(e)AAIn a successful action to enforce the liability under


this section, the court may award:


(1)AAcosts of the action; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees set by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.404.AALIABILITY UNDER SUBCHAPTER IN LIEU OF


LIABILITY UNDER CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT. (a) A final


judgment granting or denying relief under the Consumer Credit


Protection Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) bars a subsequent


action under Section 349.001, 349.002, or 349.003 by the same


obligor with respect to the same violation.


(b)AAIf an obligor brings an action under the Consumer Credit


Protection Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.) against a person


after a final judgment has been rendered under Section 349.001,


349.002, or 349.003 in favor of the obligor against that person with


respect to the same violation, that person in the same or an


independent action may sue that obligor to recover:


(1)AAthe amount of the judgment rendered under Section


349.001, 349.002, or 349.003; and


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees set by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CRIMINAL OFFENSES


Sec.A349.501.AAOFFENSE OF CHARGES EXCEEDING TWICE AMOUNT


AUTHORIZED. (a) A person commits an offense if the person


contracts for, charges, or receives interest, time price


differential, and other charges that in an aggregate amount exceed


twice the total amount of interest, time price differential, and


other charges authorized by this subtitle.
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(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine of not more than $100.


(c)AAEach contract or transaction that violates Subsection


(a) is a separate offense.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A349.502.AAOFFENSE OF ENGAGING IN LENDING BUSINESS


WITHOUT PROPER AUTHORITY. (a) A person commits an offense if the


person engages in a business that is subject to Chapter 342, 346, or


351 without holding the license or other authorization required


under that chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000.


(c)AAEach loan made without the authority required by Chapter


342, 346, or 351 is a separate offense.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.57, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A349.503.AACERTAIN PROCEEDINGS IN CONNECTION WITH


SALE-LEASEBACK TRANSACTION. (a) If a buyer in a sale-leaseback


transaction requires the seller to provide a check as security for


the transaction, the buyer may not file or threaten to file a


charge, complaint, or criminal prosecution under Section 31.03,


31.04, or 32.41, Penal Code, based on nonpayment of the check.


(b)AAA buyer who violates Subsection (a) commits an offense.


An offense under this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine


of not more than $1,000.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 19, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.
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fi.35.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 35. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. ENFORCEMENT ORDERS: BANKS AND MANAGEMENT


Sec. 35.0001.AAAPPLICABILITY TO BANK SUBSIDIARIES.AAThis


subchapter applies to a subsidiary of a state bank, a present or


former officer, director, or employee of a subsidiary, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a subsidiary in the same manner as the subchapter applies


to a state bank, a present or former officer, director, or employee


of a state bank, or a controlling shareholder or other person


participating in the affairs of a state bank.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A35.001.AADETERMINATION LETTER. (a) If the banking


commissioner determines from examination or other credible


evidence that a state bank is in a condition that may warrant the


issuance of an enforcement order under this chapter, the banking


commissioner may notify the bank in writing of the determination,


the requirements the bank must satisfy to abate the determination,


and the time in which the requirements must be satisfied to avert


further administrative action. The determination letter must be


delivered by personal delivery or by registered or certified mail,


return receipt requested.


(b)AAThe determination letter may be issued in connection


with the issuance of a cease and desist, removal, or prohibition


order under this subchapter or an order of supervision or


conservatorship under Subchapter B.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.002.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner has grounds to issue a cease and desist order to a


current or former officer, employee, or director of a state bank, or
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the bank itself acting through an authorized person, if the banking


commissioner determines from examination or other credible


evidence that the bank or person directly or indirectly has:


(1)AAviolated this subtitle or another applicable law;


(2)AAengaged in a breach of trust or other fiduciary


duty;


(3)AArefused to submit to examination or examination


under oath;


(4)AAconducted business in an unsafe or unsound manner;


or


(5)AAviolated a condition of the bank’s charter or an


agreement between the bank or the person and the banking


commissioner or the department.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (a) and finds that an order to cease and desist from a


violation appears to be necessary and in the best interest of the


bank involved and its depositors, creditors, and shareholders, the


banking commissioner may serve a proposed cease and desist order on


the bank and each person who committed or participated in the


action.AAThe proposed order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or by registered


or certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


the proposed order; and


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed order is


delivered or mailed.


(b-1)AAA proposed cease and desist order may require an


officer, employee, or director of a state bank, or the bank itself


acting through an authorized person, to cease or desist from a


violation or other practice or to take affirmative action to


correct the conditions resulting from a violation or other


practice, including the payment of restitution or other action that


the banking commissioner determines is appropriate.


(c)AAThe order takes effect if the bank or person against


whom the proposed order is directed does not request a hearing in


writing before the effective date. After taking effect, the order
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is final and nonappealable as to that bank or person.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 41, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 6, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A35.003.AAREMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDER. (a)AAThe


banking commissioner has grounds to remove or prohibit a present or


former officer, director, or employee of a state bank from office or


employment in, or prohibit a controlling shareholder or other


person participating in the affairs of a state bank from further


participation in the affairs of, a state bank or any other entity


chartered, registered, permitted, or licensed by the banking


commissioner if the banking commissioner determines from


examination or other credible evidence that:


(1)AAthe person:


(A)AAintentionally committed or participated in


the commission of an act described by Section 35.002(a) with regard


to the affairs of a financial institution, as defined by Section


201.101;


(B)AAviolated a final cease and desist order


issued by a state or federal regulatory agency against the person or


an entity in which the person is or was an officer, director, or


employee; or


(C)AAmade, or caused to be made, false entries in


the records of a financial institution;


(2)AAbecause of this action by the person:


(A)AAthe financial institution has suffered or


will probably suffer financial loss or expense, or other damage;


(B)AAthe interests of the depositors, creditors,


or shareholders of the financial institution have been or could be


prejudiced; or


(C)AAthe person has received financial gain or
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other benefit by reason of the action, or likely would have if the


action had not been discovered; and


(3)AAthe action:


(A)AAinvolves personal dishonesty on the part of


the person; or


(B)AAdemonstrates wilful or continuing disregard


for the safety or soundness of the financial institution.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (a) and finds that a removal or prohibition order


appears to be necessary and in the best interest of the public, the


banking commissioner may serve a proposed removal or prohibition


order, as appropriate, on a person alleged to have committed or


participated in the action.AAThe proposed order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or by registered


or certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAstate with reasonable certainty the grounds for


removal or prohibition;


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed order is


delivered or mailed; and


(4)AAstate the duration of the order, including whether


the duration of the order is perpetual.


(b-1)AAThe banking commissioner may make a removal or


prohibition order perpetual or effective for a specific period of


time, may probate the order, or may impose other conditions on the


order.


(c)AAThe order takes effect if the person against whom the


proposed order is directed does not request a hearing in writing


before the effective date. After taking effect, the order is final


and nonappealable as to that person.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.013, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 42, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 1, eff.


May 28, 2011.
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Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 9, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec. 35.0035.AAREMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDERS IN RESPONSE TO


CERTAIN CRIMINAL OFFENSES. (a)AAFor purposes of this section, a


person is considered to have been finally convicted of an offense if


the person’s case is not subject to further appellate review and:


(1)AAa sentence was imposed on the person;


(2)AAthe person received probation or community


supervision, including deferred adjudication community


supervision; or


(3)AAthe court deferred final disposition of the


person’s case.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner has grounds to remove or


prohibit a present or former officer, director, or employee of a


state bank from office or employment in, or prohibit a controlling


shareholder or other person participating in the affairs of a state


bank from further participation in the affairs of, a state bank or


any other entity chartered, registered, permitted, or licensed by


the banking commissioner if the person has been finally convicted


of a felony offense involving:


(1)AAa bank or other financial institution;


(2)AAdishonesty; or


(3)AAbreach of trust.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner has grounds for action under


Subsection (b), the banking commissioner may serve a removal or


prohibition order, as appropriate, on the person who has been


finally convicted of a felony offense.AAThe banking commissioner


shall also serve a copy of the order on any state bank that the


person is affiliated with at the time of service of the order.


(d)AAAn order issued under this section becomes effective


immediately on service and continues in effect unless the order is:


(1)AAstayed or terminated by the banking commissioner;


(2)AAset aside by the banking commissioner after a


hearing; or


(3)AAstayed or vacated on appeal.


(e)AANot later than the 30th day after the date an order is
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served under this section, the person against whom the order is


issued may request in writing a hearing before the banking


commissioner to show that the person’s continued service to a state


bank or participation in the affairs of a state bank does not, or is


unlikely to, threaten the interests of the depositors, creditors,


or shareholders of the state bank or the public confidence in the


state bank.


(f)AANot later than the 30th day after the date the request


for a hearing is received under this section, the banking


commissioner shall hold the hearing, unless the party requesting


the hearing requests a later date.AAAt the hearing, the party


requesting the hearing has the burden of proof.


(g)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside, in whole or in part, the order.AAAn order


affirming or modifying the order is immediately final for purposes


of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as provided


by Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 5,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 14, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A35.004.AAHEARING ON PROPOSED ORDER. (a) A requested


hearing on a proposed order shall be held not later than the 30th


day after the date the first request for a hearing on the order was


received by the department unless the parties agree to a later


hearing date. Not later than the 11th day before the date of the


hearing, each party shall be given written notice by personal


delivery or by registered or certified mail, return receipt


requested, of the date set by the banking commissioner for the


hearing. At the hearing, the department has the burden of proof and


each person against whom the proposed order is directed may


cross-examine and present evidence to show why the proposed order


should not be issued.


(b)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall issue


or decline to issue the proposed order. The proposed order may be
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modified as necessary to conform to the findings at the hearing and


to require the board to take necessary affirmative action to


correct the conditions cited in the order.


(c)AAAn order issued under this section is immediately final


for purposes of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed


as provided by Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 15, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A35.005.AAEMERGENCY ORDER. (a) If the banking


commissioner believes that immediate action is necessary to prevent


immediate and irreparable harm to the bank and its depositors,


creditors, and shareholders, the banking commissioner may issue one


or more cease and desist, removal, or prohibition orders as


emergency orders to become effective immediately on service without


prior notice or hearing.AAService must be by personal delivery or


by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested.


(b)AAIn each emergency order the banking commissioner shall


notify the bank and any person against whom the emergency order is


directed of:


(1)AAthe specific conduct requiring the order;


(2)AAthe citation of each law alleged to have been


violated;


(3)AAthe immediate and irreparable harm alleged to be


threatened;


(4)AAthe duration of the order, including whether the


duration of the order is perpetual; and


(5)AAthe right to a hearing.


(c)AAUnless a person against whom the emergency order is


directed requests a hearing in writing before the 11th day after the


date it is served on the person, the emergency order is final and


nonappealable as to that person.


(d)AAA hearing requested under Subsection (c) must be:


(1)AAgiven priority over all other matters pending


before the banking commissioner; and
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(2)AAheld not later than the 20th day after the date


that it is requested unless the parties agree to a later hearing


date.


(e)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside in whole or part the emergency order.AAAn order


affirming or modifying the emergency order is immediately final for


purposes of enforcement and appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as


provided by Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


(f)AAAn emergency order continues in effect unless the order


is stayed by the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner


may impose any condition before granting a stay of the emergency


order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 43, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 2, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 16, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 35.006.AACOPY OF LETTER OR ORDER IN BANK RECORDS. A copy


of a determination letter, proposed order, emergency order, or


final order issued by the banking commissioner under this


subchapter shall be immediately brought to the attention of the


board of the affected bank, regardless of whether the bank is a


party, and filed in the minutes of the board.AAEach director shall


immediately certify to the banking commissioner in writing that the


certifying person has read and understood the determination letter,


proposed order, emergency order, or final order.AAThe required


certification may not be considered an admission of a person in a


subsequent legal or administrative proceeding.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 44, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Sec.A35.007.AAEFFECT OF FINAL REMOVAL OR PROHIBITION ORDER.


(a)AAExcept as otherwise provided by law, without the prior written


approval of the banking commissioner, a person subject to a final


and enforceable removal or prohibition order issued by the banking


commissioner, or by another state, federal, or foreign financial


institution regulatory agency, may not:


(1)AAserve as a director, officer, or employee of a


state bank, state trust company, or holding company of a state bank,


or as a director, officer, or employee with financial


responsibility of any other entity chartered, registered,


permitted, or licensed by the banking commissioner under the laws


of this state;


(2)AAdirectly or indirectly participate in any manner


in the management of such an entity;


(3)AAdirectly or indirectly vote for a director of such


an entity; or


(4)AAsolicit, procure, transfer, attempt to transfer,


vote, or attempt to vote a proxy, consent, or authorization with


respect to voting rights in such an entity.


(b)AAThe person subject to the order remains entitled to


receive dividends or a share of profits, return of contribution, or


other distributive benefit from such an entity with respect to


voting securities owned by the person.


(c)AAIf voting securities of an entity identified in


Subsection (a)(1) cannot be voted under this section, the voting


securities are considered to be authorized but unissued for


purposes of determining the procedures for and results of an


affected vote.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237, Sec.


80, eff. September 1, 2007.


(e)AAThis section and Section 35.008 do not prohibit a


removal or prohibition order that has indefinite duration or that


by its terms is perpetual.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.014, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.14, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:
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Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 3, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 35.0071.AAAPPLICATION FOR RELEASE FROM FINAL REMOVAL OR


PROHIBITION ORDER. (a)AAAfter the expiration of 10 years from date


of issuance, a person who is subject to a prohibition or removal


order issued under this subchapter, regardless of the order’s


stated duration or date of issuance, may apply to the banking


commissioner to be released from the order.


(b)AAThe application must be made under oath and in the form


required by the banking commissioner.AAThe application must be


accompanied by any required fees.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner, in the exercise of


discretion, may approve or deny an application filed under this


section.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner’s decision under


SubsectionAA(c) is final and not appealable.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 4,


eff. May 28, 2011.


Sec.A35.008.AALIMITATION ON ACTION. The banking


commissioner may not initiate an enforcement action under this


subchapter later than the fifth anniversary of the date the banking


commissioner discovered or reasonably should have discovered the


conduct involved.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 35.009.AAENFORCEMENT BY COMMISSIONER. (a)AAIf the


banking commissioner reasonably believes that a bank or other


person has violated any of the following, the banking commissioner


may take any action authorized under Subsection (a-1):


(1)AAthis subtitle or rules enacted under this subtitle


and, as a result of that violation, exposed or could have exposed
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the bank or the bank’s depositors, creditors, or shareholders to


harm;


(2)AAother applicable law of this state and, as a result


of that violation, exposed or could have exposed the bank or the


bank’s depositors, creditors, or shareholders to harm; or


(3)AAa final order issued by the banking commissioner.


(a-1)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinitiate an administrative penalty proceeding


against the bank or other person, in accordance with Sections


35.010 and 35.011;


(2)AArefer the matter to the attorney general for


enforcement by injunction or other available remedy; or


(3)AApursue any other action the banking commissioner


considers appropriate under applicable law.


(b)AAIf the attorney general prevails in an action brought


under Subsection (a-1)(2), the attorney general is entitled to


recover reasonable attorney ’s fees from the bank or person


committing the violation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 5, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Sec. 35.010.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a)AAThe banking


commissioner may initiate a proceeding for an administrative


penalty against a bank or other person by serving on the bank or


other person, as applicable, notice of the time and place of a


hearing on the penalty.AAThe hearing may not be held earlier than


the 20th day after the date the notice is served.AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe served by personal delivery or by registered or


certified mail, return receipt requested;


(2)AAcontain a statement of the conduct alleged to


constitute a violation; and


(3)AAif the alleged violation is described by Section


35.009(a)(1) or (2), identify corrective action that the bank or


other person must take to avoid or reduce the amount of a penalty


that would otherwise be imposed under this section.
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(b)AAIn determining the amount of any penalty to be imposed,


the banking commissioner shall consider the following factors:


(1)AAthe financial resources of the bank or other


person;


(2)AAthe good faith of the bank or other person,


including any corrective action taken;


(3)AAthe gravity of the violation;


(4)AAthe history of previous violations;


(5)AAan offset of the amount of the penalty by the


amount of any penalty imposed by another state or federal agency for


the same conduct; and


(6)AAany other matter that justice may require.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner determines after the


hearing that the alleged conduct occurred and that the conduct


constitutes a violation, the banking commissioner may impose an


administrative penalty against a bank or other person, as


applicable, in an amount:


(1)AAif imposed against a bank, not more than $10,000


for each violation for each day the violation continues, except


that the maximum administrative penalty that may be imposed is the


lesser of $500,000 or one percent of the bank’s assets; or


(2)AAif imposed against a person other than a bank, not


more than $5,000 for each violation for each day the violation


continues, except that the maximum administrative penalty that may


be imposed is $250,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 6, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 35.011.AAPAYMENT OR APPEAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a)AAWhen a penalty order under Section 35.010 becomes final, the


bank or other person, as applicable, shall pay the penalty or appeal


by filing a petition for judicial review.


(b)AAThe petition for judicial review stays the penalty order
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during the period preceding the decision of the court.AAIf the


court sustains the order, the court shall order the bank or other


person, as applicable, to pay the full amount of the penalty or a


lower amount determined by the court.AAIf the court does not


sustain the order, a penalty is not owed.AAIf the final judgment of


the court requires payment of a penalty, interest accrues on the


penalty, at the rate charged on loans to depository institutions by


the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, beginning on the date the


judgment is final and ending on the date the penalty and interest


are paid.


(c)AAIf the bank or other person, as applicable, does not pay


the penalty imposed under a final and nonappealable penalty order,


the banking commissioner shall refer the matter to the attorney


general for enforcement.AAThe attorney general is entitled to


recover reasonable attorney’s fees from the bank or other person,


as applicable, if the attorney general prevails in judicial action


necessary for collection of the penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 7, eff.


May 28, 2011.


Sec. 35.012.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS.AAA copy of a


notice, correspondence, transcript, pleading, or other document in


the records of the department relating to an order issued under this


subchapter is confidential and may be released only as provided by


Subchapter D, Chapter 31, except that the banking commissioner


periodically shall publish all final removal and prohibition


orders.AAThe banking commissioner may release a final cease and


desist order, a final order imposing an administrative penalty, or


information regarding the existence of any of those orders to the


public if the banking commissioner concludes that the release would


enhance effective enforcement of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1165), Sec. 8, eff.


May 28, 2011.
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Sec.A35.013.AACOLLECTION OF FEES. The department may sue to


enforce the collection of a fee owed to the department under a law


administered by the department. In the suit a certificate by the


banking commissioner showing the delinquency is prima facie


evidence of:


(1)AAthe levy of the fee or the delinquency of the


stated fee amount; and


(2)AAcompliance by the department with the law relating


to the computation and levy of the fee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. SUPERVISION AND CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec. 35.1001.AAAPPLICABILITY TO BANK SUBSIDIARIES.AAThis


subchapter applies to a subsidiary of a state bank, a present or


former officer, director, or employee of a subsidiary, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a subsidiary in the same manner as the subchapter applies


to a state bank, a present or former officer, director, or employee


of a state bank, or a controlling shareholder or other person


participating in the affairs of a state bank.


Added by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 422 (H.B. 3555), Sec. 6,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A35.101.AAORDER OF SUPERVISION. (a) The banking


commissioner by order may appoint a supervisor over a state bank if


the banking commissioner determines from examination or other


credible evidence that the bank is in hazardous condition and that


an order of supervision appears to be necessary and in the best


interest of the bank and its depositors, creditors, and


shareholders, or the public.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue the order without


prior notice.


(c)AASubject to Subsection (d), a supervisor serves until the


earlier of:


(1)AAthe expiration of the period stated in the order of
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supervision; or


(2)AAthe date the banking commissioner determines that


the requirements for abatement of the order have been satisfied.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may terminate an order of


supervision at any time.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 45, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A35.102.AAORDER OF CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) The banking


commissioner by order may appoint a conservator for a state bank if


the banking commissioner determines from examination or other


credible evidence that the bank is in hazardous condition and


immediate and irreparable harm is threatened to the bank, its


depositors, creditors, or shareholders, or the public.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue the order without


prior notice at any time before, during, or after the period of


supervision.


(c)AAAn order of conservatorship issued under this section


must specifically state the basis for the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 46, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A35.103.AANOTICE AND HEARING. (a) An order issued under


Section 35.101 or 35.102 must contain or be accompanied by a notice


that, at the request of the bank, a hearing before the banking


commissioner will be held at which the bank may cross-examine and


present evidence to contest the order or show that the bank has


satisfied all requirements for abatement of the order. The


department has the burden of proof for any continuation of the order


or the issuance of a new order.


(b)AATo contest or modify the order or demonstrate that the
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bank has satisfied all requirements for abatement of the order, the


bank must submit to the banking commissioner a written request for a


hearing. The request must state the grounds for the request to set


aside or modify the order. On receiving a request for hearing, the


banking commissioner shall serve notice of the place and time of the


hearing, which must be not later than the 10th day after the date


the banking commissioner receives the request for a hearing unless


the parties agree to a later hearing date. The notice must be


delivered by personal delivery or by registered or certified mail,


return receipt requested.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAdelay a decision for a prompt examination of the


bank; and


(2)AAreopen the record as necessary to allow


presentation of the results of the examination and appropriate


opportunity for cross-examination and presentation of other


relevant evidence.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.104.AAPOST-HEARING ORDER. (a) If after the hearing


the banking commissioner finds that the bank has been


rehabilitated, that its hazardous condition has been remedied, that


irreparable harm is no longer threatened, or that the bank should


otherwise be released from the order, the banking commissioner


shall release the bank from the order, subject to conditions the


banking commissioner from the evidence believes are warranted to


preserve the safety and soundness of the bank.


(b)AAIf after the hearing the banking commissioner finds that


the bank has failed to comply with the lawful requirements of the


banking commissioner, has not been rehabilitated, is insolvent, or


otherwise continues in hazardous condition, the banking


commissioner by order shall:


(1)AAappoint or reappoint a supervisor under Section


35.101;


(2)AAappoint or reappoint a conservator under Section


35.102; or


(3)AAtake other appropriate action authorized by law.
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(c)AAAn order issued under Subsection (b) is immediately


final for purposes of appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as


provided by Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 17, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A35.105.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS. An order issued


under this subchapter and a copy of a notice, correspondence,


transcript, pleading, or other document in the records of the


department relating to the order are confidential and may be


released only as provided by Subchapter D, Chapter 31, except that


the banking commissioner may release to the public an order or


information regarding the existence of an order if the banking


commissioner concludes that the release would enhance effective


enforcement of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 35.106.AAAUTHORITY OF SUPERVISOR.AADuring a period of


supervision, a bank, without the prior approval of the banking


commissioner or the supervisor or as otherwise permitted or


restricted by the order of supervision, may not:


(1)AAdispose of, sell, transfer, convey, or encumber


the bank’s assets;


(2)AAlend or invest the bank’s money;


(3)AAincur a debt, obligation, or liability;


(4)AApay a cash dividend to the bank’s shareholders;


(5)AAremove an executive officer or director, change


the number of executive officers or directors, or have any other


change in the position of executive officer or director; or


(6)AAengage in any other activity determined by the


banking commissioner to threaten the safety and soundness of the


bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 47, eff.
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September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 940 (H.B. 1664), Sec. 10, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 989 (H.B. 3574), Sec. 7, eff.


June 18, 2023.


Sec.A35.107.AAAUTHORITY OF CONSERVATOR. (a) A conservator


appointed under this subchapter shall immediately take charge of


the bank and all of its property, books, records, and affairs on


behalf and at the direction and control of the banking


commissioner.


(b)AASubject to any limitation in the order of appointment or


other direction of the banking commissioner, the conservator has


all the powers of the directors, officers, and shareholders of the


bank and shall conduct the business of the bank and take all steps


the conservator considers appropriate to remove the conditions


causing the conservatorship.AADuring the conservatorship, the


board may not direct or participate in the affairs of the bank.


(c)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this subchapter, by


rules adopted under this subtitle, or by Section 12.106, the


conservator has the rights and privileges and is subject to the


duties, restrictions, penalties, conditions, and limitations of


the directors, officers, and employees of state banks.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 48, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A35.108.AAQUALIFICATIONS OF APPOINTEE. The banking


commissioner may appoint as a supervisor or conservator any person


who in the judgment of the banking commissioner is qualified to


serve. The banking commissioner may serve as, or may appoint an


employee of the department to serve as, supervisor or conservator.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.109.AAEXPENSES. (a) The banking commissioner shall


determine and approve the reasonable expenses attributable to the
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service of a supervisor or conservator, including costs incurred by


the department and the compensation and expenses of the supervisor


or conservator and any professional employees appointed to


represent or assist the supervisor or conservator. The banking


commissioner or an employee of the department may not receive


compensation in addition to salary for serving as supervisor or


conservator, but the department may receive reimbursement for the


fully allocated personnel cost associated with service of the


banking commissioner or an employee of the department as supervisor


or conservator.


(b)AAAll approved expenses shall be paid by the bank as the


banking commissioner determines. The banking commissioner has a


lien against the assets and money of the bank to secure payment of


approved expenses. The lien has a higher priority than any other


lien against the bank.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter,


the bank may employ an attorney and other persons the bank selects


to assist the bank in contesting or satisfying the requirements of


an order of supervision or conservatorship. The banking


commissioner shall authorize the payment of reasonable fees and


expenses from the bank for the attorney and other persons as


expenses of the supervision or conservatorship.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may defer collection of


assessment and examination fees by the department from the bank


during a period of supervision or conservatorship if deferral would


appear to aid prospects for rehabilitation. As a condition of


release from supervision or conservatorship, the banking


commissioner may require the rehabilitated bank to pay or develop a


reasonable plan for payment of deferred fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.110.AAREVIEW OF SUPERVISOR OR CONSERVATOR DECISION.


(a) Notwithstanding Section 35.107(b), a majority of the bank’s


board, acting directly or through counsel who affirmatively


represents that the requisite majority has been obtained, may


request in writing that the banking commissioner review an action


taken or proposed by the supervisor or conservator. The request
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must specify why the action would not be in the best interest of the


bank. The banking commissioner shall investigate to the extent


necessary and make a prompt written ruling on the request. If the


action has not yet been taken or if the effect of the action can be


postponed, the banking commissioner may stay the action on request


pending review.


(b)AAIf a majority of the bank’s board objects to the banking


commissioner’s ruling, the majority may request a hearing before


the banking commissioner. The request must be made not later than


the 10th day after the date the bank is notified of the ruling.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner shall give the board notice of


the time and place of the hearing by personal delivery or by


registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. The


hearing may not be held later than the 10th day after the date the


banking commissioner receives the request for a hearing unless the


parties agree to a later hearing date. At the hearing the board has


the burden of proof to demonstrate that the action is not in the


best interest of the bank.


(d)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner may affirm,


modify, or set aside in whole or part the prior ruling.AAAn order


supporting the action contested by the board is immediately final


for purposes of appeal.AAThe order may be appealed as provided by


Sections 31.202 and 31.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 18, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A35.111.AAVENUE. (a) A suit filed against a bank while


the bank is under conservatorship, or against a person in


connection with an action taken or decision made by that person as a


supervisor or conservator of a bank, must be brought in Travis


County regardless of whether the bank remains under supervision or


conservatorship.


(b)AAA conservator may sue a person on the bank’s behalf to


preserve, protect, or recover a bank asset, including a claim or


cause of action. Venue is in:
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(1)AATravis County; or


(2)AAanother location provided by law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.112.AADURATION. A supervisor or conservator serves


for the period necessary to accomplish the purposes of the


supervision or conservatorship as intended by this subchapter. A


rehabilitated bank shall be returned to its former or new


management under conditions reasonable and necessary to prevent


recurrence of the conditions causing the supervision or


conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.113.AAADMINISTRATIVE ELECTION OF REMEDIES. The


banking commissioner may take any action authorized by Chapter 36


regardless of the existence of supervision or conservatorship. A


period of supervision or conservatorship is not required before a


bank is closed for liquidation or other remedial action is taken.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.114.AARELEASE BEFORE HEARING. This subchapter does


not prevent release of the bank from supervision or conservatorship


before a hearing if the banking commissioner is satisfied that


requirements for abatement have been adequately satisfied.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. UNAUTHORIZED ACTIVITY: INVESTIGATION AND


ENFORCEMENT


Sec.A35.201.AAINAPPLICABILITY. This subchapter does not


apply to a financial institution, as that term is defined by Section


201.101, that lawfully maintains its main office or a branch in this


state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.015, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A35.202.AAINVESTIGATION OF UNAUTHORIZED ACTIVITY. (a)
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If the banking commissioner has reason to believe that a person has


engaged, is engaging, or is likely to engage in an unauthorized


activity, the banking commissioner may:


(1)AAinvestigate as necessary within or outside this


state to:


(A)AAdetermine whether the unauthorized activity


has occurred or is likely to occur; or


(B)AAaid in the enforcement of the laws


administered by the banking commissioner;


(2)AAinitiate appropriate disciplinary action as


provided by this subchapter; and


(3)AAreport unauthorized activity to a law enforcement


agency or another regulatory agency with appropriate jurisdiction.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may:


(1)AAon written request furnish to a law enforcement


agency evidence the banking commissioner has compiled in connection


with the unauthorized activity, including materials, documents,


reports, and complaints; and


(2)AAassist the law enforcement agency or other


regulatory agency as requested.


(c)AAA person acting without malice, fraudulent intent, or


bad faith is not subject to liability, including liability for


libel, slander, or another relevant tort, because the person files


a report or furnishes, orally or in writing, information concerning


a suspected, anticipated, or completed unauthorized activity to a


law enforcement agency, the banking commissioner, another


regulatory agency with appropriate jurisdiction, or an agent or


employee of a law enforcement agency, the banking commissioner, or


other regulatory agency. The person is entitled to attorney ’s fees


and court costs if the person prevails in an action for libel,


slander, or another relevant tort based on the report or other


information the person furnished as provided by this subchapter.


(d)AAThis section does not:


(1)AAaffect a common law or statutory privilege or


immunity;


(2)AApreempt the authority or relieve the duty of a law


enforcement agency or other regulatory agency with appropriate
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jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute suspected criminal acts;


(3)AAprohibit a person from voluntarily disclosing


information to a law enforcement agency or other regulatory agency;


or


(4)AAlimit a power or duty granted to the banking


commissioner under this subtitle or other law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.203.AASUBPOENA AUTHORITY. (a) This section applies


only to an investigation of an unauthorized activity as provided by


Section 35.202 and does not affect the conduct of a contested case


under Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may issue a subpoena to compel


the attendance and testimony of a witness or the production of a


book, account, record, paper, or correspondence relating to a


matter that the banking commissioner has authority to consider or


investigate at the department’s offices in Austin or at another


place the banking commissioner designates.


(c)AAThe subpoena must be signed and issued by the banking


commissioner or a deputy banking commissioner.


(d)AAA person who is required by subpoena to attend a


proceeding before the banking commissioner is entitled to receive:


(1)AAreimbursement for mileage, in the amount provided


for travel by a state employee, for traveling to or returning from a


proceeding that is more than 25 miles from the witness’s residence;


and


(2)AAa fee for each day or part of a day the witness is


necessarily present as a witness in an amount equal to the per diem


travel allowance of a state employee.


(e)AAThe banking commissioner may serve the subpoena or have


it served by an authorized agent of the banking commissioner, a


sheriff, or a constable. The sheriff ’s or constable’s fee for


serving the subpoena is the same as the fee paid the sheriff or


constable for similar services.


(f)AAA person possessing materials located outside this


state that are requested by the banking commissioner may make the


materials available to the banking commissioner or a representative
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of the banking commissioner for examination at the place where the


materials are located. The banking commissioner may:


(1)AAdesignate a representative, including an official


of the state in which the materials are located, to examine the


materials; and


(2)AArespond to a similar request from an official of


another state, the United States, or a foreign country.


(g)AAA subpoena issued under this section to a financial


institution is not subject to Section 59.006.


(h)AAExcept to the extent disclosure is necessary to locate


and produce responsive records or obtain legal representation and


subject to Subsection (i), a subpoena issued under this section may


provide that the person to whom the subpoena is directed or any


person who comes into receipt of the subpoena may not:


(1)AAdisclose that the subpoena has been issued;


(2)AAdisclose or describe any records requested in the


subpoena;


(3)AAdisclose whether records have been furnished in


response to the subpoena; or


(4)AAif the subpoena requires a person to be examined


under oath, disclose or describe the examination, including the


questions asked, the testimony given, or the transcript produced.


(i)AAA subpoena issued under this section may prohibit the


disclosure of information described by Subsection (h) only if the


banking commissioner finds, and the subpoena states, that:


(1)AAthe subpoena, the examination, or the records


relate to an ongoing investigation; and


(2)AAthe disclosure could significantly impede or


jeopardize the investigation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.15, eff. Sept. 1, 2001;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(b), eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 652 (S.B. 1823), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A35.204.AAENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA. (a) If necessary,
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the banking commissioner may apply to a district court of Travis


County or of the county in which the subpoena was served for


enforcement of the subpoena, and the court may issue an order


compelling compliance.


(b)AAIf the court orders compliance with the subpoena or


finds the person in contempt for failure to obey the order, the


banking commissioner, or the attorney general if representing the


banking commissioner, may recover reasonable court costs,


attorney’s fees, and investigative costs incurred in the


proceeding.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.205.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF SUBPOENAED RECORDS. (a) A


book, account, record, paper, correspondence, or other document


subpoenaed and produced under Section 35.203 that is otherwise made


privileged or confidential by law remains privileged or


confidential unless admitted into evidence at an administrative


hearing or in a court. The banking commissioner may issue an order


protecting the confidentiality or privilege of the document and


restricting its use or distribution by any person or in any


proceeding, other than a proceeding before the banking


commissioner.


(b)AASubject to Subchapter D, Chapter 31, and


confidentiality provisions of other law administered by the banking


commissioner, information or material acquired under Section


35.203 under a subpoena is not a public record for the period the


banking commissioner considers reasonably necessary to complete


the investigation, to protect the person being investigated from


unwarranted injury, or to serve the public interest. The


information or material is not subject to a subpoena, except a grand


jury subpoena, until released for public inspection by the banking


commissioner or until, after notice and a hearing, a district court


determines that the public interest and any investigation by the


banking commissioner would not be jeopardized by obeying the


subpoena. The district court order may not apply to:


(1)AAa record or communication received from another


law enforcement or regulatory agency except on compliance with the
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confidentiality laws governing the records of the other agency; or


(2)AAan internal note, memorandum, report, or


communication made in connection with a matter that the banking


commissioner has the authority to consider or investigate, except


on good cause and in compliance with applicable confidentiality


laws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.206.AAEVIDENCE. (a)AAOn certification by the


banking commissioner, a book, record, paper, or document produced


or testimony taken as provided by Section 35.203 and held by the


department is admissible as evidence in any case without prior


proof of its correctness and without other proof.AAThe certified


book, record, document, or paper, or a certified copy, is prima


facie evidence of the facts it contains.


(b)AAThis section does not limit another provision of this


subtitle or a law that provides for the admission of evidence or its


evidentiary value.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 599 (S.B. 1401), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A35.207.AACEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) The banking


commissioner may serve a proposed cease and desist order on a person


that the banking commissioner believes is engaging or is likely to


engage in an unauthorized activity. The order must:


(1)AAbe delivered by personal delivery or registered or


certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person’s last


known address;


(2)AAstate each act or practice alleged to be an


unauthorized activity; and


(3)AAstate the effective date of the order, which may


not be before the 21st day after the date the proposed order is


delivered or mailed.


(b)AAUnless the person against whom the proposed order is


directed requests a hearing in writing before the effective date of
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the proposed order, the order takes effect and is final and


nonappealable as to that person.


(c)AAA requested hearing on a proposed order shall be held


not later than the 30th day after the date the first written request


for a hearing on the order is received by the department unless the


parties agree to a later hearing date. At the hearing, the


department has the burden of proof and must present evidence in


support of the order. Each person against whom the order is


directed may cross-examine and show cause why the order should not


be issued.


(d)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall issue


or decline to issue a cease and desist order. The proposed order


may be modified as necessary to conform to the findings at the


hearing. An order issued under this subsection:


(1)AAis immediately final for purposes of enforcement


and appeal; and


(2)AAmust require the person to immediately cease and


desist from the unauthorized activity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.208.AAEMERGENCY CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a) The


banking commissioner may issue an emergency cease and desist order


to a person whom the banking commissioner reasonably believes is


engaging in a continuing unauthorized activity that is fraudulent


or threatens immediate and irreparable public harm.


(b)AAThe order must:


(1)AAbe delivered on issuance to each person affected


by the order by personal delivery or registered or certified mail,


return receipt requested, to the person’s last known address;


(2)AAstate the specific charges and require the person


immediately to cease and desist from the unauthorized activity;


and


(3)AAcontain a notice that a request for hearing may be


filed under this section.


(c)AAUnless a person against whom the order is directed


requests a hearing in writing before the 11th day after the date it


is served on the person, the emergency order is final and
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nonappealable as to that person. A request for a hearing must:


(1)AAbe in writing and directed to the banking


commissioner; and


(2)AAstate the grounds for the request to set aside or


modify the order.


(d)AAOn receiving a request for a hearing, the banking


commissioner shall serve notice of the time and place of the hearing


by personal delivery or registered or certified mail, return


receipt requested. The hearing must be held not later than the 10th


day after the date the banking commissioner receives the request


for a hearing unless the parties agree to a later hearing date. At


the hearing, the department has the burden of proof and must present


evidence in support of the order. The person requesting the hearing


may cross-examine witnesses and show cause why the order should not


be affirmed.


(e)AAAfter the hearing, the banking commissioner shall


affirm, modify, or set aside in whole or part the emergency cease


and desist order. An order affirming or modifying the emergency


cease and desist order is immediately final for purposes of


enforcement and appeal.


(f)AAAn order continues in effect unless the order is stayed


by the banking commissioner. The banking commissioner may impose


any condition before granting a stay of the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.209.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW OF CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a)


A person affected by a cease and desist order issued, affirmed, or


modified after a hearing may file a petition for judicial review.


(b)AAA filed petition for judicial review does not stay or


vacate the order unless the court, after hearing, specifically


stays or vacates the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.210.AAVIOLATION OF FINAL CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. (a)


If the banking commissioner reasonably believes that a person has


violated a final and enforceable cease and desist order, the


banking commissioner may:
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(1)AAinitiate an administrative penalty proceeding


under Section 35.211;


(2)AArefer the matter to the attorney general for


enforcement by injunction and any other available remedy; or


(3)AApursue any other action the banking commissioner


considers appropriate under applicable law.


(b)AAIf the attorney general prevails in an action brought


under Subsection (a)(2), the attorney general is entitled to


reasonable attorney’s fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.211.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) The banking


commissioner may initiate an action for an administrative penalty


against a person for violation of a cease and desist order by


serving on the person notice of the time and place of a hearing on


the penalty. The notice must be delivered by personal delivery or


certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person’s last


known address. The hearing may not be held earlier than the 20th


day after the date the notice is served. The notice must contain a


statement of the facts or conduct alleged to violate the cease and


desist order.


(b)AAIn determining whether a cease and desist order has been


violated, the banking commissioner shall consider the maintenance


of procedures reasonably adopted to ensure compliance with the


order.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner after the hearing


determines that a cease and desist order has been violated, the


banking commissioner may:


(1)AAimpose an administrative penalty in an amount not


to exceed $25,000 for each discrete unauthorized act;


(2)AAdirect the person against whom the order was


issued to make complete restitution, in the form and amount and


within the period determined by the banking commissioner, to each


resident of this state and entity operating in this state damaged by


the violation; or


(3)AAboth impose the penalty and direct restitution.


(d)AAIn determining the amount of the penalty and whether to
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impose restitution, the banking commissioner shall consider:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of any prohibited act;


(2)AAthe economic harm caused by the violation;


(3)AAthe history of previous violations;


(4)AAthe amount necessary to deter future violations;


(5)AAefforts to correct the violation;


(6)AAwhether the violation was intentional or


unintentional;


(7)AAthe financial ability of the person against whom


the penalty is to be assessed; and


(8)AAany other matter that justice may require.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.212.AAPAYMENT AND APPEAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a) When an administrative penalty order under Section 35.211


becomes final, a person affected by the order, within the time


permitted by law for appeal, shall:


(1)AApay the amount of the penalty;


(2)AApay the amount of the penalty and file a petition


for judicial review contesting the occurrence of the violation, the


amount of the penalty, or both; or


(3)AAwithout paying the amount of the penalty, file a


petition for judicial review contesting the occurrence of the


violation, the amount of the penalty, or both.


(b)AAWithin the time permitted by law for appeal, a person


who acts under Subsection (a)(3) may:


(1)AAstay enforcement of the penalty by:


(A)AApaying the amount of the penalty to the court


for placement in an escrow account; or


(B)AAgiving the court a supersedeas bond that is


approved by the court for the amount of the penalty and that is


effective until all judicial review of the order is final; or


(2)AArequest the court to stay enforcement of the


penalty by:


(A)AAfiling with the court a sworn affidavit of


the person stating that the person is financially unable to pay the
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amount of the penalty and is financially unable to give the


supersedeas bond; and


(B)AAgiving a copy of the affidavit to the banking


commissioner by certified mail.


(c)AANot later than the fifth day after the date the banking


commissioner receives a copy of an affidavit under Subsection


(b)(2), the banking commissioner may file with the court a contest


to the affidavit. The court shall hold a hearing on the facts


alleged in the affidavit as soon as practicable and shall stay the


enforcement of the penalty on finding that the alleged facts are


true. The person who files an affidavit has the burden of proving


that the person is financially unable to pay the amount of the


penalty and to give a supersedeas bond.


(d)AAIf the person does not pay the amount of the penalty and


the enforcement of the penalty is not stayed, the banking


commissioner may refer the matter to the attorney general for


collection of the amount of the penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A35.213.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.


(a) If on judicial review the court sustains the penalty order, the


court shall order the person to pay the full amount of the penalty


or a lower amount determined by the court. If the court does not


sustain the order, a penalty is not owed.


(b)AAWhen the judgment of the court becomes final, if the


person paid the amount of the penalty and if that amount is reduced


or is not upheld by the court, the court shall order that the


appropriate amount plus accrued interest computed at the annual


rate of 10 percent be remitted by the department. The interest


shall be paid for the period beginning on the date the penalty was


paid and ending on the date the penalty is remitted. If the person


gave a supersedeas bond and if the amount of the penalty is not


upheld by the court, the court shall order the release of the bond.


If the person gave a supersedeas bond and if the amount of the


penalty is reduced, the court shall order the release of the bond


after the person pays the amount owed.


(c)AAIf the judgment of the court requires payment of a
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penalty that has not previously been paid, the court shall order as


part of its judgment that interest accrues on the penalty at the


annual rate of 10 percent, beginning on the date the judgment is


final and ending on the date the penalty and interest are paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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fi.350.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 350. REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS APPLICABLE TO CONSUMER


CREDITORS NOT LICENSED OR REGISTERED UNDER THIS TITLE


Sec. 350.001.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a) This chapter applies to a


person who extends credit primarily for personal, family, or


household use and not for a business, commercial, investment, or


agricultural purpose.AAFor the purposes of this chapter, credit


means the right granted to a debtor to defer payment of debt or to


incur debt and defer its payment.AAA creditor is subject to this


chapter if the creditor charges a finance charge or extends credit


payable in one or more installments.


(b)AAThis chapter does not apply to a person who is:


(1)AAlicensed or registered under this title or Title


3; or


(2)AAexempt from licensing or registration under this


title.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 350.002.AAPREVENTION OF EVASION. AAAperson may not use


any device, subterfuge, or pretense to evade the application of


this section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 350.003.AACOMPLIANCE WITH FAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT. A


creditor who is not licensed, registered, or otherwise exempt under


this title must comply with the requirements of 15 U.S.C. Section


45.AAAn enforcement action to compel compliance under this section


may include an action to enjoin illegal activities or order


restitution.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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Sec. 350.004.AAPENALTIES. Chapter 349 applies to violations


of this chapter and the rules adopted under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 1.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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fi.351.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 351. PROPERTY TAX LENDERS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 351.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter may be cited as the


Property Tax Lender License Act.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.002.AADEFINITIONS.In this chapter:


(1)AA"Property tax lender" means a person that engages


in activity requiring a license under Section 351.051.AAThe term


does not include:


(A)AAa person who is sponsored by a licensed


property tax lender to assist with or perform the acts of a property


tax lender; or


(B)AAa person who performs only clerical functions


such as delivering a loan application to a property tax lender,


gathering or requesting information related to a property tax loan


application on behalf of the prospective borrower or property tax


lender, word processing, sending correspondence, or assembling


files.


(2)AA"Property tax loan" means an advance of money:


(A)AAin connection with a transfer of lien under


Section 32.06, Tax Code, or a contract under Section 32.065, Tax


Code;


(B)AAin connection with which the person making


the transfer arranges for the payment, with a property owner’s


written consent, of property taxes and related closing costs on


behalf of the property owner in accordance with Section 32.06, Tax


Code; and


(C)AAthat is secured by a special lien against


property transferred from a taxing unit to the property tax lender


and which may be further secured by the lien or security interest
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created by a deed of trust, security deed, or other security


instrument.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.0021.AAAUTHORIZED CHARGES. (a)AAThe contract


between a property tax lender and a property owner may require the


property owner to pay the following costs after closing:


(1)AAa reasonable fee for filing the release of a tax


lien authorized under Section 32.06(b), Tax Code;


(2)AAa reasonable fee for a payoff statement authorized


under Section 32.06(f-3), Tax Code;


(3)AAa reasonable fee for providing information


regarding the current balance owed by the property owner authorized


under Section 32.06(g), Tax Code;


(4)AAreasonable and necessary attorney’s fees,


recording fees, and court costs for actions that are legally


required to respond to a suit filed under Chapter 33, Tax Code, or


to perform a foreclosure, including fees required to be paid to an


official and fees for an attorney ad litem;


(5)AAto the extent permitted by the United States


Bankruptcy Code, attorney’s fees and court costs for services


performed after the property owner files a voluntary bankruptcy


petition;


(6)AAa reasonable fee for title examination and


preparation of an abstract of title by an attorney, a title company,


or a property search company authorized to do business in this


state;


(7)AAa processing fee for insufficient funds, as


authorized under Section 3.506, Business & Commerce Code;


(8)AAa fee for collateral protection insurance, as


authorized under Chapter 307;


(9)AAa prepayment penalty, unless the lien transferred


is on residential property owned and used by the property owner for


personal, family, or household purposes;


(10)AArecording expenses incurred in connection with a


modification necessary to preserve a borrower ’s ability to avoid a
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foreclosure proceeding; and


(11)AAfees for copies of transaction documents


requested by the property owner.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a)(11), a property tax


lender shall provide a property owner:


(1)AAone free copy of the transaction documents at


closing; and


(2)AAan additional free copy of the transaction


documents on the property owner’s request following closing.


(c)AAA property tax lender or any successor in interest may


not charge:


(1)AAany fee, other than interest, after closing in


connection with the transfer of a tax lien unless the fee is


expressly authorized under this section; or


(2)AAany interest that is not expressly authorized


under Section 32.06, Tax Code.


(d)AAExcept for charges authorized under Subsections (a)(1),


(2), (3), (9), and (11), any amount charged by a property tax lender


after closing must be for services performed by a person that is not


an employee of the property tax lender.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules implementing and


interpreting this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 622 (S.B. 762), Sec. 3,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 1, eff.


May 29, 2013.


Sec. 351.0022.AAWAIVER PROHIBITED.AAExcept as specifically


permitted by this chapter or Chapter 32, Tax Code, a property owner


may not waive or limit a requirement imposed on a property tax


lender by this chapter or Chapter 32, Tax Code.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 2,


eff. May 29, 2013.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 22, eff.


September 1, 2023.
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Sec. 351.0023.AASOLICITATION OF LOANS; NOTICE. (a)AAA


property tax lender who solicits property tax loans by mail,


e-mail, or other print or electronic media shall include on the


first page of all solicitation materials, in at least 12-point


boldface type, a notice substantially similar to the


following:AA"YOUR TAX OFFICE MAY OFFER DELINQUENT TAX INSTALLMENT


PLANS THAT MAY BE LESS COSTLY TO YOU.AAYOU CAN REQUEST INFORMATION


ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF THESE PLANS FROM THE TAX OFFICE."


(b)AAA property tax lender who solicits property tax loans by


broadcast media, including a television or radio broadcast, shall


state the following in the broadcast:AA"YOUR TAX OFFICE MAY OFFER


DELINQUENT TAX INSTALLMENT PLANS THAT MAY BE LESS COSTLY TO


YOU.AAYOU CAN REQUEST INFORMATION ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF THESE


PLANS FROM THE TAX OFFICE."


(c)AAA property tax lender may not, in any manner, advertise


or cause to be advertised a false, misleading, or deceptive


statement or representation relating to a rate, term, or condition


of a property tax loan.


(d)AAA property tax lender who refers to a rate or charge in


an advertisement shall state the rate or charge fully and


clearly.AAIf the rate or charge is a rate of finance charge, the


advertisement must include the annual percentage rate and


specifically refer to the rate as an "annual percentage rate."AAThe


advertisement must state that the annual percentage rate may be


increased after the contract is executed, if applicable.AAThe


advertisement may not refer to any other rate, except that a simple


annual rate that is applied to the unpaid balance of a property tax


loan may be stated in conjunction with, but not more conspicuously


than, the annual percentage rate.


(e)AAIf an advertisement for a property tax loan includes the


number of payments, period of repayment, amount of any payment, or


amount of any finance charges, the advertisement must, in addition


to any applicable requirements of Subsection (d), include:


(1)AAthe terms of repayment, including the repayment


obligations over the full term of the loan and any balloon payment;


(2)AAthe annual percentage rate, and must refer to that
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rate as the annual percentage rate; and


(3)AAa statement that the lender may increase the


annual percentage rate after the contract is executed, if


applicable.


(f)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to implement and


enforce this section.


(g)AANotwithstanding Section 14.251, the commissioner may


assess an administrative penalty under Subchapter F, Chapter 14,


against a property tax lender who violates this section, regardless


of whether the violation is knowing or wilful.


Added by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 2,


eff. May 29, 2013.


Sec. 351.003.AASECONDARY MARKET TRANSACTIONS. (a)AAExcept


as provided by Subsection (b), this chapter does not prohibit a


property tax lender from receiving compensation from a party other


than the property tax loan applicant for the sale, transfer,


assignment, or release of rights on the closing of a property tax


loan transaction.


(b)AAA person may not sell, transfer, assign, or release


rights to a property tax loan to a person who is not licensed under


Section 351.051 or exempt from the application of this chapter


under Section 351.051(c).


(c)AAThe finance commission shall adopt rules to implement


this section.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 3, eff.


May 29, 2013.


Sec. 351.004.AAAFFILIATED BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS. A property


tax lender may conduct business under this chapter in an office,


office suite, room, or place of business in which any other business


is conducted or in combination with any other business unless the


commissioner:


(1)AAdetermines after a hearing that the conduct of the
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other business in that office, office suite, room, or place of


business has concealed an evasion of this chapter; and


(2)AAorders the lender in writing to desist from the


conduct of the other business in that office, office suite, room, or


place of business.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2009.


Sec. 351.005.AAAPPLICATION OF TAX CODE. This chapter does


not affect the application of Section 32.06 or 32.065, Tax Code.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.006.AAENFORCEMENT.A(a)AAIn addition to any other


applicable enforcement provisions, Subchapters E, F, and G, Chapter


14, apply to a violation of this chapter or Section 32.06 or 32.065,


Tax Code, in connection with property tax loans.


(b)AANotwithstanding Section 14.251, the commissioner may


assess an administrative penalty under Subchapter F, Chapter 14,


against a person who violates Section 32.06(b-1), Tax Code,


regardless of whether the violation is knowing or wilful.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 622 (S.B. 762), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1182 (H.B. 3453), Sec. 11,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 351.007.AARULES. The finance commission may adopt rules


to ensure compliance with this chapter and Sections 32.06 and


32.065, Tax Code.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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Sec. 351.008.AAEXAMINATION OF LENDERS; ACCESS TO RECORDS.


(a) The commissioner or the commissioner’s representative shall,


at the times the commissioner or the representative considers


necessary:


(1)AAexamine each place of business of each property


tax lender; and


(2)AAinvestigate the lender’s transactions, including


loans, and records, including books, accounts, papers, and


correspondence, to the extent the transactions and records pertain


to the business regulated under this chapter and Sections 32.06 and


32.065, Tax Code.


(b)AAThe property tax lender shall:


(1)AAgive the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative free access to the lender’s office, place of


business, files, safes, and vaults; and


(2)AAallow the commissioner or the representative to


make a copy of an item that may be investigated under Subsection


(a)(2).


(c)AADuring an examination, the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative may administer oaths and examine any


person under oath on any subject pertinent to a matter that the


commissioner or the representative is authorized or required to


consider, investigate, or secure information about under this


chapter or Section 32.06 or 32.065, Tax Code.


(d)AAInformation obtained under this section is


confidential.


(e)AAA property tax lender’s violation of Subsection (b) is a


ground for the suspension or revocation of the lender’s license.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 351.009.AAGENERAL INVESTIGATION. (a) To discover a


violation of this chapter or Section 32.06 or 32.065, Tax Code, or


to obtain information required under this chapter or Section 32.06


or 32.065, Tax Code, the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative may investigate the records, including books,
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accounts, papers, and correspondence, of a person, including a


property tax lender, who the commissioner or the representative has


reasonable cause to believe is violating this chapter or Section


32.06 or 32.065, Tax Code, regardless of whether the person claims


to not be subject to this chapter or Section 32.06 or 32.065, Tax


Code.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this section, a person who


advertises, solicits, or otherwise represents that the person is


willing to make a property tax loan is presumed to be engaged in the


business described by Section 351.051.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 351.010.AAREFUSAL TO ALLOW EXAMINATION OR INSPECTION. A


property tax lender who fails or refuses to permit an examination or


investigation authorized by this subchapter violates this


chapter.AAThe failure or refusal is grounds for the suspension or


revocation of the lender’s license.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 351.011.AAVERIFICATION OF NET ASSETS. If the


commissioner questions the amount of a property tax lender’s net


assets, the commissioner may require certification by an


independent certified public accountant that:


(1)AAthe accountant has reviewed the property tax


lender’s books, other records, and transactions during the


reporting year;


(2)AAthe books and other records are maintained using


generally accepted accounting principles; and


(3)AAthe property tax lender meets the net assets


requirement of Section 351.153.


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1382 (S.B. 1620), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 351.012.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER.AAThis chapter


applies to a property tax loan that is extended to a person for
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payment of property taxes on real property located in this state.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 42,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER B. AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES; LICENSE


Sec. 351.051.AALICENSE REQUIRED. (a)AAA person must hold a


license issued under this chapter to:


(1)AAengage in the business of making, transacting, or


negotiating property tax loans; or


(2)AAcontract for, charge, or receive, directly or


indirectly, in connection with a property tax loan subject to this


chapter, a charge, including interest, compensation,


consideration, or another expense, authorized under this chapter or


Chapter 32, Tax Code.


(b)AAA person may not use any device, subterfuge, or pretense


to evade the application of this section.


(c)AAExcept as provided by Section 351.003, this chapter does


not apply to:


(1)AAany of the following entities or an employee of any


of the following entities, if the employee is acting for the benefit


of the employer:


(A)AAa bank, savings bank, or savings and loan


association, or a subsidiary or an affiliate of a bank, savings


bank, or savings and loan association; or


(B)AAa state or federal credit union, or a


subsidiary, affiliate, or credit union service organization of a


state or federal credit union; or


(2)AAan individual who:


(A)AAis related to the property owner within the


second degree of consanguinity or affinity, as determined under


Chapter 573, Government Code; or


(B)AAmakes five or fewer property tax loans in any


consecutive 12-month period from the individual ’s own funds.


(d)AAA property tax lender licensed under this chapter is not


required to be licensed under Chapter 156 or any other provision of


this code.
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Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 622 (S.B. 762), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 4, eff.


May 29, 2013.


Sec. 351.0515.AARESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR LICENSE


REQUIRED. (a) In this section, "Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry" and "residential mortgage loan originator"


have the meanings assigned by Section 180.002.


(b)AAUnless exempt under Section 180.003, or acting under the


temporary authority described under Section 180.0511, an


individual who acts as a residential mortgage loan originator in


the making, transacting, or negotiating of a property tax loan for a


principal dwelling must:


(1)AAbe individually licensed to engage in that


activity under this chapter;


(2)AAbe enrolled with the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing


System and Registry as required by Section 180.052; and


(3)AAcomply with other applicable requirements of


Chapter 180 and rules adopted under that chapter.


(c)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission shall


adopt rules establishing procedures for issuing, renewing, and


enforcing an individual license under this section. In adopting


rules under this subsection, the finance commission shall ensure


that:


(1)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for issuance


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.055;


(2)AAthe minimum eligibility requirements for renewal


of an individual license are the same as the requirements of Section


180.059; and


(3)AAthe applicant pays:


(A)AAan investigation fee in a reasonable amount


determined by the commissioner; and
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(B)AAa license fee in an amount determined as


provided by Section 14.107.


(d)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


chapter as required to carry out the intentions of the federal


Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008


(Pub. L. No. 110-289).


Added by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 17,


eff. June 19, 2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 695 (S.B. 2330), Sec. 7, eff.


November 24, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 43, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.052.AAISSUANCE OF MORE THAN ONE LICENSE FOR PROPERTY


TAX LENDER. (a) The commissioner may issue more than one license


to a property tax lender on compliance with this chapter for each


license.


(b)AAA person who is required to hold a license under this


chapter must hold a separate license for each office at which


property tax loans are made, negotiated, serviced, held, or


collected under this chapter.


(c)AAA license is not required under this chapter for a place


of business:


(1)AAdevoted to accounting or other


recordkeeping;AAand


(2)AAat which property tax loans are not made,


negotiated, serviced, held, or collected under this chapter.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.053.AAAREA OF BUSINESS; PROPERTY TAX LOANS BY MAIL


OR ONLINE. (a) A property tax lender is not limited to making


property tax loans to residents of the community in which the office


for which the license or other authority is granted is located.


(b)AAA property tax lender may make, negotiate, arrange, and


collect property tax loans by mail or online from a licensed office.
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Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 44, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 45, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.054.AANOTICE TO TAXING UNIT. (a)AAA transferee of a


tax lien must include with the sworn document executed by the


borrower and filed with the collector of a taxing unit under Section


32.06(a-1), Tax Code, the information required by this section.


(b)AAIf the transferee is licensed under this chapter, the


transferee shall include with the filing the licensee ’s license


number assigned by the commissioner.


(c)AAIf the transferee is exempt from this chapter under


Section 351.051(c)(1), the transferee shall include with the filing


an affidavit stating the entity’s type of organization that


qualifies it for the exemption, any charter number assigned by the


governmental authority that issued the entity’s charter, and the


address of the entity’s main office.


(d)AAIf the transferee is exempt from this chapter under


Section 351.051(c)(2), the transferee shall include a certificate


issued by the commissioner indicating the entity’s exemption.AAThe


commissioner shall establish procedures for issuance of a


certificate under this subsection, application requirements, and


requirements regarding information that must be submitted with an


application.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 206 (S.B. 247), Sec. 5, eff.


May 29, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER C. APPLICATION FOR AND ISSUANCE OF LICENSE


Sec. 351.101.AAAPPLICATION REQUIREMENTS. (a) The
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application for a license under this chapter must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAgive the approximate location from which business


is to be conducted;


(3)AAidentify the business’s principal parties in


interest;AAand


(4)AAcontain other relevant information that the


commissioner requires for the findings required under Section


351.104.


(b)AAOn the filing of one or more license applications, the


applicant shall pay to the commissioner an investigation fee not to


exceed $200.


(c)AAOn the filing of each license application, the applicant


shall pay to the commissioner a license fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 46, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.102.AABOND. (a) If the commissioner requires, an


applicant for a license under this chapter shall file with the


application a bond that is:


(1)AAin an amount not to exceed the total of:


(A)AA$50,000 for the first license;AAand


(B)AA$10,000 for each additional license;


(2)AAsatisfactory to the commissioner;AAand


(3)AAissued by a surety company qualified to do


business as a surety in this state.


(b)AAThe bond must be in favor of this state for the use of


this state and the use of a person who has a cause of action under


this chapter against the license holder.


(c)AAThe bond must be conditioned on:


(1)AAthe license holder’s faithful performance under


this chapter and rules adopted under this chapter; and


(2)AAthe payment of all amounts that become due to the
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state or another person under this chapter during the period for


which the bond is given.


(d)AAThe aggregate liability of a surety to all persons


damaged by the license holder’s violation of this chapter may not


exceed the amount of the bond.


(e)AAA license holder engaged in the business of making,


transacting, or negotiating a property tax loan for a principal


dwelling must meet the surety bond or recovery fund fee


requirement, as applicable, of the holder’s residential mortgage


loan originator under Section 180.058.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 18, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 47, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.103.AAINVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION. On the filing


of an application and, if required, a bond, and on payment of the


required fees, the commissioner shall conduct an investigation to


determine whether to issue the license.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.104.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) The


commissioner shall approve the application and issue to the


applicant a license to make property tax loans under this chapter if


the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe financial responsibility, experience,


character, and general fitness of the applicant are sufficient to:


(A)AAcommand the confidence of the public;AAand


(B)AAwarrant the belief that the business will be


operated lawfully and fairly, within the purposes of this


chapter;AAand


(2)AAthe applicant has net assets of at least $25,000


available for the operation of the business.
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(b)AAIf the commissioner does not find that the eligibility


requirements of Subsection (a) are met, the commissioner shall


notify the applicant.


(c)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (b), the applicant is entitled to a hearing not later


than the 60th day after the date of the request.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 60th day after the date of the filing of a


completed application with payment of the required fees, or if a


hearing is held, after the date of the completion of the hearing on


the application.AAThe commissioner and the applicant may agree to a


later date in writing.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.105.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF APPLICATION.


If the commissioner denies the application, the commissioner shall


retain the investigation fee and shall return to the applicant the


license fee submitted with the application.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.106.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


chapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 48,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER D. LICENSE


Sec. 351.151.AANAME AND PLACE ON LICENSE. (a) A license must


state:


(1)AAthe name of the license holder;AAand


(2)AAthe address of the office from which the business


is to be conducted.


(b)AAA license holder may not conduct business under this
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chapter under a name or at a place of business in this state other


than the name or office stated on the license.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.152.AALICENSE DISPLAY. A license holder shall


display a license at the place of business provided on the license.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.153.AAMINIMUM ASSETS FOR LICENSE. A license holder


shall maintain for each office for which a license is held net


assets of at least $25,000 that are used or readily available for


use in conducting the business of that office.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.1535.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL TO RENEW.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a person who fails


to comply with an order issued by the commissioner to enforce this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 49,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.154.AALICENSE FEE.AANot later than the 30th day


before the date the license expires, a license holder shall pay to


the commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 50, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.155.AAEXPIRATION OF LICENSE ON FAILURE TO PAY FEE.


If the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day after the


date on which the written notice of delinquency of payment has been
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given to the license holder, the license expires on that day.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 51, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.156.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.AAAfter


notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner may suspend


or revoke a license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe license holder failed to pay the license fee,


an examination fee, an investigation fee, or another charge imposed


by the commissioner under this chapter;


(2)AAthe license holder, knowingly or without the


exercise of due care, violated this chapter or Section 32.06 or


32.065, Tax Code, or a rule adopted or an order issued under this


chapter or Section 32.06 or 32.065, Tax Code;


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original application


for the license, clearly would have justified the commissioner’s


denial of the application; or


(4)AAthe license holder has failed to ensure that an


individual acting as a residential mortgage loan originator, as


defined by Section 180.002, in the making, transacting, or


negotiating of a property tax loan for a principal dwelling is


licensed under this chapter in accordance with Section 351.0515.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 1104 (H.B. 10), Sec. 19, eff.


June 19, 2009.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 52, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 351.157.AACORPORATE CHARTER FORFEITURE. (a) A license


holder who violates this chapter is subject to revocation of the


holder’s license and, if the license holder is a corporation,
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forfeiture of its charter.


(b)AAWhen the attorney general is notified of a violation of


this chapter and revocation of a license, the attorney general


shall file suit in a district court in Travis County, if the license


holder is a corporation, for forfeiture of the license holder’s


charter.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.158.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION FILED WITH


PUBLIC RECORDS. The decision of the commissioner on the suspension


or revocation of a license and the evidence considered by the


commissioner in making the decision shall be filed in the public


records of the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.159.AAREINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENDED


LICENSE;AAISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE AFTER REVOCATION. The


commissioner may reinstate a suspended license or issue a new


license on application to a person whose license has been revoked if


at the time of the reinstatement or issuance no fact or condition


exists that clearly would have justified the commissioner’s denial


of an original application for the license.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.160.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE.AAA license holder may


surrender a license issued under this chapter by complying with the


commissioner’s written instructions relating to license surrender.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 23, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 351.161.AAEFFECT OF LICENSE SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, OR
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SURRENDER. (a) The suspension, revocation, or surrender of a


license issued under this chapter does not affect the obligation of


a contract between the license holder and a debtor entered into


before the revocation, suspension, or surrender.


(b)AASurrender of a license does not affect the license


holder’s civil or criminal liability for an act committed before


surrender.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.162.AAMOVING AN OFFICE. (a) A license holder shall


give written notice to the commissioner before the 30th day


preceding the date the license holder moves an office from the


location provided on the license.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall amend a license holder’s license


accordingly.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.163.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE. A license


may be transferred or assigned only with the approval of the


commissioner.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 351.164.AAREPORTING REQUIREMENT. (a) Each year, a


license holder shall file with the commissioner a report that


contains relevant information concerning its transactions


conducted under this chapter.


(b)AAA report under this section must be:


(1)AAunder oath; and


(2)AAin the form prescribed by the commissioner.


(c)AAA report under this section is confidential.


(d)AAAnnually the commissioner shall prepare and publish a


consolidated analysis and recapitulation of reports filed under


this section.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1220 (H.B. 2138), Sec. 1,
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eff. September 1, 2007.
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fi.352.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 352. TAX REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS


Sec. 352.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Borrower" means an individual who receives the


proceeds of a refund anticipation loan.


(2)AA"Facilitator" means a person who processes,


receives, or accepts for delivery an application for a refund


anticipation loan, delivers a check in payment of refund


anticipation loan proceeds, or in any other manner acts to allow the


making of a refund anticipation loan.


(3)AA"Lender" means a person who extends credit to a


borrower in the form of a refund anticipation loan.


(4)AA"Refund anticipation loan" means a loan borrowed


by a taxpayer based on the taxpayer’s anticipated federal income


tax refund.


(5)AA"Refund anticipation loan fee" means a fee imposed


or other consideration required by the facilitator or the lender


for a refund anticipation loan.AAThe term does not include a fee


usually imposed or other consideration usually required by the


facilitator in the ordinary course of business for services not


related to the making of loans, including a fee imposed for tax


return preparation or for the electronic filing of a tax return.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.001 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Sec. 352.002.AARESTRICTION ON ACTING AS FACILITATOR. (a) A


person may not, individually or in conjunction or cooperation with


another person, act as a facilitator unless the person is:


(1)AAengaged in the business of preparing tax returns,


or employed by a person engaged in the business of preparing tax


returns;
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(2)AAprimarily involved in financial services or tax


preparations;


(3)AAauthorized by the Internal Revenue Service as an


e-file provider; and


(4)AAregistered with the commissioner as a facilitator


under Section 352.003.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAa bank, thrift, savings association, industrial


bank, or credit union operating under the laws of the United States


or this state;


(2)AAan affiliate that is a servicer of a person


described by Subdivision (1) operating under the name of that


person; or


(3)AAany person who acts solely as an intermediary and


does not interact directly with a taxpayer in the making of the


refund anticipation loan.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.002 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec.


27.002(4), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 352.003.AAREGISTRATION OF FACILITATORS. (a)AATo


register as a facilitator, a person must provide to the


commissioner:


(1)AAa list of each location in this state at which


e-file providers authorized by the Internal Revenue Service file


tax returns on behalf of borrowers for whom the facilitator acts to


allow the making of a refund anticipation loan; and


(2)AAa processing fee for each location included on the


list furnished under Subdivision (1).


(a-1)AAA registration issued under this section is valid for


the period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted under


Section 14.112.
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(b)AAThe commissioner shall prescribe the processing fee in


an amount necessary to cover the costs of administering this


section.


(c)AAThe finance commission by rule shall establish a


deadline for the submission of the information and fee required by


Subsection (a) for initial issuance and renewal of registrations


under this section.


(c-1)AAAfter the applicable deadline for initial or renewal


registrations, a facilitator may amend the registration required


under Subsection (a) to reflect any change in the information


provided by the registration.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall make available to the public a


list of facilitators registered under this section.


(e)AAThe commissioner may prescribe the registration form.


(f)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew the registration of


a person who fails to comply with an order issued by the


commissioner to enforce this chapter.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.003 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 53, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 352.004.AADISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS. (a) A facilitator


to which Section 352.002 applies shall discuss with and clearly


disclose to a borrower, after the borrower ’s tax return has been


prepared and before the loan is closed:


(1)AAthe refund anticipation loan fee schedule;


(2)AAa written statement disclosing:


(A)AAthat a refund anticipation loan is a loan and


is not the borrower ’s actual income tax refund;


(B)AAthat the taxpayer may file an income tax


return electronically without applying for a refund anticipation


loan;
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(C)AAthat the borrower is responsible for


repayment of the loan and related fees if the tax refund is not paid


or is insufficient to repay the loan;


(D)AAany fee that will be charged if the loan is


not approved;


(E)AAthe average time, as published by the


Internal Revenue Service, within which a taxpayer can expect to


receive a refund for an income tax return filed:


(i)AAelectronically, and the refund is:


(a)AAdeposited directly into the


taxpayer’s bank account; or


(b)AAmailed to the taxpayer; and


(ii)AAby mail, and the refund is:


(a)AAdeposited directly into the


taxpayer’s financial institution account; or


(b)AAmailed to the taxpayer;


(F)AAthat the Internal Revenue Service does not


guarantee:


(i)AApayment of the full amount of the


anticipated refund; or


(ii)AAa specific date on which it will mail a


refund or deposit the refund into a taxpayer’s financial


institution account; and


(G)AAthe estimated time within which the proceeds


of the refund anticipation loan will be paid to the borrower if the


loan is approved; and


(3)AAthe following information, specific to the


borrower:


(A)AAthe estimated total fees for the loan; and


(B)AAthe estimated annual percentage rate for the


loan, calculated using the guidelines established under the Truth


in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.).


(b)AAA refund anticipation loan fee schedule required by


Subsection (a)(1) must be a listing or table of refund anticipation


loan fees charged by the lender for refund anticipation loan


amounts.AAThe schedule shall:


(1)AAlist separately each fee imposed related to the
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making of a refund anticipation loan;


(2)AAlist the total amount of fees imposed related to


the making of a refund anticipation loan; and


(3)AAinclude, for each stated loan amount, the


estimated annual percentage rate for the loan, calculated using the


guidelines established under the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1601 et seq.).


(c)AAA facilitator who advertises or markets refund


anticipation loans in Spanish shall offer any borrower the option


of receiving a Spanish-language printed disclosure and loan


contract.AAA facilitator who negotiates a loan with a borrower in


Spanish shall offer that borrower the option of receiving a


Spanish-language printed disclosure and loan contract.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.004 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec.


27.002(5), eff. September 1, 2009.


Sec. 352.005.AAINVESTIGATION BY COMMISSIONER. The


commissioner shall:


(1)AAmonitor the operations of a facilitator to ensure


compliance with this chapter; and


(2)AAreceive and investigate complaints against a


facilitator or a person acting as a facilitator.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.005 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Sec. 352.006.AAREVOCATION OF REGISTRATION. (a) The


commissioner may revoke the registration of a facilitator if the


commissioner concludes that the facilitator has violated this
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chapter.AAThe commissioner shall recite the basis of the decision


in an order revoking the registration.


(b)AAIf the commissioner proposes to revoke a registration,


the facilitator is entitled to notice and an opportunity for a


hearing before the commissioner or a hearings officer, who shall


propose a decision to the commissioner. The commissioner or


hearings officer shall prescribe the time and place of the hearing


if the facilitator makes a written request for a hearing not later


than the 30th day after the date on which the order of revocation is


served. The hearing is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


(c)AAA facilitator aggrieved by a ruling, order, or decision


of the commissioner is entitled to appeal to a district court in the


county in which the hearing was held.AAAn appeal under this


subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.006 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 54, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 24, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 352.007.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. The commissioner may


assess an administrative penalty of $500 against a person for each


knowing and wilful violation of this chapter.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.007 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Sec. 352.008.AAPREEMPTION OF LOCAL ORDINANCE. This chapter


preempts a local ordinance or rule regulating refund anticipation


loans.
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Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 135 (H.B. 1344), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Renumbered from Finance Code, Section 351.008 by Acts 2009, 81st


Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 27.001(17), eff. September 1,


2009.


Sec. 352.009.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER.AAThis chapter


applies to a refund anticipation loan that is extended to a person


who is located in this state at the time the loan is made.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 55,


eff. September 1, 2019.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 353. COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE INSTALLMENT SALES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 353.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Commercial vehicle" means a motor vehicle that is


not used primarily for personal, family, or household use.AAThe


term includes:


(A)AAa motor vehicle with a gross vehicular weight


of 10,001 pounds or more;


(B)AAa motor vehicle that will be owned by a


corporation, limited liability company, limited partnership, or


other business entity formed, organized, or registered in this


state, another state, or another country; and


(C)AAa motor vehicle that will be part of a fleet


of five or more vehicles owned by the same person.


(2)AA"Debt cancellation agreement" means an agreement


of the holder of the retail installment contract to waive:


(A)AAall or part of the difference between the


amount owed under a retail installment contract and the amount paid


under a physical damage insurance policy maintained by the retail


buyer or its assign, in the event of a total loss or theft of the


commercial vehicle;


(B)AAall or part of the amount owed under the


retail installment contract, in the event of the death of the retail


buyer; or


(C)AAone or more payments owed under the retail


installment contract, in the event of the disability of the retail


buyer.


(3)AA"Heavy commercial vehicle" means:


(A)AAa commercial vehicle that has a gross


vehicular weight of 19,000 pounds or more;AAor


(B)AAa trailer or semitrailer designed for use in


combination with a vehicle described by Paragraph (A).


1







(4)AA"Holder" means a person who is:


(A)AAa retail seller; or


(B)AAthe assignee or transferee of a retail


installment contract.


(5)AA"Motor vehicle" has the meaning assigned by


Section 348.001.


(6)AA"Precomputed earnings method" means a method of


computing the time price differential in which the time price


differential is computed at the inception of the contract based on


the principal balance for the full contract term, as if the


principal balance under the contract will not decline over the term


of the contract, and in which the retail buyer agrees to pay the


total of payments that includes both the principal balance of the


contract and the time price differential.


(7)AA"Retail buyer" means a person who purchases or


agrees to purchase a commercial vehicle from a retail seller in a


retail installment transaction.


(8)AA"Retail installment contract" means one or more


instruments entered into in this state that evidence a retail


installment transaction. The term includes a security agreement and


a document that evidences a bailment or lease described by Section


353.003.


(9)AA"Retail installment transaction" means a


transaction in which a retail buyer purchases a commercial vehicle


from a retail seller other than principally for the purpose of


resale and agrees with the retail seller to pay part or all of the


cash price in one or more deferred installments.


(10)AA"Retail seller" means a person in the business of


selling commercial vehicles to retail buyers in retail installment


transactions.


(11)AA"Scheduled installment earnings method" means a


method of computing the time price differential by applying a daily


rate to the unpaid principal balance as if each scheduled payment


will be paid on the payment’s scheduled installment date.


(12)AA"Time price differential" means the total amount


added to the principal balance to determine the balance of the


retail buyer’s indebtedness under a retail installment contract.
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(13)AA"True daily earnings method" means a method of


computing the time price differential by applying a daily rate to


the unpaid principal balance based on the actual payment date as


provided by Section 353.016.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.002.AAPRESUMPTION REGARDING NONCOMMERCIAL


VEHICLES; EXCEPTION. (a)AAA motor vehicle that is not described by


Section 353.001(1)(A), (B), or (C) or a motor vehicle that is of a


type typically used for personal, family, or household use, as


determined by finance commission rule, is presumed not to be a


commercial vehicle.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a), if a retail buyer


represents in writing that a motor vehicle is not for personal,


family, or household use, or that the vehicle is for commercial use,


a retail seller or holder may rely on that representation unless the


retail seller or holder, as applicable, has actual knowledge that


the representation is not true.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.003.AABAILMENT OR LEASE AS RETAIL INSTALLMENT


TRANSACTION. (a)AAA bailment or lease of a commercial vehicle is a


retail installment transaction if the bailee or lessee:


(1)AAcontracts to pay as compensation for use of the


vehicle an amount that is substantially equal to or exceeds the


value of the vehicle; and


(2)AAon full compliance with the bailment or lease is


bound to become the owner or, for no or nominal additional


consideration, has the option to become the owner of the vehicle.


(b)AAAn agreement for the lease of a commercial vehicle does


not create a retail installment transaction by merely providing


that the rental price is permitted or required to be adjusted under


the agreement as determined by the amount realized on the sale or


other disposition of the vehicle, as provided by Section 501.112,


Transportation Code.
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Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.004.AACLASSIFICATION AS RETAIL INSTALLMENT


TRANSACTION UNAFFECTED.AAA transaction is not excluded as a retail


installment transaction because:


(1)AAthe retail seller arranges to transfer the retail


buyer’s obligation;


(2)AAthe amount of any charge in the transaction is


determined by reference to a chart or other information furnished


by a financing institution;


(3)AAa form for all or part of the retail installment


contract is furnished by a financing institution; or


(4)AAthe credit standing of the retail buyer is


evaluated by a financing institution.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.005.AACASH PRICE. (a)AAThe cash price is the price


at which the retail seller offers in the ordinary course of business


to sell for cash the goods or services that are subject to the


transaction.AAAn advertised price does not necessarily establish a


cash price.


(b)AAThe cash price does not include any finance charge.


(c)AAAt the retail seller’s option, the cash price may


include:


(1)AAthe price of accessories;


(2)AAthe price of services related to the sale;


(3)AAthe price of service contracts;


(4)AAtaxes; and


(5)AAfees for license, title, and registration.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.006.AAITEMIZED CHARGE.AAAn amount in a retail


installment contract is an itemized charge if the amount is not


included in the cash price and is the amount of:
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(1)AAfees for registration, certificate of title, and


license and any additional registration fees charged by a deputy as


authorized by rules adopted under Section 520.0071, Transportation


Code;


(2)AAany taxes;


(3)AAfees or charges prescribed by law and connected


with the sale or inspection of the commercial vehicle;


(4)AAcharges authorized for insurance, service


contracts, and warranties by Subchapter C; and


(5)AAadvances or payments authorized under Section


353.402(b) or (c) made by the retail seller to or for the benefit of


the retail buyer.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1135 (H.B. 2741), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1287 (H.B. 2202), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 353.007.AA ADDITIONAL CHARGES PERMITTED. (a)AAIn


addition to the amounts allowed under Sections 353.005 and 353.006,


the following amounts may be included as an itemized charge or in


the cash price in a retail installment contract for a commercial


vehicle:


(1)AAany fees prescribed by law;


(2)AAany amounts charged by a titling or registration


service relating to the sale;


(3)AAany other amount agreed to by the retail buyer and


retail seller, including amounts payable to the retail seller or


another person for the provision of goods or services relating to:


(A)AAthe commercial vehicle;


(B)AAthe sale or use of the commercial vehicle; or


(C)AAthe retail buyer’s business in which the


commercial vehicle will be used; and


(4)AAan amount paid to the retail seller or other person


as consideration for a debt cancellation agreement.
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(b)AAIf a charge for a debt cancellation agreement is


included in the contract, the contract and debt cancellation


agreement must each conspicuously disclose that the debt


cancellation agreement is optional.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other law, a charge for a debt


cancellation agreement is not a charge for insurance, and the sale,


provision, or waiving of a balance owed or other action relating to


a debt cancellation agreement is not considered insurance or


engaging in the business of insurance.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.008.AAPRINCIPAL BALANCE; INCLUSION OF DOCUMENTARY


FEE. (a)AAThe principal balance under a retail installment


contract is computed by:


(1)AAadding:


(A)AAthe cash price of the commercial vehicle;


(B)AAeach amount included in the retail


installment contract for an itemized charge; and


(C)AAsubject to Subsection (c), a documentary fee


for services rendered for or on behalf of the retail buyer in


handling and processing documents relating to the sale of the


commercial vehicle; and


(2)AAsubtracting from the results under Subdivision (1)


the amount of the retail buyer’s down payment in money, goods, or


both.


(b)AAThe computation of the principal balance may include an


amount authorized under Section 353.402(b).


(c)AAFor a documentary fee to be included in the principal


balance of a retail installment contract:


(1)AAthe retail seller must charge the documentary fee


to cash buyers and credit buyers; and


(2)AAthe documentary fee may not exceed an amount


agreed to in writing by the retail seller and retail buyer.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.009.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER. (a)AAExcept as


provided by this section, this chapter applies to a retail


installment transaction for a commercial vehicle if the retail


installment contract states that this chapter applies.


(b)AAIf a retail installment contract does not state that


this chapter applies, the transaction is governed by Chapter 348,


and this chapter does not apply.


(c)AAThis chapter does not affect or apply to a loan made or


the business of making loans under other law of this state and does


not affect a rule of law applicable to a retail installment sale


that is not a retail installment transaction.


(d)AAThe provisions of this chapter defining specific rates


and amounts of charges and requiring certain credit disclosures to


be made control over any contrary law of this state respecting those


subjects.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.010.AAAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER STATUTES TO RETAIL


INSTALLMENT TRANSACTION. (a)AAA loan or interest statute of this


state, other than Chapter 303, does not apply to a retail


installment transaction subject to this chapter.


(b)AAExcept as provided by this chapter, an applicable


statute, including Title 1 and Chapter 322, Business & Commerce


Code, or a principle of common law continues to apply to a retail


installment transaction unless it is displaced by this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.011.AAFEDERAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.AAIf a


disclosure requirement of this chapter and one of a federal law,


including a regulation or an interpretation of federal law, are


inconsistent or conflict, federal law controls and the inconsistent


or conflicting disclosures required by this chapter need not be


given.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.012.AAADDITIONAL INFORMATION ALLOWED IN


CONTRACT.AAInformation not required by this chapter may be included


in a retail installment contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.013.AAORDER OF ITEMS IN CONTRACT.AAItems required


by this chapter to be in a retail installment contract are not


required to be stated in the order set forth in this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.014.AAAPPLICABILITY OF INSURANCE PREMIUM FINANCING


PROVISIONS.AAChapter 651, Insurance Code, does not apply to a


retail installment transaction.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.015.AACONDITIONAL DELIVERY AGREEMENT. (a)AAIn this


section, "conditional delivery agreement" means a contract between


a retail seller and prospective retail buyer under the terms of


which the retail seller allows the prospective retail buyer the use


and benefit of a commercial vehicle for a specified term.


(b)AAA retail seller and prospective retail buyer may enter


into a conditional delivery agreement.


(c)AAA conditional delivery agreement is:


(1)AAan enforceable contract; and


(2)AAvoid on the execution of a retail installment


contract between the parties to the conditional delivery agreement


for the sale of the commercial vehicle that is the subject of the


conditional delivery agreement.


(d)AAA conditional delivery agreement may only confer rights


consistent with this section and may not confer any legal or


equitable rights of ownership, including ownership of the


commercial vehicle that is the subject of the conditional delivery


agreement.
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(e)AAA conditional delivery agreement may not exceed a term


of 15 days.


(f)AAIf a prospective retail buyer tenders to a retail seller


a trade-in motor vehicle in connection with a conditional delivery


agreement:


(1)AAthe parties must agree on the value of the trade-in


motor vehicle;


(2)AAthe conditional delivery agreement must contain


the agreed value of the trade-in motor vehicle described by


Subdivision (1); and


(3)AAthe retail seller must use reasonable care to


conserve the trade-in motor vehicle while the vehicle is in the


retail seller’s possession.


(g)AAIf the parties to a conditional delivery agreement do


not subsequently enter into a retail installment contract for the


sale of the commercial vehicle that is the subject of the


conditional delivery agreement, the retail seller shall, not later


than the seventh day after termination of the conditional delivery


agreement:


(1)AAdeliver to the prospective retail buyer any


trade-in motor vehicle that the prospective retail buyer tendered


in connection with the conditional delivery agreement in the same


or substantially the same condition as it was at the time of


execution of the agreement and shall return any down payment or


other consideration received from the prospective retail buyer in


connection with the agreement; or


(2)AAif the trade-in motor vehicle cannot be returned


in the same or substantially the same condition as it was at the


time of execution of the conditional delivery agreement, deliver to


the prospective retail buyer a sum of money equal to the agreed


value of the trade-in motor vehicle as described by Subsection (f)


and shall return any down payment or other consideration described


by Subdivision (1).


(h)AAAny money that a retail seller is obligated to provide a


prospective retail buyer under Subsection (g) must be tendered at


the same time that the trade-in motor vehicle is delivered for


return to the prospective retail buyer or when the trade-in motor
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vehicle would have been delivered if the vehicle was damaged or


could not be returned.


(i)AAIf a prospective retail buyer returns a commercial


vehicle under a conditional delivery agreement at the request of


the retail seller, the retail seller, notwithstanding the period


prescribed by Subsection (g), must return the trade-in vehicle at


the same time that the commercial vehicle under the conditional


delivery agreement is returned by the prospective retail buyer.


(j)AAThe prospective retail buyer shall return the


commercial vehicle received under the conditional delivery


agreement in the same or substantially the same condition as it was


at the time of the execution of the conditional delivery agreement.


(k)AAAn amount paid or required to be paid by the retail


seller under Subsection (g) is subject to review by the


commissioner.AAIf the commissioner determines that the retail


seller in fact owes the prospective retail buyer a certain amount


under Subsection (g), the commissioner may order the retail seller


to pay the amount to the prospective retail buyer.AAIf the trade-in


motor vehicle is not returned by the retail seller in accordance


with this section and the retail seller does not pay the prospective


retail buyer an amount equal to the agreed value of the trade-in


motor vehicle within the period prescribed by this section, the


commissioner may assess an administrative penalty against the


retail seller in an amount that is reasonable in relation to the


value of the trade-in motor vehicle.AAThe commissioner shall


provide notice to the retail seller and the prospective retail


buyer of the commissioner’s determination under this subsection.


(l)AANot later than the 30th day after the date the parties


receive notice of the commissioner’s determination under


Subsection (k), the retail seller or prospective retail buyer may


file with the commissioner an appeal of the commissioner’s


determination requesting a time and place for a hearing before a


hearings officer designated by the commissioner.AAA hearing under


this subsection is governed by Chapter 2001, Government


Code.AAAfter the hearing, based on the findings of fact,


conclusions of law, and recommendations of the hearings officer,


the commissioner shall enter a final order.
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(m)AAA person who files an appeal under Subsection (l) is


required to pay a deposit to secure the payment of the costs of the


hearing in a reasonable amount as determined by the commissioner,


unless the person cannot afford to pay the deposit and files an


affidavit to that effect with the hearings officer in the form and


content prescribed by finance commission rule.AAThe entire deposit


must be refunded to the person if the person prevails at the


hearing.AAIf the person does not prevail, any portion of the


deposit in excess of the costs of the hearing assessed against the


person is refundable.


(n)AANotice of the commissioner’s final order under


Subsection (l), given to the person in accordance with Chapter


2001, Government Code, must include a statement of the person’s


right to judicial review of the order.


(o)AAThe hearings officer may order the retail seller or the


prospective retail buyer, or both, to pay reasonable expenses


incurred by the commissioner in connection with obtaining a final


order under Subsection (l), including attorney’s fees,


investigative costs, and witness fees.


(p)AAThis section does not:


(1)AAapply to a bailment agreement under Section


353.003; or


(2)AAcreate a private right of action.


(q)AAExcept as otherwise provided by this section, the


commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.016.AACOMPUTATION OF TIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL USING


TRUE DAILY EARNINGS METHOD.AAUnder the true daily earnings method,


the earned time price differential is computed by multiplying the


daily rate of the time price differential by the number of days the


actual unpaid principal balance is outstanding.AAUnder this


method:


(1)AAa payment is credited at the time received, with a


payment received before the scheduled installment date resulting in


a greater reduction in the unpaid principal balance than otherwise
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scheduled, and a payment received after the scheduled installment


date resulting in less of a reduction in the unpaid principal


balance than otherwise scheduled;


(2)AAa partial payment is applied first to time price


differential with any remainder applied to the unpaid principal


balance; and


(3)AAaccrued but unpaid time price differential is not:


(A)AAadded to the unpaid principal balance; or


(B)AAcompounded.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.017.AATRANSACTION CONDITIONED ON PURCHASE OF


VEHICLE PROTECTION PRODUCT PROHIBITED. (a)AAIn this section,


"vehicle protection product" has the meaning assigned by Section


17.45, Business & Commerce Code.


(b)AAA retail seller may not require as a condition of a


retail installment transaction or the cash sale of a commercial


vehicle that the buyer purchase a vehicle protection product that


is not installed on the vehicle at the time of the transaction.


(c)AAA violation of this section is a false, misleading, or


deceptive act or practice within the meaning of Section 17.46,


Business & Commerce Code, and is actionable in a public or private


suit brought under Subchapter E, Chapter 17, Business & Commerce


Code.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 967 (S.B. 2065), Sec.


1.004, eff. September 1, 2017.


SUBCHAPTER B. RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT


Sec. 353.101.AARETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT GENERAL


REQUIREMENTS. (a)AAA retail installment contract is required for


each retail installment transaction in which the retail buyer is


purchasing a commercial vehicle.AAA retail installment contract


may be more than one document.


(b)AAA retail installment contract must be:


(1)AAin writing;
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(2)AAdated;


(3)AAsigned by the retail buyer and retail seller; and


(4)AAcompleted as to all essential provisions before it


is signed by the retail buyer except as provided by Subsection (d).


(c)AAThe printed part of a retail installment contract, other


than instructions for completion, must be in at least eight-point


type unless a different size of type is required under this


subchapter.


(d)AAIf the commercial vehicle is not delivered when the


retail installment contract is executed, the following information


may be inserted after the contract is executed:


(1)AAthe identifying numbers or marks of the vehicle or


similar information; and


(2)AAthe due date of the first installment.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.102.AACONTRACT CONDITIONED ON SUBSEQUENT ASSIGNMENT


PROHIBITED. (a)AAA retail installment contract may not be


conditioned on the subsequent assignment of the contract to a


holder.


(b)AAA provision in violation of this section is void.AAThis


subsection does not affect the validity of other provisions of the


contract that may be given effect without the voided provision, and


to that extent those provisions are severable.


(c)AAThis section does not create a private right of action.


(d)AAThe commissioner has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce


this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.103.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR RETAIL


INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a)AAA retail installment contract may


provide for:


(1)AAany amount of time price differential permitted


under Section 353.104, 353.105, or 353.106; or


(2)AAany rate of time price differential not exceeding
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a yield permitted under Section 353.104, 353.105, or 353.106.


(b)AAThe time price differential may be computed using the:


(1)AAprecomputed earnings method;


(2)AAscheduled installment earnings method; or


(3)AAtrue daily earnings method.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.104.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR CONTRACT WITH


EQUAL MONTHLY SUCCESSIVE PAYMENTS. (a)AAA retail installment


contract that is payable in substantially equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month after the date of the contract may


provide for a time price differential that does not exceed the


add-on charge provided by this section.


(b)AAThe add-on charge is $7.50 per $100 per year on the


principal balance for a new commercial vehicle, other than a heavy


commercial vehicle, designated by the manufacturer by a model year


that is not earlier than the year in which the sale is made.


(c)AAThe add-on charge is $10 per $100 per year on the


principal balance for:


(1)AAa new commercial vehicle not covered by Subsection


(b);


(2)AAa used commercial vehicle designated by the


manufacturer by a model year that is not more than two years before


the year in which the sale is made; or


(3)AAa new or used heavy commercial vehicle designated


by the manufacturer by a model year that is not more than two years


before the year in which the sale is made.


(d)AAThe add-on charge is $12.50 per $100 per year on the


principal balance for a used commercial vehicle not covered by


Subsection (c) that is a commercial vehicle designated by the


manufacturer by a model year that is not more than four years before


the year in which the sale is made.


(e)AAFor a used commercial vehicle not covered by Subsection


(c) or (d), the add-on charge is:


(1)AA$15 per $100 per year on the principal balance; or


(2)AA$18 per $100 per year on the principal balance if
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the principal balance under the retail installment contract does


not exceed $300.


(f)AAThe time price differential is computed on the original


principal balance under the retail installment contract from the


date of the contract until the maturity of the final installment,


notwithstanding that the balance is payable in installments.


(g)AAIf the retail installment contract is payable for a


period that is shorter or longer than a year or is for an amount that


is less or greater than $100, the amount of the maximum time price


differential computed under this section is decreased or increased


proportionately.


(h)AAFor the purpose of a computation under this section, 16


or more days of a month may be considered a full month.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.105.AAUSE OF OPTIONAL CEILING.AAAs an alternative


to the maximum rate or amount authorized for a time price


differential under Section 353.104 or 353.106, a retail installment


contract may provide for a rate or amount of time price differential


that does not exceed the rate or amount authorized by Chapter 303.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.106.AATIME PRICE DIFFERENTIAL FOR OTHER


CONTRACTS.AAA retail installment contract that is payable other


than in substantially equal successive monthly installments or the


first installment of which is not payable one month from the date of


the contract may provide for a time price differential that does not


exceed an amount that, having due regard for the schedule of


payments, provides the same effective return as if the contract


were payable in substantially equal successive monthly


installments beginning one month from the date of the contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.107.AACHARGE FOR DEFAULT IN PAYMENT OF INSTALLMENT.
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(a)AAA retail installment contract may provide that if an


installment remains unpaid after the 10th day after the maturity of


the installment for a heavy commercial vehicle or after the 15th day


after the maturity of the installment for any other commercial


vehicle the holder may collect:


(1)AAa delinquency charge that does not exceed five


percent of the amount of the installment; or


(2)AAinterest on the amount of the installment accruing


after the maturity of the installment and until the installment is


paid in full at a rate that does not exceed the maximum rate


authorized for the contract.


(b)AAA retail installment contract that provides for the true


daily earnings method or the scheduled installment earnings method


may provide for the delinquency charge authorized by Subsection


(a)(1), the interest authorized by Subsection (a)(2), or both.


(c)AAOnly one delinquency charge under Subsection (a)(1) may


be collected on an installment under this section regardless of the


duration of the default.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.108.AACHARGES FOR COLLECTING DEBT.AAA retail


installment contract may provide for the payment of:


(1)AAreasonable attorney’s fees if the contract is


referred for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried


employee of the holder;


(2)AAcourt costs and disbursements; and


(3)AAreasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in


connection with the repossession or sequestration of the commercial


vehicle securing the payment of the contract or foreclosure of a


security interest in the vehicle, including the costs of storing,


reconditioning, and reselling the vehicle, subject to the standards


of good faith and commercial reasonableness set by Title 1,


Business & Commerce Code.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.109.AAACCELERATION OF DEBT MATURITY.AAA retail


installment contract may not authorize the holder to accelerate the


maturity of all or a part of the amount owed under the contract


unless:


(1)AAthe retail buyer is in default in the performance


of any of the buyer’s obligations;


(2)AAthe holder believes in good faith that the


prospect of the buyer’s payment or performance is impaired; or


(3)AAthe retail buyer or an affiliate of the retail


buyer is in default in its obligations under another financing


agreement or leasing agreement held by the same holder or an


affiliate of the holder.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.110.AADELIVERY OF COPY OF CONTRACT.AAA retail


seller shall:


(1)AAdeliver to the retail buyer a copy of the retail


installment contract as accepted by the retail seller; or


(2)AAmail to the retail buyer at the address shown on


the retail installment contract a copy of the retail installment


contract as accepted by the retail seller.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.111.AABUYER’S RIGHT TO RESCIND CONTRACT.AAUntil the


retail seller complies with Section 353.110, a retail buyer who has


not received delivery of the commercial vehicle is entitled to:


(1)AArescind the contract;


(2)AAreceive a refund of all payments made under or in


contemplation of the contract; and


(3)AAreceive the return of all goods traded in to the


retail seller under or in contemplation of the contract or, if those


goods cannot be returned, to receive the value of those goods.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.112.AABUYER’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DELIVERY OF


CONTRACT COPY. (a)AAAny retail buyer’s acknowledgment of delivery


of a copy of the retail installment contract must:


(1)AAbe in at least 10-point type that is boldfaced,


capitalized, or underlined or otherwise conspicuously set out from


the surrounding written material; and


(2)AAappear directly above the buyer’s signature.


(b)AAAny retail buyer’s acknowledgment conforming to this


section of delivery of a copy of the retail installment contract is,


in an action or proceeding by or against a holder of the contract


who was without knowledge to the contrary when the holder purchased


it, conclusive proof:


(1)AAthat the copy was delivered to the buyer;


(2)AAthat the contract did not contain a blank space


that was required to have been completed under this chapter when the


contract was signed by the buyer; and


(3)AAof compliance with Sections 353.011, 353.101,


353.205, 353.403, 353.404, and 353.405.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.113.AAAMENDMENT OF RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT.AAOn


request by a retail buyer, the holder may agree to one or more


amendments to the retail installment contract to:


(1)AAextend or defer the scheduled due date of all or a


part of one or more installments; or


(2)AArenew, restate, or reschedule the unpaid balance


under the contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.114.AACHARGES FOR DEFERRING INSTALLMENT. (a)AAIf a


retail installment contract is amended to defer all or a part of one


or more installments for not longer than three months, the holder


may collect from the retail buyer:


(1)AAan amount computed on the amount deferred for the


period of deferment at a rate that does not exceed the effective
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return for time price differential permitted for a monthly payment


retail installment contract; and


(2)AAthe amount of the additional cost to the holder


for:


(A)AApremiums for continuing in force any


insurance coverages provided for by the contract; and


(B)AAany additional necessary official fees.


(b)AAThe minimum charge under Subsection (a)(1) is $1.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.115.AACHARGE FOR OTHER AMENDMENT. (a)AAIf the


unpaid balance of a retail installment contract is extended,


renewed, restated, or rescheduled under this subchapter and Section


353.114 does not apply, the holder may collect an amount computed on


the principal balance of the amended contract for the term of the


amended contract at the time price differential for a retail


installment contract that is applicable after reclassifying the


commercial vehicle by its model year at the time of the amendment.


(b)AAThe principal balance of the amended contract is


computed by:


(1)AAadding:


(A)AAthe unpaid balance as of the date of


amendment;


(B)AAthe cost of any insurance incidental to the


amendment;


(C)AAthe amount of each additional necessary


official fee; and


(D)AAthe amount of each accrued delinquency or


collection charge; and


(2)AAif the time price differential was computed using


the precomputed earnings method or the scheduled installment


earnings method, subtracting from the total computed under


Subdivision (1) an amount equal to the prepayment refund credit


required by Section 353.120 or 353.121, as applicable.


(c)AASubsection (b)(2) does not apply to a retail installment


contract in which the time price differential is computed using the
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true daily earnings method.


(d)AAThe provisions of this chapter relating to acquisition


costs under the refund schedule under Section 353.120 do not apply


in computing the principal balance of the amended contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.116.AACONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENT.AAAn amendment to a


retail installment contract must be confirmed in a writing signed


by the retail buyer.AAThe holder shall:


(1)AAdeliver a copy of the confirmation to the buyer; or


(2)AAmail a copy of the confirmation to the buyer at the


buyer’s most recent address shown on the records of the holder.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.117.AACONTRACT AFTER AMENDMENT.AAAfter amendment


the retail installment contract is the original contract and each


amendment to the original contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.118.AAPREPAYMENT OF CONTRACT.AAA retail buyer may


prepay a retail installment contract in full at any time before


maturity. This section prevails over a conflicting provision of the


contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.119.AAREFUND CREDIT ON PREPAYMENT. (a)AAThis


section does not apply to a retail installment contract in which the


time price differential is computed using the true daily earnings


method.


(b)AAIf a retail buyer prepays a retail installment contract


in full or if the holder of the contract demands payment of the


unpaid balance of the contract in full before the contract’s final


installment is due and the time price differential is computed
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using the precomputed earnings method or the scheduled installment


earnings method, the buyer is entitled to receive a refund credit as


provided by Section 353.120 or 353.121, as applicable.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.120.AAAMOUNT OF REFUND CREDIT FOR MONTHLY


INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a)AAThis section:


(1)AAapplies only to a refund credit on the prepayment


of a retail installment contract that is payable in substantially


equal successive monthly installments beginning one month after the


date of the contract; and


(2)AAdoes not apply to a retail installment contract in


which the time price differential is computed using the true daily


earnings method or the scheduled installment earnings method.


(b)AAOn a contract for a commercial vehicle other than a


heavy commercial vehicle the minimum amount of the refund credit is


computed by:


(1)AAsubtracting an acquisition cost of $25 from the


original time price differential; and


(2)AAmultiplying the amount computed under Subdivision


(1) by the percentage of refund computed under Subsection (d).


(c)AAOn a contract for a heavy commercial vehicle the minimum


amount of the refund credit is computed by:


(1)AAmultiplying the amount of the original time price


differential by the percentage of refund computed under Subsection


(d); and


(2)AAsubtracting an acquisition cost of $150 from the


amount computed under Subdivision (1).


(d)AAThe percentage of refund is computed by:


(1)AAcomputing the sum of all of the monthly balances


under the contract’s schedule of payments; and


(2)AAdividing the amount computed under Subdivision (1)


into the sum of the unpaid monthly balances under the contract’s


schedule of payments beginning:


(A)AAon the first day, after the date of the


prepayment or demand for payment in full, that is the date of a
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month that corresponds to the date of the month that the first


installment is due under the contract; or


(B)AAif the prepayment or demand for payment in


full is made before the first installment date under the contract,


one month after the next monthly anniversary date of the contract


occurring after the prepayment or demand.


(e)AAA refund credit is not required if the amount of the


refund credit is less than $1.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.121.AAREFUND ON CONTRACTS USING SCHEDULED


INSTALLMENT EARNINGS METHOD. (a)AAThis section:


(1)AAapplies to a retail installment contract:


(A)AAthat includes precomputed time price


differential; and


(B)AAto which Section 353.120 does not apply; and


(2)AAdoes not apply to a retail installment contract in


which the time price differential is computed using the true daily


earnings method.


(b)AAIf a retail installment contract is prepaid in full or


if the holder demands payment in full of the unpaid balance before


final maturity of the contract, the holder earns time price


differential for the period beginning on the date of the contract


and ending on the date of the earlier of the prepayment or demand,


in an amount that does not exceed the amount allowed by this


section.


(c)AAIf prepayment in full or demand for payment in full


occurs during an installment period, the holder may retain, in


addition to time price differential that accrued during any elapsed


installment periods, an amount computed by:


(1)AAmultiplying the simple annual rate under the


contract by the unpaid principal balance of the contract determined


according to the schedule of payments to be outstanding on the


preceding installment due date;


(2)AAdividing 365 into the product computed under


Subdivision (1); and
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(3)AAmultiplying the number of days in the period,


beginning on the day after the installment due date and ending on


the date of the earlier of the prepayment or demand, by the result


obtained under Subdivision (2).


(d)AAIn addition to the earned time price differential


computed under this section, the holder may also earn a $150


acquisition fee for a heavy commercial vehicle, or a $25


acquisition fee for other commercial vehicles, if the sum of the


earned time price differential and the acquisition fee does not


exceed the time price differential disclosed in the contract.


(e)AAThe holder shall refund or credit, as applicable, to the


retail buyer the amount computed by subtracting the total amount


earned or retained under Subsections (b), (c), and (d) from the


total amount of time price differential contracted for and


precomputed in the contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.122.AAREINSTATEMENT OF CONTRACT AFTER DEMAND FOR


PAYMENT.AAAfter a demand for payment in full under a retail


installment contract, the retail buyer and holder of the contract


may:


(1)AAagree to reinstate the contract; and


(2)AAamend the contract as provided by Section 353.113.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER C. INSURANCE


Sec. 353.201.AAPROPERTY INSURANCE. (a)AAA holder may


require a retail buyer to insure the commercial vehicle purchased


under a retail installment transaction and accessories and related


goods subject to the holder’s security interest.


(b)AAThe holder may offer to provide insurance on a


commercial vehicle purchased under a retail installment


transaction and accessories and related goods subject to the


holder’s security interest, regardless of whether the holder
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requires a retail buyer to insure the commercial vehicle.


(c)AAThe insurance required by the holder, and the premiums


or charges for any insurance that is provided by the holder, must


bear a reasonable relationship to:


(1)AAthe amount, term, and conditions of the retail


installment contract; and


(2)AAthe existing hazards or risk of loss, damage, or


destruction.


(d)AAAny insurance under this section may not:


(1)AAcover unusual or exceptional risks; or


(2)AAprovide coverage not ordinarily included in


policies issued to the public or for commercial purposes.


(e)AAThe holder may include the cost of the insurance as a


separate charge in the contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.202.AACREDIT LIFE AND CREDIT HEALTH AND ACCIDENT


INSURANCE. (a)AAA holder may require a retail buyer to provide


credit life insurance and credit health and accident insurance.


(b)AAThe holder may offer to provide credit life insurance


and credit health and accident insurance, regardless of whether the


holder requires a retail buyer to provide the insurance under


Subsection (a).


(c)AAA retail seller may offer involuntary unemployment


insurance to the buyer at the time the contract is negotiated or


executed.


(d)AAA holder may include the cost of insurance provided


under this section, and a policy or agent fee charged in connection


with insurance provided under Subsection (b) or (c), as a separate


charge in the contract.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.203.AAMAXIMUM AMOUNT OF CREDIT LIFE AND CREDIT


HEALTH AND ACCIDENT COVERAGE. (a)AAAt any time the total amount of


the policies of credit life insurance in force on one retail buyer
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on one retail installment contract may not exceed:


(1)AAthe total amount repayable under the contract; and


(2)AAthe greater of the scheduled or actual amount of


unpaid indebtedness if the indebtedness is repayable in


substantially equal installments.


(b)AAAt any time the total amount of the policies of credit


health and accident insurance in force on one retail buyer on one


retail installment contract may not exceed the total amount payable


under the contract, and the amount of each periodic indemnity


payment may not exceed the scheduled periodic payment on the


indebtedness.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.204.AAINSURANCE STATEMENT. (a)AAIf insurance is


required in connection with a retail installment contract, the


holder shall give to the retail buyer a written statement that


clearly and conspicuously states that:


(1)AAinsurance is required in connection with the


contract; and


(2)AAthe buyer as an option may furnish the required


insurance through:


(A)AAan existing policy of insurance owned or


controlled by the buyer; or


(B)AAan insurance policy obtained through an


insurance company authorized to do business in this state.


(b)AAA statement under Subsection (a) may be provided with or


as part of the retail installment contract or separately.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.205.AASTATEMENT IF LIABILITY INSURANCE NOT INCLUDED


IN CONTRACT.AAIf liability insurance coverage for bodily injury and


property damage caused to others is not included in a retail


installment contract, the retail installment contract or a separate


writing must contain, in at least 10-point type that is boldfaced,


capitalized, underlined, or otherwise conspicuously set out from
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the surrounding written material, a specific statement that


liability insurance coverage for bodily injury and property damage


caused to others is not included.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.206.AABUYER’S FAILURE TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF


INSURANCE. (a)AAIf a retail buyer fails to present to the holder


reasonable evidence that the buyer has obtained or maintained a


coverage required by the retail installment contract, the holder


may:


(1)AAobtain substitute insurance coverage that is


substantially equal to or more limited than the coverage required;


and


(2)AAadd the amount of the premium advanced for the


substitute insurance to the unpaid balance of the contract.


(b)AASubstitute insurance coverage under Subsection (a)(1):


(1)AAmay at the holder’s option be limited to coverage


only of the interest of the holder or the interest of the holder and


the buyer; and


(2)AAmust be written at lawful rates in accordance with


the Insurance Code by a company authorized to do business in this


state.


(c)AAIf substitute insurance is obtained by the holder under


Subsection (a), the amendment adding the premium or rescheduling


the contract is not required to be signed by the retail buyer. The


holder shall deliver to the buyer or send to the buyer’s most recent


address shown on the records of the holder specific written notice


that the holder has obtained substitute insurance.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.207.AACHARGES FOR OTHER INSURANCE AND FORMS OF


PROTECTION INCLUDED IN RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT. (a)AAA retail


installment contract may include as a separate charge an amount for


insurance coverage that is:


(1)AAfor a risk of loss or liability reasonably related
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to:


(A)AAthe commercial vehicle;


(B)AAthe use of the commercial vehicle; or


(C)AAgoods or services that:


(i)AAare related to the commercial vehicle;


and


(ii)AAmay ordinarily be insured with a


commercial vehicle;


(2)AAwritten on policies or endorsement forms


prescribed or approved by the commissioner of insurance; and


(3)AAordinarily available in policies or endorsements


offered to the public or for commercial purposes.


(b)AAA retail installment contract may include as a separate


charge an amount for:


(1)AAmotor vehicle property damage or bodily injury


liability insurance;


(2)AAmechanical breakdown insurance;


(3)AAparticipation in a motor vehicle theft protection


plan;


(4)AAinsurance to pay all or part of the amount computed


by subtracting the proceeds of the retail buyer’s basic collision


policy on the commercial vehicle from the amount owed on the vehicle


in the event of a total loss or theft of the vehicle;


(5)AAa warranty or service contract relating to the


commercial vehicle;


(6)AAan identity recovery service contract; or


(7)AAa debt cancellation agreement.


(b-1)AAIn this section, "identity recovery service contract"


means an agreement:


(1)AAto provide identity recovery, as defined by


Section 1304.003, Occupations Code;


(2)AAthat is entered into for a separately stated


consideration and for a specified term; and


(3)AAthat is financed through a retail installment


contract.


(c)AANotwithstanding any other law, service contracts and


debt cancellation agreements sold by a retail seller of a
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commercial vehicle to a retail buyer are not subject to Chapter 101


or 226, Insurance Code.


(d)AAIn addition to the charges for insurance coverage


permitted under Subsection (a) or (b), a retail installment


contract may include a charge for insurance coverage relating to:


(1)AAthe commercial vehicle;


(2)AAthe use of the commercial vehicle; or


(3)AAthe retail installment contract.


(e)AAInsurance coverage under Subsection (d) may be provided


only by:


(1)AAan insurer authorized under the Insurance Code to


engage in the business of insurance in this state; or


(2)AAif permitted under the Insurance Code, a surplus


lines insurer eligible to provide the insurance under Chapter 981,


Insurance Code.


(f)AAA retail installment contract must set forth the amount


of each charge for insurance coverage under Subsection (d) and the


type of the coverage provided for that charge.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1207 (S.B. 1388), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 353.208.AAHOLDER’S DUTY IF INSURANCE IS ADJUSTED OR


TERMINATED. (a)AAIf insurance for which a charge is included in or


added to a retail installment contract is canceled, adjusted, or


terminated, the holder shall, at the holder’s option:


(1)AAapply the amount of the refund for unearned


insurance premiums received by the holder to replace required


insurance coverage; or


(2)AAcredit the refund to the final maturing


installments of the retail installment contract.


(b)AAIf the amount to be applied or credited under Subsection


(a) is more than the amount unpaid on the retail installment


contract, the holder shall refund to the retail buyer the


difference between those amounts.
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(c)AAA cash refund is not required under this section if the


amount of the refund is less than $1.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.209.AAGAIN OR ADVANTAGE FROM INSURANCE NOT


ADDITIONAL CHARGE.AAAny gain or advantage to the holder or the


holder’s employee, officer, director, agent, general agent,


affiliate, or associate from insurance or the provision or sale of


insurance under this subchapter is not an additional charge or


additional time price differential in connection with a retail


installment contract except as specifically provided by this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.210.AAADDING TO RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT


PREMIUMS FOR INSURANCE ACQUIRED AFTER TRANSACTION. (a)AAA retail


buyer and holder may agree to add to the unpaid balance of a retail


installment contract premiums for insurance policies obtained


after the date of the retail installment transaction for coverages


of the types allowed under Sections 353.201, 353.202, and 353.207,


including premiums for the renewal of a policy included in the


contract.


(b)AAA policy of insurance described by Subsection (a) must


comply with the requirements of Sections 353.201, 353.202, 353.203,


and 353.207, as applicable.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.211.AAEFFECT OF ADDING PREMIUM TO CONTRACT.AAIf a


premium is added to the unpaid balance of a retail installment


contract under Section 353.206 or 353.210, the rate applicable to


the time price differential agreed to in the retail installment


contract remains in effect and shall be applied to the new unpaid


balance, or the contract may be rescheduled in accordance with


Sections 353.114 and 353.115, without reclassifying the commercial
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vehicle by its year model at the time of the amendment.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.212.AAFINANCING ENTITY MAY NOT REQUIRE INSURANCE


FROM PARTICULAR SOURCE.AAIf a retail installment contract


presented to a financing entity for acceptance includes any


insurance coverage, the financing entity may not directly or


indirectly require, as a condition of its agreement to finance the


commercial vehicle, that the retail buyer purchase the insurance


coverage from a particular source.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER D. ACQUISITION OF CONTRACT OR BALANCE


Sec. 353.301.AAAUTHORITY TO ACQUIRE.AAA person may acquire a


retail installment contract or an outstanding balance under a


contract from another person on the terms, including the price, to


which they agree.AANotwithstanding any other law of this state, a


person acquiring or assigning a retail installment contract, or any


balance under a contract, does not have a duty to disclose to any


other person the terms on which a contract or balance under a


contract is acquired or assigned, including the consideration for


the acquisition or assignment and any discount or difference


between the rates, charges, or balance under the contract and the


consideration rates, charges, or balance acquired or assigned, as


applicable.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.302.AALACK OF NOTICE DOES NOT AFFECT VALIDITY AS TO


CERTAIN CREDITORS.AANotice to a retail buyer of an assignment or


negotiation of a retail installment contract or an outstanding


balance under the contract or a requirement that the retail seller


be deprived of dominion over payments on a retail installment


contract or over the commercial vehicle if returned to or
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repossessed by the retail seller is not necessary for a written


assignment or negotiation of the contract or balance to be valid as


against a creditor, subsequent purchaser, pledgee, mortgagee, or


lien claimant of the retail seller.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.303.AAPAYMENT BY BUYER.AAUnless a retail buyer has


notice of the assignment or negotiation of the buyer’s retail


installment contract or an outstanding balance under the contract,


a payment by the buyer to the most recent holder known to the buyer


is binding on all subsequent holders.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER E. HOLDER’S RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIMITATIONS


Sec. 353.401.AASELLER’S PROMISE TO PAY OR TENDER OF CASH TO


BUYER AS PART OF TRANSACTION.AAA retail seller may not promise to


pay, pay, or otherwise tender cash to a retail buyer as a part of a


transaction under this chapter unless specifically authorized by


this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.402.AASELLER’S ACTION FOR INCENTIVE PROGRAM OR TO


PAY FOR BUYER’S MOTOR VEHICLE. (a)AAA retail seller may pay,


promise to pay, or tender cash or another thing of value to the


manufacturer, distributor, or retail buyer of the product if the


payment, promise, or tender is made in order to participate in a


financial incentive program offered by the manufacturer or


distributor of the vehicle to the buyer.


(b)AAA retail seller, in connection with a retail installment


transaction, may:


(1)AAadvance money to retire:


(A)AAan amount owed against a motor vehicle used


as a trade-in or a motor vehicle owned by the buyer that has been
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declared a total loss by the buyer’s insurer; or


(B)AAthe retail buyer’s outstanding obligation


under a motor vehicle lease contract, a credit transaction for the


purchase of a motor vehicle, or another retail installment


transaction; and


(2)AAfinance repayment of that money in a retail


installment contract.


(c)AAA retail seller may pay in cash to the retail buyer any


portion of the net cash value of a motor vehicle owned by the buyer


and used as a trade-in in a transaction involving the sale of a


commercial vehicle. In this subsection, "net cash value" means the


cash value of a motor vehicle after payment of all amounts secured


by the motor vehicle.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.403.AASTATEMENT OF PAYMENTS AND AMOUNT DUE UNDER


CONTRACT. (a)AAOn written request of a retail buyer, the holder of


a retail installment contract shall give or send to the buyer a


written statement of the dates and amounts of payments and the total


amount unpaid under the contract.


(b)AAA retail buyer is entitled to one statement during a


six-month period without charge.AAThe charge for each additional


requested statement may not exceed $1.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.404.AARECEIPT FOR CASH PAYMENT.AAA holder of a


retail installment contract shall give the retail buyer a written


receipt for each cash payment.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.405.AAOUTSTANDING BALANCE INFORMATION; PAYMENT IN


FULL. (a)AAThe holder of a retail installment contract who gives


the retail buyer or the buyer’s designee outstanding balance


information relating to the contract is bound by that information
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and shall honor that information for a reasonable time.


(b)AAIf the retail buyer or the buyer’s designee tenders to


the holder as payment in full an amount derived from that


outstanding balance information, the holder shall:


(1)AAaccept the amount as payment in full; and


(2)AArelease the holder’s lien against the commercial


vehicle within a reasonable time not later than the 10th day after


the date on which the amount is tendered.


(c)AAA retail seller must pay in full the outstanding balance


of a vehicle traded in to the retail seller as part of the retail


installment transaction not later than the 25th day after the date


that:


(1)AAthe retail installment contract is signed by the


retail buyer and the retail buyer receives delivery of the


commercial vehicle; and


(2)AAthe retail seller receives delivery of the motor


vehicle traded in and the necessary and appropriate documents to


transfer title from the buyer.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.406.AALIABILITY RELATING TO OUTSTANDING BALANCE


INFORMATION.AAA holder who violates Section 353.405 is liable to


the retail buyer or the buyer’s designee in an amount computed by


adding:


(1)AAthree times the difference between the amount


tendered and the amount sought by the holder at the time of tender;


(2)AAinterest;


(3)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees; and


(4)AAcosts.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.407.AAPROHIBITION ON POWER OF ATTORNEY TO CONFESS


JUDGMENT OR ASSIGNMENT OF WAGES.AAA retail installment contract may


not contain:


(1)AAa power of attorney to confess judgment in this
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state; or


(2)AAan assignment of wages.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.408.AAPROHIBITION ON CERTAIN ACTS OF


REPOSSESSION.AAA retail installment contract may not:


(1)AAauthorize the holder or a person acting on the


holder’s behalf to:


(A)AAenter the retail buyer’s premises in


violation of Chapter 9, Business & Commerce Code; or


(B)AAcommit a breach of the peace in the


repossession of the commercial vehicle; or


(2)AAcontain, or provide for the execution of, a power


of attorney by the retail buyer appointing, as the buyer’s agent in


the repossession of the vehicle, the holder or a person acting on


the holder’s behalf.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.409.AABUYER’S WAIVER. (a)AAA retail installment


contract may not:


(1)AAprovide for a waiver of the retail buyer’s rights


of action against the holder or a person acting on the holder’s


behalf for an illegal act committed in:


(A)AAthe collection of payments under the


contract; or


(B)AAthe repossession of the commercial vehicle;


or


(2)AAprovide that the retail buyer agrees not to assert


against the holder a claim or defense arising out of the sale.


(b)AAAn act or agreement of the retail buyer before or at the


time of the making of a retail installment contract or a purchase


under the contract does not waive any provision of this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.410.AATRANSFER OF EQUITY. (a)AAWith the written


consent of the holder, a retail buyer may transfer at any time the


buyer’s equity in the commercial vehicle subject to the retail


installment contract to another person.


(b)AAThe holder may charge for the transfer of equity an


amount that does not exceed:


(1)AA$25 for a commercial vehicle that is not a heavy


commercial vehicle; or


(2)AA$50 for a heavy commercial vehicle.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER F. LICENSING; ADMINISTRATION OF CHAPTER


Sec. 353.501.AALICENSE REQUIRED. (a)AAA person may not act


as a holder under this chapter unless the person:


(1)AAis an authorized lender or a credit union; or


(2)AAholds a license issued under Chapter 348 or this


chapter.


(b)AAA person who is required to hold a license under this


chapter must ensure that each office at which retail installment


transactions are made, serviced, held, or collected under this


chapter is licensed or otherwise authorized to make, service, hold,


or collect retail installment transactions in accordance with this


chapter and rules implementing this chapter.


(c)AAA person may not use any device, subterfuge, or pretense


to evade the application of this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.502.AAAPPLICATION REQUIREMENTS. (a)AAThe


application for a license under this chapter must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAidentify the applicant’s principal parties in


interest; and


(3)AAcontain other relevant information that the


commissioner requires.
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(b)AAOn the filing of a license application, the applicant


shall pay to the commissioner:


(1)AAan investigation fee not to exceed $200; and


(2)AAa license fee in an amount determined as provided


by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 56, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.503.AAINVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION.AAOn the filing


of an application and payment of the required fees, the


commissioner shall conduct an investigation to determine whether to


issue the license.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.504.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a)AAThe


commissioner shall approve the application and issue to the


applicant a license under this chapter if the commissioner finds


that the financial responsibility, experience, character, and


general fitness of the applicant are sufficient to:


(1)AAcommand the confidence of the public; and


(2)AAwarrant the belief that the business will be


operated lawfully and fairly, within the purposes of this chapter.


(b)AAIf the commissioner does not find the eligibility


requirements of Subsection (a), the commissioner shall notify the


applicant.


(c)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (b), the applicant is entitled to a hearing not later


than the 60th day after the date of the request.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 60th day after the date of the filing of a


completed application with payment of the required fees, or if a


hearing is held, after the date of the completion of the hearing on
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the application. The commissioner and the applicant may agree to a


later date in writing.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.505.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF


APPLICATION.AAIf the commissioner denies the application, the


commissioner shall retain the investigation fee and shall return to


the applicant the license fee submitted with the application.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.5055.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


chapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 57,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.506.AALICENSE FEE.AANot later than the 30th day


before the date the license expires, a license holder shall pay to


the commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 58, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.5065.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL OF RENEWAL.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a person who fails


to comply with an order issued by the commissioner to enforce this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 59,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.507.AAEXPIRATION OF LICENSE ON FAILURE TO PAY


FEE.AAIf the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day after
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the date on which the written notice of delinquency of payment has


been given to the license holder, the license expires on that day.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 60, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.508.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.AAAfter


notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner may suspend


or revoke a license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe license holder failed to pay the license fee,


an investigation fee, or another charge imposed by the


commissioner;


(2)AAthe license holder, knowingly or without the


exercise of due care, violated this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter; or


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original application


for the license, clearly would have justified the commissioner’s


denial of the application.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 61, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 353.509.AAREINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENDED LICENSE; ISSUANCE


OF NEW LICENSE AFTER REVOCATION.AAThe commissioner may reinstate a


suspended license or issue a new license on application to a person


whose license has been revoked if at the time of the reinstatement


or issuance no fact or condition exists that clearly would have


justified the commissioner’s denial of an original application for


the license.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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Sec. 353.510.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE.AAA license holder may


surrender a license issued under this chapter by complying with the


commissioner’s written instructions relating to license surrender.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 25, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 353.511.AAEFFECT OF LICENSE SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, OR


SURRENDER. (a)AAThe suspension, revocation, or surrender of a


license issued under this chapter does not affect the obligation of


a contract between the license holder and a retail buyer entered


into before the suspension, revocation, or surrender.


(b)AASurrender of a license does not affect the license


holder’s civil or criminal liability for an act committed before


surrender.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.512.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE.AAA license


may be transferred or assigned only with the approval of the


commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.513.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a)AAThe finance


commission may adopt rules to enforce this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall recommend proposed rules to the


finance commission.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.514.AAGENERAL INVESTIGATION.AATo discover a


violation of this chapter or to obtain information required under


this chapter, the commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative may investigate the records, including books,
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accounts, papers, and correspondence, of a person, including a


license holder, who the commissioner has reasonable cause to


believe is violating this chapter, regardless of whether the person


claims to not be subject to this chapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 353.515.AASHARING OF INFORMATION.AATo ensure consistent


enforcement of law and minimization of regulatory burdens, the


commissioner and the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles may share


information, including criminal history information, relating to a


person licensed under this chapter.AAInformation otherwise


confidential remains confidential after it is shared under this


section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 117 (H.B. 2559), Sec. 17,


eff. September 1, 2011.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE B. LOANS AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


CHAPTER 354. DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS FOR CERTAIN RETAIL


VEHICLE INSTALLMENT SALES


Sec. 354.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Contract" means a retail installment contract


made under Chapter 345 or 348.


(2)AA"Covered vehicle" includes a self-propelled or


towed vehicle designed for personal use, including an automobile,


truck, motorcycle, recreational vehicle, all-terrain vehicle,


snowmobile, camper, boat, personal watercraft, and personal


watercraft trailer.


(3)AA"Debt cancellation agreement" means a contract


term or a contractual arrangement modifying a contract term under


which a retail seller or holder agrees to cancel all or part of an


obligation of the retail buyer to repay an extension of credit from


the retail seller or holder on the occurrence of the total loss or


theft of the covered vehicle that is the subject of the contract but


does not include an offer to pay a specified amount on the total


loss or theft of the covered vehicle.


(4)AA"Holder" means a person who is:


(A)AAa retail seller; or


(B)AAthe assignee or transferee of a contract.


(5)AA"Retail buyer" means a person who purchases or


agrees to purchase a covered vehicle from a retail seller in a


retail installment transaction.


(6)AA"Retail seller" means a person in the business of


selling covered vehicles to retail buyers in retail installment


transactions.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 354.002.AALIMITATION ON CERTAIN DEBT CANCELLATION


AGREEMENTS. (a)AAThis chapter applies only to a debt cancellation
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agreement that includes insurance coverage as part of the retail


buyer’s responsibility to the holder.


(b)AAThe amount charged for a debt cancellation agreement


made in connection with a contract may not exceed five percent of


the amount financed pursuant to the contract.AASection 348.124(c)


does not apply to a debt cancellation agreement regulated under


this chapter.


(c)AAThe debt cancellation agreement becomes a part of or a


separate addendum to the contract and remains a term of the contract


on the assignment, sale, or transfer by the holder.


(d)AAA debt cancellation agreement to which this chapter


applies is not insurance.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 354.003.AADEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS EXCLUSION


LANGUAGE. (a)AAIn addition to the provisions required by Section


354.004, a debt cancellation agreement must fully disclose all


provisions permitting the exclusion of loss or damage including, if


applicable:


(1)AAan act occurring after the original maturity date


or date of the holder’s acceleration of the contract;


(2)AAany dishonest, fraudulent, illegal, or


intentional act of any authorized driver that directly results in


the total loss of the covered vehicle;


(3)AAany act of gross negligence by an authorized


driver that directly results in the total loss of the covered


vehicle;


(4)AAconversion, embezzlement, or concealment by any


person in lawful possession of the covered vehicle;


(5)AAlawful confiscation by an authorized public


official;


(6)AAthe operation, use, or maintenance of the covered


vehicle in any race or speed contest;


(7)AAwar, whether or not declared, invasion,


insurrection, rebellion, revolution, or an act of terrorism;
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(8)AAnormal wear and tear, freezing, or mechanical or


electrical breakdown or failure;


(9)AAuse of the covered vehicle for primarily


commercial purposes;


(10)AAdamage that occurs after the covered vehicle has


been repossessed;


(11)AAdamage to the covered vehicle before the purchase


of the debt cancellation agreement;


(12)AAunpaid insurance premiums and salvage, towing,


and storage charges relating to the covered vehicle;


(13)AAdamage related to any personal property attached


to or within the covered vehicle;


(14)AAdamages associated with falsification of


documents by any person not associated with the retail seller or


other person canceling the retail buyer’s obligation;


(15)AAany unpaid debt resulting from exclusions in the


retail buyer’s primary physical damage coverage not included in the


debt cancellation agreement;


(16)AAabandonment of the covered vehicle by the retail


buyer only if the retail buyer voluntarily discards, leaves behind,


or otherwise relinquishes possession of the covered vehicle to the


extent that the relinquishment shows intent to forsake and desert


the covered vehicle so that the covered vehicle may be appropriated


by any other person;


(17)AAany amounts deducted from the primary insurance


carrier’s settlement due to prior damages; and


(18)AAany loss occurring outside the United States or


outside the United States and Canada.


(b)AAAn exclusion of loss or damage not listed in Subsection


(a) may be included in a debt cancellation agreement only if the


exclusion is disclosed in plain, easy to read language.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 354.004.AAREQUIRED DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENT


LANGUAGE.AAA debt cancellation agreement must state:
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(1)AAthe contact information of the retail seller, the


holder, and any administrator of the agreement;


(2)AAthe name and address of the retail buyer;


(3)AAthe cost and term of the debt cancellation


agreement;


(4)AAthe procedure the retail buyer must follow to


obtain benefits under the terms of the debt cancellation agreement,


including a telephone number and address where the retail buyer may


provide notice under the debt cancellation agreement;


(5)AAthe period during which the retail buyer is


required to notify the retail seller, the holder, or any


administrator of the agreement of any potential loss under the debt


cancellation agreement for total loss or theft of the covered


vehicle;


(6)AAthat in order to make a claim, the retail buyer


must provide or complete some or all of the following documents and


provide those documents to the retail seller, the holder, or any


administrator of the agreement:


(A)AAa debt cancellation request form;


(B)AAproof of loss and settlement payment from the


retail buyer’s primary comprehensive, collision, or uninsured or


underinsured motorist policy or other parties’ liability insurance


policy for the settlement of the insured total loss of the covered


vehicle;


(C)AAverification of the retail buyer’s primary


insurance deductible;


(D)AAa copy of any police report filed in


connection with the total loss or theft of the covered vehicle; and


(E)AAa copy of the damage estimate;


(7)AAthat documentation not described by Subdivision


(6) or required by the retail seller, the holder, or any


administrator of the agreement is not required to substantiate the


loss or determine the amount of debt to be canceled;


(8)AAthat notwithstanding the collection of the


documents under Subdivision (6), on reasonable advance notice the


retail seller, the holder, or any administrator of the agreement


may inspect the retail buyer’s covered vehicle;
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(9)AAthat the retail seller or holder will cancel all or


part of the retail buyer’s obligation as provided in the debt


cancellation agreement on the occurrence of total loss or theft of


the covered vehicle;


(10)AAthe method to be used to calculate refunds;


(11)AAthe method for calculating the amount to be


canceled under the debt cancellation agreement on the occurrence of


total loss or theft of a covered vehicle;


(12)AAthat purchase of a debt cancellation agreement is


not required for the retail buyer to obtain an extension of credit


and will not be a factor in the credit approval process;


(13)AAthat in order to cancel the debt cancellation


agreement and receive a refund, the retail buyer must provide a


written request to cancel to the retail seller, the holder, or any


administrator of the agreement;


(14)AAthat if total loss or theft of the covered vehicle


has not occurred, the retail buyer has 30 days from the date of the


contract or the issuance of the debt cancellation agreement,


whichever is later, or a longer period as provided under the debt


cancellation agreement, to cancel the debt cancellation agreement


and receive a full refund;


(15)AAthat the retail buyer may file a complaint with


the commissioner, and include the address, phone number, and


Internet website of the Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner; and


(16)AAthat the holder will cancel certain amounts under


the debt cancellation agreement for total loss or theft of a covered


vehicle, in the following or substantially similar language:AA"YOU


WILL CANCEL CERTAIN AMOUNTS I OWE UNDER THIS CONTRACT IN THE CASE OF


A TOTAL LOSS OR THEFT OF THE COVERED VEHICLE AS STATED IN THE DEBT


CANCELLATION AGREEMENT."


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 354.005.AAAPPROVAL OF FORMS FOR DEBT CANCELLATION


AGREEMENTS. (a)AADebt cancellation agreement forms must be


submitted to the commissioner for approval.AADebt cancellation
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agreement forms may include additional language to supplement the


terms of the debt cancellation agreement as required by this


chapter.


(b)AAIf a debt cancellation agreement form is provided to the


commissioner for approval, the commissioner has 45 days to approve


the form or deny approval of the form.AAOn the written request of


the person submitting the form, the commissioner may agree in


writing to extend the approval period for an additional 45


days.AAIf after the 45th day, or the 90th day if the commissioner


agrees to an extension, the commissioner does not deny the form, the


form is considered approved.


(c)AAIf the debt cancellation agreement form is approved by


the commissioner or considered approved as provided by Subsection


(b), the terms of the debt cancellation agreement are considered to


be in compliance with this chapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner may deny approval of a form only if the


form excludes the language required by Sections 354.003 and 354.004


or contains any inconsistent or misleading provisions.AAAll form


denials, after an opportunity for a hearing under Chapter 2001,


Government Code, may be appealed to a district court in accordance


with that chapter.


(e)AAIf after approval of a form the Office of Consumer


Credit Commissioner discovers that approval could have been denied


under Subsection (d), the commissioner may order a retail seller,


any administrator of the debt cancellation agreement, or a holder


to submit a corrected form for approval.AABeginning as soon as


reasonably practicable after approval of the corrected form, the


retail seller, administrator, or holder shall use the corrected


form for all sales.


(f)AAA debt cancellation agreement form that has been


approved by the commissioner is public information subject to


disclosure under Chapter 552, Government Code.AASection 552.110,


Government Code, does not apply to a form approved under this


chapter.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.
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Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 62, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 354.006.AAADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DEBT CANCELLATION


AGREEMENTS. (a)AAIf a retail buyer purchases a debt cancellation


agreement, the retail seller must provide to the retail buyer a true


and correct copy of the agreement not later than the 10th day after


the date of the contract.


(b)AAA holder must comply with the terms of a debt


cancellation agreement not later than the 60th day after the date of


receipt of all necessary information required by the holder or


administrator of the agreement to process the request.


(c)AAA debt cancellation agreement may not knowingly be


offered by a retail seller if:


(1)AAthe contract is already protected by gap


insurance; or


(2)AAthe purchase of the debt cancellation agreement is


required for the retail buyer to obtain the extension of credit.


(d)AAThis section does not apply to a debt cancellation


agreement offered in connection with the purchase of a commercial


vehicle.


(e)AAThe sale of a debt cancellation agreement must be for a


single payment.


(f)AAA holder that offers a debt cancellation agreement must


report the sale of and forward money received on all such agreements


to any designated party as prescribed in any applicable


administrative services agreement, contractual liability policy,


other insurance policy, or other specified program documents.


(g)AAMoney received or held by a holder or any administrator


of a debt cancellation agreement and belonging to an insurance


company, holder, or administrator under the terms of a written


agreement must be held by the holder or administrator in a fiduciary


capacity.


(h)AAA retail seller that negotiates a debt cancellation


agreement and subsequently assigns the contract shall:


(1)AAmaintain documents relating to the agreement that
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come into the retail seller’s possession; and


(2)AAon request of the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner, cooperate in requesting and obtaining access to


documents relating to the agreement not in the retail seller’s


possession.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec. 354.007.AAREFUND FOR DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS.


(a)AAA refund or credit of the debt cancellation agreement fee must


be based on the earliest date of:


(1)AAthe prepayment of the contract in full before the


original maturity date;


(2)AAa demand by the holder for payment in full of the


unpaid balance or acceleration;


(3)AAa request by the retail buyer for cancellation of


the debt cancellation agreement; or


(4)AAthe total denial of a debt cancellation request


based on one of the exclusions listed in Section 354.003, except in


the case of a partial loss of the covered vehicle.


(b)AAThe refund or credit for the debt cancellation agreement


can be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.AAA refund or credit is


not required if the amount of the refund or credit calculated is


less than $5.


(c)AAIf total loss or theft has not occurred, the retail


buyer may cancel the debt cancellation agreement not later than the


30th day after the date of the contract or the issuance of the debt


cancellation agreement, whichever is later, or a later date as


provided under the debt cancellation agreement.AAOn cancellation,


the holder or any administrator of the agreement shall refund or


credit the entire debt cancellation agreement fee.AAA retail buyer


may not cancel the debt cancellation agreement and subsequently


receive any benefits under the agreement.


(d)AAA holder may in good faith rely on a computation by any


administrator of the agreement of the balance waived, unless the


holder has knowledge that the computation is not correct.AAIf a
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computation by the administrator of the balance waived is not


correct, the holder must within a reasonable time of learning that


the computation is incorrect make the necessary corrections or


cause the corrections to be made to the retail buyer’s


account.AAThis subsection does not prevent the holder from


obtaining reimbursement from the administrator or another


responsible for the debt cancellation agreement or computation.


(e)AAIf the debt cancellation agreement terminates due to the


early termination of the contract, a holder who is a retail seller


who has not assigned or transferred the contract shall:


(1)AAnot later than the 60th day after the date the debt


cancellation agreement terminates refund or credit an appropriate


amount of the debt cancellation agreement fee; or


(2)AAcause to be refunded or credited an appropriate


amount of the debt cancellation agreement fee by providing written


instruction not later than the 30th day after the date the debt


cancellation agreement terminates, including by electronic means,


to the administrator of the agreement.


(e-1)AAIf the debt cancellation agreement terminates due to


the early termination of the contract, a holder, other than a holder


described by Subsection (e), shall:


(1)AAnot later than the 60th day after the date the debt


cancellation agreement terminates refund or credit an appropriate


amount of the debt cancellation agreement fee; or


(2)AAcause to be refunded or credited an appropriate


amount of the debt cancellation agreement fee by providing written


instruction not later than the 30th day after the date the debt


cancellation agreement terminates, including by electronic means,


to the administratorAAof the agreement and the retail seller.


(f)AAThe administrator of the agreement or the administrator


of the agreement and the retail seller, as applicable, not later


than the 30th day after receiving the written instructions


specified under Subsection (e)(2) or (e-1)(2), shall provide a


refund or credit of an amount of a debt cancellation agreement fee


proportional to the amount received by the administrator and retail


seller under the agreement.


(g)AAThe administrator of the agreement and the retail seller
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shall maintain records of any refund or credit of an amount of a


debt cancellation agreement fee made under Subsection (e) or (e-1)


and provide electronic access to those records until the later of


the fourth anniversary of the date of the contract or the second


anniversary of the date of the refund or credit.


Redesignated and amended from Finance Code, Subchapter G, Chapter


348 by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 580 (H.B. 2746), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2023.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 36. DISSOLUTION AND RECEIVERSHIP


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A36.001.AADEFINITION. In this chapter, "administrative


expense" means:


(1)AAan expense designated as an administrative expense


by Subchapter C or D;


(2)AAcourt costs and expenses of operation and


liquidation of a bank estate;


(3)AAwages owed to an employee of a bank for services


rendered within three months before the date the bank was closed for


liquidation and not exceeding:


(A)AA$2,000 to each employee; or


(B)AAanother amount set by rules adopted under


this subtitle;


(4)AAcurrent wages owed to a bank employee whose


services are retained by the receiver for services rendered after


the date the bank is closed for liquidation;


(5)AAan unpaid expense of supervision or


conservatorship of the bank before its closing for liquidation;


and


(6)AAany unpaid fees or assessments owed to the


department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.002.AAREMEDIES EXCLUSIVE. (a) Unless the banking


commissioner so requests, a court may not:


(1)AAorder the closing or suspension of operation of a


state bank; or


(2)AAappoint for a state bank a receiver, supervisor,


conservator, liquidator, or other person with similar


responsibility.


(b)AAA person may not be designated a receiver, supervisor,
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conservator, or liquidator without the voluntary approval of the


banking commissioner.


(c)AAThis chapter prevails over any conflicting law of this


state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.003.AAFEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION AS


LIQUIDATOR. (a) The banking commissioner without court action may


tender a state bank that has been closed for liquidation to the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor as receiver


and liquidating agent if the deposits of the bank were insured by


the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor on the


date of closing.


(b)AAAfter acceptance of tender of the bank, the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation or its successor shall perform the


acts and duties as receiver of the bank that it considers necessary


or desirable and that are permitted or required by federal law or


this chapter.


(c)AAIf the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or its


successor refuses to accept tender of the bank, the banking


commissioner shall act as receiver.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.004.AAAPPOINTMENT OF INDEPENDENT RECEIVER. (a) On


request of the banking commissioner, the court in which a


liquidation proceeding is pending may:


(1)AAappoint an independent receiver; and


(2)AArequire a suitable bond of the independent


receiver.


(b)AAOn appointment of an independent receiver, the banking


commissioner is discharged as receiver and remains a party to the


liquidation proceeding with standing to initiate or contest any


motion. The views of the banking commissioner are entitled to


deference unless they are inconsistent with the plain meaning of


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A36.005.AASUCCESSION OF TRUST POWERS. (a) If a state


bank in the process of voluntary or involuntary dissolution and


liquidation is acting as trustee, guardian, executor,


administrator, or escrow agent, or in another fiduciary or


custodial capacity, the banking commissioner may authorize the sale


of the bank’s administration of fiduciary accounts to a successor


entity with fiduciary powers.


(b)AAThe successor entity, without the necessity of action by


a court or the creator or a beneficiary of the fiduciary


relationship, shall:


(1)AAcontinue the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship; and


(2)AAperform all the duties and exercise all the powers


connected with or incidental to the fiduciary relationship as if


the successor entity had been originally designated as the


fiduciary.


(c)AAThis section applies to all fiduciary relationships,


including a trust established for the benefit of a minor by court


order under Section 142.005, Property Code. This section does not


affect any right of a court or a party to the instrument governing


the fiduciary relationship to subsequently designate another


trustee as the successor fiduciary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION


Sec. 36.101.AAINITIATING VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION. (a) A state


bank may initiate voluntary dissolution and surrender its charter


as provided by this subchapter:


(1)AAwith the approval of the banking commissioner;


(2)AAafter complying with the provisions of the


Business Organizations Code regarding board and shareholder


approval for voluntary dissolution; and


(3)AAby filing the documents as provided by Section


36.102.


(b)AAThe shareholders of a state bank initiating voluntary


dissolution by resolution shall appoint one or more persons to act
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as the liquidating agent or committee.AAThe liquidating agent or


committee shall conduct the liquidation as provided by law and


under the supervision of the bank ’s board.AAThe board, in


consultation with the banking commissioner, shall require the


liquidating agent or committee to give a suitable bond.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 49, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec. 36.102.AAFILING RESOLUTIONS WITH BANKING COMMISSIONER.


After resolutions to dissolve and liquidate a state bank have been


adopted by the bank’s board and shareholders, a majority of the


directors shall verify and file with the banking commissioner


certified copies of:


(1)AAthe resolutions of the shareholders that:


(A)AAare adopted at a meeting for which proper


notice was given or by unanimous written consent; and


(B)AAapprove the dissolution and liquidation of


the bank;


(2)AAthe resolutions of the board approving the


dissolution and liquidation of the bank; and


(3)AAthe notice to the shareholders informing them of


the meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 50, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 735 (H.B. 2754), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.103.AABANKING COMMISSIONER INVESTIGATION AND


CONSENT. The banking commissioner shall review the documentation


submitted under Section 36.102 and conduct any necessary


investigation or examination. If the proceedings appear to have


been properly conducted and the bond to be given by the liquidating


agent or committee is adequate for its purposes, the banking
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commissioner shall consent to dissolution and direct the bank to


publish notice of its pending dissolution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.104.AANOTICE OF PENDING DISSOLUTION. (a) A state


bank initiating voluntary dissolution shall publish notice of its


pending dissolution in a newspaper of general circulation in each


community where its home office or a branch is located:


(1)AAat least once each week for eight consecutive


weeks; or


(2)AAat other times specified by the banking


commissioner or rules adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAThe notice must:


(1)AAbe in the form and include the information


required by the banking commissioner; and


(2)AAstate that:


(A)AAthe bank is liquidating;


(B)AAdepositors and creditors must present their


claims for payment on or before a specified date; and


(C)AAall safe deposit box holders and bailors of


property left with the bank should remove their property on or


before a specified date.


(c)AAThe dates selected by the bank under Subsection (b)


must:


(1)AAbe approved by the banking commissioner; and


(2)AAallow:


(A)AAthe affairs of the bank to be wound up as


quickly as feasible; and


(B)AAcreditors, depositors, and owners of


property adequate time for presentation of claims, withdrawal of


accounts, and redemption of property.


(d)AAThe banking commissioner may adjust the dates under


Subsection (b) with or without republication of notice if


additional time appears needed for the activities to which the


dates pertain.


(e)AAAt the time of or promptly after publication of the


notice, the bank shall mail to each of the bank ’s known depositors,
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creditors, safe deposit box holders, and bailors of property left


with the bank, at the mailing address shown on the bank ’s records,


an individual notice containing:


(1)AAthe information required in a notice under


Subsection (b); and


(2)AAspecific information pertinent to the account or


property of the addressee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.105.AASAFE DEPOSITS AND OTHER BAILMENTS. (a) A


contract between the bank and a person for bailment, of deposit for


hire, or for lease of a safe, vault, or box ceases on the date


specified in the notice as the date for removal of property or a


later date approved by the banking commissioner. A person who has


paid rental or storage charges for a period extending beyond the


date designated for removal of property has an unsecured claim


against the bank for a refund of the unearned amount paid.


(b)AAIf the property is not removed by the date the contract


ceases, an officer of the bank shall inventory the property. In


making the inventory the officer may open a safe, vault, or box, or


any package, parcel, or receptacle, in the custody or possession of


the bank. The inventory must be made in the presence of a notary


public who is not an officer or employee of the bank and who is


bonded in an amount and by sureties approved by the banking


commissioner. The property shall be marked to identify, to the


extent possible, its owner or the person who left it with the bank.


After all property belonging to others that is in the bank ’s custody


and control has been inventoried, a master list certified by the


bank officer and the notary public shall be furnished to the banking


commissioner. The master list shall be kept in a place and dealt


with in a manner the banking commissioner specifies pending


delivery of the property to its owner or to the comptroller as


unclaimed property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.106.AAOFFICES TO REMAIN OPEN. Unless the banking


commissioner directs or consents otherwise, the home office and all
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branch offices of a state bank initiating voluntary dissolution


shall remain open for business during normal business hours until


the last date specified in published notices for presentation of


claims, withdrawal of accounts, and redemption of property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.107.AAFIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES. (a) As soon after


publication of the notice of dissolution as is practicable, the


bank shall:


(1)AAterminate all fiduciary positions it holds;


(2)AAsurrender all property held by it as a fiduciary;


and


(3)AAsettle its fiduciary accounts.


(b)AAUnless all fiduciary accounts are settled and


transferred by the last date specified in published notices or by


the banking commissioner and unless the banking commissioner


directs otherwise, the bank shall mail a notice to each trustor and


beneficiary of any remaining trust, escrow arrangement, or other


fiduciary relationship. The notice must state:


(1)AAthe location of an office open during normal


business hours where administration of the remaining fiduciary


accounts will continue until settled or transferred; and


(2)AAa telephone number at that office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.108.AAFINAL LIQUIDATION. (a) After the bank has


taken all of the actions specified by Sections 36.102, 36.105, and


36.107, paid all its debts and obligations, and transferred all


property for which a legal claimant has been found after the time


for presentation of claims has expired, the bank shall make a list


from its books of the names of each depositor, creditor, owner of


personal property in the bank’s possession or custody, or lessee of


any safe, vault, or box, who has not claimed or has not received a


deposit, debt, dividend, interest, balance, or other amount or


property due to the person.AAThe list must be sworn to or affirmed


by a majority of the bank ’s board.


(b)AAThe bank shall:
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(1)AAfile the list and any necessary identifying


information with the banking commissioner;


(2)AApay any unclaimed money and deliver any unclaimed


property to the comptroller as provided by Chapter 74, Property


Code; and


(3)AAcertify to the banking commissioner that the


unclaimed money has been paid and unclaimed property has been


delivered to the comptroller.


(c)AAAfter the banking commissioner has reviewed the list and


has reconciled the unclaimed cash and property with the amounts of


money and property reported and transferred to the comptroller, the


banking commissioner shall allow the bank to distribute the bank’s


remaining assets, if any, among its shareholders as their ownership


interests appear.


(d)AAAfter distribution of all remaining assets under


Subsection (c), the bank shall file with the department:


(1)AAan affidavit and schedules, sworn to or affirmed


by a majority of the bank ’s board, showing the distribution to each


shareholder;


(2)AAall copies of reports of examination of the bank in


its possession; and


(3)AAits original charter or an affidavit stating that


the original charter is lost.


(e)AAAfter verifying the submitted information and


documents, the banking commissioner shall issue a certificate


canceling the charter of the bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 51, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.109.AAAPPLICATION OF LAW TO BANK IN DISSOLUTION. A


state bank in the process of voluntary dissolution and liquidation


remains subject to this subtitle and Chapters 11 and 12, including


provisions for examination by the banking commissioner, and the


bank shall furnish reports required by the banking commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A36.110.AAAUTHORIZATION OF DEVIATION FROM PROCEDURES.


The banking commissioner may authorize a deviation from the


procedures for voluntary dissolution in this subchapter if the


banking commissioner determines that the interests of claimants are


not jeopardized by the deviation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.111.AACLOSURE BY BANKING COMMISSIONER FOR


INVOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION. The banking commissioner


may close a state bank for involuntary dissolution and liquidation


under this chapter if the banking commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe voluntary liquidation is:


(A)AAbeing conducted in an improper or illegal


manner; or


(B)AAnot in the best interests of the bank ’s


depositors and creditors; or


(2)AAthe bank is insolvent or imminently insolvent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.112.AAAPPLICATION FOR NEW CHARTER. After a state


bank’s charter has been voluntarily surrendered and canceled, the


bank may not resume business or reopen except on application for and


approval of a new charter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. INVOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION


Sec.A36.201.AAACTION TO CLOSE STATE BANK. (a) The banking


commissioner may close and liquidate a state bank on finding that:


(1)AAthe interests of the bank’s depositors and


creditors are jeopardized by the bank’s insolvency or imminent


insolvency; and


(2)AAthe best interests of depositors and creditors


would be served by requiring that the bank be closed and its assets


liquidated.


(b)AAA majority of the bank ’s directors may voluntarily close
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the bank and place it with the banking commissioner for


liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 52, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.202.AANOTICE AND EFFECT OF CLOSURE; APPOINTMENT OF


RECEIVER. (a) After closing a state bank under Section 36.201, the


banking commissioner shall place a sign at its main entrance


stating that the bank has been closed and the findings on which the


closing of the bank is based. A correspondent bank of the closed


bank may not pay an item drawn on the account of the closed bank that


is presented for payment after the correspondent has received


actual notice of closing unless it previously certified the item


for payment.


(b)AAAs soon as practicable after posting the sign at the


bank’s main entrance, the banking commissioner shall tender the


bank to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as provided by


Section 36.003 or initiate a receivership proceeding by filing a


copy of the notice contained on the sign in a district court in the


county where the bank ’s home office is located. The court in which


the notice is filed shall docket it as a case styled, "In re


liquidation of ____" (inserting the name of the bank). When this


notice is filed, the court has constructive custody of all the


bank’s assets and any action that seeks to directly or indirectly


affect bank assets is considered an intervention in the


receivership proceeding and is subject to this subchapter and


Subchapter D.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.203.AANATURE AND DURATION OF RECEIVERSHIP. (a) The


court may not require a bond from the banking commissioner as


receiver.


(b)AAA reference in this chapter to the receiver is a


reference to the banking commissioner as receiver and to any


successor in office, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation if
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acting as receiver as provided by Section 36.003 and federal law, or


an independent receiver appointed at the request of the banking


commissioner as provided by Section 36.004.


(c)AAThe receiver has all the powers of the directors,


officers, and shareholders of the bank as necessary to support an


action taken on behalf of the bank.


(d)AAThe receiver and all employees and agents acting on


behalf of the receiver are acting in an official capacity and are


protected by Section 12.106. An act of the receiver is an act of the


bank in liquidation. This state or a political subdivision of this


state is not liable and may not be held accountable for any debt or


obligation of a state bank in receivership.


(e)AASection 64.072, Civil Practice and Remedies Code,


applies to the receivership of a bank except as provided by this


subsection. A bank receivership shall be administered continuously


for the length of time necessary to complete its purposes, and a


period prescribed by other law limiting the time for the


administration of a receivership or of corporate affairs generally,


including Section 64.072(d), Civil Practice and Remedies Code, does


not apply.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 53, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.204.AACONTEST OF LIQUIDATION. (a) A state bank,


acting through a majority of its directors, may intervene in an


action filed by the banking commissioner closing a state bank to


challenge the banking commissioner ’s closing of the bank and to


enjoin the banking commissioner or other receiver from liquidating


its assets.AAThe bank must file the intervention not later than the


second business day after the closing of the bank, excluding legal


holidays.AAThe court may issue an ex parte order restraining the


receiver from liquidating bank assets pending a hearing on the


injunction.AAThe receiver shall comply with the restraining order


but may petition the court for permission to liquidate an asset as


necessary to prevent its loss or diminution pending the outcome of
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the injunction.


(b)AAThe court shall hear an action as quickly as possible


and shall give it priority over other business.


(c)AAThe bank or receiver may appeal the court ’s judgment as


in other civil cases, except that the receiver shall retain all bank


assets pending a final appellate court order even if the banking


commissioner does not prevail in the trial court. If the banking


commissioner prevails in the trial court, liquidation of the bank


may proceed unless the trial court or appellate court orders


otherwise. If liquidation is enjoined or stayed pending appeal,


the trial court retains jurisdiction to permit liquidation of an


asset as necessary to prevent its loss or diminution pending the


outcome of the appeal.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 54, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.205.AANOTICE OF BANK CLOSING. (a) As soon as


reasonably practicable after initiation of the receivership


proceeding, the receiver shall publish notice in a newspaper of


general circulation in each community where the bank ’s home office


or a branch is located. The notice must state that:


(1)AAthe bank has been closed for liquidation;


(2)AAdepositors and creditors must present their claims


for payment on or before a specified date; and


(3)AAall safe deposit box holders and bailors of


property left with the bank should remove their property not later


than a specified date.


(b)AAA date that the receiver selects under Subsection (a):


(1)AAmay not be earlier than the 121st day after the


date of the notice; and


(2)AAmust allow:


(A)AAthe affairs of the bank to be wound up as


quickly as feasible; and


(B)AAcreditors, depositors, and owners of


property adequate time for presentation of claims, withdrawal of
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accounts, and redemption of property.


(c)AAThe receiver may adjust the dates under Subsection (a)


with the approval of the court and with or without republication of


notice if additional time appears needed for those activities.


(d)AAAs soon as reasonably practicable given the state of


bank records and the adequacy of staffing, the receiver shall mail


to each of the bank ’s known depositors, creditors, safe deposit box


holders, and bailors of property left with the bank, at the mailing


address shown on the bank’s records, an individual notice


containing the information required in a notice under Subsection


(a) and specific information pertinent to the account or property


of the addressee.


(e)AAThe receiver may determine the form and content of


notices under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.206.AAINVENTORY. As soon as reasonably practicable


given the state of bank records and the adequacy of staffing, the


receiver shall prepare a comprehensive inventory of the bank ’s


assets for filing with the court. The inventory is open to


inspection.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.207.AARECEIVER’S TITLE AND PRIORITY. (a) The


receiver has the title to all the bank ’s property, contracts, and


rights of action, wherever located, beginning on the date the bank


is closed for liquidation.


(b)AAThe rights of the receiver have priority over a


contractual lien or statutory landlord’s lien under Chapter 54,


Property Code, judgment lien, attachment lien, or voluntary lien


that arises after the date of the closing of the bank for


liquidation.


(c)AAThe filing or recording of a receivership order in a


record office of this state gives the same notice that would be


given by a deed, bill of sale, or other evidence of title filed or


recorded by the bank in liquidation. The recording clerk shall


index a recorded receivership order in the records to which the
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order relates.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 36.208.AARIGHTS FIXED. The rights and liabilities of


the bank in liquidation and of a depositor, creditor, officer,


director, employee, shareholder, agent, or other person interested


in the bank’s estate are fixed on the date of closing of the bank for


liquidation except as otherwise directed by the court or as


expressly provided otherwise by this subchapter or Subchapter D.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 55, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.209.AADEPOSITORIES. (a) The receiver may deposit


money collected on behalf of the bank estate in:


(1)AAthe Texas Treasury Safekeeping Trust Company in


accordance with procedures established by the comptroller; or


(2)AAone or more state banks in this state, the deposits


of which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation


or its successor, if the receiver, using sound financial judgment,


determines that it would be advantageous to do so.


(b)AAIf receivership money deposited in an account at a state


bank exceeds the maximum insured amount, the receiver shall require


the excess deposit to be adequately secured through a pledge of


securities or otherwise, without approval of the court. The


depository bank may secure the deposits of the bank in liquidation


on behalf of the receiver, notwithstanding any other provision of


Chapter 11 or 12 or this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.210.AAPENDING LAWSUIT. (a) A judgment or order of a


court of this state or of another jurisdiction in an action pending


by or against the bank, rendered after the date the bank was closed


for liquidation, is not binding on the receiver unless the receiver


was made a party to the suit.


(b)AABefore the first anniversary of the date the bank was
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closed for liquidation, the receiver may not be required to plead to


any suit pending against the bank in a court in this state on the


date the bank was closed for liquidation and in which the receiver


is a proper plaintiff or defendant.


(c)AASections 64.052, 64.053, and 64.056, Civil Practice and


Remedies Code, do not apply to a bank estate being administered


under this subchapter and Subchapter D.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.211.AANEW LAWSUIT. (a) Except as otherwise provided


by this section, the court in which the receivership proceeding is


pending under this subchapter has exclusive jurisdiction to hear


and determine all actions or proceedings instituted by or against


the bank or receiver after the receivership proceeding begins.


(b)AAThe receiver may file in any jurisdiction an ancillary


suit that may be helpful to obtain jurisdiction or venue over a


person or property.


(c)AAExclusive venue lies in Travis County for an action or


proceeding instituted against the receiver or the receiver’s


employee, including an employee of the department, that asserts


personal liability on the part of the receiver or employee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.212.AAREQUIRING RECORD OR OTHER PROPERTY IN


POSSESSION OF OTHER PERSON. (a) Each bank affiliate, officer,


director, shareholder, trustee, agent, servant, employee,


attorney, attorney-in-fact, or correspondent shall immediately


deliver to the receiver, without cost to the receiver, any record or


other property of the bank or that relates to the business of the


bank.


(b)AAIf by contract or otherwise a record or other property


that can be copied is the property of a person listed in Subsection


(a), it shall be copied and the copy shall be delivered to the


receiver. The owner shall retain the original until notification


by the receiver that it is no longer required in the administration


of the bank’s estate or until another time the court, after notice


and hearing, directs. A copy is considered to be a record of the
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bank in liquidation under Section 36.225.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 56, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.213.AAINJUNCTION IN AID OF LIQUIDATION. (a) On


application by the receiver, the court with or without notice may


issue an injunction:


(1)AArestraining a bank officer, director,


shareholder, trustee, agent, servant, employee, attorney,


attorney-in-fact, correspondent, or other person from transacting


the bank’s business or wasting or disposing of its property; or


(2)AArequiring the delivery of the bank ’s property or


assets to the receiver subject to the further order of the court.


(b)AAAt any time during a proceeding under this subchapter,


the court may issue another injunction or order considered


necessary or desirable to prevent:


(1)AAinterference with the receiver or the proceeding;


(2)AAwaste of the assets of the bank;


(3)AAthe beginning or prosecution of an action;


(4)AAthe obtaining of a preference, judgment,


attachment, garnishment, or other lien; or


(5)AAthe making of a levy against the bank or its


assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 57, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.214.AASUBPOENA. (a) The receiver may request the


court ex parte to issue a subpoena to compel the attendance and


testimony of a witness before the receiver and the production of a


record relating to the receivership estate. For this purpose the


receiver or the receiver ’s designated representative may


administer an oath or affirmation, examine a witness, or receive


evidence. The court has statewide subpoena power and may compel
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attendance and production of a record before the receiver at the


bank, the office of the receiver, or another location.


(b)AAA person served with a subpoena under this section may


file a motion with the court for a protective order as provided by


Rule 166b, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. In a case of


disobedience of a subpoena or the contumacy of a witness appearing


before the receiver or the receiver ’s designated representative,


the receiver may request and the court may issue an order requiring


the person subpoenaed to obey the subpoena, give evidence, or


produce a record relating to the matter in question.


(c)AAA witness who is required to appear before the receiver


is entitled to receive:


(1)AAreimbursement for mileage, in the amount for


travel by a state employee, for traveling to or returning from a


proceeding that is more than 25 miles from the witness ’s residence;


and


(2)AAa fee for each day or part of a day the witness is


necessarily present as a witness in an amount set by the receiver


with the approval of the court of not less than $10 a day and not


more than an amount equal to the per diem travel allowance of a


state employee.


(d)AAA payment of fees under Subsection (c) is an


administrative expense.


(e)AAThe receiver may serve the subpoena or have it served by


the receiver ’s authorized agent, a sheriff, or a constable. The


sheriff’s or constable’s fee for serving a subpoena must be the same


as the fee paid the sheriff or constable for similar services.


(f)AAA subpoena issued under this section to a financial


institution is not subject to Section 59.006.


(g)AAOn certification by the receiver under official seal, a


record produced or testimony taken as provided by this section and


held by the receiver is admissible in evidence in any case without


proof of its correctness or other proof, except the certificate of


the receiver that the record or testimony was received from the


person producing the record or testifying. The certified record or


a certified copy of the record is prima facie evidence of the facts


it contains. This section does not limit another provision of this
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subchapter, Subchapter D, or another law that provides for the


admission of evidence or its evidentiary value.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(c), eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A36.215.AAEXECUTORY CONTRACT; ORAL AGREEMENT. (a) Not


later than six months after the date the receivership proceeding


begins, the receiver may terminate any executory contract to which


the bank is a party or any obligation of the bank as a lessee. A


lessor who receives notice of the receiver ’s election to terminate


the lease before the 60th day before the termination date is not


entitled to rent or damages for termination, other than rent


accrued to the date of termination.


(b)AAAn agreement that tends to diminish or defeat the


interest of the estate in a bank asset is not valid against the


receiver unless the agreement:


(1)AAis in writing;


(2)AAwas executed by the bank and any person claiming an


adverse interest under the agreement, including the obligor, when


the bank acquired the asset;


(3)AAwas approved by the board of the bank or its loan


committee, and the approval is reflected in the minutes of the board


or committee; and


(4)AAhas been continuously since its execution an


official record of the bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 36.216.AAPREFERENCES. (a) A transfer of or lien on the


property or assets of a state bank is voidable by the receiver if


the transfer or lien:


(1)AAwas made or created less than:


(A)AAfour months before the date the bank is


closed for liquidation; or


(B)AAone year before the date the bank is closed


for liquidation if the receiving creditor was at the time an


affiliate, officer, director, or principal shareholder of the bank
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or an affiliate of the bank;


(2)AAwas made or created with the intent of giving to a


creditor or depositor, or enabling a creditor or depositor to


obtain, a greater percentage of the claimant’s debt than is given or


obtained by another claimant of the same class; and


(3)AAis accepted by a creditor or depositor having


reasonable cause to believe that a preference will occur.


(b)AAEach bank officer, director, shareholder, trustee,


agent, servant, employee, attorney-in-fact, or correspondent, or


other person acting on behalf of the bank, who has participated in


implementing a voidable transfer or lien, and each person receiving


property or the benefit of property of the bank as a result of the


voidable transfer or lien, are personally liable for the property


or benefit received and shall account to the receiver for the


benefit of the depositors and creditors of the bank.


(c)AAThe receiver may avoid a transfer of or lien on the


property or assets of a bank that a depositor, creditor,


orAAshareholder of the bank could have avoided and may recover the


property transferred or its value from the person to whom it was


transferred or from a person who has received it unless the


transferee or recipient was a bona fide holder for value before the


date the bank was closed for liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 58, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.217.AAEMPLOYEES OF RECEIVER. The receiver may


employ agents, legal counsel, accountants, appraisers,


consultants, and other personnel the receiver considers necessary


to assist in the performance of the receiver’s duties. The receiver


may use personnel of the department if the receiver considers the


use to be advantageous or desirable. The expense of employing those


persons is an administrative expense.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.218.AADISPOSAL OF PROPERTY; SETTLING OF CLAIM. (a)
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In liquidating a bank, the receiver on order of the court entered


with or without hearing may:


(1)AAsell all or part of the property of the bank;


(2)AAborrow money and pledge all or part of the assets


of the bank to secure the debt created, except that the receiver may


not be held personally liable to repay borrowed money;


(3)AAcompromise or compound a doubtful or uncollectible


debt or claim owed by or owing to the bank; and


(4)AAenter another agreement on behalf of the bank that


the receiver considers necessary or proper to the management,


conservation, or liquidation of its assets.


(b)AAIf the amount of a debt or claim owed by or owing to the


bank or the value of an item of property of the bank does not exceed


$20,000, excluding interest, the receiver may compromise or


compound the debt or claim or sell the property on terms the


receiver considers to be in the best interests of the bank estate


without obtaining the approval of the court.


(c)AAThe receiver may with the approval of the court sell or


offer or agree to sell an asset of the bank, other than a fiduciary


asset, to a depositor or creditor of the bank. Payment may be in


whole or part out of distributions payable to the purchasing


depositor or creditor on account of an approved claim against the


bank’s estate. On application by the receiver, the court may


designate one or more representatives to act for certain depositors


or creditors as a class in the purchase, holding, and management of


assets purchased by the class under this section, and the receiver


may with the approval of the court advance the expenses of the


appointed representative against the security of the claims of the


class.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.219.AACOURT ORDER; NOTICE AND HEARING. If the court


requires notice and hearing before entering an order, the court


shall set the time and place of the hearing and prescribe whether


the notice is to be given by service on specific parties, by


publication, or by a combination of those methods. The court may


not enter an order requested by a person other than the receiver
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without notice to the receiver and an opportunity for the receiver


to be heard.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.220.AARECEIVER’S REPORT; EXPENSES. (a) The


receiver shall file with the court:


(1)AAa quarterly report showing the operation,


receipts, expenditures, and general condition of the bank in


liquidation; and


(2)AAa final report regarding the liquidated bank


showing all receipts and expenditures and giving a full explanation


and a statement of the disposition of all assets of the bank.


(b)AAThe receiver shall pay all administrative expenses out


of money or other assets of the bank. Each quarter the receiver


shall swear to and submit an itemized report of those expenses. The


court shall approve the report unless an objection is filed before


the 11th day after the date it is submitted. An objection may be


made only by a party in interest and must specify each item objected


to and the ground for the objection. The court shall set the


objection for hearing and notify the parties of this action. The


objecting party has the burden of proof to show that the item


objected to is improper, unnecessary, or excessive.


(c)AAThe court may prescribe whether the notice of the


receiver’s report is to be given by service on specific parties, by


publication, or by a combination of those methods.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.221.AACOURT-ORDERED AUDIT. The court may order an


audit of the books and records of the receiver that relate to the


receivership. A report of an audit ordered under this section shall


be filed with the court. The receiver shall make the books and


records relating to the receivership available to the auditor as


required by the court order. The receiver shall pay the expenses of


an audit ordered under this section as an administrative expense.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.222.AASAFE DEPOSITS AND OTHER BAILMENTS. (a) A
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contract between the bank and another person for bailment, of


deposit for hire, or for lease of a safe, vault, or box ceases on the


date specified for removal of property in the notices that were


published and mailed or a later date approved by the receiver or the


court. A person who has paid rental or storage charges for a period


extending beyond the date designated for removal of property has a


claim against the bank estate for a refund of the unearned amount


paid.


(b)AAIf the property is not removed by the date the contract


ceases, the receiver shall inventory the property. In making the


inventory the receiver may open a safe, vault, or box, or any


package, parcel, or receptacle, in the custody or possession of the


receiver. The property shall be marked to identify, to the extent


possible, its owner or the person who left it with the bank. After


all property belonging to others that is in the receiver ’s custody


and control has been inventoried, the receiver shall compile a


master list that is divided for each office of the bank that


received property that remains unclaimed. The receiver shall


publish, in a newspaper of general circulation in each community in


which the bank had an office that received property that remains


unclaimed, the list and the names of the owners of the property as


shown in the bank ’s records. The published notice must specify a


procedure for claiming the property unless the court, on


application of the receiver, approves an alternate procedure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.223.AAFIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES. (a) As soon after


beginning the receivership proceeding as is practicable, the


receiver shall:


(1)AAterminate all fiduciary positions the bank holds;


(2)AAsurrender all property held by the bank as a


fiduciary; and


(3)AAsettle the bank’s fiduciary accounts.


(b)AAThe receiver shall release all segregated and


identifiable fiduciary property held by the bank to successor


fiduciaries.


(c)AAWith the approval of the court, the receiver may sell
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the administration of all or substantially all remaining fiduciary


accounts to one or more successor fiduciaries on terms that appear


to be in the best interests of the bank ’s estate and the persons


interested in the fiduciary accounts.


(d)AAIf commingled fiduciary money held by the bank as


trustee is insufficient to satisfy all fiduciary claims to the


commingled money, the receiver shall distribute commingled money


pro rata to all fiduciary claimants of commingled money based on


their proportionate interests after payment of administrative


expenses related solely to the fiduciary claims. The fictional


tracing rule does not apply. To the extent of any unsatisfied


fiduciary claim to commingled money, a claimant to commingled trust


money is entitled to the same priority as a depositor of the bank.


(e)AASubject to Subsection (d), if the bank has lost


fiduciary money or property through misappropriation or otherwise,


a claimant to the missing fiduciary money or property is entitled to


the same priority as a depositor of the bank.


(f)AAThe receiver may require a fiduciary claimant to file a


proof of claim if the records of the bank are insufficient to


identify the claimant’s interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.224.AADISPOSITION AND MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS. (a)


On approval by the court, the receiver may dispose of records of the


bank in liquidation that are obsolete and unnecessary to the


continued administration of the receivership proceeding.


(b)AAThe receiver may devise a method for the effective,


efficient, and economical maintenance of the records of the bank


and of the receiver ’s office. The method may include maintaining


those records on any medium approved by the records management


division of the Texas State Library.


(c)AATo maintain the records of the liquidated bank after the


closing of the receivership proceeding, the receiver may reserve


assets of an estate, deposit them in an account, and use them for


maintenance, storage, and disposal of records in closed


receivership estates.


(d)AARecords of a liquidated bank are not government records
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for any purpose, including Chapter 552, Government Code, but shall


be preserved and disposed of as if they were records of the


department under Chapter 441, Government Code. Those records are


confidential as provided by:


(1)AASubchapter D, Chapter 31;


(2)AASection 59.006; and


(3)AArules adopted under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.103(d), eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A36.225.AARECORDS ADMITTED. (a) A record of a bank in


liquidation obtained by the receiver and held in the course of the


receivership proceeding or a certified copy of the record under the


official seal of the receiver is admissible in evidence in all cases


without proof of correctness or other proof, except the certificate


of the receiver that the record was received from the custody of the


bank or found among its effects.


(b)AAThe receiver may certify the correctness of a record of


the receiver’s office, including a record described by Subsection


(a), and may certify any fact contained in the record. The record


shall be received in evidence in all cases in which the original


would be evidence.


(c)AAThe original record or a certified copy of the record is


prima facie evidence of the facts it contains.


(d)AAA copy of an original record or another record that is


maintained on a medium approved by the records management division


of the Texas State Library, within the scope of this section, and


produced by the receiver or the receiver’s authorized


representative under this section:


(1)AAhas the same effect as the original record; and


(2)AAmay be used the same as the original record in a


judicial or administrative proceeding in this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.226.AARESUMPTION OF BUSINESS. (a) A state bank


closed under Section 36.201 may not be reopened without the
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approval of the banking commissioner unless a contest of


liquidation under Section 36.204 is finally resolved adversely to


the banking commissioner and the court authorizes the bank’s


reopening.


(b)AAThe banking commissioner may place temporary limits on


the right of withdrawals by or payments to individual depositors


and creditors of a bank reopened under this section. The limits:


(1)AAmust apply equally to all unsecured depositors and


creditors;


(2)AAmay not defer a withdrawal by or payment to a


secured depositor or creditor without the person ’s written consent;


and


(3)AAmay not postpone the right of full withdrawal or


payment of unsecured depositors or creditors for more than 18


months after the date that the bank reopens.


(c)AAAs a depositor or creditor of a reopened bank, this


state or a political subdivision of this state may agree to


temporary limits that the banking commissioner places on payments


or withdrawals.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.227.AAASSETS DISCOVERED AFTER CLOSE OF RECEIVERSHIP.


(a) The banking commissioner shall report to the court discovery of


an asset having value that:


(1)AAthe banking commissioner discovers after the


receivership was closed by final order of the court; and


(2)AAwas abandoned as worthless or unknown during the


receivership.


(b)AAThe court may reopen the receivership proceeding for


continued liquidation if the value of the asset justifies the


reopening.


(c)AAIf the banking commissioner suspects that the


information may have been intentionally or fraudulently concealed,


the banking commissioner shall notify appropriate civil and


criminal authorities to determine any applicable penalties.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER D. CLAIMS AGAINST RECEIVERSHIP ESTATE


Sec.A36.301.AAFILING CLAIM. (a) This section applies only


to a claim by a person, other than a shareholder acting in that


capacity, who has a claim against a state bank in liquidation,


including a claimant with a secured claim and a claimant under a


fiduciary relationship who has been ordered by the receiver to file


a proof of claim under Section 36.223.


(b)AATo receive payment of a claim, the person must present


proof of the claim to the receiver:


(1)AAat a place specified by the receiver; and


(2)AAwithin the period specified by the receiver under


Section 36.205.


(c)AAA claim that is not filed within the period specified by


the receiver may not participate in a distribution of the assets by


the receiver, except that, subject to court approval, the receiver


may accept a claim filed not later than the 180th day after the date


notice of the claimant ’s right to file a proof of claim is mailed to


the claimant.


(d)AAA claim accepted and approved under Subsection (c) is


subordinate to an approved claim of a general creditor.


(e)AAInterest does not accrue on a claim after the date the


bank is closed for liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 59, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.302.AAPROOF OF CLAIM. (a) A proof of claim must be


in writing, be signed by the claimant, and include:


(1)AAa statement of the claim;


(2)AAa description of the consideration for the claim;


(3)AAa statement of whether collateral is held or a


security interest is asserted against the claim and, if so, a


description of the collateral or security interest;


(4)AAa statement of any right of priority of payment for


the claim or other specific right asserted by the claimant;
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(5)AAa statement of whether a payment has been made on


the claim and, if so, the amount and source of the payment, to the


extent known by the claimant;


(6)AAa statement that the amount claimed is justly owed


by the bank in liquidation to the claimant; and


(7)AAany other matter that is required by the court.


(b)AAThe receiver may designate the form of the proof of


claim. A proof of claim must be filed under oath unless the oath is


waived by the receiver. A proof of claim filed with the receiver is


considered filed in an official proceeding for purposes of Chapter


37, Penal Code.


(c)AAIf a claim is founded on a written instrument, the


original instrument, unless lost or destroyed, must be filed with


the proof of claim. After the instrument is filed, the receiver may


permit the claimant to substitute a copy of the instrument until the


final disposition of the claim. If the instrument is lost or


destroyed, a statement of that fact and of the circumstances of the


loss or destruction must be filed under oath with the claim.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.303.AAJUDGMENT AS PROOF OF CLAIM. (a) A judgment


entered against a state bank in liquidation before the date the bank


was closed for liquidation may not be given higher priority than a


claim of an unsecured creditor unless the judgment creditor in a


proof of claim proves the allegations supporting the judgment to


the receiver’s satisfaction.


(b)AAA judgment against the bank taken by default or by


collusion before the date the bank was closed for liquidation may


not be considered as conclusive evidence of the liability of the


bank to the judgment creditor or of the amount of damages to which


the judgment creditor is entitled.


(c)AAA judgment against the bank entered after the date the


bank was closed for liquidation may not be considered as evidence of


liability or of the amount of damages.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.304.AASECURED CLAIM. (a) The owner of a secured
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claim against a bank in liquidation may:


(1)AAsurrender the security and file a claim as a


general creditor; or


(2)AAapply the security to the claim and discharge the


claim.


(b)AAIf the owner applies the security and discharges the


claim, any deficiency shall be treated as a claim against the


general assets of the bank on the same basis as a claim of an


unsecured creditor. The amount of the deficiency shall be


determined as provided by Section 36.305, except that if the amount


of the deficiency has been adjudicated by a court in a proceeding in


which the receiver has had notice and an opportunity to be heard,


the court’s decision is conclusive as to the amount.


(c)AAThe value of security held by a secured creditor shall


be determined under supervision of the court by:


(1)AAconverting the security into money according to


the terms of the agreement under which the security was delivered to


the creditor; or


(2)AAagreement, arbitration, compromise, or litigation


between the creditor and the receiver.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.305.AAUNLIQUIDATED OR UNDETERMINED CLAIM. (a) A


claim based on an unliquidated or undetermined demand shall be


filed within the period provided by Subchapter C for the filing of


a claim. The claim may not share in any distribution to claimants


until the claim is definitely liquidated, determined, and allowed.


After the claim is liquidated, determined, and allowed, the claim


shares ratably with the claims of the same class in all subsequent


distributions.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, a demand is considered


unliquidated or undetermined if the right of action on the demand


accrued while the bank was closed for liquidation and the liability


on the demand has not been determined or the amount of the demand


has not been liquidated.


(c)AAIf the receiver in all other respects is in a position to


close the receivership proceeding, the proposed closing is
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sufficient grounds for the rejection of any remaining claim based


on an unliquidated or undetermined demand. The receiver shall


notify the claimant of the intention to close the proceeding. If


the demand is not liquidated or determined before the 61st day after


the date of the notice, the receiver may reject the claim.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.306.AASET-OFF. (a) Mutual credits and mutual debts


shall be set off and only the balance allowed or paid, except that a


set-off may not be allowed in favor of a person if:


(1)AAthe obligation of the bank to the person on the


date the bank was closed for liquidation did not entitle the person


to share as a claimant in the assets of the bank;


(2)AAthe obligation of the bank to the person was


purchased by or transferred to the person after the date the bank


was closed for liquidation or for the purpose of increasing set-off


rights; or


(3)AAthe obligation of the person or the bank is as a


trustee or fiduciary.


(b)AAOn request, the receiver shall provide a person with an


accounting statement identifying each debt that is due and payable.


A person who owes the bank an amount that is due and payable against


which the person asserts a set-off of mutual credits that may become


due and payable from the bank in the future shall promptly pay to


the receiver the amount due and payable. The receiver shall


promptly refund, to the extent of the person ’s prior payment,


mutual credits that become due and payable to the person by the bank


in liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.307.AAACTION ON CLAIM. (a) Not later than six


months after the last day permitted for the filing of claims or a


later date allowed by the court, the receiver shall accept or reject


in whole or in part each filed claim against the bank in


liquidation, except for an unliquidated or undetermined claim


governed by Section 36.305. The receiver shall reject a claim if


the receiver doubts its validity.
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(b)AAThe receiver shall mail written notice to each claimant


specifying the disposition of the person’s claim. If a claim is


rejected in whole or in part, the receiver in the notice shall


specify the basis for rejection and advise the claimant of the


procedures and deadline for appeal.


(c)AAThe receiver shall send each claimant a summary schedule


of approved and rejected claims by priority class and notify the


claimant:


(1)AAthat a copy of a schedule of claims disposition


including only the name of the claimant, the amount of the claim


allowed, and the amount of the claim rejected is available on


request; and


(2)AAof the procedure and deadline for filing an


objection to an approved claim.


(d)AAThe receiver or an agent or employee of the receiver,


including an employee of the department, is not liable, and a cause


of action may not be brought against the person, for an action taken


or not taken by the person relating to the adjustment, negotiation,


or settlement of a claim.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 36.308.AAOBJECTION TO APPROVED CLAIM. The receiver with


court approval shall set a date for objection to an approved


claim.AAOn or before that date a depositor, creditor, other


claimant, or shareholder of the bank may file an objection to an


approved claim.AAThe objection shall be heard and determined by the


court.AAIf the objection is sustained, the court shall direct an


appropriate modification of the schedule of claims.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 60, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A36.309.AAAPPEAL OF REJECTED CLAIM. (a) The receiver ’s


rejection of a claim may be appealed in the court in which the


receivership proceeding is pending. The appeal must be brought


within three months after the date of service of notice of the
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rejection.


(b)AAIf the action is timely brought, review is de novo as if


originally filed in the court and subject to the rules of procedure


and appeal applicable to civil cases. This action is separate from


the receivership proceeding and is not initiated by a claimant ’s


attempt to appeal the action of the receiver by intervening in the


receivership proceeding.


(c)AAIf the action is not timely brought, the action of the


receiver is final and not subject to review.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.310.AAPAYMENT OF CLAIM. (a) Except as expressly


provided otherwise by this subchapter or Subchapter C, without the


approval of the court the receiver may not make a payment on a


claim, other than a claim for an obligation incurred by the receiver


for administrative expenses.


(b)AAThe receiver may periodically make partial distribution


to the holders of approved claims if:


(1)AAall objections have been heard and decided as


provided by Section 36.308;


(2)AAthe time for filing appeals has expired as


provided by Section 36.309; and


(3)AAa proper reserve is established for the pro rata


payment of:


(A)AArejected claims that have been appealed; and


(B)AAany claims based on unliquidated or


undetermined demands governed by Section 36.305.


(c)AAAs soon as practicable after the determination of all


objections, appeals, and claims based on previously unliquidated or


undetermined demands governed by Section 36.305, the receiver shall


distribute the assets of the bank in satisfaction of approved


claims other than claims asserted in a person ’s capacity as a


shareholder.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 61, eff.


September 1, 2007.
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Sec.A36.311.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS AGAINST INSURED BANK. The


distribution of assets from the estate of a bank the deposits of


which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or


its successor shall be made in the same order of priority as assets


would be distributed on liquidation or purchase of assets and


assumption of liabilities of a national bank under federal law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A36.312.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS AGAINST UNINSURED BANK.


(a)AAThe priority of distribution of assets from the estate of a


bank the deposits of which are not insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation or its successor shall be in accordance with


the order of each class as provided by this section.AAEvery claim in


each class shall be paid in full, or adequate money shall be


retained for that payment, before a member of the next class


receives any payment.AAA subclass may not be established within a


class, except for a preference or subordination within a class


expressly created by contract or other instrument or in the


certificate of formation.


(b)AAAssets shall be distributed in the following order of


priority:


(1)AAadministrative expenses;


(2)AAapproved claims of secured creditors to the extent


of the value of the security as provided by Section 36.304;


(3)AAapproved claims of beneficiaries of insufficient


commingled fiduciary money or missing fiduciary property and


approved claims of depositors of the bank;


(4)AAother approved claims of general creditors not


falling within a higher priority under this section, including


unsecured claims for taxes and debts due the federal government or a


state or local government;


(5)AAapproved claims of a type described by


Subdivisions (1)-(4) that were not filed within the period


prescribed by this subchapter; and


(6)AAclaims of capital note or debenture holders or


holders of similar obligations and proprietary claims of
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shareholders or other owners according to the terms established by


issue, class, or series.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 62, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 14, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A36.313.AAEXCESS ASSETS. (a) If bank assets remain


after the receiver has provided for unclaimed distributions and all


of the liabilities of the bank in liquidation, the receiver shall


distribute the remaining assets to the shareholders of the bank.


(b)AAIf the remaining assets are not liquid or if they


otherwise require continuing administration, the receiver may call


a meeting of the shareholders of the bank.AAThe receiver shall give


notice of the meeting:


(1)AAin a newspaper of general circulation in the


county where the home office of the bank was located; and


(2)AAby written notice to the shareholders of record at


their last known addresses.


(c)AAAt the meeting, the shareholders shall appoint one or


more agents to take over the affairs to continue the liquidation for


the benefit of the shareholders.AAVoting privileges are governed by


the bank’s bylaws and certificate of formation.AAIf a quorum cannot


be obtained at the meeting, the banking commissioner shall appoint


an agent.AAAn agent appointed under this subsection shall execute


and file with the court a bond approved by the court, conditioned on


the faithful performance of all the duties of the trust.


(d)AAUnder order of the court the receiver shall transfer and


deliver to the agent or agents for continued liquidation under the


court’s supervision all assets of the bank remaining in the


receiver’s hands.AAThe court shall discharge the receiver from


further liability to the bank and its depositors, creditors, and


shareholders.


(e)AAThe bank may not resume business and the charter of the


bank is void on the date the court issues the order directing the
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receiver to transfer and deliver the remaining assets of the bank to


the agent or agents.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 63, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 575 (S.B. 804), Sec. 15, eff.


June 14, 2013.


Sec.A36.314.AAUNCLAIMED PROPERTY. After completion of the


liquidation, any unclaimed property remaining in the hands of the


receiver shall be tendered to the comptroller as provided by


Chapter 74, Property Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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fi.37.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 37. EMERGENCIES


Sec.A37.001.AADEFINITION. In this chapter, "emergency"


means a condition or occurrence that may interfere physically with


the conduct of normal business at the offices of a bank or with the


conduct of a particular bank operation, or that poses an imminent or


existing threat to the safety or security of persons or property,


including:


(1)AAfire, flood, earthquake, hurricane, tornado, or


wind, rain, or snow storm;


(2)AAlabor dispute or strike;


(3)AApower failure, transportation failure, or


interruption of communication facilities;


(4)AAshortage of fuel, housing, food, transportation,


or labor;


(5)AArobbery, burglary, or attempted robbery or


burglary;


(6)AAepidemic or other catastrophe; or


(7)AAriot, civil commotion, enemy attack, or other


actual or threatened act of lawlessness or violence.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A37.002.AAEMERGENCY CLOSING OF OFFICE OR OPERATION BY


BANK. (a) If the officers of a bank located in this state determine


that an emergency that affects or may affect the bank ’s offices or a


particular bank operation exists or is impending, the officers may


determine:


(1)AAnot to open the bank ’s offices or conduct the


particular bank operation; or


(2)AAif the bank’s offices have opened or the particular


bank operation has begun, to close the bank ’s offices or suspend and


close the particular bank operation during the emergency,


regardless of whether the banking commissioner has issued a


proclamation of emergency.
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(b)AASubject to Subsection (c), the office or operation


closed may remain closed until the officers determine that the


emergency has ended and for additional time reasonably required to


reopen.


(c)AAAn office or operation may not remain closed for more


than three consecutive days, excluding days on which the bank is


customarily closed, without the banking commissioner ’s approval.


(d)AAA bank closing an office or operation under this section


shall give notice of its action to the banking commissioner as


promptly as possible and by any means available.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A37.003.AAEMERGENCY CLOSING OF OFFICE OR OPERATION BY


BANKING COMMISSIONER. (a) If the banking commissioner determines


that an emergency exists or is impending in all or part of this


state, the banking commissioner by proclamation may authorize banks


located in the affected area to close all or part of their offices


or operations.


(b)AAIf the banking commissioner determines that an


emergency exists or is impending that affects or may affect one or


more particular banks or a particular bank operation, but not banks


located in the area generally, the banking commissioner may


authorize the bank or banks affected to close their offices or a


particular bank operation.


(c)AAA bank office or bank operation closed under this


section may remain closed until the banking commissioner proclaims


that the emergency has ended, or until an earlier time that the


officers of the bank determine that the closed bank office or bank


operation should reopen, except that the affected bank office or


operation may remain closed for additional time reasonably required


to reopen.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A37.004.AAEFFECT OF CLOSING. (a) A day on which a bank


or one or more of its operations is closed during its normal banking


hours as provided by this chapter is a legal holiday for all


purposes with respect to any banking business affected by the
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closed bank or bank operation.


(b)AAA bank or a director, officer, or employee of a bank does


not incur liability or loss of rights because of a closing


authorized by this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 237 (H.B. 1962), Sec. 64, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Sec.A37.005.AALIMITATIONS ON WITHDRAWALS FROM STATE BANK.


(a) At the request of a state bank that is experiencing or


threatened with unusual and excessive withdrawals because of


financial conditions, panic, or crisis, the banking commissioner,


to prevent unnecessary loss to or preference among the depositors


and creditors of the bank and to preserve the financial structure of


the bank and its usefulness to the community, may issue an order


limiting the right of withdrawal by or payment to depositors,


creditors, and other persons to whom the bank is liable.


(b)AAThe order:


(1)AAmust expire not later than the 10th day after the


date it is issued;


(2)AAmust be uniform in application to each class of


liability; and


(3)AAis not subject to judicial review.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A37.006.AAFINANCIAL MORATORIUM. (a) The banking


commissioner, with the approval of a majority of the finance


commission and the governor, may proclaim a financial moratorium


for, and invoke a uniform limitation on, withdrawal of deposits of


every character from all banks within this state. A bank refusing


to comply with a written proclamation of the banking commissioner


under this section, signed by a majority of the members of the


finance commission and the governor:


(1)AAforfeits its charter if it is a state bank; or


(2)AAmay not act as reserve agent for a state bank or as


depository of state, county, municipal, or other public money if it
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is a national bank.


(b)AAOn order of the banking commissioner after refusal of a


national bank to comply with the proclamation, a depositor of


public money with the bank:


(1)AAshall immediately withdraw the public money from


the bank; and


(2)AAmay not redeposit public money in the bank without


the banking commissioner ’s prior written approval.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 37.007.AATEMPORARY BRANCH OR OFFICE. (a) If the


banking commissioner determines that an emergency has affected and


will continue to affect one or more particular bank offices for an


extended period, either as a result of the emergency or subsequent


recovery operations, the banking commissioner may authorize the


bank or banks affected to open temporary branch offices or other


facilities required for bank operations for the purpose of prompt


restoration of access by the public to banking services.


(b)AAA temporary bank office opened under the authority of


Subsection (a) may remain open only for the period specified in the


banking commissioner’s order, except that the banking commissioner


may extend the period the office may remain open on a finding that


the conditions requiring the temporary office continue to exist.


The bank may convert a temporary branch office to a permanent bank


location only by obtaining the prior written approval of the


banking commissioner under Section 32.203.


(c)AAIf requested by the state bank regulatory agency of


another state that is experiencing an emergency and is contiguous


to this state, the banking commissioner may authorize a bank or


banks located in the state to open temporary offices in this state


for the purpose of prompt restoration of banking services to the


existing customers of the bank or banks, as the circumstances of


such emergency may require.AAA temporary bank office opened under


the authority of this subsection may remain open only for the period


specified in the banking commissioner ’s order, except that the


banking commissioner may extend the period the office may remain


open on a finding that the conditions requiring the temporary
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office continue to exist.AAA bank may convert a temporary branch


office to a permanent bank location if permitted by and subject to


the conditions and requirements of Chapter 203.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 12,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 37.008.AAREGULATORY COORDINATION. (a) To ensure


effective coordination among and between the department and other


state and federal agencies and the banking industry, and to further


rapid restoration of banking services after an emergency, the


banking commissioner may:


(1)AAenter into cooperative, coordinating, or


information-sharing agreements with other state or federal


agencies or with or through organizations affiliated with or


representing one or more state or federal agencies;


(2)AAenter into cooperative, coordinating, or


information-sharing agreements with banks or banking trade


associations or other organizations affiliated with or


representing one or more banks;AAand


(3)AAissue interpretive statements or opinions to


temporarily waive or suspend regulatory requirements that threaten


to impede recovery and restoration of financial services.


(b)AADisclosure of information by or to the banking


commissioner under this section does not constitute a waiver of or


otherwise affect or diminish an evidentiary privilege to which the


information is otherwise subject, regardless of whether the


disclosure is governed by a confidentiality


agreement.AANotwithstanding other law, a party to an agreement


described by Subsection (a) may execute, honor, and comply with an


agreement to maintain confidentiality and oppose disclosure of


information obtained from the banking commissioner, and shall treat


as confidential any information obtained from the banking


commissioner that is entitled to confidential treatment under


applicable state or federal law.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner shall coordinate and cooperate


with and assist the office of the governor in the performance of


duties under this chapter and other state or federal law as required
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by Section 421.071, Government Code.


Added by Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 110 (H.B. 2007), Sec. 12,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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fi.371.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 4. REGULATION OF INTEREST, LOANS, AND FINANCED TRANSACTIONS


SUBTITLE C. PAWNSHOPS


CHAPTER 371. PAWNSHOPS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A371.001.AASHORT TITLE. This chapter shall be known and


may be cited as the "Texas Pawnshop Act."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.002.AAPURPOSES.AAThe purposes of this chapter are


to:


(1)AAprevent fraud, unfair practices, discrimination,


imposition, and abuse of state residents;


(2)AAexercise the state’s police power to ensure a sound


system of making pawn loans and transfers of personal property by


and through pawnshops;


(3)AAprevent transactions in stolen property and other


unlawful property transactions by licensing and regulating


pawnbrokers;


(4)AAprovide for licensing and investigation fees;


(5)AAprovide minimum capital requirements for


pawnbrokers;


(6)AAensure financial responsibility to the state and


its residents and compliance with federal, state, and local law,


including rules and ordinances; and


(7)AAassist local governments in the exercise of their


police power.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 63, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.003.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Applicable liabilities" include trade or other


accounts payable; accrued sales, income, or other taxes; accrued
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expenses; and notes or other payables that are unsecured or secured


in whole or part by current assets. The term does not include a


liability secured by assets other than current assets.


(2)AA"Commissioner" means the consumer credit


commissioner.


(3)AA"Current assets" include an investment made in


cash, bank deposits, merchandise inventory, and loans due from


customers, excluding the pawn service charge. The term does not


include an investment made in:


(A)AAfixed assets of real estate, furniture,


fixtures, or equipment;


(B)AAstocks, bonds, or other securities; or


(C)AAprepaid expenses or other general


intangibles.


(4)AA"Goods" means tangible personal property.


(5)AA"Net assets" means the book value of current


assets less applicable liabilities.


(6)AA"Pawnbroker" means a person engaged in the


business of:


(A)AAlending money on the security of pledged


goods; or


(B)AApurchasing goods on condition that the goods


may be redeemed or repurchased by the seller for a fixed price


within a fixed period.


(7)AA"Pawnshop" means a location at which or premises


in which a pawnbroker regularly conducts business.


(8)AA"Pawn transaction" means the pledging, by a person


present in this state at the time of the transaction, with a


pawnbroker of a single item of goods as security for a loan of


money.


(9)AA"Pledged goods" means goods deposited with or


otherwise delivered into the possession of a pawnbroker in


connection with a pawn transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 64, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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Sec.A371.004.AACOMPUTATION OF MONTH. (a) For the


computation of time in this chapter, a month is the period from a


date in a month to the corresponding date in the succeeding month.


If the succeeding month does not have a corresponding date, the


period ends on the last day of the succeeding month.


(b)AAFor the computation of a fraction of a month, a day is


equal to one-thirtieth of a month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.005.AAREGULATORY AUTHORITY. The legislature has


exclusive authority regarding the operation of pawnshops, except


for a matter delegated by this chapter to the commissioner. The


commissioner has the authority to regulate only a business practice


that requires a pawnshop license.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.006.AARULEMAKING. (a) The Finance Commission of


Texas may adopt rules to enforce this chapter.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(3), eff. September 1, 2023.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(3), eff. September 1, 2023.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(3), eff. September 1, 2023.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 99, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 34(3),


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec.A371.007.AASTAGGERED RENEWAL OF LICENSES. (a) The


Finance Commission of Texas by rule may adopt a system under which


licenses issued under this chapter expire on various dates during


the year.
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(b)AAFor a year in which an expiration date is changed, a


license fee payable on the date of issuance shall be prorated


according to the number of months during which the license is valid.


(c)AAOn renewal of a license on the new expiration date, the


total license fee is payable.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 100, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER B. PAWNSHOP LICENSE


Sec.A371.051.AAPAWNSHOP LICENSE REQUIRED. A person may not


engage in business as a pawnbroker unless the person holds a


pawnshop license.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.052.AAELIGIBILITY.


(a)AATo be eligible for a pawnshop license, an applicant


must:


(1)AA meet the net assets requirement of Section


371.072; and


(2)AAshow that:


(A)AAthe pawnshop will be operated lawfully and


fairly under this chapter; and


(B)AAthe applicant or the applicant’s owners and


managers have the financial responsibility, experience, character,


and general fitness to command the confidence of the public in the


pawnshop’s operations.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B.


1442), Sec. 95(2), eff. September 1, 2019.


(c)AAFor purposes of a disqualification under Chapter 53,


Occupations Code, the commissioner is a licensing authority.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 14.748, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 65, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 95(2),
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eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.053.AAVERIFICATION OF APPLICANT ’S NET ASSETS. If


the commissioner cannot verify that an applicant meets the net


assets requirement of Section 371.072, the commissioner may require


a finding, including a current balance sheet, by an independent


certified public accountant that:


(1)AAthe accountant has reviewed the applicant ’s books


and records; and


(2)AAthe applicant meets the net assets requirement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.054.AALICENSE APPLICATION. (a) This section


applies to an application for:


(1)AAan original pawnshop license;


(2)AArelocation of a pawnshop; or


(3)AAtransfer of a pawnshop license and approval of a


change in the ownership of a pawnshop.


(b)AAAn application must be made to the commissioner and


must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAstate:


(A)AAthe full name and place of residence of the


applicant;


(B)AAthe full name and address of each member if


the applicant is a partnership;


(C)AAexcept as provided by Subsection (c), the


full name and address of each officer, shareholder, and director if


the applicant is a corporation;


(D)AAthe location where the business is to be


conducted; and


(E)AAother relevant information required by the


commissioner; and


(3)AAbe accompanied by the fees and proof of insurance


required by Section 371.055.


(c)AAThe full name and address of each shareholder is not


required if the applicant is owned directly or beneficially by a
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person who:


(1)AAis an issuer of securities who:


(A)AAhas a class of securities registered under


Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. Section


78l); or


(B)AAis required to file reports with the


Securities and Exchange Commission by Section 15(d) of the


Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. Section 78o(d)); and


(2)AAhas filed with the commissioner the information,


documents, and reports required by the Securities Exchange Act of


1934 (15 U.S.C. Section 77b et seq.) to be filed by the issuer with


the Securities and Exchange Commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.055.AAFEES; PROOF OF INSURANCE.AAAn applicant must


submit with the application:


(1)AAan investigation fee of:


(A)AA$500 if the applicant does not hold a


license; or


(B)AA$250 if the application:


(i)AAis for an additional license for a


separate location; or


(ii)AAinvolves substantially identical


principals and owners of a licensed pawnshop at a separate


location;


(2)AAa fee in an amount determined as provided by


Section 14.107; and


(3)AAproof of general liability and fire insurance in a


reasonable amount and form required by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 20, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 66, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.056.AABOND. (a) The commissioner may require that


an applicant file a bond with the application. The bond must be:
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(1)AAsatisfactory to the commissioner;


(2)AAin the amount set by the commissioner not to exceed


$5,000 for each license; and


(3)AAissued by a surety qualified to do business in this


state.


(b)AAThe aggregate liability of the surety may not exceed the


amount of the bond.


(c)AAThe bond must be in favor of this state for the use of


this state and the use of a person who has a cause of action under


this chapter against the pawnbroker.


(d)AAThe bond must be conditioned on:


(1)AAthe pawnbroker ’s compliance with this chapter and


rules adopted under this chapter; and


(2)AAthe payment of all amounts that become due to this


state or to another person under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.057.AAINVESTIGATION; NOTICE OF APPLICATION. (a)


On receipt of an application and the required fees, the


commissioner shall:


(1)AAconduct an investigation to determine whether to


issue the license; and


(2)AAgive notice of the application to:


(A)AAthe Department of Public Safety of the State


of Texas;


(B)AAeach local law enforcement agency in the


county in which the business is to be conducted; and


(C)AAeach pawnbroker in the county in which the


applicant pawnshop is to be located.


(b)AAThe notice to the department of public safety and local


law enforcement agencies must state the name and address of each


person required by Section 371.054 to be listed on the license


application.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall give the department and local law


enforcement agencies a reasonable time to respond with information


concerning the listed persons or with any other relevant


information.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.058.AAPUBLIC HEARING. (a) On request, the


commissioner shall conduct a public hearing before issuing a


pawnshop license.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall give a pawnbroker that would be


affected by the granting of an application for a pawnshop license an


opportunity to appear, present evidence, and be heard for or


against the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.059.AAAPPROVAL; ISSUANCE OF LICENSE. (a) Subject


to Subsection (b), the commissioner shall approve the application


and issue a license if the commissioner finds that the applicant is


eligible for the license.


(b)AAIn a county with a population of 250,000 or more, the


commissioner shall approve an application for:


(1)AAan original license to operate a pawnshop at a


facility that is not an existing licensed pawnshop at the time the


application is filed if the proposed facility is not located within


two miles of a licensed pawnshop;


(2)AAthe relocation of a licensed pawnshop to a


facility that is not an existing licensed pawnshop at the time the


application is filed if the facility where the pawnshop is to be


relocated is not located within one mile of a licensed pawnshop;


and


(3)AAthe relocation of a licensed pawnshop if at the


time the application is filed the pawnshop has been in operation at


its current location for at least three years, and the facility


where the pawnshop is to be relocated is either within one mile of


its existing location or, if in excess of one mile from its existing


location, not within one mile of another existing operating


pawnshop.


(c)AANotwithstanding Subsection (b)(3), the commissioner may


approve an application for the relocation of a licensed pawnshop


that needs to relocate marginally further than one mile from its


existing location or that at the time the application is made has
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not been in operation in its current location for at least three


years if the necessity for relocation was caused by circumstances


beyond the applicant’s control.


(d)AAA determination of distance for purposes of this section


is based on a measurement taken from the front door of a facility to


the front door of the other facility. For a facility not in


existence at the time the application is filed, the location of the


front door of the proposed facility must be indicated on


architectural drawings or comparable professionally prepared


drawings depicting the facility and the entire boundary of the lot


or parcel of land to which the facility is to be attached.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.060.AANOTICE OF DENIAL; HEARING. (a) If the


commissioner does not make a finding described by Section 371.059,


the commissioner shall notify the applicant.


(b)AAAn applicant who requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (a) is entitled to a hearing within 60 days after the


date of the request.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.061.AAPERIOD FOR FINAL DECISION TO APPROVE OR DENY.


Unless the applicant and the commissioner agree in writing to a


later date, the commissioner shall approve or deny the application


before the 61st day after the later of the date on which:


(1)AAthe application is filed and the required fees are


paid; or


(2)AAa hearing on the application is completed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.062.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF


APPLICATION.AAIf the commissioner denies the application, the


commissioner shall retain the investigation fee and shall return to


the applicant the license fee submitted with the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 67, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 371.0625.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


subchapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 68,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.063.AALICENSE ISSUED BEFORE OCTOBER 1, 1981. A


license issued to a pawnshop before October 1, 1981, remains valid


as long as the pawnbroker complies with this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.064.AALICENSE FEE; EXPIRATION.A(a) Not later than


the 30th day before the date the license expires, a pawnbroker shall


pay to the commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount


determined as provided by Section 14.107.


(b)AAIf the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day


after the date on which written notice of delinquency of payment has


been given to the pawnbroker by the commissioner, the license


expires on that day.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 21, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 69, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 371.0645.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL TO RENEW.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a person who fails


to comply with an order issued by the commissioner to enforce this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 70,


eff. September 1, 2019.
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Sec.A371.066.AATEMPORARY LICENSE. (a) The commissioner may


issue a temporary pawnshop license on receipt of an application:


(1)AAto transfer a license from one person to another;


or


(2)AAfor a license involving principals and owners that


are substantially identical to those of a pawnshop in operation at


the time of receipt of the application.


(b)AAA temporary license is effective until a permanent


license is issued or denied.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.067.AACONTENTS AND DISPLAY OF LICENSE. (a) A


license must state:


(1)AAthe name of the pawnbroker; and


(2)AAthe address at which the business is to be


conducted.


(b)AAA pawnbroker shall display a license at the place of


business provided on the license.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.068.AAMULTIPLE PLACES OF BUSINESS. (a) A separate


pawnshop license is required for each place of business operated


under this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may issue more than one license to a


person if the person complies with this chapter for each license.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.069.AACHANGE OF OWNERSHIP. (a) An application for


an original pawnshop license or the transfer of a pawnshop license


is required if a change in direct or beneficial ownership of a


licensed pawnshop occurs.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to a change in direct or


beneficial ownership of a licensed pawnshop if the pawnshop is


owned directly or beneficially by a person who:


(1)AAis an issuer of securities who is described by


Section 371.054(c)(1);
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(2)AAis described by Section 371.054(c)(2) and has


submitted to the commissioner each filing required by Section 15(d)


of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. Section 78o(d))


and paid a filing fee of $100 with each; and


(3)AAhas filed information on officers and directors of


the issuer or any licensed or intermediate subsidiary as required


by Section 371.054 for officers and directors of a corporation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.070.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE. A


pawnshop license may be transferred or assigned only with the


approval of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.071.AAAPPLICATION FOR RELOCATION. A pawnbroker who


wishes to move a pawnshop from the location provided on the license


must make application to the commissioner before the 30th day


preceding the date the pawnbroker moves.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.072.AANET ASSETS REQUIREMENT. (a) Except as


provided by Subsection (b), a pawnbroker shall maintain net assets


of at least $150,000 that are used or readily available for use in


the business of each pawnshop.


(b)AAA pawnbroker who held a license under this chapter


before September 1, 1999, shall maintain net assets that are used or


readily available for use in the business for that existing license


of at least the amount required on August 31, 1999. The net assets


requirement of this subsection remains in effect without regard to


a change in ownership or relocation of the license.


(c)AANet assets must be represented by a capital investment


unencumbered by a lien or other encumbrance and subject to a claim


by a general creditor.


A


Text of subsec. (d) as amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801,


Sec. 4
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A


(d)AASubject to Subsection (b), a pawnbroker shall maintain


for each pawnshop net assets, as that term was defined at the time


the license was issued, that are used or readily available for use


in the business of the pawnshop of at least the amount required on:


(1)AAAugust 31, 1981, if the pawnbroker held a license


on that date; or


(2)AAJune 20, 1987, if the pawnbroker held a license on


that date but did not hold a license on August 31, 1981.


A


Text of subsec. (d) as relettered from subsec. (f) and amended by


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 4


A


(d)AAIn this section, "capital investment" means:


(1)AAcommon or preferred shares and capital or earned


surplus as those terms are defined by the Texas Business


Corporation Act if the pawnbroker is a corporation; or


(2)AAa substantial equivalent of items described by


Subdivision (1), as determined by generally accepted accounting


principles, if the pawnbroker is not a corporation.


A


Text of subsec. (e) as amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801,


Sec. 4


A


(e)AASubject to Subsection (d), net assets must be


represented by a capital investment unencumbered by a lien or other


encumbrance and subject to a claim by a general creditor.


A


Text of subsec. (e) as relettered from subsec. (g) and amended by


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 4


A


(e)AASubsection (b) applies to a change in ownership that is:


(1)AAa transaction involving a different owner who had


a significant family or business relationship with a prior owner


before the transaction;


(2)AAa transaction in which:


(A)AAonly the number or proportionate ownership of
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owners of a business changes; and


(B)AAan individual who was not an owner before the


transaction is not an owner after the transaction; or


(3)AAa change in ownership that occurs by testate or


intestate disposition.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 4, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.073.AAAPPOINTMENT OF AGENT. (a)AAA pawnbroker


shall maintain on file with the commissioner the name and address of


the pawnbroker ’s registered agent for service of process.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B.


1371), Sec. 34(4), eff. September 1, 2023.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 26, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 34(4),


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 371.074.AAPAWNBROKER RESPONSIBLE FOR EMPLOYEES AND


AGENTS.AAA license holder under this subchapter is responsible for


all acts of the license holder’s officers, directors, employees,


and agents acting on behalf of the pawnshop.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 71,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER C. PAWNSHOP EMPLOYEE LICENSE PROGRAM


Sec. 371.101.AAPAWNSHOP EMPLOYEE LICENSE PROGRAM.A(a) A


pawnbroker may, but is not required to, participate in the pawnshop


employee license program by notifying the commissioner in writing


on a form prescribed by the commissioner.


(a-1)AAA pawnbroker may submit a written notification to


participate in the pawnshop employee license program under


Subsection (a):
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(1)AAat the time of the pawnbroker ’s original license


application;


(2)AAat the time of a renewal of the pawnbroker’s


license; or


(3)AAat another time prescribed by the commissioner.


(a-2)AAA pawnbroker may notify the commissioner in writing of


the pawnbroker ’s intention to no longer participate in the pawnshop


employee license program at any time notification is permitted


under Subsection (a-1). On receipt by the commissioner of a


pawnbroker ’s notification under this subsection, the pawnbroker


will no longer be a part of the pawnshop employee license program


unless the pawnbroker resubmits a new notification for


participation under Subsection (a-1).


(b)AAAn individual who begins employment at a pawnshop for a


pawnbroker that participates in the pawnshop employee license


program under Subsection (a), as a condition of employment, must


apply to the commissioner for a pawnshop employee license not later


than the 75th day after the date employment begins. The individual


may continue employment until the license is issued or denied.


(c)AAIf a pawnbroker participates in the pawnshop employee


license program under Subsection (a), the participating pawnbroker


may not employ an individual to write a pawn transaction, buy or


sell merchandise, or supervise another employee who writes pawn


transactions or buys or sells merchandise unless the individual:


(1)AAhas complied with Subsection (b) but has not been


issued or denied a license; or


(2)AAholds a pawnshop employee license.


(d)AASubsection (c) does not apply to an individual who:


(1)AAhas an ownership interest in the pawnshop license;


and


(2)AAis named on the application.


(e)AASubject to Section 14.112, the Finance Commission of


Texas shall adopt rules to administer the pawnshop employee license


program.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:
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Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 73, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.102.AAELIGIBILITY. (a)AATo be eligible for a


pawnshop employee license, an individual must:


(1)AAbe of good business repute;


(2)AApossess the character and general fitness


necessary to warrant belief that the individual will operate the


business lawfully and fairly under this chapter; and


(3)AAbe employed by a pawnbroker that participates in


the pawnshop employee license program under Section 371.101.


(b)AAFor purposes of a disqualification under Chapter 53,


Occupations Code, the commissioner is a licensing authority.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 14.749, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 74, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.103.AALICENSE APPLICATION; FEES. (a) An


application for a pawnshop employee license must state:


(1)AAthe applicant ’s name and address;


(2)AAthe name of the pawnshop at which the applicant is


employed;


(3)AAwhether the applicant has:


(A)AAbeen convicted of or is under indictment for


a crime;


(B)AAhad a license to engage in an occupation,


business, or profession revoked or suspended; or


(C)AAbeen denied an occupational, business, or


professional license, including a pawnshop employee license, in


this or another state;


(4)AAif the applicant has had a license described by


Subdivision (3)(B) revoked or suspended, the reason for the action;


(5)AAeach business or occupation in which the applicant


engaged for the five years preceding the date of application; and


(6)AAother relevant information the commissioner
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requires.


(b)AAThe application must be accompanied by an investigation


and annual fee in an amount determined as provided by Section


14.107.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 75, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.104.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) Not


later than the 60th day after the date an application is filed, the


commissioner shall determine whether the applicant qualifies for a


pawnshop employee license.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve the application and


issue a license if the commissioner finds that the applicant


qualifies for a license.


(c)AAIf the commissioner does not make the finding required


by Subsection (b), the commissioner in writing shall notify the


applicant and the employing pawnbroker that the application will be


denied unless the applicant, in writing and not later than the 30th


day after the date of the notice, requests a hearing on the


application.


(d)AAAn application is denied on the 31st day after the date


of the notice if the applicant does not request a hearing in the


time allowed.


(e)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing in the time allowed,


the commissioner shall conduct a hearing on the application. On the


conclusion of the hearing, the commissioner shall approve or deny


the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.105.AALICENSE TERM.AAA pawnshop employee license is


valid for the period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted


under Section 14.112.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 76, eff.
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September 1, 2019.


Sec. 371.106.AALICENSE FEE; EXPIRATION.A(a) Not later than


the 30th day before the date the license expires, a pawnshop


employee license holder shall pay to the commissioner a fee in an


amount determined as provided by Section 14.107.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall send written notice of


delinquency to a license holder who does not pay the fee on or


before the 30th day before the date the license expires.


(c)AAIf the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day


after the date of the delinquency notice, the license expires on


that day.


(d)AAA pawnshop employee license expires on the 30th day


after the last day of employment if the license holder:


(1)AAceases to be employed by a pawnbroker that


participates in the pawnshop employee license program under Section


371.101; and


(2)AAis not employed within that time by another


pawnbroker that participates in the pawnshop employee license


program.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 77, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 371.107.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL TO RENEW.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the pawnshop employee license of a


person who fails to comply with an order issued by the commissioner


to enforce this chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 78,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER D. OPERATION OF PAWNSHOPS


Sec.A371.151.AAHOURS OF OPERATION. (a) A pawnbroker shall


maintain normal business hours of at least four hours a day for five
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days a week.


(b)AAA pawnbroker may not do business before 7 a.m. or after 9


p.m.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.152.AARECORDKEEPING. (a) A pawnbroker, consistent


with accepted accounting practices, shall keep adequate books and


records relating to the pawnbroker ’s pawn transactions and any


other business regulated by this chapter.


(b)AABooks and records shall be preserved at least until the


second anniversary of the date of the last transaction recorded.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.153.AANOTICE OF OPERATION OF OTHER BUSINESS. (a) A


pawnbroker shall notify the commissioner before the pawnbroker


allows another person to conduct at the pawnshop a business other


than the business of a pawnbroker or the business of buying and


selling goods.


(b)AAThe commissioner may refuse to permit a person other


than the pawnbroker to operate the other business on the pawnshop


premises if the commissioner finds that the operation is


inconsistent with this chapter.


(c)AAA pawnbroker shall notify the commissioner of any


location at which the pawnbroker or an applicant for a pawnshop


license operates a buy shop, secondhand merchandise store, retail


outlet, or similar business or any business to which the pawnbroker


regularly transfers goods from the pawnshop.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 5, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.154.AAINSURANCE AND BOND. (a) A pawnbroker shall


maintain general liability and fire insurance:


(1)AAin a reasonable amount and form required by the


commissioner; and


(2)AAsufficient to protect pledged goods, including


jewelry, at the pawnshop.


(b)AAA pawnbroker shall secure a bond:
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(1)AAin the amount, not to exceed $5,000, required by


the commissioner;


(2)AAin the form required by the commissioner; and


(3)AAconditioned on compliance with this chapter and


rules adopted under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 6, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.155.AAPAWNSHOP SECURITY. A pawnshop shall have:


(1)AAone or more alarm systems sufficient to detect and


signal unauthorized entry or the presence of an unauthorized person


to provide for the security of pledged goods; and


(2)AAa safe to provide for the security of pledged


jewelry.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.156.AAPAWN TRANSACTION. (a) Items that are usually


sold as a set are considered a single item and must be included in


the same pawn transaction.


(b)AAA pledged item together with items that are accessories


to the pledged item are considered a single item and must be


included in the same pawn transaction.


(c)AAA separate pawn transaction retains its separate


character when it is renewed, unless the parties agree otherwise.


(d)AAA pawnbroker may not divide a pawn transaction into more


than one transaction to obtain, or with the effect of obtaining, a


total pawn service charge that exceeds the charge authorized for an


amount financed that is equal to the total of the amounts financed


in the resulting transactions.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.157.AAPAWN TICKET.AAA pawnbroker, at the time a pawn


transaction is entered, shall deliver to the pledgor a pawn ticket


or other memorandum that clearly shows:


(1)AAthe name and address of the pawnshop;


(2)AAthe pledgor’s name, address, and physical
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description and a driver’s license number, military identification


number, identification certificate number, or other official


number that can identify the pledgor;


(3)AAthe date of the transaction;


(4)AAan identification and description of the pledged


goods, including serial numbers if reasonably available;


(5)AAthe amount of cash advanced or credit extended to


the pledgor, designated as "Amount Financed";


(6)AAthe amount of the pawn service charge, designated


as "Finance Charge";


(7)AAthe total amount, consisting of the amount


financed plus the finance charge, that must be paid to redeem the


pledged goods on the maturity date, designated as "Total of


Payments";


(8)AAthe "Annual Percentage Rate," computed according


to Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. Part 1026) adopted by the Consumer


Financial Protection Bureau under the Truth in Lending Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq.), as amended;


(9)AAthe maturity date of the pawn transaction; and


(10)AAa statement that:


(A)AAthe pledgor is not obligated to redeem the


pledged goods; and


(B)AAthe pledged goods may be forfeited to the


pawnbroker on the 31st day after the maturity date.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1199, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 27, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A371.158.AAAMOUNT FINANCED. The amount financed by a


pawn transaction may not exceed the amount computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $2,500.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.159.AAPAWN SERVICE CHARGE. (a) A pawnbroker may


not contract for, charge, or receive an amount, other than a pawn
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service charge, as a charge for credit in connection with a pawn


transaction.


(b)AAA pawn service charge may not exceed the charge


disclosed in the pawn ticket or other memorandum delivered to the


pledgor.


(c)AAA pawn service charge may not exceed an amount equal to:


(1)AA20 percent of the total amount financed for one


month if that amount is less than or equal to the amount computed


under Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $30;


(2)AA15 percent of the total amount financed for one


month if that amount is more than the amount computed for


Subdivision (1) but less than or equal to the amount computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $200;


(3)AA2-1/2 percent of the total amount financed for one


month if that amount is more than the amount computed for


Subdivision (2) but less than or equal to the amount computed under


Subchapter C, Chapter 341, using the reference amount of $300; or


(4)AA1 percent of the total amount financed for one


month if that amount is more than the amount computed for


Subdivision (3).


(d)AAA rate set by Subsection (c) shall be proportionately


adjusted for a finance period of less than one month.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 22, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A371.160.AAMATURITY DATE; MEMORANDUM OF EXTENSION. (a)


A pawnbroker may not enter a pawn transaction that has a maturity


date later than one month after the date of the transaction.


(b)AAThe pledgor and the pawnbroker by written agreement may


change the maturity date of a pawn transaction to a subsequent date.


(c)AAThe written agreement must clearly set out:


(1)AAthe new redemption date; and


(2)AAthe amount of any additional pawn service charge.


(d)AAThe pawnbroker must provide a copy of the written


agreement to the pledgor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A371.161.AAEARLY REDEMPTION: REDUCTION OF PAWN SERVICE


CHARGE. If a pledgor redeems the pledged goods before the maturity


date of the pawn transaction, any part of the pawn service charge


that exceeds $15 shall be reduced by an amount equal to


one-thirtieth of the total pawn service charge for each day between


the date on which redemption occurs and the original maturity date.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.162.AAPRESENTATION OF TICKET; PRESUMPTION. Except


as provided by Section 371.163(a), a person who presents proper


identification and a pawn ticket to the pawnbroker is presumed to be


entitled to redeem the pledged goods described by the pawn ticket.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.163.AALOST OR DESTROYED TICKET. (a) If a pawn


ticket is lost, destroyed, or stolen, the pledgor may notify the


pawnbroker of that fact in writing. Receipt of this notice


invalidates the pawn ticket if the pledged goods have not been


redeemed.


(b)AAThe pawnbroker shall require the pledgor to make a


written statement of the loss, destruction, or theft before the


pawnbroker delivers the pledged goods or issues a new pawn ticket.


(c)AAThe pawnbroker shall record on the written statement:


(1)AAthe date the statement is made; and


(2)AAthe number of the pawn ticket lost, destroyed, or


stolen.


(d)AAThe statement must be signed by the pawnbroker or the


pawnshop employee who accepts the statement from the pledgor.


(e)AAA pawnbroker is entitled to a fee of not more than $1 in


connection with the accepting of a written statement under this


section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 9, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.164.AADUTY OF REASONABLE CARE. A pawnbroker shall


exercise reasonable care to protect pledged goods from loss or
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damage.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.165.AARETURN OF PLEDGED GOODS. A pawnbroker shall


return pledged goods to the pledgor on payment of the total amount


due the pawnbroker in connection with the pawn transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.166.AAREDEMPTION BY MAIL. A pawnbroker shall


permit a pledgor to redeem pledged goods by mail.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.167.AALOST OR DAMAGED GOODS. (a) A pawnbroker


shall replace pledged goods that are lost or damaged while in the


pawnbroker ’s possession with like kind merchandise. The


replacement is subject to approval by the commissioner and the


pledgor must exhaust this administrative remedy with respect to the


lost or damaged pledged goods before seeking a remedy in court. If


the commissioner does not approve a replacement before the 91st day


after the date on which the commissioner receives a complaint from


the pledgor concerning the lost or damaged goods, or if the pledgor


does not accept the commissioner’s determination, the pledgor may


seek a remedy in court.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, goods are considered lost


if the goods are destroyed or have disappeared and are unavailable


for return to the pledgor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 7, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.168.AAEXEMPTION FROM CRIMINAL LIABILITY. A


pawnbroker is not criminally liable for damages or loss due to an


act of God or circumstances beyond the pawnbroker’s control.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.169.AAUNREDEEMED PLEDGED GOODS; FORFEITURE. (a) A


pawnbroker shall hold pledged goods not redeemed by the pledgor on


or before the maturity date stated in the pawn ticket issued in
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connection with a pawn transaction for at least 30 days after that


date.


(b)AAOn or before the 30th day after the original maturity


date, the pledgor may redeem the pledged goods by paying:


(1)AAthe originally agreed redemption price; and


(2)AAan additional pawn service charge equal to


one-thirtieth of the original monthly pawn service charge for each


day after the original maturity date, including the day on which the


pledged goods are finally redeemed.


(c)AAPledged goods not redeemed on or before the 30th day


after the original maturity date may, at the option of the


pawnbroker, be forfeited to the pawnbroker.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1235, Sec. 23, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A371.170.AAREDEMPTION OR PAYMENT BY PLEDGOR NOT


REQUIRED. A pledgor is not obligated to redeem pledged goods or to


make a payment on a pawn transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.171.AAAGREEMENT REQUIRING PLEDGOR’S PERSONAL


LIABILITY PROHIBITED. A pawnbroker may not enter an agreement


requiring the personal liability of the pledgor in connection with


a pawn transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.172.AAWAIVER OF PLEDGOR’S RIGHTS PROHIBITED. A


pawnbroker may not accept a waiver of a right or protection of a


pledgor under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.173.AAINSURANCE CHARGE LIMITED. A pawnbroker may


not impose a charge for insurance in connection with a pawn


transaction, except that a pawnbroker may impose a charge in the


amount of the actual cost to insure pledged goods being shipped to a


pledgor who redeemed the goods by mail.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A371.174.AAIDENTIFICATION OF PLEDGOR OR SELLER REQUIRED.


(a) A pawnbroker shall require identification of:


(1)AAthe pledgor if a transaction is a pawn


transaction; or


(2)AAthe seller if a transaction is a purchase of goods


by the pawnbroker.


(b)AAIdentification is acceptable only if it contains a


photograph of the pledgor or seller and is:


(1)AAa state driver’s license;


(2)AAa state identification card;


(3)AAa passport;


(4)AAa military identification;


(5)AAa certificate of identification from the Mexican


Consulate, certificado de matricula consular; or


(6)AAidentification issued by the agency of the United


States responsible for citizenship and immigration.


(c)AAA pawnbroker shall make the pawnbroker’s best effort to


determine whether the identification:


(1)AAis apparently genuine and unaltered; and


(2)AAproperly identifies the pledgor or seller.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 1199, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A371.175.AAPROPERTY IDENTIFICATION TAGS REQUIRED. (a)


A pawnshop shall identify by a tag or similar means each item of


goods located in the pawnshop that:


(1)AAhas a retail or sale value of more than $25; and


(2)AAcan be tagged or similarly identified.


(b)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAthe personal effects of a person in the pawnshop;


or


(2)AAfurniture, fixtures, or equipment of the pawnshop.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 10, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.176.AATRANSACTIONS WITH MINORS OR PERSONS UNDER THE
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INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS PROHIBITED. A pawnbroker may not:


(1)AAaccept a pledge or purchase property from a person


under 18 years of age; or


(2)AAtransact business with a person believed to be


under the influence of alcohol or drugs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 11, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.177.AAPURCHASE OF USED PERSONAL PROPERTY. A


pawnbroker may not purchase used personal property from a person


other than another pawnbroker unless a record is established that


contains:


(1)AAthe seller’s name, address, and physical


description and a driver’s license number, military identification


number, identification certificate number, or other official


number that can identify the seller;


(2)AAa complete description of the property, including


the serial number, if reasonably available, or other identifying


characteristics; and


(3)AAthe seller’s signed statement that the seller has


the right to sell the property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.178.AAACCEPTANCE OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION


MATERIALS. (a) A pawnbroker may not accept the pledge of building


construction materials unless a record is established that contains


the information required by Section 371.177.


(b)AAIn this section, "building construction materials"


includes:


(1)AAcopper pipe, tubing, or wiring;


(2)AAaluminum wire;


(3)AAplumbing supplies;


(4)AAelectrical supplies;


(5)AAwindow glass;


(6)AAlumber; and


(7)AAother similar materials.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A371.179.AADISPLAYS OF CERTAIN WEAPONS PROHIBITED. A


pawnbroker may not display for sale in a storefront window or


sidewalk display case or depict on a sign or advertisement in such a


way that the item, sign, or advertisement may be viewed from a


street:


(1)AAa pistol;


(2)AAa dirk;


(3)AAa dagger;


(4)AAa blackjack;


(5)AAa hand chain;


(6)AAa sword cane;


(7)AAknuckles made of metal or any other hard


substance; or


(8)AAa switchblade, springblade, or throwblade knife.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.180.AAADVERTISEMENTS. (a) A person who does not


hold a pawnshop license may not:


(1)AAadvertise or cause to be advertised the making,


arranging, or negotiating of a loan subject to this chapter; or


(2)AAuse in an advertisement a word, symbol, or


statement that states or suggests that the person is a pawnbroker.


(b)AAIn each advertisement that purports to offer credit


subject to this chapter, the advertiser shall disclose the legal or


registered name of the advertiser and the physical address of the


advertiser ’s place of business. This subsection does not apply to


an advertisement located on the premises of the advertiser’s place


of business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.181.AASTOLEN GOODS. (a) A pawnbroker shall monitor


goods purchased, accepted in pawn, or otherwise acquired by the


pawnbroker in order to identify and prohibit transactions involving


stolen goods.


(b)AAThe Finance Commission of Texas shall adopt rules that


allow:
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(1)AAa consumer who has filed an offense report with a


local law enforcement agency to request that a pawnbroker search


the records of the pawnshop; and


(2)AAthe pawnbroker to assist the consumer and the


local law enforcement agency in locating and recovering stolen


property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 101, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A371.182.AAHOLD PERIOD. The commissioner may designate


a reasonable hold period during which a pawnbroker may not sell or


otherwise dispose of an item of goods acquired and offered for sale


or other disposition by the pawnbroker.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 12, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A371.183.AACONSUMER INFORMATION. The Finance Commission


of Texas by rule may require a pawnshop to display, in an area in the


pawnshop accessible to a consumer, materials provided by the


commissioner that are designed to:


(1)AAinform a consumer of the duties, rights, and


responsibilities of parties to a transaction regulated by the


commissioner; and


(2)AAinform and assist a robbery, burglary, or theft


victim.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 102, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER E. INSPECTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS


Sec.A371.201.AAEXAMINATION BY COMMISSIONER. At any time the


commissioner considers necessary, the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative may:


(1)AAexamine a pawnbroker’s place of business;


(2)AAinquire into and examine a pawnbroker’s


transactions, books, accounts, papers, correspondence, or other


records that relate to the business of the pawnbroker; and
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(3)AAexamine or inspect pledged goods and goods


required to be identified by Section 371.177.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.202.AAACCESS TO RECORDS; COPIES. (a) During an


examination the pawnbroker shall give the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative free access to the pawnbroker’s


office, place of business, files, safe, or vault.


(b)AAThe commissioner or the representative is entitled to


copy any book, account, paper, correspondence, or other record that


relates to the business of the pawnbroker.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.203.AAOATHS. During an examination the


commissioner or the commissioner’s representative may administer


an oath and examine a person under oath on a subject relating to a


matter regarding which the commissioner is authorized or required


by this chapter to consider, investigate, or secure information.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.204.AAINSPECTION BY PEACE OFFICER. A pawnbroker


shall allow a peace officer to inspect the pawnbroker ’s books,


accounts, papers, correspondence, or other records that relate to


the business of the pawnbroker at any reasonable time without


judicial writ or other process.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.205.AAREFUSAL TO ALLOW EXAMINATION OR INSPECTION.


A pawnbroker who fails or refuses to permit an examination or


copying of books or other documents or an examination or inspection


of goods authorized by this subchapter violates this chapter. The


failure or refusal is grounds for the suspension or revocation of


the license.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.206.AACONFIDENTIALITY. Information obtained


during an examination or inspection authorized by this subchapter
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is confidential and privileged except for use by the commissioner


or in a criminal investigation or prosecution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.207.AAFEE. A pawnbroker shall pay to the


commissioner an amount assessed by the commissioner to cover the


direct and indirect costs of an examination and a proportionate


share of general administrative expenses.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.208.AAVERIFICATION OF NET ASSETS. If the


commissioner questions the amount of a pawnbroker ’s net assets, the


commissioner may require certification by an independent certified


public accountant that:


(1)AAthe accountant has reviewed the pawnbroker’s


books, other records, and transactions during the reporting year;


(2)AAthe books and other records are maintained using


generally accepted accounting principles; and


(3)AAthe pawnbroker meets the net assets requirement of


Section 371.072.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. LICENSE REVOCATION, SUSPENSION, AND SURRENDER


Sec.A371.251.AAREVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF PAWNSHOP LICENSE.


(a)AAAfter notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner


may revoke or suspend a pawnshop license if the commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAthe pawnbroker has not paid a fee or charge imposed


by the commissioner under this chapter;


(2)AAthe pawnbroker, knowingly or without exercising


due care to prevent the violation, has violated this chapter or a


rule adopted or an order issued under this chapter;


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original license


application, clearly would have justified refusal to issue the


license;
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(4)AAthe pawnbroker has established an association with


an unlicensed person who, with the knowledge of the pawnbroker, has


violated this chapter;


(5)AAthe pawnbroker has aided or conspired with a


person to circumvent this chapter;


(6)AAthe pawnbroker or a legal or beneficial owner of


the pawnbroker has been convicted of a crime that the commissioner


finds directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the


occupation of pawnbroker or would otherwise make the person unfit


for a pawnshop license under Section 371.052;


(7)AAthe financial responsibility, experience,


character, or general fitness of the pawnbroker or its owners and


managers do not command the confidence of the public or warrant the


belief that the business will be operated lawfully, fairly, and


within the purposes of this chapter; or


(8)AAthe pawnbroker has not maintained the minimum net


assets required by Section 371.072.


(b)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAplace on probation a person whose license is


suspended; or


(2)AAreprimand a pawnbroker for violating this chapter


or a rule adopted under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 79, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.252.AAEFFECT OF REVOCATION, SUSPENSION, OR


SURRENDER OF PAWNSHOP LICENSE. Revocation, suspension, or


surrender of a pawnshop license does not affect a preexisting


contract between the pawnbroker and a pledgor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.253.AANOTICE OF REVOCATION. (a) On revocation of a


pawnshop license by the commissioner, the pawnbroker shall send


notice of the revocation to each pledgor with goods in the


possession of, but not forfeited to, the pawnbroker on the
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revocation date.


(b)AAThe notice must be:


(1)AAin a form prescribed by the commissioner; and


(2)AAmailed not later than the fifth day after the


revocation date to the pledgor at the address recorded on the pawn


ticket.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.254.AAREDEMPTION OF GOODS AFTER LICENSE REVOCATION


OR SUSPENSION. (a) After revocation of a pawnshop license, the


pawnbroker, for the sole purpose of allowing a pledgor to redeem


pledged goods, shall maintain usual business hours at the pawnshop


for 60 days after the latest maturity date of any pawn transaction


made at that pawnshop.


(b)AAIf after the revocation of a license and within the


period provided by Section 371.169 a pledgor requests an extension


of that period, the pawnbroker shall grant an extension not to


exceed 30 days.


(c)AAThe commissioner may exercise any authority conferred


on the commissioner to protect the interest of a pledgor of goods in


the possession of a pawnbroker whose license has been revoked,


including assessment of a penalty or administrative enforcement


under this chapter.


(d)AAOn suspension of a pawnshop license by the commissioner,


the pawnbroker shall maintain the pawnshop’s usual business hours


during the suspension for the sole purpose of allowing a pledgor to


redeem goods or to renew a pawn transaction that matures during the


suspension.


(e)AAA pawnbroker shall renew a pawn transaction that matures


during a suspension if, not later than the 60th day after the


maturity date, the pledgor requests a renewal.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 371.255.AAREVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF PAWNSHOP EMPLOYEE


LICENSE.AAAfter notice and opportunity for a hearing, the


commissioner may revoke or suspend a pawnshop employee license if


the commissioner finds that:
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(1)AAthe license holder knowingly or recklessly


violated this chapter or a rule adopted or order issued under this


chapter;


(2)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original license


application, clearly would have justified refusal to issue the


license; or


(3)AAthe business repute and general fitness of the


license holder do not warrant belief that the license holder will


operate the business lawfully and fairly within the provisions of


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 80, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 28, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec.A371.256.AAHEARING. (a) The commissioner shall send


written notice of a pawnshop employee license revocation or


suspension hearing to:


(1)AAthe license holder; and


(2)AAthe employing pawnbroker.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall hold the hearing not earlier than


the 21st day after the date the notice was sent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.257.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE. (a)AAThe holder of a


pawnshop license or a pawnshop employee license may surrender the


license by complying with the commissioner’s written instructions


relating to license surrender.


(b)AASurrender does not affect a license holder’s civil or


criminal liability for an act committed before the surrender.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 29, eff.


September 1, 2023.
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Sec.A371.258.AAREINSTATEMENT OF LICENSE. (a) This section


applies to a pawnshop license or a pawnshop employee license.


(b)AAThe commissioner may reinstate a suspended pawnshop


license or pawnshop employee license or issue a new license to the


person whose license or licenses have been revoked if no fact or


condition exists that clearly would have justified refusal to issue


the license originally.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall reinstate an expired pawnbroker


license if, not later than the 180th day after the date on which the


license expired, the pawnbroker pays the commissioner the


delinquent $125 fee plus a reinstatement fee of $1,000. After a


pawnbroker ’s license has expired, the commissioner shall promptly


send notice of reinstatement rights to the delinquent pawnbroker by


certified mail.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 801, Sec. 13, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1399, Sec. 8, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 81, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.259.AACERTIFICATE OF STANDING; COPIES. The


commissioner, under the commissioner’s seal and signature, shall


provide a certificate of good standing or a certified copy of a


pawnshop license or a pawnshop employee license to a person who


applies and pays for the certificate or copy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. ENFORCEMENT; PENALTIES


Sec. 371.301.AACOMMISSIONER’S ENFORCEMENT POWERS. For


purposes of enforcing this chapter, the commissioner:


(1)AAhas the powers granted to the commissioner under


Chapter 14;


(2)AAmay exercise those powers in the same manner as


those powers may be exercised under:
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(A)AAChapters 14, 392, and 394;


(B)AASubtitle B, Title 4; and


(C)AAChapters 51, 302, 601, and 621, Business &


Commerce Code; and


(3)AAhas any authority granted the commissioner by


other law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 885 (H.B. 2278), Sec. 2.19,


eff. April 1, 2009.


Sec.A371.302.AAORDER TO END VIOLATION; INJUNCTION;


DAMAGES. (a) If the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe


that a person is violating this chapter, the commissioner, in


addition to and without prejudice to other authority provided by


this chapter, may enter an order requiring the person to stop or to


refrain from the violation.


(b)AAAt the commissioner’s request, the attorney general or


an attorney authorized to represent this state in district court


shall sue in any district court with venue or in a district court of


Travis County to enjoin a person from violating or continuing a


violation of this chapter or from acting to further a violation.


The court may enter an order or judgment awarding a preliminary or


permanent injunction. The court may issue an additional order or


judgment for actual damages suffered by a person as a result of the


violation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A371.303.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) The


commissioner may assess an administrative penalty against a person


who violates this chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may assess the administrative penalty


in an amount not to exceed $1,000.


(c)AAEach day a violation continues or occurs may be


considered a separate violation for purposes of this section. The


aggregate amount of penalties that may be assessed under this


section against a person during one calendar year may not exceed
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$10,000 for violations an element of which occurred at the same


business location.


(d)AAIn determining the amount of a penalty, the commissioner


shall consider:


(1)AAthe seriousness of the violation, including the


nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the prohibited act;


(2)AAthe history of previous violations;


(3)AAthe amount necessary to deter future violations;


(4)AAefforts to correct the violation; and


(5)AAany other matter that justice may require.


(e)AAIf, after investigation of a possible violation and the


facts relating to that possible violation, the commissioner


determines that a violation has occurred, the commissioner shall


issue a preliminary report that states:


(1)AAthe facts on which the conclusion is based;


(2)AAthe fact that an administrative penalty is to be


imposed; and


(3)AAthe amount to be assessed.


(f)AANot later than the 10th day after the date on which the


commissioner issues the preliminary report, the commissioner shall


send to the person charged with the violation a copy of the report


and a statement that the person has a right to a hearing on the


alleged violation and the amount of the penalty.


(g)AANot later than the 20th day after the date on which the


report is sent, the person charged may make a written request for a


hearing or may pay to the commissioner the amount of the


administrative penalty. A person who does not request a hearing or


pay the amount of the penalty within the prescribed time waives the


right to a hearing.


(h)AAIf the person charged accepts the commissioner’s


determination, the commissioner shall issue an order approving the


determination and ordering payment of the recommended penalty.


(i)AAIf it is determined after a hearing that the person has


committed the alleged violation, the commissioner shall give


written notice to the person of each finding established by the


hearing and the amount of the penalty and shall enter an order


requiring the person to pay the penalty.
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(j)AANot later than the 30th day after the date on which the


notice is received, the person charged shall pay the administrative


penalty in full.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 4.06, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A371.304.AAACTING WITHOUT A LICENSE; OFFENSES. (a) A


person who violates Section 371.051 commits an offense.


(b)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B.


1442), Sec. 95(3), eff. September 1, 2019.


(c)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B.


1442), Sec. 95(3), eff. September 1, 2019.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B.


1442), Sec. 95(3), eff. September 1, 2019.


(e)AAAn offense under Subsection (a) is a misdemeanor


punishable by:


(1)AAa fine not to exceed $10,000;


(2)AAconfinement in county jail for a term not to exceed


one year; or


(3)AAboth the fine and confinement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 95(3),


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec.A371.305.AAWILFUL VIOLATION OF CHAPTER; OFFENSE. (a) A


person commits an offense if the person holds a license under this


chapter and:


(1)AAwilfully violates this chapter; or


(2)AAwilfully makes a false entry in a record


specifically required by this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine not to exceed $1,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A371.306.AAPENALTY FOR CERTAIN VIOLATIONS. (a) A


pawnbroker who contracts for, charges, or collects a pawn service


charge that is greater than the amount authorized by this chapter or


otherwise violates this chapter:


(1)AAis liable for twice the amount of the pawn service


charge contracted for; and


(2)AAshall return the goods pledged in connection with


the pawn transaction on request of the pledgor and payment of the


balance due.


(b)AAA pawnbroker who contracts for, charges, or collects a


pawn service charge that is greater than twice the amount


authorized by this chapter:


(1)AAis not entitled to collect any amount on the pawn


transaction; and


(2)AAshall return the goods pledged in connection with


the pawn transaction on request of the pledgor.


(c)AASubsection (a) or (b) does not apply to a violation that


results from an accidental and bona fide error, corrected upon


discovery.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 391. FURNISHING FALSE CREDIT INFORMATION


Sec.A391.001.AADEFINITION. In this chapter, "credit


reporting bureau" means a person who engages in the practice of


assembling or reporting credit information about individuals for


the purpose of furnishing the information to a third party.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A391.002.AAFURNISHING FALSE INFORMATION; PENALTY. (a)


A person commits an offense if the person knowingly furnishes false


information about another person’s creditworthiness, credit


standing, or credit capacity to a credit reporting bureau.


(b)AAA credit reporting bureau commits an offense if the


credit reporting bureau knowingly furnishes false information


about a person’s creditworthiness, credit standing, or credit


capacity to a third party.


(c)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine of not more than $200.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 392. DEBT COLLECTION


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A392.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Consumer" means an individual who has a consumer


debt.


(2)AA"Consumer debt" means an obligation, or an alleged


obligation, primarily for personal, family, or household purposes


and arising from a transaction or alleged transaction.


(3)AA"Creditor" means a party, other than a consumer,


to a transaction or alleged transaction involving one or more


consumers.


(4)AA"Credit bureau" means a person who, for


compensation, gathers, records, and disseminates information


relating to the creditworthiness, financial responsibility, and


paying habits of, and similar information regarding, a person for


the purpose of furnishing that information to another person.


(5)AA"Debt collection" means an action, conduct, or


practice in collecting, or in soliciting for collection, consumer


debts that are due or alleged to be due a creditor.


(6)AA"Debt collector" means a person who directly or


indirectly engages in debt collection and includes a person who


sells or offers to sell forms represented to be a collection system,


device, or scheme intended to be used to collect consumer debts.


(7)AA"Third-party debt collector" means a debt


collector, as defined by 15 U.S.C. Section 1692a(6), but does not


include an attorney collecting a debt as an attorney on behalf of


and in the name of a client unless the attorney has nonattorney


employees who:


(A)AAare regularly engaged to solicit debts for


collection; or


(B)AAregularly make contact with debtors for the


purpose of collection or adjustment of debts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.42, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. SURETY BOND


Sec.A392.101.AABOND REQUIREMENT. (a) A third-party debt


collector or credit bureau may not engage in debt collection unless


the third-party debt collector or credit bureau has obtained a


surety bond issued by a surety company authorized to do business in


this state as prescribed by this section. A copy of the bond must be


filed with the secretary of state.


(b)AAThe bond must be in favor of:


(1)AAany person who is damaged by a violation of this


chapter; and


(2)AAthis state for the benefit of any person who is


damaged by a violation of this chapter.


(c)AAThe bond must be in the amount of $10,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.102.AACLAIM AGAINST BOND. A person who claims


against a bond for a violation of this chapter may maintain an


action against the third-party debt collector or credit bureau and


against the surety. The aggregate liability of the surety to all


persons damaged by a violation of this chapter may not exceed the


amount of the bond.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. INFORMATION IN FILES OF CREDIT BUREAU OR DEBT


COLLECTOR


Sec.A392.201.AAREPORT TO CONSUMER. Not later than the 45th


day after the date of the request, a credit bureau shall provide to


a person in its registry a copy of all information contained in its


files concerning that person.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.202.AACORRECTION OF THIRD-PARTY DEBT COLLECTOR’S OR


CREDIT BUREAU’S FILES. (a) An individual who disputes the accuracy
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of an item that is in a third-party debt collector’s or credit


bureau’s file on the individual and that relates to a debt being


collected by the third-party debt collector may notify in writing


the third-party debt collector of the inaccuracy. The third-party


debt collector shall make a written record of the dispute. If the


third-party debt collector does not report information related to


the dispute to a credit bureau, the third-party debt collector


shall cease collection efforts until an investigation of the


dispute described by Subsections (b)-(e) determines the accurate


amount of the debt, if any. If the third-party debt collector


reports information related to the dispute to a credit bureau, the


reporting third-party debt collector shall initiate an


investigation of the dispute described by Subsections (b)-(e) and


shall cease collection efforts until the investigation determines


the accurate amount of the debt, if any. This section does not


affect the application of Chapter 20, Business & Commerce Code, to a


third-party debt collector subject to that chapter.


(b)AANot later than the 30th day after the date a notice of


inaccuracy is received, a third-party debt collector who initiates


an investigation shall send a written statement to the individual:


(1)AAdenying the inaccuracy;


(2)AAadmitting the inaccuracy; or


(3)AAstating that the third-party debt collector has


not had sufficient time to complete an investigation of the


inaccuracy.


(c)AAIf the third-party debt collector admits that the item


is inaccurate under Subsection (b), the third-party debt collector


shall:


(1)AAnot later than the fifth business day after the


date of the admission, correct the item in the relevant file; and


(2)AAimmediately cease collection efforts related to


the portion of the debt that was found to be inaccurate and on


correction of the item send, to each person who has previously


received a report from the third-party debt collector containing


the inaccurate information, notice of the inaccuracy and a copy of


an accurate report.


(d)AAIf the third-party debt collector states that there has
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not been sufficient time to complete an investigation, the


third-party debt collector shall immediately:


(1)AAchange the item in the relevant file as requested


by the individual;


(2)AAsend to each person who previously received the


report containing the information a notice that is equivalent to a


notice under Subsection (c) and a copy of the changed report; and


(3)AAcease collection efforts.


(e)AAOn completion by the third-party debt collector of the


investigation, the third-party debt collector shall inform the


individual of the determination of whether the item is accurate or


inaccurate. If the third-party debt collector determines that the


information was accurate, the third-party debt collector may again


report that information and resume collection efforts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 851, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


SUBCHAPTER D. PROHIBITED DEBT COLLECTION METHODS


Sec.A392.301.AATHREATS OR COERCION. (a) In debt collection,


a debt collector may not use threats, coercion, or attempts to


coerce that employ any of the following practices:


(1)AAusing or threatening to use violence or other


criminal means to cause harm to a person or property of a person;


(2)AAaccusing falsely or threatening to accuse falsely


a person of fraud or any other crime;


(3)AArepresenting or threatening to represent to any


person other than the consumer that a consumer is wilfully refusing


to pay a nondisputed consumer debt when the debt is in dispute and


the consumer has notified in writing the debt collector of the


dispute;


(4)AAthreatening to sell or assign to another the


obligation of the consumer and falsely representing that the result


of the sale or assignment would be that the consumer would lose a


defense to the consumer debt or would be subject to illegal


collection attempts;


(5)AAthreatening that the debtor will be arrested for
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nonpayment of a consumer debt without proper court proceedings;


(6)AAthreatening to file a charge, complaint, or


criminal action against a debtor when the debtor has not violated a


criminal law;


(7)AAthreatening that nonpayment of a consumer debt


will result in the seizure, repossession, or sale of the person ’s


property without proper court proceedings; or


(8)AAthreatening to take an action prohibited by law.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prevent a debt collector from:


(1)AAinforming a debtor that the debtor may be arrested


after proper court proceedings if the debtor has violated a


criminal law of this state;


(2)AAthreatening to institute civil lawsuits or other


judicial proceedings to collect a consumer debt; or


(3)AAexercising or threatening to exercise a statutory


or contractual right of seizure, repossession, or sale that does


not require court proceedings.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.302.AAHARASSMENT; ABUSE. In debt collection, a


debt collector may not oppress, harass, or abuse a person by:


(1)AAusing profane or obscene language or language


intended to abuse unreasonably the hearer or reader;


(2)AAplacing telephone calls without disclosing the


name of the individual making the call and with the intent to annoy,


harass, or threaten a person at the called number;


(3)AAcausing a person to incur a long distance


telephone toll, telegram fee, or other charge by a medium of


communication without first disclosing the name of the person


making the communication; or


(4)AAcausing a telephone to ring repeatedly or


continuously, or making repeated or continuous telephone calls,


with the intent to harass a person at the called number.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.303.AAUNFAIR OR UNCONSCIONABLE MEANS. (a) In debt


collection, a debt collector may not use unfair or unconscionable
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means that employ the following practices:


(1)AAseeking or obtaining a written statement or


acknowledgment in any form that specifies that a consumer ’s


obligation is one incurred for necessaries of life if the


obligation was not incurred for those necessaries;


(2)AAcollecting or attempting to collect interest or a


charge, fee, or expense incidental to the obligation unless the


interest or incidental charge, fee, or expense is expressly


authorized by the agreement creating the obligation or legally


chargeable to the consumer; or


(3)AAcollecting or attempting to collect an obligation


under a check, draft, debit payment, or credit card payment, if:


(A)AAthe check or draft was dishonored or the


debit payment or credit card payment was refused because the check


or draft was not drawn or the payment was not made by a person


authorized to use the applicable account;


(B)AAthe debt collector has received written


notice from a person authorized to use the account that the check,


draft, or payment was unauthorized; and


(C)AAthe person authorized to use the account has


filed a report concerning the unauthorized check, draft, or payment


with a law enforcement agency, as defined by Article 59.01, Code of


Criminal Procedure, and has provided the debt collector with a copy


of the report.


(b)AANotwithstanding Subsection (a)(2), a creditor may


charge a reasonable reinstatement fee as consideration for renewal


of a real property loan or contract of sale, after default, if the


additional fee is included in a written contract executed at the


time of renewal.


(c)AASubsection (a)(3) does not prohibit a debt collector


from collecting or attempting to collect an obligation under a


check, draft, debit payment, or credit card payment if the debt


collector has credible evidence, including a document, video


recording, or witness statement, that the report filed with a law


enforcement agency, as required by Subsection (a)(3)(C), is


fraudulent and that the check, draft, or payment was authorized.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 505 (H.B. 628), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A392.304.AAFRAUDULENT, DECEPTIVE, OR MISLEADING


REPRESENTATIONS. (a) Except as otherwise provided by this


section, in debt collection or obtaining information concerning a


consumer, a debt collector may not use a fraudulent, deceptive, or


misleading representation that employs the following practices:


(1)AAusing a name other than the:


(A)AAtrue business or professional name or the


true personal or legal name of the debt collector while engaged in


debt collection; or


(B)AAname appearing on the face of the credit card


while engaged in the collection of a credit card debt;


(2)AAfailing to maintain a list of all business or


professional names known to be used or formerly used by persons


collecting consumer debts or attempting to collect consumer debts


for the debt collector;


(3)AArepresenting falsely that the debt collector has


information or something of value for the consumer in order to


solicit or discover information about the consumer;


(4)AAfailing to disclose clearly in any communication


with the debtor the name of the person to whom the debt has been


assigned or is owed when making a demand for money;


(5)AAin the case of a third-party debt collector,


failing to disclose, except in a formal pleading made in connection


with a legal action:


(A)AAthat the communication is an attempt to


collect a debt and that any information obtained will be used for


that purpose, if the communication is the initial written or oral


communication between the third-party debt collector and the


debtor; or


(B)AAthat the communication is from a debt


collector, if the communication is a subsequent written or oral


communication between the third-party debt collector and the


debtor;
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(6)AAusing a written communication that fails to


indicate clearly the name of the debt collector and the debt


collector’s street address or post office box and telephone number


if the written notice refers to a delinquent consumer debt;


(7)AAusing a written communication that demands a


response to a place other than the debt collector ’s or creditor’s


street address or post office box;


(8)AAmisrepresenting the character, extent, or amount


of a consumer debt, or misrepresenting the consumer debt’s status


in a judicial or governmental proceeding;


(9)AArepresenting falsely that a debt collector is


vouched for, bonded by, or affiliated with, or is an


instrumentality, agent, or official of, this state or an agency of


federal, state, or local government;


(10)AAusing, distributing, or selling a written


communication that simulates or is represented falsely to be a


document authorized, issued, or approved by a court, an official, a


governmental agency, or any other governmental authority or that


creates a false impression about the communication ’s source,


authorization, or approval;


(11)AAusing a seal, insignia, or design that simulates


that of a governmental agency;


(12)AArepresenting that a consumer debt may be


increased by the addition of attorney ’s fees, investigation fees,


service fees, or other charges if a written contract or statute does


not authorize the additional fees or charges;


(13)AArepresenting that a consumer debt will definitely


be increased by the addition of attorney ’s fees, investigation


fees, service fees, or other charges if the award of the fees or


charges is subject to judicial discretion;


(14)AArepresenting falsely the status or nature of the


services rendered by the debt collector or the debt collector’s


business;


(15)AAusing a written communication that violates the


United States postal laws and regulations;


(16)AAusing a communication that purports to be from an


attorney or law firm if it is not;
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(17)AArepresenting that a consumer debt is being


collected by an attorney if it is not;


(18)AArepresenting that a consumer debt is being


collected by an independent, bona fide organization engaged in the


business of collecting past due accounts when the debt is being


collected by a subterfuge organization under the control and


direction of the person who is owed the debt; or


(19)AAusing any other false representation or deceptive


means to collect a debt or obtain information concerning a


consumer.


(b)AASubsection (a)(4) does not apply to a person servicing


or collecting real property first lien mortgage loans or credit


card debts.


(c)AASubsection (a)(6) does not require a debt collector to


disclose the names and addresses of employees of the debt


collector.


(d)AASubsection (a)(7) does not require a response to the


address of an employee of a debt collector.


(e)AASubsection (a)(18) does not prohibit a creditor from


owning or operating a bona fide debt collection agency.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 851, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., 3rd C.S., ch. 3, Sec. 28.01, eff. Jan. 11, 2004.


Sec.A392.305.AADECEPTIVE USE OF CREDIT BUREAU NAME. A person


may not use "credit bureau," "retail merchants," or "retail


merchants association" in the person’s business or trade name


unless:


(1)AAthe person is engaged in gathering, recording, and


disseminating information, both favorable and unfavorable,


relating to the creditworthiness, financial responsibility, and


paying habits of, and similar information regarding, persons being


considered for credit extension so that a prospective creditor can


make a sound decision in the extension of credit; or


(2)AAthe person is a nonprofit retail trade association


that:


(A)AAconsists of individual members;
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(B)AAqualifies as a bona fide business league as


defined by the United States Internal Revenue Service; and


(C)AAdoes not engage in the business of debt


collection or credit reporting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.306.AAUSE OF INDEPENDENT DEBT COLLECTOR. A


creditor may not use an independent debt collector if the creditor


has actual knowledge that the independent debt collector repeatedly


or continuously engages in acts or practices that are prohibited by


this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 392.307.AACOLLECTION OF CERTAIN CONSUMER DEBT BY DEBT


BUYERS. (a)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Charged-off debt" means a consumer debt that a


creditor has determined to be a loss or expense to the creditor


instead of an asset.


(2)AA"Debt buyer" means a person who purchases or


otherwise acquires a consumer debt from a creditor or other


subsequent owner of the consumer debt, regardless of whether the


person collects the consumer debt, hires a third party to collect


the consumer debt, or hires an attorney to pursue collection


litigation in connection with the consumer debt.AAThe term does not


include:


(A)AAa person who acquires in-default or


charged-off debt that is incidental to the purchase of a portfolio


that predominantly consists of consumer debt that has not been


charged off; or


(B)AAa check services company that acquires the


right to collect on a paper or electronic negotiable instrument,


including an Automated Clearing House (ACH) authorization to debit


an account that has not been processed.


(b)AAUnless otherwise expressly provided, this section


prevails to the extent of any conflict between this section and any


other law of this state.


(c)AAA debt buyer may not, directly or indirectly, commence
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an action against or initiate arbitration with a consumer to


collect a consumer debt after the expiration of the applicable


limitations period provided by Section 16.004, Civil Practice and


Remedies Code, or Section 3.118, Business & Commerce Code.


(d)AAIf an action to collect a consumer debt is barred under


Subsection (c), the cause of action is not revived by a payment of


the consumer debt, an oral or written reaffirmation of the consumer


debt, or any other activity on the consumer debt.


(e)AAIf a debt buyer is engaged in debt collection for a


consumer debt for which an action to collect the debt is barred


under Subsection (c), the debt buyer, or a debt collector acting on


behalf of the debt buyer, shall provide the following notice in the


initial written communication with the consumer relating to the


debt collection:


(1)AAif the reporting period for including the consumer


debt in a consumer report prepared by a consumer reporting agency


has not expired under Section 605, Fair Credit Reporting Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1681c), and the debt buyer furnishes to a consumer


reporting agency information regarding the consumer debt, "THE LAW


LIMITS HOW LONG YOU CAN BE SUED ON A DEBT.AABECAUSE OF THE AGE OF


YOUR DEBT, WE WILL NOT SUE YOU FOR IT.AAIF YOU DO NOT PAY THE DEBT,


[INSERT NAME OF DEBT BUYER] MAY CONTINUE TO REPORT IT TO CREDIT


REPORTING AGENCIES AS UNPAID FOR AS LONG AS THE LAW PERMITS THIS


REPORTING.AATHIS NOTICE IS REQUIRED BY LAW.";


(2)AAif the reporting period for including the consumer


debt in a consumer report prepared by a consumer reporting agency


has not expired under Section 605, Fair Credit Reporting Act (15


U.S.C. Section 1681c), but the debt buyer does not furnish to a


consumer reporting agency information regarding the consumer debt,


"THE LAW LIMITS HOW LONG YOU CAN BE SUED ON A DEBT.AABECAUSE OF THE


AGE OF YOUR DEBT, WE WILL NOT SUE YOU FOR IT.AATHIS NOTICE IS


REQUIRED BY LAW."; or


(3)AAif the reporting period for including the consumer


debt in a consumer report prepared by a consumer reporting agency


has expired under Section 605, Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1681c), "THE LAW LIMITS HOW LONG YOU CAN BE SUED ON A


DEBT.AABECAUSE OF THE AGE OF YOUR DEBT, WE WILL NOT SUE YOU FOR IT,
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AND WE WILL NOT REPORT IT TO ANY CREDIT REPORTING AGENCY.AATHIS


NOTICE IS REQUIRED BY LAW."


(f)AAA notice required under Subsection (e) must be in at


least 12-point type that is boldfaced, capitalized, or underlined


or otherwise conspicuously set out from the surrounding written


material.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1055 (H.B. 996), Sec. 2,


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER E. DEFENSE, CRIMINAL PENALTY, AND CIVIL REMEDIES


Sec.A392.401.AABONA FIDE ERROR. A person does not violate


this chapter if the action complained of resulted from a bona fide


error that occurred notwithstanding the use of reasonable


procedures adopted to avoid the error.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.402.AACRIMINAL PENALTY.AA(a)AAExcept as provided


by Subsection (d), a person commits an offense if the person


violates this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by a fine of not less than $100 or more than $500 for each


violation.


(c)AAA misdemeanor charge under this section must be filed


not later than the first anniversary of the date of the alleged


violation.


(d)AAThis section does not apply to a violation of Section


392.307.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1055 (H.B. 996), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A392.403.AACIVIL REMEDIES. (a) A person may sue for:


(1)AAinjunctive relief to prevent or restrain a


violation of this chapter; and


(2)AAactual damages sustained as a result of a
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violation of this chapter.


(b)AAA person who successfully maintains an action under


Subsection (a) is entitled to attorney ’s fees reasonably related to


the amount of work performed and costs.


(c)AAOn a finding by a court that an action under this section


was brought in bad faith or for purposes of harassment, the court


shall award the defendant attorney ’s fees reasonably related to the


work performed and costs.


(d)AAIf the attorney general reasonably believes that a


person is violating or is about to violate this chapter, the


attorney general may bring an action in the name of this state


against the person to restrain or enjoin the person from violating


this chapter.


(e)AAA person who successfully maintains an action under this


section for violation of Section 392.101, 392.202, or 392.301(a)(3)


is entitled to not less than $100 for each violation of this


chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A392.404.AAREMEDIES UNDER OTHER LAW. (a) A violation of


this chapter is a deceptive trade practice under Subchapter E,


Chapter 17, Business & Commerce Code, and is actionable under that


subchapter.


(b)AAThis chapter does not affect or alter a remedy at law or


in equity otherwise available to a debtor, creditor, governmental


entity, or other legal entity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 393. CREDIT SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A393.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Consumer" means an individual who is solicited to


purchase or who purchases the services of a credit services


organization.


(2)AA"Consumer reporting agency" has the meaning


assigned by Section 603(f), Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C.


Section 1681a(f)).


(3)AA"Credit services organization" means a person who


provides, or represents that the person can or will provide, for the


payment of valuable consideration any of the following services


with respect to the extension of consumer credit by others:


(A)AAimproving a consumer’s credit history or


rating;


(B)AAobtaining an extension of consumer credit for


a consumer; or


(C)AAproviding advice or assistance to a consumer


with regard to Paragraph (A) or (B).


(4)AA"Extension of consumer credit" means the right to


defer payment of debt offered or granted primarily for personal,


family, or household purposes or to incur the debt and defer its


payment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.002.AAPERSONS NOT COVERED. (a) This chapter does


not apply to:


(1)AAa person:


(A)AAauthorized to make a loan or grant an


extension of consumer credit under the laws of this state or the


United States; and


(B)AAsubject to regulation and supervision by this


state or the United States;
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(2)AAa lender approved by the United States secretary


of housing and urban development for participation in a mortgage


insurance program under the National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. Section


1701 et seq.);


(3)AAa bank or savings association the deposits or


accounts of which are eligible to be insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation or a subsidiary of the bank or association;


(4)AAa credit union doing business in this state;


(5)AAa nonprofit organization exempt from taxation


under Section 501(c)(3), Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C.


Section 501(c)(3));


(6)AAa real estate broker or salesperson licensed under


Chapter 1101, Occupations Code, who is acting within the course and


scope of that license;


(7)AAan individual licensed to practice law in this


state who is acting within the course and scope of the individual ’s


practice as an attorney;


(8)AAa broker-dealer registered with the Securities and


Exchange Commission or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission


acting within the course and scope of that regulation;


(9)AAa consumer reporting agency;


(10)AAa person whose primary business is making loans


secured by liens on real property;


(11)AAa mortgage broker or loan officer licensed under


Chapter 156, Finance Code, who is acting within the course and scope


of that license; or


(12)AAan electronic return originator who:


(A)AAis an authorized Internal Revenue Service


e-file provider; and


(B)AAmakes, negotiates, arranges for, or


transacts a loan that is based on a person’s federal income tax


refund on behalf of a bank, savings bank, savings and loan


association, or credit union.


(b)AAIn an action under this chapter, a person claiming an


exemption under this section has the burden of proving the


exemption.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.036, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1254, Sec. 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 135, Sec. 2, eff. Sept. 1, 2003; Acts 2003,


78th Leg., ch. 1276, Sec. 14A.775, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Sec.A393.003.AAWAIVER VOID. A waiver of a provision of this


chapter by a consumer is void.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS


Sec.A393.101.AAREGISTRATION STATEMENT. (a) Before


conducting business in this state, a credit services organization


shall register with the secretary of state by filing a statement


that:


(1)AAcontains the name and address of:


(A)AAthe organization; and


(B)AAeach person who directly or indirectly owns


or controls at least 10 percent of the outstanding shares of stock


in the organization; and


(2)AAfully discloses any litigation or unresolved


complaint relating to the operation of the organization filed with


a governmental authority of this state or contains a notarized


statement that there has been no litigation or unresolved complaint


of that type.


(b)AAThe organization shall keep a copy of the registration


statement in its files.


(c)AAThe secretary of state may not require an organization


to provide information other than information contained in the


registration statement.


(d)AAA registration certificate expires on the first


anniversary of its date of issuance. A registered credit services


organization may renew a registration certificate by filing a


renewal application, in the form prescribed by the secretary of


state, and paying the renewal fee.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.44(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Sec.A393.102.AAUPDATE OF REGISTRATION STATEMENT. A credit


services organization shall update information contained in the


registration statement not later than the 90th day after the date on


which the information changes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.103.AAINSPECTION OF REGISTRATION STATEMENT. A


credit services organization shall allow a consumer to inspect the


registration statement on request.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.104.AAFILING FEE. The secretary of state may charge


a credit services organization a reasonable fee to cover the cost of


filing a registration statement or renewal application in an amount


not to exceed $100.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.44(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A393.105.AADISCLOSURE STATEMENT. Before executing a


contract with a consumer or receiving valuable consideration from a


consumer, a credit services organization shall provide the consumer


with a document containing:


(1)AAa complete and detailed description of the


services to be performed by the organization for the consumer and


the total cost of those services;


(2)AAan explanation of the consumer’s right to proceed


against the surety bond or account obtained under Section 393.302;


(3)AAthe name and address of the surety company that


issued the surety bond or the name and address of the depository and


the trustee and the account number of the surety account, as


appropriate;


(4)AAa complete and accurate statement of the


consumer’s right to review information on the consumer maintained


in a file by a consumer reporting agency, as provided by the Fair


Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1681 et seq.);


(5)AAa statement that information in the consumer’s
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file is available for review:


(A)AAwithout charge on request made to the


consumer reporting agency not later than the 30th day after the date


on which the agency receives notice the consumer has been denied


credit; and


(B)AAfor a minimal charge at any other time;


(6)AAa complete and accurate statement of the


consumer’s right to dispute directly with a consumer reporting


agency the completeness or accuracy of an item contained in the


consumer’s file maintained by the agency;


(7)AAa statement that accurate information cannot be


permanently removed from the files of a consumer reporting agency;


(8)AAa complete and accurate statement explaining:


(A)AAwhen consumer information becomes obsolete;


and


(B)AAthat a consumer reporting agency is prevented


from issuing a report containing obsolete information; and


(9)AAa complete and accurate statement of the


availability of nonprofit credit counseling services.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.106.AACOPY OF DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. A credit


services organization shall keep in its files a copy of a document


required under Section 393.105, signed by the consumer,


acknowledging receipt, until the second anniversary of the date on


which the organization provides the document.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. CONTRACT FOR SERVICES


Sec.A393.201.AAFORM AND TERMS OF CONTRACT. (a) Each


contract for the purchase of the services of a credit services


organization by a consumer must be in writing, dated, and signed by


the consumer.


(b)AAIn addition to the notice required by Section 393.202,


the contract must:


(1)AAcontain the payment terms, including the total
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payments to be made by the consumer, whether to the organization or


to another person;


(2)AAfully describe the services the organization is to


perform for the consumer, including each guarantee and each promise


of a full or partial refund and the estimated period for performing


the services, not to exceed 180 days;


(3)AAcontain the address of the organization’s


principal place of business; and


(4)AAcontain the name and address of the organization’s


agent in this state authorized to receive service of process.


(c)AAA contract with a credit access business, as defined by


Section 393.601, for the performance of services described by


Section 393.602(a) must, in addition to the requirements of


Subsection (b) and Section 393.302:


(1)AAcontain a statement that there is no prepayment


penalty;


(2)AAcontain a statement that a credit access business


must comply with Chapter 392 and the federal Fair Debt Collection


Practices Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1692 et seq.) with respect to an


extension of consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a);


(3)AAcontain a statement that a person may not threaten


or pursue criminal charges against a consumer related to a check or


other debit authorization provided by the consumer as security for


a transaction in the absence of forgery, fraud, theft, or other


criminal conduct;


(4)AAcontain a statement that a credit access business


must comply, to the extent applicable, with 10 U.S.C. Section 987


and any regulations adopted under that law with respect to an


extension of consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a);


(5)AAdisclose to the consumer:


(A)AAthe lender from whom the extension of


consumer credit is obtained;


(B)AAthe interest paid or to be paid to the lender;


and


(C)AAthe specific fees that will be paid to the


credit access business for the business ’s services; and


(6)AAthe name and address of the Office of Consumer
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Credit Commissioner and the telephone number of the office’s


consumer helpline.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 1, eff.


January 1, 2012.


Sec.A393.202.AANOTICE OF CANCELLATION. (a) The contract


must conspicuously state the following, in type that is boldfaced,


capitalized, underlined, or otherwise distinguished from the


surrounding written material and in immediate proximity to the


space reserved for the consumer ’s signature: "You, the buyer, may


cancel this contract at any time before midnight of the third day


after the date of the transaction. See the attached notice of


cancellation form for an explanation of this right."


(b)AAThe contract must have attached two easily detachable


copies of a cancellation notice. The notice must be in boldfaced


type and in the following form:


"Notice of Cancellation


You may cancel this contract, without any penalty or


obligation, within three days after the date the contract is


signed.


If you cancel, any payment made by you under this contract


will be returned within 10 days after the date of receipt by the


seller of your cancellation notice.


To cancel this contract, mail or deliver a signed dated copy


of this cancellation notice, or other written notice, to:


(name of seller) at (address of seller)(place of business) not


later than midnight (date)


I hereby cancel this transaction.


(date)


(purchaser ’s signature)"


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.203.AAISSUANCE OF CONTRACT AND OTHER DOCUMENTS. A


credit services organization shall give to the consumer, when the


document is signed, a copy of the completed contract and any other
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document the organization requires the consumer to sign.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.204.AABREACH OF CONTRACT. The breach by a credit


services organization of a contract under this chapter, or of an


obligation arising from a contract under this chapter, is a


violation of this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C-1. NOTICE AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN


CREDIT SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS


Sec. 393.221.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this subchapter:


(1)AA"Credit access business" means a credit services


organization that obtains for a consumer or assists a consumer in


obtaining an extension of consumer credit in the form of a deferred


presentment transaction or a motor vehicle title loan.


(2)AA"Deferred presentment transaction" has the


meaning assigned by Section 341.001.AAFor purposes of this chapter,


this definition does not preclude repayment in more than one


installment.AAThe term is also referred to as a payday loan.


(3)AA"Motor vehicle title loan" or "auto title loan"


means a loan in which an unencumbered motor vehicle is given as


security for the loan.AAThe term does not include a retail


installment transaction under Chapter 348 or another loan made to


finance the purchase of a motor vehicle.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1301 (H.B. 2592), Sec. 1,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.222.AAPOSTING OF FEE SCHEDULE; NOTICES. (a)AAA


credit access business shall post, in a conspicuous location in an


area of the business accessible to consumers and on any Internet


website, including a social media site, maintained by the credit


access business:


(1)AAa schedule of all fees to be charged for services


performed by the credit access business in connection with deferred


presentment transactions and motor vehicle title loans, as
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applicable;


(2)AAa notice of the name and address of the Office of


Consumer Credit Commissioner and the telephone number of the


office’s consumer helpline; and


(3)AAa notice that reads as follows:


"An advance of money obtained through a payday loan or auto


title loan is not intended to meet long-term financial needs.AAA


payday loan or auto title loan should only be used to meet immediate


short-term cash needs.AARefinancing the loan rather than paying the


debt in full when due will require the payment of additional


charges."


(b)AAThe Finance Commission of Texas may adopt rules to


implement this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1301 (H.B. 2592), Sec. 1,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.223.AACONSUMER TRANSACTION INFORMATION.


(a)AABefore performing services described by Section 393.221(1), a


credit access business must provide to a consumer a disclosure


adopted by rule of the Finance Commission of Texas that discloses


the following in a form prescribed by the commission:


(1)AAthe interest, fees, and annual percentage rates,


as applicable, to be charged on a deferred presentment transaction


or on a motor vehicle title loan, as applicable, in comparison to


interest, fees, and annual percentage rates to be charged on other


alternative forms of consumer debt;


(2)AAthe amount of accumulated fees a consumer would


incur by renewing or refinancing a deferred presentment transaction


or motor vehicle title loan that remains outstanding for a period of


two weeks, one month, two months, and three months; and


(3)AAinformation regarding the typical pattern of


repayment of deferred presentment transactions and motor vehicle


title loans.


(b)AAIf a credit access business obtains or assists a


consumer in obtaining a motor vehicle title loan, the credit access


business shall provide to the consumer a notice warning the


consumer that in the event of default the consumer may be required
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to surrender possession of the motor vehicle to the lender or other


person to satisfy the consumer’s outstanding obligations under the


loan.


(c)AAThe Finance Commission of Texas shall adopt rules to


implement this section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1301 (H.B. 2592), Sec. 1,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.224.AAADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY.AAThe consumer credit


commissioner, in accordance with rules adopted by the Finance


Commission of Texas, may assess an administrative penalty against a


credit access business that knowingly and wilfully violates this


subchapter or a rule adopted under this subchapter in the manner


provided by Subchapter F, Chapter 14.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1301 (H.B. 2592), Sec. 1,


eff. January 1, 2012.


SUBCHAPTER D. PROHIBITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS


Sec.A393.301.AAREPRESENTATIVE. In this subchapter, a


representative of a credit services organization includes:


(1)AAa salesperson, agent, or other representative of


the organization; and


(2)AAan independent contractor who sells or attempts to


sell the services of the organization.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.302.AACHARGE OR RECEIPT OF CONSIDERATION BEFORE


COMPLETION OF SERVICES. A credit services organization or a


representative of the organization may charge or receive from a


consumer valuable consideration before completely performing all


the services the organization has agreed to perform for the


consumer only if the organization has obtained a surety bond for


each of its locations or established and maintained a surety


account for each of its locations in accordance with Subchapter E.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.43(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.
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Sec.A393.303.AACHARGE OR RECEIPT OF CONSIDERATION FOR


REFERRAL. A credit services organization or a representative of


the organization may not charge or receive from a consumer valuable


consideration solely for referring the consumer to a retail seller


who will or may extend to the consumer credit that is substantially


the same as that available to the public.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.304.AAFALSE OR MISLEADING REPRESENTATION OR


STATEMENT. A credit services organization or a representative of


the organization may not:


(1)AAmake or use a false or misleading representation


in the offer or sale of the services of the organization, including:


(A)AAguaranteeing to "erase bad credit" or words


to that effect unless the representation clearly discloses this can


be done only if the credit history is inaccurate or obsolete; and


(B)AAguaranteeing an extension of consumer credit


regardless of the person’s credit history unless the representation


clearly discloses the eligibility requirements for obtaining the


extension; or


(2)AAmake, or advise a consumer to make, a statement


relating to a consumer’s credit worthiness, credit standing, or


credit capacity that the person knows, or should know by the


exercise of reasonable care, to be false or misleading to a:


(A)AAconsumer reporting agency; or


(B)AAperson who has extended consumer credit to a


consumer or to whom a consumer is applying for an extension of


consumer credit.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.305.AAFRAUDULENT OR DECEPTIVE CONDUCT. A credit


services organization or a representative of the organization may


not directly or indirectly engage in a fraudulent or deceptive act,


practice, or course of business relating to the offer or sale of the


services of the organization.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A393.306.AAADVERTISING SERVICES WITHOUT FILING


REGISTRATION STATEMENT. A credit services organization or a


representative of the organization may not advertise the services


of the organization if the organization has not filed a


registration statement required by Subchapter B.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.307.AACAUSING WAIVER PROHIBITED. A credit services


organization may not attempt to cause a consumer to waive a right


under this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. SURETY BOND; SURETY ACCOUNT


Sec.A393.401.AASURETY BOND. (a) The surety bond of a credit


services organization must be issued by a surety company authorized


to do business in this state.


(b)AAA copy of the bond shall be filed with the secretary of


state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.402.AASURETY ACCOUNT. (a) The surety account of a


credit services organization must be held in trust at a federally


insured bank or savings association located in this state.


(b)AAThe name of the depository and the trustee and the


account number of the surety account must be filed with the


secretary of state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.037, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A393.403.AAAMOUNT OF SURETY BOND OR ACCOUNT. The surety


bond or account of a credit services organization must be in the


amount of $10,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.404.AABENEFICIARY OF SURETY BOND OR ACCOUNT. The
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surety bond or account of a credit services organization must be in


favor of:


(1)AAthis state for the benefit of a person damaged by a


violation of this chapter; and


(2)AAa person damaged by a violation of this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.405.AACLAIM AGAINST SURETY BOND OR ACCOUNT. (a) A


person making a claim against a surety bond or account of a credit


services organization for a violation of this chapter may file suit


against:


(1)AAthe organization; and


(2)AAthe surety or trustee.


(b)AAA surety or trustee is liable only for actual damages,


reasonable attorney’s fees, and court costs awarded under Section


393.503(a).


(c)AAThe aggregate liability of a surety or trustee for an


organization’s violation of this chapter may not exceed the amount


of the surety bond or account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.406.AATERM OF SURETY BOND OR ACCOUNT. The surety


bond or account of a credit services organization must be


maintained until the second anniversary of the date on which the


organization ceases operations.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.407.AAPAYMENT OF MONEY IN SURETY ACCOUNT TO CREDIT


SERVICES ORGANIZATION. (a) A depository may not pay money in a


surety account to the credit services organization that established


the account or a representative of the organization unless the


organization or representative presents a statement issued by the


secretary of state indicating that the requirement of Section


393.406 has been satisfied in relation to the account.


(b)AAThe secretary of state may conduct an investigation and


require information to be submitted as necessary to enforce this


section.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL REMEDIES


Sec.A393.501.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an


offense if the person violates this chapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this chapter is a Class B misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.502.AAINJUNCTIVE RELIEF. A district court on the


application of the attorney general or a consumer may enjoin a


violation of this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.503.AADAMAGES. (a) A consumer injured by a


violation of this chapter is entitled to recover:


(1)AAactual damages in an amount not less than the


amount the consumer paid the credit services organization;


(2)AAreasonable attorney ’s fees; and


(3)AAcourt costs.


(b)AAA consumer who prevails in an action under this section


may also be awarded punitive damages.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.504.AADECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE. A violation of


this chapter is a deceptive trade practice actionable under


Subchapter E, Chapter 17, Business & Commerce Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A393.505.AASTATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. An action under


Section 393.503 or 393.504 must be brought not later than the fourth


anniversary of the date on which the contract to which the action


relates is executed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. LICENSING AND REGULATION OF CERTAIN CREDIT SERVICES


ORGANIZATIONS
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Sec. 393.601.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this subchapter:


(1)AA"Commissioner" means the consumer credit


commissioner.


(2)AA"Credit access business" means a credit services


organization that obtains for a consumer or assists a consumer in


obtaining an extension of consumer credit in the form of a deferred


presentment transaction or a motor vehicle title loan.


(3)AA"Deferred presentment transaction" has the


meaning assigned by Section 341.001.AAFor purposes of this chapter,


this definition does not preclude repayment in more than one


installment.


(4)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(5)AA"Motor vehicle title loan" means a loan in which an


unencumbered motor vehicle is given as security for the loan.AAThe


term does not include a retail installment transaction under


Chapter 348 or another loan made to finance the purchase of a motor


vehicle.


(6)AA"Office" means the Office of Consumer Credit


Commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.602.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a)AAThis subchapter applies


only to a credit services organization that, with respect to a


consumer who is located in this state at the time of the


transaction, obtains for a consumer or assists a consumer in


obtaining an extension of consumer credit in the form of:


(1)AAa deferred presentment transaction; or


(2)AAa motor vehicle title loan.


(b)AAA credit access business may assess fees for its


services as agreed to between the parties.AAA credit access


business fee may be calculated daily, biweekly, monthly, or on


another periodic basis. A credit access business is permitted to


charge amounts allowed by other laws, as applicable.AAA fee may not


be charged unless it is disclosed.
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(c)AAA person may not use a device, subterfuge, or pretense


to evade the application of this subchapter.AAA lawful transaction


governed under another statute, including Title 1, Business &


Commerce Code, does not violate this subsection and may not be


considered a device, subterfuge, or pretense to evade the


application of this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 82, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.603.AALICENSE REQUIRED.AAA credit services


organization must obtain a license under this subchapter for each


location at which the organization operates as a credit access


business in performing services described by Section 393.602(a).


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.604.AAAPPLICATION FOR LICENSE. (a)AAAn application


for a license under this subchapter must:


(1)AAbe under oath;


(2)AAgive the approximate location from which the


business is to be conducted;


(3)AAidentify the business’s principal parties in


interest;


(4)AAcontain the name, physical address, and telephone


number of all third-party lender organizations with which the


business contracts to provide services described by Section


393.602(a) or from which the business arranges extensions of


consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a); and


(5)AAcontain other relevant information that the


commissioner requires for the findings required under Section


393.607.


(b)AAOn the filing of one or more license applications, the


applicant shall pay to the commissioner an investigation fee of


$200.AAExcept for good cause as determined by the finance
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commission, a separate investigation fee is not required for


multiple license applications.


(c)AAOn the filing of each license application, the applicant


shall pay to the commissioner a license fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 83, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.605.AABOND. (a)AAIf the commissioner requires, an


applicant for a license under this subchapter shall file with the


application a bond that is:


(1)AAin an amount satisfactory to the commissioner that


does not exceed the lesser of:


(A)AA$10,000 for the first license and $10,000 for


each additional license; or


(B)AA$2,500,000; and


(2)AAissued by a surety company qualified to do


business as a surety in this state.


(b)AAThe bond must be in favor of this state for the use of


this state and the use of a person who has a cause of action under


this subchapter against the license holder.


(c)AAThe bond must be conditioned on:


(1)AAthe license holder’s faithful performance under


this subchapter and rules adopted under this subchapter; and


(2)AAthe payment of all amounts that become due to this


state or another person under this subchapter during the period for


which the bond is given.


(d)AAThe aggregate liability of a surety to all persons


damaged by the license holder’s violation of this subchapter may


not exceed the amount of the bond.


(e)AAA credit access business that files a bond under this


section is not required to file a bond under Subchapter E.


(f)AAA credit access business, instead of obtaining a surety


bond, may satisfy the requirements of this section by depositing an
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amount described by Subsection (a)(1) in a surety account held in


trust at a federally insured bank or savings association located in


this state.AAThe name of the depository, trustee, and account


number of the surety account must be filed with the office.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 84, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.606.AAINVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION.AAOn the filing


of an application and a bond, if required under Section 393.605, and


on payment of the required fees, the commissioner shall conduct an


investigation to determine whether to issue the license.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.607.AAAPPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a)AAThe


commissioner shall approve the application and issue to the


applicant a license to operate as a credit access business for


purposes of engaging in the activity to which this subchapter


applies if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe financial responsibility, experience,


character, and general fitness of the applicant are sufficient to:


(A)AAcommand the confidence of the public; and


(B)AAwarrant the belief that the business will be


operated lawfully and fairly, within the purposes of this


subchapter; and


(2)AAthe applicant has net assets of at least $25,000


available for the operation of the business as determined in


accordance with Section 393.611.


(b)AAIf the commissioner does not find the eligibility


requirements of Subsection (a) have been met, the commissioner


shall notify the applicant.


(c)AAIf an applicant requests a hearing on the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of notification under


Subsection (b), the applicant is entitled to a hearing not later
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than the 30th day after the date of the request.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall approve or deny the application


not later than the 30th day after the date of the filing of a


completed application with payment of the required fees, or if a


hearing is held, after the date of the completion of the hearing on


the application.AAThe commissioner and the applicant may agree to a


later date in writing.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.608.AADISPOSITION OF FEES ON DENIAL OF


APPLICATION.AAIf the commissioner denies the application, the


commissioner shall retain the investigation fee and shall return to


the applicant the license fee submitted with the application.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.6085.AALICENSE TERM.AAA license issued under this


chapter is valid for the period prescribed by finance commission


rule adopted under Section 14.112.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 85,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.609.AANAME AND PLACE OF LICENSE. (a)AAA license


issued under this subchapter must state:


(1)AAthe name of the license holder; and


(2)AAthe address of the office from which the business


is to be conducted, except as provided by Subsection (c).


(b)AAA license holder may not conduct business under this


subchapter under a name other than the name stated on the license.


(c)AAA license holder may not conduct business at a location


other than the address stated on the license, except that a license


holder:


(1)AAis not required to have an office in this state;


and


(2)AAmay operate using e-commerce methods, including


the Internet.
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Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.610.AALICENSE DISPLAY.AAA license holder shall


display a license at the place of business provided on the


license.AAWith respect to business conducted through the Internet,


this requirement may be satisfied by displaying the license on the


business’s Internet website.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.611.AAMINIMUM ASSETS FOR LICENSE.AAA license holder


shall maintain net assets used or readily available for use in


conducting the business of each of the offices for which a license


is held under this subchapter, in an amount that is not less than


the lesser of:


(1)AA$25,000 for each office; or


(2)AA$2,500,000 in the aggregate.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.6115.AAGROUNDS FOR REFUSAL TO RENEW.AAThe


commissioner may refuse to renew the license of a credit access


business who fails to comply with an order issued by the


commissioner to enforce this chapter.


Added by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 85,


eff. September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.612.AALICENSE FEE. Not later than the 30th day


before the date the license expires, a license holder shall pay to


the commissioner for each license held a fee in an amount determined


as provided by Section 14.107.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 86, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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Sec. 393.613.AAEXPIRATION OF LICENSE ON FAILURE TO PAY FEE.


If the fee for a license is not paid before the 16th day after the


date on which the written notice of delinquency of payment has been


given to the license holder, the license expires on that day.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 87, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.614.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION. (a)AAAfter


notice and opportunity for a hearing, the commissioner may suspend


or revoke a license if the commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe license holder failed to pay the license fee,


an examination fee, an investigation fee, or another charge imposed


by the commissioner under this subchapter;


(2)AAthe license holder, knowingly or without the


exercise of due care, violated this chapter or a rule adopted or


order issued under this chapter; or


(3)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


or had been known to exist at the time of the original application


for the license, clearly would have justified the commissioner’s


denial of the application.


(b)AAIf in a three-year period the commissioner suspends or


revokes under this section the licenses of five or more credit


access businesses owned or controlled by the same person, including


a corporation that owns multiple businesses, the commissioner may


suspend or revoke the licenses of all credit access businesses


owned or controlled by that person.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 88, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 393.615.AALICENSE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION FILED WITH
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PUBLIC RECORDS.AAThe decision of the commissioner on the suspension


or revocation of a license and the evidence considered by the


commissioner in making the decision shall be filed in the public


records of the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.616.AAREINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENDED LICENSE; ISSUANCE


OF NEW LICENSE AFTER REVOCATION.AAThe commissioner may reinstate a


suspended license or issue a new license on application to a person


whose license has been revoked if at the time of the reinstatement


or issuance no fact or condition exists that clearly would have


justified the commissioner’s denial of an original application for


the license.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.617.AASURRENDER OF LICENSE.AAA license holder may


surrender a license issued under this subchapter by complying with


the commissioner’s written instructions relating to license


surrender.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 30, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 393.618.AAEFFECT OF LICENSE SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, OR


SURRENDER. (a)AAThe suspension, revocation, or surrender of a


license issued under this subchapter does not affect the obligation


of a contract between the license holder and a consumer entered into


before the revocation, suspension, or surrender.


(b)AASurrender of a license does not affect the license


holder’s civil or criminal liability for an act committed before


surrender.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.
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Sec. 393.619.AAMOVING AN OFFICE. (a)AAA license holder shall


give written notice to the commissioner before the 30th day before


the date the license holder moves an office from the location


provided on the license.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall amend a license holder’s license


accordingly.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.620.AATRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LICENSE.AAA license


may be transferred or assigned only with the approval of the


commissioner.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.621.AAADMINISTRATION.AAThe office shall administer


this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.622.AARULES. (a)AAThe finance commission may:


(1)AAadopt rules necessary to enforce and administer


this subchapter;


(2)AAadopt rules with respect to the quarterly


reporting by a credit access business licensed under this


subchapter of summary business information relating to extensions


of consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a); and


(3)AAadopt rules with respect to periodic examination


by the office relating to extensions of consumer credit described


by Section 393.602(a), including rules related to charges for


defraying the reasonable cost of conducting the examinations.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules under this


section to allow the commissioner to review, as part of a periodic


examination, any relevant contracts between the credit access


business and the third-party lender organizations with which the


credit access business contracts to provide services described by
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Section 393.602(a) or from which the business arranges extensions


of consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a).AAA contract or


information obtained by the commissioner under this section is


considered proprietary and confidential to the respective parties


to the contract, and is not subject to disclosure under Chapter 552,


Government Code.


(c)AANothing in Section 393.201(c) or Sections


393.601-393.628 grants authority to the finance commission or the


Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner to establish a limit on the


fees charged by a credit access business.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.623.AAPROVIDING OR ADVERTISING SERVICES WITHOUT


LICENSE PROHIBITED.AAA credit access business or a representative


of the business may not provide or advertise the services of the


business if the business is not licensed under this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.624.AARESTRICTIONS ON OFF-SITE ADVERTISING. (a)AAA


credit access business may not advertise on the premises of a


nursing facility, assisted living facility, group home,


intermediate care facility for persons with an intellectual


disability, or other similar facility subject to regulation by the


Health and Human Services Commission.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules to implement this


section.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 30 (H.B. 446), Sec. 4.01, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 393.625.AAMILITARY BORROWERS.AAAn extension of consumer


credit described by Section 393.602(a) that is obtained by a credit


access business for a member of the United States military or a
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dependent of a member of the United States military or that the


business assisted that person in obtaining must comply with 10


U.S.C. Section 987 and any regulations adopted under that law, to


the extent applicable.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.626.AADEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES.AAA violation of


Chapter 392 by a credit access business with respect to an extension


of consumer credit described by Section 393.602(a) constitutes a


violation of this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.


Sec. 393.627.AAQUARTERLY REPORT TO COMMISSIONER.AAA credit


access business shall file a quarterly report with the commissioner


on a form prescribed by the commissioner that provides the


following information relating to extensions of consumer credit


described by Section 393.602(a) during the preceding quarter:


(1)AAthe number of consumers for whom the business


obtained or assisted in obtaining those extensions of consumer


credit;


(2)AAthe number of those extensions of consumer credit


obtained by the business or that the business assisted consumers in


obtaining;


(3)AAthe number of refinancing transactions of the


extensions of consumer credit described by Subdivision (2);


(4)AAthe number of consumers refinancing the extensions


of consumer credit described by Subdivision (2);


(5)AAthe number of consumers refinancing more than once


the extensions of consumer credit described by Subdivision (2);


(6)AAthe average amount of the extensions of consumer


credit described by Subdivision (2);


(7)AAthe total amount of fees charged by the business


for the activities described by Subdivision (1);


(8)AAthe number of vehicles surrendered or repossessed


under the terms of an extension of consumer credit in the form of a
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motor vehicle title loan obtained by the business or that the


business assisted a consumer in obtaining;


(9)AAthe mean, median, and mode of the number of


extensions of consumer credit obtained by consumers as a result of


entering into the extensions of consumer credit described by


Subdivision (2); and


(10)AAany related information the commissioner


determines necessary.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1302 (H.B. 2594), Sec. 2,


eff. January 1, 2012.
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fi.394.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 394. DEBTOR ASSISTANCE


SUBCHAPTER A. DEBT COUNSELING AND EDUCATION


Sec.A394.001.AADUTIES OF COMMISSIONER. The consumer credit


commissioner shall provide advice and assistance to:


(1)AAencourage the establishment and operation of


voluntary nonprofit debt-counseling services for residents of this


state; and


(2)AAcoordinate, encourage, and aid public and private


agencies, organizations and groups, and consumer credit


institutions in the development and operation of voluntary


education programs to promote the prudent and beneficial use of


consumer credit by residents of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. CONSUMER DEBT MANAGEMENT SERVICES


Sec. 394.201.AAPURPOSE; CONSTRUCTION. (a) The purpose of


this subchapter is to protect consumers who contract for services


with debt management services providers.


(b)AAThis subchapter shall be liberally construed to


accomplish its purpose.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 394.202.AADEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Advertising" means information about a provider


or about the provider’s debt management services, communicated in


writing or orally to an individual consumer or the public by


telephone, television, Internet, radio, or other electronic


medium, or by written material sent by mail, posted publicly, or


posted at the provider’s business location.


(2)AA"Certified counselor" means an individual who:


(A)AAis certified as a debt management counselor
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by an independent accreditation organization; or


(B)AAif the individual has been employed for less


than 12 months, is in the process of being certified as a debt


management counselor by an independent accreditation organization.


(3)AA"Commissioner" means the consumer credit


commissioner.


(3-a)AA"Concession" means assent to repayment of a debt


on terms more favorable to a consumer than the terms of the


agreement under which the consumer became indebted to the creditor.


(4)AA"Consumer" means an individual who resides in this


state and seeks a debt management service or enters a debt


management service agreement.


(5)AA"Creditor" means a person to whom a person owes


money.


(6)AA"Debt management service" means a service in which


a provider obtains or seeks to obtain a concession from one or more


creditors on behalf of a consumer.


(7)AA"Debt management service agreement" means a


written agreement between a provider and a consumer for the


performance of a debt management service.


(8)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance Commission


of Texas.


(9)AA"Person" means an individual, partnership,


corporation, limited liability company, association, or


organization.


(9-a)AA"Principal amount of the debt" means the amount


of a debt owed by a consumer at the time the consumer enters into a


debt management service agreement.


(10)AA"Provider" means a person that acts as an


intermediary between a consumer and one or more creditors and that


provides or offers to provide a debt management service to a


consumer in this state.


(11)AA"Secured debt" means a debt for which a creditor


has a mortgage, lien, or security interest in collateral.


(11-a)AA"Settlement fee" means a charge that is imposed


on or paid by a consumer in connection with a debt management


service agreement after a creditor agrees to accept in full
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satisfaction of a debt an amount that is less than the principal


amount of the debt.


(12)AA"Trust account" means an account that is:


(A)AAestablished in a federally insured financial


institution;


(B)AAseparate from any account of the debt


management service provider;


(C)AAdesignated as a "trust account" or other


appropriate designation indicating that the money in the account is


not money of the provider or its officers, employees, or agents;


(D)AAunavailable to creditors of the provider; and


(E)AAused exclusively to hold money paid by


consumers to the provider for disbursement to creditors of the


consumers and to the provider for the disbursement of fees and


contributions earned and agreed to in advance.


(13)AA"Unsecured debt" means a debt for which a


creditor does not have collateral.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.203.AAAPPLICABILITY. (a) Except as otherwise


provided by this subchapter, this subchapter applies to a provider


regardless of whether the provider charges a fee or receives


consideration for a service.


(b)AAThe business of providing debt management services is


conducted in this state if the debt management services provider


solicits or contracts with consumers located in this state.


(c)AAThis subchapter does not apply to:


(1)AAan attorney licensed to practice in this state,


unless the attorney holds the attorney ’s self out to the public as a


provider or is employed, affiliated with, or otherwise working on


behalf of a provider;


(2)AAa title insurance or abstract company employee or


agent, or other person legally authorized to engage in escrow
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business in the state, only while engaged in the escrow business;


(3)AAa judicial officer or person acting under a court


order;


(4)AAa person who has legal authority under federal or


state law to act as a representative payee for a consumer, only to


the extent the person is paying bills or other debts on behalf of


that consumer;


(5)AAa person who pays bills or other debts owed by a


consumer and on behalf of a consumer, if the money used to make the


payments belongs exclusively to the consumer and the person does


not initiate any contact with individual creditors of the consumer


to compromise a debt, arrange a new payment schedule, or otherwise


change the terms of the debt; or


(6)AAa financial institution, as defined by Section


201.101.


(d)AAThe following are not debt management services for


purposes of this subchapter:


(1)AAan extension of credit, including consolidation or


refinance of a loan; and


(2)AAbankruptcy services provided by an attorney


licensed to practice in this state.


(e)AAThis subchapter applies to a person who seeks to evade


its applicability by any device, subterfuge, or pretense.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 394.204.AAREGISTRATION. (a) A person, regardless of


whether located in this state, may not provide a debt management


service to a consumer in this state unless the person is registered


with the commissioner.


(b)AAA registration issued under this section is valid for


the period prescribed by finance commission rule adopted under


Section 14.112.


(c)AAAn application for an initial registration must be in a


form prescribed by the commissioner and accompanied by:


(1)AAthe appropriate fees set by the finance commission


in an amount necessary to recover the costs of administering this
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subchapter;


(2)AAthe surety bond or insurance required by Section


394.206;


(3)AAthe applicant ’s name, the applicant’s principal


business address and telephone number, all other business addresses


of the applicant in this state, and the applicant’s electronic mail


address and Internet website address;


(4)AAall names under which the applicant conducts


business;


(5)AAthe address of each location in this state at which


the applicant will provide debt management services, or if the


applicant will have no such location, a statement to that effect;


(6)AAthe name and home address of each officer and


director of the applicant and each person that holds at least a 10


percent ownership interest in the applicant;


(7)AAif the applicant is a nonprofit or tax exempt


organization, a detailed description of the ownership interest of


each officer, director, agent, or employee of the applicant, and


any member of the immediate family of an officer, director, agent,


or employee of the applicant, in a for-profit affiliate or


subsidiary of the applicant or in any other for-profit business


entity that provides services to the applicant or to a consumer in


relation to the applicant ’s debt management business; and


(8)AAany other information that the commissioner


requires.


(d)AAAn officer or employee of a person registered under this


subchapter is not required to be separately registered.


(e)AAUnless the commissioner notifies an applicant that a


longer period is necessary, the commissioner shall approve or deny


an initial registration not later than the 60th day after the date


on which the completed application, including all required


documents and payments, is filed.AAThe commissioner shall inform


the applicant in writing of the reason for denial.


(f)AASubject to Subsection (j-1), a person may renew a


registration by paying the appropriate fee and completing all


required documents.


(g)AASubject to Section 14.112, the finance commission by
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rule may establish procedures to facilitate the registration and


collection of fees under this section.


(h)AAThe commissioner may refuse an initial application if


the application contains errors or incomplete information.AAAn


application is incomplete if it does not include all of the


information required by this section and Section 394.205.


(i)AAThe commissioner may deny an initial application if:


(1)AAthe applicant or any principal of the applicant


has been convicted of a crime or found civilly liable for an offense


involving moral turpitude, including forgery, embezzlement,


obtaining money under false pretenses, larceny, extortion,


conspiracy to defraud, or any other similar offense or violation;


(2)AAthe registration of the applicant or any principal


of the applicant has been revoked or suspended in this state or


another state, unless the applicant provides information that the


commissioner finds sufficient to show that the grounds for the


previous revocation or suspension no longer exist and any problem


cited in the previous revocation has been corrected; or


(3)AAthe commissioner, based on specific evidence,


finds that the applicant does not warrant the belief that the


business will be operated lawfully and fairly and within the


provisions and purposes of this subchapter.


(j)AAOn written request, the applicant is entitled to a


hearing, pursuant to Chapter 2001, Government Code, on the question


of the applicant ’s qualifications for initial registration if the


commissioner has notified the applicant in writing that the initial


application has been denied.AAA request for a hearing may not be


made after the 30th day after the date the commissioner mails a


notice to the applicant stating that the application has been


denied and stating the reasons for the denial.


(j-1)AAThe commissioner may refuse to renew the registration


of a person who fails to comply with an order issued by the


commissioner to enforce this chapter.


(k)AAIn addition to the power to refuse an initial


application as specified in this section, the commissioner may


suspend or revoke a provider’s registration after notice and


opportunity for a hearing if the commissioner finds that any of the
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following conditions are met:


(1)AAa fact or condition exists that, if it had existed


when the provider applied for registration, would have been grounds


for denying registration;


(2)AAa fact or condition exists that the commissioner


was not aware of when the provider applied for registration and


would have been grounds for denying registration;


(3)AAthe provider violates this subchapter or rule or


order of the commissioner under this subchapter;


(4)AAthe provider is insolvent;


(5)AAthe provider refuses to permit the commissioner to


make an examination authorized by this subchapter;


(6)AAthe provider fails to respond within a reasonable


time and in an appropriate manner to communications from the


commissioner;


(7)AAthe provider has received money from or on behalf


of a consumer for disbursement to a creditor under a debt management


plan that provides for regular periodic payments to creditors in


full repayment of the principal amount of the debts and the provider


has failed to disburse money to the creditor on behalf of the


consumer within a reasonable time, normally 30 days;


(8)AAthe commissioner determines that the provider’s


trust account is not materially in balance with and reconciled to


the consumer’s account; or


(9)AAthe provider fails to warrant the belief that the


business will be operated lawfully and fairly and within the


provisions and purposes of this subchapter.


(l)AAThe commissioner’s order revoking a registration must


include appropriate provisions to transfer existing clients of the


provider to one or more registered providers to ensure the


continued servicing of the clients’ accounts.


(m)AAThe commissioner shall maintain a list of registered


providers and make the list available to interested persons and to


the public.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:
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Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 48 (S.B. 884), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 89, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 394.205.AARECORDS. (a) A provider shall keep and use


books, accounts, and other records that will enable the


commissioner to determine if the provider is complying with this


subchapter and maintain any other records as required by the


commissioner.AAThe commissioner may examine the records at any


reasonable time.AAThe records must be kept for at least three years


after the date of the last service on a consumer’s debt management


plan.


(b)AAEach provider shall file a report with the commissioner


at each renewal of the provider ’s registration.AAThe report must at


a minimum disclose in detail and under appropriate headings:


(1)AAthe assets and liabilities of the provider at the


beginning and end of the period, if the provider is a nonprofit or


tax exempt organization;


(2)AAthe total number of debt management plans the


provider has initiated on behalf of consumers in this state during


that period; and


(3)AArecords of total and average fees charged to


consumers, including all voluntary contributions received from


consumers.


(c)AAThe reports must be verified by the oath or affirmation


of the owner, manager, president, chief executive officer, or


chairman of the board of directors of the provider.


(d)AAA provider shall file a blank copy of the agreement


described in Section 394.209 and blank copies of the written


information required in Section 394.208(a) with the commissioner


accompanying the initial registration and each renewal of


registration.


(e)AAThe commissioner shall make the information provided


under this section available to interested parties and to the
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public.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 48 (S.B. 884), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 90, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 394.206.AABOND; INSURANCE. (a) A provider shall, at


the time the provider files an initial or renewal registration


application with the commissioner, file:


(1)AAa surety bond; or


(2)AAevidence that the provider maintains an insurance


policy in a form approved by the commissioner.


(b)AAThe bond or insurance must:


(1)AArun concurrently with the period of registration;


(2)AAbe available to pay damages and penalties to


consumers directly harmed by a violation of this subchapter;


(3)AAbe in favor of this state for the use of this state


and the use of a person who has a cause of action under this


subchapter against the provider;


(4)AAif a bond:


(A)AAbe in an amount equal to the average daily


balance of the provider’s trust account serving Texas consumers


over the six-month period preceding the issuance of the bond, or in


the case of an initial application, in an amount determined by the


commissioner, but not less than $25,000 or more than $100,000, if


the provider receives and holds money paid by or on behalf of a


consumer for disbursement to the consumer’s creditors; or


(B)AAbe in the amount of $50,000, if the provider


does not receive and hold money paid by or on behalf of a consumer


for disbursement to the consumer’s creditors;


(5)AAif an insurance policy:


(A)AAprovide coverage for professional liability,


employee dishonesty, depositor ’s forgery, and computer fraud in an


amount not less than $100,000;
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(B)AAbe issued by a company rated at least "A-" or


its equivalent by a nationally recognized rating organization; and


(C)AAprovide for 30 days advance written notice of


termination of the policy to be provided to the commissioner;


(6)AAbe issued by a bonding, surety, or insurance


company that is authorized to do business in the state; and


(7)AAbe conditioned on the provider and its agents


complying with all state and federal laws, including regulations,


governing the business of debt management services.


(c)AAIn lieu of a bond or insurance, the finance commission


by rule may establish alternative financial requirements to provide


substantially equivalent protection to pay damages and penalties to


consumers directly harmed by a violation under this subchapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner may adjust the amount of the provider’s


bond or insurance only when the provider applies for renewal of


registration and requests a review of the bond or insurance amount.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.207.AAADVERTISING. A provider may not engage in


false or deceptive advertising.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 394.208.AAREQUIRED ACTIONS BY PROVIDER.


(a)AAA provider may not enroll a consumer in a debt


management plan unless,AAthrough the services of a counselor


certified by an independent accreditation organization, the


provider:


(1)AAhas provided the consumer individualized


counseling and educational information that at a minimum addresses


the topics of managing household finances, managing credit and


debt, and budgeting;


(2)AAhas prepared an individualized financial analysis
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and an initial debt management plan for the consumer’s debts with


specific recommendations regarding actions the consumer should


take;


(3)AAhas determined that the consumer has a reasonable


ability to make payments under the proposed debt management plan


based on the information provided by the consumer;


(4)AAif the proposed debt management plan does not


provide for a reduction of principal as a concession:


(A)AAhas a reasonable expectation, provided that


the consumer has provided accurate information to the provider,


that each creditor of the consumer listed as a participating


creditor in the plan will accept payment of the consumer’s debts as


provided in the initial plan; and


(B)AAhas prepared, for all creditors identified by


the consumer or identified through additional investigation by the


provider, a list, which must be provided to the consumer in a form


the consumer may keep, of the creditors that the provider


reasonably expects to participate in the plan; and


(5)AAhas provided a written document to the consumer in


a form the consumer may keep that clearly and conspicuously


contains the following statements:


(A)AAthat debt management services are not


suitable for all consumers and that consumers may request


information about other ways, including bankruptcy, to deal with


indebtedness;


(B)AAthat if the provider is a nonprofit or


tax-exempt organization the provider cannot require donations or


contributions; and


(C)AAif applicable, that some of the provider’s


funding comes from contributions from creditors who participate in


debt management plans, except that a provider may substitute for


"some" the actual percentage of creditor contributions it received


during the most recent reporting period.


(b)AAIf the provider discusses its services with a consumer


primarily in a language other than English, the provider must


provide the debt management agreement in that language.


(c)AAA consumer must give at least 10 days’ notice to the
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provider to cancel a debt management services agreement.AAThe


provider must cancel a debt management services agreement within 10


days after the date the provider receives the notice from the


consumer.AAThe provider must continue making disbursements to the


consumer’s creditors if money has been paid to the provider under


the agreement until the expiration of the 10-day period, unless


otherwise agreed in writing by the consumer and the provider.


(d)AAA provider may provide the information required by


Subsections (a)(2), (4)(B), and (5) through its Internet website if


the provider:


(1)AAhas complied with the federal Electronic


Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (15 U.S.C. Section


7001 et seq.);


(2)AAinforms the consumer that, on electronic,


telephonic, or written request the provider will make available to


the consumer a paper copy or copies; and


(3)AAdiscloses on its Internet website:


(A)AAthe provider’s name and each name under which


it does business;


(B)AAthe provider ’s principal business address


and telephone number; and


(C)AAthe names of the provider’s principal


officers.


(e)AAA provider, including a provider that does business only


or principally through the Internet, shall maintain a telephone


system staffed at a level that reasonably permits a consumer to


access a counselor during ordinary business hours.


(f)AAA provider who receives and disburses money to creditors


on behalf of consumers for debt management services shall provide


each consumer to whom those services were provided a written report


accounting for:


(1)AAthe amount of money received from the consumer


since the last report;


(2)AAthe amount and date of each disbursement made on


the consumer’s behalf to each creditor listed in the agreement


since the last report;


(3)AAany amount deducted from amounts received from the
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consumer; and


(4)AAany amount held in reserve.


(g)AAThe provider shall provide the report under Subsection


(f):


(1)AAat least once each calendar quarter; and


(2)AAnot later than the 10th business day after the date


of a request by a consumer.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 48 (S.B. 884), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.209.AAWRITTEN DEBT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AGREEMENT.


(a) A debt management services provider may not prepare a debt


management services agreement before the provider has fully


complied with Sections 394.208(a) and (b).


(b)AAEach debt management services agreement must:


(1)AAbe dated and signed by the consumer;


(2)AAinclude the name and address of the consumer and


the name, address, and telephone number of the provider;


(3)AAdescribe the services to be provided;


(4)AAstate all fees, individually itemized, to be paid


by the consumer;


(5)AAif the proposed debt management plan does not


provide for a reduction of principal as a concession, list in the


agreement or accompanying document, to the extent the information


is available to the provider at the time the agreement is executed,


each participating creditor of the consumer to which payments will


be made and, based on information provided by the consumer, the


amount owed to each creditor and the schedule of payments the


consumer will be required to make to the creditor, including the


amount and date on which each payment will be due;


(6)AAstate the existence of a surety bond or insurance


for consumer claims;
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(7)AAstate that establishment of a debt management plan


may impact the consumer’s credit rating and credit score either


favorably or unfavorably, depending on creditor policies and the


consumer’s payment history before and during participation in the


debt management plan; and


(8)AAstate that either party may cancel the agreement


without penalty at any time on 10 days’ notice and that a consumer


who cancels an agreement is entitled to a refund of all money that


the consumer has paid to the provider that has not been disbursed.


(c)AAA debt management services agreement may contain a


voluntary consumer arbitration provision or a voluntary mediation


provision.


(d)AAA provider may deliver the debt management services


agreement through the Internet if the provider:


(1)AAhas complied with the federal Electronic


Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (15 U.S.C. Section


7001 et seq.);


(2)AAsends the consumer a paper copy of the agreement


not later than the seventh day after the date of a request by a


consumer to do so; and


(3)AAdiscloses on a prominent page of its Internet


website:


(A)AAthe provider’s name and each name under which


it does business;


(B)AAthe provider ’s principal business address


and telephone number; and


(C)AAthe names of the provider’s principal


officers.


(e)AAIf the provider discusses its services or negotiates


with a consumer primarily in a language other than English, the


provider may not begin performance of a debt management plan until


the provider and consumer sign a copy of the written agreement,


provided by the debt management services provider, in that language


and a copy is made available to the consumer.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:
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Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.2095.AACANCELLATION OF AGREEMENT BY EITHER PROVIDER


OR CONSUMER.AAIf a provider or a consumer cancels a debt management


service agreement, the provider shall immediately return to the


consumer:


(1)AAany money of the consumer held in trust by the


provider for the consumer ’s benefit; and


(2)AA65 percent of any portion of the account set-up fee


received under Section 394.210(g)(1) that has not been credited


against settlement fees.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 6,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.210.AAPERMITTED FEES. (a) With respect to the


provision of a debt management plan service, a provider may not


impose a fee or other charge on a consumer, or receive payment from


a consumer or other person on behalf of a consumer, except as


allowed under this section.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this section, fees or charges


include both voluntary contributions and any other fees charged to


or collected from a consumer or on behalf of the consumer.


(c)AAA provider may not impose fees or other charges on a


consumer or receive payment for debt management services until the


consumer has entered into a debt management service agreement with


the provider that complies with Section 394.209.


(d)AAIf a consumer enters into a debt management service


agreement with a provider, the provider may not impose a fee or


other charge for debt counseling, education services, or similar


services except as otherwise authorized by this section.AAThe


commissioner may authorize a provider to charge a fee based on the


nature and extent of the counseling, education services, or other


similar services furnished by the provider.


(e)AASubsections (f)-(j) apply subject to an adjustment made


under Section 394.2101.


(f)AAIf a consumer is enrolled in a debt management plan that
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provides for a reduction of finance charges or fees for late


payment, default, or delinquency as a concession from creditors,


the provider may charge:


(1)AAa fee not to exceed $100 for debt consultation or


education services, including obtaining a credit report, setting up


an account, and other similar services; and


(2)AAa monthly service fee, not to exceed the lesser of:


(A)AA$10 multiplied by the number of accounts


remaining in the plan on the day of the month the fee is assessed; or


(B)AA$50.


(g)AAIf a consumer is enrolled in a debt management plan that


provides for settlement of debts for amounts that are less than the


principal amounts of the debts as a concession from creditors, the


provider may charge:


(1)AAa fee for debt consultation or education services,


including obtaining a credit report, setting up an account, and


other similar services, in an amount not to exceed the lesser of


$400 or four percent of the total amount of the outstanding debt


included in the plan at the time the plan is established; and


(2)AAa monthly service fee, not to exceed the lesser of:


(A)AA$10 multiplied by the number of accounts


remaining in the plan on the day of the month the fee is assessed; or


(B)AA$50; and


(3)AAone of the following:


(A)AAwith respect to a debt management service


agreement in which a flat fee is charged based on the total amount


of debt that is included in a debt management plan, the total


aggregate amount of fees charged to a consumer under this


subchapter, including fees charged under Subdivisions (1) and (2),


may not exceed 17 percent of the total principal amount of debt


included in the debt management plan; or


(B)AAwith respect to a debt management service


agreement in which fees are computed as a percentage of the amount


saved by a consumer as a result of a concession, in addition to fees


charged under Subdivisions (1) and (2), a settlement fee may not


exceed 30 percent of the excess of the outstanding amount of each


debt over the amount actually paid to the creditor, as computed at
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the time of settlement.


(h)AASettlement fees authorized under Subsection (g)(3)(B)


may be charged only as debts are settled, and the total aggregate


amount of fees charged to a consumer under this subchapter,


including fees charged under Subsections (g)(1) and (2), may not


exceed 20 percent of the principal amount of debt included in the


debt management plan.


(i)AAThe flat fee authorized under this subchapter shall be


assessed in equal monthly payments for a period that is at least as


long as the term of the debt management plan, as estimated when the


debt management plan is established, unless:


(1)AAthe fee payment period is voluntarily accelerated


by the consumer in an addendum to the agreement or other separate


agreement; and


(2)AAoffers of settlement by creditors have been


obtained on at least half of the outstanding debt included in the


debt management plan.


(j)AAIf a consumer is enrolled in a debt management plan that


provides for the settlement of debts for amounts that are less than


the principal amount of the debts as a concession from creditors, if


fees for debt management services will not be charged or collected


until the time a settlement agreement is reached with a creditor,


and if at least one payment has been made toward the settlement


agreement by or on behalf of the consumer, the fee limitations in


Subsection (g) do not apply and the provider may charge reasonable


settlement fees.AAThe fee with respect to each debt included in the


plan must:


(1)AAbear the same proportional relationship to the


total fee for settling all debts included in the debt management


plan as the principal amount of the particular debt bears to the


total principal amount of the debt included in the plan; or


(2)AAbe a percentage of the amount saved as a result of


the settlement, determined as the difference between the principal


amount of a debt and the amount actually paid to satisfy the


debt.AAThe percentage charged cannot change from one debt to


another.


(k)AAA provider may impose fees or other charges or receive
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fees or payment under only one of Subsection (f), (g), or (j).


(l)AAIf a consumer does not enter into a debt management


service agreement with a provider, the provider may receive payment


for debt counseling or education services provided to the consumer


in an amount not to exceed $100 or a greater amount, on approval of


the commissioner.AAThe commissioner may approve a fee in an amount


greater than $100 if the nature and extent of the educational and


counseling services warrant the greater amount.


(m)AAIf, before the expiration of the 90th day after the date


debt counseling or education services are completed or canceled, a


consumer enters into a debt management service agreement with a


provider, the provider shall refund to the consumer any payments


received under Subsection (l).


(n)AASubject to an adjustment made under Section 394.2101, if


any payment made by a consumer to a provider under this subchapter


is dishonored, the provider may impose a reasonable charge on the


consumer not to exceed the lesser of $25 or an amount permitted by a


law other than this chapter.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 48 (S.B. 884), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2007.


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.2101.AAADJUSTMENT OF AMOUNTS OF FEES OR OTHER


CHARGES. (a)AAThe commissioner shall compute and publish the


dollar amounts of fees or other charges in amounts different from


the amounts of fees or other charges specified in Section 394.210 to


reflect inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index for All


Urban Consumers published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the


United States Department of Labor or, if that index is not


available, another index adopted by finance commission rule.AAThe


commissioner shall adopt a base year and adjust the dollar amounts,


effective on July 1 of each year, if the change in the index from the


base year, as of December 31 of the preceding year, is at least 10
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percent.AAThe dollar amounts specified in Section 394.210 must be


rounded to the nearest dollar.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall notify registered providers of


any change in dollar amounts made under Subsection (a) and make that


information available to the public.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 8,


eff. September 1, 2011.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 31, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 394.211.AATRUST ACCOUNT. (a)AAA provider must use a


trust account for the management of all money paid by or on behalf


of a consumer and received by the provider for disbursement to the


consumer’s creditor.AAA provider may not commingle the money in a


trust account established for the benefit of consumers with any


operating funds of the provider.AAA provider shall exercise due


care to appropriately manage the funds in the trust account.


(b)AAThe trust account must at all times be materially in


balance with and reconciled to the consumers’ accounts.AAFailure to


maintain that balance is cause for a summary suspension of


registration under Section 394.204.


(c)AAIf a trust account does not contain sufficient money to


cover the aggregate consumer balances, and the provider has not


corrected the deficiency within 48 hours of discovery, the provider


shall notify the commissioner by telephone, facsimile, electronic


mail, or other method approved by the commissioner, and provide


written notice including a description of the remedial action


taken.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.212.AAPROHIBITED ACTS AND PRACTICES. (a)AAA


provider may not:
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(1)AApurchase a debt or obligation of a consumer;


(2)AAreceive or charge a fee in the form of a promissory


note or other negotiable instrument other than a check or a draft;


(3)AAlend money or provide credit to the consumer;


(4)AAobtain a mortgage or other security interest in


property owned by a consumer;


(5)AAengage in business with a for-profit business


entity described by Section 394.204(c)(7) without prior consent of


the commissioner, except that unless denied, consent is considered


granted 30 days after the date the provider notifies the


commissioner of the intent to engage in business with a for-profit


business entity described by Section 394.204(c)(7);


(6)AAoffer, pay, or give a gift, bonus, premium,


reward, or other compensation to a person for entering into a debt


management services agreement;


(7)AArepresent that the provider is authorized or


competent to furnish legal advice or perform legal services unless


supervised by an attorney as required by State Bar of Texas rules;


(8)AAuse an unconscionable means to obtain a contract


with a consumer;


(9)AAengage in an unfair, deceptive, or unconscionable


act or practice in connection with a service provided to a consumer;


or


(10)AArequire or attempt to require payment of an


amount that the provider states, discloses, or advertises to be a


voluntary contribution from the consumer.


(b)AAA provider does not have a claim:


(1)AAfor breach of contract against a consumer who


cancels an agreement pursuant to this subchapter; or


(2)AAin restitution with respect to an agreement that


is void under this subchapter.


(c)AAA provider may not include any of the following


provisions in a disclosure related to debt management services or


in a debt management services agreement:


(1)AAa confession of judgment clause;


(2)AAa waiver of the right to a jury trial, if


applicable, in an action brought by or against a consumer;
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(3)AAan assignment of or order for payment of wages or


other compensation for services; or


(4)AAa waiver of a provision of this subchapter.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 159 (S.B. 1371), Sec. 32, eff.


September 1, 2023.


Sec. 394.213.AADUTIES OF PROPER MANAGEMENT.AAA provider has


a duty to a consumer who receives debt management services from the


provider to ensure that client money held by the provider is managed


properly at all times.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 368 (S.B. 141), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Sec. 394.214.AAADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT POWERS. (a) The


finance commission may adopt rules to carry out this subchapter.


(b)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAinvestigate the activities of a person subject to


this subchapter to determine compliance with this subchapter,


including examination of the books, accounts, and records of a


provider; and


(2)AArequire or permit a person to file a statement


under oath and otherwise subject to the penalties of perjury, as to


all the facts and circumstances of the matter to be investigated.


(c)AAFailure to comply with an investigation under


Subsection (b) is grounds for issuance of a cease and desist order.


(d)AAThe commissioner may receive and act on complaints, take


action to obtain voluntary compliance with this subchapter, and


refer cases to the attorney general for prosecution.


(e)AAThe commissioner may enforce this subchapter and rules


adopted under this subchapter by:


(1)AAordering the violator to cease and desist from the
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violation and any similar violations;


(2)AAordering the violator to take affirmative action


to correct the violation, including the restitution of money or


property to a person aggrieved by the violation;


(3)AAimposing an administrative penalty not to exceed


$1,000 for each violation as provided by Subchapter F, Chapter 14;


or


(4)AArejecting an initial application, refusing to


renew a registration, or revoking or suspending a registration as


provided by Section 394.204.


(f)AAIn determining the amount of an administrative penalty


to be imposed under this section, the commissioner shall consider


the seriousness of the violation, the good faith of the violator,


the violator’s history of previous violations, the deleterious


effect of the violation on the public, the assets of the violator,


and any other factors the commissioner considers relevant.


(g)AAThe commissioner, on relation of the attorney general at


the request of the commissioner, may bring an action in district


court to enjoin a person from engaging in an act or continuing a


course of action that violates this chapter.AAThe court may order a


preliminary or final injunction.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 767 (H.B. 1442), Sec. 91, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 394.215.AAPRIVATE REMEDIES. (a) An agreement for debt


management services between a consumer and a person that is not


registered under this subchapter is void.


(b)AAA consumer is entitled to recover all fees paid by the


consumer under a void agreement, costs, and reasonable attorney’s


fees.


(c)AAIn addition to any other remedies provided by this


subchapter, a consumer who is aggrieved by a violation of this


subchapter, a rule adopted by the finance commission under this


subchapter, or by any unfair, unconscionable, or deceptive act or
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practice may recover:


(1)AAactual damages;


(2)AApunitive damages for acts or practices under a


void agreement; and


(3)AAthe costs of the action, including reasonable


attorney’s fees based on the amount of time involved.


(d)AAAn aggrieved consumer may sue for injunctive and other


appropriate equitable relief to stop a person from violating this


subchapter.


(e)AAThe remedies provided in this section are not intended


to be the exclusive remedies available to a consumer nor must the


consumer exhaust any administrative remedies provided under this


subchapter or any other applicable law.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 336 (S.B. 1112), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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fi.395.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 395. COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT WORK GROUP


SUBCHAPTER A. COMPOSITION AND OPERATION


Sec.A395.001.AACOMPOSITION. The community reinvestment work


group is composed of:


(1)AAa representative of the comptroller ’s office,


appointed by the comptroller;


(2)AAa representative of the Texas Department of


Housing and Community Affairs, appointed by the executive director


of that department;


(3)AAa representative of the Texas Department of


Economic Development, appointed by the executive director of that


department;


(4)AAa representative of the Texas Department of


Banking, appointed by the banking commissioner of Texas; and


(5)AAa representative of the Texas Department of


Insurance, appointed by the commissioner of insurance.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A395.002.AAOFFICERS. The representative of the


comptroller’s office serves as presiding officer of the work group.


The members of the work group may elect other necessary officers.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A395.003.AAMEETINGS. The work group shall meet


quarterly and may meet more often at the call of the presiding


officer.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A395.004.AATERM OF OFFICE; REMOVAL. A member of the


work group serves a two-year term and may be removed for any reason
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by the appointing authority.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A395.005.AAEXPENSES; COMPENSATION. The appointing


authority is responsible for the expenses of a member’s service on


the work group. A member of the work group receives no additional


compensation for serving on the work group.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. DUTIES


Sec.A395.101.AAGENERAL DUTIES. The work group shall work in


conjunction with the banking community in this state to:


(1)AAdevelop statewide community reinvestment


strategies using existing investment pools and other investment


vehicles to leverage private capital from banks, insurance


companies, and other entities for community development in the


state;


(2)AAconsult and coordinate with representatives from


appropriate federal regulatory agencies, including the Office of


the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve Board of


Governors, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the


Office of Thrift Supervision; and


(3)AAmonitor and evaluate the strategies developed


under this section.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A395.102.AADEVELOPING STRATEGIES. In developing the


strategies required by Section 395.101, the work group shall:


(1)AAexplore innovative qualified investment


strategies;


(2)AAensure to the extent possible that the strategies


encourage financial institutions in this state to lend money to


low-income and moderate-income families and individuals in the
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state;


(3)AAcoordinate its efforts to attract private capital


through investments that meet the requirements of the Community


Reinvestment Act of 1977 (12 U.S.C. Section 2901 et seq.); and


(4)AAensure to the extent possible that the strategies


augment existing Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 programs in the


state, including the operation of local community development


corporations.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.28(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.
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fi.396.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 396. PRIVATE CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A396.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this chapter:


(1)AA"Child support enforcement" means an action,


conduct, or practice in enforcing, or in soliciting for


enforcement, a child support obligation, including the collection


of an amount owed under a child support obligation.


(2)AA"Child support obligation" means an obligation for


the payment of financial support for a child under an order or writ


issued by a court or other tribunal.


(3)AA"Department" means the Texas Department of


Banking.


(4)AA"Foreign agency" means a private child support


enforcement agency that engages in business in this state solely by


use of telephone, mail, the Internet, facsimile transmission, or


any other means of interstate communication.


(5)AA"Obligee" means the person identified in an order


for child support issued by a court or other tribunal as the payee


to whom an obligor ’s amounts of ordered child support are due.


(6)AA"Obligor" means the person identified in an order


for child support issued by a court or other tribunal as the


individual required to make payment under the terms of a support


order for a child.


(7)AA"Private child support enforcement agency" means


an individual or nongovernmental entity who engages in the


enforcement of child support ordered by a court or other tribunal


for a fee or other consideration.AAThe term includes a foreign


agency.AAThe term does not include:


(A)AAan attorney enforcing a child support


obligation on behalf of, and in the name of, a client unless the


attorney has an employee who is not an attorney and who on behalf of


the attorney:


(i)AAregularly solicits for child support
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enforcement; or


(ii)AAregularly contacts child support


obligees or obligors for the purpose of child support enforcement;


(B)AAa state agency designated to serve as the


state’s Title IV-D agency in accordance with Part D, Title IV,


Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. Section 651 et seq.), as amended; or


(C)AAa contractor awarded a contract to engage in


child support enforcement on behalf of a governmental agency,


including a contractor awarded a contract by a political


subdivision of this or another state that is authorized by law to


enforce a child support obligation.


(8)AARepealed by Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20


(S.B. 614), Sec. 47(3), eff. September 1, 2019.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 32, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 47(3),


eff. September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER E. REQUIRED BUSINESS PRACTICES


Sec.A396.202.AARECORDS. (a)AAA private child support


enforcement agency shall maintain records of all child support


collections made on behalf of, and disbursed to, a client who is an


obligee, including:


(1)AAthe name of any obligor who made child support


payments collected by the agency;


(2)AAthe amount of support collected by the agency for


each client, including:


(A)AAthe date on which the amount was collected;


and


(B)AAthe date on which each amount due the client


by the obligor was paid to the client;


(3)AAa copy of the order establishing the child support


obligation under which a collection was made by the agency; and
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(4)AAany other pertinent information relating to the


child support obligation, including any case, cause, or docket


number of the court having jurisdiction over the matter.


(b)AAThe records required under this section must be updated


at least monthly and must be maintained by the private child support


enforcement agency for a period of four years from the date of the


last support payment collected by the agency on behalf of an


obligee.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 33, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec.A396.203.AACONTRACT FOR SERVICES. (a)AAA private child


support enforcement agency shall execute a written contract for the


enforcement of child support for each client of the agency that is


residing in this state.


(b)AAThe contract required under this section must:


(1)AAbe in writing, dated, and signed by both parties to


the contract; and


(2)AAspecify its terms in clear language.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 34, eff.


September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER F. PROHIBITED PRACTICES


Sec.A396.251.AATHREATS OR COERCION. (a)AAIn enforcing a


child support obligation, a private child support enforcement


agency may not use threats, coercion, or attempts to coerce that


employ any of the following practices:


(1)AAusing or threatening to use violence or other


criminal means to cause harm to an obligor or property of the


obligor;
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(2)AAaccusing falsely or threatening to accuse falsely


an obligor of a violation of state or federal child support laws;


(3)AAtaking or threatening to take an enforcement


action against an obligor that is not authorized by law; or


(4)AAintentionally representing to a person that the


agency is a governmental agency authorized to enforce a child


support obligation.


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prevent a private child support


enforcement agency from:


(1)AAinforming an obligor that the obligor may be


subject to penalties prescribed by law for failure to pay a child


support obligation; or


(2)AAtaking, or threatening to take, an action


authorized by law for the enforcement of a child support obligation


by the agency.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 35, eff.


September 1, 2019.


Sec. 396.252.AAFRAUDULENT, DECEPTIVE, OR MISLEADING


REPRESENTATIONS.AAIn enforcing a child support obligation, a


private child support enforcement agency or employee of the agency


may not:


(1)AAidentify the agency by any name other than one by


which the agency is authorized to do business under the laws of this


state;


(2)AAfalsely represent the nature of the child support


enforcement activities in which the agency is authorized by law to


engage; or


(3)AAfalsely represent that an oral or written


communication is the communication of an attorney.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 36, eff.
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September 1, 2019.


SUBCHAPTER H. CIVIL REMEDIES


Sec.A396.351.AACIVIL ACTION. (a) In addition to any other


remedy provided by this chapter, a person may bring an action for:


(1)AAinjunctive relief to enjoin or restrain a


violation of this chapter; and


(2)AAactual damages incurred as a result of a violation


of this chapter.


(b)AAA person who prevails in an action brought under this


section is entitled to recover court costs and reasonable


attorney’s fees.


(c)AAOn a finding by a court that an action under this section


was brought in bad faith or for purposes of harassment, the court


shall award the defendant attorney ’s fees reasonably related to the


work performed and costs.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Sec.A396.352.AASERVICE OF PROCESS OUTSIDE STATE. (a)AAA


private child support enforcement agency that is located in another


state or that engages in the business of child support enforcement


in this state in violation of this chapter is considered to have


submitted to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state with


respect to an action brought under this chapter.


(b)AAA foreign agency engaging in business in this state in


violation of this chapter is considered to have appointed the


department as the agency’s agent for service of process in any


action, suit, or proceeding arising from a violation of this


chapter.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 20 (S.B. 614), Sec. 37, eff.


September 1, 2019.
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Sec.A396.353.AAREMEDIES UNDER OTHER LAW. (a) A violation of


this chapter is a deceptive trade practice under Subchapter E,


Chapter 17, Business & Commerce Code, and is actionable under that


subchapter.


(b)AAThis chapter does not affect or alter a remedy at law or


in equity otherwise available to an obligor, obligee, governmental


entity, or other legal entity.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1023, Sec. 73, eff. Sept. 1,


2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 5. PROTECTION OF CONSUMERS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES


CHAPTER 397. DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS FOR CERTAIN VEHICLE


LEASES


Sec. 397.001.AADEFINITIONS.AAIn this chapter:


(1)AA"Covered vehicle" includes a self-propelled or


towed vehicle designed for personal use, including an automobile,


truck, motorcycle, recreational vehicle, all-terrain vehicle,


snowmobile, camper, boat, personal watercraft, and personal


watercraft trailer.


(2)AA"Debt cancellation agreement" means a lease term


or a contractual arrangement modifying a lease term under which a


lessor or holder agrees to cancel all or part of an obligation of


the lessee to pay the lessor or holder on the occurrence of the


total loss or theft of the covered vehicle that is the subject of


the lease but does not include an offer to pay a specified amount on


the total loss or theft of the covered vehicle.


(3)AA"Holder" means a person who is:


(A)AAa lessor; or


(B)AAthe assignee or transferee of a lease.


(4)AA"Lease" means a lease for a covered vehicle.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.002.AAAPPLICABILITY.AAThis chapter does not apply


to a lease that is a retail installment transaction under Section


345.068 or 348.002.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.003.AARELATIONSHIP TO INSURANCE.AAA debt


cancellation agreement to which this chapter applies is not


insurance.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.
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Sec. 397.004.AALIMITATION ON CERTAIN DEBT CANCELLATION


AGREEMENTS. (a)AAThis chapter applies only to a debt cancellation


agreement, including a gap waiver agreement or other similarly


named agreement, that includes insurance coverage as part of the


lessee’s responsibility to the holder.


(b)AAThe amount charged for a debt cancellation agreement


made in connection with a lease may not exceed five percent of the


adjusted capitalized cost financed pursuant to the lease.


(c)AAThe debt cancellation agreement becomes a part of or a


separate addendum to the lease and remains a term of the lease on


the assignment, sale, or transfer by the holder.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.005.AADEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS EXCLUSION


LANGUAGE. (a)AAIn addition to the provisions required by Section


397.006, a debt cancellation agreement must fully disclose all


provisions permitting the exclusion of loss or damage including, if


applicable:


(1)AAan act occurring after the original maturity date


or date of the holder’s acceleration of the lease;


(2)AAany dishonest, fraudulent, illegal, or


intentional act of any authorized driver that directly results in


the total loss of the covered vehicle;


(3)AAany act of gross negligence by an authorized


driver that directly results in the total loss of the covered


vehicle;


(4)AAconversion, embezzlement, or concealment by any


person in lawful possession of the covered vehicle;


(5)AAlawful confiscation by an authorized public


official;


(6)AAthe operation, use, or maintenance of the covered


vehicle in any race or speed contest;


(7)AAwar, whether or not declared, invasion,


insurrection, rebellion, revolution, or an act of terrorism;


(8)AAnormal wear and tear, freezing, or mechanical or


electrical breakdown or failure;
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(9)AAuse of the covered vehicle for primarily


commercial purposes;


(10)AAdamage that occurs after the covered vehicle has


been repossessed;


(11)AAdamage to the covered vehicle before the purchase


of the debt cancellation agreement;


(12)AAunpaid insurance premiums and salvage, towing,


and storage charges relating to the covered vehicle;


(13)AAdamage related to any personal property attached


to or within the covered vehicle;


(14)AAdamages associated with falsification of


documents by any person not associated with the lessor or other


person canceling the lessee’s obligation;


(15)AAany unpaid debt resulting from exclusions in the


lessee’s primary physical damage coverage not included in the debt


cancellation agreement;


(16)AAabandonment of the covered vehicle by the lessee


only if the lessee voluntarily discards, leaves behind, or


otherwise relinquishes possession of the covered vehicle to the


extent that the relinquishment shows intent to forsake and desert


the covered vehicle so that the covered vehicle may be appropriated


by any other person;


(17)AAany amounts deducted from the primary insurance


carrier’s settlement due to prior damages; and


(18)AAany loss occurring outside the United States or


outside the United States and Canada.


(b)AAAn exclusion of loss or damage not listed in Subsection


(a) may be included in a debt cancellation agreement only if the


exclusion is disclosed in plain, easy to read language.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.006.AAREQUIRED DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENT


LANGUAGE.AAA debt cancellation agreement must state:


(1)AAthe contact information of the lessor, the holder,


and any administrator of the agreement;


(2)AAthe name and address of the lessee;
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(3)AAthe cost and term of the debt cancellation


agreement;


(4)AAthe procedure the lessee must follow to obtain


benefits under the terms of the debt cancellation agreement,


including a telephone number and address where the lessee may


provide notice under the debt cancellation agreement;


(5)AAthe period during which the lessee is required to


notify the lessor, the holder, or any administrator of the


agreement of any potential loss under the debt cancellation


agreement for total loss or theft of the covered vehicle;


(6)AAthat in order to make a claim, the lessee must


provide or complete some or all of the following documents and


provide those documents to the lessor, the holder, or any


administrator of the agreement:


(A)AAa debt cancellation request form;


(B)AAproof of loss and settlement payment from the


lessee’s primary comprehensive, collision, or uninsured or


underinsured motorist policy or other parties’ liability insurance


policy for the settlement of the insured total loss of the covered


vehicle;


(C)AAverification of the lessee’s primary


insurance deductible;


(D)AAa copy of any police report filed in


connection with the total loss or theft of the covered vehicle; and


(E)AAa copy of the damage estimate;


(7)AAthat documentation not described by Subdivision


(6) or required by the lessor, the holder, or any administrator of


the agreement is not required to substantiate the loss or determine


the amount of debt to be canceled;


(8)AAthat notwithstanding the collection of the


documents under Subdivision (6), on reasonable advance notice the


lessor, the holder, or any administrator of the agreement may


inspect the lessee’s covered vehicle;


(9)AAthat the lessor or holder will cancel all or part


of the lessee’s obligation as provided in the debt cancellation


agreement on the occurrence of total loss or theft of the covered


vehicle;
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(10)AAthe method to be used to calculate refunds;


(11)AAthe method for calculating the amount to be


canceled under the debt cancellation agreement on the occurrence of


total loss or theft of a covered vehicle;


(12)AAthat purchase of a debt cancellation agreement is


not required for the lessee to obtain a lease and will not be a


factor in the lease approval process;


(13)AAthat in order to cancel the debt cancellation


agreement and receive a refund, the lessee must provide a written


request to cancel to the lessor, the holder, or any administrator of


the agreement;


(14)AAthat if total loss or theft of the covered vehicle


has not occurred, the lessee has 30 days from the date of the lease


or the issuance of the debt cancellation agreement, whichever is


later, or a longer period as provided under the debt cancellation


agreement, to cancel the debt cancellation agreement and receive a


full refund; and


(15)AAthat the lessor will cancel certain amounts under


the debt cancellation agreement for total loss or theft of a covered


vehicle, in the following or substantially similar language:AA"YOU


WILL CANCEL CERTAIN AMOUNTS I OWE UNDER THIS LEASE IN THE CASE OF A


TOTAL LOSS OR THEFT OF THE COVERED VEHICLE AS STATED IN THE DEBT


CANCELLATION AGREEMENT."


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.007.AAADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DEBT CANCELLATION


AGREEMENTS. (a)AAIf a lessee purchases a debt cancellation


agreement, the lessor must provide to the lessee a true and correct


copy of the agreement not later than the 10th day after the date of


the lease.


(b)AAA holder must comply with the terms of a debt


cancellation agreement not later than the 60th day after the date of


receipt of all necessary information required by the holder or


administrator of the agreement to process the request.


(c)AAA debt cancellation agreement may not knowingly be


offered by a lessor if:
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(1)AAthe lease is already protected by gap insurance;


or


(2)AAthe purchase of the debt cancellation agreement is


required for the lessee to obtain the lease.


(d)AAThis section does not apply to a debt cancellation


agreement offered in connection with the lease of a commercial


vehicle.


(e)AAThe sale of a debt cancellation agreement must be for a


single payment.


(f)AAA holder that offers a debt cancellation agreement must


report the sale of and forward money received on all such agreements


to any designated party as prescribed in any applicable


administrative services agreement, contractual liability policy,


other insurance policy, or other specified program documents.


(g)AAMoney received or held by a holder or any administrator


of a debt cancellation agreement and belonging to an insurance


company, holder, or administrator under the terms of a written


agreement must be held by the holder or administrator in a fiduciary


capacity.


(h)AAA lessor that negotiates a debt cancellation agreement


and subsequently assigns the lease shall maintain documents


relating to the agreement that come into the lessor ’s possession.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.008.AAREFUND FOR DEBT CANCELLATION AGREEMENTS.


(a)AAA refund or credit of the debt cancellation agreement fee must


be based on the earliest date of:


(1)AAthe prepayment of the lease in full before the


original maturity date;


(2)AAa demand by the holder for payment in full of the


unpaid balance or acceleration;


(3)AAa request by the lessee for cancellation of the


debt cancellation agreement; or


(4)AAthe total denial of a debt cancellation request


based on one of the exclusions listed in Section 397.005, except in


the case of a partial loss of the covered vehicle.
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(b)AAThe refund or credit for the debt cancellation agreement


can be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.AAA refund or credit is


not required if the amount of the refund or credit calculated is


less than $5.


(c)AAIf total loss or theft has not occurred, the lessee may


cancel the debt cancellation agreement not later than the 30th day


after the date of the lease or the issuance of the debt cancellation


agreement, whichever is later, or a later date as provided under the


debt cancellation agreement.AAOn cancellation, the holder or any


administrator of the agreement shall refund or credit the entire


debt cancellation agreement fee.AAA lessee may not cancel the debt


cancellation agreement and subsequently receive any benefits under


the agreement.


(d)AAA holder may in good faith rely on a computation by any


administrator of the agreement of the balance waived, unless the


holder has knowledge that the computation is not correct.AAIf a


computation by the administrator of the balance waived is not


correct, the holder must within a reasonable time of learning that


the computation is incorrect make the necessary corrections or


cause the corrections to be made to the lessee ’s account.AAThis


subsection does not prevent the holder from obtaining reimbursement


from the administrator or another responsible for the debt


cancellation agreement or computation.


(e)AAIf the debt cancellation agreement terminates due to the


early termination of the lease, the holder shall, not later than the


60th day after the date the debt cancellation agreement terminates:


(1)AArefund or credit an appropriate amount of the debt


cancellation agreement fee; or


(2)AAcause to be refunded or credited an appropriate


amount of the debt cancellation agreement fee by providing written


instruction to the appropriate person.


(f)AAThe holder shall ensure that a refund or credit of an


amount of a debt cancellation agreement fee made by another person


under Subsection (e)(2) is made not later than the 60th day after


the date the debt cancellation agreement terminates.


(g)AAThe holder shall maintain records of any refund or


credit of an amount of a debt cancellation agreement fee made under
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Subsection (e) and provide electronic access to those records until


the later of the fourth anniversary of the date of the lease or the


second anniversary of the date of the refund or credit.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.


Sec. 397.009.AAENFORCEMENT. (a)AAIf the attorney general


has reason to believe that a person is engaging in, has engaged in,


or is about to engage in any method, act, or practice that is a


violation of this chapter, the attorney general may bring an action


in the name of the state against the person to restrain the person


by temporary restraining order, temporary injunction, or permanent


injunction from engaging in the method, act, or practice.


(b)AAAn action brought under Subsection (a) may be commenced


in the district court of the county in which the person against whom


the action is brought resides, has the person’s principal place of


business, or has done business, in the district court of the county


in which any or all parts of the method, act, or practice giving


rise to the action occurred, or, on the consent of the parties, in a


district court of Travis County.AAThe court may issue a temporary


restraining order, temporary injunction, or permanent injunction


to restrain or prevent a violation of this chapter and injunctive


relief must be issued without bond.


(c)AAIn addition to the request for a temporary restraining


order, temporary injunction, or permanent injunction, the attorney


general may request, and the trier of fact may award, a civil


penalty to be paid to the state in an amount of not more than $20,000


per violation.


(d)AAThe attorney general may recover reasonable expenses


incurred in obtaining injunctive relief or a civil penalty under


this section, including reasonable investigative costs, court


costs, and attorney’s fees.


Added by Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 183 (S.B. 1052), Sec. 7,


eff. September 1, 2017.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE A. BANKS


CHAPTER 59. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A59.001.AADEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Civil action" means a civil proceeding pending in


a tribunal. The term does not include an examination or enforcement


proceeding initiated by:


(A)AAa governmental agency with primary


regulatory jurisdiction over a financial institution in possession


of a compliance review document;


(B)AAthe Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation or its successor; or


(C)AAthe board of governors of the Federal


Reserve System or its successor.


(2)AA"Claim against a customer" means a writ of


attachment, writ of garnishment, notice of freeze, notice of levy,


notice of child support lien, notice of seizure, notice of


receivership, restraining order, injunction or other instrument


served on or delivered to a financial institution and purporting to


assert, establish, or perfect any interest in or claim against an


account, extension of credit, or product of the financial


institution held or established by the financial institution in the


name of the customer or for the benefit of the customer, or in the


name of the financial institution as the fiduciary, agent, or


custodian or in another representative capacity for the customer.


The term does not include citation or other process in a civil suit


in which the financial institution is made a defendant and against


which claims for affirmative relief are asserted, even though the


subject matter of the suit is an account, extension of credit, or


product of the financial institution held or established by the


financial institution in the name of a customer or in the name of


the financial institution as the fiduciary, agent, or custodian or


in another representative capacity for the customer.
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(3)AA"Compliance review document" means a document


prepared by or for a compliance review committee acting pursuant to


Section 59.009.


(4)AA"Customer" means a person who uses, purchases, or


obtains an account, extension of credit, or product of a financial


institution or for whom a financial institution acts as a


fiduciary, agent, or custodian or in another representative


capacity.


(5)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 201.101, except that the term does not include a


financial institution organized under the laws of another state or


organized under federal law with its main office in another state


that does not maintain a branch or other office in this state.


(6)AA"Out-of-state financial institution" means a


financial institution, organized under the laws of another state or


organized under federal law with its main office in another state,


that has a branch or other office in this state.


(7)AA"Record" means financial or other information of a


customer maintained by a financial institution.


(8)AA"Record request" means a valid and enforceable


subpoena, request for production, or other instrument issued under


authority of a tribunal that compels production of a customer


record.


(9)AA"Texas financial institution" means a financial


institution organized under the laws of this state or organized


under federal law with its main office in this state.


(10)AA"Tribunal" means a court or other adjudicatory


tribunal with jurisdiction to issue a request for records,


including a government agency exercising adjudicatory functions


and an alternative dispute resolution mechanism, voluntary or


required, under which a party may compel the production of records.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.002.AASLANDER OR LIBEL OF BANK. (a) A person


commits an offense if the person:


(1)AAknowingly makes, circulates, or transmits to
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another person an untrue statement that is derogatory to the


financial condition of a bank located in this state; or


(2)AAwith intent to injure a bank located in this state,


counsels, aids, procures, or induces another person to knowingly


make, circulate, or transmit to another person an untrue statement


that is derogatory to the financial condition of any bank located in


this state.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a state jail felony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.003.AAAUTHORITY OF NOTARY PUBLIC. A notary public is


not disqualified from taking an acknowledgment or proof of a


written instrument as provided by Section 406.016, Government Code,


solely because of the person’s ownership of stock or a


participation interest in or employment by a financial institution


that is an interested party to the underlying transaction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.004.AASUCCESSION OF TRUST POWERS. (a) If, at the


time of a merger, reorganization, conversion, sale of substantially


all of its assets under Chapter 32 or other applicable law, or sale


of substantially all of its trust accounts and related activities


at a separate branch or other office, a reorganizing or selling


financial institution is acting as trustee, guardian, executor, or


administrator, or in another fiduciary capacity, a successor or


purchasing financial institution with sufficient fiduciary


authority may continue the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship:


(1)AAwithout the necessity of judicial action or action


by the creator of the office, trust, or fiduciary relationship; and


(2)AAwithout regard to whether the successor or


purchasing financial institution meets qualification requirements


specified in an instrument creating the office, trust, or fiduciary


relationship other than a requirement related to geographic locale


of account administration, including requirements as to
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jurisdiction of incorporation, location of principal office, or


type of financial institution.


(b)AAThe successor or purchasing financial institution may


perform all the duties and exercise all the powers connected with or


incidental to the fiduciary relationship in the same manner as if


the successor or purchasing financial institution had been


originally designated as the fiduciary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.005.AAAGENCY ACTIVITIES. (a) A financial


institution may receive deposits, renew time deposits, close loans,


service loans, receive payments on loans and other obligations, and


perform other services as an agent for another financial


institution under a written agency agreement.


(b)AAA financial institution may not under an agency


agreement:


(1)AAconduct an activity as agent that it would be


prohibited from conducting as a principal under applicable state or


federal law; or


(2)AAhave an agent conduct an activity that the bank as


principal would be prohibited from conducting under applicable


state or federal law.


(c)AAThe banking commissioner may order a state bank or


another financial institution subject to the banking


commissioner’s enforcement powers to cease acting as an agent or


principal under an agency agreement in a manner that the banking


commissioner finds to be inconsistent with safe and sound banking


practices or governing law.


(d)AANotwithstanding another law, a financial institution


acting as an agent for another financial institution in accordance


with this section is not considered to be a branch of the


institution acting as principal.


(e)AAThis section does not affect:


(1)AAauthority under another law for a financial


institution to act as an agent on behalf of another person or to act


as a principal in employing another person as agent; or
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(2)AAwhether an agent’s activities on behalf of a


financial institution under another law would cause the agent to be


considered a branch of the financial institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 14, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A59.006.AADISCOVERY OF CUSTOMER RECORDS. (a)AAThis


section provides the exclusive method for compelled discovery of a


record of a financial institution relating to one or more customers


but does not create a right of privacy in a record.AAThis section


does not apply to and does not require or authorize a financial


institution to give a customer notice of:


(1)AAa demand or inquiry from a state or federal


government agency authorized by law to conduct an examination of


the financial institution;


(2)AAa record request from a state or federal


government agency or instrumentality under statutory or


administrative authority that provides for, or is accompanied by, a


specific mechanism for discovery and protection of a customer


record of a financial institution, including a record request from


a federal agency subject to the Right to Financial Privacy Act of


1978 (12 U.S.C. Section 3401 et seq.), as amended, or from the


Internal Revenue Service under Section 1205, Internal Revenue Code


of 1986;


(3)AAa record request from or report to a government


agency arising out of:


(A)AAthe investigation or prosecution of a


criminal offense;


(B)AAthe investigation of alleged abuse, neglect,


or exploitation of an elderly or disabled person in accordance with


Chapter 48, Human Resources Code; or


(C)AAthe assessment for or provision of


guardianship services under Subchapter E, Chapter 161, Human


Resources Code;


(4)AAa record request in connection with a garnishment


proceeding in which the financial institution is garnishee and the
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customer is debtor;


(5)AAa record request by a duly appointed receiver for


the customer;


(6)AAan investigative demand or inquiry from a state


legislative investigating committee;


(7)AAan investigative demand or inquiry from the


attorney general of this state as authorized by law other than the


procedural law governing discovery in civil cases;


(8)AAthe voluntary use or disclosure of a record by a


financial institution subject to other applicable state or federal


law; or


(9)AAa record request in connection with an


investigation conducted under Section 1054.151, 1054.152, or


1102.001, Estates Code.


(b)AAA financial institution shall produce a record in


response to a record request only if:


(1)AAit is served with the record request not later than


the 24th day before the date that compliance with the record request


is required;


(2)AAbefore the financial institution complies with the


record request the requesting party pays the financial


institution’s reasonable costs of complying with the record


request, including costs of reproduction, postage, research,


delivery, and attorney ’s fees, or posts a cost bond in an amount


estimated by the financial institution to cover those costs; and


(3)AAif the customer is not a party to the proceeding in


which the request was issued, the requesting party complies with


Subsections (c) and (d) and:


(A)AAthe financial institution receives the


customer’s written consent to release the record after a request


under Subsection (c)(3); or


(B)AAthe tribunal takes further action based on


action initiated by the requesting party under Subsection (d).


(b-1)AAIf the requesting party has not paid a financial


institution’s costs or posted a cost bond as required by Subsection


(b)(2), a court may not:


(1)AAorder the financial institution to produce a
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record in response to the record request; or


(2)AAfind the financial institution to be in contempt


of court for failing to produce the record.


(c)AAIf the affected customer is not a party to the


proceeding in which the record request was issued, in addition to


serving the financial institution with a record request, the


requesting party shall:


(1)AAgive notice stating the rights of the customer


under Subsection (e) and a copy of the request to each affected


customer in the manner and within the time provided by Rule 21a,


Texas Rules of Civil Procedure;


(2)AAfile a certificate of service indicating that the


customer has been mailed or served with the notice and a copy of the


record request as required by this subsection with the tribunal and


the financial institution; and


(3)AArequest the customer ’s written consent authorizing


the financial institution to comply with the request.


(d)AAIf the customer that is not a party to the proceeding


does not execute the written consent requested under Subsection


(c)(3) on or before the date that compliance with the request is


required, the requesting party may by written motion seek an in


camera inspection of the requested record as its sole means of


obtaining access to the requested record. In response to a motion


for in camera inspection, the tribunal may inspect the requested


record to determine its relevance to the matter before the


tribunal. The tribunal may order redaction of portions of the


records that the tribunal determines should not be produced and


shall enter a protective order preventing the record that it orders


produced from being:


(1)AAdisclosed to a person who is not a party to the


proceeding before the tribunal; and


(2)AAused by a person for any purpose other than


resolving the dispute before the tribunal.


(e)AAA customer that is a party to the proceeding bears the


burden of preventing or limiting the financial institution ’s


compliance with a record request subject to this section by seeking


an appropriate remedy, including filing a motion to quash the
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record request or a motion for a protective order. Any motion filed


shall be served on the financial institution and the requesting


party before the date that compliance with the request is required.


A financial institution is not liable to its customer or another


person for disclosure of a record in compliance with this section.


(f)AAA financial institution may not be required to produce a


record under this section before the later of:


(1)AAthe 24th day after the date of receipt of the


record request as provided by Subsection (b)(1);


(2)AAthe 15th day after the date of receipt of a


customer consent to disclose a record as provided by Subsection


(b)(3); or


(3)AAthe 15th day after the date a court orders


production of a record after an in camera inspection of a requested


record as provided by Subsection (d).


(g)AAAn order to quash or for protection or other remedy


entered or denied by the tribunal under Subsection (d) or (e) is not


a final order and an interlocutory appeal may not be taken.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 15, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1056 (S.B. 221), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2011.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 780 (S.B. 1235), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 230 (H.B. 2394), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2015.


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1031 (H.B. 1438), Sec. 31,


eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A59.007.AAATTACHMENT, INJUNCTION, EXECUTION, OR


GARNISHMENT. (a) An attachment, injunction, execution, or writ of


garnishment may not be issued against or served on a financial


institution that has its principal office or a branch in this state


to collect a money judgment or secure a prospective money judgment


against the financial institution before the judgment is final and
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all appeals have been foreclosed by law.


(b)AAAn attachment, injunction, execution, or writ of


garnishment issued to or served on a financial institution for the


purpose of collecting a money judgment or securing a prospective


money judgment against a customer of the financial institution is


governed by Section 59.008 and not this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.008.AACLAIMS AGAINST CUSTOMERS OF FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS. (a) A claim against a customer of a financial


institution shall be delivered or served as otherwise required or


permitted by law at the address designated as the address of the


registered agent of the financial institution in a registration


filed with the secretary of state pursuant to Section 201.102, with


respect to an out-of-state financial institution, or Section


201.103, with respect to a Texas financial institution.


(b)AAIf a financial institution files a registration


statement with the secretary of state pursuant to Section 201.102,


with respect to an out-of-state financial institution, or Section


201.103, with respect to a Texas financial institution, a claim


against a customer of the financial institution is not effective as


to the financial institution if the claim is served or delivered to


an address other than that designated by the financial institution


in the registration as the address of the financial institution ’s


registered agent.


(c)AAThe customer bears the burden of preventing or limiting


a financial institution’s compliance with or response to a claim


subject to this section by seeking an appropriate remedy, including


a restraining order, injunction, protective order, or other remedy,


to prevent or suspend the financial institution’s response to a


claim against the customer.


(d)AAA financial institution that does not file a


registration with the secretary of state pursuant to Section


201.102, with respect to an out-of-state financial institution, or


Section 201.103, with respect to a Texas financial institution, is


subject to service or delivery of all claims against customers of
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the financial institution as otherwise provided by law.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


Sec.A59.009.AACOMPLIANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE. (a) A financial


institution or an affiliate of a financial institution, including


its holding company, may establish a compliance review committee to


test, review, or evaluate the financial institution’s conduct,


transactions, or potential transactions for the purpose of


monitoring and improving or enforcing compliance with:


(1)AAa statutory or regulatory requirement;


(2)AAfinancial reporting to a governmental agency;


(3)AAthe policies and procedures of the financial


institution or its affiliates; or


(4)AAsafe, sound, and fair lending practices.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c):


(1)AAa compliance review document is confidential and


is not discoverable or admissible in evidence in a civil action;


(2)AAan individual serving on a compliance review


committee or acting under the direction of a compliance review


committee may not be required to testify in a civil action as to:


(A)AAthe contents or conclusions of a compliance


review document; or


(B)AAan action taken or discussions conducted by


or for a compliance review committee; and


(3)AAa compliance review document or an action taken or


discussion conducted by or for a compliance review committee that


is disclosed to a governmental agency remains confidential and is


not discoverable or admissible in a civil action.


(c)AASubsection (b)(2) does not apply to an individual who


has management responsibility for the operations, records,


employees, or activities being examined or evaluated by the


compliance review committee.


(d)AAThis section does not limit the discovery or


admissibility in a civil action of a document that is not a


compliance review document.


Renumbered from Sec. 59.007 and amended by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch.
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344, Sec. 2.016, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.010.AACONFIDENTIALITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE SUBPOENA.


(a) Except to the extent disclosure is necessary to locate and


produce responsive records, an administrative subpoena that meets


the requirements of Subsection (b) and is served on a financial


institution may provide that the financial institution to whom the


subpoena is directed may not:


(1)AAdisclose that the subpoena has been issued;


(2)AAidentify or describe any records requested in the


subpoena; or


(3)AAdisclose whether records have been furnished in


response to the subpoena.


(b)AAThe government agency issuing the subpoena may prohibit


the disclosure of information described in Subsection (a) only if


the agency finds, and the subpoena states the agency’s finding


that:


(1)AAthe records relate to an ongoing criminal


investigation by the agency; and


(2)AAthe disclosure could significantly impede or


jeopardize the investigation.


(c)AAFor purposes of this section, "administrative subpoena"


means a valid and enforceable subpoena requesting customer records,


issued under the laws of this state by a government agency


exercising investigatory or adjudicative functions with respect to


a matter within the agency’s jurisdiction.


Added by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 528, Sec. 16, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 59.011.AALENDER LIABILITY FOR CONSTRUCTION. (a)AAFor


purposes of Chapter 27, Property Code, a federally insured


financial institution regulated under this code is not a builder.


(b)AAA lender regulated by this code that forecloses on or


otherwise acquires a home through the foreclosure process or other


legal means when the loan is in default is not liable to a


subsequent purchaser for any construction defects of which the


lender had no knowledge that were created prior to the acquisition


of the home by the lender.
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(c)AAA builder hired by a lender to complete the construction


of a foreclosed home is not liable for any construction defects of


which the builder had no knowledge that existed prior to the


acquisition of the home by the lender, but the builder is subject to


Chapter 27, Property Code, for work performed for the lender


subsequent to the acquisition of the home by the lender.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.01, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Amended by:


Acts 2023, 88th Leg., R.S., Ch. 768 (H.B. 4595), Sec. 9.002,


eff. September 1, 2023.


Sec. 59.012.AALOANS FOR DEVELOPMENTS THAT USE HARVESTED


RAINWATER.AAFinancial institutions may consider making loans for


developments that will use harvested rainwater as the sole source


of water supply.


Added by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., R.S., Ch. 1311 (H.B. 3391), Sec. 1,


eff. September 1, 2011.


SUBCHAPTER B. SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES


Sec.A59.101.AADEFINITION. In this subchapter, "safe deposit


company" means a person who maintains and rents safe deposit boxes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.102.AAAUTHORITY TO ACT AS SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY. Any


person may be a safe deposit company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.103.AARELATIONSHIP OF SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY AND


RENTER. In a safe deposit transaction the relationship of the safe


deposit company and the renter is that of lessor and lessee and


landlord and tenant, and the rights and liabilities of the safe


deposit company are governed accordingly in the absence of a


contract or statute to the contrary. The lessee is considered for


all purposes to be in possession of the box and its contents.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A59.104.AADELIVERY OF NOTICE. A notice required by this


subchapter to be given to a lessee of a safe deposit box must be in


writing and personally delivered or sent by registered or certified


mail, return receipt requested, to each lessee at the most recent


address of the person according to the records of the safe deposit


company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 59.105.AAEFFECT OF SUBCHAPTER ON OTHER LAW.AAThis


subchapter does not affect Chapter 151, Estates Code, or another


statute of this state governing safe deposit boxes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.


20.010, eff. September 1, 2015.


Sec.A59.106.AAACCESS BY MORE THAN ONE PERSON. (a) If a safe


deposit box is leased in the name of two or more persons jointly or


if a person other than the lessee is designated in the lease


agreement as having a right of access to the box, each of those


persons is entitled to have access to the box and to remove its


contents in the absence of a contract to the contrary. This right


of access and removal is not affected by the death or incapacity of


another person who is a lessee or otherwise entitled to have access


to the box.


(b)AAA safe deposit company is not responsible for damage


arising from access to a safe deposit box or removal of any of its


contents by a person with a right of access to the box.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.107.AANONEMERGENCY OPENING AND RELOCATION. (a) A


safe deposit company may not relocate a safe deposit box rented for


a term of at least six months if the box rental is not delinquent or


open a safe deposit box to relocate its contents to another safe


deposit box or other location except:


(1)AAin the presence of the lessee;
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(2)AAwith the lessee’s written authorization; or


(3)AAas otherwise provided by this section or Section


59.108.


(b)AAA safe deposit box may not be relocated under this


section unless the storage conditions at the new location are at


least as secure as the conditions at the original box location.


(c)AANot later than the 30th day before the scheduled date of


a nonemergency relocation, the safe deposit company shall give


notice of the relocation to each lessee of the safe deposit box.


The notice must state the scheduled date and time of the relocation


and whether the box will be opened during the relocation.


(d)AAA lessee may personally supervise the relocation or


authorize the relocation in writing if notice is given to each


lessee.


(e)AAIf during the relocation the box is opened and a lessee


does not personally supervise the relocation or has not authorized


the relocation in writing, two employees, at least one of whom is an


officer or manager of the safe deposit company and at least one of


whom is a notary public, shall inventory the contents of the box in


detail. The safe deposit company shall notify each lessee of the


new box number or location not later than the 30th day after the


date of the relocation and shall include a signed and notarized copy


of the inventory report. The cost of a certified mailing other than


the first notice sent in connection with each relocation may be


treated as box rental due at the expiration of the rental term.


(f)AAThis section does not apply to a relocation of a safe


deposit box within the same building.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.30, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.108.AAEMERGENCY OPENING AND RELOCATION. (a) A safe


deposit company may relocate a safe deposit box or open the box to


relocate its contents to another box or location without complying


with Sections 59.107(a)-(d) if the security of the original box is


threatened or destroyed by natural disaster, including tornado,


flood, fire, or other unforeseeable circumstances beyond the


control of the safe deposit company.
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(b)AAThe safe deposit company shall follow the procedure


provided by Section 59.107(e), except that the notice of the new box


number or location must be given not later than the 90th day after


the date of a relocation under this section.


(c)AAThis section does not apply to a relocation of a safe


deposit box within the same building.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 59.109.AATERMINATION OF RENTAL; LIEN; SALE OF CONTENTS.


(a)AAA safe deposit company may not terminate an agreement for the


rental of a safe deposit box unless:


(1)AAthe safe deposit company has delivered or sent to


the lessee a notice not later than the 90th day before the date of


the termination and has provided the lessee an opportunity to


retrieve the contents during normal business hours throughout the


duration of the notice period; or


(2)AAthe payment for the rental of a safe deposit box is


delinquent for at least six months, and the lessee fails to pay the


rent due following notice provided under Subsection (a-1).


(a-1)AAIf the payment for the rental of a safe deposit box is


delinquent for at least six months, or if the rental agreement is


otherwise terminated, the safe deposit company shall send notice to


each lessee that the company will remove the contents of the box if


the rent is not paid or, if the rental agreement is otherwise


terminated, the contents are not retrieved before the date


specified in the notice, which may not be earlier than the 60th day


after the date the notice is delivered or sent.


(a-2)AAIf the delinquent rent is not paid or, if the rental


agreement is otherwise terminated, the contents are not retrieved


before the date specified in the notice, the safe deposit company


may open the box in the presence of two employees, at least one of


whom is an officer or manager of the safe deposit company and at


least one of whom is a notary public.AAThe safe deposit company


shall inventory the contents of the box in detail as provided by the


comptroller’s reporting instructions and place the contents of the


box in a sealed envelope or container bearing the name of the


lessee.
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(b)AAThe safe deposit company has a lien on the contents of


the box for an amount equal to the rental owed for the box and the


cost of opening the box.AAThe safe deposit company may retain


possession of the contents not later than two years from the date of


the opening of the box plus a reasonable period to dispose of the


contents of the box.AAIf the rental and the cost of opening the box


are not paid before the second anniversary of the date the box was


opened, or if the rental agreement is being terminated for a reason


other than delinquent payment, and the lessee has failed to


retrieve the contents in a reasonable period after notice of the


termination has been sent or delivered, the safe deposit company


may sell all or part of the contents at public auction in the manner


and with the notice prescribed by Section 51.002, Property Code,


for the sale of real property under a deed of trust.AAAny unsold


contents of the box and any excess proceeds from a sale of contents


shall be remitted to the comptroller as provided by Chapters 72-75,


Property Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 915 (S.B. 1400), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A59.110.AAROUTING NUMBER ON KEY. (a) A depository


institution that rents or permits access to a safe deposit box shall


imprint the depository institution’s routing number on each key to


the box or on a tag attached to the key.


(b)AAIf a depository institution believes that the routing


number imprinted on a key, or on a tag attached to a key, used to


open a safe deposit box has been altered or defaced so that the


correct routing number is illegible, the depository institution


shall notify the Department of Public Safety of the State of Texas,


on a form designed by the banking commissioner, not later than the


10th day after the date the key is used to open the box.


(c)AAThis section does not require a depository institution


to inspect the routing number imprinted on a key or an attached tag


to determine whether the number has been altered or defaced. A


depository institution that has imprinted a key to a safe deposit
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box or a tag attached to the key as provided by this section and that


follows applicable law and the depository institution’s


established security procedures in permitting access to the box is


not liable for any damage arising because of access to or removal of


the contents of the box.


(d)AASubsection (a) does not apply to a key issued under a


lease in effect on September 1, 1992, until the date the term of


that lease expires, without regard to any extension of the lease


term.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. ELECTRONIC TERMINALS


Sec.A59.201.AAELECTRONIC TERMINALS AUTHORIZED; SHARING OF


ELECTRONIC TERMINAL. (a) A person may install, maintain, and


operate one or more electronic terminals at any location for the


convenience of customers of financial institutions.


(b)AAFinancial institutions may agree in writing to share in


the use of an electronic terminal on a reasonable,


nondiscriminatory basis and on the condition that a financial


institution using an electronic terminal may be required to meet


necessary and reasonable technical standards and to pay charges for


the use of the electronic terminal. The standards or charges


imposed must be reasonable, fair, equitable, and nondiscriminatory


among the financial institutions. Any charges imposed:


(1)AAmay not exceed an equitable proportion of the cost


of establishing the electronic terminal, including provisions for


amortization of development costs and capital expenditures over a


reasonable period, and the cost of operation and maintenance of the


electronic terminal, plus a reasonable return on those costs; and


(2)AAmust be related to the services provided to the


financial institution or its customers.


(c)AAThis section does not apply to:


(1)AAan electronic terminal located at the domicile or


home office or a branch of a financial institution; or


(2)AAthe use by a person of an electronic terminal,


regardless of location, solely to withdraw cash, make account
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balance inquiries, or make transfers between the person’s accounts


in the same financial institution.


(d)AAIn this section, the term "financial institution" has


the meaning assigned by Section 201.101.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 356, Sec. 1, eff. Aug. 30, 1999; Acts


1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.017, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts


2001, 77th Leg., ch. 412, Sec. 2.16, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A59.202.AAUSER FEE FOR SHARED ELECTRONIC TERMINAL. (a)


The owner of an electronic terminal that is located in this state


and that is connected to a shared network may impose a fee for the


use of that terminal if imposition of the fee is disclosed at a time


and in a manner that allows a user to avoid the transaction without


incurring the transaction fee.


(b)AAAn agreement to share an electronic terminal may not:


(1)AAlimit the right of the owner of an electronic


terminal to charge a fee described by Subsection (a) as allowed by


the law of this state or the United States;


(2)AArequire the owner to limit or waive its rights or


obligations under this section; or


(3)AAotherwise discriminate in any manner against the


owner as a result of the owner’s charging of a fee authorized under


this section.


(c)AAIn this section:


(1)AA"Electronic fund transfer" means any transfer of


money, other than a transaction originated by check, draft, or


similar paper instrument, that is initiated through an electronic


terminal and orders, instructs, or authorizes a financial


institution to debit or credit an account. The term includes a


point-of-sale transfer, an unmanned teller machine transaction,


and a cash dispensing machine transaction.


(2)AA"Electronic terminal" means an electronic device,


other than a telephone, through which a consumer may initiate an


electronic fund transfer. The term includes a point-of-sale


terminal, an unmanned teller machine, and a cash dispensing


machine.
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(3)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 201.101.


(4)AA"Shared network" means an electronic information


communication and processing facility used by two or more owners of


electronic terminals to receive, transmit, or retransmit


electronic impulses or other electronic indicia of transactions,


originating at electronic terminals, to financial institutions or


to other transmission facilities for the purpose of:


(A)AAthe withdrawal by a customer of money from


the customer’s account, including a withdrawal under a line of


credit previously authorized by a financial institution for the


customer;


(B)AAthe deposit of money by a customer in the


customer’s account with a financial institution;


(C)AAthe transfer of money by a customer between


one or more accounts maintained by the customer with a financial


institution, including the application of money against an


indebtedness of the customer to the financial institution; or


(D)AAa request for information by a customer


concerning the balance of the customer ’s account with a financial


institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.018, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


SUBCHAPTER D. SAFETY AT UNMANNED TELLER MACHINES


Sec.A59.301.AADEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:


(1)AA"Access area" means a paved walkway or sidewalk


that is within 50 feet of an unmanned teller machine. The term does


not include a public right-of-way or any structure, sidewalk,


facility, or appurtenance incidental to the right-of-way.


(2)AA"Access device" has the meaning assigned by


Regulation E (12 C.F.R. Section 205.2), as amended, adopted under


the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1693 et seq.),


as amended.


(3)AA"Candlefoot power" means the light intensity of


candles on a horizontal plane at 36 inches above ground level and
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five feet in front of the area to be measured.


(4)AA"Control" means the authority to determine how,


when, and by whom an access area or defined parking area may be


used, maintained, lighted, and landscaped.


(5)AA"Customer" means an individual to whom an access


device is issued for personal, family, or household use.


(6)AA"Defined parking area" means the portion of a


parking area open for unmanned teller machine customer parking that


is contiguous to an access area, is regularly, principally, and


lawfully used during the period beginning 30 minutes after sunset


and ending 30 minutes before sunrise for parking by customers using


the machine, and is owned or leased by the owner or operator of the


machine or owned or controlled by a person leasing the machine site


to the owner or operator of the machine. The term does not include:


(A)AAa parking area that is physically closed or


on which one or more conspicuous signs indicate that the area is


closed; or


(B)AAa level of a multiple-level parking area


other than the level considered by the operator of the unmanned


teller machine to be the most directly accessible to a customer.


(7)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 201.101.


(8)AA"Operator" means the person primarily responsible


for the operation of an unmanned teller machine.


(9)AA"Owner" means a person having the right to


determine which financial institutions are permitted to use or


participate in the use of an unmanned teller machine.


(10)AA"Unmanned teller machine" means a machine, other


than a telephone, capable of being operated solely by a customer to


communicate to a financial institution:


(A)AAa request to withdraw money from the


customer’s account directly or under a line of credit previously


authorized by the financial institution for the customer;


(B)AAan instruction to deposit money in the


customer’s account with the financial institution;


(C)AAan instruction to transfer money between one


or more accounts maintained by the customer with the financial
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institution;


(D)AAan instruction to apply money against an


indebtedness of the customer to the financial institution; or


(E)AAa request for information concerning the


balance of the account of the customer with the financial


institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 344, Sec. 2.019, eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A59.302.AAEXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN UNMANNED TELLER


MACHINES. This subchapter does not apply to an unmanned teller


machine:


(1)AAby which:


(A)AAa customer of a financial institution can


authorize and effect the electronic transfer of money from the


customer’s account at the financial institution to a merchant’s


account at a financial institution in the county or municipality in


which the terminal is located to obtain cash or to purchase, rent,


or pay for goods or services; and


(B)AAthe merchant can ascertain that the


transaction has been completed and the money has been or will be


transferred to the merchant’s account at the merchant’s financial


institution in the county or municipality in which the terminal is


located; or


(2)AAlocated:


(A)AAinside a building:


(i)AAunless the building is a freestanding


installation existing solely to provide an enclosure for the


machine; or


(ii)AAexcept to the extent a transaction can


be conducted from outside the building; or


(B)AAin an area not controlled by the owner or


operator of the machine.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.303.AAAPPLICABILITY TO CERTAIN PERSONS WHO ARE NOT


OWNERS OR OPERATORS. (a) A person is not an owner or operator
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solely because the person’s primary function is to provide for the


exchange, transfer, or dissemination of electronic fund transfer


data.


(b)AAA person whose primary function is to provide for the


exchange, transfer, or dissemination of electronic fund transfer


data and who is not an owner or operator is not liable to a customer


or user of an unmanned teller machine for a claim arising out of or


in connection with a use or attempted use of the machine.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.304.AACONSTRUCTION OF SUBCHAPTER. (a) This


subchapter does not require the relocation or modification of an


unmanned teller machine on the occurrence of a particular event or


circumstance.


(b)AAA violation of this subchapter or a rule adopted under


this subchapter is not negligence per se. Substantial compliance


with this subchapter and each rule adopted under this subchapter is


prima facie evidence that a person has provided adequate safety


protection measures relating to an unmanned teller machine under


this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.305.AALIGHTING REQUIRED. During the period


beginning 30 minutes after sunset and ending 30 minutes before


sunrise, lighting shall be provided for:


(1)AAan unmanned teller machine;


(2)AAthe machine’s access area and defined parking


area; and


(3)AAthe exterior of the machine’s enclosure, if the


machine is located in an enclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.306.AAPERSONS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE LIGHTING. (a)


Except as provided by Subsection (b), the owner or operator shall


provide the lighting required by this subchapter.


(b)AAA person who leases the site where an unmanned teller


machine is located shall provide the lighting required by this
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subchapter if the person controls the access area or defined


parking area for the machine and the owner or operator does not


control the access area or defined parking area.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.307.AASTANDARDS FOR LIGHTING. The lighting must be


at least:


(1)AA10 candlefoot power at the face of the unmanned


teller machine and extending in an unobstructed direction outward


five feet;


(2)AAtwo candlefoot power within 50 feet from any


unobstructed direction from the face of the machine, except as


provided by Subdivision (3);


(3)AAif the machine is located within 10 feet of the


corner of a building and is generally accessible from the adjacent


side, two candlefoot power along the first 40 unobstructed feet of


the adjacent side of the building; and


(4)AAtwo candlefoot power in the part of the defined


parking area within 60 feet of the unmanned teller machine.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.308.AASAFETY EVALUATION. (a) An owner or operator


shall in good faith evaluate the safety of each unmanned teller


machine that the person owns or operates.


(b)AAIn making the evaluation, the owner or operator shall


consider:


(1)AAthe extent to which the lighting for the machine


complies with Section 59.307;


(2)AAthe presence of obstructions, including


landscaping and vegetation, in the area of the machine and the


access area and defined parking area for the machine; and


(3)AAthe incidence of violent crimes in the immediate


neighborhood of the machine as shown by local law enforcement


records and of which the owner or operator has actual knowledge.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.309.AANOTICE OF SAFETY PRECAUTIONS. (a) An issuer
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of an access device shall give the customer a notice of basic safety


precautions that the customer should follow while using an unmanned


teller machine.


(b)AAThe issuer shall personally deliver or mail the notice


to each customer whose mailing address is in this state according to


records for the account to which the access device relates. If the


issuer furnishes an access device to more than one customer on the


same account, the issuer is required to furnish a notice to only one


of the customers.


(c)AAThe issuer may furnish information under this section


with other disclosures related to the access device, including an


initial or periodic disclosure statement furnished under the


Electronic Fund Transfer Act (15 U.S.C. Section 1693 et seq.).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A59.310.AAENFORCEMENT AND RULES. (a) The finance


commission and the Credit Union Commission shall enforce this


subchapter and adopt rules to implement this subchapter.


(b)AAThe rules must establish security requirements to be


implemented by a financial institution for the operation of an


unmanned teller machine. The rules may require the financial


institution to install and maintain security devices in addition to


those required by this subchapter to be operated in conjunction


with the machine for the protection of customers using the machine,


including:


(1)AAvideo surveillance equipment that is maintained in


working order and operated continuously during the hours of


operation of the machine; and


(2)AAadequate lighting around the premises that contain


the machine.


(b-1)AAThe rules may provide for a system that enhances


customer security, taking into account emerging technologies, the


availability of networks to exchange information, and the potential


compliance costs for financial institutions and other unmanned


teller machine service providers.


(c)AAA financial institution that violates a rule adopted


under this section is subject to a civil penalty of not less than
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$50 or more than $1,000 for each day of violation and each act of


violation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 692 (H.B. 1795), Sec. 1, eff.


June 15, 2007.
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fi.61.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 61. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A61.001.AASHORT TITLE. This subtitle may be cited as the


Texas Savings and Loan Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A61.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Appropriate banking agency":


(A)AAmeans:


(i)AAwith respect to a savings bank


chartered by this state, the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending;


(ii)AAwith respect to a federal savings


bank, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency;


(iii)AAwith respect to a savings and loan


association chartered by this state, the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending;


(iv)AAwith respect to a federal savings and


loan association, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency;


(v)AAwith respect to a bank chartered by this


state, the Texas Department of Banking;


(vi)AAwith respect to a national bank, the


Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and


(vii)AAwith respect to a bank, savings bank,


or savings and loan association chartered by another state, the


chartering agency; and


(B)AAincludes:


(i)AAin each case in which a state bank is a


member of the Federal Reserve System, the board of governors of the


Federal Reserve System;


(ii)AAin each case where required by the


Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1811 et seq.), the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; and


(iii)AAany successor of a state or federal
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agency specified by this subdivision.


(1-a)AA"Association" means a savings and loan


association subject to this subtitle.


(2)AA"Board" means the board of directors of an


association.


(3)AA"Capital stock" means the units into which the


proprietary interest in a capital stock association is divided.


(4)AA"Capital stock association" means an association


authorized to issue capital stock.


(5)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(6)AA"Company" means a corporation, partnership,


trust, joint-stock company, association, unincorporated


organization, or other similar entity or a combination of any of


those entities acting together.


(7)AA"Domestic association" means a savings and loan


association organized under the laws of this state.


(8)AA"Earnings on savings accounts" means interest


contractually payable or dividends declared payable to holders of


savings accounts in an association.


(9)AA"Federal association" means a savings and loan


association incorporated under the Home Owners’ Loan Act (12 U.S.C.


Section 1461 et seq.).


(10)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance


Commission of Texas.


(11)AA"Foreign association" means a savings and loan


association:


(A)AAorganized under the laws of:


(i)AAa state or territory of the United


States other than this state; or


(ii)AAthe United States; and


(B)AAthe principal office of which is located


outside this state.


(12)AA"Loss reserves" means the aggregate amount of the


reserves allocated by an association solely to absorb losses.


(13)AA"Member" means, with respect to a mutual


association, a person:
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(A)AAholding a savings account with the mutual


association;


(B)AAassuming or obligated on a loan in which the


mutual association has an interest; or


(C)AAowning property that secures a loan in which


the mutual association has an interest.


(14)AA"Mutual association" means an association not


authorized to issue capital stock.


(15)AA"Savings account" means the amount of money an


association owes an account holder as the result of the deposit of


funds in the association.


(16)AA"Savings and loan association" means an


association the primary purposes of which are to promote thrift and


home financing and the principal activity of which is the lending of


money secured by liens on homes and other improved real property.


(17)AA"Savings and loan holding company" means a


company that directly or indirectly controls a savings and loan


association or controls another company that directly or indirectly


controls a savings and loan association.


(18)AA"Savings liability" means the aggregate amount of


money shown by the books of the association to be owed to the


association’s account holders.


(19)AA"Shareholder" means the owner of capital stock.


(20)AA"Surplus" means the aggregate amount of:


(A)AAthe undistributed earnings of an association


held as undivided profits or unallocated reserves for general


corporate purposes; and


(B)AApaid-in surplus held by the association.


(21)AA"Unsafe and unsound practice" means an action or


inaction in the operation of an association that is likely to:


(A)AAcause insolvency or substantial dissipation


of assets or earnings; or


(B)AAreduce the ability of the association to


satisfy on time withdrawal requests of savings account holders.


(22)AA"Withdrawal value of a savings account" means the


net amount of money that may be withdrawn by an account holder from


a savings account.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, Sec. 6.101(a), eff. Sept. 1,


2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.026,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 2, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A61.003.AACONTROL; SUBSIDIARY. (a) For the purposes of


this subtitle, a person controls an association if the person has


the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and


policies of the association directly or indirectly. A person is


considered to control an association if the person, individually or


acting with others, directly or indirectly holds with the power to


vote, owns, or controls, or holds irrevocable proxies representing,


at least 25 percent of the voting rights of the association.


(b)AAFor the purposes of this subtitle, a company is a


subsidiary of an association if the association or another company


directly or indirectly controlled by the association controls the


company. An association is considered to control a company if the


association, directly or indirectly or acting with one or more


other individuals or entities or through one or more subsidiaries:


(1)AAholds with the power to vote, owns, or controls, or


holds proxies representing, more than 25 percent of the voting


shares of the company;


(2)AAcontrols in any manner the election of a majority


of the directors of the company;


(3)AAis a general partner in the company; or


(4)AAhas contributed more than 25 percent of the equity


capital of the company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A61.004.AANOTICE OF HEARING; RIGHT TO RESPOND. (a)


Notice of a hearing under this subtitle shall be given to each


association and federal association in the county in which the


subject matter of the hearing is or will be located, except that
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notice of a hearing held under an order under Chapter 66 shall be


given to each party affected by the order.


(b)AAEach interested party is entitled to an opportunity to


respond and present evidence and argument on each issue involved in


a hearing under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A61.005.AARECORD OF PROCEEDING. On written request by an


interested party, the commissioner shall keep a formal record of


the proceedings of a hearing under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A61.006.AADECISION OR ORDER. (a) A decision or order


adverse to a party who has appeared and participated in a hearing


must be in writing and include separately stated findings of fact


and conclusions of law on the issues material to the decision or


order. Findings of fact that are stated in statutory language must


be accompanied by a concise and explicit statement of the


underlying facts supporting the findings.


(b)AAA decision or order entered after a hearing becomes


final and appealable 15 days after the date it is entered unless a


party files a motion for rehearing before that date. If the motion


for rehearing is overruled, the decision or order becomes final and


appealable on the date the order overruling the motion is entered.


(c)AAEach party to a hearing shall be promptly notified


personally or by mail of a decision, order, or other action taken in


respect to the subject matter of the hearing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A61.007.AAFEES. The finance commission by rule shall:


(1)AAset the amount of fees the commissioner charges


for:


(A)AAsupervision and examination of associations;


(B)AAfiling an application or other documents;


and


(C)AAother services the commissioner performs;


and
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(2)AAspecify the time and manner of payment of the fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 22, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 62. ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. INCORPORATION IN GENERAL


Sec.A62.001.AAAPPLICATION TO INCORPORATE. (a) Five or more


residents of this state may apply to incorporate an association by


submitting to the commissioner an application and the filing fee.


(b)AAAn application must contain:


(1)AAtwo copies of the association ’s articles of


incorporation identifying:


(A)AAthe name of the association;


(B)AAthe location of the principal office; and


(C)AAthe names and addresses of the initial


directors;


(2)AAtwo copies of the association ’s bylaws;


(3)AAdata sufficiently detailed and comprehensive to


enable the commissioner to make a determination under Section


62.007, including statements, exhibits, and maps;


(4)AAother information relating to the association and


its operation that the finance commission by rule requires; and


(5)AAfinancial information about each applicant,


incorporator, director, or shareholder that the finance commission


by rule requires.


(c)AAFinancial information described by Subsection (b)(5) is


confidential and not subject to public disclosure unless the


commissioner finds that public disclosure is necessary.


(d)AAThe articles of incorporation and statements of fact


shall be signed and sworn to.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 23, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A62.002.AAADDITIONAL INCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS FOR


CAPITAL STOCK ASSOCIATION. (a) A capital stock association’s


articles of incorporation must include a statement of:
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(1)AAthe aggregate number of shares of common stock


that the association may issue;


(2)AAthe par value of each share or that the shares are


without par value;


(3)AAwhether the association may issue preferred stock;


(4)AAthe amount of stock that has been subscribed and


will be paid for before the association begins business;


(5)AAthe name and address of each subscriber and the


amount subscribed by each; and


(6)AAthe amount of paid-in surplus with which the


association will begin business.


(b)AABefore approving the application of a capital stock


association, the commissioner may require the association to have


an aggregate amount of capital in the form of stock and paid-in


surplus that the finance commission by rule specifies.


(c)AAThe subscriptions for capital stock and paid-in


surplus, less lawful expenditures, shall be returned pro rata to


the subscribers if:


(1)AAthe application is not approved; or


(2)AAthe association does not begin business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.003.AAADDITIONAL INCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS FOR


MUTUAL ASSOCIATION. (a) A mutual association ’s articles of


incorporation must include a statement of the amount of savings


liability of the association and the amount of the expense fund with


which the association will begin business.


(b)AABefore approving the articles of incorporation of a


mutual association, the commissioner may require the association to


have subscriptions for an aggregate amount of savings accounts and


an expense fund in an aggregate amount that the commissioner, under


rules of the finance commission, finds is necessary for the


successful operation of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.004.AAAPPROVAL OF MANAGING OFFICER. (a) An


association may not begin business before:
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(1)AAit presents to the commissioner the name and


qualifications of its managing officer; and


(2)AAthe commissioner approves the managing officer.


(b)AAAn applicant is not required at a hearing on the


application to specify in the public record the name or


qualifications of the managing officer of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.005.AACORPORATE NAME. (a) The name of an


association must include the words "Savings Association," "Savings


Institution," "Savings and Loan Association," or "Savings and Loan


Institution," preceded by one or more appropriate descriptive words


approved by the commissioner.


(b)AAThe commissioner may not approve the incorporation of an


association that has the same name as another association


authorized to do business in this state under this subtitle or a


name so nearly resembling the name of another association as to be


calculated to deceive unless the association is formed:


(1)AAby the reincorporation, reorganization, or


consolidation of other associations; or


(2)AAon the sale of the property or franchise of an


association.


(c)AAA person who is not an association authorized to do


business under this subtitle may not do business under a name or


title that:


(1)AAindicates or reasonably implies that the business


being done is the type of business carried on or transacted by an


association; or


(2)AAis calculated to lead a person to believe that the


business being done is the type of business carried on or transacted


by an association.


(d)AAOn application by the commissioner or an association, a


court may enjoin a violation of this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.006.AAHEARING ON APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE. (a) On


the filing of a complete application to incorporate, the
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commissioner shall:


(1)AAissue public notice of the application; and


(2)AAgive any interested person an opportunity to


appear, present evidence, and be heard for or against the


application.


(b)AAA hearing officer designated by the commissioner shall


preside over the hearing.


(c)AAThe hearing officer shall file with the commissioner a


report on the hearing. The report must:


(1)AAspecify findings of fact on each condition


described by Section 62.007(a); and


(2)AAidentify the evidence that forms the basis for the


findings.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.007.AADECISION ON APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE;


ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION. (a) The commissioner


may approve an application to incorporate only if the commissioner


finds that:


(1)AAthe prerequisites to incorporation required by


this chapter are satisfied;


(2)AAthe character, responsibility, and general


fitness of each person named in the articles of incorporation


command confidence and warrant belief that:


(A)AAthe business of the association will be


honestly and efficiently conducted in accordance with the intent


and purpose of this subtitle; and


(B)AAthe association will have qualified


full-time management;


(3)AAthere is a public need for the association;


(4)AAthe volume of business in the community in which


the association will conduct its business indicates a profitable


operation is probable; and


(5)AAthe operation of the association will not unduly


harm an existing association.


(b)AAOn finding that the requirements of Subsection (a) are


fulfilled, the commissioner shall:
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(1)AAenter an order approving the application and


stating the findings required by Subsection (a);


(2)AAissue under official seal a certificate of


incorporation;


(3)AAdeliver a copy of the approved articles of


incorporation and bylaws to the incorporators; and


(4)AApermanently retain a copy of the articles and


bylaws.


(c)AAOn delivery of the certificate of incorporation to the


incorporators, the association:


(1)AAis a corporate body with perpetual existence


unless terminated by law; and


(2)AAmay exercise the powers of an association


beginning on the date the commissioner certifies receipt of


satisfactory proof that the association has received in cash and


free of encumbrance:


(A)AAthe required amount of the capital stock and


paid-in surplus if the association is a capital stock association;


or


(B)AAthe required amount of the savings liability


and expense fund if the association is a mutual association.


(d)AAOn denial of an application, the commissioner shall


enter an order denying the application and include a written


statement specifying the grounds for the denial. The commissioner


shall deliver by certified mail a copy of the order to the


designated representative of the incorporators.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.008.AAPREFERENCE FOR LOCAL CONTROL. If an


application to incorporate a new association that proposes to


locate an office in a community is before the commissioner at the


same time as an application to establish an additional office in the


same community from an existing association and the principal


office of the existing association is located in a county other than


the county in which the community is located, the commissioner may


give additional weight to the application of the applicant that has


the greater degree of control vested in or held by residents of the
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community.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.009.AADEADLINE FOR COMMENCING BUSINESS. (a) An


association shall begin business not later than the first


anniversary of the date the commissioner approves the association’s


application.


(b)AAOn the request of the incorporators and for good cause


shown, the commissioner may grant a reasonable extension of the


deadline prescribed by Subsection (a).


(c)AAThe commissioner may rescind the authority to operate of


an association that does not begin business as required by this


subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.010.AAAMENDMENT OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OR


BYLAWS. (a) An association may amend its articles of incorporation


or bylaws by a resolution adopted by a majority vote of those


entitled to vote attending an annual meeting or a special meeting


called for that purpose.


(b)AAAn amendment may not take effect before it is filed with


and approved by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.011.AACHANGE OF OFFICE OR NAME. (a) Only with the


prior approval of the commissioner may an association:


(1)AAestablish an office other than the principal


office stated in the association ’s articles of incorporation;


(2)AAmove an office from its immediate vicinity; or


(3)AAchange the association ’s name.


(b)AAOn request, the commissioner shall give a person who may


be affected by an act described by Subsection (a) an opportunity to


be heard.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. INCORPORATION TO REORGANIZE OR MERGE
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Sec.A62.051.AAPURPOSE OF INCORPORATION. A person may apply


to incorporate an association for the purpose of:


(1)AApurchasing the assets, assuming the liabilities,


excluding liability to stockholders, and continuing the business of


an association the commissioner considers to be in an unsafe


condition; or


(2)AAacquiring an existing association by merger.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.052.AAINCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS. (a) An


application to incorporate an association under this subchapter


must be submitted to the commissioner.


(b)AAThe application must include information required by


rule of the finance commission.


(c)AAThe association must have capital in an amount set by


the commissioner that is sufficient to carry out the purposes for


which incorporation is requested.


(d)AAIf the commissioner considers the association to be


reorganized or merged to be in an unsafe condition:


(1)AAChapter 2001, Government Code, does not apply to


the application; and


(2)AAthe application and all information relating to


the application are confidential and not subject to public


disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 24, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A62.053.AADECISION ON APPLICATION; ISSUANCE OF


CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION. (a) The commissioner shall approve


an application under this subchapter if the commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAthe business of the association that is to be


reorganized or merged can be effectively continued under the


articles of incorporation; and


(2)AAthe reorganization or merger is in the best


interest of the general public and the savers, depositors,


creditors, and shareholders of the association that is to be
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reorganized or merged.


(b)AAIf the commissioner approves an application under


Subsection (a), the commissioner shall:


(1)AAstate findings under that subsection in writing;


and


(2)AAissue under official seal a certificate of


incorporation.


(c)AANotwithstanding Section 62.354, the commissioner may


approve an application to incorporate under this subchapter if the


commissioner:


(1)AAconsiders the association that is to be


reorganized or merged to be in an unsafe condition; and


(2)AAfinds from the application and all information


submitted with the application that the reorganization or merger is


in the best interest of the general public and the savers,


depositors, creditors, and shareholders of the association that is


to be reorganized or merged.


(d)AAOn issuance of the certificate of incorporation, the


association:


(1)AAis a corporate body and a continuation of the


former association, subject to all its liabilities, obligations,


duties, and relations; and


(2)AAmay exercise the powers of an association.


(e)AAIn a merger, a shareholder of a capital stock


association has the same dissenter’s rights as a shareholder of a


domestic business corporation under the Texas Business Corporation


Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. ADMINISTRATION


Sec.A62.101.AAORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. (a) Not later than


the 30th day after the date the corporate existence of an


association begins, the initial board shall hold an organizational


meeting and elect officers and take other appropriate action to


begin the business of the association.


(b)AAThe commissioner for good cause shown by order may
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extend the deadline prescribed by Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.102.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS. (a) A board of not less


than five or more than 21 directors shall direct the business of the


association. The members or shareholders shall periodically set


the number of directors by a resolution adopted at an annual meeting


or a special meeting called for that purpose.


(b)AAThe members or shareholders shall elect the board by a


majority vote at each annual meeting.


(c)AAThe bylaws of a capital stock association may require


all or a majority of the board to be elected from among the holders


of the capital stock.


(d)AAA vacancy on the board is filled by the election by a


majority vote of the remaining directors, regardless of whether a


quorum exists, of a director to serve until the next annual meeting


of the members or shareholders. The remaining directors may


continue to direct the association until the vacancy is filled.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.104.AAOFFICERS. (a) The officers of an association


are:


(1)AAa president;


(2)AAone or more vice presidents;


(3)AAa secretary; and


(4)AAother officers prescribed by the bylaws.


(b)AAThe board shall elect the officers by a majority vote.


(c)AAThe president must be a member of the board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.105.AAINDEMNITY BONDS OF DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AND


EMPLOYEES. (a)AAAn association shall maintain a blanket indemnity


bond with an adequate corporate surety protecting the association


from loss by or through dishonest or criminal action or omission,


including fraud, theft, robbery, or burglary, by an officer or


employee of the association or a director of the association when


the director performs the duties of an officer or employee.
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(b)AAAn association that employs a collection agent who is


not covered by the bond required by Subsection (a) shall provide for


the bonding of the agent in an amount equal to at least twice the


average monthly collection of the agent unless the agent is an


institution insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.


An association shall require a collection agent to settle with the


association at least monthly.


(c)AAThe board and the commissioner must approve:


(1)AAthe amount and form of the bond; and


(2)AAthe sufficiency of the surety.


(d)AAThe bond must provide that a cancellation by the surety


or the insured is not effective until the earlier of:


(1)AAthe date the commissioner approves for the


cancellation; or


(2)AAthe 31st day after the date written notice of the


cancellation is given to the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A62.106.AAMEETINGS OF MEMBERS AND SHAREHOLDERS. (a) The


annual meeting of the members or shareholders of an association


shall be held at the time set by the bylaws of the association.


(b)AAA special meeting may be called as provided by the


bylaws of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.107.AAVOTING RIGHTS. (a) The bylaws of an


association must specify the voting requirements, including quorum


requirements, for conducting business at a meeting of the members


or shareholders.


(b)AAA person is entitled to vote at an annual or special


meeting of the association if the person:


(1)AAwas a member or shareholder of record of the


association on December 31 of the year preceding the date of the


meeting or on the 20th business day preceding the date notice of the
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meeting was given, whichever is later; and


(2)AAhas not ceased to be a member or shareholder of the


association after the date described by Subdivision (1) and before


the date of the meeting.


(c)AAThe bylaws of an association must provide for the voting


rights of the members or shareholders. The bylaws may provide for


computing the number of votes that a member or shareholder is


entitled to cast. The bylaws of a capital stock association may


provide that only a shareholder is entitled to vote.


(d)AAUnless the bylaws of the association provide otherwise,


on a question requiring action by the members or shareholders, each


member or shareholder is entitled to cast:


(1)AAone vote because the person is a member or


shareholder;


(2)AAone vote for each share or fraction of a share of


the capital stock of the association the person owns; and


(3)AAone vote for each $100 or fraction of that amount


of the withdrawal value of savings accounts the person holds.


(e)AAA loan or a savings account creates a single membership


for voting purposes even if more than one person is obligated on the


loan or has an interest in the savings account.


(f)AAVoting may be in person or by proxy. A proxy must be in


writing, signed by the member or shareholder or the member ’s or


shareholder’s attorney-in-fact, and filed with the secretary of the


association. Unless otherwise specified by the proxy, a proxy


continues until:


(1)AAa written revocation is delivered to the


secretary; or


(2)AAthe proxy is superseded by a subsequent proxy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. OPERATIONS AND FINANCES


Sec.A62.151.AACOMPUTATION OF INCOME; STATEMENT OF


CONDITION. (a) An association shall close its books at the times


provided by its bylaws to determine the amount of its gross income


for the period since the date of the last closing of its books.
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(b)AAAn association ’s net income for a period is computed by


subtracting the association ’s operating expenses for the period


from the association ’s gross income for the period.


(c)AAAn association shall:


(1)AAhave prepared and published a statement of the


association’s condition as of December 31 of each year; and


(2)AAfile a copy of the statement with the commissioner


not later than January 15 of the year following the year for which


the statement is prepared.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.152.AAMINIMUM NET WORTH REQUIREMENT. An association


shall meet minimum net worth requirements prescribed by rule of the


finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 25, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A62.153.AAINSURANCE OF SAVINGS ACCOUNTS. (a) An


association may obtain insurance for its savings accounts from the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.


(b)AAOnly if the account is insured by the Federal Deposit


Insurance Corporation may a person advertise, represent, or offer


to accept a savings account in this state as:


(1)AAan insured or guaranteed account; or


(2)AAthe savings account of an insured or guaranteed


institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.154.AALIMITATION ON ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES. An


association may issue a form of stock, share, account, or


investment certificate only as authorized by this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.155.AACOMMON STOCK. (a) An association may not


issue common stock before the common stock is fully paid for in


cash.


(b)AAAn association may not make a loan against the shares of
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its outstanding common stock.


(c)AAAn association may not directly or indirectly purchase


its own issued common stock.


(d)AAAn association may not retire or redeem common stock


until:


(1)AAall liabilities of the association are satisfied,


including all amounts due to holders of savings accounts, unless:


(A)AAthe savings accounts are insured by an agency


of the United States or written permission is obtained from the


commissioner; and


(B)AAthe retirement or redemption is authorized by


a majority vote of the association ’s stockholders at an annual


meeting or a special meeting called for that purpose;


(2)AAthe basis of the retirement or redemption is


approved by the commissioner; and


(3)AAif an association’s accounts are insured, the


association files written consent from the insuring agency with the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.156.AAPREFERRED STOCK. (a) An association may not


issue preferred stock before the preferred stock is fully paid for


in cash.


(b)AAAn association may not make a loan against the shares of


its outstanding preferred stock.


(c)AAAn association may retire or redeem preferred stock in


the manner provided by:


(1)AAthe articles of incorporation; or


(2)AAa resolution of the board establishing the rights


and preferences relating to the stock.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.157.AASERIES AND CLASSES OF PREFERRED STOCK. (a)


The articles of incorporation may:


(1)AAauthorize that shares of preferred stock be


divided into and issued in series; and


(2)AAdetermine the rights and preferences of each
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series or part of a series.


(b)AAEach series must be clearly designated to distinguish


its shares from the shares of other series or classes.


(c)AAThe articles of incorporation may authorize the board by


resolution to divide classes of preferred stock into series and to


determine the rights and preferences of the shares of each series.


A copy of the resolution must be submitted to the commissioner


before the shares may be issued. The commissioner shall file the


resolution in the commissioner ’s office if the resolution conforms


to this subtitle. After the resolution is filed, it is considered


an amendment of the association ’s articles of incorporation.


(d)AAAll shares of the same class of preferred stock must be


identical except for the following rights and preferences:


(1)AAthe rate of dividend;


(2)AAthe terms, including price and conditions, under


which shares may be redeemed;


(3)AAthe amount payable for shares on involuntary


liquidation;


(4)AAthe amount payable for shares on voluntary


liquidation;


(5)AAa sinking fund provision for the redemption or


purchase of shares;


(6)AAthe terms, including conditions, of conversion of


shares that may be converted; and


(7)AAvoting rights.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.158.AADIVIDENDS ON CAPITAL STOCK. The board of a


capital stock association may declare and pay a dividend out of


current or retained income, in cash or additional stock, to the


holders of record of the stock outstanding on the date the dividend


is declared.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.159.AAUSE OF SURPLUS ACCOUNTS AND EXPENSE FUND


CONTRIBUTIONS. (a) At an association ’s closing date, the


association may use all or part of a surplus account, whether earned
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or paid-in, or expense fund contributions on its books to:


(1)AAmeet expenses of operating the association for the


period just closed;


(2)AAmake required transfers to loss reserves; or


(3)AApay or credit dividends declared on savings


accounts.


(b)AAPaid-in surplus may be used instead of earnings to pay


organizational and operating expenses and dividends on savings


accounts and to meet any loss reserve requirements.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.160.AAUSE OF EXPENSE FUND CONTRIBUTIONS. (a) The


expense of organizing the association, the association’s operating


expenses, and the dividends declared and paid or credited to the


association’s savings account holders may be paid out of the


expense fund until the association ’s earnings are sufficient to pay


those amounts.


(b)AAThe amounts contributed to the expense fund are not a


liability of the association except as provided by this subchapter.


(c)AAThe association shall pay to the contributor dividends


on the amount contributed. An amount contributed to the expense


fund is considered a savings account of the association.


(d)AAContributions to the expense fund may be repaid the


contributors pro rata from the net earnings of the association


after provision for required loss reserve allocations and payment


or credit of dividends declared on savings accounts.


(e)AAIf the association is liquidated before contributions


to the expense fund are repaid, contributions to the expense fund


that remain unspent after the payment of expenses of liquidation,


creditors, and the withdrawal value of savings accounts shall be


repaid the contributors pro rata.


(f)AAThe association ’s books must reflect the expense fund.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. CONVERSION TO FEDERAL ASSOCIATION


Sec.A62.201.AACONDITIONS FOR CONVERSION. (a) The finance
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commission by rule shall establish the conditions under which an


association may convert to a federal association under Section 5,


Home Owners’ Loan Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1464), and its subsequent


amendments.


(b)AAThe conditions must ensure that the conversion will not


cause undue harm to the public interest or another existing


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.202.AAAPPLICATION TO CONVERT. (a) An association


may convert to a federal association if a resolution favoring the


conversion is adopted by a majority vote of the members or


shareholders of the association who are entitled to vote at an


annual meeting or a special meeting called to consider the


conversion.


(b)AAThe application to convert must:


(1)AAbe filed in the office of the commissioner not


later than the 10th day after the date of the meeting; and


(2)AAinclude a copy of the minutes of the meeting, sworn


to by the secretary or an assistant secretary.


(c)AAThe copy of the minutes filed under Subsection (b) is


presumptive evidence that the meeting was held and the resolution


was adopted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.203.AAREVIEW BY COMMISSIONER; APPROVAL. Not later


than the 10th day after the date an application to convert is


received, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAconsent in writing to the conversion; or


(2)AAset a hearing on whether the conversion complies


with rules adopted under Section 62.201.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.204.AAHEARING ON APPLICATION. (a) A hearing set


under Section 62.203(2) shall be held not later than the 25th day


after the date the application is filed unless a later date is


agreed to by the applicant and the commissioner.
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(b)AAThe commissioner or a hearing officer designated by the


commissioner shall conduct the hearing.


(c)AAThe hearing shall be conducted as a contested case as


provided by Chapter 2001, Government Code, except that:


(1)AAa proposal for decision may not be made; and


(2)AAthe commissioner shall render a final decision or


order not later than the 15th day after the date the hearing is


closed.


(d)AAThe provisions of Chapter 2001, Government Code,


relating to motion for rehearing and judicial review are available


to the applicant if the commissioner refuses to approve the


conversion.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.205.AACONSUMMATION OF CONVERSION. Within three


months after the date the commissioner consents to the conversion


of an association, the association shall take the action necessary


under federal law to convert the association to a federal


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.206.AAFILING OF CHARTER OR CERTIFICATE. (a)AAThe


converted association shall file with the commissioner:


(1)AAa copy of the charter issued to the federal


association by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; or


(2)AAa certificate showing the organization of the


association as a federal association, certified by the secretary or


assistant secretary of the Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency.


(b)AAFailure to file a required instrument with the


commissioner does not affect the validity of the conversion.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 4, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec. 62.207.AAEFFECT OF ISSUANCE OF CHARTER.AAOn the
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issuance of a charter by the Office of the Comptroller of the


Currency, the association:


(1)AAceases to be an association incorporated under


this subtitle; and


(2)AAis no longer subject to the supervision and


control of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 5, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A62.208.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE. After an


association is converted to a federal association:


(1)AAthe corporate existence of the association


continues; and


(2)AAthe federal association is considered to be a


continuation of the association that was converted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.209.AAPROPERTY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CONVERTED


ASSOCIATION. (a) The property of an association converted to a


federal association immediately by operation of law vests in the


federal association.


(b)AAThe federal association:


(1)AAholds the property in its own right to the extent


it was held by the association that was converted; and


(2)AAsucceeds to the obligations and relations of the


association that was converted on the date the conversion takes


effect.


(c)AAA pending judicial proceeding to which the association


that was converted is a party is not abated or discontinued by


reason of the conversion and may be prosecuted to final judgment,


order, or decree as if the conversion had not occurred.


(d)AAThe federal association may continue a judicial


proceeding in its own corporate name. A judgment, order, or decree


that might have been rendered for or against the association that


was converted may be rendered for or against the federal
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association.


(e)AAIn this section, "property" includes the right, title,


and interest in and to property, including things in action, and


each right, privilege, interest, and asset that exists or inures.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CONVERSION OF FEDERAL ASSOCIATION OR STATE OR


NATIONAL BANK TO STATE ASSOCIATION


Sec.A62.251.AAAPPLICATION TO CONVERT. (a) A federal


association or state or national bank may convert to an association


if the conversion is approved by a majority vote of the members or


shareholders of the federal association or state or national bank


cast at an annual meeting or a special meeting called to consider


the conversion.


(b)AAThe application to convert must:


(1)AAbe filed in the office of the commissioner and with


the appropriate banking agency not later than the 10th day after the


date of the meeting; and


(2)AAinclude a copy of the minutes of the meeting, sworn


to by the secretary or an assistant secretary.


(c)AAThe copy of the minutes filed under Subsection (b) is


presumptive evidence that the meeting was held and the conversion


was approved.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 6, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A62.252.AAELECTION OF DIRECTORS; EXECUTION AND


ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF APPLICATION AND BYLAWS. (a) At the meeting under


Section 62.251(a), the members or shareholders shall elect the


directors of the association.


(b)AAThe directors shall execute two copies of the


application required by Section 62.251.


(c)AAEach director of the association shall sign and


acknowledge the application as a subscriber and the proposed bylaws
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as an incorporator.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.253.AAREVIEW BY COMMISSIONER; APPROVAL. (a) On


receipt of an application, the commissioner shall order an


examination of the entity to be converted.


(b)AAIf the commissioner finds the entity is in sound


condition, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAapprove the conversion; and


(2)AAinsert in the certificate of incorporation, at the


end of the paragraph preceding the testimonium clause, the


statement "This association is incorporated by conversion from


__________ (a federal savings and loan association, state bank, or


national bank, as applicable)."


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.254.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBTITLE TO CONVERTED


ASSOCIATION. (a) To the extent applicable, this subtitle applies


to an association incorporated under this subchapter.


(b)AAAn association incorporated under this subchapter:


(1)AAis a continuation of the entity that was


converted; and


(2)AAhas the property and rights of that entity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. CONVERSION OF ASSOCIATION TO STATE OR NATIONAL BANK


OR STATE OR FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK


Sec.A62.301.AAAPPLICATION TO CONVERT TO STATE SAVINGS BANK.


An association may apply to the commissioner to convert to a state


savings bank by filing an application with the commissioner. The


application shall be processed under Subtitle C.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.302.AAAPPLICATION TO CONVERT TO STATE OR NATIONAL


BANK OR STATE OR FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK. (a) An association may


convert to a state or national bank or state or federal savings bank
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if a resolution favoring the conversion is adopted by a majority


vote of the members or shareholders of the association who are


entitled to vote at an annual meeting or a special meeting called to


consider the conversion.


(b)AAThe application to convert must:


(1)AAbe filed in the office of the commissioner not


later than the 10th day after the date of the meeting; and


(2)AAinclude a copy of the minutes of the meeting, sworn


to by the secretary or an assistant secretary.


(c)AAThe copy of the minutes filed under Subsection (b) is


presumptive evidence that the meeting was held and the resolution


was adopted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.303.AAREVIEW BY COMMISSIONER; APPROVAL. (a) The


commissioner shall approve the application if the commissioner


determines that the association is in good standing.


(b)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a), an association is in


good standing if the association has paid all fees, assessments,


and money due and payable to the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.027,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A62.304.AAFILING OF CHARTER OR CERTIFICATE. (a) The


bank or savings bank shall file with the commissioner:


(1)AAa copy of the charter issued to the bank or savings


bank by the appropriate financial institution regulatory agency;


or


(2)AAa certificate showing the organization of the bank


or savings bank as a financial institution, certified by the


secretary or assistant secretary of the appropriate financial


institution regulatory agency.


(b)AAFailure to file the charter or certificate with the


commissioner does not affect the validity of the conversion.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.305.AAEFFECT OF APPROVAL OF APPLICATION AND ISSUANCE


OF CHARTER. On the commissioner ’s approval of the application for


conversion and the appropriate financial institution regulatory


agency’s issuance of a charter, the bank or savings bank:


(1)AAceases to be an association incorporated under


this subtitle; and


(2)AAis no longer subject to the supervision and


control of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.306.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE. After an


association is converted to a bank or savings bank:


(1)AAthe corporate existence of the association


continues; and


(2)AAthe bank or savings bank is considered to be a


continuation of the association that was converted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.307.AAPROPERTY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CONVERTED


ASSOCIATION. (a) The property of an association converted to a


bank or savings bank immediately by operation of law vests in the


bank or savings bank.


(b)AAThe bank or savings bank:


(1)AAholds the property in its own right to the extent


it was held by the association that was converted; and


(2)AAsucceeds to the obligations and relations of the


association that was converted on the date the conversion takes


effect.


(c)AAA pending judicial proceeding to which the association


that was converted is a party is not abated or discontinued by


reason of the conversion and may be prosecuted to final judgment,


order, or decree as if the conversion had not occurred.


(d)AAThe bank or savings bank may continue a pending action


in its own corporate name. A judgment, order, or decree that might


have been rendered for or against the association that was
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converted may be rendered for or against the bank or savings bank.


(e)AAIn this section, "property" has the meaning assigned by


Section 62.259(e).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. REORGANIZATION, MERGER, AND CONSOLIDATION


Sec.A62.351.AAAUTHORITY TO REORGANIZE, MERGE, OR


CONSOLIDATE. (a) An association may reorganize, merge, or


consolidate with another association, federal association, foreign


association, state or national bank, or state or federal savings


bank under a plan adopted by the board.


(b)AAThe plan must be approved:


(1)AAat an annual meeting or a special meeting called to


consider the action by a majority of the total vote the members or


shareholders are entitled to cast; and


(2)AAby the commissioner.


(c)AAA shareholder of a capital stock association has the


same dissenter’s rights as a shareholder of a domestic corporation


under the Texas Business Corporation Act.


(d)AAA merger or consolidation of a domestic association with


a foreign association is also subject to Subchapter I.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.352.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE; HOME


OFFICE OF SURVIVING ENTITY. (a) An entity that results from a


reorganization, merger, or consolidation as provided by Section


62.351 has the same incidents as the reorganized, merged, or


consolidated entity in the same manner as an entity that has


converted under this chapter has the same incidents as the


converting entity.


(b)AAThe home office of the association in the proposed


merger that possesses the largest assets is the home office of the


surviving entity unless the commissioner approves otherwise.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.353.AANOTICE AND HEARING; CONFIDENTIALITY. (a) On
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presentation of a plan of reorganization, merger, or consolidation,


the commissioner shall give:


(1)AApublic notice of the reorganization, merger, or


consolidation in each county in which an association participating


in the plan has an office; and


(2)AAany interested person an opportunity to appear,


present evidence, and be heard for or against the plan.


(b)AAA hearing officer designated by the commissioner shall


preside over the hearing.


(c)AAIf a protest is not received on or before the date of the


hearing, the commissioner or hearing officer may waive the hearing.


(d)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (e), the provisions of


Chapter 2001, Government Code, applicable to a contested case apply


to the hearing.


(e)AAIf the commissioner designates a merger as a supervisory


merger under rules adopted by the finance commission:


(1)AAthe notice and hearing provisions of Chapter 2001,


Government Code, and of this section do not apply to the


application; and


(2)AAthe application and all information relating to


the application are confidential and not subject to public


disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.354.AADENIAL BY COMMISSIONER OF PLAN. The


commissioner shall issue an order denying the plan if the


commissioner finds that:


(1)AAthe reorganization, merger, or consolidation


would substantially lessen competition or restrain trade, and


result in a monopoly or further a combination or conspiracy to


monopolize or attempt to monopolize the savings and loan industry


in any part of the state, unless the anticompetitive effects of the


reorganization, merger, or consolidation are clearly outweighed in


the public interest by the probable effect of the reorganization,


merger, or consolidation in meeting the convenience and needs of


the community to be served;


(2)AAin a merger or consolidation, the financial
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condition of either entity would jeopardize the financial stability


of an association that is a party to the plan;


(3)AAthe plan is not in the best interest of an


association that is a party to the plan;


(4)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, or integrity of the management of the entities


proposing the plan is such that the reorganization, merger, or


consolidation would not be in the best interest of the associations


that are parties to the plan;


(5)AAafter reorganization, merger, or consolidation,


the surviving entity would not be solvent, have adequate capital


structure, or be in compliance with the laws of this state;


(6)AAthe entities proposing the plan have not furnished


all of the information pertinent to the application that is


reasonably requested by the commissioner; or


(7)AAthe entities proposing the plan are not acting in


good faith.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER I. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION OF


DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN ASSOCIATIONS


Sec.A62.401.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER. (a) This


subchapter applies only to the merger or consolidation of a


domestic association with a foreign association.


(b)AAThe requirements of and authority and duties provided by


this subchapter are in addition to those provided by Subchapter H.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.402.AAADOPTION OF MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION PLAN. The


board of directors of the foreign association must adopt the merger


or consolidation plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.403.AANOTICE AND HEARING; CONFIDENTIALITY. If the


commissioner considers the domestic association to be in an unsafe


condition:
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(1)AAthe notice and hearing provisions of Chapter 2001,


Government Code, and of Section 62.353 do not apply to the


application; and


(2)AAthe application and all information related to the


application are confidential and not subject to public disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.404.AADENIAL BY COMMISSIONER OF APPLICATION. If the


surviving association is a foreign association, the commissioner


shall deny the application if:


(1)AAthe laws of the state in which the foreign


association has its principal place of business do not permit a


savings and loan association of that state to merge or consolidate


with a domestic association if the surviving association is a


domestic association; or


(2)AAthe foreign association is controlled by a savings


and loan holding company that has its principal place of business in


a state whose laws do not permit a savings and loan association of


that state to merge or consolidate with a domestic association if


the surviving association is a domestic association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.405.AAAPPROVAL BY COMMISSIONER OF PLAN. (a) If the


commissioner approves the plan of merger or consolidation, the


commissioner shall issue an order approving the merger or


consolidation.


(b)AAIf the surviving association is a foreign association,


the commissioner shall issue and deliver to the surviving


association a certificate of authority to do business as an


association in this state for the period expiring on January 31 of


the next calendar year.


(c)AAA surviving association that is a domestic association


shall operate under:


(1)AAthe articles and bylaws of the merging or


consolidating domestic association; and


(2)AAthe laws applicable to a domestic association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A62.406.AAENFORCEMENT OF CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR


REQUIREMENT ON SURVIVING FOREIGN ASSOCIATION. If the surviving


association is a foreign association, the commissioner may enforce


a condition, restriction, or requirement on the surviving


association that could have been enforced by the state in which the


foreign association has its principal place of business if the


merger or consolidation had occurred in that state and the


surviving association were a domestic association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER J. MERGER OF SUBSIDIARY CORPORATION


Sec.A62.451.AAAUTHORITY TO MERGE. One or more corporations


organized under a law of this state may merge into an association


that owns all of the corporations ’ capital stock if:


(1)AAthe board of directors of the association and each


corporation by a majority vote adopt the plan of merger; and


(2)AAthe secretary of state and the commissioner


approve the merger.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.452.AAARTICLES OF MERGER. (a) The articles of


merger must:


(1)AAbe executed by the president or vice president and


a secretary or assistant secretary of the association and each


corporation; and


(2)AAinclude:


(A)AAthe name of the association and each


corporation;


(B)AAa copy of the resolution of the association


and each corporation adopting the plan of merger;


(C)AAa statement of the number of shares of each


class issued or authorized by each corporation;


(D)AAa statement that all capital stock of each


corporation is owned by the association; and


(E)AAa statement incorporating the provisions of
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Section 62.454(b).


(b)AAAn original and a copy of the articles of merger shall be


submitted to the secretary of state and the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.453.AAAPPROVAL OF MERGER. (a) The secretary of


state shall approve the articles of merger if the secretary of state


determines that:


(1)AAthe articles of merger comply with applicable law;


and


(2)AAall fees and franchise taxes due from each


corporation have been paid.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve the articles of merger if


the commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe articles of merger comply with applicable law;


and


(2)AAthe merger is in the best interest of the


association.


(c)AAOn approval of the articles of merger, each approving


officer shall:


(1)AAendorse on the original and copy of the articles of


merger the word "filed" and the date of the approval;


(2)AAfile the original articles of merger in the


records of the officer’s office; and


(3)AAissue and deliver to the association a certificate


of merger with an attached copy of the articles of merger.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.454.AAEFFECT OF MERGER. (a) A merger takes effect


on the date the last required certificate of merger is issued.


(b)AAAfter the merger takes effect:


(1)AAa corporation that was merged ceases to exist;


(2)AAthe association assumes the rights and obligations


of the corporation and owns the property of the association; and


(3)AAthe association’s articles of incorporation are


considered amended to the extent that a change is stated in the plan


of merger.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.455.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER H. Subchapter H


does not apply to a merger under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER K. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION


Sec.A62.501.AARESOLUTION TO LIQUIDATE AND DISSOLVE;


APPROVAL BY COMMISSIONER. (a) An association may liquidate and


dissolve if:


(1)AAat an annual meeting or a special meeting called


for that purpose, the members and shareholders by majority vote


adopt a resolution to liquidate and dissolve; and


(2)AAa copy of the resolution certified to by the


president and the secretary of the association and an itemized


statement of the association ’s assets and liabilities sworn to by a


majority of its board is filed with and approved by the


commissioner.


(b)AAOn the approval by the commissioner of the resolution:


(1)AAthe association may not accept additional savings


accounts or additions to savings accounts or make additional loans;


and


(2)AAthe association ’s income and receipts in excess of


actual expenses of liquidation shall be applied to the discharge of


its liabilities.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.502.AADISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS. (a) The board, under


the commissioner’s supervision and in accordance with the approved


liquidation plan, shall liquidate the affairs of the association


and reduce the association’s assets to cash for the purpose of


paying, satisfying, and discharging all existing liabilities and


obligations of the association, including the withdrawal value of


all savings accounts.


(b)AAThe board shall distribute any remaining balance pro


rata among the savings account members of record on the date the
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association adopted the resolution to liquidate.


(c)AAThe board of a capital stock association shall


distribute any assets remaining after liabilities and obligations


are fully paid and satisfied, including the withdrawal value of


savings accounts, among the shareholders according to their


liquidation rights.


(d)AAThe board shall pay from the assets of the association


all expenses incurred by the commissioner and the commissioner ’s


representatives during the course of the liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.503.AAFINAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTING. (a) On


completion of the liquidation, the board shall file with the


commissioner a final report and accounting of the liquidation.


(b)AAThe commissioner ’s approval of the report is a complete


and final discharge of the board and each member in connection with


the liquidation of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER L. CHANGE OF CONTROL OF ASSOCIATION


Sec.A62.551.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER. This


subchapter does not apply to a conversion, reorganization, merger,


consolidation, or voluntary liquidation under Subchapter E, F, G,


H, J, or K.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.552.AAEFFECT OF SUBCHAPTER ON OTHER LAW. This


subchapter does not:


(1)AAexcuse or diminish the notice requirements


prescribed by this subtitle; or


(2)AAprevent the commissioner from investigating,


commenting on, or seeking to enjoin or set aside a transfer of


voting securities that the commissioner considers to be contrary to


the public interest, regardless of whether the transfer is governed


by this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A62.553.AAAPPLICATION FOR CHANGE OF CONTROL. (a)


Control of an association may be changed only if an application for


approval of the change is filed with and approved by the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe application must be:


(1)AAon a form prescribed by the commissioner;


(2)AAsworn to; and


(3)AAaccompanied by the appropriate filing fee.


(c)AAUnless the commissioner expressly waives a requirement


of this subsection, the application must contain:


(1)AAthe identity, personal history, business


background and experience, and financial condition of each person


by whom or on whose behalf the acquisition is to be made, including


a description of:


(A)AAthe managerial resources and future


prospects of each acquiring party; and


(B)AAany material pending legal or administrative


proceedings to which the person is a party;


(2)AAthe terms of any proposed acquisition and the


manner in which the acquisition is to be made;


(3)AAthe identity, source, and amount of the money or


other consideration used or to be used in making the acquisition


and, if any part of the money or other consideration has been or


will be borrowed or otherwise obtained for the purpose of making the


acquisition, a description of the transaction, the names of the


parties, and arrangements, agreements, or understandings with the


parties;


(4)AAany plan or proposal of an acquiring party to


liquidate the association, sell the association ’s assets, merge the


association with another company, or make other major changes in


the association ’s business or corporate structure or management;


(5)AAthe terms of any offer, invitation, agreement, or


arrangement under which a voting security will be acquired and any


contract affecting that security or its financing after it is


acquired;


(6)AAinformation establishing that the requirements
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under Section 62.555(b) are satisfied; and


(7)AAother information:


(A)AAthe finance commission by rule requires to be


furnished in an application; or


(B)AAthe commissioner orders to be included in a


particular application.


(d)AAThe commissioner may require each member of a group


proposing to acquire voting securities under this subchapter to


provide the information required by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 26, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A62.554.AAAPPLICATION FILING FEE. (a) The finance


commission by rule shall adopt a schedule of fees for filing


applications and holding hearings. The schedule may be graduated


so that an application or hearing that is more difficult to review


or administer requires a larger fee.


(b)AAAn application fee is not refundable if the application


is denied. The commissioner may refund a portion of the fee if the


application is withdrawn before the commissioner completes


reviewing the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.555.AADENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) The commissioner


by order shall deny an application unless the applicant establishes


that:


(1)AAthe acquisition would not:


(A)AAsubstantially lessen competition;


(B)AArestrain trade in a manner that would result


in a monopoly; or


(C)AAfurther a combination or conspiracy to


monopolize or attempt to monopolize the savings and loan industry


in any part of this state;


(2)AAthe financial condition of an acquiring party


would not jeopardize the financial stability of the association


being acquired;


(3)AAthe plan or proposal to liquidate or sell the
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association or any assets is in the best interest of the


association;


(4)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity of the applicant are sufficient to


ensure that the acquisition is in the best interest of the


association; and


(5)AAthe association would be solvent, have adequate


capital structure, and be in compliance with the laws of this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner is not required to deny an application


that fails to comply with Subsection (a)(1) if the commissioner


determines that:


(1)AAthe anticompetitive effects of the acquisition are


clearly outweighed in the public interest by the probable effect of


the acquisition in meeting the convenience and needs of the


community to be served; and


(2)AAthe acquisition does not violate a law of this


state or the United States.


(c)AANotwithstanding Subsections (a) and (b), the


commissioner shall issue an order denying an application if the


commissioner determines that the applicant:


(1)AAhas failed to furnish all of the information


pertinent to the application reasonably requested by the


commissioner; or


(2)AAis not acting in good faith.


(d)AAIf the commissioner does not deny an application before


the 61st day after the date the application is filed, the


acquisition may be consummated. The acquisition may be consummated


before the expiration of the 60-day period if the commissioner


notifies the applicant in writing that the application will not be


denied.


(e)AAAn agreement entered into by the applicant and the


commissioner as a condition that the application will not be denied


is enforceable against the association and is considered an


agreement under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.556.AAAPPEAL TO COMMISSIONER OF DENIAL. (a) If the
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commissioner denies an application, the applicant is entitled to a


hearing if the applicant submits a written request for a hearing not


later than the later of:


(1)AAthe 30th day after the date the application is


filed; or


(2)AAthe 15th day after the date the application is


denied.


(b)AANot later than the 30th day after the date the hearing is


closed, the commissioner shall enter a final order affirming or


withdrawing the denial of the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.557.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW. (a) An applicant may appeal


the commissioner’s denial of an application or the commissioner ’s


order affirming the denial only after a final order is entered. The


commissioner is defendant in the appeal.


(b)AAA party to the action may appeal the court ’s decision.


The appeal is returnable to the appellate court at once and has


precedence in that court over any cause of a different character


pending in that court.


(c)AAThe commissioner is not required to give an appeal bond


in a cause arising under this subchapter.


(d)AAFiling an appeal under this section does not stay an


order of the commissioner that is adverse to the applicant.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.558.AAUNAUTHORIZED CHANGE OF CONTROL. If it appears


that a change in control may have taken place without approval, the


commissioner may call a hearing to determine whether:


(1)AAa change in control has occurred without approval


or an unauthorized person without any apparent ownership interest


in the association, acting alone or with others, effectively has


indirect controlling or dominating influence over the management or


policies of the association; and


(2)AAif control or indirect controlling or dominating


influence has been acquired as provided by Subdivision (1), an


appropriate supervisory order should be issued, including an order
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requiring a divestiture of that control or indirect controlling or


dominating influence.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A62.559.AACONFIDENTIALITY. (a) Except as provided by


this section, information obtained by the commissioner under this


subchapter is confidential and may not be disclosed by the


commissioner or an officer or employee of the Department of Savings


and Mortgage Lending.


(b)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information to a


department, agency, or instrumentality of this state or the United


States if the commissioner considers disclosure to be necessary or


proper to the enforcement of the laws of this state or the United


States and in the best interest of the public.


(c)AAWhen the commissioner receives the application, the


commissioner shall submit to the Texas Register notice of the


application, its date of filing, and the identity of each party to


the application. The information submitted shall be published in


the Texas Register in the next issue following the date the


information is received.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.028,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A62.560.AAINJUNCTION. (a) The attorney general on


behalf of the commissioner may apply for equitable relief,


including an order enjoining a violation, if the commissioner


believes a person has violated or is about to violate this


subchapter or a rule of the finance commission or order of the


commissioner adopted under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe suit must be brought in a district court of Travis


County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 27, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A62.561.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an
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offense if the person intentionally makes a materially false or


misleading statement to the commissioner with respect to the


information required by this subchapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a misdemeanor


punishable by:


(1)AAa fine in an amount not to exceed $2,000;


(2)AAconfinement in county jail for a period not to


exceed one year; or


(3)AAboth the fine and confinement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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fi.63.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 63. GENERAL POWERS


Sec.A63.001.AAGENERAL CORPORATE POWERS. (a) An association


has all the powers authorized by this subtitle and any other right,


privilege, or power incidental to or reasonably necessary to


accomplish the purposes of the association.


(b)AAWith the commissioner’s prior approval, an association


may engage in business as a savings and loan association in any


state of the United States to the extent permitted by the laws of


that state, either directly or through the ownership of an


association incorporated under the laws of another state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.002.AAENLARGEMENT OF POWERS. Notwithstanding any


other provision of this subtitle, an association may:


(1)AAperform a function or engage in an activity,


including making a loan or investment, to the same extent as a


federal association;


(2)AAraise capital in the same manner and form as a


federal association;


(3)AAissue a certificate in the same form as a federal


association; or


(4)AApay a dividend, earnings, or interest on a


certificate in the same manner as a federal association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.003.AAPOWERS OF FEDERAL ASSOCIATION. A federal


association and its members have all the powers, privileges,


benefits, immunities, and exemptions provided by the law of this


state for an association and the association ’s members.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.004.AAPOWER TO BORROW. (a) An association may:


(1)AAborrow from any nongovernmental source an
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aggregate amount that does not exceed 25 percent of the amount of


the association ’s savings liability on the date of borrowing; and


(2)AApledge the association ’s assets to secure


repayment of the borrowed money.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c), an association may


borrow from a nongovernmental source an amount exceeding the amount


described in Subsection (a)(1) only with the prior written approval


of the commissioner.


(c)AAAn association that is a member of a Federal Home Loan


Bank may borrow or obtain an advance from that bank in an amount and


on terms prescribed by that bank.


(d)AAAn association at any time through action of its board


may issue a capital note, debenture, or other capital obligation


authorized by rules adopted under Section 11.302.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.005.AAFISCAL AGENT. (a) An association may act as


fiscal agent of the United States. An association designated as


fiscal agent of the United States by the secretary of the treasury


shall act under regulations as required by the secretary and may act


as fiscal agent for an instrumentality of the United States.


(b)AAAn association may act as fiscal agent of this state or


of a governmental subdivision or instrumentality of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.006.AAPOWER TO ACT UNDER CERTAIN FEDERAL RETIREMENT


PLANS. An association or a federal association, to the extent that


its charter and applicable federal regulations permit, may:


(1)AAexercise any power necessary to qualify as a


trustee or custodian for:


(A)AAa retirement plan meeting the requirements of


26 U.S.C. Section 401(d) or 408; or


(B)AAa similar plan permitted or recognized by


federal law; and


(2)AAinvest money the association holds as trustee or


custodian under Subdivision (1) in the association ’s savings


accounts if the plan does not prohibit that investment.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.007.AARIGHT TO ACT TO AVOID LOSS. This subtitle or


another statute of this state does not deny an association the right


to invest its money, operate a business, manage or deal in property,


or take other action during any period that is reasonably necessary


to avoid loss on a prior loan or investment or on an obligation


created in good faith.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.008.AACLOSING PLACE OF BUSINESS. An association or a


federal savings and loan association operating in this state may


close its place of business at any time its board determines.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.009.AAEMERGENCY CLOSING. (a) If the officers of an


association determine that an emergency that affects or may affect


the association ’s offices or operations exists or is impending, the


officers, as reasonable, may determine:


(1)AAnot to conduct the involved operations or open the


offices on any business or banking day; or


(2)AAif the association is open, to close the offices or


the involved operations for the duration of the emergency.


(b)AASubject to Subsection (c), a closed office or operation


under this section shall remain closed until the officers determine


that the emergency has ended and for any additional time reasonably


required to reopen.


(c)AAAn association that closes an office or an operation


under this section shall notify the commissioner of its action by


any means available and as promptly as conditions permit. An office


or operation may not be closed for more than 48 consecutive hours,


excluding other legal holidays, without the commissioner ’s


approval.


(d)AAIn this section, "emergency" means a condition or


occurrence that may interfere physically with the conduct of normal


business at the offices of an association or with the conduct of a


particular association operation or that poses an imminent or
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existing threat to the safety or security of persons, property, or


both. The term includes a condition or occurrence arising from:


(1)AAfire, flood, earthquake, hurricane, tornado,


wind, rain, or snowstorm;


(2)AAlabor dispute and strike;


(3)AApower failure;


(4)AAtransportation failure;


(5)AAinterruption of communication facilities;


(6)AAshortage of fuel, housing, food, transportation,


or labor;


(7)AArobbery, burglary, or attempted robbery or


burglary;


(8)AAactual or threatened enemy attack;


(9)AAepidemic or other catastrophe;


(10)AAriot or civil commotion; or


(11)AAany other actual or threatened unlawful or


violent act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A63.010.AAEFFECT OF CLOSING. (a) A day on which an


association or one or more of its operations is closed under Section


63.009 during all or part of its normal business hours is considered


to be a legal holiday to the extent the association suspends


operations.


(b)AAAn association or a director, officer, or employee of


the association does not incur liability or loss of rights from a


closing authorized by this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 64. LOANS AND INVESTMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A64.001.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a) The finance commission


shall adopt rules relating to the power of associations operating


under this subtitle to make loans and investments.


(b)AARules adopted under this section must contain


provisions reasonably necessary to ensure that:


(1)AAa loan made by an association is consistent with


sound lending practices; and


(2)AAan investment made by an association promotes the


purposes of this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 28, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A64.002.AACONTENT OF RULES. Rules adopted under this


subchapter may include provisions governing:


(1)AAtypes of loans an association may originate, make,


or sell;


(2)AAconditions under which an association may


originate, make, or sell a loan;


(3)AAconditions under which an association may purchase


or participate in a loan made by another lender;


(4)AAconditions for servicing a loan for another


lender;


(5)AAconditions under which an association may lend


money on the security of a loan made by another lender;


(6)AAconditions under which an association may pledge a


loan held by the association as collateral for money borrowed by the


association;


(7)AAconditions under which an association may invest


in securities and debt instruments;


(8)AAdocumentation that an association must have in the
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association’s loan files when the association funds, purchases, or


participates in a loan;


(9)AAthe form and content of statements of expenses,


fees, and other charges paid, or required to be paid, by a borrower;


(10)AAtitle information required to be maintained in


force;


(11)AAinsurance coverage required to be provided by a


borrower for property that secures a loan;


(12)AAappraisal reports;


(13)AAfinancial statements of borrowers;


(14)AAfees or other compensation that may be paid to an


officer, director, employee, affiliated person, consultant, or


third party in connection with procuring a loan for an association;


(15)AAconditions under which an association may advance


money to pay taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and similar


charges for the protection of the association ’s interest in


property securing a loan;


(16)AAterms under which an association may acquire and


deal in real property;


(17)AAvaluation on an association ’s books of real


property held by the association;


(18)AAterms governing an association’s investment in a


subsidiary corporation;


(19)AApowers that may be exercised by a subsidiary of an


association; and


(20)AAany other matter necessary for proper


administration of transactions conducted by an association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.003.AAPROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS. An association may


not engage in a transaction that violates a rule adopted under this


subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. LOAN EXPENSES


Sec.A64.021.AABORROWER PAYMENT OF LOAN EXPENSES. An
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association may require a borrower to pay all reasonable expenses


incurred in connection with making, closing, disbursing,


extending, readjusting, or renewing a loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.022.AACOLLECTION OF LOAN EXPENSES. An expense


payment authorized by Section 64.021 may be:


(1)AAcollected by the association from the borrower


and:


(A)AAretained by the association; or


(B)AApaid to a person rendering a service for


which a charge was made, including an officer, director, or


employee of the association rendering the service; or


(2)AApaid directly by a borrower to the person


rendering the service.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.023.AACHARACTER OF LOAN EXPENSE PAYMENTS. An


expense payment authorized by Section 64.021 is not interest or


compensation charged by an association for the loan of money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. LOAN PAYMENTS


Sec.A64.041.AAPENALTY FOR PREPAYMENT OR LATE PAYMENT. An


association may charge a penalty for a prepayment of or late payment


on a loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.042.AAAPPLICATION OF PREPAYMENTS TO LOAN


INSTALLMENTS. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, an association


shall apply:


(1)AAa prepayment of principal to the final installment


of the obligation until the final installment is fully paid; and


(2)AAadditional prepayments on installments in the


inverse order of their maturity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER D. CHARGES RELATING TO REAL PROPERTY LOANS


Sec.A64.061.AAADVANCES PAID BY ASSOCIATION. (a) An


association may pay taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and


similar charges for the protection of the association ’s interest in


property that secures a real property loan of the association.


(b)AAA payment under Subsection (a) is an advance, and the


association may:


(1)AAcarry the payment on the association ’s books as an


asset of the association for which the association may charge


interest; or


(2)AAadd the payment to the unpaid balance of the loan


to which it applies as of the first day of the month in which the


payment is made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.062.AAADVANCES ARE LIEN ON PROPERTY. A payment under


Section 64.061 is a lien against the real property that secures the


loan for which it is made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.063.AAPAYMENT OF ESTIMATED CHARGES BY BORROWER. (a)


To enable the association to pay charges as they become due, an


association may require a borrower to pay monthly in advance, in


addition to interest or interest and principal, an amount equal to


one-twelfth of the estimated annual taxes, assessments, insurance


premiums, and other charges on the real property securing a loan.


(b)AAAn association may increase or decrease the amount of


the loan payment as necessary to meet the charges.


(c)AAAn association may:


(1)AAcarry payments in trust in an account; or


(2)AAcredit the payments to the indebtedness and


advance the money for charges as the charges become due.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.064.AARECORD OF CHARGES. An association shall keep a
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record of the status of taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and


other charges on real property securing the association’s loans.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. INVESTMENT IN LOCAL SERVICE AREA


Sec.A64.081.AAREQUIRED INVESTMENTS. An association shall


maintain in the association ’s portfolio not less than 15 percent of


the association ’s deposits from its local service area designated


under Section 64.082 in:


(1)AAfirst and second lien residential mortgage loans


or foreclosed residential mortgage loans originated in the


association’s local service area;


(2)AAhome improvement loans;


(3)AAinterim residential construction loans;


(4)AAmortgage-backed securities secured by loans in the


association’s local service area; and


(5)AAloans for community reinvestment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.082.AADESIGNATION OF LOCAL SERVICE AREA. (a) The


commissioner shall designate an association’s local service area at


the time of the association’s incorporation.


(b)AAUnless the commissioner and the association otherwise


agree, an association may rely on the designation of the local


service area for the duration of corporate existence as an


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.083.AARULES. The finance commission shall adopt


rules to implement this subchapter, including rules that define the


categories of loans and investments described by Section 64.081.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 29, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A64.084.AAWAIVERS. The commissioner may grant a


limited-term waiver from the requirements of Section 64.081 if
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quality loans in the categories described by that section are not


available in an association ’s local service area.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. PROPERTY OF ASSOCIATION


Sec.A64.101.AAREAL PROPERTY ON WHICH ASSOCIATION FACILITY IS


LOCATED. An association may own real property on which a facility


used in connection with the operation of the association is


located.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.102.AADISPOSAL OF OTHER REAL PROPERTY. An


association shall dispose of real property, other than real


property described by Section 64.101, that is acquired by the


association in the course of the association’s business not later


than the fifth anniversary of the date on which it is acquired


unless the commissioner extends the time for disposal.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.103.AATRANSACTIONS RELATING TO ASSOCIATION ’S REAL


PROPERTY. On authorization by the association ’s board of


directors, an association may sell, convey, exchange for other real


property, lease, improve, repair, or mortgage real property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A64.104.AARECORD OF CHARGES ON REAL AND PERSONAL


PROPERTY. An association shall keep a record of the status of


taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and other charges on all


real and personal property owned by the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 65. SAVINGS ACCOUNTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A65.001.AALIMITATIONS ON ACCOUNTS. The board of


directors of an association may limit the number and value of


savings accounts the association may accept.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.002.AAINVESTMENT IN ACCOUNTS. (a) Any person may be


the holder of a savings account.


(b)AAAn investment in a savings account may be made only in


cash.


(c)AAA person may invest in a savings account in the person ’s


own right or in a trust or other fiduciary capacity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.003.AASAVINGS CONTRACT. (a) Each holder of a


savings account must execute a savings contract. The contract must


specify:


(1)AAany special terms applicable to the account; and


(2)AAthe conditions on which withdrawals may be made.


(b)AAThe association shall hold a savings contract in the


records pertaining to the account.


(c)AAA savings contract pertaining to a savings account of a


public or governmental entity must provide that the holder of the


account may not become a member of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.004.AAEVIDENCE OF ACCOUNT. An association shall


issue an account book or certificate to the holder of a savings


account as evidence of the account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A65.005.AAACCOUNT OWNERSHIP. Unless an association has


acknowledged in writing a pledge of a savings account, the


association may treat the holder of record of the account as the


owner of the account for all purposes and is unaffected by notice to


the contrary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.006.AATRANSFER OF ACCOUNT. (a) A savings account


may be transferred only on the books of an association on


presentation to the association of:


(1)AAevidence of transfer satisfactory to the


association; and


(2)AAan application for transfer by the transferee.


(b)AAA transferee accepts an account subject to the terms of


the:


(1)AAsavings contract; and


(2)AAassociation’s charter and bylaws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.007.AALOST OR DESTROYED ACCOUNT BOOK OR CERTIFICATE.


(a) An association may issue a new account book or certificate in


the name of the holder of record of a savings account if:


(1)AAthe holder or the holder’s legal representative


requests; and


(2)AAproof is presented satisfactory to the association


that the original book or certificate is lost or destroyed.


(b)AAA new account book or certificate must expressly state


that:


(1)AAit is issued to replace a lost or destroyed account


book or certificate; and


(2)AAthe association may not be held liable on the


original account book or certificate.


(c)AAAn association may require indemnification against any


loss resulting from issuing a new account book or certificate.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.008.AAACCOUNT WITHDRAWALS. (a) A savings account
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holder at any time may present a written order for withdrawal of all


or part of the holder’s account except to the extent the account is


pledged to the association or to another person on the


association’s books.


(b)AAThe association may:


(1)AApay in full a withdrawal order as presented; and


(2)AAcollect an early withdrawal penalty provided by


the certificate or contract applicable to the account.


(c)AAWith the approval of the Finance Commission of Texas and


the governor, the commissioner may impose a uniform limitation on


amounts withdrawable from savings accounts of associations if that


limitation is necessary in the public interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.009.AAINTEREST OR DIVIDENDS PAID ON ACCOUNTS. (a)


An association whose bylaws contain the provision authorized by


Section 65.012 may contract to pay interest on savings accounts.


(b)AAAn association whose bylaws do not contain the provision


authorized by Section 65.012 may pay earnings on savings accounts


in the form of dividends declared by the association’s board.


(c)AAAn association shall compute and pay interest and


dividends according to rules of the finance commission.


(d)AAAn association shall credit a dividend to a savings


account on the association’s books unless the account holder


requests and the association has agreed that the association will


pay dividends on the account in cash.


(e)AAAn association may pay a cash dividend by check or bank


draft.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 30, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A65.010.AAREDEMPTION OF SAVINGS ACCOUNT. (a) An


association may redeem in the manner the board determines all or


part of its savings accounts if the association:


(1)AAredeems the accounts on a dividend date;


(2)AAnot later than the 31st day before the redemption


date, gives notice of the redemption by certified mail to each
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affected account holder at the holder’s last address as recorded on


the books of the association; and


(3)AAnot later than the redemption date, sets aside the


amount necessary for the redemption and keeps the amount available


for redemption.


(b)AAThe redemption price of a savings account is the


withdrawal value of the account.


(c)AAAll rights, including the accrual of earnings, that


relate to a deposit account called for redemption, other than the


right of the account holder of record to receive the redemption


price, terminate as of the redemption date.


(d)AAAn association may not redeem any of its savings


accounts if the association:


(1)AAis subject to supervisory control, a


conservatorship, or a receivership action under Chapter 66, unless


the commissioner directs the redemption; or


(2)AAhas applications for withdrawal that have been on


file for more than 30 days and have not been paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.011.AALIEN ON SAVINGS ACCOUNT. (a) Without further


agreement or pledge, an association or a federal association doing


business in this state has a lien on all savings accounts owned by a


member to whom or on whose behalf the association has advanced money


by loan or otherwise.


(b)AAOn default in the payment or satisfaction of the


member’s obligation, the association, without notice to or consent


of the member, may cancel on its books all or part of the member ’s


savings account and apply that amount to payment of the obligation.


(c)AAThe association by written instrument may waive its lien


in whole or in part on a savings account.


(d)AAThe association may take the pledge of a savings account


of the association that is owned by a member other than the borrower


as additional security for a:


(1)AAloan secured by an account;


(2)AAloan secured by an account and real property; or


(3)AAreal property loan.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.012.AAPRIORITY OF ACCOUNTS; NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL.


(a) An association’s bylaws may provide that on voluntary or


involuntary liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the


association, or in any other situation in which the priority of


savings accounts is in controversy, all savings accounts are, to


the extent of their withdrawal value, debts of the association


having the same priority as the claims of general creditors of the


association not having priority, other than a priority resulting


from consensual subordination, over claims of other general


creditors of the association.


(b)AAAn association’s bylaws may require not more than 60


days’ notice before the date a withdrawal application may be paid.


(c)AAAn association that requires notice of withdrawal and


does not pay a withdrawal application by the end of the notice


period is considered to be subject to supervisory control, a


conservatorship, or a receivership proceeding under Chapter 66.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.013.AAACCOUNT AS LEGAL INVESTMENT. (a) Each of the


following persons may invest money held by the person in a savings


account of an association or a federal association:


(1)AAany fiduciary, including an administrator,


executor, guardian, or trustee;


(2)AAa political subdivision or instrumentality of this


state;


(3)AAan insurance company doing business in this state;


(4)AAa business or nonprofit corporation;


(5)AAa charitable or educational corporation or


association; and


(6)AAa financial institution, including a bank or


credit union.


(b)AAAn investment by an insurance company in a savings


account is eligible for tax reducing purposes under Chapter 221,


Insurance Code.


(c)AAAn investment by a school district in a savings account
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insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is considered


to meet the requirements of Section 45.102, Education Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.109, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER B. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC TYPES OF ACCOUNTS


Sec.A65.101.AAACCOUNT HELD BY MINOR. (a) An association or


a federal savings and loan association doing business in this state


may accept a savings account from a minor as the sole and absolute


owner of the account.


(b)AAOn the minor’s order the association may:


(1)AApay withdrawals;


(2)AAaccept pledges to the association; and


(3)AAact in any other manner with respect to the


account.


(c)AASubject to Subsection (e), a payment or delivery of


rights to a minor, or an acquittance signed by a minor who holds a


savings account, is a discharge of the association for that payment


or delivery.


(d)AAIf the association requires a minor to furnish an


acquittance or pledge or take other action with respect to the


minor’s savings account, that action is binding on the minor as if


the minor had the capacity of an adult.


(e)AAIf a parent or guardian of a minor informs the


association in writing that the minor is not to have the authority


to control the minor’s savings account, the minor may not control


the account during the minority without the joinder of the parent or


guardian.


(f)AAIf a minor dies, the acquittance of a parent or guardian


of the minor discharges the association for amounts that in the


aggregate do not exceed $1,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.102.AAACCOUNT HELD BY MORE THAN ONE PERSON. (a) If a
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savings account is opened in an association or a federal savings and


loan association doing business in this state in the names of more


than one person, whether the persons are minors or adults, and the


savings contract specifies that money in the account may be paid to


or on the order of any one of the account holders, the association


may pay the money in the account to or on the order of any one of the


account holders before or after the death of any of the other


account holders. An association has no further liability for a


payment made under this subsection.


(b)AAIf a savings contract specifies that a check, receipt,


or withdrawal order requires the signature of more than one of the


account holders or of more than one of the surviving account holders


after the death of an account holder, the association shall pay the


money in the account according to the terms of the savings contract.


(c)AAIf a savings account holder gives written notification


to the association not to permit withdrawals according to the terms


of the savings contract, the association may refuse, without


liability, to honor any check, receipt, or withdrawal request on


the account pending a determination of the rights of the account


holders.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.103.AAJOINT TENANCY ACCOUNT HELD BY HUSBAND AND


WIFE. (a) A husband and wife may enter into a savings contract that


creates a joint tenancy with right of survivorship with respect to


community property deposited in a savings account and any future


additions or dividends made or credited to the account.


(b)AAAn agreement under Subsection (a) must be in writing and


subscribed to by the husband and wife but is not required to be


acknowledged.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.104.AAPLEDGE OF JOINT ACCOUNT. (a) Unless the terms


of the savings account provide otherwise, a person on whose


signature money may be withdrawn from an account in the names of two


or more persons may, by a signed pledge, pledge and transfer to the


association or federal association all or part of the account.
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(b)AAA pledge made under Subsection (a) does not sever or


terminate the joint and survivorship ownership of the account.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.105.AAACCOUNT HELD BY FIDUCIARY. (a) An association


or a federal savings and loan association doing business in this


state may accept a savings account in the name of a fiduciary,


including an administrator, executor, custodian, guardian, or


trustee, for one or more named beneficiaries.


(b)AAA fiduciary may:


(1)AAvote as a member as if the membership were held


absolutely; and


(2)AAopen, add to, or withdraw money from the account.


(c)AAExcept as otherwise provided by law, a payment to a


fiduciary or an acquittance signed by the fiduciary to whom a


payment is made is a discharge of the association for the payment.


(d)AAAfter a person holding a savings account in a fiduciary


capacity dies, the association may pay or deliver to the


beneficiary the withdrawal value of the account, plus dividends on


the account, or other rights relating to the account, in whole or in


part, if the association has no written notice or order of the


probate court of:


(1)AAthe revocation or termination of the fiduciary


relationship; or


(2)AAany other disposition of the beneficial estate.


(e)AAAn association has no further liability for a payment


made or right delivered under Subsection (d).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.106.AATRUST ACCOUNT; UNDISCLOSED TRUST INSTRUMENT.


(a) If an association opens a savings account for a person claiming


to be the trustee for another and the association has no other


written notice of the existence or terms of a trust:


(1)AAthe person claiming to be the trustee may, on the


person’s signature, withdraw money from the account; and


(2)AAif that person dies, an association may pay the


withdrawal value of all or part of the account, plus dividends on
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the account, to the person for whom the account was opened.


(b)AAAn association has no further liability for a payment


made under Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A65.107.AAPOWER OF ATTORNEY ACCOUNT. (a) An association


or a federal association doing business in this state may continue


to recognize the authority of an attorney-in-fact authorized in


writing to manage or withdraw money from a savings account of a


member until the association receives written or actual notice of


the revocation of that authority.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, written notice of the


death or adjudication of incompetency of a member is considered to


be written notice of revocation of the authority of the member ’s


attorney-in-fact.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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fi.66.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 66. ENFORCEMENT AND REGULATION


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 66.001.AAGENERAL DUTIES. The Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending and the commissioner shall regulate associations


and subsidiaries of associations operating under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.029,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 66.002.AAADOPTION OF RULES. The finance commission may


adopt rules relating to:


(1)AAthe minimum amounts of capital stock and paid-in


surplus required for incorporation as a capital stock association;


(2)AAthe minimum amounts of savings liability and


expense funds required for incorporation as a mutual association;


(3)AAthe fees and procedures for processing, hearing,


and deciding applications filed with the commissioner or the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending under this subtitle;


(4)AAthe books and records that an association is


required to keep and the location at which the books and records are


required to be maintained;


(5)AAthe accounting principles and practices that an


association is required to observe;


(6)AAthe conditions under which records may be copied


or reproduced for permanent storage before the original records are


destroyed;


(7)AAthe form, contents, and time of publication of


statements of condition;


(8)AAthe form and contents of annual reports and other


reports that an association is required to prepare and publish or


file;
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(9)AAthe manner in which assets, liabilities, and


transactions in general are to be described when entered in the


books of an association, so that the entry accurately describes the


subject matter of the entry; and


(10)AAthe conditions under which the commissioner may


require an asset to be charged off or reserves established by


transfer from surplus or paid-in capital because of the


depreciation of or overstated value of the asset.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 31, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.030,


eff. September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER B. EXAMINATIONS


Sec.A66.051.AAEXAMINATIONS. (a) The commissioner shall


periodically examine the affairs of each association, including the


subsidiaries and transactions of the association and the dealings


of any savings and loan holding company that are related to the


savings and loan subsidiaries of the association.


(b)AAAn examination must include an audit if an independent


audit is not available or is unsatisfactory to the commissioner.


(c)AAOn completion of an audit, the auditor shall sign and


certify the audit report. A copy shall be filed promptly with the


commissioner.


(d)AAAn examination under this section may be made in


conjunction with an examination by the Federal Home Loan Bank


Board, a Federal Home Loan Bank, or the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation. The commissioner shall accept an audit made by or


accepted by one of those agencies in an examination of an


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.052.AAADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS. (a) The


commissioner at the association’s cost shall conduct an additional


examination or audit or devote extraordinary attention to an
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association’s affairs if the commissioner determines that the


condition of the association makes it necessary or expedient to do


so.


(b)AAA copy of the report of an examination or audit


conducted under this section shall be furnished promptly to the


association. The report shall be:


(1)AApresented to the board of the association at its


next regular meeting or at a special meeting called for purposes of


permitting the presentation of the report; and


(2)AAnoted in the minutes of the meeting.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.053.AAACCESS TO BOOKS AND RECORDS. The


commissioner, a deputy commissioner, or an examiner or auditor of


the commissioner shall be given free access to:


(1)AAthe books and records of an association;


(2)AAthe books and records of a subsidiary or savings


and loan holding company of an association relating to the


association’s business; and


(3)AAthe books and records kept by an officer, agent, or


employee of the association, subsidiary, or savings and loan


holding company relating to the association’s business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.054.AASUBPOENA; ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OR


AFFIRMATION. (a) In an examination conducted under this


subchapter, the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, or an


examiner or auditor of the commissioner may:


(1)AAsubpoena witnesses;


(2)AAadminister an oath or affirmation to a person,


including a director, officer, agent, or employee of an


association; or


(3)AArequire and compel by subpoena the production of


documents, including records, books, papers, and contracts.


(b)AAThe commissioner may apply to a district court in Travis


County for an order requiring a person to obey a subpoena or to


appear or answer questions in connection with an examination.
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(c)AAThe court shall issue an order under Subsection (b) if


the court finds good cause to issue the subpoena or to take


testimony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. SUPERVISORY INTERVENTION


Sec.A66.101.AAINTERVENTION FOR VIOLATIONS AND UNSAFE AND


UNSOUND PRACTICES. The commissioner may intervene in the affairs


of an association if the association or a person who participates in


the affairs of the association or a subsidiary of the association:


(1)AAengages in or is about to engage in an unsafe and


unsound practice in conducting the affairs of the association; or


(2)AAviolates or is about to violate:


(A)AAthe articles of incorporation or bylaws of


the association;


(B)AAa law or supervisory order applicable to the


association; or


(C)AAa condition that the commissioner or the


finance commission has imposed on the association by written order


or agreement.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.102.AAINTERVENTION FOR FILING INAPPROPRIATE


INFORMATION. The commissioner may intervene in the affairs of an


association if the association or a person who participates in the


affairs of the association or a subsidiary of the association files


materially false or misleading information in a filing required by


Subchapter L, Chapter 62.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.103.AAINTERVENTION FOR ACTIVITY RESULTING IN ACTUAL


OR POTENTIAL LOSS. (a) The commissioner may intervene in the


affairs of an association if a person who participates in the


affairs of the association or a subsidiary or savings and loan


holding company of the association commits or is about to commit:


(1)AAa fraudulent or criminal act in conducting the
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affairs that may cause the association or a subsidiary of the


association to become or be in danger of becoming insolvent;


(2)AAan act that threatens immediate or irreparable


harm to the public or the association, a subsidiary of the


association, or the account holders or creditors of the


association; or


(3)AAa breach of fiduciary duty that results in actual


or probable substantial financial losses or other damages to the


association or a subsidiary of the association or that would


seriously prejudice the interest of savings account holders or


holders of other security issued by the association.


(b)AAThe commissioner may intervene in the affairs of an


association if the association:


(1)AAis insolvent;


(2)AAis in imminent danger of insolvency; or


(3)AAmakes or is about to make:


(A)AAa loan the value of the security for which is


materially overstated; or


(B)AAan investment the market value of which is


materially overstated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.104.AAINTERVENTION RELATING TO EXAMINATION OF


AFFAIRS. (a) The commissioner may intervene in the affairs of an


association if a person who participates in the affairs of the


association or a subsidiary or savings and loan holding company of


the association:


(1)AArefuses or is about to refuse to submit to


interrogation under oath by the commissioner or the commissioner ’s


agent with respect to the association’s affairs; or


(2)AAmaterially alters, conceals, removes, or


falsifies or is about to materially alter, conceal, remove, or


falsify a book or record of the association or a subsidiary of the


association.


(b)AAThe commissioner may intervene in the affairs of an


association if the association:


(1)AAfails to maintain books and records from which the
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true financial condition of the association or the state of the


association’s affairs can be determined; or


(2)AArefuses to direct a person having possession of


the books, papers, records, or accounts of the association or the


association’s subsidiary to permit the commissioner or the


commissioner’s authorized representative to inspect or examine


those documents or accounts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.105.AATEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) If the


commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that one or more of the


grounds for intervention under Section 66.101 exists or is


imminent, the commissioner may issue without notice and hearing one


or more of the following types of temporary supervisory orders to


correct and eliminate the grounds for supervisory action:


(1)AAan order to cease and desist from continuing a


particular action, an order to take affirmative action, or both;


(2)AAan order suspending or prohibiting a person who


participates in the affairs of the association from further


participating in the affairs of the association or of another


association;


(3)AAan order requiring divestiture of control of an


association obtained under Subchapter L, Chapter 62; or


(4)AAan order placing the affairs of the association


under the control of a conservator designated in the order, who may


take possession and control of the books, records, property,


assets, liabilities, and business of the association and manage the


association under the direction of the commissioner.


(b)AAAn order under this section:


(1)AAmust contain a reasonably detailed statement of


the facts on which the order is based; and


(2)AAtakes effect when issued.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.106.AASERVICE OF TEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) A


temporary supervisory order may be served by personal delivery by


an agent of the commissioner or by certified or registered mail.
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(b)AAService is complete when an officer or director of the


association receives the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.107.AAHEARING ON TEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER; FINAL


ORDER. (a) A temporary supervisory order issued under Section


66.105 becomes final and unappealable on the 16th day after the date


on which the order is issued unless before that day the association


or a person affected by the order requests a hearing before the


commissioner to determine whether the order should be vacated, made


permanent, or modified.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall set the matter for hearing to be


held not earlier than the 11th day or later than the 30th day after


the date of the request.AAThe hearing must be held at the offices of


the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending in Austin.


(c)AAAfter the hearing, the commissioner may enter a final


order that vacates the temporary order or makes the temporary order


permanent in its original form or a modified form that is consistent


with the facts found by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.031,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A66.108.AAPLAN OF OPERATION OF ASSOCIATION AFTER ORDER


OF TEMPORARY CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) Before or during a hearing under


Section 66.107 on a temporary supervisory order placing an


association under the control of a conservator, the board of the


association may present to the commissioner a plan to continue the


operation of the association in a manner that will correct or


eliminate the grounds on which the order is based.


(b)AAIf the commissioner approves the plan or a modification


of the plan, the commissioner shall vacate the order placing the


association under conservatorship, conditioned on the


implementation and diligent prosecution of the plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A66.109.AAENFORCEMENT OF SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) The


commissioner, after giving notice, may assess against an


association or another person designated in a final supervisory


order who violates the order, or both, an administrative penalty of


not more than $1,000 each for each day of the violation. The


association may not reimburse or indemnify a person for any part of


the penalty.


(b)AAIn addition to any other remedy provided by law, the


commissioner may institute in a district court in Travis County:


(1)AAa suit for injunctive relief to stop or prevent a


violation of a supervisory order; or


(2)AAa suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.


(c)AAA bond is not required of the commissioner with respect


to injunctive relief granted under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.110.AASTAY OF SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) A temporary


supervisory order may not be stayed pending a hearing unless the


commissioner orders a stay.


(b)AAA final supervisory order may not be stayed pending


judicial review unless the reviewing court orders a stay for good


cause.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.111.AADISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN SUPERVISORY


ORDER; CONFIDENTIALITY. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b)


or (c), information contained in a temporary or final supervisory


order or a notice, correspondence, or other record relating to the


order is confidential.


(b)AAThe commissioner, for good reason as determined by the


commissioner, may disclose the information described by Subsection


(a) in a hearing or judicial proceeding under Section 66.107,


66.109, or 66.110 or in a proceeding to assert a defense under


Section 66.403.


(c)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information described


by Subsection (a) to a department, agency, or instrumentality of
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this or another state or the United States if the commissioner


determines that disclosure is necessary or proper to enforce the


laws of this or another state or the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec.A66.151.AAPLACEMENT OF ASSOCIATION UNDER


CONSERVATORSHIP. If the commissioner does not approve a plan to


continue the operation of an association under Section 66.108, the


conservator shall continue to manage the affairs of the association


unless the temporary conservatorship order is modified or vacated:


(1)AAby order of the commissioner; or


(2)AAas a result of judicial review.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.152.AADUTIES OF CONSERVATOR. (a) The conservator


and any deputy or assistant conservator appointed by the


commissioner, under the direction and supervision of the


commissioner, shall:


(1)AAtake possession and control of the books, records,


property, assets, liabilities, and business of the association;


and


(2)AAconduct the business and affairs of the


association.


(b)AAThe conservator shall:


(1)AAundertake to remove the causes and conditions that


made the conservatorship necessary; and


(2)AAduring the conservatorship, report to the


commissioner as required by the commissioner.


(c)AAThe conservator shall take measures necessary to


preserve, protect, and recover the assets or property of the


association, including a claim or cause of action that belongs to or


may be asserted by the association. The conservator may deal with


that property in the capacity of conservator.


(d)AAThe conservator may file, prosecute, or defend a suit


brought by or against the association if the conservator considers
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it necessary to protect the interested party or property affected


by the suit.


(e)AAA suit filed by the conservator under Subsection (c)


must be brought in Travis County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.153.AATERM OF CONSERVATOR. The conservator shall


serve until the purposes of the conservatorship are accomplished.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.154.AATRANSFER OF MANAGEMENT OF REHABILITATED


ASSOCIATION. If the association is rehabilitated, the conservator


shall return the management of the association to the association ’s


board under terms that are reasonable and necessary to prevent a


recurrence of the conditions that created the need for the


conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.155.AASCOPE OF AUTHORITY OF OTHER PERSONS DURING


CONSERVATORSHIP. During the conservatorship, a person who


participates in the affairs of the association shall act according


to the conservator ’s instructions and may exercise only the


authority that the conservator expressly grants.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.156.AACOST OF CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) The


commissioner shall determine the cost of the conservatorship.


(b)AAThe cost of conservatorship shall be paid from the


association’s assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.157.AAVENUE. A suit filed against an association or


its conservator while a conservatorship order is in effect must be


brought in Travis County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. VOLUNTARY SUPERVISORY CONTROL
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Sec.A66.201.AAPLACEMENT OF ASSOCIATION UNDER VOLUNTARY


SUPERVISORY CONTROL. (a) An association ’s board may consent to the


commissioner’s placement of the association under supervisory


control.


(b)AAThe commissioner may appoint the supervisor and one or


more deputy supervisors.


(c)AASupervisory control continues until the conditions for


which the supervisory control was imposed are corrected.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.202.AAPOWERS OF SUPERVISORS. A supervisor or deputy


supervisor has the powers of a conservator under Subchapter D and


any other power established by agreement between the commissioner


and the association ’s board of directors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.203.AACOST OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL. The cost of the


supervisory control of an association shall be set by the


commissioner and paid by the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CLOSING


Sec.A66.251.AACLOSING OF ASSOCIATION BY BOARD RESOLUTION.


An association’s board, by resolution and with the commissioner ’s


consent, may close the association and tender to the commissioner


for disposition as provided by this subchapter the assets and all


the affairs of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.252.AACLOSING OF ASSOCIATION BY COMMISSIONER ’S


ORDER. The commissioner or the commissioner ’s representative may


close an association if the commissioner determines after an


examination that:


(1)AAthe interests of the depositors and creditors of


the association are jeopardized because of:
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(A)AAthe association’s insolvency or imminent


insolvency; or


(B)AAa substantial dissipation of the


association’s assets or earnings because of a violation of a law or


an unsafe or unsound practice; and


(2)AAit is in the best interest of the depositors and


creditors to close the association and liquidate the association ’s


assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.253.AANOTICE OF CLOSING. (a) Immediately after an


association is closed by its board or by the commissioner under this


subchapter, the commissioner shall post at the main entrance of the


association an appropriate notice of the closure. After notice is


posted, a judgment lien, attachment lien, or other voluntary lien


may not attach to an asset of the association, and a director or an


officer or agent of the association may not:


(1)AAact for the association; or


(2)AAconvey, transfer, assign, pledge, mortgage, or


encumber an asset of the association.


(b)AAAn attempt to take an action prohibited under Subsection


(a)(2) after the notice is posted or in anticipation of posting the


notice, including preferring in any manner a depositor or creditor


of the association, is void.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.254.AAEFFECT OF CLOSING. (a) On closing an


association under this subchapter, the commissioner may:


(1)AAliquidate the association as provided by


Subchapter E; or


(2)AAtender the association ’s assets and all the


association’s affairs to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation


and appoint the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as receiver


or liquidating agent to act in accordance with this chapter or


federal law.


(b)AAThe Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on accepting


the tender and appointment prescribed by Subsection (a)(2) may:
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(1)AAact without bond or other security as to the


appointment; and


(2)AAwithout court supervision, exercise any right,


power, or privilege provided by the laws of this state to a receiver


or liquidating agent, as applicable, and any applicable right,


power, or privilege available under federal law.


(c)AAOn acceptance of the appointment prescribed by


Subsection (a)(2), possession of and title to all the assets,


business, and property of the association pass to the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation without the execution of any


instrument transferring title or right of use.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.255.AAHEARING ON COMMISSIONER ’S ORDER. (a) Not


later than the second day, excluding legal holidays, after the date


on which the commissioner closes an association under Section


66.252, the association, by resolution of its board, may sue in a


district court of Travis County to enjoin the commissioner from


taking further action under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe court, without notice or hearing, may restrain the


commissioner from taking further action until after a hearing on


the suit is held. If the court restrains the commissioner, the


court shall instruct the commissioner to hold the assets and


affairs of the association in the commissioner ’s possession until


disposition of the suit. On receipt of this instruction, the


commissioner shall refrain from taking further action, other than a


necessary or proper action approved by the court to prevent loss or


depreciation in the value of the assets.


(c)AAThe court as soon as possible shall hear the suit and


shall enter a judgment enjoining or refusing to enjoin the


commissioner from proceeding under this subchapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner, regardless of the judgment entered by


the court or any supersedeas bond filed, shall retain possession of


the association’s assets until final disposition of any appeal of


the judgment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER G. LIQUIDATION


Sec.A66.301.AALIQUIDATION OF ASSOCIATION. (a) If the


commissioner doubts that an association subject to a


conservatorship order can be rehabilitated, the commissioner may


set a hearing to determine whether the association should be


liquidated. Not later than the 10th day before the hearing date,


notice of the hearing shall be given by certified mail to the


officers and directors of the association and by publication in a


newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the


principal office of the association is located.


(b)AAIf the commissioner finds that the association cannot be


rehabilitated and it is in the public interest and the best interest


of the savings account holders and creditors of the association


that the bank be closed and its assets liquidated, the commissioner


by liquidation order may appoint a liquidating agent and dissolve


the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.302.AAREMOVAL OR REPLACEMENT OF LIQUIDATING AGENT.


(a) The commissioner, with or without cause, may remove a


liquidating agent and appoint another agent.


(b)AAIf a liquidating agent resigns, dies, or otherwise


becomes unable to serve, the commissioner shall promptly appoint


another agent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.303.AADUTIES OF LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) Under the


commissioner’s supervision, the liquidating agent shall:


(1)AAreceive and take possession of the books, records,


assets, and property of the association;


(2)AAsell, enforce collection of, and liquidate the


assets and property of the association;


(3)AAsue in the name of the liquidating agent or the


association;


(4)AAdefend an action brought against the liquidating


agent or the association;
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(5)AAreceive, examine, and pass on a claim brought


against the association, including a claim of a depositor;


(6)AAmake distributions to and pay creditors,


depositors, shareholders, and members of the association as their


interests appear;


(7)AAfrom time to time make a ratable liquidation


dividend on claims that have been proved to the satisfaction of the


association’s board of directors or the liquidating agent or that


have been adjusted by a court;


(8)AAafter the association’s assets have been


liquidated, make further liquidation dividends on claims


previously proved or adjusted; and


(9)AAexecute documents and perform any other action


that the liquidating agent considers necessary or desirable to the


liquidation.


(b)AAFor purposes of making a further liquidation dividend


under Subsections (a)(7) and (8), the liquidating agent may accept


the statement of an amount due a claimant as shown on the


association’s books and records instead of a formal proof of claim


filed on the claimant’s behalf.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.304.AANOTICE. (a) Under the commissioner ’s


supervision, the liquidating agent shall give notice to creditors


and savings account holders directing them to present and prove


their claims and requiring them to file a written proof of claim at


the address designated in the notice.


(b)AAThe notice shall be published once a week for three


successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each


county in which the association maintained an office or branch to


transact business on the date the association ceased unrestricted


operations.


(c)AANot later than the 30th day after the date on which the


notice is first published, the liquidating agent shall mail a


similar notice to each depositor and creditor named in the books of


the association at the address shown in those books.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A66.305.AAPRESENTATION OF CLAIM. (a) To be entitled to


priority, each person asserting a claim against an association


being liquidated under this subchapter must present the claim in


writing to the commissioner or the liquidating agent at the address


designated in the notice under Section 66.304 before the last day of


the 18th month after the date the notice is first published.


(b)AAThe claim must:


(1)AAcontain a statement of the facts on which the claim


is based;


(2)AAset out any right of payment priority or other


specific right asserted by the claimant; and


(3)AAbe signed and sworn to by the claimant.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 66.306.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS. On liquidation of an


association, claims for payment have the following priority:


(1)AAobligations incurred by the commissioner or the


liquidating agent, fees and assessments due the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending, and expenses of liquidation, all of


which may be covered by the proper reserve of money;


(2)AAapproved claims of creditors, to the extent that


the claims are secured by, or constitute a lien on, the assets or


property of the association;


(3)AAapproved claims of depositors against the general


liquidating account of the association;


(4)AAapproved claims of general creditors and the


unsecured portion of a creditor obligation described by Subdivision


(2);


(5)AAotherwise approved claims that were not filed


within the time prescribed by Section 66.305;


(6)AAapproved claims of subordinated creditors; and


(7)AAclaims of shareholders of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.032,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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Sec.A66.307.AAACTION ON CLAIM. (a) Within three months


after the date of receipt of a claim against an association being


liquidated, the liquidating agent shall approve or reject the claim


in whole or in part, unless that period is extended by written


agreement with the claimant.


(b)AAA liquidating agent who approves the claim or a part of


the claim shall classify the claim and enter the claim and the


action taken in a claim register.


(c)AAA liquidating agent who rejects the claim in whole or in


part, or who denies a right of payment priority or any other right


asserted by the claimant, shall notify the claimant of the action by


registered mail.


(d)AAAn approved claim presented after the declaration and


payment of any dividend and on or before the last day of the 18th


month after the date on which notice is first published under


Section 66.304 qualifies to participate in dividends previously


paid before an additional dividend is declared. A claim that was


not presented during that period does not qualify to participate in


a dividend or distribution of assets until all approved claims


filed during that period are fully paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.308.AAHEARING ON CLAIM; APPEAL OF ADVERSE


DETERMINATION OF CLAIM. (a) A claimant may appeal an adverse


determination of a claim by filing suit on the claim in a district


court of Travis County within three months after the date on which


notice is mailed under Section 66.307.


(b)AAThe determination on a claim becomes final and is not


subject to review if suit is not filed in accordance with Subsection


(a).


(c)AAReview by a district court under Subsection (a) is by


trial de novo.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.309.AAPAYMENT OF FINAL DIVIDEND. (a) The


liquidating agent may not pay a final dividend before the first day
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of the 19th month after the date notice is first published under


Section 66.304.


(b)AAThe liquidating agent shall declare and pay a final


dividend after:


(1)AAthe period provided by Subsection (a) expires;


and


(2)AAthe liquidating agent liquidates each asset of the


association capable of being liquidated or receives sufficient


money from the liquidation to:


(A)AApay the costs of the liquidation;


(B)AApay all claims that have been presented and


established; and


(C)AAleave money available to pay all nonclaiming


depositors and creditors of the association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.310.AADEPOSIT OF MONEY BY LIQUIDATING AGENT. The


liquidating agent shall deposit all unclaimed dividends and all


money available for nonclaiming depositors and creditors in one or


more state-chartered financial institutions for the benefit of the


depositors and creditors entitled to the dividends or money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.311.AAPAYMENT OF NONCLAIMING DEPOSITORS AND


CREDITORS. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), the


liquidating agent, on demand, shall pay a depositor or creditor of


the association who does not make a claim under Section 66.305 any


amount held by the liquidating agent for the benefit of the


depositor or creditor.


(b)AAIf the liquidating agent has a doubt about the identity


of a claimant or the claimant ’s right to the money, the liquidating


agent shall reject the claim and notify the claimant by registered


mail.


(c)AAThe liquidating agent’s rejection of a claim becomes


final if the claimant does not file suit against the liquidating


agent to recover the money in a district court of Travis County


within three months after the date on which the notice is mailed.
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(d)AAA suit under Subsection (c) is an action in rem.


Judgment is binding on all persons interested in the money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.312.AACOST OF LIQUIDATION. (a) The commissioner


shall determine the cost of the liquidation.


(b)AAThe cost of liquidation shall be paid from the


association’s assets as the commissioner directs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.313.AAFINAL REPORT. After paying a final dividend as


provided by Section 66.309 and performing any necessary or proper


action in liquidating the association’s assets for the benefit of


the depositors and creditors of the association, the liquidating


agent shall file with the commissioner a final report of the


liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.314.AACONTINUED EXISTENCE OF ASSOCIATION FOLLOWING


LIQUIDATION. For the purposes of adjusting and settling claims not


disposed of during the liquidation, the association continues to


exist until the third anniversary of the date the liquidation order


is issued.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.315.AASPECIAL LIQUIDATING AGENT. At the completion


of the liquidation, the commissioner may appoint a special


liquidating agent if necessary to adjust and settle undisposed


claims.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.316.AACLOSING OF LIQUIDATION; ORDER AND LIABILITY.


(a) The liquidating agent shall certify the completion of the


liquidation to the commissioner, who shall then issue an order


closing the liquidation.


(b)AAAfter the commissioner issues the order, the


commissioner and the liquidating agent are discharged from any
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further duty or liability in connection with the administration of


the association ’s affairs.


(c)AAAfter the closing order, a person does not have a claim,


suit, or action against the commissioner or the liquidating agent,


individually or in an official capacity, except a suit to recover an


unclaimed deposit as provided by this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.317.AAADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE. The procedures for


a contested case hearing under Chapter 2001, Government Code, apply


to a hearing set by the commissioner under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. RECEIVERSHIP OF UNINSURED ASSOCIATIONS


Sec.A66.351.AAPLACEMENT OF CERTAIN ASSOCIATIONS IN


RECEIVERSHIP. (a) After a final liquidation order has been issued


under Subchapter F or G for an association the deposits of which


are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or


another state or federal agency, the commissioner or liquidating


agent may apply to a district court of Travis County to appoint a


receiver for the association.


(b)AAThe court shall appoint a receiver if the court finds


substantial evidence that:


(1)AAthe commissioner has met all applicable


requirements of Subchapter F or G for issuing the liquidation


order;


(2)AAservice of the liquidation order has been


completed as provided by Section 66.106; and


(3)AAthe order is a final unappealable order under


Subchapter F or G.


(c)AAThe court shall appoint the liquidating agent appointed


during the liquidation of the association to serve as transitional


receiver during the first 60 days of the receivership. The court


may appoint a different receiver for the remainder of the


receivership.


(d)AAAfter the court appoints a receiver, liquidation of the
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association under the supervision of the commissioner ends and the


receiver shall liquidate the association under the supervision of


the court.


(e)AAA receiver is governed by:


(1)AASubchapter F, to the extent that subchapter is not


inconsistent with this section;


(2)AASubchapter G, other than Sections 66.302 and


66.316, and to the extent that subchapter is not inconsistent with


this section; and


(3)AAstate law applicable to receiverships generally to


the extent the law is not inconsistent with this chapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.352.AADUTIES OF RECEIVER. On appointment, the


receiver shall:


(1)AAimmediately take charge of the affairs of the


association, subject to the direction of the court; and


(2)AAconduct the business of the association or act as


necessary to conserve the assets and protect the rights of the


depositors or creditors and shareholders and members of the


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.353.AACOMPENSATION OF RECEIVER. The receiver is


entitled to compensation as determined by the court.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.354.AAEFFECT OF RECEIVERSHIP ON COMMISSIONER AND


LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) On appointment of the receiver, the


commissioner and liquidating agent are discharged from further duty


in connection with the administration or regulation of the affairs


of the association and are not liable, individually or in an


official capacity, for an action or a failure to act while the


association was in liquidation under this chapter.


(b)AAThe appointment or the action of a receiver under this


subchapter does not invalidate an authorized action taken by the


liquidating agent under Subchapter G. The prior action of the
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liquidating agent is considered valid as if the action had been


approved by the court in the receivership proceedings.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.355.AARECEIPT OF ITEMS AS EVIDENCE IN RECEIVERSHIP


PROCEEDING; CERTIFICATION. (a) A book, record, document, or paper


of the association received and held by the receiver during the


receivership proceeding or a certified copy of one of those items,


under the hand and official seal of the receiver, is admissible as


evidence in a case brought by or against the receiver without


additional evidence of authenticity except for a certificate of the


receiver stating that the item was received from the custody of the


association or found among the association ’s effects.


(b)AAIn a case brought by or against the receiver, the


receiver may:


(1)AAcertify the correctness of a paper, document, or


record of the receiver’s office, including an item described by


Subsection (a); and


(2)AAcertify under seal of the receiver to a fact


contained in the paper, document, or record in evidence in a case in


which the original would be evidence.


(c)AAWhen admitted into evidence, the original or a certified


copy or part of an item described by Subsection (b) becomes prima


facie evidence of the facts disclosed in the item.


(d)AAThis section applies to a case brought by or against the


liquidating agent before the appointment of a receiver as if the


case had been brought by or against the receiver.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.356.AATITLE AND CUSTODY OF ASSOCIATION ’S ASSETS.


(a) The property and assets of the association are in the custody


of the court from the date the receivership begins.


(b)AAThe receiver and a receiver’s successor in office have


title to all property, contracts, and rights of action of the


association, wherever located, beginning on the date the order


directing the receiver to take possession is entered. The title of


the receiver relates back to the date the liquidation of the
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association begins unless the court provides otherwise.


(c)AAThe filing or recording of the order in a record office


of the state has the same effect for notice purposes as a filed or


recorded deed, bill of sale, or other evidence of title.


(d)AAIf the court considers it desirable to protect the


assets of the association, the court may require a bond from the


receiver, in an amount set by the court, to be paid from the


association’s assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER I. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec.A66.401.AADERIVATIVE SUIT. (a) The commissioner may


bring a derivative suit on behalf of an association on an unpursued


cause of action if:


(1)AAthe commissioner determines that the suit should


be brought to protect the public interest or the interest of the


association or the shareholders, members, or creditors of the


association; and


(2)AAthe association has not brought suit on the action


before the 31st day after the date on which the commissioner gives


notice to the association that suit should be brought.


(b)AAExcept as provided by another statute that provides for


mandatory venue, venue is in a district court of Travis County.


(c)AAThe commissioner may employ legal counsel to bring and


prosecute a derivative suit.AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AApay the counsel from funds appropriated for the


operation of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending; or


(2)AArequire the association for which the suit is


brought to pay the counsel directly or to reimburse the Department


of Savings and Mortgage Lending for the payment.


(d)AAThe association shall be paid an amount equal to the


amount of the proceeds of a judgment on a suit brought under this


section less unreimbursed costs and expenses, including attorney’s


fees, incurred by the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending in


prosecuting the suit.


(e)AAIn this section, "unpursued cause of action" means an
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existing claim belonging to an association on which a suit or other


effective action has not been filed or taken by or on behalf of the


association on or before the last day of the sixth month after the


date on which the cause of action arose, involving:


(1)AAa claim for monetary damages or recovery of


property;


(2)AAa claim for equitable relief;


(3)AAa cause of action for breach of contract or for


enforcement of a contract; or


(4)AAa claim on a fidelity bond.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.033,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A66.402.AAPAYMENT OF INSURED DEPOSIT LIABILITIES BY


FDIC. If the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation pays the


insured deposit liabilities of an association that has been closed


or is being liquidated under this chapter, regardless of whether


the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has become receiver or


liquidating agent, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is


subrogated, to the extent of the payment, to all rights that the


owners of the savings accounts or deposits have against the


association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A66.403.AAENFORCEABILITY OF LOAN PROMISE OR AGREEMENT


MADE BY ASSOCIATION BEFORE CONSERVATORSHIP OR SUPERVISORY CONTROL.


If a promise or agreement to lend money is not otherwise


unenforceable under Chapter 26, Business & Commerce Code, and if


the promise or agreement is made by the association before the


association is placed under conservatorship or supervisory


control, the promise or agreement or a memorandum of the promise or


agreement is enforceable against the association only if the


promise or agreement or memorandum:


(1)AAis in writing and states the material terms of the


loan and the loan’s repayment;
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(2)AAis signed by an authorized officer or employee of


the association and the person to whom the promise or agreement was


made; and


(3)AAis approved by the association ’s board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 67. FOREIGN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A67.001.AALIMITATION ON RIGHT TO DO BUSINESS AS SAVINGS


AND LOAN ASSOCIATION. (a) A person may not do business as a savings


and loan association in this state or maintain an office in this


state for the purpose of doing business unless the person is a:


(1)AAdomestic association;


(2)AAfederal association; or


(3)AAforeign association that holds a certificate of


authority issued under Subchapter I, Chapter 62, or Section 61,


Chapter 61, General Laws, Acts of the 41st Legislature, 2nd Called


Session, 1929 (Article 881a-60, Vernon ’s Texas Civil Statutes).


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prohibit activity that is not


considered to be transacting business in this state under Section


B, Article 8.01, Texas Business Corporation Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.002.AAAPPLICATION OF LAW AND RULES. This subtitle


and each rule adopted under this subtitle apply to the operations in


this state of a foreign association and may be enforced by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.003.AACONTRACTS CONSTRUED UNDER LAW OF THIS STATE. A


contract between a foreign association and a resident of this state


is governed by the laws of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.004.AAFEDERAL ASSOCIATIONS. A federal association


is not a foreign corporation or foreign association for purposes of


this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER B. POWERS OF FOREIGN ASSOCIATION; ELIGIBILITY OF


ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENT


Sec.A67.101.AAPOWERS OF FOREIGN ASSOCIATION; ELIGIBILITY OF


ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENT. (a) A foreign association operating


under a certificate of authority has the rights and privileges of an


association created under this subtitle. The association ’s


accounts are eligible for investment to the same extent as those of


a domestic association.


(b)AAA foreign association may not be considered an


association organized under the laws of this state.


(c)AAA foreign association operating in this state under this


chapter may not exercise a power, perform a function, or offer a


service that a domestic association may not exercise, perform, or


offer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY


Sec.A67.201.AARENEWAL OF CERTIFICATE. A foreign association


may renew a certificate of authority by paying a renewal fee in


January of each year. The finance commission by resolution shall


set the fee annually.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.202.AAREVOCATION OF CERTIFICATE. (a) The


commissioner may revoke a foreign association’s certificate of


authority on the failure or refusal of the association to comply


with a final order of the commissioner.


(b)AAOn revocation under Subsection (a), an agent of the


association may not transact business in this state except to:


(1)AAreceive a payment to apply to an active loan


contract; or


(2)AApay a withdrawal request.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER D. EXAMINATION AND REGULATION


Sec.A67.301.AAFREQUENCY OF EXAMINATION. A foreign


association may not be examined more than once each year.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.302.AAEXAMINATION CHARGES. A foreign association


holding a certificate of authority shall pay:


(1)AAan examination fee in the amount set for a domestic


association under Section 61.007;


(2)AAall travel expenses of the examination; and


(3)AAthe amount of the examination expense that exceeds


the amount of the examination fee, if any.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.303.AAAGREEMENT WITH REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF OTHER


STATE. (a) The commissioner, in exercising the supervisory and


regulatory authority granted under Chapter 66, may enter into a


cooperative agreement with a regulatory authority of another state


to facilitate regulation of a foreign association doing business in


this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner may accept a report of examination and


other records from the regulatory authority of the other state


instead of conducting an examination outside this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A67.304.AACOMMISSIONER’S AUTHORITY TO ISSUE ORDERS. The


commissioner may issue an order against a foreign association


holding a certificate of authority in the same manner provided by


Chapter 66 for issuance of an order against a domestic association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE B. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


CHAPTER 89. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SAVINGS AND LOAN


ASSOCIATIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec.A89.001.AAAPPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 4, BUSINESS &


COMMERCE CODE. Chapter 4, Business & Commerce Code, applies to an


association with respect to an item paid, collected, settled,


negotiated, or otherwise handled by the association for a customer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A89.002.AAACKNOWLEDGMENT OR PROOF TAKEN BY MEMBER,


STOCKHOLDER, OR EMPLOYEE OF ASSOCIATION. A public officer who is


qualified to take an acknowledgment or proof of a written


instrument and who is a member or employee of, or a shareholder in,


an association or federal association is not disqualified because


of that relationship to the association or federal association from


taking an acknowledgment or proof of a written instrument in which


an association or federal association is interested.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A89.003.AARENDITION OF CERTAIN PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR AD


VALOREM TAXATION. (a) Each association and each federal


association shall render for ad valorem taxation all of its


personal property, other than furniture, fixtures, equipment, and


automobiles, as a whole at the value remaining after deducting the


following from the total value of its entire assets:


(1)AAall debts that it owes;


(2)AAall tax-free securities that it owns;


(3)AAits loss reserves and surplus;


(4)AAits savings liability; and


(5)AAthe appraised value of its furniture, fixtures,


and real property.


(b)AAThe association or federal association shall render the
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personal property, other than furniture, fixtures, equipment, and


automobiles, to the chief appraiser of the appraisal district in


the county in which its principal office is located.


(c)AAFurniture, fixtures, equipment, and automobiles of an


association or federal association shall be rendered and valued for


ad valorem taxation as provided by the Tax Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A89.004.AAINITIATION OF RULEMAKING BY ASSOCIATIONS. The


finance commission shall initiate rulemaking proceedings if at


least 20 percent of the associations petition the finance


commission in writing requesting the adoption, amendment, or repeal


of a rule.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 32, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 89.005.AAEXEMPTION FROM SECURITIES LAWS.AAA savings


account, certificate, or other evidence of an interest in the


savings liability of an association or federal association is not


considered a security under The Securities Act (Title 12,


Government Code). A security of these associations, other than an


interest in the savings liability of an association, is not subject


to the registration requirements of that act.AAA person whose


principal occupation is being an officer of an association is


exempt from the registration and licensing provisions of that act


with respect to that person’s participation in a sale or other


transaction involving securities of the association of which the


person is an officer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., Ch. 491 (H.B. 4171), Sec. 2.12,


eff. January 1, 2022.


Sec.A89.006.AALIABILITY OF COMMISSIONER AND OTHER COMMISSION


PERSONNEL; DEFENSE BY ATTORNEY GENERAL. (a) The commissioner, a


member of the finance commission, a deputy commissioner, an


examiner, or any other officer or employee of the Department of
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Savings and Mortgage Lending is not personally liable for damages


arising from the person’s official act or omission unless the act or


omission is corrupt or malicious.


(b)AAThe attorney general shall defend an action brought


against a person described by Subsection (a) because of the


person’s official act or omission without regard to whether the


person is an officer or employee of the department at the time the


action is instituted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.034,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A89.007.AAASSOCIATION AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT SAVINGS AND


LOAN BUSINESS UNDER PRIOR LAW NOW SUBJECT TO SUBTITLE. (a) An


association or corporation that was authorized to conduct a


building and loan association, savings and loan association,


building society, or other similar business before January 1, 1964,


and that has substantially the same purpose as a savings and loan


association is subject to this subtitle. The name, rights, powers,


privileges, and immunities of each of those associations or


corporations are governed, construed, extended, and limited by this


subtitle to the same extent and effect as if the association or


corporation had been incorporated under this subtitle.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (d) and


notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the entity’s


certificate of incorporation, bylaws, constitution, or rules, each


association or corporation described by Subsection (a) has the


rights, powers, privileges, and immunities conferred by this


subtitle and is subject to the duties, liabilities, and


restrictions imposed by this subtitle.


(c)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (d), the articles of


association, certificate of incorporation, or charter and the


bylaws, constitutions, or other rules of each of those associations


or corporations are:


(1)AAconsidered modified and amended to conform to this


subtitle, regardless of whether the commissioner has issued or
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approved a conformed copy of the document; and


(2)AAvoid to the extent that the document is


inconsistent with this subtitle.


(d)AAThe obligations existing on January 1, 1964, of each


association or corporation described by Subsection (a), including


an obligation between the entity and one or more of its members and


between the entity and any other person, are not impaired by this


subtitle. Any valid contract existing on January 1, 1964, either


between the members of the entity or between the entity and any


other person, is not impaired by this subtitle. An association is


not required to change its name.


(e)AAAn association or corporation described by Subsection


(a) may enforce in its name any contractual obligation of the


association or corporation incurred before January 1, 1964. A


demand, claim, or right of action against the association or


corporation may be enforced against the association or corporation


as fully and completely as it might have been enforced before


January 1, 1964.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A89.008.AAOFFICES OF FEDERAL ASSOCIATIONS. A federal


association that has been merged, consolidated, or converted into a


domestic or foreign savings bank or association is entitled to


retain any authorized office under the terms provided for a foreign


savings bank under Subchapter I, Chapter 92.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.31(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. ACCESS TO AND DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION


Sec.A89.051.AAACCESS TO BOOKS AND RECORDS OF ASSOCIATION.


(a) The books and records of an association may be examined only


by:


(1)AAthe commissioner or the commissioner’s


representative in accordance with Sections 66.051, 66.053, and


66.054;


(2)AAa person authorized to act for the association;
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(3)AAan agent of a governmental agency that has insured


the savings accounts of the association; or


(4)AAa borrower or savings account holder of the


association, in accordance with Subsection (b).


(b)AAA borrower or savings account holder of an association


is entitled to examine only the books and records of the association


that pertain to the person’s loan or savings account.


(c)AAA person is entitled to a partial or complete list of the


stockholders of a stock association or of the members of a mutual


association only if expressly permitted by the association ’s board.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A89.052.AADISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION HELD BY DEPARTMENT


ABOUT AN ASSOCIATION; LIABILITY. (a) The commissioner and an


examiner, supervisor, conservator, liquidator, inspector, deputy,


assistant, clerk, or other employee of the Department of Savings


and Mortgage Lending who is appointed or acting under this subtitle


shall be removed from the person’s position with the department if


the person:


(1)AAdoes not keep secret a fact or information about an


association obtained during an examination or because of the


person’s official position, except when the public duty of the


person requires otherwise; or


(2)AAwilfully makes a false official report about the


condition of an association.


(b)AAA report of an examination made to the commissioner is


confidential and is not a public record or available for public


inspection, except:


(1)AAfor good reason the commissioner may make the


report public; and


(2)AAa copy of the report may be furnished to the


Federal Home Loan Bank Board or to the Federal Home Loan Bank to


meet the requirements of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C.


Section 1421 et seq.).


(c)AAWhen a supervisory order is issued under Chapter 66, the


commissioner shall report the existence of the order promptly to


the finance commission but shall maintain the confidentiality of
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the content of the order.


(d)AAUnless this subtitle provides otherwise, this section


does not apply to any fact or information or to a report of an


investigation obtained or made by the commissioner or the


commissioner’s staff in connection with an application for a


charter under this subtitle or with a hearing held by the


commissioner under this subtitle. The fact, information, or report


may be included in the record of the hearing.


(e)AAThis section does not prevent the proper exchange of


information relating to associations with the representatives of


savings and loan departments of other states or any other


department, agency, or instrumentality of this or another state or


the United States if the commissioner determines the disclosure of


the information is necessary or proper to enforce the laws of this


or another state or the United States.


(f)AAAn official who violates this section is liable to the


person injured by the disclosure of the secrets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.035,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 7, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER C. OFFENSES AND PENALTIES


Sec. 89.101.AACRIMINAL SLANDER. (a)AAA person commits an


offense if the person:


(1)AAknowingly makes, utters, circulates, or transmits


to another person a statement that is untrue and derogatory to the


financial condition of an association; or


(2)AAwith intent to injure an association counsels,


aids, procures, or induces another person to originate, make,


utter, transmit, or circulate a statement or rumor that is untrue


and derogatory to the financial condition of the association.


(b)AAAn offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Amended by:


Acts 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., Ch. 87 (S.B. 1969), Sec. 25.062,


eff. September 1, 2009.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 8, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A89.102.AAGENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY. (a) The


commissioner may require an association that knowingly violates


this subtitle or a rule adopted under this subtitle to pay to the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending an administrative


penalty not to exceed $1,000 for each day that the violation occurs


after notice of the violation is given by the commissioner.


(b)AAOn the commissioner’s certification that an association


has not paid a penalty assessed under this section, the attorney


general may file suit to collect the penalty.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.036,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 91. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A91.001.AASHORT TITLE. This subtitle may be cited as the


Texas Savings Bank Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A91.002.AADEFINITIONS. In this subtitle:


(1)AA"Appropriate banking agency":


(A)AAmeans:


(i)AAwith respect to a savings bank


chartered by this state, the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending;


(ii)AAwith respect to a federal savings


bank, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency;


(iii)AAwith respect to a savings and loan


association chartered by this state, the Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending;


(iv)AAwith respect to a federal savings and


loan association, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency;


(v)AAwith respect to a bank chartered by this


state, the Texas Department of Banking;


(vi)AAwith respect to a national bank, the


Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and


(vii)AAwith respect to a bank, savings bank,


or savings and loan association chartered by another state, the


chartering agency; and


(B)AAincludes:


(i)AAin each case in which a state bank is a


member of the Federal Reserve System, the board of governors of the


Federal Reserve System;


(ii)AAin each case where required by the


Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1811 et seq.), the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; and


(iii)AAany successor of a state or federal
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agency specified by this subdivision.


(2)AA"Board" means the board of directors of a savings


bank or the managers of a savings bank organized as a limited


savings bank.


(3)AA"Capital stock" means the units into which the


proprietary interest in a capital stock savings bank is divided.


(4)AA"Capital stock savings bank" means a savings bank


authorized to issue capital stock.


(5)AA"Commissioner" means the savings and mortgage


lending commissioner.


(6)AA"Company" means a corporation, partnership,


trust, joint-stock company, association, unincorporated


organization, or other legal entity, or a combination of any of


those entities acting together.


(7)AA"Deposit account" means a savings account,


certificate of deposit, withdrawable deposit, demand deposit


account, checking account, or any other term referring to the


amount of money a savings bank owes an account holder as the result


of the deposit of money in the savings bank.


(8)AA"Deposit liability" means the aggregate amount of


money shown by the books of the savings bank to be owed the savings


bank’s deposit account holders after applying any legal or


contractual reduction.


(9)AA"Domestic savings bank" means a savings bank


organized under the laws of this state.


(10)AA"Earnings on account" means interest


contractually payable or dividends declared payable to holders of


deposit accounts in a savings bank.


(11)AA"Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation" includes


any successor.


(12)AA"Federal savings bank" means a savings bank


incorporated under the laws of the United States.


(13)AA"Finance commission" means the Finance


Commission of Texas.


(14)AA"Financial institution" has the meaning assigned


by Section 201.101.


(15)AA"Foreign savings bank" means a savings bank:
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(A)AAorganized under the laws of:


(i)AAa state of the United States other than


this state; or


(ii)AAthe United States; and


(B)AAthe principal office of which is located


outside this state.


(16)AA"Holding company" means a company that directly


or indirectly controls a savings bank or controls another company


that directly or indirectly controls a savings bank.


(16-a)AA"Limited savings bank" means a savings bank


electing to be organized as a limited liability company under this


subtitle.


(17)AA"Loss reserves" means the aggregate amount of the


reserves allocated by a savings bank solely to absorb losses.


(18)AA"Member" means:


(A)AAwith respect to a mutual savings bank, a


person:


(i)AAholding an account with the mutual


savings bank;


(ii)AAassuming or obligated on a loan in


which the mutual savings bank has an interest; or


(iii)AAowning property that secures a loan


in which the mutual savings bank has an interest; or


(B)AAwith respect to a savings bank organized as a


limited savings bank, a person who owns a membership interest in the


limited savings bank.


(19)AA"Mutual savings bank" means a savings bank not


authorized to issue capital stock.


(20)AA"Regulatory capital" means a common stockholders’


equity, including retained earnings, noncumulative perpetual


preferred stock and related earnings, minority interests in the


equity accounts of fully consolidated subsidiaries, and other


elements established by rules of the finance commission.


(21)AA"Savings bank" means an institution organized


under or subject to this subtitle.


(22)AA"Shareholder" means the owner of capital stock.


(23)AA"Surplus" means the aggregate amount of:
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(A)AAthe undistributed earnings of a savings bank


held as undivided profits or unallocated reserves for general


corporate purposes; and


(B)AApaid-in surplus held by the savings bank.


(24)AA"Unsafe and unsound practice" means an action or


inaction in the operation of a savings bank that is likely to:


(A)AAcause insolvency or substantial dissipation


of assets or earnings; or


(B)AAreduce the ability of the savings bank to


timely satisfy withdrawal requests of deposit account holders.


(25)AA"Withdrawal value of deposit account" means the


net amount of money that may be withdrawn by an account holder from


a deposit account after applying any legal or contractual


reduction.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.32(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999;


Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 33, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts


2003, 78th Leg., ch. 172, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.02, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.037,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 9, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Sec.A91.003.AACONTROL; SUBSIDIARY. (a) For purposes of


this subtitle, a person controls a savings bank if the person has


the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and


policies of the savings bank directly or indirectly. A person is


considered to control a savings bank if the person, individually or


acting with others, directly or indirectly holds with the power to


vote, owns, or controls, or holds proxies representing, at least 25


percent of the voting stock or voting rights of a savings bank.


(b)AAFor purposes of this subtitle, a company is a subsidiary


of a savings bank if the savings bank or another company directly or


indirectly controlled by the savings bank controls the company. A
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savings bank is considered to control a company if the savings bank,


directly or indirectly or acting with one or more other persons or


through one or more subsidiaries:


(1)AAholds with the power to vote, owns, or controls, or


holds proxies representing, more than 25 percent of the voting


stock or voting rights of the company;


(2)AAcontrols in any manner the election of a majority


of the directors of the company;


(3)AAis a general partner in the company; or


(4)AAhas contributed more than 25 percent of the equity


capital of the company.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A91.004.AANOTICE OF HEARING; RIGHT TO RESPOND. (a)


Notice of a hearing under this subtitle shall be given to each


domestic and federal savings bank in the county in which the subject


matter of the hearing is or will be located, except that notice of a


hearing under an order under Chapter 96 shall be given to each party


affected by the order.


(b)AAEach interested party is entitled to an opportunity to


respond and present evidence and argument on each issue involved in


a hearing under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A91.005.AARECORD OF PROCEEDING. On written request by an


interested party, the commissioner shall keep a formal record of


the proceedings of a hearing under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A91.006.AADECISION OR ORDER. (a) A decision or order


adverse to a party who appeared and participated in a hearing must


be in writing and include separately stated findings of fact and


conclusions of law on the issues material to the decision or order.


Findings of fact that are stated in statutory language must be


accompanied by a concise and explicit statement of the underlying


facts supporting the findings.


(b)AAA decision or order entered after a hearing is final and
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appealable on the 15th day after the date it is entered unless a


party files a motion for rehearing before that date. If the motion


for rehearing is overruled, a decision or order is appealable after


the date an order overruling a motion for rehearing is entered.


(c)AAEach party to a hearing shall be promptly notified


personally or by mail of a decision, order, or other action taken in


respect to the subject matter of the hearing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A91.007.AAFEES. The finance commission by rule shall:


(1)AAset the amount of fees the commissioner charges


for:


(A)AAsupervision and examination of savings


banks;


(B)AAfiling an application or other documents;


(C)AAconducting a hearing; and


(D)AAother services the commissioner performs;


and


(2)AAspecify the time and manner of payment of the fees.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 34, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 92. ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 92.001.AAAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAW. (a) With respect


to a savings bank, other than a savings bank organized as a limited


savings bank, organized before January 1, 2006, the Texas Business


Corporation Act, the Texas Miscellaneous Corporation Laws Act


(Article 1302-1.01 et seq., Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes), and


other law relating to general business corporations apply to a


savings bank to the extent not inconsistent with this subtitle or


the proper business of a savings bank.


(b)AAWith respect to a savings bank organized as a limited


savings bank before January 1, 2006, the Texas Limited Liability


Company Act (Article 1528n, Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes) and any


other law relating to a limited liability company organized in


Texas apply to a limited savings bank to the extent not inconsistent


with this subtitle or the proper business of a limited savings bank.


(c)AAWith respect to a savings bank, other than a savings


bank organized as a limited savings bank, organized on or after


January 1, 2006, the provisions of the Business Organizations Code


applicable to general business corporations apply to a savings bank


to the extent not inconsistent with this subtitle or the proper


business of a savings bank.


(d)AAWith respect to a savings bank organized as a limited


savings bank on or after January 1, 2006, the provisions of the


Business Organizations Code applicable to a limited liability


company organized in this state apply to a limited savings bank to


the extent not inconsistent with this subtitle or the proper


business of a limited savings bank.


(e)AAWith respect to a savings bank or limited savings bank


organized before January 1, 2006, the finance commission may


establish rules permitting a savings bank or limited savings bank


to elect to be governed by the provisions of the Business
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Organizations Code to the extent not inconsistent with this


subtitle or the proper business of a savings bank or limited savings


bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.03, eff.


September 1, 2005.


SUBCHAPTER B. INCORPORATION IN GENERAL


Sec.A92.051.AAAPPLICATION TO INCORPORATE. (a) Five or more


adult residents of this state may apply to incorporate a savings


bank by submitting to the commissioner:


(1)AAan application to incorporate a savings bank that


is:


(A)AAin a form specified by the commissioner; and


(B)AAsigned by each incorporator; and


(2)AAthe filing fee.


(b)AAAn application must contain:


(1)AAtwo copies of the savings bank’s articles of


incorporation identifying:


(A)AAthe name of the savings bank;


(B)AAthe location of the principal office; and


(C)AAthe names and addresses of the initial


directors;


(2)AAtwo copies of the savings bank’s bylaws;


(3)AAdata sufficiently detailed and comprehensive to


enable the commissioner to make findings under Section 92.058,


including statements, exhibits, and maps;


(4)AAother information relating to the savings bank and


its operation that the finance commission by rule requires; and


(5)AAfinancial information about each applicant,


incorporator, director, officer, or shareholder that the finance


commission by rule requires.


(c)AAFinancial information described by Subsection (b) is


confidential and not subject to public disclosure unless the


commissioner finds that disclosure is necessary and in the public
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interest.


(d)AAThe articles of incorporation and statements of fact


must be signed and sworn to.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 35, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.052.AAADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CAPITAL STOCK


SAVINGS BANK. (a) A capital stock savings bank’s articles of


incorporation must include a statement of:


(1)AAthe aggregate number of shares of common stock


that the savings bank may issue;


(2)AAthe par value of each share or that the shares are


without par value;


(3)AAwhether the savings bank may issue preferred


stock;


(4)AAthe amount of stock that has been subscribed and


will be paid for before the savings bank begins business;


(5)AAthe name and address of each subscriber and the


amount subscribed by each; and


(6)AAthe amount of paid-in surplus with which the


savings bank will begin business.


(b)AABefore approving the application of a capital stock


savings bank, the commissioner shall require the savings bank to


have an aggregate amount of capital in the form of stock and paid-in


surplus the finance commission by rule specifies.


(c)AAThe subscriptions for capital stock, less any lawful


expenditures, shall be returned pro rata to the subscribers if:


(1)AAthe application is not approved; or


(2)AAthe savings bank does not begin business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 36, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.053.AAADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MUTUAL SAVINGS


BANK. (a) A mutual savings bank’s articles of incorporation must


include a statement of the amount of deposit liability of the


savings bank and the amount of the expense fund with which the


savings bank will begin business.
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(b)AABefore approving the articles of incorporation of a


mutual savings bank, the commissioner shall require the savings


bank to have subscriptions for an aggregate amount of deposit


accounts and an expense fund in an aggregate amount the finance


commission by rule establishes as necessary for the successful


operation of a mutual savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 37, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.054.AAMINIMUM INITIAL CAPITAL. (a) The finance


commission by rule shall set the minimum initial capital of a


savings bank in an amount not less than the greater of:


(1)AAthe amount required to obtain insurance of deposit


accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; or


(2)AAthe amount required of a national bank.


(b)AAThe initial capital must be paid in cash before the


savings bank may begin business.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 38, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.055.AAAPPROVAL OF MANAGING OFFICER. (a) A savings


bank may not begin business before:


(1)AAit presents to the commissioner the name and


qualifications of its managing officer; and


(2)AAthe commissioner approves the managing officer.


(b)AAAn applicant is not required at a hearing on the


application or in a public record to specify the name and


qualifications of the managing officer of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.056.AACORPORATE NAME. (a) The name of a savings


bank must include the words "State Savings Bank" or the


abbreviation "SSB," preceded by one or more appropriate descriptive


words approved by the commissioner.


(b)AAThe commissioner may not approve the incorporation of a


savings bank that has the same name as another financial


institution authorized to do business in this state under this
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subtitle, Subtitle A, or Subtitle B or a name so nearly resembling


the name of another financial institution as to be calculated to


deceive unless the savings bank is formed:


(1)AAby the reincorporation, reorganization, or


consolidation of the other financial institution; or


(2)AAon the sale of the property or franchise of the


other savings bank.


(c)AAA person that is not a state or federal savings bank may


not do business under a name or title that:


(1)AAcontains the words "savings bank";


(2)AAindicates or reasonably implies that the business


being done is the type of business carried on or transacted by a


savings bank; or


(3)AAis calculated to lead a person to believe that the


business being done is the type of business carried on or transacted


by a savings bank.


(d)AAOn application by the commissioner or a savings bank, a


court may enjoin a violation of this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.057.AAHEARING ON APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE. (a) On


the filing of a complete application to incorporate, as defined by


rules adopted by the finance commission, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAissue public notice of the application; and


(2)AAgive any interested person an opportunity to


appear, present evidence, and be heard for or against the


application.


(b)AAA hearing officer designated by the commissioner shall


hold the hearing.


(c)AAThe hearing officer shall file with the commissioner a


report on the hearing. The report must:


(1)AAspecify findings of fact on each condition


described by Section 92.058; and


(2)AAidentify the evidence that forms the basis for


those findings.


(d)AAA hearing is not required if:


(1)AAbefore the 11th day after the date the notice of
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application is published, no person has notified the commissioner


in writing that the person intends to appear and present evidence at


the hearing; and


(2)AAthe commissioner finds that the application


complies with all statutory requirements for approval.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 39, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.058.AADECISION ON APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE;


ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION. (a) Not later than the


30th day after the date the hearing ends, the commissioner shall


enter a final order approving or denying the application.


(b)AAThe commissioner may approve an application to


incorporate only if:


(1)AAthe prerequisites to incorporation required by


this chapter are satisfied;


(2)AAthe character, responsibility, and general


fitness of each person named in the articles of incorporation


command confidence and warrant belief that:


(A)AAthe business of the savings bank will be


honestly and efficiently conducted in accordance with the intent


and purpose of this subtitle; and


(B)AAthe savings bank will have qualified


full-time management;


(3)AAthere is a public need for the savings bank;


(4)AAthe volume of business in the community in which


the savings bank will conduct its business indicates a profitable


operation is probable; and


(5)AAthe operation of the savings bank will not unduly


harm an existing savings bank or state or federal savings and loan


association.


(c)AAOn finding that each requirement of Subsection (b) is


met, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAenter an order approving the application and


stating the findings required by Subsection (b);


(2)AAissue under official seal a certificate of


incorporation;
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(3)AAdeliver a copy of the approved articles of


incorporation and bylaws to the incorporators; and


(4)AApermanently retain a copy of the articles of


incorporation and bylaws.


(d)AAOn delivery of the certificate to the incorporators, the


savings bank:


(1)AAis a corporate body with perpetual existence


unless terminated by law; and


(2)AAmay exercise the powers of a savings bank


beginning on the date the commissioner certifies receipt of


satisfactory proof that the savings bank has received, free of


encumbrance, the required amount of capital.


(e)AAIf the commissioner cannot make all findings required by


Subsection (b), the commissioner shall enter a written order


denying the application and stating the grounds for denial. The


commissioner by certified mail shall deliver a copy of the order to


the designated representative of the incorporators.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.059.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW. (a) An applicant may appeal


a final order with the commissioner as defendant.


(b)AAA party to the action may appeal the court’s decision.


The appeal is immediately returnable to the appellate court and has


precedence over any cause of a different character pending in that


court.


(c)AAThe commissioner is not required to give an appeal bond


in a cause arising under this section.


(d)AAFiling an appeal under this section does not stay an


order of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.060.AAPREFERENCE FOR LOCAL CONTROL. If more than one


application to incorporate a new savings bank or establish an


additional office of an existing savings bank in the same community


is before the commissioner at the same time, the commissioner may


give additional weight to the application of the applicant that has


the greater degree of control vested in or held by residents of the
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community.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.061.AADEADLINE FOR COMMENCING BUSINESS. (a) A


savings bank shall begin business not later than the first


anniversary of the date the commissioner approves the savings


bank’s application.


(b)AAOn the request of the incorporators and for good cause


shown, the commissioner may grant a reasonable extension of the


deadline prescribed by Subsection (a).


(c)AAThe commissioner may rescind the authority to operate of


a savings bank that does not begin business as required by this


subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.062.AAAMENDMENT OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OR


BYLAWS. (a) A savings bank may amend its articles of incorporation


or bylaws by a resolution adopted by a majority vote of those


entitled to vote attending an annual meeting or a special meeting


called for that purpose.


(b)AAAn amendment may not take effect before it is filed with


and approved by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.063.AACHANGE OF OFFICE OR NAME; ESTABLISHMENT OF


ADDITIONAL OFFICES. (a) Only with the prior approval of the


commissioner given in accordance with rules of the finance


commission may a savings bank:


(1)AAestablish an office other than the principal


office stated in the savings bank’s articles of incorporation;


(2)AAmove an office from its immediate vicinity; or


(3)AAchange the savings bank’s name.


(b)AAThe commissioner may permit a savings bank to establish


additional offices in this state or another state in accordance


with rules of the finance commission.


(c)AAOn request, the commissioner shall give a person who


might be affected by the establishment of additional offices or the
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change of office location or name an opportunity to be heard under


Section 91.004.


(d)AAA savings bank may not establish or maintain a branch on


the premises or property of an affiliate if the affiliate engages in


commercial activities not permitted for a state savings bank or


subsidiary of a state savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 40, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 217 (H.B. 944), Sec. 3, eff.


May 25, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER C. INCORPORATION TO REORGANIZE OR MERGE


Sec. 92.101.AAPURPOSE OF INCORPORATION. A person may apply


to incorporate a savings bank for the purpose of:


(1)AApurchasing the assets, assuming the liabilities


other than liability to shareholders, and continuing the business


of a financial institution the commissioner considers to be in an


unsafe condition;


(2)AAacquiring an existing financial institution by


merger; or


(3)AAfacilitating a reorganization or merger with or


into a savings bank under rules adopted by the finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.04, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.102.AAINCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS. (a) An


application to incorporate a savings bank under this subchapter


must be submitted to the commissioner.


(b)AAThe application must include information required by


the commissioner or by rule of the finance commission.


(c)AAThe savings bank must have capital in an amount


determined by the commissioner to be sufficient to carry out the


purposes for which incorporation is requested.
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(d)AAChapter 2001, Government Code, does not apply to the


application if:


(1)AAthe commissioner considers the financial


institution to be reorganized or merged to be in an unsafe


condition; or


(2)AAthe savings bank incorporated under this


subchapter does not survive the merger or is facilitating the


continuation of an existing savings bank corporate reorganization


as defined by rules adopted by the finance commission.


(e)AAIf the commissioner considers the financial institution


to be reorganized or merged to be in an unsafe condition,AAthe


application and all information relating to the application are


confidential and not subject to public disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 41, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.05, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.103.AADECISION ON APPLICATION; ISSUANCE OF


CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION. (a) The commissioner shall approve


an application under this subchapter if the commissioner finds


that:


(1)AAthe business of the financial institution that is


to be reorganized or merged can be effectively continued under the


articles of incorporation; and


(2)AAthe reorganization or merger is in the best


interest of the public and the savers, depositors, creditors, and


shareholders of the financial institution that is to be reorganized


or merged.


(b)AAIf the commissioner approves an application under


Subsection (a), the commissioner shall:


(1)AAstate findings under that subsection in writing;


and


(2)AAissue a certificate of incorporation.


(c)AANotwithstanding Section 92.353, the commissioner may


approve an application to incorporate under this subchapter if the
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commissioner:


(1)AAconsiders the institution to be reorganized or


merged to be in an unsafe condition; and


(2)AAfinds from the application and all information


submitted with the application that the reorganization or merger is


in the best interest of the public and the savers, depositors,


creditors, and shareholders of the institution that is to be


reorganized or merged.


(d)AAOn issuance of the certificate of incorporation, the


savings bank:


(1)AAis a corporate body and a continuation of the


former institution, subject to all its liabilities, obligations,


duties, and relations; and


(2)AAmay exercise the powers of a savings bank.


(e)AAIn a merger, a shareholder of a capital stock financial


institution has the same dissenter’s rights as a shareholder of a


domestic business corporation under the Texas Business Corporation


Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. ADMINISTRATION


Sec.A92.151.AAORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. (a) Not later than


the 30th day after the date the corporate existence of a savings


bank begins, the initial board shall hold an organizational meeting


and elect officers and take other appropriate action to begin the


business of the savings bank.


(b)AAFor good cause shown, the commissioner by order may


extend the deadline prescribed by Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.152.AABOARD OF DIRECTORS. (a) A board of not fewer


than five or more than 21 directors shall direct the business of a


savings bank. The members or shareholders may change the number of


directors, within the prescribed limits, by resolution adopted at


an annual meeting or a special meeting called for that purpose.


(b)AAThe members or shareholders shall elect the board by a
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majority vote at the annual meeting. The directors may be elected


for staggered terms of longer than one year as provided by the


savings bank’s bylaws or articles of incorporation.


(c)AAThe bylaws of a capital stock savings bank may require


that all or a majority of the board be shareholders.


(d)AAA vacancy on the board is filled by the election by a


majority vote of the remaining directors, regardless of whether a


quorum exists, of a director to serve until the next annual meeting


of members or shareholders. The remaining directors may continue


to direct the savings bank until the vacancy is filled.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.33(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Sec.A92.153.AAQUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS. (a) A person is


not qualified to be a director of a savings bank if the person:


(1)AAis less than 18 years of age;


(2)AAhas been adjudicated bankrupt or convicted of a


criminal offense involving dishonesty or breach of trust, unless


the commissioner gives the person prior written approval to be a


director;


(3)AAhas a final judgment entered against the person


for an amount of money that has remained unsatisfied or unsecured


for more than six months after the date of the judgment’s entry,


unless:


(A)AAthe commissioner gives the person prior


written approval to be a director; or


(B)AAthe judgment was satisfied of record more


than one year before the election date; or


(4)AAis a director, officer, or employee of another


savings bank, unless the commissioner gives the person prior


written approval to be a director.


(b)AAThe bylaws of a savings bank may prescribe other


qualifications for a director.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.154.AAOFFICERS. (a) The officers of a savings bank


are:
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(1)AAa president;


(2)AAone or more vice presidents;


(3)AAa secretary; and


(4)AAother officers prescribed by the bylaws.


(b)AAThe board elects the officers by a majority vote.


(c)AAThe managing officer must be a director.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.155.AACONFLICTS OF INTEREST. (a) Except as the


finance commission by rule provides, a director or officer may not:


(1)AAreceive directly or indirectly a commission on or


benefit from a loan made by the savings bank;


(2)AApay for services rendered to a borrower from the


savings bank in connection with a loan;


(3)AAdirect or require a borrower on a mortgage to


negotiate an insurance policy on the mortgage property through a


particular insurance company;


(4)AAattempt to divert to a particular insurance broker


the business of borrowers from the savings bank;


(5)AArefuse to accept an insurance policy on the


mortgaged property because the policy was not negotiated through a


particular insurance broker;


(6)AAbecome an obligor, including an endorser, surety,


or guarantor, on a loan made by the savings bank;


(7)AAborrow or use, individually or as agent or partner


of another, directly or indirectly, money of the savings bank;


(8)AAbecome the owner of real property on which the


savings bank holds a mortgage unless the loan is fully secured by:


(A)AAa first-lien mortgage on property that:


(i)AAis to be occupied as the director’s or


officer’s primary residence; and


(ii)AAis specifically approved in writing by


the board; or


(B)AAa deposit maintained by the officer or


director with the savings bank; or


(9)AAengage in any other activity the finance


commission by rule prohibits.
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(b)AAExcept as the finance commission by rule provides, a


savings bank may not make a loan to a corporation in which:


(1)AAa director or officer of the savings bank holds


stock, options, or warrants to purchase stock in the amount of five


percent or more of the outstanding stock; or


(2)AAthe directors of the savings bank together hold


stock, options, or warrants to purchase stock in the amount of five


percent or more of the outstanding stock.


(c)AAA deposit with a banking corporation is a loan for


purposes of this section.


(d)AAThis section does not prohibit a savings bank from:


(1)AAmaking a loan to a religious corporation, club, or


other membership corporation of which one or more directors or


officers are members but in which they have no financial interest;


or


(2)AAmaking a loan to or purchasing a guaranteed


mortgage from a stock corporation if:


(A)AAa director does not own more than 15 percent


of the corporation’s capital stock; and


(B)AAthe total amount of the corporation’s capital


stock owned by all directors of the savings bank is less than 25


percent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 42, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 92.156.AAFINANCIAL INSTITUTION BOND. (a)AAA savings


bank shall maintain a financial institution bond that provides


adequate coverage to protect the savings bank from loss:


(1)AAby or through dishonest or criminal action or


omission, including fraud, theft, or misplacement, by any of the


following persons:


(A)AAan officer or employee of the savings bank;


(B)AAan attorney retained by the savings bank;


(C)AAa nonemployee performing data processing


services for the savings bank; or


(D)AAa director of the savings bank performing a


duty of an officer or employee; or
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(2)AAby other perils such as robbery, burglary,


forgery, or alteration.


(b)AAA savings bank that employs a collection agent who is


not covered by the bond required by Subsection (a) shall:


(1)AAensure that the savings bank is included as a loss


payee in the collection agent’s crime coverage; and


(2)AAobtain a certificate of insurance evidencing the


sufficiency of the collection agent’s crime coverage.


(c)AASubject to rules adopted under Subsection (e), the board


shall, at least annually, review and approve:


(1)AAthe coverage, including the amount of the


coverage, provided by the bond and the form of the bond; and


(2)AAthe sustainability of the corporate surety or


insurer that issued the bond.


(d)AAThe bond must provide that a cancellation or other


termination by the corporate surety or insurer or by the insured is


not effective until the earlier of:


(1)AAthe date the commissioner approves; or


(2)AAthe 30th day after the date written notice of the


cancellation is given to the commissioner.


(e)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules establishing:


(1)AAthe coverage, including the amount of the


coverage, that must be provided by the bond and the form of the


bond; and


(2)AAthe sustainability of the corporate surety or


insurer that issues the bond.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.06, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Acts 2017, 85th Leg., R.S., Ch. 165 (H.B. 2579), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2017.


Sec.A92.157.AAMEETINGS OF MEMBERS OR SHAREHOLDERS. (a) The


members or shareholders of a savings bank shall hold an annual


meeting at the time fixed in the savings bank’s bylaws.


(b)AAA special meeting may be called as provided by the
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savings bank’s bylaws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.158.AAVOTING RIGHTS. (a) The voting rights of a


person entitled to vote at an annual or special meeting of a savings


bank are the same as those of a shareholder of a domestic business


corporation under the Texas Business Corporation Act.


(b)AAThe bylaws of a savings bank must specify the voting


requirements, including quorum requirements, for conducting


business at a meeting of the members or shareholders.


(c)AAThe bylaws of a savings bank must provide for the voting


rights of the members or shareholders. The bylaws must provide the


manner of computing the number of votes that a member or shareholder


is entitled to cast. The bylaws of a capital stock savings bank may


provide that only shareholders may vote.


(d)AAVoting may be in person or by proxy. A proxy must be in


writing and signed by the member or shareholder or the member’s or


shareholder’s duly authorized attorney-in-fact and be filed with


the secretary of the savings bank. Unless otherwise specified in


the proxy, a proxy continues until:


(1)AAa written revocation is delivered to the


secretary; or


(2)AAthe proxy is superseded by a subsequent proxy.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. OPERATIONS AND FINANCES


Sec.A92.201.AABOOKS AND RECORDS. A savings bank shall


maintain its books and records according to generally accepted


accounting principles and to rules adopted by the finance


commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 43, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.203.AAREGULATORY CAPITAL. A savings bank shall


maintain regulatory capital in the amount prescribed by rule of the


finance commission. The amount may not be less than the amount of
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regulatory capital required for a corresponding national bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 45, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec. 92.204.AAQUALIFIED THRIFT LENDER TEST. (a) A savings


bank must:


(1)AAqualify under and continue to meetAAthe qualified


thrift lender test of Section 10(m), Home Owners’ Loan Act (12


U.S.C. Section 1467a(m)); or


(2)AAmaintain more than 50 percent of its portfolio


assets in qualified thrift assets on a monthly average basis in at


least nine out of 12 months.


(b)AAFor purposes of Subsection (a)(2), "qualified thrift


assets" means:


(1)AAqualified thrift investments as defined by 12


U.S.C. Section 1467a(m)(4)(C); and


(2)AAother assets determined by the commissioner, under


rules adopted by the finance commission, to be substantially


equivalent to qualified thrift investments described by


Subdivision (1) or which further residential lending or community


development.


(c)AA The commissioner may grant temporary or limited


exceptions to the requirements of this section as the commissioner


considers necessary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.34(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1999.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.07, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.205.AACOMPUTATION OF INCOME. (a) A savings bank


shall close its books at the times provided by its bylaws to


determine its gross income for the period since the date of the last


closing of its books.


(b)AAA savings bank’s net income for a period is computed by


subtracting the amount of the savings bank’s operating expenses for


the period from the savings bank’s gross income for the period.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.206.AAINSURANCE OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. A savings bank


shall obtain and maintain federal insurance of deposit accounts


through an insurance corporation created by an Act of the United


States Congress.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 92.207.AALIMITATION ON ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES. A


savings bank may issue a form of stock, share, account, or


investment certificate only as authorized by this subtitle or as


permitted for a national bank, federal savings and loan


association, federal savings bank, or state bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.08, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.208.AACOMMON STOCK. (a) A savings bank may not


issue common stock before the common stock is fully paid for in


cash.


(b)AAA savings bank may not make a loan against the shares of


its outstanding common stock.


(c)AAA savings bank may not purchase, directly or indirectly,


its own issued common stock, except under a stock repurchase plan


approved in advance by the commissioner.


(d)AAA savings bank may not retire or redeem common stock


until:


(1)AAall liabilities of the savings bank are satisfied,


including all amounts due to holders of deposit accounts, unless:


(A)AAprior written permission is obtained from the


commissioner; and


(B)AAthe retirement or redemption is authorized by


a majority vote of the savings bank’s shareholders at an annual


meeting or a special meeting called for that purpose;


(2)AAthe basis of the retirement or redemption is


approved by the commissioner; and
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(3)AAthe savings bank files written consent of the


Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation with the commissioner.


(e)AASubsections (b) and (c) apply to the securities of the


savings bank’s holding company and affiliates.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.09, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.209.AAPREFERRED STOCK. (a) A savings bank may not


issue preferred stock before the preferred stock is fully paid for


in cash.


(b)AAA savings bank may not make a loan against the shares of


its outstanding preferred stock.


(c)AAA savings bank may retire or redeem preferred stock in


the manner provided by:


(1)AAthe articles of incorporation; or


(2)AAa resolution of the board of the savings bank


establishing the rights and preferences relating to the stock.


(d)AAThe extent to which preferred stock may be included as


regulatory capital of a savings bank is subject to the rules adopted


by the finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 46, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.210.AASERIES AND CLASSES OF PREFERRED STOCK. (a)


The articles of incorporation may:


(1)AAauthorize that shares of preferred stock be


divided into and issued in series; and


(2)AAdetermine the rights and preferences of each


series or part of a series.


(b)AAEach series must be clearly designated to distinguish


its shares from the shares of other series or classes.


(c)AAThe articles of incorporation may authorize the board by


resolution to divide classes of preferred stock into series and to


determine the rights and preferences of the shares of each series.


A copy of the resolution must be submitted to the commissioner
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before the shares may be issued. The commissioner shall file the


resolution in the commissioner’s office if the resolution conforms


to this subtitle. After the resolution is filed, it is considered


an amendment of the savings bank’s articles of incorporation.


(d)AAAll shares of the same class of preferred stock must be


identical except for the following rights and preferences:


(1)AAthe rate of dividend;


(2)AAthe terms, including price and conditions, under


which shares may be redeemed;


(3)AAthe amount payable for shares on involuntary


liquidation;


(4)AAthe amount payable for shares on voluntary


liquidation;


(5)AAa sinking fund provision for the redemption or


purchase of shares;


(6)AAthe terms, including conditions, of conversion of


shares that may be converted; and


(7)AAvoting rights.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 92.211.AADIVIDENDS ON CAPITAL STOCK. (a) The board of a


capital stock savings bank may declare and pay a dividend out of


current or retained income, in cash or additional stock, to the


holders of record of the stock outstanding on the date the dividend


is declared.


(b)AAWithout the prior approval of the commissioner, a cash


dividend may not be declared by the board of a savings bank that the


commissioner considers:


(1)AAto be in an unsafe condition; or


(2)AAto have less than zero total retained income on the


date of the dividend declaration.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.10, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.212.AAUSE OF SURPLUS ACCOUNTS AND EXPENSE FUND
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CONTRIBUTIONS. (a) At a savings bank’s closing date, the savings


bank may use all or part of a surplus account, whether earned or


paid in, or expense fund contributions on its books to:


(1)AAmeet expenses of operating the savings bank for


the period just closed;


(2)AAmake required transfers to loss reserves; or


(3)AApay or credit earnings on deposit accounts.


(b)AAPaid-in surplus may be used instead of earnings to pay


organizational and operating expenses and earnings on deposit


accounts and to meet any loss reserve requirements.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.213.AAUSE OF EXPENSE FUND CONTRIBUTIONS. (a) The


expense of organizing a savings bank, its operating expenses, and


earnings on accounts declared and paid or credited to its deposit


account holders may be paid out of the expense fund until the


savings bank’s earnings are sufficient to pay those amounts.


(b)AAThe amounts contributed to the expense fund are not a


liability of the savings bank except as provided by this


subchapter.


(c)AAThe savings bank shall pay to the contributor dividends


on the amount contributed to the same extent the savings bank pays


dividends on a deposit account. An amount contributed to the


expense fund is considered a deposit account of the savings bank.


(d)AAContributions to the expense fund may be repaid to the


contributors pro rata from the net earnings of the savings bank


after provision for required loss reserve allocations and payment


or credit of earnings declared on accounts.


(e)AAIf the savings bank is liquidated before contributions


to the expense fund are repaid, contributions to the expense fund


that remain unspent after the payment of expenses of liquidation,


creditors, and the withdrawal value of deposit accounts shall be


repaid to the contributors pro rata.


(f)AAThe savings bank’s books must reflect the expense fund.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CONVERSION OF SAVINGS BANK TO OTHER FINANCIAL
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INSTITUTION


Sec.A92.251.AACONDITIONS FOR CONVERSION. (a) The finance


commission by rule shall establish the conditions under which a


savings bank may convert to another financial institution.


(b)AAThe rules must ensure that a conversion does not cause


undue harm to the public interest or to another existing financial


institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.252.AAAPPLICATION FOR CONVERSION. (a) A savings


bank may convert to another financial institution if a resolution


declaring the conversion is adopted by a majority vote of the


members or shareholders of the savings bank who are entitled to vote


at an annual meeting or a special meeting called to consider the


conversion.


(b)AAThe application to convert must:


(1)AAbe filed in the office of the commissioner not


later than the 30th day after the date of the meeting; and


(2)AAinclude a copy of the minutes of the meeting, sworn


to by the secretary or an assistant secretary.


(c)AAThe copy of the minutes filed under Subsection (b) is


presumptive evidence that the meeting was held and the resolution


was adopted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.11, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.253.AAACTION BY COMMISSIONER ON APPLICATION. Not


later than the 10th day after the date an application to convert is


received, the commissioner shall:


(1)AAconsent by written order to the conversion; or


(2)AAset a hearing on whether the conversion complies


with rules adopted under Section 92.251.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A92.254.AAHEARING ON APPLICATION. (a) A hearing set


under Section 92.253(2) must be held not later than the 25th day


after the date the application is filed unless a later date is


agreed to by the applicant and the commissioner.


(b)AAThe commissioner or a hearing officer designated by the


commissioner shall conduct the hearing.


(c)AAThe hearing shall be conducted as a contested case under


Chapter 2001, Government Code, except that:


(1)AAa proposal for decision may not be made; and


(2)AAthe commissioner shall render a final decision or


order not later than the 15th day after the date the hearing is


closed.


(d)AAChapter 2001, Government Code, governs a motion for


rehearing and the availability of judicial review if the


commissioner denies the application to convert.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.255.AACONSUMMATION OF CONVERSION. Within three


months after the date of the commissioner’s written order


consenting to the conversion, the savings bank shall consummate the


conversion in the manner prescribed by the applicable law of this


state or the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.256.AAFILING OF CHARTER OR CERTIFICATE. (a) The new


financial institution shall file with the commissioner:


(1)AAa copy of the charter issued to the new financial


institution by the appropriate banking agency; or


(2)AAthe certificate showing the organization of the


new financial institution, certified by the secretary or assistant


secretary of the appropriate banking agency.


(b)AAFailure to file the charter or certificate with the


commissioner does not affect the validity of the conversion.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.257.AAEFFECT OF ISSUANCE OF CHARTER. On the issuance


of a charter by the appropriate banking agency, the savings bank:
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(1)AAceases to be a savings bank incorporated under


this subtitle; and


(2)AAis not subject to the supervision and control of


the commissioner under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.258.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE. After a


savings bank is converted to another financial institution:


(1)AAthe corporate existence of the savings bank


continues; and


(2)AAthe new financial institution is considered to be


a continuation of the savings bank that was converted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.259.AAPROPERTY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CONVERTED SAVINGS


BANK. The new financial institution:


(1)AAretains any property, right, or obligation of the


converted savings bank; and


(2)AAto the extent the provisions can be made


applicable, is subject to Sections 92.306-92.308 as if it were a new


savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. CONVERSION OF OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTION TO SAVINGS


BANK


Sec.A92.301.AAAPPLICATION TO CONVERT. (a) Another


financial institution may convert to a savings bank if the


conversion is approved by a majority vote of the members or


shareholders of the financial institution cast at an annual meeting


or a special meeting called to consider the conversion.


(b)AAThe application to convert must:


(1)AAbe submitted to the commissioner and mailed to the


appropriate banking agency not later than the 30th day after the


date of the meeting; and


(2)AAinclude a copy of the minutes of the meeting, sworn


to by the secretary or an assistant secretary.
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(c)AAThe copy of the minutes filed under Subsection (b) is


presumptive evidence that the meeting was held and the conversion


was approved.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.12, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.302.AAELECTION OF DIRECTORS; EXECUTION AND


ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF APPLICATION AND BYLAWS. (a) At the meeting under


Section 92.301(a), the members or shareholders shall elect


directors of the savings bank.


(b)AAThe directors, or the president and secretary, shall


execute two copies of an application for certificate of


incorporation as provided by Subchapter B.


(c)AAEach director, or the president and secretary, shall


sign and acknowledge the application for certificate of


incorporation as a subscriber and shall sign and acknowledge the


bylaws as an incorporator.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.13, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.303.AAREVIEW BY COMMISSIONER; APPROVAL. (a) On


receipt of the application, the commissioner shall conduct an


examination of the financial institution seeking conversion.


(b)AAAfter the examination, the commissioner shall approve


the conversion without a hearing if the commissioner determines


that the converting financial institution is in sound condition and


meets all requirements of Subchapter B and relevant rules of the


finance commission.


(c)AAOn approval of the conversion, the incorporators shall


insert a paragraph preceding the testimonium clause in the


certificate of incorporation stating that the savings bank is


incorporated by conversion from another financial institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 47, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.304.AAHEARING ON DENIAL; APPEAL. (a) An applicant


is entitled to a hearing under Chapter 2001, Government Code, if:


(1)AAthe commissioner denies an application to convert;


and


(2)AAa written request for a hearing is delivered to the


commissioner not later than the 10th day after the date the


application is denied.


(b)AAA hearing officer designated by the commissioner shall


hold the hearing.


(c)AAThe commissioner shall enter a final order approving or


denying the application not later than the 30th day after the date


the hearing is completed.


(d)AAAn applicant may appeal a final order with the


commissioner named as defendant. The commissioner is not required


to file an appeal bond in a cause arising under this section.


Filing an appeal under this section does not stay an order of the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.305.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE. After


another financial institution is converted to a savings bank:


(1)AAthe corporate existence of the financial


institution continues; and


(2)AAthe savings bank is considered to be a


continuation of the financial institution that was converted.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.306.AAPROPERTY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CONVERTED


INSTITUTION. (a) The property of another financial institution


that converts to a savings bank vests in the savings bank.


(b)AAThe savings bank:


(1)AAholds the property in its own right to the extent


the property was held by the financial institution that was


converted; and


(2)AAon the date the conversion takes effect, succeeds
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to the rights, obligations, and relations of the financial


institution that was converted.


(c)AAIn this section, the property of a financial institution


includes each right, title, or interest of the institution in and to


property, including things in action, and each right, privilege,


interest, or asset of the institution that exists or that inures to


the benefit of the institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.307.AAEFFECT OF CONVERSION ON PENDING LEGAL ACTION.


(a) A judicial proceeding to which the financial institution that


converted is a party is not abated or discontinued by reason of the


conversion and may be prosecuted to final judgment, order, or


decree as if the conversion had not occurred.


(b)AAThe savings bank may continue a judicial proceeding in


its own corporate name. A judgment, order, or decree that might


have been rendered for or against the financial institution that


converted may be rendered for or against the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.308.AALOCAL FILING OF CONVERSION ORDER REQUIRED.


The savings bank shall file a copy of the order of conversion in


each county in which the financial institution that converted owned


real property at the time the conversion took effect.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. REORGANIZATION, MERGER, AND CONSOLIDATION IN GENERAL


Sec.A92.351.AAAUTHORITY TO REORGANIZE, MERGE, OR


CONSOLIDATE. (a) A savings bank may reorganize, merge, or


consolidate with a corporation, another financial institution, or


another entity under a plan adopted by the board.


(b)AAThe plan must be approved:


(1)AAat an annual meeting or a special meeting called to


consider the action by a majority of the total vote the members or


shareholders are entitled to cast; and


(2)AAby the commissioner.
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(c)AAA shareholder of a capital stock savings bank has the


same dissenter’s rights as a shareholder of a domestic corporation


under the Texas Business Corporation Act.


(d)AAA reorganization, merger, or consolidation is subject


to Section 16, Article XVI, Texas Constitution. A merger or


consolidation of a domestic savings bank with a foreign savings


bank is also subject to Subchapter I.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.14, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A92.352.AANOTICE AND HEARING; CONFIDENTIALITY. (a) On


receiving a plan of reorganization, merger, or consolidation, the


commissioner shall give:


(1)AApublic notice of the reorganization, merger, or


consolidation in each county in which a financial institution


participating in the plan has an office; and


(2)AAany interested person an opportunity to appear,


present evidence, and be heard for or against the plan.


(b)AAA hearing officer designated by the commissioner shall


hold the hearing.


(c)AAIf a protest is not received on or before the date of the


hearing, the commissioner or hearing officer may waive the hearing.


(d)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (e), the provisions of


Chapter 2001, Government Code, applicable to a contested case apply


to the hearing.


(e)AAIf the commissioner designates a merger as a supervisory


merger under rules adopted by the finance commission:


(1)AAthe notice and hearing provisions of Chapter 2001,


Government Code, and of this section do not apply to the


application; and


(2)AAthe application and all information relating to


the application are confidential and not subject to public


disclosure.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A92.353.AADENIAL BY COMMISSIONER OF PLAN. The


commissioner shall issue an order denying the plan if:


(1)AAthe reorganization, merger, or consolidation


would substantially lessen competition or restrain trade and would


result in a monopoly or further a combination or conspiracy to


monopolize or attempt to monopolize the financial industry in any


part of the state, unless the anticompetitive effects of the


reorganization, merger, or consolidation are clearly outweighed in


the public interest by the probable effect of the reorganization,


merger, or consolidation in meeting the convenience and needs of


the community to be served;


(2)AAthe plan is not in the best interest of the


financial institutions that are parties to the plan;


(3)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, or integrity of the management of the financial


institutions proposing the plan is such that the reorganization,


merger, or consolidation would not be in the best interest of the


financial institutions that are parties to the plan;


(4)AAafter reorganization, merger, or consolidation,


the surviving financial institution would not:


(A)AAbe solvent;


(B)AAhave adequate capital structure; or


(C)AAbe in compliance with the law of this state;


(5)AAthe financial institutions proposing the plan have


not furnished all the information pertinent to the application that


is reasonably requested by the commissioner; or


(6)AAthe financial institutions proposing the plan are


not acting in good faith.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.354.AAALTERNATIVE OR ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES. If the


surviving financial institution is an entity other than a savings


bank, the commissioner may accept, in addition to or instead of the


requirements of this subchapter, the procedures and decision of the


appropriate banking agency with jurisdiction over the surviving


financial institution.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A92.355.AACONTINUATION OF CORPORATE EXISTENCE; HOME


OFFICE OF SURVIVING ENTITY. (a) An entity that results from a


reorganization, merger, or consolidation as provided by Section


92.351 has the property rights and obligations of the reorganized,


merged, or consolidated entity in the same manner as an entity that


results from the conversion of a savings bank under this chapter has


the property rights and obligations of the savings bank.


(b)AAThe home office of the surviving financial institution


is the home office of the financial institution in the merger that


has the largest assets unless the commissioner approves a different


home office.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER I. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION OF


FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC SAVINGS BANKS


Sec.A92.401.AAAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER. (a) Except as


provided by Section 92.407, this subchapter applies only to the


merger or consolidation of a domestic savings bank with a foreign


savings bank.


(b)AAThe requirements of and authority and duties provided by


this subchapter are in addition to those provided by Subchapter H.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.402.AAADOPTION OF MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION PLAN. The


board of the foreign savings bank must adopt the merger or


consolidation plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.403.AANOTICE AND HEARING; CONFIDENTIALITY. If the


commissioner considers the domestic savings bank to be in an unsafe


condition:


(1)AAthe provisions of Chapter 2001, Government Code,


applicable to a contested case do not apply to the application; and


(2)AAthe application and all information related to the


application are confidential and not subject to public disclosure.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.404.AADENIAL BY COMMISSIONER OF APPLICATION. If the


surviving savings bank is a foreign savings bank, the commissioner


shall deny the application if:


(1)AAthe law of the state in which the foreign savings


bank has its principal place of business does not permit a savings


bank of that state to merge or consolidate with a domestic savings


bank if the surviving savings bank is a domestic savings bank; or


(2)AAthe foreign savings bank is controlled by a


holding company that has its principal place of business in a state


whose law does not permit a savings bank of that state to merge or


consolidate with a domestic savings bank if the surviving savings


bank is a domestic savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.405.AAAPPROVAL BY COMMISSIONER OF PLAN. (a) If the


commissioner approves the plan of merger or consolidation, the


commissioner shall issue an order approving the merger or


consolidation.


(b)AAIf the surviving savings bank is a foreign savings bank,


the commissioner shall issue and deliver to the surviving savings


bank a certificate of authority to do business as a savings bank in


this state for a period that expires January 31 of the next calendar


year.


(c)AAA surviving savings bank that is a domestic savings bank


shall operate under:


(1)AAthe articles and bylaws of the merging or


consolidating domestic savings bank; and


(2)AAthe law applicable to a domestic savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.406.AAENFORCEMENT OF CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR


REQUIREMENT ON SURVIVING FOREIGN SAVINGS BANK. If the surviving


savings bank is a foreign savings bank, the commissioner may


enforce a condition, restriction, or requirement on the surviving


savings bank that could have been enforced by the state in which the
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foreign savings bank has its principal place of business if the


merger or consolidation had occurred in that state and the


surviving savings bank were a domestic savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.407.AAMERGER OF FOREIGN SAVINGS AND LOAN


ASSOCIATION. (a) A foreign savings and loan association may merge


with a domestic savings bank under this subchapter as if the foreign


savings and loan association were a foreign savings bank.


(b)AAIf the surviving institution is the foreign savings and


loan association, the commissioner shall issue and deliver to the


foreign savings and loan association a certificate of authority


under Section 92.405 to do business in this state.


(c)AAIn this section, "foreign savings and loan association"


means a savings and loan association:


(1)AAwhose principal office is located outside this


state; and


(2)AAthat was organized under the law of another state


or the law of the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER J. MERGER OF SUBSIDIARY CORPORATION


Sec.A92.451.AAAUTHORITY TO MERGE. One or more corporations


organized under the law of this state may merge into a savings bank


that owns all the corporations’ capital stock if:


(1)AAthe board of the savings bank and each corporation


by majority vote adopt a plan of merger; and


(2)AAthe secretary of state and the commissioner


approve the merger.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.452.AAARTICLES OF MERGER. (a) The articles of


merger must:


(1)AAbe executed by the president or vice president and


a secretary or assistant secretary of the savings bank and each


corporation; and
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(2)AAinclude:


(A)AAthe name of the savings bank and each


corporation;


(B)AAa copy of the resolution of the savings bank


and each corporation adopting the plan of merger;


(C)AAa statement of the number of shares of each


class issued or authorized by each corporation;


(D)AAa statement that all capital stock of each


corporation is owned by the savings bank; and


(E)AAa statement incorporating the provisions of


Section 92.454(b).


(b)AAThe original and a copy of the articles of merger must be


submitted to the secretary of state and the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.453.AAAPPROVAL OF MERGER. (a) The secretary of


state shall approve the articles of merger if the secretary of state


determines that:


(1)AAthe articles of merger comply with applicable law;


and


(2)AAall fees and franchise taxes due from each


corporation have been paid.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall approve the articles of merger if


the commissioner determines that:


(1)AAthe articles of merger comply with applicable law;


and


(2)AAthe merger is in the best interest of the savings


bank.


(c)AAOn approval of the articles of merger, each approving


officer shall:


(1)AAendorse on the original and a copy of the articles


of merger the word "filed" and the date of the approval;


(2)AAfile the original and a copy of the articles of


merger in the records of the officer’s office; and


(3)AAissue and deliver to the savings bank a


certificate of merger with an attached copy of the articles of


merger.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.454.AAEFFECT OF MERGER. (a) A merger takes effect


on the date the last required certificate of merger is issued.


(b)AAAfter the merger takes effect:


(1)AAa corporation that was merged ceases to exist;


(2)AAthe savings bank assumes the rights and


obligations of the corporation and owns the property of the


corporation; and


(3)AAthe savings bank’s articles of incorporation are


considered amended to the extent that a change is stated in the plan


of merger.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.455.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER H. Subchapter H


does not apply to a merger under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER K. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION


Sec.A92.501.AARESOLUTION TO LIQUIDATE AND DISSOLVE. (a) A


savings bank may liquidate and dissolve if:


(1)AAat an annual meeting or a special meeting called


for the purpose, the members or shareholders by majority vote adopt


a resolution to liquidate and dissolve; and


(2)AAa copy of the resolution certified by the


president and secretary of the savings bank and an itemized


statement of the savings bank’s assets and liabilities sworn to by a


majority of its board is filed with and approved by the


commissioner.


(b)AAAfter the commissioner approves the resolution:


(1)AAthe savings bank may not accept additional deposit


accounts or additions to deposit accounts or make additional loans;


and


(2)AAthe savings bank’s income and receipts in excess of


actual expenses of liquidation shall be applied to the discharge of


its liabilities.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.502.AADISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS. (a) The board, under


the commissioner’s supervision and in accordance with the approved


liquidation plan, shall liquidate the affairs of the savings bank


and reduce its assets to cash for the purpose of paying, satisfying,


and discharging all existing liabilities and obligations of the


savings bank, including the full withdrawal value of all deposit


accounts.


(b)AAThe board shall distribute any remaining balance to the


members or shareholders of record on the date the savings bank


adopted the resolution to liquidate, according to their liquidation


rights.


(c)AAThe board shall pay from the savings bank’s assets all


expenses incurred by the commissioner or any of the commissioner’s


representatives during the course of liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.503.AAFINAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTING. (a) On


completion of the liquidation, the board shall file with the


commissioner a final report and accounting of the liquidation.


(b)AAThe commissioner’s approval of the report is a complete


and final discharge of the board and each member in connection with


the liquidation of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER L. CHANGE OF CONTROL OF SAVINGS BANK


Sec.A92.551.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF SUBCHAPTER. This


subchapter does not apply to a conversion, reorganization, merger,


consolidation, or voluntary liquidation under Subchapter F, G, H,


J, or K.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.552.AAEFFECT OF SUBCHAPTER ON OTHER LAW. This


subchapter does not:


(1)AAexcuse or diminish notice requirements prescribed
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by this subtitle; or


(2)AAprevent the commissioner from investigating,


commenting on, or seeking to enjoin or set aside a transfer of


voting securities of a savings bank that the commissioner considers


to be against the public interest, regardless of whether the


transfer is subject to this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.553.AAAPPLICATION FOR CHANGE OF CONTROL. (a)


Control of a savings bank may change only if an application for


approval of the change of control is filed with and approved by the


commissioner.


(b)AAThe application must be:


(1)AAon a form prescribed by the commissioner;


(2)AAsworn to; and


(3)AAaccompanied by the filing fee.


(c)AAUnless the commissioner expressly waives a requirement


of this subsection, the application must contain:


(1)AAthe identity, history, business background and


experience, and financial condition of each person by whom or on


whose behalf the acquisition is to be made, including a description


of:


(A)AAthe managerial resources and future


prospects of each acquiring party; and


(B)AAany material pending legal or administrative


proceedings to which the applicant is a party;


(2)AAthe terms of any proposed acquisition and the


manner in which the acquisition is to be made;


(3)AAthe identity, source, and amount of the money or


other consideration used or to be used in making the acquisition


and, if any part of the money or other consideration was or is to be


borrowed or otherwise obtained for the purpose of making the


acquisition, a description of the transaction, the names of the


parties, and arrangements, agreements, or understandings with


those parties;


(4)AAany plan or proposal of an acquiring party to


liquidate the savings bank, sell the savings bank’s assets, merge
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the savings bank with another company, or make other major changes


in the savings bank’s business, corporate structure, or management;


(5)AAthe terms of any offer, invitation, agreement, or


arrangement under which a voting security of the savings bank will


be acquired and any contract affecting that security or its


financing after it is acquired;


(6)AAinformation establishing that the requirements


under Section 92.556(a) are satisfied; and


(7)AAother information that:


(A)AAthe finance commission by rule requires; or


(B)AAthe commissioner orders to be included in a


particular application.


(d)AAThe commissioner may require each member of a group


proposing to acquire voting securities of a savings bank under this


subchapter to provide the information required by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 48, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.554.AANOTICE OF APPLICATION. (a)AAOn receipt of an


application, the commissioner shall submit to the Texas Register


for publication in the next issue after the date the application is


received or publish in a newspaper of general circulation that is


printed in English in the county in which the savings bank is to


have the savings bank’s principal office:


(1)AAnotice of the application;


(2)AAthe date the application was filed; and


(3)AAthe identity of each party to the application.


(b)AAThe commissioner may waive the publication requirement


of this section or may permit delay of publication if the


commissioner determines that the waiver or delay is in the public


interest.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 1, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec.A92.555.AACONFIDENTIALITY. (a) Except as provided by
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this section, information the commissioner obtains under this


subchapter that is not published is confidential and may not be


disclosed by the commissioner or an officer or employee of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(b)AAInformation that would have been contained in a


published notice waived by the commissioner under Section 92.554


becomes public information under Chapter 552, Government Code, on


the 34th day after the date the application is filed.


(c)AAOn request, the commissioner may disclose the identity


of an actual or beneficial owner of a savings bank incorporated


under this subtitle.


(d)AAThe commissioner may disclose information to an


appropriate banking agency or another appropriate government


department, agency, or instrumentality of this state, another


state, or the United States if the commissioner considers the


disclosure necessary or proper to enforce the laws of any state or


the United States and in the best interest of the public.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.038,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A92.556.AADENIAL OF APPLICATION. (a) The commissioner


by order shall deny an application unless the applicant establishes


that:


(1)AAthe acquisition would not:


(A)AAsubstantially lessen competition;


(B)AArestrain trade in a manner that would result


in a monopoly; or


(C)AAfurther a combination or conspiracy to


monopolize or attempt to monopolize the financial industry in any


part of this state;


(2)AAthe financial condition of an acquiring party does


not jeopardize the financial stability of the savings bank being


acquired;


(3)AAthe plan or proposal to liquidate or sell the


savings bank or any assets is in the best interest of the savings
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bank;


(4)AAthe experience, ability, standing, competence,


trustworthiness, and integrity of the applicant are sufficient to


ensure that the acquisition is in the best interest of the savings


bank; and


(5)AAthe savings bank would be solvent, have adequate


capital structure, and be in compliance with the law of this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner is not required to deny an application


that does not comply with Subsection (a)(1) if the commissioner


determines that:


(1)AAthe anticompetitive effects of the acquisition are


clearly outweighed in the public interest by the probable effect of


the acquisition in meeting the convenience and needs of the


community to be served; and


(2)AAthe acquisition does not violate a law of this


state or the United States.


(c)AANotwithstanding Subsections (a) and (b), the


commissioner shall issue an order denying an application if the


commissioner determines that the applicant:


(1)AAhas not furnished all information pertinent to the


application reasonably requested by the commissioner; or


(2)AAis not acting in good faith.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.557.AANOTICE OF INTENT TO DENY; HEARING. (a) Not


later than the 60th day after the date the application is filed, the


commissioner shall:


(1)AAapprove the application without a hearing; or


(2)AAnotify the transferee in writing that the


commissioner intends to deny the application and state the grounds


for denial.


(b)AANot later than the 30th day after the date notice of


intent to deny is mailed to the transferee, the transferee may file


a written request for a hearing on the application.


(c)AAThe commissioner may immediately enter a final and


nonappealable order denying the application if a hearing is not


timely requested.
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(d)AAIf a hearing is to be held, the commissioner shall issue


public notice of the application and shall give any interested


person an opportunity to appear, present evidence, and be heard for


or against the application. A hearing officer designated by the


commissioner shall hold the hearing.


(e)AAAfter the hearing, the commissioner shall enter a final


order approving or denying the application.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.558.AAJUDICIAL REVIEW. (a) An applicant may appeal


a final order with the commissioner as defendant.


(b)AAA party to the action may appeal the court’s decision.


The appeal is immediately returnable to the appellate court and has


precedence over any cause of a different character pending in that


court.


(c)AAThe commissioner is not required to give an appeal bond


in a cause arising under this section.


(d)AAFiling an appeal under this section does not stay an


order of the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.559.AAUNAUTHORIZED CHANGE OF CONTROL. If it appears


that a change in control may have occurred without prior approval,


the commissioner may call a hearing to determine whether:


(1)AAa change in control has occurred or an


unauthorized person without any apparent ownership interest in the


savings bank, acting alone or with others, effectively has indirect


controlling or dominating influence over the management or policies


of the savings bank; and


(2)AAan appropriate supervisory order should be issued,


including an order requiring divestiture of unapproved or indirect


control.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A92.560.AAINJUNCTION. (a) The attorney general on


behalf of the commissioner may apply for equitable relief as the


case may require, including an order prohibiting the violation, if
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it appears to the commissioner that a person has violated or is


about to violate this subchapter or a rule of the finance commission


or order of the commissioner adopted under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe suit must be brought in a district court of Travis


County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 49, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A92.561.AACRIMINAL PENALTY. (a) A person commits an


offense if the person intentionally makes a materially false or


misleading statement to the commissioner with respect to the


information required by this subchapter.


(b)AAAn offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER M. LIMITED SAVINGS BANK


Sec. 92.601.AAAPPLICATION TO ORGANIZE. (a) Five or more


adult residents of this state may apply to organize a savings bank


as a limited savings bank by submitting to the commissioner:


(1)AAan application to organize a limited savings bank


that is:


(A)AAin a form specified by the commissioner; and


(B)AAsigned by each organizer; and


(2)AAthe filing fee.


(b)AAAn application must contain:


(1)AAtwo copies of the limited savings bank’s


certificate of formation containing:


(A)AAthe name of the savings bank;


(B)AAthe location of the principal office;


(C)AAthe names and addresses of the initial


managers; and


(D)AAto the extent not inconsistent with this


subtitle, the proper business of a savings bank, or a rule adopted


by the finance commission related to savings banks, other


provisions included in:


(i)AAthe articles of organization of a
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limited liability company organized under the Texas Limited


Liability Company Act (Article 1528n, Vernon’s Texas Civil


Statutes) if the limited savings bank was organized before January


1, 2006; or


(ii)AAthe certificate of formation of a


limited liability company organized under Chapter 101, Business


Organizations Code, if:


(a)AAthe limited savings bank was


organized on or after January 1, 2006; or


(b)AAthe organizers elect to include


those provisions, if the limited savings bank was organized before


January 1, 2006;


(2)AAtwo copies of the savings bank’s company


agreement;


(3)AAdata sufficiently detailed and comprehensive in


nature to enable the commissioner to make findings under Section


92.058, including statements, exhibits, and maps;


(4)AAfinancial information about each applicant,


organizer, manager, officer, or member that the finance commission


requires by rule; and


(5)AAother information relating to the savings bank and


its operation that the finance commission requires by rule.


(c)AAFinancial information described by Subsection (b) is


confidential and not subject to public disclosure unless the


commissioner finds that disclosure is necessary and in the public


interest.


(d)AAThe statement of fact must be signed and sworn to.


(e)AASubchapter B applies to the organization of a limited


savings bank except to the extent inconsistent with this section.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.602.AALIABILITY OF MEMBERS AND MANAGERS. A member,


transferee of a member, or manager of a limited savings bank is not


liable for a debt, obligation, or liability of the limited savings


bank, including a debt, obligation, or liability under a judgment,


decree, or order of a court.AAA member or a manager of a limited
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savings bank is not a proper party to a proceeding by or against a


limited savings bank unless the object of the proceeding is to


enforce a member’s or manager’s right against or liability to a


limited savings bank.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.603.AACONTRIBUTIONS. A member of a limited savings


bank is obligated to make contributions as required in the company


agreement.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.604.AAMANAGERS OF LIMITED SAVINGS BANK. (a)


Management of a limited savings bank shall be exercised by a board


of managers consisting of not fewer than five or more than 21


persons.


(b)AAAAAmanager must meet the qualifications for a director


under Section 92.153.


(c)AAThe governing documents of a limited savings bank may


use "director" instead of "manager" and "board" instead of "board


of managers."


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.605.AAWITHDRAWAL OR REDUCTION OF MEMBER’S


CONTRIBUTION. (a) A member may not receive from a limited savings


bank any part of the member’s contribution except as provided by


rule adopted by the finance commission regulating withdrawal or


reduction.


(b)AAA member may not receive any part of the member’s


contribution if, after the withdrawal or reduction, the capital of


the savings bank would be reduced to less than the minimum capital


established for the incorporation or operation of a savings bank by


this subtitle or a rule adopted under this subtitle.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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Sec. 92.606.AACOMPANY AGREEMENT OF LIMITED SAVINGS BANK. (a)


A limited savings bank shall adopt a company agreement that


contains provisions regulating the management and organization of


the limited savings bank.AAThe agreement is subject to the approval


of the commissioner and must contain provisions the finance


commission may require by a rule adopted under this subchapter.


(b)AAAt the option of the limited savings bank, the term


"bylaws" may be substituted for the term "company agreement."


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.607.AADISSOLUTION. (a) A limited savings bank


organized under this subchapter is dissolved on:


(1)AAthe expiration of the period fixed for the


duration of the limited savings bank; or


(2)AAthe occurrence of events specified in the


certificate of formation or company agreement to cause dissolution.


(b)AAA dissolution under this section is considered a


resolution to close the savings bank under Section 96.251.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.608.AAALLOCATION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES. The profits


and losses of a limited savings bank may be allocated among the


members and among classes of members as provided by the company


agreement.AAWithout the prior written approval of the commissioner


to use a different allocation method, the profits and losses must be


allocated according to the relative interests of the members in the


limited savings bank.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.609.AADISTRIBUTIONS. Subject to rules adopted by the


finance commission, distributions of cash or other assets of a


limited savings bank may be made to the members as provided by the


company agreement.AAWithout the prior written approval of the
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commissioner to use a different distribution method, distributions


must be made to the members according to the relative interests of


the members as reflected in the governing documents of the limited


savings bank filed with and approved by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.610.AAAMENDMENT OF GOVERNING DOCUMENTS. (a) A


limited savings bank may amend its certificate of formation by a


majority vote of the members cast at any annual meeting or a special


meeting called for that purpose unless the certificate of formation


requires a higher percentage.


(b)AAIf provided in the governing documents, the company


agreement of a limited savings bank may be amended by a majority


vote of the board of managers unless the governing documents


require a higher percentage.AAIn the absence of an express


provision in the governing documents, the company agreement may be


amended by a majority vote of the members cast at any annual meeting


or special meeting called for that purpose.


(c)AAAn amendment to the governing documents may not take


effect before it is filed with and approved by the commissioner.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 92.611.AAAPPLICATION OF OTHER PROVISIONS TO LIMITED


SAVINGS BANKS; MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. (a) This subtitle


applies to a savings bank organized as a limited savings bank under


this subchapter.AAIn the event of a conflict between this


subchapter and a provision of this subtitle, this subchapter


controls unless the finance commission by rule provides that this


subtitle controls.


(b)AAFor purposes of provisions of this chapter other than


this subchapter, as the context requires:


(1)AAa manager is considered to be a director and the


board of managers is considered to be the board of directors;


(2)AAa member is considered to be a shareholder; and


(3)AAa distribution is considered to be a dividend.
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(c)AAA reference in a statute or rule to a savings bank


includes a savings bank organized as a limited savings bank unless


the context clearly requires that a limited savings bank is not


included within the term or the provision contains express language


excluding a limited savings bank.


(d)AAIn this subchapter, "governing document" means a


limited savings bank’s certificate of formation or company


agreement.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.15, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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fi.93.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 93. GENERAL POWERS


Sec.A93.001.AAGENERAL CORPORATE POWERS. (a) A savings bank


has the powers authorized by this subtitle and any other right,


privilege, or power incidental to or reasonably necessary to


accomplish the purposes of the savings bank.


(b)AAWith the commissioner’s prior approval, a savings bank


may engage in business as a savings bank in any state of the United


States to the extent permitted by the laws of that state, either


directly or through the ownership of a savings bank incorporated


under the laws of another state.


(c)AAA savings bank may:


(1)AAsue and be sued in its corporate name;


(2)AAadopt and operate a reasonable bonus plan,


profit-sharing plan, stock bonus plan, stock option plan, pension


plan, or similar incentive plan for its directors, officers, or


employees, subject to any limitations under this subtitle or rules


adopted under this subtitle;


(3)AAmake reasonable donations for the public welfare


or for a charitable, scientific, religious, or educational purpose;


(4)AApledge its assets to secure deposits of public


money of the United States, if required by the United States,


including revenue and money the deposit of which is subject to


control or regulation of the United States;


(5)AApledge its assets to secure deposits of public


money of any state or of a political corporation or political


subdivision of any state or of any other entity that serves a public


purpose according to rules adopted by the finance commission;


(6)AAbecome a member of or deal with any corporation or


agency of the United States or this state, to the extent that the


corporation or agency assists in furthering the purposes or powers


of savings banks, and for that purpose may purchase stock or


securities of the corporation or agency or deposit money with the


corporation or agency and may comply with any other condition of
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membership credit;


(7)AAbecome a member of a federal home loan bank or the


Federal Reserve System;


(8)AAhold title to any assets acquired because of the


collection or liquidation of a loan, investment, or discount and


may administer those assets as necessary;


(9)AAreceive and repay any deposit or account in


accordance with this subtitle and rules of the finance


commission;AAand


(10)AAlend and invest its money as authorized by this


subtitle and rules of the finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 50, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.16, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A93.002.AAENLARGEMENT OF POWERS. (a) The finance


commission by rule may expand the powers of savings banks to


accommodate or take advantage of changing technology and to enable


domestic savings banks to respond to the needs of and convenience


demanded by consumers and businesses through on-premises or


off-premises operations.


(b)AAThe finance commission may not authorize a domestic


savings bank to offer a financial service prohibited to a domestic


savings bank by a law of this state other than this subtitle.


(c)AAIn adopting a rule under this section, the finance


commission shall consider the need to:


(1)AApromote a stable environment for financial


institutions;


(2)AAprovide the public with convenient, safe, and


competitive financial services; and


(3)AAallow for economic development in the state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.003.AAPOWERS OF FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK. A federal


savings bank and its members have all of the powers, privileges,
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benefits, immunities, and exemptions that are provided by the law


of this state for a savings bank and the savings bank ’s members.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.004.AAPOWER TO BORROW. (a) A savings bank may


borrow and give security, subject to rules adopted by the finance


commission.


(b)AAA savings bank at any time through action of its board


may issue a capital note, debenture, or other capital obligation


authorized by rules adopted by the finance commission.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 51, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A93.005.AAFISCAL AGENT. (a) A savings bank may act as


fiscal agent of the United States. A savings bank designated as


fiscal agent of the United States by the secretary of the treasury


shall act under regulations as required by the secretary and may act


as fiscal agent for an instrumentality of the United States.


(b)AAA savings bank may act as fiscal agent of this state or


of a governmental subdivision or instrumentality of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.006.AAPOWER TO ACT UNDER CERTAIN FEDERAL RETIREMENT


PLANS. A savings bank or a federal savings bank, to the extent that


its charter and applicable federal regulations permit, may:


(1)AAexercise any power necessary to qualify as a


trustee or custodian for a retirement plan permitted or recognized


by federal law; and


(2)AAinvest money the bank holds as trustee or


custodian under Subdivision (1) in the bank ’s accounts if the plan


does not prohibit that investment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.007.AATRUST POWERS. (a) A savings bank may exercise


trust powers only with the commissioner ’s prior written approval.


(b)AAThe commissioner may approve the exercise of trust


powers only after finding that the applicant’s savings bank:
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(1)AAis complying with applicable regulatory capital


requirements;


(2)AAis well managed; and


(3)AAhas earnings, resources, and managerial talent


adequate to maintain a trust department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 93.008.AAPOWERS RELATIVE TO OTHER FINANCIAL


INSTITUTIONS. (a) Subject to limitations prescribed by rule of the


finance commission, a savings bank may make a loan or investment or


engage in an activity permitted:


(1)AAunder state law for a bank or savings and loan


association; or


(2)AAunder federal law for a federal savings and loan


association, savings bank, or national bank if the financial


institution’s principal office is located in this state.


(b)AANotwithstanding any other law, a savings bank organized


and chartered under this chapter may perform an act, own property,


or offer a product or service that is at the time permissible within


the United States for a depository institution organized under


federal law or the law of this state or another state if the


commissioner approves the exercise of the power as provided by this


section, subject to the same limitations and restrictions


applicable to the other depository institution by pertinent law,


except to the extent the limitations and restrictions are modified


by rules adopted under Subsection (e).AAThis section may not be


used to alter or negate the application of the laws of this state


with respect to:


(1)AAestablishment and maintenance of a branch in this


state or another state or country;


(2)AApermissible interest rates and loan fees


chargeable in this state;


(3)AAfiduciary duties owed to a client or customer by


the bank in its capacity as fiduciary in this state;


(4)AAconsumer protection laws applicable to


transactions in this state; or


(5)AAcompliance with the qualified thrift assets test
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contained in Section 92.204.


(c)AAA savings bank that intends to exercise a power,


directly or through a subsidiary, granted by Subsection (b) that is


not otherwise authorized for savings banks under the statutes of


this state shall submit a letter to the commissioner describing in


detail the power that the savings bank proposes to exercise and the


specific authority of another depository institution to exercise


the power.AAThe savings bank shall attach copies, if available, of


relevant law, regulations, and interpretive letters.AAThe


commissioner may deny the bank from exercising the power if the


commissioner finds that:


(1)AAspecific authority does not exist for another


depository institution to exercise the proposed power;


(2)AAif the savings bank is insured by the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation, the savings bank is prohibited from


exercising the power under Section 24, Federal Deposit Insurance


Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831a), and related regulations;


(3)AAthe exercise of the power by the bank would


adversely affect the safety and soundness of the bank; or


(4)AAat the time the application is made, the savings


bank is not well capitalized and well managed.


(d)AAA savings bank that is denied the requested power by


theAAcommissioner under this section may appeal.AAThe notice of


appeal must be in writing and must be received by the commissioner


not later than the 30th day after the date of the denial.AAAn appeal


under this section is a contested case under Chapter 2001,


Government Code.


(e)AATo effectuate this section, the finance commission may


adopt rules implementing the method or manner in which a savings


bank exercises specific powers granted under this section,


including rules regarding the exercise of a power that would be


prohibited to savings banks under state law but for this section.


(f)AAThe exercise of a power by a savings bank in compliance


with and in the manner authorized by this section is not a violation


of any statute of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 52, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.17, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec.A93.009.AARIGHT TO ACT TO AVOID LOSS. (a) This subtitle


does not deny a savings bank the right to invest its money, operate


a business, manage or deal in property, or take other action during


any period that is reasonably necessary to avoid loss on a loan or


on an investment made or obligation created in good faith in the


usual course of the bank ’s business, as authorized by this subtitle


or a rule adopted under this subtitle.


(b)AAThis subtitle does not prohibit a savings bank from:


(1)AAdeveloping or building on land it has acquired


under this section; or


(2)AAcompleting the construction of a building under a


construction loan contract in which the borrower has not complied


with the contract.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.010.AACLOSING PLACE OF BUSINESS. A savings bank may


close its place of business at any time its board of directors


determines.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.011.AAEMERGENCY CLOSING. (a) If the officers of a


savings bank determine that an emergency that affects or may affect


the savings bank’s offices or operations exists or is impending,


the officers, as reasonable, may determine:


(1)AAnot to conduct the involved operations or open the


offices on any business or banking day; or


(2)AAif the savings bank is open, to close the offices


or the involved operations for the duration of the emergency.


(b)AASubject to Subsection (c), a closed office or operation


may remain closed until the officers determine that the emergency


has ended and for any additional time reasonably required to


reopen.


(c)AAA savings bank that closes an office or operation under
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this section shall notify the commissioner of its action by any


means available and as promptly as conditions permit. An office or


operation may not be closed for more than 48 consecutive hours,


excluding other legal holidays, without the commissioner ’s


approval.


(d)AAIn this section, "emergency" means a condition or


occurrence that physically interferes with the conduct of normal


business at the offices of a savings bank or of a particular savings


bank operation or that poses an imminent or existing threat to the


safety or security of persons, property, or both. The term includes


a condition or occurrence arising from:


(1)AAfire, flood, earthquake, hurricane, tornado,


wind, rain, or snowstorm;


(2)AAlabor dispute and strike;


(3)AApower failure;


(4)AAtransportation failure;


(5)AAinterruption of communication facilities;


(6)AAshortage of fuel, housing, food, transportation,


or labor;


(7)AArobbery or burglary;


(8)AAactual or threatened enemy attack;


(9)AAepidemic or other catastrophe;


(10)AAriot or civil commotion; or


(11)AAany other actual or threatened unlawful or


violent act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A93.012.AAEFFECT OF CLOSING. (a) A day on which a


savings bank or one or more of its operations are closed under


Section 93.011 during all or part of its normal business hours is


considered to be a legal holiday to the extent the savings bank


suspends operations.


(b)AAA savings bank or a director, officer, or employee of a


savings bank does not incur liability or loss of rights from a


closing authorized by Section 93.011.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 94. LOANS AND INVESTMENTS


SUBCHAPTER A. LIMITATIONS ON LOANS


Sec.A94.001.AALOANS TO ONE BORROWER. (a) The finance


commission by rule may limit loans to one borrower. Those limits


may not be less restrictive than the limits imposed on savings


associations under Section 5(u), Home Owners ’ Loan Act (12 U.S.C.


Section 1464(u)).


(b)AAA savings bank may not make loans to one borrower to a


greater extent than:


(1)AApermitted by rule adopted under Subsection (a);


or


(2)AAa savings association is permitted under Section


5(u), Home Owners’ Loan Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1464(u)).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 53, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A94.002.AACOMMERCIAL LOANS. (a) Subject to rules


adopted by the finance commission, a savings bank may lend or invest


not more than 40 percent of the savings bank ’s total assets in


commercial loans.


(b)AAIn this section, "commercial loan" means a loan that:


(1)AAis for business, commercial, corporate, or


agricultural purposes;


(2)AAis not a real property loan; and


(3)AAis not a qualified thrift asset under Section


92.204.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 54, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 10, eff.


September 1, 2013.
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SUBCHAPTER B. LOAN EXPENSES


Sec.A94.051.AABORROWER PAYMENT OF LOAN EXPENSES. Subject to


Section 94.052, a savings bank may require a borrower to pay all


reasonable expenses incurred in connection with making, closing,


disbursing, extending, readjusting, or renewing a loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.052.AACONSUMER LOANS. In the case of a consumer


loan:


(1)AAa savings bank may charge a borrower the


reasonable value of services rendered in connection with making the


loan; and


(2)AAan expense charged a borrower must be:


(A)AAnecessary and proper for the protection of


the lender; and


(B)AAactually incurred in connection with making


the loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.053.AACOLLECTION OF LOAN EXPENSES. An expense


payment authorized by this subchapter may be:


(1)AAcollected by the savings bank from the borrower


and:


(A)AAretained by the savings bank; or


(B)AApaid to a person rendering a service for


which a charge was made, including an officer, director, or


employee of the savings bank rendering the service; or


(2)AApaid directly by the borrower to the person


rendering the service.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.054.AACHARACTER OF LOAN EXPENSE PAYMENTS. An


expense payment authorized by this subchapter is not interest or


compensation charged by a savings bank for the loan of money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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SUBCHAPTER C. LOAN PAYMENTS


Sec.A94.101.AAPENALTY FOR PREPAYMENT OR LATE PAYMENT. A


savings bank may charge a penalty for a prepayment of or late


payment on a loan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.102.AAAPPLICATION OF PREPAYMENTS TO LOAN


INSTALLMENTS. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, a savings bank


shall apply:


(1)AAa prepayment of principal to the final installment


of the obligation until the final installment is fully paid; and


(2)AAadditional prepayments to installments in the


inverse order of their maturity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. CHARGES RELATING TO REAL PROPERTY LOANS


Sec.A94.151.AAADVANCES PAID BY SAVINGS BANK. (a) A savings


bank may pay taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and similar


charges for the protection of the savings bank ’s interest in


property that secures a real property loan of the savings bank.


(b)AAA payment under Subsection (a) is an advance, and the


savings bank may:


(1)AAcarry the payment on the savings bank ’s books as an


asset of the savings bank for which the savings bank may charge


interest; or


(2)AAadd the payment to the unpaid balance of the loan


to which it applies as of the first day of the month in which the


payment is made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.152.AAADVANCES ARE LIEN ON PROPERTY. A payment under


Section 94.151 is a lien against the real property that secures the


loan for which it is made.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A94.153.AAPAYMENT OF ESTIMATED CHARGES BY BORROWER. (a)


To enable the savings bank to pay charges as they become due, a


savings bank may require a borrower to pay monthly in advance, in


addition to interest and principal, an amount equal to one-twelfth


of the estimated annual taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and


other charges on the real property that secures a loan.


(b)AAA savings bank may increase or decrease the amount of


the loan payment as necessary to meet the charges.


(c)AAA savings bank may:


(1)AAcarry the payments in trust in an account; or


(2)AAcredit the payments to the indebtedness and


advance the money for charges as the charges become due.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.154.AARECORD OF CHARGES. A savings bank shall keep a


record of the status of taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and


other charges on real property that secures the savings bank’s


loans.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. INVESTMENT IN EQUITY SECURITIES


Sec.A94.251.AALIMITATIONS ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY


SECURITIES. (a) A savings bank or a subsidiary may not invest in an


equity security unless the security qualifies as an investment


grade security under rules adopted by the finance commission.


(b)AAA savings bank may not invest in an equity security


unless the security is an eligible investment for a federal savings


and loan association.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 56, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A94.252.AAINAPPLICABILITY OF LIMITATIONS. The


limitations under Section 94.251 do not apply to an equity security


issued by:


(1)AAa United States government-sponsored corporation,


including the Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal
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Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, and the Student Loan Marketing


Association; or


(2)AAa service corporation, an operating subsidiary, or


a finance subsidiary of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.253.AARULES. The finance commission may adopt rules


necessary to implement this subchapter, including rules relating to


eligible investment criteria, investment diversification, and


resource management requirements.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 57, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER G. INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES


Sec.A94.301.AAAUTHORIZATION. With the prior consent of the


commissioner and subject to rules adopted by the finance


commission, a savings bank may invest in a subsidiary corporation


created under general corporation law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 58, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A94.302.AALIMITATION ON INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES. (a)


A savings bank may not invest in a subsidiary corporation if the


investment would cause the savings bank ’s aggregate investments in


subsidiaries to exceed an amount equal to 10 percent of the savings


bank’s total assets.


(b)AAFor the purposes of Subsection (a), a savings bank’s


aggregate investment in subsidiaries does not include amounts


invested in a subsidiary corporation the activities of which are


limited to activities that could be conducted directly by the


parent savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.303.AAREGULATION AND EXAMINATION OF SUBSIDIARY. (a)


The commissioner may regulate and examine a subsidiary corporation


in which a savings bank invests under Section 94.301.
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(b)AAThe subsidiary corporation shall pay the cost of the


regulation and examination.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.304.AARULES. The finance commission shall adopt


rules on permitted activities of a subsidiary corporation in which


a savings bank invests under Section 94.301.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 59, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


SUBCHAPTER H. PROPERTY OF SAVINGS BANK


Sec.A94.351.AAINVESTMENT IN BANKING PREMISES. Without prior


approval of the commissioner, a savings bank may invest not more


than an amount equal to the savings bank’s regulatory capital in


real property, including a building or related facility, a parking


facility, or leasehold improvements for a rented facility, for use


by the savings bank as its banking premises.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.352.AAFORM OF SAVINGS BANK FACILITY. The finance


commission by rule adopted under Section 93.002 may approve a new


form of savings bank facility or authorize the commissioner to


approve a new form of savings bank facility if the commissioner does


not have a significant supervisory or regulatory concern regarding


the proposed facility.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A94.353.AARECORD OF CHARGES ON REAL AND PERSONAL


PROPERTY. A savings bank shall keep a record of the status of


taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, and other charges on all


real and personal property owned by the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 95. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A95.001.AADEPOSITS. (a) A savings bank may receive a


deposit of money.


(b)AAMoney deposited in a savings bank may be withdrawn or


paid on a check of the deposit account holder.


(c)AAUnless the deposit contract expressly provides


otherwise, a deposit must be payable on demand without notice.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.002.AALIMITATIONS ON ACCOUNTS. The board may limit


the number and value of deposit accounts the savings bank may


accept.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.003.AAINVESTMENT IN ACCOUNTS. (a) Any person may be


the holder of a deposit account.


(b)AAAn investment in a deposit account may be made only in


cash.


(c)AAA person may invest in a deposit account in the person ’s


own right or in a trust or other fiduciary capacity.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.004.AADEPOSIT CONTRACT. (a) Each holder of a


deposit account must execute a deposit contract. The contract must


specify:


(1)AAany special terms applicable to the account; and


(2)AAthe conditions on which withdrawals may be made.


(b)AAThe savings bank shall hold the deposit contract in the


records pertaining to the account.


(c)AAA deposit contract pertaining to a deposit account of a


public or governmental entity must provide that the holder of the
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account may not become a member of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.005.AAACCOUNT OWNERSHIP. Unless a savings bank


acknowledges in writing a pledge of a deposit account, the savings


bank may treat the holder of record of the account as the owner of


the account for all purposes and is unaffected by notice to the


contrary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.006.AATRANSFER OF ACCOUNT. (a) A deposit account


may be transferred on the books of the savings bank only on


presentation to the savings bank of:


(1)AAevidence of transfer satisfactory to the savings


bank; and


(2)AAan application for transfer by the transferee.


(b)AAA transferee accepts an account subject to the terms of


the:


(1)AAdeposit contract; and


(2)AAsavings bank’s charter and bylaws.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.007.AAINTEREST OR DIVIDENDS PAID ON ACCOUNTS. (a) A


savings bank may contract to pay interest on deposit accounts or may


pay earnings on deposit accounts in the form of dividends declared


by the savings bank’s board.


(b)AAA savings bank shall compute and pay interest and


dividends according to rules adopted by the finance commission.


(c)AAA savings bank shall credit interest or a dividend to a


deposit account on the savings bank ’s books unless the account


holder requests and the savings bank agrees that the savings bank


will pay interest or dividends on the account in cash.


(d)AAA savings bank may pay a cash dividend by check or bank


draft.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 60, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.
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Sec.A95.008.AAREDEMPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. (a) If no


contractual prohibition exists, a savings bank may redeem in the


manner the board determines all or part of its deposit accounts if


the savings bank:


(1)AAnot later than the 31st day before the redemption


date, gives notice of the redemption by certified mail to each


affected account holder at the holder’s last address as recorded on


the books of the savings bank; and


(2)AAnot later than the redemption date, sets aside the


amount necessary for the redemption and keeps the amount available


for redemption.


(b)AARedemption of deposit accounts must be on a


nondiscriminatory basis.


(c)AAThe redemption price of a deposit account is the


withdrawal value of the account.


(d)AAAll rights, including the accrual of earnings, that


relate to a deposit account called for redemption, other than the


right of the account holder of record to receive the redemption


price, terminate as of the redemption date.


(e)AAA savings bank may not redeem any of its deposit


accounts if the savings bank is subject to a supervisory control or


conservatorship action under Chapter 96, unless the commissioner


directs the redemption.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.009.AALIEN ON DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. (a) Without further


agreement or pledge, a savings bank or a federal savings bank doing


business in this state has a lien on all deposit accounts owned by


an account holder to whom or on whose behalf the savings bank has


advanced money by loan or otherwise.


(b)AAOn default in the payment or satisfaction of the account


holder’s obligation, the savings bank, without notice to or consent


of the account holder, may cancel on its books all or part of the


account holder’s deposit account and apply that amount to payment


of the obligation.


(c)AAThe savings bank by written instrument may waive its


lien in whole or in part on a deposit account.
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(d)AAA savings bank may take the pledge of a deposit account


of the savings bank that is owned by an account holder other than


the borrower as additional security for a loan secured by:


(1)AAa deposit account;


(2)AAreal property; or


(3)AAboth a deposit account and real property.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.010.AAACCOUNT AS LEGAL INVESTMENT. (a) Each of the


following persons may invest money held by the person in a deposit


account of a savings bank doing business in this state:


(1)AAany fiduciary, including an administrator,


executor, guardian, or trustee;


(2)AAa political subdivision or instrumentality of this


state;


(3)AAa business or nonprofit corporation;


(4)AAa charitable or educational corporation or


association; and


(5)AAa financial institution, including a bank, savings


and loan association, or credit union.


(b)AAAn investment by an insurance company in a deposit


account is eligible for tax reducing purposes under Chapters 221


and 222, Insurance Code.


(c)AAAn investment by a school district in a deposit account


insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation meets the


requirements of Sections 45.102 and 45.208, Education Code.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 728 (H.B. 2018), Sec. 11.110, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 95.011.AAAPPLICABILITY OF ESTATES CODE.AAThe applicable


provisions of Subchapter B, Chapter 111, and Chapters 112 and 113,


Estates Code, govern deposit accounts held in a savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2015, 84th Leg., R.S., Ch. 1236 (S.B. 1296), Sec.
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20.011, eff. September 1, 2015.


SUBCHAPTER B. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC TYPES OF ACCOUNTS


Sec.A95.101.AAACCOUNT HELD BY MINOR. (a) A savings bank or a


federal savings bank may accept a deposit account from a minor as


the sole and absolute owner of the account.


(b)AAOn the minor’s order, the savings bank may:


(1)AApay withdrawals;


(2)AAaccept pledges to the savings bank; and


(3)AAact in any other manner with respect to the


account.


(c)AASubject to Subsection (e), a payment or delivery of


rights to a minor, or an acquittance signed by a minor who holds a


deposit account, is a discharge of the savings bank for that payment


or delivery.


(d)AAIf the savings bank requires a minor to furnish an


acquittance or pledge or take other action with respect to the


minor’s deposit account, that action is binding on the minor as if


the minor had the capacity of an adult.


(e)AAIf a parent or guardian of a minor informs the savings


bank in writing that the minor is not to have the authority to


control the minor’s deposit account, the minor may not control the


account during the minority without the joinder of the parent or


guardian.


(f)AAIf a minor dies, the acquittance of a parent or guardian


of the minor discharges the savings bank for amounts that in the


aggregate do not exceed $1,000.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.102.AAPLEDGE OF JOINT ACCOUNT. (a) Unless the terms


of the account provide otherwise, a person on whose signature money


may be withdrawn from a deposit account in the names of two or more


persons may, by a signed pledge, pledge and transfer to the savings


bank or federal savings bank all or part of the account.


(b)AAA pledge made under Subsection (a) does not sever or


terminate the joint and survivorship ownership of the account.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.103.AAACCOUNT HELD BY FIDUCIARY. (a) A savings bank


or federal savings bank doing business in this state may accept a


deposit account in the name of a fiduciary, including an


administrator, executor, custodian, guardian, or trustee, for a


named beneficiary.


(b)AAA fiduciary may:


(1)AAvote as a member as if the membership were held


absolutely; and


(2)AAopen, add to, or withdraw money from the account.


(c)AAExcept as otherwise provided by law, a payment to a


fiduciary or an acquittance signed by the fiduciary to whom a


payment is made is a discharge of the savings bank for the payment.


(d)AAAfter a person holding a deposit account in a fiduciary


capacity dies, the savings bank may pay or deliver to the


beneficiary the withdrawal value of the account, plus earnings on


the account, or other rights relating to the account, in whole or in


part, if the savings bank has no written notice or order of the


probate court of:


(1)AAthe revocation or termination of the fiduciary


relationship; or


(2)AAany other disposition of the beneficial estate.


(e)AAA savings bank has no further liability for a payment


made or right delivered under Subsection (d).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.104.AATRUST ACCOUNT: UNDISCLOSED TRUST INSTRUMENT.


(a) If a savings bank opens a deposit account for a person claiming


to be the trustee for another and the savings bank has no other


notice of the existence or terms of a trust other than a written


claim against the account:


(1)AAthe person claiming to be the trustee may, on the


person’s signature, withdraw money from the account; and


(2)AAif that person dies, the savings bank may pay the


withdrawal value of all or part of the account, plus earnings on the


account, to the person for whom the account was opened.
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(b)AAA savings bank has no further liability for a payment


made under Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A95.105.AAPOWER OF ATTORNEY ACCOUNT. (a) A savings bank


doing business in this state may continue to recognize the


authority of an attorney-in-fact authorized in writing to manage or


withdraw money from a deposit account of a member until the savings


bank receives written or actual notice of the revocation of that


authority.


(b)AAFor purposes of this section, written notice of the


death or adjudication of incompetency of a member is considered to


be written notice of revocation of the authority of the member ’s


attorney-in-fact.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 96. SUPERVISION AND REGULATION


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec. 96.001.AAGENERAL DUTIES. The Department of Savings and


Mortgage Lending and the commissioner shall regulate savings banks


and subsidiaries of savings banks operating under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.039,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.002.AAADOPTION OF RULES. (a)AAThe finance


commission may adopt rules necessary to supervise and regulate


savings banks and to protect public investment in savings banks,


including rules relating to:


(1)AAthe minimum amounts of capital required to


incorporate and operate as a savings bank, which may not be less


than the amounts required of corresponding national banks;


(2)AAthe fees and procedures for processing, hearing,


and deciding applications filed with the commissioner or the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending under this subtitle;


(3)AAthe books and records that a savings bank is


required to keep and the location at which the books and records are


required to be maintained;


(4)AAthe accounting principles and practices that a


savings bank is required to observe;


(5)AAthe conditions under which records may be copied


or reproduced for permanent storage before the originals are


destroyed;


(6)AAthe form, content, and time of publication of


statements of condition;


(7)AAthe form and content of any report that a savings


bank is required to prepare and publish or file under this chapter;
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(8)AAthe manner in which assets, liabilities, and


transactions in general are to be described when entered in the


books of a savings bank, so that the entry accurately describes the


subject matter of the entry;


(9)AAthe conditions under which the commissioner may


require an asset to be charged off or reserves established by


transfer from surplus or paid-in capital because of depreciation of


or overstated value of the asset;


(10)AAthe change of control of a savings bank;


(11)AAthe conduct, management, and operation of a


savings bank;


(12)AAthe withdrawable accounts, bonuses, plans, and


contracts for savings programs;


(13)AAthe merger, consolidation, reorganization,


conversion, and liquidation of a savings bank;


(14)AAthe establishment of an additional office or the


change of office location or name of a savings bank;


(15)AAthe requirements for a savings bank’s holding


companies, including those relating to:


(A)AAregistration and periodic reporting of a


holding company with the commissioner; and


(B)AAtransactions between a holding company, an


affiliate of a holding company, or a savings bank; and


(16)AAthe powers of a savings bank to make loans and


investments that contain provisions reasonably necessary to ensure


that a loan made by a savings bank is consistent with sound lending


practices and that the savings bank’s investment will promote the


purposes of this subtitle, including provisions governing:


(A)AAthe type of loans and the conditions under


which a savings bank may originate, make, or sell loans;


(B)AAthe conditions under which a savings bank may


purchase or participate in a loan made by another lender;


(C)AAthe conditions for the servicing of a loan


for another lender;


(D)AAthe conditions under which a savings bank may


lend money on the security of a loan made by another person;


(E)AAthe conditions under which a savings bank may
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pledge loans held by it as collateral for borrowing by the savings


bank;


(F)AAthe conditions under which a savings bank may


invest in securities and debt instruments;


(G)AAthe documentation that a savings bank must


have in its files at the time of funding or purchase of a loan, an


investment, or a participation in a loan;


(H)AAthe form and content of statements of


expenses and fees and other charges that are paid by a borrower or


that a borrower is obligated to pay;


(I)AAthe title information that must be


maintained;


(J)AAthe borrower’s insurance coverage of


property securing a loan;


(K)AAan appraisal report;


(L)AAthe financial statement of a borrower;


(M)AAthe fees or other compensation that may be


paid to a person in connection with obtaining a loan for a savings


bank, including an officer, director, employee, affiliated person,


consultant, or third party;


(N)AAthe conditions under which the savings bank


may advance money to pay a tax, assessment, insurance premium, or


other similar charge for the protection of the savings bank’s


interest in property securing the savings bank’s loans;


(O)AAthe terms under which a savings bank may


acquire and deal in real property;


(P)AAthe valuation on a savings bank’s books of


real property held by the savings bank;


(Q)AAthe terms governing the investment by a


savings bank in a subsidiary, the powers that may be exercised by a


subsidiary, and the activities that may be engaged in by a


subsidiary; and


(R)AAany other matter considered necessary to


administer each type of transaction.


(b)AAA savings bank or its subsidiary may not engage in a


transaction in violation of a rule adopted under this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended
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by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 61, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.040,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 11, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER B. EXAMINATIONS AND REPORTS


Sec.A96.051.AAANNUAL AUDIT. (a) Not later than the 90th day


after the date its fiscal year closes, a savings bank shall obtain


an audit by an independent accounting firm that is a member of the


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants or its


successor.


(b)AAA copy of the audit and all correspondence reasonably


related to the audit shall be provided to the commissioner.


(c)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules as necessary to


implement this section.


(d)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464, Sec.


15(4), eff. September 1, 2013.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 62, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 15(4),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A96.053.AAREPORTS. (a)AARepealed by Acts 2013, 83rd


Leg., R.S., Ch. 464, Sec. 15(5), eff. September 1, 2013.


(b)AAA savings bank shall make any report the commissioner


may require to administer and enforce this chapter.AAA report under


this section must be:


(1)AA in the form and manner the commissioner


prescribes; and


(2)AAfiled on the date the commissioner prescribes.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.19, eff.
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September 1, 2005.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 12, eff.


September 1, 2013.


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 15(5),


eff. September 1, 2013.


Sec.A96.054.AAEXAMINATIONS. (a) The commissioner shall


periodically examine the affairs of each savings bank and its


subsidiaries and the transactions of any holding company that are


related to the savings bank subsidiaries of the holding company.


(b)AAAn examination under this section may be performed in


conjunction with an examination by the Federal Deposit Insurance


Corporation or another federal depository institutions regulatory


agency having jurisdiction over a savings bank. The commissioner


may accept an examination made by an appropriate banking agency as a


substitute for an examination required by this section.


(c)AAOn completion of a report, a copy of an examination


conducted under this section shall be furnished promptly to the


savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.055.AAADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS. (a) The


commissioner at the saving bank’s cost may perform an additional


examination or audit or devote extraordinary attention to a savings


bank’s affairs if the commissioner determines the conditions of the


savings bank justify the examination, audit, or attention.


(b)AAOn completion of a report, a copy of an examination or


audit report conducted under this section shall be furnished


promptly to the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 96.0551.AAREGULATION AND EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN RELATED


ENTITIES. (a)AAIn this section, "state savings bank" has the


meaning assigned by Section 31.002.


(b)AAThe commissioner may regulate and examine, to the same


extent as if the services or activities were performed by a state


savings bank on its own premises:
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(1)AAthe activities of a state savings bank affiliate;


and


(2)AAthe services or activities of a third-party


service provider that a state savings bank or state savings bank


affiliate has contracted for or otherwise arranged to be performed


on behalf of the state savings bank or state savings bank affiliate.


(c)AAThe commissioner may collect a fee from an examined


third-party service provider or affiliate in connection with each


examination to cover the cost of the examination or may collect that


fee from the state savings banks that use the examined third-party


service provider.


(d)AAFor purposes of this section, a third-party service


provider or state savings bank affiliate does not include a company


or firm in which ownership or membership is limited to individuals


and conditioned by law on the existence and maintenance of


professional licensing.


(e)AATo promote regulatory efficiency, if, in the preceding


24 months, a third-party service provider or affiliate has been


examined by a federal or state financial services regulatory agency


or by a member agency of the Federal Financial Institutions


Examination Council, or its successor agency, the commissioner may


accept the results of that examination instead of conducting the


commissioner’s own examination of the third-party service provider


or affiliate.AANothing in this subsection shall be construed as


limiting or restricting the commissioner from participating in an


examination of a third-party service provider or affiliate


conducted by a federal or state financial services regulatory


agency or by a member agency of the Federal Financial Institutions


Examination Council, or its successor agency.


(f)AAA third-party service provider that refuses to submit to


examination or to pay an assessed fee for examination under this


section is subject to an enforcement action under Chapter 96.AAWith


respect to a third-party service provider’s refusal to submit to


examination, the commissioner may notify all state savings banks of


the refusal and warn that continued use of the third-party service


provider may constitute an unsafe and unsound banking practice.


Added by Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 2,
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eff. September 1, 2021.


Sec.A96.056.AAACCESS TO BOOKS AND RECORDS. The


commissioner, a deputy commissioner, or an examiner or auditor of


the commissioner shall be given free access to:


(1)AAthe books and records of a savings bank or a


subsidiary or holding company of a savings bank; and


(2)AAthe books and records relating to a savings bank’s


business kept by an officer, agent, or employee of the savings bank


or the subsidiary or holding company of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.057.AASUBPOENA; ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OR


AFFIRMATION. (a) In an examination conducted under this


subchapter, the commissioner, the deputy commissioner, or an


examiner or auditor of the commissioner may:


(1)AAsubpoena witnesses;


(2)AAadminister an oath or affirmation to a person,


including a director, officer, agent, or employee of a savings bank


or a savings bank’s subsidiary or holding company; or


(3)AArequire and compel by subpoena the production of


documents, including records, books, papers, and contracts.


(b)AAThe commissioner may apply to a district court in Travis


County for an order requiring a person to obey a subpoena or to


appear or answer questions in connection with the examination.


(c)AAThe court shall issue an order under Subsection (b) if


the court finds good cause to issue the subpoena or to take


testimony.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. SUPERVISORY INTERVENTION


Sec.A96.101.AAINTERVENTION FOR VIOLATIONS AND UNSAFE AND


UNSOUND PRACTICES. (a) The commissioner may intervene in the


affairs of a savings bank if the savings bank or a person who


participates in the affairs of the savings bank or a subsidiary or


holding company of the savings bank:
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(1)AAengages in or is about to engage in an unsafe and


unsound practice in conducting the affairs of the savings bank; or


(2)AAviolates or is about to violate:


(A)AAthe articles of incorporation or bylaws of


the savings bank;


(B)AAa law or supervisory order applicable to the


savings bank; or


(C)AAa condition that the commissioner or the


finance commission has imposed on the savings bank by written


order, directive, or agreement.


(b)AAThe commissioner may intervene in the affairs of a


savings bank if a person who participates in the affairs of the


savings bank or a subsidiary or holding company of the savings bank


violates or is about to violate an order or instruction of the


commissioner or a conservator or supervisor in charge of the


savings bank’s affairs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.102.AAINTERVENTION FOR FILING INAPPROPRIATE


INFORMATION. The commissioner may intervene in the affairs of a


savings bank if the savings bank or a person who participates in the


affairs of the savings bank or a subsidiary or holding company of


the savings bank files materially false or misleading information


in a filing required by Subchapter L, Chapter 92.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.103.AAINTERVENTION FOR ACTIVITY RESULTING IN ACTUAL


OR POTENTIAL FINANCIAL LOSS. (a) The commissioner may intervene in


the affairs of a savings bank if a person who participates in the


affairs of the savings bank or a subsidiary or holding company of


the savings bank commits or is about to commit:


(1)AAa fraudulent or criminal act in conducting the


affairs that may cause the savings bank or a subsidiary of the


savings bank to become or be in danger of becoming insolvent;


(2)AAan act that threatens immediate or irreparable


harm to the public or the savings bank, a subsidiary of the savings


bank, or the deposit account holders or creditors of the savings
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bank; or


(3)AAa breach of fiduciary duty that results in actual


or probable substantial financial losses or other damages to the


savings bank or a subsidiary of the savings bank or that would


seriously prejudice the interest of the deposit account holders or


holders of other security issued by the savings bank.


(b)AAThe commissioner may intervene in the affairs of a


savings bank if the savings bank:


(1)AAis insolvent;


(2)AAis in imminent danger of insolvency; or


(3)AAmakes or is about to make:


(A)AAa loan the value of the security for which is


materially overstated; or


(B)AAan investment the market value of which is


materially overstated.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.104.AAINTERVENTION RELATING TO EXAMINATION OF


AFFAIRS. (a) The commissioner may intervene in the affairs of a


savings bank if a person who participates in the affairs of the


savings bank or a subsidiary or holding company of the savings bank:


(1)AArefuses or is about to refuse to submit to


interrogation under oath by the commissioner or the commissioner’s


agent with respect to the savings bank’s affairs; or


(2)AAmaterially alters, conceals, removes, or


falsifies or is about to materially alter, conceal, remove, or


falsify a book or record of the savings bank or a subsidiary or


holding company of the savings bank.


(b)AAThe commissioner may intervene in the affairs of a


savings bank if the savings bank:


(1)AAfails to maintain books and records from which the


true financial condition of the savings bank or the state of the


savings bank’s affairs can be determined; or


(2)AArefuses to direct a person having possession of


the books, papers, records, or accounts of the savings bank or the


savings bank’s subsidiary to permit the commissioner or the


commissioner’s representative to examine those documents or
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accounts.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.105.AATEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) If the


commissioner has reasonable cause to believe that one or more


grounds for intervention under Sections 96.101-96.104 exist or are


imminent, the commissioner may issue without notice and hearing one


or more of the following types of temporary supervisory orders to


correct and eliminate the grounds for supervisory action:


(1)AAan order to cease and desist from continuing a


particular action, an order to take affirmative action, or both;


(2)AAan order suspending or prohibiting a person who


participates in the affairs of the savings bank from further


participating in the affairs of the savings bank or another savings


bank;


(3)AAan order requiring divestiture of control of a


savings bank obtained under Subchapter L, Chapter 92;


(4)AAan order requiring a person who participates in


the affairs of the savings bank or another savings bank to forfeit


and pay an administrative penalty in an amount of not more than


$25,000; or


(5)AAan order placing the affairs of the savings bank


under the control of a conservator designated in the order, who may


take possession and control of the books, records, assets,


liabilities, and business of the savings bank and manage the


savings bank under the direction of the commissioner.


(b)AAAn order under this section:


(1)AAmust contain a reasonably detailed statement of


the facts on which the order is based; and


(2)AAtakes effect when issued.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.106.AASERVICE OF TEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) A


temporary supervisory order may be served by personal delivery by


an agent of the commissioner or by certified or registered mail.


(b)AAService is complete when an officer or director of the


savings bank receives the order.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.107.AAHEARING ON TEMPORARY SUPERVISORY ORDER; FINAL


ORDER. (a) A temporary supervisory order issued under Section


96.105 becomes final and unappealable on the 15th day after the date


on which it is issued unless before that day the savings bank or a


person affected by the order requests a hearing before the


commissioner to determine whether the order should be vacated, made


permanent, or modified.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall set the hearing to be held not


earlier than the 10th day or later than the 30th day after the date


of the request.AAThe hearing must be held at the offices of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(c)AAAfter the hearing, the commissioner may enter a final


order that vacates the temporary order or makes the temporary order


permanent in its original or a modified form that is consistent with


the facts found by the commissioner.


(d)AAThe commissioner shall enter the final order not later


than the 15th day after the date on which the hearing is completed.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.041,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.108.AAPLAN OF OPERATION OF SAVINGS BANK AFTER ORDER


OF TEMPORARY CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) Before or during a hearing under


Section 96.107 on a temporary supervisory order placing a savings


bank under the control of a conservator, the board of the savings


bank may present to the commissioner a plan to continue the


operation of the savings bank in a manner that will correct or


eliminate the grounds for the order.


(b)AAIf the commissioner approves the plan or a modification


of the plan, the commissioner shall vacate the order and place the


savings bank under conservatorship, conditioned on the


implementation and diligent prosecution of the plan.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A96.109.AAENFORCEMENT OF SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) The


commissioner, after giving notice, may assess against a savings


bank or another person designated in a final supervisory order who


violates the order, or both, an administrative penalty of not more


than $1,000 each for each day of the violation. The savings bank


may not reimburse or indemnify a person for any part of the penalty.


(b)AAIn addition to any other remedy provided by law, the


commissioner may institute in a district court in Travis County:


(1)AAa suit for injunctive relief to stop or prevent a


violation of a supervisory order; or


(2)AAa suit for injunctive relief and to collect the


administrative penalty.


(c)AAA bond is not required of the commissioner with respect


to injunctive relief granted under this section.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.110.AASTAY OF SUPERVISORY ORDER. (a) A temporary


supervisory order may not be stayed pending a hearing unless the


commissioner orders a stay.


(b)AAA final supervisory order may not be stayed pending


judicial review unless the reviewing court orders a stay for good


cause.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.111.AADISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN SUPERVISORY


ORDER; CONFIDENTIALITY. (a)AAWhen a supervisory order is issued


under this chapter, the commissioner shall report the existence of


the order promptly to the finance commission but shall maintain the


confidentiality of the content of the order.


(b)AAExcept as provided by Subsection (c) or (d), information


contained in a temporary or final supervisory order or a notice,


correspondence, or other record relating to the order is


confidential.


(c)AAThe commissioner, for good reason as determined by the


commissioner, may disclose the information described by Subsection


(b) in a hearing or judicial proceeding under Section 96.107,


96.109, or 96.110 or in a proceeding to assert a defense under
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Section 96.403.


(d)AAThe commissioner may disclose the information described


by Subsection (b) to a department, agency, or instrumentality of


this or another state or the United States if the commissioner


determines that disclosure is necessary or proper to enforce the


laws of this or another state or the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., R.S., Ch. 464 (S.B. 1008), Sec. 13, eff.


September 1, 2013.


SUBCHAPTER D. CONSERVATORSHIP


Sec.A96.151.AAPLACEMENT OF SAVINGS BANK UNDER


CONSERVATORSHIP. If the commissioner does not approve a plan to


continue the operation of a savings bank under Section 96.108, the


conservator shall continue to manage the affairs of the savings


bank unless the temporary conservatorship order is modified or


vacated:


(1)AAby order of the commissioner; or


(2)AAas a result of judicial review.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.152.AADUTIES OF CONSERVATOR. (a) The conservator


and any deputy or assistant conservator appointed by the


commissioner, under the direction and supervision of the


commissioner, shall:


(1)AAtake possession and control of the books, records,


property, assets, liabilities, and business of the savings bank;


and


(2)AAconduct the business and affairs of the savings


bank.


(b)AAThe conservator shall:


(1)AAremove the causes and conditions that made the


conservatorship necessary; and


(2)AAreport to the commissioner as required by the


commissioner.
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(c)AAThe conservator shall preserve, protect, and recover


the assets or property of the savings bank, including a claim or


cause of action that belongs to or may be asserted by the savings


bank. The conservator may deal with that property in the capacity


of conservator.


(d)AAThe conservator may file, prosecute, or defend a suit


brought by or against the savings bank if the conservator considers


it necessary to protect the interested party or property affected


by the suit.


(e)AAA suit filed by the conservator under Subsection (c)


must be brought in Travis County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.153.AATERM OF CONSERVATOR. The conservator shall


serve until the purposes of the conservatorship are accomplished.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.154.AATRANSFER OF MANAGEMENT OF REHABILITATED


SAVINGS BANK. If the savings bank is rehabilitated to the


satisfaction of the commissioner, the conservator shall return the


management of the savings bank to the savings bank’s board under


terms that are reasonable and necessary to prevent a recurrence of


the conditions that created the need for conservatorship.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.155.AASCOPE OF AUTHORITY OF OTHER PERSONS DURING


CONSERVATORSHIP. During the conservatorship, a person who


participates in the affairs of the savings bank shall act according


to the conservator’s instructions and may exercise only the


authority that the conservator expressly grants.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.156.AALIMITING ORDER DURING CONSERVATORSHIP. (a)


During a conservatorship, the commissioner by order may impose


limitations on withdrawals from deposit accounts if the


commissioner determines that the interests of deposit account


holders and creditors of the savings bank are best protected by the
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limitations.


(b)AAAn order under this section:


(1)AAmust detail the limitations imposed;


(2)AAmust contain a reasonably detailed statement of


the facts on which the order is based; and


(3)AAbecomes effective when served on the conservator.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.157.AASERVICE OF LIMITING ORDER. (a) A limiting


order may be served by personal delivery by an agent of the


commissioner or by certified or registered mail.


(b)AAService is complete when the conservator receives the


order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.158.AAEFFECT OF LIMITING ORDER. (a) Immediately


after receiving a limiting order, the conservator shall post a copy


of the order at the main entrance of the savings bank.


(b)AAA deposit account withdrawal that violates a limiting


order may not be permitted after the conservator posts the order.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.159.AAHEARING ON LIMITING ORDER; FINAL ORDER. (a)


The limiting order becomes final and unappealable on the 15th day


after the date on which the order is posted as provided by Section


96.158 unless before that day at least 20 percent of the total


number of deposit account holders affected by the order request a


hearing before the commissioner to determine whether the order


should be vacated, made permanent, or modified.


(b)AAThe commissioner shall set the hearing to be held not


earlier than the 10th day or later than the 30th day after the date


of the request.AAThe hearing must be held at the offices of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(c)AAAfter the hearing, the commissioner may issue a final


order that vacates the limiting order or makes the limiting order


permanent in its original or a modified form consistent with the


facts found by the commissioner.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.042,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.160.AASTAY OF LIMITING ORDER. (a) A limiting order


may not be stayed pending a hearing unless the commissioner orders a


stay.


(b)AAA final order may not be stayed pending judicial review


unless the reviewing court orders a stay for good cause.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.161.AACOST OF CONSERVATORSHIP. (a) The


commissioner shall determine the cost of the conservatorship.


(b)AAThe cost of the conservatorship shall be paid from the


savings bank’s assets as the commissioner directs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.162.AAVENUE. A suit filed against a savings bank or


its conservator while a conservatorship order is in effect must be


brought in Travis County.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER E. VOLUNTARY SUPERVISORY CONTROL


Sec.A96.201.AAPLACEMENT OF SAVINGS BANK UNDER VOLUNTARY


SUPERVISORY CONTROL. (a) A savings bank’s board may consent to the


commissioner’s placement of the savings bank under supervisory


control.


(b)AAThe commissioner may appoint the supervisor and one or


more deputy supervisors.


(c)AASupervisory control continues until the conditions for


which the supervisory control was imposed are corrected.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.202.AAPOWERS OF SUPERVISORS. A supervisor or deputy


supervisor has the powers of a conservator under Subchapter D and
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any other power established by agreement between the commissioner


and the savings bank’s board of directors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.203.AACOST OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL. The cost of the


supervisory control of a savings bank shall be set by the


commissioner and paid by the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER F. CLOSING


Sec.A96.251.AACLOSING OF SAVINGS BANK BY BOARD RESOLUTION. A


savings bank’s board, by resolution and with the commissioner’s


consent, may close the savings bank and tender to the commissioner


for disposition as provided by this subchapter the assets and all


the affairs of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.252.AACLOSING OF SAVINGS BANK BY COMMISSIONER’S


ORDER. The commissioner or the commissioner’s representative may


close a savings bank if the commissioner determines after an


examination that:


(1)AAthe interests of the deposit account holders and


creditors of the savings bank are jeopardized because of:


(A)AAthe savings bank’s insolvency or imminent


insolvency; or


(B)AAa substantial dissipation of the savings


bank’s assets or earnings because of a violation of a law or an


unsafe or unsound practice; and


(2)AAit is in the best interests of the deposit account


holders and creditors to close the savings bank and liquidate the


savings bank’s assets.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.253.AAEFFECT OF CLOSING. (a) On closing a savings


bank under this subchapter, the commissioner may:


(1)AAliquidate the savings bank as provided by
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Subchapter G; or


(2)AAtender the savings bank’s assets and all the


savings bank’s affairs to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation


and appoint the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as receiver


or liquidating agent to act in accordance with this chapter or


federal law.


(b)AAThe Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, on accepting


the tender and appointment prescribed by Subsection (a)(2), may:


(1)AAact without bond or other security as to the


appointment; and


(2)AAwithout court supervision, exercise any right,


power, or privilege provided by the laws of this state to a receiver


or liquidating agent, as applicable, and any applicable right,


power, or privilege available under federal law.


(c)AAOn acceptance of the appointment prescribed by


Subsection (a)(2), possession of and title to all the assets,


business, and property of the savings bank pass to the Federal


Deposit Insurance Corporation without the execution of any


instrument transferring title or right of use.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.254.AAHEARING ON COMMISSIONER’S ORDER. (a) Not


later than the second day, excluding legal holidays, after the date


on which the commissioner closes a savings bank under Section


96.252, the savings bank, by resolution of its board, may sue in a


district court of Travis County to prohibit the commissioner from


taking further action under this subchapter.


(b)AAThe court may restrain the commissioner from taking


further action until a hearing on the suit is held. If the court


restrains the commissioner, the court shall instruct the


commissioner to hold the assets and affairs of the savings bank in


the commissioner’s possession until disposition of the suit. On


receipt of this instruction, the commissioner shall refrain from


taking further action, other than a necessary or proper action


approved by the court to prevent loss or depreciation in the value


of the assets.


(c)AAThe court as soon as possible shall hear the suit and
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shall enter a judgment prohibiting or refusing to prohibit the


commissioner from proceeding under this subchapter.


(d)AAThe commissioner, regardless of the judgment entered by


the court or any supersedeas bond filed, retains possession of the


savings bank’s assets until final disposition of any appeal of the


judgment.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER G. LIQUIDATION


Sec.A96.301.AALIQUIDATION OF SAVINGS BANK. (a) If the


commissioner doubts that a savings bank subject to a


conservatorship order can be rehabilitated, the commissioner may


close the savings bank as provided by Subchapter F or set a hearing


to determine whether the savings bank should be liquidated. Not


later than the 10th day before the hearing date, notice of the


hearing shall be given by certified mail to the officers and


directors of the savings bank and by publication in a newspaper of


general circulation in the county in which the principal office of


the savings bank is located.


(b)AAIf the commissioner closes a savings bank or finds after


a hearing under Subsection (a) that the savings bank cannot be


rehabilitated and that it is in the public interest and the best


interests of the deposit account holders and creditors of the


savings bank that the bank be closed and its assets liquidated, the


commissioner by liquidation order may appoint a liquidating agent


and dissolve the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.302.AAREMOVAL OR REPLACEMENT OF LIQUIDATING AGENT.


(a) The commissioner, with or without cause, may remove a


liquidating agent and appoint another agent.


(b)AAIf a liquidating agent resigns, dies, or otherwise


becomes unable to serve, the commissioner shall promptly appoint


another agent.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A96.303.AADUTIES OF LIQUIDATING AGENT. (a) Under the


commissioner’s supervision, the liquidating agent shall:


(1)AAreceive and take possession of the books, records,


assets, and property of the savings bank;


(2)AAsell, enforce collection of, and liquidate the


assets and property of the savings bank;


(3)AAsue in the name of the liquidating agent or the


savings bank;


(4)AAdefend an action brought against the liquidating


agent or the savings bank;


(5)AAreceive, examine, and pass on a claim brought


against the savings bank, including a claim of a depositor;


(6)AAmake distributions to and pay creditors, deposit


account holders, shareholders, and members of the savings bank as


their interests appear;


(7)AAfrom time to time make a ratable liquidation


dividend on claims that have been proved to the satisfaction of the


liquidating agent or that have been adjusted by a court;


(8)AAafter the savings bank’s assets have been


liquidated, make further liquidation dividends on claims


previously proved or adjusted; and


(9)AAexecute documents and perform any other action


that the liquidating agent considers necessary or desirable for the


liquidation.


(b)AAFor purposes of making a further liquidation dividend


under Subsections (a)(7) and (8), the liquidating agent may accept


the statement of an amount due a claimant as shown on the savings


bank’s books and records instead of a formal proof of claim on the


claimant’s behalf.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.304.AANOTICE. (a) Under the commissioner’s


supervision, the liquidating agent shall give notice to creditors


and deposit account holders directing them to present and prove


their claims and requiring them to file a written proof of claim at


the address designated in the notice.


(b)AAThe notice shall be published once a week for three
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successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each


county in which the savings bank maintained an office or branch to


transact business on the date the savings bank ceased unrestricted


operations.


(c)AANot later than the 30th day after the date on which the


notice is first published, the liquidating agent shall mail a


similar notice to each depositor and creditor named in the books of


the savings bank at the address shown in those books.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.305.AAPRESENTATION OF CLAIM. (a) To be entitled to


priority, each person asserting a claim against a savings bank


being liquidated under this subchapter must present the claim in


writing to the commissioner or the liquidating agent, at the


address designated in the notice under Section 96.304 on or before


the last day of the 18th month after the date the notice is first


published.


(b)AAThe claim must:


(1)AAcontain a statement of the facts supporting the


claim;


(2)AAset out any right of payment priority or other


specific right asserted by the claimant; and


(3)AAbe signed and sworn to by the claimant.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.306.AAPRIORITY OF CLAIMS. When a savings bank is


liquidated, claims for payment have the same priority that similar


claims have when a federal savings bank is liquidated under federal


law.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.307.AAACTION ON CLAIM. (a) Within three months


after the date of receipt of a claim against a savings bank being


liquidated, the liquidating agent shall approve or reject the claim


in whole or in part unless that period is extended by written


agreement with the claimant.


(b)AAA liquidating agent who approves the claim or a part of
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the claim shall classify the claim and enter the claim and the


action taken in a claim register.


(c)AAA liquidating agent who rejects the claim in whole or in


part, or who denies a right of payment priority or any other right


asserted by the claimant, shall notify the claimant of the action by


registered mail.


(d)AAAn approved claim presented after the declaration and


payment of any dividend and on or before the last day of the 18th


month after the date on which notice is first published under


Section 96.304 qualifies to participate in dividends previously


paid before an additional dividend is declared. A claim that is


presented after that period does not qualify to participate in a


dividend or distribution of assets until all approved claims


presented during the period are fully paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.308.AAHEARING ON CLAIM; APPEAL OF ADVERSE


DETERMINATION OF CLAIM. (a) A claimant may appeal an adverse


determination of a claim by filing suit on the claim in a district


court of Travis County within three months after the date on which


notice is mailed under Section 96.307.


(b)AAThe determination on a claim becomes final on the


expiration of the period prescribed by Subsection (a) if suit is not


filed in accordance with that subsection.


(c)AAReview by a district court under Subsection (a) is by


trial de novo.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.309.AAPAYMENT OF FINAL DIVIDEND. (a) The


liquidating agent may not pay a final dividend before the first day


of the 19th month after the date notice is first published under


Section 96.304.


(b)AAThe liquidating agent shall declare and pay a final


dividend after:


(1)AAthe prohibitory period prescribed by Subsection


(a) expires; and


(2)AAthe liquidating agent liquidates each asset of the
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savings bank capable of being liquidated or receives sufficient


money from the liquidation to:


(A)AApay the costs of liquidation;


(B)AApay all claims that have been presented and


approved; and


(C)AAleave money available to pay all nonclaiming


deposit account holders and creditors of the savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.310.AADEPOSIT OF MONEY BY LIQUIDATING AGENT. The


liquidating agent shall deposit all unclaimed dividends and all


money available for nonclaiming deposit account holders and


creditors in one or more state-chartered financial institutions for


the benefit of the deposit account holders and creditors entitled


to the dividends or money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.311.AAPAYMENT OF NONCLAIMING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT HOLDERS


AND CREDITORS. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), the


liquidating agent, on demand, shall pay a deposit account holder or


creditor of the savings bank who does not make a claim under Section


96.305 any amount held by the liquidating agent for the benefit of


the deposit account holder or creditor.


(b)AAIf the liquidating agent has a doubt about the identity


of a claimant or the claimant ’s right to the money, the liquidating


agent shall reject the claim and notify the claimant by registered


mail.


(c)AAThe liquidating agent’s rejection of a claim becomes


final if the claimant does not file suit against the liquidating


agent to recover money in a district court of Travis County within


three months after the date on which the notice is mailed.


(d)AAA suit under Subsection (c) is an action in rem.


Judgment is binding on all persons interested in the money.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.312.AACOST OF LIQUIDATION. (a) The commissioner


shall determine the cost of the liquidation.
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(b)AAThe cost of liquidation shall be paid from the savings


bank’s assets as the commissioner directs.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.313.AAFINAL REPORT. After paying a final dividend as


provided by Section 96.309 and performing any necessary or proper


action in liquidating the savings bank’s assets for the benefit of


the deposit account holders and creditors of the savings bank, the


liquidating agent shall file with the commissioner a final report


of the liquidation.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.314.AACONTINUED EXISTENCE OF SAVINGS BANK FOLLOWING


LIQUIDATION. For the purpose of adjusting and settling claims not


disposed of during the liquidation, the savings bank continues to


exist until the third anniversary of the date on which the


liquidation order is issued.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.315.AASPECIAL LIQUIDATING AGENT. At the completion


of the liquidation, the commissioner may appoint a special


liquidating agent if necessary to adjust and settle undisposed


claims.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.316.AACLOSING OF LIQUIDATION; ORDER AND LIABILITY.


(a) The liquidating agent shall certify the completion of the


liquidation to the commissioner, who shall then issue an order


closing the liquidation.


(b)AAAfter the closing order, the commissioner and the


liquidating agent are discharged from any further duty or liability


in connection with the administration of the savings bank’s


affairs.


(c)AAAfter the closing order, a person does not have a claim,


suit, or action against the commissioner or the liquidating agent,


individually or in an official capacity, except a suit to recover an


unclaimed deposit as provided by this subchapter.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.317.AAADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE. The procedures for


a contested case hearing under Chapter 2001, Government Code, apply


to a hearing set by the commissioner under this subchapter.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER H. CONFIDENTIALITY


Sec. 96.351.AADISCLOSURE BY DEPARTMENT PROHIBITED. Except


as otherwise provided by this subtitle or a rule adopted under this


subtitle, the following are confidential and may not be disclosed


by the commissioner or an examiner, supervisor, conservator,


liquidator, inspector, deputy, or assistant clerk or other employee


of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending who is appointed


or acting under this subtitle:


(1)AAinformation, regardless of the circumstances


under which the information is obtained, regarding a financial


institution or a shareholder, participant, officer, director,


manager, affiliate, or service provider of a financial institution,


other than information in a public statement or the public portion


of a call report or profit and loss statement; and


(2)AAall related files and records of the department.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.043,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.352.AADISCLOSURE TO OTHER AGENCIES. This subchapter


does not prevent the proper exchange of information relating to


savings banks with a representative of a regulatory authority of


another state or any other department, agency, or instrumentality


of this or another state or the United States if the commissioner


determines the disclosure of the information is necessary or proper


to enforce the laws of this or another state or the United States.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A96.353.AAOTHER DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED. (a)


Confidential information that is provided to a financial


institution or an affiliate or service provider of a financial


institution, whether in the form of a report of examination or


otherwise, is the confidential property of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending.


(b)AAThe information may not be made public or disclosed by


the recipient or by an officer, director, manager, employee, or


agent of the recipient to a person not officially connected to the


recipient as officer, director, employee, attorney, auditor, or


independent auditor, except as authorized by a rule adopted under


this subchapter or by the commissioner’s written approval.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.044,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.354.AACIVIL DISCOVERY. Discovery of confidential


information from a person subject to this subchapter under subpoena


or other legal process must comply with rules adopted under this


subtitle. The rules may:


(1)AArestrict release of confidential information to


the portion directly relevant to the legal dispute at issue; and


(2)AArequire that a protective order, in the form and


under circumstances specified by the rules, be issued by a court


before release of the confidential information.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.355.AAINVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION. (a)


Notwithstanding any other law, the commissioner may refuse to


release information or records in the custody of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending if the commissioner believes release


of the information or records might jeopardize an investigation of


possibly unlawful activities.


(b)AAUnless this subtitle provides otherwise, this


subchapter does not apply to any information or to a report of an


investigation obtained or made by the commissioner or the
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commissioner’s staff in connection with an application for charter


or with a hearing held by the commissioner under this subtitle. The


fact, information, or report may be included in the record of the


appropriate hearing.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.045,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.356.AAEXAMINATION REPORT. Unless the commissioner


determines that a good reason exists to make the report public, a


report of an examination made to the commissioner is confidential.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 96.357.AAREMOVAL FOR VIOLATION. A person who violates


this subchapter or who wilfully makes a false official report on the


condition of a financial institution shall be removed from office


or further employment with the Department of Savings and Mortgage


Lending.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.046,


eff. September 1, 2007.


SUBCHAPTER I. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS


Sec.A96.401.AADERIVATIVE SUIT. (a) The commissioner may


bring a derivative suit on behalf of a savings bank on an unpursued


cause of action if:


(1)AAthe commissioner determines that the suit should


be brought to protect the public interest or the interest of the


savings bank or the shareholders, members, or creditors of the


savings bank; and


(2)AAthe savings bank has not brought suit on the action


before the 30th day after the date on which the commissioner gives


notice to the savings bank that suit should be brought.


(b)AAExcept as provided by another statute that provides for
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mandatory venue, venue is in a district court of Travis County.


(c)AAThe commissioner may employ legal counsel to bring and


prosecute a derivative suit.AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AApay counsel from funds appropriated for the


operation of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending; or


(2)AArequire the savings bank for which the suit is


brought to pay the counsel directly or to reimburse the Department


of Savings and Mortgage Lending for the payment.


(d)AAThe savings bank shall be paid an amount equal to the


amount of the proceeds of a judgment on a suit brought under this


section less unreimbursed costs and expenses, including attorney’s


fees incurred by the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending in


prosecuting the suit.


(e)AAIn this section, "unpursued cause of action" means an


existing claim belonging to a savings bank on which a suit or other


effective action has not been filed or taken by or on behalf of the


savings bank on or before the last day of the sixth month after the


date on which the cause of action arose, involving:


(1)AAa claim for monetary damages or recovery of


property;


(2)AAa claim for equitable relief;


(3)AAa cause of action for breach of contract or for


enforcement of a contract; or


(4)AAa claim on a fidelity bond.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.047,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec.A96.402.AAPAYMENT OF INSURED DEPOSIT LIABILITIES BY


FDIC. If the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation pays the


insured deposit liabilities of a savings bank that has been closed


or is being liquidated under this chapter, regardless of whether


the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has become receiver or


liquidating agent, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is


subrogated, to the extent of the payment, to all rights that the


owners of the deposit accounts have against the savings bank.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A96.403.AAENFORCEABILITY OF LOAN PROMISE OR AGREEMENT


MADE BY SAVINGS BANK BEFORE CONSERVATORSHIP OR SUPERVISORY CONTROL.


If a promise or agreement to lend money is not otherwise


unenforceable under Chapter 26, Business & Commerce Code, and if


the promise or agreement is made by the savings bank before the


savings bank is placed under conservatorship or supervisory


control, the promise or agreement or a memorandum of the promise or


agreement is enforceable against the savings bank only if the


promise or agreement or memorandum:


(1)AAis in writing and states the material terms of the


loan and the loan’s repayment;


(2)AAis signed by an authorized officer or employee of


the savings bank and the person to whom the promise or agreement was


made; and


(3)AAis approved by the savings bank’s board of


directors.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec. 96.404.AAINTEREST IN SAVINGS BANK PROHIBITED FOR


DEPARTMENT. (a) A savings bank or a director, officer, employee,


or representative of a savings bank may not give a loan or gratuity,


directly or indirectly, to the commissioner, an employee of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending, or a spouse of the


commissioner or employee.


(b)AAThe commissioner or an employee of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending may not:


(1)AAhold an office or position in a domestic savings


bank or exercise a right to vote on a domestic savings bank matter


because the person is a member of or shareholder in the savings


bank;


(2)AAhold an interest, directly or indirectly, in a


domestic savings bank; or


(3)AAundertake an indebtedness as a borrower, directly


or indirectly, or endorser, surety, or guarantor or sell or


otherwise dispose of a loan or investment to a domestic savings
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bank.


(c)AAIf the commissioner or an employee of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending has a prohibited, direct or indirect


right or interest in a domestic savings bank at the time of


appointment or employment, the commissioner or employee shall


dispose of the right or interest not later than the 60th day after


the date of appointment or employment.


(d)AAIf the commissioner or an employee of the Department of


Savings and Mortgage Lending is indebted as a borrower, directly or


indirectly, or is an endorser, surety, or guarantor on a note to a


domestic savings bank at the time of appointment or employment, the


commissioner or employee may continue in that capacity until that


debt is paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.048,


eff. September 1, 2007.


Sec. 96.405.AAPERMITTED TRANSACTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT RELATING


TO SAVINGS BANK. (a) The commissioner or an employee of the


Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending may hold a deposit


account at a savings bank and receive earnings on the account.


(b)AAIf a loan or other note of the commissioner or an


employee of the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending is


acquired by a savings bank, the commissioner or employee may


continue as a borrower, endorser, surety, or guarantor of the loan


or note until the loan or note is paid.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2007, 80th Leg., R.S., Ch. 921 (H.B. 3167), Sec. 6.049,


eff. September 1, 2007.
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FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 97. HOLDING COMPANIES


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO HOLDING COMPANIES


Sec.A97.001.AARULES. (a) The finance commission shall adopt


rules:


(1)AAproviding for the registration of and reporting by


holding companies;


(2)AAsetting limitations on the activities and


investments of holding companies; and


(3)AAconcerning other matters as appropriate under this


chapter.


(b)AAThe finance commission may adopt rules governing


transactions between a subsidiary savings bank of a holding company


and an affiliate of the subsidiary.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997. Amended


by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 867, Sec. 63, eff. Sept. 1, 2001.


Sec.A97.002.AAREGISTRATION. (a) A holding company shall


register with the commissioner, on a form prescribed by the


commissioner, not later than the 90th day after the date the company


becomes a holding company.


(b)AAThe registration must include information, including


information on related matters the commissioner determines is


necessary and appropriate, regarding the holding company’s and its


subsidiaries’:


(1)AAfinancial condition;


(2)AAownership;


(3)AAoperations;


(4)AAmanagement; and


(5)AAintercompany relations.


(c)AAThe commissioner may require the registration to be


under oath.


(d)AAOn application, the commissioner may extend the time
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limit under Subsection (a).


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A97.003.AARELEASE FROM REGISTRATION. The commissioner,


on the commissioner’s own motion or on application, may release a


registered holding company from the registration if the


commissioner determines that the company no longer controls a


savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A97.004.AAREPORTS. (a) Each holding company and each


subsidiary of a holding company, other than a savings bank, shall


file with the commissioner reports required by the commissioner.


(b)AAEach report must:


(1)AAbe made under oath;


(2)AAbe in the form and for the period prescribed by the


commissioner; and


(3)AAcontain information concerning the operations of


the holding company and its subsidiaries as required by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A97.005.AABOOKS AND RECORDS. Each holding company shall


maintain books and records as required by the commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A97.006.AAEXAMINATIONS. (a) The commissioner may


require an examination of a holding company and each subsidiary of a


holding company.


(b)AAThe holding company shall pay the cost of an


examination.


(c)AAThe confidentiality provisions of Subchapter H, Chapter


96, apply to this section.


(d)AAThe commissioner may furnish examination and other


reports to any appropriate governmental department, agency, or


instrumentality of this state, another state, or the United States.


(e)AAFor purposes of this section, the commissioner, if
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feasible, may use reports filed with or examinations made by


appropriate federal agencies or regulatory authorities of other


states.


(f)AAThe commissioner may:


(1)AAexamine a holding company that controls a state


savings bank to the same extent as if the holding company were a


state savings bank; and


(2)AAbring an enforcement action under Chapter 96


against a holding company described by Subdivision (1) or other


person that violates or participates in a violation of this


subtitle, an agreement filed with the commissioner under this


chapter, or a rule adopted by the finance commission or order issued


by the commissioner under this subtitle, as if the holding company


were a state savings bank.


(g)AAThe grounds, procedures, and effects of an enforcement


action brought under Subsection (f) apply to a holding company, an


officer, director, or employee of a holding company, or a


controlling shareholder or other person participating in the


affairs of a holding company in the same manner as the grounds,


procedures, and effects apply to a state savings bank, an officer,


director, or employee of a state savings bank, or a controlling


shareholder or other person participating in the affairs of a state


savings bank.


(h)AAA state savings bank that is controlled by a holding


company that is not a Texas holding company shall be subject to all


laws of this state that are applicable to state savings banks that


are controlled by Texas holding companies.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Amended by:


Acts 2021, 87th Leg., R.S., Ch. 963 (S.B. 1900), Sec. 3, eff.


September 1, 2021.


Sec.A97.007.AAAGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS. The


commissioner may require a holding company or a person, other than a


corporation, connected with a holding company to execute and file


an irrevocable appointment of agent for service of process on a form


prescribed by the commissioner.
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Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER B. MUTUAL HOLDING COMPANIES


Sec. 97.051.AAREORGANIZATION TO BECOME MUTUAL HOLDING


COMPANY. (a) Notwithstanding any other law, a savings bank may be


reorganized as a mutual holding company by submitting to the


commissioner an application for approval of reorganization.


(b)AABefore submission, an application for reorganization


must be approved by a majority vote of the members or shareholders


of the savings bank cast at an annual meeting or a special meeting


called to consider the reorganization.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.21, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 97.052.AAAPPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF REORGANIZATION.


The application for approval of reorganization must contain:


(1)AAa brief statement summarizing a reorganization


plan;


(2)AAtwo copies of the proposed articles of


incorporation of the subsidiary savings bank acknowledged by the


incorporators of the subsidiary savings bank;


(3)AAtwo copies of the proposed bylaws of the savings


bank;


(4)AAa statement that the plan of reorganization was


advised, authorized, and approved by the savings bank in the manner


and by the vote required by its charter and the laws of this state;


and


(5)AAa statement of the manner of approval.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.21, eff.


September 1, 2005.


Sec. 97.053.AAPLAN OF REORGANIZATION. (a) The plan of


reorganization must provide that:


(1)AAa subsidiary savings bank shall:


(A)AAbe incorporated under Subchapter B, Chapter


92; or
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(B)AAon prior approval of the commissioner, be


incorporated under Subchapter C, Chapter 92;


(2)AAthe savings bank shall transfer a substantial part


of its assets to the subsidiary savings bank, and the subsidiary


savings bank shall assume a substantial part of the savings bank’s


liabilities, including all depository liabilities;


(3)AAas a result of the reorganization, the mutual


holding company must hold more than 50 percent of the stock of the


subsidiary savings bank; and


(4)AAafter transfer and assumption, persons with prior


corresponding rights as depositors or creditors against a savings


bank have the same rights with respect to the mutual holding company


and the subsidiary savings bank.


(b)AAThe plan of reorganization must set forth the necessary


corporate steps for the savings bank to reorganize into a mutual


holding company, including:


(1)AAall required charter amendments; and


(2)AAa description of the corporate management of the


reorganized mutual holding company.


(c)AAThe plan of reorganization may contain any other


provision not inconsistent with law or finance commission rules.


Added by Acts 2005, 79th Leg., Ch. 1018 (H.B. 955), Sec. 5.21, eff.


September 1, 2005.
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fi.98.pdf


FINANCE CODE


TITLE 3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES


SUBTITLE C. SAVINGS BANKS


CHAPTER 98. FOREIGN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS


SUBCHAPTER A. GENERAL PROVISIONS


Sec.A98.001.AALIMITATION ON RIGHT TO DO BUSINESS AS SAVINGS


BANK. (a) A person may not do business as a savings bank in this


state or maintain an office in this state for the purpose of doing


business in this state unless the person is a:


(1)AAdomestic savings bank;


(2)AAfederal savings bank; or


(3)AAforeign savings bank that holds a certificate of


authority issued under Subchapter I, Chapter 92, or Section 61,


Chapter 61, General Laws, Acts of the 41st Legislature, 2nd Called


Session, 1929 (Article 881a-60, Vernon ’s Texas Civil Statutes).


(b)AASubsection (a) does not prohibit activity that is not


considered to be transacting business in this state under Section


B, Article 8.01, Texas Business Corporation Act.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.002.AAAPPLICATION OF LAW AND RULES. This subtitle


and each rule adopted under this subtitle apply to the operations in


this state of a foreign savings bank and may be enforced by the


commissioner.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.003.AACONTRACTS CONSTRUED UNDER LAW OF THIS STATE. A


contract between a foreign savings bank and a resident of this state


is governed by the laws of this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.004.AAFEDERAL SAVINGS BANK. A federal savings bank


is not a foreign corporation or foreign savings bank for purposes of


this subtitle.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A98.005.AAAUTHORIZATION TO RETAIN OFFICES. A federal


savings bank that has been merged, consolidated, or converted into


a domestic or foreign savings bank or association is entitled to


retain any authorized office under the terms provided for a foreign


savings bank under Subchapter I, Chapter 92.


Added by Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 62, Sec. 7.35(a), eff. Sept. 1,


1999.


SUBCHAPTER B. POWERS OF FOREIGN SAVINGS BANK; ELIGIBILITY OF


ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENT


Sec.A98.101.AAPOWERS OF FOREIGN SAVINGS BANK; ELIGIBILITY


OF ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENT. (a) A foreign savings bank operating


under a certificate of authority issued under Subchapter I, Chapter


92, has the rights and privileges of a savings bank created under


this subtitle. The savings bank’s deposit accounts are eligible


for investment to the same extent as those of a domestic savings


bank.


(b)AAA foreign savings bank may not be considered a savings


bank organized under the laws of this state.


(c)AAA foreign savings bank operating in this state under


this chapter may not exercise a power, perform a function, or offer


a service that a domestic savings bank may not exercise, perform, or


offer.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER C. CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY


Sec.A98.201.AARENEWAL OF CERTIFICATE. A foreign savings


bank may renew a certificate of authority issued under Subchapter


I, Chapter 92, by paying a renewal fee in January of each year. The


finance commission by resolution shall set the fee annually.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.202.AAREVOCATION OF CERTIFICATE. (a) The


commissioner may revoke a foreign savings bank ’s certificate of
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authority on the failure or refusal of the savings bank to comply


with a final order of the commissioner.


(b)AAOn revocation under Subsection (a), an agent of the


savings bank may not transact business in this state except to:


(1)AAreceive a payment to apply to an active loan


contract; or


(2)AApay a withdrawal request.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


SUBCHAPTER D. EXAMINATION AND REGULATION


Sec.A98.301.AAFREQUENCY OF EXAMINATION. A foreign savings


bank holding a certificate of authority issued under Subchapter I,


Chapter 92, may be examined not more than once each year.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.302.AAEXAMINATION CHARGES. A foreign savings bank


holding a certificate of authority issued under Subchapter I,


Chapter 92, shall pay:


(1)AAan examination fee in the amount set for a domestic


savings bank under Section 91.007;


(2)AAall travel expenses of the examination; and


(3)AAthe amount of the examination expense that exceeds


the amount of the examination fee, if any.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.


Sec.A98.303.AAAGREEMENT WITH REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF OTHER


STATE. (a) The commissioner, in exercising the supervisory and


regulatory authority granted under Chapter 96, may enter into a


cooperative agreement with a regulatory authority of another state


to facilitate the regulation of foreign savings banks doing


business in this state.


(b)AAThe commissioner may accept a report of an examination


and other records from the regulatory authority of the other state


instead of conducting an examination outside this state.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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Sec.A98.304.AACOMMISSIONER’S AUTHORITY TO ISSUE ORDERS. The


commissioner may issue an order against a foreign savings bank


holding a certificate of authority in the same manner provided by


Chapter 96 for issuance of an order against a domestic savings bank.


Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 1008, Sec. 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1997.
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